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RULES OF
THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

l^Adojited by the General Committee at Leicester, 1907,

ivith subscqin-nt amendments.']

Chapter I.

Objects and Constitution.

1. The objects of the British Association for the Advance- Objects,

meat of Science are : To give a stronger impulse and a more
systematic direction to scientific inquiry ; to promote the

intercourse of those who cultivate Science in different parts

of the British Empire with one another and with foreign

philosophers ; to obtain more general attention for the objects

of Science and the removal of any disadvantages of a public

kind which impede its progress.

The Association contemplates no invasion of the ground
occupied by other Institutions.

2. The Association shall consist of Members, Associates, Constitution.

and Honorary Corresponding Members.
The governing body of the Association shall be a General

Committee, constituted as hereinafter set forth ; and its

affairs shall be directed by a Council and conducted by
General Officers appointed by that Committee.

3. The Association shall meet annually, for one week or Annual

longer, and at such other times as the General Committee Meetings.

may appoint. The place of each Annual Meeting shall be
determined by the General Committee not less than two years

in advance
; and the arrangements for these meetings shall

be entrusted to the Officers of the Association.

Chapter II.

The General Committee.

1. The General Committee shall be constituted of the Constitution.

following persons :
—

(i) Permanent Members—
(«) Past and present Members of the Council, and past

and present Presidents of the Sections.
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(b) Members who, by the publication of works or

papers, have furthered the advancement of know-

ledge in any of those departments which are

assigned to the Sections of the Association.

(ii) l^emporary Members—
(a) Vice-Presidents and Secretaries of the Sections.

(6) Honorary Corresponding Members, foreign repre-

sentatives, and other persons specially invited

or nominated by the Council or General Officers.

(c) Delegates nominated by the Affiliated Societies,

(d) Delegates—not exceeding altogether three in

number—from Scientific Institutions established

at the place of meeting.

Admission. 2. The decision of the Council on the qualifications and

claims of any Member of the Association to be placed on the

General Committee shall be final.

(i) Claims for admission as a Permanent Member must

be lodged with the Assistant Secretary at least one

month before the Annual Meeting,

(ii) Claims for admission as a Temporary Member may be

sent to the Assistant Secretary at any time before or

during the Annual Meeting.

MeetiBgs. 3. The General Committee shall meet twice at least during

every Annual Meeting. In the interval between two Annual
Meetings, it shall be competent for the Council at any time

to summon a meeting of the General Committee.

Functions. 4. The General Committee shall

(i) Receive and consider the Report of the Council,

(ii) Elect a Committee of Recommendations,

(iii) Receive and consider the Report of the Committee

of Recommendations,

(iv) Determine the place of the Annual Meeting not less

than two years in advance,

(v) Determine the date of the next Annual Meeting,

(vi) Elect the President and Vice-Presidents, Local Trea-

surer, and Local Secretaries for the next Annual
Meeting,

(vii) Elect Ordinary Members of Council,

(viii) Appoint General Officers,

(ix) Appoint Auditors.

(x) Elect the Officers of the Conference of Delegates,

(xi) Receive any notice of motion for the next Annual
Meeting.



COMMITTEE OF RECOMMENDATIONS. Vll

Chapter III.

Committee of Recommendations.

1. *The ex officio Members of the Committee of Recom- Constitution,

mendations are the President and Vice-Presidents of the

Association, the President of each Section at the Annual

Meeting, the President of the Conference of Delegates, the

General Secretaries, the General Treasurer, the Trustees, and

the Presidents of the Association in former years.

An Ordinary Member of the Committee for each Section

shall be nominated by the Committee of that Section.

If the President of a Section be unable to attend a meeting

of the Committee of Recommendations, the Sectional Com-

mittee may appoint a Vice-President, or some other member
of the Committee, to attend in his place, due notice of such

appointment being sent to the Assistant Secretary.

2. Every recommendation made under Chapter IV. and Functions,

every resolution on a scientific subject, which may be sub-

mitted to the Association by any Sectional Committee, or by

the Conference of Delegates, or otherwise than by the Council

of the Association, shall be submitted to the Committee of

Recommendations. If the Committee of Recommendations

approve such recommendation, they shall transmit it to the

General Committee ; and no recommendation shall be con-

sidered by the General Committee that is not so transmitted.

Every recommendation adopted by the General Committee

shall, if it involve action on the part of the Association, be

transmitted to the Council ; and the Council shall take such

action as may be needful to give effect to it, and shall report

to the General Committee not later than the next Annual

Meeting.

Every proposal for establishing a new Section or Sub-

Section, for altering the title of a Section, or for any other

change in the constitutional forms or fundamental rules of

the Association, shall be referred to the Committee of Recom-

mendations for their consideration and report.

3. The Committee of Recommendations shall assemble. Procedure

for the despatch of business, on the Monday of the Annual

Meeting, and, if necessary, on the following day. Their

Report must be submitted to the General Committee on the

last day of the Annual Meeting.

* Amended by the General Committee at Winnipeg, 1909, and
Manchester, 1915.
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frocedure.

Constitution.

Proposals by
Sectional

Committees.

Tenure.

Reports.

Chapter IV.

Research Committees.

1. Every proposal for special research, or for a !,'rant of

money in aid of special research, which is made in any

Section, shall be considered by the Committee of that Section
;

and, if such proposal be approved, it shall be referred to the

Committee of Recommendations.

In consequence of any such proposal, a Sectional Com-
mittee may recommend the appointment of a Research

Committee, composed of Members of the Association, to

conduct research or administer a grant in aid of research,

and in any case to report thereon to the Association ; and the

Committee of Recommendations may include such recom-

mendation in their report to the General Committee.

2. Every appointment of a Research Committee shall be

proposed at a meeting of the Sectional Committee and adopted

at a subsequent meeting. The Sectional Committee shall

.settle the terms of reference and suitable Members to serve

on it, which must be as small as is consistent with its efficient

working ; and shall nominate a Chairman and a Secretary.

Such Research Committee, if appointed, shall have power to

add to their numbers.

3. The Sectional Committee shall state in their recommen-
dation whether a grant of money be desired for the purposes

of any Research Committee, and shall estimate the amount
required.

All proposals sanctioned by a Sectional Committee shall

be forwarded by the Recorder to the Assistant Secretary- not
later than noon on the Monday of the Annual Meeting for

presentation to the Committee of Recommendations.
4. Research Committees are appointed for one year only.

If the work of a Research Committee cannot be completed
in that year, application may be made through a Sectional

Committee at the ne.\t Annual Meeting for reappointment,
with or without a grant—or a further grant—of money.

5. Every Research Committee shall present a Report,
whether interim or final, at the Annual Meeting next after

that at which it was appointed or reappointed. Interim
Reports, whether intended for publication or not, must be sub-
mitted in writing. Each Sectional Committee shall ascertain

whether a Report has been made by each Research Committee
appointed on their recommendation, and shall report to the
Committee of Recommendations on or before the Monday of
tlie Annual Meetinsr.



RESEARCH COMMITTEES. IX

Grants.
(a) Drawn by
Chairman.

(b) Expire on
June 30.

(c) Accounts,
and balance
in hanil.

id) Addi-
tional Grant.

6. In each Research Committee to which a grant o£ money

has been made, the Chairman is the only person entitled to call

on the General Treasurer for such portion of the sum gi'anted

as from time to time may be required.

Grants of money sanctioned at the Annual Meeting

expire on June 30 following. The General Treasurer is not

authorised, after that date, to allow any claims on account of

such grants.

The Chairman of a Research Committee must, before

the Annual Meeting next following the appointment of

the Research Committee, forward to the General Treasurer

a statement of tlie sums that have been received and ex-

pended, together with vouchers. The Chairman must then

return the balance of the grant, if any, which remains un-

expended
;
pi'ovided that a Research Committee may, in the

first year of its appointment only, apply for leave to retain

an unexpended balance when or beFore its Report is presented,

due reason being given for such application.*

When application is made for a Committee to be re-

appointed, and to retain the balance of a former grant, and
also to receive a further grant, the amount of such further

grant is to be estimated as being sufficient, together with

the balance proposed to be retained, to make up the amount
desired.

In making grants of money to Research Committees, the (e) Caveat.

Association does not contemplate the payment of personal

expenses to the Members.

A Research Committee, whether or not in receipt of a

grant, shall not raise money, in the name or under the auspices

of the Association, without special permission from the General

Committee.

7. Members and Committees entrusted with sums of money
for collecting specimens of any description shall include in their

Reports particulars thereof, and shall reserve the specimens
thus obtained for disposal, as the Council may direct.

Committees are required to furnish a list of any ap-

paratus which may have been purchased out of a grant made
by the Association, and to state whether the apparatus is

likely to be useful for continuing the research in question or

for other specific purposes.

All instruments, drawings, papers, and other property of

the Association, when not in actual use by a Committee, shall

be deposited at the Ofiice of the Association.

Disposal of

specimens,
apparatus,

&c.

Amended by tlie General Committee at Dundee, 1912.
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Chapter V.

The Council.

CouBtitutioD. 1. The Council shall consist of ex officio Members and of

Ordinary Members elected annually by the General Com-

mittee.

(i) The ex officio Members are—the Trustees, past Presi-

dents of the Association, the President and Vice-

Presidents for the year, the President and "Vice-

Presidents Elect, past and present General Treasurers

and General Secretaries, past Assistant General

Secretaries, and the Local Treasurers and Local

Secretaries for the ensuing Annual Meeting,

(ii) The Ordinary Members shall not exceed twenty -five in

number. Of these, not more than twenty shall have

served on the Council as Ordinary Members in the

previous year.

Functions. 2. The Council shall have authority to act, in the name and

on behalf of the Association, in all matters which do not con-

flict with the functions of the General Committee.

In the interval between two Annual Meetings, the Council

shall manage the aff'airs of the Association and may fill up

vacancies among the General and other Officers, until the next

Annual Meeting.

The Council shall hold such meetings as they may think

fit, and shall in any case meet on the first day of the Annual

Meeting, in order to complete and adopt the Annual Report,

and to consider other matters to be brought before the General

Committee.

The Council shall nominate for election by the General

Committee, at each Annual Meeting, a President and General

Officers of the Association.

Suggestions for the Presidency shall be considered by the

Council at the Meeting in February, and the names selected

shall be issued with the summonses to the Council Meeting in

March, when the nomination shall be made from the names

on the list.

The Council shall have power to appoint and dismiss

such paid officers as may be necessary to carry on the work
of the Association, on such terms as they may from time to

time determine.
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3. Election to the Council shall take place at the same Elections.

time as that of the Officers of the Association,

(i) At each Annual Election, the following Ordinary

Members of the Council shall be ineligible for re-

election in the ensuing year :

{a) Three of the Members who have served for the

longest consecutive period, and

{b) Two of the Members who, being resident in or near

London, have attended the least number of meet-

ings during the past year.

Nevertheless, it shall be competent for the Council, by

an unanimous vote, to reverse the proportion in the

order of retirement above set forth,

^ii) The Council shall submit to the General Committee,

in their Annual Report, the names of twenty-three

Members of the Association whom they recommend for

election as Members of Council,

(iii) Two Members shall be elected by the General Com-

mittee, without nomination by the Council ; and this

election shall be at the same meeting as that at which the

election of the other Members of the Council takes place.

Any member of the General Committee may propose

another member thereof for election as one of these two

Members of Council, and, if only two are so proposed,

they shall be declared elected ; but, if more than two

are so proposed, the election shall be by show of hands,

unless hve Members at least require it to be by ballot.

Chapter VI.

The President, General Officers, and Staff.

1. The President assumes office on the first day of the The Presi-

Annual Meeting, when he delivers a Presidential Address.

He resigns office at the next Annual Meeting, when he

inducts his successor into the Chair.

The President shall preside at all meetings of the Associa-

tion or of its Council and Committees which he attends in his

capacity as President. In his absence, he shall be represented

by a Vice-President or past President of the Association.

2. The General Officers of the Association are the General General

Treasurer and the General Secretaries.
Officers.
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The Geneial
Treasurer.

Tlie General
Secretaries.

The Assistant

Secretary.

Assistant

Treasurer.

It shall be competent for the General Officers to act, in

the name of the Association, in any matter of ui-gency which

cannot be brought under the consideration of the Council
;

and they shall report such action to the Council at the next

meeting.

3. The General Treasurer shall be responsible to the

General Committee and the Council for: the financial affairs

of the Association.

4. The General Secretaries shall control the general

organisation and administration, and shall be responsible to

the General Committee and the Council for conducting the

correspondence and for the general routine of the work of

the Association, excepting that which relates to Finance.

5. The Assistant Secretary shall hold office during the

pleasure of the Council. He shall act under the direction

of the General Secretaries, and in their absence shall I'epre-

sent them. He shall also act on the directions which may
be given him by the General Treasurer in that part of his

duties which relates to the finances of the Association.

The Assistant Secretary shall be charged, subject as afore-

said : (i) with the general organising and editorial work, and

with the administrative business of the Association
;

(ii) with

the control and direction of the Office and of all persons

therein employed ; and (iii) with the execution of Standing

Orders or of the directions given him by the General Officers

and Council. He shall act as Secretary, and take Minutes, at

the meetings of the Council, and at all meetings of Com-

mittees of the Council, of the Committee of Recommendations,

and of the General Committee.

6. The General Treasurer may depute one of the Staff, as

Assistant Treasurer, to carry on, under his direction, the

routine work of the duties of his office.

The Assistant Treasurer shall be charged with the issue of

Membersliip Tickets, the payment of Grants, and such other

work as may be delegated to him.

Chapter VII.

Finance.

Financial
Statements.

1. The General Treasurer, or Assistant Treasurer, shall

receive and acknowledge all sums of money paid to the

Association. He shall submit, at each meeting of the

Council, an interim statement of his Account ; and, after
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June 30 in each year, he shall prepare and submit to the

General Committee a balance-sheet of the Funds of the

Association.

2. The Accounts of the Association shall be audited, Audit.

annually, by Auditors appointed by the General Committee.

3. The General Treasurer shall make all ordinary pay- Expenditure,

ments authorised by the General Committee or by the

Council.

4. The General Treasurer is empowered to draw on the Investments,

account of the Association, and to invest on its behalf,

part or all of the balance standing at any time to the credit

of the Association in the books of the Bank of England,

either in Exchequer Bills or in any other temporary invest-

ment, and to change, sell, or otherwise deal with such tem-

porary investment as may seem to him desirable.

5. In the event of the General Treasurer being unable, Cheques,

from illness or any other cause, to exercise the functions of

his office, the President of the Association for the time being

and one of the General Secretaries shall be jointly empowered

to sign cheques on behalf of the Association.

Chapter VIII.

The Annual Meetings.

1. Local Committees shall be formed to assist the General ^o<^^^ OjE-

. - cers ana
Officers in making arrangements for the Annual Meeting, and Committees.

shall have power to add to their number.

2. The General Committee shall appoint, on the recom-

mendation of the Local Reception or Executive Committee for

the ensuing Annual Meeting, a Local Treasurer or Treasurers

and two or more Local Secretaries, who shall rank as officers

of the Association, and shall consult with the General Officers

and the Assistant Secretary as to the local arrangements

necessary for the conduct of the meeting. The Local Ti-easurers

shall be empowered to eni'ol Members and Associates, and to

receive subscriptions.

3. The Local Committees and Sub-Committees shall under- Functions.

take the local organisation, and shall have power to act in the

name of the Association in all matters pei'taining to the local

arrangements for the Annual Meeting other than thciwork of

the Sections.
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The
Sections.

Sectional

Officers.

Rooms.

Sectional
Committees.

Constitution.

Privilege of

Old Members.

Daily
Co-optation.

Chapter IX.

The Work of the Sections.

1. The scientific work of the Association shall be trans-

acted under such Sections as shall be constituted from time

to time by the General Committee.

It shall be competent for any Section, if authorised by the

Council for the time being, to form a Sub-Section for the

purpose of dealing separately with any group of communica-

tions addressed to that Section.

2. There shall be in each Section a President, two or

more Vice-Presidents, and two or more Secretaries. They

shall be appointed by the Council, for each Annual Meet-

ing in advance, and shall act as the Officers of the Section

from the date of their appointment until the appoint-

ment of their successors in office for the ensuing Annual

Meeting.

Of the Secretaries, one shall act as Recorder of the Section,

and one shall be resident in the locality where the Annual

Meeting is held.

3. The Section Rooms and the approaches thereto shall

not be used for any notices, exhibitions, or other purposes

than those of the Association.

4. The work of each Section shall be conducted by a

Sectional Committee, which shall consist of the following :

—

(i) The Officers of the Section during their term of office.

(ii) All past Presidents of that Section.

(iii) Such other Members of the Association, present at

any Annual Meeting, as the Sectional Committee,

thus constituted, may co-opt for the period of the

meeting :

Provided always that—
(a) Any Member of the Association who has served on

the Committee of any Section in any previous year,

and who has intimated his intention of being present

at the Annual Meeting, is eligible as a member of

that Committee at their first meeting.

(6) A Sectional Committee may co-opt members, as above

set forth, at any time during the Annual Meeting,

and shall publish daily a revised list of the members.
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(c) A Sectional Committee may, at any time during the Additional

Annual Meeting, appoint not more than three persons Jice-Presi-

present at the meeting to be Vice-Presidents of the

Section, in addition to those previously appointed

by the Council.

5. The chief executive officers of a Section shall be the Executive

President and the Recorder. They shall have power to act on Functions

behalf of the Section in any matter of urgency which cannot

be brought before the consideration of the Sectional Com-
mittee ; and they shall report such action to the Sectional

Committee at its next meeting.

The President (or, in his absence, one of the Vice-Presi- Of President

dents) shall preside at all meetings of the Sectional Committee

or of the Section. His ruling shall be absolute on all points

of order that may arise.

The Recorder shall be responsible for the punctual trans- and of

mission to the Assistant Secretary of the daily programme of I^ecoider.

his Section, of the recommendations adopted by the Sectional

Committee, of the printed returns, abstracts, reports, or papers

appertaining to the proceedings of his Section at the Annual
Meeting, and for the correspondence and minutes of the

Sectional Committee.

6. The Sectional Committee shall nominate, before the Organising

close of the Annual Meeting, not more than six of its own Committee,

members to be members of an Organising Committee, with

the officers to be subsequently appointed by the Council, and
past Presidents of the Section, from the close of the Annual
Meeting until the conclusion of its meeting on the first day of

the ensuing Annual Meeting.

Each Organising Committee shall hold such meetings as

are deemed necessary by its President for the organisation

of the ensuing Sectional proceedings, and shall hold a meeting
on the first Wednesday of the Annual Meeting : to nominate
members of the Sectional Committee, to confirm the Pro-

visional Programme of the Section, and to report to the

Sectional Committee.

Each Sectional Committee shall meet daily, unless other- Sectional

wise determined, during the Annual Meeting : to co-opt
*^'°™'^i"«=®-

members, to complete the arrangements for the next day, and
to take into consideration any suggestion for the advance-
ment of Science that may be offered by a member, or may
arise out of the proceedings of the Section.

No paper shall be read in any Section until it has been Papers and
accepted by the Sectional Committee and entered as accepted Reports.

on its Minutes.
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R3Commen-
dations.

Publication.

Copyright.

Any report or paper read in any one Section may be read

also in any other Section.

No paper or abstract of a paper shall be printed in the

Annual Report of the Association u-nless the manuscript has

been received by the Recorder of the Section before the close

of the Annual Meeting.

It shall be within the competence of the Sectional Com-
mittee to review the recommendations adopted at preceding

Annual Meetings, as published iu the Annual Reports of the

Association, and the communications made to the Section at

its current meetings, for the purpose of selecting definite

objects of research, in the promotion of which individual or

concerted action may be usefully employed ; and, further, to

take into consideration those branches or aspects of knowledge

on the state and progress of which reports are required : to

make recommendations and nominate individuals or Research

Committees to whom the preparation of such reports, or the task

of research, may be entrusted, discriminating as to whether,

and in what respects, these objects may be usefully ad\anced

by the appropriation of money from the funds of the Associa-

tion, whether by reference to local authorities, public institu-

tions, or Departments of His Majesty's Government. The
appointment of such Research Committees shall be made in

accordance with the provisions of Chapter IV.

No proposal arising out of the proceedings of any Section

shall be referred to the Committee of Recommendations unless

it shall have received the sanction of the Sectional Com-
mittee.

7. Papers ordered to be printed in extenso shall not be
included in the Annual Report, if published elsewhere prior

to the issue of the Annual Report in volume form. Reports
of Research Committees shall not be published elsewhere
than in the Annual Report without the express sanction of

the Council.

8. The copyright of papers ordered by the General Com-
mittee to be printed in extenso in the Annual Report shall
be vested in the autliors

; and the copyright of the reports
of Research Committees appointed by the General Committee
shall be vested in the Association,
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Chapter X.

Admission of Members and Associates.

1. No technical qualification shall be required on the Applications.

part of an applicant for admission as a Member or as an

Associate of the British Association ; but the Council is

empowered, in the event of special circumstances arising, to

impose suitable conditions and restrictions in this respect.

* Every person admitted as a Member or an Associate Obligations,

shall conform to the Rules and Regulations of the Association,

any infringement of which on his part may render him liable

to exclusion by the Council, who have also authority, if they

think it necessary, to withhold from any person the privilege

of attending any Annual Meeting or to cancel a ticket of

admission already issued.

It shall be competent for the General Officers to act, in

the name of the Council, on any occasion of urgency which

cannot be brought under the consideration of the Council

;

and they shall report such action to the Council at the next

meeting.

2. All Members are eligible to any office in the Association. Condition

(i) Every Life Member shall pay, on admission, the sum and Privileges

r m -n 1
of Meniber-

01 ien rounds. sliip.

Life Members shall receive gratis the Annual

Reports of the Association,

(ii) Every Annual Member shall pay, on admission, the

sum of Two Pounds, and in any subsequent year

the sum of One Pound.

Annual Members shall receive gratis the Report

of the Association for the year of their admission

and for the years in which tliey continue to pay,

ivithout intermission, their annual subscription. An
Annual Member who omits to subscribe for any

particular year shall lose for that and all future

years the privilege of receiving the Annual Reports

of the Association gratis. He, however, may resume

his other privileges as a Member at any subsequent

Annual Meeting by paying on each such occasion

the sum of One Pound.

(iii) Every Associate for a year shall pay, on admission,

the sum of One Pound.

* Amended by the General Committee at Dublin, 1908.
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Correspond-
ing Members.

Annual Sub-
scriptions.

The Annual
Report.

Associates sliall not receive the Annual Report

gratuitously. They shall not be eligible to serve on

any Committee, nor be qualified to hold any office in

the Association,

(iv) Ladies may become Members or Associates on the

same terms as gentlemen, or can obtain a Lady's

Ticket (transferable to ladies only) on the payment

of One Po'-iid.

3. Corresponding Members may be appointed by the

General Committee, on the nomination of the Council. They

shall be entitled to all the privileges of Membership.

4. Subscriptions are payable at or before the Annual

Meeting. Annual Members not attending the meeting may
make payment at any time before the close of the financial

year on June 30 of the following year.

5. The Annual Report of the Association shall be forwarded

gratis to individuals and institutions entitled to receive it.

Annual Members whose subscriptions have been inter-

mitted shall be entitled to purchase the Annual Report

at two-thirds of the publication price ; and Associates for a

year shall be entitled to purchase, at the same price, the

voluioe for that year.

Volumes not claimed within two years of the date of

publication can only be issued by direction of the Council.

Affiliated
Societies.

Associated
Societies.

Chaptee XI.

Corresponding Societies : Conference of Delegates.

Corresponding Societies are constituted as follows :

1. (i) Any Society which undertakes local scientific inves-

tigation and publishes the results may become a

Society affiliated to the British Association.

Each Affiliated Society may appoint a Delegate,

wl»o must be or become a Member of the Associa-

tion and must attend the meetings of the Conference

of Delegates. He shall be ex officio a Member of

the General Committee,

(ii) Any Society formed for the purpose of encouraging

the study of Science, which has existed for three

years and numbers not fewer than fifty members,
may become a Society associated with the British

Association.
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Each Associated Society shall have the right

to appoint a Delegate to attend the Annual Con-

ference. Such Delegates must be or become either

Members or Associates of the British Association,

and shall have all the rights of Delegates appointed

by the Affiliated Societies, except that of member-

ship of the General Committee.

2. Application may be made by any Society to be placed Applications.

on the list of Corresponding Societies. Such application must

be addressed to the Assistant Secretary on or before the 1st of

June preceding the Annual Meeting at which it is intended

it should be considered, and must, in the case of Societies

desiring to be affiliated, be accompanied by specimens of the

publications of the results of local scientific investigations

recently undertaken by the Society.

3. A Corresponding Societies Committee shall be an- Coeke-

nually nominated by the Council and appointed by the spondino

General Committee, for the purpose of keeping themselves committee.
generally informed of the work of the Corresponding Socie-

ties and of superintending the preparation of a list of the

papers published by the Affiliated Societies. This Com-

mittee shall make an Annual Report to the Council, and

shall suggest such additions or changes in the list of Corre-

sponding Societies as they may consider desirable.

(i) Each Corresponding Society shall forward every year Procedure

to the Assistant Secretary of the Association, on or

before June 1, such particulars in regard to the

Society as may be required for the information of

the Corresponding Societies Committee.

(ii) There shall be inserted in the Annual Report of the

Association a list of the papers published by

the Corresponding Societies during the preceding

twelve months which contain the results of local

scientific work conducted by them—those papers

only being included which refer to subjects coming

under the cognisance of one or other of the several

Sections of the Association.

4. The Delegates of Corresponding Societies shall consti- Confeeence

tute a Conference, of which the President,* Vice-President,* °^ ^^^^'
. . GATES.

and Secretary or Secretaries shall be nominated annually by

the Council and appointed by the General Committee. The

members of the Corresponding Societies Committee shall be

ex officio members of the Conference.

* Amended by the General Committee at Manchester, 1915.

a2
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Procedure and (i) The Conference of Delegates shall be summoned by-

Functions,
^jjg Secretaries to hold one or more meetings during

each Annual Meeting of the Association, and shall

be empowered to invite any Member or Associate

to take part in the discussions.

(ii) The Conference of Delegates shall be empowered to

submit Resolutions to the Committee of Recom-

mendations for their consideration, and for report

to the General Committee,

(iii) The Sectional Committees of the Association shall

be requested to transmit to the Secretaries of the

Conference of Delegates copies of any recommenda-

tions to be made to the General Committee bearing

on matters in which the co-operation of Corre-

sponding Societies is desirable. It shall be com-

petent for the Secretaries of the Conference of

Delegates to invite the authors of such recom-

mendations to attend the meetings of the Conference

in order to give verbal explanations of their objects

and of the precise way in which they desire these

to be carried into effect,

(iv) It shall be the duty of the Delegates to make
themselves familiar with the purport of the several

recommendations brought before the Conference,

ill order that they may be able to bring such re-

commendations adequately before their respective

Societies,

(v) The Conference may also discuss propositions

regarding the promotion of more systematic ob-

servation and plans of operation, and of greater

uniformity in the method of publishing results.

Chapter XII,

Amendments and New Rules.

Alterations. Any alterations in the Rules, and any amendments

or new Rules that may be proposed by the Council or

individual Members, shall be notified to the General Com-
mittee on the first day of the Annual Meeting, and referred

forthwith to the Committee of Recommendations ; and, on the

report of that Committee, shall be submitted f(;r approval at

the last meeting of the General Committee.
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TEUSTEES, GENEEAL OFFICEES. &c., 1831-1915.

TRUSTEES.

1832-70 (Sir) R. I. MuBCHiSON (Bart.),

F.R.S.

1832-62 John Tayloe, Esq., F.R.S.

1832-39 C. Babbage, Esq., F.R.S.

1830-44 F. Baily, Esq., F.R.S.

1844-58 Rev. G. Peacock, F.R.S.

1858-82 General E. Sabine, F.R.S.

1862-81 Sir P. Egeeton, Bart., F.R.S.

1831

GENERAL
Jonathan Gray, Esq.

1832-62 John Taylor, Esq., F.R.S.

1862-74 W. Spottiswoode, Esq., F.R.S.

1874-91 Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S.

1872- f Sir J. Lubbock, Bart, (after-

191 3 I wards Lord Avebuey), F.R.S.

1881-83 W'.SPOTTiswoODE,Esq.,Pres.R.S.
1883- Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S.

1883-98 Sir Lyon (afterwards Lorcf)

Platpair, F.R.S.

1898-1915 Prof.(Sir) A. W.RiJCKBE.F.R.S.
1913- MajorP. A. MacMahon,F.R.S.

;
1915- Dr. G. Carey Foster, F.R.S.

TREASURERS.
1891-98 Prof. (Sir) A. W. RtJcKER,

F.R.S.

1898-1904 Prof. G. C. Foster, F.R.S.

1904- Prof. John Perry, F.R.S.

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

1832

1835

-35

36

1836-37

Rev. W.
F.R.S.

Rev. W.
F.R.S.,

F.R.S.

Rev. W.
F.R.S.,

Vernon Haecourt,

Vernon Harcourt,
and F. Baily, Esq.,

1837

1839

1845-

1850-

1852-

1853-

1859-

1861-

1862-

-39

-45

50
52

53
59

61

.02

63

1863-65

1865-

1866-

1868-71

Vernon Harcourt,
and R. I. Murchison,

Esq., F.R.S.

R. I. Murchison, Esq., F.R.S.,

and Rev. G. Peacock, F.R.S.

Sir R. I. Murchison, F.R.S.,

and Major E. Sabine, F.R.S.

Lieut.-Colonel E. Sabine, F.R.S.

General E. Sabine, F.R.S., and
J. F. RoYLE, Esq., F.R.S.

J. F. ROYLB, Esq., F.R.S.

General E. Sabine, F.R.S.

Prof. R. Walker, F.R.S.

W. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S.

W. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S., and
Prof. J. Phillips, F.R.S.

W. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S., and
F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S.

F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S.

F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S., and
Dr. T. A. Hirst. F.R.S.

Dr. T. A. Hirst, F.R.S., and Dr.

T. Thomson, F.R.S.

1871-72 Dr.T.TH0MS0N,F.R.S.,andCapt.
Douglas Galton, F.R.S.

1872-76 Capt. D. Galton, F.R.S., and
Dr. Michael Foster, F.R.S.

1876-81 Capt. D. Galton, F.R.S., and
Dr. P. L. SCLATER, F.R.S.

1881-82 Capt. D. Galton, F.R.S., and
Prof. F. M. Balfour, F.R.S.

1882-83 Capt. Douglas Galton, F.R.S.

1883-95 Sir Douglas Galton, F.R.S.,

and A. G. Vernon Harcourt,
Esq., F.R.S.

1895-97 A. G.Vernon Harcourt, Esq.,

F.R.S., and Prof. E. A.
SCHAFER, F.R.S.

1897- r Prof. ScHAFER, F.R.S., and Sir

1900 1 W.C.Roberts-Austen,F.R.S.
1900-02 Sir W. C. Roberts-Austen,

F.R.S., and Dr. D. H. Scott,
F.R.S.

1902-03 Dr. D. H. Scott, F.R.S., and
MajorP. A. MacMahon, F.R.S.

1903-13 Major P. A. MacMahon, F.R.S.,

and Prof. W. A. Heedman,
F.R.S.

1913- Prof. W. A. Hebdman, F.R.S.,

and Prof . H.H.Turnbr, F.R. S.

ASSISTANT GENERAL SECRETARIES, &c. : 1831-1904.

1831 John Phillips, Esq., Secretary.

1832 Prof. J. D. Forbes, Acting
Secretary.

1832-62 Prof. John Phillips, F.R.S.

1862-78 G. Griffith, Esq., M.A.
1881 G. Griffith, Esq., M.A., Acting

Secretary.

1881-85 Prof. T. G. Bonnby, F.R.S.,

Secretary.

1885-90 A. T. Atchison, Esq., M.A.,

Secretary.

1890 G. Griffith, Esq., M.A., Acting
Secretary.

1890-1902 G. Griffith, Esq., M.A.
1902-04 J. G. Gaeson, Esq., M.D.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.
1878-80 J. E. H. Gordon, Esq., B.A.
1904-09 A. Silva White, Esq.

1909- 0. J. R. Howarth, Esq., M.A.
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Presidents and Secretaries of the Sections of the Association,

1901-1914.

(The List of Sectional Officers for 1915 will be found on p. li.)

Date and Place
Secretaries

(^Rec. = Recorder)

SECTION A.1—MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS.
1901.

1902,

1903.

1904.

Glasgow ...

Belfast

Southport

Cambridge

York.

1905. SouthAfrica

1906.

1907.

1908

Leicester . .

.

Dublin

Major P. A. MacMahon, F.R.S.
—Bep. of Astronomy, Prof.

H. H. Turner, F.R.S.

Prof. J. Purser,LL.D.,M.R.I. A.

—Dep. of Astronomy, Prof.

A. Schuster, F.R.S.

C. Vernon Boys, F.R.S.—i?e/A

of Astronomy and Meteor-

ology,T)y.\^ .'^. Shaw,F.R.S.
Prof. H. Lamb, Y.B..E.—Sub-

Section of Astronomy and
Cosmical Physics, Sir J.

Eliot, K.C.I.E., F.R.S.

Piof. A. R. Forsyth, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Principal E. H.Griffiths.F.R.S.

Prof. A. E. H. Love, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Dr. W. N. Shaw, F.R.S

1909. Winnipeg Prof. E. Rutherford, F.R.S..

1910. Sheffield ...

1911. Portsmouth

1912. Dundee ...

Prof. E. W. Hobson, F.R.S.

Prof. H. H. Turner, F.R.S. ..

Prof. H. L. Callendar, F.R.S.

1913. Birmingham
; Dr. H. F. Baker, F.R.S.

1914. Australia.. Prof. F. T. Trouton, F.R.S.

H. S. Carslaw, 0. H. Lees {Rec), W.
Stewart, Prof. L. R. Wilberforce.

H. S. Carslaw, A. R. Hinks, A.

Larmor, C. H. Lees (Rec), Prof.

W. B. Morton, A. W. Porter.

D. E. Benson, A. K. Hinks, R. W.
H. T. Hudson, Dr. C. H. Lees
{Rec), J. Loton, A.W. Porter.

A. R. Hinks, R. W. H. T. Hudson,
Dr. C. H. Lees {Rec), Dr. W. J. S.

Lockyer, A. W. Porter, W. C D.

Whetham.
A. R. Hinks, S. S. Hough. R. T. A.

Innes, J. H. Jeans, Dr. C. H. Lees
{Rec).

Dr. L. N. G. Filon, Dr. J. A. Harker,
A. R. Hinks, Prof. A. W. Porter

{Rec), H. Dennis Taylor.

E. E. Brooks, Dr. L. N. G. Filon,

Dr. J. A. Harker, A. R. Hinks,
Prof. A. W. Porter {Rec).

Dr. W. G. Duffield, Dr. L. N. G.
Filon, B. Gold, Prof. J. A.
McClelland, Prof. A. W. Porter
{Rec), Prof. E. T. Whittaker.

Prof. F. Allen, Prof. J. C. Fields,

E. Gold, F. Horton, Prof. A. W.
Porter {Rec), Dr. A. A. Rambaut.

H. Bateman, A. S. Eddington, E.

Gold, Dr. F. Horton, Dr. S. R.

Milner, Prof. A. W. Porter {Rec).
H. Bateman, Prof. P. V. Bevan, A. S.

Eddington, E. Gold, Prof. A. W.
Porter {Rec), P. A. Yapp.

Prof. P. V. Bevan, E. Gold, Dr. H. B
Heywood, R. Norrie, Prof. A. W.
Porter {Rec), W. G. Robson, F.

J. M. Stratton.

Prof. P. V. Bevan {Rec), Prof. A. S.

Eddington, E. Gold, Dr. H. B.

Heywood, Dr. A. 0. Rankine, Dr.

G. A. Shakespear.

Prof. A. S. Eddington {Rec),
E. Gold, Prof. T. K. Lyle, F.R.S.,

Prof. S. B. McLaren, Prof. J. A.
Pollock, Dr. A. O. Rankine.

' Section A was constituted under this title in 1835, when the sectional division

was introduced. The previous division was into ' Committees of Sciences.'
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Date and Place Presidents
Secretaries

(Rec. = Recorder)

1901. Glasgow
I

F.R.S.

1902, Belfast Prof. E. Divers, F.R.S

1903. Southport

1901. Cambridge

1905. SouthAfrica

1906. York

1907. Leicester..

1908. Dublin

.

Prof. W. N. Hartley, D.Sc,
F.R.S.

Prof Sydney Young, F.R.S. ..

George T. Beilby

1909. Winnipeg...

1910. Sheffield ...

1911. Portsmouth

1912. Dundee ...

1913. Birmingham

1914. Australia ...

SECTION B.2—CEEMISTRY.

Prof. Percy F. Frankland, W. C. Anderson, G. G. Henderson,
W. J. Pope, T. K. Rose (See.).

R. F. Blake, M. O. Forster, Prof.

G. G. Henderson, Prof. W. J. Pope
(Rec).

Dr. M. 0. Forster, Prof. G. G. Hen-
derson, J. Ohm, Prof. W. J. Pope
(Rec).

Dr. M. O. Forster, Prof. G. G. Hen-
derson, Dr. H. 0. Jones, Prof.

W. J. Pope (Rec).
W. A. Caldecott, Mr. M. 0. Forster,

Prof. G. G. Henderson (Rec), C. F.

Juritz.

Prof. Wyndham R. Dunstan, Dr. E. F.Armstrong, Prof. A.W.Cross-
F.R.S.

!

ley, S. H. Davies, Prof. W. J. Pope

I

(Rec).
Prof. A. Smithells, F.R.S. ...!Dr. E. F. Armstrong, Prof. A. W.

I Cros.sley (Rec), J. H. Hawthorn,
Dr. F. M. Parkin.

Prof. F. S. Kipping, F.R.S. ...iDr. E. F. Armstrong (Rec), Dr. A.

j

McKenzie, Dr. F. M. Perkin, Dr.

J. H. Pollock.

Prof. H. E.Armstrong, F.R.S.! Dr. E. F. Armstrong (Rec), Dr. T.

I
M. Lowry, Dr. F. M. Perkin, J. W.
Shipley.

J. E. Stead, F.R.S
|

Dr. B. F. Armstrong (Rec), Dr. T.

! M. Lowry, Dr. P. M. Perkin, W.
B. S. Turner.

Sub-section of Agriculture— Dr. C. Crowther, J. Golding, Dr.

A. D. Hall, F.R.S. l E. J. Russell.

Prof. J. Walker, F.R.S Dr. B. F. Armstrong (Rec), Dr.

!

C. H. Desch, Dr. T. M. Lowry,
j

Dr. F. Beddow.
Prof. A. Senier, M.D t Dr. E. F. Armstrong (Rec), Dr. C.

I

H. Desch, Dr. A. Holt, Dr. J. K.
I Wood.

Prof. W. P. Wynne,F.R.S....!Dr.E.F.Armstrong(i?e(?.),Dr.C.H.
: Desch, Dr. A. Holt, Dr. H.

McCorabie.
Prof. W. J. Pope, F.R.S ' D. Avery, Prof. C. Fawsitt, Dr. A.

Holt (Rec), Dr. N. V. Sidgwick.

SECTION C.3- GEOLOGY.

1901. Glasgow ... John Home, F.R.S H. L. Bowman, H. W. Monckton
(Rec).

1902. Belfast Lieut.-Gen. C. A. McMahon, H. L. Bowman, H. W. Monckton
F.R.S. (Rec), J. St. J. Phillips, H. J.

• Seymour.

" ' Chemistry and Mineralogy,' 1835-1894.
' ' Geology and Geography,' 1835-1850.
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Date and Place

1903. Southport

1904. Cambridge

1905. SouthAfrica

190C. York

1907. Leicester...

1908. Dublin

1909 Winnipeg...

1910. Sheffield ...

1911. Portsmouth

1912. Dundee ...

1913. Birmingham

Presidents
Secretaries

{Bee. = Recorder)

Prof. W. W. Watts, M.A.,
M.Sc.

Aubrey Straban, F.R. S

Prof. H. A. Miers, M.A., D.Sc,
F.R.S.

G. W. Lamplugh, F.R.S

Prof. J. W. Gregory, F.R.S....

Prof. John Joly, F.R.S

Dr. A. Smith Woodward,
F.R.S.

Prof. A. P. Coleman, F.R.S...

A. Harker, F.R.S

Dr. R N. Peach, F.R.S

Prof. E. J. Garwood, M.A. ...

H. L. Bowman, Rev. W. L. Carter,

J. Loma.s, H. W. Monckton (Rec).
H. L. Bowman {Rec), Rev. W. L.

Carter, J. Lomas, H. Woods.
H. L. Bowman (Rec.'), J. Lomas, Dr.

Molena:raaff, Prof. A. Young, Prof.

R. B. Young.
H. L. Bowman (Re(^.), Rev. W. L.

Carter, Rev. W. Johnson. J. Lomas.
Dr. F. W. Bennett, Rev. W. L. Carter,

Prof. T. Groom, J. Lomas (jB^'f.).

Rev. W. L. Carter, J. Lomas (Bee),
Prof. S. H. Reynolds, H. J. Sey-
mour.

W. L. Carter (Bee), Dr. A. R. Dwerry-

house, R. T. Hodgson, Prof. S. H.

Reynolds.
W. L. Carter (7?e<;.), Dr. A. R. Dwerry-

house, B. Hobson, Prof. S. H.
Reynolds.

Col. C. W. Bevis, W. L. Carter (Rec),
Dr. A. R. Dwerryhouse, Prof. S.

H. Reynolds.
Prof. W. B. BoultoD, A. W. R. Don,

Dr. A. R. Dwerryhouse (Bee),
Prof. S. H. Reynolds.

Prof. W. S. Boulton, Dr. A. R.
Dwerryhouse (Bee), F. Raw,
Prof. S. H. Reynolds.

1914. Australia...jProf. Sir T.H.Holland, F.R.S. 1 Dr. A. R. Dwerryhouse (Rec), E.F.
I Pittman, Prof. S. H. Ileyiiolds,

!
Prof. K^ W. Skeats.

sectio:n^ d.^—zoology.
1901. Glasgow

1902. Belfast Prof. G. B. Howes, F.R.S.

1

Prof. S. J. Hickson, F.R.S1903. Southport

1904. Cambridge William Bateson, F.R.S.

Prof. J. Cossar Ewart, F.R.S. J. G. Kerr (Bee), J. Rankin, J. Y.
Simpson.

Prof. J. G. Kerr, R. Patterson, J. Y.
Simpson (Rec).

Dr. J. H. Ashworth, J. Barcroft,

A. Quayle, Dr. J. Y. Simpson
(ReC:). Dr. H. W. M. Tims.

Dr. J. H. Ashworth, L. Doncaster,

Prof. J. Y. Simpson (Bee), Dr. H.

W. M. Tims.
Dr. Pakes, Dr. Purcell, Dr. H. W. M.
Tims, Prof. J. Y. Simpson (Rec).

Dr. J. H. Ashworth, L. Doncaster.

Oxley Grabham, Dr. H.W. M. Tims
(Rer.).

Dr. J. H. Ashworth, L, Doncaster,

E. B. Lowe, Dr. H. W. M. Tims
(Bee).

Dr. J. H. Ashworth, L. Doncaster,

Prof. A. Eraser, Di;. H. W. M. Tims
(Rec).

1905. SouthAfrica
' G. A. Boulenger, F.R.S.

1906. York J. J. Lister, F.R.S

1907. Leicester... Dr. W. E. Hoyle, M.A....

1908. Dublin Dr. S. F. Harmer, F.R.S.

* ' Zoology and Botany," 1S35-1847 ; 'Zoology and Botany, including Physiology,'

1848-1865 ;' Biology,' 1806-1894.
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Date and Place

1909. Winnipeg...

1910. Sheffield ...

1911. Portsmouth

1912. Dundee ...

1913. Birmingham

1914. Australia ...

Presidents
Secretaries

{Rec. = Recorder)

Dr. A. E. Shipley, F.R.S. ... C. A. Baragar, C. L. Boulenger, Dr.

J. Pearson, Dr. H. W. M. Tims
{Rec).

Prof. G. C. Bourne, F.R.S. ... Dr. J. H. Ashworth, L. Doncaster,

T. J. Evans, Dr. H. W. M. Tims
{Rec.-).

Prof. D'Arcy W. Thompson, Dr. J. H. Ashworth, C. Foran, R. D.

C.B. Laurie, Dr. H. W. M. Tims {Rcc).

Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, Dr. J. H. Ashworth, R. D. Laurie,

F.R.S.

Dr. H. F. Gadow, F.R.S...

Prof. A. Dendy, F.R.S.

Miss D. L. Mackinnon, Dr. H. W.
M. Tims {Fee.').

Dr. J. H. Ashworth, Dr. C. L.

Boulenger, R. D. Laurie, Dr. H.
W. M. Tims {Rec).

Dr. J. H. Ashworth, Dr. T. S. Hall,

Prof. W. A. Haswell, R. D. Laurie,

Prof. H. W. Marett Tims {Rue.)

SECTION E.5—GEOGRAPHY.

1901.

1902.

Glasgow ...

Belfast

1903. Southport..

1904.

190.5.

1906.

1907.

1908.

1909.

1910.

1911.

1912.

1913.

1914.

Cambridge

SouthAfrica

York

Leicester...

Dublin

Winnipeg...

Sheffield ...

Portsmouth

Dundee ...

Birmingham

Australia ...

Dr. H. R. Mill, F.R.G.S. ..

Sir T. H. Holdich, K.C.B.

Capt. E. W. Creak, R.N., C.B.,

F.R.S.

Douglas W. Freshfield.

Adm. Sir W. J. L. Wharton,
R.N., K.C.B., F.R.S.

Rt. Hon. Sir George Goldie,

K.C.M.G., F.R.S.

George G. Chisholm, M.A. ...

Major E. H. Hills, C.M.G.,

R.E.
Col. SirD. Johnston.K.C.M.G.,

C.B., R.E.
Prof. A. J. Herbertson, M.A.,

Ph.D.
Col. C. F. Close, R.E., C.M.G.

Col. Sir C. M. W-atson,

K.C.M.G.
Prof. H. N. Dickson, D.So.

Sir C. P. Lucas, K.C.B.,

K.C.M.G.

H. N. Dickson {Rec), E. Heawood,
G. Sandeman, A. C. Turner.

G. G. Chisholm {Rec), E. Heawood,
Dr. A. J. Herbertson, Dr. J. A.

Lindsay.
E. Heawood {Rec), Dr. A. J. Her-

bertson, E. A. Reeves, Capt. J. C.

Underwood.
E. Heawood (i2<;<;.). Dr. A. J.Herbert-

son, H. Y. Oldham, E. A. Reeves.

A. H. Cornish-Bowden, F. Flowers,

Dr. A. J. Herbertson {Rec), H. Y.

Oldham.
E. Heawood {Rec), Dr. A. J. Her-

bertson, E. A. Reeves, G. Yeld.

B. Heawood {Rec), O. J. R. How
arth, E. A. Reeves, T. Walker.

W. F. Bailey, W. J. Barton, O. J. 7

Howarth {Rec), E. A. Reeves.

G. G. Chisholm {Rec), J. McFar-
lane, A. Mclntyre.

Rev. W. J. Barton {Rec), Dr. R.

Brown, J. McFarlane, E. A. Reeves.

J. McFarlane {Rec), E. A. Reeves,

W. P. Smith.
Rev. W. J. Barton {Rec), J. McFar-

lane, E. A. Reeves, D. Wylie.

Rev. W. J. Barton {Ree), P. E. Mar-
tineau, J. McFarlane, E. A. Beeves.

J. A. Leach, J. McFarlane, H. Yule
Oldham {Rec), F. Poate.

* Section E was that of ' Anatomy and Medicine,' 1835-1840; of 'Physiology'
(afterwards incorporated in Section D), 1841-1847. It was assigned to ' Geography
and Ethnology,' 1851-1868 ; 'Geography,' 1869.



XXvi PRESIDENTS' AN1> SECRETARIES OF SECTIONS (1901-14).

Date and Place Presidents
Secretaries

(^Rec. = Recorder)

SECTION F.«—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.

1901. Glasgow ...

1902. Belfast ...

1903. Southport

1904. Cambridge

1905. SouthAfrica

1906. York.

1907. Leicester..

1908. Dublin.

1909. Winnipeg...

1910. Sheffield ...

1911. Portsmouth

1912. Dundee ...

1913. Birmingham

1914. Australia...

1901. Glasgow

Sir R. Gifien, K.C.B., F.R.S.

E. Cannan, M.A., LL.D

E. W. Brabrook, C.B

Prof. Wm. Smart, LL.D

Rev. W. Cunningham, D.D.
D.Sc.

A. L. Bowley, M.A

Prof. W. J. Ashley, M.A.

\V. M. Acworth, M.A. ...

W. W. Blackie, A. L. Bowley, E.

Cannan {Ilea.), S. J. Chapman.
A. L. Bowley (Rec), Prof. S. J.

Chapman, Dr. A. Duffin.

A. L. Bowley {Rec), Prof. S. J.

Chapman, Dr. B. W. Ginsburg, G.
Lloyd.

J. E. Bidwell, A. L. Bowley {Rec),
Prof. S. J. Chapman, Dr. B. W.
Ginsburg.

R. a Ababrelton, A. L. Bowley (Rec),
Prof. H. E. S. Fremantle, H. O.

Meredith.
Prof. S. J. Chapman (Rrc), D. H.
Macgregor, H. O. Meredith, B.

S. Rowntree.
Prof. S. J. Chapman (Rec), D. H.

Macgregor, H. O. Meredith, T. S.

Taylor.

W. G. S. Adams, Prof. S. J. Chap-
man (Rec), Prof. D. H. Macgre-
gor, H. 0. Meredith.

A. D. Hall, Prof. J. Percival, J. H.
Priestley, Prof. J. Wilson.

Prof. A. B. Clark, Dr. W. A. Mana-
han. Dr. W. R. Scott (Rec).

C. R. Fay, H. O. Meredith (Rec),
Dr. W. R. Scott, R. Wilson.

C. R. Fay, Dr. W. R. Scott (Rec),
H. A. Stibbs.

C. R. Fay, Dr. W. R. Scott (Rec), E.

Tosh.

C. R. Fay, Prof. A. W. Kirkaldy,

Prof. H. O. Meredith, Dr. W. R.

Scott (Rec).
Prof. R. F. Irvine, Prof. A. W.

Kirkaldy (Ree.), G. H. Knibbs,

Prof. H. 0. Meredith.

SECTION G.7—ENGINEERING.
R. E. Crompton, M.Inst.C.E. H.Bamford,W. E. Dalby,W. A. Price

Snh-sect!o)i of AqricuUnre—
Rt. Hon. Sir H. Plunkett.

Prof. S. J. Chapman, M.A. ...

Sir H. Llewellyn Smith,

K.C.B., M.A.
Hon. W. Pember Reeves

Sir H. H. Cunynghame, K.C.B.

Rev. P. H. Wicksteed, M.A.

Prof. E. C. K. Gonner

1902. Belfast ...! Prof. J. Perry, F.R.S

1903. Southport ,
C. Hawksley, M.Inst.C.E.

1904. Cambridge |Hon. C. A. Parsons, F.R.S

1905. SouthAfrica

1906. York

1907. Leicester...

Col. Sir C. Scott-Moncrieff,

G.C.S.I., K.C.M.G., R.B.

J. A. Ewing, F.R.S

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson,
F.R.S.

(Rec).
M. Barr, W. A. Price (Rec), J. Wylie.

Prof. W. E. Dalby, W. T. Maccall,

W. A. Price (Rec).

J. B. Peace,W. T. Maccall, W. A.Price

(Ren.).

W. T. Maccall.W. B. Marshall (Rec),
Prof. H. Payne, B. Williams.

W. T. Maccall, W. A. Price (Rec),

J. Triffit.

Prof. E. G. Coker, A. C. Harris,

W.A.Price (Rec), H. E.Wimperis.

• ' Statistics,' 1835-185.5. ' ' Mechanical Science,' 1836-1900.
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Date and Place

1908. Dublin

1909. Winnipeg...

1910. Sheffield ..

1911. Portsmouth

1912. Dundee ...

1913. Birmingham

1914. Australia...

Presidents

Dugald Clerk, F.E.S

Sir W. H. White, K.C.B.,

F.K.S.

Prof. W. E. Dalby, M.A.,

M.Inst.C.E.

Prof. J. H. Biles, LL.D.,
D.Sc.

Prof. A. Barr, D.Sc

Prof. Gisbert Kapp, D.Eng...

Prof. E. G. Coker, D.Sc

Secretaries

(Hec. = Recorder)

Prof. E. G. Coker, Dr. W. E. Lilly,

W. A. Price (^Bec), H. E.Wimperis.

E. E.Brydone-Jack, Prof.E. G.Coker,
Prof. E. W. Marchant, W. A. Price

(Rec).
F. Boulden, Prof. E. G. Coker (Bee),

A. A. Eowse, H. E. Wimperis.
H. Ashley, Prof. E. G. Coker (Bee.),

A. A. Rowse, H. E. Wimperis.
Prof. E. G. Coker (Bee), A. R. Ful-

ton, H. Richardson, A. A. Eowse,
H. E. Wimperi.s.

Prof. E. G. Coker (Bee), J. Purser,

A. A. Rowse, H. E. Wimperis.
Prof. G. W. 0. Howe (Bee.), Prof.

H. Payne, Prof. W. M. Thornton,
Prof. W. H. Warren.

1901. Glasgow ...

1903. Belfast ...

1903. Southport...

1904. Cambridge i

1905. SouthAfrica'

1906. York

1907. Leicester ,..

1908. Dublin

1909. Winnipeg...

1910. Sheffield ...

1911. Portsmouth

1912. Dundee ...

1913. Birmingham

1914. Australia ...

SECTION H.»—ANTHROPOLOGY.
Prof. D. J. Cunningham,

I
W. Crooke, Prof. A. F. Dixon, J. F.
Gemmill, J. L. Myres (Bee).

R. Campbell, Prof. A. F. Dixon,
J. L. Myres (Bee).

E. N. Fallaize, H. S. Kingsford,
E. M. Littler, J. L. Myres (Bee).

W. L. H. Duckworth, E. N. Fallaize,

H. S. Kingsford, J. L. Myres (Bee)
A. E. Brown, A. von Dessauer, E. S.

Hartland (Bee).
Dr. G. A. Auden, E. N. Fallaize

(Bee), H. S. Kingsford, Dr. F. C.

Shrubsall.

. C. J. Billson, E. N. Fallaize (Bee),
H. S. Kingsford, Dr. F. C. Shrub-
sail.

E. N. Fallaize (Bee), H. S. Kings-
ford, Dr. F. C. Shrubsall, L. E.

Steele.

H. S. Kingsford (Bee), Prof. C. J.

Patten. Dr. F. C. Shrubsall.

E. N. Fallaize (Bee.), H. S. Kings-
ford, Prof. C. J. Patten, Dr. F. C.

Shrubsall.

E. N. Fallaize (Bee.), H. S. Kings-
ford, E. W. Martindell, H. Eundle,
Dr. F. C. Shrubsall.

D. D. Craig, E. N. Fallaize (Bee.), E.

W. Martindell, Dr. F, C. Shrubsall.

E. N. Fallaize (Bee), E. W. Martin-
dell. Dr. F. C. Shrubsall. T. Yeates.

Prof. R. J. A. Berry, Dr. B. Malin-

owski. Dr. R. E. Marett (Bee),
Prof. J. T. Wilson.

F.E.S.
Dr. A. C. Haddon, F.E.S. .

Prof. J. Symington, F.R.S.

.

H. Balfour, M.A

Dr. A. C. Haddon, F.R.S. ,

E. Sidney Hartland, F.S.A.,

D.G.Hogarth, M.A

Prof. W. Eidgeway, M.A.

Prof. J. L. Myres, M.A. ...

W. Crooke, B.A

W. H. E. Elvers, M.D., F.E.S.

Prof. G. Elliot Smith, F.R.S.

Sir Eichard Temple, Bart. ...

Sir E. F. im Thurn, C.B.,

K.C.M.G.

" Established 1884.



xxviii PRESIDENTS AND SECRETARIES OF SECTIONS (1901-14).

Date and Place Presidents
Secretaries

(^Bec. = Recorder)

SECTION I.»—PHYSIOLOGY (including Experimental

Pathology and Experimental Psychology).

1901. Glasgow ...

1902. Belfast ...

1904. Cambridge

1905. SouthAfrica

1906. York..

1907. Leicester

.

1908. Dublin

1909. Winnipeg.

Prof .J. G. McKendrick, F.R.S.

Prof. W. D. HaUiburton,
F.R.S.

Prof. C. S. Sherrington, F.R.S.

Col. D. Bruce, C.B., F.R.S. ...

Prof. F. Gotch, F.R.S

Dr. A. D. Waller, F.R.S

Dr. J. Scott Haldane, F.R.S.

Prof. E. H. Starling, F.R.S...

1910. Sheffield ...|Prof. A. B. Macallum, F.R.S.

1911. Portsmouth

1912. Dundee ...

1913. Birmingham'

Prof. J. S. Macdonald, B.A.

Leonard Hill, F.R.S

Dr. F. Gowland Hopkins,
F.R.S.

1914. Australia... 'Prof. B. Bloore, F.R.S

W. B. Brodie, W. A. Osborne, Prof.

W. H. Thompson (Zfe<'.).

J. Barcroft, Dr. W. A. Osborno
(ffef.). Dr. C. Shaw.

J. Barcroft {Rec), Prof. T. G. Brodie,
Dr. L. E. Shore.

J. Barcroft (Rcc), Dr. Baumann,
Dr. Mackenzie, Dr. G. W. Robert-
son, Dr. Stanwell.

J. Barcroft (Rcc), Dr. J. M. Hamill,
Prof. J. S. Macdonald, Dr. D. S.

Long.
Dr. N. H. Alcock, J. Barcroft (Bee.),

Prof. J. S. Macdonald, Dr. A.
AVarner.

Prof. D. J. Coffey, Dr. P. T. Herring,
Prof. J. S. Macdonald, Dr. H. E.
Roaf (Bee).

Dr. N. H. Alcock (Bee), Prof. P. T.

Herring, Dr. W. Webster.
Dr. H. G. M. Henry, Keith Lucas,

Dr. H. E. Roaf (Bee), Dr. J. Tait.

Dr. J. T. Leon, Dr. Keith Lucas,
Dr. H. E. Roaf (Bee), Dr. J. Tait.

Dr. Keith Lucas, W. Moodie, Dr.
H. E. Roaf (Bee), Dr. J. Tait.

C. L, Burt, Prof. P. T. Herring, Dr.
T. G. Maitland, Dr. H. E. Roaf
(Bee), Dr. J. Tait.

Prof. P. T. Herring (Ree), Prof.

T. H. Milroy, Prof. W. A. Osborne,
Prof. Sir T. P. Anderson Stuart.

SECTION K.'o—BOTANY.
1901. Glasgow ... Prof. I. B. Balfour, F.R.S. .

1902. Belfast ... Prof. J. R. Green, F.R.S

1903. Southport A. C. Seward, F.R.S

1904. Cambridge Francis Darwin, F.R.S
Subsection of Agriculture-

Dr. W. Somerville.
1905. SouthAfrica Harold Wager, F.R.S

1906. York Prof. F. W. Oliver, F.R.S. .

D. T. Gwynne-Vaughan, G. F. Scott-

I

Elliot, A. C. Seward (Bee), H.
1 Wager.
A. G. Tanslej', Rev. C. H. Waddell,

i H. Wager (iJec), R. H. Yapp.
H. Ball, A. G. Tansley, H. Wager
(Bee), R. H. Yapp.

Dr. F. F. Blackman, A. G. Tansley,

H. Wager (Bee), T. B. Wood, R. H.
Yapp.

'R. P. Gregory, Dr. Marloth, Prof.

Pearson, Prof. R. H. Yapp (Bee).
Dr. A. Burtt, R. P. Gregory, Prof.

A. G. Tansley (Bee), Prof. R. H.
Yapp.

Established 1894. '» Established 1895.
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Date and Place

1907. Leicester...

1908. Dublin

1909. Winnipeg...

1910. SheiBeld ...

1911. Portsmouth

1912. Dundee ...

191.3. Birmingham

1914. Australia...

Presidents

Prof. J. B. Farmer, F.R.S. ,

Dr. F. F. Blackman, F.R.S.

Lieut.-Col. D. Prain, C.I.E.,

F.R.S.

Sub-section of Affrioulture—
Major P. G. Craigie, C.B.

Prof. J. W. H. Trail, F.R.S.

Prof. F. E. Weiss, D.Sc

Subsection of Agriculture-
W. Bateson, M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. F. Keeble, D.Sc

Miss Ethel Sargant, F.L.S.

Prof. F. 0. Bower, F.R.S.

Secretaries

{Rec. = Recorder)

W. Bell, R. P. Gregory, Prof. A. G.
Tansley {Bee), Prof. R. H. Yapp.

Prof. H. H. Dixon, R. P. Gregory,
A. G. Tansley {Rec), Prof. R. H.
Tapp.

Prof. A. H. R. BuUer, Prof. D. T.

Gwynne-Vaughan, Prof. R. H.Yapp
{Rec).

W. J. Black, Dr. E. J. Russell, Prof.

J. Wilson.
B. H. Bentley, R. P. Gregory, Prof

D. T. Gwynne-Vaughan, Prof
R. H. Yapp {Rec).

C. G. Delahunt, Prof. D. T. Gwynne-
Vaughan, Dr. C. E. Moss, Prof.

R. H. Yapp {Rec).
J. Golding, H. R. Pink, Dr. E. J.

Russell.

J. Brebner, Prof. D. T. Gwynne-
Vaughan (Rec), Dr. C. E. Moss,
D. Thoday.

W. B. Grove, Prof. D. T. Gwynne-
Vaughan {Rec), Dr. G. E. Moss,
D. Thoday.

Prof. A. J. Ewart, Prof. T. Johnson
{Rec), Pr«f. A. A. Lawson, Miss
E. N. Thomas.

SECTION L.—EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.

1901.



XXX PRESIDENTS AND SECRETARIES OF SECTIONS (1901-14).

Date and Place

1912. Dundee ...

1913. Birmingham

1914. Australia ...

Presidents
Secretaries

{Bee. = Recorder)

Prof. J. Adams, M.A.

Principal E. H. Griffiths.

F.R.S.
Prof. J. Perry, F.R.S

D. Berridge, Dr. J. Davidson, Prof.

J. A. Green {Rec,), Hugh Richard-
son.

D. Berridge, Rev. S. Blof eld, Prof.

J. A. Green (Rec), H. Richardson.
P. Board, C. A. Buckmaster, Prof.

J. A. Green (Rec), J. Smyth.

SECTION M.—AGRICULTURE.
1912. Dundee ... T. H. Middieton, M.A Dr. C. Crowther, J. Golding, Dr. A.

j

Lauder, Dr. E. J. Russell (Rec.').

1913. Birmingham' Prof. T. B. Wood, M.A Iw. E. Collinge, Dr. C. Crowther,
! J. Golding, Dr. B. J. Russell (Rec.)

1914. Australia... A. D. Hall, F.R.S I Prof . T. Cherry, J. Golding (Rec),

I

Dr. A. Lauder, Prof. R. D. Watt.

CHAIRMEN AND SECRETARIES of the CONFERENCES OF
DELEGATES OF CORRESPONDING SOCIETIES, 1901-14."

(For 1915, see p. lii.)

Date and Place



EVENING DISCOURSES. a^s;?^

Date and Place

1904. Cambridge

1905. South
Africa

:

Cape Town ,,.

Durban

Pietermaritz-

burg.

Johannesburg

Pretoria

Bloemfontein..

Kimberley

Bulawayo
1906. York..

Subject of Discourse

Prof. G. H. Darwin, F.R.S....

Prof. H. F. Osborn

1907. Leicester,.,

1908. Dublin

1909. Winnipeg...

1910. Sheffield ...

1911. Portsmouth

1912. Dundee ...

1913. Birmingham

1914. Australia:

Adelaide

Melbourne

Sydney ...

Brisbane I

Prof. E. B. Poulton, F.R.S. ...

G. Vernon Boys, F.R.S
Douglas W. Freshfield

Prof. W. A. Herdman, F.R.S.
Col. D. Bruce, C.B., F.R.S....

H. T. Ferrar

Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S. ...

Prof. J. 0. Arnold
A. E. Shipley, F.R.S

A. R. Hinks

Sir Wm. Crookes, F.R.S
Prof. J. B. Porter

D. Randall-Maclver
Dr. Tempest Anderson
Dr. A. D. Waller, F.R.S

W. Duddell, F.RS

Dr. F. A. Dixey

Prof. H. H. Turner, F.R.S. ...

Prof. W. M. Davis
Dr. A. E. H. Tutton, F.R.S....

Prof. W. A. Herdman, F.R.S.
'Prof. H. B. Dixon, F.R.S....
' Prof. J. H. Poynting, F.R.S.
Prof. W. Stirling, M.D
D. G. Hogarth
Dr. Leonard Hill, F.R.S

I

Prof. A. C. Seward, F.R.S. ...

' Prof. W. H. Bragg, F.R.S. ...

Prof. A. Keith, M.D
Sir H. H. Cunynghame,K.C.B.

I Dr. A. Smith Woodward,
F.R.S.

Sir Oliver J. Lodge, F.R.S...,

I

Prof. W.J. Sollas, F.R.S. ...

Prof. E. B. Poulton, F.R.S ...

Dr. F. W. Dyson, F.R.S. ...

Prof. G. Elliot Smith, F.R.S.
Sir E. Rutherford, F.R.S. ...

Prof. H. E. Armstrong, F.R.S.

Prof. G. W. O. Howe
SirE. A. Schiifer, F.R.S

Ripple- Marks and Sand-Dunes.
Palgeontological Discoveries in the
Rocky Mountains.

W. J. Burchell's Discoveries in South
Africa.

Some Surface Actions of Fluids.

'L'he Mountains of the Old World.
Marine Biology.

Sleeping Sickness.

The Cruise of the ' Discovery.'
The Distribution of Power.
Steel as an Igneous Rock.
Fly-borne Diseases : Malaria, Sleep-

ing Sickness, &c.

The Milky Way and the Clouds of
Magellan.

Diamonds.
The Bearing of Engineering on

Mining.
The Ruins of Rhodesia.
Volcanoes.

The Electrical Signs of Life, and
their Abolition by Chloroform.

The Ark and the Spark in Radio-

[

telegraphy.

Recent Developments in the Theory
of Mimicry.

Halley's Comet.
The Lessons of the Colorado Canyon.
The Seven Styles of Crystal Archi-

tecture.

Our Food from the Waters.
The Chemistry of Flame.
The Pressure of Light.

Types of Animal Movement.^
New Discoveries about the Hittites.

The Physiology of Submarine Work.
Links with the Past in the Plant
World.

Radiations Old and New.
The Antiquity of Man.
E-xplosions in Mines and the Means

of Preventing Them.
Missing Links among Extinct

Animals,

The Ether of Space.
Ancient Hunters.
Mimicry.
Greenwich Observatory.
Primitive Man.
Atoms and Electrons.

Tlie Materials of Life.

j

Wireless Telegraphy.
'Australia and the British Associa-

tion.

' ' Popular Lectures,' delivered to the citizens of Winnipeg.
* Repeated, to the public, on Wednesday, September 7.



XXXll LECTURES TO THE OPERATIVE CLASSES.

LECTUKES TO THE OPERATIVE CLASSES, 1901-11.

Date and Place
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General Statement of Sums which have been paid on account oj

Grants for Scientijic Purposes, 1901-1914.

1901.
£ s. d.

Electrical Standards 45
Seismological Observations... 75
Wave-length Tables 4 14

Isomorphous Sulphonic De-
rivatives of Benzene 35

Life-zones in British Car-
boniferous Rocks 20

Underground Water of North-
west Yorkshire 50

Exploration of Irish Caves... 15

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100
Table at the Biological La-

boratorj-, Plymouth 20
Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 75

Migration of Birds 10

Terrestrial Surface Waves ... 5

• Changes of Land-level in the
Phlegriean Fields 50

Legislation regulating Wo-
men's Labour 15

Small Screw Gauge 45
Resistance of Boad Vehicles

to Traction 75
Silchester Excavation 10
Ethnological Survey of

Canada 30
Anthropological Teaching ... 5

Exploration in Crete 145
Physiological Effects of Pep-

tone .30

Chemistry of Bone MaiTow... 5 15 11

Suprarenal Capsules in the
Eabbit 5

Fertilisation in Phteophyceie 15
Morphology, Ecology, and
Taxonomy of Podoste-
mace» 20

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 15

£920 9 11

1902.

Electrical Standards 40
Seismological Observations... 35
Investigation of the Upper
Atmosphere by means of
Kites 75

Magnetic Observations at Fal-
mouth 80

Relation between Absorption
Spectra and Organic Sub-
stances 20

1915.

Wave-length Tables
Life-zones in British Car-

boniferous Rocks
Exploration of Irish Caves ...

Table at the Zoological
Station .Naples

Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium

Migration of Birds
Structure of Coral Reefs of

Indian Ocean
Compound Ascidians of the
Clyde Area

Terrestrial Surface Waves ...

Legislation regulating Wo-
men's Labour

S mall Screw Gauge
Resistance of Road Vehicles

to Traction
Ethnological Survey of
Canada

Age of Stone Circles

Exploration in Crete
Anthrojiometric Investigation

of Native Egyptian Soldiers
Excavations on the Roman

Site at Gelligaer
Changes in Hsemoglobin
Work of Mammalian Heart
under Influence of Drugs...

Investigation of the Cyano-
phyceae

Reciprocal Influence of Uni-
versities and Schools

Conditions of Health essen-
tial to carrying on Work in

Schools
Corresponding Societies Com-

mittee

£
5

10

45

100
15

30
20

15

30
100

15

20

10

1:

s. d.

100

50

25
15

50

15

£947

1903.

Electrical Standards 35
Seismological Observations... 40
Investigation of the Upper
Atmosphere by means of
Kites 76

Magnetic Observations at Fal-
mouth 40

Studyof Hydro-aromatic Sub-
stances 20

Erratic Blocks 10
Exploration of Irish Caves ... 40
Underground Watersof North-

west Yorkshire 40
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£ s. d.

Life-zones in British Car-

boniferous Rocks 5

Geological Photographs 10

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion at Naples 100

Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 100

Tidal Bore, Sea Waves, and
Beaches 15

Scottish National Antarctic

Expedition 50

Legislation affecting Women's
Labour 25

Researches in Crete 100
Age of Stone Circles 3 13 2

Anthropometric Investigation 5

Anthropometry of the Todas
and other Tribes of Southern

India 50
The State of Solution of Pro-

teids. 20
Investigation of the Cyano-

phyceae 25
Respiration of Plants 12

Conditions of Health essential

for School Instruction 5

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee JO

£845 13" 2

1904.

Seismological Observations... 40
Investigation of the Upper
Atmosphere by means of

Kites , 50
Magnetic Observations at

Falmouth 60

Wave-length Tables of Spectra 10

Study of Hydro-aromatic Sub-
stances 25

Erratic Blocks 10

Life-zones in British Car-

boniferous Rocks 35

Fauna and Flora of the

Trias 10

Investigation of Fossiliferous

Drifts 50
Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100
Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 60

Development in the Frog 15

Researches on the Higher
Crustacea 15

British and Foreign Statistics

of International Trade 25
Resistance of Road Vehicles

to Traction 90

Researches in Crete 100
Researches in Glastonbury
Lake Village 25
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1906.

£ s. d.

Electrical Standards 25
Seismological Observations... 40
Magnetic Observations at Fal-

mouth 50
Magnetic Survey of South

Africa 99 12 6

Wave-length Tables of Spectra 5

Study of Hydro-aromatic Sub-
stances 25

Aromatic Nitroamines 10
Fauna and Flora of the British

Trias 7 8 11

Crystalline Rocks of Anglesey 30
Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100
Index Animalium 75
Development of the Frog 10
Higher Crustacea , 15
Freshwater Fishes of South

Africa 50
Rainfall and Lake and River

Discharge 10
Excavations in Crete 100
Lake Village at Glastonbury 40
Excavations on Roman Sites

in Britain 30
Anthropometric Investiga-

tions in the British Isles ... 30
State of Solution of Proteids 20
Metabolism of Individual

Tissues 20
Effect of Climate upon Health
and Disease 20

Research on South African
Cycads 14 ]9 4

Peat Moss Deposits 25
Studies suitable for Elemen-

tary Schools 5

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 25

£882 9

1907.

Electrical Standards 60
Seismological Observations... 40
Magnetic Observations at
Falmouth 40

Magnetic Survey of South
Africa 25 7 6

Wave-length Tables of
Spectra 10

Study of Hydro - aromatic
Substances 30

Dynamic Isomerism 30
Life Zones in British Car-

boniferous Rocks 10
Erratic Blocks ., 10
Fauna and Flora of British

Trias 10
Faunal Succession in the Car-

boniferous Limestone of
South-West England .... 15

£ s. d.
Correlation and Age of South

African Strata, &;c 10
Table at the Zoological

Station, Naples 100
Index Animalium 75
Development of the Sexual

Cells 1 11 8

Oscillations of the Land Level
in the Mediterranean Basin 50

Gold Coinage in Circulation
in the United Kingdom ... 8 19 7

Anthropometric Investiga-
tions in the British Isles... 10

Metabolism of Individual
Tissues 45

The Ductless Glands 25
Effect of Climate upon Health
and Disease 65

Physiology of Heredity 30
Research on South African
Cycads 35

Botanical Photographs 5

Structure of Fossil Plants ... 5

Blarsh Vegetation.. 16

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 16 14 1

£757 12 10

1908.

Seismological Observations ... 40
Further Tabulation of Bessel

Functions 15
Investigation of Upper Atmo-

sphere by means of Kites... 25
Meteorological Observations

on Ben Nevis 25
Geodetic Arc in Africa 200
Wave-lengthTables of Spectra 10
Study of Hydro-aromatic Sub-

stances 30
Dynamic Isomerism 40
Transformation of Aromatic

Nitroamines 30
Erratic Blocks 17 16 G
Fauna and Flora of British

Trias 10
Faunal Succession in the Car-

boniferous Limestone in the
British Isles 10

Pre-Devonian Rocks 10
Exact Significance of Local
Terms 5

Composition of Charnwood
Rocks 10

Table at the Zoological Station
atNaples 100

Index Animalium 75
Hereditary Experiments 10
Fauna of Lakes of Central
Tasmania 40

Investigations in the Indian
Ocean 50

b2
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Exploration in Spitsbergen ...

Gold Coinage in Circulation

in the United Kingdom
Electrical Standards
Glastonbury Lake Village ...

Excavations on Roman Sites

in Britain

Age of Stone Circles

Anthropological Notes and
Queries

Metabolism of Individual
Tissues

The Ductless Glands
Effect of Climate upon Health
and Disease

Body Metabolism in Cancer...
Electrical Phenomena and

Metabolism of Arum Spa-
dices

Marsh Vegetation
Succession of Plant Remains
Corresponding Societies Com-

mittee

£ s. d.

30

3 7 6

50
30

15

50

40

40
13 14 8

35
30

10

15

18

25

£1,157 18 8

1909.

Seismological Observations .. 60
Investigation of the Upper At-
mosphere by means of Kites 10

Magnetic Observations at
Falmouth 50

Establishing a Solar Ob-
servatory in Australia 50

Wave-length Tables of Spectra 9 16
Study of Hydro aromatic Sub-

stances 15
Dynamic Isomerism 35
Transformation of Aromatic
Nitroamines 10

Electroanalysis 30
Fauna and Flora of British

Trias 8
Faunal Succession in the Car-

boniferous Limestone in the
British Isles 8

Palseozoic Rocks of Wales and
the West of England 9

Igneous and Associated Sedi-
mentary Rocks of Glensaul 1

1

Investigations at Biskra 50
Tableat the Zoological Station

at Naples 100
Heredity Experiments 10
Feeding Habits of British

Birds 6
Index Animalium 75
Investigations in the Indian
Ocean 35

Gaseous Explosions 75
Excavations on Roman Sites

in Britain 5
Age of Stone Circles 30
Researches in Crete 70
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£ s.

Siirvej' of Clare Island 30

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 20

£963 17

1911.

Seismological Investigations 60
Magnetic Observations at

Falmouth 25

Investigation of the Upper
Atmosphere 25

Grant to International Com-
mission on Physical and
Chemical Constants 30

Study of Hydro-aromatic Sub-
stances 20

Dynamic Isomerism 25

Transformation of Aromatic
Nitroamines 15

Electroanalys's 15

Influence of Carbon, &c., on
Corrosion of Steel 15

Crystalline Rocks of Anglesey 2

Mammalian Fauna in Miocene
Deposits, Bugti Hills, Balu-

chistan 75
Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion at Naples 100
Index Animalium 75
Feeding Habits of British

Birds 5

Belmullet Whaling Station... 30
Map of Prince Charles Fore;
land .' 30

Gaseous Explosions 90
Lake Villages in the neigh-
bourhood of Glastonbury... 5

Age of Stone Circles 30
Artificial Islands in Highland
Lochs 10

The Ductless Glands 40
Ansesthetics 20
Mental and Muscular Fatigue 25

Electromotive Phenomena in

Plants 10

Dissociation of Oxy-Hfemo-
globin 25

Structure of Fossil Plants ... 15

Experimental Study of

Heredity 45
Survey of Clare Island 20
Registration of Botanical

Photographs 10
Mental and Physical Factors

involved in Education 10
Corresponding Societies Com-

mittee 20

£'J22~T~

1912.
"""

Seismological Investigations 60
Magnetic Observations at

Falmouth 25

£ s. d.

Investigation of the Upper
Atmosphere 30

Grant to International Com-
mission on Physical and
Chemical Constants 30

Further Tabulation of Bessel

Functions 15

Study of Hydro-aromatic
Substances 20

Dynamic Isomerism 30
Transformation of Aromatic

Nitroamines 10

Electroanalysis 10

Study of Plant Enzymes 30
Erratic Blocks 5

Igneous and Associated Rocks
of Glensaul, &c 15

List of Characteristic Fossils 5

Sutton Bone Bed 15

Bembridge Limestone at

Creechbarrow Hill 20
Table at the Zoological

Station at Naples 50

Index Animalium 75
Belmullet Whaling Station... 20
Secondary Sexual Characters
inBirds 10

Gaseous Explosions ... 60
Lake Villages in the neigh-

bourhood of Glastonbury... 5

Artificial Islands in High-
land Lochs 10

Physical Character of Ancient
Egyptians 40

Excavation in Easter Island 15

The Ductless Glands 35

Calorimetric Observations on
Man 40

Structure of Fossil Plants ... 15

Experimental Study of

Heredity 35

Survey of Clare Island 20
Jurassic Flora of Yorkshire 15

Overlapping between Second-

ar3' and Higher Education 118 6

Curricula, &c., of Industrial

and Poor Lavsr Schools 10

Influence of School Books
upon Eyesight 3 9 .0

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 25

Collections illustrating
Natural History of Isle of

Wight 40

£845 7 6

1913.

Seismological Investigations 60
Investigation of the Upper
Atmosphere 50

International Commission on
Physical and Chemical
Constants 40
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£ s. d.

Further Tabulation of Bessel

Functions 30
Study of Hydro-aromatic

Substances 20
Dynamic Isomerism 30
Transformation of Aromatic

Nitroamines 20
Study of Plant Enzymes 30
Igneous and Associated Kocks

of Glensaul, &c 10
List of Cliaracteristic Fossils 5

Exploration of the Upper Old
Red Sandstone of Dura Den 75

Geology of Ramsey Island ... 10
Old Red Sandstone Rocks of

Kiltorcan 15

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion at Naples 50
Ditto (Special Grant) 50
Nomenclature Animalium
Genera et Sub-genera 100

BelmulletWlialing Station... 15

Ditto (Special Grant) 10
Gaseous Explosions 80
Lake Villages in the Neigh-
bourhood of Glastonbury... 5

Age of Stone Circles (Special

Grant) 15

Artificial Islands in the High-
lands of Scotland 5

Excavations on Roman Sites

in Britain 15

Hausa Manuscripts 20
The Ductless Glands 40
Calorimetric Observations on
Man io

Dissociation of Oxy-Haemo-
globin at High Altitudes... 15

Structure and Function of

the Mammalian Heart 20
Structure of Fossil Plants ... 15
Jurassic Flora of Yorkshire i 12 i
Vegetation of Ditcham Park,
Hampshire "15

Influence of School Books on
Eyesight .. 9 4 9

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 25

£978 17 1

1914.

Seismological Investigations 130
Investigation of the Upper
Atmosphere 25

International Committee on
Physical and Chemical
Constants 40

Calculation of Mathematical
Tables 20

Disposal of Copies of the
' Binary Canon ' 4 9

£ s. d.

Study of Hydro-aromatic
Substances 15

Dynamic Isomerism 25
Transformation of Aromatic
Nitroamines 15

Study of Plant Enzymes 25
Correlation of Crystalline

Form with Molecular Struc-
ture 25

Study of Solubility Pheno-
mena 10

List of Characteristic Fossils 5
Geology of Ramsey Island ... 10
Fauna and Flora of Trias of

Western Midlands 10
Critical Sections in Lower

Paljeozoic Rocks 15
Behnullet Whaling Station... 20
Nomenclature Animalium
Genera et Sub-genera 50

Antarctic Whaling Industry 75
Maps for School and Univer-

sity Use 40
Gaseous Explosions 50
Stress Distributions in Engi-

neering Materials 50
Lake Villages in the Neigh-
bourhood of Glastonbury... 20

Age of Stone Circles 20
Artificial Islands in the High-

lands of Scotland 5

Excavations on Roman Sites

in Britain 20
Anthropometric Investiga-

tions in Cyprus 50
Palaeolithic Site in Jersey ... 50
The Ductless Glands 35
Calorimetric Observations on
Man 40

Structure and Function of the
Mammalian Heart 30

Binocular Combination of

Kinematograph Pictures ... 17
Structure of Fossil Plants ... 15

Jurassic Flora of Yorkshire 5

Flora of the Peat of the
Kennet Valley 15

Vegetation of Ditcham Park 14 4 3

Physiology of Heredity 30
Breeding Experiments with

CEnotheras 19 17 4

Mental and Physical Fac-
tors involved in Educa-
tion 20

Influence of School Books on
Eyesight 2 8 9

Character, Work, and Main-
tenance of Museums 10

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 25

£1,086 16 4
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL, 1914-15.

I. Sir Arthur J. Evans, F.R.S., has been unanimously nominated

by the Council to fill the office of President of the Association for 1916-17

(Newcastle-on-Tyne Meeting).

IT. Australian Meeting : The Council resolved

—

' That the Council of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science, at its first Meeting in London since the return of

Members from Australia, desires to place on record its high

appreciation of the generous reception given to the Members
of the Overseas Party throughout the Commonwealth by
representatives of the Governments of the Commonwealth
and the States, and by other authorities and Australian citizens

generally, on the occasion of the Meeting of the Association

in Australia in 1914. The Council hereby expresses its

grateful thanks for the hospitality, privileges and concessions

extended so freely to visiting Members, and also for the

willing and valuable collaboration of all those who undertook

so successfully the work of organisation in Australia in con-

nection with the Meeting.'

III. Resolutions referred to the Council on behalf of the General

Committee in Australia for consideration, and, if desirable, for action,

were dealt with as follows :

—

From Sections A and C.

' That in view of the fact that meteorites, which convey informa-

tion of world-wide importance, are sometimes disposed of

privately, in such a way as to deprive the public of this

information, the Council be requested to take such steps as

may initiate international legislation on the matter.'

It was resolved that the Royal Society be asked to approach the

International Association of Academies in this matter. Communications

on this Resolution received from the South African Association for the

Advancement of Science were transmitted to the Royal Society.

From Section A.

' That the British Association learns with great satisfaction

that the State Government of Victoria has put a definite

annual grant at the disposal of the Director of the Melbourne
Observatory for printing the work already done at the Ob-
servatory. It is very desirable that every effort should be

made to publish as soon as possible the arrears accumulated
during the past thirty years.*
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It was resolved that the Council of the Royal Astronomical Society

be consulted, and a letter subsequently received from the Secretary of

the Society in supj^ort of the Resolution was forwarded to the proper

Government Authority in Melbourne.

From Sections C and E.

' The Committees of the Geographical and Geological Sections

of the British Association wish to draw attention to the high
scientific value and practical importance of systematic glacial

observation in New Zealand, and venture to urge upon the
favourable consideration of the Government of the Dominion
the great importance of continuing and extending the work
which is now being done in this direction by Officers of the
Government, as far as possible in conformity with the methods
adopted by the Commission Internationale des Glaciers.'

Following the report of a Committee appointed Ly the Council to

consider this matter, the Council supported the resolution and ordered

it to be forwarded to the Prime Minister of New Zealand.

From Sections D and K.

' It is with much pleasure that we ascertain that a Bill has been
prepared by the present Government of South Australia for

the establishment of a reserve of 300 square miles situated

on the western end of Kangaroo Island for the preservation

of the fauna and flora, which are fast being exterminated
on the mainland, and that this reserve will be placed under
the control of a Board nominated by the University of Adelaide
and the Government. We trust that this Bill will become
law at an early date.'

The above resolution was confirmed and forwarded to the proper

Authorities in South Australia.

Other Resolutions were referred to the Council dealing with the estab-

lishment of a Bureau of Weights and Measures in Australia, with the

establishment of Bench-marks on Islands in the Coral Seas, with a Gravity
Survey in Australia, and with the 1:1,000,000 Map of the World (Aus-

tralian sheets).

Committees have been appointed to consider and report upon these

resolutions, but it was decided that it would be inappropriate to put
forward resolutions on these subjects at the present time, and the Com-
mittees were informed accordingly.

The following Resolution was also received :

—

' That in view of the successful issue of the Australian Meeting
of the Association, the Council be asked to consider the best

means of bringing into closer relationship the British Associa-

tion and scientific representatives from the Dominions over-

seas.'

It was considered inexpedient to deal with the above resolution at

present, but the General Officers were instructed to bring forward a scheme
for giving effect to it when circumstances should be more favourable.
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IV. Manchester Meeting :

—

At the Meeting of Council in November, 1914, it was resolved :

—

•' That the Council of the British Association, realising the special

difficulty attending the holding of a Meeting of the Associa-

tion at the present time, offer to the citizens of Manchester

to adopt any modification of the Meeting they may think

desirable, even to complete postponement, unless they are

informed that the desire in Manchester is to carry out the

invitation.'

The following Resolution passed by the Local Executive Committee
in Manchester was received in December :

—

' That owing to the uncertainty of the present situation, the

decision with regard to the holding of the Meeting of the

British Association in Manchester be postponed until the

middle of March, and that in the meantime the preparations

for the Meeting be suspended.'

At the Meeting of Council in March, 1915, the following resolution

was received :—
' That the Council of the British Association be informed that in

the opinion of the Manchester Executive Committee it will

be impossible to receive the British Association this year

in the manner that was contemplated or with the accommoda-
tion and hospitality which Manchester has extended to the

Association on former occasions. But the Executive Com-
mittee desire that tlie long continuity of the yearly meetings

should not be broken, and prefer that the meeting should

be held although restricted to its more purely scientific

functions, and would be glad to make preparations for

such a meeting and could hope to offer suitable accom-
modation for all sections and scientific discourses of the

Association.'

It was unanimously resolved that the Meeting be held on the lines

indicated in the above Resolution. The Council concurred in the proposed
alterations of date, to September 7-11 inclusive, and empowered the
General Officers to make, or agree upon with the Manchester Executive,
any special arrangements in connection with the Meeting in view of the

unusual conditions under which it was to be held.

One such arrangement was that, at the instance of the Manchester
Executive, teachers in elementary and secondary schools and students
of recognised institutions for higher education in Manchester and district

should be admitted as Associates at a special fee of 10s.

In a number of instances military duties prevented Secretaries of

Sections and other Officers appointed by the Council from accepting

office.

V. The Council approved a suggestion that the Association might
be instrumental in arranging lectures to soldiers in training or convalescent,
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and correspondence passed between the General Secretaries and the War
Office Authorities. The authorities welcomed the suggestion, but sub-

sequently indicated that soldiers in camps would shortly be more fully

occupied with field-training, and it was decided to be useless to proceed

with the formation of a list of lecturers. The authorities were informed

accordingly, with an expression of regret that the matter had not been

taken up earlier, o\iing to the absence of the Officers of the Association

in Australia.

VI. CaiPvD Fund :

—

The Council has made the following grants during the year, additional

to annual grants previously made ;

—

Committee on Gravity Observations at Sea (Section A) . £100
Mr. F. Sargent, Bristol University, in connection with his

astronomical work £10
Organising Committee of Section F, in connection with its

enquiry into Outlets for Labour after the War . . £100

VII. Conference of Delegates and Correspondino Societies

Committee :

—

(1) The following Nominations are made by the Council:

—

Confei-ence of Delegates.—Prof. Sir T. H. Holland (Chairman), Mr. W.
Whitaker (Vice-Chairman), Mr. W. Mark Webb (Secretary).

Corresponding Societies Committee.—Mr. W. Wliitaker (Chairman),

Mr. W. Mark Webb (Secretary), Eev. J. 0. Bevan, Sir Edward Brabrook,

Sir H. G. Fordham, Dr. J. G. Garsou, Principal E. H. Griffiths, Dr. A. C.

Haddon, Mr. T. V. Holmes, Mr. J. Hopkinson, Mr. A. L. Lewis, Eev.
T. R. R. Stebbing, and the President and General Officers of the Associa-

tion.

(2) The Council have resolved to propose to the General Committee
that the titles of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Conference of

Delegates be changed to President and Vice-President respectively, and
that these titles be substituted in Rule 4, cb. xi., and that of President

for Chairman in Rule 1, cli. iii.

VIIL The Council have received rej)orts from the General Treasurer

during the past year. In consequence of the early removal of the books,

&c., from London to Australia, it was not possible to prepare the usual

annual accounts last year. These have now been audited and are pre-

sented to the General Committee together with the accounts for the

current year.

IX. The retiring members of the Council are :

—

By seniority.—Major P. G. Craigie, Mr. A. D. Hall.

By least attendance-—Mr. Alfred Lodge, Major H. G. Lyons, Prof. R.
Meldola,
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The Council nominated the following new members :

—

Prof. W. A. Bone,
Prof. H. N. Dickson,
Prof. T. B. Wood.

leaving two vacancies to be filled by the General Committee without
nomination by the Council.

The full list of nominations of ordinary members is as follows :

—

Prof. H. E. Armstrong.
Prof. W. A. Bone.
Sir E. Brabrook.
Prof. W. H. Bragg.
Dr. Dugald Clerk.

Mr. W. Crooke.
Prof. A. Dendy.
Prof. H. N. Dickson.
Dr. F. A. Dixey.
Prof. H. B. Dixon.
Sir F. W. Dyson.
Principal E. H. Griffiths.

Dr. A. C. Haddon.
Prof. W. D. Halliburton.
Sir Everard im Thuru.
Prof. J. L. Myres.
Sir E. Eutherford.
Miss E. E. Saunders.
Prof. E. H. Starling.

Dr. J. J. H. Teall.

Prof. S. P. Thompson.
Prof. F. E. Weiss.
Prof. T. B. Wood.

X. The General Officers have been nominated by the Council
as follows :

—

General Treasurer : Prof. J. Perry.

General Secretaries : Prof. W. A. Herdman.
Prof. H. H. Turner.

XI. The following have been admitted as members of the General
Committee :

—

Mr. E. Heron Allen.

Prof. B. H. Barton.
Prof. T. H. Havelock.
Dr. W. F. Hume.
Mr. J. B. C Kershaw.
Mr. T. C. Lewis.



Xliv GENERAL TREASURER'S ACCOUNT.

Dr. THE GENERAL TREASURER IN ACCOUNT
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE,

EECEIPTS.
& s. d. £ 1. (/.

To Balance brought forward : On General Account 2,613 11 5
Ze«s Overspent on 'Caird Fund ' 226 6 6

2,387 4 11
Life Compositions (including Transfers) 215
Annual Subscriptions 4,516
New Annual Members' Subscriptions 366
Sale of Associates' Tickets 298
Sale of Publications 189 1 3
Interest on Deposits

:

Lloj'ds Bank, Birmingham 41 17 8

Commonwealth Bank of Australia 47 8
Unexpended Balances of Grants returned 17 13 9

Dividends on Investments

:

Consols, 2i per Cent 130 10 4
India 3 per Cent 98 17 9
Gt.IndianPeninsulaRailway 'B'Annuitj' 28 8 8

Dividends on 'Caird Fund' Investments : 257 16 9
India 3| per Cent. Stock 84 3 9
London and North-Western Railway Con-

solidated 4 per Cent. Pref. Stock 77 10 6
London and South -Western Railway do 92 5 10
Canada 3J per Cent. Registered Stock 80 6

331 7
Proceeds of Sale of £400 London and North-Western Railway

Consolidated 4 per Cent. Preference Stock ('Caird Fund'
Investment) 394 9

Investments.

Nominal Amount.
£ s. d.

5,701 10 5 2i per Cent. Consolidated Stock
3,600 India 3 per Cent. Stock
879 14 9 £43 Great Indian Peninsula Railway

' B ' Annuity
2,627 10 India 3i per Cent. Stock,' Caird Fund'
2,100 London and North-Western Railway

Consolidated 4 per Cent. Preference
Stock, ' Caird Fund '

2,500 London and South-Western Railway
Consolidated 4 per Cent. Preference
Stock, ' Caird Fund '

2,500 Canada 3i per Cent. 1930-1950 Regis-
tered Stock, 'Caird Fund'

81 7 2 Sir Frederick Bramwell's Gift of

2\ per Cent. Self-cumulating Con-
solidated Stock,

£19,989 13 2 £9,064 4 7

John Perky, General Treasurer.
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WITH THE BRITISH" ASSOCIATION FOR THE
July 1, 1914, to June 30, 1915.

PAYMENTS.

Cr.

By Rent and Office Expenses
Salaries, &c
Printing, Binding, &c
Expenses of Australian Meeting ,

Advances for Travelling Expenses of Invited Members
Grants to Research Committees :

—

Seismologieal Observations
AuiiLial Table of Constants and Numerical Data
Calculation of Mathematical Tables
Dynamic Isomerism
Transformation of Aromatic Nitroamines
Study of Plant Enzymes
Cliemioal Investigation of Natural Plant Products
Influence of Weather Conditions on Nitrogen Acids in Rainfall

Non-Aromatic Diazonium Salts

Biology of Abrolhos Islands

Collection of Marsiipials .

Survey of Stor Fjord, Spitsbergen
Antarctic Bathymetrical Chart
Fatigue from Economic Standpoint
Gaseous Explosions
Stress Distributions
Lake Villages in the Neighbourhood of Glastonbury
Age of Stone Circles

Palaeolithic Site in Jersey
Excavations in Malta
Gazetteer and Map of Native Tribes in Austr.alia

Electromotive Phenomena of the Heart
Metabolism of Phospha'eb
Structure of Fossil Plants
Physiology of Heredity
Renting of Cinchona Botanic Station, Jamaica
Influence of Percentages of Oxygen
Australian Cycadace^
Sections of Australian Fossil Plants
Influence of School Books on Eyesight
Scholarships, &o,, held by University Students
Character, Work, and Maintenance of Museums
Corresponding Societies Committee

£
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Table showing the Attendances and Receipts

Date of Meeting Where held

1831, Sept. 27 ! York
1832, June 19

\

Oxford
1833, June 25 !

Cambridge
1834, Sept. 8 .

1835, Aug. 10
.

1836, Aug. 22.

Edinburgh
Dublin
Bristol

1837JSept. 11 i Liverpool

1838, Aug. 10 ' Newcastle-on-TjTie.,

1839, Aug. 26
!

Birmingham
18iO,Sept. 17 1

Glasgow
1841, July 20 i

Plymouth
1842, June 23 Manchester
1843, Aug. 17 Cork
1844, Sept.26 ! York
1845, June 19.. ~ '

1846, Sept. 10 ...

1847, June 23..

1848, Aug. 9 ...

1849, Sept. 12..

1850, July 21 ..

1851, July 2

1852, Sept. 1 ..

1853, Sept. 3 ..

1854, Sept. 20 ..

1855, Sept. 12..

1856, Aug. 6 ..

1857, Aug. 26 ..

1858, Sept. 22 ..

1859, Sept. 14 ..

1860, June 27..

1861, Sept. 4 ..

1862, Oct. 1 ..

1863, Aug. 26 ..

1864, Sept. 13..

1865, Sept. 6 ..

1866, Aug. 22..

1867, Sept. 4 ..

1868, Aug. 19..

1869, Aug. 18 ..

1870, Sept. 14..

1871, Aug. 2 ..

1872, Aug. 14..

1873, Sept. 17..

1874, Aug. 19..

1875, Aug. 25..

1876, Sept. 6 ..

1877, Aug. 15.,

1878, Aug. 14.,

1879, Aug. 20.,

1880, Aug. 25 .

1881, Aug. 31 .

1882, Aug. 23
.

1883, Sept. 19
.

1884, Aug. 27 .

1885, Sept. 9
.

1886, Sept. 1 .

1887, Aug. 31 .

1888, Sept. 5 .

1889, Sept. 11

.

1890, Sept. 3 .

1&91, A.ug. 19.
1892, Aug. 3

Presidents

Cambridge
Southampton
Oxford
Swansea
Birmingham
Edinburgh
Ipswich
Belfast
Hull
Liverpool
Glasgow
Cheltenham
Dublin
Leeds
Aberdeen
Ctford
Manchester
Cambridge
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

.

Bath
Birmingham
Nottingham
Dundee
Norwich
Exeter
Liverpool
Edinburgh
Brighton
Bradford
Belfast
Bristol
Glasgow
Plymouth
Dublin
Sheffield

Swansea
York
Southampton
Southport
Montreal
Aberdeen
Birmingham
Manchester
Bath
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Leeds
Cardiff
Edinburgh

Old Life New Life
Members Members

1893, Sept. 13 1
Nottingham.

1894, Aug. 8 1 Oxford
1895, Sept. 11 Ipswich
1896, Sept. 16 ' Liverpool ....

1897, Aug. 18
1

Toronto
1898, Sept. 7 i Bristol

18S9, Sept. 13 Dover
1900, Sept. 6 1 Bradford ....

Viscount Milton, D.C.L., P.R.S
The Rev. W. Buckland, F.R.S

The Rev. A. Sedgwick, F.R.S
Sir T. M. Brisbane, D.O.L., F.R.S. ...

The Rev. Provost Llo.yd.LL.D., P.R.S.

The Marquis of Lans'downe, F.R.S....

The Earl of Burlington, F.R.S
The Duke of Northumberland, F.R.S.

The Rev. "W. Vernon Harcourt, F.R.S.

The Marquis of Breadalbane, F.R.S.

The Rev. W. WheweU, F.R.S
The Lord Francis Egerton, F.G.S. ...

The Earl of Rosse, P.R.S
The Rev. G. Peacock, D.D., F.R.S. ...

Sir John F. W. Herschel, Bart., F.R.S,

Sir Roderick X.Murchison,Bart.,P.B.S.

Sir Robert H. Inglis, Bart., F.R.S. ...

TheMarquisofNorthampton,Pres.R.S.
The Rev. T. R. Robinson, D.D., F.R.S.

Sir David Brewster, K.H., F.R.S
G. B. Airy, Astronomer Royal, F.R.S.
Lieut.-General Sabine, F.R.S
William Hopkins, F.R.S
The Earl of Harrowby, F.R.S
The Duke of Argyll, F.R.S
Prof. 0. G. B. Daubeny, M.D., F.R.S.. .

.

The Rev. H. Lloyd, D.D., F.R.S
Richard Owen, M.D., D.O.L., F.R.S....

H.R.H. The Prince Consort
The Lord Wrottesley, M.A., F.R.S. ...

William Fairbairn, LL.D., F.R.S
The Rev. Professor WiUi3,M.A.,F.R.S.
SirWilliam G. Armstrong.O.B., F.R.S.

Sir Charles Lyell, Bart., M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. J. Phillips, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.

William R. Grove, Q.O., F.R.S
The Duke of Bucoleuch, K.C.B.,F.R.S

Dr. Joseph D. Hooker, F.R.S
Prof. G. G. Stokes, D.O.L., F.R.S

,

Prof. T. H. Huxley, LL.D., F.R.S. ..,

Prof. Sir W. Thomson, LL.D., F.R.S.

Dr. W. B. Carpenter, F.R.S
Prof. A. W. Williamson. F.R.S
Prof. J. Tyndall, LL.D., P.R.S
Sir John Hawkshaw, F.R.S
Prof. T. Andrews, M.D., F.R.S
Prof. A. Thomson, M.D., F.R.S
W. Spottiswoode, M.A., F.R.S
Prof. G. J. AUman, M.D., F.R.S
A. 0. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S
Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S
Dr. 0. W. Siemens, F.R.S
Prof. A. Oayley, D.O.L., F.R.S
Prof. Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S
Sir Lyon Playfair, K.C.B., F.R.S
Sir J. W. Dawson, O.M.G., F.R.S
Sir H. E. Roscoe, D.C.L., F.R.S
Sir F. J. Bramwell, F.R.S
Prof. W. H. Flower, O.B., F.R.S
Sir F. A. Abel, C.B., F.R.S
Dr. W. Huggins, F.R.S
Sir A. Geikie, LL.D., F.R.S
Prof. J. S. Burdon Sanderson, F.R.S.
The Marquis of Salisbury,K.G.,F.R.S,
Sir Douglas Galton, K.C.B., F.R.S. ...

Sir Joseph Lister, Bart., Pros. R.S. ..,

Sir John Evans, K.C.B., F.R.S
Sir W. Crookes, F.R.S
Sir Michael Foster, K.C.B., Sec.H.S. .

Sir William Turner, D.O.L., F.R.S.
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Table shoioing the Attendances and Receipts

Where held Presidents

3901, Sept. 11 Glasgow Prof. A.W. Riicker, D.Sc, SecR.S. ...

1902,Sept.lO Belfast Prof. J. Dewar, LL.D., F.R.S

1903, Sept. 9 ... ! Soutbport Sir Normau Lockyer, K.C.B., F.R.S.

1904, Aug. 17 Cambridge Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, M.P., F.R.S.

1905, Aug. 15... .
South Africa Prof. G. H. Darwiu, LL.D., F.R.S. ...

1906, Aug. 1 York Prof. E. Rav Lankester, LL.D., F.R.S.

1907, July 31 Leicester Sir David Gill, K.O.B., F.R.S
1908, Sept. 2 Dublin Dr. Francis Darwin, F.R.S
1909, Aug. 25 Winnipeg Prof. Sir J. J. Tliomson, F.R.S
1910,Aug.31 Sheffield Rev. Prof. T. G. Bonuey, F.R.S

1911, Aug. 30 Portsmouth Prof. Sir W. Rimsay, K.C.B.,F.R.S.
1912,Sept.4 Dundee Prof. B. A. Schiifer. F.R.S
1913, Sept. 10 ..... Birmingham Sir Oliver J. Lodge, F.R.S
1914, July-Sept.... Australia Prof. W. Bateson, F.R.S
1916, Sept. 7 1

Manchester Prof. A. Schuster, F.R.S

Old Life
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1 GENERAL MEETINGS.

GENERAL MEETINGS AT MANCHESTER.

On Tuesday, September 7, at 8.30 imni., in the Free Trade Hall, Pro-

fessor W. Bateson, F.R.S., resigned the office of President to Professor

Arthur Schuster, F.R.S. The following telegram from the Right Hon.
Sir Henry Roscoe, F.R.S., was read :

—

My best wislies for the success of tlie Meeting. I greatly regret that I cannot
be present to support my distinguished friend, the President. I send my love to

Manchester.

The following letter from the Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, M.P., F.E.S.,

forwarded by Sir Henry Roscoe, was also read :

—

Admiralty, Whitehall: September 2, 1915.

My dear Sie Henky Roscoe,—I am sorry that pressure of public business

makes it imfjossible for me to attend tlie Meeting of the British Association at

Manchester.
1 should have particularly \alued an opportunity of taking a share (as past

President) in its labours: 2jartl3' because the scene of these is a city with which I

was long and closely connected, partly because I should like to have borne testimony
(if that be required) to the patriotic zeal with which the Royal Society, of which
your distinguislied President is Secretary, have placed all their soientilic resources

at the disposal of the Government for the purposes of the War. Although the
Association meets this year in circumstances which deprive the gathering of much
of its social charm, I am sure that its scientific labours will be not less fruitful than
in years gone by.

AVith every good wish for its success,

Believe me,
Yours sincerely,

(Signed) Akthub J.vmes Balfour

On taking the Chair, Professor Arthur Schuster moved, and it was
unanimously resolved, that the following message be forwarded to His
Majesty the King :

—

We, the members of the British Association tor the Advancement of Science, this

day in our 85th Congress assembled, humblj' beg to express our devoted loyalty to

Your Majesty's perscn and to Your Majesty's Government in this crisis of our national
atfairs. Landing in Australia at the moment of the declaration of war, we witnessed
the extraordinary manifestations of loyalty which were displayed throughout that
great Commonwealth. During our earlier visits to Canada and South Africa a like
spirit of loyalty and imperial fellowship found expression in tlie cordiality of the
reception given to us. I3y these visits we have endeavoured to strengthen the bonds
which unite all parts of Your Majesty's Empire.

We beg leave on the present occasion to assure Your Majesty that the Associa-
tion as a whole and every individual member thereof are whole-heartedly anxious
to devote all their energies to assisting Your Majesty's Government in the task of
bringing the War to a victorious conclusion.

ScHUSTBE, President.

Professor Schuster then delivered an Address, for which see page 3.

On Wednesday, September 8, the following reply was received from
His Majesty the King, and was communicated to the members assembled
at the various sectional meetings :

—

The I'residoii of the British Association, Manchester.

I have received with much satisfaction the message you have forwarded on
behalf the members of the British Association testifying to their loyalty to the
Crown and to my Government in this time of national crisis. The outbursts of
loyalty which the members of the Association witnessed in their past visits throughout
Australia, Canada, and South Africa have been gloriously demonstrated by those
imperishable deeds achieved on the heights of Gallipoli, in the trenches of Flanders,
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and upon the waterless plains of German South Africa. In gratefully accepting the
resolution that the Association one and all will do everything in their power to bring
the War to a final victory, I recognise with deep appreciation the valuable services

which are being rendered to this end by the men of science.

George K. I.

On Wednesday evening, September 8, at 8 p.m., the Rt. Hon. the Lord
Mayor of Manchester held an Evening Reception in the Manchester
Municipal School of Technology.

On Thursday, September 9, at 8.30 p.m., in the Free Trade Hall,

Mr. H. W. T. Wager, P.R.S., delivered a discourse on ' The Behaviour
of Plants in response to Light.'

On Friday, September 10, at 8.R0 p.m., in the Free Trade Hall, Pro-
fessor R. A. Sampson, F.R.S., delivered a discourse on ' A Census of the

Skies.'

After the above discourse (the occasion being the concluding General
Meeting), the following resolution was unanimously adopted on the

motion of the President :

—

That the cordial thanks of the British Association be extended to the Rt. Hon.
the Lord Mayor and Corporation of the City of Manchester for their hearty welcome,
to the Governing Bodies of the University and other institutions which have kindly
placed their buildings and resources at the disposal of the Association, to the firms

which have thrown open their works to the inspection of members, and, finally, to

the honorary local officers and their able assistants, and to the General and
Executive Committees and individual members thereof, for the admirable arrange-
ments made for the Meeting under exceptional and trying circumstances.

OFFICERS OF SECTIONS AT THE MANCHESTER
MEETING, 1915.

SECTION A.—MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

President.—S\t F. W. Dyson, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. Vice-Presidevts.—rvol
H. Lamb, I.L.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. ; Prof. Sir E. Rutherford, D.Sc, F.R.S. ; Prof. H. H.
Turner, D.Sc, F.R.S. Secretaries.—Frof. A. S. Eddington, M.A., M.Sc, F.R.S
{Recorder) ; E. Gold, M.A. ; A. 0. Rankine D.Sc. ; W. Makower, M.A., D.Sc.

SECTION B.—CHEMISTRY.

President.—Frof. W. A.. I?one, D.Sc, F.R.S. Vice-Preside7its.—Vyol W. J.

Pope, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. ; Prof. W. P. Wynne, D.Sc, F.R.S. Secretaries.—
A. Holt, D.Sc. {Recorder) ; C IL Desch, D.Sc, Ph.D. ; H. F. Coward, D.Sc.

SECTION C.—GEOLOGY.

President.—Prof. GrenvlUe A. J. Cole. Vice-Presidents.—Rev. Prof. T. G.
Bonney, ScD., F.R.S.; Hon. Prof. VV. Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S.; Prof. E. J.

Garwood, F.R.S. ; Major Sir T. H. Holland, K.C.I.E., F.R.S. Secretaries.—
W. Lower Carter, M.A. {Recorder) ; Dr. W. T. Gordon ; Dr. D. M. S. Watson •

Dr. G. Hickling.

SECTION D.—ZOOLOGY.

President.—Prof. E, A. Minchin, M.A., F.R.S. [in absentia). Vice-Presidents.
Prof. A. Dendy, D.Sc, F.R.S.; H. F. Gadow, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.; Prof. S. J.
Hickson, F.R.S. Secretaries.—J. IL Ashworth, D.Sc. {Recorder); F. Balfour
Browne, M.A., F.R.S.E.; R. Douglas Laurie, M.A. ; J. Stuart Thomson, Ph.D.

2



lii OFFICERS OF SECTIONS, 1915.

SECTION E.—GEOGRAPHY.

President—Maior H. G. Lyons, D.Sc, F.R.S. {in absentia). Vice-Presidents.—
Prof. H. N. Dickson, D.Sc. fH. Nuttall, M.P. ; G. G. Ghisliolm ;

Prof. J. W.
Gregory, F.R.S. ; H. Yule Oldham. Secretaries.—i . McFarlane, M.A. {Recorder)

;

Prof. E.'n. Rudmose Brown, D.Sc.

SECTION F.—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.

President.—ProL W. R. Scott, M.A., Litt.D. Vice-Presidents.—SiAnej

Arnold; R.Noton Barclay; Prof. E. C. K. Gonner ; Sir Charles Macara.

Secretaries.—Prof. A. W. Kirkaldy,M.A., M.Com. {Recorder)
;
E. J. W. Jackson ;

B. Ellinger.

SECTION G.—ENGINEERING.

President.—R. S. Hele-Shaw, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S. Vice-Presidents.—Vrol

E. G. Coker, M.A., D.Sc. ; Prof. Gisbert Kapp, M.Sc, D.Eng. ; Right Hon. Sir

Wm Mather ; Dr. Edward Hopkinson ; Robert Matthews ; de Courcey Meade ;

Prof. J. E. Petavel, F.R.S. Secretaries.—Prof. G. W. 0. Howe, D.Sc. {Re-

corder) ; J. Frith, M.Sc. ; VV. Cramp, D.Sc.

SECTION H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.

President.—Prot C. G. Seligman, M.D. Vice-Presidents.—Proi. W. B.

Anderson ; Prof. R. S. Conway ; Sir Laurence Gomme, F.S.A. ; Sir Everard F. im

Thurn, C.B., K.O.M.G. ; Sir Richard Temple, Bart., CLE. Secretaries.—E. N.

Fallaize, B.A. {Becorder) ; F. C. Shrubsall, M.A., M.D. ; .J. S. B. Stopford,

M.B., Ch.B.
SECTION I.— PHYSIOLOGY.

President.—Pvot W. M. Bayliss, D.Sc, F.R.S. Vice-Presidents.—Prof.

Benjamin Moore, D.Sc, F.R.S. ; Prof. W. Stirling, M.D. Secretaries.—Pvol P.

T. Herring, M.D. {Recorder) ; C. L. Burt (Sec. Sub-Section Psychology); J. Tait,

M.D., D.Sc; F. W. Lamb, B.A., M.D.

SECTION K.—BOTANY.

President.—Pvo?. W. H. Lang, M.B., D.Sc, F.R.S. Vice-Presidents.—Prot

F. 0. Bower, D.Sc, F.R.S. ; Sir Daniel Morris, K.O.M.G. ; Prof. F. W. Oliver,

F.R.S.; Miss Ethel Sargant, F.L.S. ; H. W. T. Wager, F.R.S. Secretaries.—

0, E. Moss, D.Sc {Recorder) ; D. Thoday, M.A. ; R. S. Adamson, M. A., B.Sc

SECTION L.—EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.

President.—Mrs. Henry Sidgwick. Vice-Presidents.—Principal E. H. Griffiths,

M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. ; Prof. J. Perry, LL.D., F.R.S. Secretaries —Prof. J. A.
Green, M.A. (Recorder); D. Berridge, M.A. ; H. Richardson, M.A. ; F. A.
Bruton, M.A.

SECTION M.—AGRICULTURE.

President.—R. H. Rew, C.B. Vice-Presidents.—A. D. Hall, M.A., F.R.S.;

T. H. Middletou, C.B. ; Prof. T. B. Wood, M.A. ; Prof. S. Coppenz (Louvaiu)

;

Prof. W. Somerville, D.Sc; Prof. W. Bateson, F.R.S. Secretaries.—Prof. C.

Crowther, M.A., Ph.D. {Recorder) ; A. Lauder, D.Sc ; T. J. Young, M.Sc.

CONFERENCE OF DELEGATES OF CORRESPONDING
SOCIETIES.

Chairman.—Mai^or Sir T. H. Holland, K.C.I.E., F.R.S. Vice- Chairman.-
W. Whitaker, F.R.S. Secretanj.—'W. Mark Webb.
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LIST OF GRANTS: Manchester, 1915

Research OoMMirrEES, etc., appointed by the General Committee

AT the Manchester Meeting : September, 1915.

1. Receiving Grants of Money.

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose Members of Committee

Section A.—MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS.

Seismological Observations.

Annual Tables of Constants and
Numerical Data, chemical, phy-

sical, and technological.

Calculation of Mathematical
Tables.

Clmirman.—ProfessorH.H.Turner.

Secretary.—Mr. J. J. Shaw.
Mr. J. E. Crombie, Mr. Horace
Darwin, Mr. C. Davison, Dr.

R. T. Glazebrook, Professors H.
Lamb, J. W. Judd, and C. G.

Knott, Sir J. Larmor, Profes-

sors A. E. H. Love, H. M. Mac
donald, R. Meldola, J. Perry,

and H. C. Plummer, Mr. W. E.

Plummer, Professors R. A. Samp-
son and A. Schuster, Dr. G. T.

Walker, and Mr. G. W. Walker.

Chairman.-
Secretary.-

-Sir W. Ramsay.
-Dr. W.C.McC. Lewis.

M.Chairman.—Professor M. J.

Hill.

Secretary.-?Toieasox J. W. Nichol-

son.

Mr. J. R. Airey, Mr. T. W. Chaundy,
Professor Alfred Lodge, Pro-

fessor L. N. G. Filon, Sir G.

Greenhill, Mr. G. Kennedy, and
Professors E.W. Hobson, A. E. H.
Love, H. M. Macdonald, G. B.

Mathews, and A. G. Webster.

Section B.—CHEMISTRY.
Dynamic Isomerism.

The Transformation of Aromatic
Nitroamines and allied sub-

stances, and its relation to

Substitution in Benzene De-
rivatives.

Chairman.—Professor H. E. Arm-
strong.

Secretary.—Dr. T. M. Lowry.
Professor SydneyYoung, Dr. Desch,

Sir J. J. Dobbie, and Dr. M. O.

Forster.

Chairman:—Professor F. S. Kip-

ping.

Secretary.—ProfessorK.J.P.Orton.

Sir S. Ruhemann and Dr. J. T.

Hewitt.

Grants

£
130

t.d.

40

35

20

10
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1. Receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose

The Study of Plant Enzymes,
particularly with relation to

Oxidation.

Correlation of Crystalline Form
with Molecular Structure.

Study of Solubility Phenomena

The Influence of Weather Con-
ditions upon the Amounts of
Nitrogen Acids in the Rainfall
and the Atmosphere.

Research on Non-Aromatic Diazo-
nium Salts.

To report on the Botanical and
Chemical Characters of the
Eucalypts and their Correla-
tion.

Absorption Spectra and Chemical
Constitution of Organic Com-
pounds.

Members of Committee

Chairman.—Mr. A. D. Hall.

Secretary.—Dr. E. F. Armstrong.
Professor H. E. Armstrong, Pro-

fessor F. Keeble, and Dr. E. J.

Kussell.

Chairman.—Professor W. J. Pope.
Secretary.-—Professor H. E, Arm-

strong.

Mr. W. Barlow and Professor

W. P. Wynne.

Chairman.—Professor H. E. Arm-
strong.

Secretary.—Dr. J. V. Eyre.
Dr. E. F. Armstrong, Professor A.

Findlay, Dr. T. M. Lowry, and
Professor W. J. Pope.

Chairman.—Professor Orme Mas-
son.

Secretary.—Mr. V. G. Anderson.
Mr. D. Avery and Mr. H. A. Hunt.

Chairman.—Dr. F. D. Chattaway.
Secretary.—Professor G.T.Morgan.
Mr. P. G. \V. Bayly and Dr. N. V.

Sidgwick.

Chairman.—Professor H. E. Arm-
strong.

Secretary.—Mr. H. G. Smith.
Dr. Andrews, Mr. R. T. Baker, Pro-

fessor F. O. Bower, Mr. K. H.
Cambage, Professor A. J. Ewart,
ProfessorC.B.FawsittjDr.Heber
Green, Dr. Cuthbert Hall, Pro-
fessors Orme Masson, Rennie,
and Robinson, and Mr. St. John.

Chairman.— Sir J. J. Dobbie.
[

Secretary.— Mr. E. E. C. Baly.
Mr. A. W. Stewart. I

Section C—GEOLOGY.
To consider the preparation of a

List of Characteristic Fossils.

Chairman.—Professor P. F. Ken-
dall.

Secretary.—Mr. W. Lower Carter.

Professor W. S. Boulton, Professor

G. Cole, Dr. A. R. Dwerryhouse,
Professors J. W. Gregory, Sir

T. H. Holland, G. A. Lebour,
and S. H. Reynolds, Dr. Marie
C. Stopes, Mr. Cosmo Johns,

Dr. J. E. Marr, Dr. A. Vaughan,
Professor W. W. Watts, Mr.
H. Woods, and Dr. A. Smith
Woodward.

Grants

£
10

s. d.

10

5

20

8 10

30

10

10



RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

1. Receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Iv

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose

The Old Red Sandstone Rocks of

Kiltorcan, Ireland.

To excavate Critical Sections in

the PalsBozoic Rocks of England

and \\'ales.

Members of Committee

To excavate Critical Sections in

Old Ked Sandstone Rocks at

Rhynie, Aberdeenshire.

To investigate the Flora of Lower
Carboniferous times as exem-

plified at a newly discovered

locality at Gullane, Hadding-

tonshire.

Chairman.—Professor Qrenville

Cole.

Secretary.—Professor T. Johnson.

Dr. J. W. Evans, Dr. R. Kidston,

and Dr. A. Smith Woodward.

Chairman. — Professor AV. W.
Watts.

Secretary. — Professor W. G.

Fearnsides.

Professor W. S. Boulton,Mr. E. S.

Cobbold, Professor E. J. Gar-

wood, Mr. V. C. lUing, Dr. Lap-

worth, and Dr. J. E. Marr.

Chairman.^T>r. J. Home.
Secretary.—Dr. W. Mackie.

Drs. J. S. Flett, W. T. Gordon.

G. Hickling, K. Kidston, B. N.

Peach, and D. M. S. Watson.

Chairman.—Dr. R. Kidston.

Secretary.—Dr. W. T. Gordon.

Dr. J. S. Flett, Professor E. J.

Garwood, Dr. J. Home, and Dr.

B. N. Peach.

Section D.—ZOOLOGY.

To investigate the Biological
|

Problems incidental to the Bel-

mullet Wha,ling Station.

Chairman.— Tyr. A. E. Shipley.

Secretary.— Yroiessor J. Stanley

Gardiner.

Mr. B. M. Barrington, Professor

W. A. Herdman, Rev. W. Spots-

wood Green, Mr. E. S. Goodrich,

Dr. S. F. Harmer, Dr. E. W. L.

Holt, and Professor H. W.
Marett Tims.

Section E.—GEOGEAPHY.

To investigate the Conditions

determining the Selection of

Sites and Names for Towns,
with special reference to Aus-

tralia.

Chairman.— Sir C. P. Lucas.

Secretary.—Mr. H. Yule Oldham.
Mr. G. G. Chisholm and Professor

J. L. Myros.

Grants

£ s.d.

7

20

25

8

25

15



Ivi RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

1. Receiving Chants of Monexj—continued.

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose Members of Committee

Section F.—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.

I

£ g.d.

I
40The question of Fatigue from the

Economic Standpoint, if pos-

sible in co-operation with Sec-

tion I, Sub-section of Psycho-
logy.

Industrial Unrest.

Eeplacement of Men by Women
in Industry.

The Effects of the War on Credit,
Currency, and Finance.

Chairman.—Professor Muirhead.
Secretary.— Miss B. L. Hutchins.
Miss A. M. Anderson, Professor

F. A. Bainbridge, Mr. E. Cad-
bury, Professor S. J. Chapman,
Mr. P. Sargant Florence, Pro-

fessor Stanley Kent, Miss M. C.

Matheson, Mrs. Meredith, Dr.

C. S. Myers, Mr. C. K. Ogden,
Mr. J. W. Ramsbottom, and
Dr. Jenkins Robb.

Chairman. — Professor A. W.
Kirkaldy.

Secretary.—Mr. Egbert Jackson.
Sir Hugh Bell, Professors. J. Chap-
man, Archdeacon Cunningham,
Mr. W. J. Davis, Mr. Alfred
Evans, J.P., Professor E. C. K.
Gonner, Mr. Hovyard Heaton,
Sir C. W. Macara, and Professor
W. R. Scott.

Chairman.— Profes.sor W. R. Scott.

Secretary.—Miss Enfield.

Miss Ashley, Mr. C. W. Bower-
man, M.P., Archdeacon Cun-
ningham, Mrs. B. Drake, Miss
Franklin, Professor E. C. K.
Gonner, Mr. St. G. Heath, Pro-
fessor Hobhouse, Mr. Egbert
Jackson, Mrs. Pember Reeves,
and Mr. J. A. Seddon.

Chairman.—Professor W. R. Scott.

Secretary.—Mr. J. E. Allen.

Professor C. F. Bastable, Sir
Edward Brabrook, Professor
Dicksee, Professor F. Y. Edge-
worth, Mr. B. Ellinger, Mr. A.
H. Gibson, Professor E. C. K.
Gonner, Mr. F. W. Hirst, Pro-
fessor Kirkaldy, Mr. D. M.
Jlason, M.P., Profesor J. S.

Nicholson, Sir R. H. Inglis
Palgrave, Mr. E. Sykes, and
Mr. Sidney Webb.

Section G.—ENGINEEEING.
To investigate Engineering Prob-
lems affecting the future Pros-
perity of the Country,

Chairman.—Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw.
Secretary.—Professor G. W. 0.

Howe.
Professor E. G. Coker, Sir R. Had-

field, Sir W. Mather, Mr. W.
Maw, and Mr. C. E. Stromeyer.

20

90

25

10



RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

1. Receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Ivii

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose Members of Committee

The Investigation of Gaseous Ex-
plosions, with special reference

to Temperature.

To report on certain of the more
complex Stress Distributions in

Engineering Materials.

Chairman.—Dr. Dugald Clert.

SecretaTtj.— VroiessorW. E. Dalby.
Professors W. A. Bone, F. W. Bur-

stall, H. L. Callendar, E. G.
Coker, and H. B. Dixon, Drs.

R. T. Glazebrook and J. A.
Harker, Colonel H. C. L. Holden,
Professors B. Hopkinson and
J. E. Petavel, Captain H. Riall

Sankey, Professor A. Smithells,

Professor W. Watson, Mr. D. L.

Chapman, and Mr. H. E.

Wimperis.

Chairman.—Professor J. Perry.

Secretaries. — Professors E. G.
Coker and J. E. Petavel.

Professor A. Barr, Dr. Chas. Chree,
Mr. Gilbert Cook, Professor

W. E. Dalby, Sir J. A. Ewing,
Professor L. N. G. Filon, Messrs.

A. K. Fulton and J. J. Guest,
Professors J. B. Henderson and
A. E. H. Love, Mr. W. Mason,
Sir Andrew Noble, Messrs. P.

Rogers .and W. A. Scoble, Dr. T.

E. Stanton, and Mr. J. S. Wilson.

Section H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.

To conduct Explorations with the
object of ascertaining the Age
of Stone Circles.

To investigate the Physical
Characters of the Ancient
Egyptians.

To excavate a Paleolithic Site in

Jersey.

To conduct Archaeological Inves-
tigations in Malta.

Chairinajt.—Qvc C. H. Read.
Secretary.-—Mr. H. Balfour.

Dr. G. A. Auden, Professor W.
Ridgeway, Dr. J. G. Garson, Sir

A. J. Evans, Dr. R. Munro, Pro-
fessors Boyd Dawkinsand J. L.

Myres, Mr. A. L. Lewis, and
Mr. H. Peake.

Chairman.—Professor G. Elliot

Smith.
Secretary.—Dr. F. C. Shrubsall.

Dr. F. Wood-Jones, Dr. A. Keith,
and Dr. C. G. Seligman.

Chairman.—Dr. R. R. Marett.
Secretary.— Mr. G. de Gruchy.
Dr. C. W. Andrews, Mr. H. Bal-

four, Dr. Dunlop, Professor A.
Keith, and Colonel Warton.

Chairman.—Professor J. L. Myres.
Secretary.—Dr. T. Ashby.
Mr. H. Balfour, Dr. A. C. Haddon,
and Dr. R. R. Marett.

Grants

£ s. d.

50

40

2.5

15

25

10



Iviii RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

1. Receiving Grants of Money— continued.

Members of Committee

To report on the Distribution of

Bronze Age Implements.
Chairman.—Professor J. L. Myres.
Secretary.— Mr. H. Peake.
Professor W. Ridgeway, Mr. H.

Balfour, Sir C. H. Read, Pro-

fessor W. Boyd Dawkins, Dr.

R. R. Marett, and Mr. 0. G. S.

Crawford.

Grants

£
5

s. d.

The Ductless Glands.

Section I.—PHYSIOLOGY.
Chairman.—Sir E. A. Schiifer.

Secretary.—Professor Swale Vin-

cent.

Dr. A. T. Cameron and Professor

A. B. Macallum.

Further Researches on the Struc-

ture and Function of the Mam-
malian Heart.

Chairman.—Professor C. S. Sher-

rington.

Secretary. — Professor Stanley
Kent.

Dr. Florence Buchanan.

Section K.

The Structure of Fossil Plants.

-BOTANY.

Experimental Studies in

Physiology of Heredity.

the

The Renting of Cinchona Botanic
Station in Jamaica.

Chairman.—Professor F.W.Oliver.

Secretary.—Professor F. E Weiss.

Mr. B. Newell Arber, Professor A. C.

Seward, and Dr. D. H. Scott.

Chairman.—ProfessorF.F. Black-
man.

Secretary.—Mr. R. P. Gregory.
Professors Bateson and Keeble,

and Miss E. R. Saunders.

Chairman.—ProfessorF.O. Bower.
Secirtary.—YroiessoT R. H Yapp.
Professors R. Buller, F. W. Oliver,

and F. E. Weiss.

Section L.—EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.
To inquire into and report upon

the methods and results of

research into the Mental and
Physical Factors involved in

Education.

Chairman.—Dr. C. S. Myers.
Secretary Professor J. A. Green.

Professor J. Adams, Dr. G. A.

Auden, Sir E. Brabrook, Dr. W.
Brown, Mr. C. Burt, Professor

E. P. Culverwell, Mr. G. F.

Daniell, Miss B. Foxley, Pro-

fessor R. A. Gregory, Dr.

C. W. Kimmins, Professor W.
McDougall, Professor T. P.

Nunn, Dr. W. H. R. Rivers, Dr.

F. C. Shrubsall, Professor H.
Bompas Smith, Dr. C. Spearman,
and Mr. A. E. Twentyman.

20

20

2

4r)

12 10

20



RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

1. Receiving Grants of Money—continued.

lix

Subject for Investigation , or Purpose

The Influence of School Books
upon Eyesight.

To examine, inquire into, and re-

port on the Character, Work,
• and Maintenance of Museums,

with a view to their Organisa-
tion and Development as In-
stitutions for Education and
Kesearch ; and especially to

inquire into the Requirements
of Schools.

The Effects of the 'Free-place'
System upon Secondary Educa-
tion.

Members of Committee

Chairman.—Dr. G. A. Auden.
Sucrc-tary.—Mr. G. F. Daniell.

Mr. C. H. Bothamley, Mr. W. D.
Eggar, Professor R. A. Gregory,
Dr. N. Bishop Harman, Mr.
J. L. Holland, Dr. W. E.

Sumpner, Mr. A. P. Trotter, and
Mr. Trevor Walsh.

Chairman.—Professor J. A. Green.
Secretaries.—Mr. H. Bolton and

Dr. J. A. Clubb.
Dr. F. A. Bather, Mr. C. A. Buck-

master, Mr. M. D. Hill, Dr.

W. E. Hoyle, Professors E. J.

Garwood and P. Newberry, Sir

H. Miers, Sir Richard Temple,
Mr, H. Hamshaw Thomas,
Professor F. E. Weiss, Mrs. J.

White, Rev. H. Browne, Drs.

A. C. Haddon and H. S. Har-
rison, Mr. Herbert R. Rathbone,
and Dr. W. M. Tattersall.

Chairman.—Mr. 0. A. Buckmaster.
Secretary. —Mr. D. Berridge.

Mr. C. H. Bothamley, Miss S. A.
Rurstall, Miss L. J. Clarke, Miss
B. Foxley, Dr. W. Garnett, Pro-
fessor R A. Gregory, Mr. J. L.

Paton, Professor H. Bompas
Smith, Dr. H. Snape, and Miss
Walter.

CORRESPONDING SOCIETIES.
Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee for the preparation of
their Report.

Chairman.—Mr. W. Whitaker.
Secretary.—Mr. W. Mark Webb.
Rev. J. 0. Bevan, Sir Edward

Brabrook, Sir H. G. Fordham,
Dr. J. G. Garson, Principal E. H.
Griffiths, Dr. A. C. Haddon, Mr.
T. V. Holmes, Mr. J. Hopkinson,
Mr. A. L. Lewis, Rev. T. R. R.

Stebbing, and the President
and General Officers of the
Association.

Grants

£ s. d.

5

15

10

'iV-,



Ix KESEARCH COMMITTEES.

2. Not receiving Grants of Money.*

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose Members of Committee

Section A.—MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS.

Investigation of the Upper Atmosphere. Chairman.— ^ix Napiei Shaw.
Secretary.—Captain E. Gold.

Mr. C. J. P. Cave, Mr. W. H. Dines, Dr.

K. T. Glazebrook, Sir J. Larmor,
Professor J. E. Petavel, Professor A.

Schuster, and Lieut.-Col. W.Watson.

Kadiotelegraphic Investigations.

To aid the work of Establishing a Solar

Observatory in Australia.

'Determination of Gravity at Sea.

Chadrma?i.— Sir Oliver Lodge.
Secretary.—Dr. W. H. Eccles.

Mr. S. G. Brown, Dr. C. Chree, Sir F. W.
Dyson, Professor A. S. Eddington, Dr.

Erskine-Murray, Professors J. A.Flem-
ing, G. W. O. Howe, H. M. Macdonald,
and J. W. Nicholson, Sir H. Norman,
Captain H. R. Saukey, Professor A.

Schuster, Sir N. Shaw, Professor

S. P. Thompson, and Professor H. H.
Turner.

Chairman.—Professor H. H. Turner.

Secretary.—Dr. W. G. DufEeld.

Rev. A. L. Cortie, Dr. W. J. S. Lockyer,
Mr. F. McClean, and Professors A.

Schuster and H. H. Turner.

Chairman.—Professor A. E. Love.
Secretary.—Professor W. G. Duffield.

Mr. T. W. Chaundy, and Professors A. S.

Eddington and H. H. Turner.

Section B.—CHEMISTRY.
The Study of Hydro-Aromatic Sub-

stances.

Chemical Investigation of Natural Plant
Products of Victoria.

Research on the Utilization of Brown
Coal Bye-Products.

Fuel Economy ; Utilization of Coal

;

Smoke Prevention.

Chairman.—Professor W. H. Perkin.

Secretary.—Professor A. W. Crossley.

Dr. M. 0. Forster, Dr. Le Sueur, and
Dr. A. McKenzie.

Chairman.—Professor Orme Masson.
Secretary.—Dr. Heber Green.

Mr. J. Cronin, and Mr. P. R. H. St. John,

Chairman.—Professor Orme Masson.
Secretary.—Mr. P. G. W. Bayly.

Mr. D. Avery.

Chairman.—Professor W. A. Bone.
Secretary.—Mr. E. D. Simon.
Professors P. Phillips Bedson and G. T.

Beilb3% Mr. E. Bury, Mr. J. Cobb, Mr.
J. B. Cohen, Professor H. B. Dixon,
Mr. Th. Gray, Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw,
Messrs , L. T. O'Shea, J. E. Stead, and R.

Threlfall, and Professor W. P. Wynne

Excepting the case of Committees receiving grants from the Oaird Fund.



RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

2. Not receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Ui

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose Members of Committee

Section C—GEOLOGY.
Fauna and Flora of the Trias of the

Western Midlands.

The Collection, Preservation, and Sys-

tematic Registration of Photographs

of Geological Interest.

To consider the Preparation of a List

of Stratigraphical Names, used in the

British Isles, in connection with the

Lexicon of Stratigraphical Names in

course of preparation by the Inter-

national Geological Congress.

To consider the Nomenclature of the

Carboniferous, Permo-Carboniferous,
and Permian Rocks of the Southern
Hemisphere.

Chairman.—Mr. G. Barrow.
Secretary.—Mr. L. J. Wills.

Dr. J. Humphreys, Mr. W. Campbell
Smith, Mr. D. M. S. Watson, and Pro-

fessor W. W. Watts.

Cliairman.—Professor E. J. Garwood.
Secretaries.—Professors W. W. Watts and

S. H. Reynolds.
Mr. G. Bingley, Dr. T. G. Bonney, and

Messrs. C. V. Crook, R. Kidston, A. S.

Reid, J. J. H. Teall, R. Welch, and W.
Whitaker.

Chairman.—Dr. J. E. Marr.

Secretary.—Dr. F. A. Bather.

Professor Grenville Cole, Mr. Bernard
Hobson, Professor Lebour, Dr. J.

Home, Dr. A. Strahan, and Professor

W. W. Watts.

Chairnian.—Professor T. W. Edgeworth
David.

Secretary.—Professor E. W. Skeats.

Mr. W. S. Dun, Sir T. H. Holland, Pro-
fessor Howchin, Mr. A. E. Kitson and
Mr. G. W. Lamplugh, Dr. A. W. Rogers,
Professor A. C. Seward, Dr. D. M. S.

Watson, and Professor W. G. Wool-
nough.

Section D.—ZOOLOGY.

Nomenclator Animalium Genera et

Sub-genera.

An investigation of the Biology of the

Abrolhos Islands and the North-west
Coast of Australia (north of Shark's

Bay to Broome), with particular

reference to the Marine Fauna.

To obtain, as nearly as possible, a Repre-
sentative Collection of Marsupials for

work upon (a) the Reproductive
Apparatus and Development, (i) the

Brain.

Chairman.—Dr. Chalmers Mitchell.

Secretary.—Bev. T. R. R. Stebbing.

Dr. M. Laurie, Professor Marett Tims,
and Dr. A. Smith Woodward.

Chairman.—Professor W. A. Herdman.
Secretary.—Professor W. J. Dakin.
Dr. J. H. Ashworth and Professor F. 0.

Bower.

Chairmaii.—Professor A. Dendy.
Secretaries Professors T. Flvnn and

G. E. Nicholls.

Professor E B. Poulton and Professor

H. W. Marett Tims.



Ixii RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

2. Not receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose

*To aid competent Investigators se-

lected by the Committee to carry on

definite pieces of work at the Zoolo-

gical Station at Naples.

To summon meetings in London or else-

where for the consideration of mat-

ters affecting the interests of Zoology

or Zoologists, and to obtain by corre-

spondence the opinion of Zoologists

on matters of a similar kind, with

power to raise by subscription from

each Zoologist a sum of money for

defraying current expenses of the

Organisation.

To nominate competent Naturalists to

perform definite pieces of work at

tlie Marine Laboratory, Plymouth.

Zoological Bibliography and Publica-

tion.

Members of Committee

Chairman.—Mr. E. S. Goodrich.

Secretary.— Dr. J. H. Ashworth.
Mr. G. P. Bidder, Professor F. O. Bower,

Drs. W. B. Hardy and S. F. Harmer,
Professor S. J. Hickson, Sir B. Ray
Lankester, Professor W. C. Mclntotli,

and Dr. A. D. Waller.

Chairman.—Professor S. J. Hickson.
Secretary.—Dr. W. M. Tattersall.

Professors G. C. Bourne, M. Hartog,
W. A. Herdman, A. Dendy, and J.

Graham Kerr, Dr. P. Chalmers
Mitchell, and Professors E. B. Poulton
and J, Stanley Gardiner.

Chairman and Secretary.—Professor A.

Dendy.
Sir B. Ray Lankester, Professor J. P.

Hill, and Mr. E. S. Goodrich.

Chairman.—Professor B. B. Poulton.

Secretary.—Dr. F. A. Bather.

Drs. W. E. Hoyle and P. Chalmers
Mitchell.

Section E.—GEOGRAPHY.
To aid in the preparation of a Bathy-

metrical Chart of the Southern Ocean

between Australia and Antarctica.

Chairman.—Professor T. W. Edgeworth
David.

Secretary.—Captain J. K. Davis.

Professor J. W. Gregory, Sir C.P.Lucas,
and Professor Orme Masson.

Section G.—ENGINEERING.
To consider and report on the Stan-

dardization of Impact Tests.

Chairman.—Professor W. H. Warren.
Secretary.— Mr. J. Vicars,

Mr. G. A. Julius, Professor A. H. Gibson,
Mr. Houghton, and Professor Payne.

Section H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.
To investigate the Lake Villages in the

neighbourhood of Glastonbury in

connection with a Committee of the

Somerset Archseological and Natural

History Society.

To conduct Anthropometric Investiga-

tions in the Island of Cyprus.

To prepare and publish Miss Byrne's

Gazetteer and Map of the Native

Tribes of Australia.

Chairman.—Professor Boyd Dawkins.
Secretary.— Mr. Willoughby Gardner.
Professor W. Ridgeway, Sir Arthur J.

Evans, Sir C. H. Read, Mr. H. Balfour,

and Dr. A. BuUeid.

Chairman.—Professor J. L. Myres.
Secretary.~Y>x. F. C. Shrubsall.

Dr. A. C. Haddon.

Chairman.—Professor Baldwin Spencer.
Secretary.— Dr. R. R. Marett.
Mr. H. Balfour.

See note on page l.\.



RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

2. Not receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Ixiii

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose

The Collection, Preservation, and

Systematic Kegistration of Plioto-

graphs of Anthropological Interest.

To conduct Archjeological and Ethno-

logical Researches in Crete.

Toconduct Excavations in Easter Island.

The Teaching of Anthropology.

To excavate Early Sites in Macedonia.

To investigate and ascertain the Distri-

bution of Artificial Islands in the

lochs of the Highlands of Scotland.

To co-operate with Local Committees

in Excavations on Roman Sites in

Britain.

Members of Committee

Chairman.—Sir C. H. Read.
Secretary.—
Dr. G. A. Auden, Mr. E. Heawood, and

Professor J. L. Myres.

Chairman.—Mr. D. G. Hogarth.

Secretary.—Professor J. L. Myres.

Professor R. C. Bosanquet, Dr. W. L. H.

Duckworth, Sir A. J. Evans, Professor

W. Ridgeway, and Dr. F. C. Shrubsall.

Chairman.— Jiv. A. C. Haddon.
Secretary.—Dr. W. H. R. Rivers.

Mr. R. R. Marett and Dr. C. G. Seligmau.

Chairman.—Sir Richard Temple.
Secretary.—Dr. A. C. Haddon.
Sir E. F. im Thurn, Mr. W. Crooke, Dr.

C. G. Seligman, Professor G. Elliot

Smith, Dr. R. R. Marett, Professor

P. E. Newberry, Dr. G. A. Auden, Pro-

fessors T. H. Bryce, A. Keith, P.

Thompson, R. W. Reid, H. J. Fleure,

and J. L. Myres, Sir B. C. A. Windle,

and Professors R. J. A. Berry, Baldwin
Spencer, Sir T. Anderson Stuart, and
E. 0. Stirling.

Chairman.—Professor W. Ridgeway.
Secretary.—Mr. A. J. B. Wace.
Professors R. C. Bosanquet and J. L.

Myres.

Chairman.—Professor Boyd Dawkins.
Secretary.— Prof. J. L. Myres.

Professors T. H. Bryce and W. Ridgeway,
Dr. A. Low, and Mr. A. J. B. Wace.

Cluiirman.—Professor W. Ridgeway.
Secretary.—Professor R. C. Bosanquet.

Dr. T. Ashby, Mr. Willoughby Gardner,

and Professor J. L. Myres.

Section I.—PHYSIOLOGY.

To acquire further knowledge, Clinical

and Experimental, concerning Antes-

thetics—general and local—with

special reference to Deaths by or

during Anaesthesia, and their possible

diminution.

Electromotive Phenomena in Plants.

Chairman.—Dr. A. D. Waller.

Secretary.—
Dr. Blumfelil, ]\Ir. J. A. Gardner, and

Dr. G. A. Buckmaster.

Chairman.—Dr. A. D. Waller.

Secretary.—Mrs. Waller.

Professors J. B. Farmer, T. Johnson, and
Veley, and Dr. F. O'B. Ellison.
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2. Not receiving Grants of Money—continued..

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose Members of Committee

To investigate the Physiological and
Psychological Factors in the produc-

tion of Miners' Nystagmus.

The Significance of the Electro-motive

Phenomena of the Heart.

Metabolism of Phosphates.

The Dissociation of Oxy-Hsemoglobin

at High Altitudes.

Colour Vision and Colour Blindness.

Cliairman.—Professor J. H. Muirhead.
Secretary.—Dr. T. G. Maitland.
Dr. J. Jameson Evans and Dr. C. S.

Myers.

Chairman.—Professor W. D. Halliburton.

Secretary.—Dr. Florence Buchanan.
Professor A. D. Waller.

Chairman.—Professor W. A. Osborne.
Secretary.—Miss Kincaid.
Dr. Kothera.

Chairman.—Professor E. H. Starling.

Secretari/.—Dr. J. Barcroft.

Dr. W. B. Hardy.

Chairman.—Professor E. H. Starling.

I

Secretary.—Dr. Edridge-Green.

j

Professor A. W. Porter, Dr. A. D. Waller,
Professor C. S. Sherrington, and Dr.

' F. W. Mott.

Calorimetric Observations on Man in 1 Chairman.—Professor J. S. Macdonald.

Health and in Febrile Conditions.
\

Secretary.—Dr. Francis A. Duffield.

Dr. Keith Lucas.

The Binocular Combination of Kine- Chairman.-

matograph Pictures of different Secretary.-

Meaning, and its relation to the

Binocular Combination of simpler

Perceptions. i

Section K.-

To carry out a Research on the Influ-

ence of varying percentages of Oxy-
gen and of various Atmospheric
Pressures upon Geotropic and Helio-

,

tropic Irritability and Curvature.

The Collection and Investigation of

Material of Australian Cycadacere,

especially Bowenia from Queensland
and Macrozaunia from West Australia.

.

To cut Sections of Australian Fossil
i

Plants, with especial reference to a
specimen of Zygopteris from Simp-
son's Station, Barraba, N.S.W.

i

The Investigation of the Vegetation of

Ditcham Park, Hampshire.
\

-Dr. C. S. Myers.
-Mr. T. H. Pear.

-BOTANY.
Chairman.— Vcolessor F. 0. Bower.
Secretary.—Professor A. J. Ewart.
Professor F. F. Blackman.

Chairman.—Professor A. A. Lawson.
Secretary.—Professor T. G. B. Osborn.
Professor A. C. Seward.

Chairman.—Professor Lang.
Secretary.—Professor T. G. B. Osborn.
Professor T. W. E. David and Professor

A. C. Seward.

Chairman.—Mr. A. G. Tansley.
Secretary.—Mr. E. S. Adamson.
Dr. C. E. Moss and Professor R. H. Yapp.

Section L.-

To take notice of, and report upon
changes in. Regulations—whether
Legislative, Administrative, or made
by Local Authorities — affecting

Secondary and Higher Education.

EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.
Chairman.—Professor H. E. Armstrong.
Secretary.—Major E. Gray.
Miss Coignan, Principal Griffiths, Dr.

C. W. Kimmins, Sir Horace Plunkett,
Mr. H. Ramage, Professor M. B.Sadler,
and Rt. Rev. J. E. C. Welldon.
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Communications ordered to be printed in extenao.

Section ^.—Mr. G. Hardy : On Prime Numbers.
Section 5.—Discussion on Smoke Prevention.

Section B.—Discussion on Homogeneous Catalysis.

Besolutions referred to the Council for consideration, and, if desirable^

for action.

From Section A.

That the Committee of Section A places upon record its high appreciation of the

assistance rendered to the investigation of the value of gravity at sea by the Directors

of Messrs. Alfred Holt, of Liverpool, during the voj-age of the British Association to

Australia in 1914. The Association is indebted to them for the generous installation

of a special refrigerating chamber for the purpose of this research, and for placing

at the disposal of the experimenter (Dr. Duffield) the whole of the resources of the

Blue Funnel steamship Ascaniiis ; in this respect the help of Captain Chrimes,

Chief Engineer Douglas, and Refrigerating Engineer Latham deserves particular

mention.
The Association regrets that the outbreak of war prevented full advantage being

taken of the facilities so kindly made available by Messrs. Alfred Holt, but it is none
the less grateful for their valuable and whole-hearted co-operation.

That a copy of the above Resolution be forwarded to Messrs. Alfred Holt.

Irom Section B.

To recommend to the Council that the proceedings of Section B, together with

the reports of research committees, including any reports on special branches of

chemical science, be published separately from the Annual Volume of Reports.

At its meeting on September 9, the General Committee mianimously

adopted the following resolution, and ordered that it should be forwarded

to the Prime Minister, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the Presidents

of the Boards of Education and of Agriculture and Fisheries :

—

That the British Association for the Advancement of Science, believing that the

higher education of the nation is of supreme importance in the present crisis of our

history, trusts that His Majesty's Government will, by continuing its financial

support, maintain the efficiency of teaching and research in the Universities and
University Colleges of the United Kingdom.

Synopsis of Grants of Money appropriated for Scientific Purposes on

behalf of the General Oommittee at the Manchester Meeting,

Sepitemher 1915. The Names of Members entitled to call on the

General Treasurer for Grants are prefixed to the respective

Committees.

Section A. —Mathematical and Physical Science.

£ s. d.

*Turner, Professor H. H.—Seismological Observations 130

*Ramsay, Sir W.—Tables of Constants 40

*Hill, Profe.ssor M. J. M.—Mathematical Tables 35

Carried forward £205

* Reappointed.

1915. d
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£ s. d.

Brought forward 793 10

Section I.—Physiology.

*Schafer, Sir E.—Ductless Glands 20
Sherrington, Professor C. S.—Mammalian Heart 20

Section K.—Botany.

*Bower, Professor F. O. —Cinchona Station, Jamaica 12 10

*01iver, Professor F. W.—Structure of Fossil Plants 2

*Blackman, Professor F. F.—Heredity 45

Section L.—Education.

*Green, Professor J. A.—Museums 15

*Auden, Dr. G. A.—School Books and Eyesight 5

*Myers, Dr. C. S.—Mental and Physical Factors 20
Buckmaster, Mr. C. A.— ' Free-place ' System 10

Corresponding Societies Committee.

*Whitaker, Mr. W.—For Preparation of Report 25

Total i'968

* Reappointed.

Cairo Fund.

An unconditional gift of 10,000^. was made to the Association at the
Dundee Meeting, 1912, by Mr. (afterwards Sir) J. K. Caird, LL.D., of

Dundee.
The Council in its Report to the General Committee at the Bir-

mingham Meeting made certain recommendations as to the administra-
tion of this Fund. These recommendations were adopted, with the
Report, by the General Committee at its meeting on September 10, 1913.

The following allocations have been made from the Fund by the
Council to September 1915 :

—

Naples Zoological Station Committee (p. Ixi).— 50^. (1912-13); lOOZ.

(1913-14) ; 100/. annually in future, subject to the adoption of the Com-
mittee's report.

Seismology Committee (p. Hi).—lOOZ. (1913-14); 100/. annually in
future, subject to the adoption of the Committee's report.

JRadiotelegraphic Committee (p. Ix). - 500/. (1913-14).
Magnetic Be-survey oj the British Isles (in collaboration with the

Royal Society).—250/.
Committee on Determination of Gravity at Sea (p. Ix).—100/

<1914-15).

Mr. F. Sargent, Bristol University, in connection with his Astro-
nomical Work.— 101. (1914).

Organising Committee of Section F {Economics), toivards exj)enses of
an Enquiry into Outletsfor Labour after the War.— 100/. (1915).

Sir J. K. Caird, on September 10, 1913, made a further gift of 1,000/.
to the Association, to be devoted to the study of Radio-activity.
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Public or Citizens' Lectures.

During the Meeting the following Citizens' Lectures were arranged in

co-operation with the local branches of the Workers' Educational Asso-

ciation in Manchester and the neighbourhood :
—

Manchester.

September 8th at 8 p.m. in the New Islington Hall, Ancoats, Pro-
fessor F. W. Gamble, F.E.S., on 'Evolution and War.'

September 9th at 8 p.m. in the Central Hall, Oldham Street, Dr.
Vaughan Cornish on ' The Strategic Geography of the War.'

September 10th at 8 p.m. in the Albert Hall, Peter Street, Dr.
Walter Rosenhain, F.R.S., on ' The Making of a Big Gun.'

Salford.

September 9th at 8 p.m. in the Royal Technical Institute, Salford,

Dr. Walter Rosenhain, F.R.S., on ' The Making of a Big Gun.'

September 10th at 8 p.m. in the Royal Technical Institute, Salford,

Professor W. Stirhng on ' Curiosities and Defects of Sight.'

Oldham.

September 9th at 8 p.m. in the Equitable Co-operative Hall, Mr. A.
R. Hinks, F.R.S., on the ' Daily Uses of Astronomy.'

September 11th at 8 p.m. in the Industrial Co-operative Hall, Pro-
fessor Benjamin Moore, F.R.S., on ' Health Conditions in the

Modern Workshop.'

Bolton.

September 10th at 8 p.m. in the Victoria Hall, Rev. A. L. Cortie,.

S.J., on ' Formation of the Sun and Stars.'

Rochdale.

September 6th at 8 p.m. in the Town Hall, Professor H. H. Turner^

F.R.S., on ' Some Lessons from Astronomy.'
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BY

Professor ARTHUR SCHUSTER, D.Sc, Sc.D., LL.D., Dr. es Sc, F.k.S.

PRESIDENT.

The Comvion Aims of Science and Humanity.

Under the influence of the diversity of pursuits imposed upon us

by the conditions of modern life, different groups of the community

—

men of business, men of science, philosophers, or artists—have acquired

detached and sometimes conflicting interests. Each group, impressed

by the importance of its own domain in the life of the nation, and

focussing its vision on small differences and temporary rivalries, was in

danger of losing tlie sense of mutual dependence. But in the shadow

of a great catastrophe it has been brought home to us that the clash

of interests is superficial, and the slender thread of union which

remained has grown into a solid bond. What is the fibre from which

the bond is twined? Patriotism may express its outward manifestation,

but its staple is the mental relationship which remains continuous and

dominant even in normal times, when each of us may peacefully go to

earn his living and enjoy the course of his intellectual life.

Outwardly the community is divided into heterogeneous elements

with mental attitudes cast in different moulds, and proceeding along

separate roads by differing methods to different ideals. Yet as we
eliminate the superficial, and regard only the deep-seated emotions which

control our thoughts and actions, the differences vanish, and the unity

of purpose and sentiment emerges more and more strongly. Mind and

character, no doubt, group themselves into a number of types, but the

cleavage runs across, and not along, the separating line of professions.

Were it otherwise, the Britisli Association could not perform one of

its most important functions—a function not, indeed, originally contem-

plated, but resulting indirectly from the wise and democratic provisions

in its constitution, which enabled it to adapt itself to the changing needs

of the time. Our founders primarily considered the interests of scientific

men; their outlook was restricted and exclusive, both as regards range

b2
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of subject and membership. In the words of Sir David Brewster, who
gave the first impulse to its formation, it was to be ' an Association of

our nobility, clergy, gentry, and philosophers.

'

The meetings were intended to promote personal intercourse, to

organise research, to advocate reform of the laws hindering research,

and to improve the status of scientific men. The right of membership

was confined to those who already belonged to some learned society,

and William Whewell, one of the principal supporters of the movement,

even suggested that only authors of memoirs published by a learned

society should be admitted.^ He emphasized this proposal by the

recommendation ^ ' in some way to avoid the crowd of lay members

whose names stand on the List of the Eoyal Society.' The reform

of the Patent Laws and the introduction of an International Copyright

were suggested as subjects suitable for discussion, not apparently from

the point of view of general advantage, but merely in the interests of

one section of the community.

Whatever the objects of the founders of the Association may have

been, it is obvious that questions of public importance could not be

permanently excluded from meetings the success of which depended on

the interest stimulated in the community. The Statistical Section, which

owed its origin to the visit, at the first Oxford Meeting (1832), of

Quetelet, the Belgian astronomer and economist, was the first to assert

itself by engaging in a discussion of the Poor Laws. Whewell deeply

resented this violation of academic neutrality :
' it was impossible, ' he

wrote, ' to listen to the Proceedings of the Statistical Section on Friday

vrithout perceiving that they involved exactly what it was most necessary

and most desired to exclude from our Proceedings,
'

' and again :
' Who

would propose (I put it to Chalmers, and he allowed the proposal to be

intolerable) an ambulatorj- body, composed partly of men of reputation

and partly of a miscellaneous crowd, to go round year by year from town

to town and at each place to discuss the most inflammatory and agitating

questions of the day ? ' *

Fortunately for our Association, this narrow-minded attitude dia not

prevail, and our records show that while not avoiding controversial and

even inflammatory subjects, we have been able to exercise a powerful in-

fluence on the progress of science. The establishment of electric units,

universally accepted throughout the world, originated in the work of one

of our committees ; the effort which led to the foundation of the

National Physical Laboratory, one of the most efficient and beneficial

' Others were allowed to join on recommendation by the General Committee.
It was only in 1906 that this restriction, which had become obsolete, was removed.

2 Whewdl's Writings and Letters, vol. ii. p. 128.

" Loc. C4<.,p. 289.
* It is much to be desired that the documents relating to the early history of the

British Association should be published in a collected form.
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organizations in the country, received its first impulses from us
;
and

the organization of the first world service for the systematic investiga-

tion of earth tremors was established by the late Dr. Milne, working

through one of our Committees.

The success of these enterprises alone is sufficient to show that

we are not merely a body promoting social intercourse between men of

science and the rest of the community. Nevertheless, it may be

admitted that our efforts have been spasmodic, and the time has arrived

to consider whether it may be possible to secure not only a greater

continuity in our work but also its better co-ordination with that

of other scientific organizations. The present juncture affords the

opportunity, and the changed conditions, which in the near future

will affect all our institutions, render it indeed incumbent upon us

once more to adapt ourselves to the needs of the times. Proposals

for a move in that direction have already been made, and will no

doubt be carefully considered by the Council. In the meantime, I

may draw your attention to the important discussions arranged for by

our Economic Section, which alone will justify the decision of the

Council not to suspend the Meeting this year.

It must not be supposed that, even in the early days of the Associa-

tion, Whewell's ideas of its functions were universally accepted. It

is pleasant to contrast the lamentations of the omniscient Pro-

fessor of Mineralogy with the weightier opinion of the distinguished

mathematician who then held Newton's chair at Cambridge. At the

concluding session of the second meeting of the Association Babbage

expressed the hope ' that in the selection of the places at which the

annual meetings were to be held, attention should be paid to the object

of bringing theoretical science in contact with the practical knowledge on

which the wealth of the country depends. '
' I was myself, ' he said,

' particularly anxious for this, owing as I do a debt of gratitude for the

valuable information which I have received in many of the manufac-

turing districts, where I have learned to appreciate still more highly

than before the value of those speculative pursuits which we follow in

our academical labours. I was one of those who thought at first that

we ought to adjourn for our next meeting to some large manufacturing

town ; but I am now satisfied that the arrangement which has been made
will be best adapted to the present state of the Association. "When,

however, it shall be completely consolidated I trust we may be enabled

to cultivate with the commercial interests of the country that close

acquaintance which I am confident will be highly advantageous to our

more abstract pursuits.

'

Since then, as vv^e all know, our most successful meetings have

been held in manufacturing centres; but it should be observed that,
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wnik Babbage laid stress on the benefit which would accrue to pure

science by being brought into contact with practical life, scientific men
of the present day have more and more insisted on the services they, on

their part, are able to render to the industries. The idealistic motive

has thus given way to the materialistic purpose. Both aspects are

perhaps equally important, but it is necessary to insist, at the present

time, that the utilitarian drum can be beaten too loudly. There is more
than one point of contact between different activities of the human mind,

such as find expression in scientific pursuits or commercial enterprises,

and it is wrong to base the advantages to be derived from their mutual
influence solely, or even mainly, on the ground of material benefits.

I need not press this point in a city which has given many proofs

that a business community may be prompted by higher motives than

those which affect their pockets. It was not for utilitarian objects

that repeated efforts were made since the year 1640 to establish a

University in Manchester ; it was not for reasons of material gain that

the Eoyal Institution and Owens College were founded; nor was it

because they increased the wealth of the district that the place of

honour in our Town Hall has been given to Dalton and Joule.

When we glance at the various occupations of the working parts

of a nation, comprising the student who accumulates or extends
knowledge, the engineer who applies that knowledge, the geo-
logist or agriculturalist who discloses the store of wealth hidden in

the soil, the commercial man who distributes that wealth, it seems as
if we ought to be able to name the qualities of mtellect and tempera-
ment which in each pursuit are most needed to carry out the work
successfully. But on trying to define these qualities we soon discover
the formidable nature of the task. Eeasoning power, inventive power,
and sound balance of judgment are essential attributes in all cases, and
the problem is reduced to the question whether there are different

varieties of these attributes which can be assigned to the different occu-
pations.

Among all subjects mathematics is perhaps the one that appears

most definitely to require a special and uncommon faculty. Yet,

Poincar6—himself one of the clearest thinkers and most brilliant

exponents of the subject—almost failed when he attempted to fix the

distinguishing intellectual quahty of the mathematician. Starting from
the incontrovertible proposition that there is only one kind of correct

reasoning, which is logical reasoning, he raises the question why it is

that everybody who is capable of reasoning correctly is not also a

mathematician, and he is led to the conclusion that the characterizing

feature is a peculiar type of memory. It is not a better memory, for

some mathematicians are very forgetful, and many of them cannot add
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a column of figures correctly ; but it is a memory which fixes the order

in which the successive steps of reasoning follow each other without

necessarily retaining the details of the individual steps. This Poincar6

illustrates by contrasting the memory of a chess-player with that of a

mathematician. ' When I play chess,' he says, ' I reason out correctly

that if I were to make a certain move, I should expose myself to a

certain danger. I should, therefore, consider a number of other moves,

and, after rejecting each of them in turn, I should end by making the

one which I first contemplated and dismissed, having forgotten in the

meantime the ground on which I had abandoned it.' ' Why, then,' he

continues, ' does my memory not fail me in a difficult mathematical

reasoning in which the majority of chess-players would be entirely lost?

It is because a mathematical demonstration is not a juxtaposition of

syllogisms, but consists of syllogisms placed in a certain order; and

the order in which its elements are placed is much more important

than the elements themselves. If I have this intuition—so to speak—of

the order, so as to perceive at one glance the whole of the reasoning,

I need not fear to forget its elements : each of these will take its right

place of its own accord without making any call on my memory. '

°

Poincar^ next discusses the nature of the intellectual gift distinguish-

ing those who can enrich knowledge with new and fertile ideas of

discovery. Mathematical invention, according to him, does not consist

in forming new combinations of known mathematical entities, because
the number of combinations one could form are infinite, and most of

them would possess no interest whatever. Inventing consists, on the
contrary, in excluding useless combinations, and therefore :

' To invent
is to select—to choose.' . . . 'The expression "choose" perhaps
requires qualifying, because it recalls a buyer to whom one

offers a large number of samples which he examines before making his

choice. In our case the samples would be so numerous that a life-

time would not suffice to complete the examination. That is not the

way things are done. The sterile combinations do not even present them-

selves to the mind of the inventor, and those which may momentarily

enter his consciousness, only to be rejected, partake something of the

character of useful combinations. The inventor is therefore to be

compared with an examiner who has only to deal with candidates who
have already passed a previous test of competence.

'

All those who have attempted to add something to knowledge must
recognize that there is a profound truth in these remarks. New ideas

may float across our consciousness, but, selecting the wrong ones for

more detailed study, we waste our time fruitlessly. We are bewildered

,by the multitude of roads which open out before us, and, like Poincar6

* Science e( Methode, pp. 46 and 47.
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when he tries to play chess, lose the game because we make the wrong

move. Do we not all remember how, after the announcement of a

new fact or generalization, there are always many who claim to have

had, and perhaps vaguely expressed, the same idea ? They put it down
to bad luck that they have not pursued it, but they have failed precisely

in what, accoi'ding to Poincar^, is the essence of inventive power. It

may be bad luck not to have had a good idea, but to have had it and

failed to appreciate its importance is downright incapacity.

An objection may be raised on the ground that before a selection can

be made the ideas themselves must appear, and that, even should they

arrive in sufficient numbers, the right one may not be among them. It

may even be argued that Poincar6 gives his case away by saying that

' the sterile combinations do not even present themselves to the mind of

the inventor, ' expressing in a negative form what may be the essence of

the matter. Moreover, a fertile mind like that of Poincar^ would be apt

to place too low a value on his own exceptional 'gifts. Nevei-theless,

if Poincar^'s more detailed exposition be read attentively, and more
especially the description of how the discoveries which made him
famous among mathematicians originated in his mind, it will be found
that his judgment is well considered and should not be lightly set

aside. New ideas seldom are born out of nothing. They most fre-

quently are based on analogies, or the recollection of a sequence of

thoughts suggested by a different branch of the subject, or perhaps by a

different subject altogether. It is here that the memory comes in, which
is not a memory of detail, but a memory of premises with their con-

clusions, detached from the particular case to which they were originally

applied. Before we pronounce an adverse opinion on Poincar6's judg-

ment, we must therefore investigate what constitutes novelty in a new
idea ; but the subject is too vast to be dealt with here, nor can I attempt

to discuss whether an essential distinction exists between mathematical
invention and that more practical form of invention with which, for

instance, the engineer has to deal.

If Poincar^, by this introspective analysis of his own powers, has

dimmed the aureole which, in the eyes of the public, surrounds the

mathematician's head, he removes it altogether by his definition of

mathematics. According to him, ' mathematics is the art of calling two
different things by the same name. ' It would take me too far were I

to try to explain the deep truth expressed in this apparently flippant

form: physicists, at any rate, will remember the revolution created in

the fundamental outlook of science by the application of the term
' energy ' to the two quite distinct conceptions involved in its sub-

divisions into potential and kinetic energy.

Enough has been said to show that the peculiar powers necessary
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for the study of one of the most abstruse branches of knowledge may-

be expressed in terms which bring them down to the level at which
comparison with other subjects is possible. Applying the same
reasoning to other occupations, the same conclusion is inevitable. The
commercial man, the politician, and the artist must all possess the type

of memory best suited to concentrate in the field of mental vision

their own experiences as well as what they have learned from the

experience of others ; and, further, they must have the power of select-

ing out of a multitude of possible lines of action the one that leads to

success : it is this power which Poincare calls the inventive faculty.

The argument must not be pushed too far, as it would be absurd to

affirm that all differences in the capability of deahng successfully with
the peculiar problems that occur in the various professions may be
reduced to peculiarities of memory. I do not even wish to assert that

Poincar^'s conclusions should be accepted without qualification in the

special case discussed by him. What is essential, to my mind, is to

treat the question seriously, and to dismiss the vague generalities

which, by drawing an artificial barrier between different groups of

professions, try to cure real or imaginary defects through plausible
though quite illusory remedies. All these recommendations are based on
the fallacy that special gifts are associated with different occupations.
Sometimes we are recommended to hand over the affairs of the nation
to men of business; sometimes we are told that salvation can only
be found in scientific methods—what is a man of business, and what is a
scientific method ? If you define a man of business to Ibe one capable of
managing large and complicated transactions, the inference becomes self-
evident; but if it be asserted that only the specialized training in com-
mercial transactions can develop the requisite faculties, the only proof of
the claim^ that could be valid would be the one that would show that the
great majority of successful statesmen, or political leaders, owed their
success to their commercial experience. On the other hand, every
method that leads to a correct result must be called a scientific method,
and what requires substantiating is that scientific training is better than
other training for discovering the correct method. This proof, as well as
the other, has not been, and, I think, cannot be, given. When, there-
fore, one man calls for the conduct of affairs ' on business lines ' and the
other clamours for scientific methods, they either want the same thing or
they talk nonsense. The v,'eak point of these assertions contrasting
different classes of human efforts is that each class selects its own
strongest men for comparison with the weakest on the other side.

Where technical knowledge is required, the specialist should be con-
sulted, but in questions of general policy he is seldom the best guide.

The most fatal distinction that can be made is the one which brings
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men of theory into opposition to men of practice, without regard to the

obvious truth that nothing of value is ever done whicli does not involve

both theory and practice. While theory is sometimes overbearing and

irritating, there are among those who jeer at it, at any rate, a few to

whom Disraeli's definition applies: the practical man is the man who

practises the errors of his forefathers. With refined cruelty Nemesis

infects us with the disease most nearly akin to that which it pleases

us to detect in others. It is the most dogmatic of dogmatics who tirades

against dogma, and only the most hopeless of theorists can declare that

a thing may be right in theory and wrong in practice.

Why does a theory ever fail, though it may be sound in reasoning?

It can only do so because every problem involves a much larger number

of conditions than those which the investigator can take into account.

He therefore rejects those which he believes to be unessential, and if

his judgment is at fault he goes wrong. But the practical man will

often fail for the same reason. When not supported by theoretical

knowledge he generalizes the result of an observation or experiment,

applying it to cases where the result is determined by an altogether

different set of conditions. To be infallible the theorist would have

to take account of an infinite number of circumstances, and his calcula-

tions would become unmanageable, while the experimenter would have

to perform an infinite number of experiments, and both would only

be able to draw correct conclusions after an infinite lapse of time.

They have to trust their intuition in selecting what can be omitted with

impunity, and, if they fail, it is mainly due to the same defect of

judgment. And so it is in all professions: failure results from the

omission of essential considerations which change the venue of the

problem.

Though theory and practice can only come into opposition when one

of them is at fault, there is undoubtedly a contrast of character and

temperament between those who incline more towards the one and

those who prefer the other aspect: some like a solitary life at the

desk, while others enjoy being brought into contact with their fellows.

There have at all times been men predestined by nature to be leaders,

and leadership is required in all branches of knowledge—the theoretical

as well as the more active pursuits; but we must distrust a man's
own estimate of his power to convert his thoughts into acts. In
the ordinary affairs of life a man who calls himself a man of action

is frequently only one who cannot give any reasons for his actions.

To claim that title justly a man must act deliberately, have confidence
in his own judgment, sufficient tenacity of purpose to carry it through,
and sufficient courage to run the unavoidable risks of possible failure.

These risks may be trivial or they may be all-important. They mav
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affect the reputation of one unit of creation or involve the whole life

of a nation, and according to the greatness of the issue we shall honour

the man who, having taken the risk, succeeds. But whether the scale

be microscopic or interstellar, the essence of the faculty of blending

theory and practice is the same, and both men of books and men of

action are to be found in the philosopher's study and the laboratoiy,

as well as in the workshop or on the battlefield. Modern science

began, not at the date of this or that discovery, but on the day when

Galileo decided t-o publish his Dialogues m the language of his nation.

This was a deliberate act destined to change the whole aspect of science,

which, ceasing to be the occupation of a privileged class, became the

property of the community. Can you, therefore, deny the claim of

being a man of action to Galileo, can you deny it to Pasteur, Kelvin,

Lister, and a host of others? There are, no doubt, philosophers who

cannot manage even their own affairs, and whom it would be correct

to call pure theorists, but that proves nothing, because their defect

makes them worse philosophers as well as worse citizens.

In his Presidential Address, delivered to this Association in 1899,

Sir Michael Foster summarized the essential features of the scientific

mind. Above all other things he considered that its nature should be

such as to vibrate in unison with what it is in search of ; further, it

must possess alertness, and finally moral courage. Yet after enumerat-

ing these qualities, he arrives at the same result which I have tried to

place before you, that there are no special peculiarities inherent in the

scientific mind, and he expresses this conclusion in the following words :

' But, I hear some one say, these qualities are not the peculiar attri-

butes of the man of science, they may be recognized as belonging to

almost everyone who has commanded or deserved success, whatever

may have been his walk in life. That is so. That is exactly what I

would desire to insist, that the men of science have no peculiar virtues,

no special powers. They are ordinary men, their characters are

common, even commonplace. Science, as Huxley said, is organized

common-sense, and men of science are common men drilled in the

ways of common-sense.'

This saying of Huxley's has been repeated so often that one

almost wishes it were true, but unfortunately I cannot find a

definition of common-sense that fits the phrase. Sometimes the word

is used as if it were identical with uncommon sense, sometimes as if it

were the same thing as common nonseyise. Often it means untrained

intelligence, and in its best aspect it is, I think, that faculty which

recognizes that the obvious solution of a problem is frequently the right

one. "When, for instance, I see, during a total solar eclipse, red flames

.shooting out from the edge of the sun, the obvious explanation is that
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these are real phenomena caused by masses of glowing vapours ejected

from the sun; and when a learned friend tells me that all this is an

optical illusion due to anomalous refraction, I object on the ground that

the explanation violates my common-sense. He replies by giving me
the reasons which have led liim to his conclusions, and, though I still

believe that I am right, I have to meet him with a more substantial

reply than an appeal to my own convictions. Against a solid argument

common-sense has no power and must remain a useful but fallible

guide which both leads and misleads all classes of the community

ahke.®

The difficulties of assigning special intellectual quahties to groups

of men within one country are increased when we compare different

nations with each other. Some of the so-called national, or more pro-

perly speaking racial, characteristics are undoubtedly regulated by the

laws of heredity, but there are many others which seem to depend

entirely on education and training; and, if I select one as an example,

it is because it figures so largely in public discussions at the present

moment. I refer to that expedient for combining individual efforts

which goes by the name of organization. An efficient organization

requires a head that directs and a body that obeys ; it works mainly

through discipline, which is its most essential attribute. Every in-

stitution, every factory, every business establishment is a complicated

organism, and no country ever came to prominence in any walk of life

unless it possessed the ability to provide for the efficient working of such

organisms. To say that a nation which has acquired and maintained an

Empire, and which conducts a large trade in every part of the world, is

deficient in organizing power is therefore an absurdity. Much of the

current self-depreciation in this I'espect is due to confusing a true

organization with that modification of it which to a great extent

casts aside discipline and substitutes co-operation. Though much may
be accomplished by co-operation, it is full of danger in an emergency,

for it can only work if it be loyally adhered to ; otherwise it resembles

a six-cylinder motor in which every sparking-plug is allowed to fix its

own time of firing. Things go well so long as the plugs agree; but

there is nearly always one among them that persists in taking an

independent course and, when the machine stops, complains that the

driver is inefficient. The cry for organization, justifiable as it no doubt

often is, resolves itself, therefore, into a cry for increased discipline,

by which I do not mean the discipline enforced at the point of the

bayonet, but that accepted by the individual who voluntarily subor-

^ Since writing the above, I find on reading Professor J. A. Thomson's ' Intro-
duction to Science' a similar criticism of iHuxley's dictum. Frof. Thomson'?
general conclusions are not, however, in agreement with those here advocated.
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dinates his personal convictions to the will of a pi-operly constituted

authority. This discipline is not an inborn quality which belongs more

to one nation than to another ; it is acquired by education and training.

In an emergency it is essential to success, but if it be made the guiding

principle of a nation's activity, it carries dangers with it which are

greater than the benefits confeiTed by the increased facility for advance

in some directions.

If there be no fundamental difference in the mental qualifications

which lead to success in our different occupations, there is also none

in the ideals which move us in childhood, maintain us through the

difficulties of our manhood, and give us peace in old age. I am not

speaking now of those ideals which may simultaneously incite a whole

nation to combined action through religious fervour or ambition of

power, but I am speaking of those more individual ideals which make

us choose our professions and give us pleasure in the performance of

our duties.

Why does a scientific man find satisfaction in studying Nature ?

Let me once more quote Poincar^ '
:
—

' The student does not study Nature because that study is useful,

but because it gives him pleasure, and it gives him pleasure because

Nature is beautiful; if it were not beautiful it would not be worth

knowing and life would not be worth living. I am not speaking, be it

understood, of the beauty of its outward appearance ; not that I despise

it—far from it—but it has nothing to do with science : I mean that more
intimate beauty which depends on the harmony in the order of the

component parts of Nature. This is the beauty which a pure intelli-

gence can appreciate and which gives substance and form to the

scintillating impressions that charm our senses. Without this intellec-

tual support the beauty of the fugitive dreams inspired by sensual

impressions could only be imperfect, because it would be indecisive

and always vanishing. It is this intellectual and self-sufficing beauty,

perhaps more than the future welfare of humanity, that impels the

scientific man to condemn himself to long and tedious studies. And the

same search for the sense of harmony in the world leads us to select

the facts which can most suitably enhance it, just as the artist

chooses among the features of his model those that make the

portrait and give it character and life. There need be no fear that this

instinctive and unconscious motive should tempt the man of scienc-6

away from the truth, for the real world is far more beautiful than any
vision of his dream.s. The greatest artists that ever lived—the Greeks

—

constructed a heaven
; yet how paltry that heaven is compared to ours

!

And it is because simplicity and grandeur are beautiful that we select

Loc. cit. p. 15.
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by preference the simplest and grandest facts, and find our highest

pleasure, sometimes in following the gigantic orbits of the stars, some-

times in the microscopic study of that minuteness which also is a

grandeur, and sometimes in piercing the secrets of geological times

which attract us because they ai'e remote. And we see that the cult of

the beautiful guides us to the same goal as the study of the useful.

'

' Whence comes this harmony ? Is it that things that appear to us

as beautiful are simply those which adapt themselves best to our intelli-

gence, and are therefore the tools which that intelligence handles most

easily ; or is it all the play of evolution and natural selection ? In that

case, those races only survived whose ideals best conformed with their

interests, and while all nations pursued their ideals without regard to

consequences, some were led to perdition and others achieved an

empire. One is tempted to believe that such has been the course of

history, and that the Greeks triumphed over the barbarians, and

Europe, inheritor of Greek thought, rules the world, because the

savages cared only for the sensual enjoyment of garish colours and the

blatant noise of the drum, while the Greeks loved the intellectual

beauty which is hidden beneath the visible beauty. It is that higher

beauty which produces a clear and strong intelligence. ' If the mathe-

matician's imagination is fired by the beauty and symmetry of his

methods, if the moving spring of his action is identical with that of the

artist, how much truer is this of the man of science who tries by well-

designed experiments to reveal the hidden harmonies of Nature? Nor
would it be difficult, I think, to trace the gratification inhei'ent in the

successful accomplishments of other intellectual pursuits to the same
source.

Though Poincare was, I believe, the first to lay stress on the

connexion between the search for the beautiful and the achievement

of the useful, the iiesthetic value of the study of science had previously

been pointed out, and well illustrated, by Karl Pearson in his ' Grammar
of Science.' As expressed by him: ' it is this continual gratification

of the aesthetic judgment which is one of the chief delights of pure

science.' Before we advance, however, any special claim for the

pursuit of science based on these considerations, we must pause to think

whether they do not equally apply to other studies or occupations. For
this purpose, the nature of the gesthetic enjoyment involved must be

reraem-bered. We do not mean by it, the pleasure we feel in the mere
contemplation of an impressive landscape or natural beauty, but rather

the enjoyment experienced on looking at a picture which, independently
of v/hat it may be trying to imitate, has a definite beauty due to

its contrast of colours or well-balanced arrangement. We have in one
case a number of pigments covering a space of two dimensions, and in
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the other the natural object in three dimensions made up of entirely

different materials and showing an infinite variety of detail and appear-

ance. By itself alone either a mere photographic reproduction, or a

geometrical arrangement of colour and line, leaves most of us cold;

though both have their own particular beauty, the art consists in bring-

ing them into connexion. Bearing in mind the aesthetic value of the

relationship of the work of our brain or hand to external facts or

appearances, it might easily be shown that what has been said of

science equally applies to other studies, such as history or literature.

We may even go further, and say. that any occupation whatever, from

which we can derive an intellectual pleasure, must possess to a greater

or smaller degree the elements of combining the useful with the

beautiful.

In order to trace in detail the part played by purely emotional

instincts in directing the course of our lives, we should have to study

the causes which influence a cliild, free to select his future pro-

fession. Having eliminated secondary effects, such as early associations,

or the personal influence of an inspiring teacher, we should probably

be brought to a standstill by the dearth of material at our disposal, or

led into error by taking our own individual recollections as typical.

Nevertheless it is only through the record of each man's experience

that we may hope to arrive at a result. If every man who has reached

a certain recognized position in his own subject—it need not be pre-

eminence—would write down his recollections of what led him to

make the choice of his profession, we might hope to obtain facts on

\\hich a useful psychological study might be based. Scientific men
as a class are not modest, but they share with other classes the re-

luctance to speak of their early life, owing to a certain shyness to

disclose early ambitions which have not been realized. It requires

courage to overcome that shyness, but I think that we need feel no
shame in revealing the dreams of our childhood and holding fast to them

despite the bondage of our weakness, despite the strife ending so often

in defeat, despite all the obstacles which the struggle for existence has

placed in our path. In some form they should persist throughout our

lives and sustain us in our old age.

But the account of our early life should be simple, detached from

any motives of self-depreciation or self-assertion, and free from any

desire to push any particular moral or psychological theory. We want to

trace the dawn of ambition, the first glimmering in the child's mind

that there is something that he can do better than his fellows, and

reminiscences of early likes and dislikes which, though apparently

disconnected from maturer tendencies, may serve as indications of a

deep-seated purpose in life. It may be difficult to resist the temptation
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of trying to justify one's reputation in the eyes of the world; but it is

worth making the effort. The only example that I know of such an

autobiographical sketch is that of Darwin, which is contained in his

' Life and Letters,' published by his son. Sir Francis Darwin.

The ambition of a child to be better, cleverer, or more beautiful

than its fellows is in the main, I thmk, a wish to please and to be

praised. As the child grows up, the ambition becomes more definite.

It is not a sordid ambition for ultimate wealth or power, nor is it an

altruistic ambition to do good for the sake of doing good. Occasionally

it takes the form confessed to by Darwin, when he says :
' As a child

I was much given to inventing deliberate falsehoods, and this was

always done for the sake of causing excitement. ' This desire to be

conspicuous was, in Darwin's case, consistent with extreme modesty,

amounting almost to a want of confidence in himself, as appears in

this passage :
' I remember one of my sporting friends. Turner, who

saw me at work with my beetles, saying that I should some day be a

Fellow of the Eoyal Society, and this notion seemed to me to be pre-

posterous.'

We next come to the stage where a child is attracted by one subject

more than another, and, if his choice be free, will select it for his life's

career. What guides him in this choice? If it be said that a boy

gravitates towards that subject which he finds easiest, we are led to the

further question why does he find it easiest? It is on this point that

more information is required, but I am inclined to answer in accordance

with Poincare's views that it is because its particular beauty appeals

most strongly to his emotional senses. In questions of this kind every-

one must form his own conclusions according to his personal recollec-

tions, and these convince me that the emotional factor appears already

at an early age. It is the strong attraction towards particular forms

of reasoning, more perhaps even than the facility with which reasoning

comes, that carries us over the initial difficulties and the drudgery that

must accompany every serious study.

I have already alluded to the different tendencies of individuals

either to prefer solitary reflexion or to seek companionship. Almost

in every profession we find men of both types. Darwin's autobiography

furnishes a good example of the man who prefers to learn through

quiet reading rather than through lectures, but to many men of science

the spoken word is inspuing and contact with congenial minds almost a

necessity.

From our present point of view the most interesting passages in

Darwin's autobiography are those indicating the aesthetic feeling which,

like Poincare, he connects with scientific research. Referring to his

early studies we find this passage : ' I was taught by a private tutor
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and I distinctly remember the intense satisfaction which the clear

geometrical proofs gave me. I remember with equal distinctness the

delight which my uncle gave me by explaining the principle of the

vernier of a barometer. ' To a man who apparently had no pronounced

facility of mastering mathematical difficulties this feeling of satisfaction

is especially remarkable. The combinatioa of scientific ability with

leanings either to music, or art, or poetry, is very common, and

examples are to be found in almost every biography of men of science.

It is difficult indeed to name an eminent scientific man who has not

strong leanings towards some artistic recreation : we find the poetic vein

in Maxwell and Sylvester, the musical talent in Helmholtz and

Rayleigh, and the enthusiastic though amateurish pictorial efforts of

less important men. That the similarities are to be found also in

lemperament may be noticed on reading Arnold Bennett's article on
' The Artist and the Public,' * where many passages will be seen to be

applicable to students of science as well as to writers of fiction.

If we look for distinctions between different individuals, we may
find one in their leanings either towards the larger aspects of a question

or the microscopic study of detail. The power of focussing simul-

taneously the wider view and the minute observation is perhaps the

most characteristic attribute of those who reach the highest eminence

in any profession, but the great majority of men have a notable predilec-

tion for the one or other side. Though it is indispensable for a scientific

man to study the details of the particular problem he is trying to solve,

there are many who will lose interest in it as soon as they believe they

can see a clear way through the difficulties without following up their

solution to its utmost limits. To them detail, as such, has no interest,

and they will open and shut a door a hundred times a day without being

even tempted to inquire into the inner working of the lock and latch.

There is only one feature in the operation of the intelligence by

means of which a sharp division may possibly be drawn between brain-

workers showing special capabilities in different subjects. In some per-

sons thought attaches itself mainly to language, in others to visualised

images, and herein lies perhaps the distinction between the literary

and scientific gift. Those who, owing to external cii'cumstances, have

resided in different countries are sometimes asked in what language

they think. Speaking for myself, I have always been obliged to answer
that, so far as I can tell, thought is not connected with any language

at all. The planning of an experiment or even the critical examina-

tion of a theory is to me entirely a matter of mental imagery, and hence
the experience, which I think many scientific men must have shared,

that the conversion of thought into language, which is necessary when

* English Review, October 1913.

1915. c
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we wish to communicate its results to others, presents not only the

ordinary difficulties of translation but reveals faults in the perfection

or sequence of the images. Only when tiie logic of words finally

coincides with the logic of images do we attain that feeling of con-

fidence which makes us certain that our results are correct.

A more detailed examination of the instinctive predilections of a

child would, I think, confirm Poincar^'s conclusion that a decided pre-

ference for one subject is in the main due to an unconscious appeal lo

his emotions. It should be remembered, however, that the second step

of Poincar^'s philosophy is as important as the first. The mere

emotional impulse would die out quickly, if it were not supplemented

by the gratification experienced on discovering that the .=iearch for

the beautiful leads us to results which satisfy our intellect as well as

our emotions. There may still be bifurcations in the second portion of

the road. Some may rest content with achieving something that

supplies the material needs of humanity, others may be inspired to

search for the deeper meaning of our existence.

There remains therefore some justification for the question why

we persist in studying science apart from the mere intellectual pleasure

it gives us. It was once a popular fallacy to assume that the laws oi

Nature constituted an explanation of the phenomena to which they

applied, and people then attached importance to the belief that

we could gauge the mind of the Creator by means of the laws which

govern the material world, just as we might trace the purpose of a

human legislator in an Act of Parliament. As this archaic interpreta-

tion was abandoned, philosophers went, in accordance with what

politicians call the swing of the pendulum, to the other extreme. We
can explain nothing, they said—in fact, we can know nothing—all we

can do is to record facts. This modesty was impressive and it became

popular. I know, at any rate, one scientific man who has acquired a great

reputation for wisdom by repeating sufficiently often that he knows

nothing, and, though his judgment may be true, this frame of mind is

not inspiring. As a corr^tive to the older visionary claims, which centred

round the meaning of the word ' explain,' the view that the first task

of science is to record facts has no doubt had a good influence.

Kirchhoff laid it down definitely that the object of science is to describe

Nature, but he did not thereby mean that it should be confined to

recording detached observations : this would be the dullest and most

unscientific procedure. Description, in the sense in which Kirchhoff

uses it, consists in forming a comprehensive statement gathering together

what, till then, was only a disconnected jumble of facts. Thus the

apparently quite irregular motions of the planets as observed from
tlie earth were first collected in tabular form. This was a necessary
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i'-reliminary but was not in liaM a scientilic investigation. Next came

Kepler, who by means of three laws summed up the facts in their

main outlines, and the description then took a more refined form, sub-

stituting half a page of printing for volumes of observations. Finally,

Newton succeeded in predicting the planetary movements on the

assumption of a gravitational attraction 'between all elements of matter.

According to Kirchhoff, the chief merit of this discovery would lie

in its condensing Kepler's three laws into one hypothesis. This point

of view is not necessarily opposed to that of Poincare, because it is

exactly the simplicity of Newton's explanation that appeals most

strongly to our esthetic sense, but there is an important difference

in the manner of expression, for however beautiful an idea may be, it

loses its effect by being placed before us in an unattractive form.

This criticism also apphes to Mach, according to whom the object of

science is to economize thought, just as it is the object of a machine

to economize effort. Logically, this definition is justified, and it may

be the best that can be given, if we prefer using a technical expression

to confessing an emotional feeling. But why should we do so? Is it

not better to recognize that human intelligence is affected fcy sentiment

as much as by reason, and is it not a mistake for scientific men to

dissociate themselves from the rest of humanity, Tay placing their

motives on a different, and, at the best, only superficially higher,

level? When an adventurous spirit, for instance, desires to organize

an expedition to unknown regions of the world, we tiy to induce

our governments to provide the necessary funds by persuading them,

and incidentally ourselves, that we do so because important scientific

results may be expected from the expedition. This may actually

be the case, but we are mainly affected by the same motives as

the rest of the community : if the tinith be told, we are as curious

as others to know what every corner of the earth looks like, and we

join them in wishing to encourage an enterprise requiring perseverance

and involving danger.

I fully I'ealise that the wish to justify one's own work in the eyes

of the world will always lead to fresh attempts to find a formula

expressing the objects which we desire to attain. Enough, however,

has been said to show that the definition must take account of senti-

ment, without insisting too much upon it ; nor can we hope, in view of

the variety of intellectual and emotional pleasures wliich combine to

create the charm of science, to include all points of view, but if I were

foi'ced to make a choice I should say that the object of science is to

predict the future. The wish to know what lies before us is one of the

oldest and most enduring desires of human nature ; often, no doubt, it has

degenerated and given rise to perverted and ignoble longings, but its

c 2
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accomplishment, when it can be achieved by legitimate inquiry, is a

source of the purest and most satisfying enjoyment that science can

give. "We feel that enjoyment each time we repeat an old and perhaps

hackneyed experiment. The result is known beforehand, but be it

only that we expect the colour of a chemical precipitate to be green

or yellow, be it only that we expect a spot of light to move to the right

or left, there is always a little tremor of excitement at the critical

moment and a satisfying feeling of pleasure when our expectation has

been realized. That pleasure is, I think, enhanced when the experi-

ment is not of our own making but takes place uncontrolled by human
power. In one of Heine's little verses he makes light of the tears of

a young lady who is moved by the setting sun. ' Be of good cheer,'

the poet consoles her, ' this is only the ordinary succession of events

:

the sun sets in the evening and rises in the morning.' If Heine had

been a man of science, he would have known that the lady's tears

found a higher justification in the thought of the immutable and inexor-

able regularity of the sun's rising and setting than in the fugitive

colour impression of his descent below the horizon, and that her

emotions ought to be intensified rather than allayed by the thought of

his resurrection in the morning. There are in everybody's life a few

unforgettable moments which, at quite unexpected times, vividly rise

in his mind, and there are probably some in this Hall who have

experienced such moments at the beginning of a total eclipse of the

sun. They have probably travelled far, and gone through months of

preparation, for an event which only lasts a few minutes. The time

of first contact is approaching, in a few seconds the moon is about to

make its first incision in the solar disc, and now the observer's

thoughts come crowding together. What if there were a mistake in

t)ur calculations? What if we had chosen a spot a few miles too far

north or too far south ? What if the laws of gravitation were ever so

little at fault?—But now at the predicted time, at the very spot so

anxiously watched, the dark moon becomes visible, and' the feeling

of relief experienced concentrates into one tense instant all the grati-

tude we owe those who have given precision to the calculations of

celestial movements and handed us the key of prediction in a simple law

which can be written down in two lines. It is this simplicity of the law

of gravitation, and its accuracy, which some day may show limitations,

but has hitherto withstood all tests, that gives to Astronomy its pre-

eminence over all sciences.

Indeed, if we classify the different sections into which science may
be divided, I think it may be said that their aim, in so far as it is not

purely utilitarian, is always either historic or prophetic; and to the

mathematician, history is only prophecy pursued in the negative direc-
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tion. It is no argument against my definition of the objects of

science, that a large section of its subdivisions has been, and to some

extent still is, mainly occupied with the discovery and classification of

facts; because such classification can only be a first step, preparing the

way for a correlation into which the element of time must enter, and

which therefore ultimately must depend either on history or prophecy.

Latterly men of science, and in particular physicists, have given

increased attention to the intrinsic meaning of the concepts by means

of which we express the facts of Nature. Everything—who can deny

it?- -is ultimately reduced to sense impressions, and it has therefore

been asserted that science is the study of the mind rather than of the

outside world, the very existence of which may be denied. The

physicist has thus invaded the realm of philosophy and metaphysics,

and even claims that kingdom as his own. Two effects of these efforts,

a paralyzing pessimism and an obscure vagueness of expression, if not

of thought, seriously threatened a few years ago to retard the healthy

progress of the study of Nature. If the outside world were only a dream,

if we never could know what really lies behind it, the incentive which

has moved those whose names stand out as landmarks in science is

destroyed, and it is replaced by what? By a formula which only

appeals to a few spirits entirely detached from the world in which they

live. Metaphysicians and physicists will continue to look upon science

from different points of view, and need not resent mutual criticisms of

each other's methods or conclusions. For we must remember that

most of the good that is done in this world is done by meddling with

other people's affairs, and though the interference is always irritating

and frequently futile, it proves after all that our interests converge

towards a common centre.

According to Poincar^, the pleasure which the study of science

confers consists in its power of uniting the beautiful with the useful;

but it would be wrong to adopt this formula as a definition of the object

of science, because it applies with equal force to all human studies.

[ go further, and say that the combination of the search for the beauti-

ful with the achievement of the useful is the common interest of science

and humanity. Some of us may tend more in one direction, some in

another, but there must always remain a feeling of imperfection and

only partial satisfaction unless we can unite the two fundamental

desires of human nature.

I have warned you at the beginning of this discourse not to beat

the utilitarian drum too loudly, and I have laid stress throughout on

the idealistic side, though the most compelling events of the moment

seem to drive us in the other direction, and the near future will press

the needs of material prosperity strongly upon us. I must guard
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myself, therefore, against one criticism which the trend of my remarks

may invite. At times, when the struggle for existence keeps masses

in permanent bondage, in a society in which a multitude of men and

women have to face starvation, and when unfortunate, though purely

accidental, suiTOundings in childhood drive the weak into misery, is it

not futile to speak of jBsthetic motives? Am I not, while endeavouring

to find a common bond between all sections of the community, in reality

drawing a ring round a small and privileged leisured class, telling them

these enjoyments are for you and for you alone ? Should I not have

found a surer ground for the claims of science in its daily increasing

necessity for the success of ouv manufactures and commerce?

I have said nothing to indicate that I do not put the highest value

on this important function of science, which finds its noblest task

in surrendering the richness of its achievements to the use of humanity.

But I must ask you to reflect whether the achievement of wealth and

power, to the exclusion of higher aims, can lead to more than a super-

ficial prosperity, which passes away because it carries the virus of

its own doom within it. Do we not find in the worship of material

success the seed of the pernicious ambition which has maddened a nation,

and plunged Europe into war? Is this contempt for all idealistic

purposes not responsible for the mischievous doctrine that the power

to possess confers the right to possess, and that possession is desirable

in itself without regard to the use which is made of it? I must

therefore insist that if we delight in enlisting the wealth accu-

mulated in the earth, and all the power stored in the orbs of

heaven, or in the orbits of atomic structure, it should not be

because we place material wealth above intellectual enjoyment,

but rather because we experience a double pleasure if the efforts of

the mind contribute to the welfai'e of the nation, which includes spiritual

as well as material prosperity. When Joule taught us to utilize the

powers at our disposal to the best advantage he did it not—and his

whole life is a proof of it—to increase either his own wealth or that

of the nation, but because, brought up in commercial life and deeply

imbued with the deep insight and genius of science, he found his

greatest delight in that very combination of aesthetic satisfaction and

useful achievement which Poincar^ has so well described. And again,

when another of our fellow-citizens, Henry Wilde, showed how elec-

trical power can be accumulated until it became an efficient instrument

for the economic transmission of work, he found his inspiration in the

intellectual gratification it gave him, rather than in the expectation of

material gain. I am drawing no ring round a privileged class, but

maintain that the hunger for intellectual enjoyment is universal, and
urge that everybody should be given the opportunitv and leisure of
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appeasing it. The duty to work, the right to Hve, and the leisure to

think are the three prime necessities of our existence, and when one of

them fails we only live an incomplete life.

I should have no difficulty in illustrating by examples, drawn from

personal experience, the power which the revelations of science can

exert over a community steeped in the petty conflicts of ordinary life;

but I must bring these remarks to a conclusion, and content myself

with the account of one incident.

An American friend, who possessed a powerful telescope, one

night received the visit of an ardent politician. It was the time of a

Presidential election, Bryan and Taft being the opposing candidates,

and feeling ran high. After looking at clusters of stars and other

celestial objects, and having received answers to his various questions,

the visitor turned to my friend

:

' And all these stars I see,' he asked, 'what space in the heaven

do they occupy?
'

' About the area of the moon.

'

' And you tell me that every one of them is a sun like our own ?
'

•Yes.'
' And that each of them may have a number of planets circulating

round them like our sun ?
'

' Yes.

'

' And that there may be life on each of these planets?
'

We cannot tell for certain, but it is quite possible that there may
be life on many of them.'

And after pondering for some time, the politician rose and said:

' It does not matter after all whether Taft or Bryan gets in.'

Happy were the times when it could be said with truth that the

strife of politics counted as nothing before the silent display of the

heavens. Mightier issues are at stake to-day : in the struggle which

convulses the world, all intellectual pursuits are vitally affected, and

Science gladly gives the power she wields to the service of the State.

Sorrowfully she covers her face because that power, acquired through

the peaceful efforts of the sons of all nations, was never meant
for death and destruction; gladly she helps, because a war wantonly

provoked threatens civilization, and only through victory shall we
achieve a peace in which once more Science can hold up her head, proud

of her strength to preserve the intellectual freedom which is worth

more than material prosperity, to defeat the spirit of evil that destroys

the sense of brotherhood among nations, and to spread the love of truth.
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The Calculation of Mathematical Tables.—Report of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Professor M. J. M. Hill (Chairman}

,

Professor J. W. Nicttolson (Secretary), Dr. J. K. Airey,

Mr. T. W. Chaundv, Mr. A. T. Doodson, Professor L. N.

G. FiLON, Sir George Greenhill, Professors E. W. Hobson,
Alfred Lodge, A. E. H. Love, a)id H. M. Macdonald,
Mr. H. G. Savtdge, and Professor A. G. Webster.

Op the grant of 301. given to the Committee, 251. has been expended on
the special purposes for which it was allocated—further calculations in

connection with the I, Y, and K Bessel functions, the particular calcula-

tions selected being in accordance with the frequency of requests for

these Tables received by the Secretary from workers in physical science

and engineering. The order of calculation is being arranged in accord-

ance with the real urgency of the Tables, and the stage is now coming
in sight at which the Committee will bo able, as authorised already by
the Association at the appropriate time,, to publish, under the auspices

of the Association, a volume of fairly complete Tables of the more im-

portant transcendental functions.

The remaining 51. of the grant has been returned to the Association,

but the Committee desires to make application for it again, and also

for the continuance of the grant of SOI. for the ensuing year. The un-

usual circumstances of the past year temporarily hindered the work,

so that the Tables for which this particular part of the grant was estimated

are still incomplete, but they are well in hand, and some expense has

already been incurred in connection with them.

The present Report contains some Tables of which Dr. Airey has

been in charge, divided into three sections : (1) The Bessel functions

J„{x) for various orders and arguments which will be apparent from the

Tables themselves, their most valuable portions being the entries for

which order and argument are approximately the same. These Tables

indicate the characteristic tendency towards zero when the order exceeds

the argument, as in the formulae of Nicholson and Debye, which, how-
ever, were not employed in the numerical work.

(2) The Neumann functions of types G and Y to a large number of

significant figures. These are sufiicient to form the basis of a rapid calcula-

tion of complete sets of Tables for functions of these types of any order.

(3) Continues the calculation of the functions of type Y from (2) as

a basis. The Committee is greatly indebted to Dr. Airey for taking

charge of this important work.

The functions ber x, bei x introduced by Lord Kelvin, together with

their derivates, are of great importance in connection with alternating

currents. In the Report for 1912, the Committee pubbshed Tables of

these functions and their derivates, calculated by Professor Webster.

They are now able, in Table IV. of the present Report, to give the neces-

sary supplement to these Tables—the real and imaginary parts of Ko(x i*),

with their derivates—the work having been kindly undertaken and
carried through by Mr. H. G. Savidge. For a very complete and general

account of the mathematical properties and uses of these functions,

reference may be made to a paper by Dr. Alexander Russell (' Phil. Mag.,'
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April 1909; and Eussell's 'Alternating Currents,' 2nd Edn., vol. 1,

chap. VII.).

For the convenience of those who frequently require such Tables,

the following summary of some other important Tables of Bessel func-

tions and Zonal Harmonics may be useful

:

(1) Jo(a;) and Ji(a;) ; range a? = to 15-5, interval O'Ol, to 12 places

(Gray and Mathews' Treatise).

(2) J„(.r) from n = upwards (integral) to from 16 to 60, according

to X ; for integral values of x between 1 and 24, to 18 places (ibid.).

(3) J/cc) = ; first 50 roots, to 16 places (ibid.).

(4) -Further Tables of roots of Bessel functions (Airey, ' Proc. Phys.

Soc.,' vol. 23 (1911), p. 219).

(5) i„{x) ; Tables for calculating phase and amplitude (A. Lodee,
' Brit. Ass. Rep.,' 1907, pp. 94, 95 ; 1909, p. 33).

(6) ^i{x) : range x = to 5'1, interval 0001, to ninth decimal figure,

with first difference (Lodge, ' Brit. Ass. Rep.,' 1893, p. 229).

(7) Io(a;) ; range, &c., as in (6) {iUd. 1896, p. 99).

(8) I„(a;) ; range a? = to 6, interval 02, n = to 11 (integral) (' Brit.

Ass. Rep.,' 1889, p. 29).

(9) Yo(x), Yi(x), Go(2;), Gi(a;) ; range x = to 16, interval OL to

7 figures approximately (Airey, ' Brit. Ass. Rep.,' 1913, p. 116).

(10) Ko^a;) and Ki(a;) ; range a; = to 12, interval 01, to many figures

(Aldis, ' Roy. Soc. Proc' (1898), vol. Ixiv., p. 203).

(11) K„(j'); range .c = to 5, interval 02, to 5 figures (Isherwood,

'Manc'i. Mem.,' vol. 48 (1904), No. 19.

(12) ber x, bei x, ber'x, bei' x ; range a; = to 10, interval 0-1, with
first seven dift'erences (Webster, ' Brit. Ass. Rep.,' 1912, p. 57).

(13) Definition, properties, and tables of ber x, kcr x, &c., and allied

functions (Russell and Savidge, ' Phil. Mag.,' April 1909 and Jan. 1910).

(14) Exact Tables of P„(ju,) from n = 1 to w = 7, yu, = to /* = 1,

interval 001 (Glaiaher, ' Brit. Ass. Rep.,' 1879, p. 49).

(15) Po(At) to P7(/x) ; four-figure Tables at 1° interval (Perry, ' Phil.

Mag.,' Dec. 1891, p. 512).

(16) Pi(cos«)toP.a,(cos(9)., ^ = 0°to90°, interval 5°, 7 figures ^Lodge,
' Phil. Trans.,' vol. 203 (1904), p. 100).

The Committee has in course of preparation some sine and cosine

Tables proceeding by fractions of radians instead of degrees. A large

demand for these Tables has always existed, and, in particular, they will

be of very great value for the rapid calculation of large classes of im-
portant transcendental functions from their asymptotic series. Those
in hand at present are the sine and cosine of angles from 001 to 1'60

radians by intervals of 001, and from 00001 to 00100 by intervals of

0*0001 , These Tables will be comparatively short, and the calculations

are proceeding to 10 significant figures.

Table I.

The Bessel Functions, J„(a;).

These functions have been tabulated by Meissel to eighteen places

of decimals for integral values of x from 1 to 24. From the values of

Jo(x) and Ji(x), the following supplementary tables have been calculated

to six places of decimals from x = 0-2 to 6-0 by intervals of 0-2, the actual

computation being carried to ten places, and from 6'0 to ]6"0 by intervals

of 0-5 to ten places from results obtained to twelve places.
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Tables of the Bessel Functions J„(a;)

J (a)
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Tables of the Bessel Functions J„(a;)—continued.

Jn{x)
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Tables of the Bessel Functions J„(a;)—continued.

3„(x)
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Tables of the.Neumann Functions Y„(a;) and Y,(x).

X
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Tables of the Neumann Functions Y„(x)—continued.

n =
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Table IV. {Mr. Savidge's Table}^covit\nned.

ker X

1-3

1-4

1-5

1-6

1-7

1-8

1-9

2-0

21
2-2

2-3

2-4

2-5

2-6

2-7

2-8

2-9

30
31
3-2

3-3

3-4

3-5

3-6

3-7

3-8

3-9

4-0

41
4-2

4-3

4-4

4-5

4-6

4-7

4-8

4-9

50
51
5-2

5-3

5-4

5-5

5-6

5-7

6-8

5-9

60
61
6-2

6-3

6-4

6-5

6-6

6-7

6-8

6-9

70
71

+0-1234554
+0-0851260
+0-0529349
+0-0260299
+0-0036911
-0-0146961
-00296614
-00416645
-0-0511065
-0-0583388
-0-0636705
-00673735
-0-0696880
-0-0708257
-00709736
-00702963
-0-0689390
-0-0670292
-0-0646786
-0-0619848
-0-0590329
-0-0558966
-0-0526393
-0-0493156
-0-0459717
-0-0426469
-0-03937361
-003617885
-0-03308440
-0-03010758
-0-02726177
-0-02455689
-0-02199988
-001959503
-0-01734441
-0-01524819
-0-01330490
-0-01151173
-0-00986474
-0-00835911
-0-00698928
-0-00574913
-0-00463216
-0-00363156
-0-00274038
-0-00195158
-0-00125812
-0-00065304
-000012953
+000031905
+ 0-00069912
+000101683
+0-001278080
+0-001488446
+0-001653215
+0-001777354
+0-001865512
+0-001922022
+0-001950901

kei a- ker' X

-0-3932918
-0-3616648
-0-3313950
-0-3025655
-0-2752288
-0-2494171
-0-2251422
-0-2024001
-0-1811726
-0-1614307
-0-1431357
-0-1262415
-0-1106961
-0-0964429
-00834219
-0-0715707
-0-0608255
-0-0511219
-00423955 1

-0-0345823 I

-0-0276197
I

-0-0214403
-0-0160026
-0-0112311
-0-0070767
-0-0034867
-0-00041081
+0-00219840

H-0-00438582
+000619361
+0-00766127
+0-00882562
+0-00972092
+0-01037886
+0-01082872
+001109740
+0-01120953
+0-01118769
+0-01105201
+0-01082128
+0-01051206
+0-01013929
+0-00971631
+0-00925490
+0-00876572
+0-00825774
+0-00773902
+000721649
+0-00669606
+0-00618275
+ 000568077
+000519358
+ 0-004723992
+0-004274219
+0-003845947
+0003440398
+0-003058385
+0-002700365
+0-002306486

kei' X

-0-4172274
-0-3510551
-0-2941816
-0-2451147
-0-2026818
-0-1659424
-0-1341282
-0-1066010
-0-0828234
-0-0623373
-0-0447479
-00297123
-0-0169298
-0-0061358
+0-0029043
+0-0103990
+0-0165342
+0-0214762
-1-0-0253738

+0-0283603
+0-0305554
+0-0320662
+0-0329886
+0-0334087
+0-0334030
+0-0330400
+0-03238046
+0-03147849
+0-03038179
+0-02913242
+0-02776730
+0-02631868
+0-02481454
+0-02327908
+0-02173300
+0-02019391
+0-01867661
+0-01719340
+0-01575436
+0-01436757
+0-01303935
+0-01177440
+001057633
+0-00944717
+000838818
+0-00739967
+0-00648121
+0-00563171
+0-00484957
+0-00413275
+0-00347886
+0-00288523
+0-002348995

+ 0-001867130

+ 0-001436521
+0-001053999
+0-000716382
+0-000420510
+0-000163267

+0-3227118
+0-3096416
+0-2950081
+0-2809038
+0-2657772
+0-2504385
+0-2350657
+0-2198079
+0-2047897
+0-1901137
+0-1758638
+0-1621069
+0-1488954
+0-1.362689
+0-1242558
+0-1128748
+0-1021362
+0-0920431
+0-0825922
-+0-0737752
+0-0655794
+0-0579881
+0-0509821
+0-0445394
+0-0386364
+0-0332480
+0-02834832
+0-02391062
+0-01990804
+0-01631367
+0-01310084
+0-01024331
+0-00771543
+0-00549226
+000354976
+0-00186478
+0-00041522
-0-00081998
-0-00186079
-0-00272605
-0-00343349
-0-00399969
-0-00444016
-0-00476928
-000500041
-000514584
-0-00521689
-0-00522392
-0-00517637
-0-00508283
-000495105
-0-00478803
-0004600032
-0-004392632
-0-004170782
-0-003938849
-0-003700651
-0-003459509
-0003218285
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Radiotelegraphic Investigations.—Report of the Committee, con-

sisting of Sir Olivee Lodge (Chairman), Dr. W. H, Eccles
(Secretary), Mr. Sidney G-. Brown, Dr. C. Chree, Pro-

fessor A. S. Eddington, Dr. Erskine-Murray, Professors

J. A. Fleming, GT. W. 0. Howe, H. M. Macdonald, and

J. W. Nicholson, Sir Henry Norman, Captain H. E.

Sankey, Professor A. Schuster, Sir Napier Shaw, Professor

S. P. Thompson, and Professor H. H. Turner.

Effect of ihe War on the Worlc of the Committe-e.

The war has had a very direct effect on radiotelegraphic investigations.

About the beginning of August 1914 private wireless telegraph

stations throughout the Empire nearly all stopped collecting statistics,

while naval and other Government stations stopped all merely scientific

observing. The radiotelegraphic stations in Russia, Germany, and

neighbouring countries doubtless discontinued the filhng up of our

forms as soon as mobilisation began. A few stations in India,

Australia, Canada, the West Indies, and the United States are, how-
ever, still at work. In the last-named country about 30 stations are

making observations.

The Committee's programme for the collection of statistics three days

a week in all parts of the English-speaking world, and in a few other

countries, was planned to embrace one complete round of the seasons.

The fact that the programme has been interrupted after only tlxree

months of work diminishes greatly the scientific value of such statistics

as have been collected. It also implies considerable financial loss. A
large batch of Forms was distributed to our Navy in July ; in clearing

for action these Fonns would probably be wasted. The German edition

was distributed in June. The Russian .edition also was probably dis-

tributed before the outbreak of war.

The extensive scheme of special observations projected for the

occasion of the solar eclipse failed almost completely in the countries

in which the eclipse was visible. A small amount of work was done in

Norway and Sweden. All the necessary Forms had been printed, and

some had been circulated, before the war started. The financial loss to

the Committee in this respect exceeds a hundred pounds.

The day-by-day statistics collected in the period April to Julj' have

been partially analysed. The conclusions drawn from these observations

are described below. Apart from any scientific value they possess

they yield information which will guide the Committee, when the time

comes, to further attacks on the problems concerned. A similar

thought may be set down as consolation for the eclipse failure.

Analysis of Records of Strays.

Diurnal Variations.

The principal and most universal fact is that the strays heard in the

dark hours are much more numerous and louder than those heard during
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daylight. If curves be drawn showing the amount of disturbance to

telegraphic work from hour to hour, two types of curve stand out

:

one in which the changes from day to night and night to day conditions

are somewhat abrupt, and another in which the changes are much more
gradual. The former curves might be called ' trough-shaped,' the

latter ' U-shaped. ' The former type is met with at sea and on islands at

a considerable distance from the mainland, the other on the mainland,

especially in the tropics. The lowest point of the U or of the trough

usually falls a little after midday, and the highest point of the convex

part of the curve occui's a little after midnight, in nearly all stations

north of the Equator. The only exception to this rule is found in some
records from Lagos, Nigeria, where the curve showing the intensity of

disturbance is lowest about seven in the morning and rises during the

daylight hours. Unless local weather conditions are producing great

disturbance, the change from night to day conditions and vice versa in

stations north of the Equator lags behind the sunrise and the sunset.

At some stations south of the Equator, e.g., Cocos Island, the opposite

rule seems to be usual. These regular and universal diurnal variations

have an average magnitude which is represented on the arbitrary scale

used in the Forms by figures like 2 in the day and 5 at night in tropical

latitudes, or 0"3 in the day and 3 at night in temperate latitudes. These
figures are greatly affected by local meteorological conditions, which in

fact frequently overwhelm all the statements set forth above.

Periods of Excessive Disturbance.

Occasionally the radiotelegraphic work at a station is rendered almost

or quite impossible for a period, by strays of vigour and number greatly

exceeding the average. These occurrences are for brevity called
' X storms,' the term ' X ' being an alternative designation for ' stray

'

or ' atmospheric' When an X storm happens in the day and lasts

more than an hour or two, it may completely alter the character of the

curve of that day's disturbances and even make the day poi'tion of the

curve higher than the night portion. An analysis of the records has

shown that X storms occur within the same two or three days over very

wide areas. Occasionally X storms are reported almost simultaneously

at places several hundred miles apart, but more usually the X storms

occurring at such distances are separated b}'' several hours. Some of

the European, American, and Canadian X storms have been compared
with the meteorological records and charts for the two continents.

The comparison has shown very plainly that periods of severe strays

coincide with periods of low barometer, high wind velocity, rapid change

of temperature, great rainfall, and, especially, rapid barometer fluctua-

tions. In low latitudes the barometer fluctuations during violent X
storms can usually be followed on any ordinary instrument. The worst

X storm in the European records was accompanied by the rapid move-
ment of a low-pressure system in a north-easterly direction. In
twenty-four hours the eye of the cyclone moved from a point south-west

of Lisbon to the North Sea, and in another twenty-four hours into
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the Gulf of Bothnia. The worst X stonn in the American records was

also accompanied by the exceptionally rapid movement eastward from

the Pacific of a cyclonic depression with steep pressure gradients. A

report from a Califomian station of the Marconi Wireless Telegraph

Company of America on this latter occasion states that the barometer

was fluctuating between 29-44 and 29-52 inches very rapidly, the varia-

tions being accompanied by gusts of wind which attained the velocity of

70 miles per hour. The disturbance produced in the telephones by the

strays amounted to a roar. On this occasion, between 1 p.m. and night,

the strays rapidly diminished as the wind fell and the barometer rose.

These meteorological conditions are precisely those that accompany or

precede thunder storms and line squalls; and, in fact, the records

of the Meteorological Offices, and of the observers reporting to the Com-

mittee, all lead to the conclusion that X storms are often associated

with thunder storms at places not very far distant. Sometimes all the

symptoms of thunder weather except thunder and lightning may.be

present in a locality and a heavy X storm be recorded : e.g., Mr. P. H.

Burns, Superintendent of Telegraphs in the Bahamas, reports thathe

has often been experiencing an X storm when a sudden shift of wind

to the north-west (wind velocity about twenty miles per hour) has taken

place, and been followed by heavy rain, a calm, low temperature,

lessened humidity, and a total disappearance of strays—all without

thunder or lightning. To some extent these are symptoms of the

passage of a small secondary or V depression such as might not be

recorded on synoptic charts.

It is well known that the unstable atmospheric conditions bringing

thunder weather sometimes move at a relatively slow rate from place

to place, and may have their movements traced by the ordinary

methods of meteorology. The analysis of the radiotelegraphic records

shows that such convective weather can be anticipated several days in

advance. This is particularly well borne out by some of the Malta

records when taken together with some abstracts of the meteorological

conditions kindly supphed by Dr. T. Agius, in charge of the Observatory

at Valetta:

—

Strays bad All Aug. 22 and 23, 1914 . Greatest rainfall of month Aug. 24.

„ „ Nights of Sept. 22 and 23

and day of 24 . . „ » ,, Sept. 25.

„ „ All Oct. 6 and 7 . . „ „ „ Oct. 9.

„ „ All day Nov. 12 . . „ „ „ Nov. 13.

Dec. 26 and 27 . . . Greatest fall in temperature, lowest

barometer Dec. 28.

,, „ Jan. 20, 1915 . . . Greatest rainfall Jan. 21.

„ „ May 27 and 28, 1915. . „ „ May 31.

A report received from the wireless-telegraph station of the Govern-

ment of Australia situated at Esperance states that during the day-time

rain is preceded in at least eighty per cent, of cases by interaiittent

disturbances. Strays of varying strengths may be heard from 6 a.m. to
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sunset for one or more consecutive days prior to rain. The following

instances may be quoted :
—

Feb. 13, 1915 . . Strays strength 2a from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Feb. 14, 1915 . . „ 3a from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. and
4a from then till 5 P.M.

Feb. 15, 1915 . . „ 3a from 6 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
3c from 1 p.m. to 7 p.m.

On February 15, 16, 17 and 18, 167 points of rain were recorded, of

which only 3 points fell on the 15th. On February 23, 1915, and
strays were of strength 3a from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. On February 24

129 points of rain fell.

This conclusion is borne out in other ways by some of the records

forwarded to the Committee. There is evidence that north-west winds
on our Atlantic coasts, especially in the winter, are associated with
strong strays at Irish stations and at sea. The atmosphei-ic convection

produced by the land may be sufficient to account for this. Mr. H.
Eicci, of the Marconi Company, who has made reports on two trips

I'ound the world, during which he made especially careful daily observa-

tions, states that in mid-ocean strays are, as a rule, very few and feeble

both in the day and in the night ; but that when the edge of a

mountainous continent is approached strong, and even continuous,

strays are normal. In this something must depend on the direction of

the prevailing wind relative to the land—a matter that will be inquired

into later.

It may be mentioned here as veiy significant that the months of

the greatest X stonns in the Mediterranean are shown by the records to

be September and October, the months of cyclonic weather.

As a whole the statistics show that there appear to be two kinds
of X storm occurring in the day-time : (1) Those produced by convec-

tive conditions in the atmosphere within, perhaps, a hundred miles of

the station, which may be termed local X storms
; (2) Those originating

at a distance. Eegarding the first class, they may occur almost simul-

taneously over a whole continent, but this is only because convective
conditions happen to be ruling all over that area. Stations not too far

outside the boundaiy of such a region also receive many strays, but
apparently their distance must be hmited to within 200 miles of

the disturbed regions. In general, we may conclude that the ob-

servation of strays in the day-time constitutes a method of feeling the
fringe of a region of convective weather, and so anticipating thunder
and rain a day or two in advance. Of course, this ability to prophesy
the advent of thunder weather is well known and is as old as wireless

telegraphy itself ; but hitherto it has been thought that the electric dis-

charges at a great distance were responsible for the strays heard at the
station attempting to prophesy. The present analysis indicates, rather,

that at any rate in the day-time the strays are frequently due to very
local discharges, often too weak to give noticeable lightning or thunder,
but definitely indicative of an approaching period of instability in the
atmosphere.

The second kind of X storm is not of strictly local origin, but is

sometimes traceable in the stray observations made hourly at the Malta
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station of the Eastern Telegraph Company, and the Sierra Leone

station of the African Direct Telegraph Company. There is evidence that

on certain occasions the same cause is affecting both stations though

they are separated by 2,500 miles, mostly across mountain and desert.

As regards disturbances observed at night-time, these are also fre-

quently very local and due to convective weather, but there is probably

a greater proportion of non-local storms than appears in the day records.

In this connection may be noted a report from Australian stations that

the worst and most continuous type of disturbance (apart from local

thunder storms) occurs on calm nights when the sky is blue and starry.

As a contrast to the prevalence of strays during convective weather

may be instanced the fact, reported by Lieut. E. R. Macpherson from

Sierra Leone, that a very dry wind which blows periodically for several

days on the West Coast of Africa causes an almost complete cessation of

strays immediately it starts and allows of their resumption immediately

it stops. On the other hand, the monsoon period on the same coast is

one marked by great X storms.

Correlation of Records at Distant Stations.

The daily records of strays received at the above-mentioned stations

in Malta and Sierra Leone have been examined carefully for the period

August 1914 to May 1915 inclusive. This period has been treated in

four sections of two and a half months each. It will be sufficient to

give the following figures, which

2 A.M., Greenwich mean time:—
refer to the night hours 10 p.m. to

M. indicates Malta, S. L. indicates Siena Leone.

Mean M. . . .

Probable error

Mean S. L.

Probable error

Standard Deviation, M
„ ,, S. L.

Correlation Coefficient

Probable error

Graphic Records.

Many observers have made for the Committee precise observations

of individual strays by making, on lines graduated to represent time,

marks corresponding to each stray as heard in the telephones, the zero

of time being fixed by aid of radiotelegraphic time signals within range of

the obsei-ver. Comparison of the records made in the British Isles has

shown that on an average night many of tlie strong strays are heard by

all the observers, and on days free fi'om X storms the same remark

applies. Coincidences have also been noticed between pairs of American

stations not too widely separated. The analysis for very distant

stations has not yet been carried out except for a veiy few in Europe.

For example, in the month of June 1914, coincidences have been traced

in the strays heard at Southampton and Dresden, Gibraltar and Dresden,
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Guildford and Malta. A proper investigation of the meteorological

conditions accompanying or determining the periods when strays are

heard simultaneously at places very wide apart has not yet been made.

Auroral Displays and Strays.

By the kindness of General Geo. P. Scriven, Chief Signal

Officer of the United States Army, the Committee have been able to

obtain reports from Officers in the Wireless Telegraph stations of

Alaska concerning the presence or absence of any connection between
auroral displays and disturbances due to natural electric waves or

atmospheric discharges. At six stations special observations have been

made during the later months of the past winter. Various types of

aurora were watched, but nearly all the observers reported that the

appearance or disappearance of auroras caused no unusual disturbances.

The best months for such observations in Alaska would, it is stated, be

October and November. The systematic work had not then been

started, but one telegraphist reports that during this period of more
brilliant display the only thing noticed in the radiotelegraphic apparatus

was a trifle more electrical disturbance than occurred when there was
no aurora.

The 27-day Period of Magnetic Variations.

Such of the radiotelegraphic records as were suitable for the purpose
have been analysed with a view to detecting a 27-day period in the
cases : days with many strays, nights with many strays, nights with
few strays. No trace of this period or of any nearly equal period has as

yet been found, but the matter cannot be regarded as settled till more
numerous and more continuous records are available.

The Committee desire to express their coi'dial thanks for the help
extended to them by the Government Departments, companies, and
private individuals named below. The list refers to those whose co-
operation has been of importance in the matters described in the preced-
ing pages, and does not include the names of those who have helped in
other investigations. The assistance of the latter will be duly acknow-
ledged in future Reports.

The British Admiralty and Post Office; the Colonial Office; the
Governments of AustraHa, Canada, and New Zealand; the War Depart-
ment and the Navy Department of the United States of America; and
the Telegraph Department of the Dutch East Indies: the Marconi
Companies in England, Canada, and the United States and the Marconi
International Marine Communication Company; the Eastern Telegraph,
Eastern Extension, and African Direct Telegraph Companies ; H. Bark-
hausen, W. G. Cady, E. T. Cottingham, D. O. Davies, E. H. Dixon,
E. D. Evens, J. P. Pennelly, A. Gorham, P. Kilbitz, J. R. Lamming,
ti: ^. Lomas, P. A. Love, E. R. Macpherson, T. J. Matthews, W. E.
Nicoll, P. E. Norns, R. Ricci, D. Rintoul, C. Ross, A. Hoyt Taylor.
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Establishing a Solar Observatory in Australia.—Report of the

Committee, consisting of Professor H. H. Turner (Chair-

man), Professor W. G. Duffield (Secretunj), Kev. A. L.

CORTIE, Sir F. W. Dyson, and Professors A. S, Eddington,

H. F. Newall, J. W. Nicholson, and A. Schuster,

(Dratcn up by the Secretary.)

The visit of the British Association to Austraha was made the occasion

for further representations to the Commonwealth Government of the

urgency of Austraha's co-operation in the work of solar observation.

The previous report of the Committee contained the official announce-

ment from the Commonwealth Government that in the scheme for the

organisation of services in connection with the Seat of Government at

Canberra provision had been made for the study of Solar Physics. The
Prime Minister received a deputation of members of the Committee

upon matters relating to the institution of this work in the Common-
wealth.

Professor Orme Mas son, in introducing the deputation, referred to

the world-wide interest taken in the movement to establish a Solar

Observatory in Australia, and to the fact that so many British

asti'onomers had joined the party to Australia in spite of the counter-

attractions of a total solar eclipse in another part of the world.

The Astronomer Eoyal said that he had, with others, urged upon
Mr. Batchelor the importance of sun work in Australia where suitable

facilities existed for its study apart from other astronomical questions.

Australia was most favourably situated geographically; he hoped that

the visiting astronomers would be able to leave Australia with the

assurance that, as soon as the war was over, the Observatory would

be a going concern.

Professor Turner stated that one of the prime factors in determining

his acceptance of the Commonwealth's invitation to visit Australia

was the prospect of assisting in founding a Solar Observatory in that

country ; he stated that, though a promise of an observing station in

New Zealand had been made, solar radiation could not be undertaken

there, and, further, there was urgent need for solar physics investiga-

tions to be made further north. They had been regarding the sun too

long as a permanent source of light and heat ; all the tendencies of

modern science went to show the opposite—that it presented variations,

an inquiry into which might be of immense value to agriculture. Dis-

cussions with his astronomical colleagues had been embarrassed by the

war, which had made it seem doubtful whether it was the right moment
to ask anybody for anything at all ; but while it was obvious that

immediate action might be impossible, it seemed undesii'able to lose the

opportunity of putting on record the views of visiting astronomers and
tlieir enthusiasm for this great project. He hoped that the present

observatories in Australia would not be disturbed.
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Professor Abbot said that prior to ten years ago no knowledge

existed of the energy of the sun, or of the intensity of its radiation.

Its variation ranged to as high as 5 and 10 per cent. Solar observa-

tories had been established in California and Algeria, and they should be

muhlphed in different parts of the globe. In Austraha there was a

clear, unvarying transparency in the air which was particularly adapt-

able. It was hoped that the work would be extended to South America,
Africa, and India. The approximate cost of installing radiation appara-

tus at the Australian statioii was 2,000L, and the maintenance about

1,300L a year.

Sir Oliver Lodge urged that if the work was to be attacked in

Austraha it should be done thoroughly, and emphasised the desirability

of associating laboratory work with that of solar observation. The
British Association for the Advancement of Science had for many years

strongly supported the institution of solar research in Australia, and it

was a matter of great satisfaction that there was now a prospect of the

fulfilment of the international scheme.

Professor Duffield outlined the support already accorded by the

Commonwealth towards the scheme for the institution of solar work in

Australia, referring in particular to the support given by Mr. Mahon and
Mr. Deakin, the latter of whom in 1909 offered 1,500?. per annum
towards this institution if the equipment were forthcoming from other

sources. The Commonwealth had subsequently accepted the telescope

offered by Mr. Oddie, of Ballarat, and the Farnham telescope. Tire

former had been installed at Canberra and the latter had now been
brought to Australia, and, on receiving the assurance that the Govern-
ment intended to proceed with the project at an early date, the instru-

ment would be handed over to the Commonwealth.
A sum of money amounting to upwards of 1,500Z. had been sub-

scribed towards the purchase of other apparatus for the Solar Observa-
tory; this had been offered to the Commonwealth, but for some reason
had not been accepted. Should there be any disposition on the part
of the Commonwealth to undertake to make use of this apparatus, the
offer of it would be repeated. He did not believe that the institution of
a Solar Observatory in New Zealand should deter the Commonwealth
Government from undertaking this work, since both institutions were
required.

The Hon. Alfred Deakin (late Prime Minister of Australia) stated
that he was in sympathy with the objects of the deputation. When
the matter was brought before him on a previous occasion he had
supported it, as other speakers had stated. He was not sure what the
Prime Minister would feel should be done in view of the situation

created by the war, but trusted that all that was possible would be
done to further this scheme.

Mr. Joseph Cook (the Prime Minister), in reply, said that he would
like to accede to the wishes of the deputation at once ; it appeared to
him that the matter was one desei-ving of attention, and if times were
normal he would not hesitate to have a sum placed upon the Estimates
for the establishment and upkeep of such an institution. It had been
part of the pohcy of the Government to consider whether they could do
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away with the State observatories and combine them all in one central

observatory for Australia ; he would like to hear the reasons why that

should not be done. Present war obligations precluded voting large

amounts; he would see, however, how far the matter could be carried,

and would promise that one of the last things to be set aside on the

score of economy would be the suggestion made by the deputation.

In addition to the speakers, Professors E. "W. Brown, A. S. Edding-

ton, and J. W. Nicholson supported the deputation, and Mr. Baracchi,

Government Astronomer for Victoria, wrote a letter strongly emphasis-

ing the need for solar research in the Commonwealth, and expressing

the opinion from personal observation that Canberra would prove a

suitable site.

The Secretary of the Committee was subsequently invited to discuss

the matter with the Prime Minister, with the result that estimates were
drawn up for making a beginning of the institution. These and the offer

of apparatus mentioned at the deputation were the subject of discussion

at a Cabinet meeting, the outcome of which was the following letter:—

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA.
•

Prime Minister.

Melbourne, Aug. 20, 1914.

Dear Sir,—With reference to our interview relative to the question

of establishing a Solar Observatory and to the offer made by you to

hand over immediately to the Commonwealth one Farnham 6-inch tele-

scope—the Commonwealth paying freight and packing charges—also

later on to present to the Commonwealth one spectroheliograph and one
pyrheliometer, both of which have yet to be purchased with funds
collected and in your charge, I desire to inform you that the Commons-
wealth Government has much pleasure in accepting the instruments so

kindly offered, and appreciates the public spirit of the donors. No
guarantee, however, can be given when a Solar Observatory will be
established beyond saying that when times are more favourable the

instruments will be erected in an appropriate building and observations

conducted. Meanwhile the instruments will be carefully housed and
looked after.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) Joseph Cook.
Professor W. G. Duffield, D.Sc, Sydney.

Upon receipt of this letter Professor Duffield handed over to the

Commonwealth the Farnham telescope, which had been offered in 1908
by the late Mr. W. E. Wilson on behalf of the trustees of the late Lord
Farnham. The telescope has been temporarily housed at the Melbourne
Observatory by the Commonwealth authorities.

Subsequent to Mr. Cook's relinquishing office the present Govern-
ment, under Mr. Fisher, has taken over the obligations entered into by
Mr. Cook and Mr. Deakin, and has defrayed the cost of freight, package,
and repair of the Farnham telescope, and also has made provision for

an Evershed spectroscopic attachment, amounting in all to 1001.

Other activities by members of the Committee were displayed by a
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discussion following upon the reading of tlie last Eeport of the Com-

mittee in Melbourne, which was reported in the Australian papers ; and

by a vigorous reply to a newspaper criticism by the Chairman. The

Committee also wishes to draw attention to the valuable report upon the

site of the Observatory at Canberra written by Mr. Baracchi, of which a

brief account was read to the Association in Melbourne.

Though the war will necessarily delay the institution of the Solar

Observatory at Canberra, the Committee trusts that its efforts have

met with a measure of success.

Determination of Gravity at Sea.—Interim Report of the Com-

mittee, consisting of Professor A. E. H. Love {Chairman),

Professor W. Gr. Duffield (Secretary), Mr. T. W.
Chaundy, Sir F. W. Dyson, Professor A. S. Eddington,

and Professor H. H. Turner. (Drawn up by the Secretary.)

It was decided by the Committee of Section A that advantage should

if possible be taken of the voyage to Australia for the 1914 Meeting

of the British Association to undertake a series of observations upon

the determination of the value of gravity over the ocean. The main

object of the research was to test the compensation theory, or theory

of the isostatic layer, in regard to the distribution of matter in the

superficial portions of the earth. The Secretary to the Committee

undertook to make an attempt to solve the problem, and upon the

advice of the Chairman wrote to Professor Hecker, who had previously

undertaken some important researches in this respect.

Professor Hecker advised that six months' preparation would be

insuflicient to enable an experimenter to accumulate the apparatus and

become au fait with the technique of the method which he had em-

ployed in 1901 and 1904

—

i.e., the comparison of a mercurial barometer

with a boiling-point apparatus for determining the atmospheric pres-

sure. But after consultation with Professor Helmert he invited the

Secretary to test a new piece of apparatus which he had had constructed

for the determination of gravity at sea, and which he had not previously

had the opportunity of testing. This depends upon balancing a column
of mercury against air enclosed in a vessel and maintained at a con-

stant temperature. The Secretary regretfully accepted Professor

Hecker 's dictum concerning the undesirability of attempting to repeat

the experiments by the boiling-point method, but gratefully accepted

his offer of the opportunity to test the new piece of apparatus. A feature

of the new method being the constancy of the temperature of the air

reservoir, it was necessary to carry out the experiments in the refrigera-

tor of a vessel. The Secretary was fortunate in obtaining the permis-

sion of Messrs. Alfred Holt & Co., of the Holt Line of steamships, to

make use of the refrigerator on board the Steamship Ascanius, which

was sailing from Liverpool on June 22, 1914. By invitation, he in-

spected the refrigerating chambers on a sister ship, as the Ascanius
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was then in foreign parts, and Messrs. Holt, who accompanied him,

offered very kindly to mstaU a special chamber upon the dscataus im-

mediately upon her return to home waters, for the purpose of these

experiments. This generous offer was accepted and a cliamber built

which was capable of separate temperature regulation and htted with

certain necessary conveniences for the research. Lt is not proposed, in

the interim Keport, to describe this laboratory—that is reserved for

the main Eeport, which, it is hoped, will be completed shortly.

In order to gain a first-hand knowledge of the method of using

Hecker's apparatus, it was decided that the Secretary should visit

Professor Hecker's laboratory in Strassburg as soon as the necessary

cahbration of thermometers and general overhauhng of the apparatus

had been accomplished. Unfortunately this took longer than was

expected, as four new thermometers had to be made, and Professor

Hecker was not able to wire that all was ready until three weeks before

the date of sailing. After five days with Professor Hecker the Secretary

returned to England, bringing with him the barometers and ther-

mometers and leaving five cases to be despatched direct to the Ascanius.

The glass parts were safely conveyed by hand to Beading, and subse-

quently to the ship in Liverpool. It was extremely unfortunate for

the success of the experiment that there was no time for assembhng

and testing the apparatus before the ship sailed. Although Messrs. Holt

placed their joiner and two carpenters at the continuous disposal of the

experimenter for three days before the ship sailed, and though Dr.

Sadler had come from Reading to assist in this work, it was not found

possible to get the apparatus installed and the final adjustments made

before the ship sailed. At first the variations in the temperature of the

special chamber afforded some trouble, but, thanks to the kind collabora-

tion of Captain Chrimes and the chief engineer, Mr. Douglas, it was

arranged with the refrigerating engineer, Mr. Latham, that the tempera-

ture of the chamber should be adjusted at intervals of about twenty

minutes during the day-time and one-hour intervals during the night.

The results of this frequent adjustment will be shown in the final Report.

It does credit to Mr. Latham's devoted attention. The Committee

records its appreciation of their services to the captain and engineers of

the Ascanius and to Messrs. Alfred Holt for having placed all then-

resources at the disposal of the experimenter. Unfortunately, Hecker's

apparatus did not prove satisfactory, because it was discovered late in

the voyage that all four barometers had developed leaks. It was hoped

at the time that these leaks had only developed during the rough

weather which preceded their discovery, but subsequent careful ex-

amination of the results has shown, unfortunately without any possible

doubt, that the barometers were never air-tight. This is perhaps not

very surprising considering that each barometer includes six metal to

metal joints, three glass to metal joints, and one glass tap, and that the

strains at sea are very considerable. After a consultation with some

of the members of the British Association on the Ascanius, it

was decided that the only hope of making successful use of Hecker's

apparatus was to coat each barometer with a heavy layer of wax.

During the comparatively calm weather which preceded the ship's

1915. E
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arrival at Fremantle two of the barometers were opened and closed

again, and sealed with all the wax which could be found on the

ship. The remaining two were similarly treated at Fremantle with

paraffin wax purchased at that port. Disappointed at the nugatory

results of these experiments, the Secretary, who had previously made
arrangements to return via Suez, now decided to abandon that route and
to repeat the experiments on the homeward voyage round the Cape of

Good Hope on board the Ascanius, as the captain and engineers ex-

pressed their wiUingness to assist. Unfortunately these arrangements
had also to be abandoned, because, with the arrival at Adelaide, came
the news of the outbreak of war, and the ship was eventually

requisitioned by the Government It was not possible to obtain

permission to return with the troops and to make use of the

refrigerator, so it became necessary to find some other means of

returning with the apparatus. Up to the time of the British Association

meeting in Melbourne the work had been done by Dr. Duffield upon
his own responsibility, but, at that meeting, the Committee was formed
of which this is the Interim Eeport. The Committee expressed its hope
that if possible the experiments should be carried out on the return

journey, so after numerous inquiries and interviews with shipping

authorities the Secretary was given permission to install his apparatus
in the refrigerator of the E.M.S. Morea. The Committee is indebted

to the Superintendent of the P. and 0. Company in Sydney for en-

couraging this research, and to the purser of the Morea (Mr. Owen
Jones), but it was the goodwill and the assistance which the ship's

butcher and his mate gave on the voyage which rendered it possible

under very adverse conditions to take advantage of the permission which
had been given and to make an attempt to carry out this research upon
the homeward voyage.

In the first place it was necessary to construct a laboratory in the
depths of the ship's refrigerator (which was approached by three nearly
vertical ladders). This was accomplished by the ship's carpenters
through the courtesy of the Chief Ofiicer ; the wiring for the electric fan
and lights was carried out by the Electrical Engineers of the ship. The
next care was the packing up and removal of the apparatus fi-om the
refrigerator of the Ascanius and its conveyance to the Morea. The
breakables were carried by hand and the heavier parts by carrier. The
whole operation lasted one week, and the transference was successfully
accomplished. The barometers were unsealed, opened, closed, and re-

sealed and heavily coated with wax in Sydney harbour. During the
homeward voyage, as during the outward one, observations were made
on an average three times a day, and the films were developed on the
voyage. Unfortunately, the same facilities for controlling the tem-
perature were not available on the Morea, and on some occasions the
fluctuations were very remarkable. Another disadvantage, as far as
this experiment was concerned, was the vibration, which threw the
surface of the mercury into a constant state of agitation and which could
not effectively be damped; nevertheless, observations usually of an
hour's duration were carried out three times a day during the whole
voyage. It was regarded as unfortunate that the experiments could not
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is one of the many researches which have suffered on account of the
favourable conditions as attended their conduct on the Ascanius. This
is one of tlie many researches wliich liave suffered on account of the
war.

In addition to the main Hne of attack it was considered of interest to

repeat a method wliich had been used in 1866, when the readings of mer-
cui-ial and aneroid barometers were compared. Mr. Whipple, of the
Meteorological Office, has described the aneroid which the Cambridge
Scientific Instrument Co. kindly lent the experimenter for this occasion
(vide ' Journal Eoyal Meteorological Society ') and the Meteorological
Office kindly lent a dial mercurial instrument. A criticism of this

method will appear in the main Eeport. Messrs. Cossor constructed to

the design of the Secretary a third piece of apparatus in which, as in

Hecker's method, a column of mercury was balanced by the pressure

of air in a reservoir, but it was arranged that the volume of air could be
kept constant by introducing into or removing from the vertical column
a quantity of mercury whose volume could be measured. In spite of the
efforts of the Secretary and of Dr. Sadler, whose assistance in installing

the apparatus in the refrigerator laboratory is very gratefully recorded,

it was not found possible to get this last piece of apparatus into working
order before the ship sailed; during the voyage this was accomplished,

but the working loose of a glass tap, though bound with an india-rubber

band, let air into it, causing the glass to break. Experimenters with
glass apparatus may be warned that on hoard ship the constant vibra-

tion imposes conditions foreign to those pertaining to their laboratories

ashore. Through the courtesy of Professor Kerr Grant, of the Adelaide

University, the workshop of the Physical Laboratory of that institution

was placed at the disposal of the Secretary for the repair of the

apparatus, but in spite of the efforts of Mr. Eogers, the head of the

workshop department, whose skill as a glassblower enabled him to

reconstruct the apparatus, it was not found possible to get it adjusted

before the time came to re-embark upon the homeward voyage.

In conclusion, it is to be feared that results capable of determining

the fluctuations of gravity over a large surface of the globe have not

been obtained. The most that can be hoped for is that local variations,

such as obtain when one passes from deep water into a shallow

harbour, may have been at favourable times determined. It cannot,

however, be doubted that the experience gained of the different kinds

of apparatus, and of the various errors to which they are liable, will be
of service in some attack upon the problem which it is hoped that the

Committee will undertake in the near future.

p. 2
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Seismological Investigations.—Twentieth Report of the Gom-
mittee, consisting of Professor H. H. Turner {Chairman),

Professor J. Perry (Secretary), Mr. C. Vernon Boys,

Mr. Horace Darwin, Mr. C. Davison, Sir F. W. Dyson,

Dr. E. T. Glazebrook, Mr. M. H. Gray, Professor J.

W. JuDD, Professor C. G. Knott, Sir J. Larmor, Professor

E. Meldola, Mr. W. E. Plummer, Professor E. A. Sampson,
Professor A. Schuster, Mr. J. J. Shaw, Sir Napier
Shaw, and Dr. G. M^. Walker.

[Plates I., II., III., IV.]
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I. General Notes, Stations, and Registers.

The Committee asks to be reappointed with a grant of 60L in addition
to the annual grant of lOOL from the Caird Fund already voted.

The two years which have elapsed since the death of John Milne
provide a sufficient experience for an approximate budget for carrying
on the work he had organised, with such natural developments as are
mentioned below and liad already been initiated by him. The accounts
for one vear stand thxis :

Receipts.

(1) Brit. Assoc. Annual Grant . £60
(2) „ „ Printing . . 70
(3) Gray Fund 40
(4) Royal Society . . . .200
(5) Brit. Assoc. (Caird Fund) . 100

Total .... £470

Expenditure
(A) Salaries

(B) Printing

(C) Rent .

(D) Shide Station .

(E) New machines, &c.

£240
80
20
65
65

£470

On the receipts side the items are arranged in historical order. Item (1

)

dates practically from the appointment of the present Committee (as
the fusion of two former Committees of the Association) in 1895 (Ipswich).
The first grant to the Committee was 80/. Subsequent grants have
fluctuated in amount, but tlie average annual grant in the twenty years
1895-1914 is almost exactly 60?., which has been the uniform grant since
1908. When observing stations had been established over the globe
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and it was desirable to print the information received from them in

circulars for prompt distribution, the Association sanctioned additional

expenditure on the printing of these circulars, which has in recent years

been separately mentioned and has stood at the figure quoted

—

701.

This does not quite cover the cost of the modern bulletins.

Item No. (3) is the annual income from a sum of ],000l. in Canadian

Pacific 4% Stock, presented by Mr. M. H. Gray in aid of Milne's work.

Since some years before Milne's death, the Eoyal Society have pro-

vided, either from the Government Grant Fund or in some other way,

an annual sum of 2001. in aid of the work. They have continued this

grant during the past tvvo years, but are in no way committed to its

future continuance. On Milne's death the Council of the British Associa-

tion decided to make an additional grant of lOOL annually from the

Caird benefaction.

It will be seen that the available income is not only small but some-

what precarious. It is quite insufficient to pay the salary of a competent

Director, which would in itself amount to more than the whole sum
available. Moreover, items (1), (2), and (4) depend on decisions made
from year to year by bodies which are not committed for their future

continuance.

Assuming that continuance for the present, the work can be carried

on as described below with voluntary superintendence.

For completeness it should perhaps be mentioned that a sum of

1,000^. will ultimately be available for seismological work in accordance

with Milne's bequest.

On the expenditure side item (A) chiefly represents the salaries of

three people who carry on the work at Shide, viz., Mr. J. H. Burgess

{1261. a year), who was already working under Milne's direction. He
has a printing business in Newport which claims a portion of his time

;

the rest he has given enthusiastically to seismology. It is practically

owing to him that the continuity of the work remained unbroken by
Milne's death. Mr. S. W. Pring {QOl. a year) is also in business, but spends

his evenings at the Observatory. His interest in the work began through

his knowledge of Russian and other languages, which made his help

valuable in translating seismological documents, especially the important

pamphlets in Russian ; but he has gradually made himself acquainted

with the whole of the work, so that he can take charge of it on occasions

when Mr. Burgess is unavoidably absent. His daughter. Miss K. Pring

{SQL a year), gives practically all her time to the work during the day ;

she is chiefly occupied with the large amount of clerical work involved

in copying the records received on to the cards, arranging the cards for

the bulletins, proof reading, &c.

This leaves 181. out of the 240Z. entered, chiefly travelling expenses

of the present Director, who visits Shide five or six times a year ; the

remainder being paid to a charwoman for cleaning, &c.

Item (B). The ' Shide Circulars,' which simply reproduced the in-

formation received from each station, have been replaced by Bulletins

which analyse the results. Expense has been minimised by printing

only the results for considerable earthquakes, but even then it is difiicult

to avoid exceeding slightly the grant definitely available for printing.

Item (C). The rent for the Observatory was fixed by Mrs. Milne's

trustees, after consideration of the legal aspect of the question. The
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Observatory is annexed to the house in which Mrs. Milne continues to

reside, and the Committee has to acknowledge gratefully her kind occa-

sional attention to Observatory matters. Th-e assistants who work

in the Observatory all live at a distance, and arrangements are sometimes

much facilitated by the help of some one residing on the s-[)ot.

Items (D) and (E) are not readily separable because during the past

two years part of the work at Shide has been to experiment with new
instruments, as described below. Looking backward, item (E) covers

expenditure on three or four new machines ; the first, constructed by
Mr. Shaw at Milne's request and delivered soon after his death, was

satisfactorily ' damped ' but had not sufficient magnification. To get

more magnification, Mr. Shaw preferred to make a new machine rather

than alter the former. Meanwhile, Mr. Burgess, with the kind help of

Mr. A. E. Conrady, devised another t3'pe with optical magnification

(instead of mechanical as in Mr. Shaw's), which is being tried side by
side with the former. Finally, a Milne-Shaw machine has been made
for trial at Eskdalemuir alongside the GaUtzin and Wiechert machines.

Looking forward it is hoped that at least some such sum as item (E) may
be available annually for replacing the existing Milne machines, which

scarcely meet modern requirements. The conditions under which many
of them were estabhshed will be found described in the 1898 Keport

(Bristol), p. 179. The original Shide instruments were provided from the

Government grant ; later an improved twin-boom Milne was provided by
the generosity of Mr. Yarrow; the Victoria (B.C.) instrument from the

British Association grant (Toronto, 1897), which also provided half the

cost of the Mauritius instrument. Other machines were provided by
various Governments, observatories, and individuals, but it seems doubt-

ful how far their aid can be again invoked in this way, at any rate until the

advantages and working of an improved type of instrument have been

demonstrated by a number of good examples.

II. Stations.—Destruction of Instruments at Cocos.

A letter, dated April 1, 1915, from Mr. Walter Judd, Electrician-

in-Chief of the Eastern Extension, Australasia and China Telegraph Com-
pany, informed us that :

' the Seismograph installed at our Cocos Station

was destroyed by the landing party from the Emden last November.'

On April 12 a further letter "from the General Manager communicated
the following telegram from the Company's Manager at Singapore :

' Meteorological insts. destroyed by Emden, Singapore advised 27 March,

Straits Government intend replace.'

Probably the replacement must wait for more peaceful times. The
Cocos installation dates from 1909, and is due to the generosity of the

Company.
Neiu Station at New'port {I. Wiyht).—In recent bulletins it will be

noticed that besides the Shide Station, one at Newport is quoted. This

is the station of Mr. W. H. Bullock, a builder in Newport, who did much
work for Milne, became keenly interested in Seismology on his own account,

and has devised an instrument of his own, with Milne suspension, smoked
paper drum and high magnification. It shows the beginnings of the

various phases very beautifully. At present there is no damping beyond
the friction of the point on the smoked paper, which is effective for small

movements, but not for large. Mr. Bullock is experimenting with electro-
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magnetic damping, and if he is successful it is proposed to order an
instrument from liim for use at Shide. Itwill be especially useful (1) in

showing when there has or has not been an earthquake, for guidance

in changing the paper of the photographic machines, and (2) for showing
to the numerous visitors to Shide the working of a seismograph without
disturbance of the photographic machines. In both respects it will

replace the large ' lamp-post ' machine formerly set up by Milne, but
discontinued as too cumbersome.

Time Signal at Shide.—On the outbreak of war, the wireless apparatus

used for receiving the time signal from the Eiffel Tower was dismounted
in accordance with instructions from the Post Office, and for some months
it was difficult to obtain correct time. In December 1914 a small

transit instrument, lent by the Royal Astronomical Society, was set

up on a disused seismograph pillar near the south window and adjusted

as well as possible with a view restricted to altitudes less than 45°. With
the kind help of a few telephone exchanges from the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich, this sufficed to give clock errors until May" 1915, when the

Post Office permitted the re-erection of the wireless apparatus. From
May 20 this has accordingly been in use again, and has confirmed the
accuracy of the transit determinations. On July 23 a storm blew down
the aerial, but it was re-erected next day.

While the apparatus was dismounted and clock error being found
by the small transit, Mr. J. J. Shaw visited Shide for regulation of his

seismograph, and incidentally compared the Shide clock with his watch,
of which he knew the error and rate. To his surprise a large discrepancy
developed between the two, and it became clear that the watch was at
fault. The cause was traced to the suspension of the watch during the
night, which allowed of its vibrating as a pendulum. Attention was
drawn to this matter by Lord Kelvin many years ago, but the magnitude
of the possible error has scarcely been realised sufficiently. Mr. Shaw
recalled attention to the matter, which is of considerable practical im-
portance, in a short paper to the Royal Astronomical Society (' Mon.
Not.' Ixxv., p. 583).

III. Seismic Activity in 1911, 1912, and 1913.

Milne carried the list of origins to the end of 1910. From the be-
ginning of 1914 the origins of the larger earthquakes have been specified

in the monthly bulletins, at first adopted from the Pulkovo determina-
tions, and later, when it became clear that these could often be profitably
corrected," adopted from special determinations made at Shide. The
corrections are partly due to errors of the tables, estimated approximately
at the end of the last Report, but still under revision. It seemed desirable
to await these corrections to the tables before undertaking the com-
putation of origins for 1911-13

; but these will shortly be commenced.

IV. Distribution of Milne's Epicentre^!, 1899-1910.

In the last Report a map of the world was given on an octahedral
projection, the precise selection of which had been suggested by the
study of the epicentres tabulated by Milne for the years 1899-1910. The
work of plotting the individual epicentres on this map had not then been
completed. When complete (as shown in the acompanying illustra-

tion) it showed that the root-idea of the map did not fit the facts in its
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original form. The edges of the eight triangles form three great circles

at right angles, and it was expected that the epicentres would cluster

about these edges. But only one of these great circles, GKECA, fulfils

this expectation. Of a second, LKFCD, it was already remarked in

the last Report that it was not at present a conspicuous line of earthquake
activity, but that the geographical features characterising it (the Red
Sea, Italy, the Alps, the American Lakes, California) suggested such

activity in the past.

The principal change required by the hypothesis as stated in the

last Report concerns the third great circle, which is formed by EF and
the boundaries of the map. For this we must clearly substitute a great

circle LFW, with ZD, which falls midway between the two now discarded.

This makes the general hypothesis really simpler than before, substituting

two circles, still at right angles, for the three formerly suggested, and
retaining many of the important features of symmetry. The two circles

retained have been indicated by a triplet of lines. (A thick line would
have obscured some of the epicentre dots.)

The third circle cutting both these at right angles would be along

DF, then F to the South Pole, and South Pole to L. There is something
to be said for including this in the system, but it does not account for

much that is not already accounted for by the other two, so that for the

present we may omit it.

We could, of course, suit the great majoritv of epicentres better by
drawing, instead of FL, some line nearer to E ; and, instead of FW,
some line nearer to C. This means leaving the great circle and sub-

stituting some small circle. ' Libbey's Circle,' which was drawn by
Milne on the earthquake maps in the Reports for 1903-1909, is approxi-

mately a small circle parallel to WFL, at about 20° from it, and would
suit the facts very well. But the elementary simplicity of the hypo-
thesis is then lost, and it seems preferable to retain the simple form above
indicated for comparison with future facts ; and perhaps even with a

revised version of the facts already used, for the determinations repre-

sented on the diagram are of different values—in some cases well estab-

lished, in others very uncertain.

V. Improvements of the Milne Seismograph.

Section IV. of the last Report is devoted to a discussion of the times
recorded by different seismographs for the beginning of P and S. It

is shown that while the probable error of the Milne instrument is dis-

tinctly greater than that of modern instruments, the favourable geo-

graphical distribution of these pioneer seismographs renders them still

capable of giving valuable information. At the same time it is clear

that the time has arrived when it is desirable to give the Milne seismo-

graphs

(a) a higher magnification
;

(b) some form of damping.

The former consideration is put first because seismology is at present
very definitely concerned with the determination of the times of arrival

of P and S. Not only do the tables for these times of arrival require
corrections, but it seems probable that the phenomena themselves are
not always rightly identified. It was pointed out that at distances from
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the origin exceeding 90°, PR is often reckoned as P ; and it seems at

least possible (see Section X.) that some hitherto unrecognised phenomenon
is sometimes mistaken for S. This was foreshadowed in the last Report
from the fact that, though the magnitude of S is usually much greater

than that of P, so that its identification might be presumed to be much
easier on the whole, nevertheless the probable error of the observed time

of arrival of S is considerably greater than that of P. If some other

phenomenon is liable to be mistaken for S, this larger probable error is

easily explained. Briefly, the proper interpretation of the seismograph

trace is essentially dependent on a proper identification of the times of

arrival of P and S ; so that for the present attention may be profitably

concentrated on this problem. It is important to increase the magnifica-

tion considerably, because the waves of P are particularly small and
difficult to pick up ; further, it becomes necessary to provide such magnifi-

cation that these small movements shall not be blotted out when damped.
The importance of damping is second only to magnification, for probably

much of the uncertainty in reading S is due to the inability of free pen-

dulums to record the change in character of the ground movement in this

phase.

As remarked above, two new forms of the Milne pendulum have been
constructed for trial by Mr. J. J. Shaw and Mr. J. H. Burgess, and brief

notes on the details are given in the next two sections.

VI. The Milne-Shatv Seistnograph.

{Note hy Mr. J. J. Shaw.)

This is a new type of seismograph with high magnification, combined
with absolute damping. The magnification is approximately forty

times greater than the standard Milne.

It is an established fact that only fully damped machines give any
approximation to a true record of the ground movement ; moreover,
with damping, the various phases, P, Pe, S, Sr, and Max, are much more
readily determined ; this will be realised by comparing the undamped
records with those of the Milne-Shaw for Nov. 24, 1914, illustrated on
Plate II.

The Milne-Shaw gives a record strictly comparable with that of a
Galitzin,* but with this distinction, that the latter depends upon and gives

a measure of the velocity, whereas the former gives a direct measure of

the amplitude of the ground movement, and does not involve the use
of a galvanometer.

The general principle of the apparatus is to multiply the movements
of a short damped boom by reflecting a beam of light by means of a pivoted
lens of half a metre focal length.

The boom (16 inches long) carries a mass of 1 lb., together with a
damping vane which moves in a strong magnetic field, and brings the
boom to rest after each excursion.

The outer end of boom is coupled to an iridium pivoted miiTor, which
it rotates in an agate setting ; by this means 300 midtiplications of the

ground movements are obtained. The definition in the trace is a special

feature in this machine. The source of light illuminates a vertical

cylindrical lens, and the image created is reflected and refocussed by
the pivoted reflecting lens on to a second cylindrical lens placed hori-

* Compare illustrations Plate II. and page 70.
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zontally, whicli again refocusses the light into a small intense point.

This point falls midway upon a slit -003 in. wide and only the middle
portion is permitted to pass to the film, which is in immediate contact

with this slit. Perfect definition is produced in this way, with the result

that waves of not more than two or three seconds period are shown quite

distinctly on paper moving only 8 mm. per minute, thereby securing

both high efficiency and economy.
Special calibrating and adjusting devices were necessary with such

high magnification. This has received special attention, and tilts of 1/100
of a second of arc can be applied and registered by a beam of light on a

distant calibrating scale. AH such operations are performed at a distance

from the column, the motion being transmitted by a long flexible cable,

so that the inovements of the observer shall not enter into the amplitude
shown in the trace.

VII. The Milne-Burgess Seismograph.

{Note by Mr. J. H. Burgess.)

The Milne-Burgcss machine is a modification of the Milne horizontal

pendulum, the chief differences being a magnifica,tion of 100, about 75
per cent, of artificial damping, and an increased rate of travel.

The registration is photographic. A collimator with a 2 in. objective

and 21 in. focus is mounted to produce a real image of an illuminated

glass rod 1 mm. tliick at a distance of 10 ft. from the object glass. The
illuminated line is reflected by means of a piece of sextant mirror attached
to the boom just behind the balanced weights through a hole in the wall

on to a recording box in another room. In front of the drum a plano-

convex cylindrical lens of J in. focus is fixed. Behind this lens is a fine

horizontal slit, and in this way the reflected line of light is brought to a
focus on the recording drum. The drum has a circumference of 40 in.

by 6 in. wide, and travels at the rate of 480 mm. per hour. Accurate
time-marks are put on the trace every minute by an electric shutter

operated by the Observatory clock.

The boom has balanced weights and is artificially damped by means
of a copper plate attached to the end of the pendulum which moves between
four magnets as shown in the sketch. The induced currents produced
when the plate moves retards the motion, and in this way about 75 per
9ent. of damping is introduced. By the employment of stronger magnets
'periodicity could be obtained.

VIII. Diurnal Wanderings of the Traces.

The introduction of a high magnification has brought with it an
inconvenience in the unsteadiness of the trace. The trace at Bidston,
which with the Milne instrument was a series of smooth lines at equal
intervals on tlie paper, became at once, with the Milne-Shaw, a series

of rippling lines crowded in two places and wide in between, the unequal
spacing being obviously due to tidal action, and the ripples, the period
of which is of the order of 10 sec, being such as appear to disturb all

highly magnified traces. At Bidston these ripples appear definitely

to ])e due to wind ; at any rate on a windy day they are largely increased,
as will be seen from the portion of the trace for Dec. 4, 1914, given in
the ilhistration. The gusts on tliis day went up to eighty miles an hour.
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The diurnal wandering at Bidston is small—miicli less conspicuous

than the tidal or semi-diurnal. At Shide, as described more fully below,

the semi-diurnal change is scarcely noticeable, while the diurnal is large

and is related to temperature. In view of the investigation which follows,

inquiry was made of Mr. Plummer as to what the temperature conditions

were. He kindly installed a thermograph and sent the trace for two

days, July 31 and August 1, 1915, which showed that the diurnal varia-

tion was on one day less than 1° F. and on the next about 1°.5, the

external range on the first day being 8° and on the second 14°. If this

may be interpreted to mean that the whole chamber is well shielded

from the effects of external temperature, the absence of a marked diurnal

effect is explained.

At Shide the Milne -Shaw and Milne-Burgess instruments are side

by side on separate piers. Their booms are in opposite directions, and

when the lines on one are crowded together those on the other are wiclely

separated. There is no conspicuous tidal or semi-diurnal inequality,

but there is a very large diurnal inequality, which, though far from con-

stant in its action, usually crowds together the M.-B. trace and expands

the M.-S., so that it is apt to run off the drum and be lost. It will be neces-

sary to introduce some modification to meet this disability ; and, in order

to investigate its character and possibly to trace its cause, a number

of corresponding traces in March 1915 were measured. The quantities

tabulated in Table II. below are the measures corrected for the known
travel of the drum, so as to represent displacements of the trace from

its normal position. The reading at 11 a.m. is adopted as the zero, the

paper usually being changed at about 10 a.m.

The numerical sums of the displacements are given at the feet of the

columns, as a very rough indication of the relative sensitiveness of the

instruments. The totals are 3,338 for the Milne-Shaw and 1,268 for

the Milne-Burgess, which are approximately in the ratio of the magnifica-

tions, viz., 300 and 100. But we shall find that this ratio is not repro-

duced in the systematic wanderings.

Table II.

Displacements of Trace, in Units of O'Ol in.
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We may now form tlie first liarmonics for these sets of twelve readings,
which are as follows :

—

Table III.

1

i
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Mr. Shaw specially designed his instrument (with a thin metal cover,

&c.) so that it might take up the temperature quickly supports this

view. But the magnitude of the lag in M.-B., viz. 6 hours, is somewhat
surprising, and to test its reality the numbers of Table II. were treated

in a different way. Subtracting each constituent from that which follows

it, we get the movements for each two hours, and can study the corre-

spondence. It wall be convenient to reverse M.-B. for this purpose.
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measured with care and discussed at length, but a brief summary will

suifice here :

May 4-10. The mean temperature first rose and then fell. But

it will be convenient to consider first the mean diurnal inequality which

came out in degrees Fahrenheit,

l°-4 cos (9

h.

20-8)

6 being expressed in hours. The late hour for the maximum, nearly

9 o'clock in the evening, raises hopes that we may be able to separate

the effects of internal and external temperature. The first harmonics

for the two machines were

mm. h.

Milne-Shaw 24-2 cos (6 - 180)
Milne-Burgess 5-6 cos (0 — 20-3)

The former measures and coejficients were inadvertently expressed

in units of 0-01 in. ; converted into mm., the former mean values are

16-8 and 3-8. These are smaller than the 24-2 and .5-6 now found, but

the ratios, 44 and 43, are very nearly the same.

The phases, however, do not differ by nearly so large an amount.

M.-B. follows M.-S. by 2-3 h. only instead of by 6 h. as found in Table V.

It will be seen, moreover, that while the maximum of M. B. falls near

that of the thermograph, M.-S. precedes the thermograph by a large

interval—nearly 3 hours. Now, if the disturbance of the instruments

is due to some temperature effect outside the Observatory—tilt in the

vallev, for instance—the time of maximum would be different from that

of the thermograph. For instance, if it depended on the Sun's altitude,

the maximum should fall at noon. If the effect is a composite one, the

maximum would fall somewhere between noon and 20-8 h. (internal

maximum), as it does in fact. We have thus a presumption of a com-

posite character.

The presumption is strengthened by the magnitude of the coefficients
;

—1° of temperature corresponds to 4-0 mm. for M.-B. and actually 17-7 mm.
for M.-S. It seems unlikely that these movements, especially the

latter, can be due directly to the 1° change in internal temperature. It

seems much more likely that they are due to the miich larger external

changes, of which the 1° internal change is only a fraction.

Further evidence in this direction is afforded by the changes of the

mean from day to day, which can be formed when the diurnal change

is eliminated. These were formed for every available day in the two

periods May 4-10 and May 31-June 12, and it will sufi&ce to give the

mean results :

No. of Days
in Group

4

3

5
4
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Under the lieadin,2; ' Calculated ' are given tlie daily travels for the

temperature change calculated with the coefficients 111 mm. and 4-0 mm.
for 1° as found above from the diurnal inequalities. The M.-B. machine

shows only about half the calculated travel ; the M.-S. machine no sensible

travel at " all. It should be mentioned that the zero of the latter is

adjusted every morning, but this does not affect the above figures, which

are deduced (partly by estimation) from the undisturbed daily traces.

A test experiment "was made on .July 29 as follows :

At 10 a.m. a stove was lit in the Observatory in order to cause a

rapid rise of temperature.

At 12.30 p m. the stove was removed and a large block of ice was

introduced in order to caiise a sudden fall.

65

60'

55

SCALE
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MM
100

50
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200

300

NOON I5-0 140 I5'0 160 170

Temperature Experiment at Shide, July 29, 191-5.

The readings of the thermograph and the corresponding wanderings
of the two machines are shown in the diagram. It will be seen :

—

(a) That neither machine responds to the rise of temperature in any-
thing like the degree suggested by the diurnal coefficients. The total

rise of temperature is over 10°, and we should expect deflections of 177 mm.
and 40 mm. respectively ; instead of which we get about 19 mm. and
11 mm.
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(6) The Milne-Shaw begins to fall about 15 minutes after the thermo-

graph, and falls pretty rapidly ; the fall had not stopped when the

observations were closured, and it is clear that the coefficient deduced
from the fall would be greater than that found from the rise.

(c) The disturbance of the Milne-Burgess machine is much more
complex. There are waves on the rise, and the main maximum which
follows that of temperature by nearly an hour is followed by another

1^ hour later, and again another at 4-|- hours after the temperature
maximum. There may be others later still. A reasonable explanation

is that the warmth reaches different parts of the instrument at different

times, the separate parts producing separate maxima. This would fully

account for the curious discrepancy between the former results, and the

large range of values for the interval between M.-B. and M.-S. We have
only to suppose that sometimes one part of the instrument is pre-

dominantly affected and sometimes another.

The main conclusion is that internal temperature can only be re-

sponsible for a part, and probably only a small part, of the diurnal de-

flections of the instruments. The main cause seems to be external,

and is probably the daily opening and shutting of the valley to which
Milne drew attention many years ago.

Before leaving these deflections, a word or two may be said as to the

tidal effects, so conspicuous on the Milne-Shaw machine at Bidston, but
almost hidden by the temperature effects at Shide. Some trouble was
taken to disentangle them, and it was found that the lunar tide could
be identified by means of the progressive phase. For the Milne-Burgess
instrument the coefficient was about 1 mm. ; but it is mixed up with
temperature effects which may vary widely in character. The tidal

coefficient for the Milne-Shaw instrument at Shide is not very much
larger than 1 mm.—perhaps 2 mm. at most. But the material available

at the time of the discussion was not large and further investigation is

desirable.

Finally, some particulars may be given as to the deflections at other
stations, where the simple Milne instruments are in use. The magnifica-
tion being small, the disturbance of the trace by either temperature or

tide is not noticeable to a casual glance ; but if careful measures are

made of the travel at every 2 hours (or 4 hours in some cases) through-
out the day, the general nature of the movements can be detected.

Such information may be of value in arranging for the setting up of

instruments of higher magnification.

The diurnal changes were deduced from the means for all the days
measured ; as also the semi-diurnal changes.

As regards the lunar tide, the simplest way of detecting it is to form
the differences between readings for 2 days separated by any con-
venient interval from 4 days to 11 days ; for in TJ days the lunar semi-
diurnal tide reverses itself, maxima falling on the former minima. We
thus get twice the effect by the subtraction. If the interval of 7 or 8
days is not available, the factor will not be so large as 2, but is easily
calculated from the relation

Cos {6— a) -cos {0 + a) = 2 sin a sin 0.

For 7* days, a = 90°
; for 4 days, a = 4 X 9077-| = 48°.
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The effect of insects on a seismograph at St. Helena. This continued for ten days.
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but will serve to give an idea of the magnitude of the quantities

involved.

Station
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wings have been singed in the lamp, and which has fallen down the light

aperture and become wedged between the slit plate and the floating vane
on the boom. In either case the decrement curve and standard deflection

will show considerable deterioration.

A piece of glass over the light aperture is a partial remedy ; but more
effectual is the addition of about 2 lb. of naphthalene (CioHs) well distri-

buted throughout the cases.

Herewith are given illustrations of first-order trouble from St. Helena
and spider trouble from Bidston. The Bidston apparatus is a fully

damped Milne-Shaw type and has no decrement curve, but the standard
deflection fell from 27 mm. to 9 mm. as a result of the webbing of this

spider.

X. The Identification of S : Suggestion of a Neiv Phenomenon Y.

As shown in the last Keport, there are accidental deviations of

observation of Sfrom the times assigned l)y the tables. The mean of the
errors discussed is (+0.73 minutes or) +44 sec. for S, and (±0.31 minutes
or) ±19 sec. for P. This is the more remarkable since the amplitude
of S is usually much greater than that of P, so that there ought to be
less uncertainty in reading. The suspicion is aroused that there is some
other phenomenon liable to be mistaken for S ; and that many of the
errors are due to these mistakes.

A suggestion of this kind is put forward by Dr. G. W. Walker in his
' Modern Seismology,' but is apparently vitiated by an oversight. On
p. 41, after considering the first reflected wave PE], he next considers
a wave which travels as P to the point of reflection and as S subsequently

;

he points out that there is a lower limit to the possibility of such a wave
which he determines as A=110° or 12,000 km. ; and he proceeds :

' Now, it has been observed that special difiiculty attaches to the
identification of S just when A is about 12,000 km. Thus with an earth-
quake in the northern Philippines, which are about 11,000 km. from this
country, S usually comes out very clearly, while in the case of an earth-
quake in the Caroline Islands, about 12,000 km. from us, S is most in-

distinct, and the tendency is to put it rather late. The result we have
obtained throws some light on the matter.'

The oversight which vitiates this explanation is that Mr. Walker
is dealing at the moment with the hypothesis of a homogeneous earth,
which he soon shows to be quite untenable. His figures are those for
a homogeneous earth, and are quite inapplicable to the actual earth.
The lower limit he mentions does indeed exist, but instead of being at
A=110° it is about A=35°. It is readily found numerically by using
the existing tables printed on the last page of the Shide bulletins for
1914. Thus wlien ii=40° the times given for a wave to travel

as P for 1° and S for 39°= 15 +832 =847
P for 2 and S for 38 = 31 +818 =849
P for 3 and S for 37 = 47 +804 =851
P for 4 and S for 36 = 62 +790 =852
P for 5 and S for 35 = 77 +775 =852
P for 6 and S for 34 = 92 +760 =852
P for 7 and S for 33 =106 +744 =850
P for 8 and S for 32 =121 +728 =849
P for 9 and S for 31 =136 +711 =847

&c. &c.

F 2
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The sum of the times increases to a maximum of 852 sec, where there

is an accumulation which marks the trace (PiS,) and then diminishes

again. Since the time for S to travel 40° is by the same tables 847 sec,

this PiSi is later than S ; and it is easily found to be always lat«r. For
instance, at

8.
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the P waves are many times reflected they must travel so close to the
surface as to approximate to this impossible type. On the other hand,
C. G. Knott (' Physics of Earthquake Phenomena,' chap, x.) gives, from
theory, a total reflection of longitudinal waves at grazing incidence.

The theoretical difliculty may disappear on scrutiny ; if not, some other
explanation must, of course, be found. But that now offered seems to

fit the facts mentioned below, and is therefore put forward for considera-
tion. It amounts to suggesting waves (Y) travelling close to the spherical
surface with practically the initial velocity of P, which we take as 14-9 s.

per degree. The times would thus compare with those of S as below :

A= 60°
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S-P=662s. and A=90-8° (94-8°). The time for PR, would then be

12 h. 10 m. 35 s. (12 h. 10 m. 56 s.). For SR, we slioiild get 12 h. 24 m. 31 s.

W"", 15'^ 16

/3^ /3^

Eskdalerauir (Galitzin) N.S. Component, November 24, 1914.

and there is a notable disturbance on the trace here (though it has
not been considered necessary to reproduce that part of it in the diagram).

This argument has been much strengthened since the records of other
stations became available. These were collated by Mr. Burgess in the

ordinary course of the work at Shide in July 1915 without any knowledge
of the suggestion here made. The epicentre selected by him is 21 -5° N.
141° E. distant 97-3° from Eskdalemuir ; and the MS. sheet prepared
for the Shide Bulletin with this epicentre shows residuals in S of over
100 s. not only for Eskdalemuir and Dyce (Aberdeen), but for Padova,
Paris, and other stations. It would appear that y has been taken instead

of S at such stations, for the above epicentre, though possibly a few
degrees in error owing to the conflicting information, suits the near stations

(Zi-ka-wei, Batavia, and the Japanese stations), as well as Pulkovo, too
well to be so far wrong as must be the case if y were S.

But if 8 is S, what is y ? Taking A=(94-8°) as above, the time
for the polychord is 94 •8x14-9 seconds=1413 s., following P by (606 s.),

and thus affecting the trace at (12 h. 16 m. 49 s.). The Eskdalemuir
reading for S (i.e., for y) is 12 h. 16 m. 56 s.

The full details for this earthquake, which is not at present fully

discussed, will be printed in the Shide Bulletin ; but the following figures

will show approximately the nature of the results :

Epicentre 24" N., 141° E. Time, 1914, Nov. 24, 11 h. 53 m. 16 s.

Station.
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Another example is afEorcled by the earthquake of June 25, 1914,

details of which have already been published in the Shide Bulletin for

June. Let us first take the following residuals :

p
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on tlie construction of the tables in use requires very careful considera-

tion, and is an additional reuson for deferring the proposal of definitive

corrections. Indeed, it seems probable that these cannot be made without
a somewhat extensive study of the traces themselves in addition to the
collation of the times published by the various observatories.

There is one furthf^r point to be considered—the depth of the focus

below the surface. If tliis be at E (see page 73) and CEc be the chord
perpendicular to the radivis OEK, then all other chords through E are

E-W: t= ground to

E

^ \nW^AAAi \/\A^^^^'^^'\/

VERTICAL t- ground up

Eskdalemu'.r, June 25, 1914.

longer than cC, and occur in pairs such as aEA and &EB. Waves travel-
ling from E by either the path Ea or EB woidd on reflection travel by
consecutive step? all equal to oA or hB. Hence, cC represents the mini-
mum step for waves emanating from E, and is larger as E falls further
below the surface. It seems possible that if E is too near the suiface
(or perhaps above it) these nearly tangential reflected waves cannot
occur, and we get no ' polychord ' or Y phenomenon. This may explain
why it has only occasionally attracted notice. Both the epicentres.
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above considered are out at sea. It will be interesting to note whetbor
there is a difference between sea and land epicentres in the matter of Y

;

but this examination has not 3ret l)een made.
In this connection such earthquakes as that of July i, 1914, may-

be significant. It is noted in the Shide Bulletin that

a shock at 17 h. 46 m. 30 s. was followed some 100 seconds later by
another at another epicentre (12° away) ; but the curious thing is

that the nearer stations (Manila, Batavia, &c.) have recorded the
second quake and not the first.

B

The suggestion now offered is that the first focus was on or even
above the surface ; that the path of waves from it has a limiting (mini-
mum) depth, and therefore a limiting (minimum) radius for affected
stations, while the second focus was below the surface and was not
restricted. If such limits do exist, their application to the possible
formation of Y is tolerably obvious.

XI. Coneclinv of Tables deferred.

Provisionfil corrections to the tables for P and S were given at the
end of the last Report and are repeated above (p. 67). But the tables
printed on the last page of the Shide Bulletins will be used for the present,
until a fuller discussion has been made. Meanwhile, the above pro-
visional corrections are made use of in determining epicentres, and they
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The magnification of impulsive horizontal displacements of the ground
may be found in two ways :

—

(1) The easier way is to obtain it from the period of undamped
oscillation, together with the sensitivity to static tilt (' Modern
Seismology,' by G. W. Walker, page 23).

According to Mr. Shaw's advice, when observing the period, the
damping magnets were entirely removed, not merely tied up to the pillar,

lest their weight should bend the latter. The period came to 9-88 sees.

for small swings, 10 08 for large ones, and 9 9 has been taken in the
subsequent calculation.

The arrangements provided for determining tilt are very convenient.
The pitch of the tilting screw, the distances between the feet and the
lengths of the path of light, were all measured, and the scale of tilt thus
verified to ^ per cent. The sensitivity to static tilt was found to be
e-Sgmm. on the paper per 10"^ radian. Now the magnification for

sudden lateral displacements is

(cms. on paper) x iv^ , • , , non
,— -

^.,^f-
^ - ,

---
. -,,„, which comes to 282.

(radians- tilt) X g X (period)^

(2) As a check, the same magnification was calculated independently
from the lengths of the levers and the radius of gyration of the boom
about its pivot. In the sketch, BR is the boom pivoted at R. CB is a
link, CD a lever pivoted at D, and D is also the mirror. P is the photo-
graphic paper.

Lengths of Levers.—The small length CD was measured by a
travelling microscope. The distance from the mirror D to the photo-
graphic paper was diminished by ^ of the thickness of the cylindrical
lens. The length of the equivalent mechanical pointer was taken as
2 (DP - ^K) (BR), , ^ on A . Tr T. • n . • ,—^^

CD^ ^^^^ metres. Here K is the thickness

of the cylindrical lens.

B T R

w
>

Fig. 1.

Radius of Gyration.—To find this, the moments of inertia about
the pivot R of the several parts were measured separately, added up,

and divided by the total mass.

The moment of inertia of the boom was found from the position of its

centre of mass, together with its period of vibration, when hung up
vertically by a short thread attached at W and set to oscillate about a

horizontal axis through R.
The heavy dumb-bell shaped mass was at first pivoted upon the boom,

as in some Milne instruments ; the intention being to diminish the

moment of inertia. The gain in this respect is less than 20 per cent,

of the whole moment of inertia of the moving system. On the other
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hand, it was found tliat the freedom of the dumb-bell set up undamped
oscillations of the light spot ; so Mr. Shaw clipped the mass rigidly to the

boom. The moment of inertia of the dumb-bell about its centre of mass
was measured by hanging up the dumb-bell by a bifilar suspension and
observing its time of oscillation. In this way the radius of gyration I of

the whole moving system about the point R was found to be 11 -66 cms.

The magnification for impulses of lateral displacement is j = jy-^= 257.

There is an unexplained discrepancy of 10 per cent, between this figure

and 282, which might be sought for in the neglected action of the multi-

plying lever. This was not quite perfectly balanced. In the tilting

experiment it remains untilted.

In drawing fig. 2 the mean of 257 and 282 has been used.

Magnification for Long-continued Sinusoidal Waves of Lateral

Displacement.—When the period is infinitely short, this is the same as

the magnification for impulses. The diminution of the magnification

with increasing period of the earth-wave is determined from the period

of the pendulum and the degree of its damping, according to the well-

known formula (Walker's ' Modern Seismology,' page 5). To obtain

the damping, a piece of a soft iron nail was attached to the boom. A
small solenoidal coil of wire was fixed on the pillar so that the iron was
half inside the coil. By passing a momentary electric current through
the coil the boom was set in motion. Care was taken that the applied
force did not continue for more than a small fraction of the quarter-period

of vibration. As the solenoid had no fixed iron core, there were no after-

effects. As one has to measure the ratio of successive swings, this ratio

ioo
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must not be too large. The measurements were made on the photo-

graphic record, and gave 45 : 1 for the ratio of successive displacements

on opposite sides of the zero. From these data the curve in fig. (2) was
plotted.

Comparison of the Magnification with that of a Galitzin Instrument
having Galvanometric Registration.—This was done by selecting a

point of time at and near which the natural disturbance was of a
regular sinusoidal character on the seismograms of both the Milne-Shaw
and Galitzin instruments. The two instruments were in the same room
(though on separate piers) and their booms were parallel to one another,

so that we may assume that the ground motion was the same for both.

The amplitude and period of the Galitzin chart were measured, and from
these and from the known constants of the Galitzin instrument the

amplitude of the ground motion was deduced. Dividing this quantity

by the amplitude on the Milne-ShaAv record we get the magnification of

the latter instrument. The figures so obtained have been represented by
the crosses in fig. 2. The agreement of the crosses, with the curve

obtained by consideration of the Milne-Shaw instrument alone, is nearly

as good as could be expect'^d, considering the uncertainties involved in

measuring the small amplitudes of 1 or 2 mm. on the Milne-Shaw record.

The constants of the Galitzin instrument were obtained in May 1915 by
the method of tapping the boom (Gahtzin's 'Lectures,' ch. vii. § 3) and
differ only slightly from those obtained in previous years.

Direction on the Paper.—The boom is suddenly pulled to the west.

The light spot therefore moves as if the ground had been jerked to the

east. This test is made on every sheet.

Lag of Maximum.—The usual theory of lag begins by assuming that

the ground is in a regular and constant state of sinusoidal motion. Each
wave is by hypothesis exactly like its neighbours, and therefore it is

impossible to distinguish one wave from another, and the lag is indeter-

minate as to an arbitrary number of whole wave-lengths. This is the

only arbitrariness. The theory usually ends, however, in a formula
which gives the tangent of the angle of lag, and the angle is therefore

unspecified as to a whole number of half wave-lengths. On going back
and examining the sine and cosine of the angle of lag this uncertainty

disappears, in so far as it concerns the phase relations of the quantities

represented by the symbols in the theory. But there is still a practical

uncertainty of half a wave-length until we have connected the symbols
to our practice in reading records, by defining the relation of east and
west ground-motion to up and down the record. The definition here

adopted is that when all is at rest and the ground suddenly moves, then
the initial displacement of the trace on the developed photographic
record is conventionally said to be in the same direction as the initial

motion of the ground. The actual test is made by pulling the boom
in the opposite direction, as stated above.

Now the equation of motion of a ' critically aperiodic ' boom is

(i-r^--f- <'>

where 6 is the angle turned through by the boom.

Here x is the displacement of the ground.

n and I are positive constants.
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For sudden motions we may neglect n in comparison with y, and we

have left

So that the standard relation of signs is + ^ with — x.

For very slow motions we may neglect ~ in comparison with n, and
OX

we have left

Now let — cc = sin ft.

n^d = — icjl

then d = — xlnP = —^„ sin vt.

Thus 6 lags half a wave-length behind — x. The sign of either side of

equation (1) may be changed without affecting this result. Galitzin gives

a numerical table for this lag (' Seismometrische Tabellen,' Tabelle VI.),

as a function of the degree of damping and of the periods of the pendulum
and ground. But as he gives the lag as zero for waves of very long period,

instead of half-a-wave as found above, it is clear that he has adopted
a different definition of the direction on the paper, and that his definition

would give the reversed sign to sudden motions if it were applied to them,

I

t-

10
Period of Earth Wove in seconds

Fig. 3.

Lag of Milne-Shaw Seismograph, No. 3. July-August 1915.

which probably is not intended. In preparing fig. 3, the lags in Galitzin's
Table VI. have therefore been increased by half the period of the earth-
wave.

In order to make an observational comparison between the lag of the
Milne-Shaw instrument and that of the Galitzin instrument with galvano-
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metric registration, it was necessary to examine the theory of the latter,

when the direction on the paper is defined by means of sudden motions
from a state of rest. By analysis similar to that given above it may be
shown that the numbers for the lag of the galvanometer behind the

pendulum, given byGalitzin in his Table VII., are also based on a definition

differing by half-a-period from that here taken. So that the sum of the

lags given in Galitzin's Tables VI. and VII.—^that is to say, the lag of the

galvanometer behind the ground—^is in agreement with the definition here

taken. Of course, it is arbitrary as to a whole number of wave-lengths.

In fig. 3 the crosses indicate the lag found for the Milne-Shaw in-

strument, taking the lag calculated for the Galitzin instrument as correct.

The Study of Hydroaromatic Substances.—Report of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Professor W. H. Perkin {Chairman)

,

Professor A. W. Crosslby (Secretary), Dr. M. 0. Forster,
Dr. H. E. Le Sueur, and Dr. A. McKenzie.

1. Bromoxylenols obtained from dimethyldihydroresorcin.^ The
transformation of certain hydroaromatic substances into bromoxylenols,

alluded to in the last Eeport,- has now been completed.

2. Derivatives of Isopropyldihydroresorcin.' The preparation and
properties of l-isopropylcyclohexan-3-ol and l-isopropylcyclohexan-3-

one, briefly referred to in the last Eeport, have been described in detail.

3. Dihydric Alcohols obtained by the reduction of substituted

dihydroresorcins.^ It Has been shown that 1 :3-dibromo-derivatives of

the saturated cyclohexane hydrocarbons may be used for the preparation

of substituted cyclohexadienes.^ It would appear that a more expedi-

tious method of preparing these substances would be from the dihydric

alcohols, which, on theoretical grounds, should be easily obtained by the

direct reduction of the dihydroresorcins,

CMe^

H,C(^\cH,

HO . C^vJcO

H,C

HO. HC

CMe

CH.

CH,

CH . OH

but though many attempts have at vax'ious times been made to bring

about these reactions, in some cases resulting in the isolation of small

quantities of the desired substances, it is only comparatively recently

that conditions have been worked out for the pi'eparation of the dihydric

alcohols in quantity.

Knoevenagel ® obtained small amounts of phenylcyclohexane-3 : 5-

1 J.C.S., 1914, 105, 165.

» J.O.S., 1915, 107, 171.

« J.C.S., 19D8, 92, 629.

2 Eeports, 1913, p. 135.
* J.C.S., 1915, 107, 602.
6 AnnaUn, 189;j, 289, 167.
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diol (I) by the reduction of phenyldihydroresorcin with sodium and
alcohol, and the only other paper

CHPh

HO . HCk JCU . OH

deahng with this subject is one by Zelinsky and Uspenski/ who also
employed the same reducing-agent. Numerous experiments have con-
firmed the fact that sodium and alcohol give the best results, and the
yields are highest when the reaction is carried out energetically by
heating in an oil bath to 110°, as stated by Zehnsky and Uspenski.

The amounts of the dihydric alcohols produced vary considerably
with different dihydroresorcins, as is seen from the following table:—

Yield pfir Cent.
Methyldihydroresorcin ...... 43
Dimethyldihydi ore.sorcin

Trimethyldihydioresorcin
Isopropyldihydroresoicin

Phenyldihydroresorcin .

66-68
20

40
47-50

This is partly due to the nature of the dihydroresorcins themselves,

but also to the fact that the reactions are somewhat complicated, and
it is interesting to note that, in all cases, small quantities of the corre-

sponding monohydric alcohols are formed. For example, 1 : 1-dimethyl-

cyclohexan-3-ol (II) from dimethyldihydroresorcin (III).

CMe, CMe.

HXr ^CH^
>. B^Cf ^CH,

HO.Ck y'CO H,CV yCH.OH
CH CH,

(III) (II)

Further, owing to the unsymmetric structure of all the molecules
except that of dimethyldihydroresorcin, isomeric forms of the diols are

produced, the separation of which is always tedious and sometimes has
been found impracticable.

The dihydric alcohols are crystalline compounds, neutral to litmus,

readily forming dibenzoyl derivatives and not absorbing bromine in

chloroform solution. In many properties they strongly resemble
glycols, as they possess a sweet taste, are easily soluble in water, and
not readily soluble in ether.

4. l:l-Dimethylcyclohexane. In a paper entitled gfe)?i-dimethyl-

hexamethylene,* Zelinsky and Lepeschkin describe the preparation of

1 : l-dimetliylcyclohexane from 1 :l-dimethylcyclohexan-3-one, which
was obtained from acetylmethylheptenone.' These authors conclude that

' Ber.. 1013. 46. 1430 « Jomn. Rhxs. PJii/s. Chem. So'-., 1913, 45. fil3.

» Bull. Soc. Chim., 1899 (3). 21, 54(5.
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their hydrocarbon possesses physical properties identical with those of

1 : 1-dimethylcyclohexane prepared from dimethyldihydroresorcin,^" but

state that it gives on treatment with bromine in presence of aluminium

bromide, tetrabromo-p-xylene, melting at 256°. Eecent work has shown
that 1 : 1-dimethylcyclohexane may be prepared from acetylmethyl-

heptenone as a starting-point. This hydrocarbon, on treatment with

bromine in presence of aluminium bromide, does not give tetrabromo-p-

xylene, as stated by Zelinsky and Lepescbkin. Further, 1 : 1-dimethyl-

cyclohexane on treatment with a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids

gives the two isomeric trinitrb-o-xylenes, melting at 72° and 115° re-

spectively, which proves that, as in so many instances already recorded,

the methyl group has again wandered into an ortho and not a para

position.

Dynamic Isomerism.—Report of the Committee, consisting of

Professor H. E. Armstrong {Chairman) , Dr. T. M. Lowrv
{Secretary), Professor Sydney Young, Dr. G. H. Desch,
Sir J. J. DoBBiE, and Dr. M. 0. Forster. {Drawn up hy

the Secretary.)

a'-Chlorncamphor.^

During the past year the principle of dynamic isomerism has been
applied in preparing, in a pure state and in considerable quantity, the

first member of a hitherto unisolated series of halogen derivatives o'

camphor, a-chlorocamphor, as Kipping found in 1905, becomes iso-

dynamic with the stereoisomeric a'-chlorocamphor when alkali is pre-

sent; when the alkali is removed the isomerism again becomes static,

and the isomerides can be separated by ordinary methods of fractionation,

a'-chlorocamphor presents several points of special interest :

—

First. It lies on the borderland between the more labile and the

wholly stable forms of isomerism ; if proper precautions are taken, the
a'- compound can be kept an indefinite time, but if carelessly handled
[e.g., if crystallised from a medium containing traces of alkali) it may
at any time revert to the less soluble and therefore more stable a- com-
pound.

Second. When brominated it gives a mixture of stereoisomeric

oa'-bromochlorocamphors in exactly the same proportions as when
a-chlorocamphor is brominated, i.e., the position taken up by the bromine
is not affected in the least by the position which the chlorine atom
occupies. This remarkable result is in agreement with Lapworth's
view that in the bromination of ketones it is an enolic isomeride that
is first attacked ; more generally we may conclude that at some stage
in the bromination a and a'-chlorocamphor give rise to some identical

intermediate product.

Third. In complete contrast with their behaviour on bromination,

'0 J.C.S.. 19)5. 87. 1487.
' The experiments on a'-chlorocamphor have been made by Mr. Victor Steele, and

are described in detail in a joint paper recently communicated to the Chemical
Society.

1915. Q
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a and a'-cMorocamphor give on nitration the pure chloronitrocamphor

directly derived from the clilorocamphor employed ; thus a-chloro-

camphor gives a-chloro-a'-nitrocamphor, whilst a'-chlorocamphor gives

an excellent yield of a'-chloro-a-nitrocamphor. The latter compound
had already been fractionated out in small quantities from the mixture
of stereoisomers which is obtained by chlorinating a'-nitrocamphor

;

but, as a'-chlorocamphor can be prepared and nitrated on a large scale,

the nitro- derivative will now be available in much larger quantities.

This fact may be of considerable importance, since the reduction of the

chloronitro- compound may give the long-sought but still unknown
a-nitrocamphor.

Fourth, a'-chlorocamphor appears to lose hydrogen chloride much
more readily than the a- compound. If this decomposition should

involve the removal of a hydrogen atom from the nucleus, an entirely

new chapter in the chemistry of camphor may be begun.

In view of the large amount of work that is waiting to be done in this

and in other directions, the Committee asks to be reappointed with a

grant sufficient to defray the cost of extending the experiments to the

(i and ir derivatives of camphor.

The Transformation of Aromatic Nitroa^nines and Allied Sub-

stances and its Relation to Substitution in Benzene Deriva-

tives.—Report of the Committee, consisting of Professor

F. S. Kipping (Chairman), Professor K. J. P. Orton (Secre-

tary), Dr. S. EuHEMANN, and Dr. J. T. Hewitt.

Very little work has been possible in the circumstances throughout

the year owing to preoccupation with other more pressing duties, and

to the departure for military and othei' like services of the senior

students, who would have carried out the experimental part of the

investigation. The work, of which a short report follows, is therefore

to be regarded as purely of a preliminary character.

The Relation of the Velocity of Chlorination of Aromatic Compounds

to Constitution.

(With D. C. Jones.)

The measurement of the velocity of chlorination of a number of

acylanilides, acylchloroanilides, and acyltoluidides and acylxylidides ^

showed that the velocity of the reaction was highly sensitive to

:

(a) the nature of the acyl gi'oup

;

(b) the nature of a substituting gi'oup, chlorine or alky], present in the

substance

;

(c) the position of the substituting group.

It has been our intention to extend these observations by studying

the influence of substituents other than chlorine and alkyl, for example,

bromine and the nitro- group ; and to compare with the amino- and the

acylamino- group, -NHAc, such other ortho-para- directing groups
as hydroxyl, alkoxy-, and alkyl.

' Orton and King, Eeports, 1911 ; Trans. Chem. Soc. 1911, 99, 1377.
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Ifc is hoped that by study of a number of substances of suitable
constitution iho lehitive activities of directing groups in chlorination
might be expressed as numerical values. The investigation is not of
the simplest, for direct measurement in the case of an aniline or
phenol, and so forth, is rarely possible owing to the very great speed
of entrance of the first and often furtlier chlorine atoms. Derivatives
in which other gi'oups, such as the nitro- group, are present, must be
used in order to obtain a measurable rate of chlorination. Holleman
has, in recent years, made attempts to compare the activities of direct-
ing groups by nitrating compounds which contain two directing groups
and then estimating the proportion of the different nitro- derivatives
in the product. By this means he has arrived at certain relations, which
can be expressed numerically. Our method has the advantage of being
simpler in manipulation, and should at least yield more direct values.

Experimental Method.—The method of experiment ^ has now been
thoroughly tested and has not been modified in these lat^r experiments.

(1) The Effect of the Nitro- Group.—A nitro- group in the para
position with respect to the directing group greatly inhibits chlorina-
tion; the effect is still more marked when the nitro- group is in the
ortho- position. Tn the case of phenols the nitro- group appears to
have some definite specific action

; phenols are chlorinated with" very
great speed, but chlorination of o- and p-nitrophenols, especially of the
former, is very slow, o- and p-nitroaniline, on the other hand, are
chlorinated at speeds which differ little from those observed with the
coiTesponding monochloroanilines. Although the amino- group is a
far more active directing group in chlorination than the hydroxy- group,
this result would indicate that a free hydroxy- group is not present in
0- and p-nitrophenol.

(2) Alhoxy- Groups as Directing Groups in Chlorination.—Measure-
ments have shown that the methoxy- and ethoxy- groups have a quite
unexpectedly high activity in chlorination. The entrance of the first
chlorine atom into anisole, C6H..OCH3, and into phenetole, CeHs.OC^H^,
is 'instantaneous.' The values of the velocity-coefficients, hn, for the
second chlorine atom, together with those of the corresponding 'phenols,
arc given in the table.

0-Chlorophenol ... 57 Chloroanisole ... 1-5
;)-Chlorophenol ... 32 Chlorophenetole ... 3-0
Acetanilide ... 40 p-Chloroacetanilide 0-2

The alkoxy- groups are less active than the hydroxy- groups, but
their value is brought out by a comparison with acetanilide and
p-chloroacetanilide. For acetanilide li-„ is 40, whilst for anisole and
phenetole it is too rapid for measurement (' instantaneous '), that is,
over 1,000; and for p-chloroacetanilide the value is 0"2 as compared
with 1'5 or 3"0 for the ethers.

This high activity of the methoxy- and ethoxy- groups accounts
for the high values observed by us ^ in the chlorination of acetoanisidide

' Oiton and Jones, Reports, 1910 ; Oiton and King, he. cit.
' Oiton and King, loc. cit.

G2
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jt,j = 60) and acetoplienetidide (in =90), in each of which are two

directing groups, alkoxy- and acetamino-. Moreover, the products of

the chlorination should in these compounds be a mixture in which the

chloro- compound formed under the influence of the alkoxy- group

would largely predominate, thus :

OAlk

Alk

NHAc

NHAc

As nothing at the time was known of the activity of the alkoxy-

groups in directing substitution, we * took the monochlorophenetidide,

which we isolated only by repeated crystallisation of the first product,

to be 5-chloroacetphenetidide. The relatively greater activity of the

ethoxy- group would indicate that the chloro- derivative in larger

proportion is the isomeric 2-chloroacetphenetidide. Professor J. F.

Thorpe has, moreover, recently prepared the 5-chloroacetphenetidide

and demonstrated its constitution undoubtedly, and has further shown
that the compound which we isolated is 2-chloroacetphenetidide.

(3) A Comparison of the Amino- and Hydroxy- Groups.—A direct

comparison between the amino- and hydroxy- groups in their activities

in directing chlorination is not very easy to obtain ; the speeds of

entrance of the first and second atoms of chlorine into aniline and
phenol are very high; the introduction of the nitro- group, which

lowers the speed of chlorination, is not pennissible owing to its specific

effect, mentioned in the foregoing, on the hydroxy- group. Moreover,

a further difficulty in obtaining an exact relation arises from the great

difference in the activities of the two groups. The most trustworthy

method is found in the measurement of the rate of entrance of the

third chlorine atom into 2 : 4-dichloroaniline and 2 : 4-dichlorophenol

respectively. The value of ^iil8.4° for the aniline is about 600, and

that for the phenol approximately 0'16.

Stimmary.—The amino- group far surpasses all other groups in

activity in chlorination of aromatic compounds, and is followed by the

groups, hydroxy-, alkoxy-, and acetamino- in the order given.

NH2 > OH > OAlk > NHAc.

The Committee ask for reappointment, and for a grant of 101. for

the year 1915-16.

* Orton and King, loc. cit.
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The Study of Plant Enzijmes, particularly with relation to

Oxidation.—Fourth Report of the Committee, consisting of

Mr. A. D. Hall {Chairman), Dr. E. F. Abmstrong
{Secretary), Professor H. E. Armstrong, Professor F.

Keeble, and Dr. E. J. Kussell.

In the last communication to the Eoyal Society on Lipase, by Armstrong
and Gosney, reference was made to experiments with the seed of Cheli-

donium majics. Further work has been done with this seed to deter-

mine its synthetic activity. The results are in harmony with those

published in the interval by Bournot, who was the first to recognise

the high lipoclastic activity of the seed.

A good deal has been made, during the year, of a discussion by van

Slyke and Cullen of the work done with urease, which had led Armstrong

and Horton to conclude that the action of this catalyst was not subject

to the ordinary mass-action law but practically linear in rate over the

greater part of its course. Van Slyke amplifies the ordinary mass-action

equation by a term representing the time occupied in the decomposition

of the hydrolyte by the enzyme and claims that the results are in

accordance with such ' mass-action equation '
; but as the mass-action

term is admitted to be of no practical account, the argument he develops

practically falls to the ground, leaving the position much as it has been

stated by E. F. and H. E. Armstrong.

The work of the Committee has been extended in various directions

during the year but with no very definite results, as it has been

impossible to carry on systematic work.

Correlation of Crystalline Form with Molecular Structure.—
Report of the Committee, consisting of Professor W. J.

Pope {Chairman), Professor H. E. Armstrong {Secretary),

Mr. W. Barlow, and Professor W. P. Wynne.

During the year, in addition to a limited amount of crystallographic

work, a beginning has been made in determining the molecular volumes
of compounds in close crystallographic relationship. The foUowinsj

results are given as examples. It will be seen that there is a fairly

regular relationship between the salts :
—

Molecular Volumes of Sulphonntes.
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cular volume measurements, it appears that throughout the series of

salts the morphological alteration in the passage from the benzene-
sulphonate to the other salts falls on the axial ratio a : b, the ratio c : b

being scarcely altered.

This unexpected result is being followed up.

Plant Products of Victoria.—Interim Report of the Committee,
consisting of Professor Orme Masson (Chairman), Dr. Hebeu
Green (Secretary), Mr. J, Cronin, and Mr. P. E. H.
St. John, charged with the Chemical Investigation of Natural
Plant Products of Victoria.

The work of the Committee has .so far been devoted to the study of the

essential oils of native shnabs and trees, and has been carried out partly

in the laboratory and paiily in the field.

(1) An experimental still and a new pattern of condenser have been
designed and constructed for the distillation of the essential oil from
foliage.

They will take a charge of over one hundredweight of leaves and
are specially adapted for the experimental requirements in the bush.

(2) A new pattern of standard flask has been devised and con-

structed of fused quartz for quantitative fractional distillation of oils in

the laboratory.

It is proposed to investigate the applicability of electric heating in

connection with this apparatus.

(3) Samples (generally of several hundredweight lots) of important
native oil-bearing plants have been collected from various parts of

Victoria, partly by taking special trips and bringing sacks of foliage to

Melbourne, and also by taking the still into the bush, where a camp was
made for about a month and the oils distilled from the plants in their

native habitat.

In this way reliable material has been obtained for about twenty
species, and although two research assistants engaged in the work have
received other appointments, the investigation of these oils is being

proceeded with in the laboratory.

(4) Investigations have been completed with regard to two oils,

and the results are about to be communicated to the Eoyal Society of

Victoria for pubHcation.

In the case of several others the results will soon be completed,
whilst for some species more material is required.

(5) Of the 501. granted to the Committee by the Association and
paid over to its Chairman last year, 24Z. has been spent up to the
present. It is proposed to expend the balance on further apparatus
and chemicals.

The Committee has the honour to apply for reappointment, as the
work is being continued.
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The Influence of Weather Conditions upon the Amounts of

Nitrogen Acids in the Rainfall and Atmosphere in Australia.—
Interim Report of the Goynmittee, consisting of Professor

Orme Masson {Chairman), Mr. V. G. Anderson {Secretary),

Mr. D. Avery, and Mr. H. A. Hunt, appointed for the

Investigation thereof.

The work undertaken by this Eesearch Committee is a continuation of

the work commenced by Mr. V. G. Anderson, who has shown in a

paper read before tTie Chemistry Section at Melbourne, and pubhshed
in the ' Quarterly Journal of the Eoyal Meteorological Society ' (Vol.

xli. , April 1915, pp. 99-116), that certain relations exist between the
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of collecting stations at suitable places in the several climatic zones of

Australia. The voluntary services of a number of qualified and experi-

enced observers have been secured. The number of stations at present

established is sixteen, and these are distributed over the Continent as

shown in the attached map (1). Samples of rain-water are now being

collected at each station every day on which rain falls.

A great deal will depend on the amount of care bestowed upon the

collection of the samples of rain-water. In the choice of agents for

collecting the samples the Committee was guided by the advice of one of

its members, Mr. H. A. Hunt, Commonwealth Meteorologist, who was

able in nearly every case to recommend, from personal knowledge, a

resident observer possessing exceptional qualifications for this work.

The Committee wishes to place on record an acknowledgment of its

indebtedness to the following lady and gentlemen who are so ably and

enthusiastically assisting it in carrying on this work :

Miss J. Heinrichsen, Ballarat, Victoria.

S. Hebbard, Esq., Technical School, Sale, Victoria.

A. H. Bisdee, Esq., Wihareja, Steppes, Tasmania.

W. M. Lee Bryce, Esq., The Resident Magistrate, Thursday Island,

Queensland.

F. Pairley, Esq., M.I.E.E., F.E.M.S., Woombye, Queensland.

Dr. H. Priestley, Australian Institute of Tropical Medicine, Townsville,

Queensland.

R. Gordon Edgell, Esq., Bi'adwardine, Bathurst, New South Wales.

E. J. Cook, Esq., P.M. Hergott Springs, South Australia.

Simon Ockley, Esq. , Comaun, Penola, South Australia.

W. A. Doran, Esq., P.M. Eucla, Western Australia.

G. R. Kirkby, Esq., P.M. Carnarvon, Western Australia.

Major G. T. Wood, The Resident Magistrate, Broome, Western Aus-
tralia.

G. G. Lavater, Esq., A.E.V.I. A., Narrogin, Westei'n Australia.

Dr. Mapleston, Port Darwin, Northern Territory.

J. McKay, Esq., P.M. Alice Springs, Northern Territory (Central).

Each observer is provided with a glass rain-collecting gauge and a

set of specially prepared stoppered bottles in which the samples are

forwarded. A set of instructions has been drawn up for the guidance of

observers in collecting the samples. A copy of these instructions,

together with the several enclosures for the use of observers, is appended
to this report (Appendix A).

The samples of rain-water are being sent to Melbourne by post. The
postal charges, which are naturally very heavy, are being defrayed by
the Commonwealth Meteorologist, with the sanction of the Minister of
Home Affairs. The Committee desires to express its appreciation of
this unsolicited and valuable concession. Special packages had to be
devised for sending the bottles through the post. After repeated trials a
double cardboard box lined with corrugated paper was found to be
satisfactory. Samples are being sent regularly through the post from
stations upwards of three thousand miles distant from Melbourne, but
up to the present time no breakages have occurred.

In order to deal with the large number of samples to be examined,
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the laboratory equipment previously used by Anderson has been added
to, provision having been made for the simultaneous evaporation of

sixteen samples of water in a specially designed electrically heated
water-bath. The methods employed are those used in the previous
research, and which are described in a recent number of the ' Quarterly
Journal of the Eoyal Meteorological Society.

'

During the period between September 1914 and March 1915 the
activities of the Committee were confined chiefly to organisation, includ-
ing the establishment and equipment of collecting stations, and involving
a considerable amount of correspondence with observers and others.

On March 15, however, the preliminary arrangements were sufficiently

far advanced to permit of samples being collected regularly at all

stations, and since that date the scientific work of the Committee has
been carried on uninterruptedly. In order that the seasonal variations
might be studied, and that the results may be of real value, samples
should be collected and examined from all stations until March 1916.

During the progress of the experimental work the results, as soon
as they are completed, will be correlated with the meteorological data.
In this aspect of the work it will be necessary to draw largely upon the
publications of the Meteorological Bureau, particularly in regard to the
daily isobaric charts of Australia. The observers are provided with
forms for the purpose of making notes of the weather conditions on
days when rain is recorded. Sample forms, together with other forms
used in tabulating the results, are appended (Appendix B).

Up to the present time no work has been done by the Committee
upon the direct determination of the amount of nitrogen peroxide in the
atmosphere. The difficulties connected with this work are very con-
siderable owing to the exceedingly small proportion of this gas normally
present in air.

_
However, it is thought that these difficulties may be

overcome, and it is the intention of the Committee to proceed with this
phase of the work as soon as possible. Additional apparatus will be
required for this purpose.

A list of apparatus in the possession of the Committee is appended
(Appendix C).

This Interim Report is submitted with the request that the Committee
be reappointed with a further grant of 20Z., for the purpose of carrying
on the investigation outlined in the foregoing pages.

APPENDIX A.

' Ithaca,'

Victoria Avenue,
Canterbury. Vic. :

n c- Feb. 17, 1915.
Dear Sir,

'

The following are enclosed for use in connection with the work of the
Kesearch Committee on Nitrogen Acids in Rain.-water :—
1. A descriptive list of the apparatus supplied

;
2. A list of general instructions

;

3. A list of the names and addresses of the Observers who are co-operatinc with
the Kesearch Committee;

4. A map showing the approximate positions of the observing stations

:

5. A drawing showing the method of setting up the collecting gauge;
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6. A copy of an abstract of the paper read before the Chemistry Section of the

British Association Meeting at Melbourne;

7. Twelve one-penny postage stamps to be used for sending the monthly weather

returns to the Hon. Secretary at the above address;

8. A stamped and addressed envelope.

I have despatched to you by parcel post parcels ^ containing apparatus as

per descriptive list enclosed. Will you kindly let me know immediately you

receive them the condition in which they arrive, and whether or not there are

Map showing approximate positions of Collecting Stations.

breakages or shortages? The stamped envelope is provided for this purpose.

Any suggestions as to modifications to suit local conditions will be welcomed

by the Committee.
Will you please commence collecting the samples of water on March 15 or

as soon after as possible ? Kindly note that parcels may only be posted without

prepayment when they are addressed to the British Association Research Com-

mittee, c/o Commonwealth Meteorologist, Central Weather Bureau, Melbourne.

All communications directed to my private address must be prepaid as usual.

I am,
Faithfully yours,

Hon. Secretary.

APPARATUS AND ACCESSORIES.

1. Rain-collecting Apparatus.

This consists of three parts, as follows :

—

(a) A glass funnel, 7 inches in diameter;
(b) A glass receiving bottle with a capacity of about 4i plut.s

;

(c) A wooden stand.

1 Five.
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Setting up the Collecting Ajjparatus.

The stand should be placed in a suitable position and the spikes provided

for the purpose driven firmly into the ground through the holes in the base

of the stand. This method of fixing will serve in most cases, but in localities

where wind-storms of extreme violence are not unusual it will be advisable

to secure the stand by screwing it down to pegs of wood which have been

driven into the earth. The pegs should be about 2 inches by 2 inches in section

and at least 12 inches long, and sharpened at the end. The accompanying
diagrams show the method of setting up the apparatus and the two methods

of securing it.

2. Sample Bottles.

These are small glass-stoppered bottles which have been carefully washed

out with purest distilled water, and then allow to drain. They should not

be unstoppered until samples of rain-water are about to be placed in them,

and then the stopper should be replaced as soon as possible. They are con-

tained in specially designed cardboard boxes lined with corrugated strawboard,

in which they may be sent through the post office, either singly or in batches,

without danger of breakage. To each bottle has been attached a blank label.

Regular supplies of sample bottles will be forwarded as required.

3. Glass Wool.
A plug of this filtering medium should be placed at the apex of the col-

lecting funnel and should be renewed as often as it becomes soiled through

exposure.

4. Bottle Brush.
This brush is intended for cleaning the funnel and receiving bottle, and must

not on any account be used for other purposes. It should be hung in a con-

venient place and be kept free from dust and other substances which would
contaminate the collecting apparatus.

5. Stationery and Sundries.
(a) Printed forms for recording weather conditions on rainy days

;

{&) 1 dozen envelopes;

(c) 25 addressed parcel tags for returning samples

;

[d) Wrapping cord.

GENERAL INSTBUCTIONS.
Observers should note that it is of prime importance to guard against the

introduction of impurities into the rain-water. The Committee wishes to

receive the water as nearly as possible in the condition in which it falls to

earth. Contamination is more likely to occur before, or after, a fall than while
the rain is actually falling. Dust and smoke particles, grass-seeds, insects,

bird-droppings and the like, are likely to foul the funnel and receiver during
dry spells, and if these are not completely removed before the rain falls the
results of the chemical examination will be misleading. Much may be done
in minimising this source of error by selecting a suitable position for the
collecting apparatus.

The Position of the Collecting Apparatus.

In choosing a position for the collecting apparatus avoid proximity to
buildings, trees, and roads. The rain should be free to fall into the funnel
from all points of the compass. The site should, if possible, be enclosed in

such a manner as to prevent access by domestic and other animals. An ideal

position would be at the centre of a large enclosed grass-plot. The apparatus
should not be very far removed from the official rain-gauge, as the measure-
ments made in the latter will be made use of in the research, no measurements
being made in the former.

Preparing the Apparatus.

Before placing the funnel and receiver in position they should be rinsed out
with rain-water, and allowed to drain for five minutes. Rain-water collected

during a very heavy downpour is suitable for this purpose, especially if the
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first portions of the shower are rejected. Failing this, good tank-water will

do, but hard mineral water, or water that is at all discoloured, should on no

account be employed. On request a large bottle for storing a supply of pure

Ql»is wool plug

K
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rain-water will be forwarded. Washing out with water should be repeated

each day when there is a probability of rain. When draining the glass-ware

care should be taken not to allow any part of the funnel or the neck of the

bottle to come into contact with the soil.
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Removal of the Sample.

At nine o'clock each morning the rain-water (if any) in the receiver should
be mixed thoroughly by swirling. A sample bottle should then be filled to

within one-half inch of the stopper. The remainder of the water maj now be
emptied out or, if the amount is large, it may be stored for rinsing purposes.
If there is not sufficient rain-water in the receiver to fill the sample bottle send
the whole of it. The label on the bottle should now be marked for identifica-

tion purposes with :

1. The name of the observing station;

2. The date;
3. The rainfall, as measured in the official rain-gauge.

In replacing the stopper of the sample bottle impart to it a screwing motion,
with a slight pressure inwards, until it grips firmly. This will prevent leakage
during transit.

Recording.

On each day when rain has fallen observations of the weather conditions

iluring the jnevious twenty-four hours shoiild be recorded on one of the forms
provided for this purpose. At the end of the month the form should be for-

warded to the Hon. Secretary of the Committee. When no rain has occurred

during any month the form should be marked ' No rainfall recorded ' and be

forwarded as usual. Observers are invited by the Committee to note and place

on record any special features of the weather immediately preceding or

accompanying falls of rain. When compared with the composition of the rain-

water these observations may lead to important conclusions.

Packing and Forwarding.

The bottle containing the sample should be replaced in its box, a printed

return tag attached, and the package posted at the first opportunity- Each
forwarding tag should be marked with :

1. The name of the collecting station

;

2. The date of posting.

Should six samples have accumulated before the departure of the next mail they

may be placed together in a large box and sent as a single package. The

Committee is indebted to the Commonwealth Meteorologist for arranging to

have all postal charges in connection with this research paid at Melbourne.

Na})ies and Addresses of the Observers who are co-operating with the

Research Committee of the British Association engaged in investigating the

Influence of Weather Conditions upon the Amounts of Nitrogen Acids in Rain-

water in Australia:

Queensland.

W. M. Lee Bryce, Esq., The Residency, Thursday Island,

F. Fairley, Esq., M.I.E.E., F.R.M.S., Woombye.
Dr. Henry Priestley, Australian Institute of Tropical Medicine, Towns-

ville.

New South Wales.

R. Gordon Edgell, Esq., Bradwardine, Bathurst.

Victcr'd.

Miss Jean Heinrichsen, Ballarat.

S. Hebbard, Esq., Technical School, Sale.

Tasmania.
Athol H. Bisdee, Esq., Wihareja, Steppes.

South Australia.

E. J. Cook, Esq., P.M. Hergott Springs.

Simon Ockley, Esq., Comaun, Penola.

Western Anstrnlia.

W. A. Doran, Esq., P.M, Eucla.

G. R. Kirkbv. Esq., P.M. Carnarvon.

Major G. T.' Wood, The Residency, Broome.

G. G. Lavater, Esq., A.R.V.I.A., Narrogin.

Northern Territory.

Dr. !Mapleston, Darwin.

J. McKay, Esq., P.M. Alice Springs.
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APPENDIX B.

Collecting Station at_

^Veathel Conditions (on days when rain was recorded) during the

month of — ^^^

Summary of Weather Conditions during 24 houis ending at 9 a.m. on the day

the rain was collected.

Wind

Date Rainfall
Direction Velocity

Temperature

Max. Min.

Pressure

Same
Day
A.M.

Previous
Day
9 A.M

General
Remarks

Collecting Station
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Researcli on Non-aromatic Diazonium Salts.—Interim Report

of the Committee, consisting of Dr. F. D. Chattaway
{Chairman), Professor G. Morgan {Secretary), Mr. P. G.

W. Bayly, and Dr. N. V. Sidgwick.

2-Aminothiazole, produced by the condensation of thiocarbamide and
chloro-acetaldehyde alcoholate, is a non-aromatic base exhibiting a

certain degree of diazotisability. It was formerly known that in con-

centrated hydrochloric or hydrobromic acid the base reacted with nitrous

acid to yield a very unstable diazo- derivative, not hitherto isolated from
solution. This unstable product speedily lost its diazo-nitrogen, giving

rise to 2-chlorothiazole or 2-bromothiazole. In feebly acid solution

the diazotisation of 2-aminothiazole was known to yield an ill-defined

sparingly soluble thiazole-2-diazohydroxide.

[With G. V. Monow, Ph.D., \E.C.Sc.I.]

The foregoing observations on the instability of the diazo- derivatives

of 2-aminothiazole in the presence of halogen hydrides were confirmed.

It was found that 2-aminothiazole is more readily diazotisable without
by-products in the presence of oxy- acids. In 20-per-cent. perchloric

acid 2-aminothiazole readily dissolves, and the addition to the solution

of ethyl nitrite determines the production of thiazole-2-diazonium
perchlorate. This salt was not isolated, as it explodes even in dilute

ice-cold solutions. The diazotisation of 2-aminothiazole proceeds less

readily in dilute nitric acid owing to the sparing solubility of the nitrate

of this base. Diazotisation proceeds smoothly in dilute sulphuric acid,

the solution remaining colourless and free from decomposition products.
On adding sodium aurichloride the orange-yellow crystalline thiazole-2-
diazonium aurichloride was precipitated.

CH-SU
II

>C • N., Au Cli.

This salt, which is readily hydrolysed to the unstable diazo-hydroxide
by water, is stable when dry at the ordinary temperature.

The foregoing thiazole-2-diazonium salts couple with phenols and
reactive aromatic bases, such as y8-naphthylamine. They also condense
with the ;8-diketones yielding non-aromatic yellow azo- derivatives.

Thiazole-2-azo-acetyIacetone

y\
CH.C H

CH-S
II

:

II >C-N:N- C O
CH-N^ \^^

CH3

separates in golden-yellow leaflets decomposed on prolonged boiling in

alcoholic solution.
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[With J. Eeiliy, M.A., M.Sc, and W. Caldwell, M.A.]

The diazotisation of 5-amino-l : 2 : 4-triazole and its homologues
has been further investigated. This base is diazotisable to stable dia-

zonium salts in aqueous solutions of the oxy- acids, although in pre-

sence of hydrochloric acid 5-chloro-l : 2 : d-triazole is the product

actually isolated. In aqueous solutions the diazonium oxy- salt slowly

deposits an ill-defined substance which, although containing its diazo-

nitrogen, no longer couples with alcoholic or alkaline /i-naphthol. This

product is, however, re-converted into a coupling diazonium salt by
dissolving in moderately concentrated nitric or sulphuric acid. On
adding auric chloride hydrochloride to the solution of these diazonium
oxy- salts, a sparingly soluble crystalline a'uric chloride derivative is

precipitated.

[

HC-N. -

Similar results have. been obtained with 5-amino-3-methyl-l :2 :4-

triazole. This base gives a stable diazo- solution in the presence of

nitric or sulphuric acid. The auric chloride derivative and the non-

coupling iso-diazo- derivative have been isolated, and are being further

investigated.

A comparative study is being made of 5-amino-3-phenyl-l : 2 : 4-

triazole. The diazonium oxy- salts of the bases of the triazole series

couple with phenols and the more reactive aromatic bases such as

yS-naphthyl-amine yielding azo- derivatives soluble in aqueous alkali

hydroxides, this property indicating the acidic character of the triazole

ring, the imino-hydrogeu

/ \

EC—Nv
^

II
^CN,-

nnr/
NHj

being replaceable by metallic radicals.
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The Botanical and Chemical Characters of the Eucalypts and
their Correlation.—First Report of the Committee, consist-

ing 0/ Professor H. E. Armstrong (Chairman), Mr. H. G.
Smith {Secretary), Mr. E. C. Andrews, Mr. R. T. Baker,
Professor F. O. Bower, Mr. R. H. Cambage, Professors

A. J. EwART and C. E. Fawsitt, Dr. Heber Green, Dr.
CuTHBERT Hall, Professors Orme Masson, E. H. Rennie,
and R. Robinson, and Mr. P. R. H. St. John.

[Plates V. and VI.]

The Committee was appointed at the Australian Meeting in 1914;
during the year, Mr. J. H. Maiden has resigned and Professor A. J.

Evvart has been made a member; three meetings have been held in

Sydney.
The Eucalypts cannot be completely classified according to any one

(botanical) character and, at present, the chemical and the botanical

characters cannot all be taken into account with sufi&cient precision to

warrant the submission of a classification of the species in the order

of their evolution.

The Committee only feel justified in drawing attention to the follow-

ing conclusions on specific points which may be considered to be well

established :
—

(1) Three types of venation are met with in the mature lanceolate

leaves of the Eucalypts ; each of these types appears to be
characterised by a definite type of anther in the flower, by special

oils in the leaves and by specific substances in the kino from the
tree.

(2) The amount of inorganic material present in the wood of the
Eucalypts is exti'emely small in the case of the species which
grow to the greatest size.

(3) The evolution of the Eucalypts has been accompanied by a

marked evolution in the Cotyledons.

(4) Chemical as well as botanical evidence shows that the Eucalypts
are closely related to the Angophoras.

The Botanical and Chemical Characters of the Eucalypts and their

Correlation. By R. T. Bakeb and H. G. Smith.

The genus Eucalyptus is of great importance in Australia, as it

embraces perhaps about two-thirds of the vegetation of the continent;
whilst the characteristic botanical features are representative of the
whole genus, there are distinct minor differences which justify pro-
nounced differentiation in not a few directions. During recent years
the botanical and chemical characters of many species have been deter-
mined. It appears that, not only are certain botanical features peculiar

1915. H
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to the genus but that there are conesponding chemical characters
which are just as pronounced and sometimes even more constant than
the botanical. There is also reason to believe that such botanical and
chemical features have been evolved coincidently, in a more or less

uniform manner.
Eucalyptus trees take many forms of growth and their botanical

features and chemical characters are often most diverse. They are

roughly divided vernacularly into groups and sub-groups ; the names
that are given are largely indicative of certain physical features.

Incidentally, it may be mentioned that scientific study has shown that

these vernacular groupings hold good in a remarkable manner; thus
the terms 'Bloodwood,' 'Peppermint,' 'Ironbark,' ' Stringybark,'

'Ash,' 'Box,' 'Gum,' representative, more or less, of groups, ai-e

applied to species having similar and comparatively constant features

throughout the whole area of disti'ibution. Other common names,
however, are representative only of particular species, e.g., 'Tallow-
wood,' 'Spotted Gum,' 'Blue Gum,' 'Red Gum,' &c. Although
intended to be distinctive, these are often only so over very restricted

areas ; the ' Blue Gum ' of Tasmania, for instance, is quite distinct from
the ' Blue Gum ' of Sydney and the ' Eed Gum ' of one locality is often

a species different from that called ' Red Gum ' in another district. As
an illustration of the way in which the main groups are arranged into

sub-groups, the ' Box ' group may be mentioned, which is divided

vernacularly into ' Red Box,' ' Grey Box,' ' Yellow Box,' &c. ; similarly

the ' Stringybark ' group is subdivided intoi ' Red Stringybark,' ' White
Stringybark,' &c. , the 'Ironbark' group into 'White Ironbark,'
' Broad-leaved Ironbark. ' It will be obvious that the features of the

several species must be of a fairly constant nature, otherwise local

nomenclature would be of little use for industrial purposes.

The value of well-marked physical features as an aid to a general

classification becomes evident on studying the botanical features of the

several species and groups; it is then seen that there is a striking

similarity between the several species of the more well-defined groups,

the seedling leaves, the anthers, the leaf-venation, all agreeing closely

within each group. None the less, although these are often distinctive,

thei'e is no well-marked line of separation dividing one group from

another ; it would seem that there has been uniform development from

one species to another throughout the genus, although gaps in the order

of agreement naturally occur here and there. It is suggested that the

more obvious botanical changes have been mainly due to slow evo-

lutionarj' development under the influence of environment, soil and

climate. Altitude, climate and soil seem to be the chief controlling

factors governing the geographical range of most of the species (1). The

adaptation of the various species is traceable, largely, to influences of

chemical constituents, which under natural conditions, where the

struggle for existence is exerted to the fullest, govern the establishment

of a species in its earliest stages. It does not seem possible for certain

species to grow satisfactonly in soil not congenial to their requirements.

Eucalyptus trees vary considerably in size, from the small shrubby

forms known as ' Mallees ' to those representing some of the largest

trees in the world (-).
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Directing Influences of Inorganic Chemical Constituents.

The V617 large Eucalyptus trees of Australia belong to groups the
species of which have much in common, both in botanical features and
chemical characters. Four of the trees of largest dimensions, gix>wing in

Eastern Austi-alia, are E. regnans, E. Delegatensis, E. obliqua' and E.
pilularis ; the first three are common both to Australia and Tasmania.
The bark of all these is more or less of a ' stringy ' nature in cases in

which it persists but the trees are mostly ' half-barked, ' the upper
portions being smooth, hence in some respects they appear to be
associated with the true ' Stringybarks,' E. eugenioides, E. macror-
rhyncha, &c., as well as with the class known as ' Gums.' The
anthers of these big trees are kidney-shaped (Renantherse) ; they all

have the leaf-venation indicative of phellandrene, which constituent they
all contain in smaller or greater amount ; the cotyledons of the seedlings

are all similar in shape. The large ti'ees mostly grow in soil com-
paratively poor in mineral constituents, the soil being of a siliceous

nature. The apparent difficulty of trees so placed is overcome, as they
have the peculiarity of only storing minute quantities of mineral con-

stituents in their timber (3) ; this appears to be one of the chief reasons

why such trees are able to continue growing until they reach very great

dimensions: E. regnans, for instance, sometimes exceeds 70 feet in

circumfei'ence and reaches a height of over 300 feet. If species grow-
ing in highly siliceous country stored mineral matter in the woody
portions as freely as do the Eucalypts which grow on less siliceous or

on basic soils, this available mineral material would soon be exhausted
and the growth of the tree would cease ; but some of the largest trees of

these species must be many hundreds of years old.

The mineral matter stored in the timber of the four above-named
species, calculated on the anhydrous timber, is as follows (3):—

•

E. regnans 0'054 per cent.

E. Delegatensis 0038
E. obliqua 0025
E. pilulaiis 0-052

These values are obtained from tunbers collected from five widely
distributed localities.

Although the amount of ash constituents in the woody portions of

the species referred to is so small, a much larger quantity is found in

their leaves, those of E. regnans giving 2.85 per cent, of ash, those of

E. pilularis 2.91 percent.

The buds, petioles, seed-cases and seeds also contain a considerable

amount of mineral matter; thus in the case of E. pilularis:—
Buds with petioles .... 3'79 per cent.

vSeed-cases (fruits) 2*89 „
Seeds 104

The mineral matter in these portions of the tree, like that of tlie

leaves, would obviously be available for repeated use.

A striking peculiarity of several groups of Eucalypts is the compara-

tive constancy of the amount of manganese in the ash of the timber

of a given species from trees grown over the whole range covered by
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the species; thus the amount found in E. pilularis from five widely
distributed localities ranged between 0"2 and 0'26 per cent. ; E. regnans
gave 0'27 per cent. ; E. Delegatensis 0"3 per cent. ; E. ohliqua 0'22 per

cent.

The mean results obtained in the case of these four species show
that the manganese present in their timber represents only one part in

about one million parts of anhydrous wood ; in five species of ' Iron-

barks,' it is one paii in 60,000 parts (3). Again in the case of this

group, whatever the variation in the percentage amount of ash in the

timber of the several species of the group, the ratio of Mn to the other

inorganic constituents is remarkably uniform ; the following are results

obtained with the five principal ' Ironbarks ' :—

•

Per cent, of ash. Per cent, of Mn in ash.

E. paniculata 0-47 140
E. siderophloia 0-17 1'25

E. melanopMoia .... 0-172 1-50

E. sideroxylon 0-072 1-15

E. crebra 006 1-50

The indications these ash results afford is that E. crebra and to a

.esser extent E. sideroxylon would be found growing naturally on soils

more siliceous than that consonant with the other species of ' Iron-

barks '
: this is fairly borne out by results. [The exudations or kinos

of the big Australian Eucalypts, previously mentioned, are all similar,

their tannins giving a violet colouration with ferric chloride. They all

gelatinise readily under suitable conditions and contain neither Aroma-
dendrin nor Eudesmin nor any other crystallisable substance.]

There are considerable differences in the general character of other

mineral constituents of the several groups of Eucalypts as well as in

the amount of mineral matter stored but there is an approximate

relative constancy in the amounts of certain elements required by the

members of the several groups. Magnesium is a pronounced constituent

in the ashes of species belonging to some groups, whilst calcium pre-

dominates in those of others. Eepresentative species of the three large

groups, the ' Boxes,' the ' Ironbarks ' and the ' Ashes,' show this fact

somewhat clearly ; the results in each case with members of the same
groups agree closely.

' Boxes.' E. hemiphloia and E. cdbens :
—

Mean percentage in ash.

CaO 51-31

MgO 213

' Ironbarks.' E. siderophloia and E. paniculata :
—

Mean percentage in ash.

CaO 29-63

MgO 6-92

' Ashes.' E. Delegatensis and E. regnans :

—

Mean percentage in ash.

CaO 1611
MgO 21-76

In a large number of the species in which calcium is the pronounced

mineral constituent, oxalic acid is a characteristic piX)duct of metabolism;
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British Association, 85th Report, Manchester, 1915. [Plate V.

Types of Eucalyptus Leaf-Venation (leaves used as negatives).

1. E. conjmhosa. 2. E. Smithii. 3. E. amygdalina.

Ilhistrating the Beport on the Botanical and Chemical Characters of

the Eucalypts and their Correlation.
\_To face page 101.
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in some Eucalypts, this is formed in such quantity that at times as

much as one-sixth of the air-dried bark consists of crystallised calcium
oxalate (4), showing plentifully a fomi of twinning in geniculate crystals.

The tannin stored in the barks of these oxalic acid forming species is

of good quality for tanning purposes and affords a very good tanning

extract; it might be profitable, therefore, to work some of these barks

for this material—oxalic acid could then be obtained in quantity, as a

by-product, from the residues. E. salubris, of Western Australia, is a
species which might be so worked. The chemistry and botanical

features of E. sahibris show it to be closely associated with the class

of Eucalypts known as ' Mallees,' trees which form the short stunted

vegetation or ' Mallee Scrub ' extending over much of Australia. In
these ' Mallee ' species lime is a dominant mineral constituent and
they all form oxalic acid in abundance, the one factor, perhaps, being

the corollary of the other. It is hardly to be expected that species which
produce oxalic acid in abundance would live long enough to form very

large trees, so that the tendency to develop a shrub form may have been
brought about through adverse chemical influences operating in these

groups; and it is interesting to find magnesium in such quantity in

the ashes of Eucalyptus which reach a very large size, particularly as

such trees only store mineral matter in their timbers to the extent of

about one pound to 2,000 pounds of anhydrous wood. It is thus seen

that the amount of any element is small, the CaO representing in

E. regnans about one 15,000th part of the weight of the moisture-free

timber and the MgO about one 10,000th part.

Essential Oils.—The essential oils of the numerous Eucalyptus
species vary in composition in a striking degree but the variation is of

a remarkably uniform character (5) and apparently has been contem-
poraneous with distinctive botanical changes; this is strongly brought

out by the progressive alteration in the veins of the mature lanceolate

leaves (6), starting from the featherlike venation of the members of

the Corymbosce group, through the intermediate form representative

of the members of the cineol-pinene group, to the looping or butterfly-

wing venation of the leaves of the ' Peppermints ' and the 'Ashes,' a

form indicative of the presence of the terpene phellandrene. These
three types of leaves are shown in the accompanying Plate V. :

—
The varying thicknesses of the midribs : the disposition of the

marginal veins ; the second vein in No. 3 ; and the varying amount of oil-

glands in these pictures should all be noted.

The first type is represented by the Angophoras and by certain

Eucalypts, between which there is general chemical agreement. The
terpene in the oils of the species of Eucalyptus characterised by this

venation and also in the Angophoras is pinene ; phellandrene does not

occur in them and cineol is either absent or only present in small

amount, whilst the yield of oil is always small. The second type of

venation is characteristic of the species which yield oils consisting of

pinene and cineol ; the oils richest in cineol are obtained from leaves

having this venation; it is well shown in sucTi species as E. globulus,

E. Bridgesiana, E. goniocalyx, E. Smithii, &c. Oils derived from
species with this venation do not contain phellandrene; as the lateral
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veins are farther apart than are tRose of the first group, more room for

oil-glands is available, so that, as a rule, a greater yield of oil is obtained
from the members of the second group than from those of the first.

Although only a comparatively few species of the second group are

utilised commercially on account of their oil, for various reasons—such
as yield, quantity available, accessibility, &c.—many other species

besides those woi'ked contain oils equal in value to the most pronounced
cineol-bearing species made use of. It must be apparent that even a

slight decrease in yield would be sufficient to exclude a species from
commercial exploitation, although the constituents might be identical

with those of the more prolific-yielding varieties. It is a fact woiiihy of

notice that the yield of oil from each particular species, wherever found,

is comparatively constant, although ranging from about 4i per cent,

to practically nothing. This naturally is a factor of some commeixial
importance, as well as of scientific interest as proof of the comparative
constancy in the quantity of oil formed.

The third group contains the species which yield oils in which the

terpene phellandrene is an important constituent. This group now
supplies most of the oil used so largely in the separation of metallic

sulphides by the flotation process.

Although the phellandrene-bearing oils are not at present in favour
for pharmaceutical purposes, some species which contain much
phellandrene are also rich in cineol. This is the case particularly with
the oils of E. linearis and E. Risdoni (7), species allied to the ' Pepper-
mint ' group. The question of the therapeutic values of the several

types of Eucalyptus oils is still an open one ; it does not follow that the

cineol-pinene oils are necessarily of more value in this direction than
are the cineol-phellandrene oils (8), particularly as the other con-

stituents differ considerably in the two classes and it is known that the

first Eucalyptus oil distilled by Dr. White in 1788 (9), of the medicinal

value of which he speaks so highly, was obtained from the leaves of a

member of the cineol-phellandrene gi'oup in which the venation

corresponds to that of No. 3 in the photograph.

Such Eucalyptus oils as those derived from E. polyhracfea and from

E. cneorifolia contain a phenol different from that found in the oils of

the ' Peppermint ' group (10), together with an aldehyde of high boiling-

point (either cumin aldehyde or aromadendral*) and a minimum pro-

portion of esters. In the richer cineol-phellandrene oils, the ester

butylic-butyrate occurs in some quantity (11) and the phenol (Tasmanol)

they contain is not identical with that found in the oils of the other

group, wliilst the ketone (piperitone) takes the place of the aldehyde

aromadendral and a larger proportion of ester is usually present. Euca-
lyptus oils so diverse in chemical constituents cannot have equal thera-

peutic value.

The question of the pur"ification of the crude oils required for medi-

* Although Messrs. Schimmel and Co. assert that cumin aldehyde is the aldehyde
of this class occurring in Eucalyptus oil, the high laevorotation shown by this aldehyde
extracted from the oils of some species is alone sufficient to show that Aromadendral
and cumin aldehyde cannot be identical substances. As the latter aldehyde does not
contain an asymmetric carbon atom, it does not show optical activity.
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cinal purposes thus becomes of some importance and it might be worthy
of consideration whether mechanical or chemical means might not be

more advantageously used than the ordinary method of distillation.

The two largest groups will always supply the Eucalyptus oils to be

used for phaiTnaceutical purposes ; as the botanical and chemical
peculiarities of individual species are uniform to a remarkable degree,

constancy in results can be assured.

The data that have been collected in Australia regarding oils of

undoubted species show that the product of a pai'ticular species, grow-
ing under natural confUtions, is remarkably uniform in character and
even when commercially distilled should show physical and chemical

results within a stipulated range.

The herbarium material of the two species E. Maculata and E. citrio-

dora show close morphological resemblances, j^et the oils differ entii'ely,

that from the latter species consisting almost -whoriy of the aldehyde

citronellal, which is not present in that from the former. This is not an
accidental circumstance due to location, because the uniformity in con-

stituents with both is well shown. The causes responsible for this

result are not evident from a morphological study but lie deeper and
may eventually be traced to chemical influences acting along special

lines. This is one o£ the few instances met with among the Eucalypts
in which close botanical resemblances are not associated with a corre-

sponding similarity in the chemical composition of their oils.

The oil from E. Macarthmi consists vei'y largely of geranylacetate

and geraniiol (12), the ester content often exceeding 70 per cent., so

that this species also appears to 'be a departure. The ester geranyl-

acetate had its origin apparently in the Angophoras (13) or even perhaps
in an older genus ; it is found in small emount in the oils of many
Eucalyptus species having general botanical features allied to those of

Angophora but the passage forms to E. MaOa/rthuri appear to be
wanting.

Another instance is the citral-limonene bearing oil of E. Staigeriana,

in which case again the connecting species haive not been found. These
instances ai'e, however, few in a genus so rich in the number of species.

The rule appears to be that each chemical constituent in the

Eucalypts increases in amount through a range of species until it reaches

a maximum in one of them, so that in the case of these apparently

anomalous species an explanation is forthcoming; they certainly show
a maximum in the characteristic constituents their oils contain. The
pinenes, cineol, phellandrene, particular esters, oxalic acid, Eudesmin,
Armadendrin, the various tannins, as well as other chemical consti-

tuents, all appear to follow this rule ; as corresponding botanical features

are also shown, an evolutionary theory for the formation of the species

of the whole genus is strongly suppoi-ted both by 'botanical and by
chemical evidence.

Kinos or Aslrinqent Exudaiions.—It has been stated already that

the essential oils of particular species of Eucalyptus show a remark-

able uniformity in constituents as well as in general physical characters

;

advantage has been taken of this chemical constancy in the dii'ection of

assisting botanical studies in the- genus, so that more correct values
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might be attached to particular botanical features peculiar to u«rtain

species or groups.

A corresponding comparative constancy in chemical characters is

also evident in the case of the kinos or exudations of the several species

;

these, in most instances, show a grouping parallel with that of particular

constituents of the essential oils and are therefore in conformity with

certain characteristic botanical features of the species. In fact, this

botanical and chemical agreement appears to be represented by practi-

cally all the members of the genus.

The suggested evolutionaiy development of the Eucalypts receives

considerable support from the study of these exudations, as there is as

much diversity in the chemical composition of the kinos as has been

found to be the case in their oils (14).

The exudations of the Eucalypts do not contain gum but are all

astringent and contain tannins. These tannins, however, differ con-

siderably from one end of the genus to the other; both in relative

astringency and in rapidity of gelatinisation they are widely separated,

and this variation is also obvious in the case of the other constituents of

the exudations, both crystalline and amorphous.

Some of the members of the genus Angophora show a veiy close

affinity, both botanically and chemically, with those members of the

genus Eucalyptus which are included under what is generally known as

the ' Bloodwood ' group. This relationship is indicated by the general

appearance of the tree, by the venations of the lancellate leaves, by the

composition of the essential oils, by the presence of caoutchouc cover-

ing the very young leaves, and by the composition of the kinos or

exudations. The kinos of most of the Angophoras and of some Euca-

lypts having a similar leaf-venation, E. calopliyUa for instance, con-

tain the crystalline substance Aromadendrin, the other crystalline body

found in some Eucalyptus kinos (Eudesmin) being absent (15). The
terpene in the leaf-oils is pinene but neither phellandrene nor cineol is

present, except in small amount ; the leaf-venations resemble the general

markings of a feather. The anthers of this group are parallel antherse

;

the cotyledons of the seedlings are large and broad. As the leaf-vena-

tion in the Eucalypts changes into the peculiar arrangement charac-

teristic of species yielding cineol-bearing oils, Eudesmin is found in their

kinos and this substance increases in amount by easy stages through

the several species until, in the kinos of the typical boxes

—

E. hemi-

phloia, for instance—about 10 per cent., is present. Aromadendrin also

occurs in these ; no Eucalyptus kino so far tested in which Eudesmin is

found has been without Aromadendrin. The anthers in this large group

are not all parallel but show variations ; the cotyledons of the seedlings

also vary much in size and shape. As the leaf-venation changes into the

peculiar structure indicative of the phellandrene-bearing oils the con-

stitution of the kinos also changes ; both Eudesmin and Aromadendrin
are absent from all the typical kinos of this gi'oup ; the colour given by
the tannins with ferric chloride differs considerably from that shown
by the kinos of the members of the other groups. The anthers of the

species belonging to this group are kidney-shaped (Eenantherse). The
rapidity with which the kinos of this group gelatinise in tinctures is
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also a distinguishing feature ; the test is carried out by adding formal-

dehyde to the solution (16). Although to the taste and by their

behaviour on oxidation with potassium permanganate, the kinos of this

group appear to be the most astringent, the affinity of their tannins for

hide substance is very slight and the barks of these Eucalypts are of

little use for leather manufacture. Eucalyptus species the barks of

which can be used commercially for tanning purposes, the ' Mallee,'

E. occidentalis, for instance, yield kinos in which Eudesmin and Aroma-

dendrin both occur; the tannins of this group have great affinity for

hide substance and are rapidly absorbed by it. The kinos of the ' Iron-

barks ' and of a few other species are not soluble in alcohol, though

readily so in water; they consist largely of a peculiar tannin glucoside

which on hydrolysis forms a deep purplish-brown powder having con-

siderable dyeing power (17). When these kinos are dissolved in water

and alcohol is added in quantity insufficient to cause precipitation, they

gelatinise readily when treated "with formaldehyde ; they have little

affinity for hide substance and, although plentifully distributed through-

out the barks of some species, E. crebra and E. sideroxylon for instance,

have little present commercial value.

A tincture of official strength, made with the kino of E. calophylla,

is the best possible of all similar substances for pharmaceutical purposes,

because it does not gelatinise in tinctures no matter how long the

tincture may be kept, whilst the tannin it contains is highly astringent

;

the material can be obtained in very large quantities. E. microcorys

would also make an excellent tincture but the kino is difficult to collect.

The kino of the ' Eed Gum,' E. rostrata, although official, is not so

well suited for the manufacture of tinctures as those already mentioned

but may, nevertheless, be considered of fair quality for the purpose;

it is also obtainable in some quantity but it is deficient in astringency

and is not so resistent to gelatinisation. The exudations of the

Eucalypts thus contain substances showing very great variability and no

general considerations can be made to fit all the facts. Chemical con-

stituents found in the exudations of the members of one group, such

as the ' Boxes ' for instance, are not found in those of some other

groups. Tannins characteristic of the kinos at one end of the genus

have disappeared at the other, astringent bodies of a different nature

taking their place. Yet, with all these differences, there is considerable

uniformity in progressive alteration, which is in accord with the varying

botanical characters exhibited by the members of this large genus.

The kinos in which Eudesmin occurs consist largely of catechol tannins

and Eudesmin itself is a catechol derivative containing four methoxy-

groups in two veratrol nuclei.

Other Chemical Constituents.—There are a few chemical con-

stituents in the Eucalypts which at present do not appear to be closely

associated with corresponding botanical distinctive features, as already

shown in many specific instances. Perhaps, however, the reason is

that sufficient work has not yet been undertaken in the direction of

attempting to decide this point. Myrticolorin, the quercetin gluco-

side (18), found in such large quantity in the leaves of E. macrorrhyn-

cha, is a case in point, as the leaves of some other members of the

' Stringybark ' group do not contain this substance.
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- A few constituents of the oils have apparently no distinctive

botanical support; such is the (solid) paraffin (19) which has already

been isolated from such diverse species as E. acervula and E. Smithii.

This paraffin appears to be a constant constituent in the oil of the latter

species; when purified it melts at 64° C. but that isolated from

E. acervula melts at 55° C Further research, however, may show
distinctive characters here also.

Eudesmol, the chief stearoptene of Eucalyptus oils, occurs in those
derived from different groups but is found in greatest abundance in

species yielding phellandrene in quantity, although it also occurs in

the oil of E. Macarthuri from which phellandrene is absent.

It is necessary that these rarer chemical constituents should be
more fully investigated and isolated from the species containing them

;

it might then be possible to establish definite rules, both botanical and
chemical, to account for their occuiTeiice and so bring them into

conformity with those other botanical and chemical chai'acteristics the
co-ordination of which has now been fairly well established.

The Development of the Genus Eucalyptus. By E. H. Cambage.

The earliest evidence we have of the existence of the genus Eucalyp-
tus in Australia is that furnished by the fossil leaves and what are
regarded as authentic specimens have been found as far back as in the
Miocene period. The Mornington Beds of Victoria, from which
Eucalyptus fossils have been obtained, are doubtfully referred to the
Eocene period (20). In early Miocene times our present mountain
system had: not been developed and the climate was mild to warm (21).

Eastern Australia^ was then fairly level and was largely composed of

siliceous soils, much of the silica being in a free state and the soils

sandy. Subsequent lava-flows and deposits of volcanic tuffs gave rise

to a more basic soil ; the final uplift, parallel to the east coast, towards
the close of the Tertiary, produced elevations which have a cold climate.

The effect of geological formation upon the distribution of the
Eucalypts, though distinctly evident in many localities, is to some
extent of a local nature, being dominated by the influence of climate.

Broadly speaking, Eucalynts are distributed between two extreme types
of geological formations, the siliceous and the basic ; there are numerous
examples of different species approaching each other up to a common
boundary without intenningling—some growing on a siliceous granite or
sandstone formation, in which there is an abundance of free silica,

others on a basalt or other basic rock, giving rise to a clay soil (1).

Many of the Eucalypts, including those which are now regarded as the
oldest living types, require a soil derived from rocks containing upwards
of 70 per cent, silica.

The final uplift throughout Eastern Australia had considerable effect
upon the Eucalypts of that area. The resultant Main Divide separated
the original uniform climate into tliree ; with its fairly steep eastern face
presented to the ocean, it created tnoister conditions over the coastal
area, cooler conditions on the mountains, whilst upon the lower portions
of the western side the effect was to produce a drier as well as a hotter
summer and colder winter climate. The Eucalypts, towards the
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interior, west of the Main Divide, in I'esponse to this change, have
gradually been adapted to the new conditions, the result being that they

differ considerably from many of the coastal species and most of

all from those on the higher mountains. None of the Eiicalypts of the

interior occur in Tasmania.
The Eucalypts belong to a family whose leaves are normally opposite

and hoi'izontal; they are also closely allied to the genus Angophora.
The ' Bloodwood ' group of Eucalypts show the greatest resemblance to

the Angophoras, both as regards leaves and oil contents; they may,
therefore, be regarded as representing the type of the oldest Eucalypts
now living. They grow in sandy soil and avoid the cold. Apparently,

the early Eucalypts flourished in a sandy soil with a warm climate,

probably in Northern Australia. The bark was scaly to rough ; the

leaves were opposite and horizontal and often covered with stellate

hairs (22) or coated with caoutchouc ; the leaf-venation was transverse,

the numerous lateral veins forming an angle of upwards of about 65°

with the midrib ; the flowers were generally large as compared with

those of the genus at the present day and possessed, anthers which
opened longitudinally in parallel slits (Parallelantherse) ; the fruits were
generally larger than those of the more recent species of to-day ; the

chief constituent of the essential oils contained in the leaves was
pinene (5). Following some alteration in environment, partly climatic

and partly through the advent of more basic soils resulting from volcanic

outpourings, a new development took place in the genus and species

were evolved with various kinds of bark (hard-furrowed, fibrous, or

smooth barks). The mature leaves, which now showed a more oblique

or diagonal venation and were alternate, had gradually developed

petioles, which allowed them to hang vertically, so as to present the

least possible surface to tlie sun and thus minimise transpiration, whilst

those which remained sessile became protected with a glaucous powdery
wax or a thickened epidermis. Some species of this new type—the
' Box ' trees amongst others, many of which flourish on the more basic

soils—possessed anthers which opened in terminal pores (porantherse),

and cineol now became an important constituent of the essential oils.

As the genus encountered colder conditions, partly through spreading
southwards and partly through ascending the mountains which were
uplifted in Eastern Australia towards the close of the Tertiary period, a

fui'ther group was evolved having leaves with almost parallel venation

or with the now much reduced number of lateral veins at an angle of

less than about 25 degrees with the midrib, kidney-shaped anthers with
the cells divergent at the base and confluent at the summit (Renan-
therse) ; the essential oils in the leaves contained much phellandrene

and little, if any, pinene. This group is largely represented by the
' Peppemiint ' trees. On comparing seedling and adult foliage,

evidence of transition in leaf form is found in nearly all species ; in

the cooler country types, such as E. coriacea and E. stellulata, the

lateral veins of the seedling foliage are arranged at angles up to 50
degrees with the midrib, whilst in, mature leaves the angles are less than

10 degrees and in most cases the veins ai'e practically parallel with
the midrib.
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This appears to be the newest group of Eucalypts ; they have been
evolved in the southern or cool and moist regions. Owing to the final

uplift which formed the Main Divide, north and south, and perhaps
assisted by the Pleistocene glaciation period, this type has been able

to migrate northwards along the higher portions of the range to the
borders of Queensland (1).

Eucalyptus leaves with transverse venation are absent from
Tasmania and are confined to a very small portion of north-eastern

Victoria. They are feund practically below the 3,000-feet level in New
South Wales but are common on siliceous soils in Northern Australia,

thus showing a preference for the warmer climate. Eucalyptus trees

possessing leaves with parallel venation occur in Tasmania, Victoria

and Eastern New South Wales, whilst in Northern New South Wales
their home is above the 3,000-feet level; they are absent from Northern
and Western Australia but are found at the highest level at which any
Eucalyptus grows in Australia, viz. 6,500 feet, thus showing a pre-

ference for cold and moist conditions.

Briefly, then, we have the early Eucalypts growing in a sandy soil

with a warm climate, with leaves containing pinene and characterised

by a transverse venation, the anthers belonging to the section Parallel-

antherse.

Secondly—partly as a result of alteration in climate and partly from
the presence of more basic soils, perhaps also the influence of other

causes—a new type was evolved in which cineol became an important
constituent of the oil, the leaves having a more oblique venation, the

anthers opening in parallel slits or terminal pores.

Thirdly—chiefly as a I'esult of the Eucalypts migrating to southern

cooler latitudes and climbing up the newly uplifted mountains—

a

further type was evolved ; many of the species contained much phellan-

drene, pinene being either absent or reduced to a trace; in this type

the leaves commonly have parallel venation and the anthers usually

belong to the section Renantherse.

The Correlation between Specific Characters of the Tasmanian and
Australian Eucalypts. By E. T. B.-vker and H. G. Smith.

• In a letter which the late Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker wrote to us

he expressed a wish to see a research undertaken to investigate what
affinities, if any, there were between the Gum-ti'ees of the mainland

and those of Tasmania; being particularly interested in the subject,

having desci-ibed and collected species from the higher altitudes of that

island, he regretted he had not been able to collect material at

corresponding heights of Australia for the purpose of comparison.

This investigation has been undertaken by us and the results are

of more than passing scientific interest, as it is found that when a

species occurs both in Tasmania and on the opposite mainland it has not

only identical morphological but also similar chemical characters ; some
species and even groups of wide geogi'aphical range on the mainland

are found, however, to be absent from the daughter island (23).

The absence or presence of these species seems to be accounted

for on tracing out the evolution of the Genus. In our work on the
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Eucalypts, published in 1902, the ' Bloodwoods ' are placed as the oldest

section of the whole genus ; trees having the venation of the ' Blood-

woods ' occur more plentifully in West Australia and sweep right round

the north of the continent to one or two outliers in the south-eastern

corner of New South Wales ; all have red timber.

Following the evolution along this geographical line, the different

groups are met with in succession and it is apparent that in Victoria

white timbers predominate to the almost entire exclusion of redwoods.

On crossing to Tasmania, this distinction is more pronounced, not a

single redwood Eucalypt occurring there. In Tasmania again not a

single representative of the important group known commonly as ihe
' Boxes ' is to be found.

The venation is also correlative and so are the essential oils and the

kinos. Thus the greatest affinity of Tasmania Eucalypts is with those

of Victoria and, along with those of Victoria and New South Wales,

they are the more recent of the genus.

The two species, E. Gunnii and E. Perriniana, of" the highest

altitudes of Tasmania and Victoria, show specifically remarkable simi-

larities in botanical and chemical characters, although growing so far

apart, the sea also intervening.

The oil constituents of these two species vary considerably in both
localities but are practically constant in a given species, whether it gi'ow

in the higher portions of New South Wales or in Tasmania. The
somewhat large amount of the ester butylic-butyrate in the oil of E.
Perriniana, together with an increased amount of cineol and a com-
parative absence of phellandrene, seem to be distinguishing chemical

features in the case of these two closely agreeing species, which, judging

both from botanical and chemical evidence, cannot be identical.

As this land separation has now existed through a long period of

time, some of the species common to both localities show a slight

variation or departure from the type. E. amygdalina of Tasmania
differs from the mainland variety in its larger leaves and fruits and in

chemical constituents; also, E. acervida is most probably a changing
form of E. paludosa, E. phlebophylla a divergence from E. coriacea

and E. virgata from E. Sieberiana.

The majority of the Eucalyptus species of Tasmania, therefore,

show a marked correlation with those of South-Eastern Australia ; this

correlation is pronounced in the case of species growing at the lower

as well as the higher levels.

It is generally recognised that trees descend to lower levels as the

climate changes to colder conditions ; the Eucalypts are no exception

to this rule. E. regnans is found in Victoria growing at fairly high

elevations, whilst in Tasmania it flourishes almost at the sea-level;

E. Delegatensis is rarely found below 4,000 feet in Victoria and New
South Wales, yet grows between 2,000 and 3,000 feet in Tasmania.

The Cotyledons and Seedling Leaves of the Eucalypts.

By CuTHBERT Hall.

The study which I have recently published (24) disclosed, as the

result of a comparative consideration of a large number of species, that
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the cotyledons are of great importance in the differentiation of species.

Tlie form and size are constant in each species and do not varj% except
within narrow hmits which may rather be termed fluctuations.

Lubbock says that the cotyledons of most species are entire. In the

Eucalypts the emarginate form is the more common. Hence we get

two great classes, the entire and the emarginate. the fomier being the

more primitive type. In the size of the cotyledons, the species differ

greatly, at one end of the scale being the exceedingly large ones of

E. calophylla, E.Br, and about 25 cm. broad, at the other the very

small ones of E. acaciaformis, 0'2 cm. broad. The original Eucalypts,

represented now by those of the E. corymbosa class, had large entire

reniform cotyledons ; these are practically identical with those of the

nearly related genus Angophora. The evidence of the seedlings thus

bears out the chemical and morphological evidence as to the near

relationship of the two genera. The group of ' Stringybarks,' repre-

sented in E. obJiqua and its allies, also have seedlings with entire

reniform cotyledons ; these are usually much smaller than those of the

preceding group. But the interesting fact is to be noted that whilst

the members of the corj'mbosa group elaborate an oil of e. simpler com-
position, resembling the oil found in the Angophoras, its principal

constituent being pineue, in the case of the ' Stringybarks ' some species,

such as E. IcBVopinea and E. dextropinea. afford a pinene oil, whilst

E. eugenioides yields a pinene-ciueol oil, E. macrorrhyncha, E.

capitellata and E. nigra a pinene-cineol-phellandrene oil and E. obliqua

a phellandrene-aromadendral oil. It will thus be seen that whilst the

bark, anthers (all these have reniform anthers as compared with the

parallel anthers of the corymbosae) and cotyledons have remained stable,

a great evolutionary change has occurred in the oils. Whether hybridisa-

tion has played a part in this we cannot as yet saJ^

Among the entire cotyledons, there is yet another small group

consisting of species with small circular or reniform cotyledons. These

are probably derived from an ancestor in which emargination was
present but in the process of reduction in size this has been lost. The
fact that they all give a cineol oil also points to such a conclusion.

Of great interest is the important class of Eucalypts with emarginate

cotyledons. Whether we have any of the species in which this

emargination first appeared, it is hard to say ; but this much is probable,

that, until it appeared, the Eucalypts were unable to migrate from the

warm moist coastal ai'eas to the dry interior, to grow on any but a

sandstone formation or to elaborate any but a simple oil not containing

cineol. One of the first steps in the evolutionary development of the

Eucalypts, whereby they became adapted to all the vicissitudes of

Australian physical conditions, has been the development and improve-

ment of the emarginate cotyledons. It is probable that the change first

took place in some such species as E. marginata, Sm., of Western
Australia; this has a large cotyledon with well-marked emargination

but the oil is of the simpler pinene type. This group is not large and

evidently the large emarginate cotyledon type could not exist away
from the moist coastal region any more than the large entire cotyledon

type. I am not aware of the character of the soil in which the members
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of this gi-oup—viz. E. inaryinata, E. TodUana, E. megacarpa, and
E. santalijoUa—preiev to grow but it would be interesting to find out.

The group commonly known as the ' Peppermints, ' comprising
E. piperita and its allies, has a, very characteristic type of cotyledon;
it is usually of medium size, more or less quadrilateral, with rounded
lobes and the emargination is slight or almost absent. The stem and
under-surface of cotyledons and primary leaves are characterised by
a deep purplish colouration. It may be that the origin of this group
is 'through E. Planchoniana or a near relation thereof. This species

has a large cotyledon, emarginate and cuneate at base; it is the one
exception in the group in having parallel anthers instead of reniform.
As is well known, it occurs along the eastern coast in Northern New
South Wales and Queensland. It is interesting to note that, in this

group, the cotyledons diminish in size in the species growing at the
highest altitudes.

There remain now the emarginate cotyledon Eucalypts with cotyle-

dons of medium or small size and emargination slight or very extreme.
Under this heading come about half the species of Eucalypts and the
majority of interior or dry country species. Some of them, with larger
divergent-lobed cotyledons, such as E. globulus and its allies, prefer a

cool moist mountain climate; many, however, have either very small
cotyledons with little or no emargination or else Y-shaped cotyledons in

which the lobes of the laminse are almost linear and the emargination
so extreme as to make the cotyledon of the shape of the letter Y. The
species with such cotyledons, or very small cotyledons, are mainly dry
country species. Practically all these Eucalypts contain cineol in fair

amount; most of them contain pinene, some of them aromadendral, a

few phellandrene but none of them contain pipentone in their oils.

The Y-shaped cotyledon Eucalypts probably originated in Western
Australia, possibly from E. cornuta or its allies; they then spread east
along the Great Australian Bight but they do not seem to have crossed
the Dividing Eange, except in one instance, E. squamosa being found
in the neighbourhood of Sydney on the Hawkesbury Sandstone. As it

is also found at Eylstone on the Western slopes of the Divide, it has
probably reached the eastern coast from the west. This species

appear only just to maintain a precarious existence, as the moist coastal

conditions do not suit it well. Concurrently witli the alteration of the
size and shape of the cotyledon leaves there has been an alteration in

the size and shape of the fruits. In the Corymbosa group the urn-
shaped fruit, with its narrower neck and everted rim, is the most
characteristic; there is one fertile seed in each cell, with its longest

diameter vertical and closely packed round with sterile seeds. In some
species a membraneous prolongation of the testa is found to promote
wind dissemination but this must have prevented ready exit of the seed
from the fruit; this winged membrane is absent from the higher forms.

With the introduction of emargination, the vertical diameter of the seed
became greatly lessened, the seed broader and enlarged at one end, that

in which the expanded lobes of the cotyledon lay ; the folding of the

halves of the cotyledons was vertical instead of transverse. This has
been followed by a corresponding alteration of the fruits ; the everted
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rim has been done away with, though it sometimes recurs as an atavism,
e.g., in E. urmgera; the fruit is hemispherical or even broad and
flat ; this has led to the ovary rising higher and higher, so that in some
species the valves when open in the dry state are very exserted. This
has all tended to allow the ready and quick escape of the seeds from
the fruit. These points are emphasised because I have found that in
closely allied species, in which the fruits are -very alike, we may also
expect the cotyledons to be very much alike, not to exhibit marked
specific difference, though slight ones can often be detected. In a
many-species genus like that of Eucalyptus we are sure to find some
factors, such as fruit, bark, &c., almost identically reduplicated; in

such a case we certainly should consider all the factors such as buds,
anthers, cotyledons, leaves, essential oils, &c., in the determination of

the species.

Primary Leaves.—Almost all the Eucalypts possess the two types
of foliage, the primary or juvenile and the secondary or adult. The
term ' sucker leaves ' should be entirely discarded. Study of the

seedlings shows that the early leaves tend almost from the first pair

to assume the form of the primary type; this type is always constant

for the species. After a period of growth varying greatly in different

species and even to some extent in individuals, the secondary type is

adopted. The peltate form of leaf is generally the true primary type in

the Corymbosa group. We see a persistence of this even in adult

leaves in E. peltata, just as we see a similar occurrence in E. cordata

and E. pulverulenta. The peltate leaves, as a rule, soon give place to

the secondary type and so the fact of their occurrence has not been
adequately recognised. The sessile or petiolate forms of the primary

leaves are always constant and hence may be of importance in differen-

tiating between two closely allied species ; thus the petiolate leaves of

E. Andrewsi distinguish it from the sessile ovate and cordate primary

leaves of E. dives. The presence or absence of stellate hairs on the

stem and primary leaves may also be of use in differentiation, as also the

number and distribution of the oil-glands. This is interestingly borne

out in the case of E. fastigala and E. regnans, which have been thought

to be con-specific; but the seedlings ai-e very noticeably different, that

of E. fasiigata having much smaller cotyledons, narrower lanceolate

leaves of a finer texture and almost devoid of hairs ; the oil-glands, even

in the early leaves, are fairly plentiful, whilst they are almost absent

from those of E. regnans. The cotyledons and primary leaves show
that E. regnans belongs really to the ' Stringybark ' group, as the

cotyledons are entire and reniform and the primary leaves covered with

stellate hairs. E. fastigata retains the stringy bark which E. regnans

has lost more or less.

To sum up, Eucalypts defy all attempts to classify them according

to any one character. A grouping according to barks does not agree

with that according to essential oils, nor either of these with that

according to cotyledons. Yet each is helpful in its own way in guiding

us to a better idea of the true phylogeny of the genus. Both the

cotyledons and primary leaves should be considered in differentiating

species, as either may give valuable infonnation. In the evolutionary
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development of the genus there has been a reduction in size of the
cotyledons, so that the tender germinating seedhng may better cope
with the dry conditions of Austraha. This has taken place in some
species by a simple reduction in size, in others by a reduction in size

and the introduction of emargination. As the alteration in the cotyle-

dons has taken place, a more or less corresponding change in the size

and shape of the fruits has been effected. Lastly, the morphological
characters of the cotyledons and primary leaves are constant in each
species. The variation that takes place is more of the nature of a

deviation or fluctuating variation.

The accompanying Plate VI. gives examples of Eucalyptus
cotyledons—natural size.

Notes on the Evolution of the Oenns Eucalyptus. By E. C. Andrews.

Risume.—Eucalyptus is a highly specialised or secondary form
of the pi'imary or fleshy-fruited Myrtaceae. The primary types are
luxuriant and occur throughout the fertile tropics, whilst Eucalyptus
and its allied genera are adaptations, in the main, to the more barren
sandy and extra-tropical areas in Australia. Eucalyptus developed
in warmer Australia and has never wandered beyond the neighbouring
islands of tliat continent, except as a colonist.

Deane suggests (25) that the capsular-fruited Myrtacese originated
in Northern or North-Eastern Australia ; that these types attained their

maximum development in Western Australia and gave rise to the
fleshy-fruited Myrtacese, which spread later to Asia and Europe as

differentiations of the primitive capsular type. Deane's idea

apparently arose from the belief that capsular fruits had been developed
before the fleshy forms. Even, however, if it be agreed that the
capsular preceded the first baccate or drupaceous form of fruit, it does
not at all follow that the capsular must precede the fleshy fruits in any
particular family, especially such a relatively young one as the
Myrtacese.

In connection with the position of the subject genus in its family
it may be pointed out, in the first place, that the' family Myrtaceae
consists of about 3,100 species, of which 2,500, approximately, occur
in the fertile tropics or subtropics of the whole world. These include
the vast genera Eugenia (1,325 species), Myrtus (200 species) and
Myrcia (320 species) ; they are all of luxuriant habit, including some
of the finest trees in the jungle. Eugenia and Myrtus are rich in

species in America, Asia, Africa but occur more sparingly in Australia.

All possess fleshy fruits, whereas Eucalyptus is a capsular form. Again,
these fertile tropical types all possess leaves which are opposite and
penniveined, dense, glossy and luxuriant in appearance. The anthers
of all, moreover, are versatile, the cells parallel and opening longi-

tudinally.

On the other hand, Eucalyptus possesses various forms of anthers

;

nevertheless, those of the section Corymbosae or the ' Bloodwoods
'

exhibit the generalised type which is found in the tribe of the Myrtse
or the fleshy-fruited forms of the familv. Moreover, it is just the

1015.
;
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' Bloodwood ' group which has been indicated as containing the earlier

forms of Eucalyptus by reason of their oil-contents (7) by I'eason of the
antheral classification of the genus by Bentham (26) and by their

general appearance also, as shown by Oambage (1) and the writer (27).

In the second place, the genus Eucalyptus has all the biological

signs of youth. It is vigorous and aggressive; it is rich in species;

and it is the dominant vegetation of the continent of Australia. It

occurs in every geographical situation; it swarms on the great sub-arid

plains of the interior ; it forms thickets on the barren sandstone ; it

survives the desolating winds of the colder plateaus ; it flourishes in

the I'avines of the plateau margins ; it grows in the swamps ; and it

advances almost to the very intersection of the planes of sea and land.

As opportunity offers in other continents, it quickly establishes itself

therein. Only in the jungle has it failed to establish itself. Were it

a genus which had once been cosmopolitan, as asserted by Ettings-

hausen (28), now decadent, it would be represented by monotypic
and oligotypic genera scattered in various isolated localities with wide

stretches of intervening areas containing no representatives of the

genus. On the other hand, it is not only overwhelmingly rich both

in species and individuals in Australia but it is also excessively

tenacious of life and adaptable to its environment. This suggests that

it is a specialised form peculiar toi Australia, much as the vast genus

Myrcia is to tropical and subtropical America.

In the third place, the earlier life history of Eucalyptus suggests

that it is a specialised form of the fleshy-fruited Myi'tacete. Only in

the juvenile forms of the genus are the leaves consistently opposite

and penniveined, as in the fleshy pantropical forms. In many species

of the genus these generalised leaf types are obstinately persistent as

in E. cinerea, E. cordaia, and E. pulver-ulenta. The obstinate per-

sistence- also of juvenile cordate, sessile, and horizontal leaves in the

genus indicates that such leaf-types had been strongly established for

a very long period in the family before the evolution of the genus

Eucalyptus ; and that the latter, typical Eucalyptus leaf, with twisted

stalk, is an adaptation to a harsher climate and one which would tend

to become extinct, in favour of the old persistent type, under certain

favourable climatic conditions.

In the fourth place, the genus Eucalyptus appears to be a modifica-

tion of a warmth -loving plant to meet varying conditions of dryness

and coldness; as such it indicates a more youthful origin than that of

the luxuriant and megathermic Myrtse.

In the fifth place, the vast genera Eugenia and Myrtus have been

enabled to occupy all the fertile tropics even in lands so widely isolated

as Tropical America, Africa, Asia, and Australia. The morphology and
habits of these luxuriant types suggest a former land connection

between the great tropical lands. But these land bridges, if existent,

do not appear to have been used by tihe genus Eucalyptus, and the

only explanation possible, in view of the great vigour and tenacity of

the genus, is that Eucalyptus was developed only after the separation

of the great tropical lands from one another, whilst the Myrtse were
developed prior to such separation.
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In the sixth place, it appears that tlie geogi'apliy of Australia has
changed considerably since the Cretaceous period. At that time

Australia appears to have been occupied in part by a great central

sea, surrounded by wide expanses of low-lying plains, mainly sandy
in nature, the climate of the continent being mild and moist. That
condition has now passed, the central sea has been drained, the old

eastern plain has been uplifted to form high plateaus ; these plateaus

in turn have been covered in places with dense lava floods ; the plateaus

themselves have been worn away, in part, by streams and the material

so worn has been distributed by the inland-flowing streams to form
great alluvial plains, whilst the old moist and genial climate has been

highly differentiat-ed coincidently with these changes of topography.

This suggests that the vegetation of Australia has been called upon

to adapt itself to harsher conditions since the isolation of Australia.

On the other hand, the great similarity to each other of the tropical

Myrtffi suggests that Eugenia, Myrtus, and Myrcia developed under

uniform and mild climatic conditions.

A consideration of these principles suggests that Eucalyptus was
developed from the fleshy-fruited Myrtace^ after the sepai'ation of the

great tropical lands ; that it was developed in warmer Australia, pos-

sibly the Northern or the more North-Eastem portion ; that it was
an adaptation in the first instance to the warmer sandstone areas and

later either to drier climate or to heavier soils or to the colder localities.
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The Preparation of a List of Characteristic Fossils.—Report of

the Committee, consisting of Professor P. F. Kendall
(Chairman), Mr. W. Lower Carter (Secretary), Mr. H. A.

Allen, Professor W. S. Boulton, Professor G. A. J. Cole,

Dr. A. E. Dwerryhousb, Professors J. W. Gregory, Sir

T. H. Holland, G. A. Lebour, and S. H. Eeynolds, Mr,
Cosmo Johns, Dr. J. E. Marr, Dr. Marie C. Stopes, Dr.

A. Vaughan, Professor W. W. Watts, Mr. H. Woods, and
Dr. A. Smith Woodward, appointed for the consideration

thereof.

During the year the Chairman has carefully considered the various

suggestions sent in as the result of the preliminary list circulated by
the Secretary. He has analysed the criticisms and suggestions and
embodied them in a tabular form, which was submitted to the Com-
mittee. This showed that of 624 species included in the printed list

375 were accepted without any dissent. Of the 242 species challenged,

192 were objected to by only one or two critics. Of the 221 additional

species proposed, 157 had the support of only one critic. Thus the

general result seemed liighly encouraging, and the Chairman recom-

mended the appointment of a small sub-committee to deal with the lists

and submit their contents to specialists, believing that in this way a list

might be compiled that would meet with general acceptance.

The Committee met at Manchester on September 7 and received and

adopted the Chairman's report. They modified this recommendation

by appointing two Sub-Committees : (1) Northern—Prof. J. "W.

Gregory, Prof. P. F. Kendall, Prof. G. Lebour, and Dr. G. Hickling

(convener); (2) Soidhern—Prof. W. S. Boulton, Dr. A. Vaughan,
Mr. H. Woods, and Dr. W. T. Gordon (convener).

The Committee ask for reappointment with a grant of lOZ. for print-

ing in lieu of the same amount voted but not expended last year.
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^he Old Red Sandstone Rocks of Kiltorcan, Ireland.—Report of

the Committee, consisting of Professor Grenville Cole
(Chairman), Professor T. Johnson {Secretary), Dr. J. W.
Evans, Dr. E. Kidston, and Dr. A. Smith Woodward.

The Committee has spent the sum of five pounds from the unexpended
balance of the grant made in 1913, and has returned the remaining

balance to the General Treasurer. The grant of lOZ. made in 1914

was not called on, since the work for which it was specially intended,

excavation at Tallow Bridge, proved impracticable, owing to local

difficulties. The regular working of the Kiltorcan quarry^ however,

makes it desirable to secure good specimens as they are turned out,

since the owner is the local contractor for roads, and the stone and

plant-remains become alike used in making the Kilkenny highways.

Short of actual purchase and preservation of the historic site, the

alternative is to pay the owner to watch the work as it goes on and

to set aside the more interesting material. He has shown a ready

appreciation of the requirements of the Committee.

Hence the Committee asks for its continuance and a grant of ten

pounds for the excavation-work at Kiltorcan, and for specimens obtain-

able in 1915-1916.

The Committee would be glad to be allowed to send, carriage

forward, duplicate material of Archceopteris , Bothrodendron, Archano-

don, &c., to the botanical and geological sections of universities,

colleges, and museums in the British Empire, where it is found that

such specimens would be welcome. Such gifts would, of course, be

accompanied by a statement as to the auspices under which the material

was obtained.

The Lower Pala>ozoic Rocks of England and Wales.—Report

of the Committee, consisting of Professor W. W. Watts
(Chairman), Professor W. G. Fearnsides {Secretary), Pro-

fessors W. S. BouLTON and G. Lapworth, Mr. E. S.

CoBBOLD, Mr. V. C. Illing, and Dr. J. E. Mark, aqypointed

to excavate Critical Sections therein.

Owing to the early departure of the Association for Australia in 1914

it wa? not possible to report on the work of the preceding year in Shrop-

shire. The annexed report gives an account of Mr. Cobbold's excavations

in that and the previous year.

The war has rendered it impossible to carry out any excavations

during 1915.

The Committee asks for reappointment, with a grant of 15L—this

year's unexpended grant.

^ixth Refort on Excavations among the Cambrian Rocks of Comley,

. Shropshire (1912, 1913, 1914). By E. S. Cobbold, F.G.S.

A portioi> of the grant made to the Committee on its reconstitution

at the Birmingham Meetiijg was entrusted to the writer for the continua-

tion of his excavatioiis in the Gonaley area.

In the previous year, when no grant was available, certain sections
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were opened out in tLe subsidiary area called the Cwms (about two miles

south-west of Comley itself) with funds from another source, and a sum-

mary of the results appeared in the Keport of the Birmingham Meeting.^

Additional work has now been done at these sections with the help

of the grant made in 1913, and full details are incorporated in the present

Eeport.
A. Excavations in the Cwms.

Excavation No. 53.

—

The Road Quarry.

This little quarry had been cleared of debris and was subsequently deepened at

certain points. The complete section thus exposed was as follows in descending

order :

—

North-East End of the Section.

d. ' The Greenish-grey Sandstone.' ft. in.

di. Hard quartzose sandstone 16
dj. Do., do., with large ovoid and elongate cavities and masses of rotten-

stone up to 10 cm. in diameter ; these are almost certainly of organic

origin, but their nature has not as yet been determined ... 1 3

Hyolithellus sp.

Hyolithus cf. H. primcevus, Groom,
Oholdla ? groomii, Matlej',

Micromitra spp.,

and another brachiopod allied to both Miclcwitzia and Kutorgina.

d.2. Hard quartzose sandstone 3

d,. Well-bedded sandstones, rather soft and less quartzose than d., . 15

c. Shale with thin bands of quartzite 2

Fatdt.

b. ' The Mottled Beds ' (about 4 feet seen).

63. Conglomeratic quartz grit, with well-rounded grains and pebbles

of quartz, a small amount of glauconite, and a few pebbles of felsitic

rocks 14
62. Yellowish quartz sandstone, mottled with brown streaks and patches

of dark rotten-stone and having a thin layer of quartzite at the base 1

6,. Conglomerate with many sub-angular pebbles of mudstone, pink

and buff-coloured felsitic rocks, and brown quartzite; also con-

taining rounded or elongate masses of rotten-stone, suggestive of

the former presence of calcareous organism.s 14
Fossils from the two beds 6, and 63.

Hyolithdlus, sp.

Hyolithus sp.

Obolella groomii, Matley.
Micromitra spp.,

and two other brachiopods, allied to both Miclcwitzia and Kvlorgina.

a. ' Wrekin Quartzite,' about 16 feet seen.

«8. Yellowish quartzose sandstone, nearly a quartzite .... 1 6
a,. Pale blue compact quartzite, with occasional pink grains of felsite 2 -

ttg. Yellowish quartzite, with well-marked compact blue and impure
yellow bands 2

a^. Impure yellowish quartzite, much fractured 8

04. Compact blue quartzite 8
a,. Compact blue quartzite 10
O2. Mottled blue and yellow compact quartzite 4

a,. Compact quartzite, bedding disturbed 4
Broken blocks of quartzite, occupying a distance equivalent to a further

thickness of about 6

Probable Fault.

South-West End of the Section.

The dip of the beds throughout remains fairly constant at about 80° N., 70° E.

' Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1913, Birmingham (1914), p. 486.
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The broken condition of the quartzite at the southern end of the

section is probably due to the proximity of a strong longitudinal (N.B.

and S.W.) fault (' The Koad Fault,' Lapworth), which separates the

Uriconian of Caradoc Hill from the Cambrian and Ordovician rocks of

the Cwms.
The fault in the section itself is one of the minor fractures, transverse

to the major faults which determine the orographic features of the district.

The fossils from the Mottled beds and Greenish-grey sandstone are of

considerable interest as representing the oldest-known fauna of the dis-

trict, and may be compared with those collected by Dr. Groom from the

Quartzite and Hollybush Sandstone of the Malvern area.

The gradation, by intercalation, from quartzite below to sandstone

above, and the occurrence of the conglomeratic beds, confii-m and supple-

ment the observations made on Excavation No. 4 ^ at the north spur of

Little Caradoc, Comley.

Excavation No. 54.

—

The Middle Ridge in the Cwms, about 150 yards

South of No. 53.

A trench was cut across a knoll where some hard grit protruded, and

a short summary of the section obtained was published in the report of

the Birmingham Meeting. The section confirms and supplements those

of the Quarry Ridge at Comley.^ The complete section is as follows :

—

Eastern End of the Section.

Middle Cambrian.
e. Shale, with bands of hard glauconitic grit. Gj. The Quariy Ridge Shale.

63. Clay with fragments of shale. ft. in.

e-i. Band of hard, ringing, glauconitic grit 16
e,. Brownish shale crushed and fractured 2

d. Hard, ringing, glauconitic grit in beds from 3 to 24 inches thick. Cj. The
Quarry Ridge Grit 28

c. Conglomerate, c/. The Quarry Ridge Conglomerate.

Cj. Brown pebbly somewhat incoherent grit, with small felsitic and

quartz pebbles, and a few rounded fragments of Lower Cambrian

Limestones • ^ ^

C3. Coarse conglomerate, incoherent and usually dark in colour, with

many subangular blocks of Lower Cambrian Limestones, among
which are fragments of the granular portion of the Black Limestone.

c^. Dark rotten-stone, chiefly consisting of grains of quartz and glauconite 1

Acrothele sp., Acrothyra sp., HyolithdlMS and many fragments of

Trilobites.

c,. Black skin of phosphatic material, partly adherent to the next bed

below and partly invading the grit above, thickness variable up to 2

Lower Cambrian.
h. Black, Grey, and OleneUus Limestones.

65. Black Limestone, granular and phosphatic . . . ... 04
64. Black Limestone, compact and crowded with fragments of Trilobites.

Protolenus sp., Callavia sp .00
6j. Dark purple compact Limestone, weathering to a yellowish clay ;

trilobite fragments plentiful .06
b... Dark purple compact sandy Limestone with abundant minute mica

flakes 10
Callavia callavci Lapworth (?), Anomocare pusiidatum Cobbold,

Microdiscus attleborensis S. & F., Obolella, Micromitra labradorica,

M. sp. and Ostracoda.

2 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1908, Dublin (1909), p. 238.

' Rtp. Brit. Assoc. 1908, Dublin (1909). Excavations Nos. 1 and 2, pp. 234, 236,
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h,. Red, sandy and micaceous Limestone in nodules ; trilobite frag- ft. in.

ments very plentiful 10
a. Ijower Comley Sandstone.

a,. Mottled red and green micaceous sandstone, soft and somewhat
fissile above, harder and more compact below 4

a.,. Green micaceous sandstone with rusty spots, and one specimen of

Hyolithellus 6
a,. Green micaceous sandstone ; base not seen 60

Western End of the Section.

The dip of the beds throughout is 80°, N.75° E.

This section is now filled in. It repeats in all its main features tie

sequence shown in the Quarry Ridge * of Comley, which is aboxit one
and a half miles away. It is noteworthy that the dividing line between
the Taconian and Paradoxidian (=the plane of erosion) lies at exactly

the same horizon (the top of the Black Limestone) in the two places,

though at Robin's Tump, which is about half-way between them, the

Taconian strata are seen to have been eroded to a much lower level.*

In a few particulars the section now being dealt with supplements the
information given by Excavations Nos. 1 and 2.

(i) The Conglomerate (r-) has here a distinctly sandy bed at the top [c^]

and another at the base {c.2), indicating that it is complete and not affected

by the strike faulting, so prevalent in the Quarry Ridge of Comley.
(ii) This Conglomerate contains many angular blocks of Black Lime-

stone of both the granular and the compact varieties (beds h^ and h^ of

the section) which had not been noted from the Conglomerate at Comley.
There are also, as at Comley, numerous blocks of the Grey and Olenellus

Limestones. It is now clear that all the Limestone bands were subject
to erosion at the time when the Conglomerate was formed.

(iii) The black skin (c, ) at the base of the Conglomerate has its counter-
part at Comley in a similar black deposit, which contains Paradoxides,
Dorypyge, and a species referred to Acroihyra. The same species of

Acrothyra is found in the sandy bed c^, but the Trilobites in that bed
have not been identified.

(iv) In the Cwms section the compact or lower portion (64) of the
Black Limestone is crowded with fragments of Trilobites, many of which
have the reticulate surface characters of Olenellus or some other genus
of the Mesonacidse. This necessitated a further study of Excavation
No. 2 at Comley (see following page).

Excavation No. 55,

—

The Cwms Brooh.

The Lower and Middle Cambrian rocks are naturally exposed in the
bed of this stream for about 300 yards to the southward. The section
across the junction was opened out and the contact was proved to be
a faulted one, the whole of the Limestones of the lower series being cut
out at this point.

Excavation No. 56.

—

The Lower Ridge in the Cwms.

A few small trials were made where the Qaartzite composing the ridge
outcrops, but no continuous section could be observed, without undue
disturbance of the cultivated ground. The presence of greenish-grey
and mottled sandstone lying above the quartzite was noted.

' O-p. jam cit.

• Bep. Brit. Assoc. 1911, Portsmouth, 1912, pp. 112, 113, and figs. 1, 2, and 3,
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B. Excavations in the Comley Area.

Excavation No. 2.—200 Yards South of Comley Quarry, Reo'pened.

The discovery of fragments of Olenellus, sensu lata in the Black Lime-

stone of the Cwms (see above), rendered additional work advisable at the

same horizon in the Quarry Kidge at Comley, the full section of which

is given {op. cit.) in the report to the Dublin Meeting.

The Black Limestone was uncovered and some highly fossiliferous

blocks obtained ; these yielded at least two species of trilotiites referable

to the MesonacidcB ; fragments provisionally referred to Oryctocephalus,

which is a genus found in both Middle and Lower Cambrian of America ;

a species of Microdiscus that appears to be undescribed ; and a number of

specimens of HyoUthidce. All of these require critical study before they

can be specifically determined.

Excavation No. 4.

—

North sfiir of Little Caradoc, 200 yards

west-south-west of the Comley Quarry, reopened.^

The old trench was considerably widened and deepened at the site

of the beds marked «2 in tbe Dublin Report, to which the Mottled Beds
(b) of the section of the Road Quarry (see above) bear a strong lithological

resemblance. The grits with rounded quartz grains were found to con-

tain pebbles of pre-existing rocks and also fragments of Brachiopoda,

some of which are referred to Obolella (?) groomii and a species of Micro-

mitra.

Excavatimi No. 5.

—

Hill House Ridge. Nwth End.''

Here further work in quarrying rough stone for walling had been
done by the occupier of the land, and from the material of the Hill House
Grits thus exposed a single cranidium of Paradoxides intermedins Cobbold
was obtained. Fossils that can be identified are very scarce in these beds*

P. intermedins occurs typically in the Comley Breccia Bed.^ The
Hill House Grits may therefore be regarded as belonging to the same
faunal horizon as the Breccia Bed, which has been proved to be equivalent

to some part of the Swedish P. tessini zone.

Excavation No. 57.

—

Caradoc Dingle.

In a little wooded hollow called Caradoc Dingle about half-way be-

tween the Comley Quarry and Robin's Tump soft shales are exposed
at one or two places in the bed of the brook. At one point a rib of rock

some eight or ten yards long projects through the soil, and from it in 1901

a few brachiopods were found on the occasion of an excursion of the

Liverpool Geological Society. A trench was cut across this ril> and the;

following section was exposed :

Wiist End of the Scclion.

h... Bluish shale, much crushed and fractured, about .3 feet seen. (Brachio-

poda were obtained from this bed by Prof. Lapworth and Mr. Rhodea
in 1892 or earlier.) ft. in.

Interval where no rock is seen of about 12

6|. Shale rather harder but much crushed 8
ttj. Band of pyritous grit 2

" Rey. Brit. Assoc. 1908, Dublin, 1909, p. 238.
' Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1908, Dublin, 1909, p. 240.
» Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1912, Dundee, 1913, pp. 139, 140, and Q.J.O.^. vol. Ixix. 1913,

pp. 27-44.
-

.
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BiUingsella lindstrcemi var. salopiensis Matleji very plentiful, Acrothele
cortacea Linnarsson, Acrotreta, of. sagittalis Salter, A. Schmalense'ei
Walcott, Obolus (?) sp. index Linnarsson (1876). ft. in.

n,. Shale with sandy bands 3
a,. Hard, micaceous, and siUceous grit 6
«._,. Flaggy, micaceous shale 2
a^. Hard, flaggy, siliceous and micaceous grit 10

Shaly material 3

East End of the Section.

The shale and bands of grit of this section have a very strong resem-
blance to those of Excavation No. 21, the lower section on the Shoot
Kough Road, and the BiUingsella occurs in the same state of preservation
and in the same profusion. The only differences observed in the section
are : (1) the comparative thinness of this bed, and (2) the absence of rotten-
stone bands (representing calcareous bands) above the BiUingsella grit

in this new section in Caradoc Dingle.

The shales, b, are consequently regarded as equivalent to the Shoot
Rough Road shales (the Orusia lenticularis horizon) and the flaggy beds,
a, as equivalent to the upper portion of the Shoot Rough Road Flags. All
the fossils identified from the Billingsella-lo&nd aj are found in Scandinavia
in the Paradoxides forchammei'i zone.

Excavation No. 58.

—

South-west Slope of Little Caradoc.

In the hope of finding sections comparable with those of Excavations
Nos. 4 and 53, some preliminary trial-holes (3 feet or more long and about
the same depth) were made where the Quartzite crops out in the little

gully between the Caer Caradoc Hill and Little Caradoc. These showed
that the ground here is intensely faulted and that no continuous section is

to be hoped for. Quartzite, flaggy beds, and green sandstones occur in
the various trial-holes without any orderly arrangement being apparent.
The surfaces of the flaggy beds in one place showed tracks of organisms,
similar to those found in Excavation No. 41, south-west of Hill House,^
but there was no evidence to show whether the beds should be regarded
as within the Quartzite sequence or as belonging to the Lower Comley
Sandstone.

Excavation No. 59.

—

In Comley Brook about 50 Yards North

of the Shoot Rough Road.

A rib of mudstone crossing the bed of the Comley Brook, from which
fossils were collected by Mr. Manson, of H.M. Geological Survey, during
the summer of 1914, has been laid bare by excavation, and the following

forms obtained :

—

Orusia lenticularis Wahlenberg sp.

Acrothele ? fragments.

Trilobite fragments.

The mudstone occurs as a band about 12 inches thick in shales re-

ferred provisionally to the Shoot Rough Road shales. The strike is

approximately north-east and south-west, and the dip vertical. The
Trilobite fragments are not sufficiently complete for exact determination,

but may be said to be reminiscent of Olenus, sensu lato. A block or nodule
of similar rock, with the Orusia very well preserved, was found some

'' Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1911, Portsmouth (1912), p. 113.
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years a^o on the surface of the shale '" in the old roadway near Excava-

tion No. 24, some 250 yards to the east of the present exposure.

Siimviary of Results.

The Excavations detailed in this Report have proved :

—

(1) The existence of a section in the Cwms (No. 54), which is entirely

confirmatory of those of the Quarry Ridge (Nos. 1 and 2).

(2) The presence of Olenellus, sensu lato, in the Black Limestone, which

bed may now be definitely assigned to the Lower Cambrian.

(3) The presence iu the lowest known portion of the Lower Cambrian

Sandstone (the Mottled and Greenish-grey sandstones) of a fauna

comparable with that of the Hollybush Sandstone of Malvern.

(4) The presence in the Hill House Grits of Paradoxides intermedius

Cobbold as well as that of Phjchoparia (Liostracus), sp. ci. lata Cobbold,

previously known, which two species are found together in the Comley

Breccia bed.

The inference from (4) is that the two deposits denominated the

Breccia bed and the Hill House Grit are of the same age, though one of

them (the Breccia bed) rests directly upon the Lower Comley Sandstone,

while the other (the Hill House Grit) is separated from that Formation

by about 300 feet of Shales, Grits, and Conglomerate (the Quarry Ridge

Shale and Grit of the Dublin and subsequent Reports).

The principal Results of previous ob.servations were summarised in

the Report to the Dundee Meeting."

The writer desires to take this opportunity of acknowledging very

gratefully the assistance he has received from the Association in enabling

him to explore the Comley Section so much more fully than would have

been possible without excavation, and thus to establish a considerable

number of life zones in the Shropshire Cambrian Rocks. He is also

greatly indebted to Professor Lapworth for advice and other help

throughout the whole course of this investigation, and to Dr. Matley, Mr.

Philip Lake, Professor Groom and others for aid with the Palseontology.

Stratigraphical Names.—Interim Report of the Committee, con-

sisting of Dr. J. E. Mark {Chairman), Dr. F. A. Bather
{Secretary), Professor Grenville Cole, Mr. Bernard
HoBSON, Dr. J. HoRNE, Professor Lebour, Dr. A.

Strahan, ami Professor W. W. Watts, appointed to con-

sider the preparation of a List of Stratigraphical Names
used in the British Isles, in connection ivith the Lexicon of

Stratigraphical Names in course of preparation hy the

International Geological Congress.

In consequence of the war, it has not been possible for the Secretary
of this Committee to communicate further with the Secretary of the
Committee appointed by the International Geological Congress. It is,

therefore, impossible for the present to draw up a plan of operations.

The same reason rendered it inappropriate to act on the suggestion

'" Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1909, Winnipeg (1910), p. 186, and footnote.
" Bep. Brit. Assoc. 1912, Dundee (1913), p. 142.
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made in the last Report of the Commitlee that a similar committee
should be appointed for Australasia.

In order that it may be in a position to resume operations when
international relations are restored to the normal, your Committee asks

for its reappointment, but for the present without a grant.

Belniullet Whaling Station.—Report of the Committee, consisting

of Dr. A. E. Shipley (Chairman), Professor J. Stanley
G-ABDiNER (Secretary), Professor W. A. Herdman, Eev. W.
Spotswood Green, Mr. E. S. Goodrich, Professor H. W.
Marett Tims, and Mr. E. M. Barrington, appointed to

investigate the Biological Problems incidental to the

Belmullet Whaling Station.

The Committee arranged with Mr. J. Erik Hamilton for the further

prosecution of their researches in 1914. He proceeded to Belmullet on
May 24, but received mobilisation orders early in August. The Com-
mittee sympathise with Mr. Hamilton in that owing to ill-health he was
subsequently discharged as medically unfit. Mr. Hamilton's report

lis appended.

The Committee regret that both of the Belmullet fisheries, Blacksod
Bay and Inishkea, are at present suspended. Inquiries were made as

ito other northern fisheries, as the Committee proposed to ask permission

of the Council to send Mr. Hamilton, who is anxious to continue his

work, to one of these. They too are closed. The grant for the

present year has consequently lapsed. The Committee ask that it shall be
regranted for 1916, and that they shall be empowered to substitute

another station iu the North Atlantic in 1916 if the Belmullet stations

are still closed.

Report by J. Erik Hamilton, M.Sc.

I. Inirodiiction.

On May 23, 1914, I proceeded to Blacksod Bay to continue the

investigations on whaling in which I had been engaged the previous year.

The 1914 season was successful, in spite of the fact that the use

of three steamers instead of two, as in former years, made it necessary
for financial success to secure a cori'espondingly larger number of

whales. Eighty-six whales were taken, which yielded over three

thousand barrels of oil.

The whaling station formerly at Inishkea did not open in 1914. The
plant has been removed to the Spanish coast of the Mediterranean for

winter fishing. It is expected that Fin Whales will foi'm the bulk of the

catch.

During this season I had an opportunity of tasting the flesh of B.
borealis, which is to my mind inferior to that of B. miisculus (Blue

Whale), although the Norwegians consider it to be the more palatable.

'The Scandinavian hands at the station salted down a great part of

•,the flesh of the solitary example of this whale which I saw. One
:specimen of B. physalus (Finner) was lactating very freely, and as it

Nwas recently killed I tasted the milk, which is in colour dead-white,
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and appears to be very rich in fat. The flavour resembles that of rich

cream, the oily taste which it possesses not being very noticeable.

On board one of the steamers I found a harpoon which differed

considerably from those which I had seen before. This projectile has a

rigid shaft, being devoid of the link joint which is present in the ordinary

harpoon. There are no barbs. At the anterior end the shaft swells

gradually from its normal diameter to a thickness corresponding to

the diameter of the base of the cast-iron explosive point. There are

the usual arrangements for fitting on the point and for attaching the

time fuse. This instrument is called a 'killer,' and is used for giving

the coup de grdce to wounded whales when the stock of ordinary

harpoons on board the steamer is becoming exhausted.

Since there are no barbs, the killer may be readily withdrawn from

MH mmmiAtiiimttmmimMm
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Fig. 1.—A. Ordinary Harpoon. B. ' Killer.'

I. Wrought-iron shaft, with slot, not visible in A, for wire ring to which the rope
is attached. 2. Steel head, with four hinged barbs. 3. Cast-iron explosive
point. 4. Wire ring.

the body of the animal into which it has been fired, after the point has
exploded. When a new point has been fixed the harpoon may be again
used for a similar purpose.

The accompanying sketch shows the two forms of harpoon in use
(Fig. 1).

I wish very heartily to thank the British Association's Committee
for again giving me an opportunity of working on this interesting
subject.

To my friends Mr. D. Bingham and Captain Lorens Brunn my best
thanks are due for ever willing assistance and information. I am also
much indebted to Professor W. A. Herdman, F.E.S., and Professor
J. Stanley Gardiner, F.E.S., for much kind advice and aid, and to
Mr. D. G. Lillie for his communication on the nomenclature of the
"Whalebone Whales.

I have pleasure in again recording the willing help given to me on
many occasions by all hands at the station, both Scandinavian and
Irish.

The work of examining the material in detail was carried out in the
Zoological Laboratory of King's College, London.
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II. Nomenclature.

1 am indebted to Mr. D. G. Lillie for drawing my attention to the

claims for precedence of the nomenchiture which True has worked out.

The latter has published his authority for its use in the ' Proceedings

of the United States Natural History Museum. '

^

The following extract from True was made by Mr. Lillie

:

' BalcBva musculus.
' Linnaeus' description vague. He refers to two other authors who

refer to Sibbald's description of what is pretty certainly .the "Blue

Whale.
'

' Hence Linnaeus must ha,ve meant Balcsyia musculus to denote

the " Blue Whale. " Hence (the Blue Whale is) Balcenoftera musculus

Linn.
' Balcena pliysalus.

' Linnaeus' description vague. But he refers to Martins, whose

account pretty certainly refers to the Common Rorqual. Hence

Balanoptera pMjsalus for this whale.

' Balczna hoops.
' Lmn^us refers to Sibbald's description of what is very evidently

an immature specimen of the Common Eorqual and (this name) is

hence synonymous with Balcena pliysalus.

' Megaptera nodosa Bonnaterre.
' The American Humpbacks were named before the European ones,

so the names Balcena hoops Fabricius, 1780, and Balcsna nodosa Bonna-

terre take precedence of Bal(sna longimana Rudolphi, 1829.
' But Balcena hoops has been used by Linnaeus as a synonym for

Balcena physalus, therefore Megaptera nodosa should hold the field

on priority grounds.'

In accordance with the above, I have adopted True's nomenclature

throughout this Eeport. I therefore append a table giving this nomen-

clature with the synonyms which have been used by BurfieW and

myself^ in previous reports:

B.A. Reports 1912 and 1914. True.

Balcenoptera musculus L. = Bcdmnoptera physalus L.

Common Rorqual, Fin Whale.

BalcBnoptera sibbaldii Gray = Balmnoptera musculus L.

Blue Whale.

Megaptera longimana Rudolphi = Megaptera nodosa Bonnaterre.

Humpback.

III. Nmnhers and Species taken in 1914.

The total number of whales captured in 1914 was eighty-six, and

included four species. The relative numbers were as follow

:

Fin Whales (B. physalus L.) 67

Blue Whales (B. musculus L.) 13

Sejhvals (B. horealis Lesson) 2

Sperm Whales (Ph. macrocephalus L.) 4

Total 86

' ' On the Nomenclature of the Whalebone Whales of the 10th ed. Linn.

Syst. Nat.; op. cit. vol. xxi. p. 617, 1898.

" British Association Report 1912, ' Report on Belmullet Whaling htation.

' British Association Report 1914, ' Eeport on Belmullet Whaling Station.'
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Of tile above I had the ojiportimity of exaiaining thirty-six speci-

mens—Fin Whales 31, Blue Whales 4, Sejhval 1.

A mass of ambergris of fifteen pounds' weight was obtained from one
of the Sperm Whales.

IV. Measurements and Proportions.

(See Tables at end of this Eeport.)

The series of measurements used last year ^ was retained, and in

addition one other dimension was added. I have used the name
' falcation of dorsal fin ' for this measurement. If a line be taken
from the tip of the dorsal fin to the line of the back, and at right angles
to the long axis of the animal, the maximum distance from this hne
to the posterior margin ol the dorsal fin is the ' falcation of the dorsal
fin.'

It indicates the depth of the notch in the posterior margin of the
dorsal fin, and is very varied. The maximum is 11 in. =4'1 per cent.,
and the minimum 4 in. ='49 per cent. So far as can be seen from

—

^

B

Fig. 2.—Dorsal fin. B. physalus, showing new measurement, indicated by line C.

so small a number of specimens (27) the variation is not dependent
on sex. In fig. 2 the line indicates new measurement.

In No. 22, a Fin Whale, one fluke had not been completely severed,
and I was therefore able to measure it. The distance between the tip of
the fluke and the notch between the flukes, measured along the posterior
margin, was 7 ft. 4 in.

,
giving a spread of 14 ft. 8 in. for the flukes.^

• Total Length.

The accompanying tables give the averages of total length of the
species seen and a more detailed analysis of the total length of the
Finners.

Finners (B. physalus L.).
"Pi in

Average length of all Fiimers (31) 59 11*
.» ,. „ females (16) 63 5

>, „ males (15) 56 2
>, „ „ adult females (13) 66 2

,, " " " .. males (9) 60 la
Maximum for females 70 9
Minimum „ „ .'

.' 49 4
Maximum „ males 64 10
Minimum „ „ ! ! 44 6

* British Association Report 1914, p. 128.
'

Of. British Association Report 1914, p. 129.
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Comparing these results with those of 1913 :

1913.« 1914.

Ft. in. Ft. in.

Average for all specimens (37)

,, ,, females (17)

„ ,, males (20)

„ for adult females (12)

„ males (10)

Maximum for females

Minimum „ „
Maximum ,, males .

Minimum ,, .....

59
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Sperm WJiales (P. macrocephalns L.).

The four examples brought in this year were all taken after I had

left Blacksod.

V. General Observations.

(1) B. physalus L.

(a) Coloration.—I managed to obtain some idea of the colour

distribution on the dorsal surface. I believe that the general pattern,

if it may so be termed, is not the result of individual peculiarity, but
characteristic of the species. It is only in the most recently killed

specimens that any accurate observations can be made, as exposure to

light and decomposition blacken the dorsal surface. The latter agent

also destroys the skin by the formation beneath it of bubbles, which
generally contain fluid much discoloured by blood.

Figure 3 is from a sketch made partly from a photogi-aph and partly

Fig. 3.

—

B. fhysalus. Dorsal surface, showing colour markings, j
1 inch = 12 feet approximately.

from sketches made on the flensing plane. The actual tint of the
pigmented parts of the whales is a -pale leaden grey, not nearly approach-
ing black, which varies in depth in the manner shown. It is note-
worthy that the pale area of the upper surface of the rostrum is asym-
metrical. It extends, behind the blowholes, almost to the middle line

from the right, whereas on the left it falls short of doing so by a notice-
able distance. The pale area behind the eye extends some distance
down the pectoral fin, and the somewhat lighter, narrow line which
divides it from the darker colour of the dorsal surface is continued
across the limb to the anterior margin of the same.

(b) Scars.—As has been noticed in other years, scars of various sorts
are not infrequently observed. Some of these take the form of long
scratches which might be caused by the whale cutting itself on rocks
when diving in shallow water. On whale 14 $ , there was an unhealed
wound on the right side of the tail, about 20 in. from the anterior
margin of the fluke. It was oval in shape, and about 2| in. long by
about If in. broad. The right flipper of whale No. 19 had been broken
off at some time during the animal's hfe. The stump was only 3 ft. 8 in.

long, and partly healed over.

I was informed by one of the Norwegians that he had frequently
seen whales which had a flipper damaged in this manner.

1915. re
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(c) Flukes.—The flukes of the Fin Whale frequently overlap in

the middle line. The posterior margin of each fluke forms a rounded

lobe as it approaches the middle line, and to the presence of these lobes

the formation of the caudal notch is due. Tn some cases the notch is

open, i.e., the flukes do not overlap, and in any case the lobes never

fuse.

From the examination of eighteen whales the following result was
obtained

:

Notch open 6

Left fluke uppermost 8

Right „ „ 4

In the Blue "Whales numbers 1 and 3, and in the Sejhval the notch

was open.

(2) Sejhval (B. borealis Lesson).

As in 1914, the only specimen seen was a female. A number oJ

white patches, which appeared to be healed cuts, were observed on the

right side of this animal. They were about 2i in. long and f in. wide.

There were 306 plates of baleen on the left side of the mouth.

VI. Food.

In only one case was any trace of food other than ' Krill ' found m
the stomach of any species. The exception was No. 28, a Finner, in

the rectum of which a number of small fish otoliths were found; they

were about ^ in. long. The presence of these can scarcely be regarded

as evidence that the whale had been feeding on fish, since small fish

might very easily have been taken in if they were mingled with the

'Krill.'

VII. Notes on Miscellaneous Specimens Preserved.

(a) Under this heading a cyst was described in the Report for 1913.'

During the 1914 season similar objects were met with, but as they

appear to be precisely similar it is not necessary to describe them.

(b) On the exterior of the stomach of No. 28 Finner, $ , four

spherical, soft bodies were found. They were loosely attached to the

wall of the organ, and are about 1| in. in diameter. In section a fairly

thick fibrous capsule is visible, while bands or sheets of the same
material run through the mass of the specimen. The considerable inter-

vening spaces are partly empty in the preserved specimen and partly

filled with material of a uniform consistency. This appears to have been

partly cellular, and in it here and there small rounded objects are visible.

They stain uniformly with borax carmine, or the stainable material

takes the form of a collection of minute dots of varying size.

It may be suggested that these darkly staining masses denote

the presence of some Protozoan parasite. But I find on reference to

my diary that Whale No. 28 is described as ' very rotten. ' It is there-

fore obvious that no histological detail can be made out with any
certainty.

' British Association Report, p. 138 (a), 1914.
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In the fresh condition the cysts were white on the exterior, but

had dark-red contents.

(c) In No. 11, Finner, female, I found in the uterus a vesicle

If in. in diameter and filled with a clear yellowish fluid. This was

presei-ved in the hope that it might be an early embryonic stage, but

on examination no trace of an embryo could be discerned.

In section the walls of one vesicle show uterine glands, and blood-

vessels, in connective tissue. I believe this to be one of the ' ovulte

Nabothi ' of the human anatomists. These are visible to the naked eye

in the human uterus, and it seems not unreasonable to expect that in

an animal so much larger, such as a whale, the ' ovulse ' would be of

correspondingly greater size. This was the largest vesicle seen, but

a number of smaller vesicles were observed. A number of small

roundish objects about J in. long, and which pi'oved to be masses of

cells, were found in the same uterus. They may have been wandering

leucocytes, which had passed through the uterine wall into the lumen

of the organ.

VIII. Parasites.

1. External.

(a) Balcenophiliis unisetits (Aurivillius).—There is nothing new to

report on this form.

(b) Penella (Kov. and Dan.).—A few specimens were found, all

females. No males were observed on them. One, seen on June '27, had
egg-sacs of great length.

2. Internal.

(a) Monostomum plicatum (Creplin) was found in the intestines of

fourteen of the Fin Whales examined. One specimen of exceptional

size was taken. It is 1'7 cm. in length (in a somewhat compressed
condition).

(b) Cestodes.— (i) In the intestine of Finner No. 9 a number of

cestodes were found. They were plentiful, nine being taken from about

a yard of gut. These parasites are of small size, about 8 in. long. The
scolex is dilated and has four well-marked suckers, but there appears
to be no armed rostellum. The proglottides at the larger (free)

extremity of the specimens have the uterus filled with ova, and are

therefore fairly ripe. One cestode exhibiting this condition of the
posterior proglottides is 71 in. in length. This form appears to be
related to Tcenia.

(ii) A number of large cestodes occurred in the intestine of Blue
Whale No. 3. They are devoid of acetabula. The scolex has the
form of a soft pear-shaped head about 1 cm. long in a large specimen.
At the base of this is a flattened discoid collar, having a diameter of

3 mm. The pyriform mass is embedded in the intestinal mucosa, while
the collar appears to have the function of preventing it from penetrating
too far. The proglottides are very short and wide, while the line of
demarcation between tliem is not very clearly marked. One of these
cestodes has a length of 27 in. Neither of the above has as yet been
identified..

K 2
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(c) Acanthocephali.—Mem'bers of this group were found parasitic in

the intestines of all three species.

The following species have been identified

:

B. physalus

B. muscidus
B. horealis

Echiiwrliynclius hrevicollis.

E. porrigens.

E. turbinella.

None of these are new records.*

(d) Nematodes.—In the Eeport for 1913 " an account was given of an

apparently pathological structure found in the upper part of the renal

circulation, and containing nematode ova. During the 1914 season

further observations wexe made on this region, and on the kidney

itself. A few specimens of the digitate structure were found; but, in

addition, in the urinary vessels of twenty-one of the Finners, as well

as in one Blue Whale and the Sejhval, nematode worms of some size

were observed.

The followin,g statements are the result of examination of specimens
from B. physalus

:

They have a very small diameter relative to their length, being

perhaps tV in. thick, while the length of one incomplete specimen was
2 ft. 9 in. In the fresh state they are sometimes tinged with a reddish

colour owing to the hue of the fluid with which the body cavity is filled.

The main ureter traverses the kidney for a great part of its length

and is entered by numerous branches, which ramify in the mass of

the kidney, where they terminate at the calyces of the lobules.

The worms are found partly in the urinary tube system, partly in

the interlobular tissue. One extremity lies in the main vessels, while

the other is to be found in the interlobular tissue. The point at which
the worm passes into the urinary system is usually, if not always,

situated in the wall of a calyx. The extralobular part of the parasite

is embedded in a mass of connective tissue, in which it has a very
tortuous course. It is probable that the presence of the nematode is

responsible for the growth of the tissue in the regions where it occurs,

since the connective tissue masses may be taken as indicative of the
presence of the parasites which they invariably contain.

In one of these parasites ova were found which in appearance exactly

resemble the free ova described last year. Those contained in the parent

were, however, slightly larger than the ova in the digitate growth.
The measurements are as follow :

Average length

Maximum „
Minimum „
Average width
Maximum „
Minimum „

Ova in nematode section (6)

•0595 mm.
•0613 mm.
•0590 mm.
•0413 mm.
•0432 mm.
•0400 mm.

In digit section (9)
•0505 mm.
•0527 mm.
•0463 mm.
•0362 mm.
•0400 mm.
•0336 mm.

• Vide A. E. Shipley, Archives de Parasitologie, ii. No. 2, p.

British Association Report 1912, p. 180; Ibid. 1914, p. 141.
• British Association Eeport 1914, p. 141.

262, 1899;
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In tlial part ot the Term Nova Report^" which deals with ' Para-

sitic Worms,' an account is given of Crassicavda crasskauda, Leiper

and Atkinson, a nematode, probably a Filarian, which was recorded

first by Creplin from a Northern Eorqual, and was also taken by

Mr. D. G. Lillie from the renal tubules of Megaptera during the

Terra Nova Expedition. Through the kindness of Mr. Bayliss of the

British Museum (Natural History), I have been enabled to inspect

specimens of this form, and, although I was not able to make detailed

examination of them, it is my opinion that the nematodes taken from

the kidney of various species of Balssnoptera at Blacksod are veiy

closely allied to C. crassicauda, if they are not identical with it.

IX. Foehises.

(1) B. physalus.—Unfortunately no success rewai'ded my efforts to

obtain stages sufficiently young to be of value for embryological research.

The smallest fcetus which I saw was that from Whale No. 15, and is

1 ft. 10* in. long. This specimen has not the slightest trace of external

hind limbs, the flukes being well developed, and it still retains a well-

marked cervical flexure.

(2) B. muscuhis and B. borealis. No fcetus of either of these species

was seen.

X. Breeding Season.

In my Report for 1913 " I suggested a method of calculating possible

ages of the foetuses from their size. Pursuing the same method with

the six specimens observed in 1914, we have the following results :

June

easurement.
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frequency daring the three months March, April, and May; and I

suggest that, when a sufficient quantity of data has been accumulated,

the maximum may be found to occur in April (see fig. 4). All the

foetuses of 1911, 1913, and 1914 are included in the above figures.

Table I.

—

B. physalus. List of Specimens.
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Nomenclator AnimaUuni Genera et Sub-Genera.—Report

of the Committee, consisting of Dr. Chalmers Mitchell
(Chairman), Eev. T. E. E. Stebbing (Secretary), Dr. M.
Laurie, Professor Marett Tims, and Dr. A. Smith
Woodward.

The war with Germany precluded the Committee from remitting any

money to Berlin, and we have no recent knowledge as to the progress

of the compilation. Accordingly we have not applied to the Treasurer

for payment of the grant, which, by the rules of the Association, now
lapses.

The Committee asks for reappointment without a grant. Tlie

' Nomenclator ' was so far advanced, and promised to be so useful

to systematic zoologists, that the Committee desires to be in a position,

when peace comes, to inquire into and report on what has happened

to the work, and to consider if any useful steps could be taken in this

country.

Marsupials.—Report of the Covimittee, consisting of Professor

A. Dendy (Chairman), Professors T. Flynn and G. E.

Nicholls (Secretaries), and Professors E. B. Poulton and
H. W. Marett Tims, appointed to obtain, as nearly as

possible, a representative Collection of Marsupials for work
upon (a) the Reproductive Apparatus and Development,
(b) the Brain.

The sum of 1001. granted to this Committee was placed in the hands
of Professor Masson, of Melbourne. 501. of this was paid over to

Professor Flynn in September last, and Professor Masson kindly under-

took to make aiTangements for further payments as required. The
Chaimian has received information to the following effect from Pro-

fessor Flynn :
—

It has not been possible to do more than just commence the work
of the Committee, and on that account we ask that the unexpended
balance of the grant may be retained.

It is necessary to point out that if the grant is to be economically
used, it should be spent principally during the breeding season of

Marsupials, since only at that time can material be got which fulfils

both objects of the grant. The main bi'eeding season of Marsupials in

Tasmania is during late June and July, and for Monotremes in Sep-
tember and October. In other woi'ds, as regards Marsupials, the first

breeding season since the receipt of the grant is only now commencing,
and, in the case of the Monotremes (for any organised attempt on
which the grant arrived too late last year), the breeding season does not
occur for another three months.

It has, however, been necessary to obtain reproductive organs in

the resting stage, and, in accordance with this, collections of the follow-
ing genera have been made:—Dasyurus, Sarcophilus, Bettongia,

V L 2
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Poiorous, Bromkia, Perameles, Hahnalurus, Pseiidocltirus, Vulpecula,

Phascolojiiys, niUhorhyncJnis , and Echidna.

The total expenditure to date is 21L 17s. 6d. An endeavour has

been made to keep skins and skulls of as many animals as possible, and

it is confidently expected that the value of these will be equal to a con-

siderable amount of the grant.

The Committee desires to retain the balance of the grant, and

applies for reappointment.

Biology of the Ahrolhos Islands.—Interim Report of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Professor W. A. Herdman (Chairman),

Professor W. J. Dakin (Secretary), Dr. J. H. Ashworth,
and Professor F. 0. Bower, appointed for the investigation

of the Biology of the Ahrolhos Islands and the North-West

Coast of Australia (North of Shark's Bay to Broome), with

particular reference to the Marine Fauna.

Owing to the war and several other unforeseen circumstances, the

departure of the expedition for the Ahrolhos Islands has had to be

delayed. Owing to delays in the mail it was near the end of May
before intimation was received from the Government Grant Committee

of the Eoyal Society that a grant for the purposes of the Ahrolhos in-

vestigation had been passed. Without this the full programme could

not have been carried out. Everything has now been arranged, and,

unless some extraordinary developments take place through the war,

the expedition will leave Perth on November 1. Equipment has been

ordered to the amount of 34L out of the British Association grant of

4:01., but no accounts are to hand, and nothing has yet been paid out.

The Committee asks for reappointment for the coming year without

further grant.

Occupation of a Table at the Zoological Station at Naples.—
Report of the Committee, consisting of Mr. E. S. Goodrich
(Chairman), Dr. J. H. Ashwoeth (Secretary), Mr. G. P.

Bidder, Professor F. 0. Bower, Dr. W. B. Hardy, Dr. S.

F. Harmer, Professor S. J. Hickson, Sir E. Bay Lan-
kester, Professor W. C. McIntosh, and Dr. A. D. Waller.

The British Association table at Naples has not been occupied during

the current financial year. In April 1914, Mr. J. Mangan, of the

Government School of Medicine, Cairo (now Professor of Zoology in

Galway), applied for the use of the table from Sept. 12 onwards for

four or five weeks, and he was appointed to the table for that

period. On Sept. 4, however, lie wrote from Cairo as follows :
' As

all leave has been stopped in the Government service here, I have had
to cancel my plans for working during September and October at the

British Association table at Naples. . . . Will you please convey to
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the Committee my tbanks for the facihties so kindly offered to me, and

my regret that I cannot avail myself of them? '

Mrs. Pixell-Goodinch has pubhahed ('Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci.,'

vol. 61, pp. 81-104, pi. viii., 1915) an acconnt of the researches on
' The Life-history of the Sporozoa of Spatangoids ' which she carried

out in part while occupying the British Association table at Naples

in the spi'ing of 1914.

Marine Laboratory, Plymouth.—Report oj the Committee, con-

sisting o/ Professor A. Dendy {Chairman and Secretary), Sir

E. Kay Lankester, Mr. E. S. Goodrich, and Professor

J. P. Hill, appointed to nominate competent Naturalists to

perform definite pieces of work at the Marine Laboratory,

Plymouth.

Mr. J. S. DuNKERLT, to whom the use of the table was granted for

one month in 1914, reports as follows

:

' At Plymouth last summer I was collecting material from fishes'

gall-bladders for the study of Myxosporidian life-histories. I obtained

some very good material, especially of Ceratomyxa drepanopsett<2,

which supports, so far as I have examined it, the theory of Myxo-
sporidian Cytology put forward in a paper at present printing in

'

' Edin-

burgh Proc. E.S.," entitled " Agarella gracilis, a new species of

Myxosporidian from Lepidosiren paradoxa." Unfortunately the w^ar

has intervened and I am unable at present to continue my research

work, but I hope to continue my investigation of the material, and to

publish the results thereof after the war.'

Since the last meeting only one application for the use of the table

has been received. This application was granted, but the applicant

subsequently withdrew owing to his employment on munition work.

The Natural History of the Isle of Man.—Report of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Professor W. A. Herdman {Chairman),

Mr. P. M. C. Kermode (Secretary), Dr. W. T. Calman,
Eev. J. Davidson, Mr. G. W. Lamplugh, Professor E. W.
MacBride, and Lord Eaglan, appointed to make a Survey

thereof.

The Committee regret to report that under the conditions caused by the

war they find it impossible now to carry on their proposed investigation

of the Natural History of the Isle of Man, and, as they see no prospect

of so doing for some considerable time, they think it better that they

should not be reappointed at the forthcoming meeting of the British

Association.
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Atlas, Textual, and Wall Maps for SoJtoul and University use.—
Report of the Co77imittee, consisting of Professor J. L.
Myres {Chairman), Kev. W. J. Barton (Secretary), Pro-
fessor R. L. Archer, Dr. R. N. Rudmose Brown, Mr.
G. G. Chisholm, Colonel C. P. Close,* Mr. G. P. Daniell,
Professor H. N. Dickson, Mr. A. R. Hinks, Mr. 0. J. R.
Howarth, Colonel Sir D. A. Johnston, and Mr. E. A.
Reeves, appointed to inquire into the Choice and Style

thereof.

[Plates VII. and VIII.]

Part 1.

The Committee was appointed at the Dundee Meeting of the Asso-

ciation, and presented an interim Eeport at the Birmingham Meeting,
dealing mainly with the contents and arrangement of a School Atlas

for senior and for junior students, and suggesting a number of points

on which an expression of teachers' opinions was desired. Copies of

this interim Eeport have been distributed widely among school teachers,

as well as to members of the Geographical Association, and some
interesting criticisms and suggestions have been received, for which
the Committee desires to express its thanks. The Secretary and other
members of the Committee have taken various opportunities of meeting
geographers and teachers informally at meetings in London and in

the provinces, and of learning their views at first hand. Many
suggestions gathered in this way are embodied in the Committee's
Beport.

The paragraphs which follow, dealing with the choice and arrange-
ment of maps in an Atlas, or in a systematic series of wall maps, are

reproduced with modification from the interim Eeport. Those, on the
otlaer hand, which deal with problems of style and draughtsmanship
are new, and represent the principal task of the Committee in the
last two years. The grant made by the Association for experimental
cartography has been of the greatest value, and the thanks of the
Committee are due to the Eoyal Geographical Society for facilities for

the preparation of specimen sheets, the most important of which are

reproduced here.

Contents and Arrangement of a School Atlas.

While not desiring in any way to stereotype the contents of a School
Atlas, the Committee submits its syllabus of maps as a concrete
example of what may fairly be included in such a publication.

The needs of junior and senior students differ widely, and it was
found necessary from the outset to deal with them separately. But
throughout the inquiry it has been the object of the Committee to
provide as far as possible for a Senior and a Junior Atlas which should
be consistent in their general plan and execution.

* Retired from Committee at the outbreak of war.
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Senior School Atlas.

' Royal ' paper (25 x 20 in.) will give a map lOJ x 8^ in. on the

single page. Double-page maps would, of course, be best mounted

on guards; but this arrangement is too costly for a School Atlas, and

the practical difficulty is best overcome by printing such maps as

two single pages with an overlap, and binding them as usual. It is

essential that all the maps should be readily comparable. In particular,

all world maps should be on the same projection. As few scales should

be employed as possible. All the Continents should be shown on the

same scale; unless, as below, a double scale is used for Europe. For

larger-scale maps simple multiples of this scale are recommended, as

will be seen from a comparison of the lists which follow. For questions

of scale, projection, lettering, and other points of style and draughts-

manship reference should be made to the second half of this Eeport.

In maps of climate the annual distributions are less useful for

teaching than the seasonal, and it would be a great gain if the summer
and winter conditions were represented on maps of the North and South

Hemispheres. It will be noted in the appended hst that the double-

page maps of the Continents each shows for two insets ; for India

three seasons should be represented. Maps representing the distribu-

tion of population have high value; geological and vegetation maps
should be included if possible, but are not essential. Historical and

economic maps belong to special atlases or to text-books, and should

be excluded from the School Atlas. It will be enough to indicate the

busier regions, industrial and agricultural, if these do not emerge

sufficiently clearly fi'om the population map.

It has been suggested that world distribution maps would be better

placed at the end than at the beginning of an Atlas.

List of Maps.

World Maps.

(1) Maps of a selected region, to exhibit scales, methods of showing
relief, &c.

(2) Hemispheres, heights, depths : section along 45° N.

(3) Hemispheres, political : inset Eiver Basins.

(4) Hemispheres, population, density : Eaces inset.

(5) Polar Eegions : Land and Sea Hemispheres.

(6) Vegetation : Ocean Currents.

(7) Commercial Highways and Development.

(8) Temperature : January, July, Annual Eange.

(0) Pressure and Winds, two or four months. Eainfall : seasonal.

Europe.

(10) Europe (20 millions), physical. Inset (40 millions); tempera-

ture : January. July.

(11) Europe (20 millions), political. Inset (40 milHons); rainfall,

seasonal.

(12) (a) Population, density; languages, (h) Minerals and manu-
facturing regions.
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Map la.

The European areas to be shown are enclosed by broken lines (Maps 13 and 17a)

and continuous lines (Maps 14, 15, 17b, and 18).

(13) Mediterranean (10 millions).

(14) Central Europe (5 millions').

(15) Italy and Balkans (5 millions).

(16) Alps.

(17) (a) N.W. Europe (10 millions), (b) Spain (5 mOlions).

(18) (a) France (5 millions). ([') British Isles (5 millions).

(19) Large-scale maps; e.g., position of Vienna.

America.

(20) (a) North America (40 millions'), phj-sical. Inset (80 millions)

;

temperature: January, Julj*.

(b) North America (40 millions), political. Inset (80 millions);

rainfall, seasonal.
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(21) (a) U.S.A. (20 millions), (b) Atlantic Coast (10 millions).

(22) Canada (20 millions), and Special Areas.

(23) South America (40 millions), political. South America
[40 millions), physical.

Asia.

(24) Asia (40 millions), physical. Inset (80 millions); temperature:

January, July.

(25) Asia (40 millions), political. Inset (80 millions); rainfall,

seasonal.

(26) Southern Asia (20 millions).

(27) China and Japan (20 millions) ; Palestine.

(28) India, political (large scale); climate.

Australasia.

(29) (a) Oceania, including East Indies (40 millions), political.

(b) Austraha (20 millions), physical.

(30) (a) East Australia, (b) New Zealand, larger scale.

Africa.

(31) Africa, physical (40 millions). Political (40 millions).

(32) South Africa (20 or 12 millions). Insets, West Africa, Egypt,
temperature, rainfall.

British Isles.

England and Wales, Scotland and Ireland, physical and political

(2 millions).

Special regions, A, B, G, D. E, 1: 500,000.
Special regions, a, b, c, 1: 200,000.

It appears from our inquiries that there is a real demand for large-

scale maps of special regions in the British Isles, which could best be
met by special editions for different populous areas.

Junior School Atlas.

In a Junior School Atlas for each Continent one map (physical,

with political boundaries shown in red) would meet all needs. Maps
4 and 5 would be combined ; also 8 and 9 (temperature and rainfall

only). For 26 and 27, India, China, and Japan (20 miUions) might
be substituted, and the following maps omitted, viz., 12, 15, 16, 17, 19,

21b, 22, 29a, and 30a, together with 18a if France were shown on
Map 14.

The Committee is unable to make any recommendation with reference

to an Atlas for University use, feeling that a University student should
have access to and familiarity with a wider variety of maps than could
be included in one volume.

Part II.

Style and Dratightsmausliip.

The chief criticisms of existing School Atlases are directed against

excess of names, impurity of colour, and indistinctness of lettering.
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Map lb.

A, B, C, D, E are areas, some of whicli might be shown by cLmblc page maps on a

large scale (e.g., 1 : 500,000) ; a, h, c, single-page maps of holiday areas on a still

larger scale (say 1 : 200 000),
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Most Atlases still err on the side of excess of names, though in some
quarters there has been great improvement of late. The Atlas

should be provided with a place index, giving latitude and longitude of

important sites not named on the plates. This would enable the student

to add the names which he requires for his own purposes, on a blank

outline. The use of such blank maps has increased greatly in recent

years, and it is desirable that a School Atlas should be so published that

its maps may be obtained also singly, both fully coloured and also in

outline.

Where both orographical and political maps of one region are pro-

vided, no names but those of physical features should appear on the

orographical map. The maps should have as little as possible in

common beyond the outline, rivers, and railways.

Colour.

The ' layer-system ' is almost universally used for the expression

of relief in School Atlases. Intermediate heights may be shown by
conventionalised hachuring. Contours on such maps can give but little

idea of form, and are not recommended except when required in print-

ing, as to bound the colour bands. In nearly all the Atlases examined
the colours were found to be too deep. The Committee confidently

recommends that the colour-scheme adopted for the International Map
1 : 1,000,000 and based on the teaching of physiological optics be
followed as closely as possible for all physical ma_ps.

For the sea, deepening shades of blue should be used, not white, the
depths being indicated in feet rather than in fathoms; for lakes, the
same blue as for the shallowest sea. Elvers and river names should
be in blue. Eed hnes which stand out well from the background can
be used to show political frontiers on an orographical map. Colour
indicating relief should not be interrupted at the frontiers but carried

to the margin of the map

.

Eeference should be made to an article on ' Eelief in Cartography '

('Geographical Journal,' March and April, 1914) by Captain (now
Major) H. G. Lyons, D.Sc, P.E.S., to whom the Committee is

indebted for much help and advice.

Gloss.

It is important that no glossy inks or super-calendered paper should
be used for a School Atlas. The reflections from a glossy surface are
apt to injure eyesight, partly by interfering with binocular vision.

Maps, coloured or uncoloured, can be produced without extra expense
on paper from which the specular reflection at 45 degrees does not
exceed the diffuse reflection (see Section L, reports on ' The Influence
of School Books upon Eyesight,' 1913 and 1915).

Lettering.

Four styles of lettering are used on the Maps II. and III. printed
in this report : (a) The North-west quarter is entirely sans-serif except
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for the names of States; (b) the South-west quarter is the ordinary

Eoman and itahc with strong serif
; (c) the North-east quarter is entirely

Eoman with the exception of water-names and the names of physical

features (the principal point of comparison between (b) and (c) lies

in the smallest town names, which in (b) are italic and in (c) Eoman)
;

(d) the South-east quarter is like (a) but entirely sans-serif. There are

more names and the letters are smaller. With reference to size, Map II.

shows letterings generally suitable for a Junior School Atlas, Map III.

letterings generally suitable for a Senior School Atlas. The smallest

type (in the South-east quarter) is in each case too small for use in the
appropriate Atlas. With reference to style, for the larger sizes the best

style is one approaching sans-serif. The italic when used for the larger

sizes, or with too frequent distribution in any size, is apt to produce a

dazzling effect. On the other hand, italic by its obliquity gives a larger

letter for a given height, and this increase of size is particularly advan-

tageous with smaller names ; it also affords a useful model for students

to copy in manuscript. A sparing use of italic for small names is there-

fore recommended, together with a sans-serif style for all permissible

sizes.

Note.—The maps are published for purposes of illustration only.

They are in no respect models, nor has the Committee dealt with the

orthography of names.

Projections.

Few varieties of projection should be employed in a School Atlas.

For Hemispheres, Clark's Minimum Error Projection is best; the

Globular Projection is to be avoided. For Continents and for the larger

countries. Zenithal Equal Area; for the smaller countries a simple

conical development. The excessive distortion of Mollweide's Homolo-
graphic Projection makes it unsuitable for school use. From the

body of the Atlas, Mercator's Projection should be excluded; it can,

however, be effectively employed as an Index Sheet. It is an excellent

lesson in distortion to plot carefully on a Mercator's Projection the

areas covered by the individual maps of the Atlas. We consider that

Hemisphere maps should be much more freely employed, since they

are the most accurate representations (except the globe) of the Earth's

surface. Where practicable, they should be used to exhibit world dis-

tributions of all kinds. It has been stated already that the scales

employed should be few and as a rule simple multiples one of another.

On each map the scale should be clearly stated. In the margin should

be indicated other towns in the same latitude and also (on maps of

wide extent) the area of a quadrilateral of the network.

It will be noted that the projection in Maps II. and III. has been

divided into two halves. The Western half shows a map bounded by

meridians and parallels. Its advantages are evident, and it is suggested

that the map of Europe should be bounded in this way, to serve as a

warning that a vertical line on the map does not necessarily run North

and South. The utility of carefully designed insets occupying the

margin far outweighs any distraction which they may cause to the eye.
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Conventional Signs.

In general , conventional signs should not be multiplied or created

ad hoc. The few recognised signs are sufficient, unless to indicate any
new feature, such as a first-class wii'eless telegraphy station, or the

employment of river water for power or irrigation. The limit of

navigation on a river may well be shown by an anchor. The solid black

dot for town sites has advantages over the fine open circle, as better

revealing concentration of urban population. Larger towns require a

lai'ger dot or a dot within a circle. Eailways and canals should be

shown by single lines of a distinctive character; a fine single black line

should be avoided. On large-scale maps a symbol is required for roads

also, since motor traffic has restored their significance.

Words or conventional signs indicating the distribution of economic
production are strongly deprecated. If economic factors must be ex-

hibited on a general map, solid colour or shading should be used to show
the concentration of industrial population, or the locality of high pro-

duction of two or three commodities of first importance.
Black and white maps in school books (textual maps) should not

attempt to supersede Atlas maps, but should be confined to their function
of illustrating statements in the text. Mechanical shading is often either

too coarse or too light. The use of large areas of solid black should
be cautiously exercised. White letters on a black ground, and black
letters on a shaded area, too often tend to print obscurely. The size of

type, if intended to be read, should be as carefully considered as in the
Atlas, and additional allowance should be made for imperfection in

reproduction. Over-reduction in the camera from the original drawing
is one of the commonest faults in block-maps, and owing to limitations

imposed by the size of the page, the fault lies usually in the drawing.
In general a textual map must be simple and not attempt to show high
detail, and features tending to mutual obscuration should not be shown
on the same map. Thus the same phenomenon for different seasons
or associated phenomena (e.g., isotherms for January and July, or
isotherms and isohyets) should not be shown on the same map—the
particular examples cited apply equally to coloured maps. But this rule

is not rigid. It is sometimes difficult to compare the phenomena shown
on two maps (e.g., the climatic and the form divisions of a large

country) when the two might have been exhibited on the same map
without obscurity.

Wall Maps.

The recommendations of the Committee in regard to the style of a
School Atlas apply almost without modification to wall maps.

The scales employed should be as few as possible, and should be
simple multiples of each other. This is more easily arranged in a set
of wall maps than in an Atlas, because there is here no necessity that
the maps should be of uniform size, or that the amount of margin should
be uniform throughout the series. For the same reason, it is far less

necessary that the map area should be foursquare, especially in maps
of continents and oceans, where every effort should be made to
emphasise the fact that the objects represented lie upon a spheroidal
surface. Awkward blank areas in the margin, which would be dis-
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tressing in an Atlas-page, are invaluable for supplementary letterpress

in a wall map ; though they should never be so far filled up as to prevent

the map itself from standing out boldly on the sheet.

The far larger scale of a wall map is no excuse for the introduction

of minute detail or a crowd of names. A wall map is essentially a

diagram. The use of wall maps without names, or with only a few

names or initials appended to town-dots or the mouths of rivers, is

greatly to be encouraged. Some French wall maps are printed in

duplicate, back to back, with the names on one side, and the physical

features and town-dots, unnamed, on the other.

Even more than in the Atlas, colour shows relief better than con-

tours. Inclined illumination from the North-west gives, in skilful

hands, an almost pictorial effect. The colours of a wall map should not,

however, be too bright or deep, with the single exception of the scarlet

which is appropriately used for all kinds of arbitrary lines.

Wall maps are o^ften too elaborate and costly. The paper must, how-
ever, be good enough to stand occasional cleaning with breadcrumb or

soft indiarubber. The use of inferior paper has led to the current

23ractice of varnisliing the surface. Varnish has fatal effects upon a

map. The reflected light from the surface makes the map useless to a

large class in a well-lighted room and actually diminishes the amount of

light from the printed and coloured surface below. There are very few

kinds of varnish in use which do not turn brown or yellow with age.

It should always be remembered that the wall map is intended to

supplement, but not to replace, the Atlas. Most wall maps fail by
attempting too much.

Gaseous Explosions.—Interim Report of the Committee, con-

sisting of Dr. DuGALD Clerk {Chairman) , Professor Dalby
(Secretary), and Professors W. A. Bone, F. W. Burstall,

H. L. Callendar, E. G. Coker, and H. B. Dixon, Drs.

R. T. Glazebrook and J. A. Harkeb, Colonel H. C. L.

HoLDEN, Professors B. Hopkinson ayid J. E. Petavel,

Captain H. Riall Sankey, Professors A. Smithells and W.
Watson, Mr. D. L. Chapman, and Mr. H. E. Wimperis.

Owing to the war, the completion of the equipment of the new

laboratories of the Imperial College of Science and Technology, already

referred to in the previous report, has been seriously delayed, and the

investigation of many problems of importance has had to be post-

poned. Also, many of the members have been engaged on work for the

Government, so that researches on questions under consideration have

been either prevented or interrupted. It is not possible, therefore, to

present a report to the Association this year. The general work of the

Committee, however, has gone on ; and during the session three meet-

ings were held at the City and Guilds (Engineering) College, at which

the following Notes were presented and discussed:—
Note 36, by Dr. Harker, on ' A Method for the Determination of

the Specific Heat of the Working Fluid of a Gas Engine at High
Temperatures.'

.

•
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Note 37, by Mr. E. Griffiths and Dr. J. A. Harker, on ' A Method
for the Determination of the Specific Heat of Gases at High
Temperatures.'

Note 38, l)y Dr. Watson, on ' The Variation of the Mean Temperatui-e
of the Cyhnder Contents with the Change of Fuel-Air Eatio for

an Engine using Petrol, Benzol, and Alcohol.'

Note 36.—At the first meeting of the Committee this session there

was some discussion on the problem of the determination of the specific

heat at high temperatures of the working fluid of the gas engine by
some more direct and, if possible, more continuous method than those

hitherto employed by members of the Committee, and the object of the

Note was to suggest a method which might fulfil these requirements.

Note 37 deals with this problem also, and describes a method which
has been roughly tested by the authors and which appears to have
important possibilities.

Note 38 is an account of an investigation on temperatures reached in

the cylinder of a small high-speed four-cycle engine using different

fuels, accompanied by a figure giving the results of the experiments.

The Committee recommend that they be again reappointed, and ask
that a sum of 50/. be granted to them for the ensuing session.

Stress Distributions in Engineering Materials.—Report of the

Committee, consisting of Professor J. Perky (Chairman),
Professors E. G. Coker and J. E. Petavel (Secretaries),

Professor A. Bare, Dr. C. Chree, Mr. Gilbert Cook, Pro-
fessor W. E. Dalby, Sir J. A. Ewing, Professor L. N. G.
FiLON, Messrs. A. E. Fulton and J. J, Guest, Professors

J. B. Henderson, F. C. Lea, and A. E. H. Love, Mr. W.
Mason, Sir Andrew Noble, Dr. F. Rogers, Mr. W. A.
ScoBLE, Dr. T. E. Stanton, Mr. C. E. Stromeyer, and Mr.
J. S. Wilson, to report on certain of the more Complex
Stress Distributions in Engineering Materials.

The Eeport presented at the Australian Meeting of the British Asso-
ciation called attention to the desirability of obtaining complete and
systematic data with regard to three definite materials—namely, a mild
steel, an axle steel (carbon 0"3 per cent.), and a nickel steel alloy. The
Committee obtained a stock of one ton of mild steel early in 1914, but
owing to the outbreak of war further supplies of the other materials
are not yet available. The physical properties of the mild steel now in

the possession of the Committee have laeen the subject of several in-

vestigations, and a chemical analysis made at the National Physical
Laboratory has been furnished by Dr. Stanton as follows

:

C=0132 per cent.

Si= 0-028 „
S=0-017 „
P=0028 „

Mn= 0-300 „
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The material, which is from a single melting, shows the influence

of the subsequent roHing as may be observed from some prehminary
tensile tests furnished by Mr. Cook, Table I.

Tensile Tests oj B.A. Mild Steel as received from the makers.

Table I.

Nominal diameter of bars, inches
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Dr. F. C. Lea and Mr. C. E. Stromeyer have joined the Com-
mittee during the year.

The Committee ask to be reappointed, with a grant of lOOL

Appendix A.

Report on Static Tests of a Mild Steel received from the British

Association Stress Committee.

By Mr. W. A. Scoble.

The preliminary tensile tests made by Mr. Cook showed that the

yield stress varied from 23'95 tons per square inch for the -ft- bar

Fig. 1.

a
o

ns

o

44

i' r

Extension in inches,

to 13*40 tons per square inch for the liV-inch bar. To compare the

results of static tests on the different bars it was clear they should be

brought to a uniform condition, or the advantage of having them of the

same steel would be neutralised. At this time the question of annealing

had not been raised, but the specimens for which the test results are

given below were all subjected to the following treatment. The
specimens were cut from a -M-inch round bar, placed in an electric

furnace and heated with the furnace to a temperature of about 900° C.

The bars were allowed to cool inside the furnace.

Tension Test.—The specimen had screwed ends and was turned

down to 0'499-inch diameter. There was a very slight indication that

the strain increased more rapidly than the stress. The extensometer

used was of special design, and the measurement of elongation was
certainly correct to within 0'5 per cent.

Yield stress 10'04 tons per sq. inch.

Maximum stress 20-89 ,, „ „
Elongation on 5 inches (10 diameters) . 36 per cent.

Reduction in area at fracture . . . 69-6 percent.
' E ' 28,800,000 lbs. or 12,850 tons per sq. inch.

1915. U
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Bending Test.—The specimen was turned to 0'4365-inch diameter
and subjected to a uniform bending moment. The deflection was
measured on a length of 4 inches by a sensitive piece of apparatus
supported on the specimen.

r Bending moment at first yield .

\ Maximum stress „ ,, . .

Final bending moment
Stress, assumed uniform over section
" E " from straight portion of curve

168 lbs. -inches.

9-18 tons per sq. inch.

260 lbs. -inches.

8-37 tons per sq. inch.

30,400,000 lbs. per sq. inch.

13,900 tons per sq. inch.

Torsion Tests.—The diameter of the test piece was 0'4367 inch,

and the twist was measured on a length of 4*47 inches. A torque-twist

Fia. 2.

curve is given in fig. 2. The cui've deviates from the straight line

at a torque of about 120 lbs. -inches (3"27 tons per square inch) and
complete yield takes place at 240 lbs. -inches (5"31 tons per square inch
on the assumption of uniform stress distribution).

This result was considered to be unsatisfactory, and another torsion

test was made on the specimen which had already yielded slightly by
bending. There appeared to be no straight line portion to the torque-

twist curve, a time effect was measured at 110 lbs. -inches (3'0 tons per

square inch), and final yield took place at 210 lbs. -inches (4"65 tons per
square inch on the assumption of uniform stress distribution).

These results present certain difficulties. The tension test was
satisfactory and the data obtained are what would be expected from
the grade of steel and from the tests made by Mr. Cook. The
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elastic limit and yield point appeared to coincide at a stress of

10 tons per square inch. Judged by the first yield the steel is weaker

under a bending load (9*18 tons per square inch), but the point is

clearly defined on a carefully plotted load-deflection diagram. There

was a considerable creep when the skin stress would be 12 tons per

square inch, assuming Hooke's Law to hold. The final stress was

evidently between 14-2 (Hooke's Law) and 8-37 tons per square inch

(uniform distribution), and it appears that 9-2 tons per square inch is

very approximately correct for the yield point stress by bending.

The torsion results deserve special notice. The first yield apparently

took place at 3'27 tons per square inch skin shear stress, and the test

piece gave way and was twisting slowly but continuously when the

skin stress was between 6'54 (Hooke's Law) and 5'31 tons per square

inch (uniform distribution). The stress difference at first yield appears

to be much less in torsion than under bending or tension, but the

flow stress difference for torsion is greater than for tension, and probably

also greater than for bending. It appeared probable that the point on

the torque-twist curve where the straight portion ends was not the

point at which yield occurs, possibly because strain was not propor-

tional to stress even when the material was elastic, but such an

assumption is confused by the fact that strain was never proportional

to stress in the second torsion test. In the latter case it is im-

possible to locate a yield point, but the final flow shear stress was

between 5"71 (Hooke's Law) and 4"65 tons per square inch (uniform

distribution), a result which gives a stress difference in good agreement

with that from the tension test.

Appendix B.

Report on Alternating Stress Tests of a Sample of Mild Steel received

from the British Association Stress Committee.

By Dr. B. P. Haigh.

The material supplied was in the form of -ft-inch rolled bar, and

was described as ' dead-mild '
: its tensile strength was approximately

26 tons per square inch, with an elongation of about 21 per cent, on an

8-inch specimen, f inch in diameter. The results of two tensile tests

are given below, column A giving the figures obtained in a preliminary

test made by Mr. Cook, and column B those in a very slow test, lasting

over 30 minutes, made at Greenwich:—

Diameter of specimen (turned)

Yield stress, tons'sq. in. ...
Maximum stress, ditto ....
Elongation, per cent
Reduction of area at fracture, per cent.

A
0-385

23-95
26-4

22-2 on 6 in.

69-8

B
0-374

21-0

25-2

20-5 on 8 in.

71-4

A Brinell test, in which a standard 10 mm. ball was pressed upon a

longitudinal section of the bar, with the standard load of 3,000 kg. gave

an impression having a diameter of 5'78 mm., indicating a ' hardness

number ' of 104 kg./sq. mm., equivalent to 66 tons per square inch. The
M 2
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ratio between the maximum stress of the tensile test and the hardness

is 0"40 to 0'38, according to the value taken for the tensile test. The
specimens used in the tests which are now described were not annealed,

but were tested in the condition in which the metal was received.

Alternating stress tests were carried out in a machine of the type

described at the Dundee Meeting of the Association, 1912.^ In this

machine the alternating stress applied to the specimen is obtained by

combining two pulsating forces (derived from two-phase magnets)

acting upon opposite sides of a single armature to which one end of the

specimen is rigidly coupled. The inertia force required for the oscilla-

tory acceleration of the armature is cancelled by the force of de-

flection of a spring which is adjusted to suit the frequency of the

test. The load applied to the specimen is determined by measuring

the voltage induced in a fine wire secondary coil, wound close to the

pole faces of the magnets. To standardise the machine, a phosphor-

bronze specimen, fitted with an extensometer, and previously tested

under steady stress, is inserted in the machine and stressed by the

application of an assigned voltage at the desired frequency. The range

of extension measured under alternating stress may be used as the basis

of measurement, or, alternatively, the alternating stress may be con-

verted to a steady stress by reversing the pull of one of the two mag-
nets. Stroboscopic observations showed that the stress applied to the

specimen varies very approximately in a sine wave, and it is estimated

that the load range of stress can be determined with an accuracy within

1 per cent. Combinations of alternating and steady stress are obtained

by extending or compressing the spring used for compensating the

inertia of the armature. The stiffness of this spring having been
measured, the magnitude of the steady stress is determined by measure-

ment of the deflection of the spring.

The form of the specimens used in the alternating stress tests is

shown in Pig. 3. The maximum stress is developed in the central

cylindrical portion of the piece, about i inch in length, which is joined

to the conical ends by gradual transition curves. The ends of the

specimens are screwed, and the necessary precautions are taken to

ensure that the test-pieces are free from initial stresses, either torsion

or bending, due to the tightening of the grips.

The tests may be arranged in seven series, and are summarised m
the table given below. In the first series the stress alternated between
equal intensities of tension and compression. In three series, II. to

IV., steady stresses of tension were applied in combination with the

alternating stress, and in the final three series, V. to VII., steady
stresses of compression were combined with the alternating stress. The
frequency of stress employed was the same in all series—viz., 2,000
per minute. The duration of the tests followed by fracture varied from a

very few cycles up to 8 million. Other tests were continued beyond
this number, in one instance to seventeen million cycles, without
fracture.

In Fig. 3 the range of stress is plotted on a base representing the

" See also Engdneering, November 22, 1912.
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Series
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numbers of cycles endured. It is clear that each series of experiments
indicates a limiting range of stress below which the endurance increases

with very great rapidity. It may be doubted whether even the longest
tests indicate an absolute fatigue limit, but the asymptotes are at least

sufficiently clear to indicate a fairly definite value. These values are
summarised for the several series in the following table

:

Series
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where

and

fmai is the maximum permissible combined stress

tg being the steady component of stress and
A being the range of variation.

f is the ultimate strength of the metal
n the ratio between f and A (= approximately unity for this

metal), the stresses being in tons per sq. in.

On the left hand side of the diagram, Fig. 4, representing the

results obtained with combinations of alternating and compressive
stresses, the curve deviates noticeably from the parabolic form. The

Fig. 6.





British Association, Q5th Beport, Manchester, 1915.] [Plate IX.

Specimen A. Specimen B.

Fig. 5.

A.—^Fractured after 672,000 cycles. Eange of stress 23"7 tons per square

inch combinecl with steady tension of 9"87 tons per square inch.

B.—^Extended immediately with the same stress of steady tension when
range of stress reached 29'0 tons per square inch.

Illustrating Beport on Stress Distributions in Engineering Materials.

[To/acep. 16D
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discrepancy is greatest with moderate loads and disappears when the

magnitude of the steady stress is increased. At this stage, however,

the metal is liable to yield in a ductile manner owing to the intensity of

the steady stress, so that it is hardly practicable (or profitable) to

continue the investigation with higher stresses.

Fig. 4 shows also, by the curve D, a limiting range of stress beyond

which ductile failure occurs instead of the characteristic fatigue failure.

The exact position of the curve is difficult of determination, as the range

of stress necessary to produce ductile extension depends on the rate of

increase of stress in somewhat the same manner as the form of the

stress-strain diagram depends on the rate of application of load. Thus
fatigue appears to play a part in ductile extension as well as in brittle

fracture, accelerating the development of strain.

The two specimens shown in Fig. 5 clearly illustrate the two

manners of failure. Thus specimen A fractured after 672,000 repeti-

tions of a cycle of stress in which an alternating stress having a range

of 23 '7 tons per square inch was combined with a steady stress of

9'87 tons per square inch. Specimen B, loaded with the same component
of steady stress, extended immediately with reduction of cross sectional

area, when the range of alternating stress reached the value of 29 tons

per square inch. Ductile failures occurred at lower ranges than this when
time was given for the phenomenon to develop, thus the curve D is

drawn through the ordinate at 252 tons per square inch range, no cases

of ductile extension having been met with below this Umit. On the com-
pression side of the diagram the curve D falls so low that it intersects

the curve F. Thus in the series of experiments made with a compres-
sive stress of 12"2 tons per square inch, all the specimens failed in a

ductile manner, some showing signs of cracks wliile others simplv settled

down suddenly without visible cracks. Tt is remarkable that the zone
between the two curves F and D is no wider than is shown in the
diagram.

In Fig. 6 the maximum and minimum values of the stresses

producing fatigue fracture are plotted on a base representing the
steady component of the stress-producing- fatigue. The elastic limit,

yield stress, and maximum strength of the metal are represented by
the points E, Y. and M on the line OM. passing through the origin
and inclined at 45° to the axes. The full lines show the loci of the
maximum and minimum stresses for the B.A. mild steel, while the
dotted lines indicate, for the sake of comparison only, the corresponding
results obtained with a sample of Naval Brass. (A dotted line in

Fig. 4 likewise indicates the same results for Nnval Brass.) The strik-

ing difference between the forms of the loci indicates that a great deal
of experimental work with different metals is still required before any
general theory can be evolved.

As indicated in the table which follows, the ratio between the
semi-range of the limiting fatigue stress (with eoual intensities of
tension and compression) and the maximum strength of the metal is

approximately O'Sl. In other mild steels tested by the writer, the
value of this ratio has varied between 0'5 and 0-6, the lower value being
met with in annealed metal and the higher in cold-strained specimens.
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In structural steels containing higher percentages of carbon and posses-

sing higher ultimate strengths, the value of the ratio falls to about 0'40.

Elastic limit =18-3 0-726
Yield stress =21-0 0-833
Maximum stress =25-2= umty
Semi-range of limiting alternating fatigue stress =13-0 0-515
Range of limiting pulsating fatigue stress, tension =21-0 0-833
Brinell hardness =66-0 2-62

The Lake Villages in the Neighbourhood of Glastonbury.—
Report of the Committee, consisting of Professor W. Boyd
Dawkins (Ghairman), Mr. Willoughby G-ardner (Secre-

tary), Professor W. Eidgeway, Sir Arthur J. Evans, Sir

C. Hercules Ebad, Mr. H. Balfour, and Mr. A. Bulleid,
appointed to investigate the Lake Villages in the Neighbour-
hood of Glastonbury in connection with a Committee of the
Somersetshire Archceological and Natural Llistory Society.

(Drawn up by Mr. Arthur Bulleid and Mr. H. St. George
Gray, the Directors of the Excavations.)

The second part of the fifth season's exploration of the Meare Lake
Village by the Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural History-

Society began on September 21, 1914, and continued until October 3.

The ground excavated was situated in the same field and was con-
tinuous with the work of previous years. The entire area occupied
by the dwelhng-sites in Field IV. has now been explored, with the
exception of the ground covered by the shed and a space of three feet

around it. When work is resumed it is proposed to move the shed
into Field V. and complete Field IV. at the same time as the explora-
tion of Field V. is proceeding.

The digging of last autumn included the examination of portions
of Mounds IX. and XII., and of the whole of Mounds XVI. and
XX. Nothing of marked importance structurally was found in or
about Mounds XII., XVI., and XX., but the under-mentioned points

of interest were discovered in Mound IX. The upper part of the mound
was denuded, and when looked at in section the clay floors appeared
arranged in layers, rainbow-fashion. The summit of the arch down
to the depth of the sixth floor was missing, and looked as if it had
been washed or cut across horizontally before the flood-soil had been
deposited. This mound contained, amongst other things, a very
remarkable and complete series of superimposed hearths, nineteen in

all, and a nearly complete circle of flat split oak wall-posts accom-
panied by wattle-work.

During the examination sectional and other plans, as well as

photographs, were made of the most interesting and important features,

as is customary.

In May, after the last Eeport was sent in, the excavation of

Dwelling- m.ounds XVIII. and XIX. was completed, but nothing of

structural importance was noted.
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The Relics.

Amber.—About one-quarter of a large orange-coloured clouded

amber ring (A 3), which, when perfect, was 40 mm. in diameter.

Bone Objects.—Perhaps the most interesting objects of bone
found in the last excavations at Meaxe are the thi^ee pieces of worked
scapulce (B 81, 86 and 87). The heads and longitudinal spines have
been cut down considerably, and little remains of the flat parts of the

bone which have been intentionally removed. Two of these objects

are perforated at the head. All of them are ornamented on the upper
surfaces, (a) with two long rows of large dots and circles

; (b) with
transverse incised lines; and (c) with rows of circular depressions

3 mm. in diameter. A scapula of sheep, perforated at the head, was
also found.

Among the other specimens is a long needle (B 90), with a lop-sided

eye countersunk on one side ; a smooth and tooled rib-bone (B 82),

rounded off at one end, and having two perforations at the other;

another perforated rib-bone (B 84) ; a polished metacarpus of ox (B 88)

;

an awl in fine condition (B 80); a perforated radius of sheep (B 85);
and some miscellaneous and, for the most part, incomplete implements
connected with weaving.

Crucibles.—Two fragments of the usual type.

Baked Clay.—Ball of clay with a hole which does not penetrate
through. A few sling-bullets and fragments of loom-weights.

White Metal.—A wheel-shaped disc, or amulet (Y 2), of white
metal ;^ external diameter 25"7 mm.; weight 53 grains. This open-
work object consists of a ring, or wheel, with four curved spokes (each
pair forming an ogee curve) ; it is ribbed all over on both sides. D6che-
lette, in ' Manuel d'Arch^ologie Pr^historique Celtique et Gallo-Eo-
maine,' 1914, figures very similar rings (rouelles) having diameters of

from 25 to 50 mm. They are common in the La Tfene stations ; some of

the ' wheels ' have straight spokes (sometimes only four in number) ; and
some of them are ornamented round the outer edge by cogged notches.
They have been found in Marne and Bohemia attached to fibulse

—

either fixed to the back of the brooch by means of a small chain, or

merely looped on to the bow (see D^chelette, illustration, p. 1298).

He has figured similar pendants belonging to the Bronze Age.
Bronze.—The two fibulae found last September are of considerable

interest, one being of the earliest type, the other of the latest type
found in the Lake Villages.

(EE 9). Fibula of La Tene I. type -—one of some forty examples
of this type so far recorded as having been found in Britain. The
specimen is 54'5 mm. in length from the head of the bow to the nose,

but the brooch is not complete and the coil is broken. It resembles
in outline the longest brooch of this type (86 mm.) found in Britain

—

viz., that discovered on Ham Hill, Somerset, in 1912 (Taunton
Museum).^ The Meare specimen is of a somewhat attenuated form,

' At first it was thought to be of silver, but has since been tested. This is

the only specimen of white metal found in the Lake Villages.
' Two brooches of La Tene II. type were found at Glastonbury, but no

specimen of La Tene I.

» Figured in Proc. Som. Arch. Soc, LVIII. i. 121.
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the vertical depth from the top of the bow to the bottom of the catch-
plate being only 13 mm. The bow is ornamented with three parallel

grooves arranged lengthwise which terminates in two slight transverse
incisions at the catch-end. The tip of the retroflected end almost
touches the front of the bow, at a point where there is a decided hollow
in the bow. The up-turned end has two flat, circular enlargements

;

all the other parts of the catch-plate and nose are ornamented with
transverse ribbing. This brooch was found on the W. margin of the
superimposed hearths in Mound IX., depth 3'5 ft. below the surface.

(EE 10). Fibula of the first century a.d., showing a blending of

Late-Celfcic with Koman art, and having a hinge-pin; length 47 mm.
The tapering bow and nose make an ogee curve. As in EE 9, two
trpjisverse grooves occur at the point where, in brooches of earlier type,

the retroflected end was attached to the bow. This specimen was
found in Mound XII., on the top floor, 1"2 ft. below the surface. A
similar fibula was found on Ham Hill (Taunton Museum) and has
been figured.*

Last September Meare also produced an ornamented finger-ring of

flat bronze {Vj 74) ; half a wire ring—not for finger (E 72) ; and a circular

ring (E 73), external diameter 49 mm., the ends connected by means
of a rivet (rivet missing, hole remaining). The greater part of this solid

ring is ' lobed ' the whole way round the surfaces of the material. It

belongs, perhaps, to the earliest La Tfene period.

Iron.—The iron objects found this season were few, and included

the greater part of a sickle (I 52), pieces of rings, and a large ferrule

of flat iron (I 53).

Lead and Tin.—A rough leaden ring (L 10), and a lump of galena

(L9).

Glass Beads.—Fifty beads have already been found at Meare—twice

as many as were collected in the whole of the excavations at Glaston-

bury. Twelve were found last September, and they include a new
type in black paste (G 50), ornamented with a row of large dots and
circles in relief (the circles overlap one another). There are four small

ring-beads of a yellow paste, a blue bead (G 39), a globular blue bead

inlaid with yellow spirals (G 46), three of clear glass with yellow spirals,

and two of clear glass with yellow wave-pattern. One of the latter

(G 41) is drilled transversely from one side, but this hole does not meet
the main hole of the bead. This new feature occurs also in the blue

and yellow bead, the sides of which have two fairly deep circular

depressions and traces of a third just begun.

Kimmeridge Shale.—Parts of eleven armlets (K 35 to K 45), the

material varying in thickness from 6 mm. to 19'5 mm. The greater

part of the plain armlets K 37 and K 43 were found. Two pieces orna-

mented with double oblique grooves, from Mound IX., may belong to

the same bracelet. K 39 represents rather more than one-quarter of

a large stout armlet (not lathe-turned), composed of shale measuring
19"5 mm. by 14 mm. Its moulded edges are ornamented, one with a

zigzag/ pattern, the other with transverse hatching.

* Proc. Som. Arch. Soc, LVI. ii. plate facing p. 55, fig. 7.
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Weaving-combs of Antler.—The ten combs found last September
'bring the Meare collection up to fifty-six. The new specimens, HH 47
to HH 56, are for the most part in good condition, and three of them
are perfect. Only five examples of what was then regarded as a rare

type, viz., Type 2,* those with oval or rounded enlargements at the
handle-end, were found at Glastonbury. Of the ten specimens now
found at Meare, no less than seven are of this type (the longest

measuring 7 inches in length; two of these are perforated through the
enlargement. One is of Type 1, another of Type 4; the remaining one
is broken at the handle-end. One of those of Type 2 (HH 56) has the
enlargement ornamented with two large concentric circles with a central

dot; both margins of the handle are engraved with a row of eight large

semicircles, each of which encloses the usual dot.

Other Antler.—We have only nine specimens to record from the
recent excavations, and these include two unworked tines of roe-deer
(H 106 and H 107). Perhaps the most interesting object is the
pohshed red-deer tine (H 105) into which an iron peg (projecting
5'5 mm.) has been driven 2f inches from the tip of the tine, causing the
tine to split for a distance of 1| inch. An attempt had been made to
drive the peg in nearer the tip. H 111 is part of a highly polished
' cheek-piece.' A small ferrule (H 110) with smooth convex sides was
also found. A neat piece of work is half an antler ring (external
diameter 34 mm.) carved into a twisted rope-pattern design (H 108).

Spindle-whorls.—Meare has already produced seventy-nine spindle-
whorls, of which fourteen were found last September. The most
interesting is the grey stone specimen (W 78) grooved round the sides
and having radiating notches at the mouth of the hole on both surfaces
(similar to a whorl from Glastonbury). The others are on the whole
rather rude specimens, and were formed from lias and other stone
and baked clay.

Flint.—Two well-worked scrapers, and part of a small chipped and
partly polished celt (F 56). Flint was also represented by a large
number of flakes, a few burnt flakes and scrapers, and two nodules
(one of chert).

Querns.—Sixty-four saddle and rotary querns have now been found
at Meare, besides several fragments unnumbered. Fifteen of the
specimens were found in September 1914, all, or nearly all of them,
saddle querns. The rotary quern is comparatively rare afc Meare.

Other Stone Objects.—Of the fifty-three whetstones found in
Mound IX. last year, one (S 50) showed much wear from sharpening;
another piece (S 49) was deeply grooved by tools in two places ; and the
butt-end of a shapely specimen (S 57) was perforated for suspension,
and the hole countersunk very neatly on both surfaces. Some of the
hammer-stones discovered were well shaped (especially S 52, 53, and
55). Two hundred and ninety-three sling-stones (S 54) were found scat-
tered over a small area in Mound IX. ; the same dwelling produced
111 sling-stones in addition. Several small discoidal stones—perhaps
intended for the manufacture of spindle-whorls—were found; also a
few small smooth pebbles.

Pottery.—Late-Celtic pottery has been no less plentiful than in

* The types are described in Glastonbury Lake Village, i. 270, et sen.
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former seasons, and includes a large number of ornamented fragments.

Little of it has, however, been repaired or classified yet. A small

unornamented pot (P 48), almost perfect, was found in Mound IX.,

and from the same dwelling we obtained a large black pottery vessel

(P 50)—now restored from many fragments. It is hand-made, and in

its original condition it must have been far from symmetrical. It is

12} inches in height. At an inch and a half below the rim the pot is

encircled by a cordon, and below this the ornamentation takes the form
of a bold wave-pattern also in relief and covering a width of two inches.

The same pattern, not in relief but grooved, occurred at Glastonbury.

P 51 from the top floor of Mound IX. is an interesting piece—

a

high foot-ring or hollow base of a vessel with a round hole or omphalos

of a late and debased character, probably dating from near the end of

the second century b.c. and similar to a few others found at Glaston-

bury and Wookey Hole. Its nearest parallel is probably the late type

from Hengistbury Head, figured in the Eeport on those excavations,

1915, plate xvii. fig. 14.

Human Remains.-—Fragmentary human remains from Meare
number only ten; none were found in 1914.

Tusks.—Several boars' tusks were found, including two perforated

specimens (T 16 and T 17).

Animal Remains.—Plentiful, including several bird-bones and an

otter's skull. Knife-cut and gnawed bones were frequently met with,

and in Mound IX. saw-marks were observed on eight horn-cores.

The Committee are desirous tliat they should be authorised to act

for the ensuing year on the part of the British Association, and that

a grant of 20L should be made in aid of the exploration so that the

work may be resumed as soon as the war is ended. The exploration

is mostly paid for by local effort, and will be discontinued during the

war.

The Age of Stone Circles.—Report of the Committee, consisting

of Sir C. H. Bead (Chairman) , Mr. H. Balfour (Secretary),

Dr. Gr. A. AuDEN, Professor W. Eidgeway, Dr. J. G.
Garson, Sir A. J. Evans, Dr. R. Munro, Professors Boyd
Dawkins and J. L. Myres, Mr. A. L. Lewis, and Mr. H.
Peake, appointed to conduct Explorations with the object

of ascertaining the Age of Stone Circles. (Drawn up by the

Secretary.)

Owing to the necessarily late date of the excavations at Avebury Stone

Circle in 1914, it was not possible to present a full report of the work
carried out at the meeting in Australia. An interim report was sub-

mitted, but was not printed, and it was considered advisable to postpone
the presentation of a complete Eeport for 1914 until it could be com-
bined with that for 1915. During the 1914 excavations at Avebury,
the object of the Committee was (1) to conduct excavations in the
fosse immediately to the east of the entrance-causeway leading from
Kennet Avenue, and to reach the original bottom of the fosse at this
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point, with a view to exploring the lowest layers of silting and exposing

the original surfaces of the fosse and causeway; (2) to cut through the

vallum so as to lay bare the old surface line. Mr. H. St. G. Gray

was again employed to carry out the work under the general direction

of the Committee. Careful survey-plans were made of this portion

of the monument and of the portions excavated, and a number of

photographs were taken. These were submitted together with the

interim report. Mr. Gray's report upon the work which he carried

out is appended, and takes the place of the abridged account presented

to the Australian meeting.

The finds, although not as numerous as could have been desired,

have so far borne out the impressions derived by the Committee from

previous excavations both at Avebury and elsewhere (Arbor Low in

Derbyshire and The Stripple Stones on Bodmin Moor, Cornwall). No
trace of metal was discovered in the lowest layers of silting in the fosse,

nor on the old turf line below the vallum, and the probability of the

earthworks and stone circle at Avebury being referable to the Late
Neolithic period is sustained by the recent evidence. At the same time,

it is most desirable that the exploration of the original bottom-surface

of the fosse should be prosecuted further, with a view to laying bare
a lai'ger extent of this surface and increasing the number of finds

thei-efrom. The most reliable evidence as to the date of the monument
is to be derived from the lowest layers of the silt in this gigantic

ditch. In the hopes that further excavation work would be able to be
undertaken, the trenches akeady cut were not filled up, but were left

open, a fencing having been erected round this part to protect cattle

and horses. The immense original depth of the fosse can thu3 be
seen, as also the conformation of the east side of the entrance-causeway.
This should prove of much interest to archoeologists.

Application was made at the Australian meeting for a further grant
to enable this work to be carried out during 1915, and a sum of 20L
was allotted. Owing, however, to the effects of the war, it was found
that it would be impossible to secure the labour necessary for the work
contemplated, and the Committee felt obliged to abandon the proposed
plan of operations. It was recognised, moreover, that the continuance
of the war rendered such work inoppoi'tune. Nevertheless, a very
useful and important piece of work was carried through during the
spring of this year. The very careful survey of the Avebury Circle,
on a scale of 40 feet to the inch, which had been from time to time
plotted out by Mr. Gray during the excavations in previous years, was
completed, and has since been carefully mounted by Messrs. Stanford.
This will prove to be by far the most reliable and complete plan of the
monument, and the portions excavated are accurately indicated upon
it, and can thenceforth be located with certainty. A small sum was
drawn for this purpose from the British Association grant.

In view of the unavoidable postponement of the important excava-
tion work on account of the dearth of labour and on account of the
serious troubles in which the country has been involved, the Committee
ask that the unexpended balance o"f the grant made in 1914 may be
credited to them, and that this may be increased to 40Z. in all, so that
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the proposed work may, if national circumstances permit, be efficiently

carried out in the spring of 1916. Permission is also asked for, as

previously, to apply for financial support from outside sources. This

id rendered necessary on account of the very extensive excavations

which are necessary before the lower strata can be reached. The results

so far obtained amply warrant a renewed application for funds for the

further exploration of this most important archseological site. In any

case, a sum of not less than 151. will be required for filling in and

making good the excavated areas at present remaining exposed, but it

is hoped that means may be available to enable the inevitable filling

in to be effected concurrently with fresh exploration.

The Committee wish to express their thanks to Major L. D. C.

Jenner, the owner, and to Mr. E. A. Parsons, the tenant, for their

permission to conduct excavations upon the selected portion of the

monument, and to the former for the loan of materials. Thanks are

also due to Dr. W. Wright, Mr. 0. Eeid, and Mr. E. T. Newton for

their kindness in examining and diagnosing some of the finds.

The Avebury Excavations, 1914. By H. St. Geoege Gray.

I. Introductory Remarks.

The following account of the work of excavation carried out at Ave-
bury in 1914, under the general direction of the Committee, is a report

upon two large cuttings, which, owing to their extent and the great depth
of the fosse, could not be completed in the time at my disposal, although

the digging was in progress from April 11 to May 6 (exclusive of the

time occupied in filling-in that part of the vallum-cutting so far com-
pleted). The writer is therefore placed at considerable disadvantage

in arriving at any general conclusions, especially as very little of the

lower silting has yet been removed from the comparatively large area

of fosse which was under examination. For these reasons, this report

will comprise a description of the excavations and the finds generally,

the question of date and the comparison of this with previous work
being deferred until the two cuttings, or at any rate the important
fosse excavation, have been completely examined.

A maximum number of sixteen men was employed, but we were generally
working with from twelve to fourteen ; one half of them had had previous
experience at the Avebury excavations either for one or more seasons. The
weather was remarkably fine except during the last day or two, but only an
hour was lost owing to heavy rain.

Sectional diagrams of the fosse and vallum were made as the work pro-
ceeded, the position of the more important objects being clearly indicated.
Twenty-three satisfactory photographs (half-plate) were taken during the
season, and these, added to those taken between 1908 and 1913 (which number
86), not only show the progress and chief features of the excavations, but also

include general views, together forming a somewhat complete photographic
survey of Avebury.

The reports already published ' on the excavations at Avebury deal

chiefly with the investigations which were carried out in 1908, 1909,
and 1911 ' in the S.S.W. fosse on Lord Avebury 's property.

1 Brit. Assoc. Reports, 1908, pp. 400-413; 1909, pp. 271-284; and 1911,

pp. 141-152.
^ The work of 1912 was confined to making the greater part of a survey-plan

of Avebury, which will be completed this year (scale 40 ft. to the inch).
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In 1909, as the termination of the S.S.W. portion of the fosse was

not located at Cutting III. (close up to the road-hedge), its exact position

evidently occurring under the present road into Avebury from Devizes

and Marlborough, small trial-cuttings (Nos. IV., V., VI., and VII.)

were made on the east side of the road and in proximity to the two

large standing stones of the great outer circle. This led to the discovery

of the southern entrance-causeway, the line of which is now repre-

sented by the small plantation of beech-trees on Major Jenner's pro-

perty and a small part of the grass-field on Lord Avebury 's land

between the beech-trees and the two large stones (the portals of the

entrance-way into the central area).

This causeway has already been described in the 1911 Report, but

it will be desirable to repeat the chief features then revealed. As far

as the solid causeway could be examined (and the trees were a hindrance

to investigation), its ancient surface of solid chalk was reached at an

average depth of 17 ft. below the present surface, and found to be

about 24 ft. wide.'

On the east side of the causeway the level of the solid chalk was

found to recede gradually as if sloping off to join the upper margin of

the end-wall of the S.S.E. fosse, and taking the form of rough, slight

ledges not very clearly defined. On the west side such obstacles as

the wooden fence, the bank and hedge, and the modern road itself

prevented any exact determination of the manner in which the S.S.W.

fosse finished and the causeway began.
' The vallum now remaining nearest the causeway would appear

to have obstructed the entrance-way from the Kennet Avenue, but

this is not really so, for allowance must be made for the silting-down of

the material composing the vallum at its end, forming a talus, and

for the fact that other beech-trees have been planted in this position,

caused obstruction, and gathered round them a certain amount of

decayed vegetable matter ' (Report, 1909).

The work of 1914 was confined to a very large excavation (Cutting

IX.) into the silting of the fosse on the east side and against the solid

chalk causeway, and a cutting (No. X.) through the greater part of the

S.S.E. vallum. The crest of the vallum in the position of the east

end of Cutting IX. is about 31'5 ft. higher than the surface of the

silting of the fosse, and the latter is 14 ft. below the central area (outer

circle). There is a decided berme between the fosse and vallum in

the position of the 1914 excavations.*

II. General Observations on Cutting IX., through the S.S.E.

Fosse, 1914.

The fosse excavation marked out for examination measured 44 ft.

in length, and the width was regulated by the line taken by the escarp

' 24 ft. is the distance which exists between the two remaining standing-

stones of the great outer circle at the entrance to the central area.

* This berme was noticed by the Eev. A. C. Smith in Guide to the Anti-

quities of the North Wiltshire Downs, 1st edit., 1884: 'The rampart for a

considerable portion of its circuit shows an apparent terrace or "berme " half-

way up its side, though this is in reality only the original level of the ground

upon which the excavated earth from the fosse was thrown up.'

1915. N
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and counterscarp of the fosse. This part of the ditch being near the

road had been used as a receptacle for all manner of rubbish and

pots and pans, all of which had in the first place to be cleared, together

with the stumps of many bushes. Then, with the owner's permission,

fom- young trees of some fifteen years' growth were- removed from

this position and transplanted. Afterwards in the removal of the

silting, even at considerable depths, the work was much impeded not

only by the roots of the bushes and young trees, but also by those

of many of the larger trees growing on the causeway.

The first week was devoted to the removal of comparatively recent

silting at the end of the fosse and along the eastern margin of the

causeway down to the level of the surface of the silting at the east end
of the cutting. On the completion of this work the true and enormous
dimensions of the upper margin of the fosse and its termination against

the side of the causeway was revealed.

From the summit of the ancient entrance (eastern margin) to the

brink of the true fosse—a distance of about 18 ft.—the solid chalk was
found to fall gradually, with slight ledges cut at intervals as previously

m.entioned. From the brink, the solid chalk profile of the fosse—in

other words the eastern face of the causeway—dipped downwards at

an angle of 61°, its upper margin being nearly straight (and square
with the line of the fosse), with a slight concavity towards the west.
Following the brink of the fosse in this part it was found that its

upper margin had a maximum width of 45 ft. From the true margin of
the fosse at the west end a depth of 6'5 ft. of silting had to be removed
before the level of the surface of the silting at the east end of the cutting
was reached.

In re-excavating the successive strata the same arrangement of
concave seams of silting were met with as in the fosse cuttings described
in the former reports. Almost needless to say, there was found to be
a greater depth of mould and mixed silting at the west end than at the
east end of the cutting, but an average section of the fosse showing
the nature of the silting cannot be delineated until the remaining layers
of silting have ultimately been removed.* It is estimated that about
fiye-eighths of the silting in this large cutting were cleared out at the
close of the season's work.

After an infinite amount of patient labour a length of 4-25 ft. of
the original floor of the fosse, at the west end and against the face of the
solid causeway, was uncovered at the enormous depth of 29-5 ft. below
the brink of the fosse, vertically measured, that is 35 ft. below the
top of the ancient causeway and approximately 54-5 ft. below the
present crest of the vallum. Even with these dimensions it is difficult
to realise the magnitude of this part of the re-excavated fosse without
visiting the site.

The bottom of the fosse in the part already uncovered was found
to be fairly level, the width on the line of the causeway being 13 ft.

The lower 7 ft. of the end-wall was inclined at an angle of about 71°.

= In the lower chalk-rubble silting in Cutting IX. there were occasional
seams of mixed silting (fine chalk with some mould) which was much com-
pressed and difficult to break up. There were more narrow seams of mould in
the chalk-rubble m this cutting than in the others previously excavated
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In the N.W. and S.W. corners of the re-excavated fosse were two

shallow channels, or ' shutes,' which appeared to be artificial and cut

for a special purpose in the chalk wall ; or they may be due to an

unsuccessful attempt to square or round the corners uniformly. The

channel on the N.W. extended from top to bottom of the fosse (tailing

out at the bottom). That on the S.W. stopped about 12 ft. below the

brink of the fosse, and was crossed by two or three slight ledges in the

lower half.

III. Human Remains found in the Silting of tlie Fosse.

At a distance of 17 ft. from the east end and in the middle of the

cutting, a contracted human skeleton (No. 214), fully adult but of

small size, was uncovered at a depth of 5"8 ft. below the surface of the

silting. The unexpected discovery was made in mould with very little

admixture of chalk, at a time, unfortunately, when the surrounding

ground owing to a drizzling rain was sticky and slippery. My absence

at breakfast was also unfortunate, and on my return several of the

bones had been removed and the skull had evidently been trampled

upon before any part of it was actually seen by the workmen engaged

at this spot. Some of the bones had been thrown back ; these, how-

ever, were collected, the picks were set aside, and the clearing of the

interment and the surroundings was then carried out by Mrs. Gray and

myself, with the assistance of one man. It was seen at once that the

skeleton, although the bones were in sequence, was in a decidedly bad

state of preservation, and the bones had considerably decayed in many
instances. The flexed knees touched a large sarsen stone and the head

was to south. The long-bones were much decayed, with the exception

of the right tibia,* which, however, was fractured; it was carefully

measured in the ground, the length being 286 mm. (11J in.), which,

adopting Topinard and Rollet's formuliB and taking the mean, gives a

stature of only 4 ft. 3 'SB in. for a female. She must therefore be

classed as a dwarf. ^

The skeleton was surrounded by twenty-three sarsen stones

(measuring from 6 in. to 24 in. in length), not arranged in symmetrical

order, but covering a roughly oval area about 7 ft. by 4 ft. One of

the stones appeared to be half a ring-stone.*

• The tibia is not platycnemic, the latitudinal index being 731.
' Dwarf skeleton from Dog Holes, Warton Crag, Lanes.—Four bones of this

individual are sufficiently perfect for measurement, and these are a left tibia

(length 305 mm.), a left fibula (length 292 mm.), a left radius (length 226 mm.),
and a right humerus (length 258 mm.). In all probability the Dog Holes
femora were about 365 mm. in length when perfect. Adopting Eollet and
Topinard's formulae for calculating the height, we get an average height from
the four bones for the dwarf of 4 ft. 4| in. The epiphyses are united, showing
that growth was complete. Age about twenty-five years. There is apparently

an absence of pathological conditions {Trans. Lanes, and Cheshire Antiq. Soc.

XXX.. 1913, 113-114).
• In the Roman stratum above, in various places but more or less over the

position of the skeleton, lumps of sarsen had been met with ; two pieces measured
18 in. in length each; another 27 in. by 18 in. by 7 in. ; and another 21 in. by
18 in. by 7 in. Further west a large sarsen slab was found in the surface mould,
length 47 in., max. width 24 in., max. thickness 11 in. (thin on all sides). The
latter was probably split off one of the stones of the outer circle and shot over
into the fosse,

N 2
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The calvaria of the skull was repaired as far as possible and has

been examined by the kindness of Professor W. Wright, F.S.A., who

reports as follows :
' The cranium was evidently of oval shape and of

considerable but not extreme length. The frontal bone was in two

pieces owing to the persistence of the metopic suture. The other

sutures of the calvaria were only beginning to be obliterated.^ The

skull bones are remarkable for their thickness. It is interesting to

note in the fragment of the occipital region the thick character ceases

at the superior curved line. From a small piece of the frontal bone

one gathers that the supraciliary eminence was not well marked._ The

mastoid processes are small. The remains also includes a portioii of

the right side of the body of the mandible. The lateral incisor, canine,

and ffrst and second bicuspid teeth are all considerably worn, particu-

larly the first two and the second bicuspid. The first molar must have

been lost during life as its socket is entirely closed. The skull belonged

to an individual probably over thirty years of age and of the female

sex.'

Three human mandibles were found near the skeleton and at a

slightly greater depth, and another in the N.W. part of the cutting.

Between these remains and the human skeleton (No. 214) the chin

regions of the mandibles permit of comparison. Professor "Wright

reports that ' they suggest a close relationship between the individuals,

for they bear a close resemblance to each other. The chins, moreover,

are strong and firm. The shape of the cranium (No. 214) in bein? long

is in order, but it was probably not as long as the very long ones found

in the chambered long-barrows.'

It will be convenient to give the details of the mandibles here

:

191. Symphysial part of the mandible of a man (height at symphysis

30 mm.); no teeth remaining; in a weathered condition. 'Its chief feature is

the breadth and strength of the chin ' (W. Wright).
Found in the lower part of the mixed silting (loamy chalk silt) and above

the chalk-rubble in the N.W. part of the cutting.

212. The left half and the region of the angle of the right half of the

mandible of a man ; somewhat weathered, like the other fragments of lower

jaws, Nos. 191 . 217, and 222, as if they had been exposed upon the surface at

some time. ' There is nothing noteworthy about this mandible unless it be that

the aee of the individual was probably from thirty-five to forty-five years of

age ' (W. Wright).
Found in the mixed silting near the human skeleton (No. 214), at a depth

of 6"2 ft. below the surface of the silting.

(Part of a lower jaw, No. SO. was found at a depth of 8-3 ft. in the chalk-

rubble in Cutting I., Fosse, 1908.)

217. Part of a small mandible consisting of the chin and part of the riaht

side, with the sockets of the bicuspid teeth remaining; weathered. ' It nrobably
belonged to a female, and the chin, making allowances for the sexual differences,

has the same conformations as that of specimens Nos. 191 and 214 ' (W.
Wright).

Found near No. 212, in the mixed silting, at a depth of 68 ft. below the
surface of the silting.

222. Part of the right side of the body of a mandible, the ascending ramus
missing ; of the teeth only the first and third molars remain. ' The last molar
is onlv slightly, if at all, worn, and therefore probably the specimen came from
an individual whose age was something in the early twenties' (W Wright).

Found in the mixed silting near the skeleton (No. 214), at a depth of 6'3 ft.

below tTie surface of the silting.
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Associated with the human skeleton, the following antiquities were

found (all bearing the same No. 214, except the saw. No. 211, and

two fragments of pottery, No. 210)

:

(«) Ball of solid chalk, rudely shaped and having an average diameter of

36-5 mm. {1-,^ in.).»

{b) Large Hint core; all the surfaces are white.

(c) Several flint flakes, one of which is burnt.

(d) Metacarpus of sheep.

(e) Nineteen fragments of prehistoric pottery, hand-made and of soft paste.

There is no trace of ornament. Some of the pieces are black all through ; some
black inside and reddish-brown outside. They represent fragments of more
than one pot and vary in thickness from 6 mm. to 14 mm. Most of the pieces

contain a small admixture of quartz grains, but for the most part they are very

small.

210. Two fragments of prehistoric pottery, hand-made and badly baked, of

a very soft paste and containing occasional grains of quartz and other sub-

stances. This pottery is reddish-brown on the outer face and black inside. One
of the specimens is a straight rim piece somewhat bevelled on the outer side.

Found at a depth of S'? ft. below the surface of the silting, 4 ft. N.W. of

the pelvis of the human skeleton.

211. Saw formed from a white flint, length 64 mm., having a dorsal ridge

(giving a triangular cross-section). The longest edge, which is concave, is

worked with fine serrations throughout its length.

Found in the mixed silting under the skeleton (No. 214), and at a depth of

6'5 ft. below the surface of the silting.

IV. Deposits of Burnt Material from the Fosse.

At a distance of 0"5 ft. below the skeleton a patch of dark material

was reached, consisting for the most part of burnt mould. This was
found to extend to a depth of 7"5 ft. below the surface of the silting.

The deposit was more or less in the shape of a mound of about 3 ft.

in diameter, and it was evident that a fire had been kindled on the

spot. The dark area was divided by a seam of 0'2 ft. of mixed mould
and fine chalk at about 0'75 ft. from the top of the dark patch. Below
the dark material yellowish-brown mould occurred, followed at a greater

depth by chalk rubble.

In this dark material the following objects were found (marked
No. 247):

{a) Part of a large flint hammer-stone.

(6) A large quantity of burnt animal bone, mostly split up into small pieces.
(Samples preserved.)

(c) A human incisor tooth.
{d) Astragalus of small ox.
(e) Points of four tines of red-deer, much weathered.
(/) Metatarsus of red-deer (not sufficiently complete for measurement).
(g) A number of flint flakes, of which about one-half are burnt.

_

(h) Some charcoal (identified by Mr. Clement Reid, F.R.S., as beech). It
might be noted here that beech charcoal was also found in this cutting in the
mixed silting against the south wall of the fosse, and also in the chalk-rubble
at a depth of 12 ft. below the surface.

V. Other Finds from the Fosse, Cutting IX. (excluding Picks).

From the Roman and later strata.—(The Eoman stratum was
reached at a maximum depth of 4'5 ft.)

A similar ball, not quite spherical, about 2 in. in diameter, was found at
the Grime's Graves in 1914 (see Grime's Graves Report, 1915, p. 210).
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180. Ring of bronze, of bright-green colour due to patination. It consists

of wire of circular section, 2 mm. in diameter ; it is split transversely in one
place, where the ends appear to have been notched. In external diameter the

ring varies from 195 mm. to 20'5 mm. Probably Romano-British.
Found on the S. margin of the cutting on the top of the solid chalk wall a

little below the surface mould.
192. Fragment of coarse black pottery containing a large number of sinall

grains of quartz ; apparently Romano-British.
Found in the Roman stratum on the south side of the cutting.

193. Three fragments of Romano-British pottery of no special interest.

Found as No. 192.

197. Whetstone consisting of an oblong piece of reddish-brown sandstone,
measuring 87 by 76 by 21 mm., very smooth on one surface and artificially

grooved obliquely.

Found in the Roman stratum, depth 37 ft. below the surface.

201. Rim piece of a Norman or mediaeval pot, ornamented on the inner
surface by a wave pattern common in the period.

Found at the east end of the cutting, depth 1*5 ft.

205. Greater part of a bronze bracelet of bright-green colour, consisting of

two strands of wire twisted, and tapering in size towards the ends. Of a
conunon Roman type, which appears to have had a hook-and-eye fastening.

Found in the middle of the cutting in the Roman stratum, at a depth of
4*25 ft. below the surface of the silting.

From the Mixed Silting.

177. Chipped flint knife, length 39'5 mm., maximum width 175 mm., of
Neolithic type ; leaf-shaped outline ; slightly concave and unworked on one face

;

convex on the other face and finely chipped along both edges, the flaking
covering most of this surface ; white over the whole surface.

Found in the fine mixed silting close against the S.W. face of the fosse near
the causeway, about 5 ft. below the brink.

183. Point of a tine of red-deer showing transverse cuts at the larger end.
Foimd in the mixed silting close to the chalk ' wall ' in the N.W. corner

of the cutting.

187. Flake of dark bluish-grey flint, of irregular form, but having a consider-
able amount of secondary chipping.

Found on the side of the fosse at the N.W., near the top of the mixed
silting.

213. Three points of tines of red-deer, somewhat weathered; two of them
have indications of cutting near the tips.

Found in the middle of the cutting in the mixed silting (which consisted
mostly of earth in this part), depth 7 ft. below the surface of the silting.

231. Two fragments of prehistoric pottery, hand-made and of coarse type.
The larger fragment (12-5 mm. in thickness) is brick-red on the outside and
black inside, and contains some very large rounded quartz-grains and splinters
of flint, up to 6 mm. in lengtli. ' The chalk flint looks as if it had been
intentionally crushed and added to the paste for stiffening. The quartz-grains
probably came from Tertiary deposits. Samples of clay as coarse as this can
often be found over the chalk downs. It may have been baked by piling brush-
wood over the inverted pot. I see no sign of chalk or charcoal having been
used in this paste ' (Clement Reid).

The smaller piece is black except for the outer crust, which is yellowish-
brown. ' It contains no crushed flint, and is apparently very slightly baked '

(C. Reid).

Found in the middle of the cutting at the bottom of the burnt material
previously described, and above the chalk-rubble ; depth 77 ft. below the surface
of the silting.

No pottery was found in the fosse in 1914 at a greater depth than these
fragments.

252. Rim piece of prehistoric pottery, hand-made and of coarse type (nearly
as rude as the larger piece in No. 231). ' Soft paste stiffened with fragments
ot old pots and some grit. I cannot suggest origin without material to crush.
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Woll burnt outside to rim ; bl.ack and slacker bak«d inside, suggesting tliat the

pot was inverted and fire could only reach outside ' (C. Reid).

Found quite at the bottom of the burnt material, at a depth of 7'5 ft. below
the surface of the silting.

From the Chalk Rubble.—(Bone Objects).

223. Implement formed from a rib-bone of ox (or horse?), measuring
335 mm. (13^ in.) in length on the outer curve. It is cut to a rounded and
somewhat bevelled termination at one end, and the surfaces are rather

smoother in this part than elsewhere. At the butt-end it is also slightly

polished.

Found against the solid chalk wall at the west end of the fosse near the

bottom, and at a depth of 24'5 ft. below the brink.

225. Implement formed from part of a rib-bone of ox or horse ; what remains
measures 221 mm. (8| in.) in length, but it is obviously broken at the butt-end.

It is cut to a rounded termination at the complete end, but more pointed than
in the case of No. 223, which it closely resembles.

Found in a similar position to No. 223, at a depth of 25 ft. below the brink.

Two similarly-worked ribbones were found in Cutting VIII., in 1911, on
the bottom of the fosse. (Report, 1911, Nos. 171 and 176.)

240. Small, slender, animal bone, broken off at both ends, but quite smooth;
probably the shaft of a pin.

Found on the bottom of the fosse at the west end of the cutting.

VI. Picks and other Remains of Red-Deer Antler, found in the Fosse
(Cutting IX.).

As in former seasons, picks of red-deer antler were found in some
numbers in the chalk-rubble, and especially near and on the floor of

the fosse. Picks of this type have also been found in Britain in con-

siderable numbers at the Grime's Graves,^" Cissbury, and Maumbury
Rings, and in smaller quantities at many other places, generally with
prehistoric remains, but occasionally on Eoman sites. ^^ Portions of

antler picks—one piece being smoothed and charred at the handle-end—

-

have recently been found in the great artificial mound at Marlborough
College. Two very large antler picks found in the excavations at

Avebury in 1894 '^ were disposed of in April 1915 at the Meux sale at

Dauntsey House, near Swindon, and were acquired by the Wiltshire
Archaeological Society for Devizes Museum.

Twenty numbered specimens were found in the fosse in 1914, as
follows

:

188. Parts apparently of two antlers (nr if parts of the same antler thev do
not joinV One consists of the greater part of the beam, part of the remaining
tine reduced to a stump. The other part consists of the crown of an antler of
three points, the lower one of which is considerably bevelled and worn at the
tip.

Found in the mixed siltinor in the N.W. part of the cutting, and 7-3 ft. deep
below the brink of the fosse E. of the causeway.

189. Pick, well worn, consisting of the beam and burr of a shed antler,
having only a verv slightly developed indication of a bez-tine. The trez-tine
has been reduced to a stump (more projecting than in the majority of the

" 244 antler picks were found in the excavations at the Grime's Graves in
1914. 147 of the specimens had also been used as hammers.

" Records of such finds have been brought together bv Mr. Horace Sanders
in ArcJifPoIofjla, Ixii. 101. and by Mr. W. G. Clarke in the Tteport on the.

Excavnfions at Grime's Graves. 1914 (published 1915), p. 142, in which,
however, no mention of the Aveburv specimens is to be found.

" Brit. Assoc. Report, 1908, p. 404.
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picks). The brow-tine has become much worn and broken. The
_
implement

has been smoothed at the handle-end. The most pronounced indication of wear

is seen at the back of the beam caused by hammering, w-hich has reduced

the thickness of the antler considerably in this position, and removed the burr.

Total length 470 mm. (ISi in.).

Found in the mixed silting close to the causeway in the N.W. part of the

cutting, depth 8'3 ft. below the brink of the fosse.

196. Part of a pick formed from a shed antler. The bez-tine remains as a

fairly long stump ; the brow-tine is broken but still bears traces of human
work. The back of the head of the pick and the burr bear clear evidence of

hammering. Length 344 mm. (13^ in.).

Found in the mixed silting and rubble in the W. part of the cutting, depth
9'8 ft. below the brink of the fosse on the E. side of the causeway.

208. Pick damaged at the handle-end, having the bez- and trez-tines reduced
to stumps, and the brow-tine broken off. This pick was formed from a large

antler of a slain deer. Its most interesting feature is the large cavity at the
back of the beam and head, the result of considerable wear from hammering.
Length 394 mm. (15^ in.).

Found near the W. end of the cutting in the chalk-rubble, depth 12'8 ft.

below the brink of the fosse on the E. side of the causeway.
209. Base of a large antler of a slain deer, with pedicle 3 in. in length. The

burr is much worn down and the bez-tine is indicated merely by a stump. A
good part of the brow-tine remains, but it has been broken.

Found in the N. half of the cutting in the chalk-rubble, depth 17 ft. below
the brink of the fosse on the E. side of the causeway.

215. Shed antler, with the brow-, bez-, and trez-tines complete ; the crown of
the antler is missing. It bears no signs of human work.

Found in the middle of the cutting in the lower part of the mixed silting
(yellowish-brown mould and chalk), depth 8*7 ft. below the surface of the
silting.

216. Part of a pick consisting of the beam of an antler, the trez-tine
i-educed to a stump. The burr, brow-, and bez-tines broken off. At the back
of the beam there are traces of a depression, the result of hammering.

Found in the chalk-rubble in the N.W. quarter of the cutting close to the
end-wall of the fosse, at a depth of 22 ft. below the brink.

218. Crown of an antler, one of the three points missing, the other two
somewhat worn down and broken at the tips. It has the appearance of having
been used as a rake.

Found in the chalk-rubble in the N. half of the cutting, depth 18 ft. below
the brink of the fosse on the E. side of the causeway.

219. Pick, almost complete, formed from a small shed antler having two tines,
the upper one reduced to a stump and bearing slight traces of fire. The brow-
tine has been considerably worn down by picking. The back of the burr has
been broken off. Length 489 mm. (19^ in.).

Found in the chalk-rubble in the S. half of the cutting, depth 24-5 ft. below
the brink of the W. end of the fosse.

224. Part of a pick consisting of the beam with the trez-tine remaining as a
stump. The back of the beam is much worn by hammering.

Found in the chalk-rubble in the S. half of the cutting, depth 25 ft. below
the brink at the W. end of the fosse.

226. Pick, much damaged, consisting of a shed antler with brow-tine broken
off

; the bez- and trez-tines reduced to stumps, the latter bearing indications of
fire. The back of the beam and head of the pick bear distinct evidence of its
use also as a hammer.

Found in the chalk-rubble at the W. end of the cutting, 25 ft. below the
brink.

227. Pick, almost complete (shed antler), the brow-tine reduced in length
by wea" and fracture

; the bez- and trez-tines reduced to stumps ; the latter and
the handle-end are blackened in parts by the action of fire. There is evidence
at the back of the head that the implement was also used as a hammer. Length
500 mm. (19f in.); circumference of the beam 159 mm.

Found in the N. half of the cutting on the bottom of the fosse, against
the end-'wall and 29-5 ft. below the brink.
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228. Pick, almost complete (shed antler), the brow-tine bearing indications

of considerable wear; the bez- and trez-tines reduced to stumps. There is

clear evidence of this implement having also been used as a hammer, like

No. 227. Length 474 mm. (18| in.).

Found in the N.W. corner of the cutting on the bottom of the fosse, against

the end-wall and 29'5 ft. below the brink.

229. Greater part of a much-worn pick formed from a shed antler. The
brow-tine is much shortened by wear and fracture ; the bez- and trez-tines

reduced to stumps. This implement was largely used as a hammer and there

is a deep cavity at the back of the beam penetrating one-half of its diameter

;

the burr has also been broken away by hard wear. Length 350 mm. (13f in.).

Found at the W. end of the cutting against the end-wall, on the bottom of

the fosse, depth 29"3 ft. below the brink.

230. Pick formed from a large antler of a slain deer with pedicle, the burr
much worn down at the back. The large brow-tine has been reduced in length
by wear and the ' tip ' is now quite blunt ; the bez- and trez-tines have been
.shortened in the usual manner. Indications of fire are noticeable near the
burr, at the base of the bez-tine, and at the handle-end. Length 521 mm.
(20^ in.) ; minimum circumference of the beam 165 mm.

Found at the W. end of the cutting against the end-wall, on the bottom of
the fosse, 29 ft. below the brink.

234. Part of a pick formed from a shed antler, the handle-end missing.
The greater part of the brow-tine remains and bears indications of wear ; the
bez- and trez-tines reduced to stumps. The condition of the back of the beam
and burr indicates that the pick, as in most other instances, was also used as a
hammer.

Found in the chalk-rubble in the N. half of the cutting, depth 20"5 ft. below
the brink.

235. Pick, much damaged and in a very fragile condition, not preserved.
Found close to No. 234, and at the same depth.
236. The greater part of the beam of an antler, bearing traces of fire, and

perhaps part of a pick.

Found at the W. end of the cutting, depth 25-5 ft. below the brink.
237. Pick formed from a large shed antler having the burr partly removed.

The brow-tine is nearly complete, the tip in places being smooth from wear

;

the bez- and trez- tines reduced to stumps. Length 467 mm. (18| in.) ; circum-
ference of the beam between bez- and trez-tines 170 mm. (6| in.).

Found in the chalk-rubble in the S. half of the cutting, 16"5 ft. below
the brink.

239. Shed antler, not worked, with short undeveloped bez-tine and only two
points at the crown. Total length 672 mm. (26f in.).

Found on the bottom of the fosse at the W. end of the cutting, average
depth 29 ft. below the brink.

In addition to the above four much broken and decayed antler picks (or
parts) were found in the chalk-rubble, at an average depth of 12 ft. below the
surface of the silting ; and a piece of the beam of an antler was found on the
bottom of the fosse against the N. wall.

VII. General Observations on Cutting X., across the Vallum, 1914.

This cutting, measuring 15 ft. in width, was made on the S.S.E.
and within easy distance of the fosse-digging—so that the two excava-
tions could be watched simultaneously. At this point the vertical

height from the surface of the silting of the fosse to the crest of the
vallum was 32-65 ft., and from the middle of the berme to the top,
14*4 ft. About one-half of the berme was included in the excavation
which extended southwards as far as the summit of the vallum, the
length examined being 50 ft. The outer part of the vallum, comprising
a length of 30 ft., remains to be excavated.

The whole of the body of the rampart was found to consist of chalk-
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rubble with very little admixture of mould (in the form of seams).
The old turf, or surface, line (humus), and the dark brown material
immediately below it were found to be very clearly defined, and
measured on an average 3"5 in. in thickness throughout the cutting.

It ran almost level, and was reached at a depth of 14 ft. below the crest

of the vallum.

Upon this ancient material Mr. Clement Eeid, F.E.S., who has
examined a dried lump, has kindly reported as follows :

' Brown silty

clay, with small splinters of flint and minute fragments of charcoal.

The matrix is mainly an insoluble residue from the chalk, with the
usual dark stain of mixed oxides of iron and manganese. It contains
also some very fine quartz-sand, probably derived from Tertiary
deposits. It is scarcely a soil, though it shows small roots; it is a

subsoil into which some charcoal has been kneaded. It corresponds
with the " clay-with-flints. " '

Samples of charcoal found in considerable quantity on the old
surface line were also sent to Mr. Eeid to be examined, and, like the
pieces from the fosse, proved to be beech.

VIII. Relics found in the Vallum (Cutting X.).

We were fortunate in selecting a favourable position, for a number
of relics were discovered on the ancient surface and elsewhere. Several
of the fragments of pottery, mostly very small, were recovered from
the old surface by breaking the mould up in the hands and sifting.

Flint flakes were very plentiful; metals were conspicuous by their

absence. One of the most interesting specimens is the finely-worked
bone pin. No. 186. A fourpenny-bit of William IV., 1836 (No. 178),
was found near the foot of the interior slope of the vallum in the turf
mould, depth 0'4 ft.

The following is a detailed catalogue of the objects found in the
vallum cutting. All the depths are given vertically—below the turf
immediately above. O.T.L. = Old turf line.

Flint Im.flements

.

190. Thin, sharp flake ; white.

Found in the chalk-rubble, depth 6"5 ft.

198. Scraper of comparatively rough workman.^ihip
; grey flint with a white

outer crust on the greater part of the convex surface.
Found on the O.T.L., near the foot of the interior slope.
199. Scraper of an elongated horse-shoe shape, length 37 mm., the crescentic

edge finely worked ; colour white, and pale grey in places.
Found on the O.T.L., near No. 198.

200. Saw of light-grey flint, with finely-worked serrated edge almost straight
(length 47'5 mm.).

Found on the O.T.L., near Nos. 198 and 199.

204. Saw of light-grey colour, calcined; the serrated edge (length 28'5 mm.)
is not so finely worked as in the specimens, No. 200 (vallum) and No. 211
(fosse).

Found on the O.T.L., a little to the south of No. 200.

206. Scraper of greyish-white flint of a long narrow form, length 41 mm.
The flake from which the implement was formed has a dorsal ridge giving a
triangular cross-section. The crescentic edge (width 24 mm.) is bevelled and
neatly chipped.

Found on the O.T.L., near No. 200.
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207. Part of a neatly-chipped implement of white flint of which the base is

missing. The business-end is considerably bevelled and worked on the convex

side. Flaked on both surfaces.

Found on the O.T.L., near No. 206.

221. Scraper ( ?) of white flint, thin, and of an irregular oval outline,

43 mm. by 46 mm. ; it is bevelled and cliipped on all sides but the base.

Found on the O.T.L., at the N. end of the cutting under the berme

(dividing the vallum from the fosse).

241. Long, narrow flake (length 61 mm.), of light-grey flint, the crust of

which extends along one side of the back. At the junction of the flat side of

the flake with the crust the specimen is slightly jagged, but this saw-like edge

does not appear to be the result of secondary chipping.

Found on the O.T.L., 4 ft. N. of the crest of the vallum, depth 137 ft.

242. Scraper of pale-grey colour ; horse-shoe form, with a prominent bulb of

percussion ; length 425 mm. ; the crescentic edge is roughly bevelled and worked.

Found on the O.T.L., a little south of the foot of the interior slope.

245. Saw of white flint formed from a long flake with a dorsal ridge; the

serrated edge (length 555 mm.) is somewhat irregular, and not so well worked

as Nos. 200 and 211.

Found on the O.T.L., under the body of the vallum and in the middle of

the cutting.

255. Pointed flake of greyish-white colour with saw-like secondary chipping

along one edge.

Found on the O.T.L.

Flint Flakes.

There were also collected from the old turf line sixty-four flakes of light

grey-and-white flint, four of which are calcined.

Antlers, including a Pick.

181. Crown of a small antler consisting of two points ; red-brown colour.

Found in the chalk-rubble in the body of the vallum, depth 3 ft. below the

surface.

184. Greater part of a small shed antler, red-brown colour. There is no

positive evidence that this specimen was a pick, as the brow-tine is broken and

the other tine some way up the beam has not been shortened ; but the end of

the beam nearest the crown has been burnt in a similar manner to some of the

handle-ends of more definite picks.

Found in the chalk-rubble in the body of the vallum, depth 4 ft. below the

surface.

232. Part of a small pick formed from a shed antler having a rudimentary

bez-tine ; the brow-tine was badly fractured at the time of its discovery, but

the point is worked and very smooth.
Found in a slight ' mound ' of mould (probably decayed turf), 0-2 ft. above

the old surface under the crest of the vallum.

253. Complete tine of red-deer antler, smooth at the point.

Found in the chalk-rubble in the body of the vallum.

Bone Objects.

182. Small, flat piece of bone (length 33-7 mm.), rounded at the complete end,

and of similar workmanship to the larger worked rib-bones, Nos. 223 and 225,

found at the bottom of the fosse.

Found in the body of the vallum, depth 6 ft.

186. Finely-worked pin, slightly curved, with faintly tooled and polished

surface; length 86 mm. (3| in.), the shaft of oblong section, maximum dimen-
sions 2"5 mm. by 4'5 mm. One end is finely worked to a sharp point of round
section ; the other end is cut off slightly oblique to the line of the pin, and is

bevelled on both the flat faces of the implement.
Found in chalk-rubble in the body of the vallum, 3 ft. N. of the crest,

depth 55 ft.

The writer has not yet come across a similar pin found with prehistoric

remains in Britain.
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Pottery.

194. Two fragments of fairly well-baked black pottery, containing a good

proportion of small grains of quartz-sand and some larger pieces measuring up
to 45 mm. in length.

Found on the O.T.L., near the foot of the interior slope.

195. Fragment of badly baked pottery, black on the inside and reddish-

brown on the outside ; it contains a small admixture of small quartz-grains.

Found close to No. 194.

202. Fragment of black pottery similar to No. 194, and perhaps part of the

same vessel.

Found on the O.T.L., near Nos. 194 and 195.

203. Eight small bits of pottery, and a fragment of iron pyrites. The pieces

belong to more than one vessel ; three of the fragments appear to be parts of

one pot only, 5'5 mm. thick. This ware is of a very coarse kind, some of the
pieces containing grains of quartz up to 6 mm. in length.

Found on the O.T.L., near Nos. 194, 195, and 202.

220. Twenty-two fragments of pottery of various degrees of coarseness—all

undoubtedly prehistoric (perhaps Neolithic), and belonging to vessels varying
in thickness from 4'5 mm. to 10'5 mm. They range in colour from a light

reddish-brown to black. Some of this ware consists of very soft paste with only

a small admixture of quartz-grains, but most of it is roughly made with large

grains projecting from the weathered surfaces of the ware; the largest grain of

quartz observable measures 4 mm. by 6 mm.
They include one small piece of rim and two ornamented fragments belonging

apparently to the same pot, which had an encircling shoulder or ridge with a
hollow moulding probably below the shoulder, and similar in these features to

the pottery. No. 167, found in Cutting VIII., Fosse, 1911; the type is described
at some length in the writer's 1911 Eeport." As far as can be traced, the two
fragments are ornamented with oblique and parallel bands of punch-marks con-

sisting of lozenge-shaped clusters of four impressed oval dots.

Mr. C. Reid, who has seen one of the coarsest unornamented fragments,
writes :

' Thin well-burnt pottery, not local ; the grit is all vein-quartz, and
suggests Bristol Coal-field.'

Found on the O.T.L., at the N. end of the cutting under the berme (dividing
the vallum from the fossej.

243. Six fragments of pottery, two being of thin reddish-brown ware and of
comparatively fine texture. The other pieces, which are thick—black on one
side and brown on the other^are very rude and of the coarsest possible
description, and contain an admixture of large quartz-grains; in one fragment
there are two pieces of quartz, measuring 4'3 mm. by 7'3 mm. and 4'2 mm. by
42 mm., which actually touch each other.

The last described fragment has been seen by Mr. Clement Reid, who
writes :

' Not local ; paste black, and sandy, and full of splinters of grit, with
some large quartz-grains. The splinters look like Carl .niferous Limestone chert,
rather than chalk-flint, but there is not enough material to make certain.
Perhaps from the Mendips.'

Found in a similar position to No. 220, but a Utile nearer the interior slope
of the vallum.

244. Two fragments of pottery, one of which is black on the inside and
brick-red on the outside, of fairly hard paste ami containing quartz-grains of
no grea,t size. The other fragment is of dark grey colour, fairly hard, and
containing small quartz-grains with a small admixture of larger grains.

Found on the O.T.L., under the body of the vallum, 10-5 ft. N. of the
crest, depth 11"8 ft.

251. A few small fragments of badly baked pottery similar to No. 195, but
apparently containing very little quartz-sand.

Found on the O.T.L.

IX. Animal Remains.

Only the more interesting specimens were preserved. Those found

" Brit. Assoc. Eeport, 1911, pp. 147, 150.
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near the surface and others in a very fragmentary condition were

reburied. Some of the specimens have been kindly examined by Mr.
E. T. Newton, P.E.S.

Cutting IX., Fosse.

238. One side of lower jaw of dog, and a number of teeth belonging to the

other side also. The animal was about the size of a retriever.

Found on the bottom of the fosse in the N. half of the cutting, and near the

end-wall against the causeway.

Near No. 238, also on the bottom of the fosse, several teeth of dog of similar

size were found.
246. Occipital portion of skull of red-deer ; height from the bastion to

supra-occipital crest 89 mm.
Found in the chalk-rubble, depth 11 ft. below the surface of the silting.

248. Metacarpus of red-deer, length 274 mm. ; least circumference 78 mm.
Found in the Roman stratum.

249. Part of metacarpus of red-deer.

Found at a depth of 6-5 ft. below the surface of the silting.

250. Metatarsus of red-deer, length 315 mm. (12^ in.) ; least circumference
81 mm.

Found at a depth of 8 ft. below the surface of the silting.

A red-deer at the Royal College of Sureeons, having a metatarsus 10^ in.

in length, stands 44^ in. at the withers. The Avebury stag, therefore, stood
about 50 in. at the withers.

''54. Lower end of femur of large ox.

Found on the bottom of the fosse.

Cutting X., Vallum.
179. Part of radius and other remains of ox (rather small).

Found in chalk-rubble in the body of the vallum, depth 4 ft.

185. Greater part of tibia of young ox ; the shaft is split obliquely—perhaps
for the extraction of marrow.

Found in chalk-rubble in the body of the vallum, depth 425 ft.

232. Shaft of tibia of ox, the heads broken ofT at both ends as if for the
extraction of marrow.

Found close to the O.T.L., with the small antler-pick also marked No. 232.
233. One end of femur of young ox.
Found on the O.T.L., near No. 232.

Four teeth of pig were also found on the O.T.L.

Physical Characters of the Ancient Egyptians.—Report of the
Committee, consisting 0/ Professor G. Elliot Smith (Chair-
man), Dr. F. C. Shrubs.4,ll (Secretary), Professor A.
Keith, Dr. F. Wood Jones, afid Professor C. G. Seligman.

Professor Elliot Smith's Report.

In last year's Report of the Committee I referred to the fact that
material of great historical importance^ was being found by Professor
Reisner at Kerma, near the Third Cataract, and that some of the
skeletons had been sent to me in Manchester for examination. Since
then a very large collection of human remains from the sam_e site has

1 ReiDort of British Association, p. 228, B., ' The Human Remams from the
Kerma Basin,' &c.
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been received from Dr. Eeisner; and, although most of this material

has now been photographed and measured, the investigation of it is not

yet sufficiently advanced to permit me to submit a final Report upon it.

It is of sufficient importance, however, to justify an interim Eeport.

In the Bulletin of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, April 1914,

Professor Eeisner has published a very interesting and fully-illustrated

account of his excavations at Kerma, with a description of the circum-

stances under which the human remains were found and the nature

of the remarkable series of objects found with them.

In this report the human remains are described as those of ' a

garrison which held the Northern Sudan in the Hyksos Period, about

1700 B.C.' To appreciate more fully the nature of the material with

which I have to deal 1 may be permitted to quote Dr. Eeisner's own
account of the problem he puts to me to solve for him.

' By 2600 B.C. the Egyptian had already begun his exploitation of

the Upper Nile, and had been led in military force as far as the province

of Dongola, the richest area between the Assuan border of Egypt and

the tropical Sudan. Gold he certainly brought away and cattle ; ivory,

ostrich feathers and eggs, ebony, skins, resins, spices and incense—all

came through the province in trade if they were not produced here.'

Traces of the Old Empire fort and alabaster vessels bearing the name
of Pepy I. were found at Kerma. ' During the period of depression in

Egypt which followed the reign of Pepy II., it is probable that the

Nubian tribe went their own way undisturbed. In the Middle Empire,

however, the exploitation of Nubia by Egypt was resumed and placed

on a more secure footing. Sesostris III. set up a boundary-stone at

Kummeh, south of Haifa [Second Cataract] , forbidding any negro to

pass northwards by land or water except traders and official messengers.

This stone marked the southern border of Egypt, but, as a matter of

course, not the limits of Egyptian activity.' [Inscriptions with the

names of Sesostris I., Amenemhat I. and Amenemhat III., together

with fragments of perhaps twenty-five Middle Empire royal statuettes,

make it] ' quite clear that Kerma was held by the kings of Egypt

during the Middle Empire.
' Thus we come to the Hyksos Period itself. Much has been written

about this period in Egypt, but our real knowledge is small. An un-

identified race came in, apparently from Asia, conquered and held Egypt

for perhaps a hundred years. But we do not know how far south they

held it . . . [at Kerma] in the Hyksos period [there have come to light

the remains of] a colony of men, not negro, and yet not using

Egyptian furniture nor Egyptian burial customs. They razed

*ihe buildings of the Egyptians of the Middle Empire; they

smashed the statues of Egyptian kings of the XII. Dynasty;

and they made their graves in the debris of an ancient mud-
brick structure. They were apparently a fierce and capable race.

Their pottery, manifestly made locally, is the finest and most beautiful

ever made in the Nile Valley. . . . Their burial customs are revolting

in their barbarity. On a carved bed in the middle of a big circular pit

the chief personage lies on his right side with his head east. Under

his head is a wooden pillow; between his legs a sword or dagger; beside
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his feet cowhide sandals and an ostrich feather fan. At his feet is

buried a ram, with ivory knobs on the tips of its horns to prevent goring.

Around the bed he a varying number of bodies, male and female, all

contracted on the right side, head east. Among them are the pots and

pans, the cosmetic jars, the stools, and other objects. Over the whole

is spread a great ox-hide. It is clear they were all buried at once. The

men and women round about must have been sacrificed so that their

spirits might accompany the chief to the other world. ... I could not

escape the belief that they had been buried alive. Who are these people?

There are, it is true, a few negroes among the women; but the chief

men are all broad-headed and straight-haired. If they are Egyptian,

whence comes the strange pottery and the awful burial custom ? It

is hoped to submit the bones to Prof. Elliot Smith, who will without

doubt be able to say whether the men were Egyptians or not. If

they are neither Egyptians nor negroes, then there are many possi-

bilities—Arabs, Libyans, a mixed band of adventurers from the north,

or even Hyksos. The name of Sheshy, supposed to be a Hyksos king,

is found on several of the seal-impi-essions. But it is not possible at

present to reach any safe conclusion on the race of the men of Kerma.

'

These free quotations from Professor Eeisner's report admirably

and most lucidly explain the nature of the problems I am asked to solve.

There is one possibihty, not mentioned by Dr. Eeisner, that at once

suggests itself, especially when one examines the excellent photographs

that illustrate the report. Seeing that this very spot had been occupied

by an Egyptian town and fortress nine centuries earlier, and then again

later on for several centuries before the time of the people whose

identity is under consideration, obviously the first explanation which

suggests itself is that we may have to deal with the descendants of the

old colony of Pepy's time reinforced with fresh Egyptian blood by
new immigrations ranging from the time of Sesostris I. to Amenemhat
III. at least.

For the statement that these people were ' not using Egyptian

furniture nor Egyptian burial customs ' is apt to be misleading. The
furniture and the burial customs, it is true, are not exactly identical

with those of Egypt at any period : but no one who studies the burial

customs and funerary equipment of other peoples can hesitate for one

moment in deciding that these things and the Egyptian customs and
furniture must be assimilated into the same generic group. My meaning
will be made clear if we examine the archfeological evidence. Burial

upon a bed of the type found in these graves was not an Egyptian
custom in 1700 B.C.; but it was so at the time when the first Egyptian
settlement occurred at Kerma, perhaps a millennium previously ; and
the legs of the chairs and beds are characteristically Egyptian in

design (see Eeisner's fig. 20) ; so are the head-rests and the sandals,

and the Egyptian military decoration (' order of the fly '). The
exquisite black-topped, red-polished pottery is equally characteristically

a proto-Egyptian ware, but carried to a much higher pitch of perfection

by eighteen centuries of practice after the Egyptians themselves had
been using their most expert craftsmen for other purposes. The
barbarous addition to the burial customs of the Egyptians is the well-
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known negro practice of slaughtering the wives and retainers of the
deceased.

-

In the hght of such considerations the hypothesis that should first

be tested is that an Egyptian colony, settled in Kerma in proto-Dynastic
times, continued to cultivate its original Egyptian cultural heritage,

which was modified on the one hand by the taint of negro barbarism
and the influence of a succession of later Egyptian immigrants.

I have put forward this tentative explanation of the archaeological

evidence advisedly, not merely because it naturally suggests itself as the
most probable interpretation of the state of affairs found by Dr. Eeisner,

but also because the anthropological data, so far as I have investigated

them, seem to favour this view.

Amongst the human remains there is a considerable number of

individuals conforming in every respect to the proto-Egyptian type,

such as is found in pre- and proto-Dynastic cemeteries in Upper Egypt.
These might well represent the descendants of the original Egyptian
colony which was planted in Kerma during the Old Empire. There
are also many representatives of that modification of the proto-

Egyptian racial type for which I coined the distinctive expression
' Middle Nubian ' (the people whose culture Dr. Reisner classified as

his ' C-group '). These were the people who constituted the normal
population of Lower Nubia during the time from the Middle Empire
until the country was overrun by Egypt in the New Empire : in other

words, they were the distinctive inhabitants of Nubia during the time

of the Kerma burials; and it would have been very surprising

if they had not been well represented. Even in Lower Nubia
they exhibited definite traces of some negro admixture; and in

this respect the Kerma material agrees with the more northern
remains of the same age. But in the Kerma material there is

perhaps a greater variety of slightly negroid types than in Lower
Nubia—a state of affairs that is not surprising considering that it is

nearer the negro domain. In fact it is remarkable that strongly marked
negro traits are so infrequent as they are shown to be in material from
such a southerly site.

The most interesting remains that this cemetery has yielded are a

minority conforming in evein^ essential respect to the type from Lower
Egypt which I illustrated in last year's Eeport (p. 219, figs. 1, 2, and

3). It represents a type of mankind which made itself apparent in

Lower Egypt in proto-Dynastic times and spread up the river very

gradually, until by the time of the Middle Empire the aristocratic

population throughout Egypt was more or less permeated by the

influence of admixture with such people. It is in the highest degree

unlikely that the effects of such admixture could have become apparent

at the Third Cataract before the Middle Empire. That it did so soon

afterwards suggests—as, indeed, might have been expected—that the

expeditions to the Sudan at that time were commanded by people of

this aristocratic type. This is further confirmed by the results of

2 See my article ' On the Geographical Distribution of the Practice of Mummifl
cation, &c.,' Memoirs of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, 1915, p. 56.
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the examination of the human remains, because the people who con-

formed to the type in question were those buried in the most sumptuous
graves and were obviously the most important people interred on this

site.

' In my final Report I shall set forth the data in detail and return

to the discussion of these questions. All that I have attempted to do
at present is to indicate what seems to me to be the natural explanation

of the facts and to state the prima Jacie case in support of it.

Anthropometric Investigations in the Island of Cyprus.—Report

of the Committee, consisting of Professor J. L. Myres
(Chairman) , Dr. F. C. Shrubsall (Secretary), and Dr. A. C.

Haddon.

The Committee has received a report from Mr. L .H. D. Buxton, who
has been carrying out investigations on its behalf. Owing to the

outbreak of the European war no field work has been possible in 1914,

and Mr. Buxton has been with his regiment. He has forwarded a

preliminary report on further investigation of material obtained in the

autumn of 1913.

Osseous Material.

From a Bronze Age site at Lapethos were secured a number of

skulls and skeletons, among which two types—a long head with well-

developed glabella and retreating forehead (index 73), and the ordinary

short high Cypriote type (index 77 and upwards), have persisted

from the Bronze Age to the present day.

Measurements of the Living.

A large number of measurements of villagers have been obtained,
which will be analysed in full in later reports. The following table
shows the means of over fifty individuals in each group

:

Absolute Measurement.
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The stature is very uniform—l"66ra. in all the villages.

A complete list of the materials available for the anthropological
history of Cyprus has been made.

Exploration of the Palcdolithic Site known as La Cotte de St.

Brelade, Jersey.—Report of the Committee, consisting of

Dr. E. E. Marett (Chairman), Mr. G, F. B. de Gruchy
(Secretary), Dr. A. Keith, Dr. C. Andrews, Dr. A.
DuNLOP, Colonel E. Gardner Warton, and Mr. H.
Balfour.

Report of Work done in July 1915.

The following must be regarded purely as an interim report. It covers

only what was accomplished in July, whereas funds are available for

carrying on the work during at least another month. When Section H
meets in session, a supplementaiy report in MS. will be presented.

This year there have naturally occurred many obstacles in the way
of archaeological research, and indeed it proved impossible to resume
operations at Easter, as had been originally intended. At the close of

the potato season, however, when the demand for labour temporarily
slackens in Jersey, there was at length forthcoming the required amount
of assistance of a manual kind, Mr. Ernest Daghorn being the contractor

as before. Nor, again, in the matter of skilled investigation, was it

easy to arrange for the sufficiently continuous attendance of a body of

helpers. Yet, despite the paramount claims of war-service, a staff was
enlisted who made up for any deficiency there might be in their

numbers by devotion and sheer staying-power.

In 1911 excavation proceeded along the western side-wall of the

cave so as to bring to light a strip of palaeolithic floor extending some
25 feet inwards.^ It was decided this year to push still further back
along this line, and, if possible, to reach the hitherto undetermined

back of the cave. This is known as Working A. Further, in 1914 a

trench was carried right across from the western to the eastern

side-wall, a distance of about 40 feet. The portion of floor

thus opened up lay eight feet from the entrance, and when work ceased

last year, was flanked by precipitous walls of talus, that on the inner

side being about 45 feet high, while the outer one averaged 25 feet. It

was resolved, therefore, in regard to excavation in this direction, to

undertake first the relatively easy and safe task of demolishing the talus

on the outer side, and so clearing the cave along its whole breadth to

the entrance. This was termed Working B. Lastly, it was thought

desirable to attempt something on the inner side of the clearing, and

to push back cautiously along the eastern wall, at any rate so far as an

overhanging shelf of the live rock afforded some protection from the

1 See Archceologia, Ixiii. 204, where plaats are given.
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ever-threatening downfall of debris. This was distinguished as

Working 0.

To consider, then, these three sets of operations in succession.
Working A has not progressed very far, but will receive' more attention

shortly. An additional 5 feet of penetration has been accomplished with
a breadth of 6-8 feet, bringing up the total distance cleared from the
entrance to 30 feet. Some very heavy quarrying has been necessary
here which has involved the use of dynamite, the upper portion of

the debris consisting of large blocks wedged tightly against a rather
shaky roof ; so that it is necessary to proceed with great circumspection.
Worked flints occur sparsely at about 2-4 feet above the bench-mark
from which floor-level is measured; there is very little bone to be met
with. Working B has been highly successful, and the cave is now clear

across its entire front. The central part of the talus which has just

been removed proved to be almost sterile, but a richly implementiferous
bed reaching from near floor-level to a height of 14 feet was found to

exist under the ledge projecting some 1 2 feet outwards along the eastern

side-wall. The spoil collected here in the shape of worked flints, together

with cores and hammer-stones, must amount at least to a hundred-
weight. There was found also a good deal of bone in fair condition, rang-
ing in size from the minute remains of lemmings to a huge knuckle-bone
belonging probably to a rhinoceros. It is noticeable that a specially

fine set of implements occurred near the very top of this bed, the form
of these tending towards that elongated leaf-shaped pattern which has
been termed ' hemi-solutrian.' Thus it would almost seem as if \ve

had to do here with a later and more evolved product of Mousterian art

than is to be found in the lower deposits of this cave ; though it is true

that in other places where the implementiferous bed is much thinner,

extending at most to a foot or two, there was no apparent correlation

between quality of workmanship and stratigraphical position. Working
has also proved very fertile so far as it has been pushed under the

projecting shelf of the eastern wall, namely a distance of 27 feet from
the entrance. Here the presence of a former hearth was indicated by
a quantity of burnt bone. Flint was plentiful, but tended to be of

coarse pattern. So too along the opposite side-wall the quality of the

worked flint would seem to deteriorate as we penetrate into the depths

of the cave. A sufficient explanation is probably to be found in the

fact that the finer work needed the better light. Further, at the angle

situated about the centre of the cave where Working C passes into

Working A, the removal of a large block weighing some eight tons

revealed the clearest indication hitherto encountered of the way in which
the intrusive cave-filling is related to the ancient floor of occupation.

At this spot a definite line can now be traced, of irregular height, but

averaging 6-8 feet over bench-mark. Below this line everything is

cemented together into a compact breccia, whereas above it the rock-

rubbish is quite loose. At the top of the solid mass occurs a sandy

deposit about 1 foot in thickness which is finely laminated and has in

places almost the consistency of sandstone. This is apparently quite

destitute of bone-refuse or flint-chippings, though they occur again in

the looser rubbish above it. Thus it would seem as if the ancient floor

o 2
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must have remained open to the winds of heaven for a long period after

one Mousterian occupation, so that much dust was able to accumulate

here before the cave was gradually sealed up by the stony shower from

above.

At the present stage of operations, before the determinable bones

have been identified, and the flint implements sorted into types, there

can be nothing more to report. Enough, however, has been said to

show that results have so far fully come up to expectation. Approxi-

mately 1,000 square feet of floor have now in all been cleared. Mean-
while, the sheer mass of the finds, not to speak of their excellent quality,

wellnigh beggars description. This has turned out to be one of the

richest paleolithic sites in Europe. It only remains to add that the

Chairman and the Secretary, who have throughout been in charge of

the work, could have effected little of themselves seeing how every

trowel-full of cave-earth must be minutely searched through, without

the intelligent co-operation of many volunteer assistants. Noteworthy

among these are Mr. R. de J. Fleming-Struthers, M.A., B.Sc, of

Exeter College, Oxford, who has all along sojourned by himself in the

little cabin overlooking the site which the Committee has hired as a

storehouse of its treasures—a storehouse that needs a faithful warden

;

and the Eev. E. O. James, Cert. Phys. Anthrop., of Exeter College,

who laboured indefatigably during the fortnight he was able to spare

for the work. Among local helpers Mr. G. le Bas, B.Sc, Mr. H. J.

Baal, President of the Archaeological Section of the Soci6t6 Jersiaise,

Mr. E. F. Guiton, to whose skill in photography the explorers of this

cave owe so much, and Mrs. Symons have perhaps taken the most

active part in the work so far, but many others have lent a hand as

their other duties permitted. Some of the older workers, it is to

be feared, have been kept away from the cave itself by the nature of

the approach thereto which has of late assumed a somewhat Alpine

character; though not even the present system of break-neck ladders

could deter Dr. Dunlop from visiting us, while the rest have rendered

manifold aid from a distance. Finally, the quarrymen have toiled with

a will and have, with the rest of the party, braved danger freely ; for

in these trenches too there are risks to be faced, the d6bris having

already scored one direct hit (resulting in a slashed wrist) and brought

home several ricochets. Considering the conditions, however, all has

gone very well, and the experience of several years' siege of this

Mousterian stronghold ought to enable us to carry through our present

instalment of work without any serious accident such as might mar an

otherwise complete triumph.

The Committee is aware that this is not the most favourable moment

at which to apply for a further grant. Moreover, it may prove at the

end of the present excavation that the most profitable portions of the

cave have been worked out. Nevertheless, if the funds be forthcoming,

there remains plenty of useful work on which they may be spent,

since the inmost depths of the cave are quite untouched. For the rest, it

would be in any case well for the British Association to maintain the

Committee in being, so that it may carry the work to a finish whenever

opportunity serves.
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Report of Work done in August 1915.

Shortly after the despatch of the Eeport for July a crisis occurred

in the history of this undertaking. It became exceedingly doubtful

whether operations must not be suspended altogether, owing to the

dangerous condition of the roof. This is some forty-five feet high for the

most part. Besides, it largely consists, not of live rock, but of detached

blocks of granite of any weight up to ten or twelve tons, which are

held in place simply by the clay that has been forced down between the

fissures. A discharge of dynamite, however, cleared away everything

that was not relatively stable on the side overhanging Working A.

From within the breach thus effected our experienced quarrymen were
then able to carry on the attack across the back of the cave, precipitat-

ing avalanches of stones by means of long crowbars and grappling-

tools. As a result our workings were smothered with mountains of

debris, which it has cost at least a fortnight's labour to remove. The
roof, meanwhile, may be declared to be, for the time being, reasonably

safe; and excavation has henceforth proceeded as merrily as before

along the level of the implementiferous floor. It remains to take stock

briefly of the progress of the three workings distinguished in the

previous Eeport.

Working A, after being cleared for another six feet along the western
side-wall, i.e., up to thirty-six feet from the entrance, was barred by a

projecting shelf of live rock. The upper part of this shelf coming first

into view seemed to mark the inner limit of the cave. Nearer the floor,

however, it turned out to be undercut by a cavity penetrating onwards at

an angle of some forty-five degrees. How much further back this

fresh extension of the cave may lead is at present a matter of pure

speculation, the utmost probings having hitherto reached but ten or

twelve feet, though without coming on any signs of the end. Appetite

for further advance in this direction has been whetted by the discovery

of implements, including one of the most perfect examples of the

Mousterian ' point ' hitherto obtained, in the heart of the breccia with
which this annexe of the cave is packed.

Working B, which was carried across the entrance of the cave from
the western to the eastern wall, was almost completed by the end of

July. Up to the limit corresponding to the line of the roof overarching

the entrance it has proved remarkably rich in relics of human
occupation. Beyond this line, however, virtually nothing is to be
found. It would seem, therefore, that the present roof marks the

frontier of the ancient shelter, and that the theory of an original cave

stretching from side to side of that gaping cleft in the cliffs into which
La Cotte gives from the south must be given up. The only other

possibility, and that a faint one, is that the floor descends sharply at

this point ; in which case remains of Man might yet be discoverable at

a lower level than that which has been so far attained.

Working C has not been pushed much further back along the

eastern sidewall; but, by way of compensation, the d6bris forming a

salient between Workings and A has been steadily reduced, so that

there is now clear floor throughout from the entrance to a depth of about

thirty feet. Work in this direction has revealed the encouraging fact
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that the detritus is almost as rich in flint and bone at the centre as

along the sides. Indeed, the sheer mass of the finds is well nigh over-

whelming. The bone, moreover, is in fairly good condition; so that,

for instance, a magnificent tooth of a prehistoric elephant has been

rescued virtually intact. The flint implements found in the depths of

the cave are on the whole of a relatively coarse and massive type, but

some finer specimens occur amongst them ; so that it would be

dangerous to assume that this is an earlier industry which was covered

up by falls of debris during Mousterian times, a shallow cave sufficing

for the later generations. The simpler hypothesis is that the best pieces

occur in the best-lighted parts of the workshop.

It remains to acknowledge the assistance of a staff of volunteer

searchers too numerous to allow of individual mention. Mr. P. H.
Brodie, however, Ehodes Scholar of Worcester College, Oxford,

deserves special thanks for having contributed an unbroken month of

most useful work. In addition to the helpers referred to by name in the

previous Eeport, Mr. Nicolle, Hon. Secretary of the Soci6t6 Jersiaise,

and Mr. Voisin have rendered yeoman service.

The funds provided by the British Association have been ere now
expended, but with the aid of the supplementary grant furnished by
the Eoyal Society work will be continued, it is hoped, until the latter

part of September. By that time a great part of the task will have

been accomplished, but not all.

Appendix to Supplementary Report.

The Supplementary Eeport described operations up to August 31.

Their end came with dramatic suddenness at 2.30 p.m. on September 3,

when the roof of the cave collapsed. The recess newly discovered at

the back of Working A had been opened up as regards its upper portions

(which proved to be implementiferous) to a depth of fifty feet from

the entrance. It was fully realised that this was a dangerous thing to

do, since the roof from about twenty feet inwards from the mouth
appeared to consist of loose material. Indeed, on the assumption that

the cave-filling had descended through a more or less vertical funnel,

the attempt was made last year to locate the top of this funnel on the

north side of the cliff at a spot some seventy feet above the floor-level

of the cave ; and a tentative excavation at this point found loose material

similar to that which seemingly composed the cave roof. It was

thought extremely likely, therefore, that by undercutting to an extent

of some thirty feet a column of heavy rock-rubbish at least twenty or

thirty feet thick, tliere must eventually ensue a complete dibdcle; and of

late an anxious watch had been kept on the roof for signs of ' creep-

ing. ' The first two days of September had proved remarkably prolific

in the matter of finds, and even on the morning of September 3 about

forty implements and some very fine pieces of bone were unearthed ; so

that it was well worth while to try to carry on to the last. Suddenly

dust and small stones began to drop from the roof on all sides, and it

was obvious that collapse was a matter of minutes. There was just

time to remove tools and other belongings when an avalanche of some

fivo hundred tons of rock and clay descended with an overwhelming
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roar, the nine persons who happened to be then at work in the cave
taking to their heels with such good will that no one was hurt. "When
these ventured to return it was to see the sun shining down through a

cavfty some twenty feet in diameter on a vast pile of debris, completely
obliterating the former workings.

As further falls are to be expected, work has been closed for the

year. When winter weather has done its worst with the exposed sides

of the chimney it will be possible to decide on the wisest course of

action in regard to this as yet unexhausted site. A view from the top

of the chimney makes it clear that another fifty feet or so of pene-
tration would have reached the north side of the cliff ; so that it might
seem the soundest policy to break in from this side, thus immediately
tapping what was formerlv the back part of the cave, and avoiding the
task of dealing with the debris now encumbering the thousand square
feet of floor already cleared. In the meantime there is such a mass of

finds awaiting determination that those who have been working here
remain as busy as ever.

The Distribution of Bronze Age Implements.—Report of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Professor J. L. Myres (Chairman),
Mr. Harold J. E. Peakb (Secretary), the Hon. John
Abbrcromby, Mr. E. C. E. Armstrong, Dr. G. A. Auden,
Mr. Henry Balfour, Dr. George Coffey, Mr. O. G. S.

Crawford, Professor Boyd Dawkins, Dr. H. S. Harrison,
Mr. E. Thurlow Leeds, Dr. E. E. Marett, Sir Charles
Hercules Eead, and Professor W. Eidgeway.

No meeting of the Committee was held during the year, but the Secre-
tary attended the meeting of the Association Francaise. held at Le
Havre in July, 1914, and through the courtesy of Dr. F. Gidon, its

President, was enabled to bring the objects of the Committee before

the Section of Anthropologie. The idea was received very cordially

by those present, especially by M. A. de Mortillet, and many offers of

assistance were received. The order for the mobilisation of the French
army, which was issued the following day, has prevented any further

communication with our allies on this subject.

Owing to the war it has been impossible to proceed with the forma-
tion of the card index ; nevertheless a considerable number of sketches
and notes have been furnished by Miss Morev, Miss Minns, Lieut.

0. G. S. Crawford f9th Batt. the Eoyal Berkshire Regt.l. and 2nd
Lieut. G. A. Curnock f4th Batt. the Eifle BriffadeV while further

information is expected shortly from Mr. W. Dale, F.S.A., and Mr.
E. Thurlow Leeds. These notes refer to specimens in the museums
of Newbury, Southampton, and Carisbrooke, as well as to those in

several small private collections.

Cards for the index, a box in which to store them, callipers, and
scales are now needed, and the Committee seeks reappointment with a
grant of 101.
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Excavations on Roman Sites in Britain.—Report of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Professor Eidgeway (Chairman) , Pro-
fessor E. C. BosANQUET (Secretary), Dr. T. Ashby, Mr.
WiLLOUGHBY GARDNER, and Professor J. L. Myres, ap-

pointed to co-operate with Local Committees in Excavations
on Roman Sites in Britain.

The Committee was reappointed in September, 1913, with a grant of

20L This sum was divided in equal shares between (1) the Committee
of the Abergele Antiquarian Association, which in conjunction with

the Cambrian Archaeological Association is exploring the hill-fort in

Parc-y-meirch Wood, Denbighshire; and (2) the Committee represent-

ing the Society of Antiquaries and the Shropshire Archseological Society,

which is excavating the Roman town of Uriconium (Wroxeter).

Owing to the early date fixed for the delivery of reports in 1914 it

was not possible for the excavators to present the results of work done
that summer in time for the Australian Meeting, and the Committee
therefore submitted an interim statement, explaining that fuller

accounts of the results obtained on both sites would be presented in

1915. These are appended to the present Report.

(1) Dinorhen. Previous discoveries on the Denbighshire site were
described by the excavator, Mr. "Willoughby Gardner, in papers laid

before the British Association in 1912 and 1913. The work of 1914
threw further light on the extent and character of the fourth-century

occupation, but was chiefly directed to tracing the growth of the

fortifications and endeavouring to correlate the successive entrances,

ramparts, and ditches. It is now clear that the main south-east gate,

with its successive roadways and guard-houses, was not the original

entrance; an earlier gate, destroyed by fire, has been found embedded in

the stone rampart a few yards to the east, and the road belonging to it

has also been laid bare. An early rampart, corresponding with this

gateway in its mixed stone-and-timber construction and showing

still plainer evidence of a great conflagration, has been traced

under the guard-houses and main rampart on the west of the south-east

entrance. The dissection of the enormous main rampart has been

continued and the finding of revetment-walls gives a clue to two, if

not three, periods of construction. The ditches which Mr. Gardner in

his previous Report explained as perhaps constructed in the first

century of our era, when native forts were hastily strengthened in

view of Roman attacks, have been further explored ; wherever examined

they show the same phenomenon, a filling of freshly quarried stone,

the unmistakable ddhris of a stone rampart overthrown soon after its

erection. Owing to the dearth of pottery and other characteristic finds,

Mr. Gardner does not at present assign dates to the successive stages

in the history of the stronghold. He has shown much ingenuity and

patience in surmounting the natural obstacles presented by this

exceptionally difficult site, and his plans, sections, photographs, and

records of levels are full and accurate. The Committee hopes that he

may be enabled to continue this very promising investigation.
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(2) Uriconmv% (Wroxeter). The scheme for the systematic excava-

tion of this Eoman town was laid before the Association at the Birming-

ham Meeting. The direction of the work is in the hands of Mr. J. P.

Bushe-Fox, who had previously worked with distinction at Corbridge

and at Hengistbury Head. Two detailed and well-illustrated Eeports

on the work of 1912 and 1913 have been issued by the Society of

Antiquaries, and that for 1914 is in the press ; the appended statement

gives an interesting summary of the results gained during these three

seasons in an undertaking that may fairly be described as of national

importance. The Committee notes with satisfaction the rapid progress

that is being made in determining the sequence and dating of Eomano-
British pottery, thanks to the careful records of stratification kept in

recent years at Corbridge, Wroxeter, and other sites.

The Committee asks for reappointment and for a renewal of its

grant.

Reports to the Committee.

I.

Further Excavatio'us in Dinorhen, the ancient Hill Fort in Parc-y-

meirch Wood, Kinmel Park, Abergele, North Wales, during 1914.

By WiLLOUGHBT GARDNER, F.S.A.

The excavations in this h!ll-fort by the Abergele Antiquarian

Association and the Cambrian Archaeological Association, recorded

in Reports of the British Association, 1912, pp. 611-12, and

1913, pp. 231-36, were continued during the summer of 1914. The
excavators were again greatly assisted by a Research Committee of

Section H of the British Association, whose Secretary, Professor R. C.

Bosanquet, spent two days upon the site, and by the Association's grant

towards the cost. Work occupied about six weeks ; ten labourers and a

foreman were employed, as before, and much help was given by

amateur assistants. To Colonel Hughes, the owner of the site, warm
thanks are again due for continued interest and assistance in numerous
ways.

Operations were first directed to the massive dry masonry wall

discovered in 1913, running crosswise in the thickness of the main

rampart, 18 feet to the E. of the S.E. entrance. As the rampart

stood 9 feet high and was 28 feet thick at this point from facing wall

in front to casing wall at back, and both these walls were buried

behind a further thickness of debris, the work was laborious. The
bulk of the rampart consisted of rubble-stone, but approaching the

ground-level many large slabs and roughly squared stones were
encountered near the cross-wall. In places, especially towards

the inner side of the rampart, quantities of burnt stone and
calcined lime were also found, with fragments of charcoal here and
there. At the foot of the wall a well-gravelled surface was uncovered,

trodden hard like a road. The cross-wall was laid bare to its foundation,

standing 8 feet high for a straight length of 16 feet. At its outer end
this massive wall was found to be cut at right angles by the later built

facing wall of the rampart, continuous with the side wall of the pre-
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viously excavated S.E. entrance; at its inner end it turned off sharply
2 feet to the right and then curved round in its first direction for several

feet further, forming a shallow recess. There was a groove from top to

bottom of the wall at 11 feet from its outer end, 1 foot 6 inches wide
and 1 foot deep, and at the foot of this groove there was a hole in the

ground stiffened by stone slabs ; this groove and hole were evidently

for a wooden post built in at the time of construction. At the corner
where the wall turned off 2 feet there was a similar post-hole in the
ground, 1 foot 6 inches wide, apparently constructed of stones placed
within a larger excavated hole. But both these post-holes were difficult

of examination owing to the dangerous way in which the wall bulged
over them. Opposite to these two post-holes, at a distance of 9 feet

from the wall, two other large holes, cut out of the rocky ground, were
subsequently unearthed; both contained many flat stones, either set

upright or fallen within them, as if for post-holes; there were small
pieces of charred wood, possibly remnants of a post, at the bottom of

the N.W. hole.

The gravelled road lying between these four holes was traced in an
outward direction running beneath and beyond the later facing wall of

the rampart ; in an inward direction it also continued beneath the back
walls of the previously excavated guard-houses and two inner casing-

walls of the rampart. It had a width of about 9 feet throughout its

course. Curiously, no side wall was found on the W. side of this road-

way; one big upright slab embedded alongside the outer post-hole

here seemed to be the only stone of such a wall hi situ. But apparently

many of the stones of a former wall were those which were found lying

upon the roadway; others had probably been quarried for later con-

structions.

It seems clear, therefore, that the excavations have brought to light

a ruined entrance of still earlier date than the successive entrances

unearthed 18 feet W. in 1912 and 1913. This earlier entrance seems
to have suffered forcible destruction by the throwing down of its western

wall into the passage. Moreover, the quantities of burnt stones and
burnt lime, with some charcoal, found in the lower strata of its ruins,

point to a conflagration at the same time.

It was noted that the burnt lime layer above the roadway extended

beneath the foundations of the two successive guard-houses on this side

belonging to the previously excavated S.E. entrances. The only relics

found in this early entrance were pieces of broken bone of Bos trodden

into the roadway, some charcoal, a broken ' pot boiler,' and a small bone
' scraper *—none of which are datable.

This discovery under the rampart on the E. side of the first-found

S.E. entrance made it desirable to examine the rampart on its W. side

;

and this more particularly because ditches 1 and 2 here were found,

upon excavation last year, to curve inwards and to end at some distance

before reaching the entrance. The rampart at this point is unfor-

tunately very large and four big trees were growing upon it ; these were

felled and removed ; but as the excavation of such a mass of material

by barrow and plank in a difficult position would have been very

laborious, it was decided to employ a ropeway carrier of the ' Mond '
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type (so successfully used in Egyptian excavations), modified to suit

the present site. This only came to hand towards the close of our
time and did not work upon the steep slope, necessitating a return of

portions to the makers for alteration.

Meanwhile a beginning was made upon this rampart from the back,
some 25 feet from the S.E. entrance. Here, in the interior area of the
hill-foi-t and up the slope to the present crest of the rampart, fragments
of black and red pottery were unearthed, at a depth of about a foot,

similar to that found on the same horizon elsewhere. Then burnt
lime began to appear, like that discovered in the earher entrance to the
E. ; and, finally, a mass of burnt stones and lime was cut through, some
5 feet thick against the rampart and tapering to nothing at a distance
of 15 feet towards the interior area of the fort. Near the bottom of this

mass and just above original ground level, a quantity of clay, burned
red and hard almost like brick, was revealed, and mixed with and
under this a great deal of charred wood ; some of the wood was as large

as if the remains of considerable timbers. Here again, therefore, there
would appear to be traces of some great conflagration, apparently
belonging to the same period as the lesser traces of fire found in the
early entrance. On following up these deposits of burnt lime towards
the E., they were found to run beneath the foundations of the guard-
houses on this side belonging to the entrances excavated in 1912 and
1913 ; again, therefore, marking an episode at some distinctly earlier

date. Further explorations beneath this great rampart by aid of the
rope carrier are looked fonvard to with interest.

Turning again to the main rampart N.E. of the S.E. entrance, a
cutting was made through it at a point 105 feet distant from the
entrance. Its dry masonry outer facing wall, still standing 3 feet high,
was discovered beneath fallen dibris in 1912 ; its inner face was now
found to be marked by a line of big stones with some pitching above,
showing a rampart 23 feet thick. The core was of mixed construction
and material, and apparently contained an earlier rampart, 15 feet

thick, revetted also on its inner side with a stone wall 3 feet high.
Before leaving the neighbourhood of the S.E. entrance excavated in

1912 and 1913, the gravel roads leading therefrom were further investi-

gated. It will be remembered that three superincumbent roads were
found in the entrance passage. The upper one, proved by relics to be in

use in the fourth century, ran down the slope towards the E.S.E. ; at a

distance of 45 feet from its outermost post-holes it crossed over the end
of ditch 1, the whole length of which had been filled and hidden from
sight by stony debris at some earlier date. The second road could not
be distinguished far beyond the entrance passage, and may have been a

local reparation only. The lowest of the three roads, however, was
found to run S.S.E. till it was crossed and covered by the end of

rampart 3. This lowest road was from 12 to 15 feet wide and was made
of small blue gravel laid, 6 inches thick at its centre, upon the original

ground surface. Neither of these roads outside the entrance had any
' pitctiing ' below or any curbstones at their sides. "We thus obtain
relative ages for ditch 1 on the E. side and rampart 3 on the W. side of

the S.E. entrance. Noteworthy relics unearthed in these investigations
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were a bronze hook and eye bracelet, with dot and ring ornament,

found 1 foot deep, and a small bronze crozier-shaped object, possibly

the handle of a key, from about the same depth.

Attention was next directed to the N. end of the stronghold, in

continuation of the work previously done there. The buried entrance

at the N.E. was further investigated. The position of this entrance was
marked down in 1912 by the discovery of a stone-lined post-hole, and

was further proved in 1913 by the excavation of a rock causeway
leading up to it between the ends of two ditches. The ramparts here-

abouts proved to be very ruinous, consisting of little more than rubble-

core, with their facing-stones and much of their bulk thrown down into,

filling and completely covering up, the ditches in front. When the

dihris which choked this entrance 5 feet deep was removed, it was
found to be a passage about 10 feet long and 10 feet wide at right

angles through the rampart. No side walls were found; presumably
they had been removed when the entrance was destroyed;

but four post-holes were unearthed, one pair at either eoid of the

passage. Of these, the one at the right hand on entering was 2 feet

deep and stone-lined, and the one on the left was cut in the rock

and shallower; at the inner end of the passage, the one on the left was
2 feet deep cut in the rock, and the one on the opposite side shallower;

in the deeper one charred wood was found. The roadway ascending

steeply through this entrance passage was of rock, the interstices of

which were filled in with small blue gravel.

At some date subsequent to the destruction and choking up of this

entrance, another and a smaller one seems to have been cut through the

dibris. This was 10 feet long and only 4^ feet wide; portions of its

side walls of dry masonry remained standing ; two pairs of small shallow

post-holes were found cut in the rock, one pair at its entrance and one

pair half-way through its length. The roadway through this entrance

appeared to be made of large rough gravel, overlaid several inches

thick upon the rocky floor of the earlier entrance. At the inner end of

this later entrance, the side wall turned at right angles to the left and

was traced as a casing wall to the iiiner side of the rampart for some
12 feet ; at this point it was crossed by another curving-wall built at a

higher level. The only relics found upon the floors of these two

entrances were many broken bones of animals consumed for food, some
* pot boilers,' and some charcoal, in this as in other respects corre-

sponding with the lower floors of the S.E. entrance. At heights vary-

ing from 2 to 3 feet above the lower floor, however, or 2 to 2| feet deep

in the loose debris blocking the ruined entrance, fragments of Eoman
pottery, iron nails, Eoman glass beads, and two coins of Constantine,

all relics of the fourth century occupation of the stronghold, were

unearthed. At a little above the same level, some foundations of a wall-

facing ran across the outer end of the passage, showing that at this

period there was no entrance here.

Following up the roadway into the hill-fort, some 60 square yards

of the interior area were next explored by careful riddling. Considerable

quantities of Eomano-British relics, including several coins, all similar

to those found close by in 1913, were unearthed. These relics were
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again very near to the present surface; they were for the most part

covered by a foot of humus only.

The main rampart at the S.W. side of the hill-fort was then investi-

gated, together with some 55 square yards of the interior area adjacent

—the whole of the latter with the riddle. Here, what had come to be
known as our ' relic bed ' was again encountered, between 1 and 1^ feet

below the present surface. The bed extended from the level interior

area almost up to the crest of the rampart, although objects upon the

flat were far more abundant than upon the slope of the rampart. The
relics found were practically a repetition of those already recorded

from a similar level elsewhere in the hill-fort, with certain additions.

These additions included part of a bronze penannular brooch, an

interesting bronze gilt ornament (possibly a plate brooch), several

earrings and other articles of coiled bronze wire, a bone toggle, a very

small iron sickle, part of a horseshoe, a good flint scraper, and, among
pottery, fragments of a red incense bowl with fringed rim, fragments

of painted white mortaria with hammer-head rim, fragments and a

rim of ' calcite ' or ' vesicular ' ware and several portions of black bowls

mended with iron rivets ; the latter would seem to show that even the

common pottery used here was imported from a distance, or it would

hardly have been worth the trouble of repair by riveting.

The rampart here was then cut through from back to front; there

was no facing-wall, only a few stones in line which may have been the

remnant of one. Some 30 feet behind these stones a low wall appa-

rently marked the back of the rampart. The core was again found to

be of mixed material, mostly dry rubble-stone with thick layers of clay

in places ; its construction 'seemed to show a later and a larger rampart

covering an earlier and a smaller one. At a point 5 feet in front of the

present crest and 4 feet below it, the top of a parallel dry stone wall

was encountered ; this was excavated and found to stand 5 feet high ; it

was probably the back wall of the earlier rampart. Further, at 11 feet

behind this wall and 10 feet below the present crest, the top course of

yet another parallel wall was discovered on the closing day of our work

;

this would seem to belong to a still earlier structure. We regretted

the necessity of postponing its exploration, which will require the

removal of a great weight of material in order to reach it.

Many fresh cuttings were also made at various points in front of the

rampart, in further investigation of visible ditches and ramparts and in

search for other ditches suspected but hidden from view by dibris. Two
long cuttings approximately W.S.W. (on which side of the hill-fort

it will be remembered that the main rampart is entirely thrown down)

revealed three parallel ditches cut in the rock ; two of these had been

hidden from sight by fallen debris. These three ditches, like others

previously excavated, were filled, the first completely and the second

and third less so, according to the slope of the hill-side, with clean

dry rubble mixed with some larger wall-facing stones. These stones lay

upon the rocky bottoms of the ditches with hardly any silting below

them, again showing that the main rampart must have been thrown

down soon after these ditches were cut.

Part of the rocky berm excavated between the site of the main
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rampart and the first ditch revealed an unexpected layer of clay and
gravel beneath the superincumbent stones; this was dug through, 2 feet
thick, and beneath it, in each section, another and an earlier ditch
cut in the rock, 5 feet deep and 7 feet wide, was brought to light.

This ditch again was filled nearly to its brim with dry rubble stones,
beneath which there was 1 to 3 inches of silting on the bottom of the
ditch. These rubble stones must represent the ruins of a former
rampart above of corresponding age; and the probable foundations of

such a rampart were seen in the westernmost cutting.

In one of the cuttings made in 1913 to the S.S.E., which had
revealed previously hidden first and second ditches cut in the earth,
some curious features were then noted beneath the second rampart;
these called for further investigation when timber could be obtained to

make the deep excavation safe. This year the cutting was dug deeper,
with the result that below the artificially laid clay of the second rampart
another and an older wide ditch, partly cut in rock, was here also
brought to light ; this ditch was likewise found to be half filled with dry
fallen rubble mixed with a few larger wall-facing stones, again showing
the existence and the destruction of a stone rampart behind it of

approximately similar age. Unfortunately, no datable relics were
found in any of these earlier ditches or in connection with the earlier

wall-facings.

To sum up the work done in 1914. In addition to the finding of

many relics and the gaining of further information about the occupation
of the stronghold in the fourth century a.d., many important fresh
discoveries have been made, which give glimpses of the structure of

a previously destroyed hill-fort or hill-forts. To follow up these dis-

coveries under huge masses of difficult and shifting stony debris, and to

link up the facts already obtained to one another, much labour will

have to be incurred. But the investigators are looking forward to

continuing the work after the cessation of the War. Detailed records
of excavations made in 1914 have been preserved, as before, in the
form of plans, sections, and photographs.

II.

Excavations at Wroxeter, on the Site of the Roman town of Uriconium,
1912-1914. By J. P. Bushe-Fox, F.S.A.

The Society of Antiquaries, in conjunction with the Shropshire
Archaeological Society, carried on extensive excavations at Wroxeter
during the years 1912, 1913, and 1914.

Wroxeter, the ancient Viroconium or Uriconium, is situated on the
east bank of the Severn, between five and six miles south-east of
Shrewsbury. The lines of its walls can still be traced enclosing an area
of about 170 acres, and the town must have been an important centre
in Eoman-Britain, as it stood at the junction of two of the main roads,
viz., the Watling Street from London and the south-east and the road
from the legionary fortress of Caerleon in South Wales. There were
also other roads running from it into Wales and to Chester. The
town is referred to by the Eavenna geographer as Viroconium Corno-
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viorum, and was probably the chief town of that tribe which inhabited

a district including both Wroxeter and Chester.

That the site was inhabited soon after the invasion under Claudius

in 43 A.D. is evident. Coins and other objects of pre-Flavian date have
been met with in some quantities, and there are tombstones of soldiers

of the XIV. legion from the cemetery. This legion came over with

Claudius and left Britain for good in the year 70 a.d. Wroxeter, situated

on the edge of the Welsh hills and protected from attack on that side

by the Eiver Severn, would have formed an admirable base for opera-

tions against the turbulent tribes of Wales, and it is more than likely

that it was used as such in the campaigns undertaken by Ostorius

Scapula in 50 a.d. and by Suetonius Paulinus in 60 a.d.

The Welsh tribes v/ere finally subdued before the end of the reign of

Vespasian, and, the country becoming more settled, Wroxeter appears

to have ceased to be a military centre and to have grown into a- large

and prosperous town. It is in this period, namely the last quarter of

the first century a.d., that the occupation began on the part of the

site recently excavated. Very little of the earlier buildings remained, as

they all appear to have been built of wood and wattle-and-daub. In

the second century more substantial houses were erected, and in the

course of the excavations the following buildings were uncovered.

In 1912 four long shops with rooms at the back and open fronts

with porticos on the street. In 1913 a temple which must
have been of some architectural pretensions and contained life-

size statues, of which several fragments were discovered. In
1914 a large dwelhng-house consisting of a number of rooms
with a large portico on the street and a small bath-house at the

south side. The porticos of all these buildings formed a continuous

colonnade by the side of the street. At the back of the large dwelling-

house another structure was discovered. Unfortunately, it could not

be entirely explored, as its west part was beyond the reserved area.

It consisted of two parallel walls, 13 feet apart, which enclosed, an
oblong space with rounded corners, 144 feet wide and 188 feet long,

to the furthest point excavated. No other building of this form appears
to have been found elsewhere, and it is difficult to say for what purpose
it was used, especially as part of it is still unexcavated. It is possible,

however, that it may have been a place of amusement for games, bull-

baiting, &c., and that the two parallel walls held tiers of wooden seats.

The buildings tha.t faced the street had been altered and rebuilt

several times, the mixed soil being as deep as 8 feet to 10 feet in places,

making the work of excavation very slow and laborious. For instance,

in 1914 there was evidence of at least four different periods of buildings*

on the same site. In the early period there were wood and wattle-

and-daub houses. Over the remains of these in the first half of the

second century three long buildings with open fronts or porticos

similar to those found in 1912 were erected. About the middle of the

second century these three buildings were incorporated in one large

house with corridors, two courtyards, many rooms, some with
mosaic floors, and others fitted with hypocausts. A bath-house with
cold baths and hot rooms was situated at the south-west corner. At a
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later period this dwelling was considerably altered, several of the

rooms were swept away, and the central part of the building turned
into one large courtyard with corridors on three sides. Two new
hypocausts were inserted and extra rooms and a long corridor or

verandah built at the back. Water was supplied to the houses by a

water-main at the side of the road. By shutting sluice-gates

it was possible to divert the water into side-channels, which ran
through the houses flushing their drains, and discharged at the back
into the river. Eleven wells were found during the excavations, vary-

ing from 10 feet to 12 feet deep and stone-lined.

A number of crucibles and some unfinished bronze castings, &c.,

have been met with, showing that metal-working was carried on on the
site. There was also evidence of other industrial processes, such as

enamelling and working in bone. A very large number of small objects

have -been discovered during the excavations, such as cameos, en-
graved gems—some still set in finger-rings—many brooches of different

metals, enamelled ornaments, and a quantity of interesting articles in

different metals, bone, glass, &c.

The great quantity of pottery found may be judged by the fact

that upwards of 900 potters' stamps on Samian ware have been
recorded. The coins number between 1,200 and 1,300, among them
being a few British varieties. No coins later than the end of the fourth

century have as yet been met with, and the town does not appear
to have been inhabited after that date. What was the cause of its

destruction or desertion is as yet uncertain, but it is hoped that future

excavations will solve the problem.

Detailed accounts of the excavations are printed in Eeports of the

Eesearch Committee of the Society of Antiquaries of London, Nos. 1,

2, and 4.

ArchcBological Investigations in Malta.—Report of the Com,'

mittee, consisting of Professor J. L. Myres (Chairman), Dr.
T. AsHBY (Secretary), Mr. H. Balfour, Dr. A. C. Haddon,
and Dr. E. E. Marett.

DuBiNQ the year excavations have been carried out by Dr. Ashby in the
ruins at Xrobb il Ghargin, and by Dr. G. Despott at Tal Herba and the

Burmeghez Fissures. Eeports on these excavations are appended.
The whole of the grant has been expended on this work. The Com-
mittee ask to be reappointed with a further grant of 10/. for the purpose
of carrying on the investigation of other important sites in the island.

I.

Xrobb il Ghargin. By Dr. T. Ashby.

The ruins of Xrobb il Ghargin are as beautifully situated as any in

Malta. The building which they represent was undoubtedly a temple
or sacred edifice of the eneolithic period, and its site is an exceptional
one, on the edge of the cliffs near the extreme S.E. point of the island.
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To the N.E. runs a line of exceptionally white cliffs, which terminate

in the treacherous reef of the Munshiar (saw); to the S. is a much
smaller point of softer and yellower rock running eastward, in the upper

strata (the harder white strata begin to dip), and followed to the S.E. by

a flatter bit of coast, guarded by a disused redoubt and tower. Thea
the deep indentations begin again, and continue until Delimara Point,

T'TORBA FLOOR
U.S. -LOOSE STONES

- ms> ^STANDING STONES

Plan of Neolithic Remains at Xrobb-il-Ghagin on the East Coast of Malta,
surveyed in May 1915.

with its lighthouse, is reached. In the bay between the Munshiar
and the redoubt, about 150 feet above the sea, is the building which
forms the subject of the present paper. All the rock of this part of

the island is soft, and the indentations are continually becoming
deeper, while the cliffs are much undercut. A considerable portion of

the edifice has thus fallen into the sea, and the collapse of the rest

may not be very far distant, as it is deeply undermined. The existence
of the ruins was discovered by Mr. Carmelo Eizzo, P.A. A., who

1915. P
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noticed the presence of a considerable deptii of red soil upon the light-

yellow rock.

Excavations were undertaken in December 1914 by Captain Laferla

of the King's Own Malta Militia, who uncovered the most important
portion oi tlie building. The plan was not completed, however, owing
to lack of time, and supplementary work proved necessary. This ex-

tended over ten days in May 1915, under my supervision.

The remains ol the structure need, as they stand, a comparatively
brief description. We have, it seems, before us a sacred building of

the eneolithic period—contemporary, that is, with Hagiar Kim, Mnai-
dra, the Gigantia, and the other megalithic edifices of the Maltese

islands Owing to its situation it does not altogether conform to the
normal plan, as far as we can judge from the existing remains;
though the fact that much of it has fallen into the sea must always
be taken into account.

We seem, then, to have before us a central portion, consisting of

(1) a semicircular chamber with a torba floor, with a shrine facing

S.E. at its N.W. extremity; (2) a passage paved with large slabs of

stone, which are on the level of the top of the low niche of the shrine,

and are indirectly reached from the chamber A by a flight of steps

leading into the chamber D on the S.W. side of this passage; (3) a

chamber at the N.W. end of this passage; (_4) another chamber beyond
D again. Mr. E. V. Galea has noticed that in this building only of

the megalithic monuments of Malta the main chambers are semi-

circular and not elliptical. On the N.E. side we have only the

beginnings of walls, from which we cannot do more than infer the

existei'ce of other chambers here. But from the examination of the

rest, it seems almost as if we might recognise in the central portion

an arrangement identical with that which is familiar to us in the

larger Maltese sanctuaries—two elliptical chambers joined together by

a passage across their shorter axes, with a niche at the end of this

passage, in a straight line with the main entrance.

The portion of the building to the S.E. of A is constructed on a

fairly steep slope, and traces of steps connecting its different portions

may be seen at various points. For the rest, however, it is much
ruined, and the same is the case on the N.

We may now proceed to describe the building in somewhat greater

detail, beginning at the S.E. boundary-wall. This wall follows an

irregular curve, and is built of rough stones of no great size. A con-

siderable amount of pottery and some good flints were found just

outside it (some in a burnt earth layer 1-00 down) as though they had

been thrown out here from the interior of the building, the flints more

especially at its extreme south point, where it turns to run south-west.

Somewhat scanty remains of two flights of steps ascending through it

to the interior of the building may be seen at two different points.

They both served as means of communication with the upper part of

the building, and apparently led to a passage which ran outside the

lower (S.E.) wall of A.

There are a good many standing stones in this portion of the

building, none of them being preserved to any great height, so that
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the arrangement of this part is not very certain. But there was no
doubt a massive terrace wall below Eoom A with vertical slabs once
preserved to some height, and forming a facade ; and here, as elsewhere,
there were, besides, tie-slabs at right angles to the direction of the
fa9ade. This fa9ade had, as is usual, footing blocks, which may be
seen at a, where they are 0"65 m. wide. Behind it was a space filled

with loose stones, and then came the inner wall of A. The total thick-

ness of this wall, without the footing blocks, was thus not less than
2-95 m.

The most important part of the building is, as we have said, Eoom
A. It is a semicircular room some 10 m. in diameter; the inner wall,

the lowest stones of which are preserved, was about 0'65 m. thick.

On the S.W. side there is a line of low slabs 0'55 m. wide along its

inner side, which possibly served as a seat, as they are 0"28 m. above
the floor. 1 The I'oom has a torba floor O'lOm. thick; under it are

stones and earth. In the earth a considerable amount of pottery was
found, which is naturally of considerable importance for the determina-

tion of the date of its construction. The rock-bottom is 0'67 to I'OO m.
down.

The chord of the semicircle is occupied by the shrine, a dolmenic
niche resting upon small pillars, and only 0'30 m. in height. It faces

35° E. of S. The covering stone measures 1'91 m. in length by 0"81 m.
in depth, and 0"28m. in thickness; and the vertical front, which
is slightly convex as regards its length, is finely pitted with round
holes. The niche itself is curved, and measures I'OO in width and
075 m. in depth; the wall is built of small stones, the joints of which
are formed of clay, which is still well preserved.

In the niche was formed a large circular ball of stone, 0"39 m. in

diameter, one side being slightly flattened.

In front of the niche is a low threshold stone, broken into three

pieces, and measuring 2"50 m. in length, 0'90 in maximum width, and
0'20 in thickness. The front edge of it slopes away slightly towards

the torba floor. In the centre of this stone is a rectangular base

measuring 0'47 m. long, 0"24 m. wide, and O'OB m. high. The vertical

front of it shows signs of pitting, and it has no doubt been a pedestal

to carry some sacred object which was revered at this shrine. On each

side of the shrine the threshold is continued by another block, that on

the west having an incised line along the top of the vertical face. The
total length is thus 4'19m. Behind and beside these blocks are

standing stones. To the S.W. of the shrine is a flight of three steps

1'58 m. wide, with a raised threshold block between the second and

third step leading up between vertical slabs (and therefore probably

roofed), to Eoom D, which is paved with torba," the rock being about

0'47m. down. The Hntel block of the shrine has the upper surface

smoothed; in it are two very shallow depressions 0"13m. apart and

0"035 m. in diameter, which obviously bear some analogy to the pairs

of holes connected by a small tunnel, which are frequently met with

in the thresholds of the megalithic buildings of Malta. Beyond

> 15° E. of S. is a foundation of stones projecting 0-90 and 1-25 wide.

2 In it was a layer 0-04 m, thick of burnt earth, with a few small pieces of wood.

p 2
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this is another slab, and then a raised threshold block, exactly like that
at c in Corradino South. Then comes a threshold divided into three
parts, at each end of which are small, slightly raised areas' upon
which wooden door posts may have rested ; and then comes a smaller
slab. So far, at least, vertical slabs are preserved on the N.E. side

of this slab pavement, and their presence may perhaps be supposed
on the N.W. The original height cannot be determined, as

those on the N.E. are truncated; but it would seem clear that there
was originally one upper dolmenic niche above the shrine as it is

preserved. Beyond this point there is a recess on the N.E. side

measuring 0"82 x 0'46 (the floor block of it is 0'21 thick and lies above
the slab pavement of the passage, and a burnt earth layer was found
upon it).

Behind and beyond it is the torba floor of another room, the greater

part of which has fallen down the cliff, on the level of the main slab

pavement; and here is a strongly marked burnt layer with charred wood
in it, while on the S.W. the torba floor of D must originally have come
up to the slab pavement of the central passage. This is here composed
of two large slabs 022 m. thick, running S.E. and N.W. Under
them is a torba floor (scanty traces) 0'53 m. below the bottom of the

block.

After a space filled with broken stones, we reach two low steps.

Between it and the upper block is a space 0"12 m. high, closed by
small stones; then comes the upper block. There is a vertical slab

on each side. The passage then narrows considerably, still having
vertical slabs on each side. At the point where it does so, the paving
block of the passage has a raised area 0"77 m. long, 0'36 m. wide,

and 0"06 m. high, which, no doubt, served as a base for a statue

or baetylus.

Beyond it is a smoothed block with a fine small edging round it,

and a smoothed vertical face on the N.W. which must, however, have
mainly been covered by torba. This narrow passage leads into another

room with a torba floor. The side walls are of vertical slabs, but do
not go down within 0.30 m. of the floor-level, being supported by a base

of stones and earth. The block b is in situ, and in the recess on the

S.W. of it a round slab of stone 0"45m. in diameter and 0'05 thick

was found lying on the torba floor. The block c, on the other hand,

has fallen from the side wall.

The exploration of the mound behind (1) led to no definite result;

and it is probable that the building did not extend further in this

direction, that the mound was piled up to support the back of (1), and

that the stones to the W. of (1) have simply fallen.

A little pottery was found about six feet down on an irregular

sloping block of stone, which is probably a part of the rock. The soil

has apparently been washed down the slope in the course of centuries.

At the lower extremity of it is a straight wall of small stones, no doubt

a field-wall, certainly having no connection with the megalithic build-

ing. To the S.W. of the room is an area paved with torba, which rests

' 38 X 24 c.m. on S.W. 45 x 17 on N.E,
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directly on the rock, which is O'lS below its upper surface. It is

confined on the N.W. by a curving wall, but its limits towards the
S.W. cannot be fixed.

To the S. of the building is a well. Lower down the slope are some
very uncertain traces of walls of which nothing definite could be made.

II.

Tal Herba and Burmeghez Fissures. By Dr. G. Despott.

Tal Herba Quarry. This quarry, which is known to the people of
the locality as ' II Barrira tal Herba ' or ' II Barrira tal Guzzu,' is

situated on the right side of the road which leads from Luca to Micabiba
or Mkabba, and is only about 200 yards away from the first houses of
this last village. At present it is no longer a quarry, but has been
filled with red earth and is being used as a field where crops are regu-
larly grown. The fissures in this quany are two, which we will call
Fissure 1 and Fissur^ 2.

Fissure 1.—This fissure was dug by me, assisted by my friend Mr.
Carmelo Eizzo, the Engineer to the Public Health Department. A.s

could be judged from a section of it which still remained when we first

saw it, it was bell-shaped, very like the surface fissures at Burmeghez,
which place is only at a short distance to the N.W. of this; human
bones having been found in these fissures we naturally expected to find
the same in the present one too. The original opening to this fissure
was also similar to those of Burmeghez, being at the top, and had a
diameter of two or two and a half feet. (When I say at the top, I
mean in a vertical and not in a slanting position, like many of the
openings to the other fissures.) The depth was a little over six feet,

and its greatest width eight feet. At a distance which varied from two
to three feet from the opening it was filled with the usual red earth,
this being of a lighter colour at the surface.

On our arrival at the place the workmen at the quarry presented to

us some loose bones which looked very like heads of the limb-bones
of an elephant. As these, however, were not found by us in situ, we
decided to discard them, knowing, moreover, that such bones could be
secured from a locality near Mkabba, known as Gaudia fissure. The
first piece of bone we found in our digging was the right part of a

mandible of a pig (Sus scrofa). A few inches further down the remains
of a stag {Cervus elaphus var. barbarus) were found, and these con-
tinued till a depth of about a foot; together with these was also found
a part of a marine bivalve {Tapes decussata).

At this place, i.e., at about one foot from the surface, a plastron

from a carapace of a tortoise, probably a fresh-water species, was
found, and to a depth of more than two feet these remains continued;

amongst them we could identify six humeri of the same side, showing
thus that the remains belonged to at least six individuals, and these

must have varied in size from six to say eight inches. Some of the

plastrons were still adhering together, but as they were so very friable

and the earth of a rather hard consistency, it was very difficult to

extract them whole. With the tortoises we found also the remains of
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birds which varied from the size of a pigeon to that of a common fowl

;

to what species these belonged I could not make out, so I have sent
them to Dr. Smith Woodward, of the British Museum of Natural
History, for identification. In the remaining part, which varied in

depth from one inch to about one foot (the bottom of the fissure being
sloping), we found a part of the right tibia of the swan (Cygnus
Falconerii) and more cervine remains, amongst which a good part of a

shed antler, whose thickness at the base was one inch.

All the animal remains at the bottom were in a much more frag-

mentary state than those found further up. The only parts found in a

good state of preservation were the above-mentioned antler and some
cervine teeth; amongst these were found two human ones, belonging to

the upper jaw.

I am not aware that in Malta human remains have been previously

found associated with the above-mentioned animal remains. The dis-

covery is thus one of great importance.

The fissure just described leads to another further down; in this,

however, no animal remains were found.

Fissure 2.—The original opening to this fissure, which is not more
than eight yards apart from Fissure 1, is a crevice of the slanting type,

and the fissure is quite different from Fissure 1, too; in fact, it is a

straight crevice in the rock, which widens as it goes down ; its direction

is N.W. to S.E. The present entrance, which is a section of it, faces

the S.E. ; its greatest height just permitted one to stand up straight.

The digging here was conducted by Dr. T. Ashby, who was assisted by
Captam F. H. S. Stone, of the P. & 0. s.s. Isis. The earth in this

fissure, which was of the same quality as that in Fissure 1, was mixed
almost to the bottom with the white dust of the Globigerina stone of the

quarry. The animal remains which I could identify belonged to the stag

(C. elaphus var. harbarus), a dormouse (Myoxus meltensis), two species

of swan (Cygnus Falconerii), and several species of birds which have not

yet been identified; together with these were also found parts of the

carapace of the tortoise which must have been not much smaller than the

gigantic tortoise found at Corradino two years ago, and about which a

full report by Professor N. Tagliaferro was published in the Bulletin

of the Malta Historical and Scientific Society. All the doubtful bones

from this fissure have been also sent for identification to the British

Museum.
Herba Fissure No. 2.

Prof. Zammit and Mr. Eizzo did some more digging in Fissure No. 2,

which extends still further in. The earth here continued to be of the

usual red quality, and in it the animal remains belong to the stag,

tortoise, swan, and birds which vary from the size of a pigeon to that

of a duck or small goose. No remains of the Myoxus were met with

during this period of excavations.

Some of the bones are in a very good state of preservation ; others,

however, are so very friable as to make it almost impossible to extract

;

others are in such a fragmentary state as to leave no hopes for

identification.

The remains of the smaller birds are identical with those sent to
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Dr. Woodward to be identified. I may also state that there is yefc no
sign of the end of this fissure.

Herba Fissure No. 3.

This fissure, which is only a few feet apart (to the N.W.) from the

spot where Fissure No. 1 stood, promises to extend much more than
any of the other two, so a trench about six or seven feet deep and
about four or five feet square has been cut in it. For a couple of feet

from the surface the earth is of the usual red type, mingled with stones

and large pieces of stalactitic formations. In this layer the remains of

stag in a most fragmentary state, and those of the same small tortoise

met with in Fissure 1, are found in abundance, and, though the earth

here is rather loose, the bones crumble to pieces as soon as touched.

The remaining four or five feet of earth are also of the red quality,

but mingled with a greyish clay which increases as it goes further

down, thus giving a hard consistency, which towards the bottom in-

creases to such a degree as to make the work rather difficult, and the

Types of Slanting Fissures.

animal remains almost impossible to extract. The bones here belong
to the swan, stag, and probably a gigantic tortoise; remains of small
birds are also met with.

I have assisted in the digging myself and can state that the bones
have been deposited in fragments, and many of them in such a bad
state as to render identification quite impossible. In the last two feet

of earth stalagmitic formations are also found in abundance, thus
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rendering the work even more dfficult ; these, however, must have been
carried into the fissure together with the bones. All the bones are
found lying in such confusion that there is no doubt they have been
carried into the fissure by some inrush of water.

The shape of the fissure cannot at present be imagined, for, as
already stated, it seems to extend considerably in all directions, and
what has often been thought to be the bottom of it was only some
large stone which has been also introduced there.

The smaller specimens of avian remains belong to the species
whose identification will also be due to the speciahsts of the South
Kensington Museum.

Burmeghez Quarries.—These extensive quarries, known as ' II

Barrieri ta Burmeghez,' are situated at a short distance from the Herba

^(^(K
"'K'^

^'>MiL

Section of ' Herba Fissure 1.'

1. Sus scrofa (pig).

2. Gervus daphus var. iarbarus (stag).

3. ditto ditto + Tapes decussata.

4. Tortoise and avian remains.

5. Swan, more cervian remains, and human teeth.

quarry, and can be also reached from the road which leads from the
Marsa to Mkabba. Several of these quarries have been already con-
verted into cultivated fields, but many are still worked, and in these
fissures are continually met with.

The Fissures.—These, which have been also dug by Dr. T. Ashby,
are all situated at a great depth from the surface (perhaps fifty feet or
more), and they are all of the slanting crevices type. The animal
remains found in them, and which Dr. Ashby consigned to me for ex-
amination, consist of the remains of the stag which must have been so

common in those localities, and which Prof. Tagliaferro describes as a
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email variety of the Cervus elaphus var. barbarus, some equine teeth,

a humerus of a tortoise of the same species as those found in Herba
Fissure 1, and some limb-bones of small mammals.

The Ductless Glands.—Report of the Committee, consisting of

Professor Sir Edward Schafer (Chairman) , Professor Swale
Vincent (Secretary), Professor A. B. Macallum, Dr. L. E.
Shore, and Mrs. W. H. Thompson. (Drawn up hy the

Secretary.)

The Secretary has been engaged upon several problems connected with

internal secretion. In conjunction with Mr. Wheeler, he has investi-

gated the effects of extirpation of the medulla of the adrenal bodies,

leaving (as far as possible) the cortex undamaged. Account has also

been taken, in some of these experiments, of the abdominal chromaphil

body. The results obtained so far indicate that it is the cortex and not

the medulla which is essential to the life of the animal. It seems likely

that the adrenin function of the chromaphil tissues is only called into

requisition in emergencies (as in certain emotional conditions

[Cannon] ).

Incidentally an inquiry into the action of hormones on the vaso-

motor reflexes has led to a study of certain general aspects of such

reflexes. The results are published in the Quarterly Journal of Experi-

mental Physiology, vol. ix.

The Secretary is reinvestigating the relation of the islets of Langer^

hans to the zymogenous tissues of the pancreas. No definite con-

clusions have yet been reached.

Some points in the structure of the pituitary have also received

attention (s.v., Practitioner, Jan. 1915, p. 16).

Mr. A. T. Cameron has continued his investigations on the distribu-

tion of iodine in plant and animal tissues. His new results confirm

those previously published (J. Biol. Chem., 1914, 18, 335-80). The
results below are for dry tissue. He finds that iodine is an invariable

constituent of ascidian tests, the amount varying from a trace up to

about 0'3 per cent. The endostyle contains no detectable quantity,

and therefore, as regards iodine function, appears to differ from thyroid.

The other tissues contain traces, which increase with increasing amounts
in the test. The outer layer of the foot of the horse-clam and of the

cockle contains iodine of the order 0*2 per cent. Iodine is an invariable

constituent of the tubes of annelid worms, the amount (in absence of

sand and calcium carbonate) varying in different species from 0*1 to

0"7 per cent. The worms themselves contain amounts varying from

O'Ol to 0"1 per cent. One species of diatom showed no detectable

quantity of iodine, indicating that diatoms may not be a link in the

cycle of iodine in sea-life. Some fresh thyroid material has been
examined. The thyroid of the dog-fish, Squalus sucklii, contains

approximately 0'2 per cent, iodine and the amount does not appear

to vary appreciably at different seasons of the year. A case of goitre
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in this species has been reported on (Cameron and Vincent, J. Med.
Res., May 1915), which is the first observed in salt-water fislies. The
thyroid of the rat-fish {Hydrolagus collicii, a holocephaloid) contains

quantities of iodine varying from 0"5 to 0'75 per cent, (different

samples). Several species of sea-birds have been examined. The
thyroids of the surf scoter (2 specimens) contain 1"1 per cent., of the

pigeon guillemot 0'4 per cent., and of the marble murrelet 0'3 per cent.

The thyroids of crows {Corvus corvinus), feeding largely on clams,

contain 0'75 per cent, iodine. These are all high values. The
increasing ratio, previously shown to exist between the weight of the

dried thyroid and the weight of the animal, with increased development,

is confirmed. For Squalus sucklii it is about 6 mg. per kg., for

Hydrolagus collicii about 12 mg. per kg., and for the birds examined
the average figure is 25 mg. per kg.

The Committee ask to be reappointed with a grant of 35Z.

Electromotive Phenomena in Plants.—Report of the Committee,

consisting of Dr. A. D. Wallee (Chairman) , Mrs. Waller
(Secretary), Professors J. B. Farmer, T. Johnson, and

Veley, and Dr. F. O'B. Ellison.

The Electrical Measurement of the Vitality of Vegetable Tissues.

Plumule V. Radicle.

By A. D. Wallee, M.D., F.R.S., and A. M. Waller.

In pursuance of experiments described in a previous Report to the

Association (Birmingham, 1913, p. 241) we have endeavoured to,

estimate the relative vitality of the stems and roots of seedlings by
measuring the voltage of the blaze-currents excited by single induction

shocks.* We took for this purpose the seedlings of barley

—

Hordeum
vulgare—applying the test to the separated plumule and radicle

respectively on the fourth and on the sixth day of germination on
moist blotting-paper at a temperature of 18° to 20°C. As in pi'evious

experiments, we used two galvanometers in circuit in order to read upon
one or other of their two scales values of first responses, whether these

happened to be of low or high voltage, but we give our results reduced

to one of the two scales, that, namely, in which 001 volt through

I'lO' ohms give a deflection of 12 degrees. The distance between the

unpolarisable electrodes upon which the plant is laid was kept as nearly

as possible constant as 5 mm. The galvanometer connections (see

fig. 1) were taken such that the injury-current in the plant from the

cut end B to the tip A was positive, so that the first response to an

induction shock in the same or in the opposite direction was directed

from A to B (in the plant), i.e., in the negative direction. [We observe

* The Report in question is itself a continuation of work first described

in 1900. Waller, ' An Attempt to Estimate the Vitality of Seeds by an'

Electrical Method,' Proc. Boy. Soc., vol. 68, p. 79, 1901. Also Waller, ' Signs

of Life from their Electrical Aspect,' John Murray, London, 1903.
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the convention of reading deflections from left to right as ' positive,'

from right to left as ' negative. ']

The plant was excited by a single-break induction shock first in the

positive then in the negative direction, weak then strong, from a Berne
induction coil with two Leclanche cells (=2'9 volts) in .the primary

circuit ; for ' weak ' and ' strong ' shocks the secondary coil was set

at 1,000 and 10,000 units of the scale. As will be seen from the pro-

tocols of experiment, the results of individual trials vary considerably in

magnitude, a weak shock to one plant may produce a larger effect than

that produced on another plant by a strong shock, and as a rule the

effect of a second strong shock is considerably smaller than that of a

previous strong shock. We have, therefore, taken average results of

first trials, and have not taken into comparison the results of second

INDUCTION COIL

Fig 1.— Diagram of Cikcuit fok Testing Seeds.

trials, especially when strong excitation has been employed. Such
average values show clearly enough that the effects of strong excita-

tion exceed those of weak excitation, and, as regards the particular

question we set ourselves to answer by these experiments, the electrical

response of a plumule (Hordeum vidgare is so far the only seedling we
have examined) is of considerable higher voltage than that of a radicle—e.g., the former is considerably above O'Ol volt, the latter consider-

ably below.

In consequence of excitation the electrical resistance of the plant is

diminished; the diminution is attributable to the chemical dissociation

which has given rise to the blaze-current ; it is greater after strong than
after weak excitation, and the increased conductivity appears to be in

relation with the magnitude of the previous blaze-current. Thus we
find for a plumule a diminution of resistance of 30 per cent, after a

blaze-current of 004 volt, and for a radicle a diminution of less than

10 per cent, after a blaze-current of below 001 volt. But the point

requires further investigation ; we have not yet found means to dis-

tinguish the possible effect of water-transport from that of dissociation
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in the increase of conductivity caused by electrical excitation. The
value of such increase is expressed in the last column of the protocols

as the numerical ratio between the deflections by 001 volt before and

after excitation. Thus, e.g., in Observation IV., the deflections as

given in columns 2 and 12 are 60 and 80 respectively, and the increase

of conductivity is therefore expressed by the fraction fg or 1'33.

We give below the detailed protocols of typical observations, each

consisting of ten tests, and a summary of other observations, each of

which also comprised ten tests.

Column 1 gives the E.M.F. of the accidental current or current of

injury of the plant, measured by compensation. The prefixed

sign + signifies that its direction in the plant is from B to A.

In Observation II. its high value is due to the fact that B
is a transverse section, i.e., the seat of known injury. The
magnitude of such injury-current is in itself to some extent

an indication of the degree of vitality. The blaze-currents

(columns 5, 7, 9, and 11) are of opposite direction to the injury-

current.

Column 2 gives in scale degrees the observed magnitude of the

galvanometric deflection by 001 volt. Comparison of this

deflection with the deflection by 001 volt through 1,000,000

ohms indicates the resistance in circuit.

Columns 3 and 13 give in ohms x 1,000 the resistance in circuit

before and after excitation.

Columns 4 and 6 give in scale degrees the observed magnitudes of

the blaze deflections in response to weak-break induction shocks

in the + and — directions.

Columns 5 and 7 give the calculated values of the E.M.F. indicated

by the observed deflections of columns 4 and 6.

Columns 8 and 10 give in scale degrees the observed magnitudes
of the blaze deflections in response to strong-break induction

shocks in the + and — directions.

Columns 9 and 11 give the calculated values of the E.M.F. indi-

cated by the observed deflections of columns 8 and 10.

Column 14 gives the relation of the conductivity after excitation to

that before excitation taken = 100. Thus the number 133 signi-

fies that the conductivity has been increased 33 per 100.
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The seeds must be soaked a certain number of hours before they

ripen sufficiently to give off their full blaze-current; dried peas require

at least twelve hours' soaking.

An average blaze-current of '03 or '04 volt indicates a high-class pea

Blaze
002 VOLT

'0163

001

000

•0138
•01;

40,,
•0193 •019

V 1 \J\ V
'iS J

8

IS

L J .
30 MINUTES

Fig. 2.

of which 97 per cent, would germinate; individual peas out of the
series tested would give '07 or '09 volt ; others only '01 or '02 volt.

The electrical test is much quicker than the germination test. If

we find we can work rapidly enough, the method may be of use to the
seed merchant who needs to know as quickly as possible the value
of seeds in the market.

We are still engaged in making a long series of tests on different

varieties of seeds.

The Structure and Function of the Mammalian Heart.—Report

of the Committee, conMsting of Professor C. S. Sherring-
ton (Chairman), Professor Stanley Kent (Secretary), and
Dr. Florence Buchanan, appointed to make further Re-

searches thereon. (Drawn up hy the Secretary.)

The original Committee consisted of Professor Francis Gotch, Chair-

man, and Professor Stanley Kent, Secretary. This Committee was
deprived of its Chairman by the death of Professor Gotch. Professor
Sherrington was appointed to take his place. Dr. Florence Buchanan
was added to the Committee at the annual meeting of the Association

in 1914.

The following Report consists of two parts. The first part deals

with the work of the Committee for the year 1913-14. This was
delayed last year owing to the fact that the Association met in Australia.
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The second part deals with the work of the Committee for the year

1914--L5.

Pakt T.

The work of the Committee since the date of the last Report ' has

been concerned (a) with investigations undertaken in order to confirm

the existence of conducting paths between the auricle and ventricle other

than the auriculo-ventricular bundle, and (b) with an examination of the

functions of such paths.

With regard to the former, viz. the existence of conducting paths

between the auricle and the ventricle other than the aui'iculo-ventricular

bundle, it has been established that there exists on the right side of the

heart a bundle of muscular tissue which forms a path of conduction

between the auricle and ventricle, and which is capable of conducting

impulses between these chambers in the absence of the auriculo-

ventricular bundle. The evidence upon which this assertion is based

is partly histological and partly experimental. By histological examina-

tion it has been possible to establish the following facts. Serial sections

cut through the auriculo-ventricular junction at a certain point show
ventricular muscle fibres approaching the junction from three direc-

tions. These fibres are connected with fibres of auricular origin through

a mass of modified tissue presenting characters similar to those seen

in the sino-auricular and auriculo-ventricular nodes.

The mass of modified tissue is well defined. It is usually of olive

shape, and consists of a central mass in which the modification is well

marked, with a peripheral portion which more nearly approaches normal
muscle in structure. With the peripheral portion on one side the ventri-

cular muscle is connected, whilst auricular muscle is connected with

the peripheral portion on the opposite side.

On account of the character of the tissue and its resemblance to

nodal tissue in other parts of the heart, it is called a ' node. ' From
its position it is called for purposes of identification the ' right lateral

node. ' This structure is so placed that impulses passing down the
auricular wall would traverse the node before reaching the ventricle.

If, as suggested many years ago," impulses are conducted at a slower
rate over the modified tissue of the heart than over ordinary cardiac
muscle, there may be here, as in the case of the auriculo-ventricular
bundle, an explanation of the pause which occurs between the auricular
and the ventricular beat. It may be pointed out too that the sectional

area of the path is at one point extremely small, and there is evidence
in the work of Bomanes, Gaskell, and others to prove that in such
circumstances the rate of transmission is slow. The pause may, there-
fore, be regarded as being due partly to transmission through modified
tissue, and partly to transmission along a muscular path of narrow
cross -section.

The experimental evidence of the existence of a path of conduction
between the auricle and ventricle in this situation is of the following
kind. It has been stated by many that auricular contractions fail to

' Annuol Tteport, 1913, p. 258.
' Journal of Physiolotjih xiv. No. 1. and xiv. Nos. 4 and 5.

Q 2
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pass over the auriculo-ventricular groove to the ventricle as soon as

a physiological section has been made through the septal connection

(auriculo-ventricular bundle). I have found it to be the case, however,

that the pulsations continue to be transmitted to the ventricle, in spite

of the severance both of the septal connection and of the greater portion

of the outer walls of the chambers, in those cases where the part

remaining unsevered includes the particular tract of the heart already-

referred to as showing histologically the presence of the right lateral

connection. Indeed, it has been possible to reduce this tract to very

narrow limits, and I have found the following experiment to be uni-

formly successful, provided the part remaining is situated at the exact

spot described.

An animal having been anassthetised and the thorax opened, a thin

sharp pointed knife is passed through the heart at the level of the

auriculo-ventricular junction, about half an inch from the right side,

the edge of the knife being towards the left. The knife is at once carried

across the heart towards the left, severing in its course the major part

of the junctional tissues between the right auricle and the right ventricle,

the septal connections, including the auriculo-ventricular bundle, and

the whole of the connections between the left auricle and the left

ventricle. Tn such circumstances the heart still continues to beat,

and the two sets of chambers, the auricles and ventricles, maintain

their co-ordination.

By careful dissection it is possible to reduce the width of the

bridge of tissue connecting the auricles and ventricles until it is no

more than a couple of millimetres across, without in any way inter-

fering with the co-ordinated action of the two sets of chambers.

Sections made subsequently have shown that muscular fibres are

present throughout the entire length of this bridge, and that they form

a continuous tract of conducting tissue, connected above with the

auricle and below with the ventricle.

Any considerable narrowing of the bridge beyond this point—or a

complete rupture of it—results in a cessation of the co-ordinated action,

and a like result is obtained unless the situation of the bridge is very

carefully selected. If, after a narrowing of the bridge to about two

millimetres, the heart is allowed to remain until the automatic beats

originating in the auricle cease and all the chambers are quiescent, it is

still possible to excite beats artificially in either auricle or ventricle by

appropriate stimuli, and it is found under these conditions that contrac-

tions excited in the auricle pass through to the ventricle, whilst beats

excited artificially in the ventricle pass through to the auricle and give

rise to auricular contractions.

The conclusions which may be drawn from the facts stated appear

to be as follows:—The widely accepted statement that the auriculo-

ventricular bundle constitutes the only path of conduction between

the auricle and ventricle can no longer be upheld. Both histological

and experimental evidence go to prove that an alternative path exists

in the situation described.

This alternative path can function and can preserve co-ordination

between the auricles and ventricles aft^r the septal connections (auri-
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culo-ventricular bundle) and the whole of the rest of the tissues

connecting the auricles to the ventricles have been severed.

Impulses are capable of passing over the newly described path either

in the normal direction (auricle to ventricle), or in the reverse direction

(ventricle to auricle). The connection of auricle to ventricle being

through the tissue of the right lateral node, which presumably conducts

impulses at a slower rate than ordinary cardiac tissue, the pause may
reasonably be explained as being due to this circumstance. The pre-

sence of such an alternative path has to be reckoned with in putting

forward possible explanations of various anomalies of cardiac action.

References.

' Observations on the Auriculo-ventricalar Junction in the Mammalian
Heart,' Quart. Jour. Experimenial Physiology, vii. 2. 193.

' The Structure of the Cardiac Tissues at the Auriculo-ventricular

Junction,' Proc. Pliijs. Soc. Nov. 1913. Jour. Pliys. xlvii. 4 and 5.

" Sur le Systeme excitateur et conducteur du Owur,' Arch, des Mala-
dies du Cceiir. Paris. Jan. 1914.

* The Right Lateral Auriculo-ventricular Junction of the Heart,' Proc.

Phys. Soc. March 1914. Jo2ir. Phys. xlviii. 2 and 3.

' Some Problems in Cardiac Physiology,' B.M.J. July 18, 1914.
' Illustrations of the Eight Lateral Auriculo-ventricular Junction in the

Heart,' Proc. Phys. Soc. June 1914. Jour. Phys. xlviii. .5.

' A Conducting Path between the Eight Auricle and the External Wall
of the Right Ventricle in the Heart of the Mammal,' Proc. Phys.
Soc. June 1914. Jour. Phys. xlviii. 5.

Part II.

During the past year attention has been directed principally to the

working out of detail, and a considerable amount of material is

practically ready for publication. The most important new fact put on
record is perhaps that of the existence of considerable masses of muscle
in the auriculo-ventricular valves. This will necessitate a review of the

usual conception of the action of these structures.

References.

' On the Mechanism of the Cardiac Valves,' Proc. Royal Soc. B.
vol. 88, 1915.

' Illustrations of Muscular Tissue in the Auriculo-ventricular Valves of

the Mammal's Heart,' Proc. Phys. Soc. July 3, 1915.

The Committee ask to be reappointed, with a grant of 50?.

The Renting of Cinchorw Botanic Station in Jamaica.—Report

of Committee, consisting of Professor F. 0. Bower (Chair-

man), Professor E. H. Yapp (Secretary), and Professors

E. BuLLER, P. W. Oliver, and F. E. Weiss.

'The Committee for ' The Eenting of Cinchona Botanic Station in

• Jamaica ' report that since the last meeting of the British Association
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the agreement with the Jamaican Government has been signed, pro-

viding for the annual tenancy of the station, at a rent payable to the

Jamaican Government of 25Z. per annum, the tenancy to date from

October 1, 1914. The grant of 25L has been drawn from the Treasurer

of the Association, and has been paid as the first year's rent.

Owing to the state of war, no application has been received for the

use of the station by any British subject. But an application for its

use having been made from Mr. J. Arthur Harris and Mr. Lawrence,

of the staff of the Cold Spring Harbour Station for Experimental

Evolution, and Mr. William Harris, P.L.S., Superintendent of the

Jamaica Gardens, having supported it, the Committee agreed to grant

the application. One reason for this was that during the tenure of the

Cinchona Station by the New York Botanic Garden, Professor Bower
and Mr. Drummond had both been hospitably given the use of the

station.

In view of the fact that the war has extended over the first year

of tenancy for which the full rent has been paid, and that consequently

no British applicant for use of the station had appeared, the Jamaican
Government were asked if they could see their v.'ay to taking this into

account in favour of the Committee. Further, the stringency of money
during war may make a renewal of the grant by the British Association

a matter of difficultv—or, at least, of the full amount of the grant. The
Jamaican Government were invited to say what they might be willing

to do in the circumstances. The Colonial Secretary has replied in

the following terms:—
Colonial Secretary's Office,

In case of reply please Jamaica, June 22, 1915.

quote the date of this

letter and the following

Nos. : 7999, 7552.

Sir,—In continuation of the letter from this Office, No. 7087/7552, dated the
1st instant, I am directed to inform you that the Governor has given considera-

tion to the suggestion in your letter of May 2 on the matter of the remission of

part of the rent for Cinchona Station, and that he would be glad to meet your
wishes as far as possible.

2. His Excellency is informed by the Director of Agriculture that certain

Botanists of the United States of America have sought to secure the use of the
station. It may be possible to make the place available to them for the period
in which it is not required by the British Association. If, therefore, a par-

ticular time could be stated when your Association will not require the place

it would facilitate consideration of the matter of adjusting the payment of rent

to suit all concerned.

3. I am to add that as your Association will not make use of the station

during the current year His Excellency is disposed to remit a moiety of one
year's rent, but before passing definite orders on the point would be glad to

hear from you on the subject of the preceding paragraph.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) R. W. Johnstone,
Ag. Colonial Secretary.

Professor F. 0. Bower,
Department of Botany, University of Glasgow,

1 St. John's Terrace, Hillhead, Glasgow.

The Committee gratefully acknowledge the generosity of the

Jamaican Government in thus proposing to remit the moiety of one
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year's rent. They think that the tenns of the letter of the Colonial

Secretary of June 22, 1915, should be accepted. They therefore ask

that they be reappointed for the coming year, and that a grant of

121. 10s. be made to cover the rent at the reduced rate. They also

report that an application for the use of the station by a British

botanist for the summer of 1916 is in view, but naturally, as the

applicant is of military age, it must be contingent upon the state of v^ar.

Sections of Australian Fossil Plants.—Report of the Committee,
consisting of Professor W. H. Lang (Chairman), Professor

T. G. B. OsBORN (Secretary), Professor T. W. E. David,
and Professor A. C. Seward, appointed to cut Sections of

Australian Fossil Plants, with special reference to a specimen

of Zygopteris from Simpson's Station, Barraha, New South
Wales.

The Committee report that after some delay occasioned^ by the disturb-

ance of communication between Australia and the United Kingdom the

specimen was sent to England for cutting. Extensive series of sections

have been prepared involving a portion of the block, and have shown
the specimen to be of unique interest. A preliminary account of its

structure is presented by Mrs. Osborn to this meeting. The Committee
ask for reappointment for another year without further grant, but with
permission to carry forward the unexpended balance to allow the work
to be completed.

The Influence of varying Percentages of Oxygen and of various

Atmospheric Pressures upon Geotropic and Heliotropic Irrit-

ability and. Curvature.—Report of the Committee, consisting

of Professor F. O. Bower (Chairman), Professor A. J.

Ewart (Secretary), and Professor P. F. Placeman,
appointed to carry out a Research thereon.

The grant allocated at the meeting in Australia was drawn locally,

and an account of its expenditure, and of the progress of the work,
is contained in the following letter from Professor Ewart

:

The University of Melbourne.

June 14, 1915.

Dear Prof. Bower,—T enclose herewith statement of expenditure
from British Association Eesearch Grant, practically the whole of

which has been expended. It took so long, however, to obtain all the

apparatus required, that most of the work done has been of a prelimin-

ary nature, such as determining the range of variation with different

material, and material in various stages of development, the distinction

between direct and indirect effects of altered pressure, the maximum
pressures to arrest growth, and the minimum pressure to accelerate

it. We have a basis to determine the influence of altered pressure
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on geotropic perception and response, and seem likely in time bo ofitain

fruitful results. The work is slow because many precautions are

necessary for safety and accuracy, and only one observation can be

made at a time.

We have now all the large apparatus needed, and as I have nearly

2L in hand, this will cover any minor expenses needed to complete
the work, such as chemicals, repairs to valves, &c.

With kind regards, I am.
Very faithfully yours,

Alfred J. Ewart.

Pending the completion of the work, the Committee ask that they

be reappointed, but do not apply for any further grant.

Australian Cijcadacece.—Report of the Committee, consist-

imj of Professor A. A. Lawson {Chairman), Professor

T. G. B. OsBORN (Secretary), and Professor A. C. Seward,
appointedJor the Collection and Investigatioti of Material of

Australian Cijcadacece, especially Bowenia from Queensland

and Macrozamia from West Australia.

The Committee beg to report that progress is being made with the work,

which, however, is impeded by the distances involved. It is requested

that the Committee be reappointed for another year without additional

grant, but with permission to carry over the unexpended balance.

The Vegetation of Ditcham Park, Hampshire.—Beport of the

Committee, consisting of Mr. A. G. Tansley {Chairman),

Mr. E. S. Adamson {Secretary), Dr. C. E. Moss, and
Professor R. H. Yapp, appointed for the Investigation

thereof.

Field work was carried on during the summer of 1914. The various

lines of inquiry mentioned in the last report were continued: experi-

ments were performed with evaporimeters and wet and dry hulb

thermometers, the soil studies were continued, and soil temperatures

investigated further.

Special studies were made on the following points:—
(1) Chalk grasslands.—A somewhat detailed analysis was made of

selected areas of chalk grassland on various parts of the estate.

Parts of the sun-ounding country were also studied for comparison.

Several quadrats were laid down and charted. Special attention

, was paid to the relationships of the subterranean parts of the

plants, both to one another and to varying depths of soil.

(2) Coppices on clay soil.
—

^These received special attention, and a

detailed floristic analysis was made of the various types. Quadrats

have been charted for the detailed study of the coppice successional

changes. The distribution of Mercurialis perennis and of Pteridium

aquUinum is being worked out in detail.
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(3) Light relations.—These have been specially studied so far in the

beech-woods. A first series of experiments has been carried out

during the season, which give interesting and striking results.

The enclosed areas have been charted in detail, and also photographic
records have been taken from marked {wsitions.

During the present season (1915) it has not been found possible to

carry out field experiments.

The Committee ask to be reappointed, without a grant.

Experimental Studies in the Physiology of Heredity.—Report

of the Committee , consisting of Professor F. F. Blackman
{Chairman), Mr. E. P. GtREGORY (Secretary), Professor W.
Bateson, and Professor F. Keeblb.

Experimental work has been satisfactorily carried on during the past
year, and a summary of the results is given below. It is hoped that

it will be found possible to renew the grant, and thereby enable the
results to be carried further.

Summary.

Experiments by E. P. Gregory and H. B. Killby.

The investigations into the genetics and cytology of the tetraploid

races of Primula sinensis have been continued, and considerable progress
has been made in the recognition and testing of the three different

heterozygous types, AAAa, AAaa, and Aaaa. In cases where a single

dose of the factor is sufficient for the perfect development of the

character, these types can only be identified by the study of their

progeny; in self-fertilisation, the type AAAa gives no recessives among
its immediate progeny, but some of its offspring give recessives in the
next generation; the type AAaa gives the ratio 151) : IE ; while the type
Aaaa gives the familiar ratio 3:1. All these types have now been
identified experimentally. In the case of other factors the dominance
is not complete, and among these cases there are some, notably in

factors determining the shape of the leaf, the form of the corolla, and
certain colour-characters, in which the tetraploid races produce
heterozygous types unlike any types in the diploid races. The factorial

constitution of these peculiar types is being studied, and very satis-

factory progress has been made, especially in unravelling the complex of
factors which, between them, determine the coloration of the flower.

It was hoped that a report on this part of the work would have been
ready for publication this summer, but circumstances connected with
the war have rendered delay unavoidable.

The phenomena of coupling and repulsion have been studied further,
both in the diploid and in the tetraploid races. This work promises
most_ interesting results, "but has not yet progressed far enough to
permit of any definite statement as to new ground gained.
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Experiments by H. B. Killby.

The experiments on Beans (Phaseolus) and Marrows, begun three
years ago, have been carried further. Interesting points have arisen in
both cases, but further work is necessary for their elucidation.

Experiments hy A. E. Gaibdnee.
Work on Wallflowers and on Tropseolum has been continued; the

work on the Wallflower is approaching completion.

Experiments by E. E. Saunders.
Further work has been carried out during the year on Foxgloves

and Stocks. In the case of Foxgloves progress is necessarily slow, as

two years are required for each generation. The further work has
given indication that in respect of one of the characters investigated
the species is eversporting, but a fuller analysis of the behaviour of

individuals is necessary before a full statement can be made. Inci-

dentally it has been found in the course of cross-fertilisation of heptan-
drons with peloric plants that these two abnormal conditions are
inherited independently.

From the results obtained with Stocks it is hoped that it may be
possible to show how an eversporting type may be synthesised from a

true-breeding individual. Further pi'ogress has been made in the study
of the inheritance of the half-hoary character, and in the identification

of types required by theory but not met with in commercial material.

With regard to the occurrence of doubles, the results obtained show
that the excessive percentage of doubles sometimes obtained by growers
and quoted in their catalogues is probably due to unconscious selection,

and that the actual output of doubles is not in excess of the theoretical

estimate.

PUBLICATIONS DURING THE YEAR.
R. P. Gregory : ' Inheritance in certain Giant Races of Primula sinensis.'

Rep. Brit. Assoc. Australia, Section K, 1914.
'On Variegation in Primula sinensis.'

Journal of Genetics, Vol. 4, 191.5.

' Note on Inheritance of Heterostylism in Primula acaulis.'
Ibid.

E. R. Saunders : 'The Double Stock, its History and Behaviour.'
Journal Boyal Horticultural Society, 1915.

School-books and Eyesight.—Further Report of the Committee,
consisting of Dr. G. A. Auden (Chairman), Mr. G-. F.
Daniell (Secretary), Mr. C. H. Bothamley, Mr. W. D.
Eggar, Professor E. A. Gregory, Mr. N. Bishop Harman,
Mr. J. L. Holland, Dr. W. E. Sumpner, Mr. A. P.
Trotter, and Mr. W. T. H. Walsh, appointed to inquire

into the Influence of SchooJ-hooks upon Eyesight.

Since presenting its report at Bii'mingham in 1913 the Committee
has had correspondence with education authorities, school medical

officers, t-eachers, publishers, and authors, and is pleased to report that
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widespread efforts are being made to secure the fulfilment of the Com-
mittee's recommendations, at least so far as books for young children

are concerned. The Committee hopes that further progress will be

made in regard to books for boys and girls over fourteen years of age. A
diminution in the power of accommodation of the eye continues during

this period of life, whereas at the same age there is good educational

reason for an increased extent of reading and for the use of books

containing a considerable amount of information. Hence visual defects

frequently become evident at about the age of sixteen. The recom-
mendations in the Committee's typographical table issued in 1913 were
based on a balanced consideration, of the above facts, and it is important

that the standard proposed for readers o-\er twelve years should be

insisted upon.

Investigations have been made during the last two years in order

to dbtain an objective measurement of the gloss of paper, and the

Committee is indebted to Mr. A. P. Trotter for designing a new form
of gloss-tester, and for carrying out tests with books and writing-papers

used in schools.

The Committee observes :
—

(1) That glossiness of paper depends mainly on specular reflection,

i.e., reflection as from polished metals; such reflection is apt to

interfere with binocular vision. The ideal surface for books

would exhibit no specular reflection ; all the reflected light

would be scattered or diffuse reflection, equal in all directions

and independent of thf direction of the incident beam. Such
absence of gloss is real sable in any fine white powder, such as

magnesia, but not in pi mting papers. No harm to eyesight is,

however, likely to accrue if the specular reflection is not exces-

sive ; hence the proportion of specular to diffuse reflection

affords a suitable index of the glossiness of paper.

(2) That a large proportion of school-books and writing-papers are

satisfactorily free from glare at angles of incidence not exceed-

ing 45 degrees. In most of these satisfactory books the

specular reflection does not exceed the diffuse reflection when
the hght is incident at 45 degrees, the paper being viewed from
the direction of the corresponding specularly reflected rays.

(3) That when the specular reflection exceeds 56 per cent, (the

diffuse reflection being then less than 44 per cent.), there is

likely to be injurious glare. The risk is greater if the book is

read in artificial light.

The Committee therefore hopes that publishers will select for school-

books papers from which the specular reflection at 45 degrees does not
exceed the diffuse reflection. Books in which the specular reflection

exceeds 56 per cent, of the total reflection (specular plus diffuse) must
be regarded as potentially injurious to eyesight.

Writing-paper for school use should not give more than 54 per cent,

specular reflection at 45 degrees, since young writers often look
obliquely at the paper.

The Committee finds that coloured maps can be produced without
extra expense or difficulty on paper conforming with the above rules.
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In some instances the effect of using suitable paper has been spoiled
by the use of glaze in the colours or inks. The glossiness of paper is

greatly influenced by the extent and particular method of calendering,
and it is suggested that careful control of calendering will assist in

obtaining the desired hardness and the even surface required, without
introducing pernicious gloss.

Mr. Trotter's description of his gloss-tester is subjoined at the
request of the Committee, since the recommendations in this Report
require that some standardising instrument should be available.

4n Instrument for Testing the Gloss on Paper and other Materials.

The principle of the method is to illuminate a specimen of the
paper or other material by light falling on it at an angle of, say, 45
degrees. The observer can examine the brightness of the specimen
from a direction making an equal and opposite angle of 45 degrees.
The effect of the gloss is then a maximum. He can also observe it

from a direction nearly parallel with the incident light. The effect of

the gloss is then a minimum. The instrument provides means for
making these two brightnesses equal, and for comparing them.

The instrument consists of a box 15 inches (300 mm.) long, 8 inches
(203 mm.) wide, and of about the same height. In the bottom there
is an opening 3| inches (85 mm.) by If inches (44 mm.). The box may
be laid on the page of an open book, and the part of the paper seen
through the opening becomes the specimen to be tested.

A small electric lamp carrying a pointer can be moved on a slide

between two mirrors A and B. The lower part of the box is divided by
a thin partition. Half of the specimen is illuminated from one mirror
and half from the other. Two eye-tubes are arranged at a and b for

observing the specimen, the view being obtained alongside the edge of

a mirror. In each eye-tube there are a pair of acute-angled prisms
edge to edge, by which the view of the thin partition may be cut out
of view.

Let 100 be the total brightness, d the diffused brightness, and s the
specular brightness. 100 = rf + s. The pointer attached to the lamp
moves over a scale graduated from the formula

a;=(10-yiOO-s)L/2(10+ v/100^)

where rr is a length on the scale measured from the middle point, s the
specular brightness at 45° expressed as a percentage of the total bright-

ness, and L the total length from the middle point of the opening
through which the specimen is seen, to one mirror, across to the other
mirror, and back to the middle point of the opening.

The whole instrument is bilaterally symmetrical, and, when the
nriirrors are properly adjusted, observations made from either end should
give readings equidistant from the middle of the scale.

When a flattened layer of fine white powder, such as ordinary
whiting, is tested, it is found practically free from gloss. In other
words, the reflection ir, wholly diffusive, and there is no specular reflec-

tion. The brightness of the two halves is identical when the illumina-
tion is identical. The pointer is at the middle of the scale when the
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specimen is viewed from either end, and indicates s-=o, the total

brightness consisting only of diffused brightness d.

If a sheet of paper is tested in this way, and is observed through
eye-tube a, the brightness of the half illuminated by reflection from the
mirror B will be due to the sum of the diffused brightness d and of the
partial specular brightness y. The brightness of the half illuminated

by reflection from the mirror A is due to diffused brightness only. The

a\
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Gloss Testing.

lamp must therefore be brought nearer the nairror A to make the

brightness of the two halves equal. If, when a balance has been
obtained, the pointer stands at 66' 6, this means that the bright-

ness viewed from a direction nearly parallel to the direction of observa-

tion consists of brightness s due to specular reflection, which is twice
the brightness d due to diffused reflection, and, therefore, 66-6 per
cent, of the total brightness. As a check, an observation may be made
through the other eye-tube.

When the specular brightness is more than 70 per cent, of the total

brightness an imperfect image of the source of light begins to be formed.
A bright glistening patch appears on one half of the specimen, and it

becomes difficult to match this accurately with the brightness of pure
diffused reflection. For this reason the method in its present form is

not applicable to materials having a pronounced gloss.

In adjusting the instrument it is laid on a mirror. The lamp is

seen by reflection on one side of the partition, and when the lam.p
is moved it ought to appear to approach to or to recede from the eye in
a straight line. The instrument should be used in a darkened room.
The constancy of the candle-power of the lamp is immaterial ; but it is

advisable to use an evenly frosted bulb, as otherwise the asymmetry of
the filament may introduce errors. The surface undergoing test shoultj
be quite flat.
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A millimetre scale may be substituted for the percentage scale. The
percentage of specular brightness at 45°, when the pointer is

X millimetres from the middle of the scale, is then given by

s=200La;/(iL+a;)^

Report of the Coinmittee, consisting of Sir Henry Miers (Chair-

man), Professor Marcus Hartog (Secretary), Miss Lilian J.

Clarke, Miss B. Foxlby, Professor H. Bompas Smith, and
Principal Griffiths, appointed to inquire into and report

on the number, distribution, and respective values of

Scholarships, Exhibitions, and Bursaries held by University

students during their undergraduate course, and on funds

private and open available for their augmentation.

The Committee has limited its work during the present year to the

application for information to those institutions that had not sent

answers to the questionary last year, and to obtaining revision of the

compilation they had made from last year's answers from those

who had then replied. The complete set of answers thus obtained are

now to be found in Appendix I. Appendix II. is reprinted.

As the Board of Education is now engaged on a wide inquiry which
covers the ground of your Committee, we have not thought it desirable

to extend our inquiries further.

The information now obtained shows very clearly that the amounts
allowed for scholarships can, in the immense majority of cases, be

adequate for their beneficiaries to reap the full advantages of academic

education only when they have friends or relations to assist them.

This is most clearly shown by the reports from Oxford and Cambridge,

where, thanks to the tutorial system, the authorities are in closer

touch with the students than at newer institutions. A glance at the

figures is enough to demonstrate this.

In Great Britain the figures are somewhat inadequate; for many
of the students enjoy benefits either from the Carnegie Fund or from

local scholarships of which no account is taken by the colleges. In

the colleges of the National University of Ireland there is a hard-and-

fast rule that the county or municipal scholarships are not tenable

with full college ones. We feel that there exists a need for greater

elasticity in this respect, notably in the cases of exceptional merit,

where it is especially desirable that the student should gain all that is

to be gained from University life.

We realise that while scholarships have one great function, that

of enlarging the social area from which the supply of the learned pro-

fessions is drawn, it would be well if funds were provided for private

administration by the head of a college to meet the cases of brilliant

students in need of further help. This might be from special funds or

from the private liberality of patrons : both provisions exist at the

older Universities, the patrons in the latter case being old members

of the college. In our newer Universities, we venture to think that

wealthy citizens, proud of their own local college, might he willing
i
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to play the same part. We would recall the fact that the governors
of Dissenting and Jewish Theological Seminaries act very generally as

sponsors to the students; and urge that the heads of our provincial

Universities and colleges should set forth this mode of benevolence as

one worthy of emulation everywhere, that the seat of a University
college would honour itself by making the best provision for the
worthiest of its students.

"We would recommend for general adoption the practice existing in

some Colleges of inviting in advance confidential declarations from
candidates that if elected they will not draw the emoluments, as a

most desirable factor for enlarging the possibilities of scholarship funds.
We consider that it is undesirable to supplement scholarships by loan

funds which may cripple the recipient for the best years of his life,

or turn him away from academic pursuits to more remunerative occupa-
tion in order to attain liberty from pecuniary obligations. In this way
the noblest aim of scholarships—to open the highest careers to the
very best men, independent of lack of personal means—w^ould evidently
be hampered or defeated.

The Committee desire again to express their warmest thanks to
those who by their willing answers have enabled them to collect so
much valuable information.

APPENDIX I.

QUESTIONARY AND ANSWERS.
University College, Cork : March 11, 1913.

Dear

me
On behalf of the above Committee I writ^ to ask if you will very kindly furnish
with information in regard to the following questions :

—

I. The number, duration and respective values of Scholarships, Exhibitions
and Bursaries in your College ?

II. Whether two or more such benefactions are tenable together ?

III. Whether any limit is imposed on the maximum annual income derived
from endowments of all kinds by a single beneficiary ?

IV. Have you at j'our disposal any funds (a) of permanent endowment ; or
(b) of private benefaction to supplement Scholarships, &c., for' the
complete maintenance of students of exceptional promise ?

V. (a) Have cases occurred in which successful candidates have been obliged
to decline Scholarships, &c., on the ground of inadequate personal
means ?

(6) Have any deserving beneficiaries retired during their course through
lack of adequate means ?

~

(c) Have such resignations been met by help from or through the College •

and if so in what way ?
'

\'I. Will you very kindly add any further suggestions or information bearing
on this matter ?

I am, dear

Faithfully yours,

Marcus Haetog
(Secretary to the Committee).

ANSWERS RECEIVED.
All Sotti.s' College, Oxford.

I. Four Bible Clerkships, value consisting in lodging, tuition, and allowances
fully covering board during academical terms, tenable for three vears

'

II. No.
^

III. No.
IV. A sum of 1501. per annum in aid of non-Collegiate students in cases of need

on the recommendation of the Censov.
'

V. (a) and (6) No cases.
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Balliol College, Oxford.
I. Annual open, 4 minor Exhibitions of 40Z. ; 3 Exhibitions of 701. ; 7 Scholarships

of 801. Annual close, 1 Exhibition of 180Z. ; 1 Scholarship of 60/. Every fourth

year, I close Exhibition of 401. ; 1 Scottish Exhibition of 120Z.

The above are generally tenable for the full Undergraduate course (four years).

Annual ; 1 Exhibition of 1001. for Senior Undergraduate? of the College for two years.

II. No ; except last Exhibition of lOOL, a minor Exhibition of 407. is also tenable

with close Scholarship of 601. when the candidate has taken a high place in the Open
Scholarship Examination.

III. No limit. Most scholars and some commoners hold subventions from School,

County Council or City Companies, and a few gain University Scholarships.

IV. A fund of 1501. per annum charged on College revenues, supplemented by
private benefactions, amounting to an average of 330Z. for the last ten years. This

is used to help commoners as well as scholars who need a supplement. Exceptional'

promise would be an additional inducement for grants, not a necessary condition.

V. (a) and (6) Not aware of such refusals for the last twenty years, but they
may have occurred earlier. After the death of two predecessors it became known
that they had helped privately.

(c) The fund under (IV. ) would be applicable. Cases where a man has for family

reasons to emigrate or begin earning money without completing his University career

cannot of course be met.

VI. ' Given a man of health and abiUty sufficient to be successful in open com-
petition, and of sufficient previous education, I believe that there is nothing to deter

a poor man from a successful Oxford career. If there is any obstacle it must be

found on the " lower rungs of the ladder." I am told that opportunities differ con-

siderably in different parts of the country.'

Form sent to the father or guardian of scholars elect at Balliol College, Oxford:—
Deak Sm, Balliol College, Oxford.

Under a system by which Scholarships and Exhibitions are filled by open
competition, it will inevitably happen that they are sometimes gained by those who
are not in need of the emoluments attached to them. You will have seen that this

possibihty is anticipated in the notice relating to Scholarships and the conditions of

their tenure issued before the Scholarship Examination.
If this is the case with Mr. who has been elected to a

at this College and you think it proper that he should surrender the whole or any
part of the emoluments to which he is entitled while retaining the status and other

privileges of a ,1 have to inform you that effect will be given by the College

to your wishes as to the application of such emoluments. Should you express no
such wishes as to the application, any money which he may surrender now, or which
at any future time he may feel himself to be in a position to surrender or repay, will

be paid into a Fund established in the College for the assistance of those who require-

assistance to avail themselves of the advantages of a University education. Any
such renunciation of emoluments will be treated by the College as confidential, and
those receiving the help you give will only know that it comes to them through a
College Fund.

I enclose a memorandum which will inform you as to College expenses.

Will you kindly let me know what are your wishes in this matter ?

I am, Sir.

Yours faithfully,

Master of Balliol College.

Brasenose College, Oxford.
I. (a) Open :—Scholarships of lOOZ. ; number variable, about 16 of 801. ; un-

fixed number of Exhibitions of 70Z. (6) Restricted :—3 Scholarships of 80/. ; variable

number of Scholarships of 101. ; 2 Exhibitions of 851. ; 3 Exhibitions of 40/.

II. Blank.
III. No limit.

IV. No funds specific 8 lly set aside, but men whose College emoluments are

supplemented by grants from school funds, &c., can sometimes support themselves^

completely during their career.
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V. (o) and (b) No.
(c)

VI. Scholarship Regulations contain proviso :
' The holder of any Scholarship to

which no pecuniary restriction is attached will be allowed to retain the status of a

scholar without receiving the emoluments, should he express a wish to that effect.'

Chbist Church, Oxford.
I. Open : 6 Scholarships of 801. ; 3 Exhibitions of about 851. (money and

allowances). Close : 3 Scholarships of SOI. All tenable for two years and renewable

for two more by the Governing Body, and ultimately for a fifth in satisfactory

circumstances.
II. No.
III. No limit for Scholarsliips. Candidates for Exhibitions must satisfy the

Dean that they are incapable of coming to the University without financial assistance.

IV. (a) Grants may be made from College Funds, not amounting in aU to over

400Z. in any one year, to scholars or commoners who need assistance. Such grants

are in practice made for one year only, but are renewable.

(6) There is a Poor Scholars' Fund which depends almost entirely on private

benefactions administered by the Dean.
V. (a) and (6) I know of none.

(c) Financial difficulties have been met under IV.

VI. The statutes make a similar provision to Brasenose College.

Exeter College, Oxford.
I. 11 Scholarships, open, of not more than 801. and 1 of lOOL ; 8 close of not less

than 601. and 1 or more of not more than 1001. (all of which may be opened in default

of the preferred class of qualified candidates) ; 2 Scholarsliips of 801. for persons

intending to take Holy Orders and needing assistance at the University. Various

Exhibitions (mostly close), all limited to those needing assistance at the University.

III. None by Statute, but by College policy.

IV. No permanent endowment ; but a deserving scholar who is poor can be

helped by a grant from general College Funds or a special fund.

VI. (a) Only Scholarships of less than 801.

(6) None.

Hertford College, Oxford.
I. Majority Scholarships, open to Churchmen only, 30 of 100^ for five years ;

10, varying from 401. to 801., for four years, besides a number of Exhibitions.

II. Not from College sources.

III. No limit.

IV. No.
V. (a) Exhibitions only.

Jesus College, Oxford.
I. Open Scholarships, 12 ; close Scholarships, 19 of 801. to 1002. Exhibitions,

several open and several close, of 301. to QOl. All granted for two years and renewable
on satisfactory industry and good conduct for two more.

II. No, but a grant from the Exhibition fund may be made to a scholar or

exhibitioner.

III. No statutable limit, but no grant is made out of the Exhibition Fund except
to the really necessitous.

IV. (a) The Exhibition Fund.
V. (a) Only one case in forty years unable to come up on 601. per annum.
(6) No.
(c) In extreme cases exceptionally large grants have been made from the Exliibi-

tion Fund.

Keble College, Oxford.
I. Scholarships of 801., Exhibitions of 501. primarily for two years, though capable

of being extended for two more.
II. No.
III. No.
IV. I have 2002. a year of permanent endowment that I can use in this way.
V. (a) and (6) No cases.

1915. R
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Lincoln College, Oxpord.
I. Scholarships, about 17 of 80Z. or GOl. ; Exhibitions, about 10 of 401., or more

usually 301.

II. No ; but the value of a Scholarship may be increased, or an exhibitioner

elected to a Scholarship.

III. No limit ; the College is not always aware what other benefactions are held.

IV. (a) There is a smaU fund apphcable.

(6) Occasionally private benefactions are forthcoming, or the College may grant
remission of fees or other charges to deserving students.

V. (a) Yes, occasionally.

(6) and (c) I cannot recall such cases.

VI. A similar provision to that of Brasenose College.

Magdalen College, Oxford.
I. 30 Scholarships and Exhibitions in variable numbers, according to needs and

merits of candidate : tenable for not exceeding four years as a rule, in many cases

for only three, never exceeding five.

II. No ; except in so far as additional grants are made from the Exhibition Fund,
independently or in addition to Scholarships.

III. No limit ; but we take maximum annual income into account in awarding
Exhibitions or grants. There are a certain number of Scholarships and Exhibitions

given by the County Councils and by the City Companies, sometimes on the results

of examinations, sometimes on recommendation, which are of very material assistance

to students.

IV. (a) The Exhibition Fund, which could in theory be used for complete main-
tenance of students of exceptional promise. But practically speaking, it is not so

used, as we always expect that the student should enjoy some other benefaction, or
that friends should come to his aid.

V. (a) I have known of no case.

(6) Very seldom.
(c) As a rule assistance has been given from the Exhibition Fund, supplemented

by donations from private friends.

VI. It not infrequently occurs that successful candidates decline to accept Scholar-
ships in whole or in part because they do not need the whole assistance. I am in-

clined to think that money given in Scholarships is at present too diffused, and that
it is better for County Councils and others to concentrate their resources on a few
candidates of marked ability rather than to spread them over a number of weaker
candidates who often are not able greatly to profit by an University education.

Merton College, Oxford.
I. 20 Scholarships of 80/. ; 4 Exhibitions of 80Z., plus a limited number (about 2

a year) of 60/., restricted to candidates in need of assistance at the University. All
tenable at the outset for two years, renewable for two years if the holder has given
satisfaction. A fifth is sometimes sanctioned for special reasons.

II. No.
III. No.
IV. An Exhibition Fund, including an annual subsidy not exceeding 400/. from

the College, and the emoluments of vacant Scholarships and dividends from two
bequests of about 60/. a year.

V. (a) No resignations. The College gives help from the Exhibition Fund to

very poor students who cannot live on their Scholarships. Only lately the holder
of an Exhibition of 80/. received an addition of 50/. on the grounds of poverty and
exceptional promise. But so large a grant is unusual.

New College, Oxford.
I. 10 or II Scholarships of 80/. in each year, tenable for two years, renewable for

two years, and in exceptional circumstances, for a fifth ; 6 Scholarships are restricted

in the first instance, but, if the limited candidates do not show sufficient merit, may be
thrown open for that competition. About 2 or 3 Exhibitions of 50/., tenable for two
or three years, confined to those in need of assistance, not tenable with Scholarships.

II. Tenable with outside Exhibitions (School, County Council, &c.). We 1

several private Exhibitions, usually of the value of 30/. a year, given to those men
who may be in need of assistance, tenable with a Scholarship.
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IV'. (ft) Tilt' Exhibition I'und : a loan fuml.

{b) A small private benefaction.

V. {a) I can scarcely remember any such case.

(6) I can scarcely remember any deserving candidates who have had to retire

during their course for lack of means, though a man who is not succeeding well might
be allowed to retire.

^

Pembroke College, Oxford.
I. About 30 Scholarships and 2 or more Exhibition.^, tenable for four years. Most

of the Scholarships are of the value of 80/., 3 of 100/., and about 4 of 60/.

II. No.
HI. No.
IV. There is a College Exhibition Fund expressly intended for this purpose.
V. (a) and (b) No.
VI. In nearl}' every instance the emolument granted by the College is necessary

to enable the student to como to the University.

Queen's College, Oxford.
I. 4 open and 1 close (wliich in defect of qualified candidates, is thrown open).

Scholarships of 80/. awarded annually, tenable primarily for two years, and renew-
able, if holders are satisfactory, for two years ; for special reasons, may be continued
for a fifth.

Two Bible Clerkships conferred, as vacancies occur, on deserving persons in

need of assistance at the University, of 80/. (or 90/. if resident in College), on same
tenure as Scholarships.

1 J. O. F. Scholarship of 90?. every fourth year, restricted to Churchmen, and 4
J. N. F. Scholarships of 100/. for five years, awarded as they fall vacant, restricted to

Churchmen. Cact. par. a candidate who stands in need of pecuniary assistance is

to be prefiirred.

Exhibitions, all close, 4 or 5 of 100/. ; 1 of 100/. for two years, which mav be
extended to a third and to a fourth year ; I of 421. ; 2 of 68/. ; 2 of 251. ; 1 of 43/.

;

1 of 6/. ; 1 of 5/. 5s. ; 1 of 9/. Most of these are restiicted to poor and deserving
students. All may be thrown open on defect of qualified candidates. Close, of 70/.

for seven years ; 2, 40/. for four years ; 1, 33/. for four years ; 2, 60/. for four years

;

1, 6:2/. for students of the College in their twelfth term (theological) for one year,
which may be extended to a second ; 1 of 50/. a year, and a benefaction of 10/.

II. No.
III. No. A large proportion of our scholars and exhibitioners receive supple-

mentary Scholarships from their Schools or County Councils or from the City Com-
panies. A good many are completely maintained.

IV. A small Exhibition Fund might very occasionally be available, but it cannot
be advertised.

V. (a) No.

(6) No.
(c) Difficulties have frccjuently been met J>v aid from the Exhibition Fund.

St. John's College, Oxford.
I. Open Scholarships, 13 of 80/. ; close Scholarships, 22 of 100/. (besides 4 open

to members of the College of 4 terms standing of 80/., and only tenable for one or two
years). All open Scholarships and 7 of the close, tenable for four years, which may
be increased to five ; 15 close Scholarships, tenable for five years, variable number
(2 at present) of 80/., restricted to undergraduates of 4 terms.

At present, 7 open Exhibitions of 4U/. to 70/., tenable as open Scholarships ; 5
close Exhibitions of 40/. to 80/., tenable as open Scholarsliips. Variable number
(5 at present) restricted to undergraduates of 4 terms, of 20/. to 60/.

II. Scholarships and Exhibitions not tenable together.
III. No limit.

IV. (a) The Exhibition Fund of not less than GOO/, per annum. It is not usual to
grant more than 60/. in one year to an individual.

(6) A small fund of about 40/. in the hands of the President, sometimes augmented
by private gifts to 70/., is usually distributed in gifts of about 10/. to deserving and
needy undergraduates, not necessarily scholars or exhibitioners.

r 3
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V. (a) I cannot recall any.

(6) I think not.

(c) If such resignations were threatened, the College would certainly intervene

in the case of a proinising and deserving undergraduate.

VI. I have only to add that this College has for many years past done its best

to keep and encourage poor men.

Trinity College, Oxford.
I. (a) 18 Scholarships of SOL ; 8 Exhibitions of &01. to 701. ; 4 or more close

Studentships of .55/. Scholarships and Studentships tenable for four years ; Ex-
hibitions for three or four years.

II. No.
III. No.
IV. An Exhibition Fund from which payments can be made to members of the

College who need assistance to complete their University course
;
private benefactions

from t^me to time.

V. {a) Very rarety, as candidates usually know the probable expenditure required

for a University course.

(d) I remember none.

(c) The College has not infrequently supplemented Scholarships by grants from
the Exhibition Fund and by loans.

VI. A considerable number of members of the University, including many of those

who hold College Scholarships, have been awarded University Exhibitions by the

Education Authority of the district to which they belong.

Wadham College, Oxford.
I. 14 Scholarships, 1 of 86^ ; 13 of 80Z., tenable, as a rule, for four years ; 14 Ex-

hibitions of 231. to 60^, tenable for four years.

II. No, with four special exceptions.

III. No.
IV. (a) A fund of about 361. in the Warden's hands to assist deserving students.

(6) Frequentl}' some assistance from private benefaction.

V. (a) and (fc) I have never known of such cases. Sometimes deserving students

get their Scholarships or Exhibitions supplemented by private benefaction.

VI. Our scholars almost always come from homes where some help is needed for

a boy to come to the University. During my thirty years' experience I cannot recall

a single case of a scholar or exhibitioner to whom the money was immaterial, and
may also mention that in case of special need or desert help is given for residence

during a fifth year. Each such case is decided on its merits.

Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford.
I. 3 Scholarships of dOl. to 3ol. awarded annually, all tenable for three years with

possible extension to a fourth.

II. and III. No.
IV. There is a Loan Fund common to all women students in Oxford.

V. (a) Yes, occasionally.

SOMERVILLE COLLEGE, OXFORD.
I. Awarded annually 1 Scholarship of 501. for three years. Awarded triennially

2 Scholarships of QOl. for three years, 2 Scholarships of 501. for three years (with

possible extension for a fourth), and one of -iOl. for three years. A few Exhibitions

(1 to 3) of 201. to 30/. for three years (with possible extension to a fourth).

Another Scholarship of 501. is awarded without examination annually, usually

to extend a three-years' Scholarship to a fourth year.

II. No.
III. No.
IV. (a) No permanent endowment.
(6) Friends of the College have occasionally supplemented Scholarships privately.

There is the Loan Fund (see Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford).

V. (a) I don't remember such a case.

(6) One case. The scholar was (aheady) a graduate of another University, and
the College thought it best in the scholar's own interest that she should accept a good
teaching post offered her and resign the Scholarship.

VI. A scholar or exhibitioner may, for the benefit of others who need assistance,

reUnquish the whole or part of the emolument, while retaining the title.
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St. Hugh's College, Oxford.
I. Annually, 1 Scholarship of 251. ; biennially, 2 of 301., 2 of 40Z., all tenable for

three years and renewable for a fourth.

II. No.
III. No.
IV. None.
V. (a) No.

(6) and (c) Retirements would have occurred but for help through the College

(private Loan Fund) or from the Loan Fund of the Association for the Education
of Women in Oxford.

St. Hilda's Hall, Oxford.
I. (rt) Awarded annually 2 open Scholarships, tenable for three years (occasionally

with extension to a fourth), 50^., 301. (or 2 of 401.).

(b) In 1914 and every three years.

Dorothea Beale Scholarship of 50^ for pupils of the Ladies' College, Cheltenham,
tenable for three years.

[Two other Scholarships (non-competitive) are awarded at Cheltenham to pupils

of the Ladies' College, formerly, but now not always, every year, to be held at St.

Hilda's Hall: viz., the Hay Scholarship of from 251. to 451. per annum for three years,

and the S. Hilda's College Scholarship, of varying amount, same duration.]

(c) Exhibitions are occasional only. One of 301. is now held for three years by a
student who was third in the open competition.

II. No.
III. No.
IV. (a) None, except above Hay Scholarship, which is under the control of the

Ladies' College, Cheltenham.
(b) None except a small fund once given but now exhausted. None for complete

maintenance of students. Some are assisted (to the maximum of 501.) by an old

Students' Loan Fund, and they share with other women students in the benefits of

the A.E.W. Central Loan and Grant Fund.
V. (a) Candidates have stated that they could only accept the larger of the two

open Scholarships in about 5 cases, but I do not think they proved the successful

ones. If successful they have sometimes managed to get loans from their own friends

or Scholarship grants from the London or other County Councils, and their acceptance
of a Scholarship has been contingent on this.

(6) Not actually.

(c) In one or two cases of difficulty the Hall has met them by rooms at reduced
rate. Reduced fees were frequent until 1904, when competitive Scholarships were
established ; since then rare. Friends of the College have occasionally assisted in-

dividual students to remain at College.

VI. More Scholarships are badly needed, as many candidates of Scholarship or

Exhibition standard cannot enter the Hall as commoners, and either go elsewhere as

scholars to non-Oxford Colleges, or relinquish the idea of a University course. The
paucity of Scholarships greatly increases the strain on girls who sit for several Scholar-
ship examinations at different Universities in the same year.

Christ's College, Cambridge.
I. Average number of scholars and exhibitioners in residence, 40. Nominal

value, 20^ to 801. ; but additional grants or reduction of fees, amounting to at most
201., are sometimes allowed privately in cases of f)overty. Except there be dis-

tinct evidence of idleness, the Scholarship is retained normally to end of third year,
sometimes continued to fourth, and occasionally to fifth year. The total average
annual amount of the last six years is 1,800L

II. No two open Scholarships or Exhibitions tenable together, but the value of a
Scholarship may be increased. A close Scholarship, connected with a particular
School, may be held with an open Scholarship.

III. No. The amount of a student's income from endowments of all kinds is,

however, a factor in fixing the amount of his Scholarship, except in the case of those
elected before coming into residence.

IV. No.
V. Candidates for Scholarships awarded before residence has commenced are

asked to state the minimum value they are prepared to accept, and if they do not
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come up to the necessary standard for that vahie they are not elected. In very rare

cases such a candidate has written to say he finds he cannot come into residence

on account of his Scholarship not being adequate.

VI. The fund for these benefactions arises partly from trust funds, liable to con-

siderable fluctuations, but chiefly out of the corporate income, the amount pa3-able

out of this to the fund being one-quarter of the sum paid in the same year to the

Master and Fellows ; and this sum again has of later years been supplemented

by grants from the Society. Our system has the great advantage of elasticity; the

amount and duration of the Scholarship is within certain limits fixed by ourselves

to meet the requirements of the special case.

The present system works well. No rich men hold Scholarships, and in

nearly every instance the benefaction is necessary to enable the student to come to

the University. The cases in which an intellectually deserving candidate fails to

obtain a Scholarship are rare indeed ; they hardly exist. It is most undesirable to

attract by emolument poor men of ordinary ability. . . . The College badly wants

funds for advanced students in speciahsed subjects.

Clare College, Cambridge.
I. There are offered annually 9 Scholarships at entrance values from 80Z. to iOl. ;

also Exhibitions of 301. In the first instance tenable for two j^ears, but they are

extended except in cases of idleness and want of progress.

II. Certain close Exhibitions and special trusts can be held with a Scholarship.

III. No.
IV. A small fund is available. Research grants are also given.

V. (a) Sometimes, but in such cases the emolument may be increased from the

fund mentioned in the answer to ' IV.'

(6) Practically never.

(c) In deserving cases help has rarely failed to be forthcoming.

Downing College, Cambridge.
I. Six Foundation Scholarsliips at least tenable till graduation standing of 50/. to

80/. ; a varying number of minor Scholarships and Exhibitions, tenable for one vear,

of 201. to 501.

II. No ; but may be tenable with benefactions outside the College.

III. No.
IV. No.

V. (a) I can recall no case.

(6) and (c) Additional aid from the College has prevented any actual retirement.

Emmanuel College, Cambridge.
I. The Foundation Scholarships : 4 Scholarships of 80/. per annum ; 10 of 60/.

per annum ; and 22 of 40/. per annum.
(a) The Scholarships annually offered for competition before undergraduates

come into residence are tenable for two years, and at the end of that time, subject
to a favourable report upon the Scholarship and conduct of the holders, they may be
continued or increased tUl the candidate has taken an examination qualifying him for

the B.A. degree. The tenure is sometimes prolonged, but rarely beyond the fourth
year, Students continuing study longer being provided for by Studentships mentioned
below. Scholarships are awarded to other undergraduates also, if they distinguish

themselves in the Annual College Examinations.

(6) 3 Exhibitions of 30/. are offered every year for open competition, and others
awarded upon the results of the Annual College Examination in the same way as
Scholarships.

(c) 2 Subsizarships also awarded every year to candidates who are in need of

assistance, this need having to be satisfactorily proved by a statement of the parent's
income and an authentication by some person of standing who knows the parents.

For these there is no restriction of age, and subject to a satisfactory report of their

conduct and progress, the holders proceed to a full sizarship at the end of their first

year. The Sizarships, subject to the same conditions, are tenable for two years, and
are worth 45/. a year.

(d) An Exhibition of 40/. to a Student Teacher upon the results of the examination
held in conjunction with various colleges by the Drapers' Company, and if a number
of good candidates present themselves, we generally award a second Exhibition of 30/.
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t ^l) J^-T^^^^
^^^^^ emoluments which are open to general competition, there arc a

A T. , J^'?,"®
attached to particular schools, namely, Uppingham, Oakham, Derbv,

Ashby-cIe-la-Zouche, and Market Bosworth. But all with the exception of the Ash
Exhibitions open to Ashby and Derby, are of small value. The Ash Exhibitions are
worth Hvl. a year.

II. The only case is that of the small close Exhibitions already mentioned whichmay be held with an open Scholarship.

,^^\: ^P- P^^^ Scholarships a limit of 801. is imposed by Act of Parliament • no
other limit is imposed, but it is very rarely that this amount is exceeded, though a
candidate may have endowments from other sources.

IV. The Tutors have at their disposal a small fund to assist deserving students
and recently a former scholar has established a small fund to assist Scholars and
i-xhibitioners who may have difficulties in completing their course without assistance
beyond what they receive from Scholarships.

V. (a) The only case known to me was that of an exhibitioner who announced
from the beginning that he could come to CoUege only if he was successful in obtaining
help from his County Council, and this he failed to obtain.

(6) I have known of no case of a deserving beneficiary retiring during his course
through lack of adequate means.

*v ^l'
'^^^ 1°'\°/ * P"""" ™*" ^^^ '^"^ * ''®**^'" opportunity of entering Cambridge

than he has had for many centuries past. In many small schools there seem to benow adequate means of preparation in mathematics and in some branches of Natural
bciences, but in such schools, if I may judge from my own experience, the literary
education not infrequently leaves much to be desired, and on this side a good deal
njinains to be done in order to give satisfactory encouragement to those sons of poormen who have literary interests. In the circular regarding open Scholarships which
is issued by the group of six Colleges to which Emmanuel belongs, attention is pro-
minently called to the possibility of successful candidates being appointed to Honorary
Scholarships without emolument, if they so desire. Applicants for Honorary Scholai -

ships are, however, very rare. As the great majority of candidates are the sons of
professional men, no doubt most parents cannot afford to relinquish the emolument.

GONVILLE AND CaIUS COLLEGE.
I. Scholarships offered annually : 3 of 80^., 4 of 60/., 4 of 40/., 3 or more Exhibi-

tions. These are tenable normally for three years, but may be, and frequently are
extended to four years. In addition to the above there is a Salomon's Scholarship
for Engineering for 80/. which is offered triennially, and a special Scholarship in Music
value 00/. There are also Scholarships .for post-graduate research ; these vary iinumber and value according to varying needs. At present there are • 1 of 150/
1 of 120/., I of 110/., 2 of 100/., 6 of 50/.

'
'

Bursaries vary according to special needs. There are at present • 1 of 50/ 3 of
40/. (choral), 2 of 30/., 1 of 25/.

'

II. Two benefactions are very rarely held together.
III. Yes. 180/.

^ ^ 6

IV. So far as I understand the question, we have no funds for the complete main-
tenance of students of exceptional promise. But the College habitually does privately
help deserving students in need of pecuniary assistance.

V. (a), (6), (c) No.

Jesus College, Cambridge.
I. Entrance Scholarships are limited by Act of Parliament to 80/., and tenable

tor two years, but are ordinarily renewed and frequently increased in value Scholar
ships (eoccept some close Scholarships) are never less than 40/. and seldom exceed 80/

II. Irust and open Scholarships may in general be held together, but the totalamount of benefaction received by any individual seldom exceeds 80/
III. No hmit is imposed. I do not see how it would be possible to do so Bu^-in determining the value of any Scholarship regard is paid to the total income of thescholar and his parents means. Generally, this is only possible in the case of scholarsalready in residence.
IV. No

;
but privately many scholars (and undergraduates who are not scholars)receive assistance from the CoUege or the Tutor.

ai-noiars;

V. (a) No, by the conditions : ' Candidates are required to state the value (usually
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minimum) which they are prepared to accept, and are bound to accept any offer

of the value they state.'

(6) Whether any scholars have ever retired for this reason I do not know ; there

has been no recent instance.

(c) The College sometimes gives assistance to scholars and others.

King's College, Cambeidge.
I. At the present moment the following grades of emoluments are held by students :

(a) Foundation Scholarships (48 : 24 Eton, 24 open) awarded at entrance, some
after (as Undergraduate Scholarships). The Laurence Saunders Scholarship also

ranks as a Foundation Scholarship.

Of these 42 are now held in the College, of which 29 are of the annual value of

801. ; 5 raised by allowances to 128Z. ; 1 raised by allowances to 104?. ; 1 reduced
on prolongation to 40Z. ; 6 honorary. 21 of the scholars are B.A.s, 21 undergraduates.

{b) Minor Scholarships varying in number. Ten are now held : 9 of the normal
value of 60/., 1 raised by allowances to 84/.

(c) Exhibitions of various classes :

i. Entrance Exhibitions restricted to candidates in need of pecuniary assistance

in order to obtain a University education, normal value 40/., capable of augmentation
up to 70/.

ii. Exhibitions specially endowed of various values, viz.. Price Exhibition (2) of

40/., capable of augmentation ; Vintner Exhibition (Natural Science) of 70/. ; Fielder

(for Greek), tenable with another Exhibition, 32/. ; Phillpotts, for son of a clergyman,
40/. ; Morton, for a candidate for Holy Orders, 75/. ; Soley, for candidate nominated
by Drapers' Company, 70/.

iii. An Exhibition awarded annually to a member of the Cambridge Training
College for Teachers, 30/.

iv. Ordinary Exhibitions awarded to undergraduates, of varying values. Of
these, 22 are now held : 8 of the normal value of 40/. ; 2 with the Fielder of 72/.

;

6 augmented to 70/. ; 1 augmented to 50/. ; 1 Fielder held alone, 32/. ; 4 30/.

(d) One Studentship (Augustus Austen Leigh), tenable with a Scholarship, 75/.

(c) Choral Scholarships varying in number : 4 are now held, of 80/. plus certain

allowances, say 104/.

Tenure.—The normal tenure of entrance Scholarships is two years ; prolongable
for two years more in all. Tenure of undergraduate Scholarships : until the holder
is of about four and a half years' standing from entrance

;
prolongable for two years

more in all. Tenure of Exhibitions : (a) Entrance : two years, prolongable for a
third

;
(b) Fielder, Soley, Phillpotts, Morton : three years

;
(c) others : One year,

prolongable. Tenure of Choral Scholarships : usually three years.

II. The Fielder Exhibition is tenable with another Exhibition.

III. No ; but in considering augmentation of Exhibitions account is taken of

emoluments from other public sources held by the Exhibitioner.

IV. There is a fund, privately contributed and privately administered, for the
assistance (not the complete maintenance) of needy students, not confined to Scholars
or Exhibitioners.

V. (a) No such case is known to me.

(6) No.

Magdalene CoiLUGE, CAMBniDGiB.

I. Number variable of Scholarships and Exhibitions. At present 24 in residence,

besides 6 Sizars and 4 Subsizars. Scholarships are of 40/. to 80/. ; Exhibitions gene-

rally of 30/. ; tenure of both for two years, after which they may be prolonged and
increased if the holders prove of sufficient merit. Sizarships are wqrtjh about 34/.

and Subsizarships consist in the reduction of certain fixed charges, and admission to

certain privileges at a given fixed charge.

II. A Scholarship or Exhibition is tenable with a Sizarship or Subsizarship, or

with a ' private Exhibition ' of 25/. (see IV.).

III. No.
IV. (1) Trusts amounting to about 120/. per annum from which small benefac-

tions are made annually to poor and deserving students.

(2) Ordinands Fund of 50/. from which grants of 10/. are made to candidates for

ordination requiring assistance.
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(3) A private Exhibition Fund, providing 12 Exhibitions a year of 251. ; but
in no cuse do we provide for the complete maintenance of students.

V. (ft) Occasionally ; but it seldom, if ever, happens that a candidate of real

ability is obliged to decline an emolument on such grounds, as they are generally

able to get additional help by means of School, or County Council, or City Company
Exhibitions.

(b) No, not to my knowledge.

Pembroke College, Cambridge.
I. Annually offered, 2 Scholarships of 80?. ; 4 of 601. ; 4 of 50Z. ; and Exhibitions of

301., all tenable for three years and renewable for a fourth.

II. No.
III. No.
IV. A small fund is availa4)le.

V. (ft) No.

(6) Only when sudden financial disaster has overtaken the parents.
(c) Private liberality has never failed.

Peterhouse, Cambridge.
I. See University Calendar. Number annually offered varies.

II. No ; but grants in aid may be made from a fund for deserving students,
but no grant would be made to an 80/. Scholar.

IV. Two private funds for deserving students administered by the Tutor with
the cognisance of the Master ; and a fund for the encouragement of research from
which grants are made to students after graduation. No funds for complete main-
tenance of a student of exceptional promise.

V. (ft) Cases may have occurred.

(6) I cannot remember any case.

Trinity College, Cambridge.
I. Our emoluments are divided into two groups : ( 1 ) those awarded before

residence is begun ; (2) tho.se awarded to residents.

(1) A number, at present twelve, entrance Scholarships are awarded each December.
Their value is 801. a year, and they are tenable for two years of residence unless the
holder is elected to a Senior Scholarship. Entrance Scholarships may be prolonged
for a third year.

At present, ten Exhibitions of 40/. are also awarded annually before residence.
Both entrance Scholarships and Exhibitions may be increased by allowances in

remission of fees to 100/. a year in cases of pecuniary need. Other regulations about
them will be seen by the circular enclosed.

A certain number, at present twenty, subsizarships, tenable for three years,
and worth about 35/. per annum in remission of fees.

(2) Emoluments awarded to residents.

The College maintains at least eighty Senior Scholarships. Their value is 100/.

a year before graduation and 80/. afterwards. They are tenable till five and a half
years from commencement of residence.

An unspecified number of Exhibitions of 40/. a year tenable till graduation.
II. Subsizarships are tenable with Exhibitions and with entrance, but not with

eenior Scholarships. Exhibitions are not tenable with Scholarships, except in the
case of fourth year (post-graduate) emoluments.

III. No limit is placed on the total emoluments ; men often hold school or County
Council Scholarships with our own.

IV. We do not undertake the complete maintenance of students. But the tutors
have a gift and loan fund from which private gifts or loans can be made to meet
temporary cases of need.

V. (a) Those awarded entrance Scholarships or Exhibitions never decline them.
Sometimes Subsizarships are declined, but there the standard is lower.

(6) Retirement during the course is very rare or unknown. Help is constantly
given from the Tutors' Funds.

(c) Answered above. Tutors' funds for gifts and loans.

Trinity Hall, Cambridge.
I. About 300/. is awarded every year in Scholarships varying from 80/. to 40/.

and Exhibitions of 30/.
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II. No.
III. No.
IV. (6) A Fund bringing in a small annual income for supplementing Scholarships

and giving assistance in such cases as are referred to in V. (a) (6) (c).

Selwy;n College, Cambridge.
II. The endowed Scholarships may be supplemented from the Exhibition Fund

if the scholar is regarded as reaching a higher standard, but two benefactions cannot
be held together.

III. No hmit.

IV. No.
V. (a) ' Yes, from time to time. Now and then it has been possible to interest

private individuals to come to the rescue before or after the candidate comes into
residence ; but the College has no means at its disposal for the purpose.'

VI. ' I should suggest that local authorities should be prepared to subsist all

candidates from their area who have reached the requisite standard in an open
competition, instead of making their support dependent on a further competition
for a limited number of local Exhibitions.'

GiBTON College, Cambridge.
I. Foundation Scholarships : 1 of 801. for four years, 1 of 44?., 3 of 401., 1 of at

least 301., 1 of about 161.

City Companies' Scholarships : 3 of 601. ; Clothworkers' Company (one awarded
annually)

;
(Skinners' Company), one of 50Z.

One Gilchrist Scholarship of 501. awarded annually, tenable here or at Newnham
College.

Exhibitions : 1 of 301. from Queen's College, Chester ; 1 of 20?. from St. Leonard's
School, St. Andrew's.

All the above, except the first, are tenable for three years ; and except the Cloth-
workers and Gilchrist are awarded only every three years. Besides these, the College

awards College Scholarships and Exhibitions each year.

II. Students are not allowed to hold more than one Scholarship awarded by the
College. No regulations are laid down with regard to Leaving or County Council
Scholarships, which a student may hold apart from the College.

IV. Scholarships or Exhibitions have sometimes been augmented privately,

and also in some cases the Council has granted augmentation from College Funds.
V. I do not know of any.

Newnham College, Cambridge.
I. 5 Scholarships of SOL for three years and 2 of 351., tenable for three years ;

1 of 501., tenable for two or three years, and another of 501., tenable here or at
Girton College for three years ; 1 of 1001. for first year's students, tenable for three
years ; 1 of 401. for one year for third-year students. A number of small grants,

generally of 151., tenable with or without Scholarships ; 5 grants of 51. for books to

students. AH but one of above Scholarships are awarded annually.

II. Only as stated above.

IIL No hmit.

IV. A Loan Fund, from which as much as 30Z. a year may be borrowed for three
years. No other permanent endowment, though help may be given as stated above
by means of the grants and Loan Fund and from private sources.

V. (a) No such cases.

(6) I beheve not.

(c) Such resignations would be met by help from the grants and Loan Fund.
By means of these a student holding the smallest of our Scholarships, one of 351.,

could make it up to 80Z. (our fees are 90?.) with 15?. grant and 36?. loan. As a rule,

however, we find that the students most in need of help have school Scholarships,

and that their families are able to give them a little help.

University College, London.
I. 44 Scholarships, varying from 10?. to 150?. ; tenure varying from one to three

years—' in two cases this may be raised to five.' Two Exhibitions of 57?. 15s., tenable
for three years ; 2 Bursaries of about 16?., tenable for two years.
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II. Permission q^st be obtained to hold two College Scholarships at the same
time, and in the case of the A. entrance Scholarships, the following Regulation obtains

:

No student is permitted to hold an A. Scholarshij) concurrently with any other

College Scholarship when the joint annual value of such Scholarships exceeds 501.,

except upon the special recommendation of the Professorial Board.
III. No.
IV. I have small sums placed at my disposal by friends of the College and mem-

bers of the College Committee from time to time to help poor students, who are now
greatly helped by County Scholaiships.

V. (o) I have only kno\^'u of one since my tenure of office here for the last nine

years.

(6) In two cases during my tenure of office.

VI. I think it would be a good plan if all Scholarships, Exhibitions, and Bursaries

were given practically as loans with the understanding that if and when a student,

who had benefited fiom holding a Scholarship, found himself financially able to do
so, he should return at least the sum that he had received. It has been done in one
or two cases, but it should become a general policy and tradition.

King's College, London.
I. Studentships, 2 of lOOL ; Scholarships (1 entrance), 1 of 30?. for one year (in

alternate years) ; 2 of 251. for two years ; 2 of 30Z. for three years ; 2 of 251. for

four years ; 2 (to Students of the College), 1 of 20Z. for two years ; 2 of 201. for one
year (first and second year's medical respectively) ; 1 of 201. for five years (training

of medical missionaries). Exhibitions, 2 of 251. for two years (1 entrance).

Theological, 6 Exhibitions of 501., 5 Exliibitions of 201., and a few Bursaries at the
discretion of the Dean.

II. Most of the above are entrance Scholarships, and not more than one can be
held. The Regulations for the other benefactions make it impossible for more than
one to be held at a time.

III. No hmit.

IV. No regular fund, but Scholarships are sometimes supplemented by private

benefactors.

V. (a) Yes, but not often.

(6) Yes, but not often.

(c) On rare occasions from general College funds.

King's College for Women, London.
I. 2 Scholarships of 40?. for three years, each awarded once in three years ; 1 of

30?. for one year (to second year Arts Students not necessarily of the College) in entrance
Scholarships in Classics of 25?. for two years. Exhibitions of the value of 60?. for

three years are open. Five Bursaries in Theology, covering fees for one session, are
given to members of the Church reading for Certificate or Diploma, and who show
that they are in need of financial help.

II. Two Scholarships may and at present are held by a single beneficiary.

III. No.
IV. None.
V. (a) No.

(6) No. Had such a case arisen, I think that the College would undoubtedly
have assisted.

Goldsmiths' College.
I. None, except when the London County Council award a free place. They are

entitled to award 15 in consideration of their annual grant towards the maintenance
of the College.

II. .

III. Not by the College Authorities.
IV. None.
V. (a) Application for free places is made to the County Council. I am not,

therefore, in a position to answer.

(6) Not that I know of.
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Royal Holloway College.
I. Scholarships, 4 of 601., 7 or 8 of 50Z. at entrance, tenable f»r three years. Bur-

saries not more than 6 of 30Z., tenable for three years. After not less than three

terms' residence, 3 at least of 30Z. for three years, and 1 of 60Z. for three years.

II. If two (entrance and other) are held together, a reduction of 15/. is made.
III. No Umit.

IV. None.
V. (a) No successful candidate has declined a Scholarship, but there have been

several cases where a successful candidate would not have been able to take up a

Scholarahip without the help she received, either fiom her school, or fiom a Count}'

Council or otlicr awarding body. In the case of the smaller Scholarsliips, namely,
Bursaries, it has happened in several cases that these benefactions have been de-

clined as a candidate was unable to furnish the remaining amount required for the

fees.

{b) and (c) So far as I know, no deserving beneficiary has been allowed to retire

from her course through lack of means ; but there have been cases where this retire-

ment would have been necessary if the students had not received help from a Loan
Fund which has been estabhshed in connection with the College.

VI. I think that there is great room for increase in the help given by local edu-

cation authorities to promising girls in order to enable them to go to College. Where
an examination for Scholarships is strictly competitive, as in the case of our own
entrance Scholarship Examinations, and, I believe, the entrance Examinations
of all other Colleges, and where the funds are strictly limited, only a small number
can be helped by the College to take up their career. I feel sure that the British

Association Educational Section could do much to educate public opinion in this

very important matter.

Bedford College foe Women.
I. Entrance Scholarships, 1 of 60Z. ; 4 of 30Z. ; 4 of 50/. tenable for three years ;

1 Scholarship, 60/. for three years ; 1 Fellowship ( ? post-graduate), 50/. for two years.

Residence Bursaries, which reduce the fees of residence by 14 guineas, are given to

students who are unable to pay the full fees.

II. No two College Scholarships may be held together, but a College Entrance
Scholarship may be held with a Scholarship or Exhibition from another source by
special permission of the Council. Residence Bursaries are sometimes awarded to

Scholars.

III. The question has not arisen.

IV. (o) No. There is a small ' College Fund ' supported by voluntary contribu-

tions, from which grants are made to needy students, but these grants are not as a

rule made to scholars.

(b) Scholarships are occasionally supplemented privately', but in no case does
this provide for a complete maintenance of the student.

V. (a) and (b) Not during the last six years.

Westfield College.
I. 5 to 7 Scholarsliips annually of 35/. to 50/. for three years (last year 7 were

awarded, each of 50/.) ; 1 permanent endowed Scholarship of 60/. for three years,

offered every third year.

II. No.
III. No.
IV. Private help is in many cases given to supplement Scholarships, and also

to help students who do not hold Scholarships. I have arranged for this privately.

V. (a) I beheve that in some cases a Scholarship or Bursarj' has been declined

where the winner has failed to gain another Scholarship elsewhere to supplement
the one offered by the CoUege.

(6) I think not. Help has been arranged in case of need.

(c) I have arranged privately for help by gifts or loans, and have received some
gifts for this purpose from members of Council, old students, and friends of the College.

VI. In the award of Scholarships the written examination h not the only test,

although it is necessarily the chief one.

University of Durham (Durham Division).
I. At entrance (annually), 5 open Scholarships (to men and women) of 70/. ; 1 of

401. ; 3 of 30/. ; 3 of 20/. for one year, renewable for a second and third year ; 1 of
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70^., 1 of 30Z., and I of 20Z., for women only ; an Exhibition of 201. for students of

limited means ; 3 second year Scholarships of 30^., one restricted to those who do not
hold any Scholarship or Exhibition, and 3 Exhibitions of 40Z. and of 30Z., given on
the results of the Final Examinations in Theology ; also 1 of 401. restricted to candi-

dates for Honours in Theology. A number of close Scholarships and Exhibitions,

ranging from 50/. to St., all for one year (except two for thi'ec years).

II., III. No holder of a Foundation Scholarship can hold together with it any otlier

Scholarships or Exhibitions (except two University and two close Scholarships for.

Graduates) which will with it amount to as much as 100/. a year.

V. (a) Occasionallj', if awarded a Minor Scholarship.

Armstrong College, Newcastle (in the University of Durh.ui).
I. (a) At entrance, Exhibitions, 3 of 15/., 1 of 20/., each tenable for one year and

renewable for a second year, subject to satisfactory conduct and progress ; 20 New-
castle Corporation Exhibitions of free admission to Degree course for two years,

renewable for a third under same conditions, and in very exceptional cases for a fourth
year ; with these may be provided Bursaries for successful candidates who, without
such aid, would not be able to accept the Exhibitions ; 2 Gateshead Corporation
Exhibitions, giving free admission to Degree course (same conditions). County
Council Scholarships and Exhibitions (restricted locally), 2 of 60/. ; 2 of 50/. ; 2 of 40/.,

plus tuition fees, tenable for two years only ; 3 yearly Scholarships of 50/. each in

Marine Engineering, each tenable for three j'ears, restricted to candidates who can
produce satisfactory evidence that the amount will enable them to pursue their day
courses, and that they would be unable to do so without this aid ; 3 yearly Scholar-
ships of 50/. each in Naval Architecture under same conditions.

(6) At close of first year, a Scholarsliip of 30/. or under for one year, plus remission
of two-tliirds of the class fees ; 1 of 20/., with similar remission for tliree years ; 1

Scholarship of 15/. for one year ; 1 of 13/. 10s. for one year (renewable under condi-
tions for a second).

(c) At close of second year, 2 Scholarships of 40/. each for one year (with remission
of fees), and other money rewards and prizes.

II. The second year's Scholarships and Exhibitions are not tenable with any
other.

The Victoria University, Manchester.
About 24 Foundation Scholarships, awarded by the University. A large number

of entrance Scholarships, awarded by other bodies, varying from 25/. upwards ; 12
Exhibitions of 15/. upwards ; numerous prizes of books and money.

II. ' No . . . Scholarship or Exhibition awarded by the University shall be held
together with any other . . . Scholarship awarded by the University or with any
County Council School, without the express permission of the Senate. In the case of
students who hold other . . . Scholarships or Exhibitions of any kind the Senate
shall have power to withhold, either in whole or in part, payment of any . . . Scholar-
ship or Exhibition awarded by the University. In the case of . . . Scholarships,
Exhibitions, and Bursaries awarded by a Hall of Residence no such permission is

necessary (University Scholarships are frequently held with County Council Scholar-
ships up to a maximum of 75/. by special permission of the Senate).'

III. The Regulation stated above limits concurrent tenure, but there is no fixed

maximum limit as to the amount a single beneficiary may hold laid down by the
Regulations.

IV. Not at present. A small sum is set aside for assistance to deserving students
to enable them to complete their course in case of special need arising.

V. (a) Yes, but not frequently.

(6) I cannot recollect such a case.

(c) Under very special circumstances a supplemental grant has been made from
the Scholarship Suspense Account, or private loans have been given.

University of Birmingham.
I. (a) On entrance, 15 of remission of fees plus maintenance not exceeding 30/.

for four years (city residents) ; 2 of 25/. for one year ; 1 of 24/. for two or three years
(Wolverhampton students) ; 1 of 50/. and 1 of 40/. for three years (Faculty of Com-
merce) ; 2 Bursaries of 45/. for three years (parents' income not exceeding 150/.) ;

and one of 13/. (residents of Smethwick) for one year, renewable.

(6) Second and later years in Science, Arts, and Commerce, awarded mostly on In-
termediate Examination, 1 Scholarsliip of remission of fees for thiee years (pupils of
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Technical School) ; 1 of 40?. for three years ; 1 of 251. for two years, and 1 of 36^. for

1 year (limited to pupils from King Edward's Schools) ; 1 of .507. and 1 of 40?. for three

years (Commerce) ; I of 371. for one year (Science and Metallurgy) ; 4 Exhibitions of

30?. for one year.

(c) Medicine, 1 of 21?. for 2 years ; 1 of 14?. for one year (orphans of medical men);

4 of 10?. lOs. for one year on results of second, third, fourth, and final examinations.

II. Xo.
IV. We have no funds at our disposal of a permanent kind to supplement Scholar-

ships for the complete maintenance of students of exceptional merit. We provide,

however, out of ordinary revenue for maintenance up to 30?. per annum, in respect of

60 University Entrance Scholarships, tenable by candidates resident in the city.

(a) The amount to be expended in any year on Scholarships and Bursaries

respectively in any year is in the discretion of the Committee, and is determined by
the apphcations received. Bursaries may provide for complete maintenance ; their

amount depends on the circumstances of the applicant and of his parents or guardians.

(6) No.
V. I do not remember any instances of (a) or (6).

The Uni\'ersity of Leeds.
I. Entrance Scholarships, 2 of 20?. and 1 of 217. for two years ; 3 of 407. for two

years for a third ; 2 of 257. and 1 of 357. renewable ; and a number of Scholarships

on the award of pubUc bodies. The Leeds City Entrance Scholarship Fund is now
utUised ' for the purpose of extending the courses of deserving and necessitous Leeds
students attending at the University.'

II., III. ' Power is reserved to declare a Scholarship vacant or reduce its value on

the ground that the Scholar has previously or subsequently to his election acquired

another Scholarship. In cases where students hold Scholarships the aggregate

amount of which amounts to more than 757., the Senate reserves power to reduce them
to this sum.'

IV. I am not quite clear as to the intention of this question. We have no fund

which is necessarily used as a means of supplementing Scholarships, but some of the

Scholarships and other awards may be given to students already- holding some other

Scholarship. Special grants have also been given by the University to Scholarship

holders.

V. (o) (6) and (c) The information available is not sufficiently definite for a replj'

to be given to these questions. If such cases have occurred, they have been verj'

rare. Special grants have been made to Scholarship holders by the University, and
private help has sometimes been forthcoming.

U:sivERSiTr of Sheffield.

I. Scholarships and Exhibitions :

1 every year, tenable during whole iledical degree Course, 1227. total value.

8 every year, tenable for three years, 507. a year.

2 „ „ „ 307. a year.

j
157. first year, pltt.s fees remitted.

12 „ „ „ \
207. second year

I 257. third year „

I

107. first year, ,,

6 (annual) „ „ i
127. 10s. second year ,,

I 157. third year ,,

I

207. first year, „

2 „ „ „ -| 257. second year
I 307. third year

4 every year „ „ 507. a year „
1 (triennial), tenable for three years, 507. a year.

1 „ „ „ 217. a year.

4 (annual), „ ,, Fees of Degree Course remitted.

1 ,, tenable for one 3-ear, Fees in Engineering or Metallurgy remitted.

1 „ „ ., 207.

1 „ „ ,. 227.

6 „ ,, ,, 507. plus fees remitted.

In addition, the Surveyors' Institute offer 1 Scholarship of 607. and 5 of 507. for

three years, tenable in this University.
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University of Bristol.
I. Post-graduate Scholarships, 3 of 30^. to 341. for one year ; 1 of 251. , for not

exceeding three years ; 1 of 20^. for one year ;
' City Scholarships ' consisting of the

payment of all fees (varying in number and amount according to the applications

and qualifications of candidates, and the Faculties they wish to enter), for one year
renewable ;

' City Bursaries,' under same conditions, for maintenance, purchases of

books or apparatus.

3,000Z. a year (approximately) devoted to ' City ' Scholarships and Bursaries.

In the Faculty of Engineering, 4 entrance Scholarships carrying free tuition for at

least three years ; 1 research Scholarship, value 501. for one year, with free tuition ;

3 entrance Scholarships from endowed Schools in the City (2 tenable only in the

Faculty of Engineering), SOL for one year renewable. Several Exhibitions carrying

free tuition in the Faculty of Engineering.

II. ' Not as a rule.'

III. No.
IV. No, except as above.

V. No.

University College, Nottingham.
I. 3 entrance Scholarships, each SOL per annum, tenable for three years; a

limited number of entrance Studentships, 12i!. to 20L, tenable for three years, for those
whose means are limited ; 1 Scholarship of 12L for one year, and College Studentships
(16 during 1912-13) of lOL to 18^. awarded on results of Terminal and Sessional
Examinations to College students who are in need of pecuniary assistance, tenable
for one year, renewable. City Education Bursaries of 10/., with remission of College
fees, averaging 18L

II. Under exceptional circumstances the College Council might sanction a Student-
ship being held together with Scholarship. It is possible for holders of College

Scholarships and Studentships to hold Scholarships awarded by another body during
the same period.

III. No. In awarding Scholarships, however, the pecuniary circumstancea are
in some cases taken into consideration.

IV. No.
V. (a) Very few such cases have occurred.

(b) The College Studentships are designed to meet such cases.

University College, Reading.
I. Scholarships and Exhibitions : Major open Scholarships, 2 of 69/., 1 of 65/.,

tenable for two years, renewable for a third. Two minor open Scholarships of 20/.

to 24?. [i.e., remission of tuition fees) under same tenure. Scholarships given by Halls
of Residence, ordinarily of 40/., under same tenure (see IV. below). Two minor
Scholarships of 20/. to 24/. (i.e., remission of tuition fees), ordinarily for three years,
for candidates educated in Reading. One Scholarship of 60/. for three years, for
candidates from Reading School. Two open Scholarships in Fine Art, of 30/., for
two years. Open Scholarships in Music, of 26/., about 2 awarded per annum, ordin-
arily for three years. Exhibitions for the Secondary Education Course for women
(complete or partial remission of the tuition fee of 20/., for one year), one or two per
armum. Certain other Exhibitions and Bursaries of less value.

Note.—In cases where Entrance Scholarships are held for three years, the holders
are sometimes enabled to stay for a fourth year by means of a Secondary Education
Exhibition or special assistance from a Hall of Residence (see IV. below).

II. Not two College benefactions in ordinary circumstances. Comparatively
small Exhibitions, however, may be awarded to students holding other Scholar-
ships or Exhibitions. The Committee governing our Halls of Residence also occa-
sionally make small supplementary grants to students who ah-eady may be holding
Scholarships or Exhibitions, if the cases seem to make such a course desirable.

III. We have no definite rule. ... In this institution, during many years, I
have only known one case in which it could fairly be said that perhaps the candidate
was receiving too much money. In that case, he was not receiving Scholarships
from the College at all, but derived them from other quarters.

IV. Our chief Hall of Residence for men has an endowment, the object of which
is—provided that the working expenses of the Hall have been first defrayed
—to enable Scholarships and Bursaries to be granted to students in residence
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at the Hall. The full scheme is not yet in operation, but ultimately there shouiu oe,

in a Hall of 77 students, about 6 scholars in receipt of about 40Z. a year each,

and possibly more holders of Exhibitions and Bursaries of smaller sums. We shall

also be in possession quite shortly of an endowment to provide a Scholarship of 60^

a year, tenable by a candidate from R. School. Apart from these instances, we have

occasionally given Scholarships temporarily out of our College income, or they have

been provided by special gifts. I am not aware that we have ever given a Scholarship

which involves ' complete maintenance.' In our opinion, such a course would be

rarely desirable.

V. I do not remember a case of (a) or (6). The College has frequently, on
the other hand, assisted students who could not comj)lete their College course without

some special assistance in addition to that which they might already be receiving

irom other sources.

VI. It is not quite clear to me what the precise purport of these inquiries is.

Consequently, I am afraid that the information I have given may not be of much use.

The most important observation, based on experience, that I can offer on the subject

of Scholarships would be this : that while entrance Scholarships serve a certain

obvious purpose, far too much stress has been laid upon the importance of having a

large supply of them, without giving sufficient importance to their duration. That

is to say, it is of very little use for a local education authority or other body to give a

Scholarship for two years unless it has quite clearly made up its mind that—except

the candidate fails in conduct or progress—the Scholarship will be extended, not only for

a third year, but for a fourth. Extraordinary difficulty is experienced in persuading

local authorities to extend any Scholarship for a fourth year, and yet it is precisely

that fourth year which, in the case of University students, is the most important of all.

Over and over again at this CoUege our students have been placed in a difficulty in

the final year of their course. The difficulty arises in any kind of University course,

but I will give an instance of which I have had two recent examples. Two women
students, holding Scholarships from local authorities, successfully obtained their

degree after probably in each case three years' work, not more, and possibly less.

These students wish to become teachers in secondary schools. Consequently, they

wish to remain at the College for another year in order to go through a course of

secondary training and get a certificate. Unless they do this, they will stand very

little chance of getting posts for which trained candidates are in competition, and yet

in both cases—the cases of the two Education Committees—opposition is shown
to the extension of the Scholarships for these purposes. In one case, the Education

Secretary writes to say that the course of secondary training appears to him to be

similar to a course of preparation for a civil service examination, and, in his opinion,

not a course for which a Scholarship should be continued. The same Secretary, I

beUeve, puts into his advertisements for vacancies in the staffs of his county secondary

schools that only trained candidates need apply. At this College we have recognised

that the most imperative need of aU is for Scholarships that would take effect during

the third and fourth and even fifth years of a student's stay with us. We consider

that these are more important than entrance Scholarships, and that nothing would
benefit a University institution more than for it to be known that, notwithstanding

a comparatively small supply of entrance Scholarships, there is a probability that any
hardworking and promising student will be enabled to complete a long course of

study, including probably a period of post-graduate study. We have already decided

that such funds as we possess available for such purposes wiU be used in accordance

with these principles when the College becomes a University in two or three years'

time.

Univeesity College, Aberystwith.
I. 37 Scholarships and Exhibitions, I of 54Z. ; 3 of 401. ; 1 of 351. ; 1 of 271. ;

4 of 30Z. ; 1 of 201. ; 2 of 151. ; 14 of lOl. ; 1 of &. Of these, 1 is tenable for four

years, 18 for three years, 12 for two years, 6 for one year.

II. No two of these are tenable together, but students may hold them together

with Scholarships from other sources outside the College.

III. No limit is imposed on the annual income derived from emoluments of all

kinds by a single beneficiary.

IV. There is no benefaction for the complete maintenance of students of excep-

tional promise.
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V. (a) Cases have occurred. ' Occasionally the College can be of assistance by

obtaining private aid, but as a rule this is not possible.'

(b) ' Cases have also occurred of deserving beneficiaries retiring during their course

through lack of adequate means ; but in most cases they have taken posts in schools

or otherwise, and have subsequently returned to College to complete their course.'

(c) ' The Principal and Registrar have at their disposal a small loan fund from
which they make periodical grants to deserving students, free of interest.'

University College, Bangoe.
I. Entrance Scholarships, 1 of iOl. ; 1 of 301. ; Exhibitions, 1 of 20/. ; 4 of lOl.,

tenable in the first instance for thiee years, but may be extended for a fourth ; and
a number of limited Scholarships and Exhibitions, the highest of 30/., the longest

tenure three years.

II. ' No two CoUege benefactions can be held together.'

III. No limit has hitherto been imposed.
IV. We have no permanent endowment or benefaction for this purpose. There

is, however, a ' Loan Fund ' from which advances (repayable without interest) are

made to students who are unable without such assistance to complete their courses.

V. (a) We do not know of any case . . . great sacrifices are often made by the

parents of students in order to enable their children to come to College, and in many
cases friends in the locahty from which a student comes render assistance.

University College of South Wales and Monmouthshire, Cardiff.
I. 59 Scholarships and Exhibitions : 6 of lO;., 1 of 15/., 12 of 111. Is., 18 of 20?.,

11 of 251., 2 of 211., 3 of 351., 2 of iOL, 3 of 501., and 1 of 101. Of these 23 are tenable

for one year (of which 14 are renewable), 2 for two years, 34 for three years. There
are also 72 County Free Studentships (60 tenable for three years, and 12 for one year),

covering fees at the CoUege, to which maintenance allowances are attached by the

counties concerned. These College Scholarships, Exhibitions, and Free Student-

ships do not represent the annual awards to students at entrance, but the total number
which may be held by all students in one session, and some of them are awarded for

post-graduate work.
II. and III. (1) Students may hold College Scholarships together with Scholar-

ships from sources outside the College.

(2) By order of the Council, no student may receive more than 501. from the

College in any one year. An Exhibition is reckoned as lOl. out of this sum. The
above Scholarship of 101. is a Special Scholarship not coming within the terms of this

order.

IV. There is no benefaction for the complete maintenance of students of ex-

ceptional promise.

V. No case has come to our knowledge. There is a Loan Fund for assisting

meritorious students which has been provided by subscriptions. Grants, free of

interest, are made from this Loan Fund by the Principal and the Registrar.

For the Bursaries, etc., at the Scottish Universities, see Parliamentary Paper 411,

11 Dec. 1912.

The Carnegie Trustees grant assistance to students solely in respect of payment
of class fees.

University of St. Andrews.
I. The value of Bursaries on entrance, as given in the Parliamentary Paper, varies

from 61. 10s. to 501. per annum, and their tenure varies from three to eight years.

In addition to these, 7 Bursaries in the second year of 161. 5s. to 301., tenable for

two or three years, and 2 in the fourth year of 201. and 45/. respectively, arc

awarded.
An additional entrance Scholarship of 30Z. for four years has been founded for

women students. As a rule, the Bru-saries on entrance run only for three years, in

a few cases for four ; and 6 Scholarships of 80/. for one year, 4 of 50/. for two years,

and 1 of 50/. for one year, and 4 of 801., tenable at Oxford or Cambridge for four

years, are not included in the White Paper (some are post-graduate).

II. Not as a general rule ; but in the case of second-year Bursaries, they may
be awarded to a student, notwithstanding he already holds a Bursary gained at en-
trance.

1915. s
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III. No general rule imposing a limit. The rule just quoted to some extent
secures that there will be no undue accumulation of Bursaries in one person. As
regards outside Bursaries over which the University has no control, the case is pro-
vided for by a rule that no one shall be entitled to hold a Bursary in the University
with any outside Bursary yielding an annual income greater than 201., and tenable
during a period of three years. The University authorities may at any time alter
this regulation.

IV. There is a small fund raised some years ago to enable Foundation Bursaries
to be supplemented. Two other funds left to the University without any reservation
may be devoted to the augmentation of existing Bursaries.

I do not remember any case, however, where money from any of these sources
has been drawn upon for the complete maintenance of any student. Of course, in
Scotland, the existence of the Carnegie Fund Trust for the Universities of Scotland,
which up till recently practically paid the class fees due by a student qualified to
obtain that benefit, forms a considerable supplement to the Bursary Fund. Students
may have their fees paid and hold a Bursary of from 151. to 40Z. a year, in which case
the latter source of income provides for their maintenance.

V. (a) and (6) I do not recollect such a case within my experience. Of course,
the cases are numerous in which candidates who were relying on assistance from the
Bursary Funds have been obliged, owing to their failure to obtain a Bursary or to some
other financial casualty, to defer entering the University, or to leave the University
midway in their career. No statistics and no definite note has been kept of such
cases. I do not think that in the case of a student of exceptional abihty it could
easily occur.

(c) The University is enabled, out of a fund made up of the income from Bursaries
which from various causes have lapsed, to provide for the encouragement of students
of smaU means where they are known to have merit ; and that more particularly
where, having struggled on through the curriculum for an ordinary degree, the student
desires to obtain honours. The University Court have provided, to meet that ease,

for grants being made to students of the foiirth and fifth year of study. As a rule, the
ordinary Bursary or University Scholarship at entrance runs only for three years, in a
iiw cases for four.

University College, DtmsTDEE.

I. Bursaries, entrance, 12 of 151. ; second year, 4 of 20?., 2 of 151. Third, fourth,
and fifth years each one of 201., all tenable for one year only. Other Scholarships
and Bursaries in the gift of other bodies or patrons tenable, held mostly at this College,

are one of 60Z. for two years ; 2 of 251. for three years ; 1 of 25?. to 30?. for three
years ; 5 of 40Z. for three years.

II. As a rule not ; but exceptions are allowed in special deserving cases.

III. This question is answered in the negative in reference to Answer II.

IV. No.
V. (a) and (6) No.
VI. A Committee of the College Education Board is at the present moment in-

vestigating the whole question of the awarding and tenure of Bursaries concerning
the College, whose Report is expected before the close of the current academical year.

Univeesity of Glasgow.
I. Reference only to Parhamentary Paper. For undergraduates are provided a

large number of Bursaries of which few are over 40?. a year, 60?. being the highest

;

tenable mostly for three or four years (the longest tenure is seven years). Exhibitions
and Scholarships are aU post-graduate.

University of Aberdeen.
I. Reference to Parhamentary Paper. Maximum value, 38?. ; tenure one, two,

or three years, mostly four years ; in addition to post-graduate Scholarships there are

280 Bursaries of the total annual value of 5,750?. A fund of 322?. is awarded each year
in four sums to students who are in special need of pecuniary assistance to prosecute
their studies at the University.

II. No ; but a student may hold a Bursary of the University along with such a
Scholarship as the Ferguson, which is open to all Scottish Universities.

III. No.
IV. No.
V. (a) and (&) Not that I am aware of.
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University of Edinbuegh.
I. Scholarships, d:c. The total annual value of the University Fellowships.

Scholarships, Bursaries and Prizes amounts to about 19,790/., viz., in the Faculty of

Arts, 10,300/. ; in the Faculty of Science, 1,190Z. ; in the Faculty of Divinity, 2,010Z. ;

in the Faculty of Law, 940/. ; in the Faculty of Medicine, 5,230/. ; and in the Faculty
of Music, 120/.

The Fellowships and Scholarships (chiefly for advanced students or graduates)

number about 105.

The years of tenure range from one to three or four, in one case (the Shaw Philo-

sophical Fellowship) reaching five.

The Bursaries, about 307, with very few exceptions, are tenable only by under-
graduates in the respective Faculties : Faculty of Arts, 220 (several being tenable also

in other Faculties) ; Faculty of Divinity, 40 ; Faculty of Law, 9 ; Faculty of Medicine,

38. Total 307.

The annual values range from 10/. to 50/., the greater number being from 20/. to

30/.

The period of tenure, in most instances, three or four years.

II. Save in a few exceptional cases, it is not permitted to hold, at the same time,

more than one University Scholarship or Bursary.

III. No ; although in a few instances eligibility for a Scholarship or Bursary is

conditional upon total income not exceeding a specified sum.
IV. (a) No.
(b) The Carnegie Trust gives annual allowances towards payment of class fees, to

students (irrespective of other benefactions being received) who fulfil certain condi-

tions as to age, nationality, preliminary education, &c. The allowances in the various

Faculties are as follows :—In Arts (ordinary), 9/. a year, for three years, or (honours)

9/. a year, for four years ; in Science, 12/. a year, for three years ; in Medicine, 15/.

a year, for five years ; in Law, Divinity and Music, 6/. a year, for three years.

V. This question seems hardly applicable to the conditions of the Scottish Uni-
versities.

Teinity College, Dublin, and University of Dublin.
I. 2 Studentships of 100/. a year each, tenable for five years. 70 Foundation

Scholarships given at various stages, and tenable till M.A. standing, value 18/. 9.9. 4d.
yearly, with exemption from Arts Fees (16/. 16s.), free Commons, say 30/., and half

rent for rooms in College, say 51., yearly. Non-Foundation Scholarships for women,
at present 14, value 30/. yearly, under same tenure. In no case are these Scholar-
ships to exceed five years. Senior Moderator Scholars, at present 30 of 10/. yearly.
Twelve Senior Exhibitions of 20/. and 4 of 15/. yearly, tenable for two years. 12
Junior Exhibitions of 20/. and 4 of 15/. a year, tenable for two years. 12 Roll Keepers,
Markers, etc., from 7/. to 20/. yearly, and Provost's Marker, 45/. yearly. 30 Sizar-

ships for men and women,' 5 Reid Sizarships, and at present 6 Sizarship Exhibitions,
and numerous other Exhibitions varying from 51. to 60/. yearly.

II. Yes.

IIL No limit.

IV. None for complete maintenance.
V. (a) and (6) No.

University College, Cork.
I. Entrance Scholarships, CoUege 12 (3 of 40/., 6 of 30/., 3 of 20/.) for one year

;

3 Honan (for those whose financial position is such that it would be impossible to
obtain a course of instruction for a University degree without this aid) ; 3 of 50/.,

renewable up to a fifth year.

Later years. Faculties other than Medicine and Engineering, 2 of 40/. ; 2 of 30/.

;

4 of 201. for second year, renewable for third year. Engineering, 1 of 30/. for second
year ; 1 of 30/. for third year. Medicine, 3 of 30/. for second year ; 3 of 30/. for third
year, 3 of 30/. for fourth year, renewable for fifth. Law, 1 of 10/., awarded at end of
first year. Exhibitions may be awarded in every case to students of merit who have
failed to obtain Scholarships.

' Students of limited means, exempt from Arts Fees; men having Commons
free of expense, and women an allowance of 30/. in lieu of Commons.

s 2
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County Council Scholarships, tenable in the College :

—

Cork : 10 of 24Z., tenable for three years and renewable for a fourth or fifth ; in-

creasable from the Reserve Fund up to 50Z. in such cases as may seem advisable ; lOOL
per annum, rising in the third year, to be allocated to Bursaries of lesser value to

promising students, not worthy of Scholarships.

Kerry : 2 of 50L ; 3 of 30L (restricted in respect of calling and means of parents)

for one year, renewable for a second to a third year.

Waterford : 3 of 50L and 1 of 30^ for three years (may be extended to fourth and
fifth year).

Other Scholarships are offered by the County Councils of Limerick and of

Tipperarij (North and South Ridings).

II. No. But there are practically no outside ones that could be tenable with
ours, except possibly from Trinity College, Dublin.

IV. (a) Only in the case of the County Cork scholars, who may be helped from the
' Reserve Fund ' ' where necessary ' in the judgment of the President of the College.

(6) No regular stream.

V. (a) and (6) Yes.
(c) In some cases by private beneficence.

VI. It is desirable that there should be at the disposal of the College a fund ear-

marked to supplement Scholarships, &c., for the complete maintenance of students of

exceptional merit.

The Queen's Univeesity, Belfast.
I. (a) Foundation Scholarships, junior, 40 of 401., tenable for one year ; 3 of 40/.,

6 of 30Z., 4 of 20Z., 3 of 151. in the Faculty of Medicine ; 3 of 201. in the Faculty of

Law, and G of 201. in the Faculty of Commerce. Extra Scholarships may, in special

circumstances, be offered for competition among Art(s?) Students entering upon
their second or third year.

(6) Private endowment, 1 of 201., on entrance, for one year, renewable for a second
and a third year ; 3 SuUivan Scholarships of about 401., for throe years, on entrance,

restricted to national teachers or assistant teachers ; 2 of 20Z. for one year ; 1 (Megaw)
of about 40Z. for one year (restricted to Christians) ; 1 of about 40Z., payable in three

annual instalments ; 1 of lOZ. and 1 of 51. in Commerce, tenable for two years ; 1 of

about 27Z. for women, payable in three annual instalments ; 1 Exhibition of 27/.

for Undergraduates in Arts ; 2 entrance Exhibitions (Drennan and Tennent) of

51. each at entrance.

(c) In addition to these the City and County Borough of Belfast offers annually

4 Scholarships of 40Z. annually for three years (which may be extended to a fourth

or fifth, in the case of exceptional merit or excellence), tenable by matriculated

students of the University. Candidates must show that they are in need of assistance.

(d) The following County Scholarships and Bursaries are also tenable at any Uni-
versity in Ireland, all for three years, in the University of Belfast, Antrim, 2 of 40/. ;

Donegal, 2 of 45/. ; Kildare, 4 of 50/. (Cathohcs excluded) ; Monaghan, 3 Scholarships

of 50Z. and 3 Bursaries of 25/. (Catholics excluded) ; Westmeath (only tenable in the

University of BeKast and the National University), 3 of 50/. ; Wexford, 3 of 50/., and
3 Bursaries of 25/. (Catholics excluded).

II. ' Except where otherwise specified, no Scholarship can be held in conjunction

with Scholarships or Exhibitions.' A Sullivan or Megaw Scholarship, or a Drennan or

Tennent Exhibition may be held with a Foundation Entrance Scholarship.

V. (a) and (6) Not to our knowledge.
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APPENDIX II.

LIST OF TOTAL EMOLUMENTS HELD ON ENTRANCE BY STUDENTS
IN THE UNIVERSITIES OF OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE.

(Arranged in Order of Values.)

'
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Museums.—Interim Report of the Committee, consisting of

Professor J. A. Green (Chairman), Mr. H. Bolton and

Dr. J. A. Clubb (Secretaries), Dr. Bather, Mr. C.

BucKMASTBR, Mr. E. Gray, Professor S. F. Harmer,
Mr. M. D. Hill, Dr. W. E. Hoyle, Professors E. J.

Garwood and P. Newberry, Sir Eichard Temple, Mr.

H. H. Thomas, Professor F. E. Weiss, Dr. Jessie White,

Kev. H. Browne, Drs. A. C. Haddon and H. S. Harrison,

Mr. Herbert R. Rathbone, and Dr. W. M. Tattersall,

appoi)ited to examine the Character, Work, and Main-

tenance of Museums.

The Committee reports that during the year it has carried out extensive

inquiries upon various aspects of museums in relation to Education.

Sectional Reports upon the museum needs of school children, students,

and the general pubUc have been drawn up by sub-committees, and

afterwards issued to all the members.
Dr. F. A. Bather and Mr. H. H. Thomas attended the meetings of

the Congres de 1'Association Francaise at Havre, and conferred with

French representatives upon subjects covered by the terms of reference

of the Committee. Dr. Bather also communicated a paper upon the
' Commission de 1 'Association Britannique sur les Musees.'

Mr. H. Bolton and Dr. W. M. Tattersall visited the chief Australian

and American museums during the course of their overseas journey to

and from Australia last year. In every instance they received a warm
welcome from their colleagues and all possible assistance in pursuing

their inquiries. The American museums proved especially profitable,

as in numerous cases a thorough co-operation has existed for years

between the museums and every grade and kind of educational effort.

A lengthy questionnaire was prepared by the Committee in the

hope of its adoption by the House of Lords for departmental issue to

all museums. Owing to the war, this was not possible, and the question-

naire was therefore issued bythe Committee on its own responsibility to

all provincial museums in the British Isles. About one hundred and
forty replies have been received, and are now under consideration.

A special questionnaire upon classical education in relation to

museums has also been issued.

A joint conference between the Committee and the Museums Associa-
tion was held at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, on July 9,
when Professor J. A. Green introduced the question of the museum in
relation to schools. Attention is also being directed to the question of
the relation of museums to universities.

The Committee hopes to complete its labours during the course
of the coming year, and asks to be reappointed with a grant of 15^.

,

and -with the addition to its number of Sir Henry Miers, F.R.S.
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'Nomenclature of tlie Carboniferous, Permo-Carboniferous, and
Permian Rocks of the Southern Hemisphere

:

—The Com-
mittee consisting of Professor T. W. Edgbworth
David (Chairman), Professor E. W. Skeats (Secretary),

Mr. W. S. Dun, Sir T. H. Holland, Mr. W. Howchin,
Mr. G. W. Lamplugh, and Professor W. G. Woolnough,
appointed to consider the above.

Eepoet of THE Australian Members of the Committee.

A TABLE (II.) of a suggested cx)rj?elation of these rocks and also the
following points were presented for discussion and report by the Hono-
rary Secretary, Professor E. W. Skeats, The University, Melbourne:

1. Is a single name desirable for all Australian Permo-Carboniferous
rocks? i.e., should we abandon local terms such as Bowen,
Gympie, Bacchus Marsh, &c. ?

2. If so, or if a comprehensive name in addition to local names is

desirable, should the name be a general one, i.e., Permo-Carboni-
ferous, Carbo-Permian, or Permian?

3. If a local name be preferred, which name is most suitable? It has
been suggested that since the Glacial series was first discovered by
Selwyn in the Inman Valley in South Australia they might be
called ' the Inman series ' or that a suitable aboriginal name from
that district might be chosen. If the latter, what is a suitable
name?

4. Can we be certain that the prominent Glacial Conglomerate is

always on the same geological horizon, i.e., is it everywhere con-
temporaneous ? The presence of two or more Glacial Conglomer-
ates in Victoria and New South Wales suggests a repetition of

Glacial conditions not necessarily with the same time-interval
between them, since at Bacchus Marsh in Victoria several con-
glomerates are intercalated among the shales and sandstones of

the one series, while in New South Wales the Lower Marine
prominent Glacial horizon is followed by the Greta series, and
then Glacial boulders recur in the Upper Marine series. In other
areas in Victoria, New South Wales, South Austraha, &c., where
a Glacial bed rests unconformably on older rocks and is not con-
formably overlain by fossiliferous rocks, we have no stratigraphical

or palseontological guide and commonly assume, and are unable to

demonstrate, that these widely separated occurrences are on the
same horizon as those of Bacchus Marsh in Victoria and the
Hunter Eiver in New South Wales. Are we safe in making this
assumption?
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II.

Correlation-Table of Permian, Permo- Carboniferous, and

By Professor E. W. Skeats, D.Sc, A.R.C.Sc,

Hoiizou
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Carboniferous Rocks of the Southern Hemisphere and of India,

F.G.S. (Secretary of Committee).

Tasmania New Zealand South Africa

Knooklofty Wairoa Series?

Series with
Vertebraria

indica ?

(Park), Kaihiki

Series (Park)?

Lower Beaufort
Series with
Pareiasaurus

and
Glossopteris

Aorangi Series

(Park) ?

South America

Schizodus
Series of

Brazil with
Mesosaurus

t

Antarctica

Beacon
Sandstone ?

I

Sandy Bay
Series

Mersey Series

Glacial Series

of Wynyard,
£aglehawk
Neck, Ac.

I

Maitai:

Series?:

(inpart)

(Park)

I

t

Ecca and
Kimberley

Series

with
Mesosaurus

I
Tillites, Ac, of

Dwyka Series

t

Witteberg
Series

Santa Catharina

Series of Brazil

and Argentine

with

Orleans Glacial

Conglomerate
at base

i

Bokkeveld
Series ?

Beacon
Sandstone ?

India

Panchet
Series ?

Damuda
Series ?

Talchir Series

with Glacial

Conglomerate
!

at base

I

and Carboniferous are conformable.
of South Africa, discordant in North part of South Africa, and in New South Wales.

in South Africa, India, and New South Wales (slightly discordant in places).
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5. Is the correlation usually made with other areas in the Southern
Hemisphere and with India surely and definitely established?
For instance, is the correlation suggested in the included table
agreed to by members of the Committee? Reasons for agree-
ment or disagreement are requested.

6. Are the relations between Devonian and Carboniferous rocks in

the Southern Hemisphere everywhere conformable ? If not, where
do discordances occur?

7. Further statements as to regions of discordance and of accordance
of the junction between Carboniferous and Permo-Carboniferous
rocks in Southern Hemisphere are requested.

8. In New South Wales (in places), in South Africa and in India, the
Permo-Carboniferous merges into the Mesozoic apparently without
break. This may also occur at Bacchus Marsh. This raises the
question as to defining the upper limit of Permo-Carboniferous and
its distinction from Permian.

III.

Discussion of the above Notes and Table by Professor T. W. Edge-
worth David, C.M.G., D.Sc, F.R.S., &c. {Chairman of Committee).

Question 1. Local terms such as Bowen (system name), Gympie
(series name), Bacchus Marsh (stage or series name), might with ad-
vantage be retained, as they are useful for describing local developments
of rocks which while not necessarily synchronous {e.g., 'Bowen'
probably takes in far more than 'Bacchus Marsh ') are to be grouped
within the general term Permo-Carbonifei*ous A single name to take
in all local divisions (' Bowen,' &c.) is desirable.

Question 2. Permo-Carboniferous had better be retained for the
present. It was suggested by E. Etheridge, Jun., in 1880 (see ' Proc.
Eoy. Phys. Soc. Edinburgh,' 1880, vol. v. p. 319), where E. Ethe-
ridge 's report is recorded on the first collection of fossils sent to

him by Dr. E. L. Jack. Unfortunately specimens from the Star beds
(typically Carboniferous [T. W. E. D.]) were mixed up with Gympie
and other typical Permo-Carboniferous fossils in this collection. Dr.
Jack at this time thought the Star beds to be newer than the Gympie,
but this view has now been given up, and the Star beds are considered
older than the Gympie. But although the true Carboniferous (Star

beds) are now eliminated from E. Etheridge's original Permo-Carboni-
ferous system, he considers that there is still a sufficiency of Carboni-
ferous types in other true Permo-Carboniferous areas in Queensland to

justify the retention of the term for all formations within the Common-
wealth from the basal Glacial beds up to the topmost beds which contain

any trace of the Glossopteris Flora.

The recent discovery in the Seaham district of New South Wales of

Glacial beds at the base of the Lower Marine series passing downwards
into Rhacopteris {Aneimites)-hea.rmg shales, with in one case a frag-

ment of Aneim,ites in the shales associated with the lowest Glacial bed.
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seems now further to justify the retention of the term Permo-
Oarboniferous.

Question 3. If a general local name is to be given, the name ' Hun-
terian ' (from the type-area of the Hunter Eiver) has a prior claim, and
probably a stronger claim than any other, as (a) It was suggested for

this application by the late Professor Ralph Tate (' Eeport Australian

Association for the Advancement of Science for 1900,' published 1901,

p. 63 of his Presidential Address), and (b) The Hunter area is the first

type-area in Australia (that is an area where the whole system from

basal Glacial beds to top of the Newcastle series are developed) to be

described. This description has been given by the Eev. W. B. Clarke

(' Sedimentary Formations of New South Wales,' &c.).

As regards the term ' Inman Series,' if it is intended to restrict it

entirely to the Glacial stage of the Permo-Carboniferous system there

are no serious objections to its use, but it seems to me that

—

(a) in view of the fact that no fossils whatever have as yet been

found in these beds, and

(5) that the former Government Geologist of South Australia

(H. Y. L. Brown) was of opinion that the beds were of

Mesozoic age, and that the present Government Geologist

(L. K. Ward) still questions their age as being Permo-Carboni-

ferous {v. his Geological Map in ' Handbook of South Aus-
tralia ' prepared for the B.A.A.S. visit in 1914) and in view-

also of the fact that

(c) there is more than one Glacial horizon in the Permo-Car-
boniferous system

—it would be distinctly preferable to use the terms ' Inman, '

' Bacchus
Marsh,' ' Wynyard ' stages or series, "' Lochinvar ' stages or series,

' Lyons Conglomerate ' stage, etc. , for local developments of the basal

Glacial beds. (Personally my opinion is that the Hallett's Cove and
Inman Valley beds ai'e undoubtedly to be correlated with those of

Bacchus Marsh.)
Question 4. In regai'd to the contemporaneity of the Permo-Car-

boniferous Glacial beds in various parts of the Commonwealth,
there can, in my opinion, be no question that the Bacchus Marsh and
Wjmyard Glacial beds were absolutely contemporaneous. They both

conformably underlie Gangamopteris beds, respectively at Bacchus
Marsh Gangamopteris Sandstone Quarry, and between Wynyard and
Preolenna (in North-Western Tasmania). Even individual tillite beds

can, I think, be correlated with one another, in the cases of Bacchus
Marsh and Wynyard. The Inman and Hallett's Cove Glacial beds, in

spite of the absence of fossils, can, I think, be quite safely considered

as contemporaneous with those of Bacchus Marsh and Wynyard. The
Lochinvar stage or series of New South Wales, like those of Bacchus
Marsh and Wynyard, underlies Gangamopteris-hearing strata and

graduates downwards conformably, at Seaham and the Paterson area

in the Lower Hunter District of New South Wales, into the tuffaceous

shales containing Aneimites (Rhacopteris). In fact C. A. Siissmilch
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has quite recently discovered a fragment of an Aneimites leaflet in a bed
of shale actually in, but close to the base of, the Seaham Glacial series.

Now, Aneimites is of true Carboniferous age, and may even belong
to a Lower Carboniferous (Culm) horizon. At all events it cannot
probably be newer than Upper Carboniferous, if as new. While the

Gangamopteris horizon of the Lower Hunter links up the Lochinvar
stage with that of Bacchus Marsh and Wynyard the occurrence of

Aneimites in the base of the Glacial beds at Seaham in New South
"Wales suggests either:— (a) that in New South Wales the basal part

of the beds is of true Carboniferous, possibly Middle or even Lower
Carboniferous age, or (b) that Aneimites in Australia survived into later

geological time than it did in Europe. The fact that on the whole it is

distinctly above the Lepidodendron veltkermianum, , L. volkmannianmn,
Ulodendron, and Syringothyris horizons, as well as much above the

Lithostrotion and Syringopora limestones of the Lower division of

Carboniferous rocks in the New England District of New South Wales,

suggests that it is perhaps Post-Culm in age in New South Wales.

The Glacial beds described by Professor Woolnough (' Proc. Roy. Soc.

N.S.W.,' vol. xiv. 1911, pp. 159-168) were certainly formed contem-

poraneously with those of the Lochinvar-Seaham areas.

In Western Australia the Lyons Conglomerate of the Gascoyne-

Minilya-Wooramel areas and the Glacial beds of the Irwin River area

are surely contemporaneous with one another. On the Wyndham
River in the Gascoyne District thin boulder beds occur with marine

Permo-Carboniferous fossils in the matrix and underlie limestones

containing AuJosteges, Productus semireticulatus, Cleiothyris (Athyris)

macleayana, &c. (the last in particular is a true Carboniferous

type), as recorded by R. Etheridge, jun. PliilUpsia grandis is also

recorded (c/. P. Chapman, 'Australasian Fossils,' p. 232) from the

Permo-Carboniferous rocks of the Gascoyne district, but its exact

horizon in regai*d to the Glacial beds is not defined. Again, at the

Irwin River Glacial horizon, the Glacial beds (in that case 430 feet

thick) underlie conformably limestones and ferruginous bluish shales

containing Productus semireticulatus, Aulosteges, Spirifer musakhey-

lensis, &c.,—marine forms which suggest a Glacial horizon consider-

ably below that of the Greta Coal Measures (essentially Gangamopteris

Coal Measures). The Western Australian Permo-Carboniferous Glacial

horizon may, therefore, be provisionally correlated with that of Bacchus

Marsh, Inman, Wynyard, and Lochinvar.

In Queensland, B. Dunstan has recorded slates of Gympie (Lower

Permo-Carboniferous age) at Windah, on the Mackenzie River, to the

west of Rockhampton ('Queensland Government Mining Journal,'

April 15, 1901).' For these boulder beds he suggests a Glacial origin.

W. H. Rands has also recorded small boulders which he considered

to be probably of Glacial origin in the Gympie beds at Gympie.
_

(Quoted

in 'Geology and Palseontology of Queensland and New Guinea,' by

R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge, Jun., p. 77.)

These boulders, mostly not more than one foot in diameter and

enclosed in fine shale, may or may not have been transported by ice.

The Windah beds are more suggestive of the action of floating ice and
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may be tentatively referred to the Lochinvar Glacial horizon of New
South Wales. R. L. Jack's discoveiy of boulders, about two feet

in diameter, near the base of the Middle Bowen formation {op. cit., pp.
150-151) does not make it clear whether these supposed ice-rafted

boulders occur below the Middle Bowen or are intercalated in them.
They are stated to be associated with portions of trunks of coniferous

trees, and, as Jack suggests, may have been dropped in heaps from the

floating stumps of trees. Probably their horizon is equivalent to that

of the Branxton beds of the Upper Marine series of New South "Wales.

If this correlation is correct the Bowen boulders are on a higher
horizon than that of Bacchus Marsh, &c. Certainly at Branxton and
West Maitland in New South Wales large boulders, in some cases from
one to three tons in weight and occasionally well glaciated, are found
on a horizon about six thousand feet above that of the Lochinvar Glacial

horizon; and in this thickness of 6,000 feet of strata, chiefly marine, are

intercalated the Greta Coal Measures containing in the aggregate from
20 to 40 feet of coal.

Obviously, therefore, in the Lower Hunter area there are two
distinct Glacial horizons, the Upper about a third of the way up above
the base of the Upper Marine series and the Lower at the very base of

the Lower Marine series. With the exception, however, of this case at

Branxton and of the Irwin Eiver, and of, perhaps, the Middle Bowen
boulders, all the main Permo-Carboniferous horizons in Australia and
Tasmania appear to lie at the very base of the Permo-Carboniferous

system and can be safely correlated with one another.

Question 5. In regard to the vast question raised in the Table

of Correlation of the Permian, Permo-Carboniferous, and Carboni-

ferous Rocks, of the Southern Hemisphere, the following notes are

suggested :
—

Under table for New South Wales re ' Rhacopteris-hearing series,

'

as Arber now refers Rhacopteris to Aneimites this series might be

termed: Aneimiies (Rhacopteris)-heaTmg series.

I am inclined to the expression Palmo-Permian, not as an exact

synonym for Permo-Garhonijerous , but as meaning something older

than the Neo-Dyas (Zechstein) horizon, and not only as old as the

Paleeo-Dyas (Rothliegendes) but taking in some infra-Rothliegendes

rocks which at the same time are newer than the Pennsylvanian of the

Upper Carboniferous of North America.

The term Permo-Carboniferous, on the other hand, while it takes in

infra-Rothliegendes rocks should include some rocks which would be
considered to be of Upper Carboniferous age. Provisionally it seems
to me that we may adopt the following conclusions:—

(1) That if we may interpret the phenomena of Palaeozoic glacia-

tions by those of Pleistocene, the glaciations of the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres were so nearly, if not absolutely, synckronous,

that they may be referred to the same series of rocks in either hemi-

sphere.

(2) If this be admitted, then the Squantum tillite (admitted by
Professor Coleman, W. M. Davis, &c., to be undoubtedly a tillite)
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and which is apparently statigraphically just above the Narragansett

Bay Coalfields, is homotaxial with the Bacchus Marsh and Wynyard
Glacial beds.

(3) The Narragansett Bay Coalfields are of Pennsylvanian age,

which extends to about the top of Carboniferous time.

(4) Though unfortunately tTie stratigraphy of the Squantum

tillite is yet somewhat in doubt, it is very improbable that it can belong

to the Mississippian (Lower Carboniferous). The number (288 species)

of Sharks, and their geographical distribution, as well as the geo-

graphical range of the reef-forming coral isotherms show that a warm
climate prevailed universally at that time. The sharks are still numer-

ous (65 species) in Pennsylvanian (Middle and Upper Carboniferous

time) and the great size and abundance of insects in the Pennsylvanian

Coalfields confirms the evidence of the sharks as to the Upper Carboni-

ferous climate in North America having been mild.

(5) The minerals found in rocks of Zechstein age at Stassfurt such

as Langbeinite, Loweite, Vantho£&te, Kieserite and Sylvine also

imply a warm or at least a mild climate for the Neo-Permian,^ the

evidence of reef-forming corals being also in accord.

(6) Unless the Squantum tillite is of Cambrian or Pre-Cambrian

age (an unlikely hypothesis), it must, as it is certainly not newer than

Paleeozoic, belong probably to a cold epoch intervening between the

close of Pennsylvanian time and the commencement of Zechstein time.

(7) According to Amalitzky, the whole of the Dwina system of

Eussia, which contains an abundance of Glossopteris and Gangamo-

pteris, is wholly of Zechstein age, marine strata with Schizodus and

Bakewellia underlying the whole system, so that even Gangamopteris

in Russia ascends into the Upper Permian, but no higher as far as is

known, for these GZossopieris-Gan^amopferfs beds are capped by marine

strata containing the characteristic Zechstein fossils, Syncladia and

Acanthocladia. Thus in Eussia Gangamopteris, so much associated

m the Southern Hemisphere with the Greta Coal Measures, is by no

means associated with a European Carboniferous marine fauna, but on

the other hand with an Upper Permian fauna. (Time, of course, must

be allowed for the migration of the Glossopteris-Gangamopteris flora

north-westwards from India to where the Dwina system is developed

in the Muscovian area of Eussia, but a whole period of geological time

would scarcely be needed for such a migration.)

(8) "While unfortunately no development of the so-called Permo-

CarBoniferous Glacial horizon has been found beneath the Dwina
system, it has been stated that in Westphalia the upper surface of the

Westphalian Coal-measure rocks is striated and capped by a typical

ground-moraine. Van Waterschoot Van der Gracht has republished

G. Muller's original figures of some of these striated pebbles, which

he states cannot be confounded with pebbles showing pseudo-striae due

1 Neuea Jahr. 5 Feb. 1910, fiir Min. Qeol. und Pal. XXIX. Beilage Band, Eistes

Heft. E. Philippi, Veber eine palaeoMimatische Prolleme.
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to tectonic movements. At the same time the Government Geologist

of the Netherlands admits that the scene of this discovery is in a much-
faulted region, so that the evidence cannot be considered conclusive.

(9) "While the above considerations suggest a wholly post-Pennsyl-
vanian and therefore Post-Carboniferous age for all our Australasian

strata from the base of the Bacchus Marsh beds to the topmost of our
Giossopteris flora beds, the survival in the West-Australian Permo-
Carboniferous beds of Productus semireticulatus, Cleiothyris maclea-
yana, Ac, and the occurrence at Seaham in New South Wales of

Aneimites in the basal portion of the Lochinvar Glacial series suggests

an age as old at least as Upper Carboniferous, but in this regard the

words of Diener are worth quoting.^

On p. 144, Diener says :
' Bearing in mind the gradual passage

from an Upper Carboniferous to a Permian fauna through the inter-

mediate group of rocks, the question to be answered is which con-

sideration is of the greater importance in defining the boundary

between the two systems, the appearance of a new group of cephalopods

which become of an unparalleled stratigraphical value in Mesozoic
times, or the presence of a belated fauna composed of forms which
are generally not well adapted for the characterisation of narrowly

limited horizons?
'

In my opinion, all the strata from the base of the Bacchus Marsh
beds to the top of the Newcastle series of New South Wales will yet

prove to be post-Pennsylvanian, and therefore post-Carboniferous in

the European use of the term Carboniferous, and yet the lower part of

the Southern Hemisphere Permo-Carboniferous strata may be infra-

Eothliegendes.

Nevertheless, the term Permo-Carboniferous had better be retained
for the present.

Question 7. Discordance of junction between Carboniferous and
Permo-Carboniferous in Southern Hemisphere.

(A) Discordance.

(1) At Ashford, near Inverell, in New South Wales, there is an
immense unconformity (almost a right angle between the directions of
bedding) between the Gangamopteris (Greta) Coal Measures and the
Productus semireticulatus limestone series.

(2) At Pokolbin, near Cessnock, in the Maitland district of New
South Wales, there is a marked unconformity with strong overlap
of the Lower Marine series on to the Aneimites series.

(3) In the Nandewar Eanges, New South Wales, there is a strong
unconformity between the Giossopteris Coal Measures of Newcastle (?)
age and the Carboniferous strata.

* Amer. Jown. of Sci. vol. xxii. Aug. 1906, 'The Russian Carboniferous and
Permian compared with those of India and America : a Review and Discussion,' by
Charles Schuchert.

1915. T
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(B) Accordance.

At Seaham, in the valley of the "Williams River above Eaymond
Terrace in New South Wales, there appears to be a complete accord-

ance between the Aneimites beds and the Lochinvar beds of the Lower

Marine Permo-Carboniferous series. Mr. "W. N. Benson records a

similar accordance at Bm^indi in the New England district, New South

Wales.

V.

Remarks on the Hon. Secretary's Communication by Mr. Walter
HowcHiN, F.G.S., University of Adelaide.

1. Where beds, in different localities, exhibit a close resemblance

in their lithological and faunal features, suggesting contemporaneity,

I think a common name is desirable. Local names, such as ' Bowen '

and ' Gympie, ' could be used simply in a geographical sense subordinate

to some common term. (See under par. 3.) I should make an ex-

ception, however, where, in the same geological system, beds of strongly

contrasted features arising from differences of origin occur—as, for

example, in a series laid down under conditions of land ice.

2. It seems desirable that a comprehensive name should be used

to indicate homotaxial affinities. The homotaxy may be, to some

extent, imperfect, as might be expected in the case of areas widely

separated—but the advantage of having a term that conveys the idea

of chronological position is very great, especially to students in other

countries. I prefer Permo-Carboniferous to Carbo-Permian, in that it

is already in common use. Whether ' Permo-Carboniferous ' or ' Per-

mian ' should be adopted must be determined, I think, on the palseon-

tological evidence.

3. Where a geological system includes very distinct, and even con-

trasted, features in relation to the origin and modes of deposition of

its several members, it seems the proper thing to use separate terms

to distinguish the respective sections. It will be, of course, the type

district that supplies the name in each case. Thus, in the Permo-

Carboniferous (or Permian) system of Australia we have two entirely

distinct sets of beds, a marine and lacustrine series, which has its

greatest development in New South Wales; and, in addition, a thick

series that has resulted from land glaciation in South Australia and

Victoria. These are so distinctive that, I think, they should be

separately recognised in the classification—for example,

T, r\ I. j: i. r The Hunterian series.
Permo-Carbomlerous system. <(

•'

I Ihe Inman series.

Some of the members of the British Association who visited the

Permo-Carboniferous Glacial fields in South Australia suggested that

some distinctive name for these beds should be adopted in Australia,

as had been done in South Africa (Dwyka) and in India (Talchir).

Professor W. M. Davis also wrote to me to the same effect after he
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had left Adelaide, and suggested that as it was in the Inman that the

first evidences of glaciation were recognised in Australia, perhaps some
native name appropriate to the locality could be selected for this purpose.

With the assistance of Dr. Stirling I have paid some attention to the

matter in examining the native vocabularies of the district. The tribe

which occupied the valley of the Inman and adjacent coast was the

Ramin'yere (accent on second syllable, and the following four letters

in two syllables = ye-re). The name Inman is euphonious, and was used

by Selwyn, and has the advantage of being on the map. Which of

these two names should be selected for the purpose is a question that

the Committee might consider.

4. The glacial beds of South Australia, now under consideration,

can only be placed in chronological relationship with other glacial beds

of Australia by inference. The grounds of such a reference are as

follows :
—

(a) Stratigraphical evidence.—In all cases, and they are very

numerous, where the base of the glacial beds come under observation

they rest on a Cambi'ian floor ; and in several localities where the upper
limits of these beds can be seen, they exhibit an eroded surface covered

with the lowest members of the marine Tertiary. The stratigraphical

limits are therefox'e post-Cambrian and pre-Tertiary.

(b) Lithological evidence.—The general aspect of the beds, their

degree of induration, as well as other stratigraphical features, show a

close likeness to the Bacchus Marsh series.

(c) Evidence by exclusion.—There is no known Glacial period that
occurred in Australia that these beds can be reasonably correlated with
other than the Permo-Carboniferous. It is scarcely likely that a glacia-

tion on so large a scale as occurred in the Inman Valley district should
leave in Australia but one surviving evidence. Yet, although the
circumstantial evidence is very strong, it cannot be regarded as demon-
strated.

With respect to the remaining questions, I have not had sufficient

experience to warrant my expressing an opinion.

VI.

Remarks on the Hon. Secretary's Communication by Professor W.
G. WooLNOUGH, D.Sc, University of Western Australia.

Questions 1, 2, 3. I prefer a general Australian name for the

whole formation, with locally named subdivisions. For the general

name, I think Hunterian is to be chosen, (i) because of priority of use,

(ii) because of the extent and perfection of development of the beds
in that district, (Hi) because the relationships of the different members
have been more completely studied and determined there than else-

where. I oppose strenuously the use of any such general term as

Permo-Carboniferous, Carbo-Permian, or Permian, because I am by
no means convinced that the beds in question are strictly homotaxial,
even, with beds of those names in different parts of the world. The

I 2
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VII.

Modifications by

On the Correlation-Table (II.) of Permian, Pervio-Carboniferous, and

Horizon

Permian

Permo-

Carboniferous

Carboniferous

Upper
Devonian ?

New South Wales

Newcastle
Series with
Glossopteris

Dempsey
Series

East Maitland
or Tomago

Series

Upper Marine
Series with

Glacial

Boulders

Greta Series

with
Gangamopteris

Lower Marine
Series with
Glacial

Conglomerate
{See below f)

Khacopteris-

bearing Series

Lepidodendrum
volkheimianum-

bearing

Series

Mt. Lambie
Series

Victoria

Schizoneura
Sandstones
of Bacchus
Marsh ?

Gangamopteris
Sandstone of

Bacchus
Marsh

Tillites, Ac,
of Bacchus
Marsh

Derrinal, <frc.

Avon River
Mansfield

and Grampian
Sandstones ?

with
Lepidodendron

australe

Iguana Creek
Beds?

with Cordaites

Qneensland

Upper Bowen
Series ?

^

Lower Bowen
and Dawson
Coal Series

Gympie Series

with
Gangamopteris

Star Series

with
Lepidodendron

austiale

I

West Australia

? Miningenew
Marine Beds

Collie River
Coal Series

with
Gangamopteris
In Irwin R.
the Glacials

Marine Beds
and Coal

Measures form
a continuous

ascending series

In sandstones
immediately

overlying a coal

seam are numer-
ous glacially

' dumped

'

boulders.

The base of the

series is not
seen

Gascoyne

Worramel and

Minilya Series

with

Lyons Conglom.

at base

Kimberley
Series with

Lepidodendron ?

South Australia
aud Northern
Territory

Victoria River
and

Arnhem Land
Series (N. Terr.)

with
Glossopteris ?

Tillites, &c., of

Hallett's Cove,
Inman Valley,

Ac.

Lepidodendron
Beds of

MacArthur R. ?

Elvire R.
Beds?

Note.—In Irwin River district of Western Australia there appears to be a lateritized land-surface

f Sub-glacial Beds with a Gympie

li,
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Professor W. G. Woolnough.

Carboniferotu Bocks of the Southern Hemisphere and of India by Professor E. W. Skeats.

Tasmania

Knocklofty
Series with
Vertebraria

indica ?

Sandy Bay
Series

Mersey
Series

Glacial Series

of Wynyard,
Eaglehawk
Neck, &c.

New Zealand

Wairoa Series

(Park) ?

Eaihiki Series

(Park) ?

Aorangi Series

(Park) ?

f
Maitai

Series ?

(in part)

i

I

Lower Beaufort
with

Pareiasaurus
and

Glossopteris

South Africa

I

Ecca and
Kijnberley

Series

with
Mesosaurus

^^

Tillites, &c.,

of

Dwyka Series

I

Witteberg
Series

i
Bokkeveld
Series ?

South America

Schizodus
Series of Brazil

with
Mesosaurus

i

Santa
Catharina
Series of

Brazil

and
Argentine

with
Orleans
Glacial

Conglomerate
at base

Antarctica

Beacon
Sandstone ?

Beacon
Sandstone ?

India

Panehet
Series ?

I

Damuda
Series

Talchir

Series with
Glacial

Conglomerate
at base

separating Coal Measures from Mesozoic. There is a slight, but decided unconformity. (W.G.W.

fades occur on the Macleay Biver.
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adoption of any distinctive age-term, at the present time, is undesir-

able, as future investigations may lead to more than one readjustment

of our ideas, with the consequent inconvenience of alteration of nomen-

clature. All these difficulties can be overcome by the agnostic attitude

implied by the employment of a local name. I do not think all palseon-

tologists "have taken into account, to a sufficient extent, our great

distance from other parts of the world, and the absolute certainty of

mingling of different streams of biological migration, which here bring

together apparently contradictory assemblages of organisms.

4. I am inclined to believe that the main epoch of glaciation was

that represented by the Lochinvar Glacials of the Hunter River. I

think that cold conditions continued throughout the period, with locally

extended distribution from time to time, probably governed very largely

by geographic accidents. On the Irwin River, for instance, we have

distinct evidences of floating ice in the sandstones immediately above

the coal seam, i.e., probably in the equivalents of the Greta series.

The vast bulk and apparent continuity of the Glacial beds in South

Australia and Victoria, I suggest, is due to the fact that these were

essentially land areas at the period, and continued to be glaciated even

at those times when local retreat of the ice cap prevented the wide

distribution of glacial materials by floating ice. Local glaciers, which

suffered from shrinkage to a less extent than others, may account for

the apparent differences in age of the minor Glacial beds in different

States. The recognition that on the Manning and Macleay Rivers of

New South Wales the main glaciation is Lower Marine extends the

geographical limits of the ice-action of that particular phase in Eastern

Australia, while the beautiful sections of the Irwin River district in

Western Australia are, at least, not unfavourable to the assumption of

absolute contemporaneity. I am therefore inclined to answer yes to

question 4.

Question 5. With the slight modifications suggested on the accom-
panying table (VII.), I agree with the correlation. 1 am of opinion that

for the reasons stated in my answer to 1, 2, 3—namely, the mingling

of migration streams—biological comparisons are less trustworthy than
are the features of a great climatic revolution, in the correlation of beds

in widely separated regions.

Question 6. I am unable to answer definitely.

Question 7. My paper, ' Preliminary Note on the Geology of the

Kempsey District '
(' Journ. and Proc. Roy. Soc, N.S.W.,' vol. xiv.

1911, pp. 159-168), indicates the strong probability of conformable

passage from Carboniferous to Permo-Carboniferous in the central

coastal area of New South Wales.

Question 8. I cannot express a very definite opinion. In August
next I hope to examine the Irwin River area again with some care.

I shall bear this question in mind then.
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VIII.

Discussion by the Hon. Secretary, Professor Skeats, of the

points raised by him, after reading the replies of Professor David,

Professor Woolnough, and Mr. Howchin.

1. A single common name with local names used in a purely geo-

graphical sense is advisable. For example, in Victoria, among rocks

grouped as Permo-Carboniferous, are the Bacchus Marsh series, the

Knowsley series, the Loddon Valley series, the Coleraine series, &c.

Only at Bacchus Marsh is there definite palasontological and strati-

graphical evidence of the age of the rocks, and it therefore is probably

inadvisable to include them all under one local name and thereby tacitly

assert contemporaneity between them, although all are probably Permo-

Carboniferous. Professor David is, I think, incorrect in claiming that

the Bowen series of Queensland includes more than the Bacchus Marsh
series. The latter series appears to range continuously and conformably

from the basal Glacial series through Gangamopferis-hearing sand-

stones up to beds, probablv of Triassic affinities, containing Schizoneura
and Taniopteris Sweeti (McCoy).

2. The term Permo-Carboniferous is already firmly established, and

I know no good reasons for changing it, especially as Carboniferous

marine types in "Western Ausitralia and Carboniferous land plants

(Aneimites or Rhacopteris) at Seaham, in New South Wales, are

included in the series which otherwise, on the bulk of the palseonto-

logical evidence, might apparently have been called Permian.

3. It seems inadvisable to apply a single local name to all the

Australian occuri-ences of presumably Permo-Carboniferous rocks.

Hunterian is a suitable name for the very complete marine and lacus-

trine development in New South Wales. The Victorian sequence is,

however, very distinct, being at Bacchus Marsh mainly fluvio-glacial,

with several included tillites derived from land ice, while in other

Victorian localities the tillite is alone represented or is predominant.
In South Australia the Tnman series, as it might suitably be called,

consists largely of tillite. As there are two or more glacial episodes
known in New South Wales and Vfctoria, and as in South Australia we
have no definite stratigraphical and palaeont-ological evidence of the age
of the tillite, the giving of a single local name to the tillite (comparable
with the term Dwyka, in South Africa) seems premature.

4. It cannot yet be proved that the prominent Glacial horizon at

the base of the series is everywhere in Australia contemporaneous. In
New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, and Western Australia Glacial
conditions recur higher in the series. In South Australia, as has been
stated, no definite evidence of the age of the Glacial series has been
obtained.

_
Nevertheless, on the grounds put forward by Mr. Howchin,

the prominent Glacial till is probably everywhere on approximately
the same horizon.

5. It is believed that the correlation suggested (by E. W. Skeats)
broadly expresses the facts of the relationships of the rocks considered
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in the Southern Hemisphere. Professor David's more detailed corre-

lation is, however, accepted apart from minor points. Carboniferous

types of fossils have been recorded from part of the Maitai series of

New Zealand. The Schizoneura beds of Bacchus Marsh apparently

range up into the Trias, and conformably down into the Gangamopteris

sandstones. It is questionable whether the term Permian in the original

correlation and Neo- and Palaeo-Permian in Professor David's corre-

lation are required. If we define the upper limit of the Permo-Carboni-

ferous series as limited by the occurrence of Glossopteris, most of the

rocks included in the Neo-Permian of Professor David's correlation are

Permo-Carboniferous. Professor Woolnough's additions to the corre-

lation are agreed to. Owing to wide geographical separation, as Pro-

fessor Woolnough claims, differences in the assemblage of fossils in

beds of the same age are to be expected, and the evidence of a climatic

revolution, such as a Glacial episode, probably provides a better basis

for correlation. "We require to be certain, however, that over a wide
area similar conditions as to height above sea-level and relations of land
and sea obtained, and that no slow progressive shift in the areas of

maximum glaciation occurred. We have not yet such complete
evidence. Where, however, as in some areas, the facts of palaeontology
and of climatic revolution are associated together, the probabilities of

the several occurrences in different areas being contemporaneous is

greatly increased.

6. Conformable sequence in Victoria and South Africa. Other
areas, relations are not known.

7. Conformable in south of South Africa, unconformable in north
part of South Africa and in parts of New South Wales. The relations
are unknown in Victoria, as the two series have not been observed in
contact.

8. Permo-Carboniferous must be taken to include the whole of the
Permian, and its upper limit in the Southern Hemisphere is the upper
limit of the Glosxopteris flora. At Bacchus Marsh the sandstones with
Schizoneura and TfBniopterix sweeti (McCoy) sue?est a conformable
passage up into the Trias. This appears also to hold in South Africa,

in India, and in parts of New South Wales. In other parts of New
South Wales a slight discordance occurs.

IX.

S-ummary of Views of the Australian Members of Committee. By the

Hon. Secretary, Professor E. W. Ske.\ts.

1. There is general agreement that a single name for all the Aus-
tralian Permo-Carboniferous rocks should be adopted while retaining

local names already in use, in a geographical sense.

2 and 3. With respect to the questions as to whether the single

name should be general or local. Professor David gives reasons for the
retention of the term Permo-Carboniferous as the general name, while
claiming that if a single local name be adopted the term Hunterian should
be used on the grounds of prioritv and the complete development of the
series in that part of New South Wales. Mr. Howchin prefers the term
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Permo-Carboniferous to Carbo-Permian, but suggests that the term
Hunterian series might be used for all the marine and lacustrine develop-
ments in Australia, and that the term Inman series should be used for

the products of land glaciation, while, if an aboriginal name for the
latter series be thought desirable, the term Eamin'yere is appropriate.

Professor Woolnough objects to the use of the term Permo-Carboni-
ferous on the grounds of lack of proof of homotaxial relations with
similar rocks in other parts of the world. He prefers a general Austra-
lian name, and says Hunterian should be chosen for reasons stated above
by Professor David. Professor Sheats maintains that Permo-Carboni-
ferous is an appropriate general name already in wide use and expressing
the admixture of certain Carboniferous types with a Permian fauna and
flora. He does not agree to the use of a single Australian name, as

the special developments vary in different areas—in New South Wales
being mainly marine and lacustrine, in Victoria mainly fluvio-glacial

with several tillites, and in South Australia tillite, the product of land
glaciation, is largely represented. He thinks it is premature to suggest
a local Australian name (comparable with Dwyka in South Africa) to

indicate the dominant tillite horizon, since in some States two or more
horizons are known, and in South Australia the horizon is inferred and
not proved.

4. In respect to the question whether the prominent glacial con-

glomerate is always on the same geological horizon in Australia, there

is general agreement that the probabilities are in favour of this view,

while it can in most cases not be proved but only inferred. Professor

David points out that the Glacial series of Wynyard in Tasmania,
of Bacchus Marsh in Victoria, and of Lochinvar in New South Wales,
can be correlated; that in Western Australia the Glacials contain

Permo-Carboniferous fossils and underlie rocks containing some Car-

boniferous types. Mr. Howchin maintains the inference that the South
Australian Glacial series are of the same age as elsewhere in Australia.

on lithological similarities, and because there is no other known Glacial

horizon with which they can be correlated. Professor Woolnough
believes that the lower main Glacial phase is probably everywhere on
the same geological horizon, and that where differences of age are
indicated in Glacial beds in higher parts of the series they may be
the effects of local glaciations. Professor Skeafs believes that the
lower prominent Glacial series is probably everywhere contempo-
raneous, though in several areas this cannot be proved, but may be
inferred for the reasons suggested by Mr. Howchin.

5. In respect to the question as to whether the correlation of Permo-
Carboniferous rocks in different parts of the world suggested in the
correlation prepared by Professor Skeats is probably correct. Professor
David agrees generally with the correlation, but amplifies it. He
quotes evidence given by Amalitzky that in Eussia the Gavgamopteris
flora is associated with marine Permian types, while the Squantum
tillite of America appears to be, but has not yet been proved to be, post-

Upper Carboniferous in age. Mr. Howchin has not discussed this or
the later questions of correlation. Professor Woolnough agrees gener-
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ally with the correlation, suggests a few additions, and claims that

correlation by evidence of a climatic revolution is probably safer than

by evidence of fossils where widely separated areas ai«e concerned.

Professor Skeats accepts Professor David's and Professor Woolnough's
additions and modifications to the correlation with certain minor reser-

vations as to the probable horizon of the lower part of the Maitai series

in New Zealand, and of the upper part of the Bacchus Marsh series

as expressed in Professor David's table. He agrees with Professor

Woolnough's remarks about correlation by evidence of a climatic revo-

lution, provided that in the case of the formation of a Glacial series

no marked inequalities of land level, or of the relations of land and sea,

or evidence of slow migration of the areas of maximum glaciation, are

involved. Where palseontological and lithological evidence of Glacial

deposits are combined, the probabilities of the series in different areas

being contemporaneous are much increased.

6. Are relations between Devonian and Carboniferous rocks in the

Southern Hemisphere everywhere conformable ? No replies have been
received. Professor Skeats maintains the existence of a conformable
sequence in Victoria and in South Africa, but does not know the rela-

tions in other areas.

7. In respect to the question as to the areas of accordance and of

discordance between Carboniferous and Permo-Carboniferous rocks,

Professor David points to discordance at Ashford and Pokolbin in New
South Wales, and at the Nandewar Eanges (between the Newcastle
series and the Carboniferous) ; to accordance at Seaham and Burindi
in New South Wales. Professor Woolnough refers to accordance in

the central coastal areas of New South Wales, while Professor Skeats
refers to accordance in the south of South Africa and discordance in

the northern parts of South Africa and in parts of New South Wales.
In Victoria the two series do not come in contact with each other

60 far as is known.

8. In respect to the question as to the upper limit of the Permo-
Carboniferous and its separation, if any, from the Permian, Professor
David and Professor Skeats agree that the upper limit is the upper hmit
of the Glossopteris flora, ^ while Professor Skeats claims that since
rocks with the Glossopteris flora usually pass gradually into Mesozoic
rocks, the Permo-Carboniferous series must be taken to include the
whole of the Permian series.

Note.—While Mr. W. S. Dun has not directly contributed to this

discussion, it is understood that he consulted with Professor David and
agrees generally with his conclusions.

3 This view ia expressed with reference to the Southern Hemisphere only, since
Glossopteris has been recorded from the Rhaetic series in Tonkin, &)uth China, and
Mexico.
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Section 1.

—

The Nature and Causes of Fatigue.

If we define fatigue in general as a ' diminution of the capacity for

work which follows excess of work or lack of rest, and which is

recognised on the subjective side by a characteristic malaise,' we at

one and the same time put forward its most familiar symptom and its

main external cause.

This ' subjective sensation of malaise ' is found, according to Dr.

McDougall's address to the British Association in 1908, as a local sen-

Bation of fatigue particularly in the muscles, as a general feeling of

tiredness or limpness, and also as the experience of sleepiness. But
such sensations are no more than symptoms of the diminution of work-

ing-capacity and not always even that. As Dr. Eivers has stated:
' A distinction must be made between the sense of fatigue—the sensa-

tions which supervene during the performance of work, and the lowered

capacity for work executed. These conditions, which may be spoken
of as subjective and objective fatigue respectively, do not always run
parallel courses. In the performance of mental work especially, decided

sensations of fatigue may be experienced when the objective record

shows that increasing and not decreasing amounts of work are being

done; and there may be complete absence of any sensations of fatigue

when the objective record shows that the work is falling off in quantity,

or quality, or in both. ' This insistence on the distinction between sub-

jective and objective fatigue, however, does not imply that the one has

no influence on the other. As Weber points out (see Index of Docu-
ments D8), ' This psychically conditioned fatigue is by no means without
its influence on working capacity . . . and in the long run it can
undoubtedly cause an unfavourable general disposition which will ulti-

mately find a physical expression.

'

If excess of work or lack of rest figures in our definition as the

antecedent to fatigue it must not make us overlook the physiological

modus operandi of fatigue as distinguished from those quite external

causes. During the last twenty years it has been found, in fact, that

muscular fatigue is caused by the accumulation of the poisonous pro-

ducts of activity and the exhaustion or diminished supply of the sub-

stances necessary for the continuance of activity, ' and,' wrote Pro-

fessor Lee in 1910, * there is every reason to believe that the main
principles of muscular fatigue are demonstrable in the other tissues and
organs of the body—that in them also fatigue is characterised, physi-

cally, by a diminution of working power and, chemically, by both the

destruction of energy-yielding substances and the appearance of toxic

metabolic products. ' But, as Dr. Rivers has pointed out, * however
satisfactory these (physiological) definitions may be ideally, their appli-

cation is wholly impracticable in the present state of our knowledge,

even in the present case of the fatigue of isolated muscle and still more
so in the case of general bodily fatigue or of mental fatigue.

'

In studying fatigue from the economic standpoint it is of course

the objective diminution of working capacity and the external causes

found in industry that will be the prime consideration. Subjective

fatigue will be of importance just so far as it influences objective fatigue.

Physiological or ' internal ' phenomena will gain importance as inter-
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mediate stages between external economic causes and external economic
effects. Viewing the subject, then, objectively and externally, work
and rest may be regarded as two forces affecting the organism oppo-
sitely, and alternately producing by excess of one or other fatigue and
recovery. If work or lack of rest should so far gain a permanent
supremacy as to preclude all chance of recovery, then we may speak
of chronic or accumulated fatigue, but in general we shall regard simple
' fatigue ' as the result of the work that preceded it and dating since the
last rest, daily, weekly, or yearly.

It is this ' duration of work ' previous to any point of time that
will in our conclusion be the main factor correlated to the degree of

fatigue at that given time.

As a preliminary to that, however, we must observe that there are

many other factors influencing the degree to which fatigue may occur in

any particular case. A strong individual on easy work and in pleasant

surroundings may after five hours' work be much less fatigued than is a

weakling after three hours on hard work and in noxious surroundings.

From the economic standpoint and with the definition of fatigue

we have adopted, however, these other factors will appear rather as
' predisposing conditions ' enabling excess of work or lack of rest to

take effect to different degrees than as ' active ' determining causes.

Attempts to enumerate all the conditions that are thus likely to influence

fatigue have been made by Max Weber, Emil Roth, and other psysio-

logists, and below we have classified their combined inventories, though

it is only the particular influences that seemed both determinant and

determinable that have been separately studied in Section V (B).

1. The Nature of the WorTc.

See Section I. a.

2. The Surroundings or Environment of the Worlc.

(a) Conditions of Factory Hygiene. See Section I.B.

Temperature 1 Ventilation.
Humidity J

Light (Suitability and Cheerfulness).

Eoom.
Noise (Amount and Regularity).

Smell.

(b) Factory Organisation.

A. The ' Incentive' to Speed or Quality.

1. Type of Payment:
By a Profit (a ' Surplus ').

By a Fixed Wage : Rate or Boiiua.

Time Basis.

Piece Basis.

2. Honour, Sporting Instincts, &c.

3. Interest in the Work itself.
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B. Grouping and Subdivision of Labour.

(c) Economic Organisation. (Weber—Index D8.)

Cycles of Prosperity.

Eelationship to Work (Cash nexus, Hobby, &c.).

3. The Nature of the Worker.
Age.

Sex.

Skill and Training.

Opinions (Weber).

4. The Habits of the Worker.
1. Sleep: length and times.

2. Nutrition: nature and times. Drinking of Alcohol.

3. Clothing (e.g., its tightness—Eoth Index CI).

4. Sexual Eelations (Weber).

5. Eecreation—especially Sundays.

6. By-occupations.

7. Getting to and from home.

The chain of causation can of course be followed further back.

Light and temperature are determined by the time of day or night,

temperature and humidity hy the season, the climate, and the weather

during which the work is proceeding; the opinions, skill and habits

of the worker by his social environment, the religion, militarism, trade-

unionism around him and the education, especially technical, through

which he has passed. But these meteorological and social conditions

form the background and need not be more than suggested.

Section I. a. The Nature of the Work.

The factor of ' nature of work ' would in any case require detailed

study where fatigue is being viewed from the economic standpoint

;

but such a study is particularly necessary owing to the confusion of

thought and the inconvenience of the terms used of the various charac-

teristics of work affecting the worker. To give only one instance:
' monotonous ' is sometimes applied to some objective quality in the

work itself, sometimes to the feeling evoked in the worker. Indeed,

we shall have to keep separated in our minds three distinct sets of

notions : the state and feelings of the worker ; certain definite chax'ac-

teristics of the work that alone or together evoke such affections ; and

the sort of occupations in which such characteristics are usually found.

Now the work of most people can be analysed more or less into a

series of separate but similar operations, each resulting in some
' output ' or service ; and each separate operation may in turn be more
or less analysed, as Efficiency Engineers have done in ' Motion Studies,

'

into the different actions (movements and postures, muscular or ner-

vous) that it involves. With this conception in mind we shall be

able to estimate more exactly the important ' evocative ' characteristics

of different sorts of occupations, hy putting to each the following

questions

:

(a) What doe>^ the operation consist in ? what are the separate actions

involved ?
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(b) How do the actions fit together into the whole operation, i.e., how
' complex ' is the operation ?

(c) How far are the acts similar in each recurrence of the whole
operation, i.e., how uniform is the occupation?

(d) How frequently does each operation recur? (The frequency is

measurable by the average output per hour or per day.)

(e) How periodic or regular is the frequency of recurrence of each
operation? (The regularity is measurable by the mean devia-

tion from the average output per hour or day.)

According to the characteristics elicited by the above questionnaire

may be classified the different occupations or crafts involved in in-

dustry and some estimate formed of what affections are evoked in the

workman by each of such classes of crafts. We shall of course

concentrate particularly on such as may be presumed to involve or

lead to fatigue.

(a) The actions (movements and postures, mental states, &c.)

involved in different processes affect the psycho-physique either mus-
cularly or nervously.

* Finicky ' work like tying or wrapping up packets or assembling

small parts tires the muscles of the hand; packing biilky goods into

cases or lifting and carrying heavy weights and standing up to work
generally tire the central muscles, and illustrations of such muscular

overstrain were given by Miss Anderson, the principal Lady Inspector

of Factories before the Departmental Committee on Physical Deteriora-

tion, 1904, ' where enormously heavy weights were carried by young
persons and by women in food-preserving works, bleach and dye works,

glass, earthenware and china works, and various metal trades.'

These examples of muscular work become a ' strain ' generally

because the tax they impose on the body is concentrated or ' focussed
'

on one particular part; a part whose structure was evolved only to

meet the calls of every-day life. This characteristic of ' concentrative-

ness ' is also obviously involved in all activities calling upon the

central nervous system.

Now, such activities of the central nervous system as attending,

controlling the muscles, making judgments, remembeiing and per-

ceiving (sensing and reacting) are activities often exercised in modern
industry. Soldering, mending, and most skilled trades, for instance,

exercise a judgment of ' quality ' in the sense of a comparison with a

standard kept in memory. Pasting on labels or cutting articles accur-

ately to shape involves not merely * sensitivity ' of the eyes, but the
'judgment of distance' and a control over muscles, and inserting

articles in revolving slots like the paper in a rotary litho machine
involves a 'judgment of time.' There is also perhaps a 'sense or

judgment of amounts ' which is involved where, as in the Stogey In-

dustry (Butler, ' Women and the Trades,' page 85), ' emphasis is placed

on close cutting,' and to avoid wasting an unnecessary amount of leaf

the rate of pay is more the more cigars are got out of the raw
material. Piecing up the threads of cotton in spinning, and all

machine-minding, whether it be the work of the machine or the
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machine itself that requires attendance, involve the activity of attention

for a 'cue ' difficult to perceive, and a quick reaction to the cue when
it occurs.

Certain portions of a whole operation often do not consist in action

so much as in passive rests, ' waiting for the material to set ' perhaps.

This ' non-persistence ' is a characteristic here conditioned by the very

nature of the work, and in so far unavoidable even by the most
* efficient ' of Efficiency Engineers. For different departments of the
iron and steel making process figures were collected in the U.S.
Eeport of the Conditions of Employment in the Iron and Steel Industry
(Senate Doc. 110, 62nd Congress, 1st Session, vol. iii., page 345)
to show ' the percentage of active work to idle; the actual time being
measured by stop-watch to the one-tenth of a minute for an average
of four or five days.' It is explained that ' active ' means essentially
* that the employee was engaged during the time shown in actually

performing some particular function and not simply waiting for the
completion of some process or for his fellow-worker to finish some
particular job. Such time as this if it lasted more than a minute or

two would be included under the head of idle.

'

Since we give in full the daily distribution of Iron and Steel

Accidents (Table X.) and of the output of Bessemer Converters
(Table VIII.) we will reproduce here as an example this table of active

time and its percentage of the whole time, which must to a large

extent have conditioned the two ' daily distributions,' cautioning the

reader to the effect that these are American conditions differing very
much from English. Americans generally work a longer day, but use
more machinery. (See notes at foot of Tables.)

Blast Furnace.

Hours in Worker
Factory

12 Furnace Keeper
12 First Helper
12 Second Helper
12 Cinder Snapper
12 Lorry Man .

12 Hoist Man .

12 Hot Blast Man

Active Time
h. m.

. 9 29

Remarks":
Kind of Work %

% Hard Mod. Light

79 77-4 5-1 17-5

9 56 83 67-4 32-1 105
9 15 77 66-9 6-6 26-5

9 17 77 640 17-9 18

7 39 64
I
Manipulating

7 28 62/ ControUers.

8 05 67 38-2 2-5 47-2

Tap
the

furnace.

frills.

Signalled.

Open Hearth.

12 Charging Machine Operator . 5 06
12 First Helper . . . . 3 16
12 Second Helper . . . . 6 31
12 Third Helper . . . . 4 26
12 Ladle Craneman . . . 6 12
12 Steel Pourers . . . . 3 36
12 Brakeman Engineer . . . 5 58
12 Stripper Craneman . . . 4 25

%
43 Quick. Many levers.

27

46
37
52 Ladle takes iron to hearth,
30
50
37

Note from Report in 1902 to British I.T. Ass. Com. :—There is no pig-lifting, no
hand-shovelling of stock. No hauling of charging barrows. All the tedious clay
work around the hearth and incessant changing of tuyeres is done away w ith.
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Boiling MiUa.

Hours in

Factory
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Vogt as holding that ' operations involving will, memory, and associa-
tion have a marked disturbing influence when they enter into combi-
nation with other operations, ' and also that ' operations which are par-
ticularly closely related as regards the psycho-physical parts that they
employ disturb one another in a particularly high degree '

; further that,
though ' after a certain period of habituation several combined pro-
cesses can be made without any disturbing influence whatever,' there
will naturally be a corresponding increase in fatigue.

(c) In the industrial world to-day there is the widest variation in
the uniformity of any one worker's occupation

—

i.e., in the similarity
of the different actions in each recurrence of the whole operation.
Machine-tending, for instance, involves constant nervous attention
perhaps, but the muscular action varies continually according to what
it is that goes wrong with the machine. In agriculture also a man's
occupation is not uniform, nor yet in lumbering and transport—for soil
and roads, plants, animals, and goods are always varying. Similarly
in all organising and policing work the people dealt with vary. In
building, ' navvying, ' mining and stevedoring, repairing and washing,
also, work is not altogether uniform, for there is a continual adaptation
to different situations. In all assembling or fitting together by hand,
too, there are generally certain slight dissimilarities in the parts which
must alter the workers' actions in each recurrence of the operation.
Soldering tins by hand is a further case of non-uniformity, due here
to the necessity of reaching a certain standard even at the expense of

added vigilance and added movements, and this applies all the stronger
to the work of pure inspection.

But wherever the conditions of place are the same and the material
used homogeneous, as in working with a machine on machine products,
there will be found the quahty of uniformity in the occupation.

(d) In studying here the frequency of the recurrence of any ' unit
'

operation we must concentrate on the frequency due to the simplicity

of the work or to the (most economical) speed of the machine rather

than any addition to such frequency induced by special systems of pay-
ment. These would be studied under Incentive (Factory Organisation).

It has been one of the results, if not the aim, of the industrial Divi-

sion of Labour to simplify or ' specialise ' the task of every individual

so that he may become an adept by its frequent repetition. While in

the old days the housewife boiled her jam but once a year, there are

now factory hands that boil and boil day after day ; while in work on a

machine that must repeat its motions every minute or so, such as a

metal-stamping press, the frequency can be reckoned in ' output per

hour.' There are still processes, however, that have remained of small
' frequency. ' The iron blast-furnaces are only tapped every four hours

according to Mr. Parrell (Pres. of the U.S. Steel Corporation), and
there is only one furnace to be tapped by each gang. In the open-

hearth and Bessemer steel-making processes a gang goes from one
hearth or converter to another, but the actual operation occupies con-

siderable time in each case. Other infrequently recurring processes are

found in tanning and in most ' finishing ' trades where much time

must be spent in bringing the article up to the desired pitch of

perfection.
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(e) The intervals of recurrence of the whole operation is veiy
irregular in the piecing up of the spinner and all machine-tending;

but it is particularly irregular in dealing with people, as the tram-
conductor, policeman, and telephone operator have to do. For the
telephone operator, for instance, there is a ' curve of work ' which
depends mainly on the demands of the business and social world, and
is of a shape well known to all telephone-company managers. In New
York City, for instance, demand is at its maximum between 10 and
12 in the morning, and has a lesser maximum in the middle of the

afternoon.

Recurrence is fairly regular in iron and steel smelting and very

regular in all machine-feeding operations, such as stamping and pressing

where the machine is continually running independent of the operator's

will.

The whole question of the affections evoked by different kinds of

work, apart from the particular actions involved, may be summed up in

tabular form in three columns, the first showing the relevant conditions

of material, machinery, and organisation, the second the evocative

characteristics of the work produced by such conditions, namely

:

Great or little Complexity (C & c),

Great or little Uniformity (U & u).

Great or little Frequency (F & f).

Great or little Regularity (R & r),

and the third, the affections (states or feelings) of the worker evoked
by these characteristics, that may be supposed to lead ultimately to

general fatigue.
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a complete absence, due to factory or economic organisation, of intelli-

gibility or purposiveness in the work.

These unpleasant and ultimately fatiguing affections vary for

different people, and some can be overcome by certain adaptations.

Thus the sense of being driven can be overcome if the worker can fall

into the rhythm of the machine (cf. Biicher, ' Arbeit und Ehythmus,'
and Max Weber's ' Psychophysik ' (Index D8). Again, seemingly
uniform and frequently recurring work is pleasant to some workers,

though it would cause monotonous feelings to others, according vo

Miinsterberg (' Fatigue and Efficiency,' pp. 190 ff.), and nearly all indi-

viduals can to a certain extent automatise uniform and frequently

recurring action, and by thus enabling themselves to keep their minds
off their work can prevent monotonous feelings. This at any rate

is the case with such proficient knitters as the Hausfrau, who can
work and read simultaneously, and girls in the factory who can work
and talk. How far so-called monotonous work will really evoke feelings

of monotony

—

i.e., of ' boredom '•—would seem to depend very largely

on individual tastes and individual powers, and at the same time it may
be observed that uniformity prevents all anxiety, responsibility, or

worry on the part of the worker, since there are never any new decisions

to make or old decisions to regret. The question whether uniformity
tends, therefore, to ' build character ' or the reverse is, unfortunately,

outside our scope.

Section I.b.—Ventilation, Humidity and Temperature, and other
' Conditions of Factory Hygiene.'

The latest research has resolved different ' degrees of Ventilation ' as

simply different degrees of Heat and Moisture combined. To quote
Professor Lee :

^

' Much experimentation has shown that the evil results of confine-

ment in improperly ventilated rooms are caused not by the presence

of toxic products of respiration, but by the heat and the humidity
combined. Paul found that with human beings enclosed in a hot and
humid experimental chamber, the unpleasant symptoms began to appear
within a few minutes, and before there was time for the accumulation
of supposed poisonous gases. When the air of the chamber was put

into motion the temperature of the skin fell, the unpleasant symptoms
disappeared very quickly, and the subject felt as if fresh air had been
supplied. When the subject had been confined for a considerable time,

and the symptoms had become well developed, the breathing of pure

air through a tube passing from the subject's face through the wall of

the chamber to the outside brought no relief. When, on the other

hand, an outsider with his body surrounded by fresh air breathed from

a tube the vitiated air of the chamber, no unpleasant symptoms
appeared. Such facts make it clear that the symptoms are due to the

action of the vitiated air, not on the lungs but in the skin.'

We may therefore concentrate our attention on the effect of tem-

perature and humidity. Prof. Lee thus summarises the effect of

* Journal of Iniustrial cind LJngineering Cherrkistry, vol. 6, 1914, p. 245,
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damp and warm conditions in a disinclination or actual inability to

perform active muscular work :
^

' Beginning as a mere inertness, accompanied by sleepiness, wliich

may readily be resisted for a time, it may pass into a genuine condition

of fatigue, and ultimately into the exhaustion of heat-stroke. Haldane
says of the Cornish miners of tin and copper :

'
' They do not ....

seem to be able to do more than a limited amount of work. The
leisureliness of all work in the mine is in very striking contrast to

what may be observed in any ordinary English colliery of about the

same depth." Pembrey, after studying the effects of warm moist

temperatures upon himself, medical students, and soldiers, concludes:
" The results show definitely that a man is much less efficient in a

warm moist atmosphere. ... A man can do far more work with less

fatigue at a low wet-bulb temperature than at a high one."

Pembrey and CoUis, in speaking of the physiological effects of the

warm moist atmosphere of cotton weaving, say: "The natural ten-

dency is for the nervous system to become less active, and for

muscular work to be diminished. In a weaving-shed, however, the

machine sets the pace, and the worker must neglect the dictates of his

sensations, which are the natural guardians of his health and well-

being. ... It is not surprising, therefore, that at the end of a day's

work, many of the weavers complain that they have no energy left,

have no great desire for food, and need only drink and rest." Boycott

says of mining in hot moist air : " My observations on miners . . .

lead me to conclude that their power of doing work under these cir-

cumstances is quite small." Mr. Cadman, Professor of Mining in

Birmingham University and late H.M. Inspector of Mines, gives more

detailed observations to the effect that from about 25° C. (77° F.)

wet-bulb reading, exertion begins to be accompanied by depression, and

disinclination to work increases rapidly with an increasing wet-bulb

temperature. At 27-80 C. (82° F.) " if clothes be removed and maxi-

mum body surface exposed, work can be done providing current of air is

available." At 29-4° 0. (85° P.) " only light work is possible "
; and

at 35° C. (95° F.) " work becomes impossible." Stapff observed in the

construction of the St. Gothard tunnel that the labourers, working in

an atmosphere often completely saturated with moisture, and with a

temperature rising at times beyond 30° C. (86° F.) as measured by the

dry-bulb thermometer, experienced not only great discomfort, but in-

difference, enervation, weariness, and exhaustion.'

As regards different temperatures separately from humidity, a

chance of noting their result on working capacity is given by changes

of season and weather. In ' Harper's Monthly ' for January 1915,

under the heading ' Work and Weather,' Prof. Huntingdon traces

the variations in manual and mental work as the year proceeds.

Combining various workers' piece-earnings for the same weeks in

the four years 1911-1914 in two Connecticut factories (one in 1911, the

other in 1912-1914), Prof. Huntingdon found that the ' lowest wages

are earned during January, then there is a rather steady increase

* American Journal of Pvblic Health, vol. ii. p. 8C6 S.
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through February, March, Apjil, May, and the first half of June. A
little after the nr-iddle of June the amount of work begins to fall off and
continues to do so for the next two or three weeks. Then, through

July and August, the curve remains at a lower level than in June,

but much higher than during the winter, a somewhat surprising fact.

About the end of August people once more begin to work fast, and
they go on at an increasing rate until the middle of November. Then
the rate begins to fall, but recovers somewhat in December, and finally

at the end of that month drops off very rapidly. ' Testing the course of

mental work by the marks awarded students at West Point and
Annapolis U.S. Military and Naval Academies, 'approximately the

same results ' were found.

Prof. Huntingdon therefore suggests that ' the only satisfactory ex-

planation of this seems to be that people's energy varies 10 or 15 per

cent, from season to season,' and accordingly he correlates his yearly

output curve with the variations in light, open-air life, and temperature

that different seasons involve. But temperature he considers has far

the greatest influence

:

' It certainly looks as if there were a close relationship between
temperature and work, but curiously enough the relationship is in part

the reverse of what most people would expect. Low temperature seems
much more harmful, and high temperature less harmful than is com-
monly supposed.'

Prof. Huntingdon then compares the output curve in the summer of

each single year with the weekly mean temperature then prevailing,

and finds that in general the summers of southern New England are less

debilitating than the winters. It requires extreme summers, such as

are experienced only once or twice in a century, to produce effects as

harmful as those of an ordinary winter. Then, ' determining how fast

people work on days having various temperatures, no matter in what
month they come,' Prof. Huntingdon finds that ' at very low tempera-

tures both mental and physical work are depressed. On days with
higher temperatures activity of both kinds increases, the increase being

slight at first. Mental work reaches its highest point at a temperature

of 48° F., while physical work reaches a maximum at 59° P. for men
and 60° P. for girls.

Turning back to his yearly output curve, Prof. Huntingdon sums up
that during the part of the year when the temperature passes beyond
45 and 70 degrees ' people's work falls off sharply, and when the

temperature approaches these limits work increases.'

One other feature of the curve is noted, however :
' between the

limits (45° and 70° P.) (work) does not vary as one would expect, but

tends to keep on rising all the time,' an4 suggesting that this is because

the temperature keeps changing, and change is a stimulus. Prof.

Huntingdon compares the work done in single days with the degree

of temperature by which they differed from the pi-eceding day; he finds

that when the temperature drops, provided the drop is not excessive,
' human activity is decidedly stimulated.

'

A further chance of comparing the result on working capacity of
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different temperatures is afforded by the alternations of day and night,
though in this case many other factory conditions are introduced as
factors, such as the difference of sun and artificial light and differences
in noise and room. There may also be important differences of habits
and skill between night and day workers. From the economic stand-
point, however, it is well worth while recording some researches on the
comparative effect of day and night—firstly on accidents, then on
output.

Eeferring to the work of Dr. Walter Abelsdorf 's
' Die Unfallhau-

figkeit in den gewerblichen Betrieben wahrend der Nachtschicht
'

(Leipzig, Vogel, 1910) the Chief Factory Inspector's Report for 1910
says :

' It has been found in Germany that the industrial accident rate

(calculated in proportion to the ascertained numbers at work) is less

by night than by day. In explanation of this it is suggested that at

night there are relatively fewer untrained workers, less crowding and
interruption, less transport of material, and more leisurely and careful
work, with correspondingly reduced output. Exceptions were met
with, however: thus, there was a higher accident rate by night than
by day in the machine-making industry in the Diisseldorf and Potsdam
districts, and in chemical works in the former district, but not in the
latter.

'

These findings are not supported, however, by the experience of a

large American iron- and steel-making plant published and exhibited

at the San Francisco Exhibition, 1915, by the U.S. Department of

Labour. In each department the accident-frequency rate was as

follows

:

Department

Blast Furnace
Steel Works
Rolling Mills

Mechanical
Yards
Other Departments
For Total Plant

It is important to bear in mind, however, as will be pointed out in

Section IV., that bad lighting may have a direct effect in causing

accidents without affecting working capacity ; so that the conflict in the

conclusions of students may well be attributable to differences in the

standard of lighting in the factories where they investigated.

As regards the output of night and day compared, the Curtis Pub-
lishing Co., of Philadelphia, very kindly presented records of the hours

spent by a single worker on pressing ten thousand ' good impressions

of the Saturday Evening Post. The average hours thus spent by fifty-

three day men was 5'04 per man ; by forty-six night men 4'78 per man.
According to this, therefore, working capacity would seem slightly

higher at night than during the day.

Section II.

—

The Tests of Fatigue.

To measure the results of fatigue accurately the ' test ' chosen should

(1) vary as the fatigue varies (e.g., be a result of fatigue), and (2) vary

with the fatigue only {e.g., not be a result of other factors).

Accident Rate
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'

The tests here used particularly are : (1) The output of work, (2)
the accidents occurring in the course of work.

In addition to the main tests of output of work and accidents,
scientific use has been made of some other tests, which fall into three
groups

:

(1) Tests allied to the output of work test, such as the output of elec-

trical or other power during working time, and the labour costs

of the factory.

(2) Tests allied to the accident test, such as the proportion of mistakes
or spoilt goods in the product.

(3) Medical tests of the after-effects of work, such as the prevalence

of sickness and particularly nervous disorders attributable to

overwork, and the comparison of blood-pressure and breathing

(cp. Eoth) and of cutaneous discrimination (cp. Griesbach) before

and after spells of work.

This enumeration almost completes the non-laboratory tests of

fatigue capable of statistical treatment. They are non-laboratorial in

the sense that they are records (tests 1 and 2) of facts or of the results

of facts (test 3) occurring in ordinary life. In the laboratory, on the

other hand, either the fatigue itself is artificially produced or the tests

specially invented, and thus certain circumstances of ordinary life are

removed and the factors to be studied isolated ; but though the
' analysis ' or explanation of results may thus be facilitated, yet different

factors besides fatigue are introduced such as a high average tension

and suggestibility in the ' subject,' and these may make the conclusions

inapplicable to industry.

All the non-laboratorial tests enumerated are capable of statistical

treatment in that their discoveries can be stated numerically as certain

quantities of one statistical unit. On the other hand, opinions of

managers and foremen or inspectors or doctors in answer to * question-

naires ' as asked by Eisner, Bloch, Levenstein, and others, though they

may suggest what statistics to collect, can hardly themselves be treated

statistically.

The collection of these non-laboratorial statistics must always wait

on the chance occurrence of events that permit comparisons to be made.

Of such ' chances ' there are for industrial output and accident statistics

and some of the ' medical tests ' two types.

One chance of finding statistically the influence of the factor of

' previous duration of work ' on ' output ' (or use of power) on acci-

dents (or proportion of mistakes) and on the workers' health, is by

dividing the working day into equal parts—the hour is generally the

most convenient part—and by recording the output and the accidents

occurring in each part, or the state of health after each part. Fatigue,

it is presumed, will show itself, if anywhere, in the latter part of each

working period (spell, day, or week) ; a comparison of the output,

accidents and health in and after the later with those in and aft^r the

earlier parts will then show the influence of such fatigue as occurs in

the course of the \\'Orking periods.

It is this test of the ' distribution ' over the working period of output

and * accidents ' that we are here mainly using and discussing. This dis-
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tribution may be represented either by tables giving actual numbers for

each hour or part-period, or by diagrams measuring the time along their

base and the amount of output or accidents vertically therefrom. The
special advantage of diagrams is that sets of figures may be compared
that have differently delimited hours, by measuring the amounts at

slightly different points on the base.

To enable the distribution of output over the working-day to be

treated statistically a unit of output must be found, in quantities of

which the statistics may deal. This unit must (1) be similar in quality

throughout the day, (2) be small enough to enable at least two such
units to be produced during the day. In short the output must be
' repetition ' work. Processes thus suitable for statistical record are

found especially where a machine is used adapted to only one kind of

work and possibly provided with an automatic register of the amount of

work done. Where output does not lend itself to statistical compilation

owing to heterogeneity (absence of Condition 1), the piece wages earned

on the output might be recorded as affording a common denominator for

the different kinds of output. The accuracy of this denominator would,

as Weber points out, depend on how closely the piece rate for each

kind of output was estimated exactly proportionately to the comparative

effort required of the worker in each case (including under effort con-

centration rapidity and attention on the part of the worker). But where
scientific management is not yet adopted, piece rates are settled

empirically from results rather than by psycho-physical analysis, so that

the time distribution of piece-rate earnings is at best a somewhat rough

equivalent of output.

In statistics of accident distribution, the statistical unit is the in-

dividual 'accident.' This may be either every case treated or given first

aid to as at Messrs. Cadbury's and Hans Eenolds' or only the cases

reported to Government ' certifying ' surgeons and inspectors. What-

ever definition of accident is adopted does not matter in statistics of the

daily distribution, so long as the definition is the same throughout the

day.

Another chance of finding statistically the influence of the cause
' previous duration of work ' on the output and less easily on accidents

occurs where the duration of the working day has been changed—where

there has been a ' change in hours ' either by way of a reduction through

reorganisation, strike, or trade depression, or of an increase through

overtime, &c. Here are compared the output or accidents per hour (or

other unit of time) or the state of health, before and after the change.

The importance of this comparison is that it makes it possible to seek

the causes of accumulated fatigue (see Section I.). On the other hand,

when such comparisons are made between different and sometimes dis-

tant periods, other factors besides duration of work are liable to have

altered, or may even have been purposely altered with the change of

hours of work. To attribute all differences in results to differences in

duration of work becomes, therefore, scientifically speaking, more

difficult.

In the following table of double entry are grouped some of the

separate statistical investigations that have been made into Industrial
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Fatigue up to the present. The method of grouping is (1) by kind of
test adopted (in rows horizontally), (2) by kind of comparison made
(in columns). The letter and number in brackets refers to Index of
Documents, pp. 63-67.

Comparison Adopted.
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In 1893 Messrs. Mather & Piatt introduced the forty-eight hours
week at the Salford Ironworks. This was avowedly an experiment to

discover if hours could be shortened without endangering the trade,

and the result was that with the forty-eight hours week production was
actually increased relatively to the previous years when fifty-four or
fifty-three hours had been worked.

Another experiment had been made recently at the Engis Chemical
"Works near Li^ge. The company had a sick benefit fund which was
constantly depleted, and the manager became alarmed. They tried the
effect of introducing three shifts oi eight hours. The output equalled

the previous output of ten hours' work, and the earnings, all piecework,

equalled the previous earnings. The increase of output and wages per
hour was about 33 per cent. The sick benefit accounts showed that

under the old system expenditure had exceeded receipts; while under
the new, receipts tended to exceed expenditure and that progressively.

The effects on health and sobriety were remarkable, and the cost of

production was reduced 33 per cent, per ton of roasted ore.

Ernst Abb6, after becoming manager of the Carl Zeiss Works in

Jena, reduced the working day from mne to eight hours. In the result

it appeared the men earned by piecework on an average about 3 per
cent, more than they had earned in the previous year working nine

hours, and the earnmgs per hour increased in the ratio 100 : 116. The
men were unconscious of any special effort, and were surprised to find

their earnings increased. Abbe came to the conclusion that the in-

creased efficiency was physiological rather than psychological. If the

need of recuperation after exertion is neglected, the effect is like a daily

recurring deficit, and means actual loss in industry.

Section III.

—

Do the Tests Vary with Fatigue ?—Are variations in

fatigue indicated by variations in the amount of output and
number of accidents ?

That of the two tests we are mainly to use the output of work may
be expected to vary and to vary inversely with fatigue is suggested by
the very definition of fatigue as a diminution in the capacity for work.

That the occurrence of accidents may also be expected to vary and to

vary congruently with fatigue requires, however, some further proof.

Accidents may be divided as to their causation into those in which

the human element entered and those in which it did not ; those whose
causes were partly psycho-physiological and those whose causes were

purely mechanical or otherwise ' external ' to the victim.

In the causation of many accidents the psycho-physiological state

of the victim was probably one of the elements, though generally only

as a condition enabling some mechanical cause to take effect. A dan-

gerous psycho-physiological state may be either pennanent or tem-

porary, but in any case there is no reason why as a rule such a state

should be more usual later in the working period than earlier unless it

is connected with fatigue.

Quite a few industrial accidents, however, are caused purely

mechanically by explosions, electric shocks, to which might be added

accidents due to animals ; others are attributable to recklessness, to the
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inexperience of a learner, and even, in America, to ignorance of the
language. But these dangers, mechanical or social, are present to the
same degree throughout the day, and, therefore, the resultant accidents
are as likely to happen at one hour of the day as at another. In both
divisions, therefore, accidents not due to fatigue will not alter the
shape of the curve of accidents that were due to fatigue, but will simply
make its ups and downs less steep.

The effect of fatigue would therefore seem to be under-represented

by the accident curve, but to what extent depends on the actual pro-

portion of accidents that are not in any way attributable to fatigue.

Bogardus examined the causes of 2,203 accidents in Illinois in 1910
individually, and found that only 17| per cent. ' were beyond the

control of the injured.' 'This percentage of accidents would only
include those purely mechanically or ' externally ' caused (see above),

and there must be an additional percentage of accidents due purely to

psycho-physiological states other than fatigue.

If we take particulars presented by the Federation of Master
Cotton Spinners' Associations to the Departmental Committee on
Accidents (Index Bl), out of 1,362 accidents occurring in all depart-

ments with over fifty accidents, i.e., Spinning Eooms (pp. 683 and

687), Cardroom (pp. 685 and 686), and Weaving (p. 687), the events

causing accident may be classified broadly as follows where 219 ' mis-

cellaneously ' caused accidents are omitted.
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' time-distribution ' curve of accidents, yet such accidents form a small
proportion of all accidents, varying for different industries, but not
likely to exceed 20 per cent.

The exact psycho-physiological modus operandi by which the tests

I shall mainly use, i.e., the output of work and the occurrence of

accidents, may be expected to vary with fatigue (output inversely and
accidents congruently) has been explained by Dr. Imberfc, of Mont-
pellier University, in a paper to the Congress of Demography and
Social Hygiene held at Brussels in 1903 :

' A result of the slowing down and decrease in the rapidity of the
muscular contraction ' (a physiological characteristic of fatigue) ' is that

the speed of work, that is to say the quantity of work performed during

a unit of time, will diminish as the expenditure of energy increases

and fatigue becomes more intense. It follows that an estimate

(Vappriciation) if not the exact measure of the speed of work should

provide a method (procMS) and often a very simple one of discovering

the existence of fatigue.
' The occurrence of which an accident is the result sometimes takes

place with such suddenness that the worker may fall a victim at the

very moment when he perceives the danger that threatens him or even

before he sees that danger. In other cases on the contrary, the occur-

rence is less sudden, and the workman sees it coming and can often

escape it {s'y soustraire) by a few rapid and energetic movements of

retreat or protection. But it is then a question of making use of a

movement which may not be more than a fraction of a second, and

one may imagine from this how fatal the action of fatigue on the rapidity

of muscular contractions and relaxation (reldchemeni) may be for the

workman affected.
' Moreover, to estimate with a full knowledge of the causes the ability

(aptitude) of a worker to save himself from a danger that threatens him
unexpectedly (inopindment), one must consider the phenomena of

fatigue other than those of jihysical fatigue. The conscious perception

of danger, indeed the realisation of those voluntary movements which

can save us, is a complex act taking its origin in a peripheric excite-

ment (visual, auditive, &c.) and its end in muscular contractions after

intermediate cerebral operations. . . . From already numerous experi-

ments it is found that we can measure the duration of such a complex

phenomenon and that such duration is far from being negligible in

regard to the question here considered, and that further the duration is

influenced by certain circumstances. By experiments it has been

established tlaat for a whole act relatively simple the total reaction time

is notably longer when the organism is in a state of physical fatigue.

'

These quotations from Imbert suggest that while the output-rate is

largely affected by fatigue directly, by the very diminution of speed, the

accident rate, on the other hand, is affected through the channel of

decreased ' nervous ' activity in attention, sensitivity, and speed o?

reaction to which Bogardus would certainly add the channel of less

active muscular control. How far the output rate is also affected thus

indirectly would depend on the nature of the work, and especially the

nervous activities involved (see Section I. a), and channels through
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which fatigue would act here especially would be a weakened activity in

judgment and memory. At any rate, it seems likely that the output

and the accident time distribution do not test fatigue at quite the

same points. It is interesting also to note that if it were possible to

record a time distribution of the quality of work (as measured inversely

by the number of errors each hour) it would follow the accident rather

than the quantity of work distribution in measuring fatigue indirectly

and especially through the channel of attention, muscular control, and

judgment and memory. The importance of this suggestion is that

since such time distributions of errors are very difficult to record, the

accident distribution may be taken as an equivalent test of the effect of

fatigue on quality.

This whole discussion may be summarised, and here and there

expanded in the following table :

, J
. f decreases quantity of output

;

Fatigue \
„°^^

j \ increases accident immunity
[
bpeea

^ ^^^ quality slightly.

/_ ,,. .. r Decrease accident
Less Attention,Less Attention immunity and
Less Muscular Control

| ^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^

p, , . f Loss of j Less Sensitivity, f Decrease accident
*tigu6

I Intensity I
Longer Reaction 1 immunity mainly.

„, , ,, f Decrease quality,
Weaker Memory,

^^^.^^^^ immunity, and
\Less Judgment

[ output equally.

Section IV.

—

Do the Tests Vary only with Fatigue?

All the possible factors have been enumerated which besides previous

duration of work might be causing fatigue. It must now be pointed

out that besides fatigue there may be other factors causing variations in

the output and accident distribution. Though Imbert shows that out-

put and accidents may be expected to vary with the degree of fatigue,

he cannot show that either I. output and accidents, II. the output

only, or III. accidents only, do not also vary in amount with other

factors besides fatigue.

I. All the factors that may influence both output and accident

distribution ' immediately ' without the interposition of fatigue may be

considered in two groups :

A. Those factors which like fatigue itself are psycho-physical states in

the worker.

B. Those factors which are some outside condition or fact.

A. For the full discussion of all the ' psycho -physical ' component

states which together with fatigue influence the ' work curve,

'

reference must be made to the translation of Weber's ' Psychophysik
'

(Index D8). Of these ' states ' the most important for short working

periods (the spell and the day) are ' Practice,' ' Spurt,' and 'Incite-

ment.
'

In ' practice ' Weber sees the process which leaves ' the conscious

will 'and the power of attention ' free for application elsewhere, and
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which ' probably means a quite direct saving of energy through the
removal of pressure from the central nervous organ.' Its manifestation
is the ' increase of facihty, rapidity, certainty, and regularity of a par-
ticular action or operation through its frequent repetition.' The result

on working capacity may be expected to be that ' at the beginning the
increase in practice outweighs the early fatigue, so that the output
curve as a whole moves upward, ' bub ' as the work continues the
fatigue begins more and more to outweigh the increase of practice in

its effect on the output.

'

By Incitement (Anregung) Weber means a ' psycho-motor state
'

which ' arises in a purely mechanical manner from the work itself,

and without the active intervention of the will,' and he supposes that
it ' usually makes itself felt very shortly after work has begun, and
after fairly short intervals, sometimes of about a quarter of an hour,
suddenly vanishes away.' As Dr. Myers points out, the result of the
loss of incitement is familiar enough when we return to a task from
which we have been called away, even for a few minutes.

By Spurt (Willensantrieb) Weber means ' an impulse arising under
special conditions and carrying sudden outbursts of energy. '

' Its

typical effect is seen in short sudden rises in the curve at the begin-

ning of work, after disturbances and almost equally regularly towards
the conclusion.' It may be caused by the desire to earn more or to

finish off well, or even by a smitten conscience, or by the desire to

come up to a certain standard.

To these three component states we should like to add a fourth

which the accident statistics collected will show to be extremely im-
portant. Weber came very near to noting this new component by its

absence, when he says ' a man's driving power (Antrieh) is ap-

parently also influenced in a negative direction by the tedium {Lang-
weile) of his work and (at the beginning) by the consciousness of

a long day's work before him.* I refer to the excitement that accom-
panies the anticipation of a rest, a change and food near at hand, with
possibly also the satisfaction derived from work accomplished, the same
frame of mind that makes schoolboys at the end of term exclaim with
glee:

' In two weeks where shall I be ?

Not in this acadamee . . .

'

This factor, like incitement, is not a manifestation of the will, but

contrary to incitement it is due not to something ' in ' the work, but

something 'outside' it. Indeed, as Mr. C. K. Ogden has suggested,
' e3;citement ' seems a ' peculiarly appropriate name for this feeling,'

though if it is held too broad a term ' Anticipation ' or ' Eelief ' might

be used, or even ' Eally.

'

Fatigue and the four other states we have considered important do

not necessarily influence the course of accidents and output in the same
direction. Fatigue and practice have indeed an entirely opposite effect,

fatigue tending to increase accidents and decrease output, practice to

decrease accident and increase output ; as Weber puts it, the output and
accidents distribution will show the result of a ' struggle between

practice and fatigue.' Further, incitement, spurt, and excitement all
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side with practice, though their influence will be felt at different

periods, and, as in the case of fatigue, output and accident distribution

may each be somewhat differently affected. The external factors condi-

tioning Practice, Spurt, Incitement, and Excitement are the same as

those conditioning fatigue, i.e., Previous Duration of Work, Factory
Conditions, the Nature of the Work itself and the state of the Worker;
though any great effect of Factory Conditions on ' daily ' Practice and
Incitement is perhaps doubtful.

The following chart may make clearer the Causal Relations:—
Previous duration of work"!

of certain workers in cer-

tain processes among cer-

tain surroundings J

Previous duration of work)
of certain workers in cer-

tain processes among cer-

tain surroundings

Condition : Fatigue
Which I Output decrease,

results in { Accident increase.

Condition

;

Practice "| /Output
Spurt I Which I increase.

Incitement j results in
j
Accident

.Excitement J [ decrease.

B. The ' outside ' or non-psycho-physical condition which is of

most importance as a factor in the time-distribution of both accidents

and output without interposing fatigue is Lighting.

As regards this ' immediate ' effect of lighting on output the In-

dustrial Commission of Wisconsin found that a steel plant by just

changing its system of lighting could increase its output at night by
over 10 per cent.

As regards immediate effect of lighting on accidents : The National

Electric Light Association have published a diagram correlating the

monthly proportion of darkness, cloudiness, and sunlight in the city

of New York with the monthly fatal accidents in 80,000 industrial

plants for three years. In each ' correlation ' the maximum is

round January, and the minimum round July. Similarly the accidents

per man are higher at night than by day (see Section I.b in the case of

iron and steel works).

To a certain extent artificial and other weak lighting may increase

accidents by fatiguing the eyes and attention, and hence lighting is

included under the Conditions of Factory Hygiene likely to influence

fatigue (Section I.) ; but to a larger extent the relation of accidents and

lighting is
' immediate, ' the distribution of accidents over the day being

influenced by the growing objective invisibility of danger-points.

II. Factors besides fatigue that may influence the time distribution

of output only are connected with the continuity of the work. If the

work is not continuous : if the worker has to prepare his materials at

the start of the day and clean up at the end, or if. in course of the

day he must wait either because his materials have not reached him, or

on account of his machine breaking down, or if at certain times during

the day the work must go faster than at other times owing to short

time orders, &c., then in so far it is the events of the factory or outside

economic circumstances and not fatigue that is affecting the output

distribution. j- . -i i.-

III. Factors besides fatigue that may mfluence the distribution

over time of day of accident occurrences only are

:

(i) The Magnitude of the Output.—The greater the output the
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greater is the exposure to accident, since the more specially dangerous
movements will have to be performed so much the oftener.

A nicer test of fatigue than the absolute distribution of accidents
would thus appear to be the distribution over time of accidents per
unit of output. An absolute increase of accidents might be due to
an increase of output, and that due in turn to spurt or some other
check to fatigue, and thus an increase of accidents would measure
decrease rather than increase of fatigue. Similarly an absolute de-
crease of accidents might be due to a decrease of output, and that due
to increase of fatigue.

Unfortunately accident and output statistics are extremely difficult
to correlate, since to secure sufficient accident data large numbers and
long periods must be studied, while output data suitable to statistical
treatment can only be secured here and there.

Where output or work is likely to vary greatly during the day, as
in the tramway, telephone, or shop service with their rush hours, the
accident distribution alone is quite unreliable. Separate reference to
these ' industries ' is omitted from all statistical tables, though they
are included under Total Industry.

(ii) The Kind of Process. If at certain times of the day the
workers studied are engaged in more dangerous work than at other
times, as founders are in casting at 3 p.m. or so, then accidents will

vary accordingly, without reference to fatigue.

Section V.

—

Characteristics of the Actual Time-Distribution.

A. Geneeal.

We have now a sufficient grasp of the different causes of fatigue

and of the relation of fatigue to the two tests we are using, output
and accident time-distribution, to be able intelligently to consider the
figures given in the tables on pages 323-344 with a view to finding the
solution to our central problem : What is the exact correlation of

fatigue with the previous duration of work performed ?

First, however, a word in explanation of this phrase ' previous
duration of work. ' The factory system that now prevails in manufac-
turing industry has standardised among many other conditions of life

the workers' hours of labour. Except in a few continuous industries

like iron and steel, the average ' employed ' factory hand works 5i or

6 days a week, 8 to 12 hours a day, and thus his very hours of work
per week are standardised and often even ascertainable in ' Blue Books.

'

The distribution of the hours into ' spells ' of continuous work diffei's

considerably between countries. In America a five-hour spell, then
dinner, then four or five hours more is the rule ; on the Continent of

Europe short pauses often occur in the middle of the morning and
afternoon ; while in England the day generally consists of two hour.«;

work, half-hour breakfast, four hours work, one hour dinner, four

hours work, tea. This general standardisation applies also outside the

factory to the building trades in full, to agriculture, lumbering, and
mining as regards day and week, but not as regards spell, since breaks

in the work are made somewhat irregulai'ly according to opportunity

and feelings. In iron and steel manufacture, however, there are no
1915. X
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breaks in the work at all, meals being taken as the work proceeds.

Agriculture, lumbei-ing, mining, and iron and steel works will therefore

be left for separate consideration, the term manufacture being used to

exclude them, though it may be taken to include building. Industry

as a whole, when mentioned, will include all these trades, and trans-

portation and commerce into the bargain.

Now, thanks to such standardisation of working times as large-

scale industry has introduced, we may know at any given time of the
day or the week just how long men in any given factory have been
working since the beginning of the week, day, or spell. The output
or accidents of that factory at all given times can therefore easily be
correlated with the length or duration of work ' previously done.'

Few single factories, however, have analysed their output or accidents

according to time of occurrence, and to supplement them we have
to fall back on figures collected by Governments for a whole State

within which the times of work are likely to differ considerably. Such
' Stat/e accidents ' are delimited into hourly periods either by the

exact hours (e.g., 7 to 7.59 or 7.01 to 8) or, as in Massachusetts,

by the half-hours {e.g., 6.30 to 7.30), but which of these periods

corresponds to what hour of the working spell has only been roughly

estimated from inquiries on the spot as to the usual working times.

These working times are indicated at the head of each of our tables or

in a note at the bottom. Accidents or output in hours which are cer-

tainly not worked full are not quoted. By thus omitting the hours of

meal-breaks in our tables and leaving a space instead, the spells of

work are clearly distinguished.

These tables, then, that follow on pages 323-344 show the output

and accidents as distributed over the hours of spell, the spells of a day,

and in some cases the days of a week. A yearly distribution could not

illustrate the result of (i.e., test) the fatigue of factory workers since

they do not usually get a regular yearly holiday," and it is therefore

impossible to correlate output accidents to any ' duration of work since

start of year.' There is no industrial year. To find the periodic

fatigue as contrasted with the accumulated fatigue described in Section

I., the only periods we can usefully compare are the days of the week,

the spells of a day and the hours of a spell; with the questions in our

mind
—

"What is the weekly fatigue ? the day fatigue ? the spell fatigue ?

The answer to these primary questions jumps to our eyes. As

far as the figures before us show, there is little weekly fatigue, little

daily fatigue, but a great deal of spell fatigue. In this nearly all our

statistics agree remarkably.

The output and accidents of the different days that work full time

never vary more than 10 per cent, from one another, and even then

it is not always the later days of the week that have more accidents or

the lower output.

In Belgium in 1907 (Table XIV.), it is true, Saturday is by far the

most fatal day of the week (attributable in some measure to cleaning

machinery in motion), and in the case of the English Engineering Trades

(Table IX. d), especially locomotive manufacturing and shipbuilding,

8 There are certain notable exceptions to this, such as the Lancashire wakes-week.
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the comparative fewness of accidents on Thursdays and Fridays is

explained by the fact that during slack trade men work in rotation,

some only starting the week on Thursdays. But in all the weekly
accident records of American States (Tables XL, XII.), the maximum
of accidents per day seems to fall indiscriminately at any time of the

week, and very often it is Monday.
A most interesting point occurs, indeed, in comparing English,

French, and Belgian with German and American weekly accident

curves, in regard to the number of Monday accidents as compared with

that of other days. Thus according to the ' Aemtliche Nachrichten
des Reichsversicherungsamts 1910 ' for Industrial Associations (mainly

manufacturing), the proportion of weekly accidents occurring on each

day of the week is as follows

:

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
1907 . 2-37 17-01 15-74 15-68 1614 16-23 16-83

1897 . 215 17-45 16-67 15-71 15-71 15-34 16-97

which brings out Monday with the highest accident rate, and Saturday

(especially as half-holidays are becoming more frequent) with the next

highest, and the American figui'es agree on the whole with the German
in the frequency of Monday accidents (Tables XI. and XII.). This has

led many Germans and Americans to attribute such regular variations

as there are in the weekly accident curve to practice at the start and

fatigue at the end of the week;' as we shall see, however, in the case of

the single spell, practice has on accidents quite a negligible effect. A
second school of thought has attributed the frequency of Monday
accidents to the alcohol drunk on Sunday, and has even used the

term ' Blue Monday.' In Belgium (Table XIV.) it is Saturday that

has highest accidents, though, if the early closing on Monday were

allowed for, Monday would come second; and similarly Saturday's

accidents are highest, and Monday's about average in French figures

collected by Dr. Imbert. But while Belgium and France thus occupy

a middle position, England shows tlie exact opposite to Germany and

America. It will be seen that, adding up cotton and the selected metal

trades (Table IX.), accidents in England are highest on Friday, then

on Tuesday, then Wednesday, then Thursday, and on Monday there

are fewest accidents.

England, France, and particularly Belgium, are by no means
' temperance ' countries, so that a new or at any rate a further ex-

planation of the weekly accident curve seems required, not unconnected

with the Saturday half-holiday. In England Sunday is spent in real

rest, the drink or exercise—^both fatiguing—being taken on Saturday

afternoon; the result is that men start the week fresh and with few

accidents. Abroad, just in proportion as Saturdays are worked full,

and Sundays spent in work also, or in fatiguing recreations, so will

Mondays have the first or second highest score in accidents.

Comparing the same spells of different days, the afternoon hours

have more accidents according to the French figures presented by

Imbert (Index D2-4), but our figures ajrree with his only in the case

of the Motor Companies (Tables XX. -XXII.) and Gemian Industry

(Table XV.), though in all the American State figures the frequent,

z 2
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but not universal, Saturday half-holiday may account for the compara-
tively fewer afternoon accidents there. But apart from these in the
English cotton industry (Table IXa.), the Belgian industries, and the
majority of single factories (Tables XVII. ft.), in all of which the
comparison is fair, the accident rate seems slightly lower in the after-

noon than in the morning. As regards output, there seems no general
rule, and the question will have to be considered under the different

varieties of work and conditions discussed in Section V.b.

We have assumed that the break between the two main spells is

of an hour's duration. A clear exception to this is recorded, however,
in Table XXII., where only half-an-hour is devoted to lunch. The
result seems to be a very low accident rate in the hour immediately
following the half-hour break, but after that an extremely rapid and
confmuous increase up to the last hour of the day, when half as many
accidents again occur as in any hour of the morning. It is interesting

to compare this curve with Miss A. M. Anderson's evidence before
the Physical Deterioration Committee to the effect that ' in certain
industries where it is the custom to allow only half-an-hour in the

middle of the day for food very serious results are produced—in

London, for instance—in the dress trades.'

But comparing the different hours of one spell we find in our
tables variations up to 25 per cent, in the output, and almost up to

300 per cent, in the accidents (see Table IX. a. Cotton). This
latter figure is all the more remarkable since, as was pointed out in

Section II., those accidents that are due solely to mechanical causes are

not likely to vary in amount throughout the day.

The actual course or direction of the variations, however, differs

very much for accidents and output respectively.

In the case of otitput there is in every table an increase of the
second over the first hour of the spell except for a very slight decrease
in Table IV. (Machine Sewing) in the afternoon. This almost general

increase is as much as from 24 to 38 in soldering. Table III. Col. 1

(a.m.), and from 85 to 106 in Hand Chocolate-covering, Table II.

Col. 2 (a.m.)

After the second hour of each spell there is generally a gradual

decrease till the last hour, though in the third hour the output may
be yet higher than in the second. In the case only of Apparatus-

covering (Table II. Col. 1), and of the Cotton Trade (Table VII.), is the

last hour's output higher than that of the second hour of one of the

spells, though in stamp-pressing (Table VIII.) the last half-hour is

considerably higher in both spells. This general decrease is particu-

larly marked in the case of soldering (morning spell Table IV. Cols. 1

and 2), where the second hour's output was 38'42 at Jacob's and 52'4

at Cadbury's; the fifth hour's output only 29-74 at Jacob's and 43"7

at Cadbury's.

The same general characteristics mark the course of the spell in

the only other records taken of the hourly distribution of output

made previous to this, those of Prof. Pieraccini, of Florence (Index

D5), and of Dr. Howard Marsh, of New York (Index D6).

Dr. Pieraccini studied six typesetters in one shop and four in
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another, each for a day. The total number of lines they set when
added together is distributed as follows : first hour 205, second 255, third

222, fourth 211 ; then after lunch and a rest of two hours, 241, 206, and

160. Only in its first-hour maximum in the afternoon does this differ

from our usual distribution.

Of Dr. Marsh's three records one refers to workers on a time-

wage, and thus introduces a novel element ; but in the other processes,

in three spells out of the five the total output of all the workers shows
the usual short increase or stationariness followed by a long and gradual

decrease; the two exceptions—magazine wire-stitching morning and
evening spell—have no decrease, their total output remains on the
whole stationary.

It should be noted that in all the output tables we have collected

the wages were wholly or partly paid by the piece, the gradual decreases

in the output towards the end of the spell is presumably, therefore,

not due to deliberate ' slacking '
: every slackening of effort would

mean a loss of the workers' earnings.

In the case of accidents there is in every one of our twenty
odd tables and graphs, except at Cadbury's and H. Renolds' (Tables

XVII., XVIII.), a constant increase of accidents in the course of the

first three hours of each spell, morning, afternoon, and before breakfast,

unless of course there are pauses. This increase is particularly marked
in cotton spinning, where the third hour has 665 accidents against

the first hour's 316 in the morning spell, and 536 against 222 in the

afternoon spell. In some of the American and foreign tables for

whole States the increase of accidents apparent between the first and
second hour in the morning, though not between the second and third

of both spells nor the first and second in the afternoon, is attributable

to a certain extent to the fact that the first row of figures given does

not always represent a full working hour. However, if from the
' usual working-times ' given at the head of each table we make some
rough correction, the general increase of accidents seems to hold good

of the early morning hours, and if we look at the "Wisconsin and

German accidents classified according to the number of hours' work
already done, and thus free from uncertainty, we find this increase as

much as 200 per cent, between the first and second hours of work
(Table XVI.).

After the third hour, accidents usually increase still further, but

this depends rather on the total length of the spell, for we find that

in whichever is the last hour of the spell (fourth or fifth) the accidents

decrease, so that the accident distribution or curve may most accur-

ately be said to reach its maximum on the penultimate hour of the

spell. This increase up to the penultimate hour holds good so long

as no mid-morning or mid-afternoon pauses occur, and where the

last division of the spell is really a whole hour and not merely as

in cotton (Table IX. a) and in Massachusetts (Table XL) a half hour

rated to the hour. But exceptions are found in the afternoon spells

at Hans Eenolds' (Table XVII.) and at the Cadillac Works (Table

XX. ) in some of the Tables dealing with smaller numbers (Tables

XVIII., XXIII., and XXIV.) and therefore the more liable to ' error,'
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and finally in several of the figures originally collected by the U.S.
Federal Bureau of Labour, namely those of Indiana manufactures
(morning) (Diagram J.) and of the American Cotton Industry (Dia-

gram III.),

The divergence of this latter set of figures from the majority, how-
ever, is to a large extent due to the unusual hourly limits adopted by
the U.S. Bureau of Labour, e.g., from 10.01 to 11 instead of 10.00 to

10.59. This at first sight seems a trivial difference, but common-
sense backed by experiment shows that factory, occupiers are inclined

to return all accidents occurring between, e.g., 9.55 and 10.10 as 10

—

hence the importance of the question in which period to place the
exact hour. The U.S. Federal method results in pushing back the
maximum accidents.

The decrease in accidents from the penultimate to the ultimate hour
of the spell mentioned already varies in amount very greatly. It is

slight in all the Illinois figures, only from 1,485 to 1,438 in the total

(Table XIII. Col. 4) in the morning and from 1,382 to 1,327 in the

afternoon ; but the decrease is very great in some single factories, notably

Hans Renolds', in the morning, from 375 to 252 (Table XVII. a.m.),

the National Cash Register 308 to 181 (a.m.) and the Cadillac Motor
Company from 152 to 88 in the morning, and in the afternoon (where
the decrease sets in earlier) 200 to 116 to 94.

That this falling-off is not entirely due to a fall in output, and,

therefore, in the risk, may be seen by the fact that, even where output

is humanly variable as in the processes in Tables II. to VIII., output

never falls more than 15 per cent, from the penultimate to the last

hour of spell.'' That this falling-off is not due merely to a fall in the

number employed owing to lunch or the end of work coming sooner,

is shown by the accidents of individual factories where the exact times

worked were ascertainable, and are stated in Tables XVII. and follow-

ing, but furthermore in all State-collected records most detailed inquiries

were made on the spot to ensure that, in all figures of hourly accidents

given, the number employed at each hour was the same unless other-

wise stated. In short, in the last hour of the spell there is a true

decrease in the accident rate per given number of men and per given

amount of output, or, at any rate, a check to the increase.

In the case of the statistics for whole States, the question of which

is the last hour of the afternoon spell is rather hard to settle, since

individual factories will quit work at different times, and though some
indication is given by the heading over each table ' Usual Working
Times,' evidence for the afternoon decrease of accidents must be

sought mainly from the figures of single factories where the exact

times of work are ascertained (Tables XVII., XXIV.).

The individual investigators of the time-distribution of accidents

that have gone before us have failed to observe this decrease of

accidents at the end of the spell. Bogardus, because he studied only

* Account must be taken of the fact that our output tables only give processes

under piece wage where there is little likelihood of slacking. However, even under

time wage discipline and set standards and the speed of the machine would prevent

any very much larger falling-off in output.
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the accidents of one year in Illinois (Table XIII. Col. 7), of which 246
happened to occur in the fourth hour of the morning spell, with 257
in the fifth ; while 227 occurred in the third and 260 in the fourth (and
probably last) hour of the afternoon spell ; Imbert because he was too
intent on fatigue and failed to notice considerable drops at 11 a.m., at

any rate, in some of the very curves he gives in his diagrams (Revue
Scientifique, September 24, 1904, page 388) and Table XV.d.

In the very last half-hour of the morning spell, it is interesting to

note a rise of the rate of accidents over that of the preceding hour in

almost every case where this period is separately recorded. In the

English cotton industry this rise is from 623 to 651 in the morning
and 512 to 615 in the afternoon (Table IX. a), and in the morning spell

in Massachusetts (Table XI. a and b) while the pronounced rise for
' Total Industry ' may be due to some industries diverging from the
normal lunch hour, yet there are rises of accident in the last half-

hour of the morning in the Building, AVool, Eubber, Paper, Printing,

and Autocar Industries, whose midday hours are fairly normal.
Alluding to their accident statistics of metal-work, cotton (in

U.S.A.), and Indiana and Wisconsin manufactures reproduced here
respectively in Diagrams I., III., and IV., the U.S. Federal Eeport
(page 97) speaks of the ' remarkable accord from group to group '

:

' Here are four sets of figures collected by different agencies in differ-

ent parts of the Union at different times and covering different in-

dustries, each agency v/orking independently of the others. Yet the

figures thus gathered show striking similarity.' Yet these particular

figures, as can be seen in the tables, are among the more irregular

that we have recorded; and compared, for instance, with the Massa-
chusetts, Illinois, Ohio, and individual factory accidents, differ among
themselves quite considerably. In fact our figures agree with one
another to such an extent, particularly those of accidents, that we are

justified in speaking of a ' normal ' time-distribution of output and of

accidents, or considered inversely, accident immunity. The shape of

the output and accident-immunity curves for a five-hour spell may for

purposes of illustration be summarised as follows

:

Hour of Spell Output Accident Immunity
1st small very great
2nd ..... very great great
3rd great fair

4th fair *small
5th *small fair

* Where there are only four hours in the spell, strike out the last output, but the
fourth accident hour.

In seeking on explanation of this ' normal ' time-distribution of the
accident rate and the output in a spell of manufacturing work, let us
concentrate on the illustrative table. Here we find the four same
degrees : very great, great, fair and small, succeeding one another in

both the output and the accident-immunity column, though earlier in

the spell with accidents than with output. Now both output and
accident immunity vary inversely to fatigue ; these four decreasing

degrees, therefore, may well be measuring an increase in fatigue.
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The only other possible cause that could by itself explain the rise

in the accidents at any rate during the morning and afternoon is the

drinking of alcohol before starting the spell. This explanation has
been advanced by the Temperance Scientific Federation of Boston, and
taken up by certain employers. To prove this contention, however,
it would have to be shown firstly that the most debilitating effect of

alcohol on control occurs just about four hours after its drinking, and
not earlier or later, and secondly that such alcohol drinking is a regular

habit among the workers.

The first point is far from established either scientifically or from
everyday—but not necessarily personal—experience. All that we can

say for certain is that if alcohol is taken at all in large quantities, the

attention and muscular control that avoid accidents are lost immedi-
ately, and in the first hour.

The second point can certainly not be established at all in some
of our records. The women cotton-spinners (of Table IX. a), the

picked men workers at Hans Eenolds', at the Motor Companies, at the

National Cash Eegister Company, and the girls at Jacob's and
Cadbury's and the Denison Manufacturing Company (of Tables XVIII.
and. following), are certainly not all drinkers, yet all of them show the

same accident ' curve ' as other and possibly hard-drinking employees.

If it be only fatigue, then, that can explain the middle hours,

what of the first hour of output and the fifth hour of accident immunity
that are left over? Here the explanation must be different in each

case, and such a difference may well be, since, as it was pointed out

in Section III. p. 299, variations in accidents and output are not

always measuring the same psycho-physical activities. It is now con-

tended that the small output in the first hour is due to ' practice ' and
that the fair accident immunity in the fifth or last hour is due to

anticipatory ' excitement ' (see Section IV.), both pulling in

an opposite direction to fatigue, and here more than overcoming the

fatigue effects; that this excitement does not affect the output at the

end of the spell, and that, contrary to all expectation, this practice

does not affect the accidents at the beginning of the spell." This con-

tention, founded on the facts in the tables below, is backed by the

somewhat theoretical suggestions of Section III. There it was ad-

vanced that the main psycho-physical activity directly measured by
output-rate variations was the changing of speed, and, by "Weber's

very definition, practice is a removal of pressure from the central

nervous organ manifested in an increase of facility, rapidity, certainty,

and regularity; but, further, that the main psycho-physical activities

specially measured by accident-rate variations were attention and

muscular control, and on these activities of the central nervous system

a ' psychomotor state ' of excitement would presumably be far more

5 If, as was suggested in Section II., a curve of errors or mistakes would run a

similar course to the accident curve, it is interesting to note the conclusion of Binet

et Henri in 'La Fatigue Intellectuelle ' that for adding and memorising the second
hour of work, though faster, is less accurate than the first. Practice seems to

decrease errors no more than accidents. Pieraocini's curve of errors (Index D5)
confirms this in the afternoon but not in the morning.
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potent than a state like practice, that is removing pressure from the

nervous centres.

Now, if this explanation of the agreements and disagreements in

the ascertained time-distribution of accidents and output respectively be
con-ect, the following would be the psycho-physical diagnosis of a

spell of factory work considered chronologically.

First hour: Fingers, arms, body and mind after their rest are

working slow, but sure. To increase the pace and even perhaps to

concentrate attention is uphill work and a fight against subjective

feelings of sloth. In an emergency, however, muscles could be per-

fectly controlled.

Second hour: Body and mind, getting into their stride again, are

working very fast, but not perhaps so exactly. Feelings of sloth are

conquered, but there is a terrible long prospect of work ahead. How-
ever, as work is running easily, the mind may think of pleasanter

things : attention scatters.

Third or third and fourth hours : Body and mind running on, but
attention lost. If any sudden danger threatens or emergency arises,

it may not be quick enough perceived, and when perceived, muscles
may not be quick enough to prevent an accident; they can continue
rhythmically and automatically at the same work, but for any
change of movements that may be suddenly called, there is insufficient

control.

Last hour (fourth or fifth) : Body no longer running automatically

with the same ease, an effort of the will required (spurt) to keep speed
up; but the end is ahead, with food and rest; the attention awakes
and control over the muscles is braced up—danger is better perceived

and more quickly avoided. At the very end, however, even this new
attention and control may tire, as indeed the whole body is tired, and
only a rest can bring recovery.

B. Particular.

The agreement within the accident and output ' time-distributions

or curves ' was sufficient to justify the use of the term ' normal distri-

bution ' for industry in general and the discussion of its causation.

Now, however, we may examine each time-distribution or curve given

in the tables more closely, so as to describe any differences between them
and to correlate such differences in the output or accident curves with
differences in the conditions of each (see Section I.). The main con-

ditions whose results our tables thus enable us to seek are

:

1. Conditions affecting the factoiy hygiene and particularly tem-
perature.

2. The nature of the worker : sex and age.

3. The nature of the work.
4. Factory organisation,

1. How far differences between the individual output and accident

curves are attributable to differences in atmospheric conditions

influencing the hygienic state of the factory may be gauged from
Table XVII., where the accidents occurring at Hans Renolds' are
analysed into summer and winter accidents.
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According to Professor Huntingdon (see Section I.b), temperature
is particularly debilitating at its extremes of heat and cold; we
should therefore expect the lowest output and most numerous
accidents in winter between 8 and 10 a.m. and, if at all, 5 and 7 p.m.
(earlier and later factories are not working full) ; in summer from about
12 A.M. to 3 P.M. ; the whole year round, then, minima of output and
maxima of accidents should occur round 9 a.m., 2 p.m., and 6 p.m.

But, when we look at the accidents at Eenolds' (Table XVTI.) we see
clearly how the seasonal variations are only a minor factor when com-
pared with fatigue from previous duration of work. In the total the
maxima of accidents are not at 9 a.m., 2 p.m., and 6 p.m., but from
11-12 a.m. and 3-4 p.m., after three hours' and one hour's work
respectively. Temperature, however, certainly appears as a modifier

of the influence of fatigue from previous work ; in winter the cold hours
8-10 a.m. have a much higher proportion of the day's accidents distri-

buted to them than they have in the total ; and similarly in summer
the hour 3-4, though here it would not have been heat so much as

the after-effects of heat, that would be potent.

From the figures it is impossible to infer, of course, whether
extremes of temperature modify the accident distribution by directly

producing dangerous circumstances such as fingers numb from cold, or

whether extreme temperature acts rather as an indirect influence on
accidents by enabling a duration of work to result more surely in fatigue

(see Section I.).

2. The second main condition whose results can be sought by com-
paring different curves is that of the nature of the worker, and mainly
his age and sex.

In the accident distribution of the Illinois manufactures
(Table XTII.) it has been possible to distinguish women's accidents and
also accidents to girls and boys under eighteen ; in the accident distri-

bution of the English cotton industry (Table IX.a and Diagram III.b)

women's accidents are also separately classed and similarly the

accidents of boys of eighteen or under in the comparison of earlier

and later ' work-hours ' (Table IX. b) in iron and steel and engineering.

One divergence which women's and boys' curves show from the

normal occurs in the women's high accident rate in the morning as

compared with the afternoon spell. In the English cotton industry

(Table IX. a), the average of the hourly accidents in the morning spell

and in the afternoon spell is for men respectively 261'8 and 239'6;

for women 155"4 and 99'6; in the Illinois manufactures similarly, the

hourly average morning and afternoon is for all workers 1,212'6 and

1,212-0, for women 28-80 and 24-23.

The main divergence within the spell from the normal which
women's and boys' accident curves show is the almost complete

absence of the normal decrease in accident in the last hour of the

spell. In the cotton trade, there is a continual increase of women's

accidents throughout all spells and similarly in the Illinois morning

spell for women and boys, and there the boys' accidents between

6 and 5.59 are particularly high considering how many leave work

at five.
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The divergence shown between men and boys in comparing the
ninth hour's accidents with the earher hourly average of accidents
(Table IX. b) seems to vary for the different industries. Thus, while
in shipbuilding all males have in the ninth hour of work 143 per
cent, the accidents they have in the first hour, boys only have 128 per
cent. But in auto manufacture and iron and steel foundries boys
have in the ninth hour 200 per cent, and 196 per cent, the accidents
they have in the first hour, while males of all ages have only 132 per
cent, and 153 per cent. It is only therefore in these industiies that
boys' accidents diverge appreciably from the normal by rising still

higher ; but the height of the rise is significant.

The explanation of boys' and women's continued rise in accidents
throughout the spell would seem to be either a lesser power of antici-

patory excitement or a stronger fatigue overcoming this excitement.
The women's fewer accidents in the afternoon, however, would seem
to exclude the stronger fatigue explanation for them. Lesser antici-

patory excitement (therefore the only explanation left) may be some-
thing psycho-physical in the woman, but more likely it is due to the
fact that for most women the end of the factory spell does not mean
hope of a rest and food, but the certainty of more work in the prepara-
tion of food.

3. In examining how far differences in the output and accident
time-distributions are attributable to differences in the factor ' Nature
of the Work,' reference must be made to Section La, which dealt

specially with that factor. There it was advanced that there were
certain characteristics in any single craft or process that were
peculiarly important in evoking affections akin to fatigue in the worker.
These characteristics were ' concentrativeness, ' 'persistence,' com-
plexity, uniformity, frequency of recurrence and regularity of recur-

rence. A good opportunity of studying single occupations or crafts

as apart from whole industries is afforded by our output figures in

particular. It is to these figures that we turn, therefore, for the

results of what we called the ' evocative ' characteristics.

First it must be observed, however, that, owing to the statistical

necessity of securing a frequently and regularly repeated output (see

Section II.), the varieties of output that our tables exhibit cannot include

infrequent and irregular operations. The characteristics chiefly

differentiating the processes are therefore (a) concentrativeness and
persistence ;

(fa) complexity ; and, above all, (c) the degree of

uniformity.

(a) Movements concentrating or focussing their tax on local muscles

are found in the processes of covering chocolates by hand (Table II.

Col. 2) and in sandwiching and stencilling biscuits by hand (Table V.

Col. 4), and here in both cases we find the output closely following the

normal distribution as far as the morning spell is concerned ; but in the

afternoon spell the output decreases very slowly, and in stencilling

does not reach its maximum till the third hour. Moreover, in the case

of the chocolate-covering, the output in the afternoon is higher

generally than in the morning.

This difference from the normal distribution is attributable to the
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fact that the small local muscles, though easily fatiguable, are also soon
rested in the mid-day break and will either work better in the after-

noon or will tire then less easily. Abb6 (Index C8) found indeed that

in the Zeiss Optical Works a reduction of hours increased the output
per hour of the finer handwork less than of the coarser machine work.
And here we may refer again to Dr. Marsh's (Index D6) records

of girls wire-stitching magazines; after a break from 5.30 to 6 ' there

was a marked recovery and a maximum rate till 9.30 ' (page 36).

Machine-sewing also to some extent focuses work on the hands and
fingers, and here again (Table IV. Col. 3) we find a high afternoon

output after the local fatigue has been given an hour to recuperate,

particularly where the frequency of operation, i.e., the number of

buttonholes to the hour, is very high and the fingers, therefore, have
to be all the quicker.

Of movements concentrating their tax on the central muscles,

building may be cited in particular, and also all the pursuits included

under mining, lumbering (forestry), and agriculture, though their hours

of work are somewhat irregular. A useful output distribution would
be impossible to collect in these industries, owing to the heterogeneous

work and working conditions; but, failing this, separate accident curves

from different sources have been collected and plotted in Diagram IV.

for buildmg. Diagram V. for mining, and Diagram VI. for lumbering
and agriculture. The astonishing feature of these ' time-distributions

'

is their similarity to the normal curve for the more strictly manu-
facturing industries (c/. Diagram I.). In building and mining, how-
ever, there is an earlier decrease of accident in the afternoon spell,

attributable, since the eight-hour day prevails here, to an earlier close

of work. In lumbering and agriculture the dips in the German
curve at 8-9 and 4-5 are probably attributable to short meal-breaks;

it should be noted that about half the work called lumbering is

performed in sawmills with quite regular working hours and meal-

breaks.

Several examples of work that involves nervous concentration have

their output and accident time-distribution recorded.

JiLdgments of distance and of quality, including the activities of

sensitivity, comparison with memorised standard, and muscular con-

trol, are found in machine-sev/ing, where the material must be directed

under the needle absolutely correctly (Table IV.) ; in tin-labelling, where
the label must be pasted exactly square (Table V. Col. 2 and Table VI.)

;

in soldering and in tin-straightening, where, as in all skilled work, a

definite standard of quality must be obtained (Table III. and Table V.).

Now, it is in all these processes that we find the output curve most
normal. The afternoon's output is somewhat less than the morning's,

but in both spells the maximum output occurs in the second, or, where
the first period recorded is half an hour, as at Peak, Frean's (Table V.),

m the first hour and a half or second hour and a half. After this there

is the gradual decrease of output, till the last hour's output may only

total about 80 per cent, of the maximum for the spell, less if it is the

fifth hour (as general in the morning), more if it is the fourth hour
(as general in the afternoon). The total of the records of output of the
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three examples of soldering tins recorded at three different factories

(Tables III. and V. Col. 3) is as follows :«

of Spell
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comparable with others in the discussion of industry in general

(Section V.a).

But turning now to Table VIII. Col. 2 and Table X., we find that

the normal course of the four- or five-hour spell is not reproduced in

the twelve-hour spell. There is no gradual increase of accidents in

the first three quarters of the time, nor gradual decrease of output in

the last three quarters. On the contrary, there seems to be a series

di waves. The total accidents by day increase up to a crest in the

fourth hour (9-10), decrease to a trough in the seventh (12-1), increase

again to the ninth (2-3), and then decrease for the rest of the spell.

By night crests occur in the second and ninth hours, troughs in the

seventh and last hours. At the beginning of the night, however, there

is additional repairing, and this may account for the early crest.

To calculate how far these accident curves diverge from the normal,

we might consider the twelve-hour ' shift ' as a four-hour ' spell
'

multiplied threefold. On this basis, the decrease in the last three

hours corresponds strictly to the decrease in the last hour of a short

spell due to anticipatory excitement, while the increase of accidents

in the first four hours of the shift corresponds to the increase between

the first and second hours of the spell, attributable to fatigue. The
only hours not reconcilable are the fifth to the eighth (10 a.m. -2 p.m.):

to correspond to the four-hour spell, accidents should be increasing;

as a matter of fact, they form a trough in the curve. This trough may
possibly be correlated with the midday or midnight meal, which would

first produce a fall in accidents through anticipatory and then

positive excitement while being taken ; secondly a sudden rise while its

digestion was conflicting with the work in hand. But that all these

lesser forces should cloak or overcome the effects of fatigue must be

attributed to the main peculiarity of this work, namely, the repeated

intervals of rest at the end of each operation, which allow of ' recovery.'

In studying the separate departments of iron and steel works, it

should be noted that the mechanical department and the yards usually

have meal breaks, but betweenwhiles work actively all the time. In

consequence, the fluctuations of their accident curve are more marked
and are actually (not merely proportionately) more similar to the

normal. So many different processes are included in these depart-

ments, however, that special attention to the figures given is not worth

while.

In the output curve of the Bessemer converter (Table VIII. Col. 1)

are seen the same waves up and down and even less regular. Here
the effect of 'non-persistence,' especially combined as it is in this

process with a relative infrequency in the recurrence of the operation

(about three times to the hour), would make the factor practice of

more weight than the factor fatigue and likely to last almost to the

end of the day. This may account for the very gradual increase

of output in each successive two-hour period, if we except 8-10 because

of changes and repairs and 12-2 because of lunch and digestion during

work. The general drop in the last two hours would on that supposi-

tion be due to tlie final overcoming of practice by fatigue.

(b) The most highly complex processes of those recorded in our
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tables are the stamp-pressing, where levers have to be worked as
well as material inserted and removed (Table VIII.), and complex to

a lesser extent is the machine sewing. In all these processes the
afternoon output compared with tJie morning is higher than the normal,
the average per afternoon hour compared with the average per morning
hour being 40,676 to 40,047 in the stamping-press work, and 111"72
to 97*1 in the machine-sewing at Kettering (Table IV.). In other
respects the curves differ, no doubt owing to the fact that stamping-
press work is highly uniform but not concentrative, while machine-
sewing is fauly variegated but tiring to the fingers (see above). In
explanation of increase of output during the day for both these
complex processes, it is interesting to note the following extract from
Weber

:

' Experiments show . . . that fatigue sets in more slowly in the
case of disturbed or complex work than where there is no disturbance

;

indeed, in the hours at the end of a spell the output is often very much
greater where work is disturbed than the normal increase which
results from practice would lead us to anticipate. These results, which
suggest that complex work is less fatiguing and more easily acquired
by practice, are only apparently paradoxical. . . . The paradox is

explained by the simple fact that the disturbed operation—that is to

say, in the case of complex work, each of the individual acts into which
it can be analysed—begins at a very much lower point in virtue of the
disturbance. Hence the output increases with continuous habitua-
tion and inner adaptation to the disturbance or to the other work very
much more quickly, until it reaches its maximum, than is the case with
uninterrupted operations. This is due to the fact that not only the
results of practice, but also the gradual adaptation to the disturbance,

make their influence felt and are only fully realised when the work is

practically at an end.

'

(c) Of great uniformity or repetitiveness is the work with the metal
stamping-press, and of this particular process we are lucky in having
both accident and output time-distribution. Covering chocolate by
apparatus is also unifonn in that the same rack is always handled
instead of the individual chocolate creams, as in hand-covering. This
process, however, is not general enough to yield sufficient accidents for

useful statistical comparisons.

Turning first to the output distribution in these uniform processes
given in Tables VIII. and II., we find that in both cases ' the curve

'

differs from the normal in increasing right throughout the spell,

except, in each case again, for the last hour but one of the afternoon
spell. In the last half-hour of the stamp-pressing spells the increase

is sudden enough to be attributable to ' spurt.'

The two processes differ, however, in that the output is less in

afternoon than morning with the apparatus-covering, but greater with
the stamping-press.

The explanation of the specially high aftei'noon output of stamping-
presses was given under complexity, but the increase of output during
the spell in both these uniform processes is due probably to the power
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of most individuals to automatise processes that are uniform and
frequent. 'This means,' to quote Weber, 'that with frequent repeti-

tion an abihty is produced to perform an operation even without
any conscious use of the will and of the power of attention for

the requisite separate functions of the psycho-physical system, and
finally the operation actually succeeds better without any effort of
attention at all.' Further, according to Weber, automatisation seems
to be helped to a large exfent by ' rhythmisation ' of the work, ' because
this considerably facilitates the carrying out of the typical reactions
without articulated will-impulse.' Great regularity as well as great
repetition (uniformity) and great frequency is important, then, accord-
ing to Weber, in increasing ease of work, and the time-distribution
of the output of stamp-pressing and apparatus-covering which have
these characteristics would seem to bear out this contention. Fatigue
seems, except in the penultimate hour of the day, to be more than
counterbalanced by a sort of prolonged practice. But to say, there-

fore, that monotony would decrease fatigue would be to fall

into the confusion of terms pointed out in Section I. a. It is only
when so-called monotonous work does not evoke monotony that it

becomes less fatiguing.

Turning next to the accident distribution in the uniform process
of stamp-pressing (Diagram II. and Table IX. c), we find that it

does not differ from the noi^mal distribution very materially except in

the earlier onset and larger scale of the decrease of accidents at the
end of each spell and in a somewhat greater accident-rate in the after-

noon both shown in the American figures (Diagram II.). These
divergences would suggest that, if anything, excitement in anticipation

of a change is greater where the work is more uniform, and that the

attentiveness and muscle- control which, as we have suggested,

accident-distribution specially indicates become weaker than usual

towards the end of the day when the work lacks variety.

4. Finally some attention must be given to the influence of differ-

ent systetyis of factory management in diverting output or accident

distribution from the ' normal curve '
; and for the question of human

fatigue the most important part of any system of management is the

devices to ensure speed in individual operations and in the operation or

action of the factory as a whole.

Hitherto we have regarded the speed of operation as involved in the

nature of the work, assuming that for any given process there was some
average and standard human rhythm or some definite rate at which a

machine was most economically and efficiently run. Yet this natural

speed may, so to speak, be tuned up or down, and of late, to judge

from working-class opinion, there has been a good deal of tuning up.

The degree of tuning or ' speeding up ' of operations depends on the

enforcement of discipline, on the ' incentive ' of remuneration (whether
time-rate or some system of piece-rat-e), on the speed of automalic
machines, or on mechanical devices such as moving bands propelling

the work through the factory.

Besides tuning up of speed of operation we must take account of a

tuning up in the general action of the organisation, ensuring unremitting
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flow of material with the use of every minute of a man's work-time,

and closer supervision with an increased demand on the man to come

up to the standard.

To isolate this factor of tuning up of efficiency, of the intensity of

work, it is only possible to compare the output and accident of single

factories ; whole states will include all varieties of efficiency. But in

comparing these single factories there are limitations, too, in the matter

of their output distribution.

If in comparing an output curve in a less intensive with one in a

more intensive factory it was found that during a spell the latter did

not drop so fast as the former, it might be an indication of less fatigue

under the intensive system, but again it might be due to the greater

incentive to keep up speed. In short, the significance of the output

curve is, on this point, ambiguous.

Turning to the accidents of single factories, however, we have a

chance of useful comparison in the distribution at the Ford (Table

XXL), Cadillac (Table XX.), and Northway (Table XXII.) and at

Hans Eenolds' (Table XVII.) Motor Companies. At each of these

engineering works efficiency has been carried to a very high pitch as

compared with Metal Working in general (Diagram II.) or Auto manu-

facture in general (Table IX. b).

The distinctive feature of the accident curve in all these shops is

the higher rate of accident in the afternoon than in the morning.

Thus:

Morning Afternoon

Accident Rate per hour Accident Rate per hour

Hans Renolds . . 317 338

Ford Motor Co. .
• 222 235-5

Cadillac „ . . 121 Ml
Northway „ . .93 98

On the other hand, in Metal Working generally (Diagram II.), if

we except the Massachusetts curve, which includes Foundries with

their regular afternoon casting, the afternoon rate of accident is lower

than the morning, and similarly of the Massachusetts ' Auto ' Industry

(Table XI.b, Col. 1).

We may couple this contrast with that between the Iron and Steel

Making and all other naturally more persistent industries. Both bring

out the fact that scattered irregular pauses, be they due to the nature

of the material or to a hitch in factory action, all tend to relieve the

' psycho-physique ' and to put a check to fatigue. Bogardus is very

right when he attributes present-day fatigue in the factory in great part

to ' unrelaxed tension.

'

Further evidence of the fatiguing effect of intensity of work as apart

from its extension and duration in time may be sought by comparing

the accident rate in English industries in this present decade with

former times when the work was more ' extensive ' but less intense.

In this comparison, however, it is rather difficult to isolate the factor

of intensity; other factors have changed, too, of which the amount of

dangerous machinery and the guarding of that machinery are the

most important. Since these two most important factors affect accidents

1915. ^
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oppositely, however, and thus more or less cancel out, it would

be worth while giving the rate of accident per 1,000 employed for two

or three separate decades respectively if only it were certain that the

standard of reporting were the same in each case. The Home Of&ce

Committee (Index Bl) appointed in 1909 ' to inquire into the causes

and circumstances of the increase in the niunber of reported accidents,

'

collected many such statistics as suggested above, but found ' an almost

unanimous expression of opinion from witnesses of all kinds that the

fuller reporting which has taken place during recent years accounts

for a very large portion of the increase '

(p. 9). But though the Acci-

dent Committee was thus unable to secure statistical confirmation they

report that ' much of the increase (of accidents) was attributed to a

general raising of the standard of effort in all spheres of life '

(p. 13).

The new school of ' scientific management ' in America has also

devoted some thought to the fatiguing effect of ' intense ' work. Mr.
Knoeppel, for instance, in his book ' InstaUing Efficiency Methods,'

carefully distinguishes ' strenuousness ' from efficiency and holds that
' any standard determined should be one that a man can attain day in

and day out without injury to his health of body or mind '

(p. 109).

This ' Standard Time ' is reckoned at about the mean of a man's
average and highest speed under unimproved conditions, with pro-

vision for rest often amounting to 16 per cent, or 20 per cent, of the

whole time and enforced by clock at intervals varying for different kinds

of work. A familiar example of the efficiency of such a system occurs

in P. W. Taylor's ' Principles of Scientific Management.' For ' heavy
labour ' where the man's strength is exerted by either lifting or pushing
something which he grasps in his hands, it was discovered that for

each given pull or push on the man's arms it is possible for the

workman to be under load for only a definite percentage of the day.

For example, when pig iron is being handled (each pig weighing 92 lb.)

a first-class workman can only be under load 43 per cent, of the

day (p. 6). This scientific ' law ' was then applied at the Bethlehem
Steel Works, and result-ed in the men's earnings (at a constant piece

rate of 3^% cents a ton) jumping from $1.15 to $1.86 a day.
To this now classical case of the pig iron may be added that of a

machinist in the employ of the New England Butt Company, who was
unable to complete his standard task per hour at a lathe turning metals
till a notice was posted up bidding him rest twelve minutes after every
forty -eight minutes' work.

Outside these indi^''idual studies, Scientific Management has perhaps
not spent enough time searching scientifically for the laws of fatigue
before setting its standard intensity of work

; yet, if once these laws are
discovered, then it is only to a really scientific management that we
can look for the application of the discovery. In the hope of this con-
summation to our labours the significance to industrial organisation
of the researches chronicled above may be sketched roughly in the
following sequence

:

1st. The importance of the rdle played by fatigue and other inner
states of the individual worker. It is not a monopoly of mental work
to be influenced in quantity and quality by the human disposition. For
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the efficient management and organisation of factory and office,

account must be taken of the human element just as much as of the

material and the machine.

2nd. The importance of the rest-pause. A break in the work
would seem to shed its influence all round ; it causes a bracing excite-

ment that avoids accidents beforehand and brings on after it a new lease

of working capacity. More important than the length of working

day seems the length of spell : the splitting up, the breaking up of con-

tinuous periods of work.

3rd. The importance of the nature of the work in modifying the

onset of fatigue. In uniform repetition work causing ' subjective
'

feelings of monotony ' objective ' fatigue seems far less effective than

in the nerve-taxing work of attending to a loom or of labelling and
soldering accurately in place.

4th and finally. The importance of taking account of and studying

fatigue, and of adapting accordingly the hours of labour in each kind

of work.

Section VI.—Statistical Tables and Diagrams.

Table I.

—

Daily Output.
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Table IT.

—

Chocolate-coveeing Otttput.

Messrs. Cadbury, Bournville.

10 couples and 4 individuals for 10 days, in September 1903.

Conditions.—Normal. Dinners supplied at cost price.

Workers.—Girls over eighteen.

Surroundings.—Good.
Payment.—Flat piece rate.

The Process.—Apparatus work (in couples) :

(1) Put middles on rack (weight 2 lbs.).

(2) Dip rack in solution and shake.

(3) Reverse rack on paper.

(4) Fit in the misplaced chocolates.

(5) Place paper on table to cool and fetch

more middles.

Posture : Half-standing, half-sitting.

Relative Hourly Variation.

Average of hour's output

Time Apparatus
9-10 88-3 (1)

10-11 93-9

11-12 106-35

12-12-30 118-4 (4)

Handwork (singly).

(1) Dip middle in solution.

(2) Mark pattern with fork or

finger.

(3) Place in position on table.

Posture : Sitting.

1-30-2

2-3
3-4
4-5

96(2)
98-55
94-4

97

iUU.
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1560

1440

1320

1200

1080

Diagram I.

—

Accidents in General Manufacture.

8 9 rO II 1^ I 2 3 4

960

640

720

600

480

360

240

120

A-M.

* ^1

LUNCH
HOUR

P. M.
1560

1440

1320

1200

1080

960

840

720

60Q

480

360

240

Index No
Cf. Table XIII. Col. 7.

Illinois 1911-13

Index No.

:

B7
Cf. Table XIV.

Indiana (3 yis.)

B5

Minnesota

£10
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Table IV.

—

^Mactiine-sewinq Output.

Queen Mary Workroom, PiccadLly.

Oct.-Feb. 1914-15.

Conditions :

Workers.—Girls aged 18-25.

Surroundings.—Ordinary rooms, bared of furniture,

Payment.—Piece rate (flat).

Process.—Foot-driven machine,
Making flannel belts.

(1) Running.

(2) Cutting holes. | By
(3) Affixing tapes. J hand.

(4) Stitchmg.

Linnel & Wallis. Kettering
June 1915.

10 belts worked at a time
through each sub-process.*

Bange.—7 girls for a total of 55
days.

Foot-driven machine.
Buttonholing.

(1) Cutting the holes.

(2) Buttonholing with
machine.

(3) Snipping off

threads.

3 doz. holes worked
at a time.*

3 girls for a total of

44 days.

Normal factory.

Power-driven
machine.

Buttonholing.

4 girls for three weeks
each.

Average output per day.

Time
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Diagram II.

—

Accidents in METAL-woKKiNa

7 8 9 10 II 12 I 2 3 4 5
000

*0o

300

200

300

800

700!

600

500

400

300

200

100

— Mass. (and Foundries

Index : B9. Table XIa.

Note.—Danger of Casting in

Foundry increases afternoon
accidents. (See preface to

Table IX.b.)

Press Hands
^****** Other Metals _•—._^

U.S.A. Index : B5

-** U.K.

Index: B2

Cf. Table IX.c.

Note.—Most i usual

Lunch Hour: 1-2.
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Table V.-
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Diagram IIIa.—Accidents in Textiles.

Times of TForA.—Mass. 7-12 1-6 : 56 Hour Week.

Southern States 6-12 1-6.15: 60-72 Hour Week.

10 II

Massachusetts Cotton

Index No.

:

B9

Illustrates Table IX.a.

12 1 2 3

Massachusetts Wool

B9

IX.A.

- U.S.A. Cotton

B.5
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Table VII.

—

Cotton Output.

Barlow & Jones (Manchester), Aug. & Sept. 1914.

Processes loJiere human element enters most into Output.

Hours of Day.

6-7
7-8

8.30-9.30

9.30-10.30

10.30-11.30

11.30-12.30

1.30-2.30

2.30-3.30

3.30-4.30

4.30-5.30

3 Men, 6 looms each.

3 days each.

Weaving.

No. of Picks
per Loom.

4-96

5.55

4-82

5-50

5-25

5-67

505
500
5-59

5-45

2 Scutchers.

4 days each.

Blowing.

No. of Laps
per Scutcher.

4-5

4-62

4-06

4-25

4-44

3-94

3-81

3-94

3-75

400

Two Slobbing Frames for four days.

Average time spent per day per set.

Sets (in order of time) 1st. 2nd. 3rd.

Minutes spent on set. 114 113 120J

4th.

126

Table VIII.^Output.

U.S.A. Federal Reports on

Iron and Steel Industry, (b) Women and Child Wage-Earners, (c)

Output of

Bessemer Converter.
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DuoRAM IIIb.—Accidents in Textiles (Lancashire).

Standard hoirs of work 6-8, 8.30-12.30, 1.30-5.30.

7 8 9 10 II 12 I 2 3 4 S 6

70a

600

500

400

300

200

700

600

500

400

300

200

6 7 8 9 10

Lancashire Cotton.

Index—Bl.
Illustrates Table IX.a

12 I 2 3 4 5 e

Upper Curve : -Total.
Lower Curve :—Women only.
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Table IX. a.—Cotton Teade Accidents.

Quoted from the Report of the Departmental Committee on Accidents 1908.

(1) Figures supplied by the Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' Associations.

Refer to 1,750 cases occurring between July 1 and August 5, 1907.

(2) Figures from Report of Chief Inspector of Factories for 1909. Refer to Cotton
Spinning Accidents in 1908.

(3) Figures of Mr. Crabtree (an Inspector). Refer to Oldham District (1,000 cases).

Hours of Day
Male^"^Fem

^^es* All Ages.
jia?e"^lem

^^^"^ ^otal.
Male, i^ em. 13.18 Male. Fem. *^^'®- **''"• and Fern.

6-7 ... 49 26 52 74 40 123 66 61 240
7-8

8.30-9
9-10

10-11
11-12
12-12.30

1.30-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-5.30

128 43

90 42
101 43
195 59
168 70
173 65

86 24
102 36
176 31
143 68
161 48

80 138 63 266 106

44 56 56
50 97 61

105 143 118
103 134 117

122 152 146

28
62

60

80
86 121
81 111
112 168

Notes.

16

57
74
72
82

146 98
198 104
338 177
302 187
325 211

136 40
182 95
297 105
254 130
329 130

95

72
70
150
134
116

46
60
134
128
156

467

316
372
665
623
651

222
335
636
512
615

The number of accidents given in the Report as occurring between 8-9, 12-1,

1-2, and 5-6 is doubled to allow for the meal-times, which, as the Report of the Com-
mittee itseK states, take place from 8-8.30, 12.30-1.30, and 6.30-6.

12-5.30 accidents are multiplied by 6/5 to allow for Saturdays, except in (2)

where Saturdays not included.
* Full Timers.

Table IX.b.—FotraDKY and Engineeeinq Teade Accidents.

Iron and Steel Foundries in 1912.

Automotor and Locomotive Mfg. in 1911.

Shipbuilding in 1910.

The figures are quoted from the Tables in the Annual Reports of the Chief In-

spector of Factories referring to Accidents occurring from Monday to Friday, and
reportable either to the Inspector only or to the certifying Surgeons and Inspectors.

These tables class accidents according (1) to time of day when they occurred ; (2)

the working hour ' round ' which they occurred {e.g., eighth hour would include

accidents occurring after 7^ hours work and before 8J hours work).

These figures do not attempt to give the number of accidents per number em-
ployed at each hour. Hours where few are working owing to meal-times or short-

time are compared with full working hours when accidents will ipso facto be more
frequent.

The following corrections must therefore be made :

( 1 ) Omit all hours where factories may not be working full. Now, where England,
Scotland and Ireland are all combined, the start may be any time from 6 to 8, break-

fast from 8 to 10, dinner from 12 to 2, and the stop from 5 onwards. This leaves

only the hours from 10-11, 11-12, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5 as worth considering among the

time of day figures. Among the working-time figures, the occurrence of meal-times

is almost incalculable. The following plan, however, escapes uncertainties.

If the working hours be divided into : A, the first half-hour and next hour, and B, the

second to the eighth, and C, the ninth hour, it is certain that C will consist (see Note)

of one fuU working hour, A of one and a half fuU working hours, and B of five and
a half working hours where the ' two-break ' sj'stem is worked, of six where there

is one break only (B = seven hours—one hour for dinner only or one hour and a
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half for dinner and breakfast). To reckon the average per hour in each period,

therefore, A will be divided by one and a half and B by six to five and a half

(say, 5§).

In times of depression dismissal of hands or weekly rotation of hands is resorted

to in these trades rather than short-time every day. No ' correction ' need be made
for this factor therefore.

(2) Omit all accidents due to work which is regularly performed in one part of the

day and not another, and is of special danger. This applies to casting in foundries
which causes the accidents from molten metal reportable to L:spectors and Surgeons.

In foundries, therefore, accidents reported to Inspectors only will be quoted.

Note.—Unless work begins after 7.30, as in Manchester district, on Mondays.
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Table IX.d.—Accidents on Each Day op the Week,

U.K. Chief Factory Inspectors' Reports, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912.

Cotton Spinning (1908)

Men
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Table XI.a.—Accidents.

Massachusetts.—Report of Industrial Accident Board.

Total Industry and Building, Metals and Textiles.

A. July-June 1912-13, Fatal and Non-Fatal Accidents incapacitating 1 daj'.

B. July-June 1913-14, Non-Fatal Accidents only (yet unpublished).

Times of Work.—Mig. 6.45 or 7-12, 12.50 or 1 to 5.30. Saturday half-holiday often.

Bldg. 8-12, 1-5. Do. Do. always.
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Table XI.b.—Accidents.

Massachusetts, July 1912~June 1913.

—

Report of Industrial Accident Board.

Separate Industries with hourly max. of at least 100 accidents.

Fatal and all non-fatal accidents causing over one day's absence.

Working Times (General) 6.45-12, 1-4 or 5.

Work

Wkly no. of hrs.

Men's cases %
6.30-7.30

7.30-8.30
8.30-9.30

9.30-10.30

10.30-11.30

11.30-12 (a)

12-1 or 12.45

? -1.30

1.30-2.30

2.30-3.30

3.30-4.30

4.30-5.30

Tan- Gas-
nery Works

55-59 48(&)

Rubber Paper

Monday .

Tuesday .

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

98%

, 32
, 56
. 89
, 1]_6

107

(88)

(0
59
87

105

74

152
147
138
152

171

100%

16

47
91
133

136

(120)

(c)

94
105

89

72

168
151

139
168
166

Print. Elect.
& Pub. Supp.

? 60 48 & 42 48(6)

92% 91-5% 88% 97%
51 21
126 71

187 124
242 160^ 125

(264) (168)

Lunch.
(c) (c)

148 86
211 128

189

169

356
369
337
323
352

85

92

215
189
210
195
198

6
25
49
92

103

(154)

(c)

81

94

79

67

135
113
158
133
140

101
324
412
527

470

(606)

(c)

296
442

390

365

766
758
717
748
680

Autos Shoes

64 54
100% 82-5%

14 85
39
79
107

99

(84)

(c)

70
103

89

72

135
145
120
126
164

331
490
716

573

(662)

(c)

394
539

497

268

832
827
802
788
745

Notes.

(o) Rate per hour. Actual figures doubled.

(b) Stokers have 56-hour week or more.

(c) Actual figures not averageable.

Underlined are the sj)ell-maxima for each industry.

1
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Diagram IV.

—

Accidents in Building.

Hours of work usually 8 per day, starting
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Index No.

:

B8.

C/. Table XII.

9 10 II 12 I

Ohio. ".-.-... Illinois.

B7.

1250
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3 4 5

••• Massachusetts.

B9.

C/. Table XI.a.

l'J15.
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Table XII.

—

Accidents.

Ohio : Jan. 1-June 30, 1914, Industrial Commission, Deft, of Investigation

Report No. 4.

All accidents involving disability for one day or more.
Workers,—Total Industry. All men, except in 512 cases women.
Times of Work.—See Note (a). Coal : 8-hour shift usually.

Work.—All trades having hourly maximum of over 100 accidents.

Contracting
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TABT.E XIV.

—

Accidents.

Belgium.
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—

l^W.

Tabt^e XVI.

—

Accidents.

Industrial Commission, Wisconsin. Amtliche Nachrichten des Reichsversicher-

Jan. 1913-June 1914. ungsamU, 1910. Germany. 1907.

Times of Work : 7-12, 1-5 or 6. G or 7-12, 1-0 or 7. Break at 4.

Hovir of Work.
1st 737 3,933

2nd 1.0,30 6,885

3rd 1,092 7,351

4th 1,805 9.004

5th 1,608 9,739

6th 1,298 8,106

7th 1,334 6,462

8th 1,475 6.903

9th 1,546 6,817

10th 1,216 6,041

10 and over .... 459 8,53J

Note.—American and German working times being less broken up by breakfast

breaks than English (Section V.a), it is quite worth while reproducmg these two
attempts that have been made to record the accidents recurring in each ' workiiuj

hour ' as distinguished from the clock-hour.

In the Wisconsin figures (not yet published) the meal-hour, 12-1, has been sub-

tracted from all the afternoon hours, in the German it would be included in the

later ordinals.

Table XVII.

—

Accidents in the Manufacture of Driving Chains and
Engineering.

Hans Renold. Burnage, Manchester.

Range.—Whole factory except Depts. 7 and 35, from Nov. 1910 to April 1914.

Owing to changes in the factory hours, Monday accidents are omitted in 1910-1912.

Saturday accidents from Nov. 1910 to May 1912 and all accidents in Dept. 2 from

May 1912 to April 1914.

Accide7it.—Covers all cases requiring first aid and reported to the matron in attend-

ance at factory.
Four Winters. Three Summers. Total.

Nov.-April 191C-14. May-Oct. 1911-14..

151

168
169
197

147

176
177

181

124

Corrections made.—(i) Where Saturdays are not omitted (see above), the after-

noons (from 12 on in 1912 from 12.15 in 1913-14) are averaged by multiplying all

afternoon figures by 6/5.

(ii) From Jan. 1, 1913, work stops at 5.45 ; figures for 5-6 after that date are

multiplied by ^3.

Hours of Day.
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360

320

280

240

200

160

120

80

40

Diagram V.

—

Accidents in Mining.

Hours of work usually 8 per day ; starting early.

8 9 10 II 12 I 2 3
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Table XVIII.

—

Chocolatb-Makinq Accidents.

Cadbury Bros., Boiirnville.

Range.—Whole of factory that is working at the hours specified below during
the years 1909 to 1914 inclusive.

Accident.—Covers all cases requiring ' first-aid ' and reported to the factory

medical staff.

Rates of Accidents -per Hour.*

Girls.

Starting at 8. Starting at 9.

B'len and Boys.
Starting at 6 with two breaks. Starting at 7.45.
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Diagram VI.

—

Agricultuke* ; LuMBERiNof (CO-hour week)

7 8 9 10 II 12 I 2 3 4 5 6
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Table XXI.

—

Accidents.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

191.3 and 1914.

Hottrs of Work.—6.^0 or 7-12 or 11.30 ; 12.30 or 12-3 or

(Eight-hour day for six day.s a week.)

Workers.—Mo.stly men.

Hour of Day
6.30-7.29 . . . 136
7.30-8.29 . . .232 12.30-1.29 .

8.30-9.29 . . .272 1.30-2.30 .

9.30-10.29 . . .276
10.30-11.29 . . .210

.30.

171
300

Table XXII.

—

Accidents.

Northway Motor and Manufacturing Co., Detroit, Mich.

Jan.-May 1915.

Hours of Work.—C^.SO-
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the question of fatigue from the economic standpoint. 34d

Seotion VIT.—Index of Documents and Books Quoted.

Goldmark, Josephine, Riissel Sage Foundation. ' Fatigue and Efficienrj'.' Large

edition with Part II., ' The .sub.stance of four bricf.s.' Chaiitie.s Publication

Committee, New York, 1912. Besides the advocacy of practical legislative

reforms, Miss Goldmark gives admirable .summaries of all records, e.xpeiimcnts,

and investigations of the economic effects of fatigue, many loferences to which

are made below.

B. Records.

Bl. United Kingdom. Departmental Committee on Accidents, 1911. Cd. 5540. Among
the Minutes of Evidence the following relate positively and authoritatively to

the question of fatigue. 9485-9512 Mr. Knott gives number of accidents in

the Dyeing and Bleaching Industry for periods 9 a.m.-I p.m., 1 p.m.-4 p.m., and

two halves of the week, and explains their features on the basis of fatigue and

anticipatory excitement. 13180 ff., 5803 fi. . . . The influence of long hours and
night work is discussed in increasing the rate of accident through fatigue. In-

dividual cases are cited, particularh' of young persons. In the Report itself aic

siven all the accident time-distributions for the Cotton Indu.stry cjuoted in

Table IX. a and Diagram II., and fatigue is discussed on page 15 ; but since it

was the alarming increase of accidents from year to year that called the Com-
mittee the daily or weekly curve does not occupy them.

B2. United Kingdom.—Chief Factory Inspectors' Reports. Contain studies of

accident time-distribution in selected industries, as follows :

—

1909. Cotton Industry.

1910. Shipbuilding.

1911. Automotor and Locomotive Manufacture.

1912. Iron and Steel Foundries.

Quoted Tables IX. a, b, c, d.

B3. Belgium.—Rapport.s Annuels de I'lnspection du Travail, 1907. Page 204 gives

charts showing the number of accidents in the district of Ghent for each hour of

each day of the week. See Goldmark, Part II. (p. 202). Quoted Table XIV.

B4. Germnny.—Imperial Insurance Department. U.S. Bureau of Labour Bulletin

No. 92, ' Industrial Accidents in Germany,' summarises the decennial ' Amt-
liche Nachrichten des Reichsversicherungsamts ' for 1897 and 1907, quoted

Table XVI. U.S. Commissioner of Labour, 24th Annual Report, summarises

the ' Nachrichten ' for 1890, quoted Table XV.

B5. U.S. Senate.—61st Congress, 2nd Session, Doc. 645, Women and Child Wage-
earners.—Vol. XL, p. 99, gives accident and output time-distributions among
press hands and in the metal trade generally (quoted Diagram 11. and Table VIII.

respectively), and compares these with the accident-distribution in the cotton

industry (quoted Diagram III.) and manufactures generally, in the States of

Wisconsin and Indiana (quoted Diagram I.).

B6. U.S. Senate.—62nd Congress, 1st Session, Doc. 110.
—

' Conditions of Employ-
ment in the Iron and Steel Industry.' Vol. IV. gives accident and output

time-distribution. Quoted Tables X. and VIII.

B7. Illinois.—Bureau of Labour Statistics Reports: Industrial Accidents, 1911,

1912, 1913. Quoted Table XIII. and Diagram I.

B8. Ma.ssachusetls.—Industrial Accident Board Report (1st), 1912-13. Quoted

Tables XL a and b, and Diagrams II. and IV.

B9. Minnesota.—BuTenu of Labour 12th Annual Report. Gives number of accidents

for each hour of day and night in Lumbering, Mining, and Manufactures separately.

Quoted Diagrams I., V., and VI.

BIO. Ohio.—Industrial Commission Dept. of Investigation and Statistics Report:

No. 4, ' Industrial Accidents, 1914.' Quoted Table XIT. and Diagrams IV,

and V.
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Bll. WasJiington.—Industrial Commission Reports. Give number of accidents
for every half-hour of day. Greater proportion occur in ' Lumbering ' classed

separately in 1912, under Industry in 1913. Quoted Diagram VI.

B12. Wisconsin.—Bureau of Labour and Industrial Statistics. Fourteenth Bi-
ennial Report, 1909-10. Gives hourly distribution of manufacturing accidents.

Quoted B5 and Diagram I.

C. Experiments in Factory Organisation.

CI. Roth, Emil, ' Ermiidur.g durch Berufsarbeit.' Fourteenth International Con-
gress of Hygiene and Demograjjliy. Contains a comparison of the amount of

electrical current used at Siemens and Halske before and after a change in organi-

sation. When the hours of work were 7-8.30, 9-12, 2-4 and 4.30-6, and the
worker brought his own food, there was a slow increase by practice, a maximum
at 9.30-11.30, a fast falling off and less current in the afternoon than morning.
Wlien the hours of work were 7-8.30, 9-12, 12.30-2.30, 3-4.30, and food was
provided, there was a fast increase by practice, a maximum at 9.15-11.45, little

falling off, and current almost as high in the afternoon. Roth is careful to point
out that a stiicter discipline was enforced after the change that may explain
some of the increase of current.

C2. Fromont, L. G., at the Engis Chemical Works, Liege, ' Une Experience Tn-

dustrielle de Reduction de la Journoe do Travail.' Results on output and sick-

ness of a reduction of hours ; for a .summary see Goldmark, p. 63.

03. Mather, Wm., M.P., ' The Forty eight Hours Week : a year's experiment and
its results at the Salford Iron Works.' Published in pamphlet form, Manchester.
1894. Gives comparison of wages-cost, lost time, and piecework before and
after change from fifty-three to forty-eight hour week. For Summary refer

to Goldmark, Part I., p. 138.

C4. ' Board of Trade Labour Gazette,' July 1905. Describes ' Reduction of hours in

Government Factories and Workshops.' An average reduction of 5f hours
per week in work-places rmder the War Office and an average reduction of 2|
hours per week in work-places under the Admiralty, reducing both to a 48-hour
week and introduced in 1894. The output remained the same.

C5. The Twelve-Hour Shift in the Steel Foundry. R. A. Bull, ' Iron Age,' Oct. 3,

1912. Compares in detail the materials spent and the quality and quantity
of the product before and after a change from the 12-hour to the 8-hour shift

at the Commonwealth Steel Co., Granite City, 111. ' The differences in most
cases are slight, but the essential ones are in favour of the short shift.' ' The
comparison indicates fully a more economical and efficient manipulation of both
open-hearth and boiler furnaces.'

06. United States Bureau of Labour Bulletin No. 118, ' Ten-Hour Maximum Work-
ing-Day for Women and Young Persons.' On page 46 figures are given to show
that in three factories in Calcutta where the numbers of hours worked were
increased from 11| to 13i up to 14-i, there was a decrease of output as follows :

—

Per cent, of Production in 1906 over 1907Hours per Day
Production in
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C8. Abb6, Ernst, ' Die Volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung der Verkiirzung des In-

dustriellen Arbeitstages.' Published in ' Ocsammelte AbhancUungen,' Part 3,

Jena, 1901. Lecture I. compares the output and use of power in the Zeiss

Optical Works, Jena, for four weeks under a nine-hour day system and for four

weeks after the change to an eight-hour day in 1900. For summary refer to Gold-

mark, Part I., p. 155.

D. Investigations (Special Correlations).

Dl. Huntingdon, Prof. Ellsworth, ' Work and Weather.' Harper's Magazine,
January 1915, p. 233. A summary is given in Section I.b.

D2. Imbert, Prof. A., ' Lcs Accidents du Travail et les Compagnies d'Assurances.'

Revue Scientifique, June 4, 1904, p. 715. Gives the daily-curve time of 660
accidents in transport and manufacture combined in 1903. See Goldmark,
Part II., p. 193.

D3. Imbert, Prof. A., and M. Mestre, ' Statistique d'Accidents du Travail.' Revue
Scientifique, Sept. 24, 1904. Gives diagrams illustrating the daily accident
time-curve :

A, For 660 Accidents in transportation, 326 in chemical works, and 189 in

wood-working in the Dept. of Herault, 1903.

B, For 280 Accidents in building, etc., 149 in metals, and 237 ui commerce
and banking in the Dept. of Herault, 1903.

C, For 2,065 accidents in Industry in Dept. of Herault.

For 5,534 accidents in 9 Depts. of Toulouse district.

D4. Imb6rt, Prof. A., and M. Mestre, ' Nouvelles Statistiques d'Accidents du Travail,'

Revue Scientifique, Oct. 21, 1905, p. 521. Gives diagrams illustrating the accident
time-curve :

(A) For hours of day of 3,352 accidents in all industries in 5 Departments
of Southern France in 1904. Quoted by Bogardus (Index D7). See Gold-
mark, Part II., p. 198. Quoted Table XV.

(B) For days of week. In Belgian manufactures 1901-2 and 1902-3, and in

2,065 accidents in all industry in Dept. of Herault, whose houily occurrence
was given in article of Sept. 24, 1904.

D5. Pieraccini, G., 'La Curva della Produzione Utile,' First International Congress
on Industrial Diseases, Milan, 1906. Gives some output and mistake time-

distributions. For summary refer to Goldmark, Part I., p. 133.

D6. Marsh, Howard D., ' The Diurnal Course of Efficiency.' New York, The Science
Press, pp. 99. On pages 33-41 is given the output for each hour of the day in

the following operations, all of which Dr. Marsh personally supervised :

1, Eight girls, on piece wage, stitching magazines with wire for an average of

eight days and a half with three evenings and a half.

2, Eight girls, on piece and time wage, making paper coin- cases for an average
of five days and a half.

3, Six girls, on time wage only, numbering checks and ledger-lines for an
average of one day and a third.

Dr. Howard discusses the different effect on output of work requiring speed,

accuracy, and strength ; of time and piece wages, and of the age of the worker. Being
interested primarily in the psychology of the individual, he criticises the ' smoothing

'

out of curves into types and pays great attention to the deviations of the individual
curves from the average.

D7. Bogardus, E. S., ' The Relation of Fatigue to Industrial Accidents.' American
Journal of Sociology, 1911, pp. 17, 206-222, 351-374.

Bogardus sets himself the following problems, to each of which we append
Bogardus's own solution :

—

p. 211. (a) ' The formulation of a law of the development of the fatigue

processes wliicli accompany continued work, in so far as they may be related

to accidents.'
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(p. 222) ' Uninterrupted muscular activity is accompanied by inaccurate
muscular co-ordinations which increase iixegularly and at a rate largely deter-

mined by the speed and relative difficulty of the activity for the given individual.'

(61) ' In what ways is the development of the fatigue process hastened m the
case of present-day working people, and why ; and what are the observable
circumstances under which these processes result in accidents ?

'

(p. 301.) ' The chief industrial conditions leading up to and culminatmg in

accidents are those of monotony and speed and of unrelaxed tension kept up
for long hours.'

(62) What are the concrete immediate conditions preceding accidents

—

The vwdus operandi of the general causes in bringmg about accidents ?
'

' Of 2,(366 accidents in Illinois, 1910, 17 J per cent. (463) were beyond con-
trol of the injured ; 82| per cent. (2,203) avoidable by mjured.'

(c) ' Can the subjective fatigue processes be measured by means of con-
trolled exjjcriments in terms comparable to the observable conditions preceding
accidents and thus be causally related to accidents ?

'

In answer to this problem Bogardus invented an experimental instrument
that seems to produce the actual conditions of industry extremely successfully.

(d) To test his theories ' objectivelj ' Bogardus then examines the hour at
\\hich those accidents in Illinois which were ' avoidable by the injured ' (see

above) occurred ; this hourly distribution is quoted in Table XIII., Col. 7, of

our Report. With these figures Bogardus then comijares the similar accident
time-distributions compiled in Germany (Index B4, Agriculture in 1891, and
Industry in 1887), France (Index 1^4), Belgium (Index B3), Wisconsin
(Lidex B12), and in American Cotton Industries (Index B5), finally adding up all

the accidents figuring at the same hour of day. Such a comparison and
' Bumming up ' of different countries, authorities, and industries seem to us
somewhat arbitrarj', smce each of the countries and some of the industries
(e.g. Agriculture) have different working hours and many of the authorities

have adopted different plans of delimiting the hour.
(c) ' To what extent do investigations of the causes of railway accidents,

for example, by the Interstate Commerce Commission isolate fatigue as a cause
of accidents, and have the Courts indicted fatigue as a cause of accidents ?

'

In answer, some findings of the Courts are cited.

Bogardus then advocates certain legislative and management reforms, and
summarises his conclusions as follows :

—

The typical succession of events consists in :—
(a) The development of fatigue.

(6) The development of muscular inactivities due to this increasing fatigue.

(c) Increasing number of accidents due immediately to this increasing loss
of muscular accuracy.

D8. Weber, Max, ' Zur Psychophj^sik der industriellen Arbeit,' in the ' Arehiv fiir

Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik.'

Articles. I. Vol. 27 (1908), pp. 730 ff.

II. and III. Vol. 28 (1909), pp. 219-277 and pp. 719-761.
IV. Vol. 29 (1909), pp. 513-542.

These articles by Weber fall into two parts ; the first part, consisting of the
first article and the beginning of the second, is an attempt to view KraepeUn's
psychological study of fatigue from the economic standpouit, and has been
translated in full for the Committee by Mr. C. K. Ogden.

In the second part Weber has, to quote his own words, ' given an illustration
of how the figures are to be handled '

(p. 241, 2nd article), so as to throw further
light on the conclusions of Kraepelin, especially in regard to the following points :

1. The facts about the output curve and its most important determinants,
2. The analysis of the curve according to each of its component factors,

and also so as to suggest further conclusions, and fuially to attempt to trace ' how
far difterences in workers' output is due to inherited ability and their cultural,
social, and occupational environment.'
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With this purpose in view Weber studied the output of .a Westphalian cotton-
weaving establishment from the indications of registers on the looms and ho
presents his records in (he following tabulations :—

1. 2nd article, p. 249 :—The daily output of looms on similar work for 30 sue
cessive days.

2- „ „ 249 :—The daily output of one loom for 25 successive daj-s.
•"• " " 252 :—The output of each day of the week for 100 weeks.

'

(Quoted in Table I. of this Report.)
'* " " 273 :—A study of different individu.al workers, specifying

their age and working habits, &c.
(i) Their piece earnings.

(ii) The daily variation of their output within the week,
(iii) Their weekly output (average of G days).

5. 3rd article, p. 739 :—The length of training required for new kinds of work,
p. 744 :—The degree of ' increasing stability ' acquired byijractice.

These Tables, as Weber himself carefully warns us, are not sufficient to
establisli any conclusion, but are simply given for methodological illustration

In his fourth and last article Weber traces in great detail all the events
occurring withm a definite period in the life and work of specified individuals
choosing some women turners (Andreherin) as an example of hand-workers andsome weavers as an example of machine-workers, and explaining according to
actual occurrences the variations in their output, pay, practice, &c &c

Many of the suggestions of Weber have been incorporated in this Report,
particularly his enumeration of some of the conditions of fatigue (Section I

)
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Prime Numbers. By G. H. Haedy, F.B.S.

(Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso.)

The Theory of Numbers has always been regarded as one of the most
obviously useless branches of Pure Mathematics. The accusation is one

against which there is no valid defence ; and it is never more just than
when directed against the parts of the theory which are more particularly

concerned with primes. A science is said to be useful if its development
tends to accentuate the existing inequalities in the distribution of wealth,

or more directly promotes the destruction of human life. The theory

of prime numbers satisfies no such criteria. Those who pursue it will,

if they are wise, make no attempt to justify their interest in a subject

so trivial and so remote, and will console themselves with the thought
that the greatest mathematicians of all ages have found in it a

mysterious attraction impossible to resist.

The foundations of the theory were laid by Euclid. Among Euclid's

theorems two in particular are of fundamental importance. The first

(Euc. vii. 24) is that if a and h are both prime to c, then ab is also prime
to c. This theorem is the basis of the whole theory of the factorisation

of numbers, systematised later by Euler and by Gauss, and in particular

of the theorem that every number can be expressed in one and only one way
as a product of primes. The second theorem (Euc. ix. 20) is that the

mimber ofprimes is infinite : to this theorem I shall return in a moment.
In modern times the theory has developed in two different directions.

In the first place there is what may be called roughly the theory of in-

dividual or isolated primes, a theory which it is difficult to define precisely,

but of which a general idea may be formed by considering a few of its

characteristic problems. How can we determine whether a given number
is prime ? what conditions are necessary and what sufficient ? Can
we define forms which represent prime numbers only ? Are there
infinitely many pairs of primes which differ by 2 ? Is (as Goldbach
asserted) every even number the sum of two primes ? This theory 1

shall dismiss very briefly. We know a number of very beautiful theorems
of this character. I need only mention Wilson's theorem, Format's
theorem, and the extensions of the latter by Lucas. But on the whole
the record of research in this direction is a record of failure. The difii-

culties are too great for the methods of analysis at our command, and
the problems remain unsolved.

Very different results are revealed when we turn to the second
principal branch of the modern theory, the theory of the average or

asymptotic distribution of primes. This theory (though one of its most
famous problems is still unsolved) is in some ways almost complete, and
certainly represents one of the most remarkable triumphs of modern
analysis. The theory centres round one theorem, the Primzahlsatz or
Prime Number Theorem ; and it is to the history of this theorem, which
may almost be said to embody the history of the whole subject, that I

shall devote the remainder of this lecture.*

The problem may be stated crudely as follows : How many primes

* A full account of the history of the theorem will be found in Landau'f? Iland-
buch der Lehre von der Verteilung der Primzahlen (Teubner, 1909).
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are there less than a given number x? More precisely, let 7r(a;) denote

the number of primes * not exceeding x : then tvhat is the order of ntagtii'

tilde of 7r(x) ? The Prime Number Theorem provides a complete answer
to this last question. It asserts that

7r(cc) OO .-
'

,

log X

that is to say, that 7r(a;) and a; /(log x) are asymftotically equivalent, or

that their ratio tends to 1 when x tends to infinity.

The first step towards the proof of this theorem was made by Euclid,

when he proved that the number of primes is infinite, or that

7r(a;) -> oo.

Euclid's proof is classical, and can hardly be repeated too often. If

the number of primes is finite, let them be 2, 3, 5, . . ., P. The number
2. 3. 5. ... P + 1 is not divisible by any of 2, 3, 5, . . . ., P. It is

therefore prime itself, or divisible by some prime greater than P ; and
either alternative contradicts the hypothesis that P is the greatest prime.

It is worth remarking that Euclid's reasoning may be used to prove

rather more, viz. that the order of 7r(x) is at least as great as that of

log log a;.t

The next advances were made by Euler, probably about 1740. It

was Euler to whom we owe the introduction into analysis of the Zeta-

function, the function on whose properties, as later research has shown,

the whole theory depends.
Let s ^ (T + it. Then the function t,{s) is defined, when {r> 1, by the

equations

C(s) = tn-' = 1-^- + 2-^- + 3'^ + . . . ;

and Euler's fundamental contribution to the theory is the formula

where the product extends over all prime values of f. Euler, it is true,

considered t,{s) as a function of a real variable only. But his formula

at once indicates the existence of a deep-lying connection between the

theory of t,{s) and the theory of primes.

Euler deduced from his formula that the series %'P'\ obviously

convergent when s > 1, is divergent when s = 1 ; and from this it is

easy to deduce important consequences as to the order of it[x). It is

evident that 7r(x)<cc, so that the order of 7r(a;) certainly does not

exceed that of x, or, in the notation which is usual now, tt[x) = 0(a;).+

It is an easy corollary of Euler's result that the order of 7r(x) is not

very much less than that of x ; that, for example, 7r(x) ;t 0{x'') for any
value of a less than 1 ; or again, more precisely, that

^[x)izO{..-'^^\
I (log x)^^" J(log x)i-

for any value of a greater than 1.

* It proves most convenient not to count 1 as a prime.

t This was pointed out to me by Prof. H. Bohr of Copenhagen,

j f- 0{<p) means that the absolute value of/ is less than a constant multiple of <p

thus sin X = 0(1), 100 x -.^ 0(x).
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It is also easy to prove that the order of 7r{x) is definitely less than

that of X, or that, as we should express it now, Tr{x) = o{x).* This

theorem, when read in conjunction with those which precede, is, I think,

enough to suggest the Prime Number Theorem as a very plausible

conjecture, or at any rate to suggest that the true order is that of

a;/(log x). The theorem was in fact conjectured first by Gauss (1793)

and by Legendre (1798) ; and it is in Legendre's Essai sur la theorie des

nomhres that the conjecture first appears in print.

In this state the problem remained for fifty years, until the publication

(1849-1852) of the researches of the Russian mathematician Tschebyschef.

I have no time to speak of Tschebyschef 's work as fully as it deserves, but
his chief results, in so far as they bear directly on the problem now before

us, were as follows :

—

(1) Tschebyschef showed that the problem is simplified if we take

as fundamental not the function !r{x) itself, but the closely

related function
6{x) = V log p

p^x

(the sum of the logarithms of all primes not exceeding x). He
showed that the order of 6{x) is the same as that of 7r(a;) log x,

and that the Prime Number Theorem itself is equivalent to

the theorem that

6{x) (\i X.

(2) He showed that 6{x) is actually of order x, and ^{x) of order

a;/(log x), in fact that positive constants A and B exist such that

' ^ <7:-(x)<B, ^
log X log x'

(3) He showed that ifO{x)/x tends to a limit, then that limit must be

unity.

What Tschebyschef could not prove is that the limit does in fact

exist, and, as he failed to prove this, he failed to prove the Prime Number
Theorem. And about Tschebyschef's methods (interesting as they are),

I shall say nothing ; for later research has shown that it was the essential

inadequacy of his methods which was responsible for his failure, and

that the theorem lies deeper in analysis than any of the ideas on which

he relied.
_

The next great step was taken by Riemann in 1859, and it is in

Riemann's famous memoir Ueber die Anzahl der Priiiizahlen unter einer

gegebenen Grosse that we first find the ideas upon which the theory has

now been shown really to rest. Riemann did not prove the Prime

Number Theorem: it is remarkable, indeed, that he never mentions it.

His object was a different one, that of finding an explicit expression

for 7r(x), or rather for another closely associated function, as a sum of

an infinite series. But it was Riemann who first recognised that, if

we are to solve any of these problems, we must study the Zeta-function

as a function of the complex variable s=^(t + it, and in particular

study the distribution of its zeros.

* f=o(<p) means that fj^ >0. Thus siu x = o{x). This theorem also was stated

by Euler, but without satisfactory proof.
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Riemann proved

(1) that ^(s) is an analytic function of s, regular all over the plane

except for a simple pole at the point 1 ;

(2) that ^(s) satisfies the functional equation

^(1 -s) = 2(27r)--cos isTT r {s)^{s)

;

(3) that ^(s) has zeros at the points - 2, - 4, — 6 ... ., and

no other zeros except possibly complex zeros whose real parts lie

hetiveen and 1 inclusive.

To these propositions he added certain others of which he could

produce no satisfactory proof. In particular he asserted that there is

in fact an infinity of complex zeros, all naturally situated in the ' critical

strip' 0^<7-<l; an assertion now known to be correct. Finally he

asserted that it was ' sehr wahrscheinlich ' that all these zeros have

the real part ^ : the notorious ' Riemann hypothesis ', unsettled to this

day.

We come now to the time when, a hundred years after the conjectures

of Gauss and Legendre, the theorem was finally proved. The waywas
opened by the work of Hadamard on integral transcendental functions.

In 1893 Hadamard proved that the complex zeros of Riemann actually

exist ; and in 1896 he and de la Vallee-Poussin proved independently

that none of them have the real part 1, and deduced a proof of the Prime

Number Theorem.
It is not possible for me now to give an adequate account of the

intricate and difficult reasoning by which these theorems are established.

But the general ideas which underlie the proofs are, I think, such as

should be intelligible to any mathematician.

In the first place Buler's formula shows that log t,{s) behaves, through-

out the half-plane cr>l, much like the series ^p''. But ^{s) has a

simple pole for s = l, and so the sum of the series "^p'^'' tends

logarithmically to -f-oo when S -> through positive values. Suppose

now that (if possible) ^(l-t-«i)=0. Then the real part of

logt{l + 8 + ti), and therefore the real part of the series ^p"^"'"'',

tends, also logarithmically, to —og when 8^0. It follows that the

series

^ p~^~", — 2 2-'^^"' cos {t log p)

tend to -)-oo with equal rapidity when S>0. As the first series is a

series of positive terms, while the signs of the terms in the second series

change with a certain regularity, it is natural to suppose that our last

conclusion is impossible ; and this is in fact not particularly difficult to

prove.

I come now to the proof of the Prime Number Theorem itself. If

Ave differentiate Buler's formula logarithmically, we obtain

^'(«) ^ ^ /log p ,logp \ s* L^g P .

as) "^K p^ p'^ 7 Z V""
'

where p assumes all prime values, m and n all positive integral values,

1915. A A
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and A(n) is equal to log p if n is of tlie form p'" and to zero otherwise.

Let ij^ix) = 2 A(n)

Then ip(x) is, for our present purpose, equivalent to 6(x) : it is easy to

show that the difference between the two functions is of order \/x. We
have therefore to prove that i/'(a;) Co x.

The series on the right-hand side of the equation (1) is what is called

a ' Dirichlet's series '
; and the theory of such series resembles the more

familiar theory of Taylor's series in one very important respect. We can

express the coefficients by contour integrals in which thefunction represented

by the series appears under the sign of integration. In particular we can
show that

(^> *W = -2M|'J|T*'
where the path of integration is a line parallel to the imaginary axis

and passing to the right of the point s=l.
The general idea of the proof is now easy enough to grasp. Every

element of the integral (2) is of order x', where ff> 1 : we can therefore

draw no direct conclusion as to the behaviour of t//(cc) when x is large.

But it is at once suggested that we should try to make use of Cauchy's
theorem. The subject of integration has a simple pole at the point 1,

corresponding to the pole of C(s) itself, and the residue at the pole is

precisely x ; and there are no other singularities on the line cr=:l,

since t,{s), as we have seen, has no poles or zeros on that line. Suppose
then that we can move the path of integration across to the left of the

line, introducing the appropriate correction due to the pole. Plainly

we shall then have an expression for (//(x) — a? in the form of an integral

in which every element is of order less than that of x. And if we can

show that the same is true of the integral itself, we shall have proved
that i^(a;)c<j^) ihsit is to say, we shall have proved the Prime Number
Theorem. It will be observed that, if t,{s) had zeros whose real part

is equal to 1, then the result would be definitely false, since there would
be additional residues of order x. It thus becomes clear why the

older attempts to prove the theorem, without using the theory of func-

tions of a complex variable, were unsuccessful.

The arguments which I have advanced are not exact : I have merely

put forward a chain of reasoning which seems likely to lead to the desired

result. The achievement of Hadamard and de la Vallee-Poussin was
to replace these plausibilities by rigorous proofs. It might be difficult

for me to make clear to you how great this achievement was. Some
branches of pure mathematics have the pleasant characteristic that

what seems plausible at first sight is generally true. In this theory

anyone can make plausible conjectures, and they are almost always

false. Nothing short of absolute rigour counts ; and it is for this reason

that the Analytic Theory of Numbers, while hardly a subject for an
amateur, provides the finest possible discipline in accurate reasoning for

anyone who will make a real effort to understand its results.
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TEANSACTIONS OF THE SECTIONS.

Section A^MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

Pkesident of the Section:—Sie F. W. Dyson, M.A., LL.D., F.K.S

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :—

Although at the present time our minds are largely absorbed by the war the

meeting of the British Association in Manchester indicates that we consider it

right to make our annual review of scientific progress. I shall therefore make
no apology for choosing the same eubject for my address as I should have

chosen in other circumstances. It is a subject far removed from war, being

an account of the manner in which astronomers have with telescopes and

spectroscopes investigated the skies and the conclusions they have reached on

what Herschel called 'The Construction of the Heavens.'

Our knowledge of the fixed stars, as they were called by the old astronomers,

is of comparatively recent origin, and is derived from two sources : (1) the

measurement of small changes in the positions of the stars in the sky, and

(2) the analysis of the light received from them and the measurement of its

amount. The facts found for separate stars when arranged and classified give

us some insight into the structure of the Stellar Universe as a whole. The
discovery made by Galileo's telescope that the Milky Way consists of myriads

of stars may be taken as the beginning of Sidereal Astronomy. The further

study of the number of the stars and their general distribution has grown with

the light-grasping powers of the telescope, and in recent times has had the

assistance of photography.

The changes of position of the stars among themselves are of two kinds.

The first consist of small periodic movements about a mean position due to

parallax, and in the case of double stars due to orbital motion. The observation

of these small angles has been made possible by the development of the telescope

for refined measurement. The most important contributions to this are the

Equatorial movement, the position micrometer, the heliometer, and the applica-

tion of photography. For the purpose of measurement the increase in focal

length and the perfect optical definition of the telescope are of greater import-

ance than increase in light-grasping power.

The second class of movements, the proper motions of stars, are determined

by the comparison of the positions of the stars after an interval of years.

The accurate positions of stars in the sky are found by means of the transit-

circle and the astronomical clock. Both of these instruments have been slowly

brought to a high degree of perfection. The use of photography makes it

possible to extend the study of proper motions to the fainter stars.

Accurate measures of the light of the stars have been in progress for the

last fifty years by the applications of photometers of various kinds to the

telescope. Many observations of magnitude, especially of variable stars, have
also been made by estimation, btit are brought to a uniform scale by com-
parison with photometric measures. In the last few years photography has
laeen very successfully applied to determine stellar magnitudes, and seems likely

to supersede visual observations to a large extent.
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By spectroscopic analysis the stars may be classified according to their

physical characteristics, and their velocities in the line of sight may be deter-

mined. For the purposes of classification, objective priems have been generally

employed, and the spectra of many stars obtained on one photographic plate.

The measurement of velocities in the line of sight is a more delicate operation,

and although initiated in the 'sixties, it was not till the application of photo-

graphy thirty years later that results of value were obtained. This class of

observation requires a large telescope and a spectroscope very carefully

designed and constructed.

This very brief summary of the different kinds of observations made in the

study of the stars may remind you to what extent progress has been dependent

on the development of astronomical instruments. The desire to examine fainter

objects, and still more the necessity of increasing the accuracy of observations,

has brought about a continuous improvement in the range and accuracy of

astronomical instruments. Methods which had been perfected for observations

of a few stars have been extended so that they can be applied to a large

number. For these reasons the progress of Sidereal Astronomy may seem to

have gone on slowly for a time. The more rapid progress of recent years

arises from the accumulation of data, for which we are indebted to generations

of astronomers, and from the gradual increase in power and perfection of our

instruments.

The first insight into the stars as a whole naturally came from the survey

of their numbers and distribution ; and Herschel, who constructed the first

great telescopes, explored the heavens with untiring skill and energy, and
speculated boldly on his observations, is justly regarded as the founder of

Sidereal Astronomy. In his great paper, ' On the Construction of the Heavens,'

Herschel gives the rules by which he was guided, which I should like to quote,

as they may well serve as a motto to all who are engaged in the observational

sciences :

' But first let me mention that if we would hope to make any progress in an

investigation of this delicate nature we ought to avoid two opposite extremes
of which I can hardly say which is the most dangerous. If we indulge a

fanciful imagination and build worlds of our own, we must not wonder at

our going wide from the path of truth and nature; but these will vanish like

the Cartesian vortices, that soon gave way when better theories were offered.

On the other hand, if we add observation to observation, without attempting
to draw not only certain conclusions but also conjectural views from them,
we offend against the very end for which only observations ought to be made.
I will endeavour to keep a proper medium ; but if I should deviate from that

I could wish not to fall into the latter error.' In this spirit he discussed the
' star gauges ' or counts of stars visible with his great reflector in different

parts of the sky, and concluded from them that the stars form a cluster which
stretches to an unknown but finite distance, considerably greater in the plane of

the Milky Way than in the perpendicular direction. He gave this distance as

497 times that of Sirius. He did not hesitate to advance the theory that some of

the nebulpe were similar clusters of stars, of which that in Andromeda, judging
from its size, was the nearest. Herschel had no means of telling the scale of

the sidereal system, though he probably supposed the parallax of Sirius to be
of the order of l".

Though some of the assumptions made by Herschel are open to criticism,

the result at which he arrived is correct in its general outline. I shall attempt
to give a brief account of some of the principal methods used to obtain more
definite knowledge of the extent and constitution of this ' island universe.'
The stars of which most is known are, in general, those nearest to us. If the
distance of a star has been measured, its co-ordinates, velocity perpendicular
to the line of sight and luminosity are easily found. In the case of a double
star whose orbit is known the mass may also be determined. But only a very
small proportion of the stars are sufficiently near for the distance to be determin-
able with any accuracy. Taking the distance corresponding to a parallax of
1" or the parsec as unit

—

i.e., 200,000 times the distance of the Earth from the
Sun—fairly accurate determinations can be made up to a distance of 25 parsecs,

but only rough ones for greater distances.
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For much greater distances average results are obtainable from proper

motions, and the mean distances of particular classes of stars—for instance,

stars of a given magnitude or given type of spectrum—can be found with con-

fidence up to a distance of 500 parsece, and with considerable uncertainty to twice

this distance. The density of stars in space as a function of the distance, the

percentage of stars within different limits of luminosity, the general trend of the

movements of stars and their average velocities can also be found, within

the same limits of distance.

For all distances, provided the star is sufficiently bright, its velocity to or

from the earth can be measured. The general consideration of these velocities

supplies complementary data which cannot be obtained from proper motions,

and confirms other results obtained by their means.

For distances greater than 1,000 parsecs our knowledge is generally very

vague. We have to rely on what can be learned from the amount and colour

of the light of the stars, and from their numbers in different parts of the sky.

Parallax.

Let us begin with the portion of space nearest to us, within which the

parallaxes of stars are determinable. The successful determination of stellar

parallax by Bessel, Struve, and Henderson in 1838 was a landmark in Sidereal

Astronomy. The distances of three separate stars were successfully measured,

and for the first time the sounding line which astronomers had for centuries

been throwing into space touched bottom.

The employment of the heliometer which Bessel introduced was the main

source of our knowledge of the distances of stars till the end of the nineteenth

century, and resulted in fairly satisfactory determination of the parallaxes of

less than 100 stars.

Nineteen stars have been found to be within a sphere of radius 5 parsecs,

or a million times the Sun's distance. We cannot say that all the stars within

this distance have been discovered, but there are good reasons to think that

most of them have been found. Leaving out stars of very faint luminosity

—

less than ^^th part of the luminosity of the Sun—Professor Eddington

estimates the total number in this volume as thirty-two. This gives that m
the space near the Sun the average distance of the stars from one another is

2^ to 3 parsecs—or twice the distance of the Sun from its nearest neighbour

a Centauri.

A considerable proportion of these stars are double and the orbits of several

have been determined. The distance being known, the linear dimensions of the

orbit are immediately determined and the masses. From these somewhat scanty

data it is found that there is not a great range in the masses of stars. Thus
the combined mass of Sirius and its companion is three and a half times that

of the Sun, and the total mass of a Centauri is twice that of the Sun. These

results are confirmed statistically by observations of spectroscopic binary

stars and of other double stars. There is no evidence of any stars with

masses a hundred times greater than the Sun or of any with much smaller

masses. According to Prof. Russell, the largest stellar mass of which we know
is the spectroscopic binary and eclipsing variable star V Puppis, and this is

19 times as massive as the Sun. Further, it seems, as has been pointed out by
Ludendorf and Halm, that the bright helium stars are the most massive, being

on the average seven times as massive as the Sun.

When the absolute luminosities of the stars whose distances have been
measured are calculated, it is found that, unlike the masses, they exhibit a

very great range. For example, Sirius radiates forty-eight times as much light

as the Sun and Groombridge 34 only one hundredth part. This does not

represent anything like the complete range, and Canopus, for example, may
be ten thousand times as luminous as the Sun. But among the stars near

the Solar system, the absolute luminosity appears to vary with the type

of spectrum. Thus Sirius. of tvpe A, a blue hydrogen star, is forty-eight

times as luminous as the Sun ; Procyon of type F5—bluer than the Sun but
not so blue as Sirius—ten times; n Centauri, which is nearly of Solar type, is

twice as luminous, 61 Cygni of type K.5—redder than the Sun—one-tenth as

luminous; while the still redder star of type Ma, Gv 34, is only one-lnindredth
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as luminous. In the neighbourhood of the Solar system one-third of the stars

are more luminous and two-thirds less luminous than the Sun. The luminosity

decreases as the type of spectrum changes from A to M, i.e., from the blue

stars to the red stars.

These three results as to the density in space, the mass and the luminosity
have been derived from a very small number of stars. They show the

great value of accurate determinations of stellar parallax. As soon as the
parallax is known, all the other observational data are immediately utilisable.

At the commencement of the present century the parallaxes of perhaps 80 stars

were known with tolerable accuracy. Happily the number is now rapidly
increasing by the use of photographic methods. Within the last year or two,
the parallaxes of nearly two hundred stars have been determined and pub-
lished. This year a Committee of the American Astronomical Society, under
the presidency of Prof. Schlesinger, has been formed to co-ordinate the work
of six or seven American and one or two English observatories. The combined
programme contains 1,100 stars, of which 400 are being measured by more
than one observatory. We may expect results at the rate of two hundred a
year, and may therefore hope for a rapid increase of our knowledge of the
stars within our immediate neighbourhood.

Velocities in the Line of Sight.

The determination of radial velocities was initiated by Huggins in the early

'sixties, but reliable results were not obtained till photographic methods were
introduced by Vogel in 1890. Since that time further increase in accuracy has
been made, and the velocity of a bright star with sharp lines is determinable
(apart from a systematic error not wholly explained) with an accuracy of

^ kilometre per second. As the average velocities of these stars are between
10 and 20 kilometres a second, the proportional accuracy is of a higher order
than can be generally obtained in parallax determinations or in other data
of Sidereal Astronomy. A number of observatories in the United States and
Europe, as well as in South America, the Cape, and Canada are engaged
in this work. Especially at the Lick Observatory under Prof. Campbell's
direction, the combination of a large telescope, a well-designed spectroscope,
and excellent climatic conditions have been utilised to carry out a bold pro-
gramme. At that observatory, with an offshoot at Cerro San Christobal in

Chile, for the observation of stars in the Southern Hemisphere, the velocities

of 1,200 of the brightest stars in the sky have been determined. Among the
results achieved is a determination of the direction and amount of the Solar
motion. The direction serves to confirm the results from proper motions, but
the velocity is only obtainable accurately by this method. This quantity which
enters as a fundamental constant in nearly all researches dealing with proper
motion, is given by Campbell at 19'5 kilometres per second, or 4'1 times the
distance of the Earth from the Sun per annum, though there is some uncer-
tainty arising from a systematic error of unknown origin.

Variation of their radial velocity shows that a large proportion of stars
are spectroscopic binaries, and the results have been discussed by Campbell
from the point of view of the genesis of the double stars by fission. It would
be somewhat outside the scope of my address to speak further of this. I have
already drawn attention to the fact that we derive from spectroscopic binary
stars a considerable part of our somewhat scanty knowledge of the masses of
stars.

The observations of radial velocities have shown within what limits the
velocities of stars lie and have given a general idea of their distribution. The
most important result, and one of a somewhat surprising character, is that
the mean velocities of stars, the motion of the Sun being abstracted, increase
with the type_ of spectrum. Thus the stars of type B, the helium stars, the
stars of the highest temperature, have average radial velocities of only 6'5 kilo-
metres per second; the hydrogen stars of type A have average velocities of
11 kilometres per second ; the Solar stars of 15 kilometres per second ; while
for red stars of types K and M it has increased slightly more to 17 kilometres
per second. Further, the few planetary nebulae—i.e., condensed nebuh-e with
bright line spectra—have average velocities of 25 kilometres per second. There
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can be no question of the substantial accuracy of these results, as they are

closely confirmed by discussions of proper motions. They are, however, very

difficult to understand. On the face of it, there does not seem any reason why
stars of a high temperature should have specially high velocities. A suggestion

has been thrown out by Dr. Halm that as the helium stars have greater masses,

these results are in accordance with an equi-partition of Energy. But the

distance of stars apart is so great that it seems impossible that this could be

brought about by their interaction. Prof. Eddington suggests that the

velocities may be an indication of the part of space at which the stars were
formed {e.g., stars of small mass in outlying portions), and represents the

kinetic energy they have acquired in arriving at their present positions.

The stars whose radial velocities have been detei'niined are, generally speak-,

ing, brighter than the fifth magnitude. Fainter stars are now being observed.

At the Mount Wilson Observatory, Prof. Adams has determined the velocities

of stars of known parallaxes, as there are great advantages in obtaining com-

plete data for stars where possible. Extension of line-of-sight determinations

to fainter stars is sure to bring a harvest of useful results, and a number of

great telescopes are engaged, and others will shortly join in this important

work.

Pro'peT Motions.

As proper motions are determined by the comparison of the positions of

stars at two different epochs, they get to be known with constantly increasing

accuracy as the time interval increases. The stars visible to the naked eye

in the Northern Hemisphere were accurately observed by Bradley in 1755.

Many thousands of observations of faint stars down to about Qm-O were made
in the first half of the nineteenth century. An extensive scheme of re-

observation was carried out about 1875 under the auspices of the Astronomische
Gesellschaft. A great deal of reobservation of stars brighter than the ninth

magnitude has been made this century in connection with the photographic

survey of the heavens. For the bright stars all available material has been

utilised, and their proper motions have been well determined, and for the

fainter stars this is being gradually accomplished.

Proper motions differ widely and irregularly in amount and direction.

Herschel observed a tendency of a few stars to move towards one point of the

sky, and attributed this sign of regularity to a movement of the Solar system
in the opposite direction. As the amount of material increased, the question

was examined in different ways by Bessel, Argelander, and Airy. Bessel's

method did not indicate the Solar motion, while Airy's showed it plainly.

The cause of this discrepancy was not explained for more than half a century.

The publication by Auwers of very accurate proper motions of the stars

observed by Bradley, consisting roughly of 3,200 stars visible to the naked eye
in these latitudes, caused a number of astronomers to make fresh determina-
tions of the direction of the Solar motion. But the puzzling differences given
by different methods remained unexplained till the difficulty was resolved by
Prof. Kapteyn in a paper read before this Section of the British Association

at its meeting in South Africa ten years ago. He showed that the proper
motions had a general tendency towards two different points of the sky and
not towards one only, as would be expected if the motions of the stars them-
selves were haphazard, but viewed from a point in rapid motion. He con-

cluded from this that there was a general tendency of the stars to stream
in two opposite directions. It is interesting to notice that this great discovery
was made by a simple graphical examination of the proper motions of stars

in different regions of the sky, after the author had spent much time in
examining and criticising the different methods which had been adopted for
the determination of the direction of the Solar motion.

The subject was brought into a clearer and more exact shape by the
analytical formulation given to it by Prof. Eddington. He emplo.yed the
proper motions of some 4,000 stars determined from the comparison of Groom-
bridge's observations in 1810 with modern observations at Greenwich. These
stars are moie suitable than Bradley's for analytical treatment, as there are
a larger number of them per unit area of the sky. This analytical treatment
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was modified by Prof. Schwarzschild, who considered the stars, not as two
separate streams, but as exhibiting a polarity in their proper motions. It is

difficult to say which of the two harmonises better with the observations

—

they agree in the most essential fact, that the stars have a very decided prefer-

ence for motion towards a point in the Milky Way situated in the constellation

of Ophiuchus and the opposite point in the constellation of Orion.

This star-streaming is corroborated by ob.servations of velocities in the

line of sight. It applies—with the exception of the helium stars—to all stars

which are near enough for their proper motions to be determinable. We may
say with certainty that it extends to stars at distances of two or three

hundred parsecs ; it may extend much further, but I do not think we have at

present much evidence of this. Prof. Turner pointed out that the convergence

of proper motions did not necessarily imply movements in parallel directions,

and suggested that the star-streams were movements of stars to and from a

centre. The agreement of the radial velocities with the proper motions seems

to me to be opposed to this suggestion, and to show that star-streaming

indicates approximate parallelism in two opposite directions in the motions of

the stars examined. As the great majority of these stars are comparatively
near to us, it is possible that this parallelism is mainly confined to them, and
indicates the general directions of the orbital motions of stars in the neighbour-

hood. An attempted explanation on these lines, as on Prof. Turner's, implies

that the Sun is some distance from the centre of the stellar system.

A discovery of an entirely different character was made by Prof. Boss in

1908. He spent many years in constructing a great catalogue giving the most
accurate positions and motions of 6,200 stars obtainable from all existing

observations. This catalogue, which was published by the Carnegie Institute,

was intended as a preliminary to a still larger one which would give the

accurate positions and motions of all the stars down to the seventh magnitude.
In the introduction to the catalogue. Boss remarks that this collation of the
results of meridian observations in a large and comprehensive way is only the

second attempt which has yet been made by astronomers. The first, it is

interesting to notice, was a general catalogue of 8,377 stars compiled by
Francis Baily and published by the British Association in 1845. At that time
the proper motions could only be given for a very limited number of stars, but
in Boss's catalogue proper motions are given for all the stars, and their pro-

bable errors are not more than 0"'5 per century. In the course of this work
Professor Boss found that forty or fifty stars scattered over a considerable
region of the sky near the constellation Taurus were all moving towards the
same point in the sky and with nearly the same angular velocity. He inferred
that these stars were all moving in parallel directions with an equal linear

velocity, and the supposition was verified, in the case of several of them, by
the determination of their radial velocities. From these data he was able to

derive the distance of each star and thus its position in space. The existence

of a large group of stars, separated from one another by great distances, and
all having the same motion in space, is a very remarkable phenomenon. It shows,
as was pointed out by Prof. Eddington, how small is the gravitational action

of one star on another, and that the movement of each star is determined by
the total attraction of the whole mass of the stars. Several other interesting

moving clusters have been found since. For all the stars belonging to these
clusters, the distances have been found, and from them luminosities and
velocities of individual stars, particulars which are generally only obtainable
for stars much nearer to us.

Proper motions are the main sour-ce of our knowledge of the distances of
stars which are beyond the reach of determination by annual parallax. If a

star were known to be at rest its distance could be calculated from the
shift of its apparent position caused by the translation of the Solar motion.
As the Solar system moves 410 times the distance of the Earth from the Sun
in a century, this gives a displacement of 1" for a star at the distance of

500 parsecs. This method has been applied by Kapteyn to determine the
distances of the helium stars, as their velocities are sufficiently small to be
neglected in comparison with that of the Solar system. But generally it is

only possible to find the mean distances of groups of stars of such size that it
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may be assumed that the peculiar motions neutralise one another in the mean.

For example, the average distance of stars of type A, or stars of the titth

magnitude, or any other group desired may be found. In this way Kapteyn

has found from the Bradley stars that the mean parallax of stars ot

mao-nitude m is given by the formula log 7r„j= -1-108-0'125 m.

La conjunction with another observational law which expresses the number

of stars as a function of the magnitude, this leads to a determination oi

the density of stars in space at ditterent disUnces from us, and also of the

' luminosity law,' i.e., the percentage of stars of different absolute brightness.

Professors Seeliger and Kapteyn have shown in this way that there is a con-

siderable falling off of star-density as we go further from the Solar system

It seems to me very necessary that this should be investigated in greater detail

for different parts of the sky separately. A general mathematical solution ot

general questions which arise in the treatment of astronomical statistics has

been given by Professor Schwarzschild. His investigations are of the greatest

value in showing the exact dependence of the density, luminosity, and velocity

laws on the statistical facts which can be collected from observation, ihe many

interesting statistical studies which have been made are liable to be rather

bewilaering without the guidance furnished by a general mathematical survey

of the whole position. tit
When the proper motions are considered in relation to the spectral types

of the stars, the small average velocities of the hydrogen stars and still smaller

ones of the heliimi stars found from line-of-sight observations are confarmed.

If stars up to a definite limit of apparent magnitude, say, to 6-0 m., or between

certain limits, say, 8-0 m. and 90 m., are considered, then the Solar stars are

found to be much nearer than either the red or the blue stars. Thus both

red and blue stars must be of greater intrinsic luminosity than the Solar stars.

As regards blue stars, this agrees with results given by parallax observations.

But the red stars appear to consist of two classes, one of great and one ot

feeble luminosity, and it does not seem that a sufficient explanation is given

by the fact that a selection of stars brighter than any given apparent magnitude

will include the very luminous stars which are at a great distance, but only

such stars of feeble luminosity as are very near.

The significance of these facts was pointed out by Prof. Hertzsprung and

Prof. Russell. They have a very important bearing on the question of stellar

evolution, a subject for discussion at a later meeting this week. From the

geometrical standpoint of my address these facts are of importance in that

they help to classify the extraordinarily large range found in the luminosities

of stars. Putting the matter somewhat broadly, the A stars, or hydrogen

stars, are on the average intrinsically 5 magnitudes brighter than the Sun,

whilst the range in their magnitudes is such that half of them are within

I magnitude of the mean value. The stars of type M, very red stars, are

of two classes. Some of them are as luminous as the A stars, and have a similar

range about a mean value 5 magnitudes brighter than the Sun. Others, on

the contrary, have a mean intrinsic brightness 5 magnitudes fainter than the

Sun and with the same probable deviation of | magnitude. Between the

types M and A there are two classes whose distance apart diminishes as the

stars become bluer. The facts in support of this contention are very forcibly

presented by Prof. Russell in Nature in May 1914. If this hypothesis is true,

and it seems to me there is much to be said in its favour, then the apparent

magnitude combined with the type of spectrum will give a very fair approxi-

mation to the distances of stars which are too far away for their proper

motions to be determinable with accuracy.

In dealing with the proper motions of the brighter stars, the sky has*

been considered as a whole. Now that the direction and amount of the solar

motion are known, we may hope that, as more proper motions become available,

the different parts of the sky will be studied separately. In this way we
shall obtain more detailed knowledge of the streaming, and also of the mean
distances of stars of different magnitudes in all parts of the sky, leading to a

determination of how the density of stars in space changes in different direc-

tions. A second line of research which may be expected to give important

results is in the relationship of proper motions to spectral type. There is in
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f)reparatioii at Harvard College, by Miss Cannon under Prof. Pickering's direc-

tion, a catalogue giving the type of spectrum of every star brighter than the

ninth magnitude. It would be very desirable to determine the proper motions

of all these stars. If all the material available is examined it should be pes
sible to do this to a very large extent.

Photometry and Colour.

For the more distant parts of the heavens proper motions are an uncertain

guide, and we must depend on what can be learned from the light of the stars

by means of stellar photometry, determinations of colour, and studies of

stellar spectra. Speaking generally, we attempt to discover from the nearer

stars sufficient about their intrinsic luminosities to enable us to use the apparent

magnitude as an index of the distances of the stars which are further away.

The most striking example is found in Prof. Hertzsprung's determination of the

distance of the small Magellanic Cloud. "Visitors to Australia last year may
have seen in the sky two faint patches of light which look like pieces torn off

the Milky Way. These are called the Magellanic Clouds. In the small cloud

Miss Leavitt found 25 variable stars of special character known as Cepheids.

They are all very faint stars between 11'2 m. and 16"4 m. on the photographic
scale. The periods of their light variation range from 1'25. days to 127

days. Miss Leavitt found that a linear relationship existed between the

logarithm of the period and the apparent magnitude. As these stars all belong

to the Magellanic Cloud they are at the same distance, and thus there is a

relationship between the period of light variation and the intrinsic magnitude.
Prof. Hertzsprung found in Boss's catalogue 13 variable stars of similar class

of known proper motion. He deduced their mean distance by using the solar

motion, and from this calculated the mean intrinsic luminosity. He thus found
that Cepheid variables with a period of 6'6 days are 600 times as luminous as

the Sun, and have an absolute magnitude of — 7'3 m. But from Miss Leavitt's

observations similar stars in the small Magellanic Cloud have an apparent
visual magnitude of IS'O m. Thus the small Magellanic Cloud is at such a

distance that a star in it is 20'3 m. fainter than it would be if at a distance

of one parsec, from which it follows that the distance of this cloud is 10,000
parsecs.

This example illustrates the utility of exact measurements of the light of

the stars. Much attention has been given of late years to Stellar Photometry.
In 1899 Prof. Pickering published the Revised Harvard Photometry giving
the magnitudes of all stars brighter than 65 m. In 1907 Messrs. iliiller and
Kempf completed a determination of 14,199 stars of the Northern Hemisphere
brighter than 7'5 m. In 1908 a catalogue of 36,682 stars fainter than 65 m.
was published at Harvard. These determinations derive additional importance
as they give the means of standardising estimates of magnitude made by eye,

particularly the many thousands of the Bonn Durchmusterung.
By the labours of Prof. Pickering and liis colleagues at Harvard, Prof.

Schwarzschild, Prof. Parkhurst at Yerkes, Prof. Scares at Mount Wilson, and
others, the determinations of the magnitudes of stars by photography has made
rapid strides. As yet no complete catalogues of photographic magnitudes
corresponding to the Revised Harvard Photometry have been published, though
considerable parts of the sky and special areas such as the Pleiades have been
carefully studied. The determination of the photographic magnitudes of any
stars which may be required is, however, a comparatively simple matter when
the magnitudes of sufficient standard stars have been found. A trustworthy
aod uniform scale has been to a large extent secured by the use of extrafocal
images, gratings, and screens in front of the object glass, and the study of the
effects of different apertures and different times of exposure.

At Harvard and Mount Wilson, standard magnitudes of stars near the North
Pole have been published extending to nearly the twentieth magnitude. In the
part of the range extending from lO'O m. to 160 m. these agree very satis-

factorily. Near the limit at magnitude 20 m. there is naturally some dis-

cordance, as might be expected, but for the present this is not of great
importance. There is, however, a difference of 04 m. in the scale between
6-Om. and lOOni. which needs to be cleared up. t may remind you, to make
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it quite clear what this scale means, that for every increase of 5'0 m. there
is a diminution of light in the proportion of 100 :1. Thus the total range in
going from the brightest stars to those of 20-0 m. is more than 10" to 1.

A uniform and accurate scale of magnitude is of fundamental importance
in counts of the numbers of stars. Such counts aim at the determination of
two things : (1) how the numbers vary in different parts of the sky, and
(2) what is the ratio of the number of stars of each magnitude to that of the
preceding magnitude in the same area of the sky. The counts of stars from
the gauges of Sir William and Sir John Herschel, those of the stars con-
tained in the Bonn Durchmusterung, those made by Prof. Celoria, and the
recent counts of the Franklin-Adams plates, all agree in showing a continuous
increase of stars as we proceed from the pole of the Galaxy to the Galaxy
itself. The importance of this fact is that it shows a close connection between
the Milky Way and the stars nearer to us. The Milky Way is not a sy.stem
of stars beyond the others, but is the primary feature of our 'island universe."

So far there is general agreement. Depending mainly on the counts of Sir
John Herschel made at the Cape, and the Cape Photographic Durchmusterung,
Prof. Kapteyn finds a very great concentration of faint stars towards the
Milky Way. On the other hand, the Bonn Durchmusterung, the counts of
Prof. Celoria, and the recent counts of the Franklin-Adams plates by Mr.
Chapman and Mr. Melotte give nearly the same concentration, e.g., the pro-
portion of 16"0 m. to 90 m. stars does not vary much at different distances from
the Galaxy. According to these counts, the total number of stars brighter
than 6-0 m. is approximately four times the number brighter than 50m. in all
parts of the sky ; the number brighter than 90 in. is three times the number
brighter than 8-Om. ; the number greater than 15-0 m. is double that greater
than 14-0 m. From the gradual diminution of the ratio for successive magni-
tudes, the total niunber for the whole sky is inferred to be between 1,000
and 2,000 millions, the median coming about the magnitude 23-0 m. The total
amount of light received from all the stars is equivalent of 700 or 800 stars of
the first magnitude, of which half comes from the stars brighter than 100m.
These counts do not by themselves make it possible to determine how the stars
fall off in density. But as Prof. Eddington has pointed out, they give a
measure of the flattening of the stellar system in the ratio of 3^ to 1. If
there is a concentration of faint stars in "the Milky Way, as maintained by
Prof. Kapteyn, this ratio will be increased.

Photometric observations have acquired additional importance from the
differences between photographic and visual magnitudes. The ordinary plate
IS more sensitive to blue light than the eye, and the difference between the
photographic and visual (or photo-visual) magnitude of a star is an index of the
colour. The colour index is found by observation to be related very closely to
the type of spectrum. Prof. Seares has shown from the Colour Indices that
as the stars become fainter they become progressively redder. Prof. Hertzsprun"-
has found the same thing by the use of a grating in front of the object glass"
Among stars of 170 m. visual magnitude, Seares found none with a colour index
less than •7; this is approximately the colour index of a star of Solar type
t.e.. near the middle of the range from blue stars to red stars.

'

There are three ways in which this may occur. The stars may be bright
but very distant red stars; or they may be faint red stars, like those in the
imniediate neighbourhood of the Sun ; or there may have been an absorption

plue light. It IS not possible to say in what proportion these causes have
contributed. The red stars of 9-0 m. and 100m. are nearly all very luminous
but distant bodies, but it seems likely that stars of 170m. will contain a
greater proportion of stars of small luminosity.

_

The absorption of light in space is very small and as vet imperfectly deter-mined. Prof. Kapteyn and Mr. Jones, by comparing the colour indices of
stars of large and small proper motion, make the difference between the absorp-
tion of photographic and visual light as 1 m. in 2,000 parsecs. Tlie question hasbeen examined directly by Prof. Adams, who has obtained spectra of nearand distant stars whicli are identical as regards their lines, and has examined

showeil f Iv.f nli
^'^^,.7"t'nuous light This direct method of comparisonshowe<I that the more distant star was always weaker in violet li-Iit But -is
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both these investigations show that very luminous stars are intrinsically some-
what bluer than less luminous stars of the same spectral type, the two causes

require further research for their disentanglement. The question is of

importance, as it may serve in some cases to determine the distances of very
remote bodies whose type of spectrum is known.

It must be admitted that we are as yet very ignorant of the more distant

parts of the 'island universe.' For example, we can make little more than
guesses at the distance of the Milky Way, or say what part is nearest to us,

what are its movements, and so on. But, nevertheless, the whole subject of
the Construction of the Heavens has been opened up in a remarkable manner
in the last few years. The methods now employed seem competent to produce
a tolerably good model showing the co-ordinates and velocities of the stars

as well as their effective temperatures and the amount of light they radiate.

Industry in the collection of accurate data is required, along with constant
attempts to interpret them as they are collected. The more accurate and
detailed our knowledge of the stellar system as it is now, the better will be
our position for the dynamical and physical study of its history and evolution.

The following business was then transacted :

—

1. Discussion on Radioactive Elevients and the Periodic Law.
Opened by Professor F. Soddy, F.R.S.

2. Report of the Seismological Committee.—See Eeports, p. 52.

3. Dr. John Dalfon's Lectures and Lecture Illustrations in Natura,.

Philosophy. By Professor W. W. Haldane Gee.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following business was transacted :

—

1 Discussion on Spectral Classification of Stars and the Order of Stellar

Evolution. By Professor A. Fowler, F.R.S.

2. Single Line Spectra of the Elements. By Professor J. C. McLennan.

3. On Prime Numbers. By G. H. Hardy, F.R.S.—See Eeports, p. 350.

4. Time Space and Relativity. By Professor A. N. Whitehead, F.R.S.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

Th© following business was transacted :

1. Discussion on Thermionic Emission.

Opened by Professor O. W. Eichardson, F.R.S.
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2. X-Rays and Crystal SinicUire.

By Professor W. H. Beagg, F.R.S., and Mr. W. L. Bkagg.

3. Optical Dispersion as conditioned by Group Velocity.

By Professor Sir J. Larmoe, F.R.S.

4. New Views of Magnetism. By Professor Pierre Weiss.

5. The Mechanism of Cyclones. By F. J. W. Whipple.

The distribution of pressure and temperature in cyclones in the Temperate
Zone has been learned from the analysis of the records from the meteorographs
carried by pilot balloons. Up to a height of eight or nine kilometres the cyclone
is composed of air cooler than its surroundings; at greater heights, i.e., in the
stratosphere, the cyclone contains comparatively warm air. The lower limit

of the stratosphere is depressed in the cyclone. This temperature distribution
indicates that the air constituting the lower part of the cyclone has recently
ascended, whereas the upper air has recently fallen, and accordingly the arrival

of a cyclone is marked by an outflow of air at the bottom of the stratosphere
and an inflow below. At the beginning of the present paper the amount of
this displacement of air is estimated on the assumption that there is no direct

exchange of heat, and it is shown that the outflow is concentrated between the
seventh and tenth kilometres and is about 6.5 times the net loss of air as

estimated by the fall of pressure at the earth's surface.

It is pointed' out that a cyclone may be regarded as a disturbance in the
stream of air which flows from West to East in the Temperate Zone, and the
form of the isobars obtained by superimposing the permanent pressure distribu-

tion and the temporary cyclonic distribution is discussed. It is shown that
when due allowance is made for the curvature and the progressive motion of

these isobars, the gradient wind at certain heights is much less than it would
have been if the curvature were inappreciable, so that at these heights the air

supply from the rear to the front of the cyclone fails and the cyclone appears
to move under the influence of suction applied at the base of the stratosphere.

The explanation may be summarised as follows :

—

If the flow of air at any level were entirely horizontal and along the isobars,

and if changes of density were negligible, then the condition for continuity

would require the velocity to be inversely proportional to the distance between
the isobars, i.e., the velocity would be directly proportional to the pressure
gradient. This condition is not satisfied, however, in regions where the air-

trajectories are curved. The pressure has to produce the centripetal accelera-

tion in the curved path in addition to overcoming the tendency to turn to the
right, which is the feature of all horizontal motion in our hemisphere. Accord-
ingly the actual velocity where the isobars are curved is less than it should be
to secure continuity and maintain a stationary distribution of pressure. The
effect of curvature in reducing the velocity is greatest at the heights where the
winds are strongest, and therefore the suction effect is concentrated near the
base of the stratosphere.

The general argument is supported by the analysis of two special cases.
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SECTION B.—CHEMISTEY.

Pbesident of the Section:—Professor W. A. Bone, D.Sc, P.E.S.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

Gaseous Combustion.

This year is, as many of you are doubtless aware, the centenary of Davy's
invention of the Miner's Safety Lamp, which formed the starting-point of his

brilliant researches upon Flame, in which he disclosed and brought within the
range of experimental inquiry most of the intricate and baffling problems con-
nected with the fascinating subject of gaseous combustion. Also, the ground
on which we meet to-day is known to the whole scientific world as the place
where, during more than a quarter of a century of continuous investigation, a
succession of Manchester chemists, led and inspired by Professor H. B. Dixon,
have devoted themselves to the elucidation of the many problems which Davy's
work foreshadowed. Therefore, both in jaoint of time and place, the occasion
is singularly appropriate for a review of recent advances in this important
field of scientific inquiry.

At the Sheffield Meeting of this Association in 1910 I had the honour of
presenting to a joint conference of Section A and B (Physics and Chemistry) a
Eeport summarising the then ' State of Science in Gaseous Combustion ' '

which gave rise to a keen and stimulating discussion, and was not only printed
in extenso in the Annual Eeport for that year, but was also widely circulated
through the medium of the scientific and technical press. There is no need,
therefore, for me to refer in any detail to the results of researches already
dealt with in that Eeport. I can more usefully devote part of the time at my
disposal to supplementing it with a review of more recent researches which
have considerably extended our knowledge in many directions.

Ignition Phenomena.

The first Section of my 1910 Eeport was concerned with Ignition Tempera-
tures and the Initial Phases of Gaseous Explosions, and it is in connection with
ignition phenomena that subsequent progress has been most marked.

For the ignition of a given explosive mixture it is necessary that the
temperature of its constituents should be raised, at least locally, to a degree
at which a mass of gas self-heats itself by combination until it bursts into
flame ; or, in other -words, to a degree at which the chemical action becomes
autogenous or self-propelling, so that it quickly spreads throughout the whole
mass. This particular degree, or in some cases range, of temperature is

commonly spoken of as the ignition-foint of the mixture, but in using the
expression certain qualifications should be carefully borne in mind. In the
first place, as H. B. Dixon and H. F. Coward had shown in 1909," whereas when
certain combustible gases (such, for example, as hydrogen and carbon monoxide,
the mechanism of whose combustion is probably of a fairly simple character) and
air or oxygen are separately heated in a suitable enclosure before being allowed
to mix, the temperature at which ignition occurs lies within a very narrow

1 Brit. Assoc. Eeport.':, 1910 (Sheflfield), pp. 469 to 505.
- Trans. Chem. Soc. 1909, vol. 95, pp. 514 to 543.
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range, whicli is, within the limits of experimental error, the same tor botli air

and oxygen ((.<'., in the case of hydrogen it is 580° to 590°, and for carbon

monoxide 640° to 658°) ; on the other liand, in cases where the mechanism of

combustion is known to be very complex (e.g., hydrocarbons), the ignition range

is either fairly wide or is materially lower in oxygen than in air (or both), thus :
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appreciable ' pre-flame period '

; only in the fastest burning mixtures is this
period negligible, and hence the necessity of stopping the movement of the
piston artificially at the beginning of the period, a precaution which Falk seems
to have neglected.

According to Dixon and Croft's recent determination by this method of the
igiution-pomts of mixtures containing electrolytic gas, whereas successive
additions of hydrogen or nitrogen progressively raise the ignition-temperature
ot the undiluted gas by regular increments, as would be supposed, successive
additions of oxygen, on the other hand, lower it, as a glance at the followincr
table will show :

The Irjmtwn-jwinf^ of Mixtures containhuj Elect luhjtic Gas by Adiabatic
Compression.

By H. B. Dixon and J. M. Crofts, 1914.

Electrolytic Gas, 2H.2 + 02 = 526°

+ a;H2

x=l . . . 544°
x=2 . . . 561°
x= 4: . . . 602°
a; = 8 . . . 676°

(526 + 182-)°

+ X-N.2

x= 1

x=2
.r = 4
a;= 8

(526+lla;)o

537°
549°
571°
015°

+ a;0.2

x^ 1 .

x= 7 .

a; = 15 .

511°
478°
472°

The observed raising effects of successive dilutions with hydrogen and
nitrogen call for no comment, save that the relative greater effect of hydrogen,
as compared with nitrogen, may be attributed to its greater thermal con-
ductivity ; but the lowering effect of oxygen is indeed puzzling, and its

meaning can only be conjectured. Dixon and Crofts have suggested that it may
be due either to the formation of some active polymeride of oxygen under the
experimental conditions, which seems to me doubtful, or that the concentration
of oxygen in some way or other brings about increased ionisation of the com-
bustible gas. This at once raises the larger question of whether or not ignition
is a purely thermal problem, as until recently has generally been supposed.

Professor W. M. Thornton, of Newcastle, has recently published some very
suggestive work on the Electrical Ignition of Gaseous Mixtures,* which, quite
apart from its theoretical interest, has an important bearing on the safety of
coal-mines where electrical currents are used for signalling and other purposes.

The common belief that any visible spark will ignite a given explosive
mixture of gas and air is, of course, quite erroneous, for, just as Coward and
his co-workers have shown that for a given explosive mixture and sparking
arrangement there is a certain limiting pressure of the gaseous mixture below
which ignition will not take place, so from Thornton's work would it appear
that a definite minimum of circuit energy is required before a given mixture
at given pressure can be ignited by a spark. And, moreover, he has stated
that the circuit energy required for the spark ignition of a given mixture say of
methane and air is something like 56 times greater with alternating than with
continuous cm-rent at the same voltage. From this he has argued that the
igniting effect cannot be simply thermal, but must be in part at least ionic.

This conclusion he has further supported with the statement that the igniting
power of a unidirectional current is, in fact, proportional to the current in the
case of many gaseous mixtures over an important part of their working range
of inflammability.

While there is much that is suggestive in Thornton's work, there is also a
good deal which seems very difficult to interpret from a chemical standpoint ; 1

refer more particularly to his later supposition of ' stepped ignition,' which is

based upon certain observed abrupt increases in the minimum igniting current
required with condenser discharge sparks as the proportion of combustible gas

' Proc. Roy. Sac., Sec. A, vol. 90 (1914), p. 272; ibid. vol. 91 (1914), p. 17
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in the air mixture examined progressively increases. In other words, it is

claimed that continuous alteration of the proportions of gas and air in an

explosive mixture is, or may be, accompanied by discontinuous alterations in

the spark energy required for ignition. I must confess that, after careful

examination of the published curves, I am quite at a loss to give them any
chemical intei-pretation, and to being somewhat sceptical about this supposed
' stepped ignition.'

A repetition and extension of Professor Thornton's experiments would be

most valuable as a means to a better understanding of the conditions of spark-

ignition.

The Influence of Electrons upon Combustion.

During the discussion upon my 1910 report, Sir J. J. Thomson reminded
chemists that combustion is concerned not only with atoms and molecules but
also with electrons moving with very high velocities. They might be a factor
of prime importance in such intensive forms of gaseous combustion as are
realised in contact with hot or incandescent surfaces, as also in the explosion
wave. It is known, of course, that incandescent surfaces emit enormous
streams of electrons travelling with high velocities, and the actions of such
surfaces may be due to the formation of layers of electrified gas in which
chemical changes proceed with extraordinarily high velocities. Again, the
rapidity of combustion in the explosion wave might (he thought) conceivably be
due to the molecules in the act of combining sending out electrons with
exceedingly high velocities, which precede the explosion-wave and prepare the
way for it by ionising the gas.

With regard to this interpretation of the action of surfaces, Mr. Harold
Hartley carried out a promising series of experiments in my laboratory at Leeds
University upon the combination of hydrogen and oxygen in contact with a
gold surface," which lend some support to the idea, but they require further
extension before it can be considered as finally proved. It is my intention in
the near future to resume the systematic investigation of the matter as rapidly
as circumstances permit ; but the experimental difficulties are formidable, and
the mere chemist working by himself may easily be misled. We badly need
the active co-operation of physicists in elucidating the supposed role of electrons
in combustion.

Professor H. B. Dixon and his pupils have, at Sir J. J. Thomson's sug-
gestion, recently tested the idea as applied to the explosion-wave, with, however,
negative results.' It is known, of course, that the motion of the ions can be
stopped at once by means of a transverse magnetic field, in which they curl
up and are caused to revolve in small circles, and the question which Professor
Dixon decided to put to the test of experiment was whether the damping of
the electronic velocities in a powerful magnetic field would have any appreciable
efTect upon either the initial phase of an explosion or upon the high velocity
of detonation. But although he employed a very intense magnetic field, pro-
duced by powerful magnets specially constructed by Sir Ernest Rutherford for
the deflection of electrons of high velocity, no appreciable effect was observed
upon the character or velocity of the flame with any gas mixture at any stage
of the explosion. And inasmuch as the high constant velocity of the explosion
wave can be entirely accounted for on the theory of a compression-wave
liberating the chemical energy as it passes through the gases, there seem to be
as yet no experimental grounds for attributing it to the ionising action of
electrons.

The Initial Period of ' Uniform Movement of Flame ' thro^igh Inflammable
Mixtures, and Limits of Inflammability.

Mallard and Le Chatelier, in their classical researches upon the combustion
of_ explosive mixtures,' discovered that the propagation of flame when such a
mixture is ignited in a horizontal tube differs according as whether the ignition

• Proc. Poy. Soc. 1914.
' Proc. Boy. Soc. 1914, Sec. A, vol. 90, p. 506.
• Ann. des Mincx, 188.3 (A) 4. 274.

B B 2
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occui's near the open or closed end of the tube. In the first case, the flame
proceeded for some distance down the tube at a practically uniform and fairly
slow velocity, corresponding to the true rate of propagation ' by conduction '

;

this period of uniform movement is succeeded by an irregular oscillatory period,
in which the flame swings backwards and forwards with increasing amplitudes,
finally either dying oui altogether or giving rise to detonation. With certain
oxygen mixtures the initial period of uniform slow velocity was shorter and
appeared to be abruptly succeeded by detonation, without the intervention of
any oscillatory period. When, however, such mixtures were ignited near the
closed end of a horizontal tube, the forward movement of the flame was con-
tinuously accelerated from the beginning, under the influence of reflected com-
pression waves, until detonation was set up. Such, in general, was the sequence
of the phenomena observed by these distinguished French investigators.

They proceeded to determine experimentally the velocities of the uniform
slow movement of the flame in the case of a number of air and combustible gas-
mixtures, and plotting their results (in cm. per sec.) as ordinates against
percentages of inflammable gas as abscissse. they obtained ' curves ' which were
in each case formed of two inclined straight lines converging upwards to a
point which represented the composition and flame-velocity of the most explosive
mix'ture. And they concluded that the points at which the downward produc-
tion of the two lines met the zero velocity line would define the upper and
lower limits of inflammability for the particular series of gas-air mixtures.
Thus the curve they obtained for methane-air mixtures (fig. 1) showed a
maximum velocity of 61 cm. per second for a mixture containing about
12'2 per cent, of methane, with lower and upper limits corresponding to 5'6

and 16"7 per cent, of methane, respectively.

An exact knowledge of the velocities of flame-propagation during this initial

period of uniform slow movement, as well as of the limits of inflammability for
mixtures of various combustible gases and air, is very important from a prac-
tical point of view. Makers of appara'tus for burning explosive mixtures of gas
and air want to know the speed of flame-propagation through such mixtures, not
only at ordinary temperatures and pressures, but also when the mixtures are

heated and used at higher pressures. Also it would be important to know
whether or not in the case of a complex mixture of various combustible gases
and air, where complete composition can be determined by analysis (as, for

example, coal-gas and air), the velocity of flame-propagation can be calculated

from the known velocitiies for its single components. Unfortunately, although
more than thirty years have elapsed since Mallard and Le Chatelier's work was
published, the necessary data are still wan-tdng to answer such questions, and
anyone who will systematically tackle the problem and carefully work it out in

detail will be doing a real service to the gas-using industries. I am hoping
shortly to make a beginning with such an investigation in my new Department
at the Imperial College, London, but the successful and rapid progress of such
work will involve considei-able financial outlay as well as organisation and expert

direction. Who will help us with the necessary funds?
An accurate knowledge of the behaviour of methane-air mixtures imder

known variations of conditions is of prime importance from the point of view
of the safety of coal-mines, and it is rightly occupying the attention of my
friend and former collaborator, Dr. R. V. Wheeler, at the Home Office Experi-

mental Station at Eskmeals. And from papers which he has already published,

as well as from some unpublished results which he has very kindly permitted

me to refer to in this Address, it is now possible to correct certain errors in

Mallard and Le Chatelier's results, and to arrive at a clearer view of the

phenomena as a whole.

In the first place, it would appear that the initial ' uniform movement ' of

flame an a gaseous explosion, or, in other words, propagation of the flame from
layer to layer by conduction only (as defined by Le Chatelier), is a limited

phenomenon, and is only obtained in tubes of somewhat small diameter, wide
enough, however, to prevent appreciable cooling of the flame, but narrow
enough to suppress the influence of convection currents. Moreover, ignition

must be either at, or within one or two centimetres of, the end of the tube, or
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otherwise—particularly with the more rapidly moving flames—vibrations may be
set up from the beginning.

Whilst all methane-air mixtures develop an initial uniform slow flame-
movement period when ignited at or near the open end of a horizontal tube,
both its linear duration as well as the flame velocity are not, according to
private information which Dr. Wheeler has sent me, independent of the dimen-
sions of the tube {vide fig. 2). The speed of flame increases with the diameter
of the tube, and the linear duration of the uniform period increases with both
the diameter and length of the tube up to a certain maximum, after whdch
increase in length probably makes no appreciable difference ; also, for the same
tube, it varies with the proportion of methane in the explosive mixture, being
greater as the speed of the flame diminishes, until with the two ' limiting

'

explosive mixtures i't appears to last almost indefinitely.

Dr. Wheeler's recent redetermination of the velocities of the flame move-
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(2) Whereas, according to Mallard and Le Chatelier, the flame velocities for
mixtures near the upper and lower limits would gradually approximate to the
zero velocity ordinate, as the limiting composition was approached, according
to Wheeler the velocities for both the upper and lower limiting mixtures are
considerable (in each case about 36 cm. per sec), and there is an abrupt
change from these velocities to zero velocity as the particular limiting composi-
tion is passed.

Dr. R. V. Wheeler on Speeds of Uniform Movement of Flame through Methane-Air
Mixtures in Tubes of DifTeient Diameters.

2 50
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of the atmosphere is reduced, the limits of inflammability are narrowed until

they coincide when the oxygen content falls below 13'3 per cent., which means
.that an atmosphere containing 13'3 or less per cent, of oxygen is truly extinctive

for a methane flame at ordinary pressures.

Atmosphere
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there may be an indefinite upward slow propagation of flame together with
incompleteness of combustion (much of the combustible mixture remaining
unburnt), and the question naturally arises as to how the term 'inflammability'
should be scientifically defined. Dr. Coward has argued with some force that
a gaseous mixture should not be termed ' inflammable ' at a given temperature
and pressure unless it will propagate flame indefinitely, the unburnt portion
being maintained at that temperature and pressure. Inflammability, thus
defined, would be a function of the temperature, pressure, and composition of
a particular mixture only and would be independent of the shape and size

of the containing vessel ; and, provided that it is kept in mind that for each
particular mixture at a given temperature and pressure a certain minimum
igniting energy and intensity is requisite, I am inclined to agree with the
definition. Also, there is the possibility that in a mixture just at or very near
one or other of the limits of inflammability flame may be propagated upwar^ds
but not downwards.

From his experiments Dr. Coward has assigned the following as the lower
limits of inflammability of hydrogen, methane and carbon monoxide, respec-
tively, in air at atmospheric temperature and pressure :

Per cent.

Hydrogen . . . . 4"1

Methane 5-3^o

Carbon monoxide . . . 12-0

The Combustion of Hydrocarbons and the Relative Affinities of Methane,
Hydrogen, and Carbon Monoxide, respectively, for Oxygen in Flames.

Under the title of ' Gaseous Combustion at High Pressure ' I have recently
published, in conjunction with various collaborators," a further instalment of
my researches upon the mechanism of hydrocarbon combustion,'- and I may
perhaps be allowed to draw your attention to certain new points which have
arisen in connection therewith.
A detailed study of the behaviour of mixtures of methane and oxygen of

composition ranging between 2CH,-i-0, and CH^ +O., when exploded in steel

bombs at initial pressures of 12-7 atmospheres (see table, fig. 4), has shown
it to be consistent with the ' hydroxylation ' theory of hydrocarbon combustion
which I put forward some years ago as the result of my previous work. The
following scheme seems to interpret correctly the chemical and thermal changes
involved in the initial stages of the explosive combustion of methane :
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'" Too much stress need not be laid upon the difference between this number
and the 5'6 per cent, given by Dr. Wheeler (loc. cit.), because Dr. Coward
himself admits that the flames of mixtures containing from 5'3 to 5'6 per cent,

of methane are very sensitive to shock, whilst a 5'6 per cent, mixture will always
propagate flame indefinitely even when there is a moderate disturbance ; the
conditions must be exceedingly tranquil to prevent extinction in the other cases.

" Messrs. Hamilton Davies, H. H. Crray. H. H. Henstock, and J. B. Dawson.
'= Phtl. Trans. Roy. Soc., A., vol. 215 (1915), pp. 275 to 318.
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The principal experimental facts which this, or indeed any alternative,
scheme must explain are as follows :

(1) That whenever mixtures of composition between 2CH^+ 0j and
CHj+ Oj are exploded under pressure a considerable proportion of the original
oxygen appears as steam in the products

;

(2) That there is a marked minimum in the proportion of such oxygen as the
composition of the original mixture approximates to 3CH^+202; and

(3) That there is a total cessation of anj' separation of carbon (which is very
marked with mixtures ^CK^+ O^) after the proportion of oxygen in the original
mixture attains or exceeds the limit 3CHj+202.

Now, if, as I believe, the initial interaction of methane and oxygen is at all

temperatures essentially a ' hydroxylation ' process, accompanied by the decom-
position (more or less rapid according to the temperature) of the primarily
formed hydroxylated molecules, a consideration of the chemical and thermal
aspects of the process will point to certain probabilities which are indeed
actually realised in fact.

In the first place, monohydroxymethane (methyl alcohol) CH3.OH is known
to decompose at high temperatures, yielding carbon monoxide and oxygen,
without any separation of carbon or formation of steam, CH3.0H = CO-f2H2.
Also, the very unstable dihydroxy methane, H, : C : (0H)„ would yield formal-

dehyde and steam, Hj : C : (0H)2 = H, : (J :0+ H„0, and the formaldehyde would
in turn decompose into carbon monoxide and hydrogen, Hj : C : : = C0-^H2,
without any deposition of carbon whatever.

If now the thermal consequences of such facts be considered, it would
appear (1) that if the oxidat:on of methane to H, :C.OH (A to B in the

scheme) were accompanied by thermal decomposition at this stage (B to B'), the
net heat evolution would be (30 — 22-8) = 7-2 kilogram Centigrade units; whereas
(2) if the same amount of oxygen reacted in such a way that there was a ' non-
stop ' run through the monoliydroxy- to the dihydroxy- stage, with decomposi-
tion at the point (A to C and C to C), the corresponding net heat evolution
would be ^(30-t-59 — 13'4)=37"8 units, or about five times as much as in (1).

Hence there would always be a strong tendency for such a non-stop run from
A to C through B, without any decomposition occurring at B, and such would
always occur whenever the oxygen present in the original mixture attained the
equimolecular proportion CH^-fO,.

Again, if the original mixture contained only half such proportion of oxygen
(2CH^-|-0,,), there would still be a decided preference for an oxidation of one-
half of the methane by a non-stop run A to C through B, rather than an
oxidation of the whole of the methane to B only, the other half of the methane
remaining unchanged, or undergoing thermal decomposition into its elements,
CH4 = C-t-2H2 (A to A'). Also, the latter process would use up no more of the,

energy developed from the oxidation than would be required for the decomposi-
tion of a corresponding quantity of H, : C.OH at stage B (B to B'). Hence
when such a mixture, 2CH,,-f02, is exploded under pressure, the formation of
carbon and its oxides, hydrogen, and considerable quantities of steam may be
expected, which is what actually occurs.

When, however, the proportion of oxygen in the original mixture reaches
the limit 3CH.,-f202, whilst it is still insufficient to oxidise the whole of the
hydrocarbon ib the dihydroxy- stage, there is enough of it to prevent any
methane remaining unoxidised to (at least) the monohydroxy- stage, and, there-
fore, seeing that the affinity of methane for oxygen far exceeds those of either
hydrogen or carbon monoxide, it is to be expected that no substantial pro-
portion of the original methane would escape oxidation to either the mono- or
the dihydroxy- stage. But inasmuch as not more than about one-third of the
original methane could, in the circumstances, be transformed into the
di-hj'droxy- stage, it follows that a considerable amount of thermal decomposi-
tion at the mono-hydroxy- stage would occur.

If this view is correct, it follows that there should be an entire suppression
of carbon deposition at or about the 3CH., + 20„ ratio, and, also, that with this
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particular mixture a smaller proportion of the original oxygen should appear as

steam in the products than would be the case with either the 2011., + 0, or the

CH.+O, mixture, which again is precisely what we find.

In considering the question of the explosive combustion of hydrocarbons it is

important to distinguish between (1) the primary oxidation of the hydro-

carbon, which is an exceedingly rapid process and is probably completed during

the short interval between ignition and the attainment of maximum pressure,

and (2) certain probable secondary interactions where influence may extend far

into the subsequent cooling period; for it is only this latter which would be

effected by variations in the rate of cooling down from the maximum
temperature. Such secondary interaction may include (a) the reversible change

CO + OH^ i^
"*

: (JOo -f H, and, in cases where carbon is deposited as the result of

the decomposition of primary oxidation products, the interaction of steam and

carbon C+OH, = CO + Hj. In this connection, I may draw attention to the

recently published work" of G. W. Andrew," one of my former pupils and
collaborators, on the ' Water Gas Equilibrium in Hydrocarbon Flames ' which

proves that in a system containing only CO^, CO, H,, H^O, rapidly cooling down
from the high temperatures prevailing in hydrocarbon flames, the equilibrium

ratio --w^^fT- adjusts itself automatically with the temperature until a point
COj X Hj

bjet-ween 1500° and 1600° C. on the cooling curve is reached (corresponding to a

value K=4-0 approximately), after which no further readjustment occurs. He
also found that this adjustment of equilibrium is not greatly influenced even

when relatively large quantities of methane and carbon are found in the tinal

products.

I am able, from my own experiments, to confirm Andrew's conclusions in

all cases where the initial firing pressure is insuflicient to set up detonation

;

but, in cases where both detonation and separation of carbon occur, my results

undoubtedly indicate an appreciable intervention of the separated carbon dui'ing

the cooling period. There is nothing in my results, however, suggestive of an

appreciable intervention of methane.

The fact that the primary oxidation of methane usually involves a direct

transition from CH^+Oj to CH,(OH),, which latter breaks up into, ultimately,

CO+ H,-|-H„0, -without any deposition of carbon, opened up the possibility of

instituting a direct experimental comparison between the relative affinities of

methane and hydrogen for oxygen in explosions by exploding a series of

mixtures CH^+ O^+aHj in which the hydrocarbon and oxygen were initially

present in as nearly as possible equimolecular proportions, but in which x (the

vokune ratio of H^ to CHJ was varied between 2 and 8, and determining

(1) the oxygen distribution on explosion when x=2, and (2) the influence upon
such distribution of successive equal increments of x up to 8.

Ever since Davy's experiments on Flame, the combustibility of hydrogen

has been erroneously considered to be superior to that of methane ; but, on the

other hand, my previous researches upon hydrocarbon combustion have shown

(1) that in slow combustion in borosilicate glass bulbs at temperatures between
300° and 400° C. methane, ethane, and acetylene are all oxidised at a much
faster rate than is either hydrogen or carbon monoxide ; and also (2) that in

exploding such mixtures as C,H^+ H,+ 0„or G„B.„ + 2il2+ ^2 ^1^^ hydrocarbon

is burnt in pi'eference to hydrogen, facts which are at variance with any notion

of the superior aflanity of hydrogen for oxygen in flames.

My further experiments upon the relative affinities of methane and hydrogen
for oxygen in explosives were carried out at high initial pressures in two
special steel bombs, namely, A, with a cylindrical explosion chamber 8 inches
long and 1 inch in diameter ( capacity = (irca 103 c.c), and, B, with a spherical

cavity 3 inches in diameter (capacity = c/rca 275 c.c). The ratio of wall surface

of the explosion chamber in the case of Bomb A would thus be about 2-75 times
that of Bomb B. The mean results obtained for the distribution of oxygen

" Trans. Vhem. Soc. 1914, 105, PP- 444 to 456.
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between methane and liydiogen in the two sets of experiments were as

follows :

Distribution of Oxygen ivhen Mixtures CHj+On+xH, are cxiiloded.

X
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seeing the extreme rapidity of chemical interaction at high temperature as com-

pared with the rate at which the liberated heat can be communicated to and

uniformly distributed amongst the products by ordinary physical processes.

Attention may be drawn to the extreme slowness of the cooling in each case

after the attainment of maximum pressure ; this has also been observed by
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of which 189 million tons (or, say, 4 tons per head of population) were consumed
at home more or less wastefully, it is indeed surprising how little has been
done, or is being done, by the scientific community to impress upon the
Government and the public generally the importance of establishing some
systematic control or investigation of fuel consumptions in all large industrial

areas. Deputations have waited upon the Government about the question of
reviving our languishing coal-tar colour industry, so that in future we may be
independent of Germany for the supply of the two million pounds' worth of
dye-stuffs required by our textile industries, and already a State-aided organisa-
tion, with an advisory scientific committee, has sprung into existence to achieve
that desirable result. But no organised body of scientific men, so fat as I

know, has ever thought it important, or worth while, to take an active interest

in the vastly greater subject of fuel economy and the proper utilisation of coal,

upon which the dyeing industry depends for its raw materials.

It is unnecessary for me to remind you that the contending armies in this

Armageddon of the nations depend upon certain distillation products of coal

for their supplies of high explosives, and there is little doubt in my mind
but that Germany's violation of the neutrality of Belgium, and her subsequent
seizure of that country and of a large tract of Northern France, had more than
a purely political or strategic significance. She doubtless wanted also to seize

for herself, and at the same time to deprive her enemies of, coal-fields lying
just beyond her own borders, which are capable of furnishing abundant supplies
of coal admirably adapted for yielding the raw materials for the manufacture
of high explosives. A country in which all metallurgical coke has for years past
been manufactured under chemical supervision in by-product coking ovens with
recovery of ammonia, tar, and benzol, and in which the wasteful beehive coking
ovens have long ago ceased to exist, was hardly likely to overlook the military
importance of tTie Belgian coal-field with its many by-product coking plants.
And, moreover, but for German commercial acumen and enterprise, during
many years past, our own by-product coking industry would not have attained
even to its present respectable dimensions. Certainly, it owes very little to
the interest or attentions of British chemists, most of whom are^ unfortunately,
but little aware of its circumstances and conditions, and seem to care even less
for its particular problems. And yet in proportion to the capital outlay upon
it, it is one of the most profitable of all our chemical industries, coal-tar colour-
making not excepted.

Fuel economy, and the proper utilisation of coal, whether in connection with
manufacturing operations or with domestic heating, will become one of the most
important national questions during the trying years that will follow hard upon
this war, because, of all diirections in which national economy can be most health-
fully and advantageously exercised, this is perhaps the mo.st obvious and pro-
lific. For it is tolerably certain that with an efficient and systematic public
supervision of fuel consumptions we ought to be able, even with existing
appliances, to save many millions of pounds of our annual coal-bill, and with
improved appliances still more millions, a saving which would in the long run
redeem a considerable amount of the War-loan, which has been much more easily
raised than it will be repaid.

Now, I fear that not only are chemis's for the most part lamentably igno-
rant of the nature of coal, and of modern fuel technology, but they have been
for many years past so indifferent about such questions as to leave them almo.st

entirely to engineers, who, as a body, are notoriously deficient in chemical sense

and experience. The engineer has indeed not usurped the place of the chemist,
but has had to do his best to fill the position long since abdicated by the chemist.

This, indeed, seems strange when we remember that the foundations oi

modern chemistry were deeply laid by investigators who were, above all things.
' fire-worshipper.?.' But, judging from most chemical text-books, nearly all that
the modern student of chemistry is taught in our academies about combustion
was known to Lavoisier, and I question whether in the majority of our
university laboratories any investigation upon coal or combustion as ever

undertaken. And yet the subject is full of the most fascinating and funda-

mental theoretical problems, for the most part unsolved, and the nation con-

sumes eveiy week as much coal as could be exchanged for the whole quantity of

aniline dyes used by its textile industries in a year.
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Moreover, such advances as have been made during recent years, and they are
by no means inconsiderable, have nearly all been in the direction of the wider
applications of gaseous fuels, yet in how many of oui- University laboratories
ds even gas analysis taught, or how many of our Schools of Chemistry provide
systematic courses in the chemistry and manipulation of gases, without which no
professional training of industrial chemists, however much 'research work' it

may include, ought to be considered satisfactory? It is my opinion that this
important branch of our chemical craft and science has not, tor many years
past, been accorded its proper place and share of attention in the ordinary
curriculum of the majority of our academic institutions.

Of the 189 milldons of coal consumed in the United Kingdom in the year
1913, about 40 million tons, or say approximately one-fifth of the whole, was
carbonised either in gasworks, primarily for the manufacture of town's gas, oi
in coke ovens, for the manufacture of metallurgical coke, in practically equal
proportions. Two-thirds of the latter was carbonised in by-produce recovery
plants, the remainder in the old wasteful beehive ovens.

So that, roughly speaking, we have

Total Coal Carbonised = 40 million tons

At the present moment there arc 8,297 by-product coke ovens built in this
country, or which 6,678 are fitted with benzol recovery arrangements, capable of
producing in all something like 10 million tons of coke per annum.

The yields of the various by-products obtainable on such coke-oven installa-
tions naturally vary with the locality and character of the coal-seam, but they
probably average out somewhat as follows, expressed as percentages on dry coal
carbonised :

District
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In the natural course of events, tlie final disappearance of the wasteful bee-

hive coke-oven from this country is now only a matter of a few years; but I

venture to suggest that public interest would justify the Government fixing by
law a reasonable time-limit beyond which no beehive coke-oven installation

would be allowed to remain in operation, except by express sanction of the
State, and then only on special circumstances being proved.

There is also much need of a better and more systematic chemdcal control,

in the public interest, of by-product coking plants. At present, in far too many
cases, the chemists employed in coke-oven laboratories are men who have
practically no chemical training other than that obtained in evening classes.

And, with few exceptions, the chemist, however competent he may be, is

entirely subordinated to the directing engineer, and regarded as a mere routine
analyst. I can say from personal knowledge that plants which are managed
and controlled by experienced chemists of broad training, combined with force
of character, yield much better results than those controlled by men without
such qualifications.

And even dn this crisis, when so much depends on plants working, not only at

their maximum output capacities but also, chemically speaking, under con-

ditions calculated to ensure the highest yields of benzol and toluol, M'ith a

proper selection of coal, I doubt whether the measures which have been taken
to advise and supervise the coke-oven indu.s-try are really adequate from the
point of view of chemical control. I do know, for instance, that the experience
and resources of the majority of our University Departments of Applied
Chemistry, which specialise on Fuel Technology and cognate matters, have not
been as fully utilised as they might and ought to have been in this connection.
1 cannot for one moment imagine a similar state of things being permitted in

Germany, where we may be sure that nothing is being left undone in the way of
fully utilising all the available expert chemical and engineering knowledge
which can be brought to bear on this important aspect of war munitions, and I

will venture to say that, whatever may be the case in this country, in Germany
at least the staff and resources of no publicly maintained Department of Fuel
Technology w'ill not be fully employed on War problems.

The coal-gas industry, which deals with some 20 million tons of coal per
annum, has, especially within recent years, shown a growing appreciation of
the aid of chemical science, in regard not only to the actual manufacture, but
also to the domestic and industrial uses of coal-gas. The endowment in 1910
by the industry of a special Chair at Leeds University in memory of the late

Sir George Livesey, of which I had the honour of being the first occupant,
was a sure sign of the faith of its leaders in the value of scientific research into

its special problems, and from personal knowledge and intercourse with gas
engineers I can assure my chemical colleagues that any serious interest taken
by scientific chemists in these problems, or in training men to tackle them,
will be welcomed by the industry, no matter from what quarter such help or

interest may come. For although the carbonisation of coal in gasworks is

efiiciently carried out, no one in the industry supposes that finality has been
reached, or that existing merthods and conditions cannot be improved under
better chemical control.

And, moreover, the gas industry has just recently given a striking example
of the public benefit which may accrue from the wholehearted co-operation of
the chemist and engineer in the new nickel-catalytic process for the removal
of carbon bisulphide from coal-gas, which has been worked out and brought
to a successful issue by the combined skill and efforts of Dr. Charles Carisenter,

Mr. D. Gibb, and Mr. Evans, of the South Metropolitan Gas Company. They
have shown that the sulphur content (as CS^) of London coal-gas can be reduced
on a large scale, in regular day-to-day working, from nearly 40 drm. to about
8 grains per 100 cubic feet, without in any way deteriorating the quality of the
gas, at a cost (including interest and depreciation) of 0-299'-/. per 1000 cubic feet.

Such a striking success was, as Dr. Charles Carpenter acknowledge.s, only

achieved ' because of the unrestricted and unreserved collaboration of the

chemist and engineer.' Incidentally the gas industry is to be congratulated

on this tacit abandonment of the old contention that coal-gas was either none
the worse for the presence in it of a certain amount of sulphur impurity, or,

alternatively, if worse, that a minute amount of sulphur dioxide in the
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atmospliere of a living room is so rapidly absorbed by the ceiling that its

harmful effects are nullified.

As the outcome largely of the work of the Joint Committee appointed in

1907 by the Institution of Gas Engineers and the University of Leeds, of which
I was a member, to investigate gas-fire problems, the manufacturers of these
appliances have paid much more attention than formerly to the scientific aspects
of construction so far as to ensure the best combination of radiant and ventilat-

ing effects, and nearly all the larger firms have now their scientific staffs busily
employed in making further advances. Prominent among the pioneers in

scientific gas fire construction has been Mr. H. James Yates, who will to-morrow
enlighten you as to some of the most recent improvements. I can, however,
from personal knowledge, testify to the enterprise shown by most of the leading
manufacturers, and that their combined efforts have resulted in a very efficient

and perfectly hygienic domestic gas-fire. A Committee appointed by the Institu-

tion of Gas Engineers, upon which scientific men are largely represented, is

now considering the adoption of a standard method of testing the radiant effi-

ciencies of gas-fires, so that no one can say that the gas industry is not
making every effort to put its affairs upon a thoroughly scientific basis.

Passing on to the metallurgical and allied industries, who, of course, are

large consumers of fuel, there is much here to be done in improving the
construction and operation of furnaces in order to check the waste of fuel, but
of these details there is no time to treat, and one instance of the possi-

bilities of vei-y large economies as the result of scientific control must suffice.

It is, perhaps, common knowledge that the most economical arrangement of

plant for the manufacture of iron and steel is one in which the by-product
coke-ovens, blast-furnaces, steel-furnaces, and rolling-mills are brought together
on one site and under one organising direction, so that the surplus gases from
the coke-ovens and blast-furnaces may be utilised to the fullest extent. My
relative, Mr. T. C. Hutchinson, of the Skinningrove Iron Co., who has devoted
many years of anxious thought and practical study to this important problem,
ventured some few years ago to predict that with the most approved type and
arrangement of plant working imder strict scientific control by competent
chemists it would soon be possible to make finished steel rails or girders from
Cleveland ironstone with no further consumption of coal than is charged into the
by-product coke-ovens for the production of the coke required for the blast-

furnace, and all subsequent e.xperience at Skinningrove has fully demonstrated
that his prophecy can be fulfilled in everyday practice. Of course, it means a

constant watchful control by a well-paid and competent scientific staff under
efficient leadership, arid in Mr. E. Bury, an old Owens College student, trained

in an atmosphere of 'gas and combustion,' we have .ound the very man for
the work.

It is, perhaps, unnecessary, even had time permitted, for me to multiply
instances of possible economies in other important directions, such, for instance,

as power-production and the heating of domestic apartments. There is probably
no direction in which equally good results would not accrue with proper scientific

application and control as those already cited as having been reached or realis-

able in the direction of carbonisation, or in the iron and steel industry. To-
morrow we are to discuss the important subject of Smoke Prevention, in which
many Manchester public men are showing an active interest, so that there will

be further opportunity of referring to the matter again.

But may I, in conclusion, appeal in all seriousness to chemists and scientific

men generally to take up this important matter effectively as a public duty at

this crisis in the country's affairs ? I would suggest that the Government be

memorialised with a view to the establishment of a central organisation for the

supervision of fuel-consumption and the utilisation of coal somewhat on the lines

of the existing alkali works inspection which has been so beneficial to chemical

industry. And in connection with such an organisation there might be under-

taken a much-needed systematic chemical survey of British coal-fields, as well

as experimental trial of new inventions for fuel economies. There would cer-

tainly be no lack of important work of such a properly organised Department of

the State, and there can be no doubt at all that the results of its activities

would be, not only a very large direct saving in our colossal annual coal-bill, but

also a purer atmosphere and healthier conditions generally in all our large

industrial areas.

1915. c c
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The following Papers and Reports were then read

1. Description and Exhibition of Diagrams used by Dalton in illustrating

his Atomic Theory. By Dr. H. P. Coward and Professor A.

Harden.

2. Preliminary Observations on the Nitrite of Vinylacetic Acid.

By Professor Paul Henry, University of Louvain.

Several methods have been tried to prepare the substance CH.2=CII—CHg—CN.
One might mention the action of moist KCN on allyl iodide, which gives, by a mole-
cular transformation, the nitrile of crotonic acid CH3—CH=CH—CN, and also the
action of solid KOH on the nitrile of chlorbutyric acid CH2CI—CH2—CH2—CN,
which, however, yields a trimethylene derivative

^2^\CH—CN.

It is believed that the nitrile of vinj'lacetic acid has been prepared by heating
for several hours at a temperature of about 120'' C. a mixture of C3H5I and anhydrous
Cu.2(CN)2, when a product is obtained which boils at 118° C. and has no smell of an
isonitrile derivative.

In order to identify the substance thus obtained, the oxidising actioE of a cold
neutral solution of KMn04 was first tried. Malonic acid, which should be the
characteristic oxidation product of this nitrile, was not definitely obtained, probably
because oxidation had proceeded too far.

The action of organo-magnesium compounds to give acetones (CH2=CII—CH2

—

CO—R) was also unsuccessful, for the substances BrMgC2H5 and BrMgCjHj only
yielded resinous bodies. The action of ozone was next examined. The ozouide of
crotonic nitrile when treated with water gave acetaldehyde, but the syrupy ozonide
obtained from vinylacetic nitrile was found on analysis to possess the composition
anticipated, and when treated with water yielded no acetaldehyde. Its decom-
position products have been examined.

3. Experimental Demonstration of a new Cadmium-Vapom Arc-Lamp.
By Dr. H. J. S. Sand.

The cadmium-vapour arc-lamp exhibited, the use of which is recommended
for polarimetric and other purposes, is comparable in general principle with the
well-known mercury-vapour lamp. The lamp is constructed of quartz-glass, and
the cadmium is freed from oxide and dissolved gas by a process of filtration
while at the pump. It is hindered from adhering to the glass by the presence
of a small amount of a loose powder (zirconia) in the lamp. The metal is

melted by external heating before starting, and maintains itself in the molten
condition by the heat of the current. Once started the lamp may be kept
burning for an indefinite time.

4. Joint Meeting with Section A.—Discussion on Eadio-active Elements
and the Periodic Laiv.

5. Report on Hydroaromatic Substances.—See Eeports, p. 79.

6. Report on Transformation of Aromatic Nitroamines.
See Eeports, p. 82.

7. Report on Dynamic Isomerism.—See Eeports, p. 81.
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8. Report on Plant Enzymes.—See Eeports, p. 85.

9. Report on Crystalline Form and Molecular Structure.

See Eeports, p. 85.

10. Report on Natural Plant Products of Victoria.—See Eeports, p. 86.

11. Report on Influence of Weather Conditions on the Amorint of
Nitrogen Acids in Rainfall and the Atmosphere.—See Eeports,

p. 87.

12. Report on Non-aronmtic Diazonium Salts.—See Eeports, p. 95.

13. Report on Botanical and Chemical Characters of the Eucalypfs.

See Eeports, p. 97.

14. Papers on Flame and Combustion, with Experimental Illustration :

(a) The Explosion of Gases. By Professor H. B. Dixon, F.R.S.

(h) The Dilution Limits of Inflammability of Mixed Inflammable Gases

with Air. By Dr. H. F. Coward.

(c) Gaseous Combustion at High Pressures.

By Professor W. A. Bone, F.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

Tlie following Discussion took place :

—

Discussion upon Smoke Abatement and Air Pollution.

(Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso. Edited by
Professor W. A. Bone, F.R.S., President of the Section.)

(i.) The Work of the Manchester Air Pollution Advisory Board.''-

Mr. E. D. Simon (Manchester).—The discussion was opened by Mr. E. D.
Simon, Chairman of the Air Pollution Board appointed by the Manchester
Corporation in 1912, with the object of diminishing atmospheric pollution by
smoke by means of propaganda and research instead of the older method of

prosecution. It had been estimated that the measurable damage done in Man-
chester and Salford by smoke amounts to nearly 1,000,OOOZ. per annum, in

addition to the immeasurable evil effects of smoke and fog upon public health.

Research had mainly been directed towards (1) a more correct ascertainment of

the damage done by smoke, and (2) means for reducing both domestic and
factory smoke, including all the general problems of smokeless combustion and
the electrical deposition of soot and dust. As regards factory smoke, the chief

problems are the design of mechanical stokers and the supply of air at the

correct point to ensure smokeless combustion, and they can only be solved by
large-scale experiments carried out either by, or in conjunction with, manu-
facturers. However, inasmuch as efficiency and smokelessness usually go

> See Rejtort of the Sanitary Comm-ittca of the City of Manchester on the

t>uhject of .Air Pollution, Aipvil 191.5.

C C 2
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together, it is probable that the steady application of pressure by public
authorities will in time have its effect in a large reduction of factoiy smoke.

The most hopeful field for laboratory research lies in the reduction of
domestic smoke by improvements in coal and coke fires, gas-fires, and by
developing the use of semi-coked coal.

The Manchester Air Pollution Board, with an annual grant of about 4501.

available for its work, has undertaken two lines of research. In the fii'st place,

it was decided to co-operate in the national investigation by measuring the
deposition of soot, and also the cutting off of sunlight at ten different stations

in or near Manchester; and, secondly, a room has been fitted up at the School
of Technology for the purpose of carrying ovit tests on various kinds of domestic
heating appliances, with a view to giving independent and authoritative advice
to" consumers on the best types of such appliances. It is hoped that similar

Research Committees will be appointed by other municipalities, and that the
British Association will appoint a Committee to co-ordinate the work of such
local Committees.

Professor W. W. Haldane Gee (of the Manchester School of Technology)
reviewed the efforts made in Manchester since 1842 to mitigate the smoke
nuisance, and described some of the instruments and experimental methods used
in the recent work of the Air Pollution Advisory Board {vide Report, loc. cit.),

and the development of the electrical means of causing deposition of dust and
soot.^

Professor E. Knecht (of the Manchester School of Technology) described
the results of investigations on the composition of Manchester soot and the
various products obtainable therefrom.

(ii.) The Work of the Sheffield Health Committee.

Professor Wynne (Sheffield University) called attention to the results
obtained from an investigation of rain-water collected in standard soot-gauges
exposed at four sites in the Sheffield City area during the period July 1, 1914,
to June 30, 1915. The investigation, which had been promoted by the Health
Committee of the City of Sheffield, and carried out in conjunction with the
University, showed that if an opinion as to the contribution of house-fires to
pollution of the atmosphere may be based on the proportions of tar and of
ammonia collected by the rain (these arising from imperfect combustion of fuel
in fire-grates), no material difference could be traced between the values for the
summer and the winter six months. The data obtained for the Attercliffe site,

in the east end of the city, where the armament works are situated, gave values
which were roughly about twice as great as those for the other sites, respectiveh'
N.N.W., W., and S. of the centre of the city, and attention was directed to the
remarkable approach to uniformity in the results obtained from these three
sites, which seemed to be independent of the direction of the prevailing wind
as recorded each month.

Professor Wynne urged the necessity of creating public opinion on the subject
of atmospheric pollution, and supported warmly the suggestion that the British
Association should take iip the question through a Committee on which various
interests were represented, as had been done by the Sanitary Committee of the
City of Manchester.

(iii.) Damage to Vegetation caused by Atmospheric Pollution by Smoke.

Mr. A. G. RtrSTON (Leeds University), in describing the results of investiga-
tions recently carried out in and near the City of Leeds, pointed out that the
damage caused by coal-smoke to vegetation is due partly to the smoke-cloud
reducing the amoiuit of available sunlight, at times by as much as 54 per
cent. The black deposit upon the leaves still further hinders the sunlight from
getting into contact with the green colouring-matter of the leaf, while the acids
present in the smoke damage the structure of the leaf and hasten its fall.

Damage is also done to the roots of plants growing in smoke-infected areas,
possessing few root-hairs or fibrous roots. Moreover, the acid rain falling on the
soil limits the activity of the bacteria in the soil, for unfortunately the most
useful nitrifying organisms are the most susceptible to acid influences. It has

' Proc. Amer. Instit. of Electrical Engineers, April 1915.
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recently been found that enzymes or ferments whicli are mainly responsible for

the chemical changes taking place in the plant are inhibited by smoke pollution.

This causes a distinct cutting down of the intensity of colour in our plants ; it

also handicaps plants from forming any reserves either in the form of bulbs
or seed, and considerably reduces the germination capacity and energy of seeds,

thus generally lowering the vitality of plants and preventing them from putting
up a fight against adverse conditions.

Professor Fernand Ranwez (University of Lonvain).—Very many works and
factories emit smoke so abundantly as to cause harm to vegetation. Some of

them also emit gases which are noxious to plants, and so blight the neighbouring
country.

When the fumes are very pronounced the destructive effects are clearly seen,

as, for example, near those works which pour out large quantities of sulphur
dioxide. In the immediate neighbourhood of such works the plants exposed to

the frequent action of the gas have their leaves scorched, while trees lose their

leaves and show many dead branches, the action of the gas gradually killing them
entirely.

Though these are the most acute symptoms, there are many others far less

pronounced, every intermediate condition being observable between plants which
exhibit only a slightly checked development and those which die from evident

poisoning. Factory smoke and the damage it produces raise frequent complaints
from neighbouring landowners and farmers who are, or believe themselves to

be, injured, and consequently the courts and experts have to decide the following

questions : (1) Has the land of such a person suffered damage, and if so, to

what extent ? (2) Is the damage wholly or in part the result of the smoke from
the factories complained of ? The solution of these questions necessitates a com-
parative study of the general conditions of cultivation and an examination of the

actual smoke deposits both on the damaged lands near the works "which emit the

noxious vapours and districts various distances away.
If perhaps the scorched leaves exhibit some characteristic aspect, there may

exist some cause other than mere smoke capable of producing such damage.
The damage is often limited to diminished growth and spread of vegetation,

or to a slow withering, and many causes besides smoke produce these effects,

such, for example, as faulty cultivation and sour or poor soil.

Vapours often leave their imprint, as, for example, sulphur dioxide (one of

the commonest destructive agents), which can be recogjiised in plants in the

form of sulphate. But plants usually contain sulphates in very varying pro-

portion even without the direct action of the gas, so it follows that the discovery

of more or less characteristic forms of damage, the observation of the diminution
of the spread and growth of plants, or their destruction, the presence of an
increased quantity of sulphates or other compounds which could have arisen

from vapours do not sufficiently prove the destructive effects of gas when they
are considered by themselves alone without all contingent circumstances. The
observations only yield proof when they are contrasted with similar ones taken
with due care on plants of neighbouring districts. To make such comparative
experiments one must describe round the offending factory a series of con-

centric circles of ever-increasing radius, and then see (1) whether in the more
distant regions the vegetation presents normal features, (2) whether it exhibits

abnormalities on approach to the factory, and (3) whether such abnormal
features become proportionately more marked as the plants become more
exposed to the action of the gas.

In all such observations account must be taken of the general cultural con-

ditions of the compared areas. Mere distance from the point of origin is not,

however, the only factor on which the noxious action of such vapours depends,
for many other factors come into play, such as the prevalence of wind, humidity
of the atmosphere, &c.

(iv.) Improvements in Domestic Fire-Grates.

Mr. A. Vernon Harcourt described a type of domestic grate, which he had
designed and had in use in his own residence during many years, for burning
coal or coke, the extended use of the latter of which as a household fuel

would, in his opinion, be a most advantageous means of solving the domestic-
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smoke nuisance in all tlie large centres of population. The grate, which is

designed to yield as much radiant heat as possible from the fuel, supports an
upright wall of coke, 4 to 4^ inches from back to front, and varying in width
from 8 to 24 inches, according to the size of the room to be heated. The grate

consists of a series of slender horizontal bars in front and a firebrick slab

underneath and at the back. There are ten such bars, each successive pair

being two inches apart, so that the height of the grate from the base to the top

is 25 inches. It is filled to the top with coke, and on this is laid paper and
wood, or other fire-lighter, and a layer of coke with a few pieces of coal reaching

nearly to the throat of the chimney. The fire burns from the top downwards.
The grate is charged each morning with an amount of fuel sufficient to

last the whole of the day, and, the fuel having been lighted at the top, no

replenishment is needed during the day.' In the speaker's opinion the essential

features of a good grate are :

—

(1) The face of the fire should be vertical, so that the chief radiation shall be
horizontal and not directed towards the chimney and the ceiling.

(2) The bars should be as slender as is compatible with sufficient strength,

and be fixed as wide apart as will suffice to prevent more than an
occasional ember falling out

;

(3) The fire should be narrow from back to front, for glowing embers which
cannot be seen through the front do not radiate heat into the room

;

(4) Air should pass in through bars in front, not through bars beneath ; for

the most vivid combustion occurs where the air and fuel meet

;

(5) All the fuel needed during the day should be put in at once at the
beginning, and it should be lighted at the top and burnt downwards

;

(6) It is well to have two iron plates to divide the fuel into sections for

checking the fire, and either plates or doors, closing in front of the

upper bars, to draw the fire up when necessary.

(v.) Recent Improvements in Gas-Fires.

Mr. H. James Yates (Birmingham), who had contributed a paper on ' Recent
Improveniients in Gas-Fire Science ' to the discussion upon ' Fuel Economy '

(Section B) at the Birmingham Meeting of the Association in 1913,* gave the
following account of his more recent investigations in the direction of further
improvements in the ventilating effect of gas-fires, which had culminated in a

notable advance in this important respect :

—

Originally the gas-fire was as nearly as possible an imitation of the coal-

fire. It consisted of Bunsen burners so arranged that their flames should play
on some incombustible material, so as to bring it to a red heat or something
approaching this state. It lost much heat up the chimney, and it gave very
little radiant heat; the cost of the gas used was out of all proportion to the

amount of heat obtained ; also, the fire was apt to smell, owing to the incomplete

combustion of the gas. Gradually it was recognised that if the gas-fire was to

be made practically efficient on a commercial scale, its economic and hygienic

aspects must be. studied. At first the economic aspect was almost exclusively

dealt with, effort being made to extract more heat from the waste products

before their escape by the chimney, and the heat thus extracted being returned

to the apartment as heated air. In other words, these early efforts in gas-

fire economy aimed at concentrating on convected heat. There was undoubted
economy effected, but unfortunately it was accompanied by a bad physiological

effect. The convection currents were so hot that the percentage saturation of

the air of the apartment was lowered, with the result that moisture was
abstracted from the skin and mucous membranes of the occupants, and they

suffered unpleasant sensations of dryness, prickling of the skin, and so on.

Further, owing to the air of the room being hotter than the walls (because_ of

the heat being mainly transferred to the latter by the medium of the air),

persons sitting near these, while feeling discomfort owing to the overheated air,

' For details and photographs see Journal of the Eoyal Society of Arts,

vol. Ixiii., 1915, pp. 570581.
' B.A. L''i>urts, 1913, Birmingham, p. 435 (7).
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might yet experience chilling sensations owing to the radiation from their
bodies to the colder walls.

As a result of these drawbacks, gas-fire heating fell into bad repute, and the
position became one only to be retrieved by strenuous research and effort. In
this fresh effort the vital importance of the hygienic aspect was at last fully
recognised

; concentration was made on radiant heat, but care was taken to
avoid straining after this, either to an excessive extent or in the direction of
over-intensity. The bad results of high-temperature convection being recog-
nised, special convection contrivances were dropped ; but the absolute necessity
for retaining a certain amount of low-temperature convected heat to supple-
ment the radiant heat was not lost sight of, and express provision for this was
made ; some progress was also made in improved ventilation.

As regards the question of ventilation, we in this country have always been
accustomed to the open fire-grate in our houses, and, generally speaking, we
depend very largely on the chimney for the removal of air and the ventilation
of the room. This method is by no means ideal ; for one thing, the reinoval of
air by the coal-fire via the chimney is not infrequently so great that the occu-
pants of the room find themselves inconvenienced by the excessive draught near
the door. Inasmuch as the majority of rooms in our houses are ventilated by
the fire-place, it is necessary, when a gas-fire is installed, that means be
devised to ensure its fulfilling this function to the best advantage. This was
far from being the case with the gas-fire heated room of even a very few
years ago ; the fire was placed in front of the coal-grate, very often with a sheet
of iron behind it, thus partly or wholly blocking up the entrance to the
chimney, except for the flue outlet of the gas-fire itself. And, in many cases,
this flue outlet was of very small dimensions ; the amount of air it withdrew
from the room was quite insufficient for adequate ventilation. In some gas-
fires the flue vent and canopy were so designed and proportioned as to draw a
large volume of air up the flue, but while in this way quite good ventilation was
produced—exceeding anything previously reached in gas-fire practice—yet even
with such improved fires, free as they were from so many of the objectionable
features of the old high-temperature convecting gas-fires, the comfort resulting
from the ample air-change effected by the coal-fire was not realised. Though
the working of the gas-fire itself afforded entire comfort in a room, yet, if it

were kept going all day, it was noticeable that the atmosphere was not so

pleasant as the day wore on, and in the evening, when the number of the occu-

pants increased, and particularly if gas were used for lighting, the stuffiness

became considerable and the gas-fire was blamed. It was indeed the gas-fire

that was to blame, but this had nothing to do with its own working as a fire,

but was entirely due to the indirect effect on the atmosphere of the partial

blocking up of the chimney and the consequent restriction of the ventilation.

I recognised that unless this single disadvantage under which the gas-fire

still laboured, as compared with the coal-fire, could be removed, the use of gas-

fires, extensive though it already was, was bound to remain permanently con-

fined to those householders who adopted it purely as a matter of labour-saving

or convenience, instead of broadening, as it ought, into universal adoption.

I, therefore, set about endeavouring to produce a fire which should give an
ample and controllable ventilation of the room. This major problem was
complicated by several other conditions which, though minor in comparison, were

yet of such importance that they had to be regarded as indispensable. Great

practical difficulties were experienced as regards these minor conditions, not so

much in attaining them individually as in the complicated task of reconciling

them with each other in the one apparatus. By continued effort, however, the

objects in view were eventually all achieved. The fire thus produced, in

addition to its embodying the various points of design and construction called

for by modern practice, has the further feature, distinctive to itself, of embrac-

ing a special contrivance, simple in appearance, but for long most baffling in

the course of its evolution, by which, in injector fashion, a very large amount

of air is removed from the room. Briefly described, this contrivance provides

two outlets to the chimney. The conformation of these and of the adjacent

parts is so proportioned, as the result of much experimental work, that by the
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under outlet the entire combustion-products are carried off, while by the upper

or ventilating outlet a large volume of ' ventilating ' air is removed, and volume
being controllable by a ventilation regulator.

Mr. Yates then proceeded to describe the results of comparative tests, which
proved that the new ' ventilating ' gas-fire actually removes at least twice as

much air from the room as the previous best types of gas-fires for the same gas-

consumption and radiant efficiency, and approaches the ventilating capacity of

an ordinary coal-fire as closely as is necessary for the maintenance of a per-

fectly fresh atmosphere in the apartment heated. Moreover, the tests had
proved that this ventilating effect draws air up the flue from all parts of the

room, and is at least equal, if not superior, in this respect to that of an

ordinary coal-fire. Indeed, having regard to this latest improvement combined

with the previous great advances made in the radiant efficiencies and the com-

bustion generally of gas-fires, the author is emphatically of the opinion that in

every respect they are now more than equal to the best type of coal-fire.

(vi.) Other Aspects of the Smoke Question.

Mr. Alfred Hutchinson, of the Skinningrove Iron Co., Ltd. (Cleveland

District), said that in the manufacture of iron and steel it had been found
possible, by the use of by-product coke-ovens and of gas-engines generating

electric current for driving electrically driven rolling mills, to obtain, from
the waste gases from the coke-ovens and blast-furnace plant, sufficient spare gas

not only to heat up steel ingots in soaking pits, but also to roll them down to

finished sections without using any extra fuel beyond the said surplus gases.

In addition to this, the valuable by-products could be recovered from the coal

charged into the coking-ovens.

Mr. D. Brownlie (Manchester) wished to point out that it does not neces-

sarily follow that a smokeless chimney means an efficient boiler plant. For
example, the average working thermal efficiency of the boiler plants in this

country is probably about 60 per cent, with more or less smoke. If an enor-

mous excess of air is allowed to go through the fires, the smoke can be
stopped, but with considerable reduction in thermal efficiency. Under ideal

conditions a boiler plant can be rimning at an efficiency of 85 per cent., with
14 per cent, of CO, in the chimney gases, and no smoke. A very slight reduc-

tion in the air supply in such a case would give smoke and a reduced efficiency,

but this ' smoky ' plant might still be much more efficient than the average plant.

As a result of many years' experience in fuel economy and smoke prevention,

he had arrived at the conclusion that there is no relation between the
' smokiness ' of a coal and the percentage of ' volatile matter ' which it con-

tains. In every case, however, smoke can be prevented by the application of

scientific methods.
Mr. Walter F. Reid (London) advocated the widening of the scope of any

Committee that might be formed, so as to include at least 50 per cent, of

members who were themselves connected with industries that produce smoke.
The Coal Smoke Abatement Society of London had many members of

Council who were connected with industries that in the past had been noxious.

The efforts of that Society extending over many years had succeeded in

improving the London atmosphere. The London fogs were less numerous and
less in.iurious than formerly.

It was useless to recommend coal-gas for domestic heating unless it could be
supplied much more cheaply than at present ; the cost at present considerably
exceeded that of coal, especially for small dwellings.

Mr. Arnold Lupton (London), speaking of the financial losses sustained by
the inhabitants of our industrial towns and cities by reason of their smoke-
polluted atmosphere, said that, whilst living near the ITniversity of Leeds, he
has estimated that the cost to him in damage to furniture and clothing caused
by smoke was equal to an annual rate of no less than six shillings in the pound
on his rental, and he was satisfied that the shopkeepers suffered an equally
serious loss ; he thought the smoke nuisance might be removed at the cost of a
rate of about one shilling in the pound.

Mr. John W. Graham (Manchester), Chairman of the Smoke Abatement
League of Great Britain, cordially supported the proposal for the appointment of
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a Committee, whi<h would co ordinate and give authority to the researches

undertaken in various localities, of which they had heard so much during the

discussion. No better w'ork for the nation could be undertaken by the British

Association than this, and it would certainly grow in importance from year to

year.

Mr. Arthur Bennett (Warrington) said that, much as he approved of

persuasion as a means of solving the smoke problem, he felt that they ought
not to lose sight of compulsion, for he was afi'aid that there were many
manufacturers (a minority, he hoped) who would not make any serious attempt
to abate their smoke until they were compelled to do so. Persuasion and educa-
tion were all very well up to a point, but behind the velvet glove they wanted
the iron hand ; and, in his opinion, the true solution of the question would
be to transfer the administration of the Smoke Acts from the municipalities

and the magistrates to the Local Government Board.
The President of the Section (Professor Bone), referring to the desirability

of an extended use of coal-gas as a domestic fuel, and for small-scale industrial
operations, severely criticised the policy adopted by many municipal gas under-

takings, including that of Manchester, of taxing the gas-consumer by making
the gas-works pay large sums annually in relief of rates. He understood that

the Manchester Corporation taxed its gas-consumers to the tune of 50,000Z. per
annum. A municipal gas-supply should be sold at cost price, after allowing, of

course, a reasonable sum for repairs and depreciation of plant as well as

interest and redemption in respect of capital outlay. To extract a greater profit

by an enhanced price of gas not only penalises unfairly the gas-consumer, thus
discouraging the use of gas for domestic purposes, but involves also the pay-

ment of income-tax at a high rate on the said ' profits,' thus diverting money
quite unnecessarily from the pockets of the local gas-consumers to the Imperial
Treasury.

He was decidedly of opinion that the time was both ripe and opportune
for a crusade on the question of fuel economy and smoke abatement as a means
of national saving in the trying years to come, and he hoped that the Associa-

tion would lead the way by appointing a strong Committee of representative

men to consider the whole question in its national aspects.

The following Paper was then read :

—

FjTperimenlal DemonRtralion of Liquid Cryafals.

By Professor W. J. Pope, F.E.S.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Papers and Discussion were heard :

—

1. Ruthe.nkim, Di-carboinjl. By Eobeet Mond, M.A.

The author submitted specimens of ruthenium carbonyl and the new ruthe-

nium dicarbonyl, which latter has been obtained by submitting finely divided
ruthenium and carbon monoxide to a pressure of 400 atmospheres at a tempera-
ture of 300° C. The dicarbonyl was extracted from the powder by solution

in alcohol. It is non-volatile, in contradistinction to the other carbonyls. In
common with the other metallic carbonyls it is insoluble in benzene.

The Bone-Callendar-Yates Bolomrler.
By Professor W. A. Bonr, F.R.S.
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3. Discussion on Homogeneous Catalysis.

Opened by Prof. W. C. McC. Lewis {University of Liverpool).

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso.']

Prof. Lewis.— In a reaction between two different molecules A and B the usual
kinetic method of representing the rate at which this can take place as being proportional
to the product of the concentrations of A and B rests, as is well known, simply on the
probability of the A and B molecules coming into contact with one another. It has
long been recognised, however, that the reactivity depends on other factors as well.

Thus, if it were simply a question of probability of collision, one might expect the
velocity to be independent of the specific nature of the reaction, being simply deter-
mined by the temperature, the mean free path, and the speed of the molecules.
Owing, however, to the highly specific nature of the reaction-rate as well as the
remarkable effect brought about by a change in temperature, a considerable number
of hypotheses generally based upon the formation of intermediate substances have
been suggested to account for the mechanism of a given process. There can be no
doubt that several of these suggestions are of fundamental importance as regards the
molecular mechanism involved. They mainly restrict themselves, however, to
material molecular changes and do not attempt to attack the problem of the cause of

such changes. In other words, whilst postulating a molecular mechanism which
takes account more or less of experimental facts, they give us little or no information
respecting the nature, magnitude, and source of the energy exchange, which must
accompany or rather precede molecular change. In the same connection we have the
whole question of the relation of concentration to active mass which has been studied
more particularly in America and which has shown fairly conclusively that concen-
tration per se is not an accurate measure of activity except in the limit.

Of the few attempts made to deal with the subject of the rate of a reaction from
the standpoint of energy exchange as a necessary accompaniment of molecular
change perhaps the simplest and most direct is that of Marcelin as modified by Rice.
Marcelin's idea is that a molecule in the mean or average state as regards internal
energy characteristic of the system under the given conditions is not capable of

reacting in a chemical sense, and that it only becomes reactive when its internal
energy rises to or beyond a certain critical value. The energy difference between the
mean state and the critical may be conveniently termed the ' critical increment.'
Marcelin makes no assumptions as to the mechanism whereby this change in energy
content may take place. His view has, therefore, the advantage of generality in not
being restricted to any particular type of molecule, atom, or ion. On the basis of the
idea of the critical increment it has been shown by Marcelin, and more completely by
Eice from the standpoint of statistical mechanics, that the effect of temperature on
the velocity constant is given by the expression

d log 7i; _ E
~dT ET''

where E is an energy term approximately identical with the critical increment
reckoned per gram molecule. This equation is obviously of the Arrhenius type,

which has been shown by experiment to be ajDplicable to a large number of reactions

of very dissimilar chemical kind. In view of the fact that the Marcelin-Rice equation
is in good agreement with experiment, one is prompted to inquire somewhat further

into the physical mechanism which underlies the concept of critical energy and
critical increment. Two distinct questions arise : first, what is the nature of the

energy which is communicated to the molecule, thereby raising its energy content
from the mean to the critical state ? and, secondly, what internal changes occur in

the molecule during this absorption of energy ? The second question is obviously
the more complicated of the two, involving, as it does, a knowledge of the structure

of the molecule. It is not proposed to attempt to deal with this question. The first,

however, regarding the form of the energy which is communicated to the molecule
appears to be somewhat simpler. The writer would venture to suggest that the

energy thus supplied exists in the form of infra-red thermal radiation which is

necessarily present throughout the system in virtue of its temperature.

The idea that infra-red radiation may cause chemical reaction is not new. It

seems to have been first suggested by Trautz in 1900, mainly from analogy with
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photochemical or short-wave reactions. Later Kriiger, in 1911, has suggested that

infra-red radiation is the cause of such effects as the solubility of a substance in a

solvent, electrolytic dissociation and solution pressure. The suggestion made by
Trautz has, however, not led to any quantitative results in the field of chemical
kinetics, due, no doubt, to the fact that at the time the suggestion was made the ideas

of Planck had not received the attention they subsequently did after Einstein had
shown that they might be applied to the problem of atomic heats. Aia important
step may, however, be taken by introducing the theory of quanta and applying certain

of Planck's relations to the problem of thermal reactivity. I propose to show as

briefly as possible that this method of treatment leads to a relation identical in form
with that of Marcelin for the variation of the velocity constant with temperature, and
if then one equates the two expressions, it will be seen that Marcelin's critical

increment under the simplest conditions is identical with one quantum of the infra-

red radiation of the type which the substance is capable of absorbing. In other

words, we arrive at Einstein's law of the photochemical equivalent for this type of

radiation. The application of this view to homogeneous catalysis rests on the

assumption that the catalyst is the source of the infra-red radiation which the

substance absorbs, thereby becoming reactive in the Marcelin sense. It does not

preclude the formation of complexes between the catalyst and the reacting substance,

and should apply, not only to the effect of added catalyst (such as the effect of acid

on esterification, hydrolysis, inversion, cfec), but likewise to the relative catalytic

effect of different solvents when alone and when mixed upon one and the same
reaction, and may possibly be extended to cases of chemical reactivity in which
catalytic effects as such have not hitherto been recognised.

In the first place, in order that any of Planck's relations may be applied, it is

essential that the temperature of the radiation and of the material system shall be
the same as that of the surroundings—a condition which can be realised approxi-

mately by the use of a thermostat of sufficient heat capacity. If chemical reactivity

be dependent on thermal radiation it is evident that the factor of greatest significance

will be represented by the amount of radiation of the absorbable or useful type

(frequency v) present per unit volume of the system, in other words, the energy density

which is usually denoted by the symbol U„. For the sake of simplicity, let us con-

sider a monomolecular reaction whose rate according to the ordinary mass action

principle may be expressed

dx , ,

, oc (a — x).
dt ^

'

If further a catalyst be present, then, in the simplest case in which the catalytic

effect is simply proportional to the concentration of the catalyst (Cs), we can write

the velocity of decomposition

- - ex: a (a — x) Gs.
dt

Such an expression has been found to give results in good agreement with experi-

ment, though it obviously gives no information regarding the mechanism of the

energy transfer involved, nor does it predict how the velocity will be affected by a

change in temperature. It is therefore incomplete, and it is evident that the intro-

duction of some additional factor is required. On the hypothesis that molecular

changes are due to the transfer of radiant energy in quanta, the simplest assumption
is to regard the energy density as the significant factor. From this standpoint,

therefore, the chemical reactivity or active mass of a substance reacting in the

presence of a catalyst depends upon the concentration of the substance, the concen-

tration of the catalyst, and upon the radiation density of the useful frequency v.

The previous equation, therefore, takes the form

^^^ = A(a - a;) X C, X U, (1)

As a matter of fact, this mode of representing active mass is not new except in so

far as it is applied to thermal reactions. Einstein, in deducing the law of the photo-

chemical equivalent, makes ihree assumptions, of which one is that the rate at

which the light sensitive reactant decomposes depends upon the radiation density.

Einstein does not consider the case when a catalyst is present, and further has in

view a photochemical reaction in the ordinary sense. It may also be pointed out
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that Einstein does not take up the question of the temperature coefticient. Further,
Kriiger, in dealing with the plienomena of solubility, electrolytic dissociation, and
solution pressure already alluded to, makes the assumption that the magnitude of

these eiiects depends directly upon the energy density of the infra-red thermal radia-

tion existing in the system.

Again, it is known that radiation density is a well-defined function of temperature,
increasing as temperature increases, so that its introduction into the expression
representing active mass has at least the advantage over that ordinarily employed in

that it leads one to regard reactivity as itself a function of temperature, a conclusion
which is borne out by experiment. We have now to substitute for U„ its value as

given by the theory of quanta. This may be written—

•

1
constant x n^ x ^

—7,-m'
/ic/feT

e -1
where the constant contains the frequency term v, multiplied by a pure number,
n stands for the refractive index of the system for this frequency, h is Planck's
constant, T abs. temperature, and k the gas constant per molecule = E/N, where
N is the number of molecules in one gram molecule.

Now, it has been pointed out by Mr. Lamble and the writer that the significant

range of wave-lengths for the present purpose lies in the short infra-red between
1 and 5/j; and this has been supported by some preliminary measurements made in

the writer's laboratory by Mr. Callow upon the infra-red absorption spectrum of

hydrochloric acid in aqueous solution, which shows a marked band in the region 1.55^.

For this range of wave-length and at ordinary temperatures it may be easily shown
that

^.^rj, simplifies to e-'"'/iT_

e- 1

Hence the velocity equation (1) becomes

= A(a — x) >. C, X constant x n^ xe ~ ''"''T

= k„{a - a;)C.7v'e-''W'.T (2)

Since the effect of temperature is now explicitly allowed for in the final term, it

is fair to assume that fc„ is practically independent of temperature. fe„, or rather A,

which is included in fc,„ appears to stand for the proportionality factor involved in

the probability of a molecule of the reacting substance meeting a molecule of the

catalyst— either added catalyst such as HGl, or in other cases a molecule of the

solvent itself— and hence its maximum variation would amount to 2-3 % for 10° rise

in temperature. That this is the significance of the constant A becomes more certain

when one remembers that the catalytic effect considered is due to the emission of

quanta (7i.c) from the catalyst particles, which quanta are absorbed by the molecules
of the reacting substance, and it is clear that this transfer would take place most
easily when the two kinds of molecules were in close juxtaposition, the disturbance

of collision being also a very favourable circumstance for the emission of the quantum
and its absorption.

It may be pointed out that at constant temperature and constant concentration of

catalyst, which latter defines the numerical value of the refractive index n, that

equation (2) reduces to the usual mass action expression

—

dx/dt = k'{a - x).

Again, on integrating equation (2) at constant temperature and catalyst concentra-

tion we obtain

^ log kfiiii'c
t a - X

But - log = ^"observed = velocity Constant experimentally observed.

Hence 'fobserved = k^Ciiv'e " (3)

We have now to consider the variation of ^observed with temperature. As a first

approximation we may regard n as constant for not too great changes in tempera-
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ture. C- can, of conrae, be kept constant and hence we obtain on taking logs and
differentiating :

—

d log feobserved ^ ^
dT kT''

But k = - where E is the gas constant per gram molecule.

Hence ^ log feobserved ^ NTu;

dT UT' W
The term N/ir is independent of temperature at least for a very wide range and

hence equation (4) may be written ^^^g^obBeived ^ '^onstant^
^^^^^ .^ _,.^pjy ^^^

dT- KT-
Arrhenius equation, and has been shown to be in very good agreement with experi-
ment. We may also compare equation (4) with that of Marcelin and Bice, namely,

^ °"'^®"^'' = ., where E is approximately the critical increment, that is the
di KT"

quantity of energy which one gram molecule must absorb to make it react. Equating
the two terms E and N/ic it follows that E/N = hv. But E/N denotes the amount
of energy whicli must be added to a single molecule to make it reactive and this by
the above relation is just one quantum of the radiation of the absorbable type i>.

This is simply a statement of Einstein's law of the photochemical equivalent, and the
fact that under certain simplifying assumptions we have obtained tliis relation along
with an expression for the temperature coefficient which is in agreement with the
Marcelin-Kice equation and that of Arrhenius may be taken as some evidence for the
general correctness of the ideas underlying the deduction.

Of course, one realises that more than one approximation has been made in the
above, and, under certain conditions, therefore, one may expect to find discrepancies
between experiment and theory. There is not time to enter into any of these in
detail. One may summarise the results which have been further obtained :

—

(1) Instead of regarding the refractive index n as a constant, it is more correct to
allow for its variation with temperature. Making use of the available data
it may be shown that the effect of this variation is to slightly diminish the
value of N/tj'.

("2) The index n also is a function of the concentration of the catalyst. When
the catalyst is a positive one it can be shown that an increase in its concen-
tration diminishes the temperature coefficient. When the catalyst is a
negative one it can be shown that increase in concentration increases the
temperature coefficient. The experiments of Von Halban and others on mixed
solvents support this conclusion.

(3) In the case of a reaction which reaches an equilibrium it can be shown that
the heat of the reaction is simply the difference of the characteristic vibration

frequencies of reactants and resultants multiplied by h. This relation has
already been deduced as a rather special case by Haber.

Mr. J. EiCR.—In a series of papers in the Comptes Bendus, Marcelin has discussed
reaction-velocity, by considering that only those molecules react which reach a
' critical ' condition, in which they acquire a certain energy considerably in excess of

the average energy per molecule of the system. Marcelin's analysis is very general,
and his results can be somewhat extended by some limiting assumptions, which define
the ' critical ' condition a little more closely.

Consider a simple case of dissociation or combination of two molecules ; consider-
able forces hold the molecules together when near to each other, but the law of force

must be such that this attraction weakens and changes to repulsion or non-interaction
at some ' critical ' distance. This implies that the potential energy of the two
molecules is a maximum at this ' critical ' distance apart.

In the general case, a certain group of molecules enter into reaction to produce a
group of different molecules. We can describe, from a mechanical point of view, the
course of the reaction by choosing n generalised coordinates q, g., . . . q,, for a
molecular group, and stating the changes which occur in q, q., . . . q,,, and in the
velocity coordinates (/, j, . . (/„ during the reaction. We can choose g, q., . . . q„,
so that the kinetic energy, E, of a molecular group equals the sum of squares,

(}
" + (ji" + . . . qii'. If we assume also that it is possible to choose the coordinates
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so that the potential energy, V, of the molecular group depends on one coordinate
only (say g,) ; then the above assumption as regards the ' critical ' state amounts to

the hypothesis that for some value c of (7,, V has a maximum value Vc. The total

range of values for g, are from a to 6 (say). For values from « to c the molecular
group is in one chemical condition ; from c to 6 it is in the other.

For the reaction proceeding in the sense a to 6, we can show by statistical analysis
that

«-aV.
It =

2 \/ira/"'e-«Vdg
a

where k is the velocity constant, and a = -^. From this can be deduced
ET

'Uogjc ^ v.. - Vm + h BT
dT ET'»

'

where Y,n is the mean potential energy of a molecular group between the conditions
a and c ; so that V^. — V„i is the ' critical ' increment of energy necessary for the
reaction.

For the reaction proceeding in the sense b to a, we show that

d log ¥ _ V, - V',„ + J ET
dT' ~ B.T'

and therefore
dlogK _ _V„, -V>„
dT ET-

where K is the equilibrium constant.

The idea that the forces involved are electromagnetic, and therefore subject to

modification due to a change of radiation density produced by the catalyst, leads to

the conclusion that a positive catalyst by reducing Vc — V,„ increases k, but decreases

—^M— , and vice versa for a negative catalyst, which is in agreement with whatever

experimental data exist. It further can be shown that k varies as some power of

e^ where 7 is the concentration of the catalyst, a result recently put forward by
Eosanoff as fitting the data.

Prof. Fbancis illustrated and described an apparatus for measuring the velocity of

the catalysis of nitrosotriacetonamine and allied derivatives by hydroxyl ions, based
on determinations of the pressure of the nitrogen evolved. The method serves also

as a means for the determination of the concentration of hydroxyl ions. Neutral
salts produce curious effects on the velocity constant, the quantitative retardation in

the case of chlorides being nearly the same in such catalysis and in the saponification

of methyl acetate and the transformation of diaceton-alcohol into aceton by hydroxyl
ions. In small concentrations sulphates produce an acceleration instead of a retarda-

tion, and again there is an approximate agreement between the magnitudes of these
accelerations in all the above mentioned cases.

The order in which the salts effect the velocity constant is the same as that found
in the lyotropic series, namely, iodides produce the greatest, and chlorides the least

effect.

Dr. N. V. SiDGWicK.—It seems to me that while general theoretical conclusions
on the subject of catalysis are of undoubted value, our immediate need is for the
accumulation of more experimental data. Thus there is the question of the relation

between the catalytic influence and the concentration of the catalyst. Prof. Lewis
has assumed them to be proportional. This is no doubt sometimes true, but not
always. In some reactions the catalytic effect increases more rapidly than the cata-

lyst, in others less rapidly. In others again, as in Tubandt's experiments on the
inversion of menthone, the velocity increases very rapidly on addition of a trace of

catalyst, but seems to reach a maximum when the amount is still very small. We
do not yet know how these differences are related to other properties of the reacting

substances. The fundamental question of the form of the equation is still uncertain.

It is commonly written

K = k X C" catalyst.
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where K = observed velocity constant, and n is usually = 1. Now the rate of hydra-

tion of acid anhydrides in acid solution is independent of the acidity, but in alkaline

solution it increases, roughly, in p)oportion to the hydroxyl ion. If the rate was
always proportional to the hydroxyl it would continue to fall as the solution became
increasingly acid, since this involves a continuous fall in the concentration of the

hydroxyl ; but as a fact the velocity remains constant after the concentration of

hydroxyl has fallen to 10~'. This suggests that the reaction is taking place in two
ways— (1) by interaction with the catalyst and (2) without its co-operation : and that

the equation should be written

K = a + b X CoH-

Then when Cqh falls to a certain value, depending on the relative magnitudes of

a and b, the second term will become negligible, and the velocity will be constant

:

whereas when Coh i^ large the first term will vanish and the velocity will be pro-

portional to Cqh- If this is true in this instance it may be true generally : only a

careful examination of such reactions as admit of accurate measurement can decide.

It may be doubted whether there are any chemical reactions which are not cata-

lysed. As Van 't Hoff has pointed out, the influence of the solvent on the velocity is

the resultant of two factors, one of which is purely catalytic. When a reaction is

said not to be catalysed, this really means no more than that the catalytic influences

have remained constant under the conditions of the actual experiments.

It follows from Van 't Hoff's theory that in order to determine the real catalytic

influence of a solvent, we must refer the amount of change not to the molar concen-

tration of the reacting substance, but to its solubility : if K is the rate of change, and
S the solubility, the catalytic power of the solvent is proportional to K x S. This
magnitude has been determined by Dimroth' for one of his triazol derivatives in

various solvents. He finds that while the rate of change and the solubility vary in

the ratio of about 100 to 1, the product varies only in the ratio of 3 to 1. He
concludes that this value is approximately constant for all solvents. He omits the
case of water, but from his data an approximate value for water can be calculated,

and is found to be less than 1/10,000 of that for any organic solvent. This seems to

dispose of the view that K x S is constant. But, apart from this, it is evident that

what the product really represents is the catalytic influence of the solvent. It is

certainly remarkable that the value of this should vary so little for so wide a range of

organic solvents (including methyl alcohol, chloroform, and nitrobenzene), and even
more remarkable that these values should be of quite a different order from that for

water. It is very much to be wished that further data could be accumulated on this

point.

In view of Prof. Lewis's discussion of the temperature coefficient, I may draw
attention to a remarkable fact pointed out by Von Halban." He shows that not only
are the temperature coefKcients of isomeric changes, and of monomolecular changes
in general, abnormally high, but also those of numerous reactions which are only
apparently monomolecular : reactions, that is, which are really polymolecular, but
appear to be of the first order because all the reacting substances but one are present
in large excess, such as the inversion of cane sugar.

The abnormally high temperature coeflficients of monomolecular reactions may be
explained thus. A rise of temperature will increase the translational velocity of the
molecules, and in general also their internal energy. The second of these effects

will tend to increase the rate of change, but in polymolecular reactions the first may
be expected to diminish it, since the more rapidly moving molecules will remain
within reach of one another's attraction for a shorter time. The ordinary positive

temperature coefficients must, therefore, be due to the second effect predominating
over the first. If we could find a reacting substance whose internal energy was not
increased by a rise of temperature, its rate of reaction should fall as the temperature
rose. This is only possible for a monatomic gas ; and it is remarkable that the only
two reactions whose rates, properly considered, are found to be less at higher tem-
peratures, are reactions of monatomic gases ; the recombination of the atoms of
active nitrogen, and that of gaseous ions ; in the latter instance the positive ion is no
doubt usually polyatomic, but only one of its atoms really takes part in the change,
and the internal energy of this atom cannot be increased by a rise of temperature.

' Ann., 377, 131.
^ Z. Phys. Chem., 67, 174, 1909.
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On the other hand, a strictly monomolecular reaction does not depend on the

collision of molecules. Hence the restraining influence of the increase of velocity

vanishes, and the increase of internal energy has its full effect, giving an abnormally

high temperature coeiiicient. The high values obtained for apparently monomole-
cular reactions may possibly be explained by supposing that vi^hen all the reacting

molecular species but one are present in large excess, that one will always find itself

within reach of a molecule of the other kind whether its velocity is large or small.

It may be remarked, however, that with the acid anhydrides, where the reaction is

with the solvent, the temperature coefficients are normal. Any general theory of the

temperature coefficients should be capable of explaining these facts.

Professor B.vly said that during the last few years certain insight had been gained

into the phenomena of chemical reaction from absorption spectra observations. For
example, it had been shown four years ago that as a first step in a chemical reaction

the reacting compound is converted into an intermediate and highly reactive form.

It seems that the formation of the intermediate and reactive phase is a perfectly

general phenomenon and one that can be recognised as a fundamental step in any

chemical reaction whatever. The reactivity of a molecule is a minimum when that

molecule exists in the free state and in general before any molecule can enter into any
chemical reaction it must be converted into the active form. The conversion of the

inactive to the active form is accompanied by an absorption of energy which may be

taken up either from a solvent or as light or heat. According to the quantum theory

as originally formulated, this energy must be absorbed in quanta defined by hv where

h is the Planck constant and v the oscillation frequency of the radiant energy

absorbed. Based on this general theory the definition of a catalyst had been put

forward, namely, as an agent which tends to convert more of the reacting substances

into the reactive phase than would otherwise be formed.

Professor Baly pointed out that Professor Lewis's theory of catalysis and reactivity

appeared to be a mathematical presentation of one single case of his own theory,

namely, that case in which the energy absorbed by the molecules had a wave-length

lying between 1|U, and 5/* in the short-wave infra-red region. Whereas his own theory

dealt with the possibility of the energy being absorbed at any vibration frequency

characteristic of the reacting substance. Professor Lewis only dealt with the special

case of short-wave infra-red radiation, and had shown that by the application of the

quantum theory to the Marcelin-Kice equation the increment of energy necessary to

convert a molecule into the active form given by yhv where y = 1,1, 3, &c., and is the

oscillation frequency in the short-wave infra-red region. Professor Lewis in this way
has extended the Einstein photochemical equivalent law to the infra-red, and it would

seem that as a result of the argument used by him a somewhat anomalous conclusion

is arrived at. The essential assumption underlying the Marcelin-Rice equation is

that a critical increment of energy must be given to a molecule in order to bring it

into the reactive condition, this increment being independent of the vibration

frequency. Professor Lewis stated that this critical increment may be one quantum
at the characteristic vibration frequency of the molecule. Now, the smaller the value

of the vibration frequency v, the smaller is the value of the energy quantum hv, and

therefore it follows from his argument that the actual or total amount of energy

necessary to bring a molecule into the active form is smaller, the smaller is the value

of V, i.e., the lower the temperature.

On the other hand, the importance of the Marcelin-Rice equation cannot be denied,

and it is of considerable interest that recent work on the absorption spectra of organic

compounds had experimentally proved the existence of those very active phases of

molecules as intermediate stages in chemical reactions such as postulated byMarcelin.

Furthermore, in a recent experimental paper on photochemical reactions. Boll has

drawn exactly analogous conclusions as regards the existence of intermediate and

active phases of the reacting molecules. The formation of the intermediate and active

forms can readily be accounted for by assuming the existence of molecular force-fields

due to the iuxtaposition of the force-fields of the constituent atoms, these atomic

force-fields being electro-magnetic and previously postulated by Humphreys to explain

the Zeeman effect and the pressure shift of spectrum lines. The general bearing of

these force-fields on chemical reactivity need hardly be emphasised in a discussion on

catalysis, but the essential fact should be brought into prominence, namely, that

before a molecule can react it must first be converted into an active form by the

addition of energy, and that this energy can be absorbed at any vibration frequency

characteristic of the molecule.
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Before dealing with the quantity of energy necessary for the conversion the rela-

tion between the characteristic vibration frequencies of a given inolecule must be
mentioned. It has been found that the characteris-tic frequencies of any molecule in

the visible and ultra-violet region are simple multiples of a fundamental frequency
in the short-wave infra-red region. Thus, if v be the fundamental short-wave infra-

red frequency, there can only be free periods of vibration at '2v, 3r, 4c, &c These
free periods of vibration are evidenced by absorption, fluorescence, or phosphorescence
band groups as the case may be. In general, in the case of a simple molecule, only
one absorption band group in the ultra-violet is shown, that is to say, only one of the
possible multiples of the fundamental short-wave infra-red frequency is active. Such
a molecule, therefore, can absorb radiant energy of two frequencies only between the
wave-length limits 5^ and 0-2^, namely, at the fundamental infra-red frequency v and
the ultra-violet frequency v^, where v, = j/r, y being a positive integer. According to

the Einstein law, if the molecule undergo a photochemical reaction, the minimum
quantity of energy required will be given by hv^.

On the other hand, if the energy be absorbed at the lower frequency v, it would
seem that the same total quantity must be taken up in order to bring the molecule
to the active condition. That is to say, y quanta must be absorbed at the lower
frequency, since /ic, = yhv. This must be the case if the Marcelin conception hold
good that the critical increment of energy necessary to bring the molecule into the
reactive state is independent of the vibration frequency.

This modification of Professor Lewis's theory would seem to bring it into harmony
with the general results of absorption spectra observations. One further deduction
may perhaps be made. Professor Lewis stated that in order to bring a molecule into
the reactive phase a whole number of energy quanta must be absorbed in the short-
wave infra-red region. The molecule, however, can also absorb energy at a frequency
which is a nn^ltiple of that infra-red frequency. There does not appear to be any
obvious reason why any one multiple should be active more than any other multiple
in the ultra-violet. It would seem possible from the foregoing to deduce an explana-
tion. If the total energy necessary were equal to y quanta at the infra-red frequency
then the active frequency in the ultra-violet would be y times the infra-red frequency,
that is to say, the multiple of the infra-red frequency active in the ultra-violet is

defined by the number of infra-red quanta which together amount to the necessary
energy increment. There would seem to be no dilKculty in advancing a mechanical
explanation of the foregoing somewhat analogous to that put forward by Bohr for
atomic structure. A development of this would be out of place in this discussion,
but the general conception has the merit of bringing Einstein's photochemical law
and Marcelin's and Lewis's theories into line with absorption spectra observations.

One of the most interesting features of the phenomena of reactivity and catalysis
is the frequent failure of the law of mass action. It is obvious, in those cases where
the conversion of the inactive molecules into their active forms is brought about by
the action of a solvent, that if the relation between the effective masses of active and
inactive phases obey the law of mass action no advantage would be gained by the
theory. A quantitative investigation of the relation between the two has shown,
however, that the mass action law is not obeyed. In the simplest case, where the
molecule is converted into the active form by the action of a solvent, it is clear that
if X be the fractional part converted into the active form, ,r should be independent of
the concentration if the law of mass action hold good. Experiment has shown that

X is not constant, but that a; = 1 — e " where "V is the volume of the solution and
a is a constant depending on the nature of solvent and solute. If A/A, be the ratio
between the masses of active and inactive molecules, then

log^^=aV;

in such case the solvent is acting as catalyst, and it would seem that the behaviour
of catalysts generally is susceptible of explanation on the above lines.

An interesting point is to be noted in connection with the formula, namely, that
when a is very small x remains appreciably constant with changes in V when V is
small. In other words, the law of mass action is approximately obeyed in fairly
concentrated solutions.

A short general discussion followed.

1915. D D
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4. The Molecular State of Salts in Solution,

By W. E. S. Turner and J. D. Cauwood.

At the 1910 meeting of the Association, one of us demonstrated that the

haloid salts of organic ammonium, sulphonium, and oxonium bases were highly

associated in a neutral solvent, e.g., chloroform, and evidence was tendered to

prove that salts in general are complex molecular substances. Subsequent
investigations have brought within the scope of these conclusions metallic salts,

whilst the effect of the solvent has also been thoroughly tested. As the salts

hitherto employed have been the haloid salts almost entirely, the general con-

clusions would be greatly strengthened if it could be shown that salts of acids

other than the haloids are also associated.

For the purpose of this investigation, therefore, a number of new salts have
been prepared, including tetrapropylanimonium fluoride, chlorate, bromate,
iodate, sulphate, thiocyanate, oxalate, and benzoate. All of them have high

molecular weights in chloroform. Thus, the observed molecular weight of the

thiocyanate in 4 per cent, solution is nearly seven times the value for the simple

formula.
At the same concentration (25 milligramme molecules per 100 c.c. of solvent),

the degree of association increases in the order : iodate, oxalate, chloride,

bromide, bromate, chlorate, sulphate, iodide, benzoate, nitrate, periodide, thio-

cyanate, fluoride.

5. lonisation in Solvents of Low Dielectric Constant.

By W. E. S. Turner.

In extension of previous work on conductivity in solvents of low dielectric

constant, Sachanov ' has found that the conductivity of a mixture of electrolytes

exceeds that of the sum of the conductivities of the single electrolytes by an
amount which is greater the lower the dielectric constant of the solvent. From
his results, he argues that in solvents of the type used the degree of dissociation

of one electrolyte is materially increased by a second one added.
This interpretation is capable of test by freezing or boiling-point tests on

the solutions. Experiments on solutions in chloroform, one of the solvents used
by Sachanov, show that the salts tetrapropylammonium iodide, diethyl-

ammonium chloride, triethylammonium bromide, phenylethyl- and phenyldiethyl-
ammonium chloride and iodide, so far from causiog increased dissociation when
dissolved in pairs, have just the reverse effect, producing an increased degree of

association. That is to say, Sachanov's interpretation is incorrect, and, whereas
in water the molecular conductivity increases as the average size of the electro-

lyte molecules decreases, in solvents of low dielectric constant the reverse is the
case.

This conclusion is in harmony with several phenomena previously pointed
out by the writer," and also with the fact that the conductivity in solvents of

low dielectric constant increases as the molecular size of the solute increases.

Zeitsch. physikal. Chem. 1914, 87, 441.
=* Trans. Chem. Soc. 1911, 99, 880.
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SECTION C—GEOLOGY.

President of the Section:—Professor Grenville A. J. Gole,

F.G.S., M.E.I. A.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

In his Address to this Section at Sydney in 1914, my predecessor,^ Sir Thomas

Holland, dealt with the problem of isostatic balance in the earth's crust, and

with tlie relation of crust-movements to what Ampferer has styled the Unter-

grund. Such broad questions must appeal to all geologists. Without move-

ments of the surface, the ocean-depths would become diminished by infilling

from the denuded lands, and the water would spread, by a general trans-

gression, across the shores of worn-down continents. Rivers would become

reduced, both in length and volume, and there would be a marked diminution in

the salts carried to the sea. Molluscan life would probably profit by the

greater extent of warm and shallow waters, while the variety of animal types

on a given land-area would decrease before a growing equality of conditions.

Volcanic action, so commonly the accompaniment of large displacements, would

no longer find definite lines of outbreak, and a number of interesting petro-

graphic types might remain unseen or even undifferentiated in the quiescent

cauldrons of the crust. Students of tectonics, physical geography, paleeontology,

and petrography are thus alike concerned with superficial warping. More than

this, the whole life of man, his future as much as his past, is conditioned by

the security or insecurity of the land on which he moves. If to-day I venture

to touch on some of these large aspects of our science, it will be understood

that tbis is not from any pride of knowledge on my part, or from any special

grasp of a 'theory of the earth.' The conclusion that I should prefer to

emphasise is that "the faithful and minute observations of the geologist, the

discussion of detail, the aid that he may draw from the experiments of the

chemist and the physicist, and, above all, the frequent conference with others in

the field, all tend to an understanding of human surroundings on this strange

rotating globe. The globe is still strange to us, because its vast interior is

unseen ; and we are apt to speculate about the stars, when the behaviour of the

ground beneath us concerns us far more nearly.

Changes in the relative Proportions of Sea and Land.

The geologist has long been accustomed to regard the crust beneath his feet

as subject to changes which are immeasurably slow in comparison with the

duration of his personal life. Since the days of Lyell, the processes of recon-

struction have seemed to us as mild and lengthy as are the processes of decay.

Tt is true that even the latter processes display vigorous tendencies in the form

of landslides and the paroxysmic eruptions of volcanoes, while earthquakes at

times are accompanied by visible displacements of the crust, such' as that which,

at Yakutat Bay, in .1899, raised the sea-coast as much as forty-seven feet.

D D 2
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These somewhat exceptional manifestations come well within our conceptions of

uniformity, and many of us have felt with Lyell '
' that the energy of the sub-

terranean movements has been always uniform as regards the whole earth.

The force of earthquakes may for a cycle of years have been invariably confined,

as it is now, to large but determinate spaces, and may then have gradually
shifted its position, so that another region, which had for' ages been at rest,

became in its turn the grand theatre of action.'

James Hutton has sometimes been charged with catastrophic tendencies, in

requiring a complete wearing away of the continents, followed by a somewhat
sudden restoration of the land-surface. But he was careful to urge ^ that ' the
powers of Nature are not to be employed in order to destroy the very object of

those powers ; we are not to make Nature act in violation to that order which
we actually observe.' To him, the object of the earth's existence was the
propagation of life, and particularly of man, upon its surface. We must
presume that the destructive outpourings of the lava-rifts of Laki in 1783 and
the human hecatomb on the quay at Lisbon in 1755 had not appealed to him as
breaks in an orderly succession. He admits ' that ' this world is thus destroyed
in one part, but it is renewed in another; and the operations by which this

world is thus constantly renewed are as evident to the scientific eye as are those
in which it is necessarily destroyed.' Yet the operations that are to ' give birth
to future continents,' as well as those that wear down a continent to the level of
the sea, are not the result of ' any violent exertion of power, such as is required
in order to produce a great event in little time ; in nature, we find no deficiency
in respect of time, nor any limitation with regard to power.' * Far from
believing in the complete loss of the former land-surface before upheaval raised

the new, Hutton points out that ' the just view is this, that when the former
land of the globe had been complete, so as to begin to waste and be impaired
by the encroachment of the sea, the present land began to appear above the
surface of the ocean. In this manner we suppose a due proportion to be always
preserved of land and water upon the surface of the globe, for the purpose of a

habitable world, such as this which we possess.' He then observes that the
materials brought to light from the bottom of the sea must have been derived
from a land-surface still older than that which is decaying simultaneously with
the uprise of new continents. Though he speaks of the strata formed at the
bottom of the sea as becoming ' violently bended, broken, and removed from
their original place,' he refrains from definite assertions as to the details of the
process of elevation.' Fusion, whereby original rock-structures are lost, sub-
sequent consolidation, and final upheaval by thermal expansion, seemed to

Hutton the broad stages of that part of his cycle which is concerned with
reconstruction. He certainly speaks ° of ' the greatest catastrophes which can
happen to the earth, that is, in being raised from the bottom of the sea, and
elevated to the summits of a continent, and being again sunk from its elevated
station to be buried under that mass of water from whence it had originally

come.' But the gist of his whole treatise is that the process of degradation is

brought about by slowly acting causes, and the ' catastrophe ' of elevation is

kept well out of the picture, on the ground that we are unable to follow out its

successive stages.

Hutton's insistence on the recurring cycle of geological events was of
immense value in checking the imagination of those who revelled in the con-
templation of

' Crags, knolls, and mounds, confusedly hurl'd,
The fragments of an earlier world.'

Stellar observation and physical chemistry, however, have alike led us to look
for evolutionary processes in the globe; and it is well to ask if the conditions
prevalent at the present day are necessarily those of previous periods, or have

' Prlnriples of Geology, vol. i. (1830), p. 64.
- Theory of the Earth (1795), vol. ii. p. 547.
' Ibid. p. 562. = Ihid. pp. 163, 164, 184, and 121,
* Ihid. (1795), vol. i. p. 182. » Ihid. vol. ii. p. 445.
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even persisted since the surface became suitable for the amatory escapades and

internecine enterprises of living organisms.

Few geologists, for instance, will now urge with Hutton that a ' due propor-

tion ' has always been preserved between land and water on the surface of the

globe, if by those words is meant a proportion such as we now enjoy. We may
remark, in passing, that the proportion regarded with complacency by Hutton

may have suited the populations and ambitions of the eighteenth century ; but

recent events have at any rate shown the need for an expansion of the

continents.

If we go back to early times, we must consider, -with E. A. Daly,' the

possible grouping of the land against which the Huronian or late pre-Cambrian

sediments were formed. The stimulating imagination of this author has pro-

posed a threefold explanation of the absence of calcareous coverings or

strengthenings from the organisms of primaeval seas. I use the word ' imagina-

tion ' advisedly, since the power of conceiving what has happened in the past

is not necessarily limited by observation of what is now going on around us.

The conclusions of Hutton as to the nature of the contact of granite and sedi-

ments in Glen Tilt, and those of G. P. Scrope as to the dynamic origm, or at

any rate the dynamic intensification, of foliation in crystalline rocks, are

triumphs of the imaginative faculty. The geologist who represses his imagina-

tion does, perhaps, excellent observational work ; but if this repression becomes
habitual, others will reap the intellectual harvest of which he has counted out

the seeds.

R. A. Daly, then, has imagined, as one of the causes contributing to a
' limeless ocean,' a primitive distribution of land and water very different from
that which determines our continental land to-day. His pre-Huronian land-

surface is pictured as merely a number of large islands, on which no long and
conspicuous rivers could arise. Granitic rocks, moreover, prevailed, and basic

materials, capable of supplying calcium in abundance, had not yet become
prominent in the surface-layers of the crust.

It may be said that this primitive condition of the distribution of land and
Avater is very unlikely to return. But we have evidence that Hutton's ' due
proportion ' has been interfered with from time to time. The conversion of the

Danish area into islands in the human epoch, and the severance of the British

region from continental Europe, are merely pictures in little of what may
happen in an unstable crust. The very general spread of the sea over the land-

margins in Cenomanian times is attributable to a shallowing of the ocean-

floors, and it is difficult to say whether this process has been rhythmic or excep-
tional in the history of the globe. The Carboniferous period opened with
marine conditions over a large part of the northern hemisphere, indicating, not
only a continuation of the Devonian seas, but an overflowing of much of the

Caledonian land. The same period closes with an extension of the continental

edges, and the formation of swampy flats, in which the vegetation of the epoch
has been abundantly preserved. Similarly, the sea which deposited the

Cretaceous strata, after encroaching alike on South Africa and Scandinavia,
withdrew to a considerable extent in Eocene times, and its perpetuation along
the Mediterranean belt only calls attention to its subdivision or absence in other
areas.

The Foundations of the Earth's Crust.

Hutton, however, remains at present unassailable in one of his most remark-
able propositions. He was not troubled by any theory of nebular origins, nor
by isogeotherms and their gradual retreat from the surface on which we live.

For him, the oldest rocks that we know are sedimentary, and these sediments
differed in no respect from those of modern days. This conclusion has perhaps
not received the full attention that it deserves. It was based on philosophic
reasoning rather than on observation, and its world-wide truth has only recently
become appreciated. It now appears certain that we possess no record of a

' 'The Limeless Ocean of Pre-Cambrian Time,' Amer. Journ. Sci., vol. xxiii.

(1907), p. 113; and more fully in 'First Calcareous Fossils,' Bull. Geol. Sac.
America, vol. xx. (1909), p. 157.
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sedimentary type peculiar to the early stages in the formation of a habitable

crust. If such a type existed, it has been lost to us through subsequent

metamorphism, amounting to the actual fusion and redistribution of its con-

stituents. The Grenville series of North America, first recognised by Logan,

has been studied in considerable detail.' Its relation to the Keewatm senesof

Canada is unknown, but it rests on a floor of granitoid rock, which is intrusive

in it, and which belongs to the oldest of various irruptive groups. The Grenville

series includes conglomerates, false-bedded quartzites, and a development of

limestone that is altogether exceptional for pre-Cambrian times. In Finland,"

sediments have been traced down to the layer where their original characters

vanish in a general ' migmatitic ' ground. The Bottnian and the still older

Ladogan systems alike provide us with strata in which primary characters have

been preserved. Conglomerates and phyllites occur among them, and near

Tampere (Tammerfors) the seasonal stratification is as well recorded in a

Bottnian shale as it is in the Pleistocene clays made famous in Sweden by

De Geer. Vein-gneiss (Adergneis) underlies these ancient systems, and represents

their destruction by the injection of granite from below. It is to be noted

that J. J.' Sederholm '° believes that in several places in Finland the ' basement

complexes of the typical Archaean sedimentary formations ' have been preserved.

These, however, may well be also sedimentary, and thus similar in origin to the

later complexes above them. Their surfaces must be due to denudation, and

their igneous constituents were intruded into rocks which may have been

merely a cover worn from still older masses.

If we accept the meteoritic and planetesimal hypotheses of Lockyer and

Chamberlin, it is quite possible to argue that tlie primitive crust was never

molten as a whole. It may never have lost its fragmental structure, which was

original and due to accretion from without. When agents of denudation came

to work upon it, a chemical as well as a mechanical sifting of various materials

came about. The oldest sediments were less differentiated than their suc-

cessors; chemical adjustments may then have been made in response to demands
from the interior of the globe"; and ultimately normal types of sediment

—

that is, types to which we are now accustomed—began to gather in hollows of

the surface. So far, Hutton's position becomes strengthened by the postu-

lation of an unfused planetesimal crust, and the restriction of molten masses

and hydrothermal activity to the interior of a consolidating globe.

The doctrines of Laplace, however, led Hutton's immediate successors to see

in crystalline schists the products of abnormal sedimentation. In their view, a

molten globe became surrounded by a slowly consolidating crust, and highly

heated waters, playing upon this, deposited crystalline material on the floors of

primordial seas.'^ Among other workers on pre-Cambrian rocks, T. G. Bonney '^

has upheld the view that the conditions under which schists were formed have

not been repeated in later geological times. This is, of course, true if they are

deposits from hot solutions and were laid down at the surface of the earth.

R. A. Daly " has reasoned that we may accept the planetesimal view and yet

believe that a molten surface prevailed at some time over the whole globe ; and
A. Holmes, 1^ in a recent and lucid paper, supports these arguments from the

* F. D. Adams and A. E. Barlow, ' Geology of Haliburton and Bancroft

Areas,' Geol. Surv. Cmmda, Mem. 6 (1910), p. 36.

° J. J. Sederholm, ' Ueber eine archaische Sedimentformation im siidwest-

lichen-Finland,' Bull. Comm. cjcol. Finlande, No. 6 (1899), p. 215.
'"

Oi}. cit. No. 6, p. 213, and ' Om Granit och Gneis,' ibid., No. 23 (1907),

p. 100.
" See C. H. L. Schwarz, Causal Geology (1910), p. 11.

" G. P. Scrope, Considerations on Volcanos (1825), p. 226.
" Presidential Address, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. London, vol. xlii. (1886),

Proceedings, p. 110. See also T. Sterry Hunt, ' Etudes sur les Schistes

cristallins,' C.B., Congres geol. internal. 1888, p. 65.

" Igneous Hocks and their Origin (1914), p. 159.
" ' Radio-activity and the Earth's Thermal History,' Geol. Mag. 1915, p. 105.

On the power of radio-active substances to promote rock-fusion see, however,
J. P. Iddings, The Problem of Volcanism (1914), p. 141.
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probabilities of radio-active heating. Yet, so far as we have any record left to

us, Hutton remains fundnmentally in the right. All modern rese.arch shows that

the schists and gneisses can he explained by caiises now in action. The vast

majority of schfsts were at one time normal sediments ; others were tuffs or

lavas ; but, whether originally sedimentary or igneous, they owe their present

characters to widely spread regional metamorphism.

The Undermining and Weakening of the Foundations of the Crust.

Is there, then, any reason to depart from Hutton's position as to the

recurring cycle of events in the history of continental land ? I think it must

be admitted that the isostatic balance was far more frequently disturbed in

what we may call Lower pre-Cambrian times than it has been in more recent

periods. Osmond Fisher '° has pointed out the possibility of local melting of

the substratum of the crust by convection-currents in a liquid layer, and the

consequent weakening of the mass above. The differences in composition of

various parts of the crust render them, moreover, susceptible to fusion in various

degrees, whatever may be the source of the heat by which they are attacked.

Local fusion must indeed be regarded as an important cause of crustal weaken-

ing. If we wish to study the nature of the process, it is reasonable to examine

regions that have at one time lain deep within the crust. Such regions are

provided bv the broad surfaces of Archfean rocks that were worn down through

continental decay before they sank beneath the Cambrian sea.

It is well recogni.sed that an ancient continent, resembling in most of its

features the present ' Russian platform,' at one time stretched across the

northern hemisphere. Wlierever later deposits have been stripped from its

surface, from central Canada to the Urals, and probably far beyond, we find

that the older materials of this undulating continental platform consist largely

of intrusive igneous rocks. These, moreover, have frequently a gneissic

structure. Again and again, strongly banded gneisses occur, in which granitic

material, verging on aplite, alternates with sheets of hornblendic or biotitic

schist. The biotitic varieties can often be traced back into amphibolites. In

places, lumps of these amphibolites are seen, streaked out at their margins, and
providing a clear explanation of the dark bands throughout the gneiss." This
swallowing up of a mantle of basic material by a very different and highly
siliceous magma rising from below is, indeed, seen to be a world-wide feature,

wherever we find the lower crust-lavers brought up within reach of observation.

The tuffs and lavas of the Keewatin series have supplied the dark material in

Canada, and similar rocks have been worked iip into the gneisses of Galway.
Stockholm, and Helsinki. The frequency of amphibolite in these ancient
composite rocks is explained by the fact that this type of rock is the final term
of various metamorphic series. While manv lumps, for insta,nce, in the gneisses

of Donegal are residues of Dalriadian dolerites (epidiorites), others, rich in

garnet and green pyroxene, and often containing quartz, are derived from a

mixture of sediments in which limestone has been prevalent." During the
absorption and disappearance of these masses in the invading granite magma, the

'« Phiiaica of the Enrth's Crvnt. ed. 2 (1889), p. 77.

" Since the historic works of A. C. Lawson (for example, 'Report on Rainy
Lake Region,' Geol. Rurv. Canndn. Ann. Report for 1887, plates v. and vi.),

these features have been traced in many areas. Compare W. H. Collins,
' Country between Lake Nipigon and Clav Lake. Ontario,' Geol. Surv. Conrrdcr,

Publication 10,59 (1909), p. 52; A. L. Hall, Presidential Address on the Bush-
veld, Complex, Proc. Oe.ol. Ror. ,<?. .ifrira, 1914, p. xxii ; P. A. Wagner on
Rhodesian gneisses, Tram. i7)id., vol. xvii. p. 39; and works cited in the next
reference.

" See Michel Levy, ' Granite de Flamanville,' Dull, carte gpn?. France.
vol. v. (1893). p. 337; G. A. .L Cole, 'Metamorphic Rocks in E. Tyrone and
S. Donegal.' Trnn.'^. R. Irish. Acad., vol. xxxi. (1900), p. 460; O. Triistedt. 'Die
Erzlagerstatten von Pitkaranta,' Bull. Comm. geol. Finlnnde, No. 19 (1907),
PP. 72 and 92; F. D. Adams and A. E. Barlow, op. rif. (1910), pp. 25 and 97:
T". Ki-etschmer, ' Kalksilikatfelse in der ITmgebung von Mahrisch-Schonberg.'
In/irl). I.-. J.-, qrol. Beichxansfalf . vol. Iviii. (1908), p. .568; he. kc.
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amphibole acquires potassium and breaks down into biotitc, and biotite-gneisses
result, which may extend over hundreds of square miles.

The details of such an igneous invasion are worthy of careful study, since
only in this way can we follow out the progress of sub-crustal fusion. We see
the highly metamorphosed material further attacked by the great cauldrons
under it, and becoming seamed with intersecting veins. Block after block has
been caught, as it were, in the act of foundering into the depths. In the
gradual absorption of these blocks, and their penetration by insidious streaks of
granite, we see pictured on a few square yards of surface the destruction of a
continental floor.

To realise the magnitude of the process, however, hand-specimens and museum-
specimens will not suffice. Here, as in all branches of geology, travel is the
best of teachers, and the finest illustrations in a Geological Survey memoir
will not convey the same impression as one wave-snvept island of the Finnish
skaga.rd,_a glaciated hillside in Donegal, or a dome of the Laurentian peneplane,
from which the forest has been burnt away.

I am aware that in this statement of the relationf; of the Archaean gneisses to
the overlying floor I am neglecting the effects attributed to dynamometa-
morphism. A rise of temperature, leading to molecular readjustment, is usually
admitted by those who lay stress on the evidence of pressure, and etudy in the
field along what may be called regional contacts produces the impression that
thermal influence is a very potent factor. This is not the place for a review
of the position taken by French observers," who have done so much to enlarge
our ideas of contact-alteration and intermingling. It is sufficient to remark that
such contact-alteration, acting over wide areas, including as it does the advance
of permeating liquids, goes far to account for the ' mineralisation ' of previously
normal sediments, while the injection of which there is such atondant
evidence will explain the numerous varieties of composite and banded gneiss.

J. Lehmann -" restricted the term ' gneiss ' to foliated igneous rocks in which the
parallel structure was due to original flow or subsequent crushing, and denied the
existence of a passage from mica-schist to gneiss. He left no place in his

classification for the composite rocks that furnish so much information as to

the methods of sub-crustal fusion. Wlien such an authority as J. P. Iddings '^

hesitates to accept either the assimilation or the stoping theory as explaining

the advance of an igneous magma on a large scale in the crust, I feel that I may
not be able to carry all my hearers with me in this part of my argument as to

the causes of terrestrial collapse. I can only say that I support certain con-

clusions, because I can conceive no other reading of the evidence offered in the

field. Wlien it is asserted that the earth is not hot enough to allow of the
melting of one rock by another, I can only reply that such melting has taken
place. The influence of liquids and gases in promoting fusion has been
emphasised by Iddings, Judd, and Doelter. Even with this aid, we may not be
able to explain the facts, though I think that we have gone a long way towards
doing so. In the history of all the sciences, however, observation has run far

beyond understanding.
Fortunately the argument that I hope to develop as to the comparative

rapidity and possibly catastrophic character of certain crustal changes depends
only in part on views that are still under discussion.

The invasion of a ' hard and brittle ' °^ crust by an attacking magma was
finely described by Lawson in 1888. Lawson pointed out that the Laurentian

" Michel Levy summarised his views, side by side with essays by other

authors, in ' Etudes sur les Schistes cristallins,' C. B., Congres qeol. internat.

1888, p. 117. See also P. Termier, ' Les Schistes cristallins des Alpes occi-

dentales,' C. R., Congres qeol. internat., 1903, p. 571. Compare numerous later

observers, such as P. S. Richarz, ' Umgebung von Aspang,' Verhandl. k. k.

ReirJisnn.ttalt, 1911, p. 285.
'" Op. cit., C.R., Congres giol. internat., 1888, p. 115.
-' Igneous Rocks, vol. i. (1909), p. 282; Tlie Problem of Volcanism (1914),

p. 200.
°- A. C. Lawson, op. cit. p. 140. See also his revision of the area, Gcol.

Surr. Canada, Memoir 40 (1913).
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gneisses gave no evidence of having ' yielded to pressures and earth-stresses.'

The folding of the overlying series v^^as prior to the solidification of the
gneisses, and occurred "' 'while the latter were yet in the form of probably a

thick, viscid magma upon which floated the slowly shrinking and crumpling
strata of the Coutchiching and Keewatin series. . . . Large portions of these
rocks have very probably been absorbed by fusion with the magma, for the
Laurentian rocks appear to have resulted from the fusion not simply of the
floor upon which the Coutchiching and Keewatin rock first rested, whatever
such floor may have been, but, also, with it, of portions of those series.'

The intense crumpling of the lower portion of the invaded series is not
correlated by Lawson with the approach of the invader. The conversion of the
lowest Archpean series, the iCoutchiching sediments, into crystalline schists is,

however, attributed to thermal metamorphism, and to hot vapours streaming
from the molten floor. ^^ Lawson realised the importance of shattering in

allowing a magma to advance into an overlying ' brittle ' series, and he is, so

far as I know, the first observer to develop in satisfying detail what is now
known as the stoping theory of igneous intrusion. J. G. Goodchild -' soon
afterwards described a striking example of rock-destruction by stoping and
assimilation in the west of Scotland, where one of the 'newer granites' enters
the Moine schists, and J. J. Sederholm,-" in dealing with 'Adergneis ' in

Finland, extended Lawson's views in a new field of regional metamorphism.
James Hutton always had in mind the effect of heat in ' softening ' lower

layers of the crust. His consolidation of strata by heat is preceded by a
stage of melting. Sederholm, while referring back to Hutton as the pioneer,
shows how in the vein-gneiss stage the unmelted sediments exhibit plasticity and
become intensely contorted. The softening, in fact, induces flow. There is

here no crushing or mylonitisation, but rather a viscid running of constituents,
some on the verge of fusion, some, I venture to think, actually fused. Such
rapidly repeated and intricate folding in metamorphosed sediments has been
descrilDed as ' shearing ' by some authors. Neither in the field nor in thin
sections -under the microscope can such a position be sustained. Shearing or
attempted shearing may subsequently produce what has been called 'strain-slip

cleavage ' in the folds ; but the folding has an earlier origin, and is very often
associated with thermal changes. It is most intense when lit par lit injection
has set in, and when the whole composite mass has become weak and plastic.
The presence of confined water in aiding this plasticity must on no account be
overlooked.

It may be well to illustrate this contention by one or two concrete instances
from districts not remote from us at the present time. The noble cliffs of
]\Iinaun in Achill Island have been worn by the Atlantic from a mass of evenly
bedded quartzites of Dalriadian age. These are invaded by veins of a very
coarse red granite, the main mass of which lies below the present sea-level.^'
'The edges of the strata appear fairly horizontal on the cliff-face ; but contor-
tion sets in towards the base, and the hard resisting rock has here *' ' under-
gone intense crumpling and overfolding, such as one meets with on a large
scale in mountain ranges, and this contorted flow seems entirely due to the
yielding that has taken place in the region of heating.' The veins have
broken in sinuous forms across the folds, just as they do in the intensely con-
torted vein-gneisses of Finland. They here represent a late episode, occurring

" Op. cit. on Eainy Lake, p. 131.
" Compare P. Termier, ' Schistes cristallins des Alpes occidentales,' C. B.,

Conqres qiol. internat., 1903, p. 585.
" 'Note on a Granite Junction in the Eoss of Mull,' Oeol. Mag. 1892,

p. 447. Compare T. 0. Bosworth on same area. Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.
London, vol. Ixvi. (1910), p. 376.

' Ueber eine archaische Sedimentformation im siidwestlichen-Finland,'
Bull. Comm. qiol. Finlande, No. 6 (1899), p. 133; and 'Ueber ptygmatische
Faltungen,' Newes Jalirh. fiir Min., Beilage Band 36 (1913), p. 491.

^' Proc. Geol. Assoc, vol. xxiv. (1913), Plate 17.
G. A. J. Cole, ' Illustrations of Composite Gneisses and Amphibolites in

N.W. Ireland,' C. E., Congres geol. internat., Canada (1913), p. 313.
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in place at the top of the granite mass and in time at the close of its advance.

The large size of the constituent crystals of the granite indicate that the sur-

rounding rock was still maintained at a high temperature.

The features induced in the quartzite resemble those that are due in other

cases to regional deformation. It may be urged that they represent some such
crumpling during the rise of a laccolitic dome. Though such a dome, in

Gilbert's view, implies stretching rather than compression, pressure from one
side may thrust the rising beds together and produce local overfolding. On
the other hand, the short section exposed in Achill may be part of a synclinal

down-sagging. It is difficult, however, in either case to avoid associating this

limited field of disturbance with the proximity of the igneous rock, particu-

larly when other cases can be compared with it. South of Foxford, for

instance, in the county of Mayo, the granite of Slieve Gamph invades a series

of mica-schists and quartzites. Further west, and over a wide area towards
Castlebar, this granite has become darkened and gneissose through assimilation

of the schists ; but here above Kilmore its advance was stayed, and the margin
is cut, as usual, by veins that filled the cracks both of the main granite and
the metamorphosed sediments. These sediments have become, prior to the
shattering, crumpled and overfolded along the contact-region, and the section

upon the glaciated slope resembles that of a fluidal rhyolite on a highly
magnified scale.

The wonderful contortion of the composite mass that forms the north end of

the Ox IMountains (Slieve Gamph) in the county of Leitrim gives a similar

impression of viscid flow. The melting of a single constituent of the invaded
schists, which here include amphibolites, would enable them to yield in response
to the pressures that were forcing the granite magma in thin sheets between them.
Their metamorphism is thermal, and the forces that have produced the
crumplings are not those of shearing acting on a solid mass, but may have
operated from a distance hydrostatically through the magma.

Again, where limestones occur near granite contacts amid a series of various
sedimentary types, they display folded structures in an altogether exceptional
degree. Silicates have developed along their bedding-planes, but these have
become contorted and rolled upon one another as metamorphism reached its

maximum stage. At Maam Cross and Oughterard in the county of Galway,
.along the margin of the great granite mass that stretches thence southward to
the sea, these flow-structures are conspicuous on weathered surfaces. The
remarkable structures, moreover, of the ' skarn ' of Fennoscandia, though other-
wise explained by Triistedt^", may possibly represent an extreme stage of
thermal alteration acting upon ordinary limestone.

Sederholm '° refers contortion on a large scale to the latent plasticity of the
rocks in the deeper layers of the crust, that is, in the ' plastosphere,' where the
pressure is sufficient to translate this plasticity into flow. His researches on the
basement-levels of the crust suggest, moreover, that in the depths heating
becomes a very important factor in aiding this plasticity.

The maiii object of the foregoing discussion is to point out that the Huttonian
cycle, in which thermal changes play so large a part, implies a serious weakening
of the crust as magmas advance into it from below. The extensive meta
morphism of the pre-Cambrian strata, which amounts to a distinctive feature,
must, I think, be attributed, not to special intensity of tangential pressures in
earlv times, but to frequency of igneous attack. Much of the crumpling of our
schists may result from Hutton's ' softening,' the pressure being supplied from
superincumbent masses, or even hydrostatically, and the flow occurring laterally,
or^ verticallv downwards, towards regions where destruction by absorption was
goincr on. "The features seen during the falling in of the walls of the lava-lake
of Kilauea in Hawaii afford some idea of what takes place in zones of melting
within the crust.

Were the scenes familiar to travellers at Kilauea to occur on a continental
scale, they would be regarded as part of the regular order of nature, but would

-'0. Tn'istedt. ov. rif., Bvll . Comm. ijeol. Fivlandc No. 19 (1907), n. 91.
'° ' Wpitere Mitteilungen iiber Bruchspalten,' Bull. Cnrnm. n!-ol Finlande,

Nn. 37 {-[m?,]. n. 6(5.
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none the less appear catastrophic in their intensity. Were they subterranean,

they would be felt at the surface in more or less degree, according to the

depth of the melting zone. In early pre-Cambrian times, whether a cooling

molten earth was resenting its first imprisonment in a crust, or whether the

collision of meteorites or the concentration of radio-active matter towards the

surface was beginning to make itself effective, the zone of melting appears to

have influenced great thicknesses of overlying strata. This influence was not

world-wide at one and the same epoch, as we may see by the preservation of

.slightly altered sediments in certain places ; but it was vigorous, menacing,

and recurrent.

Under such conditions, even the surface-rocks must have fallen in at some
points and have been replaced by igneous extrusions. Iscstatic adjustments

must have been very frequently disturbed. Folding of rocks, as a phenomenon
of lateral surge and flow, must have made itself freely felt at the earth's surface.

It is safe to assert that such conditions have not been repeated on a broad scale

at any geological period subsequent to the spread of the Olenellus-fauna. Geo-
chemical evolution, however, may have surprises still in store, and, in spite of

long tradition, we are disinclined nowadays to rely too strongly on arguments
based upon the sanctity of human life.

Possible Breaks in the Slow Continuity of Earth-moveincnt.

1. The Mountain-building Stage.

Even with the thickened sedimentary crust beneath us, and the confidence

inspired by our limited experience of the earth, we may ask if subterranean

changes may not still result in catastrophes at the surface. Volcanic paroxysms
have been regarded complacently as safety-valves, and the destruction of thirty

thousand persons in a few minutes in Martinique or the Straits of Sunda form
interesting historic episodes, when viewed from the platform or the pulpit of

survivors in other lands. The ' grand theatre of action,' as Lyell says, may
sliif t ; but we feel that it will not do so in our own time. Some people live

under towers of Siloam, others in San Francisco ; but, after all, the menace
appears small to the teeming hmnanity of the earth. The rise of an imperial

dynasty at our side in Europe is more to be dreaded than that of isogeotherms

beneath us.

What, however, is likely to occur if a mountain-building episode again sets

in? Such episodes, affecting very wide areas, have undoubtedly recurred in the

earth's history. We do not know if they are rhythmic ; we do not know if they

represent a pulsation, decreasing in intensity, inherited from the stars and
hampered by increasing friction ; we do not know if they record internal

chemical changes, which have no climax, because they are neither cyclic nor

involutionary, but evolutionary. The mid-Huronian chains, now worn down and
supplying such valuable horizontal sections, were evidently of great extent ; but

we cannot say that they were vaster than those of later limes.

The phenomena accompanying the growth of a single chain in the Cainozoic

era give us, at any rate, ample food for thought. Though tbe narrow cross-

section of the core of such a chain limits our field of observation, the same
inpressings of igneous material, and the same features of rock-weakening and
rock-destruction, may be observed as in the immense basal sections exposed in

the Archaean platforms. The progress of geological time has not diminished the

activity in the depths. The granodiorite of western Montana,^' for instance,

which intruded during an uplift in early Eocene times, has attacked the
Algonkian sediments of the district, producing phenomena of stoping and
assimilation in the true ' Laurentian ' style.

In the western and central Alps, again, the absence of any fossiliferous strata

older than the Carboniferous arouses some surprise, until we find that many
of the granitic intrusions are of late Carboniferous age. The crystalline schists

'' J. Barrell, ' Marysville district, Montana ; a study of igneous intrusion and
contact metamorphism,' U.S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper 57 (1907), and W. H.
Emmons and F. C. Calkins, ' Phillipsburg Quadrangle,' ihicL, Paper 78 (1913).
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west of Caslav in Bohemia and in the Eisengebirge are now attributed by

Hinterlechner and von John '- to the metamorphism of Ordovician strata by

younger granite, which intruded in post-Devonian and probably in Carboniferous

times. Much of the gneiss and granite of the Black Forest and the Vosges is

now, moreover, removed from the Archaean, and is shown to be associated with

the Armorican movements/'' These vast intrusive masses occupy the place of

strata of pre-Permian age. The great development of thermal metamorphism in

the Erzgebirge and in Saxony," two classic regions of the dynamometamorphic
school, is now widely recognised, and this activity is also assigned to late Car-

boniferous times. The work of 0. Barrois in Brittany is concerned with
absorption-phenomena resulting from intrusions during the same mountain-
building epoch.

Sederholm"^ has suggested that the ground above an area affected by pro-

cesses of mountain-building cracks and becomes faulted, while the more plastic

zone below flows under pressure into folds. But the blocks of the ' brittle ' layer,

as Lawson has it, may be seriously displaced by movements in the zone of fold-

ing, and subsidences of a regional character may occur. The example of the

Minaun Cliffs in Achill shows that the plastic zone may become locally thickened
by softening and overfolding. The pressure that has driven an excess of matter
to the region of overfolding has squeezed it from beneath an adjacent region.

Crumpling and overfolding are accompanied by a shearing away of the matter
in one zone from that of another which overlies it; this must result in consider-
able disturbance of the zone nearer the surface.

We usually regard such disturbances from the uniformitarian point of view.
Earthquakes are often bad enough, but they are treated as breaks in a slow
process of folding that is always going on beneath our feet. May not, however,
actual mountain-building be the break in a slow process of 'softening,' to use
Mutton's term ? For a long time the isostatic balance suffers only small disturb-
ances, restoring itself automatically on a gently-yielding underworld. Then
something gives way ; something—a large mass of supporting rock—suffers a
change of state. The balance is destroyed abruptly, and mountain-building
and rapid subsidences have their day. 0. Ampferer,^'' with his customary large-
ness of view, has referred superficial evidences of disturbance, such as mountain-
ranges, to dragging movements of a mobile Untergrund. He urges that physical
and chemical changes within the earth may produce considerable local changes of
volume. Vertical movements lead to upfolding, and this leads to gravitational
sliding. The zone of folding that we have been considering as normal near the
Untergrund thus becomes transferred to the surface of the earth.

I am not now concerned with the causes of folding, beyond the fact that at
a certain critical stage the material involved may move at a rapid rate. When
R. A. Daly speaks of an ' orogenic collapse,''"' he implies something of a
different order in time from the slow processes of sinking and accumulation of
sedmient that have gone before. Changes of state, physical and chemical, occur
with some abruptness. In the case of rocks, the softening or melting of even
one constituent may allow of flow, and, as we have observed, this flow in a lower
layer may soon become manifested in surface-changes.

Ampferer and Hammer " have recently considered the question of collapse
in an opposite sense to that of Daly, who pictures it as the herald of an upward
movement. These authors, on the other hand, regard the overfolded structure of

'^ Verhandl. k. k. Reichsanstalt, 1910, p. 337, and Jahrh. ibid., vol. lix.
(1909), p. 127.

" P. Kessler, ' Die Entstehung von Schwarzwald und Vogesen,' Jahresberic/ite
Oberrhein. geol. Vereines, vol. iv. (1914), p. 31.

" C. Gabert, Zeitschr. deutscli. geol. Gesell., vol. lix. (1907) p 308-
R. Lepsius, ' Geologie von Deutschland ' (1910), Pt. 2, pp. 107 and 172

"Op. cit., Bull. Comm. geol. Finlande, No. 37, p. 66.
" 'Das Bewegungsbild der Faltengebirgen,' Jahrb. k. k. geol. Reichsanstalt,

vol. Ivi. (1906), p. 607.
" Igneous Rocks and their Origin (1914), p. 188.

r> ^\ ^' .^PiP^fi'er and W. Hammer, ' Geologischer Querschnitt durch die
Ostalpen, Jahrb. k. k. Reichsanstalt, vol. Ixi. (1911), p. 700.
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mountains as due to a considerable local reduction in volume of the Untergrund.

The upper crust presses inwards from opposite sides, and the parts that are

thrust downwards become absorbed and carried away with the retreating region

of the Untergrund. The surviving parts fall over on either side, producing, as

the whole continues to close in, folds that are not so very different from the now

familiar nappes de recouvrement which these authors hesitate to accept. It is

not clear why the postulated reduction in volume in the substratum should

occur along a certain line, so as to give rise to axial folding at the surface.

The folded mass, broken up by overthrusts, as sketched by Ampferer and

Hammer, suggests in its general outlines a Jerusalem artichoke rather than a

breaking wave.
The important point for our present purpose is, however, the restatement of

the results of gravitation on the flanks of an uprising chain. The chain is

said " to result from ' overthrustings with occasional involutions, accompanied by

the rolling over and pushing forward of blocks' (' Ueberschiebungen mit

gelegentlichen Einrollungen, Walz- und Schubschollen '). So long as these move-

ments occur in the depths, they may be retarded considerably by friction; but,

when they produce mountain-bulging at the surface, freedom is given to the

' waltzing ' masses, and gravitation comes into play on the unsupported strata

that flank the dome or anticline.*"

Ampferer and Hammer'" point out incidentally that much of the covering of

Flysch and Molasse strata was worn away from the Alps before the final folding

which gave the chain its eminence in early Pliocene times. They argue that the

uplifted masses were thus less imposing than those pictured by G. Steinmann or

C. Schmidt in their diagrams of the Dechen or recumbent folds. But the view

advanced by Ampferer and Hammer allows the principal folding to take place

in contact with the upper air. The cover is usually supposed to act as a re-

strainer, and the long duration of the folding movements is held to have allowed

of contemporaneous denudation. Cases, for instance, are known to us where

rivers have maintained their level while crust-blocks rose beneath them." The
surprising thing, however, about our folded mountain-chains is the way in which

they have been eroded parallel to the strike of the overthrust sheets or overfolds.

Apart from occasional detached 'klips,' the distal parts of these masses must

have been at one time continuous with those proximal to the root-region. The

forward movement could not have occurred if denudation had negatived the

effects of folding on the surface. A. Tornquist " has suggested that Jurassic

limestones were pushed in among unconsolidated mudbanks while the Eocene

sea still lay across the Alpine area.' Anything comparable with this during the

final folding could not fail to produce a largely felt disturbance at the surface.

It is impossible to believe that the ground does not part asunder in Sederholni's

zone of Assuring during the exceptional movements that rear a folded mountain-

chain. Where such a zone has remained with its parts in contact, as in

Fennoscandia, mountain-building has not really taken place. Intense folding

may have occurred in the plastic zone below ; but no one of the lines of super-

ficial weakness has been continued as a plane of fracture into the depths. 'When
this continuation occurs, the material of the folded zone may be forced up to

the surface. The general deep-seated crumpling then involves the beds over it

and becomes concentrated as an axial chain.

The marine or lacustrine deposits of the age immediately preceding that of

uplift obviously cannot be consolidated at the epoch of upheaval. Gotlandian

sands and muds must have overlain the heaving masses that rose as Caledonian

land. The swamps of the Coal Measures were contorted in the Armorican
chains ; the highest beds of these must have been as yielding and as capable of

" 7 hid., p. 701.
*" Compare 0. Ampferer, 'Das Bewegungsbild von Faltengebirgen,' Jalirb.

k. h. Beichsnnstalt, vol. Ivi. (1906), p. 601.
" Op. cit. (ref. 38), p. 708.
" This is urged even for the Himalayas. Medlicott, Blanford, and Oldham,

Geology of India, ed. 2 (1903), p. 463.
" ' Noch einmal die Allgau-Vorarlberger Flyschzone und der submarine

Einschub ihrer Klippenzone,' Verhandl. k. k. Reichsanstalt, 1908, p. 330.
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flow as the Flysch that overlay the growing Alps. In all these cases, familiar to

us in Europe, the covering masses must have responded to the crumpling under

them, and, when reared to dangerous eminences, rapidly became a prey to

denudation and gravitational downsliding. They can Rrar(«ly be regarded as

protective, and their removal would leave the brittle masses below more liable

to fracture and to the ' calving ' process that forms klips."*

Whether or no we postulate a yielding cover, the folding or overthrusting

thus becomes part of the phenomena on the surface of the globe. This fact is

glossed over in some of the admirable diagrams and models that have been

prepared for our instruction, where the Flysch, for instance, above the overfolds is

left without structural lines. Yet I venture to think, as I have already written,"^

that in the Alps ' so much occurred within a single epoch, the Tortonian or

Upper INIiocene, and probably in a few thousand years, that some of the move-

ments must have been visible to the eye of man, had so discerning a creature

appeared upon the scene. Earthquake-shocks at the present day produce per-

ceptible imdulations of the ground, and may leave permanent traces in the form
of faults and dislocations. But it seems doubtful if a succession of small move-

ments such as man has been able to record represents anything like the building

of a mountain-chain when the resistance of the rocks has been overcome. . . .

Slow as the general movement may have been, the crumpling was not confined to

the hidden layers of the crust. It occurred in the rocks that formed the very

surface, and the final drop into the lowlands suggests the features of a land-

slide.'

This conception was natural to the minds of our predecessors before a salu-

tary check was given to those who demanded frequent and world-wide ' revolu-

tions.' But nothing since that time has altered our impressions of the vast

forces latent in the earth, ready to perform work when unbalanced and set free.

The pressure that produces the solid flow foreseen by G. P. Scrope,'"' and
demonstrated in C. Lapworth's mylonites, is capable of rearing folds to dangerous
elevations at the surface.

The danger lies in the form of the fold in relation to its base. Ampferer and
Hammer'" urge that the basal rocks are absorbed into the depths, since the

folded strata, when spread out again, would cover a far larger area than the

crystalline cores beneath them. The upper layers therefore tend all the more to

slide and fold on one another. Gravitation alone becomes under such circum-
stances a potent cause of surface-crumpling.

G. P. Scrope " felt that the uprise of a chain was in itself sudden and
paroxysmal. We may go so far—or, shall we say, go back so far ?—as to realise

that large shifts may be made suddenly along thrust-planes when crushing takes
place and resistance has been overcome. We can feel greater confidence, how-
ever, when we consider the gravitational movements outwards from the line of
upfolding. These may be either one-sided or two-sided. Scrope " represents
the lower zone in a mountain-chain as flowing by pressure towards a line of
weakness, and the upper zone of rocks as flowing by gravitation away from this
line on both sides. He believed that, in addition to crumpling and the pro-
duction of recumbent folds, actual Assuring might occur. He explained in this
way the isolated blocks of the Dolomite Alps of Tyrol. ' Fracture chasms '-may
not have occurred between these particular blocks, though differential move-

*' Something of this kind must have been pictured by C. L. Griesbach, when
he wrote ('Exotic Blocks of the Himalayas,' C.E., Congres gcol. internat., 1903,
p. 551) :

' Much of the older sedimentary rocks must have been brought to the
surface, not only as part of the sections, but also in crushed masses and detached
blocks torn off from situations in situ, a phenomenon common to all disturbed
areas. 'The outcrops of dislocations which have later undergone weathering and
denudation must, of course, have been shorn of all crushed and loose frag-
mentary masses.'

"= The Growtli of Euroff. (1914), p. 173.
" Covxiderations on Volranox (1825), pp. 202 and 234.
" Op. fit. (ref. 38), p. 708.
** CoyhtuJe rat ions nil Volrnnns (1825), pp. 202 and 234.
" Ihich, pp. 202 and 204.
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ments—perhaps even ' waltzings '—along fault-plaues have been proved; but is

there anything in Scrope's position that is really more extreme than the klip-

theory of the present day ?
. . ^

Klips must be regarded as blocks cut off from the main region ot an over-

folded or an overthrust mass. Denudation' occurring after the forward move-

ment suffices to explain some cases; in others, separation seems to have taken

place as the moving mass fell forward. The klips of hard material embedded in

softer strata are thus a kind of rock-spray, hurled in advance of the breaking

earth-wave. C. Schmidt '" in our own time pictures the transference by gravita-

tion of strata from above the St. Gothard gneiss to the lowland of the Lake of

Uri. This lowland has become enriched, then, from a scenic point of view at

the expense of the unstable central range.

In times later than those of the fathers of geology, the apostle of gravita-

tional movement as a cause of overfolding has undoubtedly been Edvard Reyer.

He has recently restated his views on the origin of mountain-ranges,^' and he

must be satisfied with the general concurrence that sliding is a factor to be

considered. He may be especially pleased with P. Termier's'- description of

the overriding of the Pelvoux mass by earth-waves from the east, where the

isoclinal folding of the strata on the west side of the chain is referred to the

passage of sheets across them, which have since disappeared through denudation.

The folding, says Termier, in his admirable prose, records the outward move-

ment of the sheets, just as the forms of the trees in the Proven5al plain record

the passage of the mistral. Termier in no wise fears to speak of the progress

of a ' traineur ecraseur ' during mountain-building as ' soudain et rapide comrae

une rupture d'equilibre, le dernier acte, longuement prepare, mais joue

d'e7npoiteiiient, de ce drame grandiose.'

Rupture combined with rapid movement of the rocks need not be the last act

of the drama; but, the more we examine the history' of folded chains, the more

probable it appears as a culminating episode. The infolding and infaultmg of

strata, such as the Siwalik Beds in India, at the base of a rising chain may be a

matter of slow squeezing. We see in India how denudation has been at work
during the overthrusting process ; but the successive movements may none the

less have included rapid phases. When a fan arises in a geanticlinal by nipping

at the base, its destruction also may be rapid, since it is assisted by rupture

and falling apart of the upper portions of the folds. The original cover of our

present ranges has been lost by deirudation. Earth-sculpture in these regions of

high altitude and vehement attack has removed much of the evidence that we
seek. What remains, however, may lead us to feel that no part of the world in

historic times has experienced a mountain-building episode.

Such relatively catastrophic stages have, indeed, not been common in the

long history of the earth since pre-Cambrian times. It appears that now
and again the ' orogenic collaipse ' ot some considerable area disturbs the balance

in the crust and spreads far through the upper layers like a disease. Or it may
be that the thermal cause of the collapse is common to the whole earth at the

same time, and becomes manifest in responsive regions far apart. In any case,

the weak places give way and the more resisting ones close in. A readjustment
is effected, which then endures through long geological time.

Radioactive measurements of the length of geological periods may some day
enable us to determine if the major disturbances of the crust are rhythmic.
Present results, however, do not indicate a time-relation. The figures pro-

vided by W. J. SoUas,^^ and based on the thicknesses of strata, give us tlie

following intervals between some of the best marked foldings of the crust. The
unit here employed is the time represented by 1,000 feet of strata. The forma-
tion of the Huronian chains must be set back by an unknown amount into the
pre-Cambrian era, since the crumpled masses, invaded by the yoiuiger series of

'° Bild und Baa dcr Schweizer Alpen (1907), p. 68.
= ' Geologische Prinzipienfragen (1907), pp. 142, 147, &c.
" ' Les Problemes de la Geologic tectonique dans la Mediterranee occidentale,'

Revue generale des Sciences, March 30, 1911.
" Presidential Address, Quail. Joitrn. Ucol. Soc. London, vol. Ixv. (1909).

Proceedings, p. 112.
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' Laurentiaii ' granites and gneisses, were greatly denuded before the lowest

Upper Huronian (Aniniikian) strata were laid down/'' This renders the first

time-interval here given of very little value, and its resemblance to the third

interval seems a matter of mere coincidence.

Interval from Middle Huronian to Caledonian (Lower Devonian) folding, ( ?) 122

units.

From Caledonian to Armorican (latest Carboniferous) folding, 51 units.

From Armorican to Alpine (earliest Pliocene) folding, 127 units.

Our search for a rhythm is complicated by the occurrence of more localised

movements of considerable intensity at intervening geological epochs. The
Caucasus, for instance, became strongly folded towards the close of the Jurassic

period, when western Europe responded by a gentler groundswell. The
Cretaceous beds on the flanks of the Harz Mountains were upturned in early

Eocene times, when our English Chalk also came within reach of denudation.
Heralds of this unrest may perhaps be seen in the vast outpourings of lava
in central India towards the end of Cretaceous times ; and it is clear that we
must take into account such igneous upwellings, and also the occurrence of
down-sinkings of large areas, when drawing up a history of energy within the
earth.

As already observed, this energy seems effective enough at aU epochs. The
Armorican folding was accompanied by immense upwellings of molten matter
from the depths, and the features of crust-weakening and absorption seem to
have rivalled those that we can study in the basal sections of Archaean
mountains. The Alpine movements were pi-obably associated with equally
intense igneous action, the extent of which will not be revealed until the present
destructive phase of the Huttonian cycle is complete.

The imminent menace of crustal changes was brought home to us during the
terrible period from April 4, 1905, to January 14, 1907, the final twelve months
being marked by a veritable earth-storm." Three years had elapsed since the
catastrophic events of Saint Vincent, Martinique, and Santa Maria of Guate-
mala. On April 4, 1905, 20,000 persons perished through an earthquake in the
Kangra Valley, on the flanks of the central Himalayas. On September 8
destruction was carried through Calabria. On January 31, 1906, the Colombian
coast suffered from sea-waves flung upon it -by the Pacific floor, and in March
and April the unrest was manifested on the other side of the basin in Formosa.
From the 4th to the 12th of April, Naples was endangered by one of the most
serious eruptions of Vesuvius, which reduced the mountain by 500 feet and
formed the present crater of e.xplosion. On April 18 San Francisco was
wrecked in sixty-five seconds, and the fires that broke out in the shattered city
completed its destruction in five days. On August 16 Valparaiso and Santiago
similarly suffered, and sea-waves signalled the earth-movement seven thousand
miles away on the margin of Pacific isles. On January 14, 1907, the year of
earth-storm closed with the ruin of Kingston in Jamaica.

The last great storm of mountain-folding, that which reared the Cainozoic
ranges and marked out the edges of Eurasia and America, seems still to produce
symptoms of unrest. Geologically speaking, however, we are near enough to
the Tortonian epoch to look forward with some confidence to a quiescent p'hase.
But some day, in its due season, the earth will once more be active. When that
time comes, no ingenuity of man will suffice to meet it. Earthquake after earth-
quake, mcreasing m intensity, will probably have driven the population to a
distance from the threatened zone. Concentration of the folding along a par-
ticular earth-line will limit the region of absolute destruction; but the
undulations spreading from it, in response to the heavings of the chain, will
otter sufficient chances of catastrophe. In the case of our youngest mountain-

" A. P. Coleman, Presidential Address to Section C, Re-p. Brit. Assoc, 1910,
p. 598.

' '

" The details are' summarised in G. A. J. Cole, The Channcful Earth (1911),
pp. 195-203. ' '

\ h
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ranges, these undulations remain perpetuated as domes and dimplinga of the

crust, which are aheady worn down or infilled respectively by denudation and
deposition. Their present forms and places record the last movements of the

earth-storm, just as a buckled tramway-rail records the passage of an earth-

quake. How shall we gauge to-day the intensity of their rise and fall?

In the case of the city devastated by an earthquake, the debris is cleared

away, and our descendants in time discover the distorted rails beneath the
healing mantle of new grass. Will they realise from this alone the preliminary
tremors, the sudden arrival of the culminating vibration, the shock that over-

came the elasticity of the crust beneath them, and then the gradual establish-

ment of the conditions under which they have passed their peaceful lives '!

The crumpled wreckage lies there in evidence before them ; but how will they
distinguish the work of a few stormy seconds from that due to the gentle
earth-creep of a century ?

Possible Breaks in the Slow Continuiiy of Earth-movciiitnt.

2. Regions of Subsidence.

It was probably E. Suess who brought home to most of us the importance of
regions of subsidence in defining the lowlands and the sea-basins from the up-
standing masses of the crust. While one region may be folded, another may be
broken into blocks ; and the two types of movement, that due to tangential
thrusting and that due to vertical uplift and down-faulting, may appear in the
same region and may alike play their part in producing a lowering of large
areas. The domes and dimples that occur beyond the region of acute crumpling
may be intensified into fault-blocks by fracture of their boundaries. W. Salomon ''*

has, moreover, shown us how the movements in the Rhine-trough, a typical region
of block-foundering, may be linked with those associated with over-thrusting.
The rise of one region is associated with the lowering of another. If catastrophes
are possible during uplift, we may look for them also during subsidence.

The occurrence of lines of volcanoes in and along the edges of subsiding
areas may be regarded as evidence of the squeezing of a previously fused sub-
stratum, or as evidence of sub-crustal melting which has primarily caused the
subsidence. In either case, it is difficult to believe that the cracks along which
the cones become established are formed gently and without elements of surprise.
The dykes and cones represent a healing process. The accumulation of lava-
.sheets and the outpouring of ash frona localised centres obscure what has gone
on before. The uplift of the Pacific coast has included rapid stages, as
C. Darwin recognised,^' and as we have recently realised in Alaska. It is

improbable that the downward movements of the sea-Hoor adjacent to it have
been of a minor order, or that the larger movements of elevation have not been
accompanied by similar movements of collapse.

The cutting-up of mountain-chains by transverse fractures has resulted in
the loss of huge blocks beneath the sea. In such cases it is clear that faulting
has run a long way ahead of denudation. The breaking of the chain that united
Andalusia and the western Alps, the falling in of the Tyrrhenian earth-block,
the subsidences at two separate epochs of the southern and northern Adriatic,
and the conversion of the hilly mass between the Balkans and Asia Minor into
the ^gean, set with islands, suggest a return to the girdling waters of the
Tethys. The spread of the Atlantic northward, by fracture across the tough
blocks of Armorican land, has led Pierre Termier to revive the story of
Atlantis *' as an episode of human times. Botanists and zoologists require a
recent Atlantic land-surface as a field for migration and a refuge during Glacial
cold. Who has recorded, except. the Egyptian priest of Sais, the precise mode
of its disappearance beneath the waves ?

All trough-valleys, which are often called, somewhat misleadingly, rift-
valleys, raise the same questions as to the nature of the steps by which they
have been produced. The Rhine Vale, one of the most closely studied examples,

" ' Die Bedeutung der Messen von Harnischen,' Zeitschr. deutsch geol
GesHl, vol. Ixiii. (1911), p. 515.

*' Geol. Observations on S. America, Minerva edition, p. 293.
" ' L'Atlantide," Bvll. Institut ocianographique, No. 266 (1913).

1915. E B
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dropped 8,000 feet within the limits of Oligocene time. It is improbable that

the numerous faults now traceable operated with concerted gentleness, or

invited the Oligocene sea to lap in by imperceptible gradations from the west.

AhruptTKSs of certain Geographical Changes.—Biver-capture.

There is a totally different class of terrestrial phenomena which lends itself

also to speculation, or to that imaginative faculty, proper to our Section, which
enables the geologist to reconstruct. The deluge that appeared to affect the

world, as known to Chaldeean sages, has long been regarded as confined to a

limited valley of western Asia. But geographers have taught us to speak
lightly of river-diversion and river-capture, and to treat them as frequent occur-

rences in the history of existing lands. It is intei'esting to inquire what this

process on a large scale may involve.

The draining of the Ragunda lake in Sweden ^' in 1796, by the rapid cutting

of a ravine 100 feet deep in a soft barrier, shows how many of our Glacial lakes,

dammed by morainic matter, may have excavated their outlet gorges and run
dry in the course of a few hours. The history of the temporary lake behind
the Gohna landslip, so brilliantly studied by our Vice-President, Sir Thomas
Holland,'*'' provided a lesson both in hill-destruction and catastrophic flooding.

The diversion of the Colorado River, however, in 1905, into the sluice leading

to the Salton Sink gives us a definite illustration of river-capture. The ' New
River ' thus produced in the depression to the north-west of Calexico cut a

valley seventy feet deep through the agricultural land that it was meant to

serve, and worked the head of this valley backward at the rate of a third of a

mile a day.

One of the most remarkable instances of river-diversion in the European
record is that of the waters from the north side of the central Alps. At the

close of the Pliocene period, the chain had already become grooved by the sub-

sequent valley of the Rhone, and this river had been shifted, by earth-movement
in the Juras, south-westward towards its present course at Geneva. The north

slopes of the St. Gothard mass and the Bernese Alps, supplying the torrents of

the Reuss-Aar-Saane system, still, however, drained across the hummocky land

near Bale and sent their waters over to the Doubs. The great Rhine-trough
drained southward, and its streams formed tributaries of the Alpine flow near

Bale.

The Mainz basin, however, which was infilled by Lower Pliocene alluvium,

became tapped by the head of a river that had long run northward from the
Hunsriick-Tamius range. This river is the Rhine that we know north of

Coblenz, and its alluvium was then spread out where the sea now stretches

between Holland and the Yorkshire coast. Its mature valley is still traceable '^'

above the present stream-cut in the hills. This river could have no direct

influence on the course of the drainage from the Alps. But the bulging of

the land at the north end of the Juras still continued. As the text-books

remark with some complacency, the Burgundian gate was closed, and the river

that had previously crossed westward was diverted northward to the Rhine-
trough.

Can we exactly picture what this means ? The whole Reuss-Aar-Saane
system ' on some particular day began to flow northward along the far older

tectonic trough, carving away the infilling of detritus, washing back tree stems
that were floating quietly from the Lake of Mainz on their way to the Mediter-
ranean, and finding, when it reached that lake, a notch sufficiently low for its

escape across the Hunsriick-Taunus range. An enormous body of water was
thus added to that which had formed in Pliocene times a mature valley across

these hills.' ' The addition of the drainage of Graubiinden, including the

^° See especially H. W. Ahlmann, ' Ragundasjons Geomorfologi,' Sveriges

Geol. Undersoh, 1915 ; also Ahlmann, Carlzon, and Sandegren, ' Quaternary
History of the Ragunda Region, Jamtland,' Geol. Foren. Fbrhandl., vol. xxxiv.

(1912), p. 343.
"• Records Geol. Surv. India, vol. xxvii. (1894), p. 55, and Nature, vol. 1.,

p. 501.
" W. M. Davis, Die erkldrende Bcschreibung der Landformen (1912), p. 106.
'- G. A. J. Cole, The Growth of Europe (1914), p. 109.
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Vorder and Hinter Hhein and the Lake of Constance, to the water flowing

through the trough-valley was probably an accident that occurred later than

the Riss-age of the Glacial epoch. The system indicated above, representing

the flow from a hundred miles of snow-clad mountains, must, however, have

made a remarkable change in the stream across the Armorican hills. In time,

as it lowered the loose deposits of the Mainz basin, this river carved out the

young ravine that runs like a knife-cut through the range ; the water that

flows past Mainz, with the exception, perhaps, of that from Constance, repre-

sents the magnitude of the event that we speak of as the diversion of a stream.

The abrupt change was not confined to the hill-region. When the Alpine water

arrived at the Mainz basin, and found its way into the notch formed by the

Pliocene Rhine, carrying with it mud from the glaciers of the Jungtrau and
coarser alluvium from the old trough-valley, it poured down upon the forest-

covered delta-land.

The changes that have occurred in the unconsolidated ground of Holland in

historic times, including the loss of the Biesbosch, with its seventy-two villages,

in a single night, furnish some picture of what must have happened in the pre-

hi.storic delta of the Rhine. Land was suddenly built up at some points, island?

were carved out at others, and the effects of the catastrophe must have been
still manifest when the Scandinavian ice-sheet began to invade the mud-flats

from the north.

The capture of a large river may be illustrated by the story of the Vistula.

This noble stream, the Rhine of Polish lands, represents in a remarkable way
the drainage of 190 miles of the Carpathians. All this water becomes con-

centrated, at the apex of a reversed river-fan, at the east end of the Kielce hills,

and it is probable that the upper Vistula was driven to join the San by the

advancing ice-front of the Riss-age, and that both rivers then escaped south-

wards. The joint waters were again held up when the Fennoscandian ice rested

along the line marked by the Baltic Heights, and it is well known that a great
river flowed westward along the stagnating ice-front where now the marshes
of the Netze mark its course. This river stretched away west to join the
Elbe, and the water from the Galician highlands thus met that from Switzer-
land in the Anglo-Danish delta-land. As the ice-front shrank backward, towards
the Baltic basin,*' streams flowed down over the sands and boulder-clays and
cut their valley-heads back southward. Overflows may have taken place on the
unconsolidated wall of the great east-and-west river, which was now deprived of

its barrier of moraine-filled ice. In one way or another, the shallow valley of

the main river was tapped near Kustrin, and the Oder, rising in the Moravian
plateau, was sent northward as an independent stream. Similarly, the Vistula
was carried off at Fordon, where the bend due to capture is conspicuous at the
present day ; and the whole drainage of the north wall of the Carpathians swept
across the drift deposits down the course of some hitherto unimportant stream.
Along the valley thus carved out, brown and yellow cliffs now rise above the
marshy flood-plain, and the red castles of advancing Germany have for centuries
looked down firmly on the stream. It is quite contrary to our customary
philosophy, but a good corrective all the same, to ask ourselves if this lower
valley of the Vistula, eighty miles in length, was shaped in a few months or a
few years. The main part of the excavation, across unconsolidated lands, may
have occupied less time than the building of the strongholds at the fords.

Conclusion.

In spite of the swamping of the Alkmaar coiuitry in 1825, in spite of the
tragedy of Messina only seven short years ago, we feel that Europe is a settled
continent, and we judge the past and future by the present superficial peace.
We have applied the same thoughts to human movements, and the inconceivable
has happened in our midst. We naturally find it difficult to carry our minds
back to epochs when the earth-blocks may have parted asunder as ice part.s
across the polar seas. We have, however, still very much to learn about causes
now in action ; and the mystery of the earth, and of our connexion with it,

"'' R. Lepsius (Geologie von Deufschland, Pt. 2, p. 511) urges that the sinking
of the floor of northern Europe led to this northward trend of the streams.

£ 2
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grows upon us as we learn. Can we at all realise the greatest change that ever

came upon the globe, the moment when living matter appeared upon its surface,

perhaps over a few square miles ? Matter is either dead or living, that is,

endowed with life ; there is no intermediate state. And here was living matter,

a product of the slime, if you will, but of a slime more glorious than the stars.

Was this thing, life, a surface-concentration, a specialisation, of something that

had previously permeated all matter, but had remained powerless because it was
infinitely diffuse? Here you will perceive that the mere geologist is very

much beyond his depth. Let us return to our orderly studies, our patient

hammerings, our rock-slices, our chiselling out of fossil shells. Behind it all

is the earth itself, quiescent, it may be, but by no means in the sleep of death.

As Termier puts it, ' La planete n'est pas encore morte ; elle ne fait que dormir.'

If in this Address I have dwelt upon the possibility of rapid changes in its

surface, no member of our Association will feel the least alarm.

Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas,

Atque metus omnes, et inexorabile fatum,
Subiecit pedibus, strepitumque Acherontis auari.

The following Papers were then read :

—

]. On the Geology of Manche&ier and District. By Dr. G. Hicklino.

2. On the Discovery of Solenopora and Sphaerocodium in the Silurian

Rocks of Britain. By Professor E. J. Garwood, F.R.S.

At the meeting held at Birmingham in 1913 attention was called to the

important part played by calcareous algae, especially Solenopora, as rock builders

in the Ordovician and Carboniferous Rocks of Britain, and at the same time it

was pointed out that no example of this genus was, so far, known to occur in

rocks of Silurian age in this country. It was prophesied, however, that these

organisms would ultimately be found in rocks of this age if careful search for

them were instituted in suitable districts. This prediction has now been amply
justified, and it is now possible to state that, not only does Solenopora occur

both in the Wenlock and Woolhope limestones of the type Silurian district, but
that in certain areas, namely the borders of Herefordshire and Radnorshire, we
find what is perhaps the most remarkable development of algal limestone yet

met with in Britain. In this border country we find a mass of crystalline

limestone upwards of eighty feet thick, in which occur beds often largely made
up of the remains of Solenopora—some of these algal growths reaching a dia-

meter of over six inches. This species of Solenopora, which appears to be a new
form, is accompanied by remains of Oirvanella and Sphcerocodium ; this latter

genus is now recorded for the first time from Britain, and occurs both in the

Old Radnor limestones and also in the Wenlock Limestone of May Hill. It

resembles very closely Sphcerocodium Munthei from Gothland. The species of

Solenopora which occurs in the Wenlock limestone at Farley Quarry is identical

with that from Radnorshire, and appears to be closely related to Solenopora

Gothlandica, while that from Woolhope is a much coarser form.

3. The Classification of the Tertiary Strata by means of the Eutherian

Mammals. By Hon. Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, M.A., D.Sc,
F.R.S.

The classification of the Tertiary Strata by means of the higher mammalia
outlined in my paper before the Geological Society in 1880 ^ has been tested

by tlie many discoveries all over the world since that time, and not found

iQ.J.G.S., pp. 379 404.
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wanting. The details have been filled in, and the principle adopted has been

proved to be of world-wide application—to apply to North and South America

and to Southern Asia and Africa as well as Europe—the living mammalian

species in each geographical province being taken as a standard. It has been

accepted by Osborne and others, and is now being used for the grouping of the

Tertiary strata of America. It has been used in the organisation of the

Manchester Museum. It is therefore fitting that it should be brought up to

date.

The classification is based on the evolution of the mammalia, the only group

in the animal kingdom that was, as Gaudry writes, ' en pleine evolution ' in

the Tertiary Period, all the lower forms having already undergone their principal

changes and none changing fast enough to be of service in defining the stages.

The scheme is as follows :

2'hose of the Divisions of the TertHary Period.

Descriptions. Characteristics-

Historic, in which the events are Modern types of man. Man the

recorded in history.

Prehistoric, in which man has multi-

plied exceedingly and domesticated

both animals and plants. Wild
Eutheria on the land of existing

species, with the exception of the

Irish elk.

Pleistocene, in which living species

of Eutheria are more abundant than

the extinct species. Man appears.

Pliocene, in which living Eutherian

species occur in a fauna mainly of

extinct species.

Miocene, in which the alliance

between living and extinct Eutheria is

more close than in the preceding stage.

Oligocene, in which the alliance

between extinct and living Eutheria is

more close than in the Eocene.

Eocene, in which the Eutheria are

represented by living, as well as by
extinct, families and orders.

master of nature.

Modern types . of man-cultivated
plants. Domestic animals—dog,
sheep, goat, ox, horse, pig, &c. Wild
Eutheria of living species.

Extinct types of mankind. (Modern
types ?) Living Eutherian species

dominant. Man.

Living Eutherian species present.

Extinct species dominant.

No living Eutherian genera. Living
Eutherian genera appear. Anthropoid
apes. Extinct genera dominant.

No living Eutherian genera. Living
families and orders. Extinct families

and orders numerous.

No living Eutherian genera. Living
families and orders. Lemuroids.

Extinct families and orders dominant.

The most important break in the succession of life-forms occurs at the
close of the Oligocene age in Europe and America. From this break down to

the present day the continuity is so marked that we may conclude that the

present face of the earth is merely the last in a long succession in the Tertiary
Period.

5. The Geological Evidence in Britain as to the Antiquity of Man.
Bij Hon. Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.

Professor Boule, in his masterly essay published in Anthropologie, xxvi.

Jan.-Avril 1915, freely criticised the evidence on which the antiquity of man
in Britain has been stated to go back beyond the early Pliocene age, and con-

cludes that it is not of a nature to throw light on so important a problem.
The antiquity of man—or, in other words, his place in the geological record

—

is a geological question to be decided, like all others, on the lines of a rigid

induction. In each case it is necessary to prove not only that the objects are of
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human origin, but further that they are of the same age as the strata in which
thiBy occur, without the possibility of their having been introduced at a later

time. In this communication I propose to apply these tests to the evidence.

The Pliocene age of man in East Angiia is founded entirely on the roughly

chipped flints in the basal Pliocene strata—on eoliths, mainly of the rostro-

carinate or eagle's-beak type of Moir and Lankester. It has been amply proved,

in this country by Warren, Haward, and Sollas, and in France by Boule, Breuil,

and Cartailhac, that these can be made without the intervention of man
by the pressure and movement of the surface deposits, by the action of ice,

by the torrents and rivers, and by the dash of the waves on the shore. The
type specimens taken to be of human work have been selected out of a large

eeriee of broken flints that graduate into forms obviously made by natural

fractures. They are, as iJoule aptly says, ' hypersele^tionnees,' and can only

be rightly interpreted by their relation to the other flints on the Pliocene

shore-line.

As might be expected, if they are due to natural causes, the ' rostro-

carinates ' are widely distributed through the basal beds of the crag in

Norfolk and Suffolk. They occur also in the Upper Miocenes of Puy-Courny
(Auvergne), in the Pleistocene gravels of London, and the present shore-line

of Selsey, where they are now probably being made by the breakers. For
these reasons I agree with M. Boule that they have not been proved to have
been made by man, and that therefore they throw no light on his i)lace in

the geological record.

The presence of man in East Angiia during the Glacial period is founded
on even worse evidence than this. The Ipswich skeleton on which Moir and
Keith base their epeculations was obtained from a shallovv' pit sunk through
the surface soil of decalcified boulder clay—not of boulder clay in situ, as

stated—into the Glacial sand that crops out on the valley slope. It is, in

my opinion, a case of interment that may be of any age from the neolithic to

modern times. The skeleton also is of modern type, and belongs, as Duckworth
shows, to the graveyard series of burials.

We come now to the consideration of the evidence of the famous discovery
on Piltdown of Eo-anthro-pus Dawsoni—the missing link between primitive

man and the higher apes. After the examination of the whole group of

remains, and a study of the section, I fully accept Dr. Smith Woodward's
opinion that the find belongs to the early Pleistocene period. The associated
implements are of the same Chellean or Acheulean type as those so abundant
in the mid-Pleistocene Brick-earths of the Thames Valley between Crayford
and Gravesend. They may imply that Eo-anthropvs belongs to that horizon,

in which the stag is present and the reindeer absent. It must not, however,
be forgotten that the classificatory value of these implements is lessened by
their wide range in Britain and the Continent through the later Pleistocene
river deposits. The stag, the beaver, and the horse of Piltdown—leaving
out of account the Pliocene fossil mammals more or less worn into pebbles—are

common both to the i^re-Glacial Forest-bed and the Lower Brick-earths of the
Thames Valley. It must also be noted that the intermediate characters of

the Piltdown ekull and lower jaw point rather to the Pliocene than the
Pleistocene stage of evolution. We must, in my oi^inion, wait for further
evidence before the exact horizon can be ascertained. On the Continent there
is no such difliculty.

The earliest traces of man are there represented at Mauer by a mandible
associated with the peculiar fauna of the Forest-bed, showing that Homo
Heidelbcrgcnsis, a chinless man, was living in the Rhine Valley during the
earliest stage of the Pleistocene. The Neanderthal man, thick skulled and
large-brained, with small chin and stooping gait, belongs to the Mousterian
stage, that, in my opinion, is not clearly defined from the Chellean and
Acheulian gravels of the Late Pleistocene. He ranged from the Rhine through
France southwards as far as Gibraltar, and was probably the maker of the
Palaeolithic implements of those strata throughout this region. It is also
probable that he visited Britain, then part of the Continent, in following the
migration of the mammalia northward and westwards. While primitive men
of these types inhabited Euroj)© there was no place in the Pleistocene fauna
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for llie thin-skulled men taken by Dr. Keith » and others to prove that modern

types of men lived in Britain in the Pleistocene age.

Man appears in Britain and on the Continent at the period when he might

be expected to appear, from the study of the evolution of the Tertiary

Mammalia—at the beginning of the Pleistocene age when the existing Eutherian

mammalian species were abundant. He may be looked for in the Pliocene

when the existing species were few. In the older strata—Miocene, Oligocene,

Eocene—he can only be represented by an ancestry of intermediate forms.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

Johil Discussion ivilh Section E on The Classification of Land Forms.
(See Section E, p. 490.)

The following Papers and Report were then read :^

1. Notes on the North-I^'estern Region of Charnwood Forest.

By Rev. Professor T. G. Bonney, Sc.D., F.R.S.

The author, in a joint paper with Canon Hill, published in 1891, expressed
his opinion that the Peldar and the Sharpley porphyroids were probably lava
flows, and the dominant rock of Bardon Hill was a volcanic agglomerate. Since
that date Charnwood Forest has been examined by the Geological Survey, and
the Peldar porphyroid regarded as intrusive in pyroclastic rocks at Bardon
Hill.' During the present year the author has twice visited the district, having
heard how greatly quarrying had progressed, and having become doubtful,
from repeated study of his microscopic specimens, about his former conclusions.

He had the advantage of being accompanied on one occasion by Canon Hill,

on the other by Mr. R. H. Rastall. The additional evidence has changed his

view on certain points. He is now convinced that the dominant Bardon breccia
(which cannot be separated from the rock similar to its matrix, but without
fragments) is really a very exceptional case of a fluxion breccia. In this the
microscopic structure of the fragments does not very much differ from that of
their matrix, and the latter varies but little from the ground-mass of the Peldar
and Sharpley porphyroids, though to the unaided eye these seem quite
distinct, or from the rock obtained in the Forest Rock quarry (now opened
to the west of that on Peldar Tor), though this sometimes shows more distinct
traces of fluxion and a pressure-structure even more marked than at Sharpley.
In all three quarries a more compact porphyroid is intrusive into the above-
named, and this, at Bardon Hill, is identical with the ordinary greenish rock
of that place. The latter can be seen sometimes to melt down the Peldar
porphyroid, and sometimes to make a sharp junction with it or even to enclose
actual fragments.

The author recounted the field evidence and described the microscopic structure
of these rocks, which much resemble not only one another, but also some of the
fragments common in true agglomerates in that district. The earliest of the rocks
is a rather finely crystalline one, which occurs as fragments in the above-named
porphyroids ; these, which mu.st be very closely related and may be practically
of one age, are the next in succession ; lastly come the more compact porphy-
roids, which, at Bardon Hill, and probably also on Ratchett Hill, contain
fragments (.sometimes in considerable abundance), the latter being but little

older than their ground-mass, perhaps only earlier and very slightly differenti-
ated portions of the original magma, which had fallen to the temperature of
consolidation.

'The skeletons of Galley Hill, in Kent, and that of Cheddar cave in
Somerset, have, in my opinion, been buried, and do not belong to the
Pleistocene age.
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2. Notes on the Granite Surfaces of Mount Sorrel.

Bi/ Professor W. W. Watts, F.B.S. ,

It h IS been suggested that some of the grooved and polished surfaces known
in this circle and in certain other Midland localities may be due to wind action

in Pleistocene times. A recently discovered section at Moimt Sorrel showed
glacial striae trending N. 10° W. on a set of wind-grooves trending about E.

and W. Proof is thus given that the Triassic wind-grooves have survived actual

glaciation, and may thus be expected to have been able to resist other less drastic

methods of recent and Pleistocene denudation.

3. The Ordovician Sequence in the Cader Idris District {Merionelh). By
Arthur Hubert Cox, M.Sc, Ph.D., F.G.S., and Alfred

KiNGSLEY Wells.

Reference was made to the work of previous observers, including Sedgwick,

P^amsay, Cole and Jenning.?, Geikie. and Lake and Reynolds.

The Cader Idris range is formed by a great escarpment of Ordovician igneous

rocks, facing northwards across Barmouth Estuary towards the Harlech dome. The
igneous rocks were for long regarded as being all of Arenig age.

Re-examination of the area has shown the presence of four distinct volcanic

series among the Ordovician rocks, and the following descending sequence has been

established :

—

'*!((

((X.) Talyllyn Mud- Orey-blue banded mudstones with

\ stones Amplexograptnif nrctiia in the

i lowest beds ... 800 ft.

(IX.) Upper Acid or ' Andesitic ' and rhyolitic ashes and
Craig - y - Llani lavas . . ". 000-1.000 ft.

Series

(VIII.) Llyn Can
Mudstones

Glenkiln-Hartfell

Glenkiln with Upper
Llanvirn

(VII.) Upper Basic or

Pen-y-Gader Series

/(VI.) Llyn-y-Gader
^, Mudstones and

' Ashes

500 ft.

Pillow lavas (spilites) with tuff and
chert bands . . . .300 ft.

Blue-grey mudstones with thin

adinole-like bands and with mas-
sive ashes above and below . 450 ft.

(V.) Dark Mudstones Frequently containing pisolitic iron-

ore ' 80 ft.

(IV.) Lower Basic or Pillowy spilitic lavas with inter-

Llyn Gafr Series calated ashy and shaly bands,

massive banded and agglomeratic

\ ashes at the base . 1,500 ft.

J
(III.) Didymograp- Dark slates with well-marked ash

( tus bifidus Beds bands in the lower portion .500 ft.

/(II.) Lower Acid or Rhyolitic ashes with some slates

Mvnydd Gader above, rhyolitic lavas below
-! Series 300 ft.

(I.) Basement Beds . Striped arenaceous flags and grits

100 ft.

Unconformity

Upper Cambrian . Tremadoc Beds

Both acid and basic rocks occur as sills at numerous horizons. The basic rocks

are diabases of various types, all with the felspars considerably albitised and usually

with primary quartz. The acid rocks are soda-granophyres. The granophyre
intrusions cut and are later than the basic intrusions, and locally hybrid rocks appear
to have been formed along the junctions. No basic intrusions have been found

above the Upper Basic Volcanic Series, and no acid intrusions above the Upper Acid

Lower Llanvirn

Arenig
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Series, and it is noteworthy that the granophyi'es appear to be closely related to the

extrusive rhyolites among which they are intruded. This fixes an upper limit to

the age of the diabases in this district.

The various beds strike more or less east to west, and dip steadily southwards

at about 40° until the Talyllyn Mudstones are reached, when folding and rolling of

the beds immediately begin. Two N.E.—S.W. shatter faults—the Dolgelley and

Talyllvn faults—cause a certain amount of repetition, and give rise to the Dolgelley-

Llyn Gwernon and to the Talyllyn Valleys, the former to the north and the latter

to the south of the escarpment. A strike-fault between Mynydd Gader and Cader

Idris cuts out the whole of the Bifidus Beds, bringing the Lower Acid and the Lower

Basic Volcanic Series against one another. The intrusive rocks frequently cause

local variations in the dip and strike.

All the softer strata are strongly cleaved, so that fossils are difficult to obtain.

The slates within the Lower Acid Series have yielded a few extensiform graptolites,

while from the Bifidus Beds the characteristic fossils Were obtained at numerous

localities. The D. murcMsoni zone has not been recognised by the authors, its place

presumably being occupied by a part of the Lower Basic Series. The dark mud-
stones among which the pisolitic iron-ore is developed have yielded rather obscure

graptolites, which, however, indicate a fairly high horizon in the Llandeilo Series.

The presence of Amplexograptus arctus and Olijplogrci'ptus teretivscvhis var. euglypJnis

in the lowest beds of the Talyllyn Mudstones indicates a high horizon in the Glenkiln,

or, in other words, a low horizon in the Caradocian, and suggests that the immediately

underlying Upper Acid Series is at approximately the same horizon as the Snowdonian
volcanic rocks of Conway. This youngest of the four volcanic series on Cader Idris

is therefore considerably higher in the Ordovician than has been previously supposed.

The position of the boundary between Caradocian and Llandeilian has not yet been

established, owing to the unfossiliferous character of the blue-grey mudstones of

Llyn-y-Gader and Llyn Cau.

One of the authors fA. H. Cox) is indebted to the Government Grant Com-
mittee of the Royal Society for a grant which has partially defrayed the expenses

involved in the investigation. The area is being mapped on the 6-inch scale.

4. On the Underground Contours of the Barndey Seam of Coal in the

Yorkshire Coalfield. By Professor W. G. Fearnsides, M.A.

In this paper the author presents a preliminary account of the results of his

statistical analysis of about a hundred records of borings and sinkings which
have proved the depth of the Barnsley Bed or its equivalents (the Gawthorpe,

the Warren House Coals of Yorkshire, and the Top Hard Coal of Derbyshire)

in Yorkshire. The majority of the records of borings and sinkings discussed

have been collected by a committee of the ' Midland Institute of Mining, Civil

and Mechanical Engineers,' published by that Institution in volume form in

1914, the sites at which the information was obtained being plotted on a half-

inch map. The depths to the coal have been corrected for the height of the

surface location above sea-level, and, after the manner of Dr. Gibson's map
(Plate 1) in the ' Geological Survey Memoir on the Concealed Coalfield,' con-

tour lines have been drawn among the spot-levels so obtained. Other contour

lines similarly obtained from the records of borings which have passed through

Permian strata show the character of the surface of the Coal Measures where
they underlie the Permian strata.

In drawing the contour lines no attempt has been made to distinguish

between those changes of level in the seam between neighbouring pits which
are due to faulting and those due to the folding of the strata. Since, however,

over most of the coalfield the faults tend to nullify the change of level which
the dip has accomplished, it is maintained by the author that to plot contours

which show the average rate of change of level is a statistical process which can

be demonstrated as approximating to truth.

(1) From an analysis of the results as plotted it appears that the under-

ground contours in the Barnsley Bed (strike lines) in Yorkshire in detail

generally range either N.E.-S.W. or N.W.-S.E., and that within the area under
which the Barnsley Bed has actually been proved by working it is difficult

to find either a N.-S. or an E.-W. strike constant over more than a few miles
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of country. This circumstance, if general over the coalfield, would seem to
demand some revision of current views respecting the origin and structure of
tlie Pennine Chain.'

(2) The greatest structural division of the coalfield ' basin ' is by the equiva-
lent of a N.E.-S.W. anticline of which the southern limb is along the line

of the Don faults from Sheffield by Rotherham and Conisborough to Don-
caster. North of this line there is some evidence for the existence of a
syncline with its axis central near Frickley. In ground from which the Per-
mian rocks have been denuded, the coal attains a depth exceeding 1,800 feet
below sea-level. The general line of this northern trough follows a N.W.-
S.E. trend from Wakefield to South Kirkby, whence, displaced perhaps by the
Don anticline, it bends somewhat eastward through Bulcroft. South of the Don
a wider trough, also trending N.W.-S.E. through Yorkshire Main Colliery

(Edlington and Bawtry), carries the Barnsley bed (at Rossington) below
2,600 feet.

(3) The inclination of the Barnsley Bed is at its steepest near the outcrop,
and, after the manner of gentle folds, the measures flatten out when the centre
line of the syncline is approached. There is no evidence to suggest any
general eastward rise of the Barnsley Seam within the area plotted on the
map. (The eastern boimdary of the map is through Thorne and Retford.)

(4) By the plotting of the contour lines on Bartholomew's layer-coloured half-

inch contour map the interdependence of underground structure and topo-
graphical relief in the area of the exposed coalfield has been well brought out.

Over the whole coalfield most of the ridges are of escarpment form and elongate
along the line of strike ; but from the map it becomes evident that, wherever
the strike of the Barnsley Bed shows a change of direction, there the escarp-
ment ridges are found upstanding above their average height, and this whether
they form the arches or lie in the troughs of the folds.

From his experience of the application of the contour method to the study
of the tect'y/iics of the Barnsley Bed, the author suggests that the method is of

peculiar usefulness in coalfield work. He offers this preliminary account of
the results of his work in Yorkshire in the hope that workers on the western
side of the Pennines may take up the method and use it in the further investiga-

tion of the many and difficult problems of geological structure presented by
the 'Back-bone of England.'

5. Sixth PiPporf on E.rcaiwtions among the Cambrian Eoclcs of Coviley,

Shropshire. By E. S. Cobeold.—See Eeports, p. 117.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1. On the Restoration of certain Fossils by Serial Sections.

By Professor W. J. Sollas, F.R.S.

Examples of fossils reconstructed from serial sections were exhibited. They
include a graptolite, Prionograptus ; a primitive fish, Palccospondylus ; the
skull of a reptile from the Karoo, Dicynodon ; and the skull of another reptile,

' These views were admirably expressed by Prof. E. Hull, who in advocat-
ing them in 1868 succinctly remarked (Q.J.G.S. 1869, p. 331) : 'Immediately
upon the close of the Carboniferous period the northern limits of the York-
shire and Lancashire coalfields were determined by the upheaval and demidation
of the beds along east and west lines, while the coalfields themselves remained
in their original continuity across the region now formed of the Pennine hills

from Skipton southwards, and that at the close of the Permian period these
coalfields were dissevered by the uprising of the area now formed of the
Pennine Range by lines of upheaval ranging from north to south.'
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Ichthywmirus communis, from the Lower Lias of Ljniie Regis. The last-

named, 520 mm. in length, had been studied in 520 sections taken at equal

intervals apart, which revealed in remarkable detail the internal structure

with a completeness hitherto unknown.

Vertebrate Life Zo)ies in the Permo-Trias. By D. M. S. Watson.

3. The Corrosive Action of certain Brines in Manitoba.

By Professor R. C. Wallace, M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc.

Brine springs issue from Middle and Upper Devonian limestones and dolo-

mites at the foot of the Manitoban escarpment. At least eighty brine areas are

known, with a total flow—during the dry season—of approximately 500 gallons

per minute. The water circulates in the Dakota Sandstone, the basal member
of the Cretaceous series, and extends laterally into the Devonian calciferous

formations, from which it leaches sodium chloride, disseminated through cer-

tain dolomite horizons. The composition of the brines, expressed in percentages
of total solids, is very similar to that of sea-water. It is a somewhat purer
solution of sodium chloride, and also a more concentrated solution, than sea-

water, the percentage salinity being 5—7 (sea-water 3'5).

The salt-flats where the springs reach the surface are devoid of vegetation,

:ind studded with ice-carried boulders. These are representative of the pre-

Cambrian igneous series of North-Central Canada—granites, gneisses, and
ejiidiorites. They have suffered intense chemical disintegration, large boulders
having been reduced to half their original size. Different minerals have been
affected to different extents, but not even quartz or garnet has escaped cor-

rosion. Ferromagnesians have been most intensely affected ; and gneissosc

structures, hardly noticeable on unweathered surfaces, stand clearly revealed.

The striking difference between the action of these brines and that of sea-

water calls for explanation.

Thiij crusts of salt gather, during the summer months, on the flats and
around the boulders. The salt is somewhat deliquescent; and thin films of brine

are drawn, by surface tension, over the surface of the boulders. Water in

<ontact with the atmosphere is a powerful disintegrant. Alkalies are removed
as chlorides or carbonates, and silica and alumina are precipitated as gels,

separately or in combination. The gels exercise selective adsorption on the

salts of the brine, alkali being taken up and the brine being left richer in the
acid radicals. The brine is thereby rendered a more active disintegrating

agent, and the process goes on continuously. The function of the dissolved

salts is considered to be twofold : (1) they provide a thin film of liquid in

contact with atmospheric oxygen
; (2) owing to partial adsorption by colloids,

they provide an acid residual solution, which is a powerful corrosive agent.

The evidences of the corrosive action of sea-water on beach boulders are,

no doubt, obscured by mechanical attrition due to wave action. Such corro-

sion cannot, however, be compared in intensity with that of the brines.

Boulders between high- and low-water mark are alternately submerged and dry
to the base—a state of affairs inimical to the persistence of thin films of liquid

on the surface of the boulders. The initial conditions are consequently wanting;
and the relative immunity of beach boulders from chemical corrosion is due,

not to any inability of sea-water to act as a corrosive, but to the absence of

favourable conditions for the activity of the solution.

4. T/te Carboniferous Limestone Zones of N.E. Lancashire.

By Albert Wilmore, D.Sc.

The sequence is well seen in the neighbourhood of Clitheroe, where numerous
quarries have been opened up. The lowest beds exposed are near Chatburn mill,

and are dark, thinly-bedded limestones with calcareous shale partings. Fossils

are very scarce. There is a great thickness of these almost unfossiliferous beds,

the top parts of which are dolomitic.
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Bold Venture Quarry, Horrocksford Quarry, and several other exposures snow
beds in probably Lower C. with numerous small Zaphrentids (chiefly Zaphrentis
Omaliusi, with the variety ambigua of Mr. R. G. Carruthers very common).
Higher parts of these beds contain Canin-'a cylivdrica, which has been found
at Brungerly Bridge, in Bold Venture Quarry, at Pimlico, and at Downham.
This species is not so common or well-developed as in beds farther east, towards
Hellifield and district. Among the brachiopods are Chonctes comoides, Ortho-

tetes crenisiria^ &c. Large gasteropods such as Euomphalus ptntangulatus and
BelleropJion cornuarietis are common. C'onocardium hibernicum is a characteristic

lamellibranch.

Above these beds come the lowest beds with Productus sub-Icevis, and the
Knoll beds of Coplaw, lower part of Worsaw, &c. Here are the typical

C. knolls with numerous brachiopods, the gasteropods mentioned above, but
few corals. Amplexus coralloides is, however, common and Michelinia sp.

Above these are well-bedded crinoidal limestones, leading up to the probably
C.-S. knolls of Salt Hill, Bellman Park, Worsaw, &c. These beds contain a rich

brachiopod fauna, quite distinct, however, from that of Elbolton. Whilst
Productus pustulosus, Pr. semireticularis, Spirifer striatus, &c., are quite
common, one never finds Pr. striatus, Pr. martini and other D. forms so common
in those eastern knolls.

A fairly rich coral fauna has lately been discovered in these C.-S. or S.

knolls ; it has not yet been worked out, however. There is probably an uncon-
formity at this level, and then there succeeds a great thickness of shales with
limestones, with few fossils. These would appear to be on the same horizon as
the richly fossiliferous beds of Elbolton. Above these shales with limestones
come the Pendleside limestones, black limestones with cherts, and with irregular

bands of more fossiliferous limestone. The Ravensholme limestone appears to

be similar and to contain some of the same fauna as the highest limestone at
Cracoe and the limestone of the railway quarry at Rylstone described by the
writer.

The Sabden shales succeed these beds, and lead up to the Millstone Grit
series. A map was exhibited on which some of these generalisations were
shown.

5. A Brief Criticism of the Fauna of the Limestone Beds at Treak Cliff

and Peakshill, Castletofi, Derbyshire. By Henry Day, M.Sc.

The author put forward some observations on a collection of some three hundred
species of Carboniferous Limestone fossils from the localities Treak Cliff and
Peakshill, Castleton, and embracing about one hundred species of brachiopods and
corals. The beds at both places may be referred to the ' brachiopod beds

'

of Sibly (' Q.J.G.S. 1908'), and what are allocated by him to sub-zone D^

—

the Lonsdalia sub-zone. The present list of species presents some features of
considerable interest bearing on the value of certain types as zonal indices.

Reference is made to Vaughan's paper on the Bristol area, where it is indicated
that amongst the brachiopod groups confined to the Tournaisian in that area are
the following: Productus of. Martini; Leptena analoga; Schizophoria resu-
pinata ; Bhipidomella aff. Michelini ; Spiriferina octoplicata ; Syringothyris
cuspidata. Two of these, it is noted, Spiriferina octoplicata and SchizopJioria
resupinata, are sub-zonal indices, and each with its maximum in its sub-zone.
The list of Castleton forms from well up in D, now presented, includes all the
above-mentioned bracliiopod groups. Syringothyris cuspidata and Spiriferina
octoplicata are fairly abundant at both Treak Cliff and Peakshill, Schizophoria
resupinata is extremely abundant at both places, Leptena analoga is abundant,
whilst Productus cf. Martini and Rhipidomella Michelini are rare.

Passing to the coral fauna, the genus Zaphrentis appears in the Castleton
list, i.e., one of the two genera of corals confined to the Tournaisian in the
Bristol area and not extending into the Visean. The genus, though not very
abundant, is represented by several species. In addition, the genera Michelinia
and Amplexus, characteristic of the Upper Tournaisian of Bristol, but possibly
extending into the base of the Visean, are cited in the Castl 3ton list, Michelinia
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glomerata being fairly abundant at Peakshill, and Amplexus coralloides is found
at Treak Cliff, but is extremely rare.

These facts lead to a consideration as to how far the types mentioned are of
value in zonal determinations. If any one of them, as recorded from Castleton,
be regarded as representing exactly the same form as that recorded from the
Bristol area, then its value as one of a number of index fossils of a zone becomes
negligible. Examples are cited in the cases of Spiriferina octoplicata and
SchizopJioria resupinata. If the Castleton forms of D, horizon agree in identity
with the Bristol types of K, and Z, respectively, then these two types become
worthless as sub-zon<al indices. It was pointed out that, even allowing of the
rather unlikely possibility that in all the cases cited the Castleton specimens
represented mutational forms of the Bristol species, the real difficulty as to their
zonal value is not overcome, since the line of demarcation between mutations is

more or less arbitrary and there is still a considerable field of discussion as to
what constitutes a ' mutation.'

It appears probable that any system of zonal indices can be of local value
only, as for example in the application of the Bristol zonal indices within the
Bristol area, and cannot be of any general application.

6. Shift of the Western Shore-Line in England and Wales during the
Avonian Period. By Arthur Vaughan, M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S.

[The terms employed are merely explanatory and are not defended as the
best that could be chosen.]

Join Wales across St. George's Channel to Co. Wicklow so as to form an
iinbroken mass of land : this mass will be termed 'Wales.' The sea south of
this mass will be termed the ' S.W. Channel

'
; it is an. extended and modified

Severn Channel.
.Join Lakeland, Isle of Man, and Co. Down by a much indented shore-line :

this is the northern shore of what will be termed the ' N.W. Channel,' the
southern shore of which is the north coast of 'Wales.'

The shore-line under investigation may be considered at any period of the
Avonian to be that which delimits a broad central and projecting land-mass
('Wales'), and two more or less narrow branches of the sea {'N.W. Channel'
and ' S.W. Channel ') above and below.

Explanation of Map.

A pattern indicates the date of the earliest (or latest) deposit at a particular
point. In the 'N.W. Channel' the pattern indicates the date of the earliest
Avonian deposit at the place.

In the 'S.W. Channel' the pattern indicates the date of the latest Avonian
deposit at the place.

Hence, shore-lines (continuous patterned-lines) on the north coast of ' Wales '

indicate an adrance of the sea on to the land; whereas, on the south coast of
' Wales ' they indicate retreat of sea and expansion of land.

The Shore-lines at successive Zonal Dates.

[For zones and evidence, consult Report, Brit. Assoc, Winnipeg, Section C,
and the later research of several investigators.]

i8—Lower Tournaisian.
'N-W. Channel' scarcely, if at all, defined and confined to a shallow baym Ireland : ' Wales ' continues northwards in an unbroken mass.
'S.W. Channel' deeply deflected northward over Hereford to beyond Clee

Hill: the most extensive encroachment of the 'S.W. Channel' upon the
Wales mass during Avonian time.

C,—Top of Tournaisian.
The ' N.W. Channel

' was initiated and Lakeland girdled by its earliest
Avonian deposits.

• T'^^
deepest C, deposits (which much resembled those of Rush) accumulated

in the Chtheroe depression.
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The marginal Tournaisian round Lakeland is often quite thin (and resembles
that of Malahide).

[The sea did not cover the Ingleboro' area, N.W. of the faults. From the
probable position of the coast line it seems that the basal Avonian beds of the
T. of Man cannot be much l^ter than C. or 5 (and collections do not disprove
this suggestion).]
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8 —Basal Visean—(C, + Sj of old notation).

The ' N.W. Channel ' overspread a wide area, including the Yoredale
country N.W. of the Faults (Ingleboro'j &c.) and the whole of South Lanca-
shire; it commenced to climb the north coast of 'Wales,' reaching the neigh-
bourhood of Llangollen.

The ' S.W. Channel ' retreated from the Clee Hill embayment to such an
extent that the new shore-line ran just north of the Forest of Dean.

S—Middle Visean.
Deposition commenced in the ' N.W. Channel ' over the Midland Area of

Derbyshire, &c., and extended southward to Leicester (deduced from the shallow-
water indications of the basal dolomites).

D,D2—Upper Visean.

The ' N.W. Channel ' climbed further up the north coast of ' Wales ' so
that the shore-line ran straight from Anglesey, through Oswestry, to the Wrekin.

The ' S.W. Channel ' retreated still further southward, so that its shore-line
ran just north of Bristol and continued in a straight line to Pembroke.

Notes.

The ' Barrier,' which formed the land-crest between the two channels during
Visean time, had a dominant trend from Anglesey to Dudley ; it was never
submerged throughout the Avonian period, so that the S.W. Province was only
connected with the Northern and Midland Provinces round the Irish coast of
'Wales.'

The whole neck of land which contained the ' Barrier ' and separated the
two ' channels ' shifted steadily southward as Visean time proceeded, owing to
the advance of the sea on the north of ' Wales ' and its retreat on the south.

The remarkable similarity of the Visean sequence in the N.W. and S.W.
Provinces (compare Shap or Arnside with Bristol or Mendip) indicates free
communication of the two channels round the western or Irish front of ' Wales,"
aided by great similarity of the northern margins of the ' N.W.' and 'S.W.
Channels.'

The western or Irish coast of ' Wales ' probably shifted but little during
tire period, for just N. of Dublin (Rush, Malahide, &c.) the sea remained per-
sistently coastal (as shown- by the conglomerates, dolomites, &c.).

7. A Preliminary Note on the Glacial Geology of the Western Slopes of
the Southern Pennines. By Albert Jowett, D.Sc., F.G.S.

The area dealt with extends from Blackstone Edge southwards to the
southern extremity of the Pennines.

No striated surfaces of solid rock have been discovered at high levels, and
the two that have been recorded at Salford and Fallowfield serve only to indicate
a general movement from N.W. to S.E. For moi'e detailed information as to
the movements of the ice-sheet, the only evidence is that afforded by the dis-
tribution of the drift at high-levels and by the systems of drainage alcng the
edge of the ice. From this it may be inferred that the main directions of ice-
movement about the time of the maximum extension of the ice-sheet were
roughly towards the north-east in the Tame valley, the east in the Etherow
valley, and the south-east and south-south-east in the Goyt valley and further
south. These directions were much modified locally by the complicated con-
figuration of the sub-glacial surface.

The first barrier of hills met with on approaching the Pennines from the
South-Lancashire and Cheshire plain was almost everywhere overridden by ice,
which left definite deposits of drift with foreign rocks at altitudes up to
1,360 feet, and scattered erratic boulders up to 1,400 feet. As this foreign drift
penetrates further into the hills its maximum altitude falls steadily. It has
only been traced across the main Pennine divide at the broad col (1,100 feet
above O.D) south-east of Chapel-en-le-Frith.

Thick deposits of drift and big erratics are comparatively rarely met with
at the extreme limit of the foreign drift, towards which the erratics generally
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diminish in number and in size. Boulders of local rocks, often obviously

transported and uplifted beyond their parent outcrops, become relatively more
abundant towards the limit of the foreign drift, and generally form a spread of

drift extending beyond it and passing insensibly into the driftless area.

Great lakes vi^ere held up by the ice-barrier some time after it commenced
to retreat from the western slopes of the Pennines. During early stages in this

retreat the drainage from the lakes in and north of the Etiierow valley escaped

northwards, and ultimately passed through the Walsden gap into the Calder.

When the ice-barrier east of Manchester fell below 600 feet above O.D., this

drainage followed the course of that south of the Etherow valley and escaped

southwards.
The action of the ice-sheet with its associated streams of water, together

with the marginal water derived from melting ice and draining from the region

beyond the ice-sheet, assisted by the action of post-glacial streams, in depositing

the original drift, in cutting new channels through rock and drift, and in

resorting and redepositing the debris, seems quite sufficient to account for the

complicated superficial deposits in this area.

No evidence has been found of more than one period of glaeiation nor of

any local glacier system. There are, however, curious corrie- or cirque-like

features, e.g., on Shelf Moor, Glossop. Moreover, although the Pennines are

on the whole much lower north of the Etherow Basin than further south, the

overflow-channels of glacier-lakes can be found at higher altitudes in the former
than in the latter region. This is the reverse of what might be expected if

the higher ground were ice-free. It may be, therefore, that at and near the
time when the ice-sheet attained its maximum development, the snow-line
actually descended below the altitude of the higher Pennine hills, and, without
bringing about a definite local glaeiation, temporarily filled the higher hollows
with snow up to the general level of the ridge. Thus, instead of the margin of

the ice-sheet at that stage melting away rapidly, melting might be considerably
reduced and even temporarily suspended, and the ice-sheet reinforced by the
local snow-fall. Such conditions would tend to depress the limit of distribution
of erratics immediately west of the highest ground, but where an ice-stream
carrying erratics actually crossed the watershed, they might lead to the distri-

bution of those erratics further and more widely than otherwise might have
been possible.

8. Discussion on Radio-active Problems in Geology.

(a) Professor Sir E. Eutheefoed, F.R.S., opened the Discussion.

[b) Contribution to the Discussion on Radio-active Evidence of the Age of

the Earth. By Aethue Holmes, D.I.C, B.Sc.

The radio-active methods of measuring geological time have given result.s

which are consistent among themselves. The unavoidable discrepancies between
the periods based on helium-ratios and those calculated from corresponding
lead-ratios do not stand in need of reconciliation, and if they did the pleochroic-

halo method is there to bridge the gap. On account of the leakage of helium,
periods based on the accumulation of the latter are always smaller—invariably
less than half—than those implied by the accumulation of lead. Consequently,
the greatest age deduced from helium-ratios, 715,000,000 years for a sphene
from the Lower Pre-Cambrian rocks of Ontario, Canada, is not likely to be
more than half the true value. In keeping with this supposition, the greatest
age yet determined by the lead-ratio method amounts to 1,500,000,000 years,
this figure referring to zircons derived from the oldest granitic rocks of the
Pre-Cambrian platform of Mozambique.

Supporting this result are the lead-ratios of the well-known radioactive
minerals of the Middle Pre-Cambrian of Norway and Sweden. The ratios fall

into two well-marked groups, which indicate ages of 1,000,000,000 and
1,200,000,000 years respectively. The lower figure is of special value, not only
because of the consistent testimony of eleven minerals, but also because lead
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wliidi has been prepared from one of them has an atomic weight of 20606

(Houigschmid, 1914), a fact which ensures its radioactive origin.

Hitherto all time periods have been calculated on the assumption that the

radioactive ' constants ' of uranium and its daughter elements have not varied

with time. Keeping this in mind, we may, I think, tentatively accept some

period such as 1,500,000,000 yeai-e, as representing the time that has elapsed

since the crystallisation of the oldest plutonic rocks of the earth's crust. The
actual age of the earth must, of course, be greater even than this—on the assump-

tion specified—for wherever geological evidence is clear, the oldest plutonic rocks

are found to be intrusive into a pre-existing sedimentary or volcanic series.

Yet geological attempts to determine the age of the earth, founded on sedi-

mentation and salt accumulation, point to considerably lower figures, say

100,000,000 to 400,000,000 years. Certainly the data on which the geological

methods depend are of doubtful value ; and the assumption of uniformity which

underlies their interpretation is clearly far from being justified. Nevertheless,

although the geological results are thus discredited at their source, they make it

advisable to examine carefully the assumption of uniformity lying behind the

radioactive figures.

The third method of determining geological time, that based on the now
hypothetical cooling of the earth's ' crust,' would probably dissolve the contro-

versy, if it did not, unfortunately, precipitate a fresh one. The new difficulty is

that the traditional view of a surface originally molten, or practically so, is not

altogether regarded with favour in the light of the planetesLmal hypothesis.

However, ignoring .this for the moment, it is safe to say, with the existing

<listribution of uranium and thorium in the surface rocks, that our planet cannot

have cooled down to its present condition (from a stage when the temperature
near the surface was approximately 1,000° C.) in less than 1,600,000,000 or

1,700,000,000 years. These figures again imply that the rates of decay of the

radioactive parent elements have not varied during the earth's history.

As Professor Joly has suggested, the discrepancy between the numerical
results of the geological, and lead and helium methods would disappear, in favour
of the former, if it could be shown that the rate of decay of uranium had
decreased with the lapse of time. Eeconciliation would then be effected from
the fact that the present accumulation of lead in uranium minerals would have
required a shorter period of time than could have been possible on the assump-
tion of uniformity. However, an ec[ually certain deduction is that during any given
time in the past more heat of radioactive origin would have been generated
in the rocks than the amount calculated on the basis of uniformity. As a result,

the secular cooling of the earth would have been slowed down to such an extent
that it would be either reversed, or so prolonged that the age would become
ridiculously high. The only alternative to this reductio ad ahsurdum is to
conclude that the earth never has been molten at or near the surface.

Although belief in an all-time solid earth does not of itself invalidate the
highest figures based on lead-ratios and uniformity of decay, yet it is an assump-
tion that must be granted before acceptance of a lower figure for the age of the
earth becomes consistent. On the other hand, if geologists favour an earth
initially molten near the surface, then the low figures afforded by the accumula-
tion of salt and sediment must of necessity be rejected in favour of the higher
results afforded by the accumulation of lead generated at a constant rate.

It should be observed, in passing, that the lead-ratio, quite apart from the
age which it represents, is a factor of extreme value to the geologist. With its
help the great granite intrusions of the Archaean platforms in various parts of
the world may be correlated, and in other cases when suitable minerals are avail-
able for analysis, the period to which an igneous intrusion should be assigned
may be determined approximately, even though field evidence is totally lacking.

Professor Soddy has suggested that the final product of the thorium
series is probably an isotope of lead. This view is unsupported by mineralogical
evidence. However, while the lead-ratios of minerals rich in thorium may be
reliable, and may give ju.st the same result as that of a contemporaneous
uranmite, yet in the majority of examples they are remarkably variable. This
fact, and the evidence of atomic weights, indicate that thorium tends to be
accompanied by primary lead of the ordinary type, in much the same way,

1915.
J, J,
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perhaps, as zinc is commonly accompanied by cadmium. For these reasons I feel

that the lead-ratios of thorium minerals, notably those of the thorites and

thorianites of Ceylon, and the thorites of the Devonian pegmatites of southern

Norway, should be altogether rejected for our purpose.

At the present time, the radioactive problems wliich, for the geologist, are

in most urgent need of solution are concerned with the possible dependence of

the rate of decay of uranium on time, pressure, and temperature. In turn, the

geological problem now most likely to throw light on the correct interpretation

of lead-ratios is that of deciding whether or not the earth has ever been molten
at or near the surface.

(c) Coiiiribution to Discussion on Radio-active Problems.

By Professor F. Soddy, F.R.S.

Professor Soddy hoped that geologists would not be in any immediate hurry
to decide between the geological and radio-active estimates of the age of the
earth. Owing to the element of luieertainty about the initial stages of the
disintegration and the long periods involved there was a gTeat terra incognita,

and the new theory of isotopes made it necessary to take into account many
possibilities, some of them referred to by Professor Joly, not thought of a
couple of years ago. In addition there was always the possibility that thorium
might be a branch of the uranium family, in which case some of the argument.'!

that had been used entirely fell to the ground. While he saw no successful

method at pre.sent of altering the (/eneral order of the radio-active estimate,

he did not regard it as more than tentative, and there might well be unknown
factors still to be discovered sufficiently important to bring the two methods
into closer agreement.

9. Twinning in Metallic Crystals. By Professor 0. A. Edwards.

10. The liolatioi of th.c Direclions-Lmage of a Mineral in a Rock-Slice.

By J. W. Evans, D.Sc. LL.B.

The author discussed the different methods by which the interference figures

of a small mineral in a rock-slice may be kept distinct from those of adjoining

minerals. He recommended two. In one, which he believes to be new, a

diaphragm with a small aperture is placed below the condenser, which is lowered
till the image of the aperture appears in focus on the rock-slice. In some micro-

scopes the iris diaphragm provided for the Becke method of determining the

refractive index may be employed. In others it is too near the condenser. The
aperture should be sufficiently large to illuminate the maximum area of the

mineral under investigation, but no poi-tion of the others. The directions-image

may then be observed in any of the usual ways. Unless the condenser and
diaphragm revolve with the stage the aperture must be very carefully centred

with the axis of rotation.

The other method was proposed by Becke in 1895, but is very little known.
The diaphragm is placed in the focus of the eye-piece so as to shut out all

except the mineral selected. The Becke lens, or system of lenses resembling an
eye-piece, is placed above the eye-piece, when the directions-image of the mineral
will be seen without any admixture of light from its neighbours. This method
has the advantage that the diaphragm is less highly magnified at the time of

adjustment. When a rotating stage is employed, a very accurate centring of

the nose-piece of the microscope is required, so that the coincidence of the object
with the aperture may be maintained.

The common practice of placing a diaphragm for this purpose immediately
below the Bertrand lens rests on no scientific basis, and is not effective in

sliutting out the light of minerals other than that which is being studied.
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11. The Micro-Structure of Coal. By Dr. G. Hickling.

The author stated that his chief aim was to establish the thesis that coal

is essentially a ' replacement ' deposit, consisting of an originally peat-like mass
of vegetable debris, in which the substance of the component tissues has been
largely or wholly replaced by the liquid decomposition-products of other vegeta-

tion. This conclusion is primarily based on the examination of typical ' bitu-

minous ' coals, in which nearly the whole substance of the coal is transparent
and orange- or brown-coloured in good sections. In this material vegetable
structure is often shown, sometimes in surprising perfection, with the cell- walls
uncrushed. The cell-cavities in such tissues are filled with the same material
which forms the main mass of the coal, and since the amount of this material
must be .several times greater than the original (dehydrated) organic content of
the cell, there can be no doubt that it is material secondarily introduced.
Further, since it pervades extensive masses of tissue with the cell-walls intact,

there can be no cjuestion as to the conclusion that it was introduced as a fluid

penetrating the cell-membranes. The only visible differentiation in the .sub-

stance of such coal is that due to variation in depth of colour. In this way
'cell-walls' are distinguished from 'cell-contents,' but commonly, as the tissue
is followed in one direction or another, the differentiation of walls and contents
decreases and finally vanishes, whence the tissue merges in an apparently
structureless mass. It appears probable that nearly the whole of such a coal
consists of 'replaced tissues,' in only a small proportion of which there is

sufficient differentiation to render cellular structure visible.

The deptli of colour of the coal substance was shown to increase with
increasing carbon-percentage, as indicated by tlie streak, which varies from
pale brown in coals with 70 per cent, carbon to black in those with 95 per cent.

Hence it is increasingly difficult to prepare transparent sections as the carbon-
content rises. Cjreat variation, however, is found in the degree of uniformity
or otherwise of the coal-substance. Typical ' bituminous ' coals tend to be homo-
geneous, while cannels and canneloid coals are characterised by the association
of an opaque or very dark-coloured ' base '

( ? of high carbon-content) with
abundant pale-coloiu-ed bodies, usually spores or the ' algne ' of Bertrand and
Renault (? of low carbon-content).

The recognisable plant-structures present in coal include cortical tissues,

wood, leaves, isolated cuticles and spore-coats. Unbroken pieces of tissue of
considerable size are scarce, a minutely fragmentary condition being general.
The individual fragments are almost always lenticular, from the effect of com-
))ression combined with an always present flow-structure. No indication has
been found to show that high-carbon coals differ in original vegetable con-
stituents from low-carbon coals.

True woody tissues are commonly preserved as ' mother-of-coal,' in which
the lumen of the vessels is still empty or filled with secondary mineral matter,
the walls being converted into opaque material. No other type of tissue has
been certainly found to exhibit this type of preservation.

Evidence was bi'ought forward to show that, whatever may be the true
nature of the ' algae ' described by Bertrand and Renault in cannel and similar
coals, they cannot in all cases be regarded as spores, as some recent authors
have suggested.

12. On the Ecuiiuiiiir Mliirnil rroducts oj Diuiiandaiul , .S'.li'. Africa.

By Thomas Ceook.

13. Report on the Preparation of a List of Characteristic Fossils.

See Eeporls, p. 116.

14. Bepnrl on the Nnwenrlalnre of the Carboniferous, etc., Ttnelcs of
the Southern Hemisphere.—See Reports, p. 263.
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15. Report on the Preparation of a List of Stratigraphical Names.

See Eeports, p. 123.

16. Report on Critical ScrUons in Lower Palceo^oic Rocks of England

and Wales.—See Eeports, p. 117.

17. Report on the Old Red Sandstone Rocks of Kiltorcan, L-cland.

See Eeports, 117.
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SECTION D.—ZOOLOGY.

PilCSlDRNT OF THE SECTION : —PeOFES SOU E. A MiN'CHIN,
M.A., Hon. Ph.D., F.R.S.

WKDXESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The Presiilenfs Ai.ldfe.'^s was read in liis absence, as fallows :—

The Evolution of Uie Cell.

When addressing an audience of biologists it would be superfluous to insist

upon the importance of the study of the cell and its activities. It is now-
recognised almost universally that the minute corpuscles known by the some-
what unsuitable term ' cells ' are the vital units of which the bodies of animals
and plants are built up, and that all distinctive vital processes—metabolism,
growth and reproduction, sexual phenomena and heredity—reduce themselves
ultimately to activities taking place in, and carried on by, the individual
cells which build up the body as a whole. Each cell must be regarded as
a living, individual organism which, however much it may be specialised
for some particular function or form of vital activity, is capable of main-
taining its life and existence in a suitable environment by carrying on all

the necessary processes of metabolism which are tre essential and distinctive
characteristics of living beings. In the case of cells composing the complex
body of the higher animals and plants the cells are mutually interdependent,
and, with the exception of the mature germ-cells, cannot maintain their exist-

ence apart from their fellows ; that is to say, the only natural i environment
suitable for their continued existence is the complex body or cell-commonwealth
of which they form an integral part. But in the simplest forms of life the whole
body of the living individual may reach no higher degree of complexity than
the single cell, which is then seen as an organism physiologically complete in
every respect, living a free and independent life in Nature and competing
with other organisms of all kinds, simple or complex, in the universal struggle
for existence amongst living beings. This statement of the ' cell-theory ' is

that with which, I believe, the majority of modern biologists would agree;
not without, however, some dissentients, amongst whom I personally am not to
be numbered.^

The fundamental importance of the cell as a complete living organism,
whether maintaining itself singly and independently or in union with other
similar but individually specialised units, has made it the object of intensive
and concentrated study, not only by those who group themselves according to
their special points of view as zoologists, botanists, physiologists, &c., but also
by a class of investigators who take the cell itself as the subject of a branch

* It is not necessary to do more than refer here to the investigations that
have been carried on in recent years with regard to the viability and multiplica-
tion of tissue-cells removed from the body in artificial culture-media. These
experiments afford strong support to the view that the cell is to be regarded
primarily a6 an independent living organism.

* See Appendix A.
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of biological investigation termed cytology, which deals with cells in a general

manner independently of their provenance, whether animal or vegetable.

Some knowledge of the cell and its activities is necessary at the present time

for every one "concerned with the study of living things, whether that study

is pursued for its own sake and with disinterested objects, or with the

intention of applying scientific principles to practical aims, as in medicine or

aoriculture. One might have expected, therefore, that at least some elementary

understanding of the nature and significance of the cell, and the importance

of cellular activities in the study of life and living things, would have formed

at the present time an indispensable part of the stock of knowledge acquired

by all intelligent persons who are ranked as ' educated ' in popular estimation.

Unfortunately this is so far from being the case that it is practically impossible,

in this country at least, to find anyone amongst the educated classes to whom
the words ' cell ' and ' cytology ' convey any meaning at all, except amongst

those who have interested themselves specially in some branch of biology.

Consequently, any discussion concerning the cell, although it may deal with the

most elementary processes of life and the fmidamental activities and peculiari-

ties of living beings, ranks in popular estimation as dealing with some abstruse

and recondite subject quite remote from ordinary life and of interest only to

biological specialists. It must, however, be pointed out that the general state

of ignorance concerning these matters is doubtless in great part due to the fact

that" an objective acquaintance with cells cannot be obtained without the use of

expensive and delicate optical in.struments.

I propose in this address to deal with an aspect of cytology which appears

to me not to have received as yet the attention which it deserves, namely, the

evolution of the cell itself and of its complex organisation as revealed by the

investigation of cytologisls. Up to the present time the labours of professed

cytologtsts have been directed almost entirely towards the study of the cell

in its most perfect form as it occurs in the Metazoa and the higher plants.

Many cytologists appear indeed to regard the cell, as they know it in the

Metazoa and Metaphyta, as the beginning of all things, the primordial unit

in the evolution of living beings. 3 For my part I would as soon postulate the

special creation of man as believe that the Metazoan cell, with its elaborate

organisation and its extraordinarily perfected method of nuclear division by

karyokinesis, represents the starting-point of the evolution of life. So long,

however, as the attention of c>i,ologists is confined to the study of the cells

building up the bodies of the higher animals and plants, they are not brought

face to face -with the stages of evolution of the cell, but are confronted only

with the cell as a finished and perfected product of evolution, that is to say,

with cells which, although they may show infinite variation in subordinate

points of structure and activity, are nevertheless so fundamentally of one type

that their plan of structure and mode of reproduction by division can be

described in general terms once and for all in the first chapter of a biological

text-book or in the opening lecture of a course of elementary biology.

One of the most striking features of the general trend of biological investi-

gation during the last two decades has been the attention paid to the Protista,

that vast assemblage of living beings invisible, with few exceptions, to the

unassisted human vision and in some cases minute beyond the range of the

most powerful microscopes of to-day. The study of the Protista has received

in recent years a great stimulus from the discovery of the importance of some

of the parasitic forms as invaders of the bodies of men and animals and causers

of diseases often of a deadly nature; it has, however, yielded at the same

time results of the utmost importance for general scientific knowledge and

theory. The morphological characteristic of the Protista, speaking generally,

is that the body of the individual does not attain to a higher degree of

' For example, my friend Dr. C. E. Walker, in an article in Science Progress

(vol. vii. p. 639), after stating that 'The unit of living matter, so far as

we know, is the cell,' proceeds to deal with 'that form in which it is found

in the multicellular and the majority of unicellular organisms, both animal

and vegetable ' and then describes the typical cell of the cytologist, with

nucleus, cytoplasm, centroaome, chrondriosomes, and reproduction with fully

developed karyokinesis.
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organisation than that of the single ceU. The exploitation, if I may Tise the

term, of the Protista, though still in its initial stages, has already shown that

it is amongst these organisms that we have to seek for the forms which indicate

the evolution of the cell, Iwth those linos of descent which lead on to the cell

as seen in the Metazoa and jNletaphyta, as well as other lines leading in direc-

tions altogether divergent from the typical cell of the text-book. We find in

the Protista every possible (tondition of structural differentiation and elabora-

tion, from cells as highly organised as those of IMetazoa or even, in some
cases, much more so, back to iypes of structure to which the term cell can only
be applied by stretching its meaning to the breaking-point. Already one
generalisation of cytologists has been torpedoed by the study of the Protista.

The dictum ' Omnis nucleus e nucleo ' is perfectly valid as long as it is

restricted to the cells of Metazoa and Metaphyta, to the material, that is to

say, to which the professed cytologist usually confines his observations.* But
in the Protista it is now well established that nuclei can arise dc novo, not
from pre-existing nuclei but from the extranuclear chromatin for which
Hertvi-ig first coined the term 'chromidia.'

It is clear, therefore, that the results already gained from the study of the
Protista have brought about a new situation which must be faced frankly and
boldly. It is impossible any longer to regard the cell as seen in the Metazoa
and as defined in the text-books as the starting-point of organic evolution. It
must be recognised that this type of cell has a long history of evolution behind
it, which must be traced out, so far as the data permit. The construction of
phylogenies and evolutionary series is of course purelj^ speculative, since these
theories relate to events which have taken place in a remote past, and which can
only be inferred dimly and vaguely from such fragments of wreckage as are to

be found stranded on the sands of the time in which we live. Many
important stages of evolution may be totally submerged and no longer available

for study and consideration. The extent to which such speculations will carry
conviction to a reasonable mind will depend entirely on the stores of data that
can be collected and which must be the last appeal for the cogency of all argu-
ments and judgments. The study of the Protista is as yet in its infancy;
groups have been recognised and have received ponderous designations although
their very existence is yet in doubt, as in the case of the so-called Chlamydozoa

;

and our knowledge of the affinities and mutual relationships of the groups is still

very imperfect. All attempts, therefore, to trace the evolution of the Protista
must be considered as purely tentative at present. If I venture upon any such
attempt, it is to be regarded as indicating a firm belief on my part that the
evolution of the cell has taken place amongst the Protista, and that its stages
can be traced there, rather than as a dogmatic statement that the evolution has
taken place in just the manner which seems to me most probable. When we
reflect on the irreconcilable differences of opinion amongst zoologists with regard
to the origin and ancestry of vertebrates, for example, we may well be cautious
in accepting pedigrees in Protista.

Before, however, I can proceed to deal with my main subject, it is abso-
lutely necessary that I should define clearly the sense in which I propose to use
certain terms, more especially the words 'cell,' 'nucleus,' 'chromatin,' 'proto-
plasm,' and ' cytoplasm.' Unless I do so my position is certain to be mis-

understood, as, indeed, it has been already by some of my critics.

The term cell was applied originally by botanists to the single chambers or

units of the honeycombed structure seen in the tissues of plants. The applica-

tion of the term to such structures is perfectly natural and intelligible, since

each such cell in its typical form is actually a closed space limited by firm

* Vejdovsky {Zitm Prohlem der Vererhwnqsfraqer, Prag, 19111912, p. 120)

has already maintained, for the cells of Metazoa, that Fleming's aphorism
' Omnis nucleus e nucleo ' should be changed to ' Omnis nucleus e chromoso-
matis ' [sic], on the ground that the nucleus, as such, is not an original cell-

component ' but is produced secondarily from the chromosomes of the mother-
cell.' If this is true, there is but little difference in detail, and none in

principle, between the formation of ' secondary ' nuclei from chromidia and
the reconstruction of a daughter-nucleus from chromosomes in the most perfected
form of karyokinesis.
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walls, and containing a relatively large quantity of fluid cell-sap and a small

quantity of the slimy protoplasmic substance. When these structures were first

discovered, the limiting membrane or wall of the cell was regarded as essential,

and less importance was attached to its contents. With increased knowledge,

however, and especially when animal tissues came to be studied, it became
apparent that the cell-wall, like the fluid cell-sap, was a secondary product, and
that the essential and primary part of the cell was the viscid protoplasmic sub-

stance, in which a peculiar body, the ' nucleus ' or kernel, was found to be uni-

versally present. Consequently the application and meaning of the term cell had
to undergo an entire change, and it was defined as a small mass or corpuscle of

the living substance, protoplasm, containing at least one nucleus. To these

essential constituents other structures, such as a limiting membrane or cell-

wall, and internal spaces—vacuoles—filled with watery fluid, might be added
as products of the secretory or formative activity of the living substance;

but such structures were no longer regarded as essential to the definition of the

cell, since in many cases they are not present. It is to be regretted in some
respects that with this changed point of view the term ' cell,' used originally

under a misapprehension, was not replaced by some other term of which
the ordinary significance would have been more applicable to the body denoted

by it."

The chief point that I wish to establish, however, is that the term cell was
applied originally to the protoplasmic corpuscles building up the bodies of the

Metazoa and Metaphyta, each such corpuscle consisting of a minute indi-

vidualised mass of the living substance and containing a nucleus. Hence a

complete cell is made up of two principal parts or regions, the nucleus and the

remainder of the protoplasmic body, termed the cytoplasm. By some authors

the term protoplasm is restricted to the cytoplasmic portion of the cell, and proto-

plasm is then contrasted with nucleus ; but it is more convenient to consider

the whole cell as composed of protoplasm divided into two regions, nucleus and
cytoplasm.

We come now to the consideration of the body termed the nucleus, which
undoubtedly possesses an importance in the life and functions of the cell far

greater than would be inferred from the name given to it. A nucleus, as seen

in its typical form, has a limiting membrane enclosing a framework composed
of a substance termed ' linin.' The framework has the form of a network,

which is probably to be interpreted, primitively at least, as the optical expres-

sion of an alveolar structure similar to that seen also in the cyioplasm, but of

coarser texture, and the apparent ' threads ' of the linin-framework may then

he the optical sections of the partitions between neighbouring alveoli. Such an

interpretation does not exclude the possibility of the formation of real thread.'?

or fibres in the framework in certain cases or during particular periods of

nuclear activity
;
just as fibrous structures may arise in the alveolar cytoplasm

also. The cavities of the framework contain a watery fluid or nuclear sap,

probably of the same nature as the fluid enchylema or cell-sap contained in the

alveolar framework of the cytoplasm. At the nodes of the alveolar framework
are lodged grains or masses of chromatin, a substance which must engage our

most particular attention, since it is the essential constituent of the nucleus,

universally present in all nuclei, whether of the simplest or of the most complex

types. In addition to the chromatin-grains, which are distributed in various

ways over the linin-framework, there are to be found usually one or more
masses termed nucleoli, composed of a material which differs from chromatin in

its reactions and has been termed plastin.

In the foregoing paragraph I have described in general terms the typical

nucleus of the text-books, as foiuid commonly in the cells that build up the

bodies of ordinary animals and plants. The minutife of the details of structure

and arrangement of the constituent parts may vary infinitely, but the type

remains fairly constant. When we come, however, to the nuclei of the Pro-

tista, such pronounced modifications and variations of the type are met with

" 'Nothing could be less appropriate than to call such a body a "cell";

yet the word has become so firmly established that every effort to replace it by
a better has failed, and it probably must be accepted as part of the established

nomenclature of science.'—P]. B. Wilson, The Cell, p. 19.
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that a description in general terms is no longer possible. I shall deal with some
of these types later in my attempts to reconstruct the evolution and phylogeny
of the cell. I will draw attention now only to a few salient points. In the
Protist cell the chromatin is not necessarily confined to the nucleus, but may
occur also as extranuclear grains and fragments termed chromidia, scattered
through the protoplasmic body; and the chromatin may be found only in the
chromidial condition, a definite nucleus being temporarily or permanently
absent. Further, when a true nucleus is present in the Protist body, it seldom
contains a nucleolus of the same type as that seen in the nuclei of tissue-cells,

that is to say, a mass of pure plastin, but in its place is found usually a
conspicuous body which shows reactions agreeing more or less closely with those
of chromatin and which consists of a plastin-basis more or less densely impreg-
nated with chromatin. Such a body is termed a karyosome (or chromatin-
nucleolus) to distinguish it from the true nucleoli (plastin-nucleoli) characteris-
tic of tissue-cells. According as the plastin or the chromatin predominates in
the composition of a karyosome, its reactions may resemble more nearly those
of a true nucleolus in the one case, or those of chromatin in the other. The so-

called karyosomatic type of nucleus is very common in the Protista, but by no
means of invariable occurrence; in many cases the nucleus consists of a clxmip
of small grains of chromatin, with no distinct karyosome, or with a karyosome
which consists mainly of plastin. Thus two extreme types of nuclear structure
can be distinguished and may be termed provisionally the karyosomatic type
and the granular type, ignoring for the sake of convenience in nomenclature
the types of structure transitional between the two; as, for example, types in

which a distinct karyosome is seen together with more or fewer peripherally
arranged grains of chromatin.

In either the karyosomatic or the granular type of Protist nucleus we may
find great simplification of the complex type of nuclear structure seen in the
tissue-cells of animals and plants. Thus in the first place a distinct nuclear
membrane may be entirely absent and the chromatin>-elements, whether occur-

ring in the form of a compact karyosome or of a clump of grains, are lodged
simply in a vacuole in the cytoplasm, that is to say in a cavity containing a
watery fluid of nuclear sap ini which the mass or masses of chromatin are sus-

pended. It is a moot point, to which I shall return again, whether in nuclei

of this simple type the linin-framework may sometimes be absent altogether,
or whether it is invariably present in at least a rudimentary form, appearing
as delicate threads (in optical section) extending from the chromatin-masses
to the limiting wall of the nuclear vacuole, or between the grains of chromatin
themselves. When such a framework can be detected, the nucleus acquires the
appearance, in preserved preparations at least, of possessing a definite structure
and is often termed a resting nucleus ; many observations have shown, how-
ever, that the nucleus during life is undergoing continual internal movements
and re-arrangements of its parts and is by no means at rest. The linin-frame-
work cannot, therefore, be regarded in any way as a rigid skeleton, but must
be interpreted as an alveolar framework similar to that of the general protoplasm
and equally liable to movement, displacement, and change.

From this survey, necessarily most brief and superficial, of the manner in
which the nuclei of Protists may vary from the type of nucleus described in
the text-books, it is at once evident that the essential part of the nucleus is

the chromatin, and that the other structural constituents of the nucleus, namely,
membrane, framework, and plastin or nucleolar bodies, are to be regarded as
accessory components built up round, or added to, the primary nuclear material,
the chromatin Even with regard to the nuclei of Metazoa it is maintained
by Vejdovsky that at each cell-generation the entire nucleus of the daughter-
cell is produced from the chromosomes alone of the mother cell.' The simplest
body which can be recognised as a nucleus, distinct from the chromidia scat-

' Walker, on the other hand, considers that 'it seems quite possible that
the chromatin is merely a seci-etion of the linin.' (Science Proyrcsa, vol. vii.

P- 641.) I doubt whether there are many cytologist.'? who would admit this
possibility, and I think that very few protistologista would assent to any
such notion, since in the nuclei of Protista the linin-framcwovk is in many cases
very little in evidence, if present at alt.
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tered without order or arrangement throughout the protoplasmic body, is a

mass of chromatin or a clump of chromatin-grains supported on a framework

and lodged in a special vacuole in the cytoplasm. The complexity seen in the

most perfect type of nucleus takes origin by progressive elaborations of, and

additions to, a structure of this simple and primitive type.

This brings me to a point which I wish to emphasise most strongly, namely,

that the conception of a true cell-nucleus is essentially a structural conception.

A nucleus i.s not merely an aggregation of chromatin ; it is not simply a central

core of some chemical substance or material differing in nature from the

remainder of the protoplasm. As Dobell has well expressed it, a pound of

chromatin would not make a rucleus. The concepts ' nucleus ' and ' chromatin
'

differ as do those of 'table' and 'woo<l.' Although chromatin is the one

universal and necessary constituent entering into the composition of the cell-

nucleus, a simple mass of chromatin is not a nucleus.' A true nucleus is a

cell-organ, of greater or less structural complexity, which has been elaborated

progressively in the course of the evolution of the cell ; it is as much an organ

of the cell as the brain is an organ of the human body. As a definite cell-

organ, it performs in the life and economy of the cell definite functions, which

it is the province of the cytologist to observe and to study, and if possible

to elucidate and explain. As an organ of the cell, however, it has no homo-

logue or analogue in the body of the multicellular animals or plants ; there is

no organ of the human body, taken as a whole, similar or comparable to the

nucleus of the cell. Consequently, in studying the functions of the nucleus

the human cytologist finds himself in the same difficult position that an intelli-

gent living being lacking the sense of sight would be when trying to discover

the function of visual organs in other organisms possessing that sense. There

is no organ of known and understood functions with which the cytologist can

compare the cell-nucleus directly.

The foregoing brief consideration of the nucleus leads me now to discuss in

more detail the nature and properties of the essential nuclear substance, the

so-called chromatin. To define, or characterise adequately, this substance is a

difficult task. The name chromatin is derived from the fact that this sub-

stance has a peculiar affinity for certain dyes or stains, .so that when a cell is

treated with the appropriate colouring reagents—with so-called nuclear stains

—the chromatin in the nucleus stands out sharply, by reason of being coloured

in a different manner from the rest of the cell. In consequence, the state-

ment is frequently made, in a loose manner and without reflection, that

chromatin is recognised by its staining reactionrs, but in reality this is far from
being true. When a preparation of an ordinary cell is made by the methods
of technique commonly in use, the chromatin rs recognised and identified by
its position in a definite body with characteristic structure and relations to the

cell as a whole, namely the nucleus, and this is equally true whether the

chromatin has been stained or not. When the cell has been stained with one

of the dyes ordinarily in use for colouring the chromatin, there are often seen

in the cytoplasm grains that are coloured in exactly the same manner as the

chromatin-grains lodged in the nucleus. Is an extranuclear grain which stains

like chromatin to be identified, ipso facto, as chromatin? By no means; it

may or it may not be chromatin. Simple inspection of a stained preparation

is altogether inadequate to determine whether such a body is or is not

chromatin. Any so-called chromatin-stain colours many bodies which may occur

in a cell besides tiie chromatin, and it may be necessary to try a great many

' Professor Armstrong writes :
' Every organism must possess some kind of

nucleus, visible or invisible ; some formative centre round which the various

templates assemble that are active in directing the growth of the organism.'
{Srirncfi Prof/rcx.i, vol. vii. p. 328.) I need hardly point out that a chemi<al
nuileu.s of this kind is not in the least what the biologist or cytologist means
by the term cell-nucleus. Tlie one is a subjective postulate necessary for the

comprehension of the activities of any speck of living matter or any portion,

liowever minute, of a living organism ; the other is a concrete structure, known
to us by actual observation, and as much an integral part of the true cell,

considered as a definite type of organism, as a backbone or its morphological
cquivnlcnt is essential to the definition of a true vertebrate.
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different stains before a combinationi is found which will differentiate a given

cytoplasmic enclosure from a true chromatin-grain by its colour-reactions.

The so-called volutin-grains, for example, which are found commonly in the

cytoplasDi of many Protists, ai-e identified by the fact tiiat thoy have a.

stroniger affinity for ' chromatiii-stains ' than chromatin itself.

When, moreover, chromatin is compared with regard to its staining-reactions,

both in different organisms, and in the same organism at different times, it

is found to react very differently to one and the same stain. A striking

example of this capriciousness is seen when a preserved film is made of the

blood of some vertebrate which has nucleated blood-corpuscles, such as a bird

or fish, and which contains also parasitic trypanosomes. It is easy to stain

the nuclei of the blood-corpuscles with various stains, as for example carmine-

stains such as picro-carmine or alum-carmine, which will not colour the nuclei

of the trypanosomes in the slightest. Moreover, every cytologist knows that

the ' chromaticity ' of the chromatin varies enormously in different phases of

the nuclear cycle of generation ; it is often difficult to stain the chromatin

in the ' resting ' nucleus, but the first sign of impending nuclear division is a

marked inci-ease in the staining powers of the chromatin. There is no dye
known which can be relied upon to stain chromatin always, or wherever it

occurs. Methyl-green has been claimed to be the most reliable and certain

of nuclear stains, but R. Hertwig, in his classical researches upon Actino-

sphccrium, showed that it sometimes fails to stain chromatin. It is perfectly

conceivable that there might be varieties of cliromatin which could not be

stained by any dye whatsoever.
I have felt bound to insist strongly upon the inadequacy of staining-methods

for the detection and identification of chromatin, well known though these

facts are to every cytologist, because here also I note a tendency amongst
biological chemists to regard staining-properties as the sole criterion of

chromatin. In reality such properties are of entirely secondary importance.
To use the terminology of formal logic, staining-properties are an ' accident,'

though it may be an 'inseparable accident,' of chromatin, not a 'difference'
which can be used to frame a logical definition, fer genus et difftrentias, of

this substance. If chromatin were nothing more than ' stainable substance,'

as Professor Armstrong terms it,* some of the most important results of

cytological investig;ation would be deprived of all real significance and reduced
to the merest futilities.

What then is the true criterion of the chromatin-substance of living

organisms ? From the chemical point of view the essential substance of the
cell-nucleus would appear to be characterised by a complexity of molecular
structure far exceeding that of any other proteins, as well as by certain definite

peculiarities. Especially characteristic of chromatin is its richness in

phosphorus-compounds, and it stands apart also from other cell-elements in
its solvent reactions, for example, resistance to peptic digestion. E. B. Wilson,
in his well-known treatise, has emphasised the 'cardinal fact . . . that there
is a definite and constant contrast between nucleus and cytoplasm.' The
outstanding feature of the nucleus is the constant presence in abundance of
nuclein and nucleonroteins. Nuclein, which is probably identical with chro-
matin, is a complex albuminoid substance rich in phosphorus. It is the
phosphorus-content of chromatin that is its most characteristic chemical
peculiarity as contrasted with the cytoplasm. How far these features are
common, however, to all samples of chromatin in all types of living organisms
universally, cannot, I think, be stated definitely at present ; at any rate, it is

not feasible for a cytologist of these days to identify a granule in a living
organism or cell as chromatin solely by its chemical reactions, although it is

quite possible that at some future time purely chemical tests will be decisive
upon this point—a consummation devoutly to be wished.

The only criterion of chromatin that is convincing to the present-day
biologist is the test of its behaviour, that is to say, its relations to the life,

activity, and development of the organism. I may best express my meaning
by objective examples. If I make a preparation of Arcella vulgaris by suitable

methods, I see the two conspicuous nuclei and also a ring of granules lying

• Science Progress, vol. vii. p. 327.
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in the cytoplasm, stained in the same mamier as the chromatin of the nuclei.

Are these extranuclear granules to be regarded also as chromatin ? Yes, most

decidedly, because many laborious and detailed investigations have shown that

from this ring of granules in Arcella nuclei can arise, usually termed
' secondary ' nuclei for no other reason than that they arise de novo from the

extranuclear chromatin and quite independently of the ' primary ' nuclei.

The secondary nuclei are, however, true nuclei in every respect, as shown

by their structure, behaviour, and relations to the life-history of the organism

;

they may fuse as nuclei of gametes (pronuclei) in the sexual act and they

become, with or without such fusion, the primary nuclei of future generations

of Arcella; they then divide by karyokinesis when the organism reproduces

itself in the ordinary way by fission, and are replaced in their turn by new
secondary nuclei at certain crises in the life-history. In view of these facts

it can be asserted without hesitation that the ring of staining granules in

Arcella is composed of, or at least contains, true chromatin-grains, extranuclear

chromatin for which R. Hertwig's term chromidia is now used universally.

It is interesting to note that until the life-history of Arcella was studied in

recent times the conspicuous ring of chromidia was generally overlooked and

is not shown in some of the older pictures of the organism.

If, on the other hand, I make a preparation of some unidentified amceb.i

occurring casually in pond-water or in an infusion, and find in its cytoplasm

certain grains staining in same mamier as the chromatin of the nucleus, it is

quite impossible, without a knowledge of the life-history of the organism, to

assert definitely that the grains in question are or are not true chromidia.

They might equally well turn out to be volutin or any other substance that

has an affinity for the particular chromatin -stains used in making the

preparation.

The fact that at the present time the only decisive criterion of what is

or is not chromatin is supplied only by its behaviour in the life-history and its

relation to the organism, makes it much easier to identify the chromatin in

some cases than in others. In those Protista or cells wliich contain, during
the whole or a part of the life-history, one or more true nuclei, recognisable

as such unmistakably by their structure and their characteristic relations to

the reproductive and sexual phenomena of the organism, the chromatin can
be identified with certainty. If chromidia occur in the cell-body in addition
to true nuclei, or even if the nuclei are temporarily ^absent during certain

crises of the life-history and the chromatin occurs then only in the form of

chromidia, there is still no difficulty in identifying the scattered chromatin-
grains by the fact that they contribute, soon or later, to the formation of

nuclei.

On the other hand, in the simplest Protist organisms which do not contain
definite, compact nuclei recognisable by their structure and behaviour, the
identification of the chromatin may become correspondingly difficult. In the
absence of defitiite chemical criteria the term chromatin acquires then a

greater or less degree of vagueness and uncertainty of application, and it is

not easy to avoid a tendency to a pefitio princijni in attempting to define or
identify it. To a large extent we are thrown back upon the staining-
reactions, which I have already shown to be very unreliable, backed up by
analogies with those forms which possess definite nuclei. Since in the cells of
all animals and plants, and in all Protista which possess a true nucleus, the
chromatin is the one constituent which is invariably present, as I shall point
out in more detail subsequently, there is at least a strong presumption, though
not of course amounting to absolute proof, that it is present, or at least is

represented by some similar and genetically homologous constituents, in the
forms of simpler structure also. If then in Protista of primitive type we
find certain grains which exhibit the characteristic staining-reactions of
chromatin to be constantly present in the organism, grains which grow and
divide as a preliminary to the organism multiplying by fission and which are
partitioned amongst the daughter-organisms during the process of fission, so
that each daughter-individual reproduces the structure of the parent-form
from -which it arose; then there is very strong prima facie evidence, to say
the least, for regarding such grains ae homologous with the chromatin-grains of
ordinary cells.
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Having now defined or explained, as well as I am able, the terms of which

I am about to make use, I return to my main theme, the cell and its evolution.

To summarise the points already discussed, a typical cell ie a mass of proto-

plasm differentiated into two principal parts or regions, the cytoplasm and

the nucleus, or, it may be, two or more nuclei. The cytoplasm may or may

not contain chromatin-grains in addition to other enclosures, and may possess

cell-organs of various kinds. The nucleus, highly variable in minute structure,

possesses one invariable constituent, the chromatin-material in the form of

grams and masses of various sizes.

The cell, therefore, in its complete and typical form, is an organism

of very considerable complexity of structure and multiplicity of parts. The

truth of this proposition is sufficiently obvious even from simple inspection of

the structural details revealed by the microscope in cells in the so-called

' resting condition,' but still more so from a study of their activities and

functions. The vital processes exhibited by the cell indicate a complexity of

organisation and a minuteness in the details of its mechanism which transcend

our comprehension and baffle the human imagination, to the same extent as do

the immensities of the stellar universe. If such language seems hyperbolic, it

is but necessary to reflect on some of the established discoveries of cytology,

such as the extraordinary degree of complication! attained in the process of

division of the nucleus by karyokinesis, or the bewildering series of events

that take place in the nuclei of germ-cells in the processes of maturation and

fertilisation. Such examples of cell-activity give us, as it were, a glimpse into

the workshop of life and teach us that the subtlety and intricacy of the cell-

microcosm can scarcely be exaggerated.
On the assumption that an organism so complex and potent was not

created suddenly, perfect and complete as it stands, but arose, like all other

organisms, by progressive evolution and elaboration of some simpler form and
type of structure, it is legitimate to inquire which of the various parts of the

cell are the older and more primitive and which are more recent acquisitions

in the course of evolution. But it must be clearly pointed out. to start with,

that the problem posed in such an inquiry is perfectly distinct from, and
independent of, another point which has often been discussed at length, namely,
the question whether any parts of the cell, and if so which parts, are to be

regarded as ' living ' or ' active ' in distinction to other parts which are to be
regarded as 'not-living' or 'passive.' This discussion, in my opinion, is a

perfectly futile one, of which I intend to steer clear.

We may agree that in any given cell or living organism, simple or complex
in structure, all the parts are equally 'living' and equally indispensable for

the maintenance of life, or at least for the continuance of the vital functions

in the normal, specific manner, without losing the right to inquire which of

those parts are the phylogenetically older. A simple analogy will serve to

point my meaning. A man could not continue to live for long if deprived
either of his brain, his digestive tract, his lungs, his heart, or his kidneys,
and each of these organs is both ' living ' in itself and at the same time an
integral part of the entire organisation of the human body; yet no one would
think of forbidding comparative anatomists to discuss, from the data at their

command, which of these organs appeared earlier, and which later, in the
evolution of the phylum Vertebrata. Moreover, speculative though such dis-
cussions must necessarily be, there is no one possessing even a first-year

student's knowledge of the facts who would controvert the statement that the
digestive tract of man is phylogenetically older than the lung. Speculative
conclusions are not always those that carry the least conviction.

The evolution of the cell may be discussed as a morphological problem of
the same order as that of the phylogeny of any other class or phylum of living
beings, and by the same methods of inquiry. In the first place there is the
comparative method, whereby different types of cell-structure can be compared
with one aiiotlier and with organisms in which the cell-structure is imperfectly
developed, in order to determine what parts are invariable and essential an<l
wh.Tt are sporadic in occurrence and of secondary importance, and if possible
to arrange the various structural types in one or more evolutionary series.
Secondly there is the developmental or ontogenetic method, the study of the
mode and setjuence of the formation of the parts of the cell as they come into
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existence during the life-liistory of the organism. Both these methods, which

are founded mainly on observation, require to be checked and controlled by

the experimental methods of investigating both the functions and behaviour

of the organism and of its parts.

So long as cytologists limit their studies to the cells building up the tissues

of the higher animals and plants, the comparative method has a correspondingly

limited scope, and that of the ontogenetic method is even more restricted.

Both methods receive at once, however, an enormously extended range when
the Protista are taken into consideration. Then, moreover, we see the dawning
possibility of another method of investigation, that, namely, of the chemical

evolution of the organisms. Already some of the simpler Protista, the

Bacteria, are characterised and classified largely by their chemical activities

;

but in more complex organisms, in those which have attained complete cell-

structure, such as Protozoa, the data of chemistry do not as yet supply the

evolutionist with a helpful method of investigation.

The problem of cell-evolution may be attacked by the help of the methods
outlined in the foregoing remarks, beginning with the consideration of the

primary structural differentiation of the typical cell, the distinction of nucleus,

or rather chromatin, and cytoplasm. Since all cells known to us exhibit this

differentiation, we have three possibilities as regards the manner in which it

has come about, which may be summarised briefly as follows : either the

cytoplasmic and thromatinic constituents of the cell have arisen as diffei-entiations

of some primitive substance, which was neither the one nor the other; or one
of these two substances is a derivative of the other, in the course of evolution,

cither cytoplasm of chromatin, or chromatin of cytoplasm.

The idea of a primitive, inidifferentiated protoplasmic substance was first

]5ut forward by Haeckel, who employed for it the term ' plasson ' invented
by Van Beneden ' to denote ' la substance constitutive du corps des Moneres et

des cytodes ... la substance formative par excellence.' The simplest ele-

mentary organisms were not cells, but cytodes, ' living independent beings
which consist entirely of a particle of plasson ; their quite homogeneous or
uniform body con.'^ists of an albuminous substance which is not yet differenti-

ated into karyoplasm and cytoplasm, but possesses the properties of both
(ombined.''° It is empha.si.sed n that a sharp distinction must be drawn
between protoplasm and plasson, the latter being a homogeneous albuminous
formative substance (' Bildungsstoff ') corresponding to the ' Urschleim ' of
the older Nature-philosophy.

Haeckel, as was usual with him, did not content himself with putting
forward his ideas as abstract speculations, but sought to provide them with a
concrete and objective foundation by professing to have discovered, and
describing in detail, living and existing organisms which were stated to remain
permanently in the condition of cytodes. In consequence, a purely speculative
notion was permitted to masquerade for many years under the false appear-
ance of an objective phenomenon of Nature, until the error was discovered
gradually and the phantom bani.^hed from the accepted and established data
of biology. Organisms supposed to be of the nature of cytodes constituted
Haeckel's .systematic division Monera, of which there were supposed to be two
subdivisions, tlie Phytomonera and the Zoomonera. The Phytomonera were
stated to have the plasson coloured green and to live in a plant-like manner

;

the Zoomonera were colourless amoeboid masses of plasson which nourished
'.hemselves in the animal manner. The Bacteria were also included by Haeckel
in Ills ^Monera, apparently, or at all events ranked as cytodes. '= Most import-
ance, however, was attributed by Haeckel to the large amoeboid forms of Monera,
described as without nuclei of contractile vacuoles, but as representing simply
structureless contractile masses of albumin ('Eiweiss'), perfectly homo-
geneous;'^ examples of these were announced to exist under the names
' Protamceba ' and ' Protogenes,' denoting forms of life which Haeckel claimed

^ Bull. (Ic I'Aidd. 'Hail, tie Bih/itjue, second series, vol. xxxi. (1871), p. 346.
'" AiUhropaiiciiir. sixth edition, Leipzig, 1910, p. 119.
" Jliid. p. ,5.32.

"= Ibid. p. 119.
" See his Prinzipicn der gonerellen Morphologie, Berlin, 1906, p. 61.
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to have discovered, but which have never been found again by any other
naturalist. These organisms, as described by Haeckel, were by no means such
as the modern inicroscopist would call minute ; on the contrary, tliey were rela-

tively large, and some of the forms added to the ilonera by Haeckel's con-
temporaries might even be termed gigantic, as, for example, tlie supposed
organism Udt/iijljiiis, discovered in the bottles of the (Jliulhmjtr Expedition,
which was believed to cover large areas of the floor of the ocean with a layer
of primordial protoplasm, but which proved finally to be a preeipitation by
alcohol of the gypsum hi sea-water.

The theory of plasson and of the cytodes of Haeckel may be considered first

from the purely speculative standpoint of the origin of the living substance, a
problem with which I wish to become entangled here as little as possible, since
it is my object to confine myself so far as possible to deductions and conclusions
that may be drawn from known facts and concrete data of observation and ex-
periment. If, however, we postulate a chemical evolution of protoplasm, and
believe that every degree of complexity exists, or at least has existed, between
the simplest inorganic compounds and the immensely complicated protein-
molecules of which the living substance is composed, then no doubt chemical
compounds may have existed which in some sense were intermediate in their
properties between the two constituents, cytoplasm and chromatin, found in all

known samples of the living substance of organisms. In this sense and on such
a hypothesis, a substance of the nature of plasson may perhaps be recognised
or postulated at some future time by the biochemist, but this is a subject which
I am quite incompetent to discuss. To the modern biologist, wlio can deal
only with living things as he knows them, Haeckel's plasson must rank as a
pure figment of the imagination, altogether outside the range of practical
and objective biology at the present time. All visible living things known and
studied up to the present consist of protoplasm, that is to say, of an extremely
heterogeneous substance of complex structure, and no living organism has been
discovered as yet which consists of homogeneous structureless albuminous sub-
stance. Van Beneden, who is responsible for the word plasson, though not for
the cytode-theory, was under the impression that he had observed a non-
nucleated homogeneous cytode-stage in the development of the gregarine of the
lobster, Gregarina (Porospora) rjigantea. Without entering into a detailed
criticism of Van Beneden's observations upon this form, it is sufficient to state
that the development of gregarines is now well known in all its details, and that
in all phases of their life-cycle these organisms show the complete cell-structure,
and are composed of nucleus and cytoplasm. JMoreover, all those organisms
referred by Haeckel to the group ^Monera which have been recognised and
examined by later investigators have been found to consist of ordinary cyto-
pla.sm containing nuclei or nuclear substance (chromatin). In the present state
of biological knowledge therefore, the jMoneni as defined by Haeckel must be
rejected and struck out of the systematic roll as a non-existent and fictitious class
of organisms.

Since no concrete foundation can be found for the view that cytoplasm and
chromatin have a common origin in the evolution of living things, we are brought
back to the view that one of them must have preceded the other in phylogeny.
The theories of evolution put forward by Haeckel and his contemporaries, ff we
abolish from them the notion of plasson and substitute for it that of ordinary
protoplasm, would seem to favour rather the view that the earliest forms of life
were composed of a substance of the nature rather of cytoplasm, and that the
nuclear substance or chromatin appeared later in evolution as a product or
derivative of the cytoplasm. I have myself advocated a view diametrically
opposite to this, and have urged that the chromatin-substance is to be
regarded as the primitive constituent of the earliest forms of living organisms,
the cytoplasmic substance being a later structural complication. On this
theory the earliest form of living organism was something very minute,
probably such as would be termed at the present dav ' ultra-microscopic' After
1 ha,d urged this view in the discussion on the origin of life at the
Dundee Meeting of the British Association in 1912 a poem appeared inlaunch, dividing biologists into ' cytoplasmists ' and ' chromatinists."

" Vol. cxliii. p. 245.
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must confess myself still a whole-hearted chromatinist. But l)efoie I cousidei'

this point I may refer briefly to some other speculations that have been put

forward ^Yith regard to the nature of the earliest form of life. It is manifestly

quite impossible that I should undertake here to review exhaustively all the

theories and speculations with regard to the origin of life and the first stages in

its evolution that have been put forward at different times. I propose to limit

myself to the criticism of certain theories of modern times which, recognising

the fundamental antithesis between chromatin and cytoplasm, regard these two

cell-constituents as representing types of organisms primitively distinct, and

suggest the hypothesis that true cells have arisen in the beginning as a process

of symbiosis between them. Boveri, whose merits as a cytologist need no

proclamation by me, was the first I believe to put forward such a notion ; he

enunciated the view that the chromosomes were primitively independent

elementary organisms which live synibiotically with protoplasm, and that the

organism known as the cell arose from a symbiosis between two kinds of simple

organisms, ' Monera."^
A similar idea lies at the base of the remarkable and ingenious speculations

of Mereschkowsky,"^ who assumes a double origin for living beings from two

sorts of protoplasm, supposed not only to differ fundamentally in kind but also

to have had origins historically distinct. The first type of protopla.sm he

terms mycoplasm," which is supposed to have come into existence during

what he calls the third epoch '" of the earth's history, at a time when
the crust of the earth had cooled sufficiently for water to be condensed upon

it, but when the temperature of the water was near boiling-point ; consequently

the waters of the globe were free from oxygen, while saturated with all kinds

of mineral substances. The second type of protoplasm was amoeboplasm, the first

origin of which is believed to have taken place during a fourth terrestrial epoch

when the waters covering the globe were cooled down below 50° C, and con-

tained dissolved oxygen but fewer mineral substances. Corresponding with the

differences of the epoch and the conditions under which they arose,

Mereschkowsky's two types of protoplasm are distinguished by sharp differences

in their nature and constitution.

Mycoplasm, of which typical examples are seen in bacteria, in the chromatin-

grains of the nucleus and the chromatophores of plant-cells, is distinguished

from amoeboplasm, which is simply cytoplasm, by the following points. (1)

Mycoplasm can live without oxygen, and did so in the beginning at its first

appearance when the temperature of the hydrosphere was too high for it to

have contained dissolved oxygen ; only at a later period, when the temperature

became low enough for the water to contain oxygen in solution, did some of

the forms begin to adapt themselves to these conditions, and became secondarily

facultative or obligate aerobes. Amoeboplasm, on the other hand, cannot exist

without a supply of oxygen. (2) Mycoplasm can support temperatures of

90° C. or even higher; amoeboplasm cannot support a temperature higher than
45° C. or 50° C. (3) Mycoplasm is capable of building up albumins and com-
jDlex organic substances from inorganic materials ; amoeboplasm is incapable of

doing so, but requires organic food. (4) Mycoplasm has restricted powers of

locomotion and is incapable of amoeboid movement, or of forming the con-

tractile vacuoles seen commonly in amoeboplasm. (5) Mycoplasm, in contrast

to amoeboplasm, is rich in phosphorus and nuclein. (6) Mycoplasm is extra-

ordinarily resistant to poisons and utilises as food many substances that are

extremely deadly to amoeboplasm, such as prussic acid, strychnine, and morphia.

" Fide Vejdovsky, l-c. I have not had access to the work of Boveri, in

which he is stated to have put forward these ideas.
" Mereschkowsky, C, ' Theorie der zwei Plasmaarten als Grundlage der

Symbiogenesis, einer neuen Lehre von der Entstehung der Orgamsmen.' Biol.

Centralhlatt, xxx. 1910, pp. 278-303, 321-347, 353-367.
" The term mycoplasm used by Mereschkowsky must not be confounded

with the similar word used by Eriksson and other botanists in reference to the

manner in which Rust-Fungi permeate their hosts.

" In the first epoch the earth was an incandescent mass of vapour ; in the

second it had a firm crust, but the temperature was far too high to permit of

the condensation of water vapour upon its surface.
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(7) Amongst minor differences, niycoplasm is characterised by tlie presence of

iron in the combined state and possesses a far more complicated structure
than amoeboplasm, a peculiarity which enables mycoplasmic cell-elements

(chromosomes) to function as the bearers of hereditary qualities.

The course of the evolution of living beings, according to Mereschkowsky,
was as follows. The earliest forms of life were ' Biococci,' minute ultra-

microscopic particles of mycoplasm, without organisation, capable of existing at

temperatures near boiling-point and in the absence of oxygen, possessing the

power of building up proteins and carbohydrates from inorganic materials, and
very resistant to strong mineral salts and acids and to various poisons. From
the Biococci arose in the first place the Bacteria, which for a time were the
unly living inhabitants of the earth. Later, when the temperature of the
terrestrial waters had been lowered below 50° C, and contained abundant
organic food in the shape of Bacteria, amoeboplasm made its appearance in small
masses as non-nucleated Monera which crept in an amoeboid manner on the floor

of the ocean and devoured Bacteria.

The next step in evolution is supposed to have been that, in some cases,

micrococci ingested by the Monera resisted digestion by them and were enabled
to maintain a symbiotic existence in the amoeboplasm. At first the symbiotic
micrococci were scattered in the Moneran body, but later they became concen-
trated at one spot, surrounded by a membrane, and gave rise to the cell-

nucleus. In this way, by a ' symbiogenesis ' or process of symbiosis between
two distinct types of organisms, Mereschkowsky believes the nucleated cell to
have arisen, an immense step forward in evolution, since the locomotor powers
of the simple and delicate Monera were now supplemented by the great
capability possessed by the Bacteria of producing ferments of the most varied
kinds.

Meanwhile it is supposed that the free Bacteria continued their natural
evolution and gave rise to the Cyanophycese, and to the whole group of Fungi.
The plant-cell came into existence by a further process of symbiogenesis, in that
some of the Cyanophycese, red, brown, or green in colour, became symbiotic in
nucleated cells, for the most part flagellates, in which they established them-
selves as the chromatophores or chlorophyll-corpuscles. In this way Meresch-
kowsky beUeves the vegetable cell to have come into existence, and the
evolution of the Vegetable Kingdom to have been started, as a double process
of symbiosis. Those amceboid or flagellated organisms, on the other hand, which
formed no symbiosis with Cyanophycese, continued to live as animals and started
the evolution of the Animal Kingdom.

As a logical deduction from this theory of the evolution of living beings,
Mereschkowsky classifies organisms generally into three groups or Kingdoms :

first the Mycoidea, comprising Bacteria, Cyanophycese, and Fungi, and in which
no symbiosis has taken place ; secondly, the Animal Kingdom, in which true
cells have arisen by a simple symbiosis of mycoplasm (chromatin) and amoebo-
plasm (cytoplasm) ; thirdly, the Vegetable Kingdom, in which true cells have
entered upon an additional symbiosis with Cyanophycese, chromatophores or
chlorophyll-corpuscles.

Interesting and suggestive as are the speculations of Mereschkowsky, they
are nevertheless open to criticism from many points of view. I will not enter
here into criticisms which I regard as beyond my competence. It is for botanists
to pronounce upon the notion that Bacteria, Cyanophycese, and Fungi can be
classified together as a group distinct from all other living beings ; to decide
whether the protoplasm of the Cyanophycese and Fungi can be regarded as
consisting of mycoplasm alone, and not of a combination of nuclei and cyto-
plasm, such as is found in true cells and represents, according to Mereschkowsky,
a symbiosis of mycoplasm and amoeboplasm. I think I am right in saying
that botanists are agreed in regarding Fungi as derived from green algse, and as
possessing nuclei similar to those of the higher plants. As a zoologist the point
that strikes me most is the absence of any evidence that true Monera, organisms
consisting of cytoplasm alone, exist or could ever have existed. Mereschkowsky
supposes that when the Monera came into being they maintained their existence
by feeding upon Bacteria. In order to digest Bacteria, however, the Monera
must have been capable of producing ferments, and therefore did not acquire
this power only as the result of symbiosis with Bacteria, unless it be assumed

J91;j.. . (J (1
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that the symbiosis came about at the iristaiit that amoeboplasm came into exist-

ence There is, however, no evidence that cytoplasm by itself can generate

ferments All physiological experiments upon the digestion of Protozoa indi-

cates that the cytoplasmic body, deprived of the nucleus, cannot initiate the

digestive process. Consequently the existence of purely cytoplasmic organisms

would seem to be an impossibility.

For my part, I am unable to accept any theory of the evolution ot the earliest

forms of living beings which assumes the existence of forms of life composed

entirely of cytoplasm without chromatin. All the results of modern investiga-

tions into the structure, physiology, and behaviour of cells on the one hand,

and of the various types of organisms grouped under the Protista, on the other

hand—the combined results, that is to say, of cytology and protistology—appear

to me to indicate that the chromatin-elements represent the primary and original

living units or individuals, and that the cytoplasm re|3resents a secondary

product. I will summarise briefly the grounds that have led me to this con-

viction, and will attempt to justify the faith that I hold; but first I wish to.

discuss briefly certain preliminary considerations which seem to me of great,

importance in this connection.

It is common amongst biologists to speak of ' living substance,' this phrase'

being preceded by either the definite or the indefinite article—by either 'the
'

or 'a.' If we pause to consider the meaning of the phrase, it is to be pre-

sumed that those who make use of it employ the term ' substance ' in the usual

sense to denote a form of matter to which some specific chemical significance

can be attached, which could conceivably be defined more or less strictly by a

chemist, perhaps even reduced to a chemical formula of some type. But the

addition of the adjective 'living ' negatives any such interpretation of the term

'substance,' since it is the fundamental and essential property of any living;

being that the material of which it is composed is in a state of continuaL

molecular change and that its component s;ubstance or substances are inconstant

.

in molecular constitution from moment to moment. When the body of a living:

organism has passed into a state of fixity of substance, it has ceased, temporarily

or permanently, to behave as a living body; its fires are banked or extinguished.

The phrase 'living substance ' savours, therefore, of a contradictio in adjecto;.

if it is ' living ' it" cannot be a ' substance,' and if it is a ' substance ' it cannot

.

be ' living.'

As a matter of fact, the biologist, when dealing with purely biological'

problems, knows nothing of a living substance or substances ; he is confronted!

solely by living individuals, which constitute his primary conceptions, and the'

terms ' life ' and ' living substance ' are pure abstractions. Every living being:

presents itself to us as a sharply-limited individual, distinct from other indi-

viduals and constituting what may be termed briefly a microcosmic unit,

inasmuch as it is a unity which is far from being uniform in substance or

homogeneous in composition, but which, on the contrary, is characterised by
being made up of an almost infinite multiplicity of heterogeneous and mutually

interacting parts. We recognise further that these living individuals possess

invariably specific characteristics ; two given living individuals may be so

much alike that we regard them as of the same kind or ' species,' or they may
differ so sharply that we are forced to distinguish between them specifically.

Living beings are as much characterised by this peculiarity of specific individu-

ality as by any other property or faculty which can be stated to be an attribute

of life in general, and this is true equally of the simplest or the most complex
organisms; at least we know of no form of life, however simple or minute, in

which the combined features of individuality and specificity are not exhibited

to the fullest extent. A living organism may be so minute as to elude direct

detection entirely by our senses, even when aided by all the resources furnished

by modern science ; such an organism will, nevertheless, exhibit specific pro-

perties or activities of an unmistakable kind, betraying its presence thereby
with the utmost certainty. The organisms causing certain diseases, for example,
are ultra-microscopic, that is to say, they have not been made visible as yet,

and an exact description or definition cannot be given of them at the present
time ; yet how strongly marked and easily distinguishable are the specific

effects produced by the organisms causing respectively measles and small-pox,

for instance, each, moreover, remaining strictly true and constant to its
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specific type of activity ; the organism, whatever its nature may be, which
causes measles cannot give rise to small-pox, nor vice versa, but each breeds
as true to type as do lions and leopards.

The essential and distinctive characteristic of a living body of any kind
whatsoever is that it exhibits while it lives permanence and continuity of
individuality or personality, as manifested in specific behaviour, combined with
incessant change and lability of substance ; and further, that in reproducing
its kind, it transmits its specific characteristics, with, however, that tendency
to variability which permits of progressive adaptation and gradual evolutionary
change. It is the distinctively vital property of specific individuality combined
with ' stuff-change ' (if I may be allowed to paraphrase a Teutonic idiom)
which marks the dividing line between Biochemistry and Biology. The former
science deals with substances which can be separated from living bodies, and
for the chemist specific properties are associated with fixity of substance'; but
the material with which the biologist is occupied consists of innumerable living
unit-individuals exhibiting specific characteristics without fixity of substance.
There is no reason to suppose that the properties of a given chemical substance
vary in the slightest degree in space or time; but variability and adaptability
are characteristic features of all living beings. The biochemist renders inesti-
mable services in elucidating the physico-chemical mechanisms of living
organisms; but the problem of individuality and specific behaviour, as mani-
fested by living things, is beyond the scope of his science, at least at present.
Such problems are essentially of distinctively vital nature and their treatment
cannot be brought satisfactorily into relation at the present time with the
physico-chemical interactions of the substances composing the living body.
It niay be that this is but a temporary limitation of human knowledge pre-
vailing in a certain historical epoch, and that in the future the chemist will
be able to correlate the individuality of living beings with their chemico-
physical properties, and so explain to us how living beings first came into
existence; how, that is to say, a combination of chemical substances, each
owing its characteristic properties to a definite molecular composition, can
produce a living individual in which specific peculiarities are associated with
matter in a state of flux. But it is altogether outside the scope and aim of
this address to discuss whether the boundary between biochemistry and biology
can be bridged over, and if so, in what way. I merely wish 'to emphasise
strongly that if a biologist wishes to deal with a purely biological problem,
such as evolution or heredity, for example, in a concrete and obiective manner!
he must do so in terms of living specific individual units. It is "for that reason
thati shall apeak, not of the chromatin-substance but of chromatinic elements,
particles or units, and I hope that I shall make clear the importance of this
distinction.

To return now to our chromatin ; I regard the chromatinic elements as beino-
those constituents which are of primary importance in the life and evolution
of living organisms mainly for the following reasons : the experimental evi-
dence of the preponderating physiological role played by the nucleus in the
life of the cell; the extraordinary individualisation of the chromatin-particles
seen, universally in living organisms, and manifested to a degree which raises
the chromatinic units to the rank of living individuals exhibiting specific
behaviour, rather than that of mere substances responsible for certain chemico-
physical reactions in the life of the organism ; and last, but by no means least,
the permanence and, if I may use the term, the immortality of the chromatinic
particles in the life-cycle of organisms generally. I will "now deal with these
points in order; my arguments relate, in the first instance, to those organisms
in which the presence of true cell-nuclei renders the identification of the
chromatin-elements certain, as pointed out above, but if the arguments are
valid in such cases they are almost certainly applicable also to those simpler
types of organisms in which the identification of chromatin rests on a less
secure foundation.

The results obtained by physiological experiments with regard to the
functions of the nuclear and cytoplasmic constituents of the cell are now
well known and are cited in all the text-books. It is not necessary, therefore
that 1 should discuss them in detail. I content mvself with quoti'nrr a compe-
tent and impartial summary of the results obtained":

G 2
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' A fragment of a cell deprived of its nucleus may live for a considerable

time and manifest the power of co-ordinated movements without perceptible

impairment. Such a mass of protoplasm is, however, devoid of the powers

of assimilation, growth, and repair, and sooner or later dies. In other words,

those functions that involve destructive metabolism may continue for a time

in the absence of the nucleus ; those that involve constructive metabolism

cease with its removal. There is, therefore, strong reason to believe that the

nucleus plays an essential part in the constructive metabolism of the cell, and

through this is especially concerned with the formative processes involved in

growth and development. For these and many other reasons . . . the nucleus

is generally regarded as a controlling centre of cell-activity, and hence a primary

factor in growth, development, and the transmission of specific qualities from
cell to cell, and so from one generation to another.' "

I may add here that the results of the study of life-cycles of Protozoa are

entirely in harmony with this conceptioni of the relative importance of nuclear

—that is chromatinic—^and cytoplasmic cell-constituents, since it is not

infrequent that in certain phases of the life-cycle, especially in the microgamete-

stages, the cytoplasm is reduced, apparently, to the vanishing point, and the

body consists solely of chromatin, eo far as can be made out. In not one

single instance, however, has it been found as yet that any normal stage in

the developmental cycle of organisms consists solely of cytoplasm without any

particles of chromatin.

While on the subject of physiological experiment, there is one point to which

I may refer. Experiments so far have been carried on with Protozoa possessing

definite nuclei. It is very desirable that similar experiments should be con-

ducted with forms possessing chromidia in addition to nuclei, in order to test

the physiological capabilities of chromatin-particles not concentrated or orga-

nised. Arcella would appear to be a very suitable form for such investigations.

This is a point to which my attention was drawn by my late friend Mr. C. H.
Martin, who has lost his life in his country's service.

I have mentioned already in my introductory remarks that tlie only

reliable test of chromatin in its behaviour, and the whole of modern cytological

investigation bears witness to the fact that the chromatinic particles exhib't

the characteristic property of living things generally, namely, individualisation

combined with specific behaviour. In every cell-generation in the bodies of

ordinary animals and plants the chromatin-elements make their aippearance

in the form of a group of chromosomes, not only constant in number for each

species, but often exhibiting such definite characteristics of size and form, that

particular, individual chromosomes can be recognised and identified in each

grouip throughout the whole life-cycle. Each chromosome is to be regarded as

an aggregate composed of a series of minute chromatinic granules or chromioles,

a point which I shall discuss further presently. Most striking examples of the

individualisation of chromosomes have been made known recently by Dobell

and Jameson -° in Protozoa. Thus in the Coccidian genus Aggregata six

chromosomes appear at every cell-generation, each differing constantly in

length if in the extended form, or in bulk if in the contracted form, so that

each of the six chromosomes can be recognised and denoted by one of the

letters a to / at each appearance, a being the longest and / the shortest.

Even more remarkable than the relation of the chromosome to cell-reproduc-

tion is their behaviour in relation to sexual phenomena. In the life-cycles of

Metazoa the sexual act consists of the fusion of male and fem.ale pronuclei,

each containing a definite and specific number of chromosomes, the same

number usually, though not always, in each pronucleus. It has been estab-

lished in many cases, and it is perhaps universally true, that in the act of

fertilisation the male and female chromosomes remain perfectly distinct and

separate in the syrikaryon or nucleus formed by the union of the two pronuclei,

and, moreover, that they continue to maintain and to propagate their distinct

individuality in every subsequent cell-generation of the multicellular organism

produced as a result of the sexual act. In this way, every cell of the body

contains in its nucleus distinct chromatinic elements which are derived from

'" E. B. Wilson, The, Cell, second edition, 1911. pp. .30 and 31.

=" Proc. Boy. Soc. (B), vol. 89. {In the Press.)
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both male and female parents and which maintain unimpaired their distinct

and specific individuality through the entire life-cycle. This distinctness is

apparent at least in the germ-cell-cycle of the organism, but may be obscured

by secondary changes in the nuclei of the specialised tissue-cells.

Only in the very last stage of the life-cycle do the group of male and female

chromosomes modify their behaviour in a most striking manner. In the final

generation of oogonia or spermatogonia, from which arise the oocytes and
spermatocytes which in their turn produce the gamete-cells, it is observed that

the male and female chromosomes make a last appearance in their full number,
and then fuse in pairs, so as to reduce the number of chromosomes to half that

previously present.

In Aggregata also Dobell and Jameson have shown that the union of the

pronuclei in fertilisation brings together two sets each of six chromosomes,

and that these then fuse with one another in pairs according to type, that is

to say a with a, h with h, c with c, and so on. Analogous phenomena have
lieen demonstrated also in the gregarine Diplospora. We have here a difference

in detail, as compared with the Metazoa, in that the fusion takes place at the

fertilisation and not as the first step in the maturation of the germ-cells ; but

in both cases alike the fusion of chromatin-elements individually distinct and
exhibiting specific characteristics is to be regarded as the final consummation
of the sexual act, though long deferred in the Metazoan life-cycle.

As Vejdovsky has pointed out, there can be no more striking evidence of

the specific individuality of the chromosomes than their fusion or copulation

in relation to the sexual act. Is there any other constant element or constituent

of living organisms exhibiting to anything like the same degree the essentially

vital characteristics of individuality manifested in specific behaviour? If there

is, it remains to be discovered.

I come now to the question of the permanence and immortality, in the

biological sense of the word, of the chromatinic particles, which may be sum-
marily stated as follows : the chromatinic particles are the only constituents

of the cell which maintain persistently and uninterruptedly their existence
throughout the whole life-cycle of living organisms universally.

I hope I shall not be misunderstood when I enunciate this apparently sweep-
ing and breathless generalisation. I am perfectly aware that in the life-cycle of

any given species of organism there may be many cell-constituents besides the
chromatin-particles that are propagated continuously through the whole life-

cycle ; but cell-elements which appear as constant parts of the organisation of

the cell throughout the life-cycle in one type of organism may be wanting
altogether in other types. With the exception of the chromatin-particles there

is no cell-constituent that can be claimed to persist throughout the life-cycles

of organisms universally. To take some concrete examples ; the cytoplasmic
grains known as mitochondria or chrondriosomes have been asserted to be
persistent elements throughout the germ-cycle of Metazoa, and the function
of being the bearers of hereditary tendencies has been ascribed to them. But
Vejdovskj' ^' flatly denies the alleged continuity in cases investigated by him,
and though chrondriosomes have been described in some Protozoa, there is no
evidence whatever that they are of universal occurrence in Protista. Centro-
somes, intranuclear or extranuclear, have been stated to be constant cell-

components in some organisms ; whether that is true or not it seems quite

certain that in many organisms the cells are entirely without centrosomic bodies
of any kind, as for example in the whole group of Phanerogams. So it is

with any other cell-constituent that can be named. It may be that this is only
the result of our incomplete knowledge at the present time. I am prepared,
however, to challenge anyone to name or to discover any cell-constituent, other
than the chromatinic particles, which are present throughout the life-cycle, not
merely of some particular organism, but of organisms universally.

In this feature of continuity the chromatin-constituents of the cell present
a remarkable analogy with the germ-plasm of Metazoa. Just as the germ-
cells of Metazoa go on in an uninterrupted, potentially everlasting series of

cell-generations, throwing off, as it were, at each sexual crisis a soma which is

doomed to but a limited lease of life, during which it furnishes a nutritive

" L.e. pp. 77-89.
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environment for further generations of germ-cells ; so in the series of cell-

generations themselves, whether in the germ-cell-cycles of Metazoa or in the

life-cycles of Protista the chromatin-particles maintain an uninterrupted propa-

gative series within a cell-body of which the various parts have a limited

duration of existence, making their aippcarance, nourishing for a time, and

disappearing again. This analogy between the chromatin of cells and the germ-

plasm of multicellular organisms becomes still more marked when we find that

in many Protozoa the chromatin may undergo a specialisation into generative

and trophic chromatin, the former destined to persist from one life-cycle to

another, the latter destined to control cell-activities merely during one cycle,

without persisting into the next. The differentiation of generative and trophic

chromatin is now well known to occur in many Protozoa, and in its most extreme

form, as seen in the Infusoria, it is expressed in occurrence of two distinct

nuclei in the cell-body.

To recapitulate my argument in the briefest form ; the chromaitinic con-

stituents of the cell contrast with all the other constituents in at least three

points : physiological predominance, especially in constructive metabolism

;

specific individualisation ; and permanence in the sense of potential biological

immortality. Any of these three points, taken by itself, is sufficient to confer

a peculiar distinction, to say the least, on the chromatin-bodies ; but taken in

combination they appear to me to furnish overwhelming evidence for regarding

the chromatin-elements as the primary and • essential constituents of living

organisms, and as representing that part of a living body of any kind which
can be followed by the imagination., in the reverse direction of the prop^agative

series, back to the very starting-point of the evolution of living beings.

In the attempt to form an idea as to what the earliest type of living being
was like, in the first place, and as to how the earliest steps in its evolution
and differentiation came about, in the second place, we have to exercise the
constructive faculty of the imagination guided by such few data as we possess.

It is not to be expected, therefore, that agreement can be hoped for in such
speculations ; it would indeed be very undesirable, in the interests of science,

that there should be no conflict of opinion in theories which, by their very
nature, are beyond any poseibility of direct verification at the present time.
The views put forward by any man do but represent the visions conjured up
by his imagination, based upon the slender foundation of his personal know-
ledge, more or less limited, or intuition, more or less fallacious, of an infinite

world of natural phenomena. Consequently such views may be expected to

diverge as widely as do temperaments. If, therefore, I venture upon euch
speculations, I do so with a sense of personal responsibility and as one wishing
to stimulate discussion rather than to lay down dogma.

To me, therefore, the train of argument that I have set forth with regard
to the nature of the chromatinic constituents of living organisms appear to
lead to the conclusion that the earliest living beings were minute, possibly ultra-
microscopic particles which were of the nature of chromatin. How far the
application of the term chromatin to the hypothetical primordial form of life
is justified from the point of view of substance, that is to say in. a biochemical
sense, must be left uncertain. In using the term chromatin I must be under-
stood to do so in a strictly biological sense, meaning thereby that these earliest
living things were biological units or individuals which were the ancestors, in
a continuous propagative series, of the chromatinic grains and particles known
to us at the present day as universally-occurring constituents of living organisms.
Such a conception postulates no fixity of chemical nature; on the contrary, it

implies that as substance the primitive chromatin was highly inconstant,
infinitely variable, and capable of specific differentiation in many divergent
directions.

For these hypothetical primitive organisms we may use Mereschkowsky's
term biococci. They must have been free-living organisms capable of building
up their living bodies by synthesis of simple chemical compounds. We have as
yet no evidence of the existence of biococci at the present time as free-living
organisms

; the nearest approach to any such type of living being seems to be
furnished by the organisms known collectively as Chlamydozoa, which up to
the present have been found to occur only as pathogenic parasites. In view,
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'however, of the miiiiuteness and invisibility of these organisms, it is clear that
tthey could attract attention only by the effects they produce in their environ-
•nient. Consequently the human mind is most likely to become aware in the
Ifirst instance of those forms which are the cause of disturbance in the human
'body. If free-living forms of biococci exist, as is very possible and even
probable, it is evident that very delicate and accurate methods of investigation
would be required to detect their presence.

I am well aware that the nature and even the existence of the so-called
iChlamydozoa is uncertain at the present time, and I desire to exercise great
•caution in basing any arguments upon them. In the descriptions given of them,
liowever, there are some points which, if correctly stated, seem to me of great
importance. They are alleged to appear as minute dots, on the borderline of
"microscopic visibility or beyond it; they are capable of growth, so that a given
species may be larger or smaller at different times; their bodies stain with the
•ordinary chromatin-stains ; and they are stated to reproduce themselves by a
process of binary fission in which the body becomes dumbbell-shaped, appearing
as two dots connected by a slender thread, -which is drawn out until it snaps
:across and then the broken halves of the thread are retracted into the daughter-
bodies. This mode of division, strongly reminiscent of that seen in centrioles,
^appears to me to permit of certain important conclusions with regard to the
nature of these bodies; namely, that the minute dot of substance has no firm
limiting membrane on the surface and that it is of a viscid or semi-fluid
consistence.

If it be permissible to draw conclusions with regard to the nature of the
hypothetical biococci from the somewhat dubioue, but concrete data furnished
by the Chlamydozoa, the following tentative .statements may be postulated con-
cerning them. They were (or are) minute organisms, each a speck or globule
of a substance similar in its reactions to chromatin. Their substance could be
described as homogeneous with greater approach to accuracy than in the case
of any other living organism, but it is clear that no living body that is carrying
on constructive and destructive metabolism could remain for a moment perfectly
homogeneous or constant in chemical composition. Their bodies were not
limited by a rigid envelope or capsule. Reproduction was effected by l)inary
fission, the body dividing into two with a dumbbell-shaped figure. Their mode
of life was vegetative, that is to say, they reacted upon their environmental
mediiun by means of ferments secreted by their own body-substance. The
earliest forms must have possessed the power of building up their proteins-

molecules from the simplest inorganic compounds ; but different types of
biococci, characterised each by specific reactions and idiosyncrasies, muet have
become differentiated very rapidly in the process of evolution and adaptation
to divergent conditions of life.

Consideration of the existing types and forms of living organisms shows
that from the primitive biococcal type the evolution of living things must have
diverged in at least two principal directions. Two new types of organisms
arose, one of which continued to specialise further in the vegetative mode of
life, in all its innumerable variations, characteristic of the biococci, while the
other type developed an entirely new habit of life, namely a predatory existence.
I will consider these two types separately.

(1) In the vegetative type the first step was that the body became sur-
rounded by a rigid envelope. Thus came into existence the bacterial type of
organism, the simplest form of which would be a Micrococcus, a minute globule
of chromatin surrounded by a firm envelope. From this familiar type an
infinity of forms arise by processes of divergent evolution and adaptation.
With increase in size of the body the number of chromatin-grains within the
envelope increase in number, and are then seen to be imbedded in a ground-
substance which is similar to cytopla.sm, apparently, and may contain non-
ehromatinic enclosures. With still further increase of size the chromatin-grains
also increase in number and may take on various types of arrangement in
clumps, spherical masses, rodlets. filaments straight or twisted in various ways,
or even irregular strands and networks," and the cytoplasmic matrix, if it is

-- See especially Dobell, ' Contributions to the Cvtologv of the Bacteria,'
Qiinrt. Jourv. Mir.r. Srienrr. Ivi. (1911), pp. 461, 462. I cannot follow Dobell
in applying the term ' nuclei ' to these various arrangements of the chromatin,-
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correct to call it so, becomes correspondingly increased in quantity. I will not

attempt, however, to follow up the evolution of the bacterial type further, nor

to discuss what other types of living organisms may be affiliated with it, as I

have no claims to an expert knowledge of these organisms. I prefer to leave

to competent bacteriologists and botanists the problem of the relationships and

phylogeny of the Cyanophycese, Spirochsetes, &c., which have been regarded as

having affinities with Bacteria.

(2) In the evolution from the biococcus of the predatory type of organism,

the data at our disposal appear to me to indicate very clearly the nature of

the changes that took place, as well as the final result of these changes, but

leave us in the dark with regard to some of the actual details of the process.

The chief event was the formation, round the biococci of an enveloping matrix

of protoplasm for which the term periplasm (Lankester) is most suitable.
_
The

periplasm was an extension of the living substance which was distinct in its

constitution and properties from the original chromatinic substance of the

biococcus. The newly-formed matrix was probably from the first a semi-fluid

substance of alveolar structure and possessed two important capabilities as the

result of its physical structure; it could perform streaming movements of

various kinds, more especially amoeboid movement; and it was able to form

vacuoles internally. The final result of these changes was a new type of

organism which, compared with the original biococci, was of considerable size,

and consisted of a droplet of alveolar, amoeboid periplasm in which were

imbedded a number of biococci. Whether this periplasm made its first appear-

ance around single individual biococci, or whether it was from the first asso-

ciated with the formation of zoogloea-like colonies of biococci, must be left an

open question.

Thus arose in the beginning the brand of Cain, the prototype of the animal,

that is to say, a class of organism, which was no longer able to build up its

substance from inorganic materials in the former peaceful manner, but which

nourished itself by capturing, devouring, and digesting other living organisms.

The streaming movements of the periplasm enabled it to flow round and engulph

other creatures ; the vacuole-formation in the periplasm enabled it to digest ami

absorb the substance of its prey by the help of ferments secreted by the biococci.

By means of these ferments the ingested organisms were killed and utilised as

food, their substance being first broken down into simpler chemical constituents

and then built up again into the protein-substances composing the body of the

captor.

A stage of evolution is now reached which I propose to call the pseudo-

moneral or cytodal stage, since the place of these organisms in the general

evolution of life corresponds very nearly to Haeckel's conception of the Monera
as a stage in the evolution of organisms, though not at all to his notions with

regard to their composition and structure. The bodies of these organisms did

not consist of a homogeneous albuminous 'plasson,' but of a periplasm corre-

sponding to the cytoplasm of the cell, containing a number of biococci or chro-

matin-grains. Thus their composition corresponded more clearly to that of

plasson as conceived by Van Beneden, when he wrote : 'Si un noyau vient a

disparaitre dans une cellule, si la cellule redevient un cytode, les elements

chimiques du noyau et du nucleole s'etant repandus dans le protoplasme, le

plasson se trouve de nouveau constitue.' If we delete from this sentence the

word 'chimiques' and also the words ' et du nucleole,' and substitute for the

notion of the chemical solution of the chromatin-substanice that of scattered

chromatin-grains in the periplasm, we have the picture of the cytodal stage of

evolution such as I have imagined it. It should be borne in mind that the
ultimate granules of chromatin are probably in many cases ultra-microscopic :

consequently they might appear to be dissolved in this cytoplasm when really

existing as discrete particles.

In the life-cycles of Protozoa, especially of Rhizopods, it is not at all infre-

quent to find developmental phases which reproduce exactly the picture of the

grains in Bacteria. Vejdovsky compares them with chromosomes; but there is

no evidence that they play the part in the division and distribution of the
chromatin-grains which is the special function of chromosome."?, as will be dis-

cussed in more detail presently.
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pseudo-niuneral stage of evolution, phases in which the nucleus or nuclei have

disappeared, having broken up into a number of chromatin-graina or chromidia

scattered through the cytoplasm. We do not know as, yet of any Protozoa,

however, which remain permanently in the cytodal stage, that is to say, in

which the chromatin-grains remain permanently in the scattered chromidial

condition, without ever being concentrated and organised into true nuclei ; but

it is quite possible that some of the primitive organisms known as Proteomyxa
will be found to exhibit this condition and to represent persistent Pseudo-

monera or cytodes.

The next stage in evolution was the organisation of the chromatin-grains

(biococci) into a definite cell-nucleus. This is a process which can be observed

actually taking place in many Protozoa in which ' secondary ' nuclei arise from
chromidia. It seems not unreasonable to suppose that a detailed study of the

manner in which secondary nuclei are formed in Protozoa will furnish us with

a picture, or rather series of pictures, of the method in which the cell-nucleus

arose in phylogeny. To judge from the data supplied by actual observation,

the evolution of the nucleus, though uniform in principle, was sufficiently

diversified in the details of the process. As one extreme we have the formation

of a dense clump of .small, separate chromatin-grains, producing a granular

nucleus of the type seen in Dinoflagellates, in Hfemogregarines, and in Diatoms.
Amongst the chromatin-grains there may be present also one or more grains

or masses of plastin forming true nucleoli. At the opposite extreme a clump
of chromatin-grains becomes firmly welded together into a single mass in which
the individual grains can no longer be distinguished, forming a so-called karyo-
some, consisting of a basis of plastin cementing or imbedding the chromatin-
grains into a mass of homogeneous appearance. Whatever the type of nucleus

formed, the concentration of the chromidia into nuclei does not necessarily

involve all the chromidia, many of which may remain free in the cytoplasm.
In the chromidial condition the chromatin-grains scattered in the cytoplasm

are lodged at the nodes of the alveolar framework.-^ Consequently a supporting
framework of cytoplasmic origin, the foundation of the linin-framework, was
probably a primary constituent of the cell-nucleus from the first. In many
nuclei of the karyosomatic type it is very difficult to make out auythiiig of tlie

nature of a framework, which, however, in other cases is seen clearly as delicate
strands radiating from the karyosome to the wall of the vacuole in which the
karyosome is suspended. Probably such a framework is present in all cases,

and each supporting strand is to be interpreted as the optical section of the
partition between two protoplasmic alveoli.

With the formation of the nucleus the cytode or pseudo-moneral stage has
become a true cell of the simplest type, for which I propose the term froloci/tc.

It is now the starting-point of an infinite series of further complications and
elaborations in many directions. It ie clearly impossible that I should do nnn'o
than attempt to indicate in the most summary manner the various modifications
of the cell -type of organism, since to deal with them conscientiously would
reqaire a treatise rather than an address, and, moreover, many such treatises
exist already. The most conspicuous modifications of cell-structure are those
affecting the periplasm, or, as we may now tenn it, the cytoplasm. In the first

place, the cell as a whole takes various forms ; primitively a little naked mass
of protoplasm tending to assume a spherical form under the action of surface-
tension when at rest, the cell-body may acquire the most diverse specific forms
maintained either by the production of envelopes or various kinds of exo.skeletal
formations on the exterior of the protoplasmic body, or of supporting endo-
skeletal structures formed in the interior. The simple amoeboid streaming
movements become highly modified in various ways or replaced by special loco-
motor mechanisms or organs, flagella, cilia, &c., of various kinds. The internal
alveolar cytoplasm develops fibrillse and other structures of the most varied
nature and function, contractile, skeletal, nervous, and so forth. The vacuole-

" Cf. Dobell, 'Observations on the Life-History of Cienkowski's Arachnula.'
Arch. Protistenkunde, xxxi. (1913), p. 322. The author finds that in Arachnula
each nucleus arises from a single chromatin-grain, which grows to form a vesi-
cular nucleus. Since the fully-formed nucleus contains numerous grains of
ihromatin, the original chromidiosome must multiply in tliis process.
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system may be amplified and differentiated in various ways and the cytoplasm

acquires manifold powers of internal or external secretion. And finally the

cytoplasm contains enclosures of the most varied kind, some of them metaplastic

products of the anabolic or catabolic activity essential to the maintenance of

life, others of the nature of special cell-organs performing definite functions,

such as centrosomes, plastids, chromatophores, &c., of various kinds.

With all the diverse modifications of the cytoplasmic cell-body the nucleus

remains comparatively uniform. It may indeed vary infinitely in details of

structure, but in principle it remains a concentration or aggregation of numerous
grains of chromatin supported on some sort of framework over which the grains

are scattered or clumped in various ways, supplemented usually by plastin or

nucleolar substance either as a cementing ground-substance or as discrete grains,

and the whole marked off sharply from^ the surrounding cytoplasm, with or

without a definite limiting membrane. There is, however, one point in whicli

the nucleus exhibits a progressive evolution of the most important kind. 1

refer to the gradual elaboration and perfection of the reproductive mechanism,
the process whereby, when the cell reproduces itself by fission, the chromatin-

elements are distributed between the two daughter-cells.

The chromatin-constituents of the cell are regarded, on the view maintained
here, as a number of mimite granules, each representing a primitive inde-

pendent living individual or biococcus. To each such granule must be attributed

the fundamental properties of living organisms in general ; in the first place

metabolism, expressed in continual molecular change, in assimilation and in

growth, with consequent reproduction ; in the second place specific individu-

ality. As the result of the first of these properties the chromatin-granules,

often perhaps ultra-microscopic, may be larger or smaller at different times,

and they multiply by dividing each into two daughter-granules. As a result

of the second property, chromatin-granules in one and the same cell may exhibit

qualitative differences and may diverge widely from one another in their

reactions and effects on the vital activities of the cell. The chromatin-
granules may be either in the form of scattered chromidia or lodged in a

definite nucleus. When in the former condition, I have proposed the term
chromidiosome -* for the ultimate chromatinic individual unit ; on the other

hand, the term chromiole is commonly in use for the minute chromatin-grains

of the nucleus. The terms chromidiosome and chromiole distinguish merely
between the situation in the cell, extranuclear or intranuclear, of the individual

chromatin-grain or biococcus.

In the phase of evolution that I have termed the pseudomoneral or cytodal
phase, in which the organism was a droplet of periplasm containing scattered

biococci or chromidiosomes, metabolism would result in an increase in the size

of the cytode-body as a whole, accompanied by multiplication of the chromidio-
somes. Individualisation of the cytodes would tend to the acquisition of a
specific size, that is to say, to a limitation of the growth, with the result

that when certain maximum dimensions were attained the whole cytode iwould

divide into two or more smaller masses amongst which the chromidiosomes
would be partitioned.

In the next stage of evolution, the protocyte with a definite nucleus, it is

highly probable that at each division of the cell-body, whether into two or

more parts, the primitive method of division of the nucleus was that which I

have termed elsewhere ' chromidial fragmentation '
;
°' that is to say, the

nucleus broke up and became resolved into a clump of chromidiosomes, which
separated into daughter-clumps from which the daughter-nuclei were recon-
stituted. Instances of nuclear divisions by chromidial fragmentation are of
common occurrence among the Protozoa and represent probably the most
primitive and direct mode of nuclear division.

It is clear, however, that if the chromatin-grains are to he credited with
specific individuality and qualitative differences amongst themselves, this

method of nuclear division presents grave imperfections and disadvantages,
since even the quantitative partition of the. chromatin is inexact, while the
qualitative partition is entirely fortuitous. Chromidiosomes having certain

-'' Introduction of the Study of tJic Protozoa, Arnold, 1912, p. 65.
" Oj). cit. p. 101.
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specific properties might all become acciimiil;ite<I in one daughter-cell, and

those having opposite properties in the other, so that the two daughter-cells

would then differ entirely in their properties.

I ean but refer briefly here in passing to the interesting theory put forward

by Butschli, to the effect that sexual phenomena owe their first origin to

differences between cellular organisms resulting from the imperfections of

the primitive methods of ceU-division. If we assume, for instance, as so many
Jiave done, that one of the earliest (lualitative differences between different

chromatinrgranules was that while some influenced more especially the trophic

activities of the cell, others were concerned specially with kinetic functions;

then it might easily happen, after nuclear division by chromidial fragmentation,

that all, or the majority of, the kinetic elements pass into one of the two

daughter-cells, while its twin-sister obtains an undue preponderance of trophic

chromatin. As a consequence, some cells would show strong kinetic but feeble

trophic energies and others the opposite condition, and in either case the

viability of the cells would be considerably impaired, perhaps inhibited. If

it be further assumed that cells of opposite tendencies, kinetic and trophic,

attract one another, it is easy to see that the union and fusion of two such

cells, the one unduly kinetic (male) in character, the other with a corresponding

trophic (female) bias, would restore equilibrimn and produce a normal cell with

kinetic and trophic functions equally balanced. On this view, sexual union,

at its first appearance, was a natural remedy for the disadvantages arising

from imperfect methods of nuclear division.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find that the process of nuclear division

undergoes a progressive elaboration of mechanism which has the result of

ensuring that the twini sister-granules of chromatin produced by division of

a single granule shall be distributed between the two daughter- cells, so that

for every chromatin-grain obtained by one daughter-cell an exact counterpart

is obtained by the other ; in other words, of ensuring an exact qualitative,

as well as quantitative, partition of the chromatin-particles. In its perfect

form this type of nuclear division is known as karyokinesis or mitosis, and all

stages in its progressive development are to be found in the Protozoa.
In the evolution of nuclear division by karyokinesis two distinct processes

are being developed and perfected in a parallel manner, but more or less

independently ; first, the method of the partition and distribution of the
chromatin-grains between the two daughter-nuclei ; secondly, the mechanism
whereby the actual division of the nucleus and the separation of the two
daughter-nuclei are effected in the cell-divisioni. I have dealt elsewhere "'

with the evolution of the mechanism of karyokinesis as exemplified by the
numerous and varied types of the process found amongst the Protozoa, and I

need not discuss the matter further here, but the behaviour of the chromatin-
grains may be dealt with briefly. The main feature in the process of the
exact quantitative and qualitative distribution of the daughter-chromatin
between the daughter-nuclei is the aggregation of the chromatin-grains or
chromioles into definite, highly individualised structures known as chromosomes.
In the most perfected forms of the process of chromosome-formation the
chromioles become imited into a linear series termed by Vejdovsky a chromo-
neme, which is supported upon a non-chromatinic basis or axis. According
to Vejdovsky, the supporting substance consists of linin ; R. Hertwig, however,
in his well-known studies on Actinosphcerium" considers that the supporting
and cementing substance of the chromosome is plastin derived from the
substance of the nucleoli. However that may be, the essential feature of the
chromosome is the cementing together of the chromioles to form the chromo-
neme, a thread of chromatin which may be disposed in various ways on the
supporting axis, sometimes being wound spirally round it (Vejdovsky>).

The actual division of the chromatin takes place by the longitudinal
splitting of the chromoneme, in other words, by simultaneous division into two
of each of the chromioles of which the thread is composed. In this way every
chromiole which was contained in the original chromoneme is represented by
a daughter-chromiole in each of the two daughter-chromonemea. It follows

" Op. rit. pp. 105-120.
" Ahhnndl. layer. Akad. (II. CI.) xix. 1898.
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that the familiar process of the splitting oi the chromosomes in karyokinesis

is a mechanism which brings about in the most simple, sure and direct manner

an exact quantitative and qualitative partition of the chromatin-grains between

tlie two daughter-nuclei. In the sequel each daughter-nucleus is built up,

according to Vejdovsky, entirely and solely from one of the two daughtei-

elumps of chromosomes, and each chromosome is resolved again into its con-

stituent ehromioles, giving rise in some cases to a definite portion of the

nucleus, a karyomere, from which again, at the next nuclear division, the

chromosome is reconstituted by the ehromioles falling into line in an orderly

manner.
The chromatin-cycle of a cell in which the process of division by karyoki-

nesis takes place in its most perfectly developed form, may, therefore, be

conceived as follows. The nucleus in its resting state contains a definite

nimiber of companies or brigades of chromatinic units (ehromioles), each

brigade spread over a certain extent of the nuclear framework forming ,i

karyomere. As a preparation to division each separate brigade of ehromioles

falls into line as the rhromoneme, forming with its supporting substance the

chromosome; there are formed, therefore, just so many chromosomes as there

were karyomeres in the nucleus. In this disciplined and orderly array each

ihromiole undergoes its division into two daughter-chromioles, so that each

file or chromoneme of ehromioles splits into two files. At the reconstitution

of the daughter-nuclei each daughter-chromosome gives rise to a karyomere
again, the ehromioles falling out of the ranks and disposing themselves in an

apparently irregular manner on the newly-built framework of the daughter-
nucleus to constitute their own parti<ular karyomere. Thus karyokinesis

differs only from the most primitive method of division by chromidial

fragmentation in that what was originally a haphazard method of distribution

has become a disciplined and orderly manoeuvre, performed with the precision

of the parade-ground, but in a space far less than that of a nutshell.

In the nuclear division of Protozoa, without going into excessive detail,

it may be stated broadly that all stages are to be found of the gradual evolu-

tion^ of the tactical problem which constitutes karyokinesis. The chromosomes
in the more primitive types of nuclear division are usually very numerous,
small, irregular in number and variable in size ; the splitting of the chromo-
somes is often irregular and not always definitely longitudinal ; ahd distinct

karyomeres have not so far been recognised in the nuclei of Protozoa. In
many cases only a part, if any, of the chromatin falls in to form the chromo-
somes, and a greater or less amount of it remains in the karyosome, which
divides directly into two. The various types of nuclear division in Protozoa
have been classified as promitosis, mesomitosis and metamitosis, for detailed

accounts of which those interested must refer to the text-books and original

descriptions.

I have dealt briefly with the problem of the evolution of karyokinesis
because the process of nuclear division is, in my opinion, of enormous import-
ance in the general evolution of living organisms. I have expressed else-

where "' the opinion that the very existence of multicellular organisms
composed of definite tissues is impossible until the process of karyokinesis has
been established and perfected. For tissue-formation it is essential that all

the cells which build up any given tissue should be similar, practically to the
point of identity, in their qualities ; and if it is the ehromatin-elements of the
cell which determine its qualities and behaviour, then the exact qualitative
division of the chixjmatin, as effected in karyokinesis, is indispensable as a
preliminary to the production of identically-similar daughter-cells by division
of a parent-cell. Hence it becomes intelligible why, amongst Metazoa, we find

the occurrence of nuclear division by karyokinesis in its most perfect form
to be the rule, and ' direct ' division of the nucleus to be the rare exception,
while on the other hand, in the Protista, and especially in the Protozoa, we
find every possible stage in the gradual evolution of the exact partition of the
chromatin in the process of nuclear division, from chromidial fragmentation
or the most typical amitosis up to processes of karyokinesis as perfect as those
of the Metazoa.

" Op. cit. p. lao.
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There now remains only one point of general interest in the evolution of

the ceU to which brief reference must be made, namely, the divergence of

animal and vegetable cells. Not being a botanist, I desire to approach this

question with all caution ; but as a protozoologist it seems to me clearly indicated

that the typical green plant-cell took origin amongst the Flagellata, in that

some members of this group of Protozoa acquired the peculiar chromatophores

which enabled them to abandon the holozoic or animal mode of life in exchange

for a vegetative mode of nutrition by means of chlorophyll-corpuscles. It is

well known that many of these creatures combine the possession of chlorophyll

with an open, functional mouth and digestive vacuoles, and can live either in

the manner of plants or of animals indifferently or as determined by circum-

stances. It would be interesting to know exactly what these chromatophores,

at their first appearance, represent ; whether they are true cell-organs, or

whether, as some authorities have suggested, they originated as symbiotic

intruding organisms, primitively independent. I do not feel competent to

discuss this problem. I would only remark here, that if the green plant-cell

first arose amongst the Flagellata, then the distinction between plant and
animal (that is, green plant and animal) is not so fundamental a divergence
in the series of living beings as is popularly supposed, but is one which did not

come into being until the evolution of organisms had reached a relatively

advanced stage, that, namely, of the true nucleated cell.

I have confined myself in this address to the evolution of the cell as this

organism is seen in its typical form in the bodies of the multicellular organisms,
starting from the simplest conceivable type of living being, so far as present
knowledge enables us to conceive it. But there is not the slightest reason to

suppose that the evolution of the Protista took place only in the direction of

the typical cell of the cytologist. Besides the main current leading up to the
typical cell there were certainly other currents tending in other directions and
leading to types of structure very unlike the cells composing the bodies of
multicellular organisms. It is impossible that I should do more here than
indicate some of the divergent lines of evolution, and I will confine myself to

those seen in the Protozoa.
Taking as the starting-point and simplest conditioni in the Protozoa a simple

cell or protocyte, in which the body consists of a small mass of cytoplasm con-
taining a nucleus, with or without chromidia in addition, an early specialisation

of this must have been what I may term the plasmodial condition, typical of
Rhizopods, in which the cytoplasm increased enormously to form relatively
large masses. The nucleus meanwhile either remains single and grows very
large or, more usually, a great number of nuclei of moderate size are formed.
From this large plasmodial type is to be derived the foraminiferal type,
characterised by the creeping habit of life, and probably also the radiolarian
type, specialised for the floating pelagic habit. Both foraminiferal and radio-
larian types are characterised by an excessive development and elaboration of
skeletal structures, and the geological record proves that these two types of
organisms attained to a high degree of specialisation and diversity of form
and structure at a very early period." The Mycetozoa exemplify another
development of the creeping plasmodial type adapted to a semi-terrestrial mode
of life.

In the Mastigophora the body generally remains small, while developing
organs of locomotion and food-capture in the form of the characteristic flagella.
In this class there is a strong tendency to colony-formation brought about by
incomplete separation of sister-individuals produced in the ordinary process of
reproduction by binary fission. The so-called colonies (they would better be
termed families) show a most significant tendency to individualisation, often
accompanied by physiological and morphological specialisation of the component
flagellate individuals.

As an offshoot, probably, from ancestors of the Mastigophoran type arose
the Infusoria, the Ciliata and their allies, representing by far the most highly-
organised unicellular type of living being. No cell in the bodies of the
Metazoa attains to such a complication of structure as that exhibited by many

-' For Foraminifera see especially Heron-Allen, Phil. Trans. (B). vol 20G
n915), p. 239.

i ^ \
I
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Ciliates. In the Metazoa the individual cells may be highly specialised for

some particular function of life ; but a Ciliate is a complete and independent

organism and is specialised for each and all of the vital functions performed

by the Metazoan body as a whole. From the physiological standpoint a Ciliate

(or any other Protist) is equivalent and analogous to a complete Metazoon,

say a man, but I cannot for a moment agree -with Dobell '" that the body of

a "Ciliate is homologous with that of a Metazoon—not at least if the word

homologous be used in its usual biological sense of homogenetic as opposed to

homoplastic. Dobell appears to me to negative his own conclusion when he

maintains that the body of a Ciliate is ' non-cellular ' while admitting that

the Metazoon is multicellular ; how then can they be said to be homologous ?

Only if the term homologous be used in a sense quite different from its ordinary

significance.'^

In addition to the highly-developed structural difFerentiation of the body

the Infusoria exhibit the extreme of specialisation of the nuclear apparatus in

that they possess, as a rule, two distinct kinds of nuclei, micronuclei and

macronuclei, composed respectively of generative and trophic chromatin, as

already pointed out. This feature is, however, but the culminating point in a

process of functional specialisation of the chromatin which can be observed in

many Protozoa of other classes, and which, moreover, is not found invariably

in its complete form in all Ciliata.

In this address I have set forth my conceptions of the natare of the simplest

forms of life and of the course taken by the earliest stages of evolution,

striving all through to treat the problem from a strictly objective standpoint,

and avoiding as far as possible the purely speculative and metaphysical questions

which beset like pitfalls the path of those who attack the problem of life and

vitalism. I have, therefore, refrained as far as possible from discussing such

indefinable abstractions as 'living substance' or 'life,' phrases to which no

clear meaning can be attached.

How far my personal ideas may correspond to objective truth I could not,

of course, pretend to judge. It may be that the mental pictures which I have

attempted to draw are to be assigned, on the most charitable interpretation,

to the realm of poetry, as defined by the greatest of poets, rather than of science.

' The lunatic, the lover and the poet

Are of imagination all compact

;

And as imagination bodies forth

The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes and gives to airy nothings

A local habitation and a name.'

If I might be permitted to attempt an impartial criticism of my own scheme,

I think it miglit be claimed that the various forms and types of organisms in

my evolutionary series, namely, the simple cell or protocyte, the cytode or

pseudomoneral stage, the micrococcus, even the biococcus, are founded on con-

crete evidence and can be regarded as types actually existent in the present

or past. On the other hand the role assigned by me to each type in the pageant
of evolution is naturally open to dispute. For example, I agree with those

who derive the Bacteria as primitive, truly non-cellular organisms, directly

from the biococcus through an ancestral form, and not at all with those who
would regard the Bacteria as degenerate or highly-specialised cells. But the

crux of my scheme is the homology postulated between the biococcus and the
chromatinic particle—chromidiosome or chromiole—of true cells. In support
of this view, of which I am not the originator, I have set forth the reasons
which have convinced me that the extraordinary powers and activities

exhibited by the chromatin in ordinary cells are such as can only be explained
on the hypothesis that the ultimate chromatinic units are to be regarded as

independent living beings, as much so as the cells composing the bodies of

multicellular organisms ; and, so far as I am concerned, I must leave the
matter to the judgment of my fellow-biologists.

" Journal of Genetics, iv. (1914), p. 136.
" See Appendix A.
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1 may point out in conclusion that general discussions of this kind may be

useful in other ways than as attempts to discover truth or as a striving towards

a verity which is indefinable and perhaps unattainable. Even if my scheme

of evolution be but a midsummer-night's fantasy, I claim for it that it co-

ordinates a number of isolated and scattered phenomena into an orderly, and,

I think, intelligible sequence, and exhibits them in a relationship which at

least enables the mind to obtain a perspective and comprehensive view of them.
Rival theories will be more, or less, useful than mine, according as they succeed

in correlating more, or fewer, of the accumulated data of experience. If in

this address I succeed in arousing interest and reflection, and in stimulating

inquiry and controversy, it will have fulfilled its purpose.

Appendix A.

—

The Cell-Theory.

The most recent attack on the Cell-theory, as it is understood by the

majority of modern biologists, has been made by Mr. Dobell, who, if I under-

stand him rightly, refuses to admit any homology between the individual

Protistan organism and a single cell of the many that build up the body of a

Metazoon. Oni the contrary, he insists that the Protist is to be regarded as

homologous with the Metazoan individual as a whole. On these grounds he
objects to Protista being termed ' unicellular ' and insists that the term ' non-
cellular ' should be applied to them.

As regards the cellular nature of the Protista, it is one of my aims in this

address to show that amongst the Protista all stages of the evolution of the cell

are to be found, from primitive forms in which the body cannot be termed a
cell without depriving the term ' cell ' of all definable meaning, up to forms of

complex structure in which all the characteristic features of a true cell are
fully developed. Thus in the Protozoa we find the protoplasmic body
differentiated into nucleus and cytoplasm ; the nucleus in many cases with a
structure comparable in every detail to that of the nucleus of an ordinary body-
cell in the Metazoa; reproduction taking place by division of the body after
a karyokinetic nuclear division often quite as complicated as that seen in

the cells of the Metazoa and entirely similar both in method and in detail

;

and in the sexual process a differentiation of the gametes on lines precisely
similar to those universal in Metazoa, often just as pronounced, and preceded
also in a great many cases by phenomena of chromatin-reduction comparable in
principle, and even sometimes in detail, with the reduction-proces.^e.'; occurring
in Metazoa. I really feel at a loss to conceive what further criteria of
homology between a Protozoon and a IMetazoan cell could be demanded by
even the most captious critic. On the ground of these and many other simi-
larities in structure and behaviour between the entire organism in the Protozoa
and the individual cell, whether tissue-cell or germ-cell, in the Metazoa, the
case seems to me overwhelmingly convincing for regarding them as truly

—

that is to say, genetically—homologous.
Looking at the matter from another point of view, namely, from the stand-

point of the Metazoa, it is true that in the groups of most complicated and highly
organised structure the cells often develop secondary connections or fusions due
to incomplete division, to such an extent that in parts of the body the individu-
ality of the primitively distinct cells may be indicated only by" the nuclei (a.s

may occur also in Protozoa, for example, in associated gregarines) ; but in all

Metazoa certain of the cells retain permanently their complete independence
and freedom of movement and action. In the Metazoa possessing the simplest
and most primitive types or organisation, such as sponges and coelenterates, the
cells composing the body show far greater independence of action, and in the
course of ontogeny entire groups of cells may alter their relative positions in
the body as the result of migrations performed by individual cells; while it is
now well known that if the adult sponge or hydroid be broken up completely
into its constituent cells, those cells can come together again and build up,
by their own individual activity, the regenerated body of the organism. For
the.se reasons it seems to me impossible to regard the body-cells of the Metazoa
otherwise than as individual organisms complete in themselves, primitively as
independent as the individual Protozoon, and in every way comparable to it.

From the considerations summarised very briefly in the two foregoing para-
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graphs aud capable of much greater amplification and elaboration, the view

generally held that the entire organism of a Protozoon is truly homologous

with a single body-cell of a Metazoon seems to me quite unassailable, and to

have gained in force greatly from recent investigations both upon Protozoa

and Metazoa. On the other hand, any Protist, as an organism physiologically

complete in itself, is clearly analogous to the entire individual in the Metazoa
—a comparison, however, which leaves the question of genetic homology quite

untouched.
As regards the application of the term unicellular or non-cellular to the

Protozoa, it is evident that if the evolution of living beings had never pro-

ceeded beyond the stage of the Protista, and if no multicellular organisms had
ever been evolved, the term cell could then never have been invented by an
intelligent being studying other living beings, supposing for an instant the

possibility of such intelligence existing apart from a mammalian brain. So
long as the Protozoa are studied entirely by themselves, without reference to

any other forms of life, they may be termed non-cellular in the sense that

they are not composed of cells. It is only when they are compared with
multicellular organisms that the term unicellular becomes applicable on the

ground of the homology already discussed between the Prntozoon and the body-
cell of the Metazoon.

The following Papers and Reports were then read :

—

1. The Future of Scientific Literature in relation to the War.
By Professor A. Meek.

2. Report on the Occufation of a Table at the Zoological Station at

Naples.—See Eeports, p. 148.

3. Report on the Biological Problems incidental to the BehnnUet
Whalivg Station.—See Reports, p. 124.

4. Report on. tlic Noinenclator Animaliuni Generiim et Sub-generum.
See Eeports, p. 147.

o. Report -on tJie Biology of the AbrolJtos hlauds.—See Eeports,

p. 148.

6. Report on the Collection of Marsupials.—See Eeports, p. 147.

7. Report on the Occupation of a Table nl the Marine Laboralory,

Plymouth.—See Eeports, p. 149.

8. Materials for a Graphic History of Comparative Anatomy.
By Professor P. D". Cole and Nellie B. Eales, B.Sc.

A few years ago one_ of us attempted to apply graphic methods to an his-
torical study of anatomical museums.' The results were encouraging but not
conclusive, since the number of such museums which could be traced (537) was
too small to admit of adequate treatment by statistical methods. It then
occurred to us to make a similar attempt on the literature of comparative
anatomy generally, in the hope that, with a much greater bulk of records to
juggle with, we might succeed in conjuring form and precision out of an

' Cp. Cole, The Mackay Miscellany, p. 302, Liverpool, 1914.
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amorphous mass of data. Our object was a threefold one : (1) to represent by
a curve the activities of comparative anatomists year by year from the sixteenth
century to 1860; (2) to separate out the performances of each European coun-
try; (3) to determine which groups of animals and what aspects of the subject
engaged the attention of workers from time to time. In other words, it seemed
possible to reduce to geometrical form the activities of anatomists as a whole,
and the relative importance in time and interest of each country and subject.
We do not propose in this preliminary note to dwell on the difficulties of the
work—they have been numerous, and relate chiefly to the difficulty in assioninu-
certain workers to their appropriate countries, and in making due allowance
for others whose output has been disproportionate to the influence they have
exercised.

For the period between the years 1543 and 1860 we have made records of
6,304 papers which deal wholly or partly with the anatomy of animals, as apart
from those having a systematic interest only. It is inevitable that we have
missed many, but the number can hardly bear any serious proportion to those we
have recorded. In Fig. 1 each division in the horizontal direction represents
fifty years, and the height of the chart in any year represents the number of
papers published in that year. In assigning a paper to any particular year we
have had to consider whether the date of publication bears a close relation to the
completion of the work. In some cases publication may be many years subse-
quent to the death of the author, and our method has been to chart the actual
or approximate year in which the work was finished rather than the date of
publication. At the same time we feel that the date of publication does stand
for something—it represents at least a current interest in the subject of the
research. We give four specimen charts (Figs. 1-4), selected from the number
that have been made.

An examination of Fig. 1 shows that only intermittent research was carried
on before the year 1650, but that in the next fifty years there was considerable
activity, culminating at about 1683, and thereafter subsiding. There is no
doubt that this sudden revival was due almost exclusively to the Academia
Naturae Curiosorum founded in 1652, the Royal Society of "London (1660), the
French Academy of Science (1666), and, to a much less extent, the Collegium
Anatoniicum of Amsterdam (c. 1665). From 1700 to 1750 work is steadily
maintained, but at a lower numerical level, and the second revival begins at
1750, gradually increases in volume up to 1800, and then suddenly swings up to
a very high maximum between 1835 and 1840, finally declining somewhat con-
siderably down to 1860, beyond which we have collected no data.

If now we consider the achievements of individual countries, we find that
the second revival was initiated by France (Fig. 2), followed closely by
Germany (Fig. 3), and at some distance by England (Fig. 4). The last coun-
try, however, reaches her maximum first, then Germany, and finally France.
Havmg passed the maximum point, France progressivelv declines up to 1860,
but both England and Germany, having reached their "lowest point by 1850,
show signs of recovery. It should be stated that Holland and Denmark take a
distmct part in the seventeenth-century revival, and that Italy is undoubtedly
concerned in initiating the similar movement in the nineteenth century
Germany claims 2,066 records, France 1,507, England 1,171, Italy 373, Holland
214, Switzerland 170, and Denmark 155.

An analysis of authorities shows in England the Hunterian school in
splendid isolation—an example which was not driven home until, more than
thirty years after the death of Hunter, Owen published his first anatomical
paper. In France, on the other hand, the work of Buffon, Vicq d'Azyr, and
(Juvier is promptly and steadily followed up. Germany is almost devoid of
pioneers in the eighteenth century, but her record from 1800 includes an almost
unbroken succession of well-known workers, and it is this solidarity which makes
the German chart so impressive. England claims fifteen writers with a mini-mum of ten papers to their credit, Germany 39, and France 35. The most
voluminous writers on comparative anatomy have been Owen, Home, G. St
Hilaire, J. Miiller, Dufour, Rathke, Duvernoy, Uuvier, Meckel, Blainville
Milne Edwards, Hyrtl, and Brandt. The earlier writers were very largely
Italian, but from 1650 onwards Denmark, England, France, Germany Holland
and Switzerland successively enter the field

' '

1915.
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As regards the subjects of study, work has been distributed as follows :

Mammals (1,569 papers) ; Arthropods (863) ; Fishes (730) ; Organography (594) ;

Birds (527) ; Molluscs (388) ; Worms (357) ; Reptiles (334) ; Amphibia (233) ;

Coelenterates (200) ; and Echinoderms (62). Of works of a general or more
encyclopaedic nature there are 471. The seventeenth-century revival related

chiefly to Mammals, but concerned to a lesser extent Birds, Fishes, and
Arthropods, and to a slight extent Reptiles and Molluscs. In the nineteenth-

century revival, Mammals, Arthropods, Fishes, and Organography, in the order

mentioned, play the leading part, followed by Birds, Molluscs, and Reptiles.

Even in the first half of the eighteenth century, the slackest period since the

seventeenth-century revival, interest in the anatomy of Mammals is well main-

tained.

Each of the Figs. 1-4 shows a certain periodicity of output, especially

during the nineteenth century. Roughly speaking, the periods are equal ones

of about ten years each. In other words, for each decade there is a rise and
fall. This periodicity is well marked in the graph for Germany.

It is not always possible to compare visually the relative bulk of publica-

tions at stated intervals, owing to the fact that a large number of works for

one year give undue prominence to that period. In order to make comparisons

of this kind more readily, graphs have been prepared which show the rise and
fall by obtaining the aggregate of the publications for successive periods of five

years each and plotting the average.

If Fig. 1 be compared with the graph illustrating the history of Zoological

Museums already published, it will be noted that in the latter the seventeenth-

century revival is not represented, but that between 1747 and 1770 the influ-

ence of Linnaeus and Buffon produced an effect which would naturally be want-

ing in an anatomical graph. The nineteenth-century revival, however, is

also to be found in the museum graph. The period lies between 1809 and 1847,

and curiously enough the maximum occurs in exactly the same year as in the

anatomical graph, viz., 1835.

9. The Insect Associaiioit of a Local Eiivironmental Complex.

By Alfred E. Cameron, M.A., D.Sc, M.Sc.

An association is a group of animals uniform over a considerable area, and
its unity is dependent upon the migration of the individuals from one stratum

to another at different times of day, or at different periods of their life-histories.

The environment is a complex of many factors, each dependent upon
another or upon several others. A change in any one effects changes in one

or more others. The most important environmental factors are water, atmo-

spheric moisture, light, temperature, pressure, oxygen, carbon dioxide, food,

enemies, materials used in abodes. In nature the combinations of these requisite

for the abode of a considerable number of animals are called ' environmental

complexes.' Local complexes are often referred to as secondary or minor con-

ditions or as edaphic or soil conditions.

It is very probable that the plant and animal associations will prove to be

co-extensive.

In the study of an insect association one has a choice of two methods :

(1) One may treat of a species, genus, family, or order as one's unit and show
the relation of each one severally to the environment. (2) The other method,
which is more comprehensive, treats the whole of the environmental factors as

a .single entity to which all of the insects of the various orders respond in

unison. The latter was the method adopted by the author.

The physiogTaphy and topography of the district. Holmes Chapel, Cheshire,

were reviewed in a general way and the geological facts summarised. Such a

proceeding is necessary because the plant association, so important in relation

to insect life, is largely determined by the nature of the soil of the district as

well as the exposure and other factors. The vegetation of the Holmes Chapel

area is mesophytic, and the plant association is of the grassland mixed wood
type.

Records of barometric pressure, air temperature, and soil temperature were

kept for the period during which the work lasted. In many cases it is difficult
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to say what is the direct influence of any one physical factor on tlic iiisei t

association, but it is hoped by making a study of an entirely different area

to reach important conclusions by the method of comparison. Probably it will

be found that the best index of the physical factors of an environment may
be derived from the ' evaporating power of air ' as measured by the porous
cup atmometer.

The index of an insect's habitat is where it breeds, which may not be the
place where it feeds. Many insects migrate from one vertical stratum to

another at different periods of their life-histories or according as they ai-e

actuated by their various needs. Some insects are peculiar to an association,

others invade from adjacent associations. An analysis of their habits, which
involves a knowledge of their larval habits, enables one to relegate them to

their proper association. A tabular statement of these facts has been presented
in the paper, and the various orders of Apterygota, Plecoptera, Neuroptera,
Mecoptera, Trichoptera, Diptera, Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, and
Hemiptera as specifically determined have been reviewed.
A soil insect-census of two different grasslands in the association, differing

in their soil-types and vegetational covering, .showed that in any given locality

the soil-insect fauna of grassland is not likely to vai-y to any great extent. Foi'

a determination of the faunistic differences on the basis of the variation of

edaphic factors, a very thorough analysis is necessary.

10. Exhibition of Lantern Slides of Maps illustrating Tertiary Changes,

according to Geologists, in the Northern Hemisphere, and the

Light thrown on the Subject by a Comparison of Maps showing
Distribution of Fish. By Professor A. Meek.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Discussion on the Relation of Chromosomes to Heredity.—Opened
by Professor E. W. MacBride, F.R.S.

There seems to be no escape from the position that the chromatin viewed as

a whole is the bearer of the hereditary tendencies, for the influence of the
father in determining the character of the offspring is as potent as that of the
mother. Now the head of the spermatozoon is the only part of the father
wliich enters into the constitution of the progeny, and this appears to consist
practically exclusively of chromatin (Duesberg). This chromatin appears
after fertilisation in the somatic nuclei of the embryo as a group of chromo-
somes, which are in many cases distinctly separable into two sub-groups of
maternal and paternal chromosomes respectively. These can only influence the
characters of the embryo by emitting substances which pass through the nuclear
membrane into the cytoplasm. The formation of the organs of an embryo is

known in many cases to be due to substances localised in the cytoplasm. But
the formation of these substances can be shown to be due to chromatic emission
from the nucleus of the unripe egg (Schaxel), and in many cases where the
fertilised egg exhibits marked cytoplasmic differentiation the cytoplasm of the
unripe egg can be shown to be of homogeneous composition (Boveri). Driesch
has shown that in some cases the nuclei of an embryo can be displaced from
their positions without altering the mutual relations of the organs of an embryo.
From this it is argued that the nuclei are all alike and indifferent. But during
this period the embryo is of uniform character, i.e., all its parts are equi-

potential. When this period has passed, and definite localisation of the rudi-

ments of organs begins, this is associated with renewed emission of chromatin
into the cytoplasm (Schaxel).

Whether individual chromosomes are the bearers of different characters or
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groups of characters is a question difficult to decide. The experiments of

Wilson and his school on Drosophila and other insects suggest that they are.

The best instance is the so-called sex-chromosome, which is supposed to carry the

determiner of sex and of the qualities which are sex-limited. In some cases

the female nucleus possesses one more chromosome than the male, and there are

two kinds of spermatozoon, one with one more chromosome than the other.

Hence it is assumed that sex is fixed by the spermatozoon. But when two
species are crossed, differing in a secondary sexual character, the distribution

of this character in the hybrid and in the F, generation shows that it cannot
possibly be carried by the sex-chromosome. Moreover, in other cases

(Abraxas) the inheritance of characters in a cross between two varieties indicates

that there are two kinds of egg and one kind of spermatozoon. Yet no con-

stant chromosomal difference between the two kinds can be detected (Don-

caster). In other words, the odd chromosome may not be the cause of sex-

difference, but in itself the result of that sex-difference.

The phenomena of meiosis, however, and their agreement in form with the

sort of segregation of qualities postulated by the Mendelian hypothesis, suggest

very strongly that determiners of various characters are situated in definite

pairs of chromatin units which become separated from one another at the

nieiotic division. Since, however, the number of allelomorphic characters can

in many cases be proved to be very much larger than the number of chromo-
somes, the individual chromosomes cannot represent these determiners. May
not the chromosomes be simply groups of these determiners adhering by mutual
chemical affinity under the peculiar chemical conditions obtaining in the cell in

the period preceding karyokinesis ? If this be the case, the apparent total dis-

appearance of chromosomes during the resting period could be accounted for.

2. 'Die Discession of Ihe Chromosomes and Mitok'uietism.

By Professor Marcus IIartog, D.Sc.

In previous papers the author has shown that the phenomena of the cell-

spindle may be interpreted as the expression of a field of dual force, centering

on the centrosomes as opposite poles, on the assumption that the achromatic
fibres are more permeable to the force than their surroundings, and lie along the
lines of force whose distribution they, of course, modify. The chromosomes are

also more permeable, and may be termed ^flexible indurAors.' All objections

that have been urged to this view have been shown to be based on neglect either

of accepted physical truths or of the realities of the field. But he was so far

unable to produce any adequate explanation of the discession of the chromosomes.
This deficiency was due to the omission to take note of the different behaviours
of isolated poles and of inductors. The former move along the lines of force

;

but not the latter, and their path in a uniform field had not yet been worked
out by the physicist save in very few, simple, cases. With the collaboration of

Mr. Philip E. Belas this problem has received an experimental solution, which
is demonstrated at this meeting before Section A. Undoubtedly the path of an
inductor in a uniform, field does not correspond with that of a chromosome in

the cell ; but the cell-field is not uniform, for it is traversed by the spindle-

fibres, stretching from pole to pole along the lines of force, and modifying their

distribution, as above stated. If we represent these in a magnetic field by
pieces of soft iron extending from pole to pole, we see at once that lines of

force converge to them on either side, their density increasing as we approach
the poles. Now, an inductor tends to move in the direction in which it will

include the maximum number of lines of force ; and in our models we find indeed
that a floating inductor will move along the iron representative of the spindle-

fibre. Thus the path of the chromosome is now seen to be in accordance with
theory.

The separation of the sister-chromosomes at the equator is difficult to under-

stand if the field be uniform, for the force tending to separate two adjacent

inductors lying across the equator is indefinitely small ; again here the model
shows us how the force is modified by the presence of the achroraatin fibre. For
the lines of force from either pole are continuous through the inductors in the

uniform field ; but with the representative of the inductor stretching from pole
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to pole, either chromosome transmits at its equatorial end to its sister only part

of the lines it receives at its polar end, a proportion of them being attracted (or

' refracted ') into the fibre.

§ucli problems, which are too complex to lend themselves to mathematical

analysis, can alone be settled by the method of physical experimentation, and

the 'interpretation must needs follow the observation. It is only, indeed, by

these last experiments that tlie problem of the working of the cell-figure has

received an adequate explanation on the mitokinetism theory.

3. A Slalemcnl upon the Theory and Phenomena of Purpose and

Intelligence exhibited by the Protozoa, as illustrated by Selection

and Behaviour in the Forammifera. By E. Heron-Allen, F.L.S.,

F.Z.S., F.R.M.S.

The author seeks to make the position which he has taken up in this

matter definite, and to state the limits beyond which at present he is not

prepared to go. He postulates :

—

(i.) That every living organism having a separate and independent existence

of its own is endowed with that measure and quality of the faculties of

Purpo.se and Intelligence which are adapted to, and called forth by, the

individual needs of that organism.

(ii.) That these faculties are illustrated by the utilisation by certain Protozoa
(Foraminifera) of foreign substances, selected by the animal from a large

heterogeneous mass of environmental adaptable material, and utilised in such a

manner as to provide the animal with means {n) of adaptation to its special

environment, and (h) of defence against its known and special enemies.

(iii.) That it is not competent for a consistent evolutionist to postulate

a break in his evolutionary cycle (which must, ex hypothexi, be continuous) for

the introduction at some arbitrary point of an unknown influence of unknown
origin to which he wives the name of Intelligence, upon which Purpose depends.

(iv.) That the phenomena to which he has called attention have no relation

to, and are not to be confounded with, adaptations or tropisms, and he is

not to be interpreted as having made any claims based upon any such confusion.

4. The Vj.vplanation of Secondary Sex Characters as Characters of

Abandoned Function, with Observations on the Insufficiency of the
' Hormone ' Theory. By F. W. Ash.

Male secondary characters are not otherwise unique ; on the contrary, the

character may be bisexual (specific), unisexual, or wholly rudimentary, accord-

ing to species.

The problem is—why are certain somatic characters, not essentially sex-

distinguishing, sex-limited in particular species ? No explanatory theory can

suffice that does not answer that question.

The selection theory fails to explain why the dimorphism is not neutralised

by biparental heredity ; while the ' hormone ' hypothesis does not account for

the particular form assumed by the secondary character, •

Male secondary characters cannot well represent (as some have held) a first

stage in the evolution of structures that are to be afterwards extended to the

other sex ; such a view entails such inconsistent assumptions as that newly
evolving organs tend to over-develop in males while still incapable of appearance
in females and young, and yet may at the same time be rudimentary (not

incipient) in the two latter ; or that archaic and general characters (such as the
canine tooth) are still being independently evolved in divers widely separated
typen.

The 'hormone' theory, apart from the insufficiency before mentioned,
implies an artificial ontogenetic distinction between the same organs in allied

species; for example, between the tusk of tlie Indian and that of tiie African
elephant ; or between similar tissue in different parts of the same animal (an

bptween lertHin feathers in a bird and tlie other feathering).
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I suggest that the real explanatioa of male secondary characters is that
they are characters of abandoned function or their physiological equivalents

—

suppressed in the young in favour of more essential growth (of organs still

fully functional), and in the adult female because, with her, nutritive surplus
is more directly diverted to the purposes of reproduction. Hence such
characters usually only find opportunity for full expression in adult males.

Where an organ is in process of retrogression through loss of function, an
intermediate stage of extravagant growth under favourable nutritive conditions
may occur before the wholly rudimentary stage is reached.

Secondai-y sex exaggerations may significantly parallel enlargements due to
accidental loss of function. The tusk of the male babirussa may be com
pared with instances of occasional circular overgrowth in the tusk of the
hippopotamus, or with the elongation of a rodent's incisor when the opposing
tooth is lost.

The dependence (usual amongst vertebrates) of the development of the
secondary character on the active presence of the male gonad may, perhaps, be
explained by reference to the phenomena of periodicity.

Through inherited correlation, the activity of the gonads influences the
nutritive bias in the direction of reproduction, the related physiological ' ebb
and flow ' being on an enlarged or more cataclysmic scale, as it were, and so
affording latent characters opportunity for expression (in males). This sug-
gestion is rather supported by the fact of the renewal of the secondary feature
at the breeding season in various types.

5. Studies on the Biology of the Appendix Vermiformis in Monotremes
and Marsupials. By William 0. Mackenzie, M.D.

The following animals were considered : Monotremata : Ornithorhynchus and
Echidna ; Marsupialia : Phascolarctos, Phascolomys, Dasyurus, Macropodidae,
and Trichosurus.

Attention was drawn to the fact that one Monotreme (Ornithorhynchus) has a
caecum and the other (Echidna) a true vermiform appendix comparable, macro-
scopically and histologically, to that of man, ape, and wombat—the three
mammals regarded as having a true vermiform appendix. Various grades of
degeneration in the appendix of Echidna were demonstrated. Amongst the
iVIacropodidae, the wallaby and the kangaroo exhibited a well-marked difference
in the csecal region. In Phascolomys the appendix was shown to have reached
a much more advanced degree of degeneration than that of man—even to

complete disappearance. The mode of disappearance is by incorporation in the
wall of the ileum, and of this the varioiis gradations were shown. This animal,
then, presents suggestive evidence of the mode of the further degeneration of
man's appendix. No cases of inflammation of the caecal region have been met
with amongst the Phascolomyidre.

6. Regeneration of the Tail in the Common Lizard (L. vivipara) after

Autotomy. By Charles Powell White.

The lizards which form the basis of these observations were found under
natural conditions in North Wales.

Autotomy takes place through the middle of a vertebra. There is no special

autotomy-site as in the legs of crabs, but apparently any vertebra may be
involved. Regeneration may continue tmtil the regenerated tail is fully as long
as the original one.

In such a fully regenerated tail are found :

1. The skin and subcutaneous tissue. 2. The muscles situated beneath the
skin to which they are attached. They consist of sixteen longitudinal bundles
and are also segmented transversely in zig-zag rings, each segment apparently
corresponding to a ring of scales in the skin. 3. Beneath the muscles is a layer

of fatty connective tissue in which rim nerves and blood-vessels. All the
nerves are derived from the last three pairs of nerve roots in the stump of the
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tail. There are twenty-four main trunks in all, four branches from each nerve.

The blood-vessels are derived from the caudal aorta and vein. Lymphatics are

also found. The main trunks of the sympathetic which accompany the aorta
can be traced for some distance into the regenerated tail and send branches to

the different blood-vessels. No new ganglia are formed. 4. In the centre of
the tail is a tube of cartilage, unsegmented and continuous except for some
perforations through which blood-vessels pass to the interior. This tube is

continuous with the body and neural arches of the vertebra through which the
fracture has taken place. 5. In the cartilage tube is an epithelial tube con-

tinuous with the central canal of the spinal cord.

On examining tails in various stages of regeneration we find the following :

The wound after autotomy is quickly covered with new skin beneath which is

a mass of spindle cells which apparently originate in the connective tissue.

This cellular mass acts as a growing point, to the new tail, and from it the

various structures are developed. The cartilage, fat, and blood-vessels arise by
differentiation from the spindle cells. The muscle fibres arise segmentally in

groups, the groups nearest the tip being the least differentiated. The muscles
in the stump play no part in the process.

The nerve trunks involved in the autotomy-wound elongate as the regenera-

tion proceeds. The corresponding posterior root ganglia are increased in size

or number owing to increase in size of the nervo bundles. There is no increase

in size or number of the ganglion cells.

The central canal reaches to the extreme tip of the tail just beneath the

skin. It there loses itself in the surrounding cells and is apparently developed

from them. It has no connection with the epidermis.

The Geographical Distribution of the Pennatulacea.

By Professor S. J. Hickson, F.R.S.

8. Exhibitio)i of Specimens in the Zoological Laboratories of the

University.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Papers were read :

—

I. Account of the Plankton collected during Traverses of the Great

Oceans on the journey to Australia and back, by several routes,

in 1914. By Professor W. A. Hebdman, F.R.S., and Andeew
Scott, A.L.S.

Advantage was taken of the meeting of the British Association in Australia

last summer to obtain samples of surface plankton collected continuously dxiring

traverses of the North and South Atlantic, the Southern Ocean, the Indian

Ocean, the seas of the Malay Archipelago, and the Pacific. The method of

collecting was that made use of by one of us on several previous occasions, and
which con.sists briefly in letting the sea-water which is pumped continuously

into the ship flow out from a bath- or other tap through a fine-meshed silk net,

which is changed morning and evening—so that each sample obtained repre-

sents a twelve hours' catch, either day or night. The silk used was No. 20 of

Dufour's series, having about 6,000 meshes to the square centimetre.

Small samples of each gathering were examined somewhat rapidly with the

microscope while fresh, and any special organisms and colours were noted. The
whole was then preserved in a solution of formalin.

The outward voyage on the Blue Funnel liner Ascanius was by the Cape
route, so that the 72 samples collected represent a traverse from Liverpool
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down the North and South Atlantic by the Canary Islands along a roughly

north and south line to Cape Town, and from thence along the Southern Ocean

on an east and west line to Fremantle in Western Australia. The managers of

the Blue Funnel line (Messrs. Alfred Holt & Co.) materially promoted this

work by most generously fitting up special discharge pipes with large taps on

both sides of the top deck, and by fitting up a large deck cabin on the

Ascanius as a laboratory for Professor Herdman. in which microscope work
could be conveniently carried on either l)y day or electric light.

On the return journey three observers took part in tlie work. Professor

Herdman took a series of 32 samples through tlie Indian Ocean and Red Sea,

Dr. A. Holt collected 42 samples during parts of his homeward route by the

Malay Archipelago, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Ceylon : and Mr. P. G. Bailey

obtained for us 21 samples during his voyage by New Zealand across the Pacific

to San Francisco. We are very much obliged to Dr. Holt and Mr. Bailey for

this kind assistance.

In addition to these 167 samples collected from most of the great oceans of

the world in the summer of 1914, we have also taken into consideration a few

former collections made by one of us, viz., (1) on a traverse to and from Cape
Town by the Atlantic route in 1905, (2) on a traverse of the Red Sea and

Indian Ocean to and from Ceylon in 1907, and (3) two or three other minor

collections which may be useful in filling up gaps between the larger series.

The samples are now being examined systematically and exhaustively, and

it will be some time yet before we can make a detailed report ; but we think it

may be of interest to give now this preliminary account of the matter.

So far as possible the conditions of collecting were kept constant, so that the

samples might be comparable with one another. It was calculated that during

the work on the Ascanius the amount of water running through the net was
about 10 litres per minute or 7,200 litres per twelve hours' gathering. If w-e

attempt to compare this volume of water strained with the amount that passes

through an ordinary horizontal or vertical plankton net of 34 cm. diameter at the

mouth we think it might on a rough appi-oximation be the equivalent of 100

yards of horizontal towing or 50 fathoms in a vertical haul.

On looking at the volumes of the gatherings it is noteworthy how the amount
of plankton per haul drops in passing from coastal to oceanic waters. The first

gathering was practically across the mouth of the English Channel from the

Scilly Isles to abreast of Ushant, and was an ordinary typical English summer
plankton measuring 14'5 c.c. and consisting of many of the smaller Copepoda such

as Oithonn and Pseudoralnnvs with a few Centropages, and also a considerable

number of the Pteropod Limacivn. The fourth haul, thirty-six hours later, in

the Atlantic about the latitude of Lisbon, measured only 1 c.c. and contained,

in addition to a few species of the smaller Copepoda, oceanic organisms such
as Globigeriiia biilloides and Aconthomctra.

A drop in the quantity of plankton per haul was noticed in passing from the

English Channel to the Bay of Biscay and a further drop in passing out into the
Atlantic off the coast of Portugal. During the next few days in the open
Atlantic north of the Canary Islands the following additional Copepoda were
noteworthy in the gatherings : Clausoralanus arcuicornis, Corycceus rostratus,

and C. gracilicaiida. Calocdlanus plumulosus, MicrosetcUa rosea, Ovccta subtilis,

PJriiromamma f/raclle, Liicictitia flavicorniSj and Sapphirtna nigromaculata.
In the South Atlantic, between the Canary Islands and the Cape, at least

three species of Sapphirina (S. nigromaculata, S. Salpce, and another) occurred
frequently in the gatherings ; and other Copepoda that appeared south of the
Canaries were : Pleuromamnia grarih and P. ahdontinah, Vndeurhipta phiino.-ri.

Candacia pachydactyla, C. hispinosa and C. hipinnata, Metridia boecki,

Undinula vulgaris. Corycdi^is carinatus, Calocalunus pavo, and various species
of Macrosetello, EucJutta, Mirada, PoiHellopsis, Ijoh'docprn, and other.s—only
the more conspicuous forms are mentioned.

The increase in volume of the catch on approaching Cape Town was well
marked—successive hauls being 2, 3, 4, 6'5 and then 11 c.c, and after leaving
the Cape they fell again to 5, 6, 64 and 4 c.c.

On the day after leaving the Cape (July 13) the sea was very noticeably
blood-red in colour, and highly luminous at night. The gatherings were found
to contain large numbers of a small red Peridinian which was probably tlu?
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cause botli of the colour and of tlie luminosity. On July 17, at night, a fairly

large catch was almost wholly composed of Metridia bocchi.

In the traverse across the Stnithern Ocean, between July 13 and 28, the

more noticeable forms in the plankton were Macrosetella, Fleuroiiuimma (twospp.),
Euchata (including one species probably new to science), Mecynocera, Corycceus,

Microsetella, C'alocalanus, Claiisocahunis, Sapphirina (S. metallina and S.

gemma), and the conspicuous black-coated Candacia aethiopica—along with
many diatoms and other smaller forms not yet identified.

The volume of the plankton again increased on getting into the Australian
coastal waters. For example, on August 2, in Spencer Gulf, we had quite a
large catch of smaller Copepoda—chiefly Microsetella and Euterpinu.

It is hoped that the detailed report upon these and the other oceanic
traverses will be laid before the Liverpool Biological Society in the course of

next winter.

2. On Larvce o/ LinguUi (uul Pelagodiscus collected in the Red Sea and
Indian Ocean. By J. H. Ashworth, D.Sc.'^

3. Notes on Zoological ('(dlecling in Aufilralia with tlie British Associa-

tion in 1914. By Professor A. Dendy, F.R.S.

4. Notes on Insects collected daring the Visit of the British Association

to Australia in 1914. By Professor E. B. Poclton, F.B.S.

5. Bionomics of the Genus Eronia. By F. A. Dixey, F.R.S.

Eronia is a genus of Old-World Pierine butterflies distributed over the
whole of Africa south of the Sahara, and southern Asia with the Malayan
islands as far as the Moluccas. It is remarkable for the diversity between the

sexes shown by most of the species, and for the fact that in nearly every
instance the females bear a strong resemblance to forms belonging to other
groups. The genus may be divided under subgeneric headings, as follows :

(1) Nepheronia, comprising the species inhabiting continental Asia and the

Malayan islands; (2) Leuceronla, consisting of four or five species wliich are

African and Arabian in distribution ; and (3) Eronia proper, which includes

two species belonging to continental Africa only. In Nepheronia the likeness

of the females is to various species of Danainae. In a few cases the females
of this section are dimorphic, each such form bearing the aspect of a separate

species of Danaine. In Leiiceronia three of the species have polymorphic
females ; these in every instance present a copy of some other butterfly belong-

ing to the Pierine sub-family but of no close affinity with Leuceronia. One
of the remaining species resembles in both sexes a Pierine of a distinct group.

The third section or sub-genus, Eronia proper, consists of two species, in both
of which the underside is coloured like a dead leaf. In addition to this, one of

the species is on the upper side almost exactly like another brilliantly coloured

Pierine inhabiting the same region. In this case the resemblance is closest in

the males.

In the first group, the likeness to Danaines can scarcely be due to affinity

;

for, besides the fact that the males remain unaffected, there is no near relation-

ship between the sub-families concerned. Nor, in the second group, is the con-

nection close between the polymorphic females of Leuceronia and the Pierine.»

which they resemble. The "fact that the similar forms inhabit, speaking
generally, the same districts suggests a climatal or other local influence ; but,

besides the difficulty of conceiving the modus operandi of such an influence,

the polymorphism of many of the females and the unaltered aspect of the males

1 See Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. li., pp. 45-69, Pis. iv., v., 1915.
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make this unlikely. The 'explanation' offered by Fruhstorfer, viz., that 'the

mimics Avere modified by the same (as yet unlcnown) influences under which the

colouring of the models developed,' is obviously no explanation at all.

Since some of the forms resembled by the Eronias are known experimentally,

and otTiers are on good grounds believed to be more or less distasteful to

insectivorous animals, the theory of mimicry appears to be the most feasible

interpretation of the conditions obtaining in this genus.

The likeness between Eronia leda and Tieracolus auxo is somewhat excep-

tional. The Eronia is cryptically coloured beneath; and the resemblance to

Teracolus, which is strongest in the male, may perhaps be really due to

affinity.

6. The Relation of the Phylogeny of the Parasite to that of the Host.

By Launcelot Harrison, J3.Sc.

The proposition I advance is :—That in the case of total obligate parasites,

closely related parasites will be found to occur upon phyletically connected

hosts, without regard to other cecologic conditions. As the state of evolution of

the parasite will be less advanced than that of the host, it follows as a corollary :

That a study of such parasitee may give valuable indications as to host phylogeny.

(The following references may be consulted for more detailed statements :

—

(1) Kellogg, American Naturalist, xlvii., p. 129; (2) ibid., xlviii., p. 257;

(3) S. J. Johnston, EejJt. Aust. Ass7i., 1913; and (4) Ecpt. Brit. Assn., 1914;

(5) Harrison, Aust. Zoologist, 1914, p. 7; and (6) Parasitology, viii., p. 88.)

The evidence I shall bring to support the above statements is derived from a

study of conditions in the Mallophaga. Kellogg (1) has made a similar state-

ment based on a study of the same group. He has also (2) extended his studies

to the Anoplura, and finds that his thesis holds for this order. A striking illus-

tration is the occurrence upon man, upon species of the family Simiidee, and of

the genus Ateles alone among the Cebidee, of the Anopluran genus Pediculus;

while the closely related genus Pedioinus occurs upon the lower Quadrumana.

Johnston (3) has compared the trematode fauna of the frogs of Europe, Asia,

America, and Australia, and finds a common occurrence of species of Pneu-

monoeces in the lungs, Pleurogenes in the intestine, Di'plodiscus in the rectum,

and Gorgodera in the bladder. He finds flukes from Dusyurus and Ornithorhyn-

chus intermediate between the Fasciolirue of higher mammals and the Psilosto-

minse of the Sauropsida. He also finds (4) that species of Linstowia (Cestoda)

and Harmostomum (Trematoda) from Australian marsupials have their nearest

relatives among species of the same genera from American marsupials. The
parasitic Platodes, though not total obligate parasites in the same sense as the

Mallophaga, show the same relation to their hosts.

I find that, in general, the Mallophaga parasitic on any avian order are

recognisable at sight. In many cases, especially in certain genera, it is possible

to state definitely that a parasite has come from a particular family of birds.

Many species have a world-wide distribution, but always on closely related birds.

Thus Philopterus km occurs upon all gulls ; Llpeurus anatis upon all ducks

;

L. columbce upon all pigeons; Colpocephalum flavescens upon all hawks. The
genus Q^etrophthalmus has adopted a epecialised habitat in the gular pouch of

pelicans, and has its tracheal system specially modified in accordance with the

changed conditions. iSpecies of Tetrophthalvius occur on all pelicans, in the

same situation, and are all similarly modified. The only reasonable explanation

is that the parasites have had common origin.

Owing to equable conditions of nourishment and temperature, the Mallophaga

have had no stimulus to evolve as rapidly as their hosts. This is abundantly

proved by the fact that parasites fjom the various genera of a bird family are

often hardly specifically distinct. The Philopterus of Cuculus canorus is with

difliculty separable from those found upon the Australian genera Cacomantis and

Chalcococcyz.
Bird phylogeny has always presented a difficult problem. The biological

condition of the Mallophaga indicates that they can afford valuable evidence as
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to bird relationships. I have already (6) brought forward strong circumstantial
evidence to shov? that Apteryx is a Ralline bird, and not a Ratite.

Consequently, apart from its academic interest, the hypothesis may have a

practical application.

7. The Morphology of the Telencephalon of Spinax as a Type of Elasmo-
branch Fore Brain. By J. Stuart Thomson, M.S'c, Ph.D.

The following gray masses or functional areas have been recognised in the
fore brain of Spinax : {a) Area olfactoria medialis in the rostral wall and in the
median part of the anterior portions of the lateral lobes; (b) Area olfactoria
lateralis in the lateral part of the more anterior portions of the lateral lobes

;

(c) Hypostriatum (Catois) or Area superficialis basalis (Johnston) occupying the
greater part of the length of the telencephalon in a latero-ventral and medio-
ventral position; (rf) Nucleus medialis septi continuous ventrally with the last

area mentioned, and occupying a position internal to the downwardly directed

spurs of the lateral ventricles; (e) Primordium hippocampi on the dorsal sur-

face ; (/) precommissural or paraterminal body, a ventral extension of the
Primordium hippocampi; [g) Primordium pallii somatici, a correlation area

cccupying a lateral position in the walls of the prsethalamus or telencephalon

medium; (A) A^ucleus praopticus, an area disj)osed round the prseoptic recess.

The following fibre-tracts have been located : (1) Tractus olfactorfiis later-

alis and Tractus olfactorius medialis
; (2) Tractus olfacto-corticalis lateralis

rectus; (3) Tractus olfacto-corticalis medio dorsalis
; (4) Tractus olfacto-corticalis

septi or Tractus cortico-medialis of Botazzi and Kappers ; (5) Tractus olfacto-

hypothalamicus; (6) Tractus pallii; (7) Tractus hippocampi; (8) Commissura
pallii posterior; (9) a tract which may be the fornix of authors, but which
does not agree in the distribution of the fibres ; (10) Tractus tcenioe. (Edinger)

;

(11) Tractus thalamo-corticalis.

The author has not obtained any satisfactory or conclusive evidence of the

existence of a tract which might be correctly termed the corpus callosum.

The paper was illustrated by fifty drawings showing the gray masses and
fibre-tracts noted in the preceding paragraphs.

8. The Metamorphosis of Bilharzia, with Deinonslralion of Specimens.

By Lieut. -Colonel E. T. Leipeb, R.A.M.C.
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SECTION E.—GEOGEAPHY.

Peesident of the Section:—Major H. G. Lyons, D.Sc. , F.R.S.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President's Address was read in his absence, as follows :

—

The Importance of Geographical Fesearch.

This year, when the British Association is holding its meeting in times of

the utmost gravity, the changed conditions which have been brought about by
this War must occupy the attention of all the Sections to a greater or less

extent, and our attention is being called to many fields in which our activities

have been less marked or more restricted than they might have been, and
where more serious study is to be desired. The same introspection may be
usefully exercised in geography, for although that branch of knowledge has
undoubtedly advanced in a remarkable degree during the last few decades, we
have certainly allowed some parts of the subject to receive inadequate attention

as compared with others, and the necessity for more serious study of many of

its problems is abundantly evident.

Nor is the present occasion ill adapted to such an examination of our posi-

tion, for when the British Association last met in this city, now twenty-eight

years ago, the President of this Section, General Sir Charles Warren, urged in

his address the importance of a full recognition of geography in education on

the grounds that a thorough knowledge of it is required in every branch of life,

and is nowhere more important than in diplomacy, politics, and administration.

Matters have certainly advanced greatly since that time, and a much fuller

appreciation of geogi'aphy nov; exists than that which formerly prevailed. At
the time of the address to which I have referred the serious study of geography
in this country was on the eve of important developments. The Council of

the Royal Geographical Society had for some time been urging the importance of

geography being studied at the Universities so that there should be an oppor-

tunity for advanced students to qualify themselves as scientific geographers by
study and original research in the subject. The time had arrived for this

ideal to become an accomplished fact, and in the following year, 1888, a Reader
in Geography was appointed at Oxford University, and a Lectureship in the

same subject was established at Cambridge. Since then the advance has been

steady and continuous not only in the increased attention given to the subject,

but also in the way in which it is treated. The earlier bald and unattractive

statistical presentation of the subject has now been almost everywhere replaced

by a more intelligent treatment of it, in which the influences of the various

environments upon the life which inhabits a region are appreciated, and the

responses to such influences are followed up. Instruction in the subject is given

by those who have seriously studied it, who realise its importance, and who
are in a position to train up new scientific workers in the field of geography.

Though much remains to be done there should be now a steady output of

geographical investigators capable of providing an ever-increasing supply of
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carefully observed data, which they will have classified methodically and dis-

cussed critically, in order that these may be utilised to form sound generalisa-
tions as to their relationships and sequence in accordance with the method
which is employed in all scientific work.

In order that we may see what advance has been made in the scientific

study of geography in this country during the last quarter of a century, we
must turn to the results that have been attained by the activity of geographical
investigators who have devoted themselves to the serious study of various
phenomena, and the detailed investigation of particular regions. If we do so

I think that we must admit that the number of original investigators in

scientific geography who are extending its scope in this way is not so large as
it might be, nor are we yet utilising sufficiently all the material which is avail-

able to us. Anyone who will examine the geographical material which has been
published in any period which he may select for review will find that purely
descriptive treatment .still far outweighs the analytical treatment which alone
tan lead to definite advances in scientific geography. If pleasing descriptions
of this or that locality are sought for, they are for the most part to be found
readily in the very large amount of such material that has been and is being
published each year by residents, travellers, and explorers ; but if information is

desired in the prosecution of a jDiece of geographical research, we are checked
by the lack of precise details. Few of this class of descriptions are sufficiently

definite to enable the necessary comparisons to be made between one locality

and others which are similarly situated ; thoroughly quantitative treatment
is for the most part lacking, and while a pleasing picture is drawn which is

probably true in character, it is usually inadequately furnished with those
definite facts which the geographer requires.

I propose, therefore, to examine a little more closely the question of
geographical inve.itigation and research in order to see where we stand and in

what direction it behoves us to put forth our energies to the end that a branch
of knowledge which is of such importance shall rest upon that basis of detailed

study and investigation which alone can supply the starting-point for further
advance. The intricate and complicated character of the subject, the extent
of its purview, the numerous points at which it touches and imperceptibly
passes into other well-defined branches of knowledge, render the study of

geography very liable to degenerate into a purely descriptive treatment of the
earth's surface and all that is to be found thereon, rather than to follow the
narrow path of scientific progress in which the careful collection of data
furnishes the material for systematic discussion and study in order that trust-

worthy generalisations may be reached.

The opportunity to undertake Ion"' journeys through distant lands comes to

few of us, but this is not the only direction in which research can be profitably

undertaken, for there is no part of these islands where a geographer cannot find

within his reach some geographical problem which is well worth working out,

and which, if well and thoroughly done, will be a valuable contribution to

his science. Even for such as cannot undertake such field work the library

will provide a host of subjects which have not received nearly the amount of

attention and of careful study that they deserve. The one thing essential is

that the study should be as thorough as possible, so that all the contributory
lines of evidence shall be brought together and compared, and so that the
result may prove to be a real addition to geographical science on which other
workers may in their turn build.

For those who desire to undertake such investigations there is at any rate

no lack of geographical material, for travellers, explorers, and others engaged
in various occupations in every part of the world are continually recording
their experiences and describing their surroundings in books and pamphlets ;

they recount their experiences to the Geographical Societies, who apparently
have no difficulty in obtaining communications of wide interest for their

meetings. Most portions of the British Empire as well as regions belonging to

other nations are in these days more or less fully examined, surveyed, and
investigated with a view to their development, and those who undertake such
work have ample opportunities for the most part for preparing descriptions of
the lands in which they have sojourned and with which they are well
acquainted. But although the material is so ample the quality of it is not
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generally such as makes it suitable for an adequate study of the phenomena or

the region to which it relates. The ease with which a tract of country or a

route can be described by the traveller, and the attractiveness of such a

description of a little-known region, results in the provision of a vast quantity

of geographical information, the greater part of which has probably been

collected by those who have no adequate training in the subject. In such

cases it is not uncommon for the writer to disclaim any geological or botanical

knowledge, for instance, but the great majority of those to whom the oppor-

tunity is given to travel and see new lands and peoples are fully convinced of

their competence to describe accurately and sufficiently the geography of the

regions which they traverse. But anyone who has had occasion to make use

of such material in a serious investigation is only too well aware how little

precise and definite information he will be able to extract from the greater part

of this wealth of material, and in most cases this is due to the traveller's

lack of geographical knowledge. He probably does not know the phenomena
which should be observed in the type of region which he is traversing, nor

can he read the geographical evidence which lies patent to a trained observer

at every point of the journey ; much, therefore, of what he records may be of

interest, but probably lacks data which are essential to the geographer if he is

to understand the geographical character of the region, and utilise it properly.

Thus it happens that although the amount of geographical material which is

being garnered may be large, the proportion of it which is available for use in

a scientific investigation of an area is smaller than is probably realised by those

who have not made the experiment. And yet it is only by this scientific

investigation of selected localities or of a single phenomenon, and by working
them out as thoroughly as possible, that any real advance in geographical

science can be made. The accounts of such pieces of work will not appeal to

those who desire picturesque descriptions of little-known lands, but they will

be welcomed by geographers who can appreciate the value of such studies.

There should now- be an ever-increasing number of such geographers, ti'ained to

proceed in their investigations by the true scientific method, and there should

he a very considerable amount of sound work in various branches of the subject

which aims at thoroughly investigating some phenomenon, or group of pheno-

mena, so as to present a grouping of data, carefully verified and critically

discussed, in order to arrive at conclusions which may form a useful addition,

however small, to the sum of our geographical knowledge.
So far as I am able to judge, the output of serious work of this character is

not nearly as large as it should be, and I would indicate some fields in which
there is a lack of individual work of this character. Until more of it is

undertaken we shall lack in this country the material from which the founda-

tions of scientific geography can be built up, and while our own islands and the

various parts of the British Empire furnish unrivalled opportunities for such

work, there are still far too many subjects where the most thorough investiga-

tions have been made in other countries.

Mathematical Geography presents a field for research which had compara-
tively little attention paid to it in this country. In many respects this part of

the subject is peculiarly suitable for such treatment, since it admits of the

employment of precise methods to an extent which is not always practicable

in cases where so many of the factors can only be approximately defined. The
determination of positions on the earth's surface is carried to great refinement

in the national surveys of most civilised countries in order to furnish the

necessary controls for the preparation of large-scale maps, but when we pass

to the location of travellers' routes, where considerable allowance has to be

made for the conditions under which the observations have to be taken, we
find that very inadequate attention is usually paid to the discussion of the

results. Usually a mean value for each latitude, longitude or azimuth is

obtained by the computer, and he remains satisfied with this, so that when the

route of another traveller follows the same line or crosses it at one or more
points, it is almost impossible for the cartograpjier to say which of the two
determinations of any position is entitled to the greater confidence. In this

class of work, whether the results are obtained from absolute observations at

certain points or from the direction of march, and the distance traversed, it is

quite practicable to determine the range of uncertainty within which the
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positions of different, points are laid Sown, and it is eminently desirable that

this should always be done in order that the adjustment of various routes which
may intersect in partially-known regions may be adjusted in accordance with

definite mathematical processes. Some important expeditions on whicli infinite

labour and considerable sums have been expended have presented their results,

in so far as they relate to the routes which have been followed and the position

of points which have been determined, in such a way that it is impossible to

say within what precision such positions have been determined, and con-

sequently any combination of these results with those of later expeditions has

to be carried out empirically, since adequate data are no longer available for

the employment of better and more scientific methods.
This crude and unsatisfactory way of treating observations, which in many

cases have been obtained under conditions of the greatest difficulty and even
hardship, is largely due to the lack of interest which geographers have shown
in this part of their subject. Methods of observation and methods of com-
putation are rarely discussed before any of our Geographical Societies or in

any of our publications, and it is only by such discussions that the importance
of properly working out the available material at a time when the observer
can be consulted on points which are doubtful, or where further explanation is

desirable, becomes generally appreciated.

No set of physical or astronomical observations is ever discussed or even
presented without the degree of precision or reliability being definitely stated

;

yet in geography this sound rule is too often neglected.

There are several regions where travellers' routes intersect which should
provide ample material for the careful reduction and adjustment of the results.

I fear, however, that there would be great difficulty in obtaining the original

observations which are indispensable in such an investigation, and in the interest

of research it is highly desirable that the original documents of all work of
importance should be preserved and the place where they may be consulted
recorded in the published account.

There is room in the geographical investigation of sea and land, even within
the limits of the British Empire, for the employment of methods of observation
and computation of the highest precision as well as of the simpler and mo)-e,

approximate kinds, but everyone who presents the results of his work should
deem it his first duty to state explicitly the methods which he employed, and
the accuracy to which he attained, in such a form that all who make use of
tlieni can judge for themselves of the degree of their reliability.

In such work, while the instruments used are of great importance, too often
the briefest description, such as ' a 4-inch theodolite,' is deemed sufficient. If

the observer wi.shes his work to be treated seriously as a definite contribution
to science we require to know more than this, and a clear account of the
essentials of the instrument, a statement of its errors, and of the methods of
observation adopted are the least that will suffice. The account of any expedi-
tion should treat so fully of the instruments, observations, and computations
utilised to determine the positions of places visited that anyone can re-examine
the evidence and form his opinion on the value of the results obtained. A mere
tabular statement of accepted values, which frequently is all that is provided,
is of small value from a scientific point of view. Probably one reason for this
state of things is that too little attention is being paid by geographers to their
instruments. Theodolites, levels, compasses, clinometers, tacheometers. plane-
tables, pantographs, co-ordinatographs, planimeters, and the many other
instruments which are used by the surveyor, the cartographer, the computer.
liave in no case arrived at a final state of perfection, but it is seldom that we
find a critical description of an instrument in our journals. Descriptions there
are from time to time, but these are for the most part weak and insufficient.

Not only is a technical description required, which treats fully of both tin-

optical and mechanical details, but we need an extended series of observations
with the instrument whit'h have been made under the ordinary con-
ditions of practical work, and these must be mathematically analysed, and the
degree of the reliability of the results clearly demonstrated. The description
should be equally thorough and complete, including scale drawings showing the
con.struction of the instrument as well as photographs of it. Nothing less th.ni

this i.i of any use to the scientific cartographer.

19J5. I t
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While I am on the subject of instruments I would draw attention to the
importance of the whole history of the development of surveying instruments.

In the latter part of the eighteenth centui-y Great Britain provided the best

class of surveying instruments to all countries of Europe, at a time when high-
class geodetic work was being commenced in several countries ; and about this

time von Reichenbach spent a part of his time in this country working in the

workshops of Dollond and learning this particular class of work. Upon his

return to Bavaria he set up at ]Munich that establishment which soon provided
instruments of the highest class for many of the cadastral surveys which were
being undertaken in Central Europe. At Munich there is now a fine typical

collection of such instruments, but in this country the early advances of British

instrument-makers of surveying instruments are far from being adequately

represented in our National Museum in a manner commensurate with their

importance. The keen and enlightened zeal of geographers who are interested

in this branch of the subject would doubtless quickly bring to light much still

remaining that is of great interest, but which is yet unrecognised, while a

closer attention to instrumental equipment would lead to improvements and
advances in the types that are now employed. There is no modern work in

this country on the development of such instruments, and references to their

liistory are conspicuously rare in our journals, so that there is here an oppor-

tunity for those whose duties prevent them from undertaking travel or

exploration of a more ambitious kind. In the same way, those whose oppor-

tunities of field work are few can find a promising field of study in the early

methods and practice of surveying which have been discussed by many authors

from classical times onwards, and for which a considerable amount of material

exists

In Geodesy and Surveying of high precision there is ample scope for all

who are attracted by the mathematical aspect of the subject ; the critical dis-

cussion of the instruments and methods employed and results obtained, both

in this country and in other lands, provides opportunity for much work of real

value, while its bearing upon geology, seismology, &c., has not yet been

adequately treated here. The detailed history of this part of our subject is

to be found in papers which have been published in the technical and scientific

journals of other countries for the most part ; here too little attention has been

given to the subject, in spite of the large amount of geodetic work which has

been executed in the British Empire, and which remains to be done in our

Colonies and overseas Dominions.
The final expression of the surveyor's detailed measurements is found in the

map, and the adequate representation of any land surface on a map-sheet is

both a science and an art. Here we require additional work on all sides, for

there is hardly any branch of geography which offers so remunerative a field

for activity as cartography. We need the co-operation of trained geographers

to study requirements, and to make acquaintance with the limits of technical

methods of reproduction, so that they may be in a position to deal with many
questions which arise in the preparation of a map regarding the most suitable

mode of presentation of data, a matter which is purely geographical, but which
at the present time is too often left to the skilled draughtsman. Neither the

compilation nor the reduction of maps are merely mechanical processes. The
first requires great skill and care as well as technical knowledge and a sound
method of treatment if the various pieces of work which are brought together

to make up the map of any considerable area are to be utilised according to

their true worth. This demands a competent knowledge of the work which
has been previously done on the region, a first-hand acquaintance with the

'lata collected by the earlier workers, and the critical examination of them in

order that due weight may be given to the better material in the final result.

This is not a task to be handed over to the draughtsman, who will mechanically

incorporate the material as though it were all of equal accuracy, or will adjust

discrepancies arbitrarily and not on any definite plan. Such preliminary pre-

paration of cartographical material is a scientific operation which should be

carried out by scientific methods and should be completed before the work
reaches the draughtsman, who will then have but to introduce detail into a

network of controls which has been prepared for him and of which the accuracy
at all points has been definitely ascertained. Similarly in the second case the
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elimination of detail which must of necessity be omitted is an operation needing

the greatest skill, a full understanding of the material available, and an

adequate appreciation of the result which is being aimed at, such as is only to

be found in a competent geographer who has made himself intimately acquainted

with all the material which is available and has his critical faculty fully

developed.
The use of maps has steadily increased of recent years, but we should look

forward to an even more widely extended use of them in the future ; and this

will be greatly facilitated if there are geographers who have made themselves

masters of the technique of map reproduction and, as scientific geographers,

are prepared to select such data as are needed for any particular class of map
on a well-considered method, and not by the haphazard procedure to which the
want of a scientific study of cartographic methods must inevitably lead. The
paucity of papers dealing with practical cartography and the compilation of

map.s is clear proof that this branch of the subject awaits far more serious

attention than it now receives.

All these problems. are well within the reach of the geographer to whom the

opportunity of travel in other regions does not come, and in them he will find

ready to his hand a field of research which is well worth working and which
will amply repay any labour that is spent upon it. The same precise methods
of investigation which are employed in the discussion of observations should be
applied to all cartographic material in order to ascertain the exact standard of

its reliability, in which is included not only the correctness of distance and
direction, but also the accuracy of the information which has been incorporated
in it ; and tliese may be brought to bear also on those early maps of which so

many are preserved in our libraries in this country. In this field of study
several investigators have already achieved results of great interest and value,

but I think that they will be ready to admit that there is here a wide and
profitable field of activity for many more workers who will study closely these
early maps and, not being contented with verbal descriptions, will use quanti-

tative methods wherever these are possible.

In the study of map projections some activity has been visible in recent
years, and we may hope that those who have worked in this branch of the
subject will see that British Geograj)hy is provided with a comprehensive
manual of this subject which will be worthy of the vast importance of carto-

graphy to the Empire. The selection of suitable projections is receiving much
more attention than was formerly accorded to it, but the number of communica-
tions on this subject which reach geographical journals are few and far between.
The subject is not one which can appeal strongly to the amateur geographei',
but its importance renders it imperative that the scientifict geographer who
realises its intimate bearing upon all his work should so arrange that the matter
does not fall into the background on this account.

A closer relation and a more active co-operation between those who are pre-
pared to work seriously at cartography and its various problems may reasonably
he expected to raise the .standard of that class of map which is used' to illustrate

books of travel, or works descriptive of a region. At the present time the
inadequate character of many of the maps and plans which are reproduced in

such publications shows clearly that the public demand for maps Avhich have
been compiled with a view to ilhistrating the volume in question is still very
ineffective.

The whole s\ibject of cartography, with its component parts of map pro-
jection, compilation, reproduction, cartometry and the history of its develoji-
ment, is so important, not only to the individual geographer but also to
tlie advancement of scientific geography, that we should aim at fosterin<;-

it and encouraging the study of it in every way, and it will be the zeal of
individuals rather than the benevolent aid of institutions which will achieve
this.

But it may be suggested that the lack of activity in IMathematicnl Geography
is due to the somewhat specialised nature of the subject, and to tiie fact tliat
the number of those who have received an adequate mathematical trainin" and
are i)repared to devote themselves to geography is few. When we turn to
Physical Geography in its treatment of the land we do find a field which has
be«n more actively worked, for this is just the one to which the traveller's and

I I 2
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explorer's observatioas should contribute most largely, and where therefore their

material should be utilised with the best results. Even here there is room for

much more work of the detailed and critical type, which is not merely general

and descriptive, but starts from the careful collection of data, proceeds to the

critical discussion of them, and continues by a comparison of the results with

those obtained in similar observations in other regions.

To take a single branch of Physical Geography, the study of Eivers, the

amount of accurate material which has been adequately discussed is small. In

our own country the rainfall of various river basins is well known through the

efforts of a meteorological Association, but the proportion of it which is removed

by evaporation, and of that which passes into the soil, has only been very

partially studied. Passing to the run-off, which is more easy to determine satis-

factorily, the carefully measured discharges of streams and rivers are not nearly

so numerous as they should be if the hydrography of the rivers is to be

adequately discussed.; for although the more important rivers have been gauged

by the authorities responsible for them in many cases, the results have usually

been filed, and the information which has been published is usually a fina.1

value but without either the original data from which it has been deduced, or a

full account given of the methods of measurement which have been employed.

For the requirements of the authority concerned such a record is no doubt

adequate, but the geographer requires the more detailed information if he
_
is

to co-ordinate satisfactorily the volume discharged with local rainfall, with

changes in the rates of erosion or deposition, and the many other phenomena
which make up the life-history of a river. Here too it is usually only the

main stream which has been investigated ; the tributaries still await a similar

and even fuller study. A valuable contribution to work of this kind exists in

the hydrographical study of the Medway and of the Exe which has been under-

taken by a Committee of the Royal Geographical Society during recent years,

and this may serve as a guide to other workers; but, however welcome such a

jjiece of work may be, I should much prefer to see the hydrography of a tribu-

tary of a river system worked out by a geographer as a piece of individual work,

just as the geology or the botany or the zoology of a single restricted area is

investigated by those whose interests are centred in these subjects.

In the same way we still know too little of the amounts of the dissolved and
suspended matter which is carried down by our streams at various seasons of

the year and in the different parts of their course. This class of investigation

does not need very elaborate equipment, and may provide the opportunity for

much useful study, which may be extended as information is increasingly

acquired. In this way when numerous individual workers have studied the

conditions prevailing in their own areas, and traced them through their

seasonal and yearly variations, we .shall possess a mass of valuable data with

which we may undertake a revision of the results which have been arrived at

in past years by various workers from such data as were then at their disposal.

In this one" branch of the subject there is ample scope for workers of all

interests in the measurement of discharges, in the determination of level, and of

the movement of flood waves, in determining the amount of matter transported

both in suspension and in solution, in tracing out the changes of the river

channel, in following out the variation of the water-table which feeds the

stream, in ascei-taining the loss of water by seepage in various parts of its

course, and generally in studying tlic hundred other phenomena which are well

worth investigating, and which give ample scope for workers of all kinds and
of all opportunities. There is work not only in the field, but also in the

laboratory and in the library which needs doing, for the full account of even

a single stream can only be prepared when data of all classes have been collected

and discussed.

On the Scottish lakes much valuable scientific work has been done, and also

oTi some of the English lakes, so that excellent examples of how such work
should lie done are available as a guide to anyone who will devote his spare

time for a year or two in making a thorough acquaintance with the charac-

teristics and phenomena of any lake to which he has access.

Coast-lines provide another class of geographical control which repay.";

detailed study, and presents numberless opportunities for systematic investiga-
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tion and material for many profitable studies in geography. The shores of

these islands include almost every variety of type, and furnish exceptional

opportunities for research of a profitable character, especially as lying on the
border-line between the domain of the oceanogi'apher on the one hand and the
physiographer on the other. The precise methods of representation which are
possible on the land have to give way to a more generalised treatment over the
sea, and the shore line is liable to be handed over to the latter sphere, so that

there is much interesting and useful work open to anyone who will make an
accurate and detailed study of a selected piece of coast-line, co-ordinating it

with the phenomena of the land and sea respectively.

The teaching of Professor Davis in pressing for the employment of systematic
methods in describing the landscapes with which the geographer has to deal has

brought about a more rational treatment, in which due recognition is given to

the structure of the area, and the processes which have moulded it, so that

land forms are now for the most part described more or less adequately in

terms which ai'e familiar to all geographers and which convey definite associated

ideas, in the light of which the particular description is adequately appreciated.

It has been urged by some that such technical terms are unnecessary and serve

to render the writings in which they occur intelligible only to the few ; that

anyone should be able to express his meaning in words and sentences whirli

will convey his meaning to all. There is no great difficulty in doing this, but
ill such descriptions to convey all that a technically-worded account ca2i give

to those who understand its terms would be long and involved on account of

the numerous related facts which would bo included. It is consequently essential

in all accurate work that certain terms should liave very definite and restiicted

meanings, and such technical terms, when suitably chosen, are not only con-

venient in that they avoid circumlocution, but when used in the accepted sense

at once suggest to the mind a whole series of related and dependent conditions

which are always associated with it.

The compilation of a glossary of geographical terms has been in progress in

this country for many years without having reached finality, and much of the

difficulty which has been experienced is doubtless due to the fact that so many
words have not been consistently used with a well-defined meaning. Such
looseness of expression is more liable to occur in the case of foreign words which
have been imported in the first case by writers who are not scientifically trained,

and therefore do not use them in connection with a specified set of conditions.

This, however, is unimportant if only scientific geographers, when they accept

a term as a desirable addition to the geographical vocabulary, will associate it

definitely with such conditions and use it consistently in that connection. As
an instance I may quote the word " sadd," which etymologically means to block,

or stop. This term was naturally and reasonably used to indicate masses of

uprooted marsh vegetation which had been carried along by the current and, if

checked at a sharp bend or a narrow point of the stream, blocked the channel.

So long as it is used in this restricted sense it is a useful term to describe a

phenomenon which occurs under certain definite conditions and which leads to

equally well-defined geographical results. This use of it is associated with a

meandering river channel in an alluvial flood plain, where .shallow lagoons occur,

in which such marsh vegetation grows luxuriantly ; when this vegetation is

uprooted by storms and carried by the rising water into the main stream it

provides the drift material which makes up the block or ' sadd.'

But this term has been extended immoderately to mean the region in which
these physical conditions occur, or the type of vegetation which grows under
these conditions, and even the type of country where such conditions prevail.

One writer has even used the word in describing fossil vegetation of a character
such as is associated with marsh lands.

The crystallisation of such geographical terms into true technical terms is

an important step in the furtherance of scientific geography, but it must be
done by the geographers themselves, and no means of doing this is more
fruitful than the work of original research and investigation in definite areas
or on specific problems.

It would take too long to discuss each branch of physical geography and
indicate the opportunities for individual effort, but what has been said of one
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may be said of all the others. Not only in all parts of the Empire but in these

islands also there is ample opportunity for the detailed geographical study of

single localities or individual phenomena, just as much as in geology, in botany,

or in zoology ; and it is these separate pieces of work which, when thoroughly

carried out and critically discussed, provide the material on which wider
generalisations or larger investigations can be based. Herein lies, therefore, the

importance of the prosecution of them by as many workers as possible, and the

value of communicating the results to others for criticism and for comparison
with the results which they have obtained ; for such work, if it cannot be made
accessible to other workers in the same and related fields, loses a large proportion

of its value.

If we now consider some of the problems of human geography we shall find

the need for such systematic study to be even greater ; for the variable factors

involved are more numerous than in physical geography, and many of them are

difficult to reduce to precise statement ; the quantitative study of the subject

is therefore much more difficult than the qualitative or descriptive, so that

the latter is too frequently adopted to the exclusion of the former. The remedy
lies, I believe, in individual research into special cases and special areas where
the factors involved are not too numerous, where some of them at least can be
defined with some accuracy, and where, consequently, deductions can be drawn
with some precision and with an accuracy which gives grounds for coiifidence

in the result. The settlements of man, his occupations, his movements in their

geograpliical relations are manifested everywhere, and subjects of study are to
be fomid without difficulty, but their investigation must be based on actual
observation, and on data which have been carefully collected and critically

examined, so that the subject may be treated as completely as possible, and in
such a way that the evidence is laid before the reader in order that he may
form his own conclusions.

It is probable that some of the lack of precision which is to be found in this

part of the subject is to be attributed to the want of precision 'in its termino-
logy. For many things in human geography good technical terms are required,
but these must be selected by those who have studied the type or phenomenon
concerned and have a clear idea of the particular conditions which they desire

to associate with the term ; this is not the work of a Committee of Selection,

but must grow out of the needs of the individual workers.
There is, it must be admitted, no small difficulty in using the same precise-

ness of method in this portion of the subject as is readily attainable in

mathematical geography, and is usually practicable in physiography ; but at any
rate it is undesirable to indicate any condition as the controlling one until all

other possible influences have been carefully examined and have been shown to

have less weight than that one which has been selected.

Whether the investigation deals with the settlements of man or his move-
ments and means of communication it is important that in the first instance

problems of a manageable size should be undertaken and thoroughly treated,

leaving larger areas and wider generalisations nntil a sufficient stock of

thoroughly reliable material which is in the form in which it can properly be
used for wider aims is available.

The relation of geographical conditions to small settlements can be satis-

factorily worked out if sufficient trouble is taken and all possible sources of

information, both of present date and of periods which have passed away, are
utilised. Such studies are of a real value and pave the way to more elaborate
studies, but we need more serious study of these simpler cases both to set our
facts in order and to provide a, methodical classification of the conditions which
prevail in this part of the subject. Out of such studies there will grow such
a series of terms with well-defined associations as will give a real precision to the
subject which it seems at the present time to lack.

The same benefit is to be anticipated from detailed work in relation to man's
communications and the interchange of commodities in all their varied relations.

Generalised and descriptive accounts are readily to be found, and these are for
the most part supported by tables of statistics, all of which have their value
and present truths of great importance in geography, but the spirit of active
research which aims at clearing up thoroughly a small portion of the wide field
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of geographical activities has unequalled opportunities in the somewhat shadowy
relations between the phenomena which we meet in this part of the subject, for

focussing the facts better, and obtaining a more exact view of the questian-s

involved.

Where the geography of States (political geography) is concerned the same
need for original investigation as a basis for generalisations may be seen. At
the present time there is much said about the various boundaries of States, and
in general terms the advantages and disadvantages of different boundaries under
varied conditions can be stated with fair approximation to accuracy. But I

do not know of many detailed examinations of these boundaries or portions of

them where full information of all the factors involved can be found set out in

an orderly and authoritative manner, thus forming a sure foundation for the

generalised description and providing the means of verifying its correctness

or revising it where necessary.

Perhaps there is really more scientific research in geography being under-

taken by individuals than I have given credit for, but certainly in geographical

periodicals, and in the bibliographies which are published annually, the amount
shown is not large ; neither is the number of authors as large as might be
expected from the importance and interest of the subject and from the activity

of those centres where geography is seriously taught. There seems to be no
reason why individual research on true scientific lines should not be as active

in geography as it is in geology, botany, zoology, or any other branch of know-
ledge ; and, just as in these, the I'eal advance in the subject is dependent on such
investigations rather than on travels and explorations in little-known lands,

unless these too are caiTied out scientifically and by thoroughly trained observers
who know the problems which there await solution, and can read the evidence
which lies before them on their route.

If research in these directions is being actively prosecuted, but the appear-
ance of its results is delayed, let tis seek out the retarding causes if there be
any, and increase any facilities that may be desirable to assist individual efforts.

Short technical papers of a thoroughly scientific character, such as are the
outcome of serious individual research, are, of course, not suitable for those
meetings of Geographical Societies where the majority of the Fellows present
are not scientific geographers, but should be presented to small meetings of other
workers in the same or allied fields, where they can be completely criticised.

The reading, discussion, and the publication of papers of this class are for
geography a great desideratum, for it is in them and by them that all real

advance in the subject is made, rather than by tales of travel, however interest-
ing, if these are not the work of one trained in the subject, having a knowledge
of what he should observe, and of what his predecessors have done in the same
field. The regional asipect of geography in the hands of its best exponents has
given to yomig geographers a wide and compi-ehensive outlook on the inter-
action of the various geographical factors in a region, the responses between the
earth's surface and the life upon it, and the control that one factor may exercise
upon another. In this form the fascination of geographical study is apparent
to everyone, but I sometimes wonder whether the exposition of such a regional
study by one who is thoroughly master of the component factors, having a
first-hand knowledge of all the material involved, and knowing exactly the
reliability of each portion, impresses sufficiently upon the student the necessity
of personal research into the details of some problem or phenomenon in such "a

way as to gain a real working acquaintance with them ; or does it on the other
hand tend to encourage generalisations based on descriptive accounts which have
not been verified, and where coincidences and similarities may be accepted
without further inquiry as evidence of a causal connection which may not really
exist? T imagine tliat the student may be attracted by the ajipaient .'simplicity
iif a ma.sterly account of the geographical controls and responses involved, anil
may fail to reali.se that geographical descriptions, even thongli technically
phrased, are not tlie eqnivalent of original quantitative investigation, either for
bis own education or as a contribution to the subject.

For these reasons I believe tliat Societies can do far more good in the pro-
motion of geography as a science by assisting competent investigators, by the
loan of buok-s and instruments, and by giving facilities for the discussion
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and publication of technical papers, than by undertaking the investigation of

problems themselves. •

_

Among the earlier Presidential Addresses of this Section some have laid

stress on the importance of the recognition by the State of geography in educa-

tion ; others have represented the great part which the Geographical Societies

have played in supporting and advancing the subject ; others again have urge<l

the fuller recognition of geography by Educational Institutions. I would on

this occasion attach especial importance to the prosecution of serious research by
individuals in any branch of the subject that is accessible to them, to the dis-

cussion of the results of such work by others of like interests, and to the pub-

lication of such studies as having a real value in promoting the advancement of

Before the President's Address the following Papers were read :—

1. The Map on Ihc Scale oj 1:1,000,000. Bij A. R. Hinks, F.R.S.

2. The Representation oj the Distribution of the Population on Maps.

By B. C. Wallis.

The purpose of this short paper is to introduce different methods of repre-

senting upon maps facts concerning population, and to elicit opinions and

criticisms upon these methods in order to arrive at some conclusions which may
be useful in connection with the million map.

It has been suggested that the million map might be used to show (i) the

densitv of the population' and (ii) the distribution proportionally of the various

]5eople's of Europe. For the purpose of illustration the Hungarian portion of the

Jjucla-Pest sheet of the million map has been chosen as it probably presents the

greatest difficulties in this connection. The facts Avliich are demonstrated are

based upon the Hungarian Census for 1910 and upon three administrative

divisions of the country : (a) the counties, (6) towns with an organised council,

and (c) municipal towns. These legal divisions are not to be depended upon in

connection with the i>opulatiort as is shown upon the maps.

Maps A and B show density of population.

Maps C and D show the distribution of the peoples.

Map A indicates density of population by the usual methods.

]\Iap B is due to a suggestion from Mr. A. R. Hinks ; the principles of con-

tour lines are applied to population. It is imagined that in each administrative

area the population is evenly distributed and that the density value when located

at the centre of the division can be treated in the same fashion as a spot height

in contouring. The net result is that the gradation of density is suggested in a

continuous fashion and that abinipt changes and sharp angles in the boundary
lines tend to disappear.

It is desired that an opinion be expressed upon the relative merits of Map B
compared with Map A.

Map C takes each nationality and shows its distribution as a percentage of

the total population by the method of Map B. It is not easy to show more than

three nationalities in any area, and this map does not indicate the presence of

small minorities.

Map D shows the complete facts numerically and is less pictorial though

more detailed than Map C.

It is desired that an opinion be expressed : firstly, upon Map C in comparison

with the usual maps of this type; and, secondly, upon Map D in comparison

with Map C.
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After the President's Address (see p. 478) the following Papers were read :
—

3. Geographical Considerations arising out of the Visit to Australia in

1914: a Comparison of Vegetation Maps. By 0. J. R. Howarth,
M.A.

We have accustomed ourselves to think of the continent of Australia in

terms of maps on very small scales. The use of such maps is justified, in part,
by the fact that, speaking broadly, Australia is a continent singularly simple in

outline and form. But the employment of small scales makes it the more
important, on the one hand, that precision, where precision is possible, should
be adhered to, and, on the other hand, that where precise data do not exist,

I'recision should not be assumed.
Three maps are shown : on all of them the same colouring is used to show

different types of natural vegetation, yet the appearance of each differs widely
from the others. The maps, chosen practically at hazard, are labelled A, B, and
0, and are enlarged from small maps to be found respectively in a standard
authoritative work on plant geography, a well-known school-book, and a well-

known atlas. In copying the representations of the various types of vegetation
were standardised. Some of the main differences between the maps are here
summarised :

(1) Monsoon Forest of the North.—Map A shows a continuous belt of it east-

ward from York Sound ; B a continuous belt only east of the Victoria River

;

C shows the northern forest in isolated patches. A shows Cape York peninsula
as wholly forested, B nearly so, C along the east coast only.

(2) Forests of the Eastern and Soutli-Eastern Highlands.—A and B show a
forest belt right along the eastern seaward slope; C interrupts this belt in the
vicinity of Townsville (Queensland), bringing the grassland of the interior down
to the coast. In New South Wales A gives the temperate forest and woodland
an extreme width of 200 miles ; C gives it fully 400 ; B gives an intermediate
width. A, distinguishing 'parklands, woods, and meadows' from 'forest,'

allows the State of Victoria no true forest area large enough to be shown. B
divides the sonth-eastern forest climatically (summer and winter rain forests)

approximately along the political frontier between New South Wales and
Victoria; C shows a division west of Melbourne—this distinction, however, is

made merely between 'broad-leaved forest' and 'evergreen trees.'

B shows the scrub area, interrupting the forest in the lee of the Flinders
Range (Victoria, South Australia), which A and C ignore. A remarkable
divergence of opinion is seen respecting the forested area in the south-west of
Western Australia.

Opinions may naturally vary as to what exactly constitutes forest, woodland,
parkland, steppe, grassland, scrub or semi-desert, and desert. But, as regards
qrassland, C allows a much smaller total area in Australia than A or B. B
recognises a strip of steppe bordering the Australian Bight, which A and C
ignore, though it is insisted upon in various official and other publications,
especially in connection with the trans-continental railway now building. B and
C distinguish desert from semi-desert or scrub, bnt their distinctions are at
variance, C showing a rather elaborate outline of the true desert areas, which
would suggest that complete data existed for laying them down. A (perhaps
wisely from the general educational standpoint) applies the term ' desert ' more
widely, to cover all these conditions.

It is in the north of Western Australia that the three maps are perhaps
most completely at variance.

Making every allowance for divergence of opinion as to the connotation
of terms and for erratic draughtsmanship, it would seem that the vegetation
divisions of Australia have been allowed to get rather out of hand. Probably
the same is true of vegetation maps of this sort, and of other distribution maps,
for other parts of the world. Though the present may not be the time to under-
take such work, it is suggested that the scratiny and criticissm of existing
material (whether original maps or verbal description) for the compilation of
certain classes of distribution maps might be entrusted to a small committee
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of workers who would take up each his own topographical division after agree-

ment on a general plan. Work might well begin upon data for vegetation

maps (which ought to be of substantial value not only m the botanical but also

in the economic geographical connection), and upon Australia.

4. The Relalions of the Central Lakcfi of Weslralia.

By Professor J. W. Gkegoey, F.R.S.

The dry lake basins of Western Australia have been represented as hollows

due to deflation by wind, to corrosion by ice, or to the action of a former

sea. The author has described them as basins left by the dismemberment of a

Miocene river system, and in 1914 published a sketch-map illustrating the

course of the rivers so far as could be inferred from the levels then avail-

able. The issue of the southern sheet of a valuable ' Contour Map of W^estern

Australia ' by the Lands Department of that State throws much further

light on the relief of the central plateau. According to that map the basins

of the group of lakes, including Lakes Raeside, Ballard, Barlee, and Giles,

are connected by land below the level of 1,250 feet, and the only outlet from
that many-branched depression was south-west through Lake Deborah to the
Swan River. According to the author's sketch-map the drainage from Lakes
Giles, Barlee, and Ballard passed through Lake Raeside south-eastward to

the sea, which once, probably in the Miocene Period, extended from the Great
Australian Bight northward over the Nullabor Plains. The accurately

determined railway levels from Kalgoorlie to Laverton indicate that the

drainage from the Lake Ballard and Lake Raeside group was originally to

the south-east. If the existence of the outlet from Lake Ballard through Lake
Deborah be confirmed, this channel was probably of later date, and formed
owing to the blockage of the south-eastern outlet through wind-borne drifts.

The Lands Department Contour Map indicates that the drainage from the
country around Lake Way and Lake Wells, instead of passing south-eastward
to the Nullabor Plains, flowed by a very circuitous route to the north and
east of the Mount Margaret Goldfield instead of by the shorter route through
the numerous lake basins between Lake Way and the former south-eastern sea.

The new ' Contour INIap ' and contributions to the physiography of Westralia
by Messrs. Gibson and Jutson are in favour of the origin of these dry lakes
as remnants of an extinct river svstem.

The Bitrriiijuclc Dat)i and the Murrunibidgee Irrigation Area.

By J. McFarlane.i I

6. The Discovery of Australia. Bij H. Yule Oldham.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following- Papers were read :

—

1. Joint Discussion with Section C on the Classification of Land Forms.
Opened by J. D. Falconer.

The investigation of piocesses is the common ground of Geology and
(leogra-pliy. Tlie geogra|)lii(al proee.s.ses, however, are less numerou.s tiijin tlie

geological, and are studied by geologists and geographers with a diffei'ent
purpose. The geologist studies these [jroeesses in order to elucidate the past
history of the earth, the geographer in order to systematise the present topo-
graphical features of the surface. Geological interest in the geograjihical

' To be published in Si:uLt. (rcijij. Maij.
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processes thus ceases as soon as the so-called land forms have been referred to

their respective processes or combinations of processes. Since most text-books

of physical geography have been written from the geological point of view,

it follows naturally that the treatment of Jand forms in these text-books is

entirely subsidiary to the discussion of processes and offers no clue to the

scientific definition and classification of individual forms. It is believed,

however, that these submit themselves to systematic classification with almost

as much ease as the subject-matter of other natural sciences, and that it falls

dearly within the scoipe of geography as the science of the earth's surface to

establish such a classification. The first attempt in this direction was made
by Professor Passarge, of Hamburg, in 1912.' The classification outlined

below is based upon similar principles and has already appeared in the Scottish

Geographical Magazine. -

It is proposed to set up two classes of land forms, each containing two
orders :

Class A. Endogenetic Forms.
Order I. Negative Forms.
Order II. Positive Forms.

Class 13. Exogenetic Forms.
Order I. Degradation Foims.
Order II. Aggradation Forms.

The two orders of endogenetic forms are then subdivided into four families :

Family 1. Forms due to superficial volcanic activity.

2. Forms duQ to sub-crustal volcanic activity.

.'1 Forms due to radial movements.
4. Forms due to tangential movements.

Similarly the two orders of exogenetic forms are each subdivided into nine

families :

Family 1. Forms due to the action of the run-off.

2. Forms due to the action of percolating water.

3. Forms due to the action of streams and rivers.

4. Forms due to the action of life.

5. Forms due to the action of lightning.

6. Forms due to the action of sun-heat.

7. Forms due to the action of the atmosphere.
8. Forms due to the action of frozen water.

9. Forms due to the action of the sea.

Each family is then subdivided into genera and species or specific forms. It

is suggested that a land form be defined as any surface or slope which may
be referred in origin to the operation of a single process or force. Monodynamic
surfaces of this kind being rare, however, the commoner polydynamic surfaces
may be classified according to the predominant force amongst those responsible
for the production of the surface. This definition may be extended to include
such surface features as cones or domes enclosed by one continuous surface,
or such features as ridges or mounts enclosed by surfaces meeting in edges,
provided that all these surfaces may be classified as examples of the same
specific form.

Jniul Dificiissiioii wilh Section H on Racial Dislribulion in llie

Balkans.—See p. 672.

3. North China and Korea. By V. M. Roxby, M.A.

This paper consisted of

—

(1) A description of various aspects of Chinese and Korean life, illustrated
by lantern slides.

' Mitt, der Geog. Gesdl. in Hamburg, xxvi., 1912, p. 133.
" S.G.M., xxxi., 1915, p. 57.
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(2) A discussion of geographical factors affecting the economic and political

development of North China, Manchuria, and Korea, with special reference to :

(a) The railway situation.

(6) The relations of China to Russia and Japan.

(c) China's interest in the European war.

(rf) The work of the Japanese in Korea.

4. Sjnisbergen before the War. By E. N. Rudmose Brown, D.Sc.

Last summer Dr. W. S. Bruce led an expedition to Spitsbergen which was
supported by a grant from the British Association. Owing to abnormal ice

conditions the projected work ori the east—in Wybe Jansz Water—could not be

carried out, while difficulties arising out of the war curtailed the work on the

west. Dr. Brace's absence in the Seychelles has prevented his presence at this

meeting to give an account of his voyage, but the present paper embodies some
of his work. Spitsbergen remains a No Man's Land despite the many acquisi-

tions of land by subjects of more than one nation. Insecurity of tenure and

considerable lawlessness are the result of this lack of control, and the economic

development of the country is hindered. Among the minerals which occur in

Spitsbergen are large quantities of coal, magnetite, and gypsum. Valuable

marble is also found. Almost all the mineral-bearing territories on the west'

have been claimed by different companies, chiefly British; the east is less

accessible, but several British claims occur there also. Altogether British sub-

jects claim about 7,000 square miles of territory, on which several mines and

quarries have been opened. Americans have the most valuable coal-mines,

exporting annually large quantities to the north of Norway. It is tertiary coal,

but of excellent steam quality. Russian enterprise in Spitsbergen ceased over

fifty years ago when Russian trappers stopped frequenting the land. Lately

there have been some small attempts on the part of Russians to acquire

mining claims. Swedish activity has always been chiefly centred in exploration,

particularly of a geological nature. Norway has a few unimportant mining

claims, and a few years ago erected a powerful wireless installation. German
claims were never of importance.

Hunting fur-bearing animals is a dying activity, due to the approaching ex-

termination of the game by ruthless hunters. On the west game is now very scarce.

The proximity of Spitsbergen to the British Isles and the mainland of

Europe is generally overlooked owing to the use of Mercator maps. From
Norway it is only 400 miles, and it is within fifty hours' steaming by a fast

cruiser from our shores. The west coast is remarkably free from ice, even in

midwinter, and the winter chmate does not preclude the continuance of mining

throughout the year. In winter a number of miners are at work on British and

American mines.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on Atlas, Textual and Wall Maps jor School and University

Use.—See Eeports, p. 150.

2. The Distribuiion of Population in the District around Leek.

By Eaymond Curtis.

Leek is situated at the southern extremity of the Pennine uplands in an agri-

cultural region with some industrial development.

The type of agriculture (depending upon the relief and soil) and the indus-

trial development, past and present, largely explain the relative density of

population in different parts of the area.

In the agricultural development of the district it is possible to distinguish
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various stages in the evolution of a market town. A village nucleus of farm-
houses arose at various places throughout the area wherever considerations of
defence, ease of communications, water-supply, &c., led to a grouping together
of habitations. The subsequent growth and development of this village nucleus
depended mainly upon two factors—the aTea and the productivity of the region
of which it was the focus. The stages of growth may be conveniently classified

as the 'inn-village' [e.g., Gradbach, Heaton, Bottomhouse ), the 'shop-village'
(e.g., Meerbrook, Horton, Grindon), the ' fair-village ' {e.g., Hartington, Flash),
and last, the market-town {e.g.. Leek, Cheadle, Longnor). For various reasons,

but mainly through the development of communications. Leek now dominates
the whole ar^a.

The main industries of the region which have affected the den.sity of popula-
tion are coal-mining, cotton, silk, and copper manufactures, and silk-dyeing.

3. The Middle Tecs and its Tributaries : A Study in River Development.
Bij C. B. Pawcett, B.Litt.

The streams here considered are the middle portion of the Tees and its

tributaries from Stainmore to the eastern edge of the Carboniferous rocks of the
Pennines. The district which they drain is characterised by the presence of
three distinct types of topography, viz. :

(1) A wide and comparatively smooth upland surface, sloping gently eastward,
but cut off abruptly to the west by the Pennine Scar, with a few hills

rising above it.

(2) A series of wide, shallow, mature valleys.

(3) A series of narrow and youthful valleys, which are for the most part
sunk below the floors of the mature valleys.

The rocks of the district are almost entirely of Carboniferous age, mainly
Lower Carboniferous limestones and shales in the southern half and Upper Carbo-
niferous sandstones and shales in the northern. The complex topography is not
primarily due to the rock structure, which is quite simple ; but must be ascribed
mainly to the work of the streams, influenced in some cases by lines of faulting.

Of these streams the middle part of the Tees is the longest and much the
largest. It enters Middle Teesdale from the Upper Dale by the Eggleston Gap,
with a sharp change in its general direction on doing so. It then flows for
about six miles in an almost straight trench at the foot of the fault-line scarp of
jNIarwood Scar, receiving several tributaries from the west and none from the east.

At Barnard Castle the Tees bends ea.stward, and thence flows, along an arc
convex to the south, to its junction with the Langley Beck through a series of
alternating gorges and wider terraced valleys. On joining the Langley Beck
the river resumes its E.8.E. direction, and two or three miles lower it leaves the
Carboniferous rocks.

The largest of the tributary streams is the Greta. This rises in Stainmore
Pass and flows eastward in a well-marked trough valley, in which part of its

course is underground. East of Bowes it also flows in an arc convex to the
south, but the general direction of its upper course is continued by a small
stream, the Tutta Beck, which it intercepts near Greta Bridge. The Greta
finally joins the Tees through a very narrow and steep gorge. About its lower
course at least three changes in the drainage lines are traceable. The original
consequent valley was continued directly eastward to the lowland ; it is now
(iccupicd by three distinct streams, the R. Greta and the Tutta and Clow
Becks. First the Greta was captured by a tributary of the Swale and diverted
S.E. to that river. In its later diversion to an arc south of the direct valley
line the Greta resembles several other streams in the neighbourhood. Lastly, at

a very recent period it was captured by a small tributary of the Tees.
The second of these streams is tlie Balder, parallel to the upper Greta,

'{"his has lost its headwaters to the Eden sj'stem at a fairly recent period, and
Mie capture has left at Balderhead a low pass through the Pennine crest. Its

tiibutaries show clear examples of the development of a complex river system
by successive captures of originally distinct and parallel consequent streams.

Of the lowland stieams the chief is the Langley Berk. This flows in a wide
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dale which continues the general direction of the Upper Tees and is approxi-

mately the chord of the great southward bend of the middle Tees. In the

Staindrop Plains, an area of marsh finally reclaimed only a century ago, the

beck is diverted southward to the Tees through a valley which is much narrower

and younger than Langleydale. The main valley is continued eastward and

occupied in turn by the Langton and Cocker Becks before it is merged in the

lowland. This northern west-to-east valley is very similar to the one south of

the Tees which is occupied by the River Greta and the Tutta and Clow Becks.

These valleys contain many examples of the early effects of human interference

with stream development.
There are thu.s in ]\Iiddle Teesdale two piincipal west-to-ea.st valley lines.

The development of these valleys, the subsequent union of their water.s in the

Tees, which flows between them in a much younger valley, and the absoriJtiou

of the smaller streams into this river system explain the great width of Tees-

dale in comparison with the neighbouring dales and the chief peculiarities of its

streams. The direction of the consequent streams is a few degrees north of

east, with a tendency to convergence from north and south due to the greater

elevation of the Cross Fell and Ingleborough domes. The Tees crosses the con-

sequent valleys, along a line determined mainly by fault-lines in the strata, and

has thus become the master stream.

Except for the part.s of streams in fault-line valleys and in subsequent

reaches due to stream capture, there are few subsequent, and still fewer obse-

quent, streams; hence tlie river system as a whole is iu a comparatively early

stage of development. It is, however, the product of at least three distinct

cycles of erosion :

1st. The comparatively smooth surface of the upland is part of a i>enciilain.

If its valleys were filled up it would be a plain sloping gently eastward,

with its surface cutting across the rock strata at a small angle. The
formation of this peneplain probably occurred during the Tertiary era.

2ik1. The wide shallow mature valleys mark the second cycle. Their shallow-

ness indicates that the change of base level which caused their formation

was small ; and their relation to the glacial drift and the route of the ice

indicates that they had reached their full development before the Ici;

Age. The elevation which led to their formation probably occurred in

the latter part of Tertiary time. The main consequent valleys are all of

this type ; and the more imjiortant of the subsequent valleys are also

))re-glacial, though somewhat younger. The Ice Age does not seem to

iiave caused any serious changes in the stream lines of Teesdale ; but the

extensive river terraces of many of the valleys probably date from the

period following the melting of the ice.

3rd. Tlie deep and narrow gorges in which many of the streams flow are the

product of the last cycle of development, wliich is still in a very youth-

ful stage. Its initiation was due to a post-glacial uplift of the region.

The change from the second to the third cycle is readily seen in the longi-

tudinal sections of the streams, most of which show very marked changes of

slope. The fall is usually much greater in the lower course than in the middle.

A typical tributary valley consi.sts of three clearly marked sections. First, the

upper course on the upland with a very slight valley. Second, a broad and
shallow valley on the floor of which the stream meanders. Thiid, a gorge in

the bottom of this wide valley in which the stream rushes along over a series of

rapids. These three sections of the valley repeat the three types of to])o-

graphy wliich characterise the district as a whole, and are tlie results of the

three cycles of erosion to which its present form is due.

Some Considerations on Former Movements and Distribution of

Pointlation in South Britain, and its Infl.uences. By Professor

TT. J. Fr.EURR.

5. The Study of Cities.

By Professor Patrick Geddes and Miss M. Barker.
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Section F.—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.*

President of the Section:—Professor W. R. Scott, M.A., D.Pnii;

LiTT.D., F.B.A.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

Economics of Peace in Time of War.

The economists of great distinction who have presided over this Section of the
Association in past years have usually addressed themselves to the discussion
of the progress of Economic Science in relation to some problem which had
become striking or significant at the time when each meeting was held. It has
fallen to my lot to prepare an address at a period when the Empire is involved
in a war of tremendous moment both to our country and to the world. Not
the least dominant phase of this epoch-making struggle is the economic one

;

and it is inevitable that, on this occasion, consideration should be given to some
of the reactions of this great war upon industry, credit, and finance.

It is both remarkable and significant how silent British economic theory has
been upon what may be described as 'the economics of war.' No doubt there
are volumes, treatises, and isolated passages which record the effect of some
specific war upon prices, or upon credit, or upon the national finances. Or,

again, other works may deal with some practical inconvenience which the
writer experienced ; but, when the total result is estimated, it will be found
that by far the larger .part of the scanty discussions of this subject are either

purely historical or else purely practical. In the vast majority of cases our
writers have confined themselves to an analysis of the effects of some specific

war on finance and commerce with a view to suggesting measures towards
counteracting the inevitable losses, instead of studying the principles of war in

general with a view to strengthening the national resources in preparation for

future hostilities. Thus, while British economists have said something about
former wars, they are almost wholly silent concerning wars to come. This is

a fact of immense significance. It demonstrates beyond the i)ossibility of

doubt or cavil that in this country there has been no such thing as a mobilisa-

tion of economic opinion. On the contrary, our economists can claim with
justice that they have been ever on the side of the world's peacemakers, not
with false lip-service but through serious and sustained reasoning.

Once Mercantilism began to decline, it is astonishing how little one finds in

British economic literature relating to causal relations between war and
industry. What there is usually appears as a side issue in some other investi-

gation. For instance, at the end of the seventeenth century, during the
eighteenth century, and in the early years of the nineteenth, there was a long-

controversy over the nature of credit, with frequent digressions upon the

character of public debts, which was in effect the consideration of the financing

of past wars. In its extremest form one theory represented public borrowings
as ' a mine of gold '—a statement which influenced both theory and practice

duiing the eighteenth century. The exaggeration of 'the fund of credit' no
doubt seems strange and almost laughable to us now, but it does not differ

greatly in principle from the vague popular opinion that a nation can become

* The greater part of the Transactions of this Section were published in book
form, by authority of the Council, under the title Cittlil, Industrii, nnd the Wni

.

edited by Professor A. W. Kirkaldy. (London : Pitman, 1915.)
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richer by increasing its taxes. A public debt as the Midas of the eighteenth

century is as much a fairy tale as the modern conception of taxation as a

species of 'manna falling on the country in a fertilising shower.' Naturally
there ivas a reaction from the magic claimed for a state debt, and the opposed

type of thought urged that supplies, even fur war, should be raised during the

period in which the expense is incurred. The citation by John Stuart Mill of

a passage from Chalmers, in which the latter view is expressed, is almost the

only echo of this controversy in more recent times. During the last fifty years,

if a few occasional writings, such as those of the late Sir R. Giffen ' On Consols

in a Great War,' ' be excepted, our standard economic works have scarcely

anything to say on war, and there is nothing which can be construed into a pre-

paration for hostilities.

But the cultivation of peace by British economists in avoiding the study of the

mobilisation of national resources for war has not merely been negative ; it was
also positive in proving the advantages of peace and the tendency of enlightened

economic views to promote it. More than two hundred years ago Sir Dudley
North wrote that ' the whole world as to trade is but as one nation or people,

and therein nations are as persons. The loss of trade with one nation is not

that only, separately considered, but so much of the trade of the world

rescinded and lost, for all is combined together.' ^ In the same spirit David
Hume urged that ' our domestic industry cannot be hurt by the greatest

prosperity of our neighbours.' * Before the end of the eighteenth century men
of open mind not only recognised that war was a great evil, but also that there

was nothing in international commercial relations to cause it or justify it.

And so Burke spoke of the condemnation of war as a commonplace and ' the

easiest of all topics.' Even victory accompanied by substantial material gains

is described by Hamilton as but 'a temporary and illusive benefit.' In one

passage he writes : 'The emphatic epithet of "the Scourge of God" has been

aptly bestowed upon the extensive warrior. . . . Riches, thus collected, no more
resemble riches acquired by industry in advancing the happiness of the nation

than the mirth of intoxication is worthy of being compared to the permanent

flow of spirits which health and activity confer.'* The undercurrent of the

work of all the great British economists has been ever on the side of peace.

Adam Smith suggested measures to prevent wars being undertaken wantonly.*

Ricardo shows how free commerce ' diffuses general benefit and binds together

by one common tie of interest and intercourse the universal society of nations

throughout the civilised world.' ' It would be wearisome to multiply quotations

from the long line of great writers, for already enough has been said to prove

that the encom-agement of the best possible relations with other countries has

always been a prominent feature of their teaching.

Tliis conclusion leads on to the discussion of a new problem. May it not

be urged that British economists have been either too selfish or too idealistic

—

too selfish in inculcating material welfare as an end to the neglect of those

national interests which are now seen to be vital, or too idealistic in seeking a

cosmopolitan golden age which has proved to be but a dream? That is in fact,

have not our economists in their devotion to peace neglected the economic pre-

paration for war? While it is true that the essential teaching of the master

minds has been thoroughly pacific, at the same time they recognised that,

while war was an evil, both to the world and to us, it was one that might be

forced upon the nation. But it would be a dangerous error to conclude froni the

rare mention of warfare in our economic literature that economists had no idea.s

upon the subject. Adam Smith has shown with considerable detail that the

> Woil.". ii., pp. 189-203. The calculation wa.s that Consols would fall

To per cent, at the opening of hostilities. The fixing of a minimum price

during the first months of the war has made it impossible to confirm or refute

Giffen's forecast.
^ Discourses upon Trade (1691), p. viii.

^ Essays, i., p. 347.
* Progress of Society (1830), p. 411.
° Wealth of Nations (ed. Cannan), ii., p. 411.

Works, pp. 76, 160.
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sinews of war consist of consumable goods.' Therefore, since his time it was
recognised that, if war should come, the strength of the nation on the economic
side was to be found in the efficiency of its productive system, in the soundness
of its credit and finance, and in the success of its schemes of social betterment
which provided a vigorous and patriotic population. To have contributed
something towards the making of free men in a free land is an achievement of
which the economists of this country have no reason to be ashamed. Moreover,
with freedom there is the power of initiative and organising ability. And if

more than twelve months of war have taught us anything, it is how much
modern warfare involves just those qualities of initiative and organising ability

which are required for the successful prosecution of industry and commerce.
To the economist it must be a matter of profound regret that circumstances
have made it necessary to divert these powers from the arts which sustain and
brighten life towards causing the evils of death and destruction. Still it is

the hard and grievous fact with which we have to reckon; and, to make the
reckoning complete, account has to be taken of the genius of our people in
which the work of British economists may claim to have some share. We
should not be misled by that curious national trait which no foreigner ever
completely understands—namely, our inveterate habit of praising the methods
of our rivals as if they were unapproachable in their excellence. In the
seventeenth century it was the Dutch who were said to be our commercial
masters, and very similar things were vrritten later about the French. There-
fore, to everyone who is patient enough to look beneath the surface, there is

no reason to be perturbed by the commonplaces that are to be found in every
newispaper concerning 'the triumphs of German organisation.' No doubt there
is very much we can learn from them in systematic arrangement, but what is

of first-rate importance is the different spirit that informs the two methods.
German organisation involves a mechanical rigidity, and its initiative is severely
limited. Ours, on the other hand, is spontaneous and free. No doubt it is

slower in starting—often it may seem to us to be painfully slow—but what
it can achieve in the end is something greater, for it is the expression of the
free soul of a free people. Therefore, for this reason alone, there can be no
doubt as to the successful result, for, whether the time required be long or
short, the goal of victory must be reached by that nation which can bring
initiative to bear upon the economic side of war. And, however much we may
have suffered at the beginning from the peaceful habit of mind that limited
our preparations to a bare minimum, we have in our industrial organisation,
however much at times we may depreciate it ourselves, a wonderfully developed
instrument, which only needs to be made available for supplying the almost
innumerable needs of modern armies. That there has been delay in making
some parts of it available as quickly as was desirable and seemed possible,

arose in part from the conditions under which our system has grown up and
under which it works. Freedom of enterprise depends to a very large extent on
the circulation of rapid and reliable information. British initiative has been
accustomed to base its judgments upon data collected from various sources.
Modern warfare has introduced secrecy and the suppression of news. This, it

appears to me, has been one cause, and perhaps the main one, for the slowness
of the adjustment of our organisation to war conditions. Initiative has been
deprived of one of the important aids upon which it was accustomed to rely.

Therefore the problem, which it is to be hoped is at present in process of
solution, is how to avoid the disclosure of information which might be of
value to an enemy and at the same time to supply our productive workers
with sufficient data to enable them to form accurate opinions as to how their
efforts can best help the national cause.

In a country in which the ideal of peace has flourished there must always
be a considerable dislocation of industry when it diverts its peace-organisation
to the purposes of war. As regards Great Britain that dislocation has exerted
its force in two distinct waves. First there was the mobilisation and then
the recruiting for the new army, concurrently with which there was the diver-
sion of demand caused by the provision of the manifold needs of the forces.

At the beginning of the present year this first change might be described aa

' Wealtli of Nations, i. p. 407.

1915. K K
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having approached completion, though necessarily the maintenance of rein-

forcements involved a steady drain on the number of workers. But in the early

summer the campaign for increase of munitions brought about a further dis-

location. This was a minor one in point of numbers involved, but it has to be
noted that it was likely to produce a disproportionate effect upon industry

owing to the normal floating supply of labour having already been used up.

When the latter change is completed it is to be hoped that, apart from minor
adjustments, the transition will be accomplished and the national industry

will be established on a war-basis. The two most critical periods occasioned

by war are first the change from, peace organisation to war organisation, and
.secondly the converse change after the conclusion of hostilities on a large

scale. Ricardo pointed out long ago that the outbreak of war after a long

peace was likely to cause distress and a commercial crisis. The great expansion of

credit since the last great war introduced an added difficulty. The improvement

of transport and communication has linked the whole world together by tenuous

filaments of credit. These had proved sufficient to bear a normal strain, but

one must experience a certain amount of apprehension when these delicate threads-

were rudely hacked and hewn by the sword. The financial interests of the

country, like the class of entrepreneurs, were confronted suddenly with totally

new conditions. The old landmarks were gone, and at first a certain amount of

blind groping was inevitable. The leaders in finance and industry were sud-

denly involved in the fog of war, and the compass by which they were wont

to steer proved unreliable. Moreover, the situation was such that quick

decisions were called for just when rapidity of correct judgment was peculiarly

difficult. The most urgent problem was the maintaining of the credit of the

banks amongst their depositors. Here the essential soundness of the credit-

system in July of last year was of paramount importance. Credit resembles a

highly elastic body : if it is greatly expanded a comparatively slight pressure

may cause a rupture ; if, on the other hand, it is not unduly distended, it will

bear a ehock, though with some quaking, which would shatter a more solid

substance into fragments. The comparative equanimity of depositors, added

to the inherent soundness of the banking system, was a feature of great

strength in times which were in the highest degree anxious. The closing of

the Stock Exchange and the temporary breakdown of the foreign exchanges

made some measure of external assistance from the State essential, though in

the future there will no doubt be considerable discussion amongst economists

as to the precise form which it should have assumed.

An unexpected outbreak of hostilities is experienced first in the domain of

credit, but the disorganisation soon manifests itself throughout the whole range

of productive processes. In the general upheaval the normal course of demand
is shifted to an unusual extent. That for all kinds of supplies for the forces

at once increases, while tHe consumption of other kinds of goods is subject to

considerable fluctuations. Some raw materials are no longer obtainable, having

been wholly produced in countries with which communication has ceased, others

are procurable only in reduced quantities, while the supply of others was at

first uncertain. Again, the state of credit reacted on foreign trade, rendering

exporting difficult, and in some cases impossible for a time. All this means

that a large diversion of labour and capital became necessary in the first months

of the war ; and again in the spring of this year the insistent demand for more

and more munitions added to the dislocation. With the progress of specialisa-

tion in industry there was the apparent risk that such diversion of productive

power could only be accomplished at great sacrifice. It would seem that the

greater and greater use of specialised machinery, with the corresponding;

specialisation of skill, would make the change very difficult, and one which would

involve great loss of capital and unemployment. After a year of war we see that

the latter problem has dropped below the horizon, though it is likely to emerge

again on the return of peace when the converse change from war conditions to

peace conditions takes place. As regards capital, manufacturers have developed

the adaptation of men and machines to certain special purposes.
_
In many

cases the demand for the products of these industries has diminished very

greatly, and it would seem that the fixed capital must remain either partly or

wholly unemployed during the war. Recent economic investigation has shown
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that industry not only proceeds by separating processes of production, but also

in surmounting the lines of division formerly regarded as distinct. Thus
Dr. Marshall has shown that the operatives in a watch-making factory could

work the machines used in gun-making or in se>ving-machine-making, or in the

making of textile machinery.* The experience of the early months of the war
has fully confirmed the anticipations of economic theory as to the power of

transference of specialised capital and labour from one process (for which the

demand has temporarily declined) to another (in which it has increas«<l). It is

not remarkable that cotton operatives should migrate to woollen mills to make
khaki, but it might at first occasion surprise to hear that many makers of brass

door-handles soon were at work in helping to produce shrapnel shells—their con-

tribution consisting of the brass driving-rings and copper bands. At the
beginning of the winter machines that formerly made spokes for cycle wheels
produced knitting needles. Plant normally used to make gear-cases turned out
hollow ware tins and basins for the troops. Pen-making factories found new
employment in manufacturing military buttons. The list of war uses for plant

during the first months of hostilities could be very greatly extended, and the
establishment of the Ministry of Munitions has added immensely to the em-
ployment of plant for war purposes ; but enough has been said to show that
economic theory has been proved right in anticipating a large measure of

recuperative power in productive processes enabling them to re-employ under
the new conditions capital and labour which were temporarily idle. All this is

satisfactory for the war period ; it must be remembered that on the return of

peace the reverse change will have to be made. There may be a short trade boom
(arising out of the attempt to restore some of the material ravages of war),
but the joint demand from it and from the trades re-opened is likely to be
considerably less than the huge present expenditure on manufactures for war.
Thus the unemployment occasioned by dislocation of industry through hostili-

ties is likely to be carried forward as a species of suspense account which must
be liquidated not very long after peace. Moreover, international credit is likely

to re-act on the situation in a prejudicial manner. Even already the financial

system of Germany is more strained than appears on the surface. This fact is

advantageous to us as belligerents, but it will probably be prejudicial to us
not long after the re-establishment of peace. At present much of the incon-

vertible paper circulating on the Continent does not affect us here. When the
inflation has to be squeezed out after the war, a disturbance of credit is not
unlikely.

Important as the flexibility of capital and labour have been, the striking
success of maintaining our communications within the Empire and with neutrals
has been even more remarkable. Steam and wireless telegraphy have had the
effect, when supported by adequate naval strength and preparation, of simpli-
fying the protection of maritime trade routes. The events of the early months
of the war afford a brilliant justification of the views of many economists of
the advantages of diversified sources of supply of food and raw materials from
the colonies and foreign countries. The later operations of German submarines
against our commerce and even against passenger ships can bring no real

advantage to the enemy, and one cannot find words to describe adequately the
infamy of the sinking of the Lusitania. Some of the destruction of trawlers
and drifters cannot pay the cost of torpedoes, that of the rest is at the worst
an inconvenience, but in material loss it is incomparably less than the damage
of property which is happening every day on the Western battle front when
villages and towns are destroyed by artillery fire.

The inestimable services of the Navy in the general protection of sea-borne
commerce may be illustrated to a partial extent by reference to the last occasion
on which our maritime trade was subject to serious interruption, namely, during
the years of hostilities between 1793 and 1815. At that period Great Britain
possessed an overwhelming naval superiority, yet freights and marine insurance
were often extraordinarily high. For instance, these charges on hemp and
tallow from Petrograd to London were ten times the normal rate. Insurance
pn hemp was 20 per cent, to 40 per cent, of the value. In some cases the freight

• Principles, p. 339.

K K 2
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and insurance of flax were more than the prime cost. These were moderate
rates for that war period. Take the case of silk. It cost lOOZ. to bring a bale
of 240 lb. from Italy, instead of the previous rate of 61. These figures seem
almost incredible, but they are vouched for by Tooke.^ Further, they were only
a part of the increased difficulty in transport. The delay was remarkable. It
is recorded that on one occasion it took a year, on another two years, to send
a parcel of silk from Italy to England. Interest on capital and disarrangement
of manufacture during the extra period of transit might Be estimated to add
another 30l. to the cost of conveying a bale of silk—that is, 130/. against 6/.

;

so that altogether the cost of transport and allied charges increased by more
than twenty times the amount paid in times of peace. Such, in bald numerical
terms, is the debt we owe to the silent watch and ward of the Navy, which is

of equal benefit to our Allies also.

So far I have discussed questions which relate mainly to organisation and trans-
port ; but, in summing up our economic position in the present war, the provision
of resources by the various combatants will become increasingly important. When
Germany cast the sword of Brennus into the scales of international justice she
must surely have forgotten the ultimate influence of the wealth and resources of the
British Empire. ' To face the world in arms in shining armour ' may seem heroic
to the Teutonic mind, but it is futile provided that the resources of the world are
rightly used against her. This it appears to me is at once our opportunity and
our responsibility. War has become so complex that to conduct it upon a great
scale demands large capital resources. Our past savings, supplemented by those
made during the war, constitute the reserve of the credit of the Allies. No
doubt, as in the case of organisation, time will be required to make the full

extent of the pressure felt, but it is pressing slowly but inexorably upon the
enemy, and as the struggle develops it will press with increasing power. Given
the necessary fighting strength of good quality, its efficiency depends upon the
extent and adequacy of its supplies. If the struggle be protracted, then victory
will rest with the side which can best maintain its supplies, and it is here that
our wealth is likely to be a decisive factor. But it must be brought to bear in
the right way, and in this respect important functions devolve upon the non-
combatant. For many years public and private economy has been a forgotten
virtue—too often it came near to being regarded as akin to a vice. Now our
ostensible leaders of public opinion are preaching economy almost as if they had
discovered a new religion. Such missionary zeal, even though belated, Is

advantageous. War makes great changes in Distribution ; and changes in Dis-
tribution, when the general standard of living has been rising rapidly, are likely

to lead to extravagance, more especially in war-time when all conditions favour
waste. But economy, necessary as it is, can be no more than a step. What is

required is the maximum supply of goods, in excess of the needs of the civilian

population, which will maintain and even increase the efficiency of the fighting

forces. In the summer attention was concentrated on munitions, and this is an
instance of our national habit of concentrating on the more pressing aspect of
some highly complex problem. The effectiveness of the gunner on a war-ship
or 'of the soldier in the firing line requires the product of the labours of many
workers : without the full supply his value as a fighting unit deteriorates.

Therefore it devolves upon us to supply such goods both for our own forces,

and to a certain extent for some of our Allies also. The effect of public and
private economy is to leave more wealth in the hands of the taxpayers, but much
of that wealth does not consist of commodities which avail for augmenting the
power of the forces. To effect the necessary transformation such wealth must
be transferred from the owner of it, either in the form of taxation to the State

or in a subscription to a public loan. The Government then arranges for the
acquisition of the commodities it requires either by making them here or pur-

chasing them, whether in this country or abroad. In some cases it may be more
advantageous to acquire the goods we need from foreign countries by exchanging
our own products for them. Now, we already import considerable quantities

of food and other necessaries, and therefore our purchases outside this country
for war purposes constitute an addition to these imports. Against this we have

^ m^story of Prices, i. ip. 309; Tlioughts and Details of Hii/h and Low Prices,

pp. 129, 211.
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the profits of our shipping and the income on capital invested abroad and in

the colonies. The aggregate of the former is likely to be reduced through the
war, and there may be a temporary reduction in the latter through the same
cause. Also there are our visible exports and some minor items. Thus it

follows that the situation demands as large as possible a production of goods
consisting first of supplies for the forces produced at home, secondly the home
supply of the necessaries and simpler comforts of life, and thirdly goods to

export to pay for our imports of military supplies and of food from the colonies

and abroad. And this leads to an important conclusion—namely, that, after

the maximum demands both of the naval and military forces for men have been
met, there is a plain duty before those that are left. The exigencies of the
times demand that there should be no idle class, whether of idle rich or idle

poor. We have called out some of our reserves of fighting men, and we must
draw also upon our reserves of workers. In the expressive language of our
brothers from the Dominions overseas, ' it is up to the non-combatant at home
not to let the fighting forces down,' but by his steady and sustained industry
to help in providing, directly or indirectly, all the supplies which are required,

either in helping to produce these or in making those goods which are exchanged
for them. Thus there is a definite duty for every one of us, according to our

varied capacities, to take part in a great national endeavour. This is plain

common-sense. From the specially economic point of view, war is waste and
loss. Therefore it is obvious that we cannot work too earnestly or too im^-

sparingly to bring about as soon as possible the cessation of that loss and a

return to normal conditions. No doubt, here again organisation is required.

The people are not in a position to judge as to the balancing of the needs for

reinforcement, for labour for military supplies produced in this country and
for labour to produce goods to be exchanged for supplies or food imported.

All the more it becomes necessary for the authorities to strike a balance and to

issue clear and unmistakable directions.

All this must seem far removed from the principle of laisscz faire, the

operation of which has become more and more restricted by the mass of govern-

mental regulations and emergency measures. But the people assent to the

restriction of their liberty of action under an imperious necessity. Because
sacrifices are made in a national emergency, without complaint or murmuring, it

by no means follows that the public is learning to love its chains. Unless the

war makes a radical change in the national temperament, it would be a political

mistake of the greatest magnitude to retain restrictions upon commerce even

a week longer than these are unavoidable. In the confused issues of warfare
we have the unshakable conviction that we are staking the lives of our soldiers

and the whole resources of the British Empire in defence of liberty. It would
be a tragedy if, in the defence of liberty, freedom of enterprise and labour

were sacrificed, for victory in war would be tantamount to the defeat of our

national ideals.

In all the long history of this Association, it has never before fallen to the

one who presided in this Section to survey such a scene of ruin and devastation.

To the economist war must ever be the pre-eminent instance of wicked waste.

One is almost tempted to discuss again that old problem, debated by Bishop
Butler—namely, whether whole nations may become temporarily mad. Yet out

of all the suffering and all the loss, something that is necessary to the progress

of the world must emerge—something that, as things are, can only be won by
sacrifice and sorrow. It has happened before in the history of civilisation, and
it has now unfortunately occurred again, that it is needful to defend existing

institutions from attacks which menace not only these but the possibility of

future development. The sanctity of a nation's plighted word must be main-
tained as a basis for the stability of international relations. One issue which is

involved in the present war is the whole basis of international contract. Without
being unduly optimistic, one may hope that some compensation for the vast

destruction it has caused may be found first in the establishing of treaty rights

on a secure foundation, and then that a way will be opened for international

agreements which will lessen the risk of future wars. Moreover, the inviola-

bility of public faith is not only of supreme importance in the political sphere,

it lies at the root of the whole mechanism of foreign trade and the international

money-market. The new ' scrap of paper ' theory constitutes a bankruptcy of
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external credit. It recoils with crushing force on the nation whose good faith

has become suspect, and it produces a feeling of doubt and insecurity throughout

the money-markets of the world. When one remembers Belgium, it is not a

little remarkable that one of the best analyses of the causes which determine

foreign estimation of a nation's credit has been written by a German. I quote

the concluding summary :
' These causes are to be found in the opinion which

the world holds of a nation's political standards, of the soundness of her institu-

tions, the inviolability of her pledged word, in the last resort of the moral

principles which inspire and the intellectual faculties which direct her people's

activities.'
"

Further, from the economic standpoint this war is one which, provided it

ends decisively in favour of ourselves and our Allies, should free us from a

menace which has faced this country for a generation. At each great epoch in

our history, it has been our duty to prevent the wreck of civilisation through

the appearance of a new Iron Age with its doctrine that wealth is the prey of the

stronger. And so England resisted Spain, Great Britain Napoleon, and now the

British Empire confronts Germany in defence of the principle that force must

not triumph over law. Indeed, the present strife is perhaps the only issue from

a situation in Europe that was becoming intolerable. Year after year the nations

on the Continent were proving their devotion to peace by arming to excess, as

they said, to defend peace. The burden grew heavier and heavier, diverting

national resources from the improvement of the condition of the people and

the growth of commerce. Before the war the annual expenditure of the

Powers of Europe on their armies alone had increased to about 290,000,000^.

There can be little doubt that much of this outlay, as well as that on navies,

could be saved. It is to be hoped that, when a durable peace has been signed,

a very large saving in this type of expenditure will be effected.
_
Moreover, an

abatement of military preparations should have another effect in diminishing

the drain on productive processes through compulsory military service. Thus,

on the whole, while the losses of the war will be enormous, there are some gains,

largely of an immaterial kind, to be placed on the other side of the account.

—

namely, security and the re-establishing of international contract, and, of a

material kind, in a possible diminution of the burden of armaments, both direct

and indirect.

A special aspect of the problems under discussion is the provision of capital

for the re-starting of trades contracted by the war and for the restoration of

Belgium and other regions desolated during the progress of hostilities. Chalmers,

writing a hundred years ago, supposed that in cases of this kind ' in a very

few years the recovery both of population and labour would be completed.'"

The explanation he gave was far from satisfactory even for the time at which

it was written, and it is still more deficient as applied to the present circum-

stances, when in industrial countries fixed capital is much more important

than in Chalmers' day. In the last quarter of a century any great catastrophe,

such for instance as the partial destruction of San Francisco by earthquake and
fire, has been repaired with comparative ease by bringing capital from outside.

But the waste of war renders capital exceedingly scarce ; in fact, a famine of

capital after the war has been predicted. Such an anticipation is over-pessi-

mistic, but capital is likely to be obtainable for a time only with some difficulty.

It is to be feared that after the war Europe will experience very considerable

straits for several years to come. Not only must the waste of war be made
good, but its evil legacy in inflated funded and floating debts must be gradually
dealt with, lessening by reason of increased taxation! the normal margin for

new savings. Increased work and greater economy are the only remedies,
aided by improved methods of production.

It is to be hoped that some of the inevitable loss will be repaired in time
by better methods of organisation! and by an accelerated rate of invention.
The waging of a just war results in a quickening of the national spirit. It

forces a nation out of the easy and well-worn paths of custom and convention.
Thus, out of all the suffering and all the loss, some good will come. The large
proportion of our young manhood which has gone to serve the country on the

" On Some Unsettled Questions of Public Credit, by Prof. G. Cohn, in

Econ. Journal, xxi. p. 217. ii Works, xix. p. 141.
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seas or in the field, and which returns having looked death in the face without

being afraid, will not take up life where it was left. The noble qualities that

have been evoked by the stress of battle will remain and will influence civil life

during the next generation. The outlook will be both broader and also more

simple. Methods of social legislation and administration will become more

direct and less timorous. The men who have dared greatly and who have

endured will chafe against the rules that have been formed during easier times.

Great wars tear away the veils which hide the essential needs of living, and

reveal what is fundamental. The directness of vision that has faced danger

is not likely to be alarmed in facing the difficulties of our social and industrial

problems. And so we may expect with confidence that our legislation will be

bolder and also more sane than it has been in the past. The sacrifices of so

many cannot pass, when the war is over, and leave no trace. The nation has

been re-vitalised in the course of the struggle and the influence of this move-

ment will persist.

In many respects the economic problems that will confront us after the war
will be even more serious, and certainly not less difficult, than those of the

present time. Still there can be no doubt that these will be faced with courage

and patience. The period of stress through which we are passing has shown
the unity of thought and purpose throughout the whole Empire. And this,

in spite of many appearances to the contrary, will be a great asset in the future.

The great national emergency has caused a closing of the nation's ranks, and
it rests with us to keep them firm and steadfast when peace returns. There
are plain signs that it may not always be easy, since so many industrial and
other difficulties have been carried forward as a suspense account which is to

be dealt with when the war is over. National unity is enabling us to progress

towards victory, and the same unity will be required to enable us to reap the
full fruits of that victory at home. It would be a mad waste not to employ the

qualities of heart and mind which have been aroused in this great struggle in

the service of peace and social progress. The future may be difficult for some
years to come, but difficulties are the opportunities of the strong and courageous.

It has fallen to us to live in an heroic age ; and, if we remain true to ourselves

and to our high destiny, we shall have the strength and the fixity of purpose to

achieve greatly in peace as well as in war.

The following Discussion then took place :

—

Discussion on the Promotion of Industrial Harmony.
Opened hy Professor A. W. Kirkaldy.

Sir C. Macara, Mr. W. Thorne, M.P., Sir Hugh Bell, Mr. Alfred Evan?,
Mr. G. Pickup Holden, Professor L. T. Hobhouse, Councillor James Johnston,
Rgv. p. H. Wicksteed, :\rr. G. E. Toogood, Professor Un\vin, Mr. B. Ellinger,

Mr. R. Walker, Mr. Alfred Smalley, J. P., Mr. A. Lupton, Mr. Glover, and
the President of the Section took part.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following business was transacted :

—

1. Discussion on Outlets for Labour after the War.

The following Report, arising out of a Conference held at the instance of
the Organising Sectional Committee during the preceding year, and dealing with
the Replacement of Men by Women in Industry, was considered :

—
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Interim Beport of the Conference to investigate into Outlets for
Labour after the War.
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I.—Introduction.

Conference Committee.

The Membership of the Conference on Outlets for Labour after the War was
as follows : Archdeacon Cunningham; Messrs. C. W. Bowerman, M.P., W. J.

Davis, J.P., J. St. G. Heath, J. A. Seddon, E. D. Simon; Sir H. Rider
Haggard, Sir C. P. Lucas, K.C.B., Sir C. W. Macara, Bart., Sir Sydney
Olivier, Sir E. im Thurn; Professor E. C. K. Gonner, Mr. Egbert Jackson,
Chairman—Professor W, R. Scott, F.B.A. Secretary—Professor A, W.
Kirkaldy.

1
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5.

Terms of Reference.

The terms of reference were to investigate into :

—

The replacement of men by women in industries during the War.
The permanent effects of this after the War.
The character of re-employment with respect to changes of tastes and
physique amongst those who have served with the Forces and are dis-

banded.
The means by which consequent unemployment may be counteracted or

minimised.
The possibility of employing disbanded men on the land.

It was decided that the best method of dealing with the first two terms of

this reference would be to investigate those industries in which the extra

employment of women since the War has been most marked, as well as those

industries in which there were possibilities of an extension of women's work,

with special reference to those trades localised in the London, Manchester,

Leeds, and Birmingham districts. The inquiry was commenced in the beginning

of June 1915.

For the work, other than in the Birmingham district, through Mr. J. St. G.

Heath, who acted as Hon. Secretary, the co-operation of a Sub-Committee under

the chairmanship of Professor L. T. Hobhouse, working at the London School

of Economics and Toynbee Hall, was secured. This Sub-Committee appointed

Mr. E. F. Hitchcock as Secretary, and they wish here to express the debt

which they owe to him for his labours ; not only was he responsible for the

work of organising this part of inquiry, but in addition he prepared the first

draft of their Report. The investigators and members of the Sub-Committee
were :

Suh-Committee.

Professor L. T. Hobhouse.
•Miss E. B. Ashford.
*Miss D. Austin.

•Miss M. E. Bulkley.
•Miss M. Cross.

•Mrs. B. Drake.
•Miss E. Dunlop.
•Miss A. C. Franklin.
•Mr. F. H. Hamnett.
Mr. J. St. G. Heath.
•Mr. E. F. Hitchcock.
•Mrs. F. W. Hubback.

Miss B. L. Hutchins.

•Miss B. Keen.
• Professor A. W. Kirkaldy.

Mr. J. J. Mallon.
* Miss Moses.
Mrs. Pember Reeves
•Mr. A. Robinson.
•Miss M. Stettauer.

Miss L. Wyatt Papworth.
*Miss N. Young.
Miss D. Zimmern.

Investigators.

Professor Kirkaldy undertook to organise the investigation in the Birming-

ham district, especially with reference to munitions and the metal trades. The
Central Care Committee of the Birmingham Education Committee, whose Chair-

man, Councillor Lord, was keenly interested, made it possible for Miss Aime
Ashley to undertake the direction of the investigation. Miss Lee, of the Bir-

mingham Women's Settlement, was appointed investigator.

With remarkably few exceptions, and in spite of the pressure of war work
in some of the industries investigated, employers, managers of companies, trade

union officials and individual working men and women showed great willingness

to help on the work of the Conference. Very valuable assistance was also

obtained from various women's organisations throughout the countrv. Thus a

considerable amount of useful information was collected, and although, owing to

the still undeveloped state of a unique economic situation, statistical data wero

not fully available, it has been foimd impossible to compile a Report which, on
its descriptive side, refers to new and interesting phenomena which have

entered into English industrial and commercial life.

It was decided that the last three terms of the reference could at the moment
be more suitably dealt with by papers and discussion. To this end Mr.

Christopher Turnor was asked to read a paper on Land Settlement for ex-service
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men, and Major Tuclor-Craigt undertook to give the Section the benefit of his
experience on the employment of disbanded soldiers and sailors, i

This Report is, therefore, confined to the replacement of men by women in
industries as a result of the War. and the possible permanent eflFects of this
replacement. It was finally drafted by the Officers of the Section, who are
greatly indebted to the above Sub-Committee and more especially to Miss
Ashley and Mr. Hitchcock. The other members of the Conference are not
responsible for the details given nor for the views expressed.

II.—Women's Employment during year August 1914 to

August 1915.

After a year of war we are able to regard with some knowledge the course
which women's employment has taken during that period, and the nature if not
the extent of the entry of women into trades and occupations hitherto reserved
wholly or partially to men. Broadly speaking, that movement has only just
begun (August 1915) to assume any appreciable magnitude. In few industries
has the position yet shaped itself. We are therefore at present able to do little

else than to indicate the course which industry has taken and roughly to
sketch the events which have led during the past year to the present position.

Eiwployment in Early Months of War.

It was clear to the least observant that during the first two or three months
of the War a considerable depression had been caused throughout industry,
especially among the following trades—dressmaking, millinery, women's fancy
and children's boot and shoe making, silk and linen, cigar and cigarette making,
the umbrella trade, confectionery and preserve making, cycle and carriage
making, jewellery, furniture making and French polishing, the china and glass
trades, stationery and printing. In some trades a shortage of raw material or
the loss of enemy markets caused a more or less lengthy period of depression.
Thus the shortage of sugar caused very considerable unemployment in what was
almost entirely a woman's trade—^jam-.preserving and confectionery. The
chemical trade was al^o affected by th^ complete cessation of the imnortation of
certain commodities from Germany. The practical closing of the North Sea to
fishers brought to a standstill the occupation of those wnrnpn whn are to be
found every season in thousands on the English coasts following the herring
round. ^ The closing of the Baltic cut off the sunnlies of fl^x from Bnosia upon
which our I'nen trade lararely depends, and women's employment in a whole trade
was again considerably decreased owing to the lack of raw material. In almost
every trade unemployment figures rose to a point onlv equalled in times of very
severe trade depression. The cotton trade was esneciallv hit. Before the War
a period of decline had set in, and Lancashire suffered in add'tion from all the
disadvantaeps incidental to a time of naval warfare. Casual houseworkers such
as charwomen and office cleaners, and even skilled domestic servants such as
cooks, found themselves out of employment owing to the economies which the
public were making. The unemployment of good cooks, however, did not last

many weeks.

Distress amongst Women.

The distress caused by unemployment is generally felt more bv men than by
women, but in the early days of the War the effect of trade dislocation upon
women was out of all proportion to its effects unon men. For the women there
were few counterbalancing forces such as recruiting. Indeed the full economic
effe^'t of the immediate trade depression fell upon them, and the ''rrcrular pav-
ment of separation allowances at the beginning of the War considerably added
to the prevailing distress.

1 Mr. Tumor is publishing a book which will contain the substance of his

address at Manchester. Major Tudor Craig was unfortunately, owing to illness,

unable to atf^end the meefinar ns had been arrans'ivl.

* See Englishwoman, December 1914, article by J. Haslam.
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Revival of Trade.

Happily this state of affairs did not last for long. Very soon the Govern-
ment came into the market as chief buyer and found industry very willing to
concentrate both its labour and machinery upon the production of goods to
clothe, feed, and equip armies. The collapse of those trades connected v^ith

the normal demands of peace had released thousands of women for other
industries, while the contraction of men's employment had been almost wholly
counterbalanced by recruiting. In September just under a quarter of a
million women, apart from those in non-industrial occupations such as clerical

work and retail distribution, were employed, as compared with the numbers in
industry at the outbreak of war. The men were fighting and the women had to

take their places. From September onwards women—unskilled and industrially

ill-equipped as the great majority of them were—poured into the leather, tailor-

ing, metal trades, chemicals and explosives, food trades, hosiery and the wool
and worsted industry, which had been suddenly revived by the placing of large

orders by the Allied Governments. Between September and December over
130,000 women were drawn into the ranks of industry proper, but still 80,000
unemployed women remained in spite of the net shortage of men, which
amounted to about a quarter of a million. Fortunately the new demand was
to a large extent for that class of goods in the j/rodnotion of which female
labour normally predominates.' An extension of women's normal employment
rather than a displacement of men's by women's labour was what occurred.

Lack of Skilled Labour.

Unfortunately recruiting was carried out without discrimination, and by
December the outstanding feature of the labour market was the enormous short-

age of skilled men in all industries, a shortage which led to the contraction of
women's employment.* In some instances employers attempted to train women,
but in most cases time was too short, the experiment too risky, and the pressure
of business too great, for employers to become enthusiastic over such schemes.
Where it was possible to transfer women from one branch of a trade that was
slack to an allied branch in which the work was brisk this was done, but there
were limitations to such transference. Women were untrained industrially, and,
as week by week went by, the lack of skilled men became more and more
marked. Through the National Labour Exchanges a Register of Women was
compiled and about 86,000 names were enrolled, but only a small minority

—

4,750—were able to undertake the skilled jobs awaiting them. It must be
remembered, however, that a large number of these women were skilled in

occupations and professions other than industrial.

By February some of the Government contracts, e.g., clothing, had been
reduced, but overdue private home and shipping orders were sufficient to keep
the industries affected in a prosperous and busy condition.

Munitions.

The group of trades which showed the most phenomenal increase, in spite of
the huge Government contracts which had been already placed, was the muni-
tions group. The story of Neuve Chapelle and the creation of a Minister of
Munitions, and the increasing needs of ourselves and our Allies for munitions of
war, caused an unprecedented demand in this group. Into the armament
branches, therefore, of the metal and engineering trades many thousands of
women have been pouring since February. It is as yet early to draw deductions
from this further entry of women into munition work,* though it is as well to

bear in mind that much of the work, e.g. shell making, is exceptional work and
will diminish when peace is declared.

' See separate Reports on Tailoring, Leather, and Food Trades.
* See Report on Pottery Trade for exception to this rule.

* See Report on Metal Trades, p. 546.
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Present Effects of War on Industry.

The women who have entered industry since the War seem for the most part
comparatively young. Billeting money and fairly liberal separation allowances
have been sufficient to prevent any large number of unskilled married women
from returning to work in factories.

One of the tendencies of the War is clearly to transfer a more than normal
proportion of the nation's business to large concerns. Though this has its draw-
backs the balance on account is probably to the advantage of the women who
have entered, as far as the safeguarding of their standard of life is concerned,
and consequently of that of the men who will return.

It is clear that the year has seen an enormous upheaval in industry; fac-
tories have been adapted to meet new demands and to facilitate women's employ-
ment; Trade Union and Home Office restrictions have be^n relaxed; women
are replacing men ; experiments are being made and knowledge gained which
may well revolutionise many branches of industry. The dominating demand
upon injlustry is that made by the volume of Government contracts. At the end
of the War these will substantially decline and industry will begin to resume its

normal course. But every transference of labour, every youth put into a man's
place, every woman who has received training because of the War, adds some-
thing to the bewildering chaos of those industrial problems which will have to

be grappled with when peace is declared.

III.—The General Position.

In the earlier months of the War, industry, following the lead of public
opinion, organised itself on the assumption of a war of short duration, and a
considerable period elapsed before it was generally realised that experiments
in the employment of women might have to be made on a considerable and
unprecedented scale. The necessity of immediate action in utilising the potential

resources of female labour was not understood, and it is now possible only
partially to remedy this past error of judgment. Necessity, however, is proving
the spur to effort, and experiments and trials are now being made in this direc-

tion. Of the results of these interesting developments it is, however, as yet

too early to judge. We can only indicate what appear to be the main features

arising out of the new conditions of women's employment during the past year.

After twelve months of war three features of the labour market stand out

in special prominence :

(1) the serious shortage of skilled workpeople.

(2) tlie considerable extension of women's employment.

(3) the limited extent to which women have replaced men, in the sense that women
are now doing work previously done by men.

(1) Serioiis Shortage of SJcilled Labour.

With few exceptions the reports during the last eight months from industries

engaged on War contracts eloquently repeat the serious nature of the situation

caused by the shortage of skilled workers, due to the number of skilled men who
have enlisted and to the changes in industrial methods, which demand a small

number of highly skilled mechanics working in conjunction with a compara-

tively large number of less skilled operatives. Men who in the earlier months
of the War joined the Forces have in many cases actually been withdrawn from
the fighting front to assist in filling the gaps caused by this deficiency in the

ranks of industry. There is no lack of unskilled workers, but the extent to

which semi- or unskilled labour can be employed depends not only upon the

amount of that labour available, but upon the extent to which skilled labour

can be obtained. In the case of the men who remain the lack of training

and experience is all too general ; amongst women it is, with rare exceptions,

the universal rule. Apart from other disabilities this factor alone has been

sufficient seriously to limit the entry of women into those industries in which
there are enormous demands for materials of "war. Not only have the majority
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of women, owing to their lack of training, found it impossible to take up
skilled work ia these trades, but, as stated generally above, the absence of
skilled workers amongst them has in its turn proved an almost insuperable
obstacle to the employment of any but a small proportion of the great waiting
army of willing but unskilled female labour. This shortage of skilled labour
is the cardinal feature of the industrial -position with which the nation is now
faced. It is true that by minor adjustments in the organisation of the trades
concerned the entry of a few extra women can be facilitated, but the situa-

tion in its broad aspects seems almost insoluble during the present time of war.
Certainly in a great many industries women are working on processes pre-

viously wholly or partially done by men, but the extent to which this is the case
is inconsiderable. The margin of difference, however, between actual fact and
possibility is yet to be discovered.

(2) Extension of Women's Emyloyment.

It is impossible with any accuracy to give figures indicating the extension
of women's work since the War. The trades in industry proper in which the
extension of women's employment has been most marked are engineering,
chemical trades (explosives), leather work, tailoring, meat preserving and grain
milling, basket (shell) making, elastic webbing, scientific instrument making,
brush making, electrical engineering, canvas sack and net making, leather
tanning, rubber work, hosiery, hardware, wire drawing, tobacco, boot and shoe
trade, shirt making, wool and worsted, silk and jute trade. Excluding the
munitions branch of engineering, the extra employment of women in these
trades probably does not exceed 100,000, and four months ago was little more
than half that number, compared with the same month in the previous year.

A small proportion of the extra women employed in these trades are, however,
doing men's work, the probable reasons for which are discussed on p. 514 scq.

Generally speaking, the extra employment of women in any branch of industry
proper has been effected by transference from trades that are depressed or
from branches of the same trade which are slack to those that are brisk.

A marked acceleration in women's employment has also taken place in

non-industrial occupations such as shop assistants, bank clerks and in other
forms of clerical work, waitresses in hotels and elsewhere, and certain classes of

railway work. In these occupations women have probably replaced men, in the
sense of doing men's work, to a greater extent than in industry proper. The
supposed social status of an occupation rather than its pecuniary gain appeals
more generally to some women than to most men, and many women who find

their home surroundings somewhat dull and a shop counter or an office stool

comparatively attractive would never consider entering a factory or a workshop.
Consequently we find that for the most part women who have entered industry

proper since the War have had previous industrial experience in other trades,

and that where they have not been wage-earners previously they have been

attracted in a great many cases to the more ' lady-like ' occupations. Patriotic

motives have, however, supplied a stimulus to a number of women to enter

industry. Those branches concerned with the production of munitions and
direct war supplies have proved especially attractive in this respect.

The relaxation of Trade Union and Home Office restrictions has also had
the effect of extending women's employment. Where a shortage of male labour

has been apparent the trade unions have in many cases

—

e.g., in the leather,

engineering, and metal trades, wool and worsted trades, &c.—agreed with
employers that, for the period of the War only, women may work on pro-

cesses which were previously done wholly or partially by men, on the condition

that the wage rates paid to the women shall be the same as those paid to

the men. The relaxation of Home Office regulations has only been made on
applications in particular cases, and is mostly connected with the extension

of overtime.' Many of the trades in which the War demands have been exten-

sive normally employ a larger number of women than men, and in these the

extension of women's employment has been considerably accelerated by the

War.

' Vide Board of Trade Journal, July 8, 1915.
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(3) Replacement.

From the fact that fetver men and many more women are now in industry,

there is a priiTia-fac'e case for supposing that women have replaced men in the

sense that they are now doing 2}rocesses which before the War were done by

men. Our information, however, shmvs that this is not the case, save in special

instances and to a limited degree.

The one important factor upon which the prosperity of industry depends

to-day is the virtual monopolising of the market by our own and the Allied

Governments. It will be interesting to consider whether the War demand is not

on the whole a demand for a class of goods in the production of which a greater

proportion of women rather than men can be more usefully and economically

employed than under normal peace conditions. The nature of the demands

arising out of the War must have an important bearing upon the kind of labour

required. A large part of the Government demand for goods is in these

branches of trades in which a larger proportion of women are employed than in

the trade as a whole. A good example of this is the tailoring trade, which

normally employs something like 130,000 women, together with a large casual

fringe of women who come into the trade in times of seasonal pressure. This

trade illustrates the point at issue, though it will not, of course, be taken as

typical of all industry. The retail bespoke branch, in which high-class tailor-

ing work is done, employs men almost entirely, and since the War it has been

very depressed, for the demand for 'high-class ' work has been much reduced.

The clothing of a soldier is good but not ' high class ' in the sense in which

a Bond Street retail bespoke tailor might use that term. ; it is tailoring done

in the medium branches of the trade in which female labour normally pre-

dominates. This part of the trade has drawn women and girls from its other

branches and from its fringe of casual labour as well as from other trades in

which there was a surplus of female labour. It thus shows a great increase

of female labour since the War which has been drawn in, not to undertake

work previously done by men, but merely to cope with a huge increase of

orders in that branch of the trade in which a larger proportion of women
than men is normally employed. Again, the cloth from which the uniform

is made is not the very finest suiting, and the huge demands upon the wool

and worsted trade fnr it have resulted, as in the tailoring trade, in a larger

demand for female labour compared with the demand for male labour than the

trade as a whole would normally employ. The great increase of women's employ-

ment since the War in the leather trade has to a certain extent been in the

lighter accoutrement branches on processes normally done by women, while in

the boot and shoe branch there has actually been a replacement of women by
men owing to the heavier nature of the work required in the military than in

the civilian boot.

A considerable part of the Government demand is also in trades, e.g. the

munition branches of the engineering and metal trades, in which a large pro-

portion of semi-skilled or unskilled female labour can be absorbed especially in

such exceptional processes as the filling of shells, and in which after the War
the demand will decline.

From the above considerations it will be seen that much of the extension

of women's employment during the War in industry proper is in work which is

normally done by women and in which the necessities of war have created an
unprecedented demand. Other work, now done hy women is exceptional work
which will decline with the advent of peace. But a survey of the whole field

suggests that, owing to the in-tallation of special plant, the proportion of woman
labour may be affected.

But though women are not as yet to any considerable extent doing the

work of men or undertaking highly skilled jobs, they are undoubtedly slowly

undertaking processes in many trades which were previously thought just above

the line of their strength and skill. This is seen particularly in leather,

engineering, and the wool and worsted trade, and also in trades which, though

depressed since the War, have yet experienced a shortage of certain forms of

labour, e.g., pottery, cotton, and the printing trade. This shifting of the

line of demarcation between men's and wonien's jobs has in many cases received
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trade union opposition, though in most cases agreements have been made for the
duration of the War only and without prejudice to the consideration of the
question after the War. in this connection it would be interesting to consider in

how far trade union restrictions, especially those concerning the entry to

the trade and the period of training required, are based upon the conditions
which prevailed in the past or upon the realities of the present. Employers
are, however, reluctant to express opinions until more experience under tne new
conditions has been gained.

In non-industrial occupations, such as clerical work, in certain forms of
railway and vehicle work, such as ticket collecting, carriage cleaning, and tram
and 'bus conducting, in various forms of retail distributive work inside retail

shops as well as outside work like van driving and delivery, and in ware-
house work such as packing and despatching, women have, however, re-

placed men, in the sense of doing work previously done by men, to a much
larger extent than has occurred in industry proper. The majority of firms,

when faced with a shortage of male labour, have first commenced to replace
men by women in their office and warehouse staffs. Clerical work is obviously
suitable for women, and employers have had far less hesitation in introducing
a greater proportion of female labour into this side of their business than into

the industrial side proper. The conditions of the clerical labour market, in-

cluding as it does a great majority of clerical workers who belong to no trade
organisation, have made it easier to introduce female labour without encountering
serious opposition from the Trade Unions concerned than in those trades where
the group of workers is smaller and the workers are more highly organised.
Enlistment has also been exceptionally heavy, in some cases over 30 per cent.,

among men such as clerks, whose occupation is sedentary, and, in spite of the
restriction of business, the net shortage of men was soon apparent, and women,
mostly young girls from school or middle-aged women from professions which
have been hit by the war, were rapidly drawn in to make up the shortage. Into
Government departments, local authorities, banks, insurance and other oflices,

as well as ordinary business houses, women are being utilised in increasing
numbers to do work previously done by men.

Into most of these occupations women have entered to do work either slightly

more difficult than that done by women before or else work entirely new to
them, such as railway and clerical work in banks. In very few cases, however,
is the work now done by women exactly similar to that previously done by men.
Obviously, the lack of training and experience, together with natural disabilities
of physique, make certain forms of work and conditions of labour impossible
for women which are possible for men. Thus, in the case of ticket collecting,

in which at first sight men's and women's employment apipear equal, it is found
on inquiry that the women work shorter hours, requiring three shifts to do what
men do in two, and their shifts are arranged when traffic is less heavy, thus
leaving the more arduous work to the men. In many of the large stores three

women are required to do the work formerly done by two men. It is as yet
too early to form final judgments until women have had time to adapt them-
seK'es. Until August 16, 1915, the extra women employed since the War on
railway work had been paid less and given lighter and shorter work than the

men. Since that date, however, the railway companies have agreed that women
shall be paid the same rates as the men, and, in consequence, given similar

work. It will be interesting to discover how far women will successfully com-

pete with men in this work now that the conditions are approximately equal.

Both in industry proper and in non-industrial occupations women have often

been introduced to do the work, not of the men who have enlisted, but of boys

and youths who have been promoted to do the work formerly done by men
which was of an arduous nature or required special knowledqce which in part

the youths have already picked up. Young girls have replaced boys as messen-

gers, etc., and young women have taken Ihe places of youths. It was often

remarked by employers that girls are found generally more efficient, careful,

and conscientious than boys, and apart from work entailing physical strain,

such as the carrying of heavy parcels, are much to be preferred to them ; on

the other hand, the majority of employers considered that adult women are less

efficient than men.
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Readjustments in Industry.

Considerable attention has been devoted by some employers to the further

subdivision of process and grading of labour as well as the introduction of

jnechanical and other readjustments in order to facilitate the employment of

women.' Men's work has generally been that requiring more strength and more
skill than women's work and a greater differentiation of process as between

skilled and less skilled, lighter and heavier work, has made possible the further

employment of women in processes in which their economic value is equal to

that of an average man. In some cases this specialisation of function is

opposed by organised labour, as in the case of the cotton trade and railways,"

among other reasons on the ground that the readjustments result in the wage
rates of men remaining the same while the arduous nature of the work they

have to do is increased.

In this connection one point has come out somewhat forcibly. Throughout
most trades the extent to which up-to-date machinery and efficient organisation

have been introduced differs to an extraordinary degree as between different

firms. One firm will have introduced methods and machinery which in another

firm have not even been considered. To this lack of knowledge and initiative

is due .several of the difficulties experienced by some employers in extending

women's employment and releasing men. In normal times practical opinion sug-

gests that extreme specialisation may be a questionable advantage, as possibly

sacrificing quality to output. Skilled labour is so scarce owing to the War
that employers have necessarily to economise it. The present demand is

abnormal, but it shows the necessity for giving serious attention to the training

of skilled mechanics.

The Training of Skilled Labour.

A time of war is the time especially when the preparedness and fitness

of a nation is tested, and this applies to industry as much as to other more
militant activities of national life. The dangers of an insufficient supply of

skilled labour revealed by the present crisis have opened our eyes, as probably

nothing else could have done, to the importance of industrial training both in its

immediate and its permanent aspects. Experiments in the training of women
for industry and business are now being increasingly made to meet present

demands.' In spite of the special circumstances these developments have as

much a permanent as a temporary significance, and some examination of the

more permanent aspects of the problem may therefore be of value.

It is obvious that the training of women as skilled workers depends upon

(1) Circumstances, common both to men and women, relating to the organisa-

tion of industrial training.

(2) Psychological, physical, and other conditions in which men and women differ.

These are discussed in Section IV.

(1) The fact that many industries at present offer employment to large

numbers of unskilled workers of a nature which can be learned in a few weeks'

' See Distributive Trades, page 525.
' See pages 530 and 566.
' The Interim Report of the Central Committee on Women's Employment

(Cd. 7848) contains some interesting suggestions on the promotion of new
openings for the permanent employment of women. Little of a practical

nature has, however, yet been done, although the suggestions made extend to

the following trades : Toy making, artificial flower making, and the making of
baskets, bonbon bags, hair nets, memorial wreaths, nets, polished wood fancy
articles, pota.sh (from seaweed), rugs (of a kind previously made in Austria),

slippers, stockinette knickerbockers, surgical bandages, tapestry, and tinsel

scourers, and also gold beating, the weaving of willow and rush for mats,
chairs, and baskets, and the cottage weaving industry. In these occupations
little opportunity occurs for displacing men by women ; they are mostly email
industries in some of which it was suggested that advantage might be taken
of the cessation of enemy competition.
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time has not been, altogether favourable to the training of the skilled worker. If

a boy or girl can become a productive worker almost at once, it requires a

special knowledge and self-control on his or her part to remain in the position

of a learner with a learner's wage for years, in order to become a skilled

artisan. Nor are the steps by which young workers may climb to this position

made clear to them or to their parents. It is of great importance that they

should be shown clearly that training is for their own advantage, and that it is

on training that the ultimate scale of their pay and security of their work
depends. This may be effected to a great extent by the juvenile branches of the

Labour Exchanges co-operating with the Care Committees of Education Authori-

ties. Employers could assist by making clear to every beginner the possibilities

for advancement, and by doing so would probably build up a more stable

working force.

The decay of the apprenticeship system, which has proceeded with especial

thoroughness during the last thirty years, and the recent changes in methods

of production and especially the increasing introduction of machinery have,

it may be feared, given rise to the impression among many parents that it

is useless for their children to be trained as skilled workers. Skill is needed

now, as it has ever been, but the type of skill required changes so rapidly

as to make industrial foresight very difficult, especially to the young workers

and in a lesser degree to the firms which employ them. Even where there is

formal apprenticeship, or the definite status of learner, a good deal of time

is apparently wasted during the first few years of training, not only in

promiscuous fetching and carrying, but in processes which become obsolete

during or soon after the period of training. According to the opinion of some

credible witnesses, systematisation alone would shorten by some 30 per cent, the

long term of apprenticeship demanded in certain trades.

The relative functions of the technical school and the workshop in the

training of the artisan must vary according to the trade, but there are three

main directions in which development is desirable.

(fl) The further establishment of full-time Technical and Trades' Schools,

working in close co-operation with the trades concerned and making a

special study of the most recent developments in technique and the future

prospects, of the sevei'al trade processes.

(b) The development of part-time Continuation Schools, and of the practice

of permitting young employees to attend during working hours, in view

of the generally admitted failure of evening instruction at the end of a

day's work.
(c) A workshop training systematised and reduced to the shortest period com-

patible with efficiency. In some trades this might take the form of a

modified apprenticeship adapted to the needs of the time. This should be

subject to frequent modification with the alteration of processes, so as to

ensure that the apprentice is not required to make sacrifices more than

commensurate with his or her gains. In some trades, however, a sys-

tematic promotion from one department to another would probably be

possible without formal apprenticeship.

(2) In the metal working trades, especially, and this is also true of some

others, all the highly skilled workers are men. The women employed in

these trades are either semi-skilled or unskilled. The question arises whether

women are capable of becoming highly skilled workers, and if so, whether

they would in normal times be preferred to men. This depends on a variety

of circumstances, physical, psychological, economic, and social. Some employers

in the more skilled trades, e.g., engineering, express a doubt as to whether

women could be trained to the same degree of skill as has been attained by
highly skilled men, maintaining that women lack as a rule the necessary qualities

of judgment and initiative, and dislike shouldering responsibility. This point

of view was often expressed in less skilled trades. Other employers expressed

different views on these points, being convinced that in time women would

be able to attain the skill and initiative of the best men workers, provided

the work which they were expected to do did not entail too great a physical

strain or was not in other ways harmful or objectionable to them. The

1915. L L
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majority of employers, however, seem to be agreed that women generally

prefer mechanical and routine employment.
In spite, however, of the view which we have found to be prevalent among

the majority of employers, experience is teaching that given the opportunity
women can produce work which, in spite of their lack of industrial experience,

compares favourably with similar work done by men. In some engineering
shops where every facility has been given to women to undertake new work
involving some judgment and skill their work has reached a high pitch of

excellence, and has been little inferior in output to that of men. Hitherto in

engineering women have been employed almost entirely on ' repetition ' work.
During the past few months, however, considerable and far-reaching changes
have been effected which are likely to have a very marked effect after the War.
In a factory which is engaged in the production of projectiles up to 4'5 in. a
new department was started a short time ago, the workpeople being women,
under the direction and supervision of a few expert men. Though the majority
of the women were raw hands totally unaccustomed to tools it was found that
within a few days their work attained the necessary accuracy. Much of the
work demanded intelligence of a high degree. The women have shown initiative

as well as manipulative dexterity

—

e.g., in a certain screwing operation it was
customary, before the employment of women, to rough the thread out with the
tool and then to finish it off with taps. Some trouble having arisen owing to the
wearing of the taps, the women of their own initiative did away with the
second operation, and are now accurately chasing the threads to gauge with
the tool alone.'" This is work of which any mechanic might feel proud. Within
the past few months women have also undertaken heavier work than was pre-
viously thought possible. They are turning out 18-lb. high-explosive shells and
Russian 3-in. shrapnel, work involving twenty-one operations, all of which are
now done by women. On the delicate work necessary for time fuses they are
found particularly suitable. Women need encouragement and sympathy in
their new surroundings, and the ordinary male workshop attitude is not one
in which their best powers and abilities are encouraged. The standards of the
past are too apt still to bar the way to the encouragement of women's employ-
ment in other than mere mechanical work. Skilled workmen are sometimes
selfish and employers prejudiced, and this attitude may postpone the substitution
of women for men in some cases. Examples such as those given above are not
frequent, but they indicate .«!omething of the possibilities of the replacement
of men by women, especially in munitions, where women are increasingly needed.

IV.—Possible Limitations to the Industrial Employability
of Women.

From what has been said before it will be obvious that, the customary
barriers to the employment of women having broken down, the chief factors
remaining are the fitness and willingness of women to undertake industrial
work. In the past the obstacles to women's employment have been

1. Women's lack of physical strength and staying power as compared with
men's. Lack of physical strength effectually bars them from undertaking
work entailing any considerable physical strain. In some cases the work
has proved injurious to them, e.g., the carrying of heavy weights in ware-
houses. In the printing trade it has been suggested that women should do
'laying on.' As tliis often involves the handling of heavy rolls of paper the
process is really prohibitive to women unless it can be subdivided and the
heavier work given to the men.

It is stated that women are less reliable than men owing to more
frequent absences on account of illness. Figures supplied by certain
insurance companies show that between the ages of 21 and 40 women's
absences are 15 per cent, as against men's 5| per cent., though below 21
years of age there is hardly any difference. In this connection it should,

" Quoted from The Engineer, August 20, 1915.
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however, be remembered th<at the lower wages of women and the double
strain imposed by their home duties often react upon their health and
increase the natural sex disparity.

2. Certain forms of work are believed to be bad for a woman's character or
debasing to her taste, making her less fit to care for and train the next
generation. Here the problem is more difficult, and where these difficulties
are real n improvements could probably be made in conditions and hours of
work. It may be suspected that, m many cases, conditions which are
morally or intellectually bad for women are not altogether beneficial for men

!

3. The comparative shortness of women's industrial career has led employers
to regard time given to the acquisition of technical knowledge by women
as wasted. The young girls employed make up so large a proportion of
the total amount of female labour that it is customary to treat them as
if industrially they never grew up. In most trades 'there is a certain
amount of work requiring more experience, which absorbs the comparatively
small proportion of women who do not marry, or who remain permanently
in industry after marriage.

Since, unfortunately, for some time to come it seems probable that
the female population will be more in excess of the male even than in the
past, the number of women who remain on the labour market all their
lives is likely to be increased. Already it is stated in some works that
during the last year promotion has been very slow because of the com-
paratively small number of marriages. Industrial ambition among girls is,

therefore, becoming very desirable, and experiments in their industrial
education are likely to become increasingly necessary.

4. Women in the main do not regard their occupation as their life's work.
The industrial value of a woman is minimised by the probability of her
marrying, and in the majority of cases her consequent withdrawal from the
trade. In any case it is stated that her attitude to marriage causes her
attitude to her work to be less stable than that of men. In many trades
it is said that women require more supervision than men, ow'ng to what
appears to be their lack of initiative and timidity with regard to respon-
sible work. They are less ambitious and more content to remain in positions
which make comparatively little demand upon them.

In less skilled work, however, women are often in many respects superior
to men. A woman is generally a more cheerful worker and does not feel to the
same extent as a man the monotonv of performing some small operation during
long hours at a stretch and week after week. Women are also traditionally
more sober and patient than men. Both employers and workpeople speak
with admiration of the patience of women. This patience is no doubt partly
due to the fact that most women do not expect to be employed industrially
over a period of many years.

It is difficult to dogmatise upon the attitude of woman to industry and
still more to prophesy as to her attitude in the future, but, generally speaking,
it is not incorrect to say that heavy work and work requiring great physical
strain are debarred to woman because of her lesser physical strength and
stamina. Secondly, her attitude towards marriage is essentially one of the
realities to be faced. Whether woman comes into industry on greater terms
of equality with man as far as training and continuity of employment are
concerned depends largely upon her own inclination in the matter, though
changed economic and social circumstances may force a still larger proportion
of women into the labour market. How far she will be able to compete with
men will be determined by her attitude and the natural disabilities which press
all too unfairly upon her in competing with men in industrial life.

The above conclusions, which are based upon the opinion of employers and
others whose past experience enables them to judge of the suitability of women
for industrial employment are not intended to be in the nature of any final

statement of the limitations to women's employment. They attempt to indicate
the difficulties which have beset women's employment in the past, and though

11 See pp. 510, 511.

L L S
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many of them will obviously remain, some will no doubt be considerably modi-

fied, especially if the women concerned are sufficiently anxious to overcome

them and to enter and remain in industry on more equal terms with men.

Already within certain spheres some of the possibilities of women as organisers

and skilled workers have been demonstrated by numbers of trained and educated

women ; with further education and training and a greater freedom to work
out their own economic destiny it does not require a vivid imagination to picture

a state of things differing in many essentials from some of the realities recorded

above.

V.—Wages.

The question of wages is at once the most controveisial as well as the. most
complicated question of women's employment. Roughly, women receive 50 per

cent, to 75 per cent, of the wages paid to men in similar occupations. This at

first sight would appear an injustice. But the conditions must be thoroughly
understood before it is possible to dogmatise. A mere statement of the com-
parative wages of men and women without mention of the attendant circum-

stances is useless. And as far as this Report is concerned it has been difficult

in the time at our disposal to collect all the facts necessary for a thorough
consideration of the question. We can, however, indicate some of the chief

factors from the point of view of both employers and workpeople.

Beasons given for Low Wagies of Woinen.

Employers are apt to regard {he question of wages from one aspect only

—

that of paying to the individual worker what in the employer's opinion he or

she is 'worth.' Men's Trade Unions and many of the women's organisations,

on the other hand, object to the payment to women of lower rates than those

paid to men for similar work. In some cases the policy of the men^on this

point is opposed to that of the women in the same industry—the men asking for

equal rates for men and women, and the women objecting on the ground that

this would lead to their effectual exclusion from the trade. '-

The limitations to women's employability stated in the preceding section

must be borne in mind in a consideration of the question of wages, as they
have a direct bearing upon the question of women's output as compared with
men's.

Though women are often paid the same piece rates as men when the work is

similar, they are very rarely paid the same time rates owing to their lesser output.

In addressing a deputation of women on the subject on April 13, 1915, Mr.
Runciman stated that in this matter the Government intended to follow the
practice usual in private industry— ' in replacing men by women we have
provided that under Government contracts the same piece rates are to be paid
for women as for men, and in regard to time rates no special conditions have
been laid down.'

The reasons given by employers why the wages of women are lower than
those of men may be divided into two groups. The first group depends upon
those causes stated in Section IV. and resolve themselves briefly into

1. Women can perform only the lighter processes.

2. The output of women is less than that of men.
3. Women are less skilled and experienced than men and are rai'ely willing

to devote much time to training even if employers thought (as they rarely

do) that the short duration of their industrial life justified a long training.

4. Some conditions, such as night work, are more objectionable in the case of

women than of men.

It should be remembered, however, that a man's wage in the earlier stages

of his industrial career is reckoned in two dimensions—the size of the wage
and the prospects of promotion and higher pay after a period of training or

experience. A youth often starts at a nominal wage and gives a part of his

" See Report on Cotton Trade, p. 565.
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services for a period of years on a tacit understanding that later he will be
able to obtain a rapid and substantial increment of wages. In the case of a
woman, however, assuming that her industrial career is shorter than the average
man's and that in the majority of cases she has fewer prospects and is only
employed for her intrinsic output, it would seem only equitable that, other
things being equal, a woman's wage in the earlier stages, instead of being
lower than that of a youth doing the same work, should be on a higher scale.

In comparing men's and women's wages it is further necessary to discover
how far the work done by each is substantially the same. Even during the
present time of stress, when women are to a certain extent doing work which
would normally be done by men, the work, as shown in the detailed portion
of this Report dealing with separate trades, is very rarely similar either as
regards process or conditions. With the introduction of women the work has
often to be subdivided, and the men generally have at least the arduousness
of their work increased with ofttimes the addition of overtime and night work
and a larger amount of work entailing a greater strain. Where workshops
have been recently built for women workers they have been equipped with
machinery of a very different type from what would have been installed had
the management been able to procure skilled men. Whilst women can readily
be trained to work such tools as capstan lathes without any great difficulty, a
long training is necessary in operating other tools for producing the same
fittings. In many of the textile trades it is found that where men and women
work the same machines the work is unequal, as only in rare instances can the
women ' tune ' or ' set ' their machines. The assistance of a male ' tackier ' is

required, and time is lost as well as extra expense incurred. The apparent
simplicity of the ' equal pay for equal work ' test is in practice found to be
extremely complicated and difficult to apply.

Social Cu!>tom.

The second group of reasons advanced by employers for paying women
at a lower scale of wages depends more upon custom and social outlook. Thus
many employers excuse the lower wages of women on the ground that the
needs of women are smaller than those of men. It is argued that a man's
wages has normally to be used for the support of a household, while a large
proportion of working women have only themselves to support. Some employers
also state that as women ask for less wages than men they are paid less in

consequence. Others follow social custom in regarding women workers as of a
lower status than men.

These reasons are apparently regarded as adequate and conclusive by many
employers, but they are looked upon by representative working-class opinion
with great suspicion. Our evidence goes to show that the difference between
the wages of men and women is often more than can be justified by any
difference in efficiency, and that this has the result of making it profitable

for a firm to introduce the largest possible amount of female labour. For the
most part Trade Union (male) opinion agrees that on the basis of ' to everyone
according to his needs,' the lower wages of women might be justified, although
they believe that the low demands of women workers are partly the result of
lack of organisation and of industrial ambition among them. Whether, however,
payment of a lower wage to a woman be unjust to her or not, the Trade Unions
maintain that it is unjust to the man whom she is thus able to underbid.

In this connection it is only fair, however, to state that the evidence of

some employers goes to .show that where they have replaced men by women
their wages' bills for the same output have been greater than when they
employed men only. Often two women have had to be employed instead of

one man, and three women instead of two men is a fairly common occurrence.

This, of course, only illustrates the familiar contention for which in recent

years the Trade Boards Act has supplied additional proof, that low-paid
inefficient labour is by no means ' cheap ' labour. Many of the best employers
recognise this, and for this reason are not always anxious to replace trained

men by untrained women. But when a greater subdivision of processes is

introduced the employment of women at lower wages is frequently found to
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reduce the cost of production. Some employers, e.g., in the leather and
small metal trades state that they have been able to introduce female and other
unskilled labour by means of modifications in their methods. Skilled workmen
are thus in some cases undercut in the labour market as effectively as though
women offered to do equal work for a smaller wage.

Fair Wages.

It is too generally assumed that the Fair Wages Clause included in all

Government contract agreements sufficiently safeguards the standard of wages
paid to women on Government work and secures to them a fair wage. This,
however, is not necessarily the case. The Fair Wages Clause is framed
apparently on the assumption that in the trades to which it applies standard
recognised rates of pay can readily be ascertained. In the same trade, however,
very considerable diversities in methods of work and division of processes often
exist which render the fixing of rates an extremely technical and complicated
matter, necessitating the existence of highly organised machinery representa-
tive both of employers and workpeople. These necessary conditions are to be
found least of all in those trades which employ large numbers of comparatively
unskilled women workers, and in such trades the Fair Wages Clause, save in
most flagrant cases, is in consequence practically inoperative.

Certain of the worst-paid women's trades in which very large contracts have
been placed during the War, e.g., tailoring, shirtmaking, and food trades, are
scheduled under the Trade Boards Act, and though the results of this Act have
been very considerable in raising the standard of piece-work rates in those
tiades, the securing of ' fair ' wages to all workers concerned is outside the powers
of the Act. The Act can only secure that the piece-work rates paid are such
as yield to an 'average ' worker not less than a certain fixed time rate. Adult
women who since the War have transferred temporarily from depressed trades
to those which are booming are often for the purposes of the Act classed as
' learners ' and employers need only pay them according to the learners' scale
of wages, e.g., a woman over twenty-one years of age who before the War earned
15s. per week as a bookbinder transferred in December last from her own trade
which was slack to tailoring in which there was a great demand for women's
labour. She was engaged in a process of ' finishing,' known as ' cleaning'—an
unskilled process in which the necessary rapidity could be attained in about
two days. For this an ordinary worker should have been paid for a fifty-five

hour week at least 14s. lO^d. Her employer, however, obtained a learner's
certificate in respect of her from the Office of Trade Boards, and after paying
her on the learner's scale, i.e.. Is. 5d. per week, for eleven weeks, dismissed her
as the volume of Government orders had decreased and she was no longer
needed. In another case a Government contractor sub-contracted a large pro-
portion of his contracts to small workshops at a rate which made it impossible
for the sub-contractors to pay fair rates to their workpeople. Under the Trade
Boards Act it was impossible to prosecute the contractor. These two cases
are typical of many.

VI.—The Woman Worker after the War.

Forecasting is usually most unsatisfactory, and in the present stage of
transition would largely resolve itself into guesswork. Extremely interesting
developments of women's employment are likely to occur within the next few
months, but as yet they are little more than in their incipient stages and it is not
the business of this Report to anticipate their results.

Attitude of Emjiloyers to Men Beturning after War.

It has been, however, interesting to gather from employers their ideas as to

the policy they intend to pursue after the War with regard to the men who will

return. Much will depend upon the industrial and economic position and the
rate of discharge from the Army. We have found that employers almost
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unanimously state that it is their intention to take back those of their former
employees who return, not necessarily in their former positions, but at any rate
in positions not inferior to those which they left, and in many cases definite

promises have been given. In some cases

—

e.g., the railw<ays—the men have
been promised to be taken back not only in their former positions, but in those
to which they would in the natural course of things have been promoted. The
change of taste and outlook will be a factor which after the War is likely to dis-

courage some men from returning to their old positions. One large retail

drapery store from which many men went during the South African War states

that of those who returned to England only 6 per cent, wished to return to
their former occupations. The problem then was of course insignificant com-
pared with the present, and the instance given merely illustrates a factor which
many employers feel will prevent a considerable number of men from return-

ing to the workshop and bench and especially to the office.

In some cases of course the experience gained during the War has shown
that certain jobs, e.g., lift attendants, can be as efficiently done by women as

by men. In such cases employers intend either to take back the men who return
and as they are promoted or fall out of industrial life to substitute women in

their places, or else better jobs will be offered to the men and the women will

be kept on. It is probable that when girls have replaced boys in blind-alley

occupations they are likely permanently to remain, as they have proved in most
cases more efficient and reliable and are likely to remain longer.

Attitnde to Employment of Women after War.

With regard to the women the problem appears to have been very little

considered, most employers treating the extra employment of women as a
purely temporary measure to be dropped on the conclusion of war. When
friction has occurred with the trade unions with regard to the replacement of
men by women an agreement has generally been arrived at in which the
employer has promised to take on women for the duration of the War only.

The general attitude to the women, therefore, is that at the end of the War
they will be dispensed with.

It has before been noted in this Report that, as far as the present position
is concerned, women in industry proper for the most part have had previous
industrial experience. They have either come from trades which are depressed
owing to the War, or from other branches of the same trade in which work
was slack, or they are in a few cases married women returned to the trade,
or else belong to the fringe of casual labour with which too many industries
are badly embroidered in times of peace. Those who have been drawn from
other industry will no doubt return as their trades revive and the others will
return to their normal occupations. In non-industrial occupations, with the
exception of railways, a large number of the women are likely to remain after
the War.

Permanent Increase of Women's Labour after the. War.

The great increase of women's employment can hardly fail to have per-
manent results, especially in non-industrial occupations such as clerical work and
the retail distributive trades, where for many years a considerable increase of
women's employment has occurred, these trades being peculiarly suitable for
the further employment of women. It will probably persist in those manufac-
tures where the processes are minutely subdivided and repetition work pre-

dominates. The newly built munition factories which are staffed by women
may continue to be so staffed, if it is possible after the War to employ them
on some product other than munitions. Where female labour is either underpaid
or is obviously superior to male labour, a special inducement offers itself to

emiployers to retain the women, and no doubt this will result in a number of the
women remaining after the War.
We may, therefore, anticipate that after the War the proportion of women

in industry will be greater than before and the competition of men and women
will increase. In order to minimise the bad effects which may result the
following measures suggest themselves :
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1. The extensive emigration of women. At the close of the War a consider-

able proportion of the men discharged from the Army will have acquired a

taste for an open-air life, and may prefer the prospects offered by the Colonies.

Unless, therefore, the respective sexes are to be distributed over the Empire

even more unevenly than at present, steps must be taken to ensure the emigra-

tion of women in something like the same proportion as that of men.

2. The better technical training of both boys and girls. There seems little

da,nger of a superabundance of highly skilled labour. It is the experience of

all trades that, except in processes which have been superseded, the supply of

highly skilled workers is usually less than the demand. If the materia) wastage

of the War is to be repaired, the need of the country for skilled workers will be

even greater in the future than in the past. There are signs that the trade

unions are entering upon a policy of preventing the undercutting of men by
women rather by regulating women's wages than by excluding them entirely

from the more skilled processes. The highly paid skilled workers as a class are

not likely to be detrimentally affected by the augmentation of their numbers,

whether the recruits come from one sex or both. It is the almost inexhaustible

reserve of cheap unskilled or semi-skilled labour which is their real danger;

the installation during the War of plant requiring only unskilled and semi-

skilled labour, because no labour of a higher order is available, has only increased

the difficulties.

3. An extension of the policy of equal pay for equal work, and, as a corollary,

a minimum wage for unskilled labour both male and female. This policy, which

could be most effectively enforced by organised labour itself, should be so

framed as to prevent the employment of unskilled labour from being more pro-

fitable than skilled in those forms of production in which they can be alter-

natively emploved, e.ff., engineering. It may be desirable also to give further

powers under the Trade Boards Act and to extend it to other trades.

4. A careful reconsideration of the ' half-time ' system in those industries

which still employ this form of child labour.

5. The withdrawal of widows with young children from the labour market by
the institution of an adequate pension, scheme, at the same time introducing

further restrictions with regard to home work.

Statistics.

Appended are three tables. Tables I. and II. show the state of employment
for industry as a whole at various dates from July to February compared with

employment in July 1914. Table III. shows the state of employment for those

industries most affecting women's labour. The tables are prepared from three

Eeports on the State of Employment in the United Kingdom issued bv the Board
of Trade,!' which form the best available records of the economic effects of the

War on employment. The first (Cd. 7703) deals with the situation up to mid-

October 1914 ; the second (Cd. 7755) states the facts for December ; and the

third (Cd. 78501 is based upon an inquiry in the middle of February 1915.

There all information, as far as the public is concerned, stops short, though
comprehensive inquiries are still taking place. In these official Reports little

information is given with regard to non-industrial occupations such as railways,

docks, shipping, the carrying trade, agriculture, clerks, and distributive trades ;

nor is information with reference to Government employment in Woolwich
Arsenal or elsewhere, which has expanded considerably since the War, included.

The October return covered 66 per cent, of the workpeople employed in large

firms in industrial occupations and 10 per cent, of those in small firms. The
December Report was based upon returns received from 23.000 industrial firms

employing about 4,000.000 workpeople, or 43 per cent, of the industrial popula-

tion, and the February return was even more comprehensive. The quality of

the material thus provided is much superior to that upon which official unem-

" See article 'The Effect of the War on Industry.' by W. T. Lavton, in

Oitarferly 'Rerh-ir, No. 442. Three articles on 'The Influence of the War o"
Employment.' by H. D. Henderson, in Economic Journal, December 1914 and
March and Jung 1915, are also interesting contributions to the subject.
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ployment returns are generally based, and it is to be regretted that no Reports

have been published since last February, but it is to be hoped that later the

full Reports will be made available to those who wish to have access to these

invaluable records of the economic state of the country during "the War.

Table I.

State of Emplnyment at various dates since the Outbreak of War compared with State

of Employment in Jzdy 1914.

(Numbers employed in July = 100.)
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TABI.E IV.

The followitig tahle shows the number of males and females in England and Wales
engaged in non-industrial occupations in 1911 :

—

General or Local Government

National . . . .

Local

Professiotis ....
Clerical (Religious)

Legal
Medical ....
Teaching ....
Literary, Scientific, and Political

Art, Music, Drama, &c. .

Domestic and Institutional Service

Lodging andDomestic Indoor Service in Hotels
Eating Houses

Other Domestic Indoor Servants
Domestic Outdoor Service
Other Service :

Hospital, Institution, and Benevolent Society
Day Girls, Day Servants
Charwomen
Laundry Workers
Others

Commercial Occupations

Merchants, Agents, Accountants
Commercial or Business Clerks
Dealers in Money ; Insurance .

Transport

On Railways
On Roads
On Seas, Rivers, and Canals .

In Docks, Harbours, &c. .

In Storage, Porterage, and Messages

Agriculture

Farmers, Graziers, Farm Workers
Gardeners

Totals

Without Specif.ed Occupations or Unoccupied .

Retired (not Army or Navy) Pensioners
Private Means
Others aged 10 years and upwards (including

Scholars and Students)

Totals

Women

50,975

31,538
19,437

347.043

14,215

2,159

87,699

187,283
5,689

49,998

1.734.040

63,368

1,271,990

104

41,639
24,001

126,061

167.052

39,825

126,847

4,301

117,057

5,489

24,474

2,636

2,821

1,038

23
17,956

94,722

90,128
4,594

2,377,709

10,026,379

87,894

295,712

9,642,773

12,404,088

Men

248,624

140,814

107,810

355,307

52,3.58

55,486

38,313

76,428
25,499

107,223

387.677

12,226

42,034
226,266

17,394

12,464

77,293

663,316

164,450

360,478
138,388

1,399,394

397,990
471.994
132.195

123,022

274,193

1,140,515

971,708
168,807

4,166,129

2,208,535

422,213
52,432

1,733,890

6,374,664
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Detailed Reports on Trades.

In the following Reports on separate trades no attempt is made to be exhaus-

tive since in any case that is not possible under present conditions, and the

amount of information that we have been able to obtain differs considerably as

between different trades. Some details are, however, given in each case of the

position of each trade owing to the War, and the nature of the increased

employment of women, especially with reference to those processes in which
they have replaced or are likely to replace men.

The Report on the Metals and Engineering group was mainly drawn up
from information received from the Birmingham district. The Leather and
Tailoring Reports will be found interesting from the fact that they are trades
into which women have been drawn in large numbers, but in which there does
not appear to have been any considerable displacement of men by women.
A Report on the Cotton trade is included mainly to show the effect of this

trade upon the general figures for women's employment.
Reports on the possibilities of replacing men by women would not be com-

plete without some mention of trades which, though depressed since the War,
offer scope for the further employment of women. Accounts of the Printing
and Pottery trades are therefore given. Reports on non-industrial occupations
-—distributive trades, clerical work in banks and other offices, railway work and
transport, and Government employment, are also included. Owing to the com-
plicated nature of the question it has been thought inadvisable in the few
weeks at our disposal to attempt any inquiry into Agriculture, although this

occupation offers a number of interesting examples of replacement.

Distributive Trades.

The retail distributive trades offer peculiar scope for the further employment
of women, and since the War the increase of women's employment has been
more general in these than in most other trades and occupations. In the
majority of firms this increase would have been larger but for the fact that
there has been a diminution of trade, especially in those shops dealing in better-
class goods ; shops catering for a lower grade of goods have been comparatively
busy. The replacement of male by female labour in these trades is no new
phenomenon, as is shown by the following table, but the shortage of male
labour owing to the War has accelerated the process to a considerable degree.

At present the majority of employers consider their data and experience too
inadequate to express final opinions as to the effects of the introduction or
increase of women's labour.

Nature of Increase of Women's Work.

Since the War women have replaced men and youths as saleswomen in all those
lines where it has been customary for women as well as men to be employed,
e.g., stationery, toilet requisites, and prepared drugs. They have also entered,
both as saleswomen and as shopwalkers, and in isolated cases as buyers, into
those branches which have in the past been regarded for the most part, and
especially in larger shops, as men's monopoly, such as grocery, provisions,
fruit and greengrocery, chintz, &c., heavy fabrics, men's hosiery, and hard-
ware (light articles only). Women are now employed in practically every type
of shop and warehouse except where the work is too heavy, e.g., ironmongery
and Manchester departments of drapery stores; or highly technical, e.g.,
scientific instrument shops. Women have made their first appearance as com-
missionaires and timekeepers, as lift-girls, and in the packing departments in
sorting, checking, packing, and putting up orders, as well as in the despatch
departments. Some firms have appointed women on their administrative staffs,
but rarely are women given positions of responsibility over men. Women are
appearing for the first time on delivery vans, both horse and motor, as cvcle-
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carriers, and as milk-vendors. Girls and young women have been employed in

hundreds in place of boys for newspaper delivery and at railway bookstalls.

In those branches of these trades in which the work is rough, such as dairy
work and heavy van driving, the extra women who have been drawn in since

the War have come from factories, domestic service, laundries, and other occu-

pations where the work is heavy or unpopular or wages comparatively low. For
thie lighter work the women who have come in have either been in business

before, generally in occupations in which there has been a contraction in employ-
ment owing to the War, e.g., dressmakers and milliners and light luxury trades
generally ; or are women from comparatively well-to-do families hit by the War

;

or girls of fifteen to eighteen years of age mostly from secondary schools. In
comparatively few cases are married women quoted as returning.

Various estimates ranging from 50 to 100 per cent, are given as to the amount
of increase of women's labour in these trades. The Trade Unions concerned
anticipate a continued increase in women's employment, and point to the grocery
trade, where already the numbers have doubled. It has been found impossible
to obtain sufficient information in statistical form to be able to quote figures.

Amongst a number of employers there is still a considerable reluctance to

engage women on work previously done by men. Some of them prefer to run
their businesses with insufficient staff rather than take on women. The reasons
stated for this reluctance are :

(a) Women are untrained. The male employees lost were to a large extent
skilled men, and their places cannot be taken by men or women without
the necessary technical experience. This was stated to be the case by
certain firms dealing in jewellery, ironmongery, furniture, books, and
drugs. The normal recruiting to the trade in the case of male labour is

by boys and youths who are promoted as they prove efficient.

(b) It is not worth training women as many of them are not likely to remain
in the trade. It is stated that the possibility of marriage causes her
attitude to her work to be less stable than that of men. Uncertainty as

to the duration of the War also influences employers in this respect.

(c) The work is too heavy or dirty, e.g., in furniture and piano shops and the
meat and fishmongery departments of general stores. In the heavy
departments of drapery firms employers are apportioning the heavier work
to the men and the lighter to the women. A firm employing women in its

despatch and packing departments has arranged that men only shall

transfer cases to the warehouse. Some dairies with many branches have
had to reduce the number of calls for women on milk rounds, giving a
few extra to each man. A firm employing women at the fish and meat
counters does not ask them to prepare and clean the fish.

{d) As staying power is essential even when actual physical strength is not,
women are not found capable of so large an output as men. This was
the view expressed by 85 per cent, of the employers visited, some quoting
comparative figures. Thus, a large provision merchant uses three women
for two men's work, a dairy has had to put in two women where one man
sufficed, and has had to reduce the number of calls in the women's
rounds; a general store and a hardware firm put the value of a trained
woman at 75 per cent, of that of a man. Many employers allow that
output is, to a large extent, a matter of training and practice, but in spite
of this they consider women of less efficiency than men when tested
by output or staying power, the cause being partly physical and partly
psychological. Men generally enter these trades as boys, and the trades
are 'picked up.' Definite schemes of training are a'lmost non-existent
save in very large stores, where lectures are sometimes given. The London
County Council Higher Education Committee has started a scheme for
training women in the grocery trade, but it is premature to attempt an
analysis of the results. Employers prefer ' experience ' to ' lectures.'
Men acquire experience and knowledge over a period of years, and it is

obvious that adult men or women from other trades find it extremely
difficult to compete with, or to do the work of, those having years' experi-
ence of the trade. Men enter the grocery trade as boys of fourteen, in
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circulating libraries they enter at the same age, and ' it takes years to

produce a good salesman of fabrics.' Obviously adult women arc heavily

handicapped under such conditions,

(e) Though painstaking, women do not possess initiative in the same degree as

men, and often they lack interest in their work. A few employers abso-

lutely deny this.

In spite of these objections women have for some years past been entering

these trades in increased numbers, as shown in Table A, and while a majority

of employers maintain reasoned objections to women's employment, such as

physical disabilities and the probability of their withdrawal from the trade

outmarriage, a minority are no doubt largely influenced by the custom of the

trade in regard to their employment. When asked ' If you could get men
would you employ them in preference to the extra women that you have

taken on? ' 50 per cent, of employers stated ' No '
; 28 per cent, said ' Yes,' and

22 per cent, were doubtful. Patriotic as well as economic motives, however,

largely influenced these replies. Employers are generally very cautious in

taking on women for new work, and in few cases, so far as could be discovered,

had experiments proved failures. Trade Union opinion agrees that women's

efficiency is lessened by (1) physical strength, (2) marriage, though obviously

the former depends very much upon the kind of work done.

One particular job in a shop generally consists of several processes, some light

and some heavy, some skilled and some less skilled. Obviously there is diffi-

culty in introducing untrained men or women into such a system unless

reorganisation and subdivision of work is effected. This apparently has been
very rarely done.

From the report of one large firm, where great and marked success and
enterprise renders the opinion of its manager valuable, it appears that such
reorganisation and subdivision of labour is advantageous. He says that, thanks
to careful subdivision prior to the War, he has not found it necessary to put
in more women to do the work of men ; that the majority of the women with
some experience are capable of the same work, and can, therefore, earn the
same pay. For example, the women commissionaires and lift attendants were
not expected to put up shutters and scrub out lifts ; the delivery men had no
cleaning or repairing of their vans to do ; and in the provision department the

salesmen whom the women replaced were doing no heavier work than a woman
is capable of doing. A considerable subdivision of work is, however, less

possible in small shops than in large stores. One employer, who was typical

of many, when questioned on this point, replied that ' Such subdivision is more
arduous than manipulating the pieces at a game of chess.' The reluctance of

some employers to reorganise their business on these methods has made the task
of taking on women and releasing men more difficult.

Tl''fl<7es.

The question of wages is a difficult one. Only in very exceptional cases

can piece-rates be paid. Throughout these trades time-rates are the rule,

though commissions are often earned in addition to fixed wages. It is obvious
from all reports that, with very few exceptions, women's wages are less than
the wages of men. This is due to :

—

(a) A difference in the work done by men and women. Very few women are
said to be doing exactly the same work as that previously done by the
men replaced.

(6) The smaller output of the women who have replaced men and the probable
lack of continuity of their work.

(c) Social and personal factors. Women ask and are paid less wages. Custom
also plays a considerable part.

As women are for the most part untrained and are often doing the work
of boys and youths and rarely tlie full work of men it is difficult to prepare
any comparative table of wages. One can only give a few examples.

J
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One chemist employing dispensers states that they get the same, or even

more if they are more skilled. The question is entirely one of skill.

A firm employing women instead of boys and youths as messengers and

lift attendants pays them 10*-. to 15s., where youths, after some experience,

got 12s. 6d. to 18s. and two meals.

A jeweller employing casual labour to clean silver paid a woman 15s. where

a man would have got 30s., though she was acknowledged to be as good.

A dairy is paying women on milk rounds 19s. 9^. where men got 25s. The

number of calls is, however, reduced. Another dairy is paying a woman 16^-.

a week for washing cans where a man got 26s. In this case, however, two

women are employed to do the work of one man. In the majority of cases

three women seem to do the work of two men.

In the grocery trade three-quarters of the men's wages is felt to be as much
as can be asked for by a section of those interested in the question of women's

wages.
Many of the wages at present fixed are to a large extent experimental, and

they differ very much between different firms and districts. The Trade Union

concerned, though in theory in favour of equal pay for equal work, does not

endeavour to secure equal pay. It tries to secure three-quarters of the men's

pay for women everywhere except in London, where the demand is four-fifths.

It is stated that the best shops pay men more than the minimum demanded,
while few pay the women as much. In the second grade shops men are, for

the most part, paid the minimum, but very few women attain it. Still a large

number of shops do not pay to women one-third of the minimum demanded for

them by the Union. The majority of employers state that untrained women's
labour is not cheap labour and that women require more supervision than men.

Since the War their wages bills for the same output have been heavier than

before. One provision firm, having many branches throughout London and the

country, stated that the value of male labour over female is approximately

30 per cent, on the same wages. Some firms stated that the difference in the

wages of trained men and women is greater than is the difference in their

efficiency. They generally referred to social custom as explaining this dis-

crepancy. For the most part women shop assistants are unorganised, though
a considerable number have joined a union since the War.

33-3 per cent, of employers expressed a belief in equal pay for equal work,
27-7 per cent, stating that they were paying it. As the character of most of

the work prevents the fixing of piece-rates the employers' opinion alone can fix

the question of equal work. One states he pays ' according to the man's or

woman's capacity,' another that he believes in equal pay ' where the women do
the same work and the same amount without supervision.'

Of those who do not believe in equal pay for equal work 50 per cent, sav
women ask for less and get less, and 50 per cent, that ' being women ' or ' only
having themselves to support ' they get less.

All employers visited say they are ready to take back their men when and
if they return. They do not, however, expect this problem to be a serious

one. Youths in many cases are now doing the work previously done by men,
and women have taken the boys' places. Where women have taken the place
of boys and youths, e.g., on lifts, they are likely to remain. The opinion is

often expressed that many of the men who return will not wish to return to a •

sedentary life. One large drapery firm instanced that after the South African
War only 6 per cent, of their men wished to return. Many employers think
that women will not wish to remain at rough, out-door work such as milk-
delivery and van-driving, especially during the winter months. Many of the
women themselves, and especially those from better class families, regard their
entry into the trade as a temporary one, though, on the other hand, women
from occupations such as domestic service and factory workers intend if possible
to remain. Many of the women introduced are young and are now learning
the trade and are not likely to wish to leave it.' The majority of employers
seem, even reluctantly, to have accepted the fact of the further entry of women
into these trades and they are now experimenting and testing. They are
unwilling yet to give final opinions, and the above inadequate statement of the
problem reflects generally the views of the trade.

1915. M M
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It is difficult to draw definite conclusions from information which cannot

fully be produced in statistical form, but the following general remarks are

suggested by the foregoing evidence :

(1) The replacement of men by women has occurred to a larger extent in the

distributive trades, and especially in grocery, than in most other trades

and occupations. Practically the only limitations to women's employ-

ability in these trades have been in work requiring physical strength or

technical knowledge.

(2) The movement of labour into these trades has been from trades which

are depressed owing to the War, such as millinery, dressmaking, and

luxury trades generally. Girls from fifteen to eighteen years of age,

mostly from secondary schools and women from comparatively well-to-do

families hit by the War, have also been absorbed to a considerable extent.

The movement into the heavier branches of the trades has been largely

from lower-paid or less attractive occupations, such as some kind of

factory-work, domestic service, and laundry-work. In few cases have

married women returned.

(3) In the opinion of the majority of employers, the actual value of a woman
as a worker is about 30 per cent, below that of an average man employed

in the same capacity, the difference being due partly to physical strength

and partly to incapacity of continued employment because of marriage.

(4) A minority of employers, however, find that, with improved organisation

and greater subdivision of processes, many places can be found for women
in which their economic value is equal to that of an average man.

(5) The actual wages of women tend to be lower in proportion to those of men
employed in similar capacities than would be justified even by a less

favourable estimate of their economic value. This discrepancy appears

to be due to custom and to the inferior economic status of women as

workers.

Railways.

1901 Board of Trade Returns—Total (Men and Women) = 575,834

1913 „ „ „ Total „ „ = 643,135
= + 11 '6 increase per cent.

1901 Census : Women, 1,411. 1911 Census : Women = 2,636 = 82-9 increase

per cent.

Prefatory Note.

[Since this Report was written an agreement has been reached between the

railway companies of Great Britain and the National Union of Railwaymen, to

take effect as from August 16, 1915, in regard to the rates of wages paid to

women. This agreement is as follows :

' An assui-ance was asked for and given that the employment of women in

capacities in which they had not formerly been employed was an emergency

provision arising out of the circumstances created by the War and would not

prejudice in any way any undertaking given by the companies as to the employ-

ment of men who had joined the colours on the conclusion of the War.'
' It was agreed that the employment of women during the War in capacities

in which they had not been previously employed is an emergency arising

entirely out of the War and is without prejudice to the general question of the

employment of women.'
' The pay of women employed in grades in which they were not employed

prior to August 1914 shall, for the duration of the War, be the minimum pay of

the grade.'

Its application, therefore, is to women employees on the operative staff only

(and not the clerical staff) and includes :

Ticket collectors and examiners, messengers, halt and platform attendants,

office porters, pneumatic tube attendants, checkers, shippers, weighbridge clerks,

time-keepers and carriage cleaners.
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In respect of carriage cleaners, as in the case of one or two other occupations,
e.g., ticket collectors and halt attendants, women were employed in these
capacities in small numbers and on certain railways prior to the War, but their

employment was so far exceptional that for the purposes of this agreement it

•was decided to regard them as occupations new to women. It follows from this

arrangement that women are henceforth liable to the same hours of work as the
men and the same conditions of service, so that if, for instance, it seems con-
venient and desirable to put women carriage cleaners on the outside work, there
is no technical reason which can be urged against their being so employed.

Many of the remarks made in this Report on the question of women's wages
and hours of work are consequently rendered inapplicable at the present moment.
It has not, however, been thought desirable to exclude or modify these remarks,
and for this reason. The agreement with regard to women's rates, just as the
employment of women in capacities new to them, is clearly understood to be an
emergency provision, arising out of the circumstances of the War, and forms no
precedent whatever. This understanding applies equally to their hours of
work.

The position, therefore, is this : if women prove themselves capable of
performing equal service with men under equal conditions of work, then the
case against th^ir employment on the railways falls to the ground and they
cannot be excluded. Further, instead of remaining content with the present
agreement to pay the minimum rate of the grade occupied, they will be justified

in demanding the increases customary in the men's scale. If, on the other
hand—and this seems to be the more likely event—they prove unequal to the
demands made on their physical powers and general ability to cope with the
work, then the question of their partial employment, with shorter hours and
lighter work, may come up for reconsideration. In the former case no argu-
ment is possible, but in the latter there are advantages and disadvantages to be
weighed, and it is because some attempt has been made to review these that this

Report is left in its present form. The experiment that is now to be tried of

giving women equal work and equal wages is one of great interest. It remains
for experience to throw light upon various important questions, as, for instance,

whether the wages bill will increase, whether women possess unsuspected
abilities for this kind of work and justify the consideration of their permanent
employment in the new posts. But, it is necessary to repeat, if it should happen
that women do not realise the highest expectations, that will not in itself justify

the total exclusion of them from these branches of the service. If we should be

faced with a shortage of men affer the War, a subdivision of labour, by which
women do some of the easier work, with shorter hours and lighter responsi-

bilities, may well prove to be a desirable and necessary step. And in that case

it seems worth while to state the conclusions reached in this Report with regard
to wages and hours, even though not applicable in the present conditions, because

at first sight the apparent injustice of a lower scale of pay for women is likely

to be misleading, unless the actual character and value of the services which
women can perform in these new branches are carefully weighed.

For these reasons the Report is left in its present form, with the understand-
ing that the new agreement temporarily suspends the conditions as to wages and
hours here represented, and with the hope that the agreement, when put into

practice, will shed some light on the always difficult question, how far women
are capable of giving service of precisely equal value with men.]

Outdoor Staff.

It seems to be not generally understood that the increase in the employment
of women on the railways has arisen entirely out of the emergency created by
the War. The companies have encouraged enlistment among their employees,
provided due notice of their intention is given, and in consequence a steady flow

of recruits has been maintained, the total enlisted from the railways up to the
present time being estimated at 89,000 to 90,000, or about 14 per cent., at which
point it is thought the margin of possibility has nearly been reached. Enlist-
ment among those engaged in the manipulation of traffic, though less than in

pther branches, has been suf^cient tp demand the introduction of women into

M M 2
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new branches. The demand up till now has varied considerably with the
different railways ; in one company 263 extra women have been taken on, in

another 170, but in others much smaller numb'ers.

The grades chiefly affected are those of "carriage cleaners, ticket collectors,

and checkers. On December 31, 1913, there were 305,000 men engaged in the
manipulation of traffic, of whom carriage cleaners = 6,531 ; ticket collectors = 3,741.

The number of women on the railways is returned in the 1911 census as 2,636,

of whom 1,120 were clerks, &c., and 1,156 were 'other railway servants.'

Women are also being employed experimentally in smaller numbers as

messengers, weighbridge clerks, time keepers, invoice checkers, office porters,

and halt attendants, and by one company at least as dining car attendants. The
increased employment of women in the offices is considered separately. The
employment of women as carriage cleaners dates from some two years back, but
though their work as such compares very favourably with that of men in

quality, it appears still to be an open question whether this will be a permanent
occupation for women. Hitherto they have worked an 8-hour day, against the

men's day of 10 hours. The quality of their work is in some respects superior

to that of men, but in quantity it is relatively less. Some companies state that

they have to employ a proportion of 3 women to 2 men, or of 6 to 5, to get the

same amount of work. Piecework records show that women will generally earn

10 per cent, less than men on the same work. There are the further objections,

that women are not so well fitted to do the outside, but only the inside cleaning;

that it is generally necessary to have platform or siding accommodation for the

cleaning of carriages, as it is regarded as undesirable and dangerous to have
women cleaning carriages on the permanent way. Nevertheless the War has

given a considerable impulse to the employment of women as carriage cleaners^
one company has taken on 140 additional women, which is one-sixth of their

total of male carriage cleaners employed before the War, and they are likely to

continue this occupation for some time to come. The effect of the new agree-

ment in regard to hours, introducing a 60-hour week for women (as compared
with 47 hours in 1913, increased more recently to 48), must remain as yet

uncertain, but it is likely that, though their work may continue to be satisfac-

tory, the women themselves may at the end of the War demand a return to the

stnfus quo.

The introduction of women ticket collectors and checkers, on the other hand,

is almost entirely a new departure, their total in the census of 1911 being

returned as 19. Now one company alone has 78, which is just under one-sixth

of the total of men so employed before the War. Three companies had recently

a total of 169 women ticket collectors. One fact which has facilitated the

introduction of women with little or no previous training, is the suspension of

cheap bookings and excursion tickets, simplifying the work as compared with a

normal summer season to a very appreciable extent.

It is still early to form a judgment as to the suitability of ticket collecting

as a permanent occupation for women, and it is made more difficult by the fact

that existing conditions are not normal. Thus doubt is generally expressed

whether in normal times an equal number of women ticket collectors would be

sufficient to cope with the work formerly done by men. One Eailway Company
at least, it is true, has followed the policy of substituting one woman for each

man gone, and finds the work is satisfactorily performed—women working one

hour less at main stations. Another Company, on the other hand, substituted

3 shifts of women for 2 of men, and proposed to continue this arrangement
for the present. Prior to the new agreement, women were working shorter hours

than men at main stations—at Paddington, for instance, they worked 1 hour
per day less—and it remains to be proved whether, as a permanent arrangement,

3 shifts of women would not be necessary, or at least desirable, to do the

work of 2 shifts of men. In the first instance they were not employed, generally

speaking, before 7 a.m. or after 9 p.m., whereas men are liable to duty between

the hours of 5 a.m. and 1 a.m., but it was soon recognised as improbable, if not

impossible, that this distinction could be permanently maintained. Even when
the system of 3 shifts of women for 2 shifts of men is accepted, it still remains

doubtful whether equal efficiency is obtained, and it is clear that, apart from
the demand for men for war service, the companies a,re not yet converted tq
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any change of policy and, for the present at any rate, would generally prefer

men ticket collectors to women.
The chief objections to the employment of women ticket collectors are :

1. The limitations to their sphere of activity.

2. Their comparative inability to deal with extra or sudden pressure or

with the rougher classes of passenger traffic.

These two disabilities, in combination, constitute a serious obstacle ; thus at

main stations and junctions, while specialisation and subdivison of functions

render the first objection inoperative, the second objection is strongly accen-

tuated. At provincial stations the position reverses itself and it is the first

objection which is operative, while the latter is absent. The provincial ticket

collector often discharges a variety of duties involving considerable training,

endurance and initiative, so that the introduction of women is regarded as

undesirable except where the sphere of activity is limited to the issuing and
collecting of tickets, and such other light duties as checking, invoicing, and the

telegraph.

There are further obstacles in the isolation of outlying offices, which could

not be put in the sole charge of women, as they are in the case of men, and
in the mobile character of the work, which frequently involves the transferring

of workers in the lower grades from one district to another. It is generally

admitted that even if it were desirable on other grounds, women show them-
selves less adaptable than men to such change of surroundings and of routine.

Finally the shorter hours, and the exemption of women from early and late

turns, which the subdivision of work makes possible in the case of main stations,

are obviously impossible in the case of small provincial stations where a single

booking clerk is employed.
Within limits, therefore, the employment of women as ticket collectors both

in main and provincial stations appears to be practicable, but it is not capable

of indefinite extension and is further complicated by the question of early

training, which would have to be much more seriously considered if the
employment of women were regarded in the light of a permanent change instead

of, as now, a purely emergency measure. Because it is an emergency measure
and because of the abnoi'mal condition of traffic, the unusual procedure of
introducing women without training can be justified. Normally, the ticket

collectors are recruited from the porters, and the direct introduction of men
or youths from outside the railway service for such duties is a quite exceptional
occurrence, though one Kailway Company apparently follows this method and
recruits only a very small percentage of its ticket collectors from among its

porters. In consequence a newly appointed collector has, as a general rule,

three or four years' varied experience behind him, which has a considerable
practical application to his new routine. But in view of the strong expression
of opinion against the permanent employment of women as porters, it is difficult

to see how women can receive any such practical training for the duties of
ticket collecting. In any case the balance of advantage must always rest

with the men, because it would be unsuitable for women to enter the railway
service on the operative side (as contrasted with the clerical) at as early an age
as men.

Of the men's attitude towards the question different accounts are given.
The position of the ticket collector is a popular one, being regarded on the one
hand as a ' soft ' job and on the other as the stepping stone to the
position of guard, inspector, and other responsible posts. Therefore in the
case of the more unambitious and conservative men, their attitude is not
unlikely to be, and in some instances is reported to have been unfavourable.
The entry of women, as one railwayman expressed it, is ' forcing ' the men to
accept promotion. It is natural to find this opinion reversed in the case of
the more ambitious men, because the employment of women in the less respon-
sible posts and without any expectation or desire of promotion, must tend to
accelerate the promotion of the men. The Railwaymen's Union has opposed
this division of the work into skilled and unskilled labour, but as far as the
employment of women is concerned it is difficult to see how this can be other-
wise, in view of the special disabil:ties of women, the difficulty of training them
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for posts of responsibility, and the comparatively shortness of their careers in the
service.

A second objection raised by the men is that women monopolise the middle
or favourite turns, and the more mechanical part of the work, while the
rougher, harder, and more responsible duties, with the late evening and early

morning turns, are laid on the shoulders of the men. This objection is not
universally applicable, however, even now, and in any case it is admitted that
this distinction could not be permanently maintained, and it is probable that
ultimately the arrangement would be to employ women during the working
hours of 5 A.M.—1 A.M. in three shifts.

Against the view, freely expressed, in some quarters, that the entry of women
to this branch is a menace to the men's position, this much may be said, that
from the employer's point of view, it is a vital interest that they should
maintain the efficiency of the men ticket collectors, as being a considerable
recruiting ground for the higher branches of the service, and that the employ-
ment of women in the more mechanical duties of the service can only have the
effect of equipping the men all the better for higher responsibilities. This need
of a permanent source of supply of efficient men renders unlikely any attempt
to lower the standard.

In conclusion it may be mentioned that the great flood of applications
received by the Eailway Companies proves the great attraction which this new^

occupation possesses for girls. A large number, but not all, are daughters or
relatives of Companies' servants ; others are stated to have come from restaurant
work and other depressed occupations.

Of the minor experiments, that of the dining car service is the most
important. The G.W.R. is already employing women in this branch, and no
reason is found against extending their employment to cover the whole service.

On the other hand, an unsuccessful experiment is reported from one of the
Northern railways, whose experience on a trial trip was that women lacked the
nerve for carrying dishes on a moving train. In regard to women platform
porters the experiment is being tried, but not on a large or systematic scale, and
their permanent employment is unlikely ; the objections which are raised in

regard to other branches apply with increased force to this service. Porters
have in some instances been recruited from among the women carriage cleaners.

CUrical Staff.

A considerable extension in the employment of women has occurred in recent
years, and the results have surpassed expectations. As telegraph clerks and
telephonists they have been employed for years with satisfactory results. As
correspondence clerks their claims have been long established. A more recent

step has been the employment of women in goods and parcels offices, in the
work of invoicing and checking, and in particular as booking clerks. The
establishment of a training school by the L. B. & S. C. R., where girls of
15-16 are given 3 to 4 months' training in these duties, is evidence of the con-
siderable impulse given to the employment of women in these branches since

the war.

Conditions in the railway service are said by Trade Unionists to have become
increasingly favourable to the employment of women in recent years, since the
reduced competition between different systems has the effect of making the
standard of efficiency required from the railway clerk less exacting. The
objections to their employment in certain branches, the goods department,
parcels office, weigh office, invoicing, checking, &c., are substantially the same
as in the case of ticket collectors and in some instances apply with greater
force :

—

(1) Limitations to women's sphere of activity.

(2) Isolation of railway clerks in outlying offices.

(3) Mobile character of the work, frequently involving transference from
one district to another.

(4) The difficulty of a practical early training.

(5) Women have the easier work, while men take the night work and late
evening and early morning turns.

In regard to the limited sphere of women's activity, a point of special import-
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ance is the variety of functions demanded from clerks, more particularly in

smaller stations. They issue tickets, despatch luggage and parcels, manage the

telegraph, make inquiries for missing or injured packages, and, most important

of all, discharge certain directive functions in giving orders in the case of trains

delayed, which involve visits to the signal box, goods shed or shunting yard.

Their position being in many instances almost the equivalent of under station

master, it is obvious that women are handicapped by their shorter and less

thorough experience.

In the case of booking clerks, the great increase in the employment of women
since the War has been greatly facilitated by the suspension of cheap bookings
and excursion tickets and the consequent simplification of the work. It is

generally believed that in a normal season and in a large station, where
the system of classifying tickets is very complicated, women would be
imequal to the strain and difficulty of the work. In small provincial

stations the variety of functions discharged is an obstacle to their

employment as booking clerks ; consequently the permanent employment of

women in this capacity is limited to the easier posts in large stations and
wherever specialisation and subdivision are such that the booking clerk's work
is, in fact, restricted to booking.

Wages.

It is a very difficult matter to compare rates of pay received by men and
women in the railway service. Where it is a clear case of equal work, as in the
case of carriage cleaners, the principle of equal pay has come to be generally
accepted by the Companies. The wage paid to carriage cleaners in one Company
employing 140 women has taken the following course :

—
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Traffic Deportment.

The basis generally adopted in the case of women ticket collectors has been

to pay them 3*. a week less than the scheduled rate for the position. Thus on

one system women are receiving 24s. instead of the men's rate of 27s. ; on

another, 20s. instead of 23s. Seeing that women are appointed direct to the post

without previous training, whereas men graduate from lower grades, this was

regarded as a fair and liberal arrangement, and the experience has been that

women are only too ready to come in on these terms.

From what has already been said on the subdivision of labour among women
and men ticket collectors, it is clear that the value of women's work is less than

that of men and that this difference in the rate of wage no more than expresses

the superior training of the men, and the more arduous, difficult, and respon-

sible nature of the men collectors' work.

The danger of undercutting, which is being urged in some quarters, does

not appear to be very serious in view of the importance to the Companies, fully

recognised, of the efficiency of the men ticket collectors, as_ being the chief

source of supply for the more responsible posts of the service, in consequence of

which any attempt to level down this branch of service to the plane of semi-

skilled or lower grade labour would be suicidal.

Women
20s.

24s.

18s. plus 2s. AVar Bonus
minimum T ,^ ^y^^, -g^^^^ 3^ 22s. no Bonus

„„„. maximum I

^

23s. plus War Bonus 3s. . . . 20s. plus 2s. War Bonus

25s. plus War Bonus 3s. . . . 20s.

The fact that a woman will remain a comparatively short time in the

service makes the woman a bad investment to the employer, in compensation

for which he keeps her rate of pay, generally speaking, practically unchanged

during the last five or six years of service ; the woman, on the other hand, is

sometimes compensated for the lack of prospects and less training thanmen, by
a relatively higher wage in the earlier stages of her career. In some instances

(see appended tables) she is paid actually a higher wage between the ages of

16-19 than the youth of corresponding age on the same work. With a man the

position is reversed, since in the earlier stages he accepts a relatively low

rate of wage, regarding the remuneration of his services as being in part paid

in training (which in itself implies prospects) and part, as it were, held in

trust, to be paid in after years by a series of promotions and a rate of pay
relatively much higher.

With these considerations in view, that a woman's inferior training and pros-

pects handicap her somewhat unfairly in competing with men on the operative

side of the railway staff, there seems to be good ground for pressing the exten-

sion of the policy of paying women a proportionately higher rate during the

early years of service. As regards the future of the railway clerk, the unions
view it with some misgiving ; the increased emplovment of women on the
clerical side of the service is, in fact, much more likely to be permanent than
on the operative side, and in certain branches it may be even further extended.
Decreasing competition between the different svstems during recent years, it

is argued, must end in lowering the standard of efficiency demanded from railway
clerks and is likely to lead to a further increase in the employment of women,
and this, it is feared, will have a depressing effect upon the men's wages. The
disabilities of women as compared with men in several branches of the
clerical service, and the fact that the harder and less pleasant work and the early
and late turns must continue to be performed by men, constitute a strong argu-
ment in the men's favour, and the right policy seems to be to insist on the higher
value of the men's service and to demand the maintenance of their present
rates of pay, rather than to demand what is less justifiexl by the facts, the
raising of women's rates to an equality with those paid to men.

Ticket GoUecting.
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Scales of Pay for Women Clerks in Railway Offices.

Railway A. Railway B.
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Railway D.

Age
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Railway F.

Age
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Where women have been employed to drive heavy motor or horse vans they
have not proved so successful as on lighter cars, and employers are averse to

keeping them. They rarely have the necessary mechanical knov^rledge to attend
to slight readjustments in the van, and the work is generally too heavy. As
drivers of lighter cars, however, they have proved very successful and their

employment as chauffeuses is likely to increase. Many doctors have taken
women to drive their cars. As drivers of taxis on the streets, however, their
employment has many objectionable features.

Clehical Work.

Commercial Clerics*—Summary of Distribution by Industry or Service, Census 1911.

Industry or Service

Professional Occupations
Domestic Offices or Services
Commercial Occupations
Conveyance of Men, Goods, and Messages
Fishing ....
Mines and Quarries
Metals, Machines .

Precious Metals, Jewellery
Building, &c. .

Wood, Furniture, &c. .

Brick, Cement, Pottery, and
Chemicals, Oil, Grease, &c.
Skins, Leather, Hair, &c.
Paper, Prints, Books, &c.
Textile Fabrics
Dress ....
Food, Tobacco, Drink .

Gas, Water, and Electrical Supplj-

Other General and Undefined
Industry or Service not stated .

Glass

Totals

Males

3,521

471
56,150
14,223

244
17,793
62,564
4,449

9,764

9,456

4,712
17,242

3,101

18,467

30,406

9,864
48,387

6,312

12,145

40,458

319,253

Females

1,319

2,013

7,584
865
10

1,167

12,436

4,215

1,408

2,617
876

5,116

1,163

8,652

11,708

6,928
21,052

166

5,383
22,197

94,678

* Including various other commercial occupations.

In this group the Census figures for 1901 and 1911 show a total increase of
313 per cent.—17'1 per cent, increase of males and 109'8 per cent, increase of
females. Clerical work is, indeed, one of those occupations which offer a con-
siderable and widening sphere for the employment of women, and since the
War there has been a very large addition to women clerical workers, many of
whom will undoubtedly be retained. In industry proper, the first displacement
of men by women has taken place almost without exception in the office staffs.
In the past there has been a distinct tendency to give women the less responsible
work, but rnore experience has shown employers that, with training, the
peculiar qualities which women possess make them in many cases equal to or
superior to men. In spite of this, in those occupations where the War has
been the occasion for the first entry of women some adjustment has been made
in the work in order to reduce the responsibilities of the women to a minimum;
this is notably the case in banks. Where women have been taken on as book-
keepers the handling of heavy ledgers has sometimes proved a bar to their
further employment.

Large numbers of women have been taken on since the War in Government
departments, and by municipal and other local authorities. Generally speaking,
women are given little opportunity of advancement or training, and in many
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businesses their employment is limited to shorthand and typewriting. For
various reasons, and largely because of the inferior status of women as workers,
they are paid less wages than the men. The Clerks' Union demands the same
wages (35s.) for men and women, though it is found in practice impossible
to enforce it. Many employers state that women are often paid less wages
than the men because they ask for less. A woman who asks for 25s. weekly
may be very good or very inefficient. Those, however, who ask for 35s. are in
almost every case extremely good workers and well trained, whereas men who
ask for 35s. are often indiiferent workers.

Evidence with regard to displacement (which is taking place to a consider-
able extent) is very difficult to collect, save in a very general way, and no
attempt can yet be made to systematise it.

Banking.

Women were employed in banks only in exceedingly small numbers before
the War. As 20 per cent, of the men in the London banks enlisted during the
first three months of the War, it is to be expected that by now large numbers
of women will have invaded this hitherto almost preserved field of employment.

In one bank the proportion of women has advanced from 4 per cent, to

20 per cent, of the whole staff, and taking thirteen representative banks it was
found that 336 women had been supplied to them by one agency alone by the
beginning of May, and that number has since been greatly increased.

But the vacancies caused by enlistment have not been by any means entirely

filled by women ; in the case quoted above from 5 per cent, to 10 per cent, of
such vacancies were filled by men. In another, where 600 men enlisted, only
100 women have been substituted.

The women drawn into the banks have been mainly young (from 18 to 25)
and of the secondary-school standard of education. At first only the quite
young were accepted, but so great was the unemployment among middle-aged
(thirty-five years) professional women that an attempt was made to persuade
those responsible for the choice of women employees to try them. Wliere this

counsel prevailed better results on the whole were obtained than in the case of
the young girls, who frequently failed, perhaps through lack of confidence, in

the test set, viz., the balancing of a page of a pass-book. The personnel
therefore of this new army of bank clerks is very varied—from the girl fresh
from home or school, through numbers with differing degrees of office experi-

ence, to women of training and experience, but in some totally different sphere
of work such as private teaching.

Opinions differ somewhat widely as to the value and efficiency of the work
done by women. By one manager the statement was made that as a whole
women are more satisfactory than the men they have replaced, it being under-
stood that they only replace men in the more mechanical and routine classes of

work ; another held them to be always inferior to men even after considerable

training. It would seem to be agreed that generally women are most satis-

factory in the simpler branches, doing such things as pass-book calculations,

abstracting, and, of course, typing. Here they appear to compare favourably
with men, and are often superior to youths. In a few instances more respon-

sible positions have been given them, and with success, but this is not at all

general.

Difficulties in employing women in banks have arisen mainly on account of

accommodation, but a little arrangement has generally overcome these. Other
objections have been put forward with more or less reason, as that womon are

less reliable owing to more frequent absences on account of illness. There would
seem to be some justification for this. Insurance company figures show that

between, the ages of 21 and 40 women's absences are 15 per cent, as against

men's 5f per cent., though below twenty-one years there is hardly any difference.

Less credible would seem to be the theory that women may not be trusted with
confidential matters.

The remuneration for women in. banks is generally lower than for men.
This seems to be chiefly a matter of custom, but it is also advanced that
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woman's more frequent illness is in part a reason, also that the supposition that

a man has more dependent on his salary influences the rate of his pay as com-
pared with a woman's. So low have been the salaries offered to women by
two well-known banks that employment bureaus have in some cases refused

to send them applicants. This is, however, exceptional, and banks have been

drawing women from insurance offices by offers of higher wages. Girls of

seventeen mostly begin at 17s. 6d. a week, rising to 20s. ; more experienced

women may begin at 25s. or even 35s., but one investigator failed to find one

woman earning more than 1751. per annum.
Men or women replacing Army recruits are taken on on a temporary basis, the

places of men going to the Front being always kept open ; but it is expected

that a considerable number will not return to their old posts and that women
taken on now are likely to remain.

Insxjeance.

Women had already been employed in insurance offices to a considerable

extent before the War, and were easily substituted for men in many cases of

enlistment. One firm's percentage of women rose from 8 per cent, to 10 per

cent, of the staff and a further increase is anticipated. Where a permanent
staff (pensionable) and a supernumerary staff have existed, women seem only to

have belonged to the latter, and the work of men enlisting from the former has
been distributed among the men on the latter. Women do mainly routine

work, such as typing, shorthand, and simple clerical work ; they have been con-

sidered less reliable than men and not able to deal satisfactorily with an influx

of heavy work, and so are not found in the more important positions or on the

permanent staff. They are mostly of ages ranging from seventeen to forty, and
of the ordinary standard of school education. They pick up the work as they

go along, or are taught by the older workers, and for what they do are found as

quick and competent as men.
Women do not seem to have been tried as agents. Where 20,000 agents

represent one company none are "women, and it is not intended to try them.
But in the district offices of the same company 77 more women have been
employed since the War.

The payment is on a lower scale for women than for men ; it is estimated

at about 15 per cent, less than the average man's doing similar work. It is

contended that women are less keen, and do not increase in value as do the

men, also that they are much more uncertain in their attendance owing to

inferior health.

Large numbers of women have been added to insurance staffs for National
Insurance work. One staff alone includes 2,100 women, as compared with
1,700 men. Difficulty in accommodating women in old offices- has been found,
but large new buildings have in many cases been put up, and meet this obstacle.

No great eviction of women taken on now is expected after the War.

Local Authorities.

Replacement on a small scale has taken place under local authorities. Tho
following show the figures in the month of February 1915, compared with
July in the previous year :
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The extra women taken on have been almost entirely auxiliary clerks.

Their employment is considered as temporary only and the scale of pay is

sometimes the same, though generally slightly below that of the men displaced.
In some cases local authorities are paying to the enlisted men their ordinary pay
less Army allowance. In a few towns women, are engaged as head office clerks,

and in others they are emploj'ed as library assistants, in one case as the chief
assistant (permanent). One town has employed a woman as a police inspector
and another as a sanitary inspector in place of a man.

Women are also employed in some towns as street cleaners ; they work
8 hours instead of 9 hours and are paid i^d. per hour instead of 6d.

Civil Service (investigated by Miss A. C. Franklin).

The work of the Civil Service is best considered under clerical work, as,

save in the Post Office, the extra women who have been employed since the War
have almost in all cases been taken on for work of a clerical nature.

It has been impossible to obtain information for all Government Depart-
ments, especially those such as the War Office and the Admiralty, in which the
work of the War presses most heavily.

Since the War women have replaced men in several Government Departments,
but precise information is very difficult to state, for in many of the offices duties
have been so re-arranged that the responsible work has been divided amongst
the senior members of the permanent staff—or by promotion—and women have
only been taken on in the lower grades of the work. The proportion of enlist-

ments, especially amongst the lower grades and in the Post Office, has beeh
heavy—20 per cent, up to the middle of February—and places had up to
February been filled by men and women up to four-fifths of those who had
left. Much of the work of the higher branches is very technical and requires
considerable experience as well as judgment, and it has been difficult in these
branches to discover substitutes, with the result that enlistment in them has
been discouraged from the beginning. Women are taken on in various ways

;

since May 9 the Civil Service Commission has sent women to various Depart-
ments ; many Government offices have engaged women privately, from applica-
tions received by the Department officials or Ministers concerned or by personal
recommendation—others have been engaged through the Labour Exchanges

;

some were women who had qualified by examination ; others have had no
experience. It was hoped that sufficient women could be obtained at the
Treasury scale, but this has not proved to be the case, and there has been a
distinct shortage of capable women willing to enter Government rather than
private employment at the rates laid down.

Women clerks have been engaged in practically all Departments. The
scale of wages laid down by the Treasury is as follows :

—

For typing, operating duplicating machines and ordinary sorting or routine
work, 18s. to 20s. a week, with overtime at the rate of 6d. an hour.

For ordinary clerical work, 21s. to 25s. a week, with overtime at the rate of
7d. an hour.

For shorthand-typing, 26s. a week, with overtime at the rate of 9d. an hour.
For higher clerical and supervising work, 30s. a week, with overtime at

the rate of 9d. an hour. In normal circumstances clerical posts at this rate
are only sanctioned in a proportion not exceeding one to five of those at the
lower rate. The normal hours of attendance are determined by the Heads of
Departments at their discretion, and are not less than 42 hours a week. Over-
time of less than half an hour on any one day is not counted for the purpose
of overtime payment. Ordinary leave on full pay may be allowed (subject
to the exigencies of the Service) at the rate of one day for each month of
service, as well as on the usual public holidays. Sick leave on full pay may be
allowed up to a maximum of six weeks in the year, insurance contributions
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being payable at the reduced rates prescribed by Section 47 of the National
Insurance Act, 1911.

In answer to a question asking for details as to the number, conditions of

service, age, etc., of the women employed in Government Departments under
this scale, the Secretary to the Treasury replied on July 27, 1915, as follows :

' Appointments to temporary clerkships are usually made by heads of Depart-
ments at their discretion, and it would not be possible to ascertain the total

number of women so appointed without making detailed inquiries which would
take a considerable time, and in view of the constant fluctuation of work would
not, I think, be of much value. In view, however, of the large number of

temporary appointments authorised to replace junior members of the public

service who were given permission to enlist, a special arrangement was recently

made with the Civil Service Commissioners by which they keep a list of suitable

candidates and assign them to Departments if requested. This arrangement
has been largely (but not exclusively) used by Departments, and the number of
appointments so made is as follows :

(1) Typing, duplicating, sorting, and routine work at 18s. to 20s. per week 74

(2) Ordinary clerical work at 21«. to 25s. per week . , - . . . . 604

(3) Shorthand typist duties at 26s. per week 43

(4) Higher clerical and supervising work at 30s. per week .... 56

The average age of persons assigned for routine work on the 18s. to 20s.

per week scale is between seventeen and nineteen. Some older candidates with
limited qualifications have also been assigned to this grade. No limits have been
definitely fixed for this or for any of the other grades.

The duties of the routine grade (1) are those commonly performed by boy
clerks, female sorters, and female typists. ' Ordinary clerical work ' (2) is such
as is given to assistant clerks (abstractors) and junior Second Division clerks.

The higher grade covers duties of a like character but involving some element
of responsibility, e.g., the supervision of work, &c. Besides these grades a few
appointments have been made at higher rates for work requiring special qualifi-

cations and experience.

All these clerks are informed on assignment that the employment is strictly

temporary and liable to termination at any time.

The Board of Agriculture especially has had considerable difficulty in

obtaining the required number of women at the wage offered. The India Office

has found it necessary to replace four men by five women. Since the War the
Labour Exchanges have taken on between 800 and 900 extra women in clerical

capacities. The War Office has engaged a number of women on new work as
' language ' experts at 30s. to 3l. a week.

An exact comparison of men's and women's wages is difficult, as the men are
all on a scale, and it is impossible to assess in real wages such assets as
sick leave on full pay, free medical attendance (in the P.O.), pensions, &c. to
which Civil Servants are entitled. The duties are often re-arranged, and it

must be remembered that, with the exception of doctors, all women in the
service are paid at a lower rate than the men.

All the Civil Service Unions urge that temporary work should be paid at a
higher rate than permanent, as a safeguard, and that women should receive

equal pay for equal work, but the men's Unions wish it to be certain that the
work is really equal, otherwise deductions must be made—for favourable duties
and hours, &c.

The Postal National Joint Committee asked that women substitutes should
be paid the average salary of the men replaced. With regard to postmen, in
actual fact women are paid less ; if men are not obtainable at the lowest rate
a higher rate can be paid, but women, if taken on, are only paid at the lowest
rate. It is very difficult to calculate exactly what the women should be paid as,

e.g., 20 women recently replaced 12 postmen. On the average 10 per cent, less

appears to be paid to temporary women clerks than to temporary male clerks.

The view of the Service is that women should be paid less. The whole question
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will, however, come up for discussion when the Report of the Civil Service

Commission is published.

Departments which have been set up since the War, e.g., the Ministry of

Munitions, are employing a large number of women clerks, but these are not
replacing men, though the proportion of women employed in such Departments
is higher than in ordinary Government Departments, as they are organised on
more modern lines than the older Departments.

The work of women clerks has been very satisfactory except in so far as

the Treasury scale tends to attract inferior rather than superior workers. It

is stated that the women engaged since the War have on the whole been
superior to the men engaged in lower grades during that period.

Extra women are also employed as Post Office sorters, telegraphists, tele-

phonists, and in London to a limited extent as postwomen.
Where women are now doing the work previously done by men, e.g., sorting

in the Post Office, the work has been so arranged that women do no night work,
no heavy work, and they finish their work in time to reach their homes by public
conveyance ; where this has not been possible they have been sent home in taxis.

Women telephonists employed on night duty are given beds in their rest room
so that they can sleep three hours during their night's shift. The lack of
adequate accommodation has been to a certain extent a deterrent to employing
women, but such difficulties are not serious and have gradually been overcome.
The identity of men's and women's work is often difficult to establish, and the
information at present at our disposal is not sufficient to allow of our doing
this with any adequacy.

Married women have been taken back, particularly in the Post Office, as
telegraphists. There is a grievance that these married women are only p'aid the
same as the temporary women and have not gone back to the salary they were
receiving before they married, even if they are as efficient as before.

With regard to the higher branches of the Civil Service, as has already been
noted, the experience and technical knowledge necessary have not encouraged
Departments already understaffed and overworked to attempt experiments in

the replacement of men by women save in the lower grades ; though in this
respect especially the traditions of the Service are wholly against the inclusion
of women in such work, and the mere prejudice against the employment of
women in the higher posts often biases and distorts judgment. Since the War
one woman has been taken on in the Civil Service Commission in place of a
First Division clerk, and is paid 21. 10s. a week. At the Home Office an
additional female factory inspector has also been appointed.

In reply to a question asking for information as to how far the places of
male inspectors, who had enlisted or been transferred in the Service, had been
filled by women, the Home Secretary stated on July 28, 1915, that ' Twenty-
four inspectors and six assistants in all have been called up or have joined His
Majesty's forces ; 22 inspectors and 11 assistants have been lent for war service
in other departments, 16 of whom are engaged in special work requiring
technical qualifications under the Admiralty and Ministry of Munitions. The
present strength is 157, as compared with 219 a year ago. I am considering the
question of appointing temporary women inspectors for the period of the War,
and one such has already been appointed, but temporary assistance can only be
utilised to a limited extent, as a careful training is required before an inspector
is able to undertake the full duties of the post, and the work of training and
supervision of any considerable number would throw a heavy additional burden
on the experienced inspectors and seriously interfere with their own work.'

In some places vacant inspectorate places have not been filled either by
women or by promotion from the Lower Division. Either course seems equally
against Civil Service traditions. All places of men enlisted are to be kept open
for them, and as pensions, &c., are owing to them, they will be more likely to
return to their posts than other men in private employment. If men are not
able to return, quite possibly women will in future be employed to do the work,
especially in the lower grades, but the question is bound up with the reorganisa-
tion that may come when the Civil Service Commission Report is considered.
The Post Office intends to take on wounded soldiers to do messenger and other
work, instead of women.

1915. N N
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Engineering and the Metal Trades.

The metal trades apart from engineering do not appear in Table III. owing

to the lack of available statistics. The following show, however, the state of

employment in this group in February 1915 compared with July 1914
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in a comparatively early stage, and the fact that it is subsequently used for

the manufacture of munitions only affects these firms by increasing the demand
upon them.

2. Trades requiring considerable strength and a High Level of Skill, viz.,

Engineering and Motor Building.—In these trades the number of women em-

ployed in times of peace was very small, and some firms are even now not

admitting them. The product has, however, largely changed, and very many
shells are being made by them in workshops which have been adapted to this

form of production and in departments recently Imilt. Many firms which
employed no women before are now taking them on for the manufacture of

shells, and are employing them especially in their new workshops, in some of

which the staff is entirely female, with the exception of a few skilled toolsetters.

3. Trades requiring somewhat Lower but more Varied Degrees of Skill and
Strength, viz., the Manufacture of Cycles, Bedsteads, Lamps, Brass Goods,

etc.—In these trades both men and women were employed before the War, the

men usually performing the more skilled and heavier parts of the work. There
has, however, been some considerable conflict over some processe.s, and policy

has differed in different works. The line between men's and women's work
is perhaps most variable in the cycle trade, on account of the comparatively
recent invention of cycles and the rapid development in the methods of their

production, making the trade largely independent of tradition. Such firms are

now adapting their machinery to the manufacture of she'ls and fuses, and the

new hands taken on are mainly women, on. account of the shortage of men. The
processes formerly worked alternatively by men and women are being increas-

ingly undertaken by women, and they are making their way into many pro-

cesses previously just beyond the line separating their work from that of the
men.

4. The Production of Small Metal Goods, viz.. Pens, Buttons, Military
Ornaments, etc.—These have for many years been trades in which the greater

nimiber of the employees were women. A small number of men are employed
as toolsetters, but the actual working of the machines ov presses is left to
women and girls. Therefore, though the output has been altered to meet the
War demand, parts of cartridges and military buttons and ornaments being
made, there has been very little alteration in the staff. Such replacement of
men, therefore, as has taken place has been in firms devoted in time of peace
to the industries which are grouped under the headings 2 and 3, though even
here they are for the most part engaged on repetition work and automatic
machinery involving little or no departure from the work to which they are
ordinarily accustomed. They are employed in filling, capping and cleaning
shells, boring and drilling bombs, and making cartridge cases and fuses of all

kinds—English and French. For certain of these processes, such as the fine

work required in the making of fuses, women are particularly suitable, and
would probably have been employed even if male labour had been abundant.
Where, however, as is the case in several factories, women are executing the
entire process of shell-making from start to finish, involving (in the case of
8-inch high-explosive shells and Russian 3-inch shrapnel) 21 operations, they
are doing work for much of which men would have been employed if they could
have been obtained. Also, in a few exceptional cases, women are acting as
fitters.

The following quotations from the ' Engineer ' of August 20 show that in
some works bold experiments in the wider employment of women have been tried.

' During the past few months,' says the writer, ' a great and far-reaching
change has been effected. ... In a certain factory which is engaged
in the production of projectiles in sizes up to those required for 4-5-in. guns a
new department was started some time ago, the workpeople being women, with
a few expert men as overseers and teachers. . . . By no means all of the
work has been of the repetition type, demanding little or no manipulative
ability, but much of it has been of a character which taxed the intelligence of
the operators in a high degree. Yet the work turned out has reached a high
pitch of excellence. ... It may safely be said that women can satisfactorily
handle very much heavier pieces of metal than had previously been dreamt of.

N N 2
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Moreover, they have shown themselves capable of successfully carryhig out

arduous processes, such as forging, etc., which hitherto have only been performed

by men, and of managing machine tools of a very different nature and requiring

a very much higher standard of intellect than do automatic and semi-automatic

tools. In fact, it can be stated with absolute truth that with the possible

exception of the heaviest tools—and their inability to work even these has yet

to be established—women have shown themselves perfectly capable of perform-

ing operations which hitherto have been exclusively carried out by men.'

Besides the replacement of men, there has also been a considerable replace-

ment of boys by women in some processes. Many comparatively young lads are

now engaged upon work of a kind which would certainly, in normal times, be

entrusted to adult workmen. Such a process, therefore, as engraving, which

would otherwise have been done by boys, is now undertaken by women, who
are engraving dials on maxims, numbers on gun parts and shells, etc. Where
a very high degree of accuracy is demanded, which can be tested by a purely

mechanical operation, girls are often founfl to work better than boys or men,

for the very reason which is thought to make them less valuable in processes

requiring judgment. Girls, not having yet begun to take their industrial career

as seriously as boys, frequently do not attempt to exercise their judgment with

regard to their work. Since private judgment is only found to interfere with

accuracy in a purely mechanical test, their work is, for this reason, more
exact and satisfactory.

It is clear that an extension of employment of women in munition work is

still possible, since in July last the number employed in this country, much as

it had increased, was only between a fifth and a tenth of the number employed
in France. The number in England was then, according to Mr. Lloyd George,

50,000, and, though it has grown very considerably since, there is still room for

expansion. There are in France some women of really high skill in the engineer-

ing trade capable of looking after as many as three machines at once. At the

same time the main obstacles to the further employment of women are stated

to be very much the same in France as in England. The number employed as

fitters is small, and on lathes and automatic machinery they require the super-

vision of a skilled mechanic to set up the work and prepare the tools. Their
disabilities are doubtless due mainly to lack of training, but the proper training

of a skilled mechanic is a slow process.

No comprehensive consideration of the question of wages is yet possible in

these trades owing to the differences between localities and firms and the rapidly

altering situation. It is clear, however, that in many cases the wages of women
are decidedly lower than would have been paid to men doing similar work,
though usually the work of men and women is not easily comparable.

Girls under 18 years of age are said in some instances to be receiving as little

as 9.?. per week and those over 21 years 15s. per week for work on which men
have formerly received a minimum of 26s. In many places the prevailing
rates are 10s. to 15s. for a 48-hour week. In almost all these instances, how-
ever, the women are learners and the wage they receive is a learner's wage,
whilst the men were skilled workers whose output was considerable. Women are

often working overtime, sometimes up to 73 hours per week, for which they are
generally paid at time and a fifth, compared with the men's time and a half

or even double time. In the districts where female labour is becoming scarce,

however, a large proportion of the women munition workers are earning 30s. per
week and upwards.

There are some firms in which the time-rates paid to women, though very
much less than those paid to men, compare not unfavourably with them when
considered in terms of piece-rates. Until women have had a somewhat longer
experience, even in comparatively unskilled work, they are not likely to be
able to work with the rapidity of practised workmen. Nevertheless, the rates

paid to women are certainly inferior in the majority of cases to those paid to

men. The poor pay of women in most occupations in normal times has given
them a low standard, and makes them consider the wages which they are now
receiving in many munitions works as phenomenally large, however unfavourably
they may compare with the wages of the men in the same place.

The attention of Mr. Lloyd George has already been called to what is often
a glaring disproportion between the wages of men apd wopien in munitions, and
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he has made certain promises after stating the necessary conditions to be

considered in equating men's and women's wages. He insists first of all upon

the need for instruction and training. He draws the necessary distinction

between piece work and time work rates, though he agrees that during training

the women in munition factories under Government control should be guaranteed

a living minimum wage. He also states that it has been agreed that as far as

the work is concerned women shall be paid exactly the same price as a man
for any piece of work she turns out. ' The Government will see that there is

no sweated labour.' ' We cannot give the same time rate, but the piece rate

we can give as well as a fixed minimum which will guarantee that we shall not

utilise the services of women merely to get cheap labour.'

The permanent effects of the War on the main metal trades will not, it

may be feared, be beneficial. Till recent years the development of machinery
and the subdivision of processes which accompanied it have led to the employ-
ment of an increasingly large proportion of unskilled and semi-skilled labour.

Just before the War, however, there were signs that this process was being
reversed, new developments in automatic machinery leading to the unskilled

worker being displaced, while the skilled toolsetter was retained. That is to

say, subdivision was still going on, but it was beginning to be subdivision

between machines, not between human agents. This recent tendency towards
the supervision by one worker of several automatic machines has been checked
by shortage of skilled labour since the War. In some of the newly built

departments, therefore, instead of the most modern automatic machinery, plant
of a type requiring only an inferior degree of skill has been installed.

Appended is a separate Report on the maniifacture of electrical apparatus
and other§ on certain metal trades less immediately affected by the demand for
munitions.

Electrical Apparatus.

(Investigated by Miss M. E. Bulkeley, Miss M. Cross, and Miss Moses.)
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employment of women in the electrical trade of nearly 18 per cent. Part of

this increase is due to a temporary increase of production in branches of the

trade in which women were previously employed, but as the enlistment of men
from this trade has been on a considerable scale, it is reasonably clear that

women are to some extent taking their place during the emergency. In most
cases readjustment to meet the introduction of women has been simple, or no
alterations at all have been necessary, as they have only been put on to the

lighter machine work. One firm has actually made the machines more mechanical
and employs an extra mechanic as supervisor.

The introduction of women into new processes often necessitates the pro-

vision of another workshop, as in the majority of cases it is not considered

desirable for men and women to work together.

The main objections to the employment of women are :

1. Want of technical skill and general experience.

2. Want of physical strength, making it impossible to employ women on
the heavier processes.

3. The strong objection on the part of many employers to have men .and

women working side by side in this trade.

4. In some cases the men's objection to the introduction of women.

In regard to the question of physical strength, one firm employing women in

lathe making found the women's output slightly less than that of men, owing
mainly to exhaustion during the last hour of work. Nevertheless it is clear

that as a general rule women's output is considerably less than that of men, since

both on time and piece rates their wages are generally 50 per cent, below those

ef men.

The main advantages are :

—

1. Their greater dexterity in certain processes where small fingers are an
advantage. This has been a considerable factor in the employment of

women in such processes as assembly work in the electric lamp trade.

2. Cheapness of their labour.

3. The larger supply of unskilled workers to draw upon.

The Future of the Trade.—In those processes which are suitable to women,
the possibilities of extending their employment are great. In the more skilled

processes, however, where a longer training is necessary, it depends how far

women choose to utilise the present opportunity of becoming highly efficient

workers. Hitherto women have been employed almost entirely in unskilled
processes, and the trade has been essentially one for young persons, the majority
of the girls leaving the trade soon after the age of 19. It is difficult to foretell

the state of trade after the War, but in view of the accumulation of private
work which cannot be done at present, employers rely on its being good for at
least a year or two, and they therefore expect to absorb the men returning from
the Front as well as the new women that have been taken on. Two firms stated
that after the War it was much more likely to be a case of taking on new men
in addition than of dismissing the new women.

On the whole, there is little definite evidence up to the present of the actual
displacement of men by women owing to the War, and the increase in the
number of women is mainly due to a temporary increase of production. The
trade unions, however, state that of recent years there has been an increasing
tendency to bring women into the trade, and in view of the fact that the women
are unorganised, they are pessimistic with regard to the future, fearing that
the increase of female labour will lead to a fall in the standard of wages, and to
male unemployment after the War. Much will depend upon the attitude of the
women themselves.

The Metal Trades less immediatdy affected by the demand for Munitions.

Although those firms which are still mainly engaged in the manufacture of
metal goods other than munitions are for the most part employing a smaller
number of workpeople than before the War, they are only in a few exceptional
instances suffering from a restricted demand. For the most part the main
difficulty is the shortage of labour, and this is greatly aggravated in those
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trades which suffered seriously in the first few months of the War, as the

workpeople who left them then can frequently not be persuaded to return. In

the trades that are not working on Government orders many of the employees

left to enter munitions and similar work, from motives of patriotism, and were

in some cases encouraged to do so by patriotic employers. There are several'

indu.stries which are at work on necessaries for the Army, which are never-

theless shorthanded, partly because the produce is not quite so urgently required,

and therefore not quite so highly paid, as munitions, and partly because the

patriotic workpeople feel more satisfied when employed upon ' something which
explodes.'

In those areas in which the production of munitions is being actively carried

on there is a decided shortage of women in other trades which, though less

pronounced than the shortage of men, is nevertheless sufficient to prevent much
of the substitution of women for men which might otherwise have taken place.

Scientific and Optical Instrument Making.

In scientific and optical instrument making enlistment since February caused
a net contraction of employment in the trade, and a demand arose for the

labour both of men and women. The percentage increase of women has
probably trebled since February. The women have been drawn largely from
such trades as jewellery, clock and barometer making, silversmiths, and a

variety of less relevant trades such as dressmaking. It is ascertained that in

some instances women are actually doing work previously done by men, e.g.,

the polishing of lenses. The present increase in the employment of women, or
more precisely of girls, in the trade, however, is duo mainly to the temporary
boom, as for instance in clinical thermometers, test tiibes, &c., and to the
shortage of boy labour for these trades, and consequently may have little

permanent significance. There are further opportunities in certain operations
other than repetitive, as for instance light mounting of microscopes, &c., in the
optical trade. Any considerable revival of the optical trade in England would
open up a very large field for the employment of women, who do almost the
whole work of this trade in the vast American factories. Opinions differ in

regard to the employability of women in the various branches, mathematical,
scientific, surgical, and optical, of the instrument trade. Much of this work is

very highly skilled, and requires a long training, such as women in the past have
not usually been prepared to face.

Jewellery.^"

During the first six months of the War there was more unemployment
in the more highly skilled branches of the jewellery trade than in any other
Birmingham industry. The cheaper branches of the trade, however, in which
women were most largely employed, were never as seriously depressed. In
September the production of patriotic badges was being carried on more
actively than most industries of the town. During the winter there was great
improvement in the trade as a whole, but more especially in the less costly
and less skilled branches. The demand for inexpensive brooches, bracelets,
and other ornaments soon became good, and that for badges worn by men
employed on Government work very brisk. With the approach of autumn, in
which season the trade is normally at its busiest, the demand in most depart-
ments has revived considerably.

There is now a very decided shortage of both male and female labour.
The supply of women is less scanty than that of men, since the men have not
only been drawn off to the Army, and other trades, but were definitely dis-
missed from jewellery firms through shortness of work in the autumn to a i.juch
greater extent than the women. The proportion of women and girls employed
is probably higher than it has ever been. We find indeed that although the
processes which were already performed by women are ihe most active and
are employing large numbers, there are also a good many women doing work
of a kind done previously almost entirely by men. They are now, in a consider-
able number of firms, ' making up ' the jewellery, that "is to say fitting together

" This and the two following Reports relate mainly to conditions in Bir-
mingham and the Midlands.
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the parts, which work was formerly considered for the most part too intricate

for them.
It is impossible to forecast the future of a trade which depends upon a

luxury demand. If the industry continues to be carried on in Birmingham as

extensively as before there is little doubt that women will retain much of the

ground they have gained. Men who desire to return will be reinstated if they

have not so hardened their hands by other work as to unfit them for the

delicate processes of the jewellery trade, but it is expected that many will be

permanently lost to the industry. Since, moreover, the average working years

of a woman are much longer in this than in most other local industries, a train-

ing of some length should be possible for the girls where necessary. On the

other hand, the difference of class which made the jewellery trade more attrac-

tive than the other metal industries has largely broken down as a result

of the War, and it is believed that many girls as well as men have lost their

taste for this occupation. This is perhaps not to be regretted until the future

prospects of the trade are somewhat more assured.

Electro Plate.

The electro-plate trade suffered severely from lack of demand in the early

months of the War, but now suffers mainly from lack of labour, botli'male

and female.

There are certain processes (soldering, shaping, and polishing) in which
women ^re being employed to a greater extent than before. There would
probably, however, have been much more replacement if female labour were
more abundant.

Hollow Ware.

The hollow-ware trade is suffering from lack of labour, both male and
female. The shortage of men is greater than that of women, and considerably
more overtime is being put in by the men, especially by those most highly
skilled. Certain processes are now being done by women on machines which
were formerly done by men by hand. The total number of women is, how-
ever, decidedly less than before the War, so that if the trade is anywhere near
normal when the War is over there should be no unemployment. If there is

difficulty in reinstating the men who return, it will be rather the result of the
falling off of Government orders than the competition of women.

Leather.

The following shows the distribution of the numbers of men and women
employed in the leather trades 1901 and 1911 :

—
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The following notes on the trade, which were drawn up for the most part
by Miss M. Stettauer, give some picture of the trade and indicate those processes
in the different branches in which women were employed (a) before the War,
(6) since :

A. Tanning and Dressing of Leathers.

Women very little employed.
Tanners' and curriers' work is much too heavy and entirely unsuitable for

women.
In light leather dressing and finishing some processes are quite suitable, but

it has been mainly a question of prejudice, and if only employers get sufficiently

pushed for labour they will resort to female labour. This has already become
fairly common in the large provincial towns—before the War even—but in

London the factor appears to be almost negligible.

Processes.

Before the War, women were to a small extent to be found in Dyeing and
Blacking.

Since the War, they have been introduced into

small skins ^°''*''^g. (^nly just starting)

I. Measuring.

Women *vould be suitable also for such processes as washing, oiling, and
tacking up. This last process is fairly widely done by women in Nottingham,
who are paid l^d. per dozen for tacking up. (Men in London receive about
three times this wage for tacking up.)

Efficiency.

Women's work said to be satisfactory, slower, but perhaps on the whole more
reliable and regular than that of men. In this iDranch of the trade, where it is

physically possible to introduce women, there is no reason why the efficiency

should not become as great, after a fairly short training. (In sorting a good
deal of practice and judgment is required.)

Extent of Extra Employment.

In a firm where substitution has taken place to a certain extent :

In June 1914 4'86 per cent, of the employees were women.
In June 1915 10'68 per cent, of the employees were women.

Or put in a different form :

June 1915 there were twice as many women in the firm as in June 1914.
June 1915 there were 818 per cent, of the men there were in June 1914.
Total number of employees in this firm at present, 206.

N.B.—All the women introduced into this firm since the War are on leather
finishing and dressins', before done by men, and no women did this work before,
but there appear to be few London firms where substitution has taken place to
anything like this extent.

Wages.

The introduction of women is not very general, and seems to be confined to
comparatively few firms. Where it has happened women as a rule receive a
lower rate. The following reasons are given :

(a) They have their limitations, i.e.. in the employment of male labour men
can be selected for more valuable positions and for duties which women could
not perform, i.e., men regarded as a more permanent asset to the firm.

(b) They do less work. (Even the piece rate appears to be lower though.)
(c) They do not require, expect, or ask for so much money.
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Objections put forward by Emiiloyers.

(1) A large proportion of leather tanning and dressing unsuitable for women.
(2) Difficulty in finding town girls who have the physique for the rougher

kind of work which (even in the lighter branches) requires a certain amount of
hard manual labour.

(3) Lack of accommodation.

(4) Difficulties in working overtime, permission only being granted when
working on War contracts.

Objections from tlie Men.

This seems to be a serious point, and various opinions are put forward :

(a) Some employers say they cannot risk friction with the men now owing to
the impnesibility of replacing them.

{b) Others say that the present would be a good time for introducing women,
as there is likely to be less objection than in normal times. Once women were
admitted the difficulties after the War would not be so great.

(c) The opinion is also expressed that there is not yet sufficient shortage of
male labour; employers put off the introduction of women as long as possible, and
the men will keep up the objections until the time comes when one process is

actually held up for want of labour in the preceding process.

{(1) Mixing male and female labour in the same factory.

Previous Employment.

So far, of the women introduced most were not in the leather trade before,
about half were from various trades, some were not previously in industry, a
few from domestic service. Mostly women aged 18-30.

Question of Permanence.

In this branch of the leather trade those few firms that have introduced
female labour since the War are inclined to think the employment will be per-
manent.

The following opinions are given :

*

(1) Although the men who have joined the Forces will be re-engaged after

the War, it does not follow that they will in every case be employed on the
same work, i.e., the women may not be pushed out of their present jobs, and
possibly the present indifferent workers, both male and female, will be dis-

missed, and thus room made both for the good female workers at present
employed and the men returning.

(2) If women once get installed in this branch of the trade it may be an
economy to keep them after the War (even if it is not now, owing to the com-
paratively high wages they can now command).

(3) The percentage of men returning will, in all probability, be small.

(4) The slump in the trade may not be as great as is generally expected,
especially not in this branch, on which the boot trade depends. As many
firms are exclusively working for the Government the reserve stock of boots and
shoes is gradually being depleted, and will be very low at the end of the War,
and will need replenishing as soon as possible, i.e., there may be more work
available than is expected (after the War), and therefore perhaps no real reason
why there should not be some permanent scope for women once they get into

the trade.

(5) Plenty of work available for men and women too, after the War, if only

cheap German goods were excluded by tariff.

Some firms in the heavy branches are experiencing a severe shortage of

labour, and would be only too glad if women were physically capable of doing
the work, e.g., one firm has lost 30 per cent, of its men. It is heavy, dirty

work, i.e., tanners and curriers, and the men have gone (not only owing to

enlistment) but also owing to the increased volume of employment available,

which tempts them to leave dirty work if they can find clean. An isolated firm
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or two ill the provinces have put women into the tanneries, but it is only a

particularly rough sort who would do it, and is quite impracticable on a large

scale.

B. Boot and Shoe Trade.

Women largely employed for years, in certain parts of the work, but very

little substitution owing to the War. Most of women labour in London now
and before the War.

Processes.—Before the War.

Main province for women's work is the entire making of the upper after it

has been cut out, i.e., machining, shiving, fitting, closing, lining, eyelet machin-

ing, &c. Also inking and colouring. In one firm women have done machine

clicking for years, but this is very exceptional.

Processes.—Since the War.

In some firms women have for the first time been put on to such processes

as :

cutting heels,
* cutting out and sorting socks,
* putting in lasts,

sandpapering soles,

* lacing uppers with string,

clamping on heels,

riveting the insoles,

* These jobs were in some cases formerly done by boys.

but these are mainly preparatory or subsidiary processes, and the main pro-

cesses in the making of the shoe (excepting the uppers, see above), namely click-

ing, making the soles, lasting, and finishing, remain exclusively the work of men,

and there is no immediate prospect of any change.

There is some scope for women in a few processes which are new and only in

demand for the period of the War, i.e., making, nailing, and quilting half-

soles ready to be sent to the Front, special repairs to heels, &c. Here, women
were put on to the work as soon as the machines were installed, and there was no

question of men being put on to the work which is very easily and quickly

learnt.

Efficiency.

In the few processes where women have replaced men (or boys) in some
cases the efficiency appeared to be as great, and in fact women were found to be

earning more on the same piece rate than men on the same job, as they ' stuck to

it more.' On the other hand, in some cases they were said to be slower, though
steadier and more regular.

!^,B.—Where the slowness was most complained of was where the experiment

of girls' work was newest, and where (see above) the woman could fully hold her

own in the work she had been in the trade before the War, on a different pro-

cess, so that the probability is that increased experience would approximately

equalise the efficiency, but of course none of the processes enumerated above

are at all highly skilled.

Extent of Extra Employment.

On the whole the extent of substitution is probably very small—in one large

firm the substitution amounted approximately to 3 per cent., although about
10 to 12 per cent, of the staff consisted of women doing new (and temporary)
processes. Many firms have had no change at all.

Wages.

The whole thing is on so small a scale that it is difficult to get much definite

information. In one case the women were being paid at the same rate as the
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men, in another it was said that the women were still ' being trained ' and no
definite I'ate had been fixed.

Previous Emploi/mcnt.

The majority of women who have come into the trade (either to new pro-

cesses, or to processes formerly performed by men) were not previously in the

trade, but were engaged in serving in shops, domestic service, tea-packing, one
from an asbestos factory (put to cutting heels, as her former experience in

cutting up material was found to be helpful for the new work). In one firm

the small number of women who were to take on men's jobs were selected from
women already in the firm working on ' uppers ' before the War. In some cases

girls have been taken straight from school to replace boys who have either left

or been put on to more skilled work.

Training.

The new processes have been taught the women in the factory, but they are

simple, and in general an average girl can reach her maximum in one to two
weeks, e.g., one girl nailing half-soles came into the trade, having formerly
served in a sweet shop (and earned 12s. weekly), and at the end of one week was
earning 21. She has been earning at this rate for several months. This girl

was not exceptional.

Where women have been actually substituted for men or boys the work is in

no case highly skilled, and is such that it can be learned in the factory without
detriment to material.

Question of Permanence.

As far as the replacement of men by women is concerned, the question of the
men returning is hardly a practical one as the percentage replaced is so small.
Women who have been introduced for new ' war ' processes will, of course,
have to go, but as a whole their ' market value ' will probably be considerably
increased (and therefore their ability to 'hold their own') as they will have
learnt to work to time and to ' speed up,' which, coming from purely time work
jobs, such as domestic service, and shop service, they would not have been able
to do before.

Seasons why there has been little Substitution and comiMratively little Altera-
tion in the Demand for Female Labour in the Boot and Shoe Trade.

(1) The increased demand for boots since the War has been for heavy Army
boots, and these are practically entirely made by men.

(a) Because the machining on Army boots is heavy, and is not generally
done by women, though except for the actual weight of the work,
there is no real reason why it should not be done by women.

(b) Because even where it is, or if it were, done by women the actual
amount of machining to be done on the boot is very much less than on
the ordinary light boot, as there are fewer seams, i.e., the scope for
what is normally the women's branch of the work is smaller.

(2) In the light boot trade there has been practically no entry of women
into men's works for two main reasons :

(a) Organised and very emphatic resistance from the men.
{b) The work very skilled and requires long training. Parts of it, notably

lasting and finishing, much too hea\'y and laborious.

War Emergency Conditions of Employment of Female Labour in Substitution
for Male Labour.

At a Conference of Representatives of the Manufacturers' Federation and
the Operatives' Union, held at the invitation and under the Presidency of
Sir G. R. Askwith, K.C.B., K.C., Chief Industrial Commissioner of the Board
of Trade, on June 3, 1915, to consider the situation that had arisen in the boot
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and shoe manufacturing industry consequent upon the serious depletion of male

labour through enlistment, it was mutually agreed as follows :

1. That females may reasonably be employed upon certain operations

hitherto ordinarily restricted to male labour.

2. That the employment of females shall be limited to such operations as

they are physically fit to perform.

3. That females so employed shall be paid the same rates of wages as are

now paid to males for an equivalent quantity of work.

4. That due regard shall be paid to the desirability, where possible, of

separate working conditions where male and female operatives are

employed in the same department.

5. That no female shall be employed in substitution for male labour without
previous consultation with the local Trade Union officials, and in the
event of disagreement the question shall be referred to the Standing
Committee of the National Conference for settlement.

6. That it is understood female operatives shall only be engaged in substi-

tution for male labour where and so long as it is not found possible

to obtain male operatives.

7. That this agreement is an emergency provision and shall have effect only
during the continuance of the present War.

It has been difficult to obtain adequate information with regard to wages,
the Trade Unions themselves furnishing little besides general complaints, which
though perhaps capable of substantiation yet lack so far the necessary par-

ticular evidence.

C. Leather Goods Manufacture.

Trunks, bags, and general leather goods, including (now) military equipment,
harness, &c.

(1) LONDON.

It is in this branch of the leather trade that the great increase in the
employment of women is to be found, mainly in the actual military work, but
here again the actual substitution that has taken place is practically nil. The
increase is due simply to the enormous increase in the amount of work to be done
and consequently in the demand for labour.

Processes.

Before the War women were employed on the following processes :

machining and stitching (i.e., including welting on bags) ; lining, stiffening (on
bags); some strapping [i.e., stitching in buckles and inserting locks); closing
(i.e., on attache cases).

Since the War, women have to a small extent been introduced into riveting,
and are doing a few subsidiary processes such as were done by men before the
War, e.g., punching holes in haversacks, also riveting bandoliers, but on too
small a scale to have any practical effect on the trade.

The main feature of women's work in the trade is, however, the huge influx
of women into it on processes which have for years been largely regarded as
' women's ' branch of the work, i.e., on the present work there is no question
of substitution or replacement, though there may be indirect effects afterwards.

Efficiency.

As far as substitution is concerned the efficiency of women seems lower, e.g.,

riveting is probably the lightest of the processes hitherto regarded as men's,
but even here, women do not seem to have the same grip over the tools : in one
large firm it is reckoned that a man will probably make almost twice as much
as a woman on the same piece rate at this work, and it is unlikely that
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experience will remove the inferiority to any great extent. In another case an

experiment in teaching riveting to women was being made, but the work was

found a little hard physically, though not impossible.

It seems clear that the extension of women's work has been in those processes

which were women's before, i.e., machining and hand stitching, and here—in the

case of women entering the trade since the War—it is found that in the

average woman or girl the efficiency becomes moderately good in from four to

five weeks' training. (See note on training.)

Extent of E.Tctm Employment.

The ' substitution ' numbers are exceedingly small—in one large firm

employed on Government work the percentage of women employed on men's

work is about 2^ per cent., but there are five times as many women employed

in women's ' normal ' processes as last year, and about 4'5 per cent, as many
men. Total number of employees in this firm is now 2,800. In another firm

(total number of employees now 620), also engaged on military work, the number

of employees is nearly double what it was last year. The increase was made up

in about the following rates : 92 per cent, of increase are women and the rest

men. Here, however, there is a serious shortage of male labour, and an

attempt is being made to train women in riveting. In yet another firm the

increase in labour since last year (owing to military work) is 30 per cent, more

men, 200 per cent, more women.
On the whole, numbers are misleading in this branch, as in hardly any case

have firms been able to keep their civil and military work separate, i.e., in some

large firms all the private work has ceased, and therefore not only are the new
' entries ' into the trade engaged on military work, but those who were already

in the firm before have been turned on to it as well. On the other hand, some

are doing contracts for the Government intermittently, e.g., one firm (not one

of those quoted above) reckons that on its normal work (trunks) 15 per cent, of

the staff consists of women, mainly lining. When the War contracts come in,

these women are not disturbed or displaced, but a large extra staff of women
stitchers and machinists is engaged for the period of the contract and then leave

again. What happens to the women between the contracts the firm cannot

say ; they probably drift into other temporary work.

Previous Emploijment.

A large proportion of the girls who have entered the trade are from other

factories, e.g., jam and biscuit, having no previous experience of leather work,

but some firms have selected the girls they choose to teach with reference to

their previous employment

—

i.e., showing preference to those who could machine
well before. Very good results, however, have resulted in the case of those who
had no previous experience of a similar trade.

Training.

Where women are being introduced into stitching and machining, it is, as

a rule, necessary to teach them in a separate department in order that they may
practise on cheap bits of material. This is done in some of the large firms both
for stitching and (to a small extent) for riveting. The women become proficient

in stitching in about five weeks. One firm has trained nearly 1,000 women in

stitching since the War, paying them 2d. an hour while they learn.

There is very little unskilled work to be done, though the training schemes
are quite a temporary measure during the War.

Question of Permanence.

Here again the substitution question is on so small a scale as not to be a

practical point with reference to the men returning, but the work is, for the
present, regarded as of a more or less temporary nature, perhaps because {e.g., in

riveting) women have not yet had much experience, or it is too early for
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employers to say yet whether they consider the work so inferior as to be merely
a ' make-shift ' during the present shortage, or whether there is any permanent
scope for it ; they seemed doubtful and undecided about it.

The question of the women stitchers, &c., who have been attracted into the

trade since the War is, of course, much more serious, and there is a serious

possibility of there being no scope for them when the Government contracts are

over and many will have to leave the trade. Some employers regard the whole
thing as a purely temporary inflation of the demand for women in the trade,

and consider that after the War, not only will the War entrants into the trade
have to go, but a considerable time will elapse before private connections are re-

established, and in the meantime there may be a slump which will involve even
a dismissal of a proportion of the pre-War staff. However this view is not
universal, and it is possible that other counteracting factors might enter into

consideration, tending to increase the scope for women's work in this branch
after the War. It would depend on the state of foreign trade and on many
other far-reaching considerations which it is impossible to foresee.

Reasons for very Limited Substitution.

(1) Most articles require stitching or machining, and this has been for

some years past women's work, i.e., in a large proportion of the firms here
dealt with, women had been introduced long before the War, and the initial

prejudice having therefore been overcome their employment had in most cases

been ' pushed ' up to the limit, that limit depending largely only on physical
ability—where women had not ever been used before it was as a rule because
the whole article was too heavy.

(2) There would be considerable scope for the employment of women in the
trunk trade, but there is great resistance from the men, who are independent at

present, as they know they cannot be replaced—if there were a still greater
shortage of labour than there is now they might consent to it, as they would
be ' held ' up in some processes through lack of labour in others.

(3) Most of the men's work (especially in bags and portmanteaux) is highly
skilled, and mainly constructive, i.e., can only be handled after long experience.

If girls were apprenticed to the trade in the same way as boys there is a
possibility that they might ultimately become skilled workers in the men's jobs,

though they would have to be carefully selected for strength and physique, as

the majority of the work is undoubtedly too heavy for the average woman.
However, as long experience and training would be required there could be
no question of substitution in connection with a ' War ' scarcity of labour.
Employers state that from a business point of view it would pay them better
to refuse orders than to undertake such training schemes for a temporary
purpose.

Variation and Shifting of the Demand for Labour in Different Branches of the

Leather Trade.

The increased demand for labour in the leather trade since the War has, of
course, been in those branches that are working on War contracts, i.e., initially

there would be an increase of labour required in the tanning and dressing of
heavy leather. Here (as already stated) there is no scope for women at all,

and it is fair to say that, however great the shortage of labour might become,
the place of men could never be filled by women in this branch.

Again, in the boot trade, the great increase in the demand has been for heavy
Army boots, and here, again, the demand can only be supplied by women's work
to a very small "extent. On the other hand, in those firms where the bulk of
the work is at present Army work, the amount of work available for women
would tend to decrease (owing to the large extent to which the Army boot is

made by men). In any case, there has been a very considerable tendency for
women to leave the light boot trade and to go into the military equipment work.
Women's wages in the boot trade are not particularly good, and the present
high wages to be obtained at equipment work are a great attraction. Skilled
women from the boot trade would, of course, be more readily taken on for
military work than women coming into the trade for the first time. Thia
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tendency has been much greater than the possible temporary decrease of

employment available for women in certain firms would account for. In fact,

there is considered to be scope for introducing fresh women to the boot upper

trade, and at least one scheme exists and is in process at the Cordwainers'

College, London, for training women in fitting and closing, &c. These women
are taken mainly from the bookbinding trade, in which there is at present a

certain lack of employment, and the scheme is found to be very successful, the

women being easily placed when trained.

In the general manufacture of leather goods, there has been a tendency for

women to shift from those firms where work was slack to those engaged on

Army work, i.e., at the present time this would roughly mean a shifting from

small to large firms, as there do not appear to be many large firms not engaged

on Army work.
To sum up, the greatest demand for women's work in the leather trade is in

the military equipment branch. It is supplied :

(a) To a certain extent from other firms that are slack, in the trade.

{b) To a certain extent from light boot trade.

(c) Largely from outside.

(2) BIRMINGHAM.
Apart from the actual production of munitions, the leather goods trade has.

benefited from the War to a much greater extent than any other. There is some

increase even in the male labour employed. The number leaving to enlist

has been small, largely because the proportion of men of military age employed

in this trade has for long been less than in most others. This is due to the fact

that the output of saddles and other heavier goods, the only branch of the

industry in which men are largely employed, has been small since the close of

the South African War, and, therefore, very few young men have entered this

occupation.

The employment of women in the leather trade has increased to a very

much greater extent than that of men. The large proportion of women,
however, is not mainly the result of the substitution of female for male labour

in definite processes. For years, with the introduction of lighter machinery
and greater division of labour, an increasing proportion of leather work has been
performed by women. This movement has been accelerated by the War and
especially by the introduction of new machines, worked by women, to perform
processes which men previously did by hand. Even now, however, the propor-

tion of work done by men is considerably larger than the respective numbers of

men and women employed would suggest, as, owing to the shortage of skilled

labour, more overtime is being worked by the men than by the women. Although
the processes performed by women in the leather trade are not of the highest

order of skill, judged by the standards of male labour, yet they take some time
to learn. The learning period is decidedly costly to the firm on account of the

material damaged by the inexperienced hands. Early in the autumn one large

firm showed considerable foresight in transferring a hundred girls from the
manufacture of golf balls to the leather stitching department ; the immediate loss

to the firm was about lOOl., but the advantage since has been great. During the
course of the winter an increasing number of girls has been drawn from other
work to the leather trade, and though it is estimated to take about a year for
girls to become fully proficient many of them are already earning comparatively
high wages.

As a precautionary measure one firm is training a few girls in the heavier
cutting processes, so that they may be able to take the places of men if more
of these leave the trade. Training schools have also been established in

London and elsewhere.
There is unfortunately little doubt that there will be a great deal of unem-

ployment in this trade at the close of the War; this will be due, not mainly
to competition between men and women, but to the great diminution in the
demand for leather goods. Such a period of slackness of trade and considerable
unemployment in the leather industrv followed the South African War. It is

to be feared that the greater output during this War may make the subsequent
restriction of business even more serious.
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Tailohing Trade.
The following shows the increase of employment in the tailoring trade over

the ten years, 1901 to 1911 :—

Census 1901
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Medium and Juvenile Tailoring.—This branch of the trade consists of the

making of cheap grades of trousers and waistcoats (which comprise ahnost a

separate branch of the trade) and boys' and children's outer garments. It is a

slightly lower grade of work than the wholesale bespoke and employs almost

entirely women and girls.

Ex-port Work or Shipjring or Slop Trade.—This branch of the trade consists

of exceedingly cheap ready-made garments exported to be sold to natives in

South Atrica and elsewhere. It also includes dungarees such as workmen's
overalls, and drills such as surgeons' coats, and cheap cotton clothing, most of

which is exported. Women mainly are employed in the making of these goods.

The above divisions are not cleai'-cut, and the lower grade the trade the

more difficult it becomes to demarcate labour or process. It will be noticed that,

generally speaking, the higher-grade work employs a greater proportion of men
than the lower grade and depends less upon machinery and more upon skill and
experience.

During August 1914 a general depression set in throughout the tailoring

trade which showed itself most in those parts of the trade dependent upon
private orders, e.g., the retail bespoke and to a certain extent the wholesale

bespoke trade. Shipping orders (the lower-class trade) also began to fall off, not

only because of a slackening in demand and temporary difficulties common to

exporters with regard to credit, but because of the shortage of shipping. Owing
to Government measures the balance of trade soon readjusted itself and the

demand for clothing from merchants abroad increased, due to good prospects

of the harvest in South Africa and to the cessation of Austrian and German
competition, but the sliortage of shipping nevertheless remained a factor which
prevented export of goods in their normal quantities.

The wholesale bespoke ready-made and medium branches of the trade were
probably less affected by the depression than the other branches, though even
here a considerable contraction of trade occurred. During September and
October, however. War Office and Territorial orders had the effect of more
than restoring this part of the trade to its normal proportions. Khaki became
the deciding factor affecting not only the large factories but also the sub-

contracting workshops, for with the enormous increase of Government orders

restrictions such as those affecting sub-contracting were relaxed. In normal
times the military tunic and great-coat can be made up only by experienced and
special labour. Owing to a certain extent to the dislocation of the trade and
the shortage of cloth, but in a greater measure to the fact that few manu-
facturers were sufficiently experienced to make up military clothing, khaki
uniforms during the first months of the War were not being turned out in the
quantities required by the War Office. The design of the military uniform
was therefore simplified. This at once (October) made it possible for many
firms whose experience was limited to civilian work to undertake the new
military pattern, and within a few weeks the orders for khaki clothing filtered

throughout the trade.

Those branches which were best equipped, both by reason of the nature of
their previous civilian work, their machinery, and the division of their labour,
to manufacture khaki clothing for the New Armies were the wholesale bespoke,
ready-made, and medium branches. To a certain extent the slop and shipping
branches of the trade were pressed into making the new clothing, though they
were better fitted for and chiefly engaged in making up lighter undergarments,
belts, shirts, kit-bags, mess-tin covers, canvas bandoliers, haversacks, nosebags,
bedding, &c., for Army requirements. The retail bespoke branch was unable
economically to produce the new Government clothing even at the comparatively
high flat rates which were given for it. Consequently men from the retail

bespoke trade entered the wholesale bespoke and ready-made trade as skilled
hands, e.g., viewers and foremen, and in those parts of the work requiring
physical strength, such as pressing.

The military demand was for clothing that could most economically be made
up by power machinery in the factories, and in small workshops, where a highly
evolved sub-divisional system made it possible to compete with the factories,
the great revival in the trade was only a revival in that part of the trade which
normally employs, outside the cutting rooms, a preponderance of female labour.
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The great increase in women's employment in this trade dnd the considerable
decrease of men's employment which accompanied it should not be interpreted
as showing that women have displaced men in the sense that women are now
doing processes in the tailoring trade previously done by men. Men's employ-
ment has been naturally restricted owing to a diminution of orders in that part
of the trade in which men's labour predominated, i.e., the retail bespoke trade.
Women's employment has enormously increased owing to an unprecedented
demand on that part of the trade in which women normally predominate, i.e.,

the wholesale bespoke and ready-made branch. The nature of the problem may
perhaps be made clearer by a reference to the actual processes involved in
making up military uniforms.

The cloth is obtained in rolls and has first to be cut into pattern. This is

done by men by means of a band of revolving steel with a knife-edge, known as
a band-knife machine. The pieces of cloth are laid one upon another to a depth
of 24 to 30 and are cut together. They are then rolled up and stacked away.
The work is heavy, entails much stretching and strain, and requires considerable
skill. A false movement of the cloth may ' spoil ' dozens of suits and mean con-
siderable financial loss. Various rumours and a few instances of women
employed as band-knife cutters have occurred, but so far women have displaced
men only in the operation of ' laying out ' and ' rolling up ' of the cloth. A
strong exceptional woman might successfully undertake band-knife cutting, but
in almost every case the work is unsuitable for women. Women, however, do
cutting on lighter cloths and in smaller quantities in the ladies' tailoring part
of the trade, though even here it is exceptional. The Trade Unions concerned
strongly oppose the introduction of women into the cutting rooms, even where
laying out and rolling up (normally done by boys) are the only processes done
by them. They have agreed, however, that women shall be engaged on these
processes, for the duration of the War only. Women themselves do not seem
desirous of undertaking the work.

Fixing and Basting, i.e., placing the pieces in their places ready for the
machinist. This is skilled work, and though it is usually done by men there
seems no reason why it should not be undertaken by trained women. Basting
is often done by women.

Machining, by power or treadle machines, employs more workers than any
other process. Save on very heavy work, e.g., overcoats, the process is done
by women. In small workshops more women machinists have been employed
since the War.

Finishing, i.e., cleaning or taking out cotton tacks and cutting off cotton
e_nds_; button-holing (by machine), buttoning (by machine or hand), and 'fel-
ling in ' pockets, linings, etc., is entirely women's work, and is worse paid than
any other process. There is a felling machine on the market, and though it
is likely to have an enormous influence later on this branch of women's work
(which is partly done by home workers), it has apparently not yet been brought
sufficiently to the notice of the trade. The machine cost's about 101., but owing
to the present low rates paid to women finishers the incentive to install this
machine does not appear to be strong.

Pressing consists of under-pressing of seams and pressing off the whole
garment. The seam pressing, which is lighter work than the pressing off, is
done by women. On cheap goods a machine press—the Hoffman—is used by a
few firms. This press was recently introduced from America and is worked' by
women. It has probably displaced some men, but is not used to any great
extent. Other mechanical presses are also used, but none to any app'reciable
degree.

To_ meet the seasonal fluctuations of demand in the tailoring trade the
factories depend upon the smaller employers or sub-contractors, and these sub-
contractors depend upon other sub-contractors and home workers to assist them
in time of excessive activity. There is always a considerable number of small
employers and home workers on the fringe of the trade with whom work is placed
tc be made up during periods when trade is exceptionallv bri.sk. It is difficult
to say how large this reserve of labour is, but in London it is a very elastic
factor. It consists of people employed in various allied dress trades such as
shirt- and dress-making : of married women who wish to supplement the casual
earnings of their husbands, and casual home workers ; and of small ' slop ' tailors

o u 2
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who undertake 'better-class work when they can get it. As army clothing orders

filtered through the tailoring trade, this reserve of labour was quickly absorbed.

Employment amongst unskilled workers was exceptionally good, and few women
were drawn from this source, but many ladies' tailors, dress- and blouse-

makers, as well as charwomen, cigar and cigarette makers, box-makers, short-

hand typists and foreign correspondents, book and envelope folders, babies' and
women's boot and shoe makers, umbrella makers, and workers in luxury trades

generally were attracted to the trade. Any woman who was able to manage
a machine could obtain employment. The output was increased by extra over-

time, the Home Office allowing relaxation of factory legislation on application

by particular firms. To meet the demand, new factories and workshops for the
manufacture of khaki clothing were started, and other workshops were con-

verted for the purpose of making the necessary clothing for the Army. Premises
engaged in making underclothing, ladies' mantles and costumes, as well as

ordinary tailoring workshops, were immediately adapted for the purpose. In
one instance, a walking-stick manufacturer suddenly gave up his trade, and a

week afterwards was employing a dozen people in making khaki clothing. In
another case, a refreshment contractor for weddings gave up his ordinary business
and converted his premises into a khaki-clothing factory.

By the middle of February the New Armies had been clothed and contracts

were cut down by about 50 per cent. The clause prohibiting sub-contracting

was reinserted into War Office (but not Territorial) agreements, and those small
sub-contracting workshops which were not taken over by the contractors were
soon busy on overdue civilian and shipping orders which had accumulated.

The War Office has decided shortly to return to the original pattern of Army
clothing and this will mean a reduction in the number of those firms able to

undertake the work. Merchants' stocks of civilian work are, however, depleted,
and the shipping trade is brisk, so that the diminution of Government orders or
their concentration in fewer firms will probably not cause for some months any
appreciable increase of unemployment in the trade. Workers in dress who were
absorbed by the tailoring trade will probably still find a demand for their labour
in other branches of the clothing trade.

To sum up :

(1) Compared with other trades, the tailoring trade shows a very considerable
increase of women's employment, probably an increase of 20,000 or 14 per
cent., owing to the placing of Government orders for military clothing.

(2) This increase has occurred in the ready-made, wholesale bespoke and medium
branches of the trade in processes such as machining and finishing, which
are normally women's work. There has been no appreciable displace-

ment of men by women save in minor operations, e.g., ' laying out' and
' rolling up ' in the cutting rooms.

(3) Before the War the limit to which women could be employed in tailoring

was practically reached. Men's processes are either too heavy or require

more training than the majority of women are prepared to give.

(4) Military tailoring is normally a special branch of the trade. The simplifi-

cation of the design of military clothing made it possible, however, for

firms normally doing only civilian work to undertake the manufacture of

khaki clothing. Further facilities were afforded by the relaxation of the
clause in agreements prohibiting sub-contracting.

(5) The War Office clothing requirements have now been met, and clothing
contracts have been considerably reduced in consequence. Sub-contracting
has been prohibited, and it is stated that the original design of the clothing
will shortly be revived. This will result in a decrease in the volume of
women's employment.

(6) The future of women's employment in the tailoring trade will be affected by
the further introduction of machinery. Since the War, small workshops
have introduced machinery and power to an unprecedented degree. The
use of the Hoffman press, which is worked by women, has displaced
men hand-pressers to a limited extent. A felling machine, which would
displace women finishers, is on the market, but it has not yet been taken
up to any extent by the trade.
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Chemicals.

—
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During the first four months of the War^ this industry was the most
depressed of all trades, and in regarding unemployment figures as a whole this

fact should be noted. Before the War, production had over-reached demand,
and, in addition, at the outbreak of war the trade suffered from the dis-

advantages resulting from the War under which all export trade laboured—high
rates for freight and insurance; the prohibition of code telegrams; and, during
August, the dislocation of the machinery of bills of exchange; as well as the
loss of German markets."

The seriousness of unemployment in the cotton trade is not merely to be
seen in the figures of unemployment, for in textile industries as in mining
a contraction in the demand for labour is more generally met by a reduction
in the time worked per week by a large number of workpeople than by the
discharge of a smaller number. The following table traces the changes in the
cotton trade from the outbreak of war to the middle of February :

(Number employed in July = 100)

Males.

Month
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feeling on the part of the men against their employment—mainly on the
ground that women are not so physically strong as men, and cannot do much
of the work performed by a male piecer, and that they would tend to undercut
men's wages. Substitution has, however, taken place, e.g., in Bolton alone

the number of women piecers has risen since the war from about 20 to 300.

All are members of the Spinners Union. The number of piecers has also risen

in Manchester.
The point of view of the woman is not necessarily that of the man, and a

prominent woman Trade-Union organiser of women in Lancashire who is secre-

tary to a Lancashire Trade and Labour Council sees no objection to women
being employed as piecers save the artificial restriction which prohibits a woman
from becoming a spinner. A few women have, however, for years been
employed as 'spinners' at Lostock Junction, Lanes, at lower rates than
the men. Efforts are being made both by the Board of Trade and the Local
Government Board to induce the Operative Spinners' Union to consent to the
employment of women in spinning mills. The membership of the Spinners'
Amalgamation includes 1.500 women as partial members. The objections by
the men to the introduction of women as spinners are stated to be :

(a) The probable undercutting of the wage rates paid to men spinners.

(h) The conditions of the work when men and women work together are

objectionable morally.

(c) Women's dress is unsuitable among swiftly moving machinery.

One Trade-Union official was of opinion that 'the stoppage of the mills

would be preferable to going back to the days of fifty years ago when women's
labour was not at all uncommon in the spinning rooms. The work is no more
suitable for women than coal-mining.'

Weaving is done both by men and women, who are paid the same piece-

rates, and do the same work, except that

(a) men work the wider machines (quilts, &c.)

[h) men more often work 6 instead of 4 looms.

(c) men are able to set their own machines, hence they lose less time than
the women.

{d) women do not rise to be overlookers.

The tendency is for the number of men weavers to decrease. Men prefer

spinning and other better-paid trades. As trade has been very slack since the
War the need for introducing more women in weaving has not arisen.

Women and men warpers are paid at the same piece-work rates, but men
generally work two machines, while women work 1 or 1^, i.e., two women to
three machines.

Both men and women are employed as twisters and drawers, and they work
on the same piece rates. The women earn from 45.S. to 60s., out of which
they pay the wages of a reacher, about 10s. Women also pay the men to
lift heavy beams, although the men sometimes help the women for nothing.
Women are never employed as beamers, the work is too heavy, and the men
would object. The number of women twisters and drawers are being slightly

increased as the result of the War.
Women are normally employed in the warehouse section of dyeing and

bleaching, in cutting up lengths, silking, ribboning, and folding light materials.

Men normally fold the heavier materials and work the lapping machines.
The rates of pay vary between time rates—good 16s. to 17s., low 12s. to 13s.,

and piece rates 20s. to 25s. The Union tries to enforce a minimum of 18s. for

women, but this is no more than an aspiration, the agreed scale of wages in

1912 for girls of fourteen to eighteen years of age being 5s. to 12s., in other
cases 10s. as a maximum.

Women have also taken men's places in dyeing-machine minding. Women
are not normally engaged at all in the dyeing or bleachincr departments, as the
work is said (by the men) to be too dii'ty for women. Tbo Trade-Union rule
with regard to women's employment in this process is being relaxed, con-
ditional on women being paid the same rate as the men.

Since the War, women have been introduced in some ca.<?es as lapping-
machine minders, work which is normally done by men. Though stated by the
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men to be work too heavy for women, it could probably be done quite well by
them. The men's Trade Union, however, will probably allow the employment of

women on this process, provided that they are paid at the same rates as

the men.
During the last forty years there has been a tendency for the number of

men among card-room operators to decrease in proportion to the women, the

number of males in the trade being practically reduced to a minimum. The
men's work, however, has not been taken bj' women, but a woman's process

has displaced a man's process.

Ring-spinners are mainly women, though a few male ring-spinners are em-
ployed to do night work. Competition is increasing between female ring-

spinners and male mule-spinners. The women earn from 15s. to 32s. per week,

and the men from 30s. to 70s.

Since the War, a proposal was made by a certain employer to the Trade
Union that three women earning 15s. a week each should be allowed to take

the place of two men earning 32s. a week each who had enlisted for service,

the women to do the lighter part of the work only, while the heavier part

was to be transferred to the men. The proposal was unanimously rejected by
the Union according to its usual practice of resisting strongly the employment
of women on the lighter parts of men's work at lower rates, while the men are

left with the heavier parts and no increase of pay.
In the cotton dyeing and finishing branch of the trade women are excluded

normally from all wet processes, and there has been no relaxation of Trade
Union rules since the War. In the calico printing trade, women have replaced
men, but in no other process. There is some evidence of male and female
competition in cotton polishing.

Wool and Worsted.

The following are the numbers employed in the trade according to the

Census of 1911 :

Wool and Worsted
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Bradford, Huddersfield, and Halifax are the chief centres of this trade. The
woollen trade is carried on to the eastern part of the West Riding, with Leeds

as the chief centre. Here the short wool undergoes several processes, including

carding, in the same mill. The distinctions between the long and the short-

wool, however, are breaking down with the introduction of improved machinery,

which enables short wool to be combed as well as the long wool. The funda,-

mental distinction is that in the worsted the wool is combed so as to lie in hori-

zontal line, while in the woollen it is carded to present a felted appearance.

Men and women weavers are normally employed on the same processes,

save that

(«) men do night work

;

(b) men are able to ' tune ' their own machines and do small repairs, and so

save time and the expense of a mechanic
;

(c) men are generally employed on the better-class and better-paid work.

Men weavers are mainly confined to the Huddersfield district, where fine

'suitings' are made, as against 'dress materials' in Bradford, and 'tweeds'

in the Leeds or ' heavy woollens ' district. Outside the Huddersfield district,

weaving, save in plush weaving and certain better-class branches of the trade,

is a woman's trade. In slack times the men on night work are the first to

suffer from unemployment, and are not infrequently supported by their wives

on day work.
Both females and males are normally employed in the Huddersfield district

as winders, warpers, and condenser minders. Boys as well as women are

employed as winders. In Scotland (Tweed district) boys are sometimes

employed as condenser minders, but in Yorkshire this work is generally done

by men or women.
There are two separate piece-work rates for men and women weavers in

Huddersfield—the men earning an average wage of 27s., the women 18s. In

Bradford and Leeds men and women are generally employed at the same piece-

work rates, but no wages scale has been fixed as in Huddersfield, while the

average is lower than in Huddersfield. On ' khaki ' work women may earn

up to 27s. a week or as much as an average man. A nimiber of married women
have since the War returned to weaving, but, as the practice is for women
to return to the trade under their maiden name, no exact information on this

point is available. There is always a reserve of married women ' jobbers ' or
' casuals ' in the trade who come in in times of pressure.

Where men and women are employed as machine woolcombers on the same
processes, either

(a) men do night work and the women day work, as in the case of ' comb
minders,' 'strong boxminders/ or 'furnishing boxminders ' ; or

{b) the women work lighter machines, as in the case of ' breakers off '

—

women 2 laps, men 4 laps; or

(c) the process itself is somewhat different, as in the carding department,
where men or youths feed the machines on the ' hopper ' principle (bowl

feeders), while women feed the machines on the easier 'feed-board' system.

There is little doubt that women could, and would, long ago have been em-
ployed as 'bowl feeders' on the 'hopper' principle, were it not for the

opposition, or as some would have it 'the chivalry,' of the men on the ground
of the unsuitability of the work for women.

Where men and women do exactly the same work, day work and night work,

a capable woman will sometimes turn out more than a man, but the men have,

as a rule, the larger output. There is no doubt, however, that the lower
wages of the women are out of proportion to their lesser output. There appear
to be no cases in this branch of the trade of women taking men's work since

the War.
Some women weavers have come in attracted by the higher wages in wool-

combing. Attempts were made in the early months of the War to put women
on night work, but the men then successfully resisted this on the ground that
there were sufficient semi- or unskilled men who could be drawn from other
trades or be promoted in the woollen trade to meet this temporary demand.
The men say th«y do not object to the introduction of women labour, provider}
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that there is a shortage of male labour and that the women are paid the same
rates as the men displaced. By this time, however, the shortage both of male
and female labour is very obvious.

Hosiery.

Since tlie War the hosiery trade has been steadily and more than usually
busy, and the employment of women has considerably increased. For some
years the number of women drawn into the trade has been proportionately larger
than that of the men, whose numbers have slightly decreased, as the following
figures show :
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The women weavers' piece rates are generally about one-half that of the

men's and they earn from 126'. to 14s. a week, as compared to the men's
30s. It is stated that

(a) The women need more supervision than the men.
{b) They require the assistance of a loom 'tackier.' One tackier generally

attends 30 to 40 women, and his wages are 30.s. per woek. In Cheadle four

tacklers are employed to 300 women.

Since the War the employment of women has largely increased in the net

silk, spooling, and the artificial silk fabric branches of the trade, where women
normally predominate. There has been a certain acceleration of displacement

of men weavers by women. When this has taken place the men have asked that

the "women shall receive the same wage rates as the men. At present no
women have been introduced to processes which have been hitherto performed
by men only. Since the War the men but not the women weavers have
received a war bonus of 7^ per cent.

Braiding, 2'ic and Scurf Knitting.

Both men and women are employed as Braid Tenters. They do the same
work save that

1. Women mind 1 to 5 large machines and they are also assisted by a 'tackier.'

2. Men mind 30 to 60 small machines and sometimes 2 or 3 larger machines
as well.

The men are paid on piece-work rates and the women on time rates, the
men earning 30s. to 32s. a week, and the women about 16*\ a week (Trade-Union
rate). It is said that the men prefer to keep the women on time work as

they fear to be ousted by women on piece work ! Since the War a number
of women braid tenters have displaced men, but they still receive the women's
rates of pay and not the men's, with Is. extra as War bonus.

On scarf and tie knitting men and women are employed at the same
piece-work rates, but the men have the larger output. Women mind 2 to 4
machines, and also require the assistance of a 'tackier.' Men mind 6 to 8
machines unassisted. Men are also employed on night work, for which they
are paid at a rate and a half. Women, however, are increasingly employed
on these processes. Since the War women have also been employed as over-
lookers.

Food Tbades.

The following table shows the increase (per cent.) from 1901 to 1911 of
men and women employed in branches of the food trades most affecting women's
labour :
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fish curing has increased relatively to the number of men employed. Since the

War the grain milling and meat preserving sections of the trade have been

especially busy, though in the earlier weeks of the War there was a general

depression throughout the trade. The preparation and making up of rations

for the troops have led to a considerable increase of female labour in the pre-

serving section of the trade, which normally employs a considerable proportion

of women. It is a common practice in the trade for the factories to include tin

making and paper-bag making departments. The above figures, however, do
not include such extra workers, who really belong to another craft, though the

state of their employment naturally depends upon the state of this particular

trade. The amount of displacement of men by women throughout the industry

has been very limited, though it has occurred in certain processes where men
were unobtainable, but much of the work is heavy work, and it is doubtful
whether it is work in which women can permanently be retained.

Sugar Confectionery, Fruit Preserving, Chocolate Making, Pickling, iL-c.

This trade was subject in the early months of the War to a very considerable

.shortage in raw material—sugar. The Government, however, came to its

rescue, and bought up large supplies, and the trade began to revive in spite of

the prohibition of the export of certain of its products. The trade employs a

great number of women, who are normally engaged in such processes as picking,

cutting, and preparing fruit and pickles. They also handle the machines for

weighing and packing tea, coffee, cocoa, confectionery and corn-flour, besides

attending the stamping and cutting machines in the tin-making department.

The trade employs a large proportion of strong and somewhat rough type

of women, and though the men's work is heavy a few of the women have since

the War been employed on men's work, e.g., in boiling sugar and peel, making
sweets, loading and unloading the goods-lifts with tins, and carrying cardboard

for packing.

Boiling sugar and peel is a very arduous task and the heat is excessive—so

much so that the women are frequently known to faint. Only the strongest

women undertake this work. The wages are low, and the women receive on
this process 13.s. to 13s. 9(/. per week, with sometimes a bonus of Is. or 2a'. For
the same work the men receive up to 26.s., though their output is consider-

ably more than the women's, though probably not as much as the discrepancy

in the wages. There is a shortage of skilled male labour, especially in the

chocolate branches of the trade. The demand for goods requiring a good deal

of women's labour in preparing and packing has been largely displaced by a

demand for bulk goods for the Front, in the preparation of which a larger

number of men are employed than in the ordinary trade. Where men are

unavailable women have been employed, but, although in one large factory at least

the results are said to be satisfactory, employers as a whole do not favour this

course, as the work is heavy and unsuitable for the majority of women. Women
and strong girls have, however, largely taken the place of boys and youths, and
they are generally employed at the same wage rates as the youths they have
displaced on the following processes :

Feeding machines with slabs of sugar.

Shaking down sugar.

Papering cans.

It has been found, however, that more girls and young women are required
than youths—^sometimes three women to two boys and sometimes two women
to one boy.

In this trade wages are low, and though the work is heavy it is not very
skilled and depends very largely upon a fringe of casual male workers from
other trades. There is therefore little likelihood of the women being retained
after the war.

Bread and Biscuit Making.

For some months there has been a shortage of skilled men in bread making,
and the scarcity of male labour has made it impossible to employ some women
who would otherwise have been employed. A few women from laundries and
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the dress-making trades have, however, been drawn into the trade as bakers.

In this work two women are generally required to do the work of one man, and
the women receive in some cases three-quarters of a man's wages. The women
find the heat excessive and require more time off than the men in consequence
—generally half an hour in every four hours. Women are, however, being
increasingly employed in baking ' fancy ' cakes and pastries.

In flour mills a few -women have been employed instead of boys as attendants
to power machines, and women have replaced men to a certain extent in
breweries in bottling and labelling, and in aerated-water factories.

Tobacco.

The following show the increase or decrease of employment in the tobacco
trade between the years 1901 and 1911 :

1901
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returned to the trade. The industry has been seriously handicapped since the

War by the shortage of skilled men—the women in the trade being for the

most part unskilled.

In Trade-Union shops women are employed only on brush drawing, the Trade
Union objecting to their employment on other processes on the ground that it

would tend to lower wages. None of the Unions appear to admit women to

membership.
In the process known as panwork, i.e., the fastening of the hair and fibre into

the stock of the brush by means of a mixture consisting largely of pitch, women
previously worked fibre only, but since the War they have worked in both fibre

and hair. In some cases, however, women now do this pan-work on Army hair-

brooms. The women cannot, however, finish the process entirely. The work is

' trimmed off ' by men, the women boring the holes and ' knotting ' and ' fixing
'

in the bristles. Some instances have occurred where women do the ' knotting
'

and ' trimming ' themselves.

Printing and Bookbinding.

This trade was investigated by Miss E. Ashford. The following table shows

the increase or decrease of persons engaged in the printing and bookbinding

trades in England and Wales during the period 1901 and 1911.

It will be seen from the table opposite that the entry of women into the

printing trade has for some years been a normal feature of the trade and that

their numbers have rapidly increased in a much greater proportion than those

of the men. In the bookbinding trade, on the other hand, there has been

a diminution of women's employment and an increase of the employment of

men.
The absence of particulars given in the 1901 Census makes it impossible

to correctly estimate where the increase of women's labour has taken place.

The small number of women, however, in all grades of printers except
' others ' make it extremely probable that the increase is not in the processes

usually done by men, but among ' folders,' &c., who are usually women and
would be included under 'others.' The large increase in lithographers is pro-

portional rather than numerical and would refer chiefly to the 'feeders.'

Although not all branches of the trade have been equally affected by the

War, this industry, as a whole, has suffered as severely as any, and in view

of the fact that they are in no sense war material, some branches may for

the duration of the War practically be classed among the ' luxury ' trades. A
general depression was felt almost immediately on the outbreak of war and
short time became general, but especially in the bookbinding trade. This
depression lasted through August and September, the exports for these months
being only 76 and 79 per cent, of the figures for the corresponding months in

1913. Government orders, however, for the printing of banknotes, mobilisation

orders, and various handbills and instructions to troops, did something to

relieve the depression in the first months. From this point an improvement
set in, the shortage of paper, which at first was stated to be an important factor

in the trade depression, and especially in newspaper printing, was being
readjusted, and at Christmas time something like the usual seasonal revival

took place. Compositors, however, continued throughout to suffer severely,

and there is no doubt that unemployment, or short-time employment, has been
responsible for much of the enlistment from the printing trnde. That, and
the transference of workers (especially bookbinders) to other industries, appear
to have balanced almost exactly the contraction of employment in the trade,
and the month of July has been the best month since the outbreak of war.
Unless, however, the drain of enlistment upon the supply of labour becomes
excessive, there can be no question of the importation of women into the trade
in large numbers, as there is no prospect of any considerable revival during
the War. There is, therefore, a twofold reason why no change in the position
of women in the printing trade is likely at the present time :

(1) The heavy, difficult, and unhealthy character of much of the work
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and the complicated nature of the machinery, make the employment
of women impracticable, except in the capacity of subordinate workers.

(2) The supply of labour is at present adequate to the demand, and likely

to remain so for some time to come.

That women are useful mainly in subordinate capacities may be inferred

from the information supplied by the census figures. The printing trade, as

far as women are concerned, is shown to be essentially a young person's trade.

Thus the numbers employed between the ages of 15 and 25 years are not far

short of 4 times the numbers employed between the ages of 25 and 35, while the

number of girls of 13 and 14 years employed alone exceeds by nearly 1,000 the

total of women employed between the ages of 35 and 45. The greatest numbers
are employed between the ages of 15 and 18 years, from which point a fairly

rapid decline begins, those employed at 19 and 20 years being respectively 84 and
O'O per cent, less than those of the preceding year. And the total employed
between the ages of 20 to 25 is only 28,935, as compared with 41,653 between
15 and 20 years.

These figures indicate that up to the present the printing trades have little

prospects for women, and that they are, in fact, most employable as adolescents,

and, as stated above, in subordinate capacitie.s. At present the employment
of women in the trade is in a transitional and uncertain state. As compositors,

for instance, their position in the Edinburgh printing trade is to be considered

anew in 1916. The employers' view, speaking generally, is that men are on
the whole to be preferred to women in nearly every branch of the trade, and
the employment of women is favoured only on accoimt of their lower rates

of pay, or, as one Trade Unionist expresses it, ' their greater docUity.'

This is one of the chief objections urged by the Trade Unions (who, on the

whole, would like to see women out of the trade altogether), that the lower

scale of women's pay tends to depress the standard of wages in the whole
trade. Their other objections are :

(I.) The strenuous and unsuitable character of much of the work, from which
follows as an almost inevitable consequence :

(II.) The clear-cut division of labour into unskilled, done by women, and
skilled, done by men, which, they fear, may lead ultimately to an over-

crowding of the trade with skilled journeymen.

As already indicated, the effect of the War on the trade is mainly one of

depression and only in isolated instances are women doing work new to them or

being employed in larger numbers in their own processes.

Processes in which women are doing work which before the War was done by
men :

(1) Feeding (Cylinder or Kotary Machines).

To a limited extent women are taking the place of men as layers-on on
cylinder or rotary machines. The unsuitable conditions in which the work is

done and its strenuous character have hitherto prevented the employment of

women. The process is easily learnt, however, and is being entered in increas-

ing numbers. Employers state that their work is, on the whole, as good as

men's, but more labour is thrown upon the minder, who has to carry the
heavy weights for the women. Or a labourer is employed, one to three or four
women, to do the heavy work. An arrangement has been made by which the
women are to do the work for the duration of the War for 23s., instead of the
men's wage of 2.5s., in view of the labourer's services being required.

Non-union women are being employed at 16s. a week.

(2) Folding and Inserting [heavier ivork).

A few women are being employed in the heavier part of the work, normally
done by men, especially for the feeding of the smaller folding machines. This
is piece-work, and a woman will earn up to 25s. with experience.. Overtime
rates differ from those paid to men, women receiving 6d. an hour instead of
lOrf.
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(3) Unpacking, Sorting, and Returning Newspapers.

Women are being supplied by the unions for this work, at 20s. instead of

the men's rate of 25s., as a man must be engaged to lift heavy parcels for

them.

(4) Bookbinding.

Women are at present doing work which is usually done by men, mainly

in pasting the joints and in flush binding generally ; also in some of the easier

parts of vellum binding, which, as a process, is highly skilled and has hitherto

been entirely in men's hands.

Processes in which women are normally employed :

(I.) Feeding.

The employment of women has been increasing for a considerable time.

The work is unskilled and the reason sometimes given for employing girls

instead of boys is that if boys are employed, it brings too many into the trade.

A considerable number of boys, it is true, enter the trade as feeders and have
to leave it at the age of eighteen. The work is low-paid, as a injle, starting at

OS. and rising to 10s. or 12s., but in a good firm, after four or five years'

experience, a girl will get as much as 15s. or IGs. The low rate of pay
prevailing is due to the fact that girls cannot set on the macliines themselves,

as boys do, but require a boy, or, more usually, a man supervisor. Before the War,
self- feeding machines were coming into use, which would ultimately do away
with girl labour ; but the difficulty of getting the machines has temporarily

checked, this movement.
In lithography fee<ling there is a tendency just now to employ women in

increased numbers and take on girls where men were employed before. The
work needs little training and is poorly paid, 5s. rising to 10s. or 12s., but is

done generally in more healthy surroundings than other processes of the trade.

(II.) Folding and Inserting {lighter work).

This has always been women's work and the number employed is still

increasing. The wage is about 17s., as compared with 30s. and upwards paid

to men, who do the heavier work of gathei'ing and sorting, and night work as

well.

(III.) Machine-ruling.

The number of women is increasing, largely because the setting of the pens,

wliich hitherto has been the chief obstacle, has become a comparatively simple

process since the introduction of the latest machine. Men and women do the

same work as minders, but the employment of women is opposed and they are

not admitted to the Machine Rulers' Union. The Machine Rulers' Union in

Manchester prohibits the employment of women both in machine minding and
ruling. The National Operative Printers' Union, however, accepts them as

minders, fixing their minimum rate at 15s., men's 36s. Women earn 15s. to 18s.

The War has had no marked effect on employment in this process.

(IV.) Reading.

For some time past there has been a tendency to substitute girls for boys
and it is likely to continue. The change is desirable, as the work is to some
extent a blind-alley occupation for quick boys, who can earn up to 18s. but get

no further unless they get into the newspaper trade, where, however, they
cannot rise beyond 32s. 6f/. In view of the fact that women are for the most
part employed for a period of years only in the printing trade, this substitution

of girls for boys is in acccrdance with the general attitude towards the employ-
ment of women in the trade.

Wages for girls and boys are the same.

1915. p p
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(V.) Com'posing.

There is a strong inclination on the part of trade unions and of some
employers to keep women out of this branch altogether. The work is highly
skilled, and the apprenticeship a long one, except in the case of hand composing
in book printing, which requires less judgment and experience, and it is in
this branch of the trade that women are chiefly employed, to a small extent in
London and in larger numbers in the provinces. The work is strenuous and
carried on in a close atmosphere and involves the lifting of heavy weights. For
this reason it is generally necessary to have one man overlooking and lifting for
two or three women. Women can, however, be advantageously employed in the
first process of monotyping, which is done seated and is less tiring altogether.
At present, however, monotyping machines are not extensively used, being
estimated at about 3 per cent, only of the whole trade. The output of women
on monotypes is often as much as a man's, and women joining the union in
London must receive a minimum of 45s. a week. Outside the union the average
is Z2s. 6d. The employment of women as compositors varies in different parts
of the country. In many places the opposition of the men is strong enough to
keep them out of the process. In Edinburgh, where a number of women are
employed on monotyping machines, the whole question is to be reconsidered in
1916.

(VI.) Bookbinding.

Certain branches of the trade have been considerably depressed through the
War. There has, however, been some increase in the employment of women.
Certain processes are prohibited to women in some districts, but conditions
vary, and the restrictions are, generally speaking, piurely arbitrary. The
disputed processes are :

(i.) Drawing on and gluing cloth covers (paper covers allowed),
(ii.) Quarter-binding where the edges are turned in (flush edges allowed),
(iii.) Pasting on end papers. All are very simple processes.

Trade union minimum for women 15s. ; men 36s. Men generally take on
other work as well as quarter-binding, whereas women are employed on quarter-
binding alone, earning 13s. to 18s.

The Future.

Beports all agree that the condition of trade after the War will determine
this. Men will be reinstated in their old positions, as far as possible, but
employers seem, on the whole, inclined to keep on the women introduced since

the War, if the condition of trade enables them. Had the trade remained very
prosperous during the War, it is more than probable that temporary concessions

would have been made by the unions other than those already mentioned in

respect of the employment of women. But the unions, generally speaking, are

strong enough to be able to enforce a return to the status quo after the War,
and, whatever changes may take place in the demand and supply of labour in

the next twelve months, it is certain that no impoi-tant changes would be

countenanced as a permanent feature without the fullest consideration on the

part of the unions. Important changes, however, as already stated, are

rendered improbable by the very nature of the printing trade, where a great

deal of the work is beyond the physical powers of women, and generally the

readjustments which have been made to facilitate the employment of women in

the heavier branches of the trade are to be regarded as a temporary expedient
and not as a permanency.

At present the great majority of the 12,380 women described in the Census as
' others in the printing trade ' (of whom no less than 10,600 are between the
ages of 14 and 19) are employed in the purely subordinate occupations as feeders,

folders, messengers, &c., and the length of apprenticeship required, in order to

qualify women for the more technical and skilled work, which is fixed at a
minimum of four years, generally bars the way to any attempt at entering the

more skilled branches. In certain directions, however, women may in the near
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future be more advantageously employed, as letterpress feeders, as monotype

workers, and in certain of the bookbinding processes hitherto reserved to men.

There has been some attempt to investigate the conditions of German work

to discover whether the inclusion of more women would enable printers in

England to take some of the work formerly done in Germany. There appears to

be most opportunity in processes connected with lithography. The point is

discussed in a paper on ' British Lithography in 1915 ' read before the Royal

Society of Arts on Feb. ISth, 1915, by Mr. F. Vincent Brooks. The following is

a quotation from the paper :

' The second point of vantage that the foreigner possesses is the much less

cost, and, I must confess, the much better character of his transferring, and

this transferring is a very important item in the total cost. The total volume

of this work done in a German factory is very large, so that it is much cheapened

by subdivision ; a workman is constantly employed filling the barest possible

transfers, so bare that the solids generally have to be filled in on the stone or

plate ; the work is carried out by quite an army of girls, other girls having

previously cut up the transfers on the backing that is the full size of the sheet

to be printed. This is work for which women are exceptionally well suited,

but such employment would be contrary to general usage in this country, and, I

imagine, would meet with sturdy opposition from the trade unions ; and unless

working arrangements of the cost can be made, the British printer will be hope-

lessly out of it, both with regard to the cost and general efficiency."

Some comment has been made on the fact that most German factories have

been built lately, with a maximum of light and air and are therefore suitable

for the employment of women, while those in England are often very old and

unsuitable.

Board of Trade, Earnings and Hours Enquiry, 1906.

Based on returns from 110,129 employees.

Men (over 20) 45-6 per cent.

Lad>i and Boys and Apprentices (under 20) . . . 174 „

Women 24'2 ,,

Girls (under 18) 12-8 „

Average Earnings of above.

Trade
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Percentage of Wages. Working full time—continued.
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processes are from 10s. to 14s. per week, and the rates are piece-work rates if

paid direct by the employer, and time-work rates if paid by the presser.

Warehouse Women— ' sorters ' are paid a time-1'ate of about 9s. per week.

Of recent years women have been introduced on the following work :

Decorating.

(a) ' Ground-laying.' This process is held by the trade union to be a
man's process, although women have come in at lower rates of pay during recent
years. The process itself is, however, being displaced by 'aero-graphing/
which is a woman's process.

(h) ' Painting,' where men have been almost entirely displaced by litho-

graphy, which has been done by women since 1900.

Flat-ioare Pressing.

Women entered the trade 30-35 years ago on the smaller articles, e.g.,

(ups and saucers, and 4-inch and 6-inch plates. They were, however, refused
admission to the union or recognition of any kind until about 1903. The first

women were admitted at the time of the amalgamation of the union in 1906.
The women are paid at piece-work rates about one-third less than the rates

of the men. Men earn 30s. to 32»\ and women 20*\ per week.
Since the War women have been employed on the pressing of 10-inch and

12-inch plates, and they are paid piece-work rates one-third lower than the
men. The men claim that the women should be paid at the same piece-work
rates as the men. To this the women appear to object, urging that the effect
of the men's wage-rate policy will be to exclude women from the process since :

(«) Women require more supervision than men.
(6) Women cannot set their own machines, and require the assistance of a

mechanic.

By an agreement between the unions and tlie employers the men who have
enlisted are to be reinstated at the end of the War; women who have taken
their places are to receive the same wage-rate as the men displaced, and a
number of women are now receiving men's rate of pay in consequence, but it is

stated that in some cases this condition is infringed. It is also stated that
children above the school-leaving age, especially girls, are being employed in
considerable numbers as apprentices on time-rates—girls at 2s., boys at 5s. per
week. It is feared by the union that the abnormal number ot apprentices
thus introduced into the trade will undercut other classes of labour, especially
women's labour, and consequently the labour of men.
A War bonus of 7-^- per cent, is being paid to all workers who are employed

direct, and the ti-ad-3 union expects its members who employ ' finishers ' or
others, on the ' tally ' system, to pass on the bonus.

In the early part of the War the pottery trade was very depressed and the
majority of its workpeople left for more remunerative employment, the men
gomg largely to the collieries and to armament factories, and a few of the
women to artificial silk-weaving in Leek. Since December the trade has shown
greater activity and there has been a shortage of labour, not among the more
skilled workers but among those less skilled. This is a notable exception to the
general experience, and the reason appears to be that unskilled labour has found
at the moment more remunerative employment elsewhere. The shortage of
unskilled labour rather than a lack of orders is the cause of some of the short
time in the trade. Generally, owing to the stoppage of German and Austrian,
and to some extent French, pottery exports to the Colonies, U.S.A., and the
United Kingdom, there is a big demand at the present time for all the cheaper
grades of English pottery, whilst there is a slump in the richly decorated and
high price goods. Probably owing to financial and shipping difficulties the
l-.iilk trade to U.S.A. and to South America is very quiet, so that many
of the workers must be gradually diverted from the two classes of manufacturers
of expensive pottery, and of bulk pottery for U.S.A. and South America, to
the cheaper houses who are very bu.<!y.
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Furniture.

Furniture being largely a luxury trade has been considerably depressed since

the outbreak of war and is likely to remain so. The cheaper branchfes of the
trade have been less slack than the other part, and certain firms have replaced

men polishers by women, but as this is a woman's trade as much as a man's,
especially since the last strike, the replacement is no new feature due to the
War. In some cases, on the other hand, women French polishers have been
unemployed owing to the shortage of skilled bench men.

Large furniture firms have taken contracts for tents, kit-bags, mosquito-
nets, &c., and have taken on extra women to cope with the work, in some cases
opening new factories for the purpose. Women upholsterers and women drawn
from the lower branches of the tailoring trade have mainly come in to do this

work.
Aeroplane contracts have also been placed with furniture firms, but up to the

present women have only made covers for the wings and ' doped ' them, i.e.,

varnished, which again is normally women's work.
In some factories and woi-kshops women are glueing ammunition boxes, but

here the line of demarcation between furniture and packing-case making is an
elusive one ; it is not possible to state whether they are displacing men or not.

There appears to be no feeling among the furniture trade unions against
the further employment of women so long as they are paid the same piece-
work rates as the men. The view, however, taken by most trade unions and
employers is :

(«) Much of the work is impossible without long training, which the women
are rarely prepared to give.

(6) Much of it is too heavy for women.

2. Land Settlement for Ex-Service Men.
By Christopher Turnor.

1. The Importance of the Problem.—From such evidence as is at present
forthcoming, and arguing from what took place after the Boer War, there seems
little doubt that a large number of men now serving in the Forces will elect
a career on the land at the close of the War. If this is so, it is clear that the
machmery for providing them with land should be created without delay, and
be ready before we have the ex-Service men upon our hands, probably in their
thousands. Nationally and imperially it is a question of great importance.
Cultivators of the soil are more needed than any other type of citizen, both at
home and overseas.

It is probable that when the War is over a time of slackness will come in
urban industry, which will make it all the more important that the land should
employ as many men as possible. The men settled upon the land must be settled
effectively and under conditions which will as far as possible guarantee success.
They must not merely be provided with land and then left to shift for them-
selves. Our Dominions are paying more and more attention to land settlement.
Sound and attractive conditions have been created. If we are to retain our
fair and necessary share of ex-Service men within the United Kingdom, we
must create conditions of settlement at least as sound and as attractive.

While not grudging to our Dominions a share in the number of settlers, we
must ever keep in mind that the first essential is to build up the agricultural
population in the Mother Country, and from the overflow of that population to
send out to our Dominions the type of popuktion which they stand most in
need of.

2. The Sufficienc-y of Land in the United Kingdotn.—There is sufficient land
available for a very large scheme of settlement at home. No attempt should be
made to create settlements in every county. They should be created where the
land and conditions are most favourable. Large areas of land change hands
every year, and land for the ex-Service men could as a rule be obtained in the
open market. Several hundred thousand acres of agricultural land change hands
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every year. With the exception of heavy clay, nearly any type of soil is

suitable for small farming.

If areas of not less than 1,000 acres are bought nearness to a station is not

essential as the colony would be large enough to afford social amenities of its

own and to organise a system of motor transport. The settler under proper
guidance should make a good living off twenty-five to thirty acres in the case of

a small farm and off five to ten acres in a fruit-growing and market-gardening
district. As in the case of the Small-holdings Act, compulsory clauses will be
necessary but probably would rarely be resorted to.

A certain amount of land would have to be taken from sitting tenants.

There are many men holding two or three separate farms with aggregate area

of from 2,000 to 5,000 acres, in districts well suited to small farming; for the

general good it would be quite legitimate to reduce the area held by these large

farmers.

3. Suitability of ex-Service Men as Cultivators of the Soil.—It is the opinion

of many in this country that to be a successful small-holder, a man must have
been brought up on the land ; but that this conclusion is altogether unsound has
been proved by the settlemonts in the United States and in our Colonies of

urban artisans, which have succeeded admirably. But the conditions of settle,

ment for men without previous agricultural training must be entirely different

from the conditions under which trained agriculturists can fairly succeed.

There is no example up to the present time in the United Kingdom of a

carefully thought-out land settlement scheme where the fundamental principles

necessary to success have been observed. Settlements of ex-Service men can be

successful only where the right conditions have been created.

4. Conditions of Settlement.—^Certain guiding principles must be observed
which have met with unvarying success wherever scientific land settlement has

been undertaken. They are :

1. Ownership rather than tenancy.

2. Easy access to capital.

3. Settlement in colonies rather than in isolated units.

4. Effective expert guidance.

5. Co-operation, or at all events organised buying and selling.

6. The initial years must be made as easy as possible financially.

5. Machinery.—If ex-Service men are to be settled satisfactorily it is quite

clear that they will have to be treated differently from the ordinary applicants

for small-holdings.

As has been pointed out, in most cases they will be without agricultural

knowledge, and therefore will require special conditions. The conditions advo-
cated should from the point of view of securing efficiency be created for all

settlers, but in the case of the ex-Service men they must be created or the
movement will end in failure.

The County Councils, in settling small-holders, have paid little or no atten-

tion to the principles enumerated above, and which should be observed in all

land settlement. The Small-holdings Act has not proved itself to be a Land
Settlement Act.

Under it many tradesmen have been given a bit of accommodation land, or

men already holding some land have obtained additional land, but the number
of new cultivators placed on newly-equipped holdings is very small—only 754 up
to the end of January 1914.

County Councils ought not to be asked to undertake this work. Few
members of their Small-holdings Committees have in any way studied or

understood the problem of land settlement. This work of settlement should be

carried out by a Land Settlement Commission composed of highly qualified men
and in many ways analogous to the existing Development Commission.

This Commission would naturally concern itself with settlement in the

United Kingdom, possibly only England and Wales. But the question of settle-

ment in the United Kingdom should not be kept in a watertight compartment.
There should be another Commission or Committee possessing advisory and
consultative powers only, which would review the question of land settlement

throughout the Empire and endeavour to bring about an understanding between
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the Home Government and the Dominion Governments and the Dominions
inter se to co-relate the work of the different emigration agencies and to

endeavour fo check the loss to the Empire of men settling in foreign countries.

The time has come when the whole problem of emigration and settlement

should be approached scientifically and an attempt be made to bring order out

of the present chaos.

3. Employment of Disbanded Members of H.M. Forces.

By Captain R. Walker.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Eeport was discussed :

—

On the Effects of the War on Credit, Currency, and Fi)iance.—Report

of a Conference called by the Organising Comviittee of Section F,

consisting of Professor W. E. Scott (Chairman), Mr. J. E. Allen
(Secretary), Sir Edward Brabrook, C.B., Professor C. F.

Bastablb, Dr. A. L. Bowley, Mr. Austen Chamberlain, M.P.,
Archdeacon Cunningham, Professor L. R. Dicksee, Professor

E. C. K. Conner, Mr. Francis W. Hirst, Professor A. W.
KiEKALDY, Mr. D. M. Mason, M.P., Professor J. Shield
Nicholson, and M. E. Sykes.

The Organising Committee of Section F decided tlut a Report on the Effects

of the War on Credit, Currency, and Finance should be submitted at the

Annual Meeting. In order that this Report should be as full as possible it

was considered essential to invite the co-opei'ation of a number of experts
from the City, and accordingly it was decided to proceed by means of a

Conference rather than by the usual Research Committee. Of the original

members Mr. Austen Chamberlain took part in the early deliberations and gave
most valuable help. He retired on his appointment as Secretary of State for

India. Professor Bowley resigned on undertaking work for the Ministry of

Miuiitions.'' The Organising Committee desires to thank those who devoted
themselves to the making of the specialised investigations which were required,

many of which involved great labour and the placing of valuable personal and
business experience at the disposal of the Conference.

The method of investigation adopted was to divide the whole inquiry into

four heads, namely : (1) The Direct Effect of the War on Credit. (2) JPublic

Borrowing as Affecting Credit. (3) War Measures and Currency. (4) War
and the Mechanism of Foreign Exchanges. Memoranda on these and related

subjects were invited from the members of the Conference and from others.

These Memoranda were circulated amongst the members with the request that
they would return them, with comments, to the Secretary.

Memoranda were contributed by the following :—

Professor Bastable,
Sir Edward Brabrook, C.B.,

Mr. E. J. Davies,
Professor Dicksee,
Mr. E. L. Franklin,
Mr. Drummond Eraser,
Mr. A. H. Gibson,
Dr. C. K. HoBSON,

Mr. Joseph Kitchin,
Mr. Robert Lumsden,
Mr. D. M. Mason, M.P.,
Mr. S. Metz,
Professor J. S. Nicholson,
Sir R. H. Inglis Palgrave,
Professor Scott,

Mr. W. F. Spalding.

F.R.S.

Further, the main headings were divided into nineteen sub-heads.

" Mr. Chamberlain and Dr. Bowley resigned before the Report was drafted,
and therefore have no responsibility for it.
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I. Direct Effect of the War on Credit in Great Britain.

How has the money market been affected by : 1. Hoardings ? 2. Changes

in demand for commercial purposes? 3. Government demands? 4. Foreign

demands? 5. Stock Exchange demands?

II. Public Borroiving as Affecting Credit.

(1) Effects of the regulations as to the issue of new Capital.

(2) Effects as judged by public and other deposits at the Bank of England and

by the Bank Rate.

(3) Extent to which Capital is withdrawn from enterprise.

(4) Effect of borrowing in Great Britain by Allied Governments.

(5) What proportion should be maintained between the amount borrowed for

the War and the amount raised by taxation ?

III. War Measures and Currency.

(1) The Effect of Government Assistance to the Banks and Financial Houses in

August 1914.

(2) Was there hoarding owing to the War by (a) Banks? (b) the public?

What was the effect on the Stock of Gold ?

(3) Emergency Measures :

—

(a) Treasury Notes.

{b) Provision for the suspension of the Bank Act (4 and 5 Geo. 5,

c. 14, § 3).

(c) The Moratorium.
{d) Postal Notes made legal tender.

(4) How far were these measures (a) Necessary? {b) Effective? (c) Desirable?

What provision, if any, should be made for the withdrawal of Treasury

Notes ?

(5) What was the effect of the increased paper currency on prices ?

IV. War Taxation.

V. War and the Mechanism of the Foreign Exchiingrs.

(1) Whnt was the effect of the outbreak of War on the Rate of Exchange?

(2) What have been the principal fluctuations since and their causes?

(3) How far were these fluctuations due to causes inseparable from the War,
and how far were they preventable?

(4) How far are the reasons generally assigned the true reasons?

These questions were circulated amongst those who were judged to be able

to supply first-hand information upon special points, and replies have been

received from the following :—
,

Mr. A. W. Kiddy,
Professor Oldham,
Sir George Paish,
Mr. W. Favill Tuke,
Mr. Sidney Webb.

Professor W. Boyd Dawkins,
F.B.S.,

Mr. Barnard Ellingrr,
Lord Eversley,
Mr. J. A. HoBsoN,

Several meetings of the Conference were held in order to define the scope

and character of the inquiry and to determine the best methods of procedure

;

also to discuss the Memoranda, replies to questions, and the comments upon
these. The members feel strongly that the time is not ripe for the presenta-

tion of a final Report, and that which follows is to be regarded as an interim

one. Though necessarily incomplete, it has the advantage of attempting to

present a picture of momentous events while most of them were fresh in the

minds of those who had special opportunities for observation. Thus while

the present Report is wanting in finality, it will aim at focussing a body of

reasoned opinion upon the causes and proximate effects of credit movements
during the first year of the War. However much present judgments may be

shown by subsequent events to have been in error, in the opinion of the

Conference it was essential that they should be recorded.
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I. Summary of the m.ore important Emergency Measures during the

year 1914."

Events have moved so rapidly within the last twelve months that even com-
paratively recent occurrences seem to have become remote. The rush and pres-

sure of the times have been such that one is liable to forget matters which
happened only a few months ago and would in other circumstances have been

regarded ae of the highest importance. Accordingly, for the sake of what
follows, the following brief record of dates and facts may be pardoned in order

to prevent digression in the later parts of the Report.

In the early summer of 1914 credit in Great Britain and on the Continent

was normal, with perhaps a tendency towards uneasiness. There is an almost

inevitable disposition for people to claim wisdom and foresight after the event,

but, judging from the quotation of Consols, there was small anxiety. The
fluctuations in 1913 had been 75f-71 and the closing price on June 25, 1914, was

74J-75, a price well over the average of the previous year. Early in July there

were signs of caution in the chief Money Markets, following the assassination of

the Archduke Francis Ferdinand at Sarajevo on June 28. The progress of

negotiations between Austria and Serbia seems to have produced little effect, and
even the presentation of Austria's ultimatum to Serbia on July 24 did not

cause any marked uneasiness in London, as it was the general impression that

the War would be localised. On the 25th there was a panic on the Vienna
Bourse, while in London Consols fell to 72^. Between that day and the follow-

ing Tuesday (28th), when Austria declared war against Serbia, was a time of

growing anxiety. In the week ending on Wednesday, 29th, Consols had fallen

4^, Belgian 3 per Cents 4|, French 3 per Cents 6, Russian 3^ per cent. Bonds 5,

Russian 5 per Cents (1908) 8^, Austrian 4 per Cents 8. By this time all the

Stock Exchanges had closed except London and the provincial Exchanges, New
York and the official (parquet) Paris Exchange. The Bank Rate was raised

from 3 per cent, to 4 per cent, on Thursday the 30th. Remittances, both in

payment of Stock Exchange accounts due by foreigners as well ae the calling

in of credits due from abroad, ceased except from America, while the closing

of all the Continental Stock Exchanges except the official Paris market caused
large quantities of International stocks to be offered for sale in London. It so

happened that this period of extreme tension coincided with the date fixed for

the settlement, which had been arranged for July 27-July 29. The failure of

foreign clients of brokers to remit the sums due in London for the settlement
made the po.'^ition of these brokers precarious, and one important firm with
foreign connections failed, while it was currently reported that many firms were
prepared to hammer themselves. The failure of foreign remittances to the
Stock Exchange affected transactions made before the crisis ; but, after the out-

break of hostilities with Serbia, there was a steady pressure of sales from the
Continent. The effect of these was a reduction in the price of securities, and
this at once re-acted on those stocks held on margin. Loans on St-ock Exchange
securities at this period amounted to about 80,000,000?., of which 60,000,000?.
was lent by the Joint Stock Banks and the remainder by other bodies. A con-
tinued fall in quotations would cause the margin to disappear, and therefore
the lenders would call for additional security or they might call for repayment
of the loan when due through anticipation of having to meet pressing demands
themselves. The latter course v,-as adopted by some, which threatened a further
fall in the prices of stocks, and this again, if allowed to continue, would have
depreciated the stocks held by banks, which would again have been serious if

necessity aroee for the liquidation of a part of these holdings. If demoralisation
in the Stock Exchange was to be avoided, some act:on had to be taken upon
Thursday, the 30th, and it was decided to close the Exchange.

The closing of the London Stock Exchange was the first of the series of
Emergency Measures; and, to some extent, it influenced those that followed.

" The inclusion of this Summary involves a change in the numbering of the
succeeding sections.
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Prompt and decisive action was absolutely necessary; but, had time for reflec-

tion been available, it is possible that less drastic measures would have sufficed.

The closing of the Exchange was not tiie only event of first-class importance on

that memorable Friday, liill-brokers were in the habit of borrowing largely

from the Joint Stock Uanks upon the security of the foreign bills tliey hola.

During this week some of the banks called in their loans from the bill-brokers,

who were forced to have recourse to the Bank of England either to borrovv there

or to discount their bills. The sums involved were large. In normal times it

is supposed that the Joint Stock Banks lend about 100,UOO,000;. to bill-brokers

in the form oi credit at call or short notice. In the ten days ending August 1,

the Banlc of England's holding ot ' other securities ' increased by 31,700,000^.,

the greater part of which is understood to have represented loans to the bill-

brokers to meet the calls on them by the Joint Stock Banks. These large

demands on tlie Bank of England were one cause of the rapid ri.se in the Bank
Rate, which after being 4 per cent, for one day (Thursday, July 30) was doubled

on Friday and was increased to 10 per cent, on Saturday, August 1. Concur-

rently with the difficulties of the bill-brokers there were the even greater ones

of the accepting houses. These institutions in effect guarantee that a foreign

bill (arising out of a trade transaction either between this country and a foreign

country or between two foreign countries) will be met at maturity. It le

largely by this device that London is the financial centre of the world, and it

is estimated that one half of the world's foreign trade is financed by British

credit. The acceptances current at this time of the accepting houses and
foreign banks in London amounted to between 300,000,000^. and 350,000,000/.,

while those of the Joint Stock Banks are known to have been about 70,000,000/,

But, just as in the case of the stock-brokers, remittances were not forthcoming

or were delayed or could only be made with great difficulty. London early in

the crisis began to call in credit. All the available bills on London were quickly

purchased by foreign debtors for transmission to London. New bills were not

forthcoming, and there were great difficulties in procuring gold for shipment,

in some cases it was impossible. In these circumstances the position of the

accepting houses was one of extreme hazard, and, as Mr. Franklin says, ' the

immediate effect of the outbreak of hostilities was to break down the whole
fabric of foreign exchange throughout the world.' On Sunday, August 2, a

proclamation was issued which postponed payment of bills of exchange (other

than a cheque or bill on demand) if accepted before the beginning of August 4

for a period of one calendar month from the date of its original maturity. On
Monday, August 3, an Act, known as the Postponement of Payments Act
(4 & 5 Geo. 5, c. 11) was passed which authorised the King to suspend tempo-
rarily by proclamation other payments besides bills of exchange.

So far the dramatic events of Friday, July 31, and Saturday, August 1, have
been considered from the point of view of the reaction of the crisis on credit as

regards foreign remittances. There remains the position in relation to internal

credit. It appears that the Joint Stock Banks, or some of them, expected and
prepared for considerable internal demands from their depositors. Mr. A. H.
Gibson says that ' the direct effects of the War on credit, as measured by the

attitude of the British public during the early stages of the crisis, show that

the loss of confidence was extremely slight. There was no run on the Joint
Stock Banks or on the Savings Banks, and what degree of hoarding of gold
took place at the commencement of the crisis was probably due to the lead

given by some of the Joint Stock Banks paying out Bank of England notes

instead of gold. This action caused a large number of people to whom notes
had been paid to take them to the Bank of England to change them into gold
which was required for holiday purposes. Almost without exception the reports
of the Savings Banks for the year 1914 prove how trivial had been the influence
of the crisis on their accumulated funds, the main influence having been a slight

check to new business.' There was a somewhat general apprehension prior to
the issue of new Treasury Notes that, where a creditor insisted on payment
in the form of legal tender, there might not be sufficient legal tender to meet
all demands. The figures showing the loss of gold from London to the provinces
show that there were considerable internal demands for gold, the gold lost by
the Bank of England from this cause having been 1,213,000/. during the week
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ending July 29, and as much as 8,211,000^/° in the next week, which included
the days during which mobilisation took place. When it is remembered that
Great Britain was not as yet at war, the financial situation was evidently serious.

On August 1, Germany declared war upon Russia, and the next day a state of
war existed between Germany and France. War between Great Britain and
Germany was declared on Tuesday, August 4. Prior to the latter declaration,
which might be expected to have affected our Money Market most, there had
been the breakdown of the foreign exchanges and the closing of the Stock
Exchange. It had been necessary to support the accepting houses by the Mora-
torium in their favour of August 2. Scarcity of legal tender was felt, and
there was an apprehension in many quarters that war between this country and
Germany would result in further grave disorders of credit. This was the
situation which had to be faced on Sunday, August 2, and Monday, August 3.

Fortunately the Monday was a Bank Holiday, and by proclamation the Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday were appointed as special Bank Holidays, thus pro-

viding five days (if the Sunday be included) for the preparation of further
Emergency Measures. An Act, known as the Currency and Bank Notes Act
(4 & 5 Geo. 5, c. 14), was passed on August 6, authorising the Treasury to issue
Currency Notes for 11. and 10s. as legal tender for any amount. The holder of

a Currency Note is entitled to obtain on demand during office hours at the Bank
of England payment for the note at its face value in legal tender gold coin.

Postal Orders were to be temporarily legal tender for the payment of any
amount. This provision was revoked as from February 3, 1915, by proclama-
tion. Under Clause 3 of this Act the Bank of England and any Scottish or

Irish Banks of Issue may issue notes in excess of the limit fixed by law so far

as temporarily authorised by the Treasury and subject to any conditions attached
to that authority. Banks of Issue were indemnified against any liability on
the ground of excess of issue after August 1 in pursuance of any authority from
the Treasury. The former provision may perhaps be termed a suspension of

the Bank Act; but, unless the legal limit has been exceeded, no formal suspen-

sion has actually taken place. Under these circumstances it is more correct tn

describe the arrangement as providing the machinery by which the Act may
be suspended had the need arisen. Further Treasury Notes were issuable to

bankers through the Bank of England up to 20 per cent, of their liabilities on
deposit and current accounts.

Closely connected with these measures was the proclamation of August 6
under the Act 4 & 5 Geo. 5, c. 11, postponing other payments besides bills of

exchange till September 3 (subsequently extended till November 3), with certain

exceptions, the chief of which were payments of wages or salary, sums not

exceeding 5l. dividends on trustee stocks, cashing of bank notes by the issuing

banks, payments by Government Departments (including Old Age Pensions and
liabilities under the National Insurance Act). These measures provided for the
re-opening of the banks on Friday, August 7, upon a basis which, if artificial,

was believed to have protected the banks. But that protection was founded on
the Moratorium, which was so strange to English practice that a few years ago
it was described as 'a strange beast inhabiting the Balkans.' It was necessary
in making the first steps towards more normal conditions that foreign exchange
should be restored and the Stock Exchange re-opened. As regards the former,
exchange transactions in the early days of August were remarkable. The value

of the sovereign rose as much as 30 per cent, in a single day in New York. On
the other hand, owing to a temporary adverse balance due to France, the

sovereign depreciated in Paris by 4 per cent. Between August 12 and Septem-
ber 5 a scheme had been formulated which provided that the Bank of England
would provide acceptors with funds to pay all approved pre-Moratorium bills

at maturity. The Bank was entitled to interest on these advances at 2 per cent,

above Bank Rate, and undertook not to claim repayment of any sums not

recovered by acceptors from their clients till one year after the end of the War.
The Joint Stock Banks undertook with the assistance of the Bank of England
and the Government to finance new bills upon similar terms. The Government

° A large part of this sum would be held by banks in anticipation of heavy
withdrawals by their depositors.
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guaranteed the Bank of England against any loss which it might sustain in

carrying out this scheme. This guarantee received statutory sanction by the

Government War Obligations Act, 1914 (5 Geo. 5, c. 11). Loans to the Stock

Exchange were next taken in hand. Under a scheme for Government assist-

ance, dated October 31, as regards Account to Account Loans which had
been made on the security of stocks by lenders other than banks ' to whom
currency facilities were open,' or members of the Stock Exchange, the Govern-
ment arranged with the Sank of England to advance 60 per cent, of the sums
outstanding on July 29, securities being valued for purposes of such advance
at the making-up prices of July 29. The Bank undertook not to press for

repayment until twelve months after the conclusion of peace, the rate of interest

being 1 per cent, above Bank Rate, with a minimum of 5 per rent. Tiie banks
to whom currency facilities are open undertook not to press for repayment of

Account to Account Loans nor to require further margin until twelve months
after the conclusion of peace. The total advances on foreign bills under the
Government Guarantee were 120,000,000?. The sum advanced on pre-Moratorium
bills to enable acceptors to meet their engagements at maturity was 60,386,000/.,

and it was estimated that at the end of the War bills aggregating 50,000,000?.

would remain in ' cold storage.' "' The advances to the Stock Exchange by the
]5ank of England under the Treasury scheme of October 31 were returned at
.520,0597.-- The way was now prepared for completing the July settlement on
the Stock Exchange, and a patched-up settlement was effected on November 18.

Meanwhile, though the Exchange remained closed, dealings in stocks had been
effected by negotiation and a scale of minimum prices had been drawn up by the
Committee. The general Moratorium having come to an end on November 3,

there was no reason to delay the opening of the Exchange, and this event took
place on January 4, 1915, under somewhat drastic regulations imposed by the
Treasury.

IT. The Direct Effects of the War upon Credit.

Having traced, descriptively, the external results of the earlier months of the
War on credit, we propose in the present section to inquire into some general
questions relating to the effect of a state of war of the magnitude of the
present struggle upon credit considered as far as possible in isolation from
Emergency Measures. From the point of view both of practical finance and of
economic theory, the consequences of a remarkable and sudden strain upon credit
are of surpassing interest. While the outbreak of previous great wars has
occasioned somewhat similar disturbances, the long period of cessation from
contests between great Powers as well as the more highly developed organisation
of modern credit render it advisable to consider the jxtsition at the present time
cl« novo. From the standpoint of the economist it is unfortunate—while from
that of the citizen it may have been fortunate—^that complete materials for the
observation of the unmitigated effects of the present War upon credit have been
largely modified by corinteracting influences, many of which were deliberately
designed to counteract the direct consequences of hostilities as affecting the
credit system in this country. In particular, as already shown (above, p. 587),
the closing of the Stock Exchange took place before Great Britain was involved
in war. Accordingly direct observation of the exact effects of war on credit
cannot be made with completeness, though we consider it advisable to record
such results as we have been able to obtain.

Credit is an organic growth. The normal condition assumes a certain
degree of stability in the environment in which it works. In the usual credit
cycle, though conditions vary as between the maximum and minimum points of
expansion, in both a great number of the factors which affect the calculations
of business men remain the same or are altered only to a very slight extent.
War on a large scale either changes all conditions or (what is temporarily of
equal importance concerning credit) it gives rise to the fear that all conditions
may be altered. On the material side, war makes great inroads into the store
of commodities and many calls on services while it deflects a large amount of

-^ Hansard, Commons, Ixviii. p. 1545.

"Ibid. Ixxi. p. 853.
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labour from productive to destructive purposes. ' Credit,' as Mr. A. H.
Gibson puts it, ' assumes that goods will be brought to market, or be produced

in due time, and sold, and that securities, which in reality have their capital

value based on future productive power, will not materially fall in current

market values through lack of confidence in future production. War materially

weakens both these assnmptions. When war shakes the foundations of con-

fidence, it is obvious that it must immediately cause a serious restriction in the

mobility or transfer of credit, and consequently reduce, for the time being, the

rate of current and future production, for production cannot obviously be

carried on without the transfer of credit; and the community suffers through

the restriction of credit.'

Allusion has already been made to the difficulties of the accepting houses,

the bill-brokers and the Stock Exchange. These reacted on the resources of the

Joint Stock Banks, for the effect of the War had been to solidify assets hitherto

regarded as liquid. The financial life of the City appeared in danger of being

frozen at or near its source. This was not so in reality, for the ultimate basis

of credit is the future goods and services which can be relied upon to come to

market later. Not only does war make it uncertain that some of the antici-

pated future production will reach the market ; but also it makes a violent

alteration in the relative values of capital goods and consumable goods. ' For
the purposes of war only the right to goods, consumable now or soon, is

useful.'^' Thus there is inevitably a double revolution in credit occasioned by
war, first in the widespread falsification of anticipations, and secondly in the

valuation of immediate consumable commodities. Both tendencies arrest the

mobility of credit instruments and some of them become temporarily immobile
;

and, to the extent to which this phenomenon exists, credit temporarily ceases.

It is estimated that the assets which the Joint Stock Banks had available in a

comparatively mobile form—consisting of the gold and Bank of England notes

which they lield in their strong-rooms and tills and balances at the Bank of

England—did not exceed 15 per cent, of the liabilities to depositors. Loans at

call or short notice were largelv uncallable. Stock Exchange securities held

either as investments or collateral security were to a considerable extent unsale-

able ; durint? the first week they were altoffether unsaleable except at a dangerous
sacrifice. Bills of exchange in the banks' own portfolios might or might not

be met at maturity, and bills which the banks had accepted themselves might
have to be met out of the banks' own resources. Thus a large part of bankers'
resources were in danger of becoming immobile and solidified.

There were four main causes which combined to ' immobilise credit ' at the
outbreak of War :

(1) The fear by borrowers that they might have to repay immediately large

amounts of credit which the lenders had transferred to them previously on

condition that it was withdrawable on demand. A considerable part of this

borrowed credit had been retransferred to others who desired to anticipate the

proceeds of future sales or services and it was not callable immediately.

(2) The actual calling in, or attempt to call in, by certain banks, financial

houses, and other institutions of large amounts of credit lent on demand.

(3) The general fear (until Treasury Notes were issued) that, if the lender

insisted on the borrower repaying credit in the form of legal-tender currency,

there might not be suflScient legal tender to meet all demands.

(4) The inability of foreign correspondents, owing to the collapse of the

exchanges and other reasons, to remit credit to this country to meet maturing
liabilities and other demand calls.

Elsewhere we discuss the effect of the Emergency Measures. These have

aimed at re-establishing confidence, and they have succeeded in restoring the

mobility of many forms of credit immobilised at the outbreak of war. But this

is not a complete restoration of credit. As long as any Emergency Measures

remain, to that extent there will be a failure to reach the standard of normal

credit. Its main characteristic in this country was its spontaneous character,

and necessarily as long as artificial and extraneous devices are required, the

'^ Econ. Journal, xxiv. p. 486.
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position will be something intermediate between confidence and credit in the
fullest sense of the word. In fact, the progress towards a normal return to
credit will bo marked by the gradual recall of successive Emergency Measures.
When credit is sound, just as in the case of a healthy man, it does not need
tonics, nor is it conscious of its own state. It works largely intuitively. All
questioning, even a demonstration of ' its inherent soundness,' is an evidence
that there is some danger of a failure of complete confidence at one or more
points. The sound state of credit is that which needs no external help.

III. Public Borrowing for the War as Affecting Credit.

(i) General Effects of Public Borrowimj on Credit.

Public borrowing may be regarded from two points of view. From the
first or abstract point of view. Credit is based on claims to goods and services;
from the second or concrete point of view, Credit is measured by prices on the
iStock Exchange or by the rates of interest current in the Money Market.

Loans imply interest, and interest implies taxation in future years. The
actual subscription of War Loans involves the handing over to the Government
of claims to consumable goods and services tor the destructive purposes of war,
in return for which the Government gives the subscribers a transferable lien
on future goods and services.

Extensive borrowing by Governments reduces the mobility of existing credit;
because the payment of calls, as well as the expectation of further loans, reacts
9n the previous state of credit. As already shown, the outbreak of hostilities
tends to contract credit not only within the area directly affected but in
adjoining areas. In a great war the uncertainty extends to almost every market
for capital. Thus war results in a general rise of interest. That rise is accen-
tuated in a belligerent country both by the risks of war to it and by the con-
traction of its usual production through the calls on its productive power and
also by the necessity for public borrowing. The State now exerts an urgent
demand for capital in competition with, or even to the exclusion of, the remain-
ing demands for industry. That demand is supplied from various sources.
First, most of the floating supply of capital (namely, that capital which has
not as yet been definitely committed to specific production) is subscribed, then
circulating capital which has been diverted from its usual uses owing to the
industries employing it having ceased or being contracted through tlie existence
of hostilities. Further, sums are found by the postponement of repairs and
renewals which were required to maintain the full efliciency of production.
Foreign investments are sold to a greater or less extent. The latter source of
supply can only be tapped by an increase in the rate of interest on Government
loans lessening the disparity between the yields on home and foreign investment.
The increase in the rate of interest offered by the Government has the further
effect of being a direct incentive to new savings. It is to be remembered
that the Government not only borrows but it also disburses the capital it raises.
Many of these disbursements are made within the country, and a high rate of
interest acts as a direct incentive to the saving of a considerable part of these
as well as to increased economy amongst the remainder of the community. In
the first War Loan of a series, the larger proportion of the subscriptions will be
drawn from floating capital, but later issues depend for their success to an
increased degree on new savings ; and, in the present instance, these must be in
excess of those made in time of peace. Hence the rate of interest offered in
order to induce such additional savings will be high and will tend to increase.
Thus the most evident effect of extensive Government borrowing, as has been
shown by the two War Loans, is the tendency towards a rise in the price to be
paid for each successive loan, i.e., the rate of interest will rise, not only for
Government loans, but for all borrowing. This is no new fact in English his-
tory, and this tendency may be illustrated by a table giving the average price of
Government Stock before, during, and after the Napoleonic Wars.
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Consolidated Three Per Cents.

Period
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A further point has been well made by Mr. A. H. Gibson :
' When consider-

ing the matter of the effect on credit of great public borrowing for the purpose
of war it lias always to be borne in mind that tlie total amount expended is not
altogether lost to the nation. Part of it is transferred in the form of profii

to manufacturers and others engaged on war materials, and part of it is

represented by ammunition and otlier Government stores, which the community
has produced by working more strenuously, e.g., by overtime and with more
energy than it would have expended in peace times. But that part which is

represented by ammunition and other Government stores, the energy to produce
which has been di\erted irom productive industry, is, of course, irretrievably
lost to the nation, as is likewise that part expended abroad on the purchase of
ammunition and other stores required for the prosecution of war.'

(ii) Effect of the Eegulations as to the Issue of Neio Capital.

In times of prosperity, applications for new capital are freely made and
freely responded to, in general with the effect of somewhat depreciating the
existing capital. Probably with a view to conserving the lending power of the
country in the national interest, a temporary regulation has been made by
which the Treasury is responsible for the sanctioning of any application for new
capital before it can be made on the market. The grounds upon which the
Treasury will base their action in this matter have not, so far as we know, been
made public, but it is presumed that they imply some inquiry as to whether
the public advantage would be served by the proposed issue. The Treasury
may and do repudiate the idea that their allowance means approval, but the
public will certainly infer that it does, and will give credit to the issue
accordingly.

(iii) Extent to which Capital is withdrawn from Enterprise.

The free supply of capital towards industrial and other enterprises is inter-
fered with by the condition of war and the public borrowing which is the
necessary consequence in the following ways :

(1) The withdrawal from the resources of capitalists of the sums they subscribe
to the public loans.

(2) In the depreciation of securities, which renders realisation difficult without
loss.

(3) In the withdrawal from the labour market of workmen of the military age.
(4) In the contraction of the opportunities for investment with neutral countries!
(5) In the impossibility of investment with enemy countries.
(6) In the lack of enterprise and the feeling of uncertainty which prevail

during warfare.

(7) In the anticipation of difficult times to come when the War is over.
Dr. C. K. Hobson has traced the effect of Government borrowing upon our

investments in foreign countries. It is no longer possible, he says, to furnish
the large streams of capital which normally flow into industries at home and
abroad. It is more than doubtful whether Great Britain is maintaining its
accumulated capital intact, and whether the wear and tear of plant, buildings,
&c.,_in this country are being fully replaced. It is unfortunately clear that
British holdings of foreign securities are being reduced. The appearance of
the second War Loan was the signal for an outburst of selling, mainly of
American securities. Hitherto the United States has owed us money. At the
outbreak of war, according to the Secretary of the Treasury, American business-
men and bankers w-ere indebted to London in the sum of approximately
90,000,000/. maturing by January 1, 1915. A large part of this amount was
undoubtedly repaid, in the form of gold placed to the credit of the Bank of
England in Ottawa, and in the form of food-stuffs, merchandise, and war
equipment sent to Great Britain.

(iv) Effect of Borrowing in Great Britain hy Allied Governments.

This takes two forms, (1) a direct subsidy by the British Government to its
Allies, (2) the subscription in London of a loan to an Ally. We do not know
to what extent assistance of the first class has been rendered, or whether it has
been mainly in money or in kind ; but it is obvious that our Allies have had to

1915. y Q
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•depend largely upon the aid of our Government in providing material aid for
carrying on the war in various ways. Two illustrations, however, may be given
from official sources of our financial arrangement with France and Russia.

On February 15, 1915, Mr. Lloyd George, as Chancellor of the Exchequer,
explained the arrangements made by him with the French and Russian Finance
Ministers. The three Ministers decided that each coimtry should raise money
for its own needs within its own markets, except in the case of borrowing by
the small States.

' We decided that each of the great allied countries should contribute a
portion of every loan made to the small States who were either in with us now,
or prepared to come m later on, that the responsibility should be divided
between the three countries, and that at an opportune moment a joint loan
should be floated to cover the advances either already made, or to be made, to
these countries outside the three great allied countries.'

32,000,OOOZ. had been advanced to Russia, and Russia had shipped eight
millions in gold to England. In order to meet the difficulties of exchange
which prevented Russian merchants discharging their liabilities in this country,
Mr. Lloyd George had arranged to accept Russian Tieasury bills against the bills

due from Russian merchants, Russia collecting the debts in roubles in her own
country.

The second illustration is taken from a speech made by the French Minister
of Finance on June 3, describing the arrangement made by his Government
with the British Government. M. Ribot reckoned that France would be spend-
ing almost 2^ millions sterling a day during the next three months, and he
admitted candidly the great difficulty of finding that enormous sum, since both
revenue and subscriptions to Treasury or National Defence bonds were coming
in badly. M. Ribot estimated that the French Government would have to pay
some sixty millions sterling to the United States, Canada, and England during
the next six months. He proposes to pay this sum by a plan which the Statist

considers excellent. The British Government has agreed to take 60,000,000/.

of French Treasury bonds, repayable one year after peace, at a rate of discount

equal to that which our own Government pays upon its own Treasury bonds,
which is a very moderate one. In return the French Government agrees to

.advance to our Government twenty millions sterling in gold. By taking pay-
.ment in this way the Statist says, somewhat optimistically, that our Government
.assures the exchange with tlie United States.

.

It is also to be noted that much money has been raised and expended for

the benefit of refugees from the allied nations and in other ways for the relief

tof those affected by the War.
The actual closing of the Stock Exchange and the subsequent great restric-

tion of its operations have prevented any direct subscriptions in the English
anarket to loans to friendly foreign countries, and for some time to come such
ioans could only be floated successfully under exceptional conditions.

IV. War Measures and Currency.

(i) Effect of Assistance by the Government to Banks and Financial Houses in

August, 191^.

With the effect of Government assistance to banks and financial houses
we have already dealt in our 'Summary of Emergency Measures.' The main
purpose of these measures was to prevent a serious derangement of credit and
to injpart a momentum to its machinery which would enable it to resume its

operations. The banks were largely dependent on the accepting houses and the

bill-brokers, the bill-brokers were dependent on the accepting houses, and the
accepting houses were dependent on their foreign correspondents, who were,
owing to the breakdown of the exchanges, unable to send the expected remit-
tances.

The first measure put into force was the Bill Moratorium proclaimed on
Sunday, August 2, and subsequently extended. The proclamation enabled
acceptors to postpone for a month payment of any bill accepted before August 4,

on reacceptance for the amount plus interest to the new date of payment at the

Bank Rate current on the date of reacceptance. This proclamation gave breath-
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ing time to acceptors who were unable, for varioTis reasons, to take up tlieir

maturing acceptances, and consequently prevented a long chain of bankruptcies.

The next steps taken were designed to restore confidence among the banks,

who have always on deposit with them large sums of credit withdrawable at

call or short notice. The Government protected them by three important
measuies, which were very effectual in giving new confidence to the banks and
the public :

(A) The General Moratorium proclaimed on August 6, and subsequently
extended, gave the banks and other debtors (with certain exceptions) power to

suspend payment for one month of debts payable before the date of the pro-

clamation. But Bank Notes and Treasury Notes were convertible into gold
during the Moratorium, being specially excluded.

(B) The Currency and Bank Notes Act of August 6, 1914, authorised the
Treasury to suspend the Bank Act if necessary. An unlimited amount of Bank
Notes would then have been available if required. The power to suspend the
Bank Act was not used.

(C) The same Act also empowered the Treasury to issue one-pound and ten-

shilldng currency notes, which were to be legal tender in the United Kingdom,
In a memorandum issued by the Treasuiy it was announced that currency
notes would be issued through the Bank of England to bankers as and when
required tip to a maximum limit not exceeding, in the case of any bank, 20 per
cent, of its liabilities on deposit and current accounts, in the form of an advance
by the Treasury, the security being a floating charge on the bank's assets in

priority to all other charges, bearing interest from day to day at the current
Bank Rate. By this measure the banks were placed in the position of being
able to obtain, if required, an advance of 225 millions of legal tender currency.
In the initial stages of the crisis the banks took nearly 13 millions. The
advances outstanding on June 9, 1915, only amounted to 139,000/. To give
time for the Treasury Notes to be printed, August Bank Holiday was extended
for the four days, Monday, August 3, to Thursday, August 6, inclusive.

With the object of placing the bill market again in a position to entertain
new business, and thus provide international currency, the Government on
August 12, 1914, announced that the Bank of England, under Government
guarantee against loss, would discount at Bank Rate, without recourse to the
holders, all approved bills accepted before August 4. It was also announced that
the acceptors of such bills discounted at the Bank of England might postpone
payment at maturity by paying interest at 2 per cent, above Bank Rate varying.
The effect of this measure did much to restore British credit abroad. The
banks immediately sent large parcels of bills for discount to the Bank of
England. New bills accepted after the JMoratorium, however, came forward
slowly. Acceptors were not very willing to be drawn on except when the bills
were drawn against goods consigned to England, because, so long as the exchanges
were not working freely, there was still the danger of non-receipt of foreio-n
remittance at date of maturity. The banks also showed disinclination to buy
new bills from the brokers.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in his speech on November 27, stated that
the total amount of bills discounted on the Government guarantee had been
120,000,000?. (This proved that of the 350,000,000?. to 500,000,000/. amount of
bills which were outstanding at the outbreak of war most had been disposed of
in the ordinary course.)

On September 5, 1914, the Government announced that the following im-
portant arrangements had been made with the Bank of England :

(A) The Bank of England will provide (where required) acceptors with the
funds necessary to pay all approved pre-:Moratorium bills at maturity. This
course will release the drawers and endorsers of such bills from their liabilities
as parties to these bills, but their liability under any agreement with the acceptors
for payment or cover will be retained.

(B) The acceptors will be under obligation to collect from their clients all
the funds due to them as soon as possible, and to apply those funds to repayment
of the advances -made by the Bank of England. Interest will be charo-ed upon
these advances at 2 per cent, above the ruling Bank Rate.

"

Q Q 2
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(C) The Bank of England undertakes not to claim repayment of any amounts
not recovered by the acceptors from their clients for a period of one year after

the close of the War. Until the end of this period the Bank of England's claim

will rank after claims in respect of post-Moratorium transactions.

(D) In order to facilitate fresh business and the movement of produce and
merchandise from and to all parts of the world, the Joint Stock Banks have
arranged, with the co-operation, if necessary, of the Bank of England and the

Government, to advance to clients the amounts necessary to pay their acceptances

at maturity where the funds have not been provided in due time by the clients of

the acceptors.

The arrangements announced on September 5, 1914, have since had a most
important influence in rehabilitating the bill market and the exchanges.

(ii) Was there Hoarding owing to War?

(A) By Banks.—In the initial stages of the crisis some of the Joint Stock

Banks unfortunately attempted to hoard their gold stocks at a time when the

public wanted gold for holiday requirements. They paid out Bank of England
notes instead of gold. This action caused a large number of people to whom
notes had been paid to take them to the Bank of England to change them into

gold which was required for holiday purposes. According to Sir R. H. Inglis

Palgrave, this encashment of Bank Notes and so-called ' run on the Bank

'

would have passed unnoticed ' had not the access to the Bank been rendered diffi-

cult by the fact that since they were strengthening the ceiling of their vaults what
would have been a throng was magnified into a crowd. Some people to enjoy

the entertainment went to cash 5l. notes.' Mr. Gibson observes that the other

banks during the week ending August 5 withdrew large amounts of gold and
notes from the Bank of England, where the Reserve fell during this week from
26,875,194?. to 9,966,649L—a difference of nearly 17,000,000?.

(B) Bi/ the Public.—It is pleasing to record^ that with a few ignominious
exceptions there was practically no hoarding of gold by the public. Since the

outbreak of the War, however, there has been a gradual internal absorption of

gold, the Bank of England having lost to provincial circulation the very large

amount of 21,936,000?. in gold up to July 28, 1915, and from July 29, 1914.

This absorption of gold must be considered as serious in view of the fact

that the Treasury Notes outstanding on July 28 amounted to 45,387,000?. These
notes have been absorbed by the home circulation since the outbreak of war,

and should have displaced approximately their equivalent in gold. The Bank
of England notes in circulation have also increased since July 29, 1914, by
3,825,000?. Therefore the total absorption of additional currency by the

country since July 29, 1914, has been 71,148,000?. Doubtless, the holding of

additional currency stores by the banks accounts for a large part of the absorp-
tion, but it is impossible to say how much, and some of the outflow is

undoubtedly due to the increased currency requirements consequent on the

extensive military mobilisation and the increased prices of commodities. Against
the Treasury Notes outstanding on July 28, 1915, the Government held

28,500,000?. in gold coin and bullion, which amount, however, has been accumu-
lated out of gold received from abroad since the commencement of the crisis,

and has not been displaced from home circulation.

If the public were hoarding gold to anything like the extent of 50,000,000?.

to 60,000,000?., one would naturally expect the Savings Banks to have experi-

enced an abnormal amount of withdrawals since the commencement of the

crisis. The reports, however, of the Savings Banks for the year 1914 proved,
almost without exception, how trivial had been the influence of the crisis on
their accumulated funds, the main influence exerted having been a slight

check to new business.

There is evidence that the Joint Stock Banks have increased their reserves

of currency since the commencement of the War, because their cash reserves

have considerably increased. They have not necessarily done so, however, for

the purposes of hoarding. They require additional currency to support their

vastly increased deposit liabilities. By their subscriptions of 100,000,000/. to

the first War Loan they indirectly created credits to a similar amount, and their

subscriptions of about 200,000,()(X)?. to the second Loan will also reflect itself in
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a further addition of about 2O0,000,CX3O/. to their credit balances by the end of

the year, provided in the meantime tliey do not sell any of their investments

to the public. Sir R. II. Inglis Palgrave writes :
' There has been, in

fact, very little hoarding on the part of the public recently, far less than I

remember took place during the panic of 1866. That some hoarding had taken

place is clear from amounts in gold vviiich have been produced in connection

with payments for the new 4^% War Loan, but there is no evidence as to the

date when these hoards were made. There are always people who will hoard.'

Another correspondent suggests a reason for the absence of hoarding by the

public—the ' war measures ' were put into operation before the banks were

reopened after this country entered the fray. He continues :
' Had not special

measures been taken to prevent hoarding—such as the Moratorium and the

special appeal to the patriotism of the public—I feel sure that hoarding would
have taken place on a scale hitherto unknown. What produces hoarding is

panic ; and if the Government had not prolonged the August Bank Holiday as

they did, the panic that set in on the outbreak of hostilities between Germany
and France and Russia would have become so violent that the whole of com-
mercial England would have become bankrupt. The fact is the Govermnent
did not give " hoarding " a real chance.'

(iii) Emergency Measures to meet the Need for Currency.

With regard to the Emergency Measures taken to meet the immediate need
for currency, the most important step taken by the Government was the issue

of Currency or Treasury Notes. The reason for this Note issue was that on the

outbreak of war the banks feared a run on their deposits, and knew that they

had not sufficient legal tender to meet possible demands. Their other resources

were also solidified, and they felt that if they parted with considerable sums in

gold the public might hoard it until after the War. There was also some
apprehension that the supply of the circulating medium for ordinary business

purposes might be insufhcient. It was therefore resolved that small notes

of one pound and of ten shillings each should be issued by the Treasury.

These notes were made legal tender—that is to say, they might be employed
in paying a debt exactly in the same way as gold and silver coin or Bank
of England notes can be used for that purpose. Arrangements were made for

cashing the Treasury Notes in specie on demand at the Bank of England, and
we learn from the Bank that the exchange of Currency Notes for gold is a
matter of daily occurrence there, and, in fact, has been so since the notes were
first issued. No mention, however, of the fact that Currency Notes are payable
in gold at the Bank of England has appeared on any of the notes which have so

far been issued.

The issue of these notes was a bold experiment; some difference of opinion
prevails as to the wisdom of the step, and there is more doubt as to the
advisability of continuing, and possibly of increasing, the amount of Govern-
ment Notes in circulation. Some of the objections were referred to by Mr.
Huth Jackson in his presidential address to the Institute of Bankers in
November 1910, and are now endorsed by Sir Inglis Palgrave.-* Mr. Huth
Jackson quoted on this occasion from the w'orks of Mr. Conant, who is a
recognised authority on Banking and was the United States Delegate at the
Hague Conference, and who wrote in his ' History of Modern Banks ' as
follows :

' A Government paper currency has rarely been issued to promote the con-
venience of commerce, and has seldom contributed to that end. Experience, as
well as theory, has proved that Government paper money is essentially different
in character from banking paper, and opens a Pandora's box of evil for every
nation which uses it. The difference between a Government paper currency
and bank notes is not one of experience or accident merely ; it is a difference
which is fundamental. Banking paper is based on business transactions, and is

limited by their demands; Government paper is based upon the will
of the State, and is limited only by its necessities. The almost

^* Part of the statements made here were given by Sir Inglis Palgrave in an
article on the ' Government Note Issue ' in the Bankers' Magazine, for April
1915, and are repeated with the permission of the Editor.
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invariable rule of Government paper issues is that one begets another,
until the entire volume exceeds the legitimate demands of business,
upsets values, and goes beyond the reach of restriction of the metallic
standard. . . . Even a limited issue of paper is maintained at par by
a Government with much greater difficulty than by a well-regulated bank.
The reason is fundamental. The Government has no quick assets. It is not
wealth in the abstract that currency must represent, but quickly negotiable
wealth. The Government has only two resources (beyond the cash in hand)

—

the pledge of public property and the power of taxation. The peculiar strength
of a banking currency lies in the enormous mass of quick assets behind its

demand liabilities.'

The objection made by Mr. Huth Jackson is so strong that it ought really
to be decisive as to the continuance of the Currency Notes. Should there be
any doubt on the subject there are several practical objections which ought to
be remembered. One of these is the great risk of forgery. Another is the
question whether they may not be a heavy expense to the State. A third
objection is that a very large issue of them would have an effect upon prices,

rhe amount of these notes issued is not, like the notes of a bank—payable in

specie on demand, dependent upon the requirements of business, but it depends
on the wants of the Government, which are completely different. The Cur-
rency Notes are made payable at the Bank, and, of course, they will be paid
by the Government eventually—but, as mentioned before, the fact that they
are payable at the Bank is not stated on them. There is hence—as the Cur-
rency Notes are not practically subject to the constant inspection at the issuing
bank which ordinary notes payable in specie on demand are—a much greater
risk of forgery. (We may add that a constant system of ' exchange ' for the
small not«s of the issuing banks in Scotland and Ireland assists in obtaining the
same results in their case.)

Again, small notes as those for 20s. and 10s. circulate among a much less

educated class than the larger notes of the Bank of England do, and they thus
rapidly become soiled, in which state it is almost impossible for any person to
decide whether they are genuine or not. The first notes were very poorly
executed. To render them safer from forgery a better design for the notes has
.since been employed, but the facilities for copying and reproducing any design
by various processes are very considerable and no great dependence can be
placed on the goodness of the design for preventing forgery. Sir Inglis Palgrave
says :

' Ready payment in coin on demand gives the best security against this.

In the United Kingdom during the period of the suspension of specie payments
at the beginning of the last century ^° the one-pound notes of the Bank of

England were largely forged, while forgeries were far less frequent among the
bank notes of the higher denominations.'

Sir Inglis here quotes a table showing the actual uurabers of the forgeries in

each denomination of notes over a series of years :
' After the war between

France and Germany in 1870, notes as small as five francs were issued by the
Bank of France. These were frequently forged. The Bank of France thought
it desirable to pay all their notes, whether genuine or otherwise, in order to

avoid the inconvenience which refusal to pay any of their notes might have pro-

duced. This I remembered hearing at the time. To be quite sure I inquired at

the Banlc of France last year, while the business of the bank was being carried

on at Bordeaux, whether I was correct, and the Secretary of the bank assured

me that the facts were as I have stated. He added that great precautions were
taken and that the eventual loss was but small.'

There is hardly any need to enlarge on the great disadvantages which arise

from forgery in the notes which form part of the general circulation of a

countiy. Whether extensive forgeries of the notes are in fact taking place wo
do not know, and one of our correspondents says that ' all known coiners not

in prison are now engaged in the manufacture of munitions.' Besides these

difficulties which are inseparable from an issue of small notes, there is also the

practical question whether there may not be an expense to the State from the

issue of the Currency Notes. The figures on August 26, 1915, are as follows :

" The suspension of specie payments lasted from the year 1797 to 1821. See

article on 'Suspension of Specie Payments,' Palgrave's Dictionary of Political

Economy, vol. iii., p. 501.
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Currency Note Issue.

Statement of August 26, 1915. £

Scottish and Irish Banks of Issue —
Other Bankers 1,204,000

Trustee Savings Banks 469,000
Currency Note Redemption Account

:

Gokl Coin and Bullion 28,500,000
Government Securities 9,586,000

Balance at the Bank of England .... 14,750,000

£54,509,000

Proportion of gold to notes outstanding, 52'6 per cent.

This statement shows that at the end of August 1915 about 54,500,000?. of
Currency Notes were in circulation, that there was held against them
28,500,000Z. in gold with about 9,600,000?. Government securities, and that there-

was further a balance of 14,750,000?. at the Bank of England.
The Currency Note issue is thus amply secured, but can any profit arise to^

the Treasury from the issue? We must first estimate the expenses. The best
basis that we can find for estimating the cost at which the Treasury Note issue

is being worked is found in the Report of the Postmaster-General. In his;

Report for 1903 the net expenditure of the Post Office Savings Bank Depart-
ment is stated as ' representing an average cost per transaction of 5.93rf.''

Professor Dicksee maintains that there is nothing in common between trans-
actions of this description and transactions in the Savings Bank Department..
' If there were,' he adds, ' it would be a simple matter for any competent
person with up-to-date ideas to reduce the costs of t'he Post Office Savings Bank
to a maximum of 2f?. per transaction.' At present there are no statistics avail-

able to show whether the cost of Treasury Notes equals or approaches the cost
of transactions in the Post Office Savings Bank. But there is a statement
in the evidence taken before the Select Committee of the House of Commons
on Banks of Issue in 1875 which shows that the cost of a one-pound!
note circulation, kept in a reasonable condition, could not be much less than
l^c?. per annum for every note issued. This would be a much smaller'
expense than that shown in the estimate based on the expenditure at the Post
Office, but, as more than 93,000,000?. of Currency Notes had been cancelled up to

'

August 1915, the expense of working the issue must be very large, and a profit
can hardly be looked for. Nor is the amount of gold acquired for the Bank of
England by the Currency Note issue really important considering the large
reserves which must always be held against it.

On the other hand the experience of the Scottish and Irish banks of issue
shows that an issue of one-pound notes can be maintained at comparatively
small cost, and that in these countries notes of one pound circulate with great
freedom, even in some cases being preferred to gold. In foreign countries, too.
Governments have thought it worth while to issue notes of far lower value than
ten shillings. For years Italy is.«iued notes of one lira (9J^.), and France is

now issuing one-franc notes, and even 50-centime notes are not unknow.i.
Further, an allowance must be made for the fact that gold coin withdrawn from
active circulation is, for the time being, protected from wear. Hitherto the
Government has accepted responsibility for the loss in weight of gold coinage,
and the stoppage of this loss, should far outbalance the cost of printing notes.

(iv) The Extent to which these Measures were Effective, Necessary, or Desirable.

Our fourth question clearly invites a difference of opinion. We have already
explained the various Emergency Measures, and in the process we have criticised
them -where criticism seemed to be required. Consequently we say nothing
further about them here, but in order to place on record the objections which
may possibly be urged against them we print here Mr. A. H. Gibson's summary.

The measures enumerated above restored confidence among the banks, who
had standing over them the possibility of a general run from their depositors
at a time when they were unable to convert any large part of their resources
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into l<>gal tender currency. For the rapid restoration of confidence among the
banks the Government measures must be considered as having been very
effective.

In the absence of legislation providing that banking deposits over a certain
amount should not be withdrawable without a certain notice first being given
by the depositor, some measures of protection to banks were necessary in order
to restore confidence among the banks. So far as the public were concerned, the
experience of the banks has since shown that the protective measures enumer-
ated were unnecessary. If there had been no extension of the Bank Holiday,
and the banks had not refused to pay out gold to their depositors in the
ordinary course of business, there is no reason to think that gold withdrawals
from the banks would have been on a very abnormal scale. There would
possibly have been a few extra millions paid out during August, but the drain
could easily have been met without much effect on current stocks.

The measures enumerated were not desirable for many reasons :

(1) They tended to destroy confidence among the public, whilst admittedly
creating confidence amongst the banks.

(2) The old proved banking maxims that ' the best way to restore confidence
among depositors is to pay out smilingly in full the demands of any uneasy
depositors,' and ' every restriction on gold going nut acts as a restriction on it

coming-in,' were evidently early forgotten by the Government and the banks.
(3) The measures caused a loss in confidence in the banks by certain people

who can never be expected to understand the machinery of finance. It will be
n^any years before coafidence in the banks is fully restored.

(4) There is reason to believe that the more or less forcible issue of Treasury
Notes on the public by the banks is one cause of the continuous absorption of
gold by the province.?; the public, on account of their preference for gold,
showing a tendency to hoard what gold is paid out to them. The available
evidence is that the issue of Treasury Notes has not conserved gold stocks,
which was one of the objects of such issue, though in future there should be
less public hoarding of gold if the Press make widespread appeals to patriotism.

(5) The Treasury Notes and Postal Orders have given considerable labour
to the banks and the public, not being so easily handled and counted as gold.

(6) Obviously, if it were necessary to use Treasury Notes they should also
have been issued in larger denominations than one poinid and ten shillings,
say, for 5?., 10?., 20/.. 507., 10(1?., 500Z., and l.OOOL In the event of a run on the
banks it would have been easier for the cashiers to pay out the larger denomina-
tions than a greater number of the smaller denominations.

(7) The position of the banks and the fears it engendered during the early
days of the crisis have proved that in future there must always be available
large stocks of paper emergency currency for times of crisis, and the banks and
other people must be in a position to olstain supplies on pledge of Government
securities.

Some criticism is directed against the closing of the Stock Exchange
and the action of some of the Joint Stock Banks in the first days of the
crisis. In two respects only had anticipation underestimated the magnitude
of the effects of the War on the Money Market. ' The first was the scale

on which foreign creditors became unable to meet their obligations to us and the
strangling effect of this on our own Money IMarket ; and the second was a lack

of courage in the early days of the crisis on the part of our joint-stock bankers.' -"

The Stock Pjxchange was closed on and after Friday, July 31, and remained
closed for the rest of the year. Was this drastic step necessary? Why was it

taken ? One authority believes it was not necessary, and he throws the blame
for it on the banks. He reasons thus :

' Immense sums were lent by the banks
on security of shares. The amount of the loan for which this security is good
is ordinarily calculated by reference to the price at which the shares are

quoted in the Official List. If the quotation falls the bank may require

their customer either to reduce the amount he is borrowing from them, or

to put up additional security.' If he does not they may sell his stocks. If

the Stock Exchange had remained open there would have been a great fall

in prices and the banks would have seen their securities dwindling. ' There

'^ Economic Journal, September 1914.
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was no guarantee that they ^YOuld not have taken it into tlioir heads to ruin a
number ui their customers. The ruin of these would have brought with it the
ruin of brokers who had trusted them ; and so the trouble would have spread
from one class to another.'

On the question of Provision for the Suspension of the Bank Act we may
again quote the opinion of Sir Inglis Palgrave :

' The experience of the only
occasion on which the suspension of the Bank Act has occurred shows that it

was fortunate for the trade and credit of the country that this suggestion was
not carried out in 1915, During three crises which Iiave occurred since the Bank
Act was passed in 1847, 1857, and 1866, permission was given each time to
suspend the Act. On one occasion only, in 1857, did the suspension actually take
place. The strict limits of the Act of 1844 were only exceeded in the returns
of November 18 and 25, 1857.-' But the impression abroad was very injurious
to this country. It was considered that the United Kingdom had become
bankrupt. It is quite true that internal anxiety was quieted, but the effect on
our foreign trade was very different. As one of the few persons now living who
can remember all the crises which have occurred in this country since 1845 I

still bear in mind the distress which followed. The crisis of 1866 was indeed
more terrible in England, but the effect on the Continent in 1857 was very serious.
The crisis of 1847 was severe, but the resulting troubles were far less than those
of the two later crises. The main reason for this was that in 1847 the difficulties

were caused by the too rapid extension of our Railway System, and through
speculations that resulted. Great distress was caused at the moment, but the
railways remained and were of such service to the trade, industry, and the
economic conditions of the country that the troubles were soon overgot.'

The power of suspending the Bank Acts of 1844-1845 is given in Sections
3 and 4 of the Currency and Bank Notes Act, 1914. The terms are more
sweeping than any alteration of the legislation established by Peel that has yet
been suggested. Section 3 enacts that not only the Bank of England, but any
Scottish or Irish Bank of Issue ' may, so far as temporarily authorised by the
Treasury, and subject to any conditions attached to that authority, issue 'notes
in excess of any limit fixed by law.' Section 4 enacts that 'any bank notes
issued by a bank of issue in Scotland or Ireland shall be legal tender for a
payment of any amount in Scotland or Ireland respectively, and any such bank
of issue shall not be under any obligation to pay its notes on demand except at
the head office of the bank, and may pay its notes, if thought fit, in currency
notes issued under this Act.' The power thus given to suspend the Bank Act
of 1844 and the Bank Acts of 1845 has not at present been exercised.

The use of postal orders as legal tender was very small. By most people it

seems to have been welcomed as an opportunity of securing these convenient
means of remittance for small amounts without paying the usual poundage. The
facilities may have been useful, and no objection can be taken to the measure.
After a time these facilities were withdrawn, and no one complained. The
Moratorium, however, was a very serious innovation in British financial policy,
and can only be justified by the great seriousness of the crisis which it was
designed to meet. Undoubtedly it was useful in giving people time to think, and
to gather together their resources. But as actually constructed by successive Pro-
clamations under the Postponement of Payments Act it showed' certain delects,
which are well set out by Professor Dicksee. He admits that both the four
days Bank Holiday and the Moratorium were probably necessary in order to
give time for reflection and recovery. ' But,' he continues, ' while they may have
served to allay panic, and perhaps even to restore confidence, in the nature of
things they could not re-establish Credit, for Credit is a matter of trust, rather
than of calculation.'

The Moratorium was somewhat unsatisfactory in several ways. It extended
the time for the execution of contracts involving the payment 'of certain kinds
of debts, but not the time for the execution of contracts involving the delivery
of goods or the rendering of services. But many business houses that were
under contract to deliver goods at stated intervals against payment on specified
dates broke their contracts and refused to continue "delivery," unless they could

" Palgrave's Dictionary of Polifiml Economy, vol. i., p. 463, article on
' Crises.'
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be assured that punctual payment would follow in due course. Thus a want
of confidence, which in the first instance was confined to monetary transactions,

was extended to dealing in goods. The same difficulty did not arise to any
serious extent with regard to the rendering of services, because payments in

the nature of wages or salaries were exempted from the provisions of the
Moratorium ; but those who were under liability to pay out large sums in wages
were gravely inconvenienced, and sometimes obliged to suspend operations
altogether.

(v) Effect of Increased Paper Currency on Prices.

We now come to what is perhaps the most controversial of all our questions,

that of the effect of the issue of Treasury Notes upon prices.

Several distinguishad correspondents send us memoranda which are very hostile

to the continuance of these notes. Sir Inglis Palgrave expresses the view which
is taken by most economists. He writes thus :

' The effect of an increase of

the paper currency upon prices, if sufficiently large, is invariably to raise prices,

in the same way as any other increase of the circulating medium, whe'n this is

not called for by an increase in the business done. The general increase in

prices since the issue of the Treasury Notes may possibly be connected with
that issue in some degree. Few things are more difficult to trace than the altera-

tion in prices caused by the issue of a Government paper issue at its first incep-

tion. To employ a simile, if I may venture to do so, it is like watching the rise

of the tide on a wide beach. Sometimes the waves appear to beat stronger,

sometimes they retreat, and it is not till some considerable interval has
occurred that the spectator can be certain that the water at his feet is really

deeper. Those who will refer to what occurred when the payment of the notes

of the Bank of France in specie was suspended aftca- the year 1870 when a vast

paper issue was made, and what is taking place now on the Continent from
similar causes, will understand this. The effect on prices in this country during
the suspension of specie payments early in the last century is another and a

good example. The House of Commons even, by passing a Resolution moved by
Mr. Vansittart, at that time Chancellor of the Exchequer, denied that the high
price of bullion then existing was due to the over-issue of paper, but the effects

which followed the resumption of specie payment showed conclusively that

prices had been raised very considerably by the great increase of the

currency.'

The most emphatic condemnation of Treasury Notes is that of Professor

Shield Nicholson, who has denounced them in the columns of the Scotsmnn -'

and in the pages of the Quarterly Eevieiv.-'' So far as gold is concerned, he

argues, we might have expected to see a general fall in prices, since ' all the

great foreign banks have taken to hoarding their gold, as if that were the

height of financial wisdom.' Moreover, as the Economist index numbers
show, the rise in prices since the War ' is the more remarkable as it set in

in face of a continuous fall for the year preceding the outbreak.' The Money
Market, he continues, has been ' in a state of otiose repletion, and the

channels of circulation have been filled to the brim with emergency currency.'

Ay. a result the value of our imports has risen while that of our exports has
fallen sharply. ' Inflated prices encourage imports and discourage exports.'

Then there are difficulties at home, e.g., the readjustment of wages to

meet the general rise in prices. ' It cannot be denied that there has been
a general rise in prices, which is exactly the same thing as a general deprecia-

tion of the currency, but many people object to the use .of this latter

phrase. They prefer to indicate their confusion of thought by saying that the
rise in prices is the "natural " result of the War. On this view, prices in war-
time simply rise because "it is their nature to," like the dogs that delight to

bark and bite, and the opium that has the virtus dormitiva, whose nature it is

to dull the senses.' One object of the note issue was the preservation of our
stock of gold, and this policy is attacked by Professor Nicholson— ' The maxim
that a rciserve of gold ought to be accumulated in ordinary times for use in an
emergency has been strangely perverted into the maxim that in times of stress

gold ought to be hoarded for liberation when the stress has passed.'

=* February 17th and March 17th, 1915.
" ' The Abandonment of the Gold Standard,' April 1915.
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As we have said, opinion on the merits of the Currency Note issue differs.

Mr. Barnard Ellinger welcomes the issue. 'I think,' he writes, 'if the banks

made a great effort to Ray out Treasury Notes and the public were made to

understand that it is desirable that they should use them instead of carrying

about gold, not only would more gold flow into the Central Institution but an

opportunity would not be lost of accustoming the public to the use of one-pound

notes, should it be found desirable after the War to retain them as a perma-

nent part of our currency, in order to strengthen our gold reserves. If the notes

were withdrawn and instead of them one-pound Bank of England notes issued,

so made as to be easier to count and handle than the present notes, I think the

public would take them willingly and the tellers at the bank would be equally

willing to pass them out, as they would not experience the present difficulty

of counting them.'
Mr. Gibson denies flatly that Treasury Notes have had any measurable effect

in raising prices. He argues that as the home circulation has absorbed over

seventy millions of additional currency since the War began, the twenty-six

millions of Notes not backed by gold have simply helped to fill up the additional

requirements. He holds that in this country cheques are so much more used

than coin or notes that we have practically lived on a paper cunency for some

time past. 'A far more interesting and important problem,' he adds, 'is the

effect of the 40O millions or so of additional credit created by the banks them-

selves subscribing to the last two War Loans and Treasury Bills.' Mr. E. L.

Franklin also believes that the issue of Treasury Notes, up to the present, has

had no effect in raising prices. The total increase in the circulating currency

is not, he thinks, greater than the amount of gold now hoarded by the public.

Mr. D. M. Mason, M.P., on the other hand, holds strongly that the notes

ought to be withdrawn as soon as possible. He maintains that the effect of
' an abnormal issue of paper currency,' whether in bank notes or in Govern-
ment notes, is to raise prices. With this view, if stress be laid on the word
' abnormal,' we are inclined to agree. An over-issue, he continues, is less

probable in the case of bank notes, as they would be difficult to get into

circulation. He sees no objection, however, ' to properly qualified banks having

the right to issue notes, and provided the notes are made payable in gold on

demand there need be no limit placed upon the issue, as the notes in the event

of an excessive issue would probably be at once presented for payment.'
Each country is only capable of using a certain amount of currency for its

daily and yearly requirements. This currency expands and contracts with the

demands made upon it. If there is a surplus of currency and loanable credit in

a country the rate for money falls and, like every other commodity, seeks a

better market. The exchanges turn against the country in such a case and gold

flows out until the value of money rises and checks the outflow and in turn

tends to attract capital back to this country again. Mr. Mason quotes a letter

from the Economist which compares the note circulation of the principal banks
of Europe in March 1914 with the circulation a year later
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This table, we may observe, makes no allowance for the large increase in the

gold stocks of all the banks mentioned. So far as the Bank of England is con-

cerned, Mr. Franklin, writing on August 13, says :
' Comparing the gold position

to-day with that of August 13, 1914, I notice that the entire note circulation

could be redeemed in gold, and the Bank would still have the same amount of

gold in its vaults as this time last year, namely, 32 millions.'

Coming to the second part of the question as to ' what provision, if any,

should be made for the withdrawal of Treasury Notes,' we find it more easy

Ho agree upon a recommendation, and this is that the Treasury Notes should

be gradually withdrawn. If paper money for sovereigns and half-sovereigns is

still required, this should be provided by Bank of England notes of these

denominations. "' From this recommendation Mr. Franklin dissents, suggesting

as an alternative that the issue should be adjusted vmtil each note is balanced

by its equivalent in ' ear-marked ' gold. ' By this method the amount of circu-

lating currency would not be increased, while the Government would have
control of a large stock of gold.' We are by no means sure, however, that it is

wise to leave a large stock of gold in the hands of a Government Department.

A Chancellor of the Exchequer in difficulties might be tempted to raid it.

V. War Taxation.

What proportion should he maintained between the amount borrowed for the

War and the amount raised by Taxation?

On this question it was not probable that the Conference would come to a

unanimous conclusion. The general opinion is that no fixed proportion can be

maintained in the case of a war which is not yet within sight of its end and
has already cost a sum surpassing that spent in any previous war."' At the

same time the Conference has no hesitation in agreeing with Professor Bastable's

opinion that ' the need of immediate taxation is great.'

While it is difficult, and perhaps ultimately impossible, to discover any
principle upon which the cost of a war should be divided between money raised

by borrowing and money raised by taxation, nevertheless, since all loar..<-', even
when raised by national Governments, should be regarded as being repayable
at some time in the future, the real choice is between paying by present taxation
and paying by future taxation. By a curious irony the Imperial Government
has found itself forced, by stress of circumstances, to adopt the rule, which it

has imposed, amidst so many protests, on our local governing bodies—that loans
shall be repaid at a fixed and early date. It is probable, no doubt, that the
Government would have preferred the unilateral option of Consols, i.e., of

repayment at its option only. But the disastrous experience of Pitt, who issued
his loans at a ruinous discount, and the risk of a refusal on the part of investors

°° Sir Inglis Palgrave makes an interesting, if somewhat revolutionary, sug-
gestion in this connection, namely, that the Bank should be allowed to issue

its notes against suitable business securities. ' These might be first-rate

mercantile bills and floating securities of that class, the requirements of the
Bank Act as to the holding of gold coini and bullion against the notes issued
beyond the fixed limit of 18,450,000?. being suspended for the time while the
Bank was directed to pay its notes in specie. If the Bank of England were left

to its own judgment in the matter, as it was before the Act of 1844 was passed,
there ought to be no anxiety that it would fail to provide for cashing its notes
and meeting the demands on it in specie. The rate of discount might at times
have to be raised to a high point if the foreign exchanges were much against
this country, but this, as well as the arrangements needed for the maintenance
of payments in specie, might safely be left to the management of the Bank of
England.' As an alternative Sir Inglis suggests that the other banks in England
and Wales, whose rights of issuing notes have been gradually cut down since

1844, should be allowed, under proper safeguard, to make a new issue of small
notes.

^' Mr. Sidney Webb protests strongly against the attempt to assign any
ratio_ between loans and taxes. 'No such ratio,' he writes, 'can have any
relation to the amount which it is economically desirable and practicable to
raise by taxation.'
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to subscribe to an irredeemable loan, have led to the adoption of a sounder

policy. It is no doubt true, as Mr. Gibson suggests, that one reason for

the early date of redemption, at the Government's option, is to secure the

possibility of conversion to a lower rate of interest if the War Loan stands

above par.

In the case of a local authority Parliament only permits borrowing for

purposes which have a permanent value, such as the purchase of property or

the building of a Town Hall, and it insists, in every instance, that a sinking

fund shall wipe out the whole loan before, say, the Town Hall wall need

rebuilding. Thus at the end of the period the town possesses its Hall free
*

of debt. Consequently the local sinking fund need only be fixed at the small

percentage required to wipe out the debt within the forty or fifty years

specified by Parliament. But in the case of money borrowed by a Government
for a war the conditions are very different. The money has been spent, and
there is no property or work of permanent value to show for it ; it has gone

like the money which a man borrows to keep his home going during an illness,

not like the money which he sinks in building himself a house. Consequently
a greater effort must be made to pay for it out of income rather than by
borrowing. No doubt, w-hen a successful belligerent gets an indemnity or an
increase of territory, this is an asset to be reckoned against the new debt of

the war ; or, to continue our analogy, it is like a firm borrowing to buy the site

for a new building. Clearly the smaller the war expenditure the larger the
proportion which should be raised by immediate taxation. Mr. Gladstone added
very little to the National Debt as a result of the Crimean War^ though he
increased taxation immediately. During the Boer War laxer principles pre-

vailed.

Now, however, with the rate of expenditure so enormously increased beyond
anything known or thought of even fifteen years ago, precedents give little help,

for the proportion raised under Mr. C^ladstone is clearly out of the question.

Nevertheless, some principle or proportion must be found. Interest on the War
Loan must be met out of taxation : there can be no two opinions here. Two
further annual charges must be faced, though both should gradually decrease,
viz., Sinking Fund, and Pensions for the disabled and for widows and depen-
dants of the slain. These charges, like that for the interest on the War Loans,
naturally depend upon the length of the War itself, but all three charges will

grow with each month that the War lasts. Another thing grows, and that is

the rate of interest which has to be paid for each successive loan. The earliest

batch of Treasury Bills was subscribed three times over at an average rate of
discount of 3| per cent. ; the first War Loan, issued on a basis of between
3| and 4 per cent., was subscribed with difficulty; and the second Loan
required much advertising and appeals to patriotism before it could be floated
at 4^. And now, from Mr. jMcKenna's promise to accept 4^ per cent. War
Loan stock as payment for a third War Loan, if it should have to be issued,
we must face the possibility of a debt at over 4^ per cent, running far beyond
a thousand millions.

Then it is a well-known fact that borrowed money is spent more extrava-
gantly than income, whether by Governments or by individuals. Finally, during
a war, money is inevitably spent lavishly and everyone connected with war
industries earns higher wages than in times of peace. Consequently the nation
as a whole can bear more taxation now than it will be able to bear when peace
comes and the war industries become slack again. Yet no fresh taxation was
imposed by the 1915-16 Budget, and even the Interim Budget of November
1914 had only doubletl the Income Tax and increased the Beer and Tea Duties,
a rough-and-ready plan which was excusable at the moment but is indefensible
as a permanent method of raising money for the War.

Detailed proposals for raising further revenue might lead the Conference into
controversial topics, and have accordingly been excluded from its 'Reference.'
Therefore we cannot endorse the fiscal proposals made by the Bankers' deputa-
tion to the Prime ^linister and the Chancellor of the Exchequer, which are now
supported by Mr. Barnard Ellinger. His argument nins thus :

' If the amount of indirect taxation raised through existing Customs duties
were very considerably raised, so long as the Exchequer were receiving the same
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total amount of revenue, any diminution of import due to the increased rate of

taxation would, at the present time, be of great advantage to the nation, in so

far as it would diminish the total sum of our imports. If the excessive taxation

did not seriously diminish the imports, the Exchequer would of course gain in

revenue. An increase of indirect taxation in the shape of Excise duties is also

desirable, and no great harm could be done at the present time by driving this

taxation up to or near a point at which it ceased to be productive. The
Exchequer would get at least the same revenue as hitherto', and there would be

a growth of saving available for loans, or alternatively the Government would
get increased revenue.'

Direct taxation raises less controversy, and we think that the Income Tax
might be raised beyond its nominal rate of 2s. 6d., especially if its graduation

were improved and if it were extended, necessarily at a lower rate of charge, to

a much greater number of taxpayers. Two considerations, however, must be

borne in mind : a greatly increased tax (1) adds to the risk of false declarations

or concealments of income, and (2) may deprive the Government of subscriptions

•to its loans. In order to obtain some definite estimate of the total cost of the

War it is necessary to assume that it will end on a certain date. Mr. Joseph
Kitchin, who has furnished the Conference with a very valuable and exhaustive
memorandum, assumes merely for purposes of calculation tliat hostilities will con-

tmue until the end of November next, and that a further three or four months
will be taken up by negotiations and the final ratification, during which expendi-
ture will be on a heavy though on a reduced scale. On this assumption he
works out the cost of the War as follows :

' Exclusive of (1) some 2(X),000,000/.

lent to the Dominions and our Allies, which will in due course be repayable
;

(2) some 30,000,000?. spent in the purchase of wheat, meat, sugar, and other

commodities, which may be re-sold at cost ; and (.3) 80,000,000/. per annum
representing the normal cost (1914-15 Budget) of our Army and Navy under
peace conditions, the direct cost of the War to the United Kingdom may be put
as follows :

4 months to 100,000,000
end Novem-
ber 1914

do. March 1915 > 180,000,000

Direct Cost of "War

Extra Revenue Raised

Income and Excise and
Super Tax

i
Customs Total

do. July 1915 I 240,000,000

do. Nov. 1915 ' 280,000,000
do. March 1916

j

150,000,000
(armistice

period)

Interest on
War Debt to

March 31,

1916

280,000,000 12,800,000 6,000,000

670,000,000

50,000,000

46,400,000 20,200,000

18,200,000

61,800,000

£1,000,000,000 £59,200,000 £26,200,000 £80,000,000

' The extra revenue raised is judged by comparing the actual revenue of

1914-15 and the Budget for 1915-16 with the first Budget (prepared under peace
conditions) for 1914-15. The figures of the Budget for 1915-16 are taken not-

withstanding the dropping of the increased beer, spirit, and wine duties included
in it, since the revenue from these sources is not likely to be afiected ; indeed.
Lord Lansdowne gave figures in the House of Lords on July 6 indicating that

a higher revenue than that assumed in the Budget will be received. The total
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of extra revenue shown (which includes non-tax revenue) is lower than the sum
of the two previous columns because of loss of other revenue, particularly from
stamps. The foregoing table shows that, on the assumptions made, only some
B per cent, of the direct cost of the War will have been raised by increased

revenue during the sixteen months from December 1, 1914, to March 31 next,

and indeed only 65 per cent, if the cost of after-War pensions and allowances

is also taken into account.
' Apart from Treasury Bills and the meagre amount of increased taxation,

the cost of the War is being raised on two War Loans. The 85 per cent. War
Loan realised 331,000,OOOZ. net. The new 4^ per cent. War Loan has realised

a little over 600,000,000/. Pending definite figures as to conversions of old loans

(which cannot be known till November), a forecast of the Treasury of Jime 21

may be adopted. According to this forecast, 250,000,000/. of Consols and
200,000,000/. of the War Loan 1925-28 may be converted, leading, with the

600,0(X).000/. of new money, to the following result :

To holders of Consols

To holders of War Loan 1925-28
Subscriptions apart from con-

versions
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a total service, including interest and Sinking Fund of the old debt, of, say,

70,000,0(X)/., or, better, 75,fK)0,000Z. per annum, which compares with 25,000,000/.

to 30,000,000?. in the few years preceding 1914-15. To this must be added the

cost of after-war pensions and allowances, say 15,000,0007. per annum.
' Some idea of what this means can be gathered by comparing the actual

figures for the national revenue and expenditure of 1907-08 (i.e., before the

Super-tax, Old Age Pensions, and National Insurance were introduced, and when
income tax was Is. in the pound), the first Budget of 1914-15 (representing

normal peace figures and including a proposed income tax rate of Is. 4rf. in

the pound), and a year after the War, the last-mentioned reckoned on normal
taxation only :
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ances. A deficit of 125,000,000/. would mean that taxation would have to be

increased to 275,000,000?., i.e. by 58 per cent., over the 173,700,000?. of the

1914-15 Budget. This result, it may be well to reiterate, is based on the

assumption that hostilities will come to an end after sixteen months of war, and
the 200,000,000?. or so to be lent to our Allies and the Dominions is also ignored.

If the War lasts beyond November—and any Chancellor of the Exchequer must
budget for its doing so—the burden to be faced will be still higher.

' The following figures, which can only pretend to be very rough, contrast
the assumed financial result to the United Kingdom of the present War with
that of earlier wars :
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reason for not raising all the position permits, and that at once. To boriow
instead of taxing now does not pay for the cost of the War, but means that the
payment is left to be made with usury for many long years after the War is

over. The more is borrowed, and the longer the borrowing lasts, the heavier the
taxation to be faced in the future. The taxation of 275,00O,000L per annum
(suggested as necessary a few years after the War if the present method of

borrowing virtually all the cost is continued) will be much heavier if hostilities

last beyond November. In any case the present taxation of 235,700,000?.

(budget figure for 1915-16) is much below that figure, when beyond question it

should already be much above it. Twenty per cent, of our normal national
income would be 450,000,000?., but there are obviously considerable difficulties

in raising such a sum while war goes on, for in practice it involves devising
new means of taxation, a further increase in the income tax (if its basis is not
considerably broadened) being quite insufficient to provide the amount.

' For a time after the War there is likely to be a period of abnormal
prosperity, and after that a time of depression is to be anticipated. The first

period is put by Mr. Lloyd George at four or five years, but there is too much
reason to fear it may be much shorter—say two or three years. Thus the
greatest chance of lessening the burden which the War will leave behind it is

to be found in the two or three years after peace is declared. It stands to

reason that the time to tax heavily and to relieve posterity is much more the
time when savings are high by reason of private economies and special war
income than when the inevitable period of depression has come, hence taxation
should be increased at once and maintained at as great a height as the
position will stand, so that some relief may come when it is needed. We
have in the United States a good example to follow. After the costly Civil
War of 1861-65, the war taxation was unflinchingly kept up until the
National Debt was sensibly reduced. Between 1865 and 1880, the Federal
Debt fell from 570,000,000?. to 400,000,000?., in 1881 the Government was able
to re-borrow at 3^ per cent., and by 1887 the debt was reduced to one-half of its

maximum figure. The adoption of this policy did much to assist in the remark-
able recovery of that great country. If we can follow that example and reduce
our War Debt to one-half in twenty-two years we should certainly do so.

' The United Kingdom will probably emerge from this War in a better posi-

tion than any of the other belligerent countries, none of which seems to be
meeting any part of the cost of the War or interest on War Loans out of current
revenue. Germany had a pre-W'ar debt of 1,040,000,000?., but it was not an
almost entirely unproductive debt like ours, for it is fully represented by the
value of its State railways, mines, lands, and forests. It is likely to have in
addition a War Debt of 1,500,000,000?., the annual service of which should
approximate to 85,000,000?. We have the advantage of the other belligerents,

because we are the richest of the countries at war, are more free from disturb-
ance to trade, and have suffered no devastation ; but the War will certainly put
us in a disadvantageous position as compared with the United States, which will
therefore have the after-War cream, while we shall have to be content with milk,
and the other belligerents with skim-milk.'

Professor Dicksee and Mr. F. W. Hirst believe that the nation is better
able to bear heavy taxation during a war than during the years immediately
following the conclusion of peace, although the Professor assumes that the
taxation is ' intelligently applied, so as to hit those who are benefiting
financially from the war.' Professor Boyd Dawkins also writes in support of
immediate taxation, and urges that special imposts should be levied upon war
profits. Sir Edward Brabrook is inclined to recommend further taxation, but
regards the question as one of the greatest difficulty :

' The test of the propriety
of taxation is the ability of the community to bear it, i.e., to bear it without
sacrificing all that makes life endurable.'

The views of Mr. D. M. Mason coincide in the main with those which we
quote later from Professor Bastable. While saying that no fixed proportion
can be laid down, he would raise as much as possible by taxation. " The advan-
tages of taxation,' he writes, 'as compared with borrowing consist in this, that
taxation comes home more directly to all sections of the community. This fact
tends to direct men's minds to the necessity of bringing the War to a close as
soon as possible. Loans, on the other hand, deceive the general community by
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creating for the time being apparently great prosperity with comparatively

small hardship. This is brought about by the expenditure of the proceeds of

the loans without corresponding high taxation. Another great evil resulting

from large loan expenditure is that the added stimulus due to the expenditure
creates an abnomial demand for labour. After the war there is a great innux
of labour seeking employment and a diminished supply of capital. The
result is a great deal of unemployment and misery for the working classes.

While loans are, no doubt, necessary for the carrying on of a great war,
regard should be given to the .state of the money market at home and abroad
both before and during the continuance of the War. It is also imperative in time
of peace, particularly if there is any probability of war, to practise economy
and keep down taxation with a view to a financial reserve for war when it

comes.

'

Mr. Gibson agrees with Mr. Kitchin's view that the best time for materially

increased taxation is in the few years immediately after the declaration of

peace, but not with the view that a period of depression is a bad time for it.

'Trade depression,' Mr. Gibson continues, 'is just the time when people have
large liquid resources, savings are high owing to' the reduced cost of living, and
investment prices rise through the increased demand for investment. Manu-
facturers require their liquid capital in times of trade booms, but not so much
in times of depression. Increased taxation from a national standpoint- can be
better borne in a time of trade depression than in a time of activity and rising

prices.' From the banker's point of view this is so, for depression always
liberates a part of the working capital of many firms which goes temporarily to
swell bankers' balances. But such moneys are not easily reached by taxation,
and, if they were, the burden would be felt when trade revived through an
added scarcity of capital.

Profes.sor Dicksee agrees with other correspondents in holding that ' public
economy in time of peace is the best possible way of providing a financial reserve
against time of war.' He continues :

' At the risk of embarking upon political
rather than economic issues, I should like to put forward the view that we are
now being called upon to pay for the experiments of politicians in social reform
during the past ten years. The need for both public and private economy is

fairly obvious; but public economy has been rendered difficult by the enormous
increase in the number of officials employed by Government Departments and
local authorities, while private economy is rendered difficult by the heavy
taxation—even on a peace footing—of the well-to-do classes, and by the general
trend of legislation which seems to have been specially designed to discourage
thrift.' Referring to Mr. EUinger's suggestion. Professor Dicksee continues :

' I

agree that, whatever opinions may be held on the subject of so-called tariff reform,
the taxatio.i of imports seems desirable imder present conditions, and that,
while it may be impossible to foretell whether the effect would be to discourage
imports or to produce a revenue, the consequences would be equally desir-
able in cither event. There seems, however, some confusion of thought about
the .suggestion that an excessive income-tax would be undesirable as reducing the
amount available for subscription to Government Loans. From the Government
point of view, the revenue derived from taxation (of whatsoever kind) is clear
gain ; whereas Loans call for ultimate repayment, and in the meantime have to
carry interest. Accordingly, even supposing the effect anticipated by Mr.
Ellinger were in fact produced, the result would not be disadvantageous to thi
Government, however inconvenient it might be to individuals.'

Here we cannot agree entirely with Professor Dicksee's views. If income-
tax or estate duties—or indeed direct taxation generally—is made too heavy,
the yield declines proportionately and might even decline"^ absolutely. It cannot
be said in advance when an increase in direct taxation would cease to be pro-
ductive beyond the general cavmt that there is such a point. Allowance must
be made for psychological conditions. At the moment patriotism would make
that limit recede, but as the dangers of war become more remote this influence
grows less effective; thus fhe psychological influence is an argument for early
taxation.

Professor Bastable, who has composed his memorandum after reading those
written by the other contributors, thinks that the proportion of the tax con-
tribution to the wars of 1793-1815 has been over-estimated. 'Instead,' he

R B 2
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writes ' of one-half of the cost having been met by taxation, the fact seems

to be that little more than one-fourth of the war expenditure was so provided.

If the total cost of the war be taken as 83O,O0O,O0OL, the contribution from
loans was 600,000,000/., and that from taxation 230,000,000?. It must, how-
ever, be said that the Isorrowing took place chiefly in the period from 1793 to

1800, and that much greater efforts were made to secure an adequate tax revenue

in the later years of the war. There can be no doubt that Pitt's policy in

respect to war finance was affected by two influences, viz. (1) the fear of

popular hostility to heavy taxation, and (2) the belief in the magical operation

of the sinking-fund scheme. We have to recognise that earlier use of the

income tax would have greatly lightened the financial strain and the accumu-
lation of debt. The financial management of the Crimean War (which was more
in the hands of Cornewall Lewis than in those of Gladstone) was more satis-

factory. More than half of the cost was met out of tax revenue (3S,00O,000Z.

out of the total of 70,000,000/.), which showed a marked contrast with the
French policy in the same war.'

The consideration of the above facts has more than a mere historical

interest, and we wish to call special attention to the grave warning of Professor
Bastable in the following paragraphs. It is obvious, as he justly says, that
' the great lesson to be derived from them is the need of immediate adjustment
of the -financial system on the outbreak of war. The easy course of borrowing
is open to the conclusive objection that it mortgages resources that will soon
be needed, while it induces the ordinary citizen to think that he is not called

on for any additional effort. But in no previous case has the necessity for this

adjustment been so great as in the present war. Though Pitt bequeathed a
heavy burden to the British taxpayer of the nineteenth century, the immense
development of British industry as the result of the manufacturing system and
colonial expansion furnished a counterbalancing force. It is not within the
range of reasonable probability to hope for anything similar in the twentieth
century. Moreover, the call on the "national dividend" is proportionally
greater. At no time in the course of the Napoleonic War did the borrowings
of the State absorb the whole savings of the country. The present rate of war
expenditure exceeds threefold the annual savings of the United Kingdom
in peace time. The necessary consequence is that there must be either a great
growth of "net," as distinguished from " gross " income or that assistance must
be obtained from the disposable funds of other countries. To secure the former
there will have to be effective inducements to saving in the form of high
interest, or compulsory additions to the net revenue forced by the pressure
(what INIill somewhere calls " the whip and spur ") of taxation.

' On these plain and simple grounds rests the general rule that a great war
calls for (1) a large development of existing forms of taxation and (2) the
adoption of any new and feasible forms. Whatever may be said in respect
to times of peace, it is certain that productiveness is the one great criterion
of war taxes. The nice distinctions of charges on income, on property,
on commodities, or on expenditure in general, as well as the problems of just
distribution, have to yield to the fundamental consideration of the best way
to obtain the maximum return. The only other element of importance is the
effect of the tax methods on the productive power of the country, which is itself
a branch of future fiscal productiveness. Controversy as to the respective
merits of different forms of taxation is really excluded by the urgent necessity
of employing every effective method. It "follows, therefore, "that heavily
increased taxation of income, especially unearned income (for this is in fact a
property tax), much higher rates of duties on fiscallv productive commodities,
and the increase of any minor duties that are likely to prove fruitful should be
speedily brought into operation. Nothing but actual trial can show the limit
to this use of taxation. We may, however, get some clue by considering the
amount of the national income and the proportion that can be appropnated
by the State in case of urgent need.

' If 2 000,000.000/. be taken as an under-estimate of the national income and
If we take the view of those financial writers who hold that under emergency
jDressure 25 per cent, of this income could be secured for the State, it follows
that for a limited period of strain 500,000,000/. would be the available tax
revenue. Bearing in mind tJie possibility of very large economies on the normal
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peace outlay, it seems as if vigorous financial administration, sparing no spcwal

interests or classes, would supply over 300,UUt),(A»0/. for each year of a limited

war period. The tax revenue, jus;:'; indicated as possible, has evidently to be

supplemented by the use of loans. It is, or ought to be, recognised that there

are large funds which cannot be brought in by the pressure of the tax-collector,

but which will how in to the Exchequer if the inducement of adequate interest

is afforded. We may perhaps assume that by this means an amount equal to that

gained from taxation is obtainable, year by year, for a war period of several

years. The compulsory contribution of the taxpayer is balanced by the

voluntary payments of the saving class.

' The general result of the foregoing estimate shows an annual fund of over

700,000,000^. available for the cost of war. Taking the total of this cost as

approximating towards 1,000,000,OOOZ., there remains a sum of over 250,000,000/.

to be supplied, and here the use of an external loan is manifestly prescribed.
By a<lopting the sound policy of exempting the interest on such a loan from
British taxation the raising of the required amount would be facilitated. In
addition to the immediate financial relief there would be the important effect

on the Foreign Exchanges (it need hardly be said that the United States would
be the chief field of contribution) and the beneficial political bearing through
the financial interests becoming attached to the side of the borrowing country.
As the struggle proceeds, the need of some such arrangement will, I believe,
become plainer; but delay will mean heavy financial loss and greater diflSculty
in bringing about the needed adjustments.'

We are inclined to think that with taxation of over 300,000,000?. more than
350,000,000/. could be raised by loan, even without trenching (as was done in the
Napoleonic Wars with the result of a suspension of cash payments) upon those
bankers' funds which should be keipt liquid. But to do that we must call upon
our reserve supply of labour and produce more goods, particularly for export.
Therefore the nexus of ideas is public and private economy together with
increased production; unless we accomplish the last, we are not making the most
of our command of the sea. Probably if war expenditure does not exceed
1,000,000,000/. per annum this country could finance this almost altogether, if

not altogether, by taxation and loan, but the national income would need not
to fall below 2,000,000,000/. ; we should have to take over 20 per cent, of that,
and under the conditions indicated we could lend, say, 450,000, 00<J/. per annum,
possibly more. But the sacrifice involved in the marginal taxation would be
extremely great and the marginal borrowings would be raised at a high cost,

thus it would probably be cheaper on the whole to float external loans of
moderate amounts. The problem is, in fact, whether there is a balance of
advantage in obtaining the marginal 150,000,000/. or 200,000,000/. of annual
war expenditure (in the event of a long war) from British or from external
sources.

VI. The War and the Foreign Exchanges.

The inquiry into the effect of the War upon the Foreign Exchanges may
conveniently be divided into two periods. The first of these covers the few
weeks immediately succeeding the outbreak of war, when the exchanges
throughout the world with hardly an exception suffered complete disorganisa-
tion, from which they gradually recovered as the first shock spent itself and
emergency measures were taken to ameliorate the existing financial stress.
The second period displays the gradual cumulative effect of war conditions
and war expenditure upon the financial relations of each of the combatant
nations with its Allies and with the principal neutral countries, an effect which
in the case of this country has only now begun to attract serious attention.

With regard to the first period it is beyond doubt that if everyone had kept
his head and had correctly gauged the future, the collapse of the exchange
machinery could have been avoided. When we remember, however, that the
outbreak of war took the financial world by surprise and that there were few
precedents to guide men in such an emergency, it is not surprising that mis-
takes were made.

Two circumstances have contributed to make London the financial centre
of the world : (1) it ha-s been for generations the one absolutely free gold
market, and (2) tho Bank of England has always been willing to cash its notes
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in gold to any extent, both for internal usci and for export. Thus the
' exchange ' of the whole world has centred round the sterling bill, which had
come to ba regarded, in Mr. Franklin's phrase, as actual ' interest-bearing

gold.' Nearly every foreign State Bank was in the habit of keeping a certain

portion of its reserve in sterling bills, which were renewed from time to time

as they became due, and only 'melted' when and as these banks desired to

replenish their stocks of gold. In practically eveiry foreign country the rate of

exchange on London is not reckoned by the value of the unit of currency of

that country in pounds, shillings, and pence, but by the number of francs,

marks, dollars, &c., necessary to purchase the pound sterling.

The outbreak of war found London the creditor of the world as regards

short-dated obligations, and the hurried calling in of such obligations caused

a stampede for sterling remittances, which rose to extraordinary prices. The
normal rate in New York for London cable transfers is 4.86^ dollars the pound
sterling, but in August last year rates of 6^ dollars were dealt in. In other

centres it was impossible for a time to obtain sterling remittances at any
price. Many countries forbade the export of gold ; arbitrage operations, which
in more normal times are used as a lever to redress variations from normal
exchange rates, ceased altogether ; the creation of finance bills stopped abruptly

;

the Stock Exchanges of the world were closed. Gradually, however, as men
began to view the situation more calmly the confusion was allayed. Credits
which had been abruptly recalled were in many cases renewed. Emergency
measures which are described elsewhere helped to restore confidence. During
the prolonged Bank Holiday, one of the most important problems before the
Treasury was the re-establishment of foreign exchange, as it was recognised
that, until this was accomplished, it would be quite impossible to carry on
the foreign trade of this country. In order to do this, it was necessary in the
first instance to re-establish the position of the sterling bill. For this, two
things were necessary—the first to induce accepting houses to continue and
grant legitimate trade credits, and the second to induce banks and discount
houses to discount these acceptances when created. For the accepting houses
realised that a large and unknown proportion of their acceptances would not
be provided for by the drawers at due date, and the discount houses believed
that many of the bills bearing their endorsements might not be met by the
acceptors. Neither acceptors nor endorsers, therefore, felt themselves justified
in adding to their liabilities. 'These two apparently insuperable difficulties,'

Mr. Franklin writes,. ' were overcome by the Treasury, with the assistance of
the Bank of England, in a manner that will always be recognised as masterly.'

One of these measures had a curious and unexpected effect. The Mora-
torium enabled foreign customers to postpone the transfer of the sterling to
London. ' There is no doubt,' Mr. E. F. Davies writes, ' that the Moratorium
saved enormous sums to foreign countries which were indebted to London, and
it also arrested the tremendous rise that was taking place in the foreign
exchanges in favour of this country. The following table shows the rates of
exchange current immediately prior to the War and the highest and lowest
quotations since :
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The remarkable jump in the American exchange was due firstly to the general

causes already mentioned, and secondly, as Mr. Davies points out, to the fact

that the city of New York found itself obliged to pay off 13,500,000?. sterling

shott notos maturing in this country at that time. There is no doubt that it

would have been a very profitable transaction for English bankers to have

renewed those notes, and to have thus kept a certain control over the exchange,

but, owing to the manner in which the renewal at that time was proposed,

the operation did not meet with general approbation. It would have relieved

the situation if the notes had been renewed here, and it would have been a

very remunerative investment for anyone foresighted enough to purchase the

issue of yearly dollar bills with the exchange round about six to six and a-half

dollars and the return that the interest gave them in New York. The action

of the Government in stepping in and adjusting the rate of exchange was no
doubt good at the time, because it had the effect of restoring normality, although
everyone should have known that this country and her Allies would have
to buy enormously in the United States of America, which would quickly

r'xiucethe exchange rate to its normal level.

Before turning to the second of the periods into which our subject is divided
a few words of explanation are needed. Mr. Metz^'' divides the influences

which determine the level of exchange rates into four heads, as follows :

(a) Trade balance, including trade in securities.

(6) Service balance, including interest as remuneration for the service

of lending money; in other words, interest on foreign debt held.

(c) Gold shipments.

(d) Credits abroad.

A fifth may be added in some cases, viz., the depreciation of the internal

cui'rency of a country, which is reflected in exchange rates between that

country and others; and (6) should be interpreted to include the services of our

shipping, in which the rise of freights balances, to some extent, the diversion of

mercnant ships to war purposes.

Tn normal times (a) and (b) are of primary importance, and (c) and (d) are

chiefly used to redress temporary fluctuations in the volume of (a) and (h). In,

times of peace (a) and (b) tend to an equilibrium or are brought to an equilibrium

by the operation of a steady accumulation of foreign investments or foreign

indebtedness, according as the nation is an investing counti-y such as the

United Kingdom, or a spending country such as our Dominions and Colonies,

which are yet in process of development.
The effect of a war such as the present is, however, to disorganise the

normal balance of trade and service. Every combatant is compelled to import
enormous quantities of war material and food, whilst its own power of produc-
tion is necessarily seriously impaired by the withdrawal of masses of men from
productive enterprise for military purposes. This process is in operation in
the case of all the nations now at war, though in the case of some of them
it is modified or complicated by the military and naval operations of their
opponents which have restricted foreign trade to its narrowest limits. The
result is that the belligerents' imports overshadow their exports, and the rate
of exchange tends more and more against such countries and in favour of
the principal neutral nations.

Thus in Germany the premium on dollars had risen in July 1915 to about
174 per cent., the Amsterdam rate showing a similar percentage against Germany.
In England exchange rates with neutral countries were irregular, but in no
case was the premium more than 3 per cent. In France at the same date Dutch
currency stood at about 8^ per cent, premium. In Russia sterling exchange
had reached a premium of 54^ per cent., and the Dutch exchange a premium
of 58J per cent. In Amsterdam the Austrian currency stood at a depreciation of
25 per cent., and the Italian of nearly 18 per cent.

What is the eignificance of these" figures ? To what extent do they denote

'*Mr. S. Metz, who writes from Amsterdam, the chief neutral financial
centre, has furnished the Conference with most useful information on the
exchanges.
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merely a hitch in the machinery of remitting money, and how far if at all are

they evidence of a depreciation in the value of each comitry's currency '!

None of the belligerents vvill admit such a depreciation, though few impartial

observers, if such can be found, will deny its existence. As regards the English
currency, the argimient will probably be used that, unlike all the other belli-

gerents, gold is in free circulation, and that its export is not prohibited. But,
as Mr. E. L. Franklin points out, ' at the present time, notwithstanding that

there is no prohibition placed on the export of gold to neutral countries, no
bank or banker can be found who will avail himself of the benefits accruing
from such transactions, because it is the general opinion, whether justified or

not I will not say, that it is against the interests of this country for gold to

leave England so long as other Governments do not allow gold exports from
their countries.'

The creation of credit has been necessarily profuse, one might almost say
necessarily reckless, in this country during the War; wages and prices are on a
war basis which can admittedly be only temporary. The result is inflation,

which in the opinion of many is reflected in an unfavourable rate of exchange.
What is to be the remedy? Let us turn back to our summary of the factors
which determine the level of exchange rates. From these we may dismiss {!))

as a potential lever for influencing the rates between this country and others.
The interest on debts due from abroad will certainly decline rather than
increase during the War, and th« withdrawal of men from industry for
military purposes prevents any increase in the volume of our services to other
nations. The shipment of gold provides a possible palliative for an unfavour-
ablerate, and the criticism is often heard that gold reserves are valueless unless
use is made of them. In the present case, however, we are confronted with the
difficulty that our stock of gold is wholly inadequate to maintain exchange
rates, and that America, to which country most of the gold exported would
find its way, has ample supplies of the metal. Mr. Metz," indeed, argues that
the export of gold, the sale of securities, and the creation of credits all 'suffer
from the same evil, that they can be applied only once, and that, once availed
of. they weaken rather than etrenpthen the situation.' Mr. Davies, on the
other hand, can see only one practical way in which this exchange can be
rectified, and that is by 'the issue in the States of a large loan, free "of income
tTX, for account of Great Britain. There is not the .'^lishtest doubt, in view of
American public opinion on Germany's submarine warfare, and the extremely
favourable rate of exchange for American investors, that the United States
would have subscribed largely to the recent British War Loan, had it not been
for one factor, viz., that no provi.sion was made in the terms of the issue to
exempt foreign subscribers from the British income-tax.'

Gold exports, therefore, cannot be relied upon as a permanent way out of
our difficulty, and the loss of our small stock might have serious results in

weakening confideme both here and abroad. There remain to us (a) and (d).

The trade balance may be permanently affected by the discouragement cf
imports into this country, by the encouragement of exports, by increased
economy of consumption, and by taxation. In speaking of imports and exports
it may be noted that we are not speaking merely of the trade with the United
States of America. Our trade is not and cannot be divided into compartments,
and. though the present difficultv is the exchange rate with America, this rate

can be directly influenced by trade transactions with other countries.

In all these directions something has been done by exhortation in the speeches
of Cabinet Ministers and from the pulpit, but it may be doubted whether such ex-
hortations have had anv but the most sunerficial effect, nor are they likely to
touch more than the fringe of the question. Action of a more direct kind is

needed, and such action is not likely to meet with insuperable obstacles. Economy
should be enforced as well as preached, and the lesson should be the easier in

that Germany has already set an example to the whole world. But when all

these palliatives and remedies have been adopted there is little doubt that
there will remain a great deal to be done, and our weapon for this purpose
must be the raising of credits abroad. Here again the difficulties are merely
difficulties of detail and procedure, for no one doubts that the British Govern-
ment could raise money in the United States on favourable terms.
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Appendix.

The Third War Loan. By D. Drummond Eraser, M.Com.

Is another War Loan necessary ? In the event of the continuance of the
War till the end of the current financial year our expenditure will exce«d our
revenue by not less than 1,000,000,000/. Towards this the second War Loan
is raising GOO,000,OOlW. To be able to borrow on such a colossal scale the Govern-
ment must dominate and attract the savings of the people. The bulk of the
proceeds of this borrowing—four-fifths—is expended in this country. Such a

vast expenditure stimulates trade. This enlarges the natioiial income and
increases the savings of the people. A Government compulsory loan would
intensify the savings by a forced reduction of expenditure, especially with regard
to some of our imports. It must be remembered that it is as vital a necessity

to reduce our imports as it is to increase our exports.

I suggest that the Government should adopt the banking principle of bor-

rowing cloy hy day directly from the people, in a simple and popular form. I

propose the issue of Treasury War Bonds in three forms : repayable in three,

five, seven, or ten years, at a fixed rate of interest payable half-yearly ; the
interest for the first half-year to be calculated from the date of investment to

the end of the first half-year ; a provision to be made on the back of the bonds
for a transfer and a new bond to be issued when the transfer is completed.

1. A Treasury War Bond for l.OOOZ. or any multiple thereof.

2 A Treasury War Bond for 100?. or any multiple thereof payable in ten monthly
instalments.

3. A Treasury War Bond for 5?. or any multiple thereof—scrip vouchers of 5s.,

10s., and \l. to the amount of bl. or any multiple of 5?., to be accepted
as well as cash ; holders of bonds not exceeding 100?. to receive their

interest each half-year without deduction of tax.

In the national interest it is of the utmost importance that the Treasury War
Bonds should be taken up by the people direct. It is notorious that the anti-

quated syste.ai of the other two loans, with their ' short-time ' limit for appli-

cation and payment, has not attracted the bulk of the people ; and, in conse-

quence, the banks have subscribed for a considerable portion of the two War
Loans. This, after all, is the money of the people once removed. The bankers'
real function is to be the custodian of the people's cash resources—deposits

;

60 per cent, of which is employed to liquefy the people's ' quick assets '—bills

and advances—which fructifies wealth. The bankers ehould only finance the
Government temporarily through Treasury Bills over the counter, maturing;

three, six, nine, or twelve months after date.^'

To the timid banker who sees a dangerous competitor in the Government,
I would say that, in spite of the fact that during the first ten months of the War
the Government had raised 600,000,000/. from the first War Loan, Exchequer
Bonds, and Treasury Bills, the deposits of the banks had actually increased m
the same period 200,000,000/. I would remind him that since the banks have
taken their branches to the homes of the people, the deposits during the present
generation ha\e increased 200 per cent. I would further remind him that the

business of the country is conducted with an incredible smoothness through the
bankers' clearing houses by means of the crossed cheques, the daily average
number of which exceeds one million. It was Gladstone who first freed the
cheque from its legal disabilities. He was warned by the timid banker of his

day that he was placing a very dangerous weapon in the hands of the people.

The municipal corporations, the Lancashire cotton mills, &c., have already

educated the people with undoubted success in the banking principle of borrow-
ing money day by day direct from the people, for short periods, at a fixed rate

of interest. If the bankers, brokers, and financial houjes act for the Bank of

England, on behalf of the Government, in receiving applications for the Treasury
War Bonds, and also in repaying or renewing them, then the Government could

obtain the necessary money, when needed, by recurrent popular advertisements
in the daily press.

^^ Mr. A. H. Gibson supports this proposal.
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In the coin-se of the Discussion the following Paper was read :

—

The Effect of the War on Finance and Currency. By Yves Guyot.

War represents an excess of consumption ; the belligerents consume capital
under every form ; nothing remains of it. No doubt the men who are at the
Front would have been obliged to consume in time of peace. But they would
certainly have made more economical consumption ; moreover, most of them
would have been busy supplying agricultural or industrial goods, or by trans-
port, by trade, or by banking operations they would have been useful to the
jconomical repartition of those products.

The said products do not exist. The saving power has therefore been
almost entirely destroyed. Onlj' those who have been producing for the large
consumers—namely, the belligerent nations—have been able to put aside a part
of their profits, a much smaller part than is supposed, at any rate in France
and the United Kingdom; those are the only amounts of capital constituted
since the War.

No doubt the subscribers to Loans will receive higher interest than they
would have received if the War had not given rise to the enormous needs of
the States ; but as the States will be obliged to saddle the mass of taxpayers
with further burdens in order to pay interests and clear off the Loans, "the
result will be an extra charge on the general expenses of each inhabitant of
the land.

Thus, on the morrow of the War : destruction of an enormous mass of
fixed capital which will have to be reconstituted ; railroads, working plant worn
out, not kept in order or not renewed, houses to reconstruct, and lack of
available moneys. The needs will be great, but the purchasing power will be
small, and the cost price will be increased by the higher rate of capital, the
difficulties of procuring working plant and instruments, the scarcity of labour
and fiscal surcharges.

The only means of repairing losses and increasing the economic power of a
nation is the increase of the intensity of production.

It may be obtained by new inventions or discoveries, by a better division
of labour ; hut any measure having for consequence a decrease of the efficiency
of labour annihilates entirely or partially the technical progresses and increases
cost prices.

If legislative or fiscal measures interfere with capital, they merely cause
it to steer away from industrial enterprise and to abandon economic activity.

If, under pretext of protection, Customs duties increase the price of articles
which the progress of industry, of banking, and of means of transport strive
to lower, they increase the necessary effort for the acquisition of such articles,
and consequently they lower the efficaciousness of technical improvements.

Many employees have been persuaded that by means of controlling measures
exercised by State, by restrictions due to the "trade unions, they could obtain
higher salaries in return for a minimum of their productive capacity. It is

necessary to look for means of giving the maximum of productive strength to
labour on the following bases : harmony for tlie workman between his interests
and professional morality.

Much has been said about private and public economy. Let the administra-
tions set the example ; we hope they will do so, though we confess that we
have little faith to back such a hope. All the plans and projects laid down
and discussed in the French Parliament concerning the economic future of
France lead merely to an increase of expenditure. None aim at making im-
portant savings in the Budget previous to the War.

As for private economy, all is relative : no doubt there is a deal of useless
waste, which it will be wise to diminish or to suppress ; but economy is only a
negative virtue, the intensity of production is a positive virtue, aiid it is on
that virtue that we must build in order to ensure economic progress.
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11.

The following Paper was read and discussed :

—

Economic Problems after the War.
By the Ven. Archdeacon W. Cunningham, F.B.A.

There can be no accurate forecast of the conditions after the war ; but as
we have borrowed largely and spent the money unproductively, there is sure to
be a heavy burden to fall on some one, though we cannot foresee exactly how
it will be borne. We can only indicate hopes and fears as to the possibilities
of the future.

During the war there has been an immense outburst of the sense of national
duty ; we may hope that men will continue to view the affairs of the country
with public spirit, and that the laissez faire school which identifies national
prosperity with the pursuit of private interests is dead.

There has been a great increase of governmental activity, and the experi-
ments made in regard to the nationalisation of railways and the fixing of prices
and profits and wages by the State are remarkable. They mark an increased
sense of the nation as a unit, and indicate that cosmopolitanism has received a
check. It is probable that each nation will be on the guard against the
risk of being exploited by countries which are more advanced industrially.
Great Britain was enabled by the age of invention to use her industrial
superiority so as to control the resources of other countries ; and though
Great Britain has now left her Colonies free to pursue their own development,
German organisation and her carelul application of science to industry have
given her the opportunity of pursuing the same policy.

It is of the highest importance that the problems of the increased burden
caused by the war should be clearly stated ; and there may be some misgiving
lest the habit of mind which has been recently cultivated by English economists
is the best for dealing with broad issues. Both consumption and production
are necessary parts of the economic pi-ocess, but the war has shown once
more the importajice of production—the production of munitions and ihe
organisation of employment ; the new school of economists, which gives an
exaggerated importance to consumption and leaves production in the back-
ground, is not well fitted to deal with the questions. Many economists before
the war took a short-sighted view of British interests, and helped to create the
impression in Germany that Great Britain was so committed to neutrality that
she would present no objection to the invasion of Belgium. By exaggerating the
importance of consumption the same school of economists has given an
apparently scientific basis to the claims of those who are taking advantage of
the war to stand out for higher wages. In so far as the struggle at the
Dardanelles has been due to political rather than military considerations they
have laid undue stress on the possibility of importing corn from the Black Sea,
and have raised the question as to whether cheapness to the consumer may not
be obtained at too great a cost in lives.

The following Report was discussed :

—

Report on Fatigue from the Economic Standpoint.—See Reports, p. 283.
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Section G.—ENGINEEEING.

President of the Section : —H. S. Hele-Siiaw, D.Sc, LL.D., F.E.S.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

The preparation and delivery of a Presidential Address is usually a pleasant and
not difficult task, although it seems to be the custom mildly to intimate to the

contrary. In ordinary times the President chooses a subject on which he has
done some work, and with which he is therefore familiar, and with which,
moreover, his name is more or less associated. If this had been an ordinary
time, I should have liked to deal with the fascinating subject of mechanical
locomotion, and to review what has taken place, let us say, since the meeting of

the British Association held in Manchester rather more than half-a-century ago.

The subject would have afforded ample scope, as we can realise by considering

what would have been the effect produced if the distinguished Engineer, Sir

William Fairbairn, who was President of the British Association in that year,

had told his audience that within a comparatively short space of time our roads

would be to a large extent occupied with self-propelled traffic ; that electricity,

then nothing but a toy, would play a most important part in our means of

locomotion, not merely for driving but for lighting. That it would be used for

searching out and communicating with vessels far away from the land and from
each other ; that ships many times the size of the largest ones then in ordinary

use would employ steam as Hero employed it two thousand years ago, and obtain

by this means a speed more than twice that of any existing ships ; and that many
ocean ships would be propelled against wind and tide by engines without using

any steam at j,\\. If the President had further proceeded to predict that ships

would travel under water for long distances as easily as on the surface, and that,

above all, a safe pathway would lae found in the air by means of machines flying

at speeds far exceeding that of the swiftest birds, I suspect he would have lost

a good deal of his reputation as a man of judgment and common sense.

Such addresses, which deal with scientific progress, are most instructive, and
the historical treatment of engineering questions is of the utmost value in

assisting the judgment as to future possibilities. It is therefore most dis-

appointing that I do not feel justified in taking up your time with an addrese

of this kind.

The fact is, the time is not an ordinary one, for the war which a year ago

cast its shadow over the Meeting of the British Association in Australia has, as

the months have passed by, gradually unfolded the most terrible page in the

history of the world.

It is terrible not merely because of the frightful slaughter which has taken

place and which will yet take place, owing on one hand to the gigantic armies

employed, and on the other to the nature of modern warfare. A predecessor in

the Chair, one who has left many marks of his genius on the peaceful engineer-

ing works of the country, Mr. Hawksley, commented about fifty years ago on
' the unhappy necessity of devoting so much of the science and skill of members

of the Association to the defence of the homes of the people of this great
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nation.' He further remarked with great prophetic insight :
' War is no longer

carried on by means of mere animal courage and brute force ; on the contrary,

we perceive,' much to our amazement, I believe, that the highest branches of

mechanical science and the most refined processes of the mechanical arts are

resorted to by the modern warrior for the purposes of offence and defence. And
we are taught by the logic of the facts that the modern soldier must cease to

remain a passive machine, but on the contrary, must henceforth be trained as a

skilled labonjer, if not indeed as a skilled artisan.'

I do not think, however, that either Mr. Hawksley or anyone else could

anticipate what refinements of skill and science would be brought to bear, not

merely on the destruction of the human species but of those ancient edifices of

beauty which cost hundreds of years to build, and which cannot be replaced, or

even the loss of those great works of engineering in the form of bridges and other

structures which, though doubtless replaceable, represent the accumulated wealth

of mankind. All this does not con.stitute, however, the worst feature of the war
which is still raging. I do not know which will hereafter stand out in the

blackest light—the callous disregard by our enemy of the recognised laws which
have governed warfare amongst civilised countries hitherto, of which the recent

murder of a defenceless submarine crew in neutral waters is an example, or the

fad., of which there is now abundant and overwhelming proof, that this conntry,

while animated only by peaceful intentions, was itself the real object and
ultimate aim for the destructive effort of our enemy.

Fortunately we now all know that our determination at any cost to our-

selves to stand by our treaty obligation to a weaker country was really a fateful

moment in the history of our Empire. Had we then failed, such failure would
have spelt our own doom.

This is not the place to dwell at any length on this subject; but I cannot
help pointing out that the whole attitude of scientific and professional men in

this country at the beginning of the war shows how little they realised the real

nature of what was before us. Thus my own predecessor, after the war had
begun, in his Presidential Address in Australia, used the words ' The discoveries

in pure science, and their innumerable applications to practical ends, are ever a

potent factor working for the common good.' The truth is that the great

majority of us did not realise to what uses science would be put in the mutilation
and destruction of our fellow creatures.

Still we are told by soldiers that practically any applications of science con-

stitute legitimate warfare, and that the only way to escape from destruction
ourselves is to employ all the resources of science in our own defence.

It is on these grounds that the Meeting of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science has been held this year, because science is proving such
an all-important factor in the present war.

The mere holding of this meeting, however, with a vague sort of idea that
science is associated with war, does not seem to most of us to meet the real needs
of the case. The decision to hold the meeting was made in March, i.e., six

months ago. Since that time the nation has awakened to the fact that matters
have become very much more eerious, and we scarcely needed the solemn
warnings of oxvc responsible statesmen to enable us to realise this. We see oxit

foe turning every resource towards the active prosecution of the war, and
bringing in the aid of every man towards that end. If the result were a small

m'ltter, we might pursue our way, as we did at first, with the fatuous cry,
' Business as usual ' ; but day by day it is brought home to us that the Hymn
of Hate, childish though it may seem, really represents the serious mind and
deadly intention of our enemy. When I say this I know there are exceptions,

and it is gratifying to find that at least one German guest of the British

Association acknowledged in print the generous manner in which the German
guests were treated in Australia after the war broke out, even being given a

passage home.' This and much else warns us that our failure in this war means
the loss of what has been built up in so many centuries, and what we value

above all other things, viz., our freedom, and that this loss would be accom-
panied by atrocities and degrad<ation beyond the most savage happenings of the

1 I regret to say this forms a striking contrast to the brutal treatment meted
out in many cases to British visitors in Germany.
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past. It behoves us all then who are members of it to show that the British

Association, which has rendered such great services to the country in the past,

can bear its share of the burden to-day.

I assume that we are all agreed upon this point, and it remains to consider

the best way in which such a work can be carried out. Understanding from the

President that he is dealing with the question from the point of view of the

whole Association, I need only deal with the matter as far as it concerns our
Section. After discussing the matter with our Secretary and several of my
predecessors in the Chair, I suggest that we continue the three Eesearch Com-
mittees already in existence, but do not institute a fresh one, forming instead

a Special Committee, the purpose of which I propose to lay before you. Before

doing this, I should like to point out that the very fact that engineering con-

stitutes such an important feature of the War has prevented our having, as

often in times past, papers on military and naval subjects, such as Warships,

Armour, Projectiles, &c. And this for two reasons : first, because nearly every

professional or manufacturing engineer having as a rule sent the best of his

staff to the fighting line is overwhelmed by actual work either directly or

indirectly connected with munitions and war material, and is much better so

employed than in talking about the subject, or even in attending the present

meeting ; secondly, because men who really know all about such work would not

be likely to discuss it in public at the present time,' and I am sure you will

agree with me that we do not want merely popular science on war subjects.

Hence, the twenty-four papers before the Section deal with engineering

science generally, but I venture to think they are of a high scientific quality, and
quite as important in character as those of former years; and it will be noticed

in several cases they touch closely on subjects bearing on the War, such as

those on wireless telegraphy and traction.

The object of the proposed Committee is two-fold. The first of these would
be to undertake any work which may be of use in an advisory capacity or

by research, or indeed in any other way for direct assistance in the War.
This would, of course, be a temporary object of the Committee, but never-

theless a real one, for, as stated by the Commander-in-Chief at the Front,

this is a war of machinery ; and a Cabinet Minister, in quoting this, quoted
the further statement of Sir John French that it was not the German
soldiers our men had to cope with ; it was the artillery, ammunitions, and
enormously powerful mechanical organisation of the German Army. I need
not go into all that may be done in this direction by the Committee, but one
step 'will be to place ourselves at the service of the Ministry of Munitions for

such work. A certain number of tlie proposed Committee may be already doing
munition work and also valuable work for other Committees with which they can
at any rate keep us in touclT; other members would be free to give all their time
and service for such work as the opportunity presents itself.

'With regard to the second purpose, the matter stands on a rather different

footing. We were in many respects quite unprepared for the War on which we
have entered, and though this offers one of the most powerful arguments in

refutation of the charge that we deliberately entered the War for sinister

purposes, it will be very disastrous if we repeat our unpreparedness when the

War ceases, and we shall deserve the worst that can happen to us. When peace

is concluded, it will only be a prelude to another war, and a war which will

recommence with far greater energy on the part of our enemy than before—^viz.,

the war of commerce—and the latter will be almost as serious for us as the more
sanguinary one. This will be so even if we are victors, for as an historian

(Professor Gardiner) has written :
' After a long war the difficulties of the victors

are often greater than those of the conquered. The conquered have their atten-

tion directed to the reparation of losses and are inspired by a patriotic desire

to submit to losses for the sake of their country. The victors are in the frame
of mind which expects everything to be easy.'

Remembering how soon we forgot that black December week fifteen years

ago ; and the lurid indication from the German Emperor that he and his

people had the will to destroy us then if not the power, and how swiftly

^ I cannot help paying a tribute to the splendid work of the Economic
Section, which Section does not suffer from our peculiar disability
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we relapsed into natioiicil ease at the end of the Boer War, it hehoves every
man who can do so to take his share in making ready for the terrific struggle
Germany is certain to put up in the arts and manufactures. I might give
evidence of tliis from a number of sources, but I will only take one emanating
from a body of Professors of the great Universities of Germany. These
gentlemen have published a voluminous manifesto containing amongst other
gems the following :

' Once the Russians are driven back beyond their
new Frontier we sliall not forget the war which England has made on the
maritime and Colonial commerce of Germany. That must be the guide of our
action and we must supplant the world trade of Great Britain. By her
blockade of Germany, England has instructed us in the art of being a European
Power, militarily, industrially independent of others. We must immediately
seek to create for ourselves apart from the Empire of the Seas a Continental
commercial enceinte as extensive as possible. . . . With regard to war indem-
nities we shall demand an indemnity which as much as possible shall cover war
expenditure, the repair of damage, and pensions for the disabled men widows,
and orphans. We know that the question has been examined by the Govern-
merit according to the financial rapacities of our emmies. From England whichMs been so niggardly in men, we can never demand enough money, because
England raised the world against us with gold. It is our duty to crush the
insatiable cupidity of this nation.' It does not, however, want such pubb'shed
•evidence to convince any practical person of the folly of thinking that a keen
•and virile nation having more tlian 100 million inhabitants is going to be
crushed out of fierce and vengeful competition, whatever the end of the warmay be We shall better appreciate what this competition will mean if we con-
:sider the marvellous progress made by Germany during the last half-centm'y in
4,he arts and manufactures. Although we cannot say that this is absolutely
measured by progress in the production of iron and steel, or even say that the
corresponding rate of increase in production during that period by this country
directly measures our progress relatively to Germany, still it does afford some
indication m the case of the engineering industry. Probably few of us have ever
realised what I can show you by means of graphic curves of production of ironand steel For these curves I am indebted to the kindness of the Secretary of
the I anil Commission, who was good enough to prepare them specially for my
Address, ajthough I do not, of course, put them forward here as a tariff ai-gument
I he four diagrams, figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, represent annual production in ordinates"and the corresponding years by abscissae, the production of the United Kin-dom being shown throughout in full lines and that of Germany by dotted line!laking farst fig. 1, we have the actual production of pig iron for the last fiftyyears, and we can see at a glance the much more rapid rate of comparativi
production in Germany m recent years. When we come to the percentage
relatively to the worlds production, we see that while Germany is steadily

Ef."g- ^en in comparison with whole world output, the production of theUnited Kingdom is falling at an even more rapid rate than that of Germany isrising
;

for whereas fifty years ago it was more than half the production of thewhole world, it is now only 13 per cent., whereas Germany's percentage, which
tifty years ago was only 10 per cent., has now risen to 25 per cent, of the wholeworld production.

Figs. 3 and 4 tell the same tale, except that the relative production in steelof this country is now only 10 per cent.. Germany keeping for many years thesatisfactory figure of a quarter of the whole world's production; and it is ofcourse quite familiar matter that, as far as science and discovery go, Germany

ailhonX fn"7r
'" ^t^l production largely to the discoveries in this country,although in the case of the Bessemer steel process, she evaded the payment ofroyalties in making use of the invention. We know that the same ta^le^lT to be

and Z ^H % industries, such, for instance, as the chemical industry,

i'nin /[
suffering severely from the want of the very dyes which wereinvented by one of our own countrymen.

The above curves are quite sufficient to illustrate the marvellous progress of

Inf™ "l''ch/as been repeated ad nauseam by German statesmen soldiers,professors, and the whole German press generally, is that the War is caused
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by our jealousy of this progress of Germany. Perhaps you will consider it waste
of time to even allude to this matter; but I will take this opportunity of

pointing out that if there had been any truth concerning this jealousy, it would
have been the simplest thing in the world to shut Germany out of a large
number of markets in the British Empire, and that this would have been a very
much cheaper process than going to war. Our Colonies, which are now fighting

equally with ourselves against German aggression, made a very small difference

(5 per cent., for instance, in the case of New South Wales) in regard to the
introduction of German manufactures. I myself have somewhat close know-
ledge of two colonies, and I cannot help recalling the astonishment with which I

found in South Africa that, v/hen there was a huge scheme of electrification

effected, the enormous amount of material which Germany supplied was for what
the public mo.stly believed to be a purely British enterprise. I also have reason
to know that the supply of machinery to New South Wales from Krupp in some
cases exceeded by as much as ten times in amount the quantity supplied by
British firms. The prices were no higher, in spite of the 5 per cent, advantage
to this country. The delivery of the goods was on the one hand sometimes
inordinately delayed, though scrupulously punctual in delivery on the other.

Now, when we look closely into the causes of Germany's great advance,
we can learn lessons which we have been culpably slow to take to heart.

Although there are other causes, first and foremost, and overshadowing all

others, the determined and whole-hearted organisation of German industry.

I see it recently stated that the scheme above referred to (the Victoria Falls

scheme) was lost to this country because the industrial banks of Germany
backed their own manufacturers, and this is no doubt partly true. As I have
ah'eady quoted, Germany's power in war is admitted to be her mechanical
organisation, and the organisation of every material and engineering force to

that end. Just as striking, if not more so, is her organisation for the arts

of peace, and I lately heard a very shrewd man of affairs express his amaze-
ment at Germany's entrance into war, when by peacefully pursuing the way she
was going she would have dominated the world commercially in a few years'

time, and, in the words of the speaker, might in many manufactures have made
us practically bankrupt. It is undoubtedly in the matter of scientific organisa-

tion even more than the organisation of science that Germany has achieved such
wonderful results, and it is therefore in this direction that we must leave no
stone unturned if we wish to have any chance of holding our own in the future.

I will indicate a few of the matters in which there is ample scope for doing
useful work in the above direction.

Education.

A sign of the times is the inclusion of an Education Section in an association

for the advancement of science. This has not been done on the narrow
ground of improving the teaching of science in schools, but because it is now
recognised, and this none too soon, that the whole problem of education must
be treated in a scientific manner.

When the subject of engineering education is mentioned we are apt to think
only of the training of such engineers as have been considered in a recent

report issued by the Institution of Civil Engineers, and to exclude, as that

report purposely does, the training of our artisans and foremen. We certainly

do not connect the idea at all with the training of the artisan himself. As a

matter of fact, while high scientific training of the professional engineer and
manufacturer is of vital importance, the proper education of the men whom he
will have to control is scarcely less so. The latter education may not be of

the same kind, but it is just as vital to the country, and its present condition

is a serious evil.

A well-known American, in the ' General Electric Review,' writing on the
' individual and corporate development of industry,' points out that theoreti-

cally the aim of both employer and employee is the same, namely, the efficiency

of industrial production to increase the return of the investment in labour

and in capital. Unfortunately, however, as he remarks, ' the relations between
the two have frequently been hostile industrial warfare over the distributions
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of the returns rather than co-operation for the increase of financial returns

of both parties.'

One of the most humiliating things of the present War has been the mutual

relation of the two in this country in what is probably the most critical period

in our history. I will say more later on this subject, but there is no doubt

the subject of industrial education needs earnest consideration. Take the

first, the education of the professional man—the class, for instance, joining

such institutions as the Civil, Electrical, or Mechanical Engineers ; we find

in one respect a most satisfactory progress as to what is insisted upon before

such men are allowed to join one of these bodies. All such institutions

now demand technical diplomas or University degrees, and, in addition, satis-

factory evidence of practical training. But to prevent injustice to the man
who may be self-taught, they hold examinations conducted by recognised men
of standing in scientific and technical subjects. Great as this progress ha.^

been in recent years, there is a great deal to be done. In the first place,

professors and teachers of engineering and technical subjects have to deplore

the miserable previous training of a large number of students. It seems still

to be a common idea that if a boy is unable to make any decent progress in

the usual school subjects he can be sent to a technical school if he is useful

with his hands, under the pathetic impression that the success of the engineer

depends upon his hands rather than upon his head ; and the first year or two
at a technical school or college is thus taken up with work that ought to be

done at a secondary school. It is not fair to put all the blame upon the school,

for I have known students coming from the classical side of such a school with

no knowledge of science and very little of mathematics who have taken the

highest places in the engineering course, and, after entering their practical

work, rapidly risen in the profession, and this was because such men had been

well trained to apply their mind to any subject and had a sound foundation

upon which to build. This only shows that a good student will always rise

to the top, and does not prove that the present school system is the best

for an average boy or makes him work as hard as, for instance, the corre-

sponding school in Germany does. A large number of thinking men are

convinced that our whole education system seriously needs reform. I say

this not merely in reference to scientific education and technical training,

but to the whole attitude of mind of the young of all classes of the

community towards the serious work of life when they leave school. I will

allude to this under another heading later on. In the matter of education and
its bearing upon technical training, we have, then, a good deal to learn

from Germany. There are some things that we think are quite as good if

not better in this country, but there is no reason why we should not try

to find a way to adopt the better features of education from our enemy,
and, while retaining independence of thought and originality, inculcate firmer

discipline, for there is surely a happier medium in this matter.

There is one matter before passing from this subject which calls for remark.
I see in the report above alluded to there is a great divergence of opinion
concerning the wage-earning value of highly technical students. Here again is

a matter which in itself is worth a very careful discussion. The question
depends first upon the student himself, next upon the kind of training he has
had, and then upon the nature of the work he is expected to do. The blame
in not getting the best results from a well-trained student is very often due
to the employer, and our Section might do something to bring professors and
employers into closer touch, and both employer and professor may have some-
thing to learn from each other.

In leaving this subject I cannot help pointing out what important con-

tinuation schools are to be found in the meetings and discussions of the
younger members of various engineering societies, and how much a young
engineer learns in the preparation of a paper. Anyone who is accustomed to

take the chair at .such meetings will bear witness to the excellent outlay of
money represented by the award of prizes and medals for such work. Many
men to my knowledge have got jobs through thus showing acquaintance with
a special subject or originality of thought.

s s 2
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Research.

If there is one thing more than another which the British Association

can be congratulated upon, it is the work which it has done in the matter of

research, and it is very interesting to go back to the earliest days, more than
eighty years ago, and to see how, in very different days from the present,

research in all branches of science was encouraged, and what a potent factor

the various meetings have been, not only in actually fostering the work of

research itself, but in obtaining the recognition which isi accorded to-day.

Amongst other things, the National Physical Laboratory stands largely to

its credit, as having been first powerfully advocated at one of its meetings.
This Section has not been behind the others, and at the present moment there
are three Research Committees, viz., those on Gaseous Explosions, Compound
Stress, and Impact. The work of the first of these is so valuable that its

results have been published all over the world.
To-day there is a more general recognition of the importance of research,

and the recent institution by the Government of a Committee for the organisa-
tion and development of scientific and industrial research is the latest indica-
tion that the nation is beginning to realise its importance.

So far from all this making our work less necessary, there is all the more
reason why we should have a permanent Committee of Research, because one
of the intentions of the new Government Committee is to utilise the mo.st

effective institutions and investigators available, and the statement is made
that one of the objects of the Government Research Committee is to select and
co-ordinate rather than originate, and that one of its chief functions will

be the prevention of overlapping between institutions and individuals engaged
in research. The Government Committee in question is only dealing with the
organisation in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. Now, the great
advantage possessed by this Association is the fact that it includes not only
Great Britain and Ireland, but all the Colonies, and indeed one of the three
researches above mentioned is being carried out in Australia. Another research
of the Association is being carried out in Cyprus ; and work is also being done
in such places as Jamaica and Egypt. It is more important therefore than ever
that the British As.sociation work in research should go on, as, since its members
are drawn from all parts of the British Empire, its influence should be
correspondingly great.

There is another reason for research being a subject of a permanent sub-
committee, and that is that suggestions for new work are more likely to be
matured, and work of an advisory nature made more practical than is possible
at one annual meeting.

There is yet one more reason, which is that, although we have made some
progress, we are still far behind Germany in the organisation of research.
There is no doubt that our students and scientific men are quite capable of con-
ducting researches, but the training for this is like the training for the officers

of an army : it cannot be done hastily; and, indeed, men themselves cannot be
obtained for this purpose without years of preparation. All such work must
be done as a factor in the reorganisation of our manufacturing and commercial
resources in the great struggle that lies before us.

There is one subject which affects both education and research, and might be
a matter to be reported on by our Committee. It is very rarely that a pro-
fessor is both a good teacher and gifted with the power "of original research.
Even when a professor or lecturer is so gifted, however, it is almost impossible
for a man to really devote himself properly to research, and at the same time
undertake the duties which are attached to a professorial chair. Why not face
thi.s subject boldly, even relieve the bad lecturer (there are men who admit their
failure in this respect) of a certain amount of liis work, provided he is doing
well in research ; or for the man who can do both well, see that he not only has
efficient assistance, but even more, that he is given the opportunity of devotin"
long periods (for instance, alternate years) entirely to research.

There are numerous other questions which would come up under this head-
ing, and which could be usefully dealt with by our Committee.

There is one more subject that we might consider, and that is a better differ-
entiation of researches -on purely industrial work, such as are often of a most
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profitable nature to the professor or research student, and those which are of a

purely scientific character. While it is only right that every successful research,

even if conducted at the expense of a public body, should bring solid return as

well as fame to the worker, some steps should be taken as to the fair and

equitable distribution of the proceeds. I see that one of the proposals of the

new Research Committee is that discoveries by institutions, associations, bodies

ar individuals in the course of researches aided by public money shall be ' made
available under proper conditions for the public advantage.' If the discovery is

patentable, I assume, it would be protected at home and abroad, unless we

wish to spend public funds as much for the benefit of foreign trade rivals as for

ourselves. This is one of the many matters in connection with which a British

Association Committee might from its cosmopolitan character render great

service.

Standardisation and the Metric and Decimal System.

One of the favourite jibes at this country is our supposed utter want of

system in regard to our standards and systems of measurement generally. With
regard, for instance, to the decimal system, it is frequently stated that thirty or

forty countries have adopted the metric system, while only three retain the inch

as a standard. It must be remembered, however, that the population and
wealth of the three latter are at least equal to, if not greater than, all the others,

though this does really not prove anything, except the difficulty of the subject,

and that there is a great deal to be said for both sides. In the Report of the

Decimal Association last April, the hope is expressed that one of the changes for

the better arising from the War will be a reform of our weights and measures.

No class of the community would be affected more closely than the engineer, and
engineers cannot fail to be interested in the question as to whether the general

and immediate adoption of the metric system would or would not be a valuable

means of assisting British firms in their competition with Germany and Austria,

in countries where that system is in vogue. Although it is very unlikely that a

wholesale change is imminent, it is certain that the metric system is gradually

spreading, and in the United States and Australia very strong forces are on
foot to bring about a change to that system. The British Association has over

and over again had the subject before it, and our Committee might be of service

in making a report on the present state of the matter.

One thing is certain : the Committee might be of assistance in recommenda-
tions which would bring into line all British engineers in duplicating tenders for

countries which have the metric system.
Coming to standardisation, here we have more ground for satisfaction. The

Standards Engineering Committee during the last ten years has done a work
which is quite equal to that in any other country, of completing standardisation

of all important matters in engineering, and, moreover, has secured the recogni-

tion of these standards in all public contracts. As giving some indication of the

range of this work it may be said that there are more than sixty committees
for dealing with every conceivable engineering matter, from bridges, ships, and
locomotives down to electric lamps. One of the last of these committees,
dealing with the automobiles, has eleven sub-committees, many of which have
already completed their work. It is almost impossible to do justice to the extra-

ordinary achievement of bringing order out of what was apparently hopeless
chaos and to the benefit of the British engineering indu.stry of this work, largely

due to the energetic secretary, Mr. Leslie Robertson. We may justly pride our-
selves that this Section was a pioneer of standardisation by taking up the
subject of small screws, its work being taken over ultimately by the Standardisa-
tion Committee.

There is yet work to be done, however, and one matter of great importance
would be to get a universal standard of temperature for instruments of

measurement other than zero. A temperature, for instance, of about 62° Fahr.
would make steel rods' measures more practically workable than at present.

In connection with the subject of temperature and standardisation, I

recently came across a statement by the General Secretary of the International
Electrotechnical Commission (' Journal,' January 191.5) that the want of
uniformity in the rating and testing of electrical machinery has been a serious
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evil, and he goes on to say :
' The German standardisation rules, for instance,

which, through well-organised and combined effort on the part of the German
makers, had previous to the War become widely recognised on the Continent of

Europe as well as in many countries to which British machinery is exported, by

permitting a higher temperature rise than is considered good technical practice

in Great Britain, certainly have not assisted the British maker in foreign

markets.'

Exhibitions and Museums.

In recent years a large number of commercial exhibitions have been held ot

all branches of machinery, and it is satisfactory to note that one of the features

of such exhibitions has been the holding of scientific lectures, and the inclusion

of the exhibition of scientific instruments and apparatus, and also exhibits

showing the relation of scientific experiments to engineering work. In some ot

the privately organised exhibitions with which I have been associated myself, the

scientific men have been invited to take part when the general lines had been

settled on which the exhibition was to be run, and thus w-e had comparatively

little influence. I have thought from time to time that it would be well if a

permanent committee of such a body as the British Association existed, which
could exert more direct influence, chiefly of course by reports and recommenda-
tions. The managers and organisers of such exhibitions would value assistance

of this kind, and in return would listen to suggestions which might materially

add to the scientific value of such an exhibition. I know from experience that

a British exhibition is a most important means of promoting British industry,

for the number of inquiries that come from all jjarts of the country and from
all parts of the world show how much interest well-organised exhibits arouse

and what long distances people will travel to attend such an exhibition. A
machinery exhibition was to have been held in London, the date of the opening

a week or two after the date at which the War began, but was of course not

held. This exhibition was to have been Anglo-Dutch, and though organised by
private enterprise was even in advance bringing in touch the consumers and
manufacturers of the two countries. The Beama Journal quoted recently

an American magazine in which the writer was advocating the support of a

permanent Commercial Museum for industrial purposes, and this is what he
said :

' We produce a surplus of manufactures that must be sold. Our manu-
factured exports have about doubled in ten years—in truth a cause for satis-

faction, and yet we have not accomplished enough. . . . We have only made
a beginning, considering what we can do and will be forced to do in the
luture. . . . Manufacturers must compete with old-established nations in the
market they seek to invade.' It is noteworthy that this museum, which is

really a permanent exhibition, is a very complete organisation, containing

amongst other things science laboratories.

It is sad to think that the great hopes held out of the Imperial Institute

by the President of this Association, Sir Frederick Abel, at the meeting heU
in Leeds in 1890, have not been altogether fulfilled. The President expressed
the belief that amongst other objects the Institute would combine ' the con-

tinuous elaboration of systematic measures tending to stimulate progress in

trades and handicrafts, and to foster the spirit of emulation amongst the
artisan and industrial classes.' It may be a very fitting time to bring forward
the whole question, because it has often happened that an excellent scheme
which has somewhat languished has upon its revival at a later time, when its

importance was 'better realised, been crowned with success.

Another matter which might be considered is the question of departmental
museums at the Technical Schools and Universities throughout the country.

The organisation of these is simply a matter for the enterprise of the
individual professor in each department. The museums in the Engineering
Department of the colleges with which I have been associated were very much
appreciated by the students, who constantly were the means of securing fresh
specimens, and after they have left the college continued to contribute articles

of great interest, such as fractures, corrosions, boiler plates, models, &c.
This matter might be handled in a much more systematic manner, and possibly
a report from our Committee with a recommendation to the proper quarters
would be of use.
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Patents and Patent Laws.

This subject is well worthy of the consideration of the proposed committee

since progress in Engineering, certainly on the mechanical and electrical sides,

is largely dependent upon invention, which is not likely to be seriously under-

taken without adequate protection, not entirely for the inventor, but also

for those who really make the invention practical by means of capital and
business support. A great deal of nonsense is talked and written about
inventors, as if they were a special class of being, generally mad and always
impossible. Some inventors are both, but the fact is, most engineers spend
their lives seeking new ideas and devising new methods of carrying them out

—

in short, in inventing. It is of the greatest importance that every step should

be taken to encourage sound invention and to see that anything of value is

secured for this country. Of course, every invention worth anything is

immediately known in other countries, but I need not argue to this Section

that the country which actually produces the inventions is at a great advantage
quite apart from the royalties payable on foreign patents. The foundation of

the Munitions Invention Panel is a step in the right direction, and will

doubtless be followed later on by Government Committees for peace inven-

tions. Such Committees or Government Departments dealing with various

industries will be assisted by suggestions from a body like this. Take, for

instance, the present state of Colonial patents : within the last few years one

Commonwealth patent has been made to cover the whole of Australia, instead

of there being, as of old, separate patents with different regulations and fees

for each separate Colony. South Africa has not yet conferred a similar boon

upon inventors, and we might do something to expedite this desirable

innovation. But this touches the much wider question of Colonial Patent

Laws as a whole. These are all different and differ from those of the Mother
Country. It would be a splendid thing if we could bring about a conference

leading to unification of these diverse Patent Laws and have one comprehensive

Patent Law for the whole Empire.
There are many other matters—for instance, the question of extending the

time of secrecy iii the provisional patent. The ' close ' time in patents was

the act of Chamberlain, and is a splendid legacy of that great man, but for

really many important patents the close time allowed is not enough.

Another is one in which the German system has certain advantages, _ viz.,

in having two classes of patents. One of these is the patent 'proper,' which is

only granted after the most severe search and criticism, and holds the usual

period when granted. The other is a secondary patent granted for the shorter

term of five years, and is given for one of the hundred and one minor improve-

ments and devices which, though of real value, only constitute small modifica-

tions in detail and not new applications of principle.

Having previously spoken of German ways pretty plainly I should like

to say here that I believe the suspicion of injustice to the British and other

foreign applicants by the German Patent Oflice is to a great extent if not

altogether unfounded. It is doubtless true that German manufacturers in

common with most of us would like to avoid paying royalties, and it is moreover
a common belief in this country that there is an advisory committee of manu-
facturers associated with the German Patent Office. This view is supported by
such statements as in the prospectus of the Deutsche Maschinenfabrik, which
runs as follows :

' With the present-day competition every firm is compelled to

protect its new designs by means of patents, and wntrh that no other patentx are

f/rnnted Avhich would seriously effect (sic, affect) it.' Notwithstanding an utter-

ance like this, my own experience and that of others is, that if the stringent

rules of the German system are observed any valid application is granted, the

motto which appears to guide the officials being, ' We will be just, but we
cannot afford to be generous.'

There are other matters, such as the question of giving wider powers to our

Comptroller to refuse a grant where novelty is less than microscopic. Here
again the German system of demanding that some definite principle is applied

to produce some definitely neiv effect, might to some extent be followed,

especially in view of the constant accumulation of published devices, some
patented and others not.
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I will conclude this section, which is far from exhaustive, by pointing out

what a debt of gratitude Engineers and others owe to the Patent Office for the

manner in which the work of producing illustrated abstracts of all patents has

been and is being done, and the weekly issue of the 'Patent Journal,' but this

may be associated with the suggestion that it would be a real convenience if,

instead of the delay which often occurs, the abstract appeared at the same
time or immediately after the publication of the complete specification.

Organisation.

This, I venture to think, is by far the most important question of any T

have raised, and I will go so far as to say that I believe it to be the all-

important one, as it practically embraces the others. If you do not agree
with me, I feel sure it is because we do not understand the same thing by
the word ' organisation.' When you speak of organisation to most people
they immediately seize upon some small feature which may be to them of more
immediate interest. It may be the general an-angement of their accounts,
their system of store keeping, of dealing with their workmen, of the sales

department, or fifty other minor details. If you take this narrow view of
organisation yon will, of course, at once say that a scientific man has very little

to do with it, and indeed the manufacturer as a rule, thinking of his works
organisation, scouts the idea that a man of science can either know or have
anything to say about it which is of any value.

Let me therefore take the dictionary definition. To organise is to ' arrange
or constitute interdependent parts, each having a special function, act, office,

or relation with respect to the whole.' If we accept this definition, which as
a matter of fact we must, there is no question as to the all-important nature of
organisation, for you will notice there are two outstanding things. The first

'interdependent parts' and the second their 'relation to the whole.' Thus
the subject of organisation really includes the whole of industry. It includes
science and its relation to manufacture. It includes the relations between the
employer and employee. It includes the workman, and his attitude towards
new devices, labour-saving appliances, and output. It includes the whole ques-
tion of the supply of raw materials, and even the sale and delivery of the
finished article. Taking these different features, is there any doubt that the
man of science in this country can hold his own, and more than hold his

own, with that of any other? The history of invention is quite enough to give
a final answer to this question. Again, the British employer and man of affairs

has always shown himself individually in the forefront of enterprise; as for the
workman himself, he is admitted, in the matter of intelligence, physical endur-
ance, and skill, to have no superior ; while with regard to materials for manu-
facture, and the power of delivering goods, it need scarcely be said that the
British Empire, if we take it as a whole, is the richest country in the world
in raw materials, and its means of delivery of its goods is expressed by the
enormous preponderance of its mercantile marine.

When we come, however, to these interdependent parts and their relation to
the whole, it is there that we find the weak joint in the armour. It is in this
respect that Germany can teach us a striking lesson in the arrangement of these
interdependent parts with respect to the whole. From the top to the bottom
the whole forces of their industries are so thoroughly organised that they get
all that is humanly possible out of the various factors. I do not limit this
merely to the wonderful organisation of any works, like Krupps, or the Deutsche
Maschinenfabrik, or hundreds of other works, but I include the organisation of
all the Government Departments, together with the Banks, the Railways, and
the Shipping, so that every facility is afforded for the world commerce of the
German Empire.

Taking only one of these details, I remember, when at Liverpool, and the
battle of the Manchester Ship Canal was being fought, what facts came out as

to the difficulties in the transhipment and handling of goods. The late Mr.
Alfred Holt, for instance, was one of the most earnest in pointing out that the
want of co-operation and organisation in getting goods from our manufacturing
centres was adding largely to their cost, and actually exceeded the cost of
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transporting these goods across the ocean. In Germany, on the other hand,

the Government steps in, and by means of special differential rates, gives the

manufacturer every facility, and the lowest possible rates for obtaining raw

material, and delivering 'he finished goods to all parts of the world. It was
this organisation that not only rendered Germany so formidable a rival in times

of peace, but makes her so powerful in war.

This co-ordination in Germany is carried out in every industry in a way we
generallv have little idea of. For instance, the other day at a deputation to

the Government Mr. Ilunciman remarked that the difficulty of connecting the

manufacturers with the commercial staffs in this country is deep seated, but

perhaps not altogether incurable. Further, that the manufacturer must realise

what he can get from the universities, and the University must know what the

works require. Dr. Foster, the Treasurer of the Chemical Society, also said

that ' the Germans were so imbued with the need of pursuing modern and
efficient methods of education, in applying science to industry, that they hold

in contempt a country which notoriously neglects such processes '
; and he

attributed this contempt as partly contributory to their cheerfulness in entering

into the war with us.

Now, while these remarks are undoubtedly true, they are only a part of the

truth. The evil is far wider than in any special application, for, as the German
knows perfectly well, there are innumerable individual cases of organisation in

this country of equal efficiency to any in his country, and he is glad enough to

learn from special cases. Let us take one, and I do so because it shows that

the man of science is capable of industrial and manufacturing organisation, if

he turns his mind to it. I refer to the case of the firm known as Barr and
Stroud, Ltd. As you know, the founders of this firm were originally colleagues

in the Yorkshire College (the former, Profes.sor Barr, occupied the Presidential

chair of this Section three years ago), and they together invented a range-

finder. Now, whatever the merit of this range-finder, it is safe to say, like

every other important invention—for instance, the Parsons turbine—that the

invention alone would have stood a small chance of coming into practice.

In fact, to make the invention is, as a rule, the beginning of the difficulty.

Professors Barr and Stroud, however, set to work to carry their invention

into practice, and did so with such effect that their works, which began on

quite a small scale, rapidly grew, and the first part of the new works was
opened with about 90 hands all told in 1904. In the course of ten years it has
increased to such an extent that there are now 1,700 employees. Those of u.s

who have visited the works at Glasgow know the almost perfect way in

which the whole arrangements are made, not merely for the scientific side,

but for the comforts of the men, including the working dress which in itself

becomes a uniform. It gives some idea of the scientific side to know that
there are at tlie present moment twenty-three men with high university quali-

fications, most of them with imiversity degrees, and many of them men who
were absolutiely the first on the college list in the final examinations. This
industry is another illustration of the lead given to Germany by this country,

because the Barr and Stroud range-finders were brought out before any of the

German range-finders of the kind now being made, the Germans having
followed in their lines, and copied them in many respects. I have enlarged

upon this, because I cannot help pointing out that the Barr and Stroud range-

finders have had no small effect in the marvellous precision of our naval
guns, and it will no doubt pass through your minds what we owe to private

enterprise which started the manufactures of the turbines, range-finders, guns,

and other naval features, when we think of such battles as those off Heligoland
or the Falklajid Islands.

Now I do not believe the Germans despise us for our want per sc of the
application of science to industry. I do not think they have much reason to

;

but what they do despise us for is the want of co-ordination, which I venture
to say amounts to positive slackness, which they are keen enough to observe

permeating the whole of this country. They see different sections, instead of

being united for a common end, quarrelling with each other, filled with mutual
suspicion and distrust, with apparently no common bond of union ; and whereas

the German is proud of the Fatherland, he sees in this country large numbers
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who seem, either through self-consciousness or ignorance, to be ashamed to
mention the subject of the British Empire, or, what is worse, to acknowledge
that any love of their country is or could be a mainspring and incentive to
strenuous effort.

The other day, Field-Marshal von Moltke stated—and there is no reason
to disbelieve him—that great as was the storage of ammunition and shells
before the war, the enormous demand far exceeded all expectation, and Germany
found herself for a time in the same plight as her enemies, but he further
stated that Germany's emergence ' from this dangerous position was largely due
to the extraordinary organisation, which included not merely the adaptation of
their factories for munition purposes, but capacity for work of the people, and
the patriotic spirit of the German workmen.'

This brings me to consider what is probably the most serious feature in
our national life to-day, which I have already alluded to under the heading of
Education, viz., the relation of employer and workman. It is hopeless, as
long as such ideas prevail which seem to do at present, to think of any sound
organisation of our industrial system taking place, because the interdependent
parts are not arranged (and can never be arranged until we change radically)
with respect to the whole. Now as one who has served an apprenticeship,
who has taken his money weekly from a tin box with hundreds of other men,
who has been a member of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers (in fact
was working as an engine fitter when a Whitworth scholarship made a
college career possible), I am the last man to put this evil down entirely
to the working man. I know individually he is just as capable of patriotism
as any other class. Get him by himself, even the men whose strikes have
caused such despondency in the minds of our Allies, and who have seriously
jeopardised the very existence of the country, and you will find (except
in the sort of case to be found in all classes of society) that he, as an individual,
is willing to make sacrifices, and if necessary to give himself for his coimtry.
The truth is that the canker which is eating the heart out of our in-
dustrial life is due to an entirely wrong attitude of mind. For instance,
however much we may sympathise with men who see a loss of employment in
the introduction of labour-saving machines, some means should be found by
which they can share the benefits to the S'tate and to their employers by the
introduction of such machines. I should like, if I had time, to say something
about the marvellous organisation of the Ford motor-car works in America, and
how it has given the men a share in the returns of a great industry, and
thereby induced them to work in a way that has enriched themselves, their
employers, and their country. We have many splendid examples of this co-
operation in this country. For instance, Messrs. Allen, of Bedford. Again,
the employment of women in the engineering industries has taken place in
many directions owing to the War. The works with which I am associated
could not have undertaken much munition work without it. Some steps should
be devised by which this avenue of industry is not closed to women after the
War, while justice is secured for the men alongside of whom they are working,
and from whom they are in many instances learning mechanical .skill. Again,
the questions of piecework and overtime must be seriously considered by the
State, and not allowed to become the subject of disastrous disputes. Once
more there is the question of a standard wage. It is against the eternal laws
of nature to try and keep living beings at one dead level of equality and
merit

—

i.e., it is against the law of the siu'vival of the fittest. The tradeunions
have a great opportunity of placing their country and themselves in a leading
position amongst nations if they will courageously grapple with a great problem
by recognising degrees of merit and corresponding degrees of payment These
are a few of the many matters which must be dealt with in the immediate
future.

The matter of labour disputes is so serious as to demand plain speaking.
It must be admitted that there are many employers and companies which, to
satisfy themselves and their shareholders, extort the largest possible dividends
and pay the smallest possible rate of wages, and do so apparently without the
slightest idea that the men and boys under them are capable of education and
personal influence. Can it be wondered at then that men imder these conditions
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are willing enough to listen to the orator who merely appeals to their fighting
instincts and join in the game of grab as against the employer ? On the other
hand, strikes have occurred when employers have honourably carried out their
obligations and undertakings, and the men have shamefully departed from an
agreement made by their- chosen leaders, throwing over the leaders the
moment they have fancied it to their own selfish interests to do so and without
a single thought of their duty to the community as a whole.

We have recently seen the Prime Minister and other leading statesmen
struggling, sometimes in vain, to bring large bodi.<i3 of men to a reasonable
state of mind. Is not this (and I speak without the slightest reference to
party questions) a case of Nemesis overtaking us for having in so many cases
pandered to the selfish instincts of large bodies of men in order to secure their
votes, instead of sternly telling them unpalatable truths ?

There was recently an intensely interesting article by the late Professor
Friedrich Paulson, previously Professor of Philosophy in Berlin University,
published in the ' Educational Review ' of New York. In this article, the
subject of which was ' old and new fashioned notions about education,' he
pointed out that the whole of our educational system was going wrong, and
that we could not escape the conviction that a tendency towards weaknesa
and effeminacy was its chief trait. His three mottoes were : learn to obey;
learn to apply yourself ; learn to repress and overcome desires ; and he remarked
with great truth under the first htvading :

' He who has not learned to do this
in childhooti will have great difficulty in learning it in later life ; he will rarely
get beyond the deplorable and unhappy state that vacillates between outward
submission and uproarious rebellion.'

Is not one of the first things the reform of our educational system ?

The other day a writer in the Spectator said with great truth that ' what
Great Britain is suffering from acutely and dangerously at the present time is

the absence of discipline,' and a neutral writer in the Times remarked as
follows: 'The uniformity of German effort, due doubtless to their myriad
well-organised, machine-like minds, though it renders them excessively tiresome
people to dwell among in peace time, enables their Government to extract
every ounce of energy in the conduct of a war.' He further went on to say
that the British Empire 'could not have been created by minds like these,
but it should not be forgotten that in the concentration necessary to national
effort in a struggle like this the German system of self-subservience to the
State has enormous advantages.'

One of the tasks to which the British Association might bend its energies
with the greatest benefit to the country, is to bring about a reform of "our
educational system, so that while we do not kill individual enterprise and
freedom of thought, which have contributed so largely to the political organisa-
tion and constitution of the British Empire, of the value of which we have
had such wonderful evidence from our Colonies and dependencies during this
War, we seek to implant in tho minds of young and old those ideas of discipline
and service to the State, the want of which so seriously threatens the successful
organisation of our industrial life.

Conclusion.

In bringing my address to a close I hope I have made it clear that I

have had throughout a practical object. Expressed briefly, it is that the
service of every agency is wanted for definite work at this crisis, both in the
actual war, and afterwards in the war of industry which will be waited
with equal intensity in peace time. The British Association cannot be s'aid

to have undertaken as a whole a work of this kind, yet one finds a creneral
desire on the part of every member that something should be done. With this
object I communicated with the President, and found that both he and such of
the officers as could be got in touch with were in entire sympathy with the
general proposal, and advised that our Section, like that of Economics, should
start at once with a committee on the subject. I have great hopes that such
a committee will be formed, but I have no hopes of either our own sub-committee
or the committee of the Association as a whole doing any good, unless they are
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prepared with definite suggestions and advice which cannot be ignored and
put aside. I have not the slightest faith in the mere formation of a committee
which will content itself, let us say, with the mere offer of its services,

even to a Government department, and the mere pious expression of certain

opinions. If a committee does not want to become ridiculous, it must show
that it is in earnest. To show that it is in earnest it must take care that its

reports have a practical object, can be at once grasped by overworked
Ministers and officials, and are of real value. Of course thero are incompetent
people in public departments, possibly even in the Admiralty and War Office,

and many good proposals and suggestions are turned down—or, let us rather

say, have been turned down in the past—because they happened to pass into

the hands of such people in the first place, and there was not enough driving
force behind them to follow the matter up.

When I first used to attend meetings of the British Association there
was a gallant officer (Captain Bedford Pirn) who had commanded various men-
of-war, and was patriotically concerned with the state of the British Navy. I
remember well his formula, which I heard on many occasions, as follows :

' The British Navy, sir, rotten—rotten from stem to stern, from truck to keel.'

Such a sweeping statement about a service of which we are all proud only
served to raise a prejudice against him, in which I shared myself, and excited
the suspicion of undue bias or twist of mind. As a matter of fact, as it turned
out afterwards, and has since been admitted over and over again, he was
essentially right, and now that we realise our obligations to the British Navy.
and that it has really saved this country, one trembles to think what would
have happened if it had then been called upon in the same way as in these
days. The above officer was afterwards made an admiral, though I am afraid
it was not as a reward for his candour, or even to head off his criticism, because
nobody seemed to take much notice of his warning. The moral that I have in
mind is that if our committee is going to be of the slightest service, while
formulating its proposals in temperate language, it must unflinchingly follow
them up, and not allow them to die unless they are proved to be worthless,
but to see they are seriously taken up and carried into operation.

Fortunately the British Association is a powerful body with great tradi-
tions, and will be listened to if such work is carefully and energetically done.
Think, for instance, there are many eminent men who have supported this
particular Section in times past, and many of them in the chair, such as Robert
Stephenson, Scott Russell, Lardner, Moseley, Willis, Whewell, Whitworth,
Vignoles, Fairbairn, Rankine, Hodgkinson, Sopwith, Babbage, Hawksley,
Hawk.'^haw, Barlow, Armstrong, Froude, Bramwell, Baker, Douglas, Osborne
Reynolds, White, and many others. Think of the mark that these men, now
passeld away, have loft on the history of the British Empire, and let us see
to it that this So:iion does something worthy of its past history. We can at
least congratulate ourselves that whatever the evils of the War, the country
as a. whole has been moved from its usual attitude of self-complacency, and
that the numerous new departments and organisations are showing a desire
to utilise every force and agency for the service of the State, and to grapple
with the great problem of its more efficient organisation. It will be no small
work of a British Association committee if it can supply sound ideas and
recommendations on the many thorny problems which must be solved. We
cannot all of us be, as so many would like, in the fighting line, either in
France or the Dardanelles, but we shall be just as deserving of contempt
as those who, having had the opportunity of service, have shirked their
responsibilities, or the giving up of their sons, and are even thinking of the
War as a matter of personal gain, either in purse or reputation, if we content
ourselves with mere offers of service, and having as we think shelved responsi-
bility by leaving initiative to others, we pass along our way sheltering ignobly
behind those men and women who are doing their "duty to their country.
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The following Report and Papers were then read :

—

1. Experimental Investigation of the Thermal Efficiency of a Gas Engine

By Professors G. Asakawa and J. E. Petavel.'

At the Birmingham Meeting of the British Association a preliminary note

bearing on the above subject was read. The investigation has been continued

during the last two years and has led to the conclusions summarised below.

The various losses have been separately determined by measurements based
not on indicator card readings, but on the rate of change of the kinetic energy
of the rotating parts, and thus the errors inherent to the indicator mechanism
have been avoided.

In the following summary the performance of the engine is compared with
that of a perfect engine working on the same cycle and with a similar gas
mixture.

Indicated Horse Power.—At full load under the most favourable conditions

the indicated horse-power of a gas-engine is 88 per cent, of that of an ideal-

engine working with a similar mixture.
This holds true for all except very weak mixtures, for which the relative

efficiency is lower.

For mixtures containing only a slight excess of air, the above corresponds
to an absolute thermal efficiency of 27 per cent, at a compression ratio of 3-75

and 33 per cent, at a compression ratio of 5'6 ; for mixtures containing twice the

amount of air required for complete combustion the absolute efficiencies are

29 per cent, and 36 per cent.

The indicated efficiency relative to the gas-standard falls from 88 per cent.

to 84 per cent, between full and no load.

Brake Horse Power.—At the full load the brake efficiency relative to the
gas-standard varies from 70 per cent, at the compression ratio 3-75, to 67-5 per
cent, at the compression ratio 5-6 ; this holds true for all except the weakest
mixtures, for which the relative efficiency is lower. The absolute brake
efficiency is 21 per cent, at compression ratio 3-75 and 25-5 per cent, at com-
pression ratio 5-6 for mixtures containing little excess of air, and 23 per cent,

and 27 per cent, respectively for mixtures containing twice the amoimt of air

required for complete combustion. The maximum brake efficiency obtained in

the present experiments was 27-4 per cent., and occurred at the highest com-
pression ratio for a mixture slightly stronger than this.

At light loads, the brake efficiency relative to the gas-standard decreases
more rapidly as the compression ratio rises. For the higher compression ratios

the increase of theoretical efficiency is just counterbalanced by the increase in
frictional loss, and thus the absolute efficiency remains constant.

Mechanical Losses.—The mechanical losses increase slightly in absolute
amount with the load and with the compression ratio. For the engine imder test

(a 25 H.P. National Gas Engine) at normal speed (200 revs, per min.) the
mechanical losses amounted to 5-6 H.P. at no load and 6-3 H.P. at full load
when the compression ratio is 3-75: and 6'5 H.P. at no load and 7-0 H.P. at
full load when the compression ratio is 5- 6.

The pumping losses are an important part of the total mechanical losses ; at
a compression ratio of 4"85 they represented 2-3 H.P. at no load and 2-1 H.P. at
full load, or 38 and 31 per cent, of the mechanical losses.

Thermal Losses.—The loss of power due to thermal losses at full load under
most favourable conditions amounts to 12 per cent, of the total available energy,
and at no load to 16 per cent. ; of this less than one quarter is due to heat
transmission during the expansion.

2. Rrpnrl on Gaspoiis Explosions.—See Reports, p. 1/)S.

' See Engineering, September 17, 1915, p. 297.
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3. The Total Radiation from a Gascoiis Explosion.
By Professor W. M. Thornton.^

4. The Change of Specific Heat of Gases with Temperature.
By Professor W. M. Thornton. ^

5. A Machine for determining Fatigue Limits Calorimeirically.

By C. E. Stromeyer.

The following is a brief description of a fatigue-testing machine constructed
for the Manchester Steam Users' Association for the Prevention of Boiler
Explosions.

A motor, by means of a chain drivo, rotates a low-lying shaft to which three
sprocket wheels are secured. These are connected by chain drives to three
independent overhead spindles and steel discs, the spindles revolving in bearings
wliich are free to move horizontally. Eccentric weights are attached to the
discs and horizontal rods to the sliding bearing, which end in attachments for
the test pieces, viz., the left-hand rod is attached to a lever which imparts
alternate twisting movements to a torsion tdst piece, the centre rod is attached
to a push and pull test piece, and the right-hand rod is attached to a yoke,
connecting rods and levers, which produce alternating bending stresses in a
bending test piece. The rotation of the eccentrically weighed discs causes the
bearings and their rods to oscillate horizontally, whereby alternating stresses are
produced in the test pieces. The central rod is provided with attachments
which permit of applying steady pressures or pulls by means of flat springs.

Push and pull tests can therefore be carried out between any desired limits of
stress.

The eccentric masses on the discs of the two wing machines, for torsion and
bending tests, are opposed to the mass on the discs of the centre machine,
for push and pull tests the weight of the latter being equal to the sum of the
former. By this means the revolving masses are balanced, and cause practically

no vibration of the building, although the push and pull forces occasionally

exceed two tons at 600 revolutions.

Both the torsion, push and pull, and the bending test pieces are practically

stationary when being tested, and can therefore be surrounded with water-

jackets, with the help of which the fatigue limits are determined calori-

metrically. At fir.st the flow of heat between the test pieces and the attach-

ments interfered with the thermometer readings, but this disturbance has now
been reduced, and will be still further reduced. It is also intended to use

thermo couples instead of mercury thermometers. No systematic tests have yet

been made, but one test confirms the result obtained by the British Association

Committee, and reported upon at this Meeting, to the effect that there are

apparently no separate fatigue limits for tension and for compression, but
there are limits of range of fatigue stresses, which ranges are functions of the

two applied stresses. The torsion and bending tests are in agreement with the

push and pull tests.

The machine is now at work in the museum of the Manchester Steam Users'

Association for the Preventdon of Boiler Explosions, and can be seen by
m.embers between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. In the museum, which con-

tains a number of interesting examples of boiler mishaps, there are also on

view several strain indicators, water hammer models, &c.

• See Phil. Mag., vol. xxx., p. 383.
' See TJip FJpcfririnn. vol. Ixxv., p. 948.
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Tho Manchester Drainage Scheme. By de Colrcey Meade.

The drainage of the City of Manchester has occupied the attention of the
City Council for many years, and the subject has been considered and reported
upon by experts at various times during the past forty years. The natural
drainage of the city is by the rivers Irwell, Mersey, Medlock, Irk, and their
tributaries. The Irwell below Manchester is now absorbed into the Ship Canal.
The area of the city has been largely extended since 1885. At that time it was
only 4,298 acres ; its present area is 21,688 acres—an increase of over 400 per
cent. The writer's predecessor, Mr. John Allison, M.Inst.C.E., prepared plans
for the drainage of Manchester in 1888. The area of the city at that lime was
5,940 acres. The works designed by Mr. Allison were in progress when the
writer entered upon his duties as City Surveyor 21 years ago, and those works
were completed under his direction. Manchester has far outgrown the capacity
of the drainage scheme devised by Mr. Allison, whose plan was calculated
to be sufficient to serve a population of 868,522 persons, but before the sewage
from 500,000 persons had been connected with the sewers they proved wholly
insufficient, and outlets had therefore to be found for the surplus Hood waters
through the original channels which discharge into the rivers. That state of
things has continued for many years.

Six years ago the writer was requested to i^repare plans for the drainage of
the present city, and also to provide for the requirements of any additional
districts which it is probable may hereafter be added to the city. The latter
part of the instruction introduced a somewhat difficult problem. After very
careful consideration of the whole subject the writer submitted a proposal to
the City Council, which was subsequently approved by Parliament, and the
works designed by him are now partly completed. The absence of reliable data
regarding the ' run off ' of rainfall from ui'ban areas by artificial channels is

worthy of note. The want of this information led to an under- estimate of the
sewer capacity necessary for the drainage of the Metropolis. The London basis
was adopted by the writer's predecessor as sufficient for Manchester, and
consequently resulted in a similar deficiency in the size of the conduits he
provided for the drainage of this city. Most useful lessons were learned by
.these early projects, and information gathered by the writer during the past
twenty years, by means of self-recording gauges and otherwise, enabled him to
determine with reasonable accuracy the provision necessary for the reception
and removal of the city sewage plus rainfall during periods of storm.

The intensity of rainfall, impermeability and character of surface, and the
relative retardation of flow are factors which have an important bearing on
the maximum quantity of flood-water which will pass into a system of town
drainage. The duration of storm and the condition of the surface immediately
preceding a fall largely affect the rate of flow. A rainfall of great intensity
and a few minutes' duration may not produce an excessive flood, whilst serious
consequences would probably result from a rainfall of similar intensity con-
tinuing for, say, a quarter of an hour, other conditions being equal. A chart
showing the registered duration and intensity of storms in South Lancashire
during the past fifteen years will be shown on the screen. The solid curve
thereon indicates approximately the provision which experience has proved to
be necessary in the new sewers and storm culverts for sewage plus storm-
water ; the dotted curve shows the maximum intensity of rainfall recorded
during the period under observation. On tlie 10th ultimo a rainfall intensity
of 3'75 inches per hour was recorded in the centre of this city. The storm
affected, as is usual in such cases, a very limited area, which is not yet served
by the new system of sewers. The surface of this catchment area was wholly
impermeable.

The accompanying table shows the ratio of impervious surface to population :
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This table has been prepared from information derived from careful observa-
tion, and the actual run off has been determined by numerous gaugings within
the defined areas. The table shows the relation between population and imper-
meable surface under the varying conditions which obtain in Manchester, and
from it a useful diagram, which will be shown on the screen, has been con-

structed. This information was necessary in ascertaining the storm-water dis-

charge and time of concentration, which is in direct proportion to the area of

impervious surface ; the gradients, of course, also affect the result.

The formula used in determining the flow of intended sewers has a very
important bearing on the results obtained.

A diagram was displayed showing the discharge in cubic feet per minute in

.sewers, computed by various formulae and by actual measurement into tanks of

large capacity. The conditions in Manchester afford special facilities for actual

measurement which do not obtain in other places. The diagram shows the

curve derived from actual measurements and those constructed from calculation

by formulfe in general use. It was found that the formula of Kutter coincides

with the actual measurements when the value of n (the co-efficient of roughness)
is taken as '012 for good earthenware pipes and "015 for brickwork of average
construction and in good condition.

For the purpose of determining the correct sizes of the new culverts, and to

prevent the possibility of their proving too small for the requirements of the
future, the whole of the areas served by the existing sewers were segregated,

and each area was then considered and dealt with separately. The dry-weather
flows and the quantities of storm-water resulting from rainfall of varying
intensity were measured, and the actual quantities correctly ascertained. These
observations extended over a lengthy period. A large mass of valuable in-

formation was thus, by many years of careful and systematic record, obtained.

If it had been available when the original sewers were designed they would
doubtless have been constructed on larger lines ; and, although the initial cost

would have been proportionately more, the extra outlay would have been small

compared with that now involved. The total capacity of the old and new
outfalls below the point at which the excess storm-waters are eliminated exceeds

60,000 cubic feet per minute.
Under the statutory regulations of the Manchester Corporation, the dry-

weather flow, which is based upon the water supply, has to be diluted by the

addition of six times its volume of storm-water before overflow into the Ship
Canal and rivers is permissible. On this basis the main drainage works referred

to in this paper will be sufficient for a population of about two and a half

millions.

When the British Association last visited this city (1887) the conservancy
system was in use here ; the dry system has subsequently been replaced by the

water-carriage system. Since the writer entered upon his duties in Manchester
no less than 82,874 cases have been dealt with, and in each case water-carriage

was substituted for the dry system, leaving only 1,533 cases yet to be converted
from the dry to the water-carriage system.

The author's new scheme of main drainage was commenced in April 1912,

and about nineteen miles of large conduits have been completed since that date.

They range in diameter from 15 feet 3 inches downwards. A view of the
general arrangement of the main drainage of the city and the outside districts

contributing to the scheme will be placed upon the screen. The whole of the

drainage is conveyed by gravitation to the disposal works, which are situated

about five miles outside the city on its westerly side. The total area at present

contributing to the main drainage, including that arranged to be connected to

the system, is 39,144 acres : the largest drainage area outside the Metropolis.

When the new works are completed the outfalls from the city boundary to

the disposal works will be in duplicate. This arrangement has many advantages
over one outfall of larger size. In fact, it would not be practicable to con-

struct one conduit to convey the quantity for which provision has to be made,
especially in those lengths above the principal storm overflow, which i.s situated

about half-way between the city and the disposal works. The approximate
cost of the new work up to this date exceeds £600,000.
A portion of the work was carried out by the Corporation staff without the

intervention of a contractor. The work so undertaken comprised conduits of

1915. T T
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the largest size. The new work is composed of hard shale bricks set in Portland

cement mortar. The internal linings of the smaller structures and the inverts

of the larger ones are formed with red-pressed bricks, which make a smooth and

durable surface. The large culverts cross railways, canals, and rivers. Owing

to the presence of water it was found necessary in some sections to use com-

pressed air ; this method of construction was most successfully employed without

the application of the working shield. In some instances lengths of upwards

of three-quarters of a mile were constructed from one air-lock. Little trouble

was experienced from air-leakage, although the depth beneath the surface did

not exceed 30 feet, and in many places it was much less. The work is being

carried out under the direction of the Rivers Committee of the City Council,

and the writer desires to record his indebtedness to that Committee and to the

Chairman (Alderman Frowde, J. P.) and the Deputy-Chairman (Councillor West)

for the great assistance and encouragement he has from time to time received

in dealing with the many difficulties that have arisen during its progress.

2. The Manchester Electrical Undertaking and the projected Barton

Station. By S. L. Pearce.^

3. The Special Work in the Mechanical Erigineering Department of the

Manchester Municipal School of Technology. By Professor A. B.

Field. 2

The following account is submitted mainly in view of the intended visit of

the British Association to the Municipal School of Technology.

Much research work upon lathe cutting tools was carried out by the late

Dr. J. T. Nicolson in the School of Technology, starting some ten years ago.

The work has been continued at Manchester since then, and led to the develop-

ment of a very complete dynamometer gear for measuring the various components
of force upon the tip of the tool when taking a heavy cut. This apparatus,

as constructed to Dr. Nicolson's design, can be inspected in the Engineering

Laboratories at the School, and will be shown in action on an 18-in. heavy lathe.

An apparatus upon similar lines for measuring the various forces acting upon
a milling cutter is also exhibited ; this apparatus having been built to the

design of Mr. Dempster Smith, who was associated with Dr. Nicolson in his

work. Mr. Dempster Smith is continuing this line of research in co-operation

with a Committee of the Manchester Association of Engineers.

In the materials testing laboratory, in addition to standard testing work,

researches have been in progress by Mr. W. C. Popplewell upon the effects of

repeated reversals of stress, using the rotating-beam method. The apparatus
used is open to inspection. In the same laboratory will be found under way a

research upon the failure of alloy-steel tubular struts of short length. Such
struts fail by a process of crinkling, as distinguished from the collapsing of an
ordinary long strut. The effects of various methods of end-constraint are being

investigated in this connection, and corresponding tensile tests of samples of the

material made.
In the gas engine laboratory experiments are being conducted by Professor

Okamoto, of Osaka, to investigate the rate of loss of heat of the contents of a
gas-engine cylinder, dividing this quantity into two items, which may be
generally comprised under the headings ' conduction ' and ' radiation.'

Other special work in the department is in hand for the War Office, and is

not open to discussion now.

' S«e Engineering, Septemher 24, 1915, p. 309.
' See The Engineer, September 17, 1915.
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4. The Manchester Corporation Gas UndertaMng.
By J. G. Newbigging, M.Inst.C.E., Chief Engineer.^

In this paper the author dealt briefly with the early history of the under-
taking, and quoted figures from the accounts lor the financial year ended
March 1915, showing how it had grown since the year 1843, when the gas works
became municipal property. The strong financial position of the undertaking
was due to the Gas Committee continually availing themselves of up-to-date
methods of manufacturing gas.

•A brief reference was made to the important features of the works, more
particularly recent improvements. In the first and most important process of
gas making—carbonisation—the undertaking .has occupied a foremost place in
the gas industry. Manchester was one of the first to adopt mechanical stoking
for charging and discharging retorts, and also constructed one of the earliest

installations of inclined retorts, where the charging and discharging of the retorts
is effected by the natural gravitation of the material. The undertaking has also

been a pioneer in the latest and most scientific method of carbonising in vertical

retorts. In this system the coal passes continuously through the retorts at a
speed of from two to four tons per diem. The coke leaves the bottom of the
retort in a comparatively cool state, the heat having been extracted by means
of cold air circulating round the base of the retort. The advantages of this

system as compared with the intermittent are : saving in labour, minimising loss

of gas and other valuable products, and the obtaining of yields of gas of

13,000 to 14,000 cubic feet per ton, with a minimum percentage of inert gases

in its composition.

At the Bradford Road Works a gas-holder of ten million cubic feet capacity
has been constructed, and is one of the largest structures of its kind in the world.

Gas works have been bi'ought into prominence through the War because coal-

gas and its by-products contain substances which are either the basis of valuable

explosives or are xised in their manufacture. Manchester is doing its share in

producing these important munitions of war.

The sulphur and ammonia produced in the process of purifying the gas are

converted into sulphuric acid and sulphate of ammonia, the yearly production

being 3,700 tons of pure acid and 5,000 tons of sulphate per annum.
The author pointed out that, great as the success of gas enterprise had been

in Manchester, it would not be maintained unless the Department was allowed

to sell gas at cost price, and relieved from the burden of contributing large

sums annually in relief of rates. The author contended that the competition

with electricity would not permit of this extra taxation of the gas consumers.

He quoted .statistics showing that in Manchester electricity and gas have their

separate and distinct spheres of usefulness, electricity showing a steady increase

for power and lighting, and gas for cooking and heating. In the case of a

municipality controlling both the gas and electricity supplies he saw no
reason why the former department should not eventually become the gaseous

fuel supplier and the latter the light supplier. Gas of a calorific value of 250 to

300 B.Th.U. per cubic foot could be very cheaply produced, and this quality

could also be used for lighting under high pressure.

In conclusion he pointed out that the gas industry had a better opportunity

than any other industry of solving the fuel question, and with it the smoke
problem, which are of "such importance to the nation, and so placing itself in

a stronger position than it now holds.

5. A Unit Gas-Producer for Steam Boilers. By E. C. Mills.

Gas-fired boilers may be classified roughly thus :

—

1. The gas a by-product from plant installed primarily for other purposes.

2. Grouped producers from which the unpurified gas is piped to boilers.

3. Grouped producers with partial or complete purification.

4. Coal-fired furnaces placed externally to the boiler.

5. Unit bituminous gas-producers delivering gases hot and unpurified

direct to boiler.

' .See Journal of Gas Lighting, September 14, 1915.
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Class 1 gives very cheap steam, as capital charges are debited to other

pur]Mses, but is not applicable to ordinary or average steam plants.

Class 2 only applicable when fuel is extremely cheap.

Class 3. When the gas is proiduced only for steam boilers ; it is only

applicable to boilers of the Bone-Court type.

Cla.S'S 4. This is hardly a gas-producer at all, but is named because many
attempts have been made in this direction. It fails mainly by reason of

destruction of brickwork under the intense heat.

Class 5. In this class is the Mills furnace.

All the above, as compared with the ordinary internal fire, have the

advantage of not arresting the combustion process by temperature-reduction

through contact with water-cooled plates.

Single gas-producers for metallurgical furnaces are v/ell known and successful.

The aims of the inventor of the Mills furnace were :

1. It should not be too costly.

2. It must utilise the radiant heat of combustion.

7t. There must be ample temperature to ensure complete chemical com-

bination.

4. Access to boiler for examination and repairs must not be hindered.

5. The whole of the various gases given off by the fuel must be immedi-

ately burnt with their sensible heat of production in them.

6. Little or no excess air must be used.

7. All ordinary qualities of coal must be usable.

8. Attendance must not be excessive.

Dealing first with No. 6, above the usual allowance of excess air is absolutely

necessary in the burning of fuel in solid or lump form by reason mainly of the

mechanical difficulty of bringing each part of oxygen into intimate contact with

its concomitant part of carbon or hydrogen at the right time and in the right

place.

To do this in a metal water-surrounded box is an impossibility.

Slides showing outside, inside, and sectional views of the Mills producer

will be shown. The action and control of the induced draught giving the

separate air supplies for gas production and its combustion, the cellular con-

struction of the roof and walls by which air for combustion is heated by the

otherwise lost radiant heat of the producer ; the means of withdrawing the

whole to allow access to the boiler front ; the special design of firebrick gas-and-

air-mixing device and burner ; the self-cleaning sight-hole appliance ; the auto-

matic fuel-feed ; the arrangements for clinker-extraction ; the flue-gas inter-

ceptors introduced, and other details of construction are shown on the slides,

and examples and models of various parts will be on view.

The results of tests on a Cornish boiler, worked on an ordinary internal fire

and with the Mills producer, with the same fuel in each case, and tested by the
same expert, show a saving of about 50 per cent., and there was no smoke.

Tests on a Lancashire boiler with the Mills producer give high efficiencies

and standardised evaporations ranging from 10'23 lb. to 11"47 lb. of steam from
1 lb. coal, and on a comparison with another boiler fired with the same fuel

but with the ordinary internal fire, the tests show a saving of about 18 per
cent, in evaporation. In this case also there was an entire absence of smoke.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Papers were read :

—

1, The Heating of Iron when Magnetised at very High Freqtiencies.

By N. W. McLachlan, B.Sc, Eng."-

This paper described experiments illustrating the heat produced when iron
is magnetised by very high-frequency alteniating currents, e.g., 2x10' to
5x10^ periods per second.

' See The Electrician, vol. Ixxv., p.. 877.
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The magnetising current is obtained by using a Poulsen-arn generator con-
nected acrosb' the town mains (240 volts). In order to demonstrate the extent of
the losses, a magnetic heater or boiler, consisting of a solenoid wound on a glass
tube containing water and a number of iron strips or wires, is inserted in the
bhunt circuit of the generator. A short time after the shunt circuit is closed
the water begins to boil.

An experiment was also arranged to show the variation in permeability of iron
with variation in temperature. A ring of Lohys (mild steel) is insulated with
asbestos and wound with a number of turns of copper wire. This is connected
in the shunt circuit of the generator. By passing a large current through the
vvinding of the ring, thereby obtaining a strong magnetising force, the magnetisa-
tion losses are such that a rapid rise in temperature is produced, causing the
iron to attain a bright red heat. The variation in permeability corresponding to
the rise in temperature may be followed by observing the current in the sluint
circuit and the voltage across the terminals of the ring. Data, including the
watts lost per kilogram, are given which enable the changes to be followed.

2. A Self-Adjusting Commuiailiig Device.
By Professor Miles Walker. ^

It is well known that a continuous current generator fitted with commutating
poles (sometimes called inter-poles) will not commutate very heavy over-loads"
owing to the magnetic saturation which occurs in the iron of the inter-pole.
When the excitation becomes very great the saturation of the iron interferes
with the proportionality that should exist between the current to be com-
mutate-d and the conmiutating flux.

The paper d«serib.ed a device tried at the iNlanchester !-'chool of Technology
which automatically produces the right amount of commutating flux over very
wide ranges of load. So effective is the correcting influence, even where the
diverter in parallel with the commutating pole winding is deliberately put out
of adjustment, that, whether it be short-circuited or given a resistance equal
to five times the proper resistance, the flux will be preserved at approximately
the correct value.

Each brush (say, the positive brush) consists of two parts, one part, A,
being slightly in advance of the other on the commutator, and lightly insulated
from it. The winding on the commutating pole has twice as many turns as
one would ordinarily have, and the cross-section of the copper conductor is
only sufficient to carry one-half of the armature current. The part of the
brush B may be connected through a diverter D, having the same resistance as
the winding W, or the diverter may be dispensed with altogether. The direc-
tion of rotation of the machine is such that a point on the commutator passes
first under B, then under A.

Assuming that the number of turns on the commutating pole is such as to
give the right commutating flux when half current is passing through them,
then it will be found that the current will divide evenly between brushes
A and B, because the correct excitation of the commutating pole gives an even
distribution of current over the face of the compound brush AB. If, however,
the number of turns in W is too great, there is a tendency to over-commutation;
that is to say, the current in B becomes greater and the current in A less.
This has the effect of automatically weakening the commutating pole, and
the pole remains of just such a strength as to bring about the required distribu-
tion of current between A and B.

It will be found on machines of ordinary rating, and more particularly on
machines of very large rating, that the 'correcting"' voltage between A and B
necessary to bring about a suitable division of current between the two
brushes is normally very small, being of the order of 05 of a volt, whereas the
voltage which can be generated between A and B by a pole being too weak
or too strong may easily amount to 5 volts or more. Thus a very little dis-
turbance in the equality of loading on brushes A and B is sufficient to yield

' See T/ie Elecirician, vol. Ixxv., p. 872.
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the desired ' correcting ' voltage. Curves are given showing how the correcting

voltage varies with the load.

If for any reason the commutating pole tends to become too weak, owing,
let us say, to the saturation of the iron of the pole, the induction of the
armature coils carries the current forward to brush A, and tends to increase

automatically the excitation of the commutating pole.

A 12 5 K.W. generator fitted with the device will be exhibited.

A .500 K.W. 500 volt rotary converter, built by the British Westinghouse
Co., was fitted with the double brush gear, and it was found that with
3,000 amperes flowing the commutation was sparkless. The device is being
at present installed on a 1,500 K.W. rotary converter, on which the com-
mutating conditions would otherwise be rather difficult.

3. Electric Oscillations in Coupled Circuits—a Class of Particular Cases.
By W. EccLES, D.Sc, and A. J. Makower, M.A.'^

If three capacity-inductance branches are connected in parallel and vibra-
tions are started in the system, these vibrations consist, in general, of two
superposed simple harmonic vibrations of distinct frequencies. It is shown
that if two of the branches are in tune a class of problem arises which has a
very simple solution. Incidentally new formulae are ari-ived at for calculating
the frequency of the two oscillations in a pair of circuits coupled by inductance
and capacity. It is shown also that for a single frequency to exist all three
branches must be tuned to the same frequency. All the formulae developed in
the paper are verified by experiments extending over a wide range of values
of inductance and capacity.

4. The Capacity of Aerials of the Umbrella Type.
By Professor G. W. O. Howe, D.Sc.^

In a paper read before the British Association at Sydney last year the
author developed a method of calculating the capacity of radio-telegraphic
antennas. In addition to describing the method in general, curves and formulae
were given so that the capacity of aerials of standard types could be deter-
mined in a few minutes. The umbrella type, however, was not specially con-
sidered, and it has since been suggested "to the author that the usefulness of
the paper would be considerably increased if curves and formulae could be
given for aerials of this type. The method is briefly as follows : The whole
aerial is assumed to have a uniformly distributed charge, and the average
potential of the whole aerial under this fictitious condition is then calculated.
It is assumed that if the total charge, while remaining unchanged in quantity,
be allowed to have its own natural distribution, it will assume a uniform
potential approximately equal to this fictitious average potential. The
proximity of the earth is taken into account by the method of images. Tables
and curves are given for aerials with from two to six ribs and for various
angles between the ribs and the vertical. With these curves and those given in

the original paper, each of the nine component potentials of any given aerial of
the umbrella type can be read off and the resultant average potential deter-
mined. The method is then applied to two practical examples, one a simple
aerial with six single-wire ribs, and the other a more complicated case in which
each of the five ribs consists of a four-wire cage, the size of the wire being
different from that used for the central vertical wire.

Tests on actual aerials have shown that the values of the capacity as cal-

culated by the author's method agree with the measured values within the
errors of observation and of estimation as to the allowance to be made for

connecting wires, &c.

' >See T/te Electrician, vol. Ixxv., p. 905.
= Ibid., p. 870.
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6. A Note on 'Earth Resistance.'

By Professor E. W. Marchant, D.Sc.^

This paper described a new method of expressing the effectiveness of earth-

ing arrangements such as are employed for lightning-conductors, radio-tele-

graphic stations, and in connection with many electric-power distributing
systems. The method consists in determining the length of the column of earthy
material which, with a cross-section equal to the surface of the earth plates,

would have the same resistance as the actual ' earth. ' For a hemisphere
embedded with its flat surface level with the surface of the ground, this
' equivalent length of earth ' is easily seen to be equal to the radius of the
hemisphere.

Some tests were described, made by the author at Liverpool on three
' earths ' of different types, one being the water-pipe system of the building.

6. Transformer Core Loss as affected by Triple Harmonics.
By H. M. Lacey, B.Sc, and C. H. Stubbings, B.Sc-

This paper described experiments conducted in the Siemens Electrical

Engineering Laboratory, King's College, London. The object of these experi-

ments was to investigate the effect of triple harmonics upon the core losses in

transformers.

An alternator giving approximately a sine wave was three-phase star con-

nected to a three-phase choking coil. The star centres were also connected
through a switch. Current-measuring resistances were inserted in the neutral

and one of the outer leads. Voltmeters and ammeters were also inserted as

required.

Two experiments were made :

(1) With the switch in the neutral wire open.

(2) With the switch in the neutral wire closed.

In each case the wave forms of phase amperes, phase volts, and in the second
case amperes in the neutral wire, were taken by means of a Kelvin quadrant
electrometer and a contact-maker. It was found upon analysing the various
wave forms that in the first case there was a 48'9 per cent triple harmonic in

the volt curve but practically none in the current curve. In the second case

there was practically no triple harmonic in the volt curve but 48-2 per cent, in

the current curve ; also the wave of current in the neutral wire was very nearly
a sine wave of triple frequency, and having an amplitude of approximately three

times that of the triple harmonic in the current curve. This shows that the
existence of a neutral connection enables a triple harmonic to exist in the
current curve, and also that the suppression of this harmonic from the current
curve forces it into the volt curve. Using these curves, the induction curves
for the two cases were drawn, and from these the hysteresis loops (including
eddy current losses) were obtained. The areas of the two loops were measured,
and the ratio of the areas case 1 : case 2 was found to be 0'775, thus showing
that by insulating the star centres a saving of 22-5 per cent, in the core loss is

obtained, the voltages being equal.

The watts supplied in the fir.st case were 24-3 per cent, less than in the
second case, the average watts being found from the curves. The results of

these experiments point to the fact that from the point of view of core losses

the star centres in three-phase systems should be insulated.

7. Exposure Tests of Light Aluminium Alloys.

By Professor Ernest Wilson.'

The physical properties of certain light aluminium alloys have formed the
subject of reports during the last fourteen years. In order to investigate the

' See The Electrician, vol. Ixxv., p. 882.
' Ibid., p. 874. ' Ibid., p. 886.
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influence of exposure to London atmosphere a specimen of each alloy has been
placed on the roof of King's College, London. All the specimens are in the
form of wire 0'126 inch (3'2 mm.) diameter.

Commercial Aluminium.—A specimen has steadily increased its electrical
resistance to 17-2 per cent, in thirteen years. Copper.—It has already been
pointed out that the electrical resistance of the copper series in a given time
increases with the percentage of copper. One specimen containing' 2'61 per
cent, of copper had so far corroded in 1911 that it broke quite easily. Another
specimen containing 1-86 per cent, of copper has now so far corroded as to
become practically useless as an electrical conductor. The tests emphasise the
opinion already expressed that alloying commercial aluminium with copper
except in small quantity is not to be recommended. Copper-Manganese.—
Three alloys containing from 0-02 to 0-09 Cu and 0-05 to 1"78 Mn have steadily
increased their electrical resistance to about 10 per cent, in fourteen years.
The specimen with the highest percentage has a breaking load of 35,000 lb.,

and is apparently in good condition. Copper-Nickel.—A specimen containing
108 per cent. Cu and 1-29 per cent. Ni has somewhat diminished its electrical

resistance—the percentage being now 12-4, as against 194 in 1908. Its breaking
load was 45,900 lb. before exposure. Copjier-Zinc-Nick el.—One specimen con-
taining 0-11 Cu, 1-77 Zn, 2'01 Ni, has diminished its electrical resistance as
shown by the following figures :

Year 1901 .. 1903 .. 1904 .. 1908 .. 1911 .. 1913 .. 1915
962 .. 995 .. 1013 .. 1285 .. 1125 .. 1102 .. 1102

Copper-Manganese-Magnesium,.—The alloy known as ' Duralumin ' is stated
to contain about 0-5 Mg, 3-5 to 55 Cu, 0'5 to 0-8 Mn. A breaking load as high
as 90,000 lb. can be obtained according to treatment. The specimen exposed
has steadily increased its resistance to 9-6 per cent, in four years. It is, how-
ever, so brittle that a small loop cannot be bent without fracture.

The author was unfortunately imable to report on the copper specimen, as it

had been stolen from the roof.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11.

The following Papers and Report were read :

—

1. Recent Improvements in the Traction of Vehicles.

By T. H. Beigg.

The author for more than a quarter of a century has made his life-study the

subject of mechanical forces relative to traction, and has applied these principles

to various contrivances, such as shaft-supporting appliances, the ' Plywell ' for

poled-vehicles, and other mechanical contrivances. Recently the War Office

placed at his disposal the drawings of artillery and general service wagons in

order to give him an opportunity of showing how the draught of these vehicles

could be improved. His attention also having been directed to the machine-
gun, he has devised a means by which these weapons can be more rapidly trans-

ported, and manipulated with greater ease to the gunners and with more deadly
effect upon the enemy, while at the same time both gun and gunners are pro-

tected by armour-plate. His paper is a description of the new mechanical
appliances which he has devised as a result of the above opportunity.

The salient feature involved in the easy haulage of artillery and limber-
coapled ammunition and general service wagons is precisely the same for

civil as for military ' purposes ; and it remains the same regardless of whether
traction be effected by men or by horses. It will be found upon investigation
that conditions which conduce to the greatest comfort and efficiency in the
transport of man by his own muscular effort are identical with those which
conduce to the comfort and efficiency of transport by horses and other living

creatures, an illustration of which are the mechanical movements of the swan,
which are effective in producing the least possible rise and fall of its body with
the greatest possible thrust in the desired direction of motion—a movement not
hitherto described,
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The new system of traction for limber-coupled wagons is one which causes

the limber and the carriage to constitute two mechanica levers which at such

times as the resistance to traction is small, carry a part of the weight ot t e

animal, while when it is great, they cause an automatic transterence ot weight

from the wheels to the animal ; thus securing an ever-varying virtual angle ot

traction. The same effect is automatically brought about to the advantage ot

the horse by each of the inventor's new appliances.

The same conditions are obtained in the case of man-hauled vehicles.

The paper was illustrated by working models and diagrams.

2. Ecporl on Complex Stress DiRtrihulion.—See Eeports, p. 159.

3. The Slrenglh of Iron, Steel, and Cast-iron Struts.

By A.NDREW Egbert SON, M.Sc.

A series of experiments on solid free-ended centrally-loaded struts has been

carried out in the Engineering Laboratories of the Manchester University during

the last two ye-ars. They lead to the following conclusions :

1. For all the struts tested the collapsing load was in accordance with the

values calculated from Euler's formula, except for struts so short that the

average stress produced by the theoretical load was above the elastic limit ot

the material.
i- -j j • 4

2. In the case of the shorter struts the material tested may be divided into

two classes :
i i / j

(rt) Materials having no appreciable drop of stress at yield (cast iron and

bright-rolled steel). For such materials, Southwell's formula—of which Euler's

is the particular case for wholly elastic material—gives the collapsing load for all

lengths.

{h) Materials having a decided drop of stress at yield (mild steel, wrought

iron, and high tensile steel). For such materials Euler's or Southwell's formula

applies for all lengths for which the average stress calculated is less than the

elastic limit. Southwell's formula applies between the elastic limit and the

yield jMiiit, and for the shortest struts the collapsing load is equal to the yield

stress multiplied by the area.

4. The Calculation of Torsion Stresses in Framed Structures and Thin-

u-ttlled Prisms. By Professor Cymi. Batho, M.Sc, B. Eng.*

In designing a double track cantilever bridge with suspended span, it is

necessary to calculate the stresses arising in the suspended span due to unsym-

metrical live loads on the cantilever and anchor arms. It is also .sometimes of

importance to determine the stresses in an ordinary truss-bridge, braced arch

or other framed structure on four supports due to unequal settlement of the

supports. Similar problems arise in connection with erection travellers carry-

ing un.symmetrical loads, &c. The .«tresses arising under such conditions may be

termed \orsion stresses. Tlie calculation of these may be considerably shortened

by the upl> of the following thieorenis :

If a framed structure consisting of two parallel trusses, similar in outline

and connected by lateral bracing, be subjected to unit forces at the corners

forming a pair of equal and opposite couples in the planes of the two trusses

respectively, the shear perpendicular to the plane of the trusses is constant

throughout the lateral system and equal to the area of the base of the frame-

work divided bv twice the area of one of the trusses. The theorem may be

extended to inehide thin-walled prisms, and in its most general form may be

stated thus : If a hollow cylinder or prism, either continuous walled or of

framework and having plane ends perpendicular to its length, be subjected to a

twisting moment by couples in the planes of its ends, the total longitudinal

shear is everywhere constant and equal to the twisting moment multiplied by

* See Eixjinecrlr.fi. October 1.5, 1915, p. 392.
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the length of the cylinder and divided by twice the area of one of its ends.
Three examples are considered in the paper ;

(i) A bridge having parallel chords and panels of equal length.

(ii) A thin-walled rectangular box.

The results in these cases are shown to be in agreement with those given by
other and longer methods.

(iii) The torsion stresses in the suspended span of a bridge similar in design
to the New Quebec bridge.

In this example it is shown how the stresses in the lateral system may be
calculated immediately by use of the above theorem, and how the stresses in the
main trusses may be found by means of a short graphical process.

5. An Inquiry into the Possible Existence of Mutual Induction between
Masses. By Professor Miles Walker.

The closeness of the analogy in the behaviour of matter in motion and
electricity flowing in a circuit leads us to inquire, ' Is there any action Letwee-i

masses analogous to the mutual induction between electric circuits ? ' If we
accelerate a fly-wheel does it produce any force upon an adjacent co-axial disc?

It is quite possible that a small force of the kind might pass iinnoticed if not
specially looked for, just as the gravitational attraction between two movable
bodies would ordinarily escape observation.

The author described and exhibited apparatus constructed at the Manchester
School of Technology in 1912 for the purpose of finding out whether any force

of the kind is observable.

A steel fly-wheel, A, 56 cm.s. in diameter and 11 cms. thick, is mounted on
a vertical shaft and driven by an electric motor. Above the fly-wheel is sus-

pended a disc, B, 51 cms. in diameter, made of very pure porcelain, weighing
about 10 kilograms. The suspension is made of two round steel wires each
"025 cm. in diameter. The length of the suspension is 21 metres. The distance
between the bifilars is about 015 cm. The torsional control on B is extremely
small, amounting to only 28 dyne-cms. for a deflection of 1 radiam. The
angular swing of B upon its principal axis has a natural period of 2,460 seconds.
A mirror is attached to B, which enables the movement to be accurately observed
on a scale at 6 metres distance. A movement of '01 cm. on the scale corre-
sponding to a deflection of 1/12,000 of a radiam can be estimated, so that one
can observe the effect of acting on the edge of the disc with a force amounting
to only 10"^^ of the weic^lit of the disc. The paper described some of the
precautions taken to avoid the effect of accidental disturbances.

The procedure in making the experiment is as follows : The disc B is

brought as nearly as possible to rest. The fly-wheel A is then rapidly accele-

rated (say, anti-clock-wise) and run up to a speed of 2,700 r.p.m., so as to
give an impulse to B if that were possible. The speed is then maintained
constant for one-half the natural period of the swing of B. The fly-wheel is

then rapidly slowed down and the direction of rotation reversed and the speed
increased to 2,700 r.p.m. (clock-wise). This is repeated several times, so as to
set up resonance in B.

In the early experiments made in 1913 it was found that if there were any
effects of the kind looked for they were of an exceedingly small order, and that
the observed movements of B were mainly due to accidental disturbing forces.

At this time it was possible to assert that the ratio t— , the change in

the angular momentum of B to that of A, was certainly less than 23 x 10 '^.

In the later experiments the chief aim was to diminish the disturbing forces
as far as possible, so that the negative result might be stated with tlie smallest
possible limit of error.

The introduction of a suspended screen and other refinements so improved
the steadiness of B while A was running that we can now state that the ratio
for this apparatus is less than 5 X 10"'".
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Section H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.

President of the Section.—Professor C. G. Seligman, M.D.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

It is impossible to pass to the subject of my address without first referring to

the heavy losses which the Teutonic lust of power has inflicted upon our science,

no less than upon every other department of humane and beneficent activity.

Whatever loss we may yet be called upon to endure there can hardly be any more

regrettable than the death of Joseph Dechelette, whose acknowledged eminence

makes any detailed account of his labours superfluous. I will but mention his

Manuel d'Archcolofjie, a work of rare lucidity, wliich though unfinished (the

pity of it) will long be authoritative upon European prehistory and arch;eology.

His valour was no less than his erudition, for though his age exempted him from

all military duties, he insisted on taking his place at the head of his old company
of Territorials, and was killed last October while leading his men in a charge

that carried the line forward 300 yards. How he died may be learnt from

the official army order quoted in L'Anthropologie (vol. 25, p. 581). We have

also to mourn the death of Robert Hertz, a regular contributor to L'Annie
Sociologiqiie, and of Jean Maspero, son of Sir Gaston Maspero, an authority on

the Byzantine period and Arabic geography.

The other men whose premature death we deplore belong for the most part

to that brilliant band of French soldier-explorers to which African ethnography

owes so much. Captain Rene Avelot, whose name will be known to every reader

of L' Anthropologic, was also the author of important papers in La Geographie

and other geographical periodicals. He had hoped to devote himself entirely

to ethnological work, and at the outbreak of war was about to publish a series of

studies on the natives of the French Congo, Darfur, and Wadai. Before going

to the front he arranged for the publication of these, even in the event of his

death.

Captain Morice Cortier, a geographer and an explorer rather than an ethno-

logist, was engaged at the time of his death in preparing a work on the pre-

history of the Sahara.
Captain Maurice Bourlon received his scientific training in the Dordogne. He

conducted excavations in the neighbourhood of Les Eyzies, where he made a

number of discoveries, and brought to light some remarkable specimens of

palfeolithic art.

We dare not hope that the foregoing list is final, and while mourning their

loss we cannot pay greater honour to their memory than by taking up the burden

they relinquished in the hour of their country's supreme need.

In my address I shall endeavour to outline the early history of the Anglo-

Egyptian Sudan from the standpoint of the ethnologist, and thus indicate some
of the lines upon which future research may most usefully proceed. Fortunately

the Sudan is one of those areas in which the site and scope of work may be

selected from the point of view of immediate scientific interest, without any grave

dereliction of duty. There is not the danger so frequently met with, in the
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Pacific for example, of finding that civilisation has come stealthily and swept
away the greater part of the old order. The Sudan has not been civilised to such

a point that the ethnologist need feel it his bounden duty to visit the most
sophisticated areas in order to record everything that is in danger of being lost.

If I seem overbold in trying to present a summary account of so vast an area,

I can plead certain extenuating circumstances. Firstly, I had the good fortune

to be asked by the Sudan Government to conduct a small ethnographic survey
for them, in the course of which I have spent two winters in the field ; secondly,

although it is nearly twenty years since the reconquest of the Sudan, the amount
of ethnographical material which has accumulated is far less than might have
been expected. Nowhere has there been any intensive study of even a single

people, though conditions are as favourable as could be desired in at least three

quarters of the country. It would be an interesting, if melancholy, task to try

to determine v^'hy so little has been done. Certainly the' failure is not due to

lack of interest on the part of the Sirdar and his Council, for, apart from the

funds provided for my expeditions, the Government has paid the expenses of

publishing the only considerable work of serious scientific interest dealing with
Sudanese tribes that has yet been written by any of its officers. It is worth
noting that archaeologists have been more energetic than ethnologists, partly no
doubt owing to the stimulus provided by the discoveries of the Nubian Archcso-

logical Survey, but, even apart from this, more interest seems to be taken in the
ancient history of tlie country than in its living races.

Surprisingly little is yet known of the prehistory of the Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan. No implement of river drift type appears to have been found, and while
admitting that this may be due to incomplete exploration, the fact seems of

some significance considering the abundance of specimens of this type which have
been found on the surface in Egypt, Southern Tunisia and South Africa. With
regard to implements of Le Moustier type, I may allude to certain specimens
which I have myself collected from two sites, namely from Beraeis in north-west
Kordofan, situated on a sandy plateau at the foot of Jebel Katul between two
small spurs of the main rock mass, and from Jebel Gule in Dar Fung. At the
former site I found a number of roughly worked unpolished stones near the foot
of the hill betweten the village and the burial ground, and also within the latter.

The majority are moderately thin broad flakes, showing a well-marked bulb of
percussion, and little or no secondary working ; other specimens are shorter and
stouter. One surface is flat and un worked, the opposite curved surface shows a
number of facets separated by rather prominent crests, all except the central
facets sloping more or less steeply to the working edge. In some specimens
the crests are sufficiently prominent to give a somewhat fluted aspect to the
elope and a crenelated edge, one portion of which often shows signs of having
been worn down and retouched. These implements, which I had suspected might
have been Aurignacian, were considered by M. Breuil to belong to the Mous-
tierian period, and he referred to the same period and industry some thick, fluted
and engrailed scrapers from Jebel Gule, which I have described as resembling
the palaeolithic discs from Suffolk and other localities (19. 2)1), as well as some
implements of other forms which presented a palaeolithic facies. While the
Beraeis stones are so rough that they may perhaps be rejects, this does not apply
to the specimens from Jebel Gule. Besides the disc and Moustierian points there
is one implement which M. Breuil regards as a true, but much worn, cowp-de.-
poiiig of Moustierian age. Whether all these really date from the Moustierian
period or not, certain of the specimens from Jebel Gule show a surprising
resemblance to South African specimens figured and described by Dr. L.
Peringuey as of Aurignacian type (14 Pis. xvi. -'-^n, xi. 60, xviii. -''-p), or in other
words of the Capsien type of Tunisia.

Evidence concerning the later Stone Age is furnished by a number of finds
made on widely scattered sites ; but though no explanation can be offered it

should be noted that no stone implement of any kind has been recorded from
the Red Sea Province, although it is one of the best known parts of the Sudan,
and has been the scene of considerable engineering efforts. This is the more
remarkable in view of the geographical features of the country ; the absence of
forest, the weathered plateaux, the valleys filled with deposits through which
innumerable wadis have been cut, all suggest that if stone implements existed
some at least should have come to light. Much interest attaches to the distribu-
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tion of ground stone axes in the Nile valley. While there is probably no museum
with any pretence to an Egyptian collection which has not a number of these,

and though they can be bought in almost every curio shop in Cairo, I have been

unable to find any record of their discovery in a tomb group or undisturbed

burial in Egypt ; so that considering the number of prehistoric burials that have

been examined, it can be said that they were scarcely if at all known in pre-

dynastic Egypt. On the other hand, they are common in Nubia, where a

number have been found in predynastic and early dynastic tombs {2 PI. 63).

Many examples have come from Meroe, and I believe that specimens occur on

every site of neolithic date in the Sudan. They have certainly been found at

Jebel Sabaat, at Jebel Geili 90 miles east of Khartum, at Jebel Gule and at

Faragab. Moreover, the rock faces on which they were ground have been found

both at Jebel Gule and Jebel Geili. We may therefore attribute a southern

source to the ground stone axes of the Nile valley, and in the light of our

present knowledge regard them as of Negro origin. This view is supported by
the results of recent work on the prehistory of the Sahara. Gautier, who has

devoted much time to the ethnography of the French Sudan, points out that

while at the end of the neolithic period the northern Sahara had a stone industry

characterised by unpolished implements of Egyptian affinities, in the central and

southern Sahara the typical implement was the polished axe, and that this was
of Sudanese Negro origin (7, 326). That the boundary of the two provinces

seems to have coincided roughly with the present southern boundary of Algeria,

i.e.. that the Berber-Negro frontier was then some 1,000 kilometres further north

than it is at present, is in no way opposed to this view. Perforated discs or rings

and hollow conical and spherical stones, all ground in the usual neolithic style,

have been found, notably at Meroe, on Jebel Haraza (W. Kordofan) and at Jebel

Geili, where I believe stone discs and axe heads can be definitely associated

together. Besides the types already alluded to Jebel Gule yielded a large

number of pygmy implements of quartz, carnelian, and hornstone. These are

similar to those found in South Africa and attributed to Bushmen, and there is

reason to believe that this industry also existed at Faragab, where the in-

numerable disc beads of ostrich egg shell were probably bored with more or

less worked up slivers of quartz.

The distribution of stone arrow heads in the Nile valley is also of much
interest, but the data are as yet insufficient for discussion. It may, however,

be w'orth while to point out that the transverse arrow head with its chisel-like

edge cannot be of Negro origin, although the wooden figures of Negro bowmen
from the tomb of Emseht, a general of the XI. dynasty, are armed with arrows

with heads of this form, and the same type of arrow head is in use to this day
among the tribes of the Kwilu and Kasai districts of the Belgian Congo.

Some mention must be made of the existence of stone monuments of mega-

Hthic type in the Sudan, although their number is small and their origin obscure.

There is a monolith about two metres high on the plateau overlooking the Khor
el Arab, near the Sinkat-Erkowit road, to which tradition says Mohammed tied

his horse. Another monolith of much the same dimensions has been described

and figured by Crowfoot from Isa Derheib inland from Akik (4 PI.). At present

there seems no reason to attribute any great antiquity to these stones ; presum-

ably they are connected with the upright stones and ' stelai ' of Axum.
Viobably other rude stone monuments will be found in the Red Sea Province;

indeed, I have heard of such, though the information was never very precise.

It is, however, worth noting that typical dolmens do occur in the Madi country

in the southern Sudan (26, 123).^

' When the time comes to estimate the significance of the Sudanese monu-
ments of megalithic types, it will be necessary to remember that, although

uncommon, they do occur in Egypt. Indeed, Dechelette has suggested that

their rarity in Egypt is only due to their having been nearly all destroyed.

Meanwhile it may be noted that de IMorgan has published the drawing of a

stone circle at Jebel Genamieh in the desert to the east of Edfu; that N. de G.

Davies found 'perfect miniature dolmens or cists at Tel el Amarna : that some-
what similar structures containing human remains have been described by
Sehweinfurth near El Kab ; and that I have found them on the high desert
plateau a few miles north of Abydos.
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Although neither in structure nor form megalithic, I may here refer to a

type of stone monument some 80 feet long and about 5 feet high occurring in

some number in the neighbourhood of Erkowit, in the Red Sea Province. The
whole is constructed of stones without any cement or mortar ; the face consists

of a limiting wall of more or less flat slabs of local rock, while the spaces between
the containing walls are filled in with smaller fragments. Each of these monu-
ments may be considered as consisting of three main elements—viz. (i) an oblong

rectangular portion, (ii) two oval masses to each of which is attached an expan-

sion shaped somewhat like a fish's tail, and (iii) the curved walls uniting the

other elements. Their orientation is definite within certain limits, while each

oval element is interrupted at a constant point in its circumference by the inter-

position of from two to four upright slabs. There is no chamber or space behind

these stones, but from their constancy and the uniformity of their position it is

obvious that they must have had a perfectly definite significance to the builders,

and on accoimt of their similarity to the false doors of Egyptian monuments I

venture to call them ' false entrances.' The whole structure is quite unlike any
others of which I have been able to hear, nor did the excavation of one much
damaged example throw any light on the problem, but the false entrance

suggests a funerary purpose and an Egyptian origin. In date they are probably

medieval, and may certainly be taken to antedate the spread of Mohammedan
influence which was becoming dominant towards the middle of the fifteenth

century (20).

The only rock pictures as yet found in the Sudan are in northern Kordofan. For

the most part they are outlined in red or blackish pigment, but a few examples

occur chipped on lumps of granite, on the hillside at Jebel Kurkayla in the Jebel

Haraza tnassif. These figures are very rough, and the examples reproduced by
H. A. MacMichael all represent camels (11). Drawings with pigmented outlines

are found on Jebel Haraza and Jebel Afarit, and from the ai-tistic standpoint

seem to form two groups. To the first belong rough but spirited sketches of

men on horseback, camels, and giraffes. The workmanship of the second group

is rougher and much less vigorous ; it includes representations of camels, men on

horseback, and men marching or dancing carrying the small round Hamitic

shield. This, together with their general resemblance to the ' Libyo-Berber
'

rock pictures of the southern Sahara, indicates a comparatively recent date for

these drawings. Moreover, MacMichael notes that the work is faint and indeter-

minate, and that there is no trace of graving ; in other words, the neolithic

tradition has not persisted. Probably they are more recent than the stone discs

and hollow conical and spherical stones found on Jebel Haraza to which I have

already referred.

One of the most difficult questions arising in connection -with the Sudan is

that of Ancient Egyptian influence. Its existence may be readily granted, but

what of its extent and diuration ? For while it is a platitude to say that a great

and powerful state with a uniform tradition lasting for thousands of years cannot

but have influenced the countries on every side, it must be confessed that where

history fails the evidence is often extremely difl!icult to interpret. Every custom

which at first sight seems to betoken Egyptian influence must be closely

examined, and the evidence carefully sifted, to determine whether it may not

have had its origin in the older and more generalised Hamitic culture of northern

and eastern Africa. In discussing the value of the data upon which ideas and

customs are to be traced back to an Egyptian origin, it is important to remember
that general resemblances, either in widely distributed forms of social organisa-

tion and belief {e.g., matrilineal descent, cult of the dead, &c.), or in widely

diffused technical devices {e.g., bow and arrow), cannot be admitted as good

evidence. Whatever the future may bring, I do not think that in the present

state of anthropological science even extreme and unusual beliefs and devices

(which at first sight seem so strikingly convincing) should be considered as proof

of common influence ; otherwise it would be necessary to admit, immediately and

without consideration, a cultural relationship between Papua and Central Brazil

on the evidence of the phleme-bow, and between England and the Malay States

on that of the fire-piston.^ It is only when there is a considerable consensus of

" The distribution of the fire-piston in the East and its diecovery as a

' scientific toy' in Europe has been discussed by Mr. Henry Balfour in Anthro-

pological Es.iay.t -presented to Edward Burneff Tni/lor.
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agreement in underlying ideas and (or) in highly specialised customs or devices,

that we are justified in considering an Egyptian origin, and even then it is

necessary to bear in mind the possibilities of common ethnic origin and of ' con-

vergence.' It is obvious that under these conditions facts will be differently

interpreted, and opinions will vary within wide limits, while new discoveries

may at any moment disturb views hitherto regarded as well founded.
Although in this address I propose generally to confine myself to the area

included in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, yet in considering the question of

Egyptian influence in Negro Africa I shall overstep these limits. The reasons

for doing so are, I think, obvious. The data will not be abundant, and will

not be restricted to the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, while instances occurring out-

side that area will possess the same evidential value. Moreover, the records from
the Belgian Congo, for example, are more numerous, while recent work in the

north-west of Africa has provided material of much value from this compara-
tively new point of view. Thus, I shall not hesitate to cite West African
instances, even though it is probable that the cultural drift responsible for them
crossed North Africa and travelled down the west coast. It must not be for-

gotten that North Africa was permeated with Egyptian influence during the last

few centuries B.C. Evidence for this statement might be drawn from many
sources, but I will cite only one, that offered by the coinage, which is parti-

cularly convincing. In the third century B.C. many Carthaginian electrum and
bronze coins bore the disc and urrei (12, ii. 85, 93); a little later the coins of
Numidia also bore Egyptian symbols, while in the first century B.C. those of
Bogud II. of Mauritania (50-38 B.C.) were stamped with the winged disc. One
of his successors, Juba II., married an Egyptian lady, Cleopatra Selene, daughter
of Mark Antony and Cleopatra, and, while his coins bear the urseus, those struck
in her name bear the sistrum, the crown of Isis, and such Nilotic animals as the
crocodile and hippopotamus (12, iii. 17, 95, 105, 110). These facts become the more
significant when it is remembered that the coinage of the Ptolemies, the only
pre-Roman coinage that Egypt had, was derived from the Greek and bore no
Egyptian symbols.

Some will have it that we are faced with yet another difficulty ; an Egypto-
logist has recently produced a work showing evidence of much patient research,

in which he argues that a number of bloodthirsty rites, which he states occurred
in predynastic and early dynastic Egypt, are closely related to those practised
in West Africa at the present day, and indicate that the Egyptian religion is

essentially ' African ' in origin. His use of this word seems to indicate that he
employs it as the equivalent of ' Negro,' though the latter word is never actually
used. I believe that there is good and valid evidence against this view, both on
the physical and the cultural side. All the work of the Archajological Survey of
Nubia confirms the idea that the predynastic Egyptians were not even negroid,
and it has extended this conclusion to the early Nubians who lived during the
first three or four Egyptian dynasties. On the cultural side the evidence,
though less absolute in that the data cannot be so objective as those supplied by
long series of physical measurements, is none the less clear. It is generally held
that the sed festival of Ancient Egypt was a survival, in a much weakened form,
of the ceremonial killing of the king, and that its essential element was the
identification of the king with Osiris. It was an important ceremony which per-
sisted through the whole historic period, and was so much to the Pharaohs'
taste that it was enacted no less than six times during the reign of Rameses II.
The oldest known representation of the ceremony is that on the mace head of
King Narmer (Menes). The king is seated in a shrine at the top of nine steps,
dressed as Osiris, and holding the flail. On one side in front of the king are a
number of standards, the first bearing the jackal Upwawet, ' the opener of the
ways,' described on the seal of King Zer of the I. dynastv as ' he who opens
the way when thou advancest towards the under-world.' "The seal shows King
Zer as Osiris preceded by Upwawet and 'the shed-slied which is in front,' the
emblem of lightness or space. It is well known that kings are still killed cere-
monially in Negro Africa at the present day ; there are also rites which seem to be
weakened forms of the same ceremony in which the king is permitted to survive.
Assuming the above hypothesis of the origin of the sed festival to be correct it
cannot be seriously argued that the early Egyptians took over the custom from
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the Negroes, at a time when Negro influence was so slight that no considerable

amount of intermarriage had occurred. A custom which if it were not originally

Egyptian would have introduced a totally new outlook on the world, and would

have been intensely unpopular with the ruling powers.

With regard to the mode in which Egyptian influence was exerted on the

Sudan there are three main routes along which we might expect to find its traces.

The first is southwards along the Nile, the other two are to the west; one route

at first following the Mediterranean coast but broadening westward as con-

ditions become more favourable, the other running south-west through the oases

and so communicating with Darfur and the Chad basin. Yet another route has

been suggested by Sir Harry Johnston, namely, through Abyssinia and Somali-

land, presumably reaching them via the Red Sea (8, 487). Perhaps it was by
this route that the sistrum, still used in the church festivals, reached
Abyssinia,

The extension of Egyptian rule up the Nile Valley can be traced from the

earliest times to the XVIII. dynasty. But although after this Egyptian domina-
tion becomes less marked, Egyptian influence had become so firmly established

that the culture of the states in the Nile Valley had a predominantly Egyptian
tinge ;' first Napata, then Meroe, and then further south the states which we
know later as the Christian kingdoms of Dongola and 'Alwah.

On a priori grounds the Nile route might be expected to be the most worn and
the easiest to trace. For thousands of years Egyptian and Negro were in

contact on the middle reaches of the great river, so that at least one great negroid
kingdom arose ; and though to this day a Negro dialect is spoken as far north
as Aswan, yet at the present time there does not seem to be a single object or

cultural characteristic which unequivocally can be said to have reached the zone
of luxuriant tropical vegetation by way of the Nile Valley. The evidence for

the earliest spread of Egyptian influence is set forth in the Reports of t/ie

Arcluvological Survey of Nubia, and, referring as it does to the country north of
Wady Haifa, is outside the scope of this address. Yet I cannot leave it alto-

gether unnoticed, since it is intimately related to the discoveries recently made
by Professor Reisner at Kerma in Dongola Province beyond the Third Cataract.

(17.) In the Reports, Professor Elliot Smith shows that beyond Aswan, as far
south as exploration has proceeded, the basis of the ancient population from the
earliest times to the end of the Middle Empire was essentially of proto-Egyptian
type, and that this type became progressively modified by dynastic Egyptian
influence from the north, and Negro and Negroid influence from the south. As
a result the Nubians contemporary with the New Empire present such pro-
nounced Negroid characteristics as to form a group (the C-group) which stands
apart from its Nubian and Egyptian predecessors (2. Bulletin iii. 25.) The
recent discoveries at Kerma, which include fragments of alabaster jars with the
names of kings of the VI. and XII. dynasties and also seal impressions of the
Hyksos period, have shown that here was a fort or trading post certainly occu-
pied during the Hyksos period, and probably as far back as the VI. dynasty.
It is the remains of the Hyksos period that are especially interesting. Professor
Reisner describes a people who razed the buildings of their predecessors, and
buried their dead in the debris, who battered the statues of Egyptian kings of
the XII. dynasty, and whose funerary customs were entirely un-Egyptian. Each
burial pit contains a number of graves in every one of which several bodies had
been interred. The chief personage lies on a carved bed ;

' under his head is

a wooden pillow ; between his legs a sword or dagger ; beside his feet cowhide
sandals and an ostrich-feather fan. At his feet is bui'ied a ram, often with
ivory knobs on the tips of the horns to prevent goring. Around the bed lie a
varying number of bodies, male and female, all contracted on the right side,

" The early Ethiopian kings used the Egyptian language and writing for
their records; it was only towards the end of the ]Meroitic period, after the down-
fall of Egypt, that the Meroitic language was written. A special hieroglyphic
alphabet founded on the "Egyptian may date back to the third century B.C., but
the actual Meroitic script is later than this ; Crowfoot indeed argues for so' late
and short a range as from the middle of the second to the fourth century a.d.
(Griffith, The Meroitic Inscriptions of Shablul and Karanog, chap. ii.).
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head east. Among them are the pots and pans, the cosmetic jars, the stools, and
other objects. Over the whole burial is spread a great ox-hide. . . . Several

had their lingers twisted into their hair or had covered their faces with their

hands. One woman had struggled over on her back and was clutching her throat.

But most of them lay composed as if minded to die quietly, according to the

custom of their fathers.' (17, xii. 24.) Reisner could not observe any marks of

violence, but, judging from the contorted positions of some of the bodies,

thought that they had been buried alive. The remains from these burials have
been examined by Elliot Smith, who states that the skeletons surrounding the

bedstead are those of folk of proto-Egyptian and Middle Nubian (C-group)

types, wliile those on the beds belonged to typical New Empire Egyptians, such
as lived in the Thebaid at tliis time. (23, 228.)

The first historical capital of the Sudan was Napata, the mediasval Merowe
or Merawi, near Jebel Barkal, between the 19th and 20th parallels of latitude,

a few miles south of the Fourth Cataract. Napata was certainly an important
place in the XVIII. dynasty but how much earlier is uncertain. In the XX.
dynasty the high priest of Ammon assumed the viceregency of Nubia, and even
Rameses XII., the last and feeblest king of this dynasty, retained Thebes and
Nubia though the delta h?,d become independent. Remembering the troubles

and revolts of the XXI. and XXII. dynasties and the expulsion of the nobles of

Thebes we may believe that the priestly families of Thebes were forced to flee

to the more remote parts of Nubia, and so set up at Napata a kingdom which,
in theory at least, reproduced the theocracy of Ammon at Thebes. The first

recorded lord of this new kingdom was Kashta, whose son Piankhi succeeded
him about 741 B.C. and by 721 B.C. had conquered and garrisoned Egypt almost
as far north as the Fayum. Later he received the submission of the Lords of

the Delta, and was succeeded by his brother Shabaka, who ruled all Egypt and
founded the XXV. (Nubian) dynasty which lasted at least fifty years. Thus
Napata was Egyptianised, and being a great trading centre cannot but have
influenced profoundly the country to the south, so that when Meroe was founded
in the eighth century B.C. the ruling influence must have been Egyptian. The
mission sent by Nero to explore the Nile reported that Meroe was ruled by a
Queen Candace, whose predecessors had borne that name for many generations.

(16. Bk. vi. chap. 35.) It is uncertain whether the Candace of Nero's time was
one with the Candace (Kantakit) who was buried in a Meroe pyramid, or whether
the latter was identical with the queen who attacked Egypt diu'ing the reign of
Augustus. However the matter may stand, we know of two if, not three queens
bearing the same name. Yet, since the monuments show that a king was
generally the head of the state, Pliny's assertion requires qualification ; more-
over, there is the perfectly definite reference to King Ergamenes slaughtering
the priests who, as was the cus'tom, had determined his death. In both state-
ments I cannot but see examples of Egyptian theocratic influence. Nor are they
mutually destructive if it be remembered that the throne might, and often did,
pass in the female line, and that this practice was known to be in full force
during the XVIII. and later dynasties.'

It would be entirely consonant with the policy of the priests of Ammon to
take advantage of the spirit of the sed festival, the rite of ceremonial Osirifi-
cation practised by the Egyptian kings, in order to obtain for themselves abso-
lute political control. This would be easier if among the barbaric tribes in
southern Nubia the king was ceremonially killed as he recently was in Fazogli,
and as he still is among the Nilotes. "That the practice of slaying the king
was no new priestly device is, I think, clear from the account given by Strabo,
and though I have no space to analyse this, I may point out that it accords well
with our knowledge of the divine kings existing in the Nile valley at the present
day, or in recent times. Strabo's description makes clear how relatively narrow

* Paynozem I. of the XXI. dynasty married the daughter of the Tanite
king, Pesibkhenno I. and Sheshonk the founder of the XXI. dynasty legiti-
mised his line by marrying his son to the daughter of Pesibkhenno II.. the last
king of the preceding dynasty. So, too, in order to hold the treasure of Ammon
at Thebes, Piankhi caused Shepnupet the daughter of Osorkon III., sacerdotal
priestess of Thebes, to adopt his sister-wife Amenardis.

1915. u u
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was the stream of northern civilisation which penetrated Black Africa by way
of the Nile valley. But even this civilisation did not come with a steady flow

;

when Egypt prospered under the early Ptolemies Meroe prospered ; as Egypt
decayed Meroe fell into the wretched condition recorded by Nero's officers ; and

even before this Candace could assert that neither the name nor condition of

Ceesar was known to her. ( 24, Bk. xvii. chap. 1.) As northern influence lessened,

and the power of Meroe decayed, the black element would preponderate more

and more, so that the travellers who visited Ethiopia told a story of barbarism

and utter stagnation. The mode of life of the Ethiopians was wretched, they

were for the most part naked wanderers, moving from place to place with their

flocks. Even in the cities along the river banks the houses were as often made
of wattle and wood as of bricks. Although they had grain from which they

prepared beer, they had no fruits or oil, using butter and fat instead, and lived

upon roots and the flesh and blood of animals; milk and cheese. (24, Bk. xvii.

chap. 2.) Beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the river was a region of

savagery, with inhabitants for the most part known by mere nicknames, root-

eaters, fish-eaters and so forth. But even in the earlier and better days of Meroe
there is evidence that suggests the presence of much black blood in the royal

family. In a stele from Napata, now in the Louvre, the mother, wife and sister

of King Aspelut (about 825 B.C.) are represented as distinctly steatopygous,

while the representations of Queen Amen-Tarit at Meroe some three centuries

later are frankly Negroid. Moreover, even while a king exerted real authority

at Meroe it would be entirely consonant v/ith African politics and African

customs for vassal ' kingdoms ' to arise at the extremes of the state. So, when
it is recorded on the authority of Eratosthenes, that in the third century B.C.

the Sembritffi who occupied an island south of Meroe were ruled by a ' queen
'

but recognised the suzerainty of Meroe (24, Bk. xvii. chap. 1), we may think of

the petty chieftains of the eighteenth century who were the true rulers of the

country from Dongola to Sennar, though every sultan of Sennar claimed sovereign

rights. There may have been many such ' states ' ruled by women, just as at

the present day in the Nuba hills the highest authority passes in the female

line, and may be exerted by a woman.
Meroe seems to have been destroyed before the introduction of Christianity.

Nevertheless, two if not three culture phases can be traced in its history. There
was first a period of Egyptian influence under King Aspelut and his successors,

then came an influx of Greek ideas, a phase which Professor Garstang would
date from about the third century B.C. This is the period to which most of the

monuments now visible belong, and it was succeeded by the period of Roman
dominance. At Soba, on the Blue Nile a few miles above Khartum, Lepsius
collected the cartouches of a number of kings and queens of Meroe ; this site,

the capital of the Christian kingdom of 'Alwah, was certainly inhabited through
inediteval times, and may not have been fully deserted till three or four hundred
years ago. No doubt northern influence diminished progressively, especfally

after the conquest of Egypt by the Arabs, when the rivalry between
Christianity and Islam which culminated in the Crusades must have had the

effect of closing Upper Nubia and the countries beyond to Mediterranean in-

fluence. Nevertheless, trade objects continued to come through, though there

is nothing to show whether these travelled up the Nile or across the Eastern
Desert from the thriving Mohammedan trading ports which, as Crowfoot has
shown, were established there previous to the thirteenth century.^ (4, 542.)

° There is a particular form of bead made of chalcedonic agate, numerous
examples of which have been dug up in the neighbourhood of Khartum. A
large niunber of similar beads are said to have been found in Somersetshire a

few years ago, but archseologists tell me that there is no sufficient warrant for

their origin. But a chain of these beads found at Erding in Upper Bavaria and
now in the Munich Museum (K. IV. 1924 in Room 2, Case 4) dates them, at least

approximately, to the early mediseval period, Merovingian or earlier. More-
over, three large chevron beads of the usual type were said to have been removed
from the body of an ' Arab ' who fell at Omdurman, and I see no reason to

doubt the truth of the statement. What I have said concerning the Ethiopia of

Strabo closely follows the argument set forth by Crowfoot in The Island of
Meroe, published by the Egypt Exploration Fund.
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No doubt the territory over which the rulers of 'Alwah exerted authority

extended south of their capital, yet beyond Soba, in the archseologically un-

explored country south of the confluence of the two rivers, traces of northern

influence quickly become fewer and less distinct. Nevertheless, at the present

day among the hills between the White and Blue Niles the name Soba is still

known, being recognised as that of a series of great queens who ruled over a

mighty empire of the same name. I cannot say how wide the area may be

over which this belief is held ; my information was obtained at Jebel Gule
fifty miles east of Renk. At the foot of the hills are two settlements of a

people who call themselves Fung, but who are generally known as Hameg.
These people say that the great Queen Soba whom they worship was their

ancestress, but they also apply her name to certain stones which they regard

as sacre^l. The most important of these is a spherical water-worn stone

(about 18 inches in diameter) of a brownish colour, with large quartz veins

traversing it in every direction. This stone was stated to have been the
' throne ' of Queen Sheba, and is still the ' chair of kingdom ' {kursi memlaka)
upon which every Hameg paramount chief {mangil) assumes office. Besides this

rock there are two others associated with Soba, and hence called Soba. Both
are weathered boulders, partly embedded in the soil at the side of the track

round the base of Jebel Gule. A prayer given me by a woman at one of these

rocks ran somewhat as follows :
' Grandmother Soba . . . permit ns to go on our

journey and return in safety.' There was obviously the utmost confusion in this

woman's mind between Soba the goddess and Soba the stone on which she had
just placed a handful of sand. Soba may also be asked to relieve sickness, and
is invoked during a dance held by the neighboiirs of a recentlj' delivered

woman, about the time when the young mother is allowed to leave her house
for the first time. Few will doubt that in the Soba of the Hameg belief there

is preserved the memory of such queens as Candace the ruler of the Sembritse,

grafted on the recollection of the great city, which to the Negroids of the
Gezira no doubt appeared to dominate the north. Nor do these traces of

ancient tradition stand alone ; at Jebel Moya near the Blue Nile some 150 miles

south of Khartum there is actual archfeological evidence of northern influence.

Here besides stone implements were found beads, and amulets, a number of

scarabs, and small plaques bearing Ethiopian and Egyptian cartouches ranging
from about 700 B.C. (25, 617), or perhaps going back to an even earlier date.

I may also note that on the as yet unexplored site of Faragab in northern

Kordofan, besides potsherds, stone implements and ivory objects I have found
a carnelian bead identified by Professor Petrie as of XVIII. dynasty make,
as well as dolomite and scolecite beads which are certainly not of Negro
\vorkmanship or character.

Faragab must have been an important site for a considerable period, and
would well repay systematic examination; the mounds,, which are some ten feet

high, occupy a considerable area about a mile N.W. of the modern village.

The potsherds found in them are of special interest, and among them are the

remains of a type of pot which, as far as I can discover, is different from any
in use in Africa at the present day. This type was oblong and rather shallow,

decorated with geometrical patterns and produced at each end into a solid

mass more or less covered with designs ; its shape, in fact, was that of many
!Melanesian food bowls. Another interesting feature of the Faragab sherds is

that many of the larger vessels were made on string mats (21). The large

narrow-necked vessels found in such numbers in the necropolis at Meroe were
made by this method, which is still in use for water vessels in northern
Kordofan.

These sites seem to mark the southern limit of Egyptian influence as far

as the actual transmission of objects derived from the north is concerned.
Of the racial affinities of the inhabitants of Faragab nothing is known, but
we are better informed concerning the old residents of Jebel Moya. The
cemeteries of this site have yielded the remains of a tall coarsely built Negro
or Negroid race with extraordinarily massive skulls and jaws (5). In a

general way they appear to resemble the coarser type of Nuba living in South
Kordofan at the present day, and it is significant that the cranial indices of the

men of Jebel Moya and the Nuba hills agree closely. Thus there is the clearest

U TJ 2
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evidence that Egyptian influence reached south of Khartum, and since it has
persisted to the present day in oral tradition among the tribes of the little
known country between the Blue and White Xiles, traces might equally be
expected among the Nilotes of the White Nile. But strangely enough nothing
of the sort has been found, although the Shilluk and Dinka "are better known
than any other of the Sudan tribes. On the other hand, the tribes of the
Congo basin have a number of customs which do suggest Egyptian influence,
and the same may be said perhaps of Uganda; so that it seems reasonable
to believe that Egyptian influence spread up the White Nile and passed
westwards across the Nile-Congo watershed. An alternate route would be
along the Blue Nile and its tributaries the Binder and the Eahad to the
Abyssinian hills, southward through the highlands to about 5° N., and thence
westward to the head waters of the Congo.

To return to the Shilluk and Dinka, the most northern of the Negro
tribes of the White Nile. The fact that no cultural elements which can be
connected with Egypt are found on the White Nile, where they might have
been expected, suggests, either that the tribes now occupying the'' district
were not there when Egyptian influence spread south, or "thai; the country
presented such difliculties that the foreign stream left it on one side, as would
liave been the case had it followed the route via the Blue Nile and' the high-
lands of Abyssinia. In other words, either the Shilluk and Dinka reached th'eir
present territory in comparatively recent times, or else led a wandering and
precarious life in swamps as formidable as the Sudd of the present day. There
is, I think, a good deal in favour of the latter view. The existence in the
depths of the Sudd of Nuer communities, of which we know little except
through rumour, shows that such a life is possible; while among the Dinka
the Moin Tain or ' marshmen,' who possess no cattle and scarcely cultivate, but
live by hunting and fishing, exist under almost as unfavourable conditions.
Moreover, there is abundant evidence that North-West Africa is drier now
than it was a few thousand years ago, and if those authors are right who ?tate
that there was a general melting of glaciers in Europe some 5000 years B.C.,

giving rise to widespread floods (the origin of the Biblical deluge), the
increased precipitation may well have given rise to a considerable northern
extension of the Nile swamps. In support of this argument it may be noted,
that in numerous XVIII. dynasty paintings Negroes are represented with bows
and arrows and throwing sticks (boomerangs), i.e., their weapons are not those
of the northern Negroes of the present day, the Shilluk and Dinka, who are

not bowmen and do not use the throwing stick. Shilluk traditions state that

they came from the south, and a language substantially identical with theirs is

spoken by the Acholi of the Uganda Protectorate.

Evidence pointing in the same direction exists on the physical side; the
results of the archjeological survey of Nubia show that even in late dynastic
times the tall Negroids (E-group) whose skeletons have been found near
Shellal were mesaticephals (?, 80), with a cephalic index higher by three or

four units than those of the Dinka and Shilluk respectively. On the other
hand, a people with a cephalic index nearer that of the northern Nilotes had
reached Nubia by the Byzantine-Pagan period (200-600 a.d.). Elliot Smith
and Derry speak of these people (the X-group) as prognathous and flat-nosed

Negroids who suddenly made their way north into Nubia f 2. Bulletin V. 12).

Sixteen X-group skulls (eleven male and five female) in the College of Surgeons
give a cephalic index of 70'8, and comparing them with the series of about
the same number of Dinka skulls in the collection, my impression is that as
a group they show as many Negroid characters.

It seems reasonable to believe that the Negroids, whose skeletons form the
majority of those found in Negro graves in Nubia, belonged to the group of
Negroes with whom the Egyptians were in contact on their southern frontier.
In other words, the tribes resembling the modern Dinka were so little in

effective contact with the Egyptians, that they did not reach Nubia till some
1500 years ago, the cattle-owning Negroes whose representations were so
frequent being the tall mesaticephals whose remains occur in Nubia in late

dynastic times.

The numerous records of Negro incursions from the Middle Kingdom
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onwards suggest that the Negroes were driven north in a succession of waves
by some force from wliich this direction offered the only chance of escape.

Such can only have been applied by other Negroes behind them. It may well
be that there was more or less continual ferment on the southern border of
Egypt in the early part of the first millennium B.C., and that the northern
Nilotes were beginning to make their reputation as fighting men. Indeed, the
passage in Isaiah can scarcely bear any other meaning than that this people was
working north with sufficient energy for their peculiarities and those of their
land to have become known to the Mediterranean world. ' All, the land of the
rustling of wings, which is beyond the rivers of Ethiopia : that sendeth ambas-
sadors by the sea, even in vessels of papyrus upon the waters, saying, Go, ye
swift messengers, to a nation tall and smooth, to a people terrible from their

beginning onward ; a nation that meteth out and treadeth down, whose land the
rivers divide! ' (Isa. xviii. 1, 2, Revised Version.) But while the tall Negroes
seem to have been the first to reach Nubia in organised groups, stray examples
of short bracliycephalic Negroes (usually female) have been found as far back
as protodynastic times. I am indebted to Professor Elliot Smith for the
information that the four Negresses found in cemetery No. 79 at Gerf Hussein
(2, Bull. iii. 22) were short in stature with relatively broad oval crania, while
at Dabod in a Middle-Kingdom cemet-ery there was found a skeleton of a
man measuring 1-61 ni. (about 5 feet 3 inches), witli definite prognathism,
typical Negro hair, and a cephalic index of 80 (2, ii. 121). Presumably these
were representatives of the group of short mesaticephalic Negroes who are at

the present time found on both sides of the Nile-Congo divide, but predomi-
nantly west of it, a group represented by the Bongo, Azande, and cognate
tribes. We thus reach the position that the Nubians, who were proto-

Egyptians, were, in the earlier part of their history, in contact with just that

class of Negroes among whom customs and ideas apparently of Egyptian origin

are found at the present day. It must not, however, bo assumed that it was
this contact that led to the dissemination of Egyptian ideas, indeed our
present information suggests that it can scarcely have been sufliciently intense.

The following table, giving the measurements and indices available for the
comparison of the E-group Negroids with the tall Negroes of the present day,
shows that the former belonged to the mesaticephalic group, which includes the

Burun, the Bari, and the Nuba. As regards head length, head breadth,
cephalic index and stature, the E-group stands closer to the Nuba than to the
other tribes, while even in head breadth it is as near the Nuba as the Dinka.

—
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so widely spread outside Africa as to be of little evidential value; others, and
this applies specially to material products, include such simple or obvious

devices that they can scarcely be regarded as carrying vyeight ; but there are a
number of instances which are highly suggestive, and when to these are added
yet other habits and customs common to Ancient Egypt and Negro Africa, a

mass of evidence is presented which seems decisively indicative of Egyptian
influence. This view does not imply that all the features common to AJicient

Egypt and present-day Negroes are instances of borrowing; on the contrary, I

hold that many common customs are but expressions of the wide diffusion of old

Hamitic blood and ideas. To this ancient stratum I would attribute those

customs which I have discussed in a previous paper (22), including burial by

the Nilotes in the crouched position, the use of the throwing-stick (boomerang)

by the Beja, and the killing of the divine king (or rainmaker).

The ideas and customs reported from tropical Africa which may be due to

Egyptian influence may be classified provisionally in the following groups :

(i) Beliefs connected with the soul.

(ii) Beliefs and customs connected with the king or the royal office,

(iii) Death customs.

(i) Beliefs concerning the soul. The Egyptians believed that each individual
possessed several souls, the most important being (a) the ka or human double

;

(6) the ba, the bird soul which accompanied Ra in the sun barque through the
other-world; (c) the akh or khu (fate unknown); {d) the khaibet or shadow;
and (e) the ab or heart ; that in one aspect at least this was something more than
the physical heart is shown by the fact that after death the ab was weighed by
Anubis in the presence of Osiris against the feather of truth. Numerous
instances of ' multiple souls ' resembling those of Egypt have been recorded
from the Congo and West Africa ; perhaps the most striking is afforded by the
Bambala, who say that man is composed of four parts, the body Id, the double
Uo, the soul n'shanga, and the shadow lumcluine, while some have an additional
element called viOMxa (1, vol. ii. fasc. i. 124).

(ii) Beliefs and customs connected with the king or the royal office. The
fact that the Pharaoh, the Shilluk king, the Dinka rainmaker, and many other
African rulers were, or are, divine kings, who were at one time ceremonially
killed and with whose bodily well-being the welfare of their kingdom was
bound up, does not, to ray mind, indicate borrowing, but points rather to a
common origin, for I believe that the divine king is an old Hamitic institution,

and that Hamitic blood or cultural influence has been active over a very great
part of Negro Africa. On the other hand, there does seem a possible connec-
tion between the Egyptian Horus and the eagle totem of the Baganda king.
In Egypt, once totemistic, the king was identified with the falcon, and was
spoken of as Horus ; the falcon was placed over one of his names, and on the
great slate palette of Narmer, dating back to protodynastic times, the falcon
(with one human arm) leading captive the north country obviously represents
the king. Among the Baganda every king and prince, in addition to his clan
totem, claimed the eagle totem, though no eagle clan existed ' (18, 128).

(iii) Death customs. Tlie majority of the customs which can probably be
attributed to Egyptian influence are associated with death and burial ; this is

not surprising, considering how greatly the Egyptians were concerned with the
after-life. Let us consider the main features of Egyptian burial in the follow-
ing order : posture of the body in the grave, preparation of the body and coffin,

form of the grave, offerings in and at the grave, worship at the grave. I have
sliown elsewhere that the custom of burying on the side in the embryonic posi-

tion was widespread in Africa among peoples of Hamitic blood ; but I do not
regard this as due to Egyptian influence, but rather as part of a common
Hamitic heritage.

In Egypt the body was prepared for the grave by an elaborate process of

mummification ; it was then enclosed in a coffin often of anthropoid shape. In
tropical Africa numerous instances of attempts to preserve the body are recorded.

In Uganda the body of the king was opened, the bowels removed, emptied,

' Dr. Allan Gardiner informs me that even in Egypt there are indications

that the eagle and falcon were confused in Hellenistic times.
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washed in beer, dried, and then replaced (18, 105), while among the Banvoro
(3, 316) and the Makaraka (9, i. 297, ii. 361) other methods were adopted" It
seems a_ far cry from the mummies of Egypt to the .smoke-dried corpses of
Jiquatona, and it is not difficult to see that ancestor worship might easily give
rise to attempts to preserve the body when everyday experience would sugTest
desiccation or smoking, but there are certain Congo tribes whose practici" do
suggest an actual link with Egypt. Among the Wambunda of Stanley Pool thebody IS placed in the squatting posture, the limbs are tightly flexed on the body
and tied in that position, the whole being packed with a large quantity of
spongy moss which is kept in situ by bandages. A gentle fire is kept up round
the body for two or three months, after which it is rolled in native cloths and
buried (1, fasc. u. 176). The latter part of this ceremony hints that the
attempts to preserve the corpse may have been imposed on an older habit of
speedy burial ; such an imposition could only have come from without.

Among the Wangata an important person of either sex is buried in a massive
coffin with a lid carved to represent the deceased {1, i. fasc. ii. ISO). It is diffi-
cult not to believe that here is an echo of the Egyptian mimimy case. If this
be so. may not the practice of a tribe near Lake Leopold II., who after a rough
preparation of the body roll it in native cloth and place it in a canoe-shaped
coffin (1, fasc. ii. 175), be regarded as connected with the funerary boats of
Egyptian burial ceremony? Since the anthropoid coffin was unknown before theXL dynasty, it follows that the northern influence must have been exerted
after this period. Egypt's first great expansion (after the Pyramid builders)
dates from the XII. dynasty, when Egyptian and Negro were in intimate
contact at the Second Cataract, as shown by the celebrated decree of Senu-
sert III. Further, about this time special importance seems to have been attri-
buted to the funerary voyage on the Nile, indeed almost all the models of
funerary boats in our collections are of this period.

_
If these facts be accepted as evidence of the date at which EgyiJtian ideas

influenced Equatorial Africa, there are other customs which seem to indicate
that this was not the only period of such cultural drift. The coffins of the
III. and IV. dynasties were often large rectangular boxes designed and painted
to represent houses. Now the Mayumbe roll the body of a dead chief in layers
of cloth and place it in an enormous wooden coffin of rectangular shape, the" top
of which is carved to present a homestead (1, i. fasc. ii. 177). Again, the
funeral ceremonial of the Ndolo seems reminiscent of this period. Immediately
after death th'e Ndolo prepare the body, painting it red, touching up the e.ye-
brows with charcoal, and propping it up with open eyes and mouth on a high
seat in the very posture of the ka statues of the Pyramid-builders, i.e. seated
with the forearms and hands upon the thighs, a position which I venture to say
no Negro would adopt. The body remains here for a day, while more or less
continual drumming and dancing goes on, and is then buri'ed (1, i. fasc. ii. 176).

If 1 have not laid too much stress on the XII. dynasty liaison, it would
seem that the cultural drift originating the Ndolo custo'm was earlier than that
affecting the Wangata and the ]\Iayumbe. Professor Elliot Smith tells me that
in Egypt bodies were not deliberately painted red before the XXI. dynasty, but
it is possible that the Ndolo confused the dead body with the effigy and—for
the time of its exposure—treated it as the Egyptians treated their wooden
statues from an early date onwards. Nor must it be forgotten that at the
present day the Bari paint themselves red.

An Egyptian mastaba tomb consists of (i) a tomb chapel, which may or may
not lead to a series of chambers. There may or may not be a serd'ah. The
tomb chapel is distinguished by the false door" which is placed on the west wall
and faces east. Behind the false door is (ii) a pit. The burial may be at the
bottom of the pit or (iii) in a recess at the side. The recess may Fengthen out
into a passage with (iv) a chamber at the end. The form of 'the t"omb was
to a very great extent the expression of the Egyptian belief that the soul, or
souls, of the deceased visited the body in the tomb chamber, coming in and out
by the .qhaft of the pit, and indocd the XVIIT. dynasty papyrus of the priest
Nebqcd represents the human-headed &<7-soul descending the shaft to visit the
mummy (13, PI. iv.). These beliefs also led to the burial of supernumerary
stone heads to which the soul might attach itself should the body iperish
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Recently eight life-size portrait heads of a princess and the courtiers of the court
of Chephren have been found in the mastabas at Gizeh constituting the royal
cemetery of the IV. dynasty (17, xiii.). The cartonnage busts, presumably"^ of
the deceased, represented as c<arried in funeral processions of the Middle Empire
(r/. e.g., Stele C 15 in the Louvre), are probably a development of the same
idea. Similar expressions of belief occur in Negro Africa, the examples being
too numerous and the resemblances too exact for this to be due to any other
cause than actual borrowing.

I am indebted to Messrs. Torday and Joyce for the information that the
Tofoke in the neighbourhood of the Stanley Falls make a grave which in

principle and form comes extreriiely close to the ancient Egyptian. A circular
pit is dug, about 6 feet in diameter and 8 feet in depth; about 2 feet from the
floor is a horizontal passage, about 15 feet in length, and of sufficient size to
allow the body to be pushed along it; at the end of the passage is a vertical
shaft, not more than 1 foot in diameter, reaching to the surface of the ground.
The grave is lined with mats, and the body is pushed into the horizontal
passage; the main shaft is filled in, but the smaller shaft, being destined for
the passage of the soul, is merely covered with branches and a little earth.

Over the grave a conical mound is erected, and on this a shed; here are put
food and certain property of the deceased after the mound has been covered
with charcoal. A similar tomb, but without the special shaft for the soul and
hence even more closely resembling the Egyptian mastaba grave, has been
figured by Froebenius (6. PI- i-)- The body, apparently tightly covered with
wrappings and with vessels for offerings near it, lay in a lateral chamber at the

bottom of the pit. The mouth of the pit was covered by a mud dome, on the

top of which there was a pot, the whole having a hut built over it. A small

aperture on the western side of the dome gave access to the shaft.

In the Pyramids the parts of the mastaba tomb underwent special treatment

;

in the Meydum pyramid a sloping passage takes the place of the shaft, the

passage probably being reminiscent of the sloping stairway of the proto-

dynastic mastaba. The so-called ' trial passage ' near the Great Pj'ramid, as

well as the passages within it, seem reminiscent of a tomb with two sloping

passages running in the same vertical plane and meeting at an obtuse angle.

This type, which may be called the double sloping passage tomb, is also found

in Negro Africa, namely in Lovrer Senegal and Northern Hausaland. between 13°

and 18° N. ' First . . . passages were dug under the earth and, at their coin-

cidence, the gallerv was enlarged, as the first sketch of a building with an oval-

shaped dome. This dome was panelled and strengthened with wood from the

Borassus palm. This domed underground vault contained the dead man and a

good many things besides. . . . The Eastern hole was filled in, but the

Western one was sealed with boards and only opened yearly to receive fresh

offerings. A second and very strong dome, to which a covered passage gave

access from the west, was raised on the surface exactly over the roof of the

grave-chamber proper . . . and the mound was piled high over the whole. . . .

The entrance to the grave itself, which was opened but once a year for the

insertion of the autumnal offering, was covered with planks laid horizontallv.

But on all other occasions the priests held intercourse with the dead in the

upper chamber' (6. i. 25, 26).

Offerings made at the grave, and worship performed there, are so inex-

tricably interwoven that they may be considered together. It is probably true

to say that every Negro tribe has ancestor worship in some form or another,

and at some time makes offerings at the ancestral graves; but the following

instance from New Calabar is so suggestive of ancient Egyptian influence,

and mimics the supernumerary heads and cartonnage busts (already cited)

so closely, that it does not seem necessary to give any other example. The
duen-fuhara is a carved and painted image representing the head and shoulders

of tbe deceased. This is brought by night in solemn procession to the

dead man's village a year after his death, and deposited for eight days in

charge of someone of importance in the community. On the eighth day goats

and fowls are sacrificed by the eldest son of the deceased before the dven-

fuhara, which is sprinkled with the blood. After a mimic battle in which the sons

of the deceased are opposed by the men of the house in which the image was
deposited, the latter yield, and the diirv-fnhnrn is carried in solemn procession
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to the place prepared for it. Here it is placed ' in the hall or outer room of a
house which has been specially built for the purpose and . . . the . . . house
chapel—now consecrated by the spiritual presence, which has been previously
invoked a?id conjured into this special emblem—is daily swept and cleaned

'

(10, 162-164).

To sum up : concerning the early prehistory of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan
we have iio more than indications. In the Neolithic stage, which appears to
have persisted until a comparatively recent date, Negro influence, if not pre-
dominant over the whole area, was at least powerfully felt even in the
north, as is shown by the distribution of polished axe-heads. But against
this northward pressure must be set the continual extension of Egyptian
culture, the evidence for which may best be found in the eschatological ideas
and burial customs (' mummification ' and anthropoid coffins) of the 'peoples of
Equatoria. This influence, which seems to have persisted until mediajval times,
may have reached tropical Negroland as early as the Middle or even the. Old
Kingdom. Nor was the Nile route the only "one by which Egyptian influence
was spread. Anotlier and later drift extended westwards as shown by the
coinage of the north African States, which enables us to fix its date within
fairly precise limits. We do not know how far south this drift travelled, but
it seems certain that it reached at leflst as far as the Senegal River and the
great bend of the Niger.
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The following Papers were then read :

—

1. Fresh Light tipon the Origin of the Semitic- Alphabet.

By Alan H. Gardiner, D.Litt.^

Among the monuments discovered by Professor Petrie in Sinai (1905) were ten

inscriptions in an entirely unknown writing. These appear to have a very important
bearing upon the origin of the Semitic and kindred scripts.

That the date of these monuments is Pharaonic is beyond dispute. Professor

Petrie is inclined to attribute them to the Eighteenth Dynasty, but there are in-

dications, particularly the image of the god Ptah on one stele, that they may go back
as far as the Twelfth Dynasty.

In character they are non-Egyptian, though closely imitating Egyptian work.
There are two rough statues of the usual squatting type, and a sphinx which bears

the Egyptian hieroglyphs for ' beloved of Hathor, lady of the Turquoise ' besides

the foreign characters. These three were found in the temple of Hathor at Serabit

el-Khadim, but the seven round-topped stelae come from a mine about a mile and
a half distant.

It is wholly impossible to interpret the inscriptions as any form of Egyptian
writing, though many of the signs are identical with, and obviously modelled upon,
the Egyptian hieroglyphs, e.g., the ox's head, the human head, the human eye, the
fish and the rope.

Only about one hundred and fifty signs can be distinguished, as the inscriptions

are very much weathered, and among these it is impossible to make out more than
thirty-two varieties at most. There is, in consequence, a very strong presumption
that the new script is alphabetic.

Thus the newly-discovered inscriptions reveal to us a form of writing in all proba-
bility alphabetic, and certainly modelled upon the Egyptian hieroglyphic, existent

on Semitic soil at a date not later than 1500 b.c. Without any closer investigation

one might conjecture a priori that such a script must be related to the common parent
of the Phoenician, Greek, and Sabaean alphabets. Does a more detailed analysis

bear out this conjecture ?

A careful study of the available evidence bearing upon the nature of this common
proto-Semitic parent shows (1) that very little confidence can be placed in the
surviving forms of the Phoenician, Greek, and Sabaean letters, all of which have
obviously been linearised in very different and highly individual ways ; (2) on the
other hand, the letter-names common to Greek and Phoenician show every appear-
ance of a high antiquity ; and (3) since in a few cases resemblances can be detected

between the meanings of the names and the actual signs (cf. Phoenician iC = 'alif,

&\<pa, an ox[-head], Phoenician O = 'ain, an eye) it is reasonable to suppose that

all the proto-Semitic letters were hieroglyphic, and represented the things signified

by the letter-names, the values of the letters being taken from the i ames on what
is known as the ar.rophonic principle.

But if the proto-Semitic alphabet was hieroglyphic, it must clearly have been
borrowed from, or modelled upon, some other hieroglyphic system of writing. A
derivation from the Cretan hieroglyphs or from the signs of the Phaestos disk has
been advocated, but the old theory of Lenormant possessed an inherent plausibility

greater than that of the more modern views: this French savant had made out a,

whole list of Egyptian hieroglyphs, to which, as he supposed, the Semites attached
new values in order to create an alphabet of their own.

The new Sinai inscriptions go far to confirm Lenormant's hypothesis. There
are three signs which are actually identical with those in his list, and there are a
number of other signs which correspond ideally to the signification of the Semitic
letter-names. Moreover, there is one group of four letters which recurs on five (or

six) different monuments, and which can be interpreted without any difficulty as
the word Ba'alat (house-sign = beth, eye = 'ain, crook resembling the ordinary
Graeco-Semitic form of lamed and a cross = tau ' mark '). Now, almost every Egyptian
inscription from Serabit el-Khadim names the goddess Hathor, and there could not
possibly be a better Semitic equivalent for the name of this goddess than Ba'alat.

Indirect confirmation may be gathered from the fact that the group of signs in ques-
tion does not occur on the stele where Ptah is depicted.

' Published in full in J. /Ji/i/ptimi .Ucluroliu/i/, vol. ill. pt. 1, 1916.
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The demoDBtiation is, of course, incomplete ; no other word can be detected,

largely owing to the facts that the inscriptions are extremely badly preserved and

that no word-divider is employed. Still, when the date and place of origin are borne

in mind, it seems impossible not to believe that the new Sinai script is either the

proto-Semitic script itself or else one of several very closely related tentative Semitic

alphabets out of which the actual proto-Semitio alphabet waa ultimately selected.

2. Cretan Analogies for the Origin of the Alphabet.

By Sir Arthur Evans, F.R.S.

The great comparative value of the Cretan material in its bearing on the

origin of the alphabet is that we have not only a complete syllabary of pictorial

signs, but also, in many cases, their linear degenerations belonging to a later

age. This analogy, as pointed out by me some years since, is decisive agiainst

theories of the origin of the Semitic alphabet, such as that of De Rouge, who
derived it from certain hieratic Egyptian forms representing similar sounds,

but having no reference to the actual meaning of the letter names.

So close is the analogy indeed that, as shown in a comparative table, both the

pictorial form answering to the name of the Phoenician letter and a linearised

version answering to its earliest known form constantly recur among the Cretan

signs. To a certain ext>ent the Minoan and Semitic characters appear to

belong to related systems.

The fresh evidence adduced by Mr. Alan Gardiner purports to show that the

Semitic letters were evolved from an indigenous pictorial or hieroglyphic

source, and if the early forms go back before 1500 B.C. they cannot have been

introduced from Crete, either directly or by Phoenician mediation, tlie non-

Semitic character (also non-Egyptian) of about a third of the Phoenician letter

names has still to be explained. But the present view, which resembles that pro-

posed, though afterwards I'ejected, by Lenormant, that the Semitic letters were

derived from certain early Egyptian hieroglyphs of which they were literal trans-

lations, is not borne out by Cretan analogy. Neither is it by that of early

Babylonia. In both these cases the pictorial prototypes were indigenous. The
later cuneiform system of Assyria represents a selection from earlier Baby-

lonian characters that reveal their pictogi-aphic origin. It must also be ob-

served that the old simple theory of Gesenius, according to which Aleph

goes back to an early Semitic drawing of an ox, Beth of a house, and so

forth, is easily worked out, and does not involve the complication of calling in

Egyptian models. At the same time, in the Semitic, as in the Minoan case, we
may well trace some formative suggestion from the Egyptian side.

3. Discussion on the .Influence of Ancient Egyptian Civilisation on the

World's Culture, (a) Opening Statement by Professor G. Elliot

Smith, M.A., M.D.,F.R.S.^

This discussion is to be regarded as the logical extension of the argument
on Megalithic Monuments and their Builders with which I opened a debate

at the Dundee Meeting (British Association Report, for 1912, pp. 607-609), and
the further communications on the 'Origin of the Dolmen' (1913) and 'The
Origin and Spread of Certain Customs and Inventions ' " (1914) which I have

presented at the last two meetings of the Association.

' Published in full in Bulletin John Hi/lands TJhrary, January 1916.

^ The themes of these two communications have been developed at leiietli

ill
' The Evolution of the Rock-cut Tomb and the Dolmen,' Essays and Studies

presented to William Ridgeway. Cambridge, 1913, p. 493 ; and ' The Significance

of the Geographical Distribution of the Practice of Mummification : a Study

of the Migrations of People and the Spread of certain Customs and Beliefs,'

Manchester Memoirs (Literary and Philosophical Society), Vol. 59, 1915, the

latter of which includes a critical study of the evidence and a considerable

bibliography of the subject of the present discussion.
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On these previous occasions I discussed the problems of the gradual

diffusion of Egypt's influence to the neighbouring parts of Africa, Asia, and
the Eastern Mediterranean Islands and Coasts, which began at a very early

historical period. To-day I am calling attention to a mass of evidence which
seems to prove that, towards the close of the period of the New Empire, or

perhaps even a little later, a great many of the most distinctive practices of

Egyptian civilisation suddenly appeared in more distant parts of the coastlines

of Africa, Europe, and Asia, and also i^i course of time in Oceania and
America ; and to suggest that the Phoenicians must have been the chief agents

in distributing this culture abroad.

The Mediterranean has been the scene of so many conflicts between rival

cultures that it is a problem of enormous complexity and difficulty to decipher

the story of Egyptian influence in its much-scored palimpsest.

For the purposes of my exposition it is easier to study its easterly spread,

where among less cultured peoples it blazened its track and left a record less

disturbed by subsequent developments than in the west. Mr. Perry, who is

to follow me, will indicate, however, that once the easterly cultural migration

has been studied the more complicated course of events in the west can be

deciphered also.

The theses I propose to submit for consideration, then, are (o) that the

essential elements of the ancient civilisations of India, Further Asia, the Malay
Archipelago, Oceania, and America were brought in succession to each of these

places by mariners, whose Oriental migrations (on an extensive scale) began as

trading intercourse between the Eastern Mediterranean^ and India some time
about 800 B.C., and continued tor several centuries; (b) that the highly complex
and artificial culture which they spread abroad was derived mainly from
Egypt (not earlier than the XXIst Dynasty), but also included many important
accretions and modifications from the Phoenician world around the Eastern
Mediterranean, from East Africa (and the Soudan), Arabia and Babylonia;
(c) that, in addition to providing the leaven which stimulated the development
of the pre-Aryan civilisation of India, the cultural stream to Burma, Indonesia,

the eastern littoral of Asia and Oceania was in turn modified by Indian influ-

ences ; and, {d) that finally the stream, with many additions from Indonesia,

Melanesia, and Polynesia, as well as from China and Japan, continued for

many centuries to play upon the Pacific littoral of America, where it was
responsible for planting the germs of the remarkable Pre-Columbian civilisation.

The reality of these migrations and this spread of culture is substantiated

(and dated) by the remarkable collection of extraordinary practices and
fantastic beliefs which these ancient mariners distributed along a well-defined

route from the Eastern Mediterranean to America. They were responsible

for stimulating the inhabitants of the coasts along a great i^art of their

extensive itinerary (a) to adopt the practice of mummification, characterised

by a variety of methods, but in every place with remarkable identities of

technique and associated ritual, including the use of incense and libations,

a funerary bier and boat, and certain peculiar views regarding the treatment
of the head, the practice of remodelling the features and the use of statues,

the possibility of bringing the dead to life, and the wanderings of the dead
and its adventures in the underworld; (b) to build a great variety of mega-
lithic monuments conforming to certain well-defined types, which present
essentially identical features throughout a considerable extent, or even the

whole, of the long itinerary, and in association with these monuments identical

traditions, beliefs and customs
;

(c) to make idols, in connection with which
were associated ideas concerning the possibility of human beings or animals
living in stones, and of the petrifaction of men and women, the story of the
deluge, of the divine origin of kings, who are generally the children of the
sun or of the sky, and of the origin of the chosen people from incestuous
luiions

;
(d) to worship the sun, and to adopt in reference to this deity a

complex and arbitrary symbolism, representing an incongruous grouping of a
serpent in conjunction with the sun's disc, equipped with a hawk's wings,
often associated also with serpent-worship, or in other cases the belief in a

relationship with or descent from serpents ; (c) to adopt the practices of
circumcision, tattooing, massage, piercing and distending the ear-lobules,

artificial deformation of the skull, and perhaps trephining, dental mutilations
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and perforating the lips and nose
; (/) to practise weaving linen, and in some

cases also the use of Tyrian purple, pearls, precious stones and metals, and
conch-shell trumpets, as well as the curious beliefs and superstitions attached

to the latter; (r/) to adopt certain definite metallurgical methods, as well as

mining; (/<) to use methods of intensive agriculture, associated with the iise

of terraced irrigation, the artificial terraces being retained with stone walls

;

(i) to adopt certain phallic ideas and practices; {j) to make use of the swastika

symbol, and to adopt the idea that stone implements are thunder-teeth or

thunderbolts, and the beliefs associated with this conception
; (A') to use the

boomerang; {1} to hold certain beliefs regarding 'the heavenly twins'; (»») to

practice couvad© and [n) to display a special aptitude for and skill and daring

in maritime adventures, as well as to adopt a number of curiously arbitrary

features in boat-building.

jNIany of the items in this list I owe to Mr. W. J. Perry, who in the

course of this discussion will deal with other aspects of the problem, and especi-

ally the incentives that impelled these ancient mariners to undertal^e these

remarkable adventures.
That this remarkable cargo of fantastic customs and beliefs was really

spread abroad, and most of them at one and the same time, is .shown by the

fact that in jjlaces as far apart as the Jlediterranean and Peru, as well as in

many intermediate localities, these cultural ingredients are linked together in

an arbitrary and highly artificial manner to form a complex structure, which
it is utterly impossible to conceive as having heen built uip independently in

different places.

The fact that some of the practices which were thus spread abroad were
not invented in Egypt and Phoenicia until the eighth cenlury B.C. makes this

the earliest possible date for the commencement of the great wandering which
distributed the whole culture-complex, though certain of its constituent elements
were diffused abroad to neighbouring lands long before then.

(/)) Oil Ihr III fliiencc of Egyptian Civilisalion upon the World's CiiUure.

By W. J. Perry, B.A.'

If on Fergusson's ' dolmen ' map for Spain, Portugal, and France'' be plotted

out the distribution of ancient pre-Roman and pre-Grsecian mines mentioned
by Professor Gowland,'' it will be found that the area occupied by the two
are identical. In Northern Africa megalithic structures are found in that

region comprising Tunis and Algiers which contains mineral wealth, and
where ancient mine-workings are recorded ; also the stone ruins and terraces

of Rhodesia and the country to the south are associated with ancient mine-
workings. Those parts of India which show signs of megalithic influence, as,

for example, Southern India, with Ceylon, Chota Nagpur, Assam, and the
sub-Himalayan States, and also Thibet, are those parts which contain much
mineral wealth in the form of gold and precious stones of various kinds.

Assam, Tibet, Chota Nag^'pur, and Southern India were gold producing regions

in ancient times; the States of Kullu, Garhwal, Nepal, Bhutan, and Sikkim,
as well as Southern India and Rajputana, formerly produced much copper.

The distribution of the pearl oyster in the Indian and Pacific Oceans, as

well as the Gulf of Mexico, closely defines the area of megalithic influence.

The exceptions are West Australia, where pearls are fomid in abundance,
their presence being unaccompanied by any signs of megalithic influence ; and
Peru, where ample signs of megalithic influence are present without pearls.

But in South America the area of megalithic influence agrees well with that
of metals and precious stones. The distribution of amber and metals in the
Baltic region seems to agree closely with that of megalithic .structures.

The pile-dwelling region of Switzerland and Upper Austria, as well as the

' Published in full in Memoirs and Proceedings of the Manchester Literary
and Philosophical Soc, vol. 60, pt. 1, 1915; pp. 1-36.

* Riidf; Stove Monvme,nfs.
' Huxley Memorial Lecture, Jour. Boy. Anth. Inst. 1912, Archaologia, 56.
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Terra-mare settlements of Italy, are closely allied in culture, and undoubted
traces of Egyptian influence are present in the earliest settlements of these

regions. The distribution of the pile-dwellings of Switzerland and Austria

agrees well with that of ancient mine-workings mentioned by Professor Gow-
land. The Terra-mare settlements are all situated in the basin of the Po,

the one region in Italy where gold was washed extensively in ancient times.

But not only is a general agreement found between the distributions of

megalithic influence and ancient mine-workings, but the technique of mining,

smelting, and refining operations is identical in all places where the earliest

remains have been found. Professor Gowland has shown that Britain, Spain,

Switzerland, Egypt, and Japan, as well as other places, were once the seats

of metal industries. The form of the furnaces used ; the introduction of the

blast over the mouth of the furnace ; the process of refining whereby the

metal is first roughly smelted in an open furnace and afterwards refined in

crucibles ; as well as the forms of the crucibles and tTie substance of which
they were made, are the same in all places where traces of ancient smelting

operations have been discovered. This last group of facts serves to strengthen

the conclusion derived from the consideration of distributions ; it also serves

to identify the cultural influence wliich was at work in the early neolithic

settlements of Switzerland and elsewhere with the megalithic influence.

The conclusion to which all these facts jioint is that the search for certain

forms of material wealth led the carriers of the megalithic culture to those

places where the things which they desired were to be found. The presence
or absence of the desired form of wealth seems to determine the presence or

absence of megalithic influence.

4. Egyptian Jewellery.

By Professor W. M. FLfNDERs Petrie, D.C.L., LL.D., F.B.S.

The Xllth Dynasty is recognised as the great period of jewellery in Egypt.
This has been emphasised by the jewellery of a princess found by the British

School at Lahun, which is in some respects finer than any yet known. The group
belonged to different reigns; that of Senusert III., the father of the princess,

and that of Amenemhat III. under whom she lived. The mo.st important
objects were a pectoral of each reign, with hawks as supporters of the car-

touche; a crown of gold, with rosettes around, and long plumes and streamers
of gold ; a silver mirror with hawk of gold and obsidian ; besides which were
bracelets, necklaces, and vases of the known forms. All of the framing is of
gold, and the inlays and be^ds are of turquoise, lazuli, carnelian, and amazonite.
The workmanshi]) and detail are of the most minute and perfect quality.

5. Nnlpf^ nil ihe Neolilliie Egypliaiis and the Elliinpiaii!^.''

By Professor V. Giuffrio.a-Euggeri.

Up till the end of the III. Dynasty the people of Egypt present similarities
which justify us in regarding the tribe which manufactured and used copper
tools as a wave of Ethiopians comparable with the earlier Neolithic peoples, or
possibly as the same people after they had obtained copper from Sinai. But in
the IV., v., and VI. Dynasties as shown in the Giza series in Lower Egypt, or
later in Upper Egypt, differences appear with mummification and the era" of the
Pyramid builders which point to the conclusion that while the prehistoric
series were largely made up of Ethiopians, in the later period a great infiltra-

tion set in, proceeding -in an opposite direction, from Syria, Sinai, and the
North Arabian coast, territory already occupied by the Mediterranean Race. A
monument attributed to the I. Dynasty represents the triumph over the Anu
which became a traditional fete, the Anu being .shown as a kneeling African
captive. The Egyptians of the historic epoch called their predecessors 'Anu,'

' To be published in full in Man.
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i)f whom the Auu-Seti were the inhabitants of Nubia living on the Nile, Seti

being the traditional representative of Upper Egypt. The defeat of this people

may represent the moment of the change in Upper Egypt. As a result there

took place' a cross between two elementary species, the Ethiopians, belonging to

an elementary species of equatorial origin, and the Egyptians, belonging to an
elementary species of Nordic origin.

THUBSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. A Communication from Professor E. Manouvricr enliiled ' Una
Application Antliropologique a I'Art Militaire.' By Professor

Arthur Keith, M.D., F.R.S.^

In his Presidential Address to the Anthropological Section at Birmingham
(1913) Sir Pachard Temple emphasised the value of a knowledge of anthropology

for those who are called to occupy administrative posts in the British Empire.

In recent years Professor Manouvrier, Secretary of the Anthropological Society

of Paris, has sought to apply certain principles of physical anthropology to the

training of soldiers. At Professor Manouvrier's request a resume is given of
' Une Application Anthropologique a I'Art Militaire : Le Classement des Hommes
et la Marche dans I'lnfanterie '—a publication issued in 1905, but which has

passed without notice in this country. Professor Manouvrier maintains that,

on the march, soldiers should be grouped according to lengtii of lower extremity
rather than according to stature. It is maintained that physical fatigue is much
less in companies arranged on the principles proposed by Professor Manouvrier
than in those where the customary arrangement is adopted.

Hereditary Syndactilism and Polydactilism {with Skiagraph
Exhibit). By Dr. J. Manson.

3. Photographic Models of Egyptian Tombs. By Robert Mond.

4. The Greek Element In Asia Minor. By E. M. Dawkins, M.A.

The Greek element in Asia Minor has existed under the domination of the
Turks ever since the arrival first of the Seljouks and then of the Ottomans. It
was, however, not annihilated by the conquerors, and the regions where it

survived in greatest numbers are marked also by the preservation of the Greek
language. Thus, although in general the Greek Christians in Asia Minor talk
Turkish, and whatever Greek is used is due to the influence of the schools, in

some parts of Cappadocia and Pontus Greek is still the vernacular of the
Christian population. In the western parts of Asia the destruction of the
Greeks was more complete, and therefore there the language has only survived in

a few scattered villages. This local Greek is of great importance from many
points of view. Its mixture with Turkish is of great linguistic intere.'it; many
features in its grammar make it plain that it rests upon a form of Hellenistic

Greek different from that which has produced the ordinary modern Greek, and

' Published in full in Army and Navy Gazette, October 16, 1915; pp. 90 seq.
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it is therefore of use i)i reconstructing tlie features of the Hellenistic language

;

and lastly its vocabulary reflects in a remarkable way the history of the coun-

try. Thus the Italian loanwords which are so common in ordinary C4reek are

very rare in Asia, but there is no lack of Latin words. The reason for this ii

that between the late Roman and early Byzantine period, when the Latin words
were taken into Greek, and the period following the Fourth Crusade, which
gave the Italian words to the language, there occurred the first irruptions of the

Turks, which separated the Greeks of Asia from their European brethren, and
their language was in this way .shielded from the influence of Italian. In the

same way, of the Slavonic words found in Modern Greek very few are in use

in Asia ; the only considerable Slavonic element is formed by the Eussian words
which modern conditions are bringing into the dialect of Pontus. In Cappadocia
there is also an Armenian element in the vocabulary. The condition of these

Greek communities has grown sensibly worse since the New Turk regime ; in

particular the introduction of conscription is causing wholesale emigration,

especiariy from Pontus into Russia. It seems, too, that the aim of the Turks
is now the total destruction of the Greek population, and the outlook is dark
indeed. It would indeed be terrible if the time which has seen the increase of

the territory of free Greece were also to see the end of those survivors of the

old Bvzantine rule in Asia Minor.

5. Joint Discussion iciili Section E on Racial Distribution in the

Balkans, (a) Opening Statement by Professor G. Elliot Smith,

M.A.,M.D., F.R.S.

No adequate settlement is possible of the problems with which statesmanship
will soon have to deal in the Balkans, especially when it is recalled that the

present struggle is for the due recognition of the claims of race and nationality,

unless the facts of geography and racial distribution are taken into considera-

tion. But I want to make it perfectly clear at the outset that a multitnide of

other factors (with which we are not concerned in this discussion), historical,

political, economic, and religious, must determine the application of the facts of

ethnology if any stable agreement is to be arrived at ; and even so, that the
primary element in the establishment of a real peace is the acquisition on the

part of the peoples concerned of the art of tolerance and the spirit of com-
promise in attempting to realise their legitimate national aspirations.

The geographical situation of the Balkans—its peculiarly distinctive rela-

tions to Europe, Asia, and to the Adriatic, ^^gean, and Black Seas—marked it

out even in prehistoric times as a place of ethnic confusion, exposed on three

sides to maritime people, not only of Mediterranean, but also of Armenoid
stock ; on the north quite open to incursion;; of all kinds of people from Europe
and Asia ; and as the threshold of Europe the natural meeting-place of Euro-
peans and Asiatics passing respectively to and from Anatolia. The configura-

tion of the country favoured segregation of groups of people and helped towards
disunion. These factors have influenced its history and disturbed its peace for

fifty centuries. Interposed between Rome and Byzantium it was in turn subject

to each, and the scene of strife between warring empires and religions. It

has been exposed to a long succession of raids and immigrations from Goths,

Huns and other L^grian and Turki people, and Slavs ; and when various settle-

ments of these peoples took possession of a large part of the peninsula and
amalgamated with their predecessors to form the two great Slavonic nations

—

Southern Slavs and Bulgarians—the intrusion of the Turks foisted upon the

Balkans a new oppression and another religion to add to its unrest. Since then
the rivalry between Hungary (with the Teutonic Powers) and Russia has played
havoc with the Balkan powers. A minor difficulty has been added by the

problems of the Jews.
The elimination of Turkish influence from the Balkans, where neither the

amount of Osmauli blood nor administrative achievement justifies its retention,

reminds ns that the Turk is not responsible for the amazing tangle there ; he
was merely an aggravation of an already involved situation, to the complexities
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01 which his race, religion, and methods of government added a potent element
of confusion. His approaching departure will still leave the most difficult
problems unsolved.

[The astounding complexities of the di.stributiun of races and religions were
then expounded—somewhat on the lines of Professor Jovan Cvijic's memoir,
' Die ethnographische Abgrenzung der Volker auf der Balkanhalbinsel,' PaUr-
nmnm MiUeUun,je7i, 59. Jahrg., 1913, p. 113.]

In spite of all the conflicting interests created by different religions and
histories, ethnological considerations, no less than geogi'aphical and economic
circumstances, clearly and definitely link together the Slovenes, Croats, and Serbs
as one people united by a common origin and literary traditions ; and as a race
whose domain includes not only the whole of Croatia- (with Slavonia), Bosnia,
Herzegovina, Montenegro, and most of Serbia, as at present delimited, but also
Dahnatia, nine-tenths (all except Trieste and its neighbourhood) of Istria,
Carniola, and a strip of Southern Hungary. This is the territory of the
Southern Slav nation.

On ethnological gi-ounds Bulgaria has a greater right than Serbia to the
part of Macedonia now in occupation by the latter (and her geographical posi-
tion in the centre of the Balkans, with no other outlet for expansion such as
the other nations aspire to, serves to emphasise her claims in this respect) ; and
as regards the Dobrudja, with its confused jumble of races, Bulgaria's claim to
its possession is clearly more justifiable on racial grounds than that of its present
occupant, Roumania.

The latter is not a Balkan Power, either geographically or ethnologically.
Yet for historical reasons it cannot entirely be dissociated from the discussion
of the other peoples. Beyond the boundaries of Roumania, the population of
parts of Russia (Bessarabia), Austria (the Southern Bukovina) and Hungary
(Transylvania), and the north-east corner of Serbia is mainly Roumanian.

It would make the discussion far too diffuse if we were to deal with the
question of Albania : the distinctive ethnic and historical features of the
Albanians and the racial problem in Greece and the distribution of the Hellenes.
These matters can be considered only in so far as they affect the problems of the
Southern Slavs.

(6) Diagmm^natic Map illustrating the Ethnic Relations hetween the
Adriatic, Drave, and Danube. By Sir Aethuk Evans, F.B.S.

This map was prepared on the basis of observations carried out by the
author in the course of many years' travel in every part of the area. The
great extent of the country was occupied by a mass of South Slav population
or Jugoslavs. The two South-Eastern members, Croats and Serbsj besides the
countries named after them, occupy Dalmatia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Monte-
negi'o. They speak the Serb language. The Slovenes to the N.W. of them
speak a closely allied dialect and regard themselves as part of an indivisible
Jugoslav mass. They extend into Carinthia to the country surrounding Villach
and Klagenfurt and into Styria to the neighbourhood of Gratz. The Western
part of the Banat of Hungary is predominantly Serb, with islands of Germ.ms,
Magyars, and Roumans.

The Italian element preponderates in the lower part of the Izonzo valley
at Trieste, Pola, and Western Coast of Istria, to which may be added the isle

of Lussin. In Dalmatia it preponderates in the town (but not the district)
of Zara, but elsewhere, according to the latest returns, is only about three per
cent, of the population. The social and commercial use of Italian and impress
of Italian culture gives foreigners a wrong impression. Dalmatia is the centre
of the Jugoslav national movement.

It was pointed out that the formation of a Jugoslav State occupying the
area to the Drave and Mur had a very important bearing on the future
relations of Britain, France, and Northern Italy with Constantinople and tho
Near East. Only a few railway links had to be completed to reopen what was
the highway between the East and West under the Roman Empire. The

1915. X X
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railway route from tiic iSimpluii and Milan via Gradisca and a link to be con-

structed to Ljubljan (Laibach) would follow almost exactly this main Roman
road-line, the cui'Sus yublicus—by the easiest pass over the Julians, down the
Save valley, and thence by Belgrade and Nish. It is approximately marked
by a series of Imperial cities, from Aquileja to Siscia, Sirmium, and Naissiis
(Nish)—the modern representatives of which should rise to new prosperity.

The important point is that the establishment of this united South Slav State
would restore to its natural channel main lines of intercourse at present diverted
by German and Magyar interests to a long detour via Vienna and Budapest.
It would place our connexions with the East in friendly hands.

0. Suinc Offerings to ihe Veiieiio Goddess Rehtia.

By Professor R. S. Conway, Litt.D.'-

In the last thirty years two types of votive offerings have been found, among
others, on the site of the temple of this goddess, whose name meant straight-

ness, at Este, the modern town on the site of the ancient Ateste, about fifteeai

miles south of Padua. The language of the Inscriptions is of peculiar import-
ance in comparative philology, as it is structurally intermediate to Greek and
Latin. The tribe of the Veueti are not less interesting from the standpoint of
the archasologist, because the remains show that they had lived undisturbed
from the beginning of the Early Iron Age down to the invasions of North Italy
by the Gauls in the fifth and subsequent centuries B.C. The earliest Venetic
inscription yet known is on a vase which Sir Arthur Evans has referred with
confidence to the sixth century B.C.

The two groups of offerings came from the end of the Venetic period proper,
i.e. from the period in which the Venetic language was beginning to be super-
seded by Latin, a period somewhere witliin the last two centuries B.C., probably
between 200 and 100 B.C. The process was probably fairly rapid after the
foundation of the Latin colony of Aquileia in 183 B.C., on a site just west of

the root of the Istrian peninsula near the mouth of the Sontius, the modern
Isunto; it had began about forty years sooner with the planting of Placentia
and Cremonia in 218 B.C., and notably furthered by the planting of tlie colony
of Bononia in 190 B.C. The first datable Latin inscription of the district is

a boundary stone of 141 B.C.," by which time the process was probably not far

from complete. The first group consists of what has been probably explained
as Votive Nails and Wedges, representing the action of the goddess in the
same way as a thunderbolt represented that of Jupiter, or clubs Hercules, or a

trident Poseidon. Horace (Odes i. 35, 18) describes the Etruscan goddees of

Fate, Nortia, as carrying clavos trabales et cuneos manu aena, and these objects
seem to suggest that the Venetic goddess had some kinship with the Etruscan
deity, using nails and wedges to build up and pull down at her will. About
eighteen or nineteen of the specimens were explicitly dedicated to liehtia, but
far the largest number (some 186 out of about 210) have no articulate inscrip-

tions, but either single alphabetic signs repeated along their sides or linear

ornament with no signs at all. An intermediate group show mock-inscriptions,

i.e., confused combinations of letters from the Venetic alphabet which make
no words at all, and which include many badly formed letters. In the alpha-

betic class far the commonest letter is X (which in Venetic alphabet denotes t),

next to that 3 -l and it (e, v and z), are most common, H (h) rarer, and \^ (o),

M («)' ^ii*! ^ i")' ^s'y i'^"^®. The rectilmear character of all the signs seems con- \

nected with the goddess's name and functions.

The second group of objects is one of great value to students of Venetic

as they give us a perfectly certain guide to the transcription of the Venetic

^ To be published in full in Journ. It. Anthroi}- Inst.

- C.I.L. V. 2491 inter A.testinos Patavinosque.
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alphabet, which they contain fully written out, with the letters given first

singly and then in certain combinations (e.g., tr, tn, tl, pr, pn, pi). The history

of the alphabet is as yet by no means fully made out, but the alDsence of signs

for 6, d, and g, the compound symbol vh for /, and the placing of the symbol
for at the end of the list, make it practically certain that it reached the
Venetic through Etruscan channels.

These alphabetic bronze tablets have many curious features. They measure,
roughly speaking, aboiit 8 in. by 5 in., and they are divided into horizontal
bands, generally ten or eleven, by straight lines along the length of the tablet,

the first, or lowest, five of which are of a fixed character. The first contain.s

the fifteen consonantal signs of the alphabet, followed by one vowel (e in two
examples, n in another, o in a fourth) ; the next four lines each contains,

sixteen times, a single letter, a sixteen times in 1. 2, k in 1. 3, e in 1. 4, and
in 1. 5.

The nature of these tablets is unknown. Guesses were that they were school-

masters' offerings ; that they had some magical value—but what ? I am inclined

to ask whether any nearer parallel to them could be found than the boards used
by Greeks and Romans for playing a game of luck and skill combined like our
backgammon, called in Latin duodecim scripta, from the twelve lines on each
side of the board which marked it out ; unfortunately no specimens seem to

have survived. If so, they would be dedications either by professional players

or by lucky winners.

7. Excavations on the Roman Site of Uriconium (Wroxeter).

By J. P. BusHE-Fox.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Ceremonial and Descent in Ambrim.
By Dr. W. H. E. Rivers, M.A., F.R.S.^

The ceremonies of the island of Ambrim in the New Hebrides fall into two
groups, those known to have been introduced from elsewhere and those believed
to be indigenous.

The most important of the introduced ceremonies belong to a complex
institution called the ' Mangge,' which resembles in its main characters the
' Sukwe ' of the Banks Islands." One of the chief features of the ritual of the
higher grades is the manufacture of an image in human form in which it is

believed that the ghost of the father's faflier comes to reside and to look after
the welfare of his descendant. Neither in this nor in any other of the intro-
duced ceremonies is any part taken by the mother's brother or the mother's
people.

In several of the indigenous ceremonies, on the other hand, a leading part is

taken by the mother's brother and other people of the mother's village. Thus,
in the ceremonial accompanying incision the mother's brother holds a boy during
the operation and dresses his wound. Afterwards the boy visits his mother's
village and numerous gifts of pigs and food pass between the village of the boy
and that of his mother.

In another ceremony called ' Wor ' a heap of stones is made for a man by
his mother's brother, and transactions in pigs and other objects of value take

' To be published in full in Journ. R. Anfkrop. Inst.
' Rivers, History of Mehmcsian Society, Cambridge, 1914, i. 61.

1x2
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place between the village of the man for whom the ' War ' is made and that of

his mother. The ceremony is actuated by the belief that after death a man goes

to his mother's father. The same idea underlies another ceremony called
' Pariparpar,' ' in which an image is made for a man by his mother's brother.

It is believed that the pigs killed on this occasion go to the maternal grand-
father of the man for whom the image is made and clear the track by which he
will pass when he dies.

The mother's brother also takes the leading part in an indigenous ceremony
called 'Lengfa,' in which women buy the right to wear certain ornaments.

At the present time the institutions of Ambrim are patrilineal. A man
belongs to his father's village, and in so far as individual property exists in this

island it is inherited by the children, while the social group which holds most
of the property in common is one which has in the main a patrilineal character.

The close relation with the mother's brother and the mother's people in the

indigenous ceremonies has no meaning in a patrilineal society, but would be the

natural accompaniment of ancient matrilineal conditions surviving in ceremonial.

The ritual of death provides further evidence in this direction. The rites

following the death of a man are almost an exact replica of those performed
when he took his last step in the 'Mangge,' but with additional features in

which the village of the mother of the dead man is concerned. The intro-

duction of the ' Mangge ' and the incorporation of its ceremonial in the ritual

of death has not succeeded in abolishing those features of this ritual which
show the social relations of the dead man with his mother's village. Ambrim
adjoins a region characterised by matrilineal institutions. The fact that its

older stratum of ceremonial brings a man into relations with his mother's

people affords the most decisive proof that in this part of Melanesia the matri-

lineal institutions are the older and the patrilineal the more recent.

2. Royal Marriages and Matrilineal Descents
By Miss Margaret A. Murray.

At certain periods in the history of every nation inheritance was in the

female line. In royal families this custom appears to have continued to a later

date than among the mass of the people. In these cases the man who marries
the queen becomes king, and marriages within the modern degrees of affinity are

common. Such marriages, when recorded by contemporary chroniclers, are not
regarded as unusual, e.g., in Egypt in the XVlIIth dynasty and the early kings
of Judah. But when such consanguineous marriages are recorded by foreign
observers or later historians, as among the Ptolemies and the early Roman
emperors, they are ascribed to vicious propensities instead of to the stern
political necessity to which they are really due, and which the non-contemporary
or foreign historian failed to understand.

3. The System of Kinship among Primitive Races in connection with
their mode of grouping. By Mile. Nadinr Ivanitzky, Attachfe
scientifique a I'Institut Solvay a Bruxelles.

(a) All manifestations of the social life of primitive races being in strict

correlation with the concrete necessities of life, the elements of their social

organisation are with difficulty separated from each other. This brings it about
that, when we study one special aspect of their life, we must always return to
the social complex which supports this special aspect.

_

" TEe sound for which I use the sign ri does not differ greatly from a. and
might easily be confused with it.

' To be published in Man.
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Thus it is, for example, that the question of kinship leads us to consider

the special social arrangements which regulate the organisation of subsistence.

(h) The mode ot life in little groups of kinsmen is enforced upon tliem by the

conditions of their environment : (1) their rudimentary technical knowledge and
implements, which render the resources of a district very limited and do not

permit of the siipport of a large number of persons
; (2) the existence of other

groupings which seek their subsistence by the same means and render impossible

their spreading indefinitely.

(c) The social unity of the grouping, ensured by the order, rigorously

defined, in which the rights of an individual are transmitted from one genera-

tion to another.
(d) The necessity for adult members of a little grouping to seek their wives

from neighbouring settlements, and the exodus of women from one group to

another which is the result of that necessity.

The difference which, consequently, the native establishes between two cate-

gories of his relatives, those who belong to the grouping into which he was
bom, and tliose who are strangers to this grouping, and, as a result of this, the

difference in terms which designate the relatives on each side.

(e) The grouping keeping together by the fact of being born one from the

other, an individual transmits to another only the rights which he has coiijointly

with other members of the group.

The genetic relationship which unites him to his own children has no import-

ance, seeing that his brothers and the children of his brothers, in consequence
of their being born in the same grouping, have exactly the same rights. From
this arises a seeming paradox, which consists in the fact that the native con-

founds under the same appellation relationships which are essentially different

in our estimation.

(/) The mode of transmission of the rights of enjoyment of the soil in the
groupings which are cemented by maternal descent.

4. Early Man in East Anglia. By Eev. H. J. Dukinfield Astley.

It is unnecessary to enlarge on the classification now accomplished of

Palaeolithic times, chiefly from the data in the French caves. Formerly it was
sufficient to differentiate the Drift and the Cave periods.'

It is now realised that the Cave Period was of vast duration and consisted

of a succession of well-defined epochs, as did also the Drift.

Various classifications have been attempted as knowledge has improved—those

of Mortillet, Piette, Hoernes ; the latest are those of M. Eutot and the
Abbe Breuil, and a careful table in the Report of the last Prehistoric Congress
at Geneva, 1912.

This definitely established the existence of the Aurignacian Period between
the Mousterian and Solutrian periods, tentatively suggested by the Abbe Breuil

at the Monaco Congress in 1906. (The names are derived from the caves

containing the characteristic culture.)

As regards England, Professor Sollas has assigned the Paviland Cave to the

Aurignacian Period, and some implements with distinctive Aurignac features

have been found in Kent's Cavern and Wookey Hole.
The object of this communication is to show reason for affirming the habitat

of Aurignac Man in districts where no caves exist. The ' Cissbury ' type shows
unmistakeable Aurignac affinities.

A rich field has been lately disclosed in East Anglia—not only in the

Palaeolithic Floors at Thetford Warren and Lakenheatli and Icklingham, so

untiringly explored by Dr. Sturge, but in the now celebrated ' Grime's Graves
'

near Brandon.^
Mr. Reginald Smith's doubts have led to further excavations undertaken in

1914. The results are now before the public. These show implements of

^ Evans, Stone Invpltments, and Avebury, Prehistoric Times.
' Description of Grime's Graves, Canon GreenweWs excavations, 1870—all

assigned to the Neolithic Age.
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undouBted Mousteiiaii and Aurignac types, and gu to prove tlia,t the original

miners belonged, not to the Neolithic people, who came here when Britain was
already an island, but to the Cave people, who arrived here immediately
preceding the Wiirm glaciation, and continued after it passed away, while the

British Isles still formed part of the Continent.

It is suggested that the sand covering the pits is Loess.

Chest Types in Man in relation to Disease.

By Dr. G. W. Hambleton.
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SECTION I.—rHYSIOLOGY.

Peesident of the Section: Professor W. ]\r. Bayliss,

M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.

WEDNERDA Y, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President rlolivei-ed the following Address :

—

The Physiological Importance of Phase Boundaries.

Even a hasty consideration of the arrangements present in living cells is suffix

cient to bring conviction that the physical and chemical systems concerned
operate under conditions very different from those of reactions taking place
between substances in true solution. We become aware of the fact that there
are numerous constituents of the cell which do not mix with one another. In
other words, the cell system is one of many ' phases/ to use the expression
introduced by Willard Gibbs.

Further, parts of this system which appear homogeneous under the ordinary
microscope are shown by the ultra-microscope to be themselves heterogeneous.
These are in what is known as the colloidal state. Some dispute has taken
place as to whether this state is properly to be called a heterogeneous one, but
it is sufficient for our purpose to note that investigation shows that the inter-

faces of contact between the components of such systems are the seat of the
various forms of energy which we meet with in the case of systems obviously
consisting of phases which can be separated mechanically, so that considerations
applying to coarsely heterogeneous systems apply also to colloidal systems.
Although the phases of a colloidal system cannot be so obviously and easily

sepai-ated as those of an ordinary heterogeneous one, this can be done almost
completely by filtration through membranes svich as the gelatin in Martin's
process. To avoid confusion, however, it has been suggested that the colloidal

state should be spoken of as ' micro-heterogeneous.' There are, in fact, certain

phenomena more or less peculiar to the colloidal state and due to the influence

of the sharp curvature of the surfaces of the minutely subdivided phase. The
effect of this curvature is a considerable pressure in the interior of the phase,
owing to the surface tension, and it adds further complexity to the properties

manifested by it.

We see, then, that the chemical reactions of chief importance to us as

physiologists are those known as ' heterogeneous.' This class of reactions, until

comparatively recent times, has been somewhat neglected by the pure chemist.

In some of its aspects, the problem before us was discussed by one of my
predecessors. Professor Hopkins, as also by Professor Macallum, but its

importance will, I think, warrant my asking your indulgence for a further
brief discussion. Permit me fir.«t to apologise for what may seem to some of

those present to be an unnecessarily elementary treatment of certain points.

It is easy to realise that the molecules which are situated at the interface

where two phases are in contact are subject to forces differing from those to

which the molecules in the interior of either phase are subject. Consider one
phase only, the molecules at its surface are exposed on the one side to the
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influence of similar molecules ; on the other side, they are exposed to the
influence of molecules of a nature chemically unlike their own or in a different

physical state of aggregation. The result of such asymmetric forces is that the
phase boundary is the seat of various forms of energy not present in the interior

of the phase. The most obvious of these is the surface energy due to the
state of tension existing where a liquid or a gas forms one of the phases. It

would lead us too far to discuss the mode of origin of this surface tension,

except to call to mind that it is due to the attractive force of the molecules for

one another, a force which is left partially unbalanced at the surface, so that

the molecules here are pulled inwards. The tension is, of course, only the
intensity factor of the surface energy, the capacity factor being the area of

the surface. We see at once that any influence which alters the area of the
surface alters also the magnitude of that form of energy of which we are
speaking.

This is not the only way in which the properties of substances are changed
at phase boundaries. The compressibility of a solvent, such as water, are
altered, so that the solubilities of various substances in it are not the same
as in the interior of the liquid phase. It is stated by J. J. Thomson that
potassium sulphate is 60 per cent, more soluble in the surface film. The ways
in which the properties of a solvent are changed are sometimes spoken of as
' lyotropic,' and they play an important part in the behaviour of colloids. We
meet also with the presence of electrical charges, of positive or negative sign.

Those are due, as a rule, to electrolytic dissociation of the surface of one phase,

in which the one ion, owing to its insolubility, remains fixed at the surface,

while the opposite ion, although soluble, cannot wander away further than
permitted by electrostatic attraction. Thus we have a Helmholtz double
layer produced.

Before we pass on to consider how these phenomena intervene in physio-

logical processes, there is one fact that should be referred to on account of its

significance in connection with the contractile force of muscle. Surface tension

is found to decrease as the temperature rises, or, as it is sometimes put, it has a

negative temperature coefficient. This is unusual ; but, if we remember that

the interface between a liquid and its vapour disappears when the temperature

rises to the critical point and, with it, of course, all phenomena at the boundary
surface, the fact is not surprising that there is a diminution of these phenomena
as the critical temperature is approached.

Perhaps that result of surface energy known as ' adsorption ' is the one in

which the conditions present at phase boundaries make themselves most
frequently obviou.s. Since the name has been used somewhat loosely, it is a

matter of some consequence to have clear ideas of what is meant when it is

made use of. Unless it is used to describe a definite fact, it can only be

mischievous to the progress of science.

Permit me, then, first to remind you of that fact of universal experience,

known as the ' dissipation of energy,' which is involved in the second law of

energetics. Free energy—that is, energy which can be used for the performance

of useful work—is invariably found to diminish if the conditions are such that

this is possible. If we have, therefore, a system in which, by any change of

distribution of the constituents, free energy can be decreased, such a change of

distribution will take place. This is one form of the well-known 'Principle of

Carnot and Clausius.'

Now, practically any substance dissolved in water lowers the surface tension

present at the interface between the liquid and another solid or liquid phase

with which i't is in contact. Moreover, up to a certain limit, the magnitude of

this effect is in proportion to the concentration of the solute. Therefore, as

was first pointed out by Willard Gibbs, concentration of a solute at an interface

has the effect of reducing free energy and will therefore occur. This is

adsorption. As an example, we may take the deposition of a dye-stuff on the

surface of char(^oal, from which it can be removed again, unaltered, by appro-

priate means, such as extraction with alcohol. Charcoal plus dye may, if any
satisfaction is derived from the statement, be called a compound. But, since

its chemical composition depends on the concentration of the solution in which

it was formed, it is much more accurate to qualify the statement by calling it an
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' adsorption-compound.' Moreover, the suggestion that the union is a chemical
one tends to deprive the conception of chemical combination of its characteristic

quality, namely, the change of properties. Dye-stuff and charcoal are chemi-
cally unchanged by adsorption.

The origin of adsorption from surface tension is easily'' able to explain why
it is less as the temperature rises, as we find e.xperimentally. As we have just

seen, surface tension diminishes with increase of temperature.

Let us next consider what will happen if tlie liquid phase contains in solu-

tion a substance which lowers surface tension and is also capable of entering

into chemical reaction with the material of which the other, solid, phase con-

sists. For example, a solution of caproic acid in contact with particles of

aluminium hydroxide. On the surface of the solid, the concentration of the acid

will be increased by adsorption and, in consequence, the rate of the reaction

with it will be raised, according to the law of mass action. Further, suppose
that the liquid phase contains two substances which react slowly with each
other, but not with the solid phase. They will be brought into intimate contact

with each other on the surface of the solid phase, their concentration raised and
the rate of their interaction increased. One of the reagents may clearly be the
solvent itself. But in all these cases the rate of the reaction cannot be
expressed by a simple application of the law of mass action, since the active

masses are not functions of the molecular concentrations, but of the surface of

the phase boundaries. The application of these considerations to the problem
of the action of enzymes and of heterogeneous catalysis in general will be
apparent. That the action of enzymes is exerted by their surfaces is shown,
apart from the fact that they are in colloidal solution, by the results of

experiments made in liquids in which the enzymes themselves are insoluble in

the usual sense, so that they can be filtered off by ordinary filter paper and the

filtrate found to be free from enzyme. Notwithstanding this insolubility,

enzymes are still active in these liquids. The statement has been found, up to

the present, to apply to lipase, emulsin, and urease, probably to trypsin, and
the only difficulty in extending it to all enzymes is that of finding a substrate

soluble in some liquid in which the enzyme itself is not. That adsorption is a

controlling factor in the velocity of enzyme action has been advocated by myself
for some j^ears, but it is not to be understood as implying that the whole action

of enzymes is an 'adsorption phenomenon,' whatever may be the meaning of

this statement. The rate at which the chemical reaction proceeds is controlled

by the mass of the reagents concentrated on the surface of the enzyme phase at

any given moment, but the temperature coefficient will, of course, be that of a

chemical reaction.

The thought naturally suggests itself, may not the adsorption of the reacting

substances on the surface of the enzyme suffice in itself to bring about the

equilibrium at a greater rate, so that the assumption of a secondary chemical

combination of a chemical nature between enzyme and substrate may be super-

fluous? I should hesitate somewhat to propose this hypothesis for serious con-

sideration were it not that it was given by Faraday as the explanation of one of

the most familiar cases of heterogeneous catalysis, namely, the union of oxygen
and hydrogen gases by means of the surfaces of platinum and other substances.

The insight shown by Taraday into the nature of the phenomena with which he
was concerned is well known and has often caused astonishment. Now, this

case of oxygen and hydrogen gases is clearly one of those called ' catalytic ' by
Berzelius. The fact th,at the agent responsible for the effect did not itself

suffer change was clear to Faraday. I would also, in parenthesis, call attention

to the fact that he correctly recognised the gold solutions which he pi'epared as

su.spensions of metallic particles, that is. as what we now call colloidal solutions.

Although the systematic investigation of colloids, and the name itself, were due
to Graham, some of the credit of the discovery should be given to the man who
first saw what was their nature. Adsorption, again, was accurately described

by Faraday, but without giving it a name.
I confess that there are, at present, difficulties in the way of accepting con-

centration by adsorption as a complete explanation of the catalytic activities of

enzymes. It is not obvious, for example, why the same enzjTne should not be

able to hydrolyse both maltose and saccharose, as it is usually expressed.
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Another difficulty is that it is necessary to assume that the relative concentra-
tion of the components of the chemical system must be the same on the sur-

face of the enzyme as it is in the body of the solution ; in other words, the
adsorption of each must be the same function of its concentration. Unless this

were so, the equilibrium position on the enzyme surfaces, and therefore in

the body of the solution, would be a different one under the action of an
enzyme from that arrived at spontaneously or brought about by a homogeneous
catalyst such as an acid. This consideration was brought to my notice by Pro-
fessor Hopkins and requires experimental investigation. We know, indeed,

that in some cases there is such a difference in the position of the equilibrium

position, for which various explanations have been suggested. But it would be a
matter of some interest to know whether this difference has any relation to

different degrees of adsorption of the components of the system.

At the same time, adsorption is under the control of so many factors, surface

tension, electrical charge, and so on, that the possibilities seem innumerable.
There are, moreover, two considerations to which I may be allowed to call your
attention. Hardy has pointed out that it is probable that the increased rate of
reaction at the interface between phases may be due, not merely to increased

concentration as such, but that in the act of concentration itself molecular
forces may be brought into pilay which result in a rise in chemical potential of

the reacting substances. In the second place, Barger has shown that the
adsorption of iodine by certain organic compounds is clearly related to the

chemical composition of the surfaces of these substances, but that this relation-

ship does not result in chemical combination nor in abolition of the essential

nature of the process as an adsorption. It would appear that those properties of

the surface, such as electric charge and so on, which control the degree of
adsorption, are dependent on the chemical nature of the surface. This
dependence need not cause us any surprise, since the physical properties of a

substance, inclusive of surface tension, are so closely related t-o its chemical
composition.

There is one practical conclusion to be derived from the facts already known
with regard to e'uzymes. This is, that any simple application of the law of

mass action cannot lead to a correct mathematical expression for the rate of

reaction, although atteniipts of this kind have been made, as by Van Slyke. The
rate must be proportional to the amount of substrate adsorbed, and this, again,

is a function both of the concentration of the substrate and of that of the
products. It is, then, a continuously varying quantity. Expressed mathe-
matically, the differential equation for the velocity must be something of this

kind :

dt

where n itself is an unknown function of C, the concentration of the substrate

or products.

The hypothesis of control by adsorjjtion gives a simple explanation of the

exponential ratio between the concentration of the enzyme and its activity,

which is found to be different numerically according to the stage of the reaction.

At the beginning, it may be nearly unity, in the middle it is more nearly 05,
as in the so-called ' square root law ' of Schiitz and Borissov, which is, however,
merely an approximation. Simple explanations are also given of the fact that

increasing the concentration of the substrate above a certain value no longer

causes an increased rate of reaction. This is clearly because the active surface

is saturated. Again, the effect of antiseptics and other substances which, by
their great surface activity, obtain possession of the enzyme surfaces, and thereby
exclude to a greater or less degree the adsorption of the substrate, receives a

reasonable account. In many cases, the depressant or favouring action of

electrolytes, including acid and alkali, is probably due to aggregation or dis-

persion of the colloidal particles of the enzyme, with decrease or increase of

their total surface. It is to be noted that such explanations are independent of

any possible formation of an intermediate compound between enzyme and sub-

strate, after adsorption has taken place.

There is a further way in which adsorption plays a part in the chemical

processes of cells, including those under the influence of catalysts. It is a
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familiar fact that the concentration of water plays a large part in the position
of equilibrium attained in reversible reactions of hydrolysis and synthesis. A
synthetic process is brought about by diminution of the effective concentration
of water. There are, doubtless, means of doing this in the elaborate mechanisms
of cell life, and, in all probability, it is by adsorption on surfaces, which are
able to change their ' alfinity ' for water.

I pass on to consider briefly some other cases in which the phenomena at
phase boundaries require attention.

Let us turn our gaze from the interior of the cell to the outer surface, at
which it is in contact with the surrounding medium. From the nature of
adsorption there can be no doubt that, if the cell or the surrounding liquid
contains substances which decrease surface energy of any form, these constituents
will be concentrated at the interface. There are many such substances to be
foimd in cells, some of lipoid nature, some proteins, and so on. Further, the
experiments of Ramsden have shown that a large number of substances are
deposited in surface films in a more or less rigid or solidified form. We are
thus led to inquire whether these phenomena do not account for the existence
of the cell membrane, about which so much discussion has taken place. We find

experimentally that there are facts which show that this membrane, under
ordinary resting conditions, is impermeable to most crystalloids, including
inorganic salts, acid.s, and bases. There is no other explanation of the fact that
the salts present in cells are not only in different concentration inside from that
outside, but that there may be absence of certain salts from one which are
present in the other, as, for example, sodium in the plasma of the rabbit not in

the corpuscles. Moreover, the experiments of Hoeber have shown that electro-

lytes are free in the cells, so that they are not pi'evented from diffusion by being
fixed in any way. The mere assumption of a membrane impermeable to col-

loids only will not account for the facts, since, as I have shown in another
place, this would only explani differences of concentration, but not of com-
position. The surface concentration of cell constituents readily accounts for the
changes of perme.ability occurring in functional activity, since it depends on
the nature of the cell protoplasm and chemical changes of many and various
kinds occur in this system. If such be the nature of the cell membrane, it is

evident that we are not justified in expecting to find it composed of lipoid oi

of protein alone. It must have a very complex composition, varying with the
physiological state of the cell. Indeed, complex artificial membranes have been
prepared having properties very similar to that of the cell.

This view that the membrane is formed by surface condensation of coii;

stituents of the cell l^ea•dily accounts for the changes of penneability occun-ing
in functional ;i«tivity, since its composition depends on that of the .cell proto-
plasm, and chemical changes of various kinds take place in this system, as it

ie scarcely necessary to remind you. In fact, the cell membrane is not to be
regarded as an independent entity, but as a working partner, as it were, in
the business of the life of the cell. In the state of excitation, for example,
there is satisfactory evidence that the cell membrane loses its character of
semi-permeability to electrolytes, &c. This statement has been shown to apply
to muscle, nerve, gland cells, and the excitable tissues of plants, as well as to
unicellular organisms. We shall see presently how this fact gives a simple
explanation of the electrical changes associated with the state of activity.

If, then, the cell membrane is a part of the cell system as a whole, it is not
surprising to find that substances can affect profoundly, although reversibly,
the activities of the cell, even when they are unable to pass beyond the outer
surface. The state of dynamic equilibrium between the cell membrane and
the rest of the cell system ie naturally affected by such means, since the
changes in the one component involve compensating ones in the other. Inter-
esting examples of such actions are numerous. I may mention the effect of
calcium ions on the heart muscle, the effect of sodium hydroxide on oxidation
in the eggs of the sea-urchin, and that of acids on the contraction of the jelly-
fish. Somewhat puzzling are those cases in which drugs, such as pilocarpine
and muscarine, act only during their passage through the membrane and lose
their effect when their concentration has become equal inside and outside the cell.

The work of Dale on ana.phylaxi3 leadg him to the conclufiion that the
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phenomena shown by sensitised plain muscle can most reasonably be explained
by colloidal interaction on the surface of the fibres. The result of this is

increased permeability and excitation resulting therefrom.

I referred previously to the electrical change in excitable tissues and its

relation to the cell menibrane. It was, I believe, first pointed out by Ostwald
and confirmed by many subsequent investigators, that in order that a membrane
may be impermeable to a salt it is not a necessary condition that it shall be
impermeable to both of the ions into which this salt is electrolytically diesociated.

If impermeable to one only of these ions, the other, diffusible, ion cannot pass
out beyond the jioint at which the osmotic pressure due to its kinetic energy
balances the electrostatic attraction of the oppositely charged ion, which is

imprisoned. There is a Helmholtz double layer formed at the membrane, the
outside having a charge of the sign of the diifusible ions, the inside that of the
other ions. Now, suppose that we lead off from two places on the surface of a

cell having a membrane with such properties to some instrument capable of

detecting differences of electrical potential. It will be clear that we shall obtain
no indication of the presence of the electrical charge, because the two points are

equipotential, and we cannot get at the interior of the cell without destroying its

structure. But if excitation means increased permeability, the double layer
will disappear at an excited spot owing to indiscriminate mixing of both kinds of
ions and we are then practically leading off from the interior of the cell, that is,

from the internal component of the double layer, while the unexcited spot is

still led off from the outer component. The two contacts are no longer equi-

potential. Since we find experimentally that a point at rest is electrically

positive to an excited one, the outer component must be positive, or the membrane
is permeable to certain cations, impermeable to the corresponding anions. Any
action on the cell such as would make the membrane permeable—injury, certain
chemical agents, and so on—would have the same effect as the state of excitation.

If we may assume the possibility of degrees of pei'meability, the state of inhi-

bition might be j)roduced by decrease of permeability of the membrane of a
cell, wnich was previously in a state of excitation owing to some influence

inherent in the cell itself or coming from the outside. This manner of account-
ing for the electromotive changes in cells is practically the same as that given
by Bernstein.

It will be found of interest to apply to secretoi-y cells the facts to which I

have directed your attention. If we suppose that the setting into play of

such cells is associated with the production of some osmotically active substance,
together with abolition of the state of semi-permeability of the membrane
covering the ends of the cells in relation with the lumen of the alveolus of the
gland, it is plain that water would be taken up from the lymph spaces and
capillaries and escape to the duct, carrying with it the secretory products of the
cells. This process would be continuous as long as osmotically active substances
were formed. Such a process has been shown by Lepeshkin to occur in plants and
we have also evidence of increased permeability during secretory activity in the
gland cells of animals. From what has been said previously, it is evident that
electrical differences would show themselves between the permeable and semi-
permeable ends of such cells, as has been found to be the case.

As a modifiable structure, we see the importance of such a membrane as
that described if it takes part in the formation of the synapse between neurones.
The manifold possibilities of allowing passage to states of excitation or inhibi-

tion and of being affected by drugs will be obvious without further elaboration
on my part.

Enough has already been said, I think, to show the innmnerable ways in which
phenomena at phase boundaries intervene in physiological events. Indeed, there
ai-e very few of these, if any, in which some component or other is not controlled
by the action of surfaces of contact. But there is one especially important
case to which I may be allowed to devote a few words in conclusion. I refer
to the contractile process of muscle. It has become clear, chiefly through the
work of Fletcher, Hopkins, and A. V. Hill, that what is usually called muscular
contraction consists of two parts. Starting from the resting muscle, we find that
it must have a store of potential energy, since we can make it do work when
stimulated. After being use:! in this way, the store must be replenished, since
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energy cannot be obtained from nothing. This Testoration proces.s is effected

by an independent oxidation reaction, in which carbohydrate is burnt up with the

setting free of energy which is made use of to restore the muscle to its original

state. Confining our attention for the moment to the initial, contractile, stage,

the essential fact is the production of a certain amount of energy of tension,

which can either be used for the performance of external work or be allowed

to become degraded to heat in the muscle itself. It was Blix who first propounded
the view that the amount of this energy of tension is related to the magnitude of

certain surfaces in the muscle fibres. But the fact was demonstrated in a

systematic and quantitative manner by A. V. Hill. He showed, in fact, that

the amount of energy set free in the contractile process is directly related to

the length of muscle fibres during the development of the state of tension. In
other words, the process is a surface phenomenon, not one of volume, and is

directly proportional to the area of certain surfaces arranged longitudinally in

the muscle. This same relationship has been shown by Patterson and Starling

to hold for the ventricular contraction of the mammalian heart and by Kosawa
for that of the cold-blooded vertebrate. It appears that all the phenomena
connected with the output of blood by the heart can be satisfactorily explained
by the hypothesis that the energy of the contraction is regulated by the length
of the ventricular fibres during the period of development of the contractile

stress. The degree of filling at the moment of contraction is thus the determining
factor.

That surface tension itself may be responsible for the energy given off in

muscular contraction was first suggested by Fitzgerald in 1878, and it seems, from
calculations made, that changes at the contact surface of the fibrillae with the
sarcoplasm may be capable of affording a sufficient amount. The difficulties in

deciding the question are great, but, in addition to the facts mentioned, there is

other interesting evidence at hand. It has been shown, by Gad and Heymans,
by Bernstein and others, that the contractile stress produced by a stimulus
has a negative temperature coeflicient. Within the limits of temperature between
which the muscle can be regarded as normal, this stress is the greater the lower
the temperature. The same statement was shown by Weizsiicker (working with
A. V. Hill) to hold for the heat developed in the contractile stage. Now, of all

the forms of energy possibly concerned, that associated with phase boundaries
is the only one with a negative temperature coefficient. Another aspect of this

relation to temperature is the well-known increase of the tonus of smooth muscle
with fall in temperature.

It is tempting to bring into relation with the change in surface tension the
production of lactic acid. In fact, this idea was put into a definite statement
by Haber and Klemensievich in 1909 in a frequently quoted paper on the forces
present at phase boundaries. The production of acid is stated to alter the
electrical forces at this situation. This electrical charge involves a change of
surface tension, and it is this change of surface tension which brings about
the mechanical deformation of the muscle. Mines also has brought forward
good evidence that the production of lactic acid is responsible for the change of
tension. As to how the lactic acid is set free, and of what nature the system
of high potential present in muscle may be, we require much more information.
The absence of evolution of carbon dioxide when oxygen is not present shows
that no oxidation takes place in the development of tension. There are other
difficulties also in supposing that this .system present in resting muscle is of a
chemical nature. If the energy afforded by the oxidation of carbohydrate in the
recovery stage is utilised for the formation of another chemical system with high
energy content, the theory of coupled reactions indicates that there must be
some component common to both systems. It is difficult to see what component of
the muscle system could satisfy the conditions required. On the whole, some
kind of system of a more physical nature seems the most probable. It it be
correct that the oxidation of substances other than carbohydrate, fat for example,
can afford the chemical energy for muscular contraction, as appears from the
results of metabolism experiments, a further difficulty arises in respect to a
coupled reaction. But the question still awaits investigation.

On the whole, I think that we may conclude that more study of thei phenomena
at phase boundaries will throw light on many problems still obscure. It would
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probably not be going too far to say that the peculiarities of the phenomena

called ' vital ' are due to the fact that they are manifeetations of interchange

of energy between the phases of heterogeneous systems. It was Clerk Maxwell

who compared the transactions of the material universe to mercantile operations

in which so much credit is transferred from one place to another, energy being

the .representative of credit. There are many indications that it is just in this

process of change of energy from one form to another that special degrees of

activity are to be observed. Such, for example, are the electrical phenomena

seen in the oxidation of phosphorus or benzaldehyde, and it appears that, in the

photo-chemical system of the green plant, radiant energy is caught on the way,

as it were, to its degradation to heat, and utilised for chemical work. In a

somewhat similar way, it might be said that money in the process of transfer is

more readily diverted, although perhaps not always to such good purpose as in

the chloroplast. Again, just as in commerce money that is unemployed is of no

value, so it is in physiology. Life is incessant change or transfer of energy, and

a system in statical equilibrium is dead.

The following Reports and Papers were then read :-

1. Repnrt on AncBsthciica.

2. Report on Eleclrojnotivc Phenomenain Planta.—SeeEeports, p. 218.

3. Report on the Structure and Fvnction of the Mavrmalian Heart.

4. Report on the Dnetle.'is GlancU.—See Eeports, p. 217.

5. The Action of Light on certain Inorganic and Organic SiihRtance!^.

By Professor Benjamin Moore, F.R.S.

6. Some Fundamental Fads of Vision and. Colour Vision.

By P. W. Edridge-Green, M.D., F.R.C.S.

There are two assumptions, neither of which has any foundation in fact,

which have made the interpretation of the facts of vision and colour vision very

difficult if not impossible. These two assumptions are that the rods are

percipient elements, and that there are definite specific fundamental sensations

which by their mixture give rise to other sensations. The facts of vision and
colour vision are directly opposed to both of these assumptions. There is no

qualitative difference between the foveal region, in which only cones are present,

and the para-foveal region, in which there are both rods and cones. The fact

that the positive after-image can change its relative place in the field of vision

whilst the eye remains unmoved shows that the photo-chemical stimulus must be

outside the cones. It is difficult to imagine the photo-chemical substance

situated in the cones, as how would this be regenerated, seeing there is no

direct blood supply to the cones?

The assumption that there are fundamental colour sensations which by their

mixture give rise to other colour sensations has also no foundation in fact.

This assumption has made the fact that a colour-blind man can pass the wool

te.st (as about 52 per cent, of dangerous cases can) unintelligible.

Recent writers who have endeavoured to explain the fact have tried to

account for it on a so-called colour-blindness of the fovea. It is, however,

quite easy to show that the colour-blindness is not limited to the fovea. A man
whom I designate a trichromic will in favourable conditions make matches
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similar to the iioinial, but in unfavourable conditions matclies similar to a
dichromic, and with small and dim lights he will confuse red with green. It is,

however, easy to show that he is colour-blind in ordinary circumstances. When
examined with my spectrometer he will declare that there are only three colours iu

the spectrum—red, green, and violet^and mark out the spectrum into about ten
instead of eighteen monochromatic divisions. The pseudo-isochromatic tests

show how defective his hue differentiation is as compared with the normal and
that the defect is not limited to the fovea. Diminished hue discrimination
accounts for these cases, the trichromic behaving in ordinary circumstances as a
normal-sighted person in difficult circumstances. Even in those cases in which
there is defective light-perception, as for instance shortening of the red end of
the spectrum, this cannot be accounted for by a diminished red sensation, whicli
is affected by other parts of the sjJectrum, as the shortening may be such that
any amount of red light from the shortened region may be added to an equation
without altering its appearance to the colour-blind.

7. The Effect of Removal of ilie Post-cenlral Uyri on tJie Moveinenta

of the Anthropoid Ape. By Dr. T. Graham Brown.

8. The Effect of Thyroklectoiiiij and Thyroid-feediiuj on the Adrenin
Content of the Supra-renals. By Professor P. T. Herring.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Mode of Action of Urease.
By Professor W. M. Bayliss, F.R.S.

Urease is active in solutions in which it is insoluble—strong alcohol, for
example. It, therefore, acts at its surface, and, presumably, by condensing
urea on this surface, and increasing the rate of reaction with water by mass
action, or perhaps by the intervention of molecular forces in the act of
condensation.

This fact explains the eifect of various substances on the rate of the reaction.
This action may be of two kinds, one in changing the degree of colloidal dis-
persion and by this means the active surface, the other by taking possession of
the surface and displacing the urea therefrom. Electrolytes have the former
action, which may be either in increasing the dispersion and accelerating the
reaction, or in aggregation and incipient precipitation, which results in retarda-
tion by decrease of the active surface. The former effect is shown by weak
acid or phosphate. The latter is shown by multivalent ions, such as lanthanum.

The effect due to displacement of urea from the surface of the enzyme is

shown by the so-called ' sui-face-active ' substances, such as amyl alcohol,
saponin, bile salts, &c. Since this effect is due to depression of surface energy,
which has a negative temperature coefhcient, it is interesting to find that the
retardation in question is greater at low than at higher temperatures.

Another fact which is explained by the adsorption of urea by the surface of
the enzyme is the exponentiaf ratio between the concentration of the enzyme
and its activity, together with the constancy of the rate of reaction above a
certain concentration of the substrate. This last fact is due to the saturation
of the surface, a very common circumstance in adsorption.

Concentrated solutions of urea have a remarkable retarding action, not only
on urease, but on other enzymes. It is not to be explained by viscosity, since

more viscous solutions of saccliarose have not nearly so great an effect. This
fact seems also to exclude the removal of water as an explanation. It is

probably due to some action related to the solvent properties of urea to which
Ramsden has called attention.
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Attempts to obtain synthesis of urea, from ammonium carbonate or bicar-

bonate by the agency of urease have been unsuccessful. The chemistry of the
hydrolysis of urea is complex and involves several equilibria, in all of which the
equilibrium position is very near that of complete hydrolysis. It is probable
that the action of urease on urea is first to form ammonium cyanate, and
experiments are in progress to investigate this. The change of ammonium
carbamate to carbonate is not accelerated by urease.

The failure of urease to hydrolyse certain substituted ureas, such as urethane,

is due to the fact that these substances do not undergo a spontaneous slow
hydrolysis similar to that of urea, and they are not so readily attacked even by
inorganic reagents. Tlie absence of action is not therefore to be laid to the

charge of the enzyme but to the peculiarity of the reactions themselves.

2. Capillary Phenomena in Blood-Cells : Phagocytosis, &c.

By Dr. John Tait.

3. Clinical Recognition of Excitatory Cardiac Disorders by the Electro-

cardiograph. By Dr. C. E. Lea.

4. The Alleged Acid Intoxication of Diabetic Coma.
By Dr. E. P. Poulton.

5. Arginine and Creatine Formation. By Professor W. H. Thompson.

6. The Effects of Tetanization on the Creatine and Creatinine of the
Muscles of the Cat. By Professor W. H. Thompson, B. A.
McSwiNEY, and W. Feaeon.

7. Demonstration of Electro-cardiograph Methods at Ancoats Hospital.

By Dr. 6. E. Lea.

FBIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Presence of Copper in Animal and Vegetable Tissues.

By Dr. 0. Powell White.

2. Microchemical Differentiation of Tissue Fats and Lipoids.
By Dr. F. W. Lamb and Mr. J. Holkee.

3. Some Laws of Fat Absorption. By Dr. F. W. Lamb.

4. On the Liquid Pressure Theory of Muscular Contraction.
By Sae.'VH M. Bakee, D.Sc.

None of the theories which have been put forward to explain muscular con-
traction gives a satisfactory correlation between the energy relations and the
mechanism of the process.
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The Liquid Pressure theory was worked out in consequence of a similar

theory on the ascent of sap in plants. It was shown that, with the recognition

of a new semipermeable membrane, impermeable to liquids but permeable to

gases—the ' aeropermeable membrane '—the force of liquid pressure became
available as a source of power. The force of liquid pressure under ordinary
conditions is nullified by cohesion; but it has great magnitudes, being about
20,000 atmospheres per gramme for water at low temperatures.

According to this theory muscular contraction is caused by the respiration of
glycogen through an aeropermeable membrane, according to the general

equation :—

•

(CeH,„OJ n +6/1 0,
= 6n C0,+5nH,0.

The liquid pressure which causes the contraction is due to the chemical pro-

duction of water.

Macdougall's cytological observations of the process of contraction in the

wing muscles of insects lend support to the view that an increase in the water
content of the cells accompanies contraction. And this is also borne out by
Maclendon's work on the changes in electrical conductivity of contracting

muscles.

Further, the work of Overton and Meiggs on the osmotic properties of

muscle shows that, although the entrance of water causes contraction, yet,

while the muscle is still active, water as such cannot enter the cells. Hence the

presence of an aeropermeable membrane has already been experimentally demon-
strated in muscle. This is confirmed by Fletcher's work on fatigued muscles.

The reaction is to be regarded as a ' floating ' respiration superimposed upon
the normal respiration of the cells, analogous to the carbohydrate respiration

observed by F. F. Blackman in leaves. The function of nervous or electric

excitation is that of a stimulus which liberates some essential part of the

reacting complex.
The physics of liquids has not been sufficiently worked out to enable an

exact calculation of the energy balance of the reaction to be made. But at least

forty-five per cent, of the chemical energy evolved during respiration may be

directly converted into liquid pressure by means of the aeropermeable mem-
brane. Broca's ' travail physiologique ' is in fact liquid pressure, and the name
is not inapt, for the use of this form of energy is at present confined to living

organiisms.

The relaxation of muscles is explained as being due to the re-evaporation of

water through the membrane. This process requires heat, and would absorb

nine per cent, of the total energy of the respiration reaction, thus serving to

reduce the excessive heat evolved.

5. The Elasticity of the Strophanthinised Heart.

By Dr. J. Tait and Dr. Harold Pringle.

SUBSECTION OF PSYCHOLOGY.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Behaviourism. By Arthur Robinson, M.A., D.C.L.

Behaviourism is the view that ' consciousness is behaviour,' and that psycho
logy is ' the science of behaviour.' It appears to have originated partly from a
desire to make the subject-matter of psychology more ' objective ' by limiting it

1915. Y Y
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to events which may be witnessed by more than one observer, so briiigLug it

into line with other natural sciences. This may be called the scientific motive of

behaviourism. But it has a philosophic motive, too, and is jjart of the reaction

agamst subjective Idealism.

Behaviourism is a position which admits of many degrees ; it may imply an
absolute rejection of all introspective data and the reduction of human to the
same position as animal psychology ; or it may be used merely to indicate the
crude problem which it is the business of psychology to tackle.

The difficulty of defining psychology is notorious, but the history of the
attempts shows that they have been intended to avoid philosoijliical implications
and to avoid answering questions by implication at the beginning which can
only be answered at the end. So psychology with a soul gave way to psychology
without a soul, but with states or processes of consciousness. Now we are
invited to discard minds or consciousness as the subject-matter of psychology
and to substitute behaviour.

The term is highly ambiguous. It cannot mean merely biological or physio-
logical behaviour. It ought not to mean mental behaviour, for then it would
depend for its significance on the very notion which it is intended to replace.

The processes wliich take place between the immediate bodily stimulus and the
bodily response are undeniable happenings which cannot be described in physio-
logical or biological terras.

Introspection in some sense is essential. But it does not imply an 'abso-
lutely private mind ' in any sense which would preclude common knowledge.
Nor is it necessarily ' reflective ' ; having a pain and being conscious of having
a pain are the same thing.

The data of introspection may be confirmed. And it is irrelevant to say
tliat the object is not numerically identical for each observer respectively and
for me. It is not the circumstance that certain events can be observed or
immediately apprehended by only one individual that makes these facts mental.
This circumstance is, in principle, purely accidental, and the facts are mental
because they are different iu nature from physical facts.

'Consciousness' is, no doubt, an ambiguous term, so is 'mind.' But they
are both susceptible of explicit limitations by the aid of which they can indicate
the subject-matter of psychology with sufficient accuracy for an initial definition.
This subject-matter turns out to be much the same as that intended by the
moderate behaviourist, but he puts the emphasis on that which is least charac-
teristic. In short, Behaviourism brings forward no new class of facts, nor does
it shed light on old facts. Its tendency is rather towards obscuring than eluci-
dating the problems of psychology, -while to establish its extreme position it

has got to reduce processes usually called mental to biological or physiological
processes and leave no remainder.

2. The Relations between. Mayic and Animisvi.
By Carvetii Bead, M.A.

It must be matter of conjecture which of these complexes of belief fir.st

arose. Their origins were independept. Magic is the more uniform and per-

sistent ; and, on the hypothesis that it was the earlier, we may trace the follow-
ing influences upon Animism :

(1) Many beliefs and practices are prepared according to magical ideas, and
then adopted and modified by Animism :

(a) The idea of invisible force that may act at a distance, first connected with
charms, spells, and rites, becomes the essence of the ghost and of all

spiritual power.
(b) Magic things (charms) are explained when the ghost-theory arises, as owing

their powers to in-dwelling spirits. The only difference is that their action
now depends upon the spirits' will and caprice.

(c) Omens, at first magical coincidences, come to be explained as sent by gods.

('/) iSpells addressed to objects become prayers to their presiding spirits; and
magic rites become religious.
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(2) As men in the flesh know Magic, so do their ghosts, and all demons or

gods derived from ghosts or imagined by analogy with them. Hence : (a)

Spirits teach Magic; (b) assist at Magic rites; (c) depend upon IV^agic for their

own power, {d) Black Magic is merely unauthorised Magic, assisted by evil

spirits.

(3) By retrogradation, after spiritual intervention has long been recognised,

it may again be forgotten ; so that a fetish again becomes a cliarm ; a prayer,

a spell, &c.

(4) The purpose of Magic is to obtain power over events, and the certainty

of power. When spirits are believed in, they are propitiated for the same end.

But their caprice is an abatement of certainty. Then arises the belief that

I hey may be rontrolled by Magic, as the development of several religions shows
us. For the only ground of certainty is uniformity.

3. Philnaopliy aui] the War. By Dr. Wtt-don Carr.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMIiER 9.

The followiiig Papers were read :

—

1. 0« ilie. Special Interests of Children in the War al Different Ages.
By G.W.KmmNS, M. A., D.Sc.

In order 'to obtain information as to the special interests of children at

different ages in regard to the War, essays were written by all the children in

ten senior dejiartments (five boys" and five girls') of elementary schools. No
preparation was allowed and no notice given. The children were told to write

as much as they could about the War in fifteen minutes. No child was allowed
to exceed the time-limit.

In all, 3,081 papers were written, 1,511 boys, 1,570 girls. In order to obtain
as far as possible the real interests and ideas of the children, the common
material in the various groups, indicative of lessons or talks on the subject by
the teachers, was carefully eliminated.

In spite of a large amount of overlapping in the interests and ideas at
different stages, it was possible to group them broadly according to the ages
of the children.

The results of the investigation are classified under six age-grou]3s (S to 14)
corresponding to the ages of children in the senior departments of elementary
schools. The main interests of boys and girls are given separately in each ao-e-

group. It was found on examination to be better to group them according to
mental ages. Thus, in the eight-year-old group there were some backward
children of ten, eleven, and twelve years of age, and occasionally clever children
of seven. In such a group a large majority of the children were eight years
of age, and the comparatively few older and younger children were always
taught with them. It was interesting to notice that the interests of these older
or younger children did not differ materially from those of the normal age for
tlie group.

Not only do the interests of boys and girls vary for each particular group,
but the nature of the variations which appeared in passing up through the
school varies also with sex.

The fact that emerges most clearly from the investigation is the bellicose
attitude of the girls of ten, the wave of depression at eleven, and the establish-
ment of normal interests at twelve years of age. The boys, on the other hand,
become more warlike at eleven, and, though a period of slight depresfiion follows
upon this, it is much less marked than in the case of the girls.

T Y 2
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The references apart from those to the origin of the War are almost entirely

confined to the incidents happening within a comparatively short time of the

date on which the essays were written. Such important events as the march

on Paris, the' retreat from Mons, and the battle of the Marne receive no atten-

tion. Matters distant in time or place appear to have little interest for young
children.

Curious instances are given of the extraordinary impressions produced upon

children by new experiences, and interesting sidelights are obtained of dis-

cussions on the War overheard at home. The passage from matters of local to

those of general interest as the age increases is very marked. Not a single

member of the Cabinet is mentioned with the exception of Lord Kitchener, to

whom, especially in the boys' essays, constant reference is made.

From the age of eleven onwards great anxiety is felt with regard to the

price of food, and the excessive interest taken in the operations in the

Dardanelles is clearly due to the supposed connection of the free passage to the

Black Sea with the price of food.

The most interesting results are (1) the clearly marked change of interest

from age to age ; (2) the radical difference between the interests of boys and

those of girls up to the age of twelve ; and (3) the maturity of ideas on such a

subject as the War at the age of thirteen, more especially in the case of girls,

who are in this respect at least a year ahead of the boys.

The methods of expressing ideas from age to age are touched upon.

2. An Attempl to trace the Course of the Development of some Menial
Capacities by the Application of Mental Tests to Children from
Five to Fifteen Years of Age. By Miss M. E. Bickeesteth.

1. The possibility of establishing by means of mental tests reliable age norms
graded by years. The work of Binet and Simon.

2. Subjects of the Experiment.

Girls. Oxford Higher Elementary Schools.

Girls. Secondary Schools.

Boys and Girls. Oxfordshire Village Schools.

Boys and Girls. Ripon Elementary Schools.

Boys and Girls. Leeds Elementary Schools.

Boys and Girls. Yorkshire Dales Elementary Schools.

3. Apparatus Procedure, and Results of the several Testa.

List of Tests.

1. Precision and Speed of "j

Q S t P tt n I

^®^* *^^ Analytic and
Movement (Plunger) I

j^^^^^^^^^^ ^"Repeated'] Synt^ietic Apper-
2. Power of Sustamed ^

I ception.

Effort (Tapping) I 10. Discriminative Reaction \ Attention
3. Alphabet Test I m i c tv •™- H- Discs and Sentences

| Tests.

4. Number Test
Tests of Discrimma jo. Completion of U • Tf

5. Combined Test I

^'^^ Selection.
Analogies [

^^^^^^^^S Test.

6. Memory for Narrative 1

jyjg^ ^v
7. Memory for Related Words [ rr.„„i,

8. Memorv forUnrelatedWords

Group I.
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Table I.

Oxford Higher Elementary Schools, Girls. Summary of Averages.
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A record of this character has been kept by one subject for a period of

thirty days (excluding a considerable period of preliminary practice). It affords

information :

—

(1) as to the relative proportions of Pleasure, Unpleasure and Indifference

experienced by the subject,

(2) lae to the relative frequency of different intensities of Pleasure and Un-
pleasure,

(3) as to the relative frequency of different moods and emotions and the nature
and intensity of the Pleasure or Unpleasure accompanying them.

Similar records kept by a number of individuals would probably throw
interesting light upon certain problems connected with individual differences

and mental ' make-up.'

6. The Study of Character by Exact MetiioJs : its Possibility and
Difficulties. By E. Webb.

1. Meaning of ' exact methods '
: the obtaining of some kind of measure-

ments of character-qualities and submitting I hem to controlled statistical

examination.
[The powerful weapon of statistical mathematics only just beginning to be

recognised in psychology ; the same mathematical propositions have furnished
the basis of actuarial work, upon which the stability of all Insurance business

depends.]
2. The Possibility of such a Procedure.—The ability to ' estimate ' qualities

is more reliable than is generally supposed (evidence will be submitted)—it

would seem to be an essential part of oirr equipment tor 'social safety.' In

actual life these estimates are biased in various ways ; in scientific work the
bias can and must be eliminated, or measured. Further, standardised ' tests

'

(comparable -with the present use of 'intelligence tests') in the nature of

definitely arranged situations could be devised.

3. Its Difficulties.

(a) To obtain a sufficiently numerous group of suitable subjects for prolonged
observation and subsequent judgment. Schools, colleges, clinics, hospitals,

soldiers' and sailors' headquarters, &c.
(b) To select judges who can make a prolonged all-round observation and

study of the subjects. This must be entirely miknown to the latter.

(c) To eliminate bias : personal prejudices of the judges : independence of
tlie work of studying and of estimating.

('/) To choose a scale of measurement : suggested sevenfold grouping witli

the average of the group as the central class ; difficulty of ' distribution '

—

suggestion of an assumed ' regular ' distribution of normal type as a tentative
starting-point.

7. General and Specific Factors underlying the Primary Emotions.
By Cyril Burt.

A. Melhoch of Estimating Emotional Tendencies.

1. Method of Direct Judgment.—The person judging one subject to be mure
angry, timid, &c., than another (or than the average) bases his estimates simply
on direct impressions and simple observation. This method has been used in

most studies of character- qualities hitherto. But, as in other investigations
dealing with personal judgments, the results obtained necessarily measure the
capacities of the persons judging rather tlian the qualities of the persons judged.

2. Method of Indirect Estimate.—Selected items of behaviour are systematic-
ally recorded in a way comparable for all members of the group observed.
Certain items are classed together as representing certain tendencies. From the
number, intensity, frequency, duration, and after-effects of the several reactions
are calculated arbitrary measures of the hypothetical tendencies. The fa^ts
observed are thus kept distinct from the estimates inferred from them.
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B. Jic.suUs of Invpfi/igationx upon Children nnd Adullg.

1. The Method of Indirect Estimate gives far higher reliability coefficients,

ranging iisnally from •GO to -70 as i^ainst -45 to -rjO; and generally gives results

more consonant with those of general experience and of research in other special

directions (''-fir-, rarity of negative correlations).

2. The intercorrelations between estimates of the several primary emotions
(McDougall's list enlarged) commonly exhibit a hierarchical arrangement (see

Table I.), and suggest the presence of a general factor common to all the
primary emotions, whieh in turn may he independently identified with ' general
emotionality.'

TABLE I.

Observed Coeff
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3. By means of ' partial correlation ' the influence of the hypothetical general

factor may be eliminated, and the partial or specific intercorrelations calculated.

The arrangement of these coefficients suggests a scheme which_ is not hier-

archical, and has not hitherto been described. The positive coefficients form a

diagonal line running from the top left-hand corner to the bottom right-hand

corner (see Table II.), with outlying groups at the top right and bottom left

corners : the negative coefficients run in lines parallel to the diagonal from the

centre of the top row to the centre of the last column and from the centre

of the first column to the centre of the bottom row.

This arrangement suggests that the specific tendencies may form a circular

series, each member being most closely related to its immediate neighbour, less

closely related to remoter members, and antagonistically related to members
half-way round the cycle.

To illustrate the Chief Specific Correlations between the Chief Emotional Tendencies.

(Distances of arc represent inversely the chief positive correlatioas ; chorda represent

the average direction of the chief negative correlations.)

Sex
Sociality

Elation

Joy

Wonder

AngerWonder
'+34-

Tenderness

Anger D/sffusC
=+23

Disgust

Subjection

Fear Sorrow

This phenomenon—the cyclic overlap of specific factors—has also been
observed in partial coefficients obtained by eliminating 'general intelligence ' from
the intercorrelations of complex mental tests. It may, therefore, have a wide
significance for the study of mental organisation.

The theory of a general factor is commonly associated with the views that
specific factors are negligible and that the general factor is simple. The
problem arises as to whether the above specific correlations invalidate the
hypothesis of a general factor, and, in particular, whether the peculiar relations

between the specific factors may not of themselves produce the appearance of a
general factor. Independent evidence, however, appears to confirm the exist-
ence of both general and specific factors underlying emotional reactions and to
indicate that both are highly complex.
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Use of Menial Tcs/.s for Meafiuriihi Menial Defect.

By A. R. Abelson.

There is every reason to believe that in the future problems of race efficdency

and of race superiority will receive paramount attention. It will be necessary
to devise the most effective schemes for the weeding out (by segregation) of the
unfit and for the securing of the highest s'tandard possible of race culture.

The view expressed in Dr. Myers' ' Pitfalls of Mental Tests ' has been
coi-roborated. The evidence is strongly opposed to the opinion often tacitly and
even avowedly accepted that no special training is necessary for carrying out
examinations into mental defect. Satisfactory measurement of mind is

impossible without scientific knowledge of the mind.
The Binet system possesses serious disadvantages which render it inade-

quate for the examination of defective children. Before any system of tests

can hope to be satisfactory, the general principles must be determined for

their scientific construction and use. The tests should be short, reliable, and
straightforward. They should be within the range of the general experience
of the child, but should not depend on scholastic training. It is of vital

importance that the child should be made to feel perfectly at ease during the
examination, and the conditions should be such as to evoke the gi-eatest effort

possible from the child.

Evidence has been obtained with regard to the essential nature of mental
ability. All tends to confirm the belief in a ' general factor '

; every mental
activity depends partly on this general factor and partly on a particular
nervous struc-ture specially subserving the mental activity. This general factor,

known as ' general ability ' is best conceived as the individual's fund of ' intel-

lective energy ' free for use in any direction.

Mental Deficiency consists of a general lowering of all intellectual func-

tions ; in no case was it found to be distinctly localised. It appears to het a

degradation of the above-mentioned intellective energy.
Some cMIdren show abnormal brilliance at scholastic work and yet do not

do correspondingly well at 'mental tests.' On the other hand, many children
who are not good in the school work show signs of high general intelligence. It

is evident from this that a child's scholaslic ability is not always a fair

criterion of his ' general ability.'

2. Notes on the Family Histories of Fifty Cases of Menially Defective

Childre7i. By Miss Agnes Kelley.

These cases were taken without selection from the register of a Special School
for Mentally Defective Children in the Haggerston district of the East end of
London. The inquiry was made with a view of observing the relative amount
of insanity, mental deficiency, epilepsy, alcoholism, and tuberculosis in the
family histories, and also the occupation of the parents and the condition of the
homes.

Ocm/pat!on of the Parents.—Of the fathers, 17 were in regular trades, and
of these only 5 in full-time iregular work throughout the year. The greater
number of the remainder were casuals and hawkers. Regular employment among
the mothers only occurred in one or two cases.

Home Conditions.—Out of the fifty cases, in only about half-a-dozen could
the home conditions be described as good, even in comparison with the average
home of the neighbourhood. A certain number were rendered poor by indus-
trial conditions, but in by far the greater number, probably in at least three-
quarters of the homes, the poverty was not only ' industrial,' ijut also ' degraded.'

Total Number of Family.—In some of the worst cases—those having two or
more mental defectives in the same fraternity—the total number in family was
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largest; the rates for deaths in infancy and still-l>irths heing forrespoiidingly

Insanity occurred in the family histories of 15 of the children. There was
only one case of an insane parent (a father). In 11 insanity was found in the
grandparents, eight of these being on the paternal side.

Mental Deficiency.—Other cases of mental deficiency were found in 30 of

the histories. In 19 cases two or more defectives appeared in the same
fraternity, and in 17 one or other of the parents was mentally defective.

EpUepsy was fonnd in the pedigrees of nine cases.

Alcoholism.—It is difficult in any way to measure the proportion of alcoholism

among these, as compared with normal families, as it is obvious that they are

more easily affected by drink. But in a large proportion of the cases the parents

were such heavy drinkers that the mental defect was probably intensified. In
one case (which it seemed probable was a case of retarded development) no other

cause for the defect was observed.

Tuberculosis was very prevalent. The term ' consumption ' is so generally

and inaccurately used among the people that it would be \iseless to base any
statement on the frequent 'died of consumption' reported. It is, however,
apiparent that these families are very liable to tuberculosis.

Throughout the whole of the pedigrees it was noticeable that both physic.ally

and mentally the general standard was 'below ])ar.' In many of the families

there were members who could not strictly be termed ' defective,' yet were not

by any means individuals of average health and ability. Such families cannot

be compared in mental and bodily vigour with more normal stocks. They are

wanting in initiative and are often inert and thriftless ; the men low-wage-earners,

the women poor housewives ; and they tend mentally and physically to be unfit

to keep their place in the struggle for existence.

This tvpe of mental deficiency appears to be more intensified in Haggerston
than in the surrounding districts, which is due no doubt to the fact that it is

a neighbourhood into which numbers of casuals, hawkers, part-time workers,
and hangers-on of more pro.?perous trades tend to drift— classes of the community
in which it is not surprising to find a lack of mental and physical stamina.

3. Pcrsevcmtioii. By Ja,. Wynn Jones.

The meaning of the term Perseveration, with special regard to the results

of Miiller and Pilzecker, Heymans and Wiersma, Heymans and Brugmanns,
Culler. Foster, Lankes, Webb.

Various aspects; e.g.,

The perseveration of ideas. Should this be distinguished from association

of ideas?
Sensory and motor perseveration.

Persoveration-qualities of character.

Is Perseveration a general factor, comparable with General Intelligence ?

Correlation with Intelligence.

Methods of Measurement.

1. Directly by noting the strength of the a fte'r- effect and the time for which it

lasts.

2. By finding the degi'e-e of hindrance which the perseverating effect of a past
mental activity causes to a new one of the same kind.

Own Experiments.
(a) Mass-tests.

(1) 'it test.*

(2) P S test.

(3) Backward-stroke test.

(4) Mirror-image test.

(b) Indiridval Tests.

(1) Natural rate of tapping.

(2) After-images test.

f3) After-effect of seen movement.
(4) Pressure after-effect.
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4. 11 ar and Sublimation. By Ernest Jonks, M.D.

In the conduct of war, and implicit in the very conception of war, various

impulses come to expression of a kind that are apparently non-existent, or at

all events latent, in the same people during peace; they include, among others,

such disapproved-of tendencies as cruelty, deceit, ruthless egotism, looting, and
savagery of various kinds. These impulses are part of the inherited charac-

teristics of mankind and are readily to be detected, though their significance

is here greatly underestimated, in the mental life of the infant. In the course

of individual development they are replaced by other tendencies of an opposite
kind, such as consideration for others, honesty, altruism, and horror of

cruelty. It is vulgarly believed that the primitive set disappears owing to the
implantation or development of the more civilised kind, but psycho-analytical
investigation shows that the process is more subtle and complex than this.

The primitive tendencies never disappear from existence, they only vanish from
view by being ' repressed ' and buried in the unconscious mind. From here
they exert a far more considerable influence on consciousness than might be
imagined, and may also appear in an almost naked form in dream life when
the possibility of external manifestation is excluded.

The main agent leading to the transformation in question is the pressure

of education in the widest sense as exerted first by the parents and later on by
the whole cultural environment as well, though no doubt the child is born with
a susceptibility to this influence in the form of a 'predisposition.' The effects

of this pressure comprise several distinct processes, the corresponding social

significance of which is very different. In the first place may be mentioned
'sublimation,' i.e., the replacement of iui originally sexual aim by a more per-

missible, social, non-sexual one with the deflection of interest and energy from
the former to the latter. Similar to this is the process whereby egotistic

impulses become invested with erotic feeling (the word erotic is here used to

cover all varieties of love) and in this way subordinated to the mutual interests

of the individual and his environment. In both these cases we may speak of

a ' refinement ' of the primitive impulses, their very nature becoming profoundly
affected. In contrast to this stand other effects of repression, which, although
they may equally result in ' good ' behaviour, do so merely through exercising
an external pressure, there being no change whatever in the nature of the
impulses. There are many varieties of this, compensations, character reactions,

neurotic symptoms, &c., but they may all be grouped under the term 'pseudo-
sublimation.' When the external cultural pressure is relaxed—as it officially

is in time of war, for instance—there is a tendency to reversion in the direction
of the primitive impulses, but this happens far more with the second group
considered than with the first. The distinction between the two is essential

to the understanding of various social phenomena, including war.

5. Observation and Formal Training. By E. Gleaves.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Neuro-Psychoscs of Adolescence.
By G. E. Shuttleworth, B.A., M.D.

Aduhsceuce (roughly from 15 to 35) opens a new chapter in life, sex differ-
ences being evolved and accentuated.

Influences of heredity in development, especially as regards latent tendencies.
Emotional characters : risk of perversion. Neurotic accompaniments,, e.f/.,

hysteria and epilepsy. Asocial peculiarities, cr/., irritability of temper, family
aversions, suspicions, religiosity, &c.

Deuelopmental mental stress. The risks of competitive examinations.
Fancied talent. Disappointment and its results.
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Moral sense and its perversions, Hyper-conscientiousness, Romanticism,

Untruthfulness, Dishonesty, unprincipled conduct, and experversions.

Devolutionary conclilions. Juvenile General Paralysis of the Insane.

Dementia prsecox. Suicide.

2. Therapeutic Re-edii-cation. By Dr. Jessie Murray.

3. Some Effecta of Training Children's Powers of Observation.

By Miss I. B. Saxby.

In a little book called ' Methods of Mind Training ' Miss C. Aiken describes

a number of exercises in quick observation which are intended to develop in

children the power of ' keeping the mind on the alert and holding the attention

steadily.' She gave these exercises about twenty minutes a day and was much
impressed by the improvement they produced, especially in the case of

unintelligent children.

For the purpose of my experiment the exercises were given regularly fifteen

minutes a day on four days of every week for a period of twelve weeks, and
in connection with them an attempt was made to create a real desire to become
more observant in the children who had these special lessons. The effect of

this training was measured by means of four tests, of which three were given

respectively at the beginning, middle, and end of the period of training, the

fourth after a further period of four months. The material used in these tests

consisted in (1) memory drawings of well-known objects, (2) reproduction of a

story read to the class once only, and (3) reproduction of a list of ten numbers
shown to the class for thirty seconds. The experiment was conducted in four

elementary schools, and for the sake of comparison the tests were repeated at

another set of four elementary schools where no special training was given.

The results obtained in this way can be summarised as follows :

(1) Under suitable conditions a well-marked and effective desire can be
developed in this way, but the improvement produced is not in general
permanent. In Test 4 the difference between the trained and the non-
trained is no longer significant for the class as a whole.

(2) If the training in observation is conducted by means of prestige sug-

gestion only the more intelligent tend to improve more rapidly than
the less intelligent, but the reverse is the case if prestige suggestion
is used in connection with the special exercises in quick observation.

(3) In questions testing the amount of knowledge acquired during the

period of training the more suggestible tend to improve more rapidly
than the less suggestible, but the reverse is the case when the task

consists in reproducing material memorised in a limited amount of time
in the presence of the experimenter.

(4) As a suggestive force the effect of the exercises is negative rather than
positive.

(5) The improvement in the work of the trained classes was in the main
due to the development of a desire to become more observant.

'

The effect produced by the special exercises was almost nil.

(a) The more intelligent children derived no benefit from them either

during the period of training or afterwards.

(6) The less intelligent children did derive benefit from them during the

actual period of training, but a twelve weeks' course of lessons was
found to be insufficient to produce a permanent improvement of anj
sifrnificance.

4. The Role of Specific Mental Factors in Imagery. By E. Gleaves.
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Section K.—BOTANY.

Prrsidknt of ttir Section:—Professor W. H. Lang, F.R.S.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBEE 8.

The President delivered the following Address :—

•

Since I am not a visitor to our place of meeting it is my privilege to extend
to the members of this Section a special welcome on behalf of our Botanical
Department.

The war has diminished for the time the number of those engaged in

botanical work. I shall not attempt any mention of those botanists who are
serving with the Forces, are assisting in the training of recruits, or are other-
wise playing their parts in the service of the country. Some have been
wounded, but, we rejoice to know, recovered. We have, however, to express
our sorrow, tempered with pride, at the cutting short of the promising botanical
careers of Mr. Laidlaw and jNIr. Lee, who have been killed at the Front.

While we have no group of foreign guests, as at the last Manchester meeting,
we owe to the war the presence of a distinguished Belgian botanist. Professor
Julius MacLeod, and shall hear some of the results of investigations he has
made while in England. In welcoming him to this meeting we hope that he
may soon be able to return to his own Univer.^ity of Ghent when the invaders
are expelled from his country.

Phyletic and Causal Morpliology.

I propose to deal with some aspects of the study of plant-morphology. In
doing so I shall not accept any definition of morphology that would separate it

artificially from other departments of botany. I i-egard the aim of plant-

morphology as the study and scientific explanation of the form, structure, and
development of plants. This abandons any sharp separation of morphology and
physiology and claims for morphology a wider scope than has b^een customary
for the past fifty years. During this period the problem of morphology has

been recognised ae being 'a purely historical one,' 'perfectly distinct from any
of the questions with which physiology has to do,' its aim being 'to reconstruct
the evolutionary tree.' The limitation of the purpose of morphological study,
expressed in these phrases from the admirable addresses delivered to this Section
by Dr. Scott and Professor Bower some twenty years ago, was due to the
influence of the theory of descent. I fully recognise the interest of the phyletic
ideal, but am unable to regard it as the exclusive, or perhaps as the most impor-
tant, object of morphological investigation. To accept the limitation of
(norphology to genealogical problems is inconsistent with the progress of this
branch of study before the acceptance of the theory of descent, and leaves out
many of the most important problems that were raised and studied by the
earlier morphologists.
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In the history of morphology, after it had ceased to be the handmaid of the

systematic botany of the higher plants, we may broadly distinguish an idealistic

period, a developmental period, and a phyletic period. The period of develop-

mental morphology, the most fruitful and the most purely inductive in our

science, was characterised by an intimate connection between morphological and

physiological work. Among its contributions were studies of development or

' o-rowth histories ' of whole plants and their members. These were carried out,

in part at least, in order to investigate the nature of development, and such

general problems found their expression at the close of the period in the

' Allgemeine Morphologie ' of Hofmeister. The ' Origin of Species ' took some

years before it affected the methods and aims of botanical work. Then its

effect on morphology was revolutionary and, as in all revolutions, some of the

best elements of tlie previous regime were temporarily obscured. This exces-

sive influence of the theory of descent upon morphology did not come from

Darwin himself but from his apostle Haeckel, who gave a very precise expres-

sion to the idea of a genealogical grouping of animals and plants, illustrated

by elaborate hypothetical phylogenetic trees. Such ideas rapidly dominated

morphological work, and we find a special ' phylogenetic method ' advocated by

Strasburger.' The persistence of the phyletic period to the present time is

shown not only in the devotion of morphology to questions of relationship but in

the attempts "made to base homologies upon descent only. Lankester's idea of

homogeny can be traced to the influence of Haeckel, and nothing shows the con-

sistency "of phyletic morphology to its clear but somewhat narrow ideal so plainly

as the repeated attempts to introduce into practice a sharp distinction between

homogeny and homoplasy.
Professor Bower, in hie Address last year and in other papers, has dealt

illuminatingly with the aims and methods of phyletic morphology. I need only

direct attention to some aspects of the present position of this, which bear on

causal morphology. The goal of phyletic morphology has throughout been to

construct the genealogical tree of the Vegetable Kingdom. In some ways this

seems farther off than ever. Phyletic work has been its own critic, and the

phylogeny of the genealogical tree, since that first very complete monophyletic

one by Haeckel, affords a clear example of a reduction series. The most recent

and reliable graphic representations of the inter-relationships of plants look more

like a bundle of sticks than a tree. Consider for a moment our complete

ignorance of the inter-relationships of the Algie, Bryophyta, and Pteridophyta.

Eegarding the Algfe we have no direct evidence, but the comparative study of

existing forms has suggested parallel developments along four or more main

lines from different starting-points in a very simple unicellular ancestry. We
have no clue, direct or indirect, to the ancestral forms of the Bryophyta, and it is

an open question whether there may not be as many parallel series in this group

as in the Alg;e. The Pteridophyta seem a better case, for we have direct

evidence from fossil plants as well as the comparison of living forms to assist

us. Though palreobotany has added the Sphenophyllales to the existing groups

of Vascular Cryptogams and has greatly enlarged our conceptions of the others,

there is no proof of how the great groups are related to one another. As in the

Bryophyta, they may represent several completely independent parallel lines.

There is no evidence' as to what sort of plants the Pteridojihyta were derived

from, and in particular none that relates them to any group of Bryophyta or

Algffl. I do not want to labour the argument, but much the same can be said

of the seed-plants, though there is considerable evidence and fairly general

agreement as to some Gymnosperms having come from ancient Filicales. The
progress of phyletic work has thus brought into relief the limitations of the

possible results' and the inherent diflSculties. As pointed out by Professor

Bower, we can hope for detailed and definite results only in particularly favour-

able cases, like that of the Filicales.

The change of attitude shown in recent phyletic work towards ' parallel

' The claims of. this phylogenetic method were at once criticised by Braun,

in a form that deserves 'caieful study to-day {Mcni(it.<h. d. K. Alrul. Wi.-'X.

V..K-]\n. 1875, p. 243 ff.).
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developments in piiyla. vvliich are believed to have been of distiiat origin ' - is

even more significant. Professor Bower spoke of the prevalence of this as an
'obstacle to success/ and so it is if our aim is purely pliyletic. In another way
the demonstration of parallel developments constitutes a positive result of great
value. Thus Professor Bower's own work has led to tlie recognition of a number
of series leading from the lower to the higher Filicales. By independent but
parallel evolutionary paths, from diverse starting-points in the more ancient
Ferns, such similarity has been reached that systematists have placed the
plants of distinct origin in the same genus. In these progressions a number of
characters run more or less clearly parallel, so that the final result appears to

be due ' to a phyletic drift that may have affected similarly a plurality of lines

of descent.' This conclusion, based on detailed investigation, appears to me to
be of fai'-reaching importance. If a ' phyletic drift ' in the Ferns lias resulted
in the independent and parallel origin of eucli characters as dictyostely, the
mixed sorus, and the very definite type of sporangium with a vertical annulus
and transverse dehiscence, the case for parallel developments in other groups is

greatly strengthened. The interest shifts to the causes underlying such progres-
sive changes as appear in parallel developments, and the problem becomes one
of causal morphology rather than purely historical.

The study of parallel developments would, indeed, seem likely to throw
more light on the morphology of plants than the changes traced in a pure
phyletic line, for it leads us to seek for common causes, whether internal or
external. We cease to be limited in our comparisons by actual relationship,
or forbidden to elucidate the organisation in one grouj) by that which has arisen
independently in another. Similarly the prohibition against comparing the one
generation in the life-cycle with the other falls to the ground, quite apart from
any question of whether the alternation is homologous or antithetic. The
methods of advance ' and the causal factors concerned become the important
things, and if, for example, light is thrown on the organisation of the fern-plant
by comparison with the gametophyte of the moss, so much the better. This,
ho\yever, is frankly to abandon phylogeny as ' the only real basis of morpho-
logical study '^ and with this any attempt to base homology on honiogeny. Many
of the homologies that exist between series of parallel development are what
have been happily termed homologies of organisation ; these are sometimes so
close as to result in practical identity, at other times so distinct as to be
evident homoplasies. The critical study of homologies of organisation over as
wide an area as possible becomes of primary interest and importance.

Since about the beginning of the present century a change of attitude tcnvai-ds
morphological problems has become more and more evident in several ways.
It seems to be a phyletic drift affecting simultaneously a plurality of lines of
thought.

_
The increasing tendency to look upon problems of development and

construction from a causal standpoint is seen in the prominence given to what
may be termed developmental* physiology and also in what Goebel has called
Organography. = These deal with the same problems from different sides and

^ This and other quotations in this paragraph are from Profeesor Bower's
address to Section K in Australia {Brit. Assoc Hep. 1914).

^ In this connection it is of interest to remember that Professor Bower has
always laid stress on the importance of studying methods of advance and has
regarded in this way examples which some other morphologists have used to
form an actual series. His use of the bryophyte sporogonium in explaining
the origin of the sporophyte is a casei in point. (Ci. Annals of Botany, vol. viii.,

p. 344.)
* Strasburger, Text Book of Botamj, p. 9. It would be truer to say that

morphology has been the basis of phylogeny. If each is to be the basis of the
other, the building can hardly progress !

° The special meaning attached by Goebel to Organography is difficult to
ascertain and has undergone a fundamental change between the first and second
editions of the AUgcmcine Oigunoijraphle. In the second edition (p. 8) the
dependence of construction on function is regarded as open to question and in
specific cases as untenable (p. 39). The justification for an Organography
instead of a General Morphology would thus really disappear.
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neither formulates them as they appear to the morphologist. Together with
genetics, they indicate the need of recognising what I prefer to call General or

Causal Morphology.
The problems of causal morphology are not new, though most of them

are still unsolved and are difficult to formulate, let alone to answer. As we have
seen, they were recognised in the time of developmental morphology, though
they have since been almost wholly neglected by morphologists. So far as they
have been studied during the phyletic period, it has been from the physiological
rather than the morphological side. Still such problems force themselves upon
the ordinary morphologist, and it is from his position that I venture to approach
them. I willingly recognise, however, that causal morphology may also be
regarde-d as a department of plant-physiology. In development, which is the
essential of the problem, the distinction between morphology and physiology
really disappears, even if this distinction can be usefully maintained in the
study of the fully developed organism. We are brought up against a fact
"which is readily overlooked in these days of specialisation, that Botany is the
scientific study of plants.

General morphology agrees with physiology in its aim being a causal explana-
tion of the plant and not historical. Its problems would remain if the phyletic
history were before us in full. In the present state of our ignorance, how-
ever, we need not be limited to a physico-chemical explanation of the plant.
Modern physiology rightly aims at this so far as possible, but, while successful
in some departments, has to adopt other methods of explanation and analysis in
dealing with irritability. It is even more obvious that no physico-chemical
explanation extends far enough to reach the problems of development and
morphological construction. The morphologist must therefore take the com-
plicated form and its genesis in development and strive for a morphological
analysis of the developing plant. This is to attack the problem from the other
side and to work back from the phenomena of organisation toward concepts
of the nature of the underlying substance.

It is to these questions of general morphology with a causal aim (for causal
morphology, though convenient, is really too ambitious a name for anything we
yet possess) that J wish to ask your attention. All we can do at first is to take
up a new attitude towards our problems, and to gather here and there hints upon
which new lines of attack may be based. This new attitude is, however, as I have
pointed out, a very old one, and in adopting it we re-connect ° with the period of
developmental morphology. Since the limited time at my disposal forbids
adequate reference to historical details, and to the work and thought of many
botanists ' in this field, let me in a word disclaim any originality in trying to
express in relation to some morphological problems what seems to me the signifi-

cant trend, in part deliberate and in part unconscious, of morphology at present.
The methods available in causal morphology are the detailed study in selected
plants of the normal development and its resuJts, comparison over as wide
an area as possible with special attention to the essential correspondences
(homologies of organisation) arrived at independently, the study of variations,
mutations, and abnormalities in the light of their development, and ultimately
critical experimental work. This will be evident in the following attempt to
look at some old questions from the causal point of view. I shall take them as
suggested by the Fern without confining my remarks to this. The Fern
presents all the main problems in the morphology of the vegetative organs of
the higher plants, and what little I have to say regarding the further step to
the seed-habit will come as a natural appendix to its consideration.

Individual Developvient.

Twice in its normal life-history the Fern exhibits a process of development
starting from the single cell and resulting in the one case in the prothallus and
in the other in the fern-plant. For the present we may treat these two

' It is no mere coincidence that modern genetics is due to the re-discovery
of the work of an investigator of this period.

' It will be sufficient to mention the names of Knight. Naegeli, Leitgeb.
Hofmeister, Vochting, Sachs, Klebs, and Goebel as the earlier workers on %hh
line.
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stages in the life-history as individuals, their development presenting the same
general problems as a plant of, say, Fuciis or Enteromorpha, where there is no
alternation of generations. How is the morphologist to regard this process of
individual development ?

In the first place we seem forced to regard the specific distinctness as hold-
ing for the germ as well as the resulting mature plant, however the relation
between the germ-cell and the characters of the developed organism is to be
explained. We start thus with a conception of specific substance,^ leaving it

quite an open question on what the specific nature depends. This enables us
to state the problem of development freed from all considerations of the ultimate
uses of the developed structure. The course of development to the adult
condition can be looked upon as the manifestation of the properties of the
specific substance under certain conditions. This decides our attitude as
morphologists to the functions of the plant and to teleology. Function does not
concern us except in so far as it is found to enter as a causal factor into the
process of development. Similarly until purpose can be shown to be effective as
a causal factor it is merely an unfortunate expression for the result attained.

Let me remind you also that the individual plant, whether it be unicellular,
ca-iiocytic or multicellular, may behave as a whole at all stages of its develop-
ment. We see this, for instance, in the germination of Qidofjonium, in the
germination ami subsequent strengthening of the basal region in Fucua or
Laminaria, in the moss-plant or fern-plant, or in a dicotyledonous tree. A system
of relations is evident in the plant, expressed in the polarity and the mutual
influences of the main axis and lateral branches, as well as in the influences
exerted on the basal region by the distant growing parts. We thus recognise,
in its most general form, the correlation of parts, a concept of proved value
in botany.

To some the expression of the observed facts in this way may appear
perilously mystical. I do not think so myself. It is true that the nature of
the specific substance and of the system of relations is unknown to us, but it is

regarded as a subject for scientific inquiry and further explanation. To
recognise fully the complexity of the substance of the plant is not, however,
a step towards neo-vitalism, but is perhaps our best safeguard against the
dangers of this.

The wholeness of the individual, together with important phenomena of
regeneration, has suggested the conclusion that something other than physico-
chemical or mechanical laws are concerned in the development of the
organism. To this something Driesch applies the name entelechy. Without
discussing the vitalistic philosophy of the organism, or other modern
phases of philosophic thought that treat life as an entity, it seems
worth while to point out that they are based mainly on the consideration
of animal development. It would be interesting to inquire into the
difficulties that are met with in applying such views to plants, where
regeneration in one form or another is the rule rather than the exception and
often does not lead to restitution of the individual. Causal morphology can
recognise phenomena of development and of the individual, which are at present
beyond physico-chemical explanation, and try to attack them by any methods of
investigation that seem practicable, without begging the main question at the
outset and then proceeding deductively. To assume any special inner director of
development, be it entelechy or vital force, is to cut the knot that may ultimately
be untied.

The previous experience of botany in the time of nature-philosophy may well
mqke us cautious of solving our difficulties by the help of any new biological
}ihilosophy. On the other hand, co-operation between biology and philosophic
thought is highly desirable. In this connection I should like to refer to an idea
contained in Professor Alexander's paper on the Basis of Realism.' He

* The more general concept of specific substance, which avoids hypcthesc=
of heredity, seems preferable for our purpose to that of idioplasm or even of

specific cell, since it leaves open the possibility of some properties of the plant
being generalised in the protoplasm and not to be explained by the mutual
relation of cells : it al.^o covers the ease of coenocytic plants.

" Royal British Academy, Jan. 28, 1914, p. 12.

1915. Z a
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suggests that there is only one matrix from which all qualities arise, and that

(without introducing any fresh stuff of existence) the secondary qualities, life,

and, at a still higher level, mind, emerge by some grouping of the elements within
the matrix. The development of this idea as it applies to life would appear to

offer a real point of contact between inductive biological work- and philosophy.

To return to our plant, its development, with increase in size and progressive
complexity of external form and internal structure, must be considered. The
power of continued development possessed by most plants and wanting in most
animals makes comparison between the two kingdoms difficult. That there is no
fundamental difference between the continued and the definitely limited types

of embryogeny is, however, shown by plants themselves. The bryophyte
sporogomum is a clear example of the latter, while the fern sporophyte is one of
many examples of the former. A difi'erenC'e less commonly emi^hasised is that in

the sporogoniura (as in the higher animals) the later stages of development
proceed by transformation of the whole of the embryo into the mature or adult
condition ; in the fern-plant the apical development results in successive addi-
tions of regions which then attain their mature structure by transformation of
the meristematic tissue.

These distinctions are of some importance in considering the generalisation
originally founded on animal development and known as the biogenetic law.
That ' the ontogeny is a concise and compressed recapitulation of the phylogeny

'

is essentially a phyletic conception. It has been more or less criticised and chal-

lenged by some distinguished zoologists, and has always been difficult to apply to

plants. If we avoid being prejudiced by zoological theory and results, we do not
find that the characters of the embryos of plants have given the key to doubtful
questions of phylogeny. What help do they give us, for instance, in the Algie

or the Vascular Cryptogams '! The extension of the idea of recapitulation to the
successively formed regions of the seedling plant requires critical examination

;

if admitted, it is at any rate something different from wiiat the zoologist usually
means by this. The facts—as shown, for instance, in a young fern-plant—^are

most interesting, but can perhaps be better looked at in another way. Develop-
ment is accompanied by an increase in size of the successively formed leaves
and portions of stem, and the process is often cumulative, going on more and
more rapidly as the means increase until the adult proportions are attained.

The same specific sj'stem of relations may thus find different expression in the
developing plant as constructive materials accumulate. I do not want to imply
that the question is merely a quantitative one

;
quality of material may be involved,

or the explanation may lie still deeper. The point is that the progression is not
a necessary one due to some recapitulative memory.

There are some other classes of facts, clearly cognate to normal individual
development, that seem to require the causal explanation. I may mention
three : (1) Vegetatively produced plants (from bulbils, gemmae, &c.) tend in

their development to pass through stages in elaboration similar to young plants
developing from a spore or zygote. The similarities are more striking the
smaller the portion of material from which a start is made. (2) Branches may
repeat the stages in ontogeny more or less completely also in relation to differ-

ences in the nutritive conditions. (3) In the course of continued development
there may be a return to the simpler form and structure passed through on the
way to the more complex. These cases of parallels to, or reversals of, the
normal ontogenetic sequence suggest explanation on causal lines but are diffi-

culties in the way of phyletic recapitulation ; the first two cases can be included
under this, while the third seems definitely antagonistic. On the whole it may
be said that recapitulation cannot be accepted for plants without further
evidence, and that preliminary inquiry disposes us to seek a deeper and more
fruitful method of explaining the facts of development.

The aevelopment of most plant-individuals starts from a single cell, and
when we compare mature forms of various grades of complexity the unicellular
condition is also our usual starting point. What is not po generally recog-
nised or emphasised is the importance of the filament as the primitive
construction-form of most plants, I do not use the word ' primitive ' in a
phyletic sense, nor in the sense of an ideal form, but to indicate a real stage in
independent progressions underlying many homologies of organisation. I cannot
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develop this fully here, but wide comparison of independent lines of advance
suggests that the main types of progress in complexity of the plant-body '" have
involved the elaboration of the single filament with apical growth and with
subordinated ' branches.' It is generally recognised that various groups of Algee
show how a solid multicellular axis may come about not only by the further
partition of the segments of the apical cell but by the congenital cortication of a
central filament or the congenital condensation of the stibordinated ' branches '

on to the central axis. The Algre further show the change from the dome-
shaped apical cell of a filament to the sunken initial cell with two, three, or four
sides. The central filament then only appears, if at all, as a subsequent differ-

entiation in the tissue, and the segments serially cut off from the apical cell may
or may not be^ir projecting hair-shoots or 'leaves.' The Algre thus attain in
independent lines a construction corresponding to that of the plant in Liver-
worts and Mosses. In the various parallel series of Bryophyta the filament is

not only more or less evident in the ontogeny but may be regarded as the form
underlying both thallus and shoot, between which on this view there is no
fundamental distinction. The sporogonium also can be readily regarded as an
elaborated filament. While the same interpretation of the fern-prothallus will
readily be granted, to think of the fern-plant as the equivalent of an elaborated
filament may appear far-fetched. So far from this being the case, I believe
that it will be found helpful in understanding the essential morphology of the
shoot. In a number of Vascular Cryptogams and Seed-plants, there is actually
a filamentous juvenile stage, the suspensor, while the growth by a single apical
cell is essentially the same in the fern as in the moss and some Algae.

There follows from this a natural explanation of the growth by a single
initial cell so commonly found in plants. The apical cell appears to be the one
part of the massive plant-body (for instance, of Laiirencia, a moss, or a fern)
that persists as a filament ; it is a filament one cell long. It may be replaced by
a group of initial cells, as we see in some Algie, Liverworts, and Pteridophyta,
and this leads naturally to the small-celled meristems found in most Gymno-
sperms and Angiosperms. The filamentous condition is then wholly lost, though
the system of relations, and especially the polarity, is maintained throughout all

the changes in the apical meristem.
I feel confirmed in regarding the construction of the sporophyte in this

fashion by the fact that it fits naturally with the conclusions resulting from
the masterly comparative treatment of the embryology of the Vascular Crypto-
gams by Professor Bower." These are (1) the primary importance of the longi-
tudinal axis of the shoot, the position of the first root and the foot being
variable

; (2) the constancy of the position of the stem-apex near the centre of
the epibasal half of the embryo; (3) the probability that embryos without
suspen.sors have been derived from forms with suspensors, without any example
of the converse change. These and other related facts seem to find their

morphological explanation in the slioot of the sporophyte being the result of

the elaboration of a filament.

The Construction of tlio fihoof.

The view to which we are thus led is that the uniaxial shoot is a complex
whole, equivalent to the axial filament together with its congenitally associated

subordinated ' branches.' This applies to the multicellular plant-bodies found
ill various independent lines of Alg;c and Bryophyta, whether they have definite

projecting appendages of the nature of leaves or not. The discarding of the
distinction between thallus and .shoot, which in practice has proved an unsatis-

factory one, is no great loss. Even taking the word in the narrower sense of

ii stem with distinct leaves, the shoots in Alga>, Liverworts, and Mosses, though

" There are other lines of progression in complexity, the most important
being the formation of a plant-body by the co-ordinated growth of a number of

filaments. This line of advance is seen in many Algse, in the larger Fungi, and
in the Lichens. Though it raises morphological questions of great interest, it

is here left out of consideration as not bearing directly on the organisation of
the higher plants.

" Land Flora, chap. xlii.

z z 2
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admittedly independent developments, exhibit an essential correspondence
amounting to a homology of organisation. The resemblances are not analogies,
for it is doubtful whether the ' leaves ' in the different cases correspond in

function. The comparison of the shoot of the sporojDhyte of a Vascular Cryptogam
with, for example, the shoot of the Moss seems equally justifiable. It is only
forbidden by strict phyletic morphology, which for our purpose has no juris-

diction. The general agreement as regards the leaf-arrangement between the
Ferns and the Bryophyta suggests that similar laws will be found to hold in

the shoot of both gametophyte and sporophyte. Apart from plagiotropic shoots,
there is a constructionally dorsiventral type of fern-rhizome. The leaves of this
alternate as in the leafy Liverworts, while the radial type of fern corresponds
to the moss-shoot. It is significant that the early leaves of radially constructed
ferns usually exhibit a divergence of i in the seedling, passing higher up the
stem into more complicated arrangements, and the same is the case in mosses.
I must not enter into questions of phyllotaxy, but may remark on the hopeful-
ness of attacking it from the study of the simpler shoots of Algae and Bryophyta
rather than, as has usually been done, beginning with the Flowering Plants.

In some ferns (the striking example being C'eratoplcris) the relation between
the segmentation of the apical cell and leaf-production is as definite as in the
moss, each segment giving rise to a leaf. This may hold more widely for
ferns than is at present demonstrated, and the question deserves thoroug'h re-
investigation to ascertain the facts independently of any theoretical views.
That the coincidence of the segmentation of the shoot expressed by the leaf-
arrangement a)id the segmentation of an apical cell is not a necessary one is,

however, clearly shown in other ferns, and is obvious in the case of shoots
with a small-celled meristem. The two segmentations ap|)ear to be determined
by some deeper system of relations, which may also be manifested in a coenocytic
plant-body.

In the complication of the uniaxial shoot introduced by branching also there
seems to be an advantage in a wide area of comparison. The question most
often discussed concerns dichotomous and monopodial branching. If the details
of development are to be taken into consideration, the term 'dichotomy' has
usually been very loosely applied. Apparent dichotomy, the continuation of
one shoot by two equally strong ones, is fairly common. But in most cases
investigated in detail the branching seems to be really monopodial and the
forking due to the equally strong development of a lateral branch close to the
main apex, not to the division of the latter. In plants growing by a single initial
cell almost the only case of strict dichotomy known i.s the classic one of Dictyota.
The branching of the ferns has been the subject of nmnerous investigations,
but there is a great lack of developmental data. ITsually the branches stand
in some definite relation to the leaves of the shoot, behind, to one side or on
the leaf-base itself, the most interesting but least common case being when the
branch is in an axillary position. When the mature shoot only is considered,
it is possible to argue for the derivation of monopodial branching from dichotomv
or the converse. Even the facts obtainable from the mature plant, however,
point to the dichotomous branching being a modification of the monopodial, the
opposite view appearing to land us in difficulties regarding the morphology of
the main shoot. '=_ It is unlikely that a dichotomy involving the division of* the
apical cell occurs in the fern-shoot, and comparison with the Bryophyta confirms
the suspicion that the cases of dichotomy are only apparent.

In considering the construction of the shoot w-e are at present limited to
comparison of the normal structure and development. The system of relations in
the .shoot of the fern, affecting in the first place the distribution of the leaves
and secondly that of the branches, appears, however, to be of the same nature
as hi the independently evolved shoots of Bryophyta and Algfe. A morpho-
logical analysis based on the simpler examples may "lead on to the experimental
investigation of the common construction. The relation that exists between
the general construction and the vascular anatomy offers a special and more

'= The conclusion arrived at by Schoute, that the angular leaf in ' dicho-
tomous ' branching and the subtendino- leaf in monopodial branching are
equivalent, supports this view. Fecueil des Travanx bofaniques Nierlandais,
vol. xi.
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iiiijiwxliak'ly liojiel'iil piubleiii. Here also, in (-DnsideiiDg tlie tern, we are

assisted by homologies of organisation in other Vascular Cryptogams and in

the more complex Bryophyta, though the Algse are of little help.

In few departments of botany has our knowledge increased so greatly and
become so accurate as in that of vascular anatomy. The definiteness of the

structures concerned and the fact that they have been almost as readily studied
in fossil as in living plants has led to this. Not less important have been the

clear concepts first of the bundle system and later of the stele under which
the wealth of fact has been brought. Great progress has been made under the
influence of phyletic morphology, and anatomy has adopted further conventions
of its own and tended to treat the vascular system as if it had an almost inde-

pendent existence in the plant. The chief method employed has been the

comparative study of the mature regions, of necessity in the fossils and by
choice in the case of existing plants. I do not, of course, mean to say that we
are ignorant of the development of the vascular system, but the variety in it

has not been adequately studied in the light of apical development. A gap in

cur knowledge usually comes between the apical meristeni itself and the region

with a developed vascular system. It is in this intermediate region that the
real differentiation takes place and the arrangement of the first vascular tracts

is then modified by unequal extension of the various parts. The apical differ-

ential.on requires separate study for each grade of complexity of the vascular

system even in the same plant.

If we leok at the vascular system, not as if it had an independent existence

nor from the phyletic point of view, but as a differentiation taking place within
the body of tlie individual plant, we can inquire as to the causal factors in the
process.'-' A deeper insight iu.o the nature of the stele may be obtained by
regarding it as the resultant of a mmiber of factors, as part of the manifestation
of the sy.stein of relations in development. The first step towards this is the

critical consideration of normal developing plants, but so long as the causal

influences in the developing substance of a plant remain unchanged the
resulting vascular structure will remain constant. Our hope of advance lies in

the study of cases where these inlluences are modified. Herein lie'-, the value

of abnormalities, of natural experiments, and the results of experimental inter-

ference. Possible influences that have at various times been suggested are

functional stimuli, the inductive influence of the older pre-formed parts on the

developing region, and formative stimuli of unknown nature proceeding from
the developing region. The functional stimuli do not come into play at the
time of laying down the vascular tracts, though they may have importance
in their maintenance later; the inductive influence of the anatomy of older

regions is excluded in the first differentiation of the vascular system in an
embryo ; we are thus led to attach special importance to the detection of the
action of formative stimuli proceeding from the young developing primordia.

We have further to take external stimuli into account, though these must act

by influencing the internal system of relations.

Time will not permit of reference to the scattered literature bearing on this

subject, but it may make the reality of such formative stimuli a little clearer

if I refer to some examples that have turned up in the course of my morpho-
logical work. In the case of the shoot, formative influences must act in the
small apical region where we have the meristematic growing point with the
primordia of the leaves. There is a presumption in favour of some sort of

segmental construction of the meristem in relation to the leaves, whether this

coincides with the cell-segmentation or not, and such a segmental construction
is reflected in the vascular system. Can we in the first place distinguish any
parts played by influences from the stem-apex and the developing leaves respec-
tively ? Unfortunately we know little or nothing of the anatomical relations in

the rare cases of adventitious leaf-formation. We get a little insight into the
respective influences of leaf and axis, however, when we compare shoots with
well-developed leaves and those without leaves or with greatly reduced leaves ;

this may be done between distinct plants or between different regions of the

''
.Vii advantage that follows from this is that we get clear of the misleading

metaphor of leaf-traces 'passing out,' &c.
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same plant. It seems to emerge from such comparisons that, as regards the

xylem at least, a central strand may be independent of influences from the

leaves, while the latter may not only determine the leaf-traces connecting with
the central strand, but may influence the periphery of this ; the result is a

cylinder of outer xylem continuous with the leaf-traces. This general conception

is borne out by widely different plants, the correspondences between which are

homologies of organisation. I may instance the stele of the Polytrichaceae as

analysed by Mr. and Mrs. Tansley, the stele of the rhizome and aerial shoots of

the Psilotacese, of the Lycopods with larger or smaller leaves, and the stele

of the ferns at various ages of the plant. The shoot of Isoetes, which is of the

Lycopod type but has relatively large leaves, shows the composite nature
of the stelar xylem particularly clearly and also suggests how the component
influences are at work in the meristematic region of the stem bringing about the
resultant structure."

Owing to the small size of the shoot-apex it is difficult to induce deviations
from the normal to show the respective parts played by the central axis and by
the influences from the leaf-primordia. The reality of influences proceeding
backwards from developing structures is better brought out when they may be
present or absent, and for this lateral buds are of special interest. As a rule,

the primary development of buds has proceeded far enough to determine the
connecting vascular tracts, but in the case of the dormant axillary apices of
Botrychium no influence has been exercised on the vascular structure of the
main shoot. When, however, such a lateral apex is called into activity, it not
only forms its own vascular system as it develops, but exerts an influence back-
wards through permanent tissue leading to the production of a ' branch-trace '

connecting with the adaxial face of the subt-ending leaf-trace. In Heliain-
thostacliys a similar connection is established with the stele of the main stem,
and the influence may extend to the whole periphery of the main stele, inducing
a continued or secondary production of xylem both behind and before the place
of insertion of the branch.

These constructions were in a sense called fortli by experimental interference,
since they occurred in plants the normal apical growth of which had been
arrested. Plants of Osmunda are normally unbranched and no indication of
dormant lateral apices have ever been detected. I tried on young plants of
Osmunda regalis the experiment of injuring or destroying the apex of the shoot,
with the result that in a number of them branching was induced. The vascular
relations exhibited considerable variety, but in some clear cases the branch was
developed in an axillary position with regard to a leaf-primordium "= and its
vascular connection was with the adaxial face of the subtending trace in the
same fashion as in Botrychium and in some species of Zygoptcris. The disturb-
ance of the normal growth had apparently brought out (in more or less irregular
form) the system of relations governing the position of development of lateral
brandies. The result showed the correspondence with what is the normal con-
dition in some Zygopterideae. It has been said from the phyletic side, and on
the whole rightly, that experiment cannot reconstruct history. In the light of
Dr. Kidston and Professor Gwynne-Vaughan's conclusions as to the derivation
of the Osmundaceae from a Zygopterid ancestry this induced branching of
Osmunda might almost be cited as a partial exception to the statement.
_

These examples will suffice to indicate the justification for a change of attitude
in the study of the vascular system. Looked at in this light, the stele appears
not as a characteristic thing inherited as such, but as a complex resultant. Tlie
problem gams in interest, new questions (which are different from, though not
antagonistic to, jihyletic problems) can be put as to stelar structure, leaf-trace
structure, the venation of leaves, &c. We see this if we glance at the pro-
gression m stelar structure that accompanies the development of the young fern.

"_ This is confirmed by the origin of a similarly differentiated ' stele ' in
relation to the insertion of the successively produced roots at the base of the
plant of Isoetes.

'^ In another case the leaf primordium appeared to be replaced by an axillary
branch—c/. the case of Plagiogyria described by Bower, Annals of Botany,
vol. xxiv. p. 434.

' "
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The pliyletic explanation has been recapitulation. We have found reason to
criticise the adequacy of this as applied to external form, and the same
line of criticism applies to the stelar progression. In this also the early staoes
may be hurried over or absent and, still more significant, the early type of
stelar structure may recur, w^hen the shoot has fallen upon evil days and
approximated in size of stem and leaf-form to the seedling condition. From
such points of view the vascular system offers problems in general or causal
morphology not merely of great interest but with some possibility of solution.

Thus the parallel progressions from protostely to a medullated monostele, and
from protostely to solenostely and dictyostely may be treated as problems in

the expansion and condensation of a stelar structure, which is itself the re-

sultant of a system of influences. Such parallel progressions are before us within

the ferns and also in other groups of Vascular Cryptogams.
One of the most remarkable of these (which also affords an example of a

change in anatomical construction related to a change in the external conditions)

is seen in the occurrence of a solenostele in the rhizome of Selaginella Lyalli.

This has been explained by the relation of the aerial branch-systems to the

rhizome being similar to that of the leaf to the creeping fern-stem. Professor
Bower's suggestion ""' that in some way the different construction of the rhizome
is due to the horizontal position acting as a ' stimulating cause ' seems more in

accordance with the facts for this Selaginella. At any rate, Mr. Speakman,
working in my laboratory, has found that in Selaginella Lyalli all the lateral

branches of the rhizome become polystelic, but, while this is maintained in the
erect shoots, those which grow into horizontal branches become solenostelic by a

fusion of the ring of separate steles first developed. Bruchman also found that
polystelic shoots laid horizontally on the soil grow on into solenostelic rhizomes.
This is so fundamentally different from the relation of the solenostelic and
dictyostelic condition in ferns as to suggest that the homoplastic resemblance
is here probably not a homology of organisation but due to different factors.

There is ground for suspecting the anatomical method when it stands by itself

and also for very critically considering explanations of structural changeon the
ground of utility. When in the attainment of any more complex whole (as, for
instance, in the origin of the shoot, the ovule or the flower), a new system of
relations is established and the external developmental morphology of the
primordia and their mutual relations are changed, this will be reflected in the
vascular system. The resulting change in the latter may, however, be profound
and not appear as a gradual modification of the preceding vascular system.

In the numerous theories of the construction of the shoot the evidence relied
on has been partly comparison of mature form, partly, though to a less extent,
development, partly the vascular anatomy, and largely phyletic series, most of
which are very questionable. I must touch on this subject, but do not propose
to involve myself in the details of particular theories. They can be broadly
divided into those which regard the stem as in one way or another built up of
potentially and phyletically independent segments or phytons and those which
regard the shoot as a phyletically pre-existing axis or stem from which the
leaves have arisen by enation.

Considering the antagonism between these two lines of interpretation orf the
shoot that has held throughout the history of botany, I feel diffident in
suggesting that there is much truth in both. In the light of general comparison
the leaves cannot be looked on as mere enations from an unsegmented axis

;

nor, on the other hand, can the latter be regarded as composed of united
leaf-bases. There seems an element of truth in the idea that the shoot
can be analysed into segments composed partly of stem and partly of leaf

;

and another element of truth in the idea of a central column being clothed
by some sort of pericaulome, though the form in which Celakovsky and Potonie
have stated their theories and the evidence advanced makes their accept-

ance impossible. While the straightforwardness of the distinction between
stem and leaf as put forward by Braun or in the strobilar theory is attractive

and lias apparent support in the ayiiral development of the higher plants, it

"^ (i.oiialii of Bntnny, vol. xxv. I). 567.
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seems impossible to overlook a segmental construction of the whole shoot in

relation to the leaves.

The view of the general nature of the shoot to which we were led by a wide
comparison including Algae, Bryophyta, and Pteridophyta seems to enable us
to understand in natural relation to one another the reality of the monopodial
axis, its segmental construction, and the origin of the free portion of the leaves
as outgrowths. The shoot is a new whole to be understood in the light of the
method of elaboration of the single filament with subordinated appendages. As
soon as the shoot is recognisable as an entity, the distinction can be drawn
between these strictly subordinated appendages or ' leaves ' and branches which
repeat the whole construction. I cannot enter into the question of whether the
fern-leaf is to be regarded as a transfoi-med branch system, further than to state

my opinion that the correspondence of the fern shoot as a whole with that
of a Lycopod or a moss makes such a difference between their leaves unlikely."
The evidence in its support is drawn partly from an assumed origin of shoots from
a hypothetical thalloid or pro-hepatic type and partly from vascular anatomy.
The evidence on such questions from anatomy is, for reasons already given,
perhaps the least satisfactory available, since the vascular tracts are established
after the shoot as a whole has come into existence. They may to some extent
reflect the original construction of the shoot, but may be largely independent of
this.

If we test the opposed theories by their application to such a fern as
C'eratopteris in the light of its embryology and apical development we find that
the conception of leaf arising from leaf without the existence of a stem apex is

not really supported by the facts. On the other hand, the segmentation of
the shoot is evident throughout, owing to its coincidence with the apical segmen-
tation. It is further most instructive to try to apply the various theories,
whether phytonic or strobiloid, to the shoot of the moss with all its parallel

correspondences to that of a higher plant.

Alternation of Generations.

The question of individual development led to the consideration of the
morphology of the shoot. It also naturally leads us to glance again at the old
problem of alternation of generations, for it is of profound interest to causal
morphology that two very distinct individual forms should appear in the same
life-cycle. The question thus rai.sed concerns the nature of alternation, and is

distinct from the historical question as to the origin of alternation, which for a
time was regarded as constituting the whole problem. Any solution of the
historical question depends on a knowledge of the lines of descent that have
Jed to the various groups of the Algae, Bryophyta, and Pteridophyta. We have
seen how little prospect there is of this The various examples "of alternation
seem best regarded as homologies of organisation, independent manifestations
of a similar condition. They are not less but more valuable on that account in
studying the nature of alternation. To find the common ground from which the
correspondences in this respect in the life-histories of Algae, Bryophyta, and
Pteridophyta result we might have to go very far back, possibly to the life-cycle
of unicellular organisms. Even there the phenomena might be of independent
origin and the homologies not homogenies. Were this the case we should have
to contemplate an intercalation theory of the vegetative tissues not only for the
.^porophyte but for the gametophyte. This is necessarily mere speculation, but
it helps us to realise, as Dr. Scott once said, how insoluble the problem really is.

I wish to dwell for a little on an aspect of it which is more open to attack,
however difficult. This is the analysis of the phenomenon as we see it in the
life-history of the fern with the object of arriving at some idea of the causal
factors in the difference between the two generations. In one sense the fern-
plant and the prothallus appear like two individuals ; in another the two stages
are like parts of the same individual. We seem almost forced to assume that

* The cases in Algae where a shoot appears to result from the subordination
of branches to an axis are of great interest, but require further elucidation
themselves, while the other line of elaboratign is clear. The difficult cases are
jpainly found in the Fucaceae,
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the specific substance of a fern can, as it were, exist in two anotropic modifica-

tions, the properties of which are revealed in the unlikeness of the two genera-

tions. Presented thus, alternation of generations becomes a special aspect of the

problem of individual development.
This aspect of the problem is, indeed, apparent within what we naturally

regard as individual development, whenever this is discontinuous. Thus in the

moss we see within the limits of the sexual generation a marked discontinuoiis

development leading to the formation of the leafy shoots upon the protonema.

The change to the more complex type of plant-body is in some way determined
in a single cell, which proceeds to develop in a new fashion. In some cases the

stimulus of light of sufficient intensity appears to be effective, but we know
nothing of the internal factors at work. The change, however, is not rigidly

pre-determined, and it is of interest to find it at first reversible ; the apical cell

of the young bud may continue as a protonemal filament, though this rarely

occurs in an older shoot. As another instance of discontinuous development,
where also we have hints of an explanation, I may remind you of the in-

florescences of Veronica Chamadrys. They differ in a number of respects from
the main vegetative shoot of the plant, for instance in having spiral instead of

decussate leaves and a different type of hair. When Klebs,'" experimenting on
the transformation of reproductive to vegetative shoots, succeeded with in-

florescence cuttings of Veronica, the unknown modification in the growing point
resulted in a change to the whole alternative system of relations, the growth
continuing as a vegetative shoot with decussate leaves. These two examples
suggest that from the causal point of view the alternation of shoots and the
alternation of bionts again become parts of the same problem. There is no
sharp line between continuous and discontinuous development, but the dis-

continuity makes it easier to analyse, and perhaps experimentally attack, some
problems of development.

This last consideration applies to the normal alternation of the prothallus
and fern-plant ; the new start from the fertilised egg gives an impression of
abrupt discontinuity greater than that in the origin of the inflorescence of
Veronica or the moss-bud on the protonema, but the cases are not essentially

different. It is true that the egg at fertilisation appears as a separate little

mass of substance in the venter of the archegonium, but after fertilisation there
is the closest physiological connection between the prothallus and embryo. In
a sense the latter behaves as if it were a special bud or branch of the prothallus.

Some years ago I attempted to re-state from the ontogenetic side the ques-
tion of the different development of the enclosed egg-cell from the free spore.
I assumed the two germ-cells to be ' essentially alike, the different products
of their development depending on the different conditions.' The development
of the zygote in relation to the enclosing gametophyte was regarded as the
important factor. Though the position taken up was somewhat crude, it was
useful in eliciting statements on the subject from a number of botanists ; this
response being more valuable than the stimulus. The view advanced has been
criticised in most helpful fashion by Professor V. H. Blackman,'' who took the
ontogenetic ground to which I was endeavouring to shift ihe problem. He
considers the egg and spore to be different, in that 'one has received from
the plant which bore it a tendency to become a sporophyte, the other a tendency
to become a gametophyte.' He further extends the' idea of correlation, as
explaining the orderly development of an individual, to the whole life-cycle, and
considers ' the various stages as united together by a cyclical correlation, one
stage influencing the development of the other.'

Professor Blackman's view does not seem inconsistent with mine, but together
with it gives a better statement of the position. My attempt was really towards
an explanation of this cyclical correlation. When germ-cells are separated from
the parent body, as in the case of the various spores of a Uredineous fungus,
any differences in their powers must have been impressed on them previously
and are manifested given the proper conditions. So far as this goes, it applies
to the spore of the fern and in part to the egg. But the latter is in a different

" Willkurliche Entwickelungsdnderungen bei Pflanzen, p. 69.
" New Phytologisf, vol. viii. p. 207.
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case from the spore. Wliile peculiarities may already have been impressed upon
it, a metabolic relation with the prothallus still continues, and the developing
embryo may be further influenced by tlie latter. The essential of the view
I advanced was the possible importance of this continued influence on the
retained egg and embryo as giving the clue to its different development as
compared with the free spore. The idea of the retention of the egg may be
made a little clearer by distinguishing between effective and ineffective
retention. The mere fact that an egg develops within an oogonium or arche-
gonium only amounts to ineffective retention if mutual relations are not
established between it and the gametophyte. Thus retention is ineffective in

Vaucheria or (Edorjonhnn, but it is not clear that it is so in C'ohoc/iccte. As
regards the egg in the archegonium, however, there is evidence of mutual rela-

tions between the embryo and the prothallus. We see changes in the calyptra
and in other parts of the prothallus following on the presence of a developing
embryo. On the other hand, the symmetry of the normal embryo and the
position of its primarj' members is determined by the relation to the prothallus,

and not by the external influences of light, gravity, &c.

In trying to form any idea of the nature of the influences which result in the
cyclical correlation between gametophyte and sporophyte in the normal life-

liistory the deviations from the normal met witli in apogamy and apospory
are of assistance ; they have an importance for causal morphology which
was almost wholly overlooked when the problem of alternation was stated
from the phyletic point of view. The first examples of apogamy and apospory
described in the ferns were associated respectively with an absence of the sexual
organs or of sexual reproduction and imperfection or absence of the sporangia.
Later work has not diminished the possible importance of this sexual arrest or
soral arrest in some cases, but has shown that the problem is by no means
simple or direct. To properly discuss it would require the consideration of
examples, not only of the transitions between plant and prothallus, but of the
mix-up of tissues and members of the two generations. Our knowledge of these
has increased greatly, but in most cases we are only acquainted with the
phenomena without being in a position to understand them. Let me remind yon
of some types of apogamy : apogamous development of an ovum ; direct

apogamy as a constant character of the particular species or variety ; direct

apogamy with the occurrence of structures intermediate between gametophyte
and sporophyte ; induced apogamy in potentially normal prothalli ; the develop-
ment of isolated leaves, roots, ramenta, or sporangia upon a potentially normal
prothallus. On the other hand, we have as manifestations of apospory :

apospory as a regular characteristic of certain varieties ; aposporous develop-
ment from the attached leaves of young plants ; induced apospory from the
primary leaves of normal ferns ; induced apospory by the arrest of spore pro-

duction ; and the occurrence of intermediate growths between sporophyte and
gametophyte. Clearly no one formula will cover all these cases. The nuclear
facts we now possess are of great interest, but do not give an explanation of the
phenomena. The whole subject is a most promising one for critical and
thorough experimental work, all that has yet been done in this direction being
of the nature of prospecting.

Let us now assume that the normal alternation is due to cyclical correlation

and try to analyse this a little further in the light of the facts of apogamy and
apospory. The simplest cases of direct apogamy show a fern sporophyte con-

tinuous with the cushion of the protliallus, but with the relative position of its

members the same as that of a plant developed from a fertilised egg. We are

naturally inclined to think first of a change to the alternative sy-stem of rela-

tions and to remember that in the case of the normal embryo this takes place

in a similar relation to the prothallus. When, however, we consider the strange

cases of the perfect development of isolated members or tissues of the sporo-

phyte on or in the prothallus, we seem forced to think further of special

formative influences that are of the nature of substance rather than of a system
of relations. We are confirmed in this by the fact that a number of cells may
be simultaneously and collectively influenced, and that the influence may be

reversed. This holds both for apogamy and apospory ; in the latter when
the prothalli develop upon leaves attached to the plant, it is difficult to see
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liow either external or internal influences equivalent to the usual relations can

come into play. There is no nuclear change, at least of the nature of nieiosis,

and there seems nothing for it but to assume some material modification involv-

ing the change to the alternative condition of the specific substance expressed

in the prothallus. The interest of these considerations, tentative as they must

be, lies in the way in which they associate two explanations of development

the influenr^e of particular, unknown determining substances and the system of

relations.

The whole question is fortunately not complicated with adaptation or any

gradual origin of these deviations from the normal, and affords a particularly

clear example of a problem in causal morphology. The perfect development

of isolated members without the usual relation to the rest of the plant-body

has an important regulative bearing on the current assumption that every stage

in development is determined by the preceding stage. In this connection a

most interesting parallel can be traced between the appearance of perfectly

formed roots, ramenta, sporangia, and vascular tissue in induced apogamy
and the development of bones, teeth, and hairs in dermoid cysts occurring in

the human ovary or testis. The further study of the conditions of development
in such abnormal cases may do much to enlighten us as to the factors concerned
in the normal ontogeny.

The Seed and its Embryo.

So far the problems considered in illustration of the possibilities of a

general causal morphology have been suggested by the fern. The nature of

roots, of the sexual organs, and of sporangia might also be profitably looked
into from the non-phyletic point of view. I shall instead step beyond the

fern and glance very briefly at some problems of the seed and the embryo of

the seed plants. The story of the great additions made of recent years to
our knowledge of Palteozoio seeds is familiar to us all. It remains an open
question, however, to what extent seed-plants are to be regarded as of poly-

phyletic origin and in particular to what extent their seeds are homogenous or
are homologies of organisation. In spite of the wonderful widening of the
field of comparison by the discovery and investigation of the Pteridosperms
we have no compelling evidence of actual lines of descent showing steps in the
origin of the seed. The presumption is now in favour of an origin of all or
most seed-plants from ancient Filicales, the earlier view of their derivation
from the Lycopodiales being weakened or abandoned. Since this phyletic
problem lies, in part at least, within the period of geological history, direct
evidence may be hoped for. But in the light of the progress of opinion on
other large questions of descent we must remember the possibility of parallel
evolutions, and may even suspend judgment as to whether the Cycadophyta have
been derived from Pteridosperms or the Angiosperms from the Bennettitales.
Comparisons of the organisation of the whole plant seem somewhat forced in
both cases.

Looking at the facts broadly, we can hardly escape from a very strong
suggestion of parallel development affecting a number of distinct groups. There
is evidence of this in the case of heterospory, which is found at various points in
the Lycopodiales, Filicales, and Equisetales, usually with no indication of its

being a gradually acquired or an adaptive character. Heterospory is otherwise
.1 darker problem than the origin of the seed-habit to which it was presumably
the preface. The study of the variety in early seeds has suggested to experi-
enced investigators that seeds also may be the result of independent develop-
ment."

From the point of view of causal morphology the seed appears to present
problems parallel to those of the enclosure of the archegoniate sporophyte in
the arcliegonium. The distinction made between effective and ineffective
retention applies here also. The fact that the megaspores of some species
of SekifjlneUa germinate within the sporangium is not really an approach to
the seed-habit ; it is ineffective retention so far as results on either the spore-
contents or the sporangium are concerned. In the development of the ovule,
however, we find the embi-yo-sac constituting with the investing tissues a new

-" Cy. Oliver and Salisbury, Annnlx of Botany, vol. xxv. p. 46.
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whole. There is the same likelihood of effective correlations as in other portions

of the individual plant in which a new relation is set up. Cases in which a

new influence affects the meristematic structure of the plant—as, for instance,

in galls or the root-tubercles of the LeguminosEe—seem to be parallel. They
exhibit a differentiation of the investing tissue in relation to the enclosed por-

tion and a suggestive similarity between the vascular arrangements in the root-

tubercles and those in the more bulky ovules. The new construction in the gaWs

cannot be regarded as in any sense adaptive or purposive on the part of the

plant. We are forced to look at it causally, and perhaps such a mode of

regarding the ovule and seed may prove to be the most helpful. On such a

view the ovule would be a megaspore gall, later containing an embryo plant,

and the problem would concern the system of relations existing between the

parts as development proceeds. Corresponding causes might independently
result in corresponding constructions and the homologies between various seeds

or the contents of various embryo-sacs, though real, be homologies of organisa-

tion. This is consistent with the ideas we were led to entertain in the case of

the shoot and of alternation of generations.

As a last example the embryo of the seed-plants may be referred to. <l-'nncrh

I must not venture far into the facts. While exhibiting differences, the embryos
of various seed-plants present certain common features which contrast with the
embryos of all spore plants, even the heterosporous torms. now lin an. ^ -..-.e

peculiarities causally connected with the seed-habit and to what extent are they
marks of phyletic unity ? We have seen grounds for suspecting that seeds are

parallel developments. What follows as to the construction of the embryo if we
contemplate such independent origins from ancient Filicales ? The su&pensor
has already been considered, and we can regard it as a persistent construction

finding a use in some cases. In the embryos of the Filicales we see a very

clearly marked type with a single relatively large cotyledon and a hypocotyledo-
nary region between the shoot and root. Without entering into the question

of whether or not the Monocotyledons were derived from Dicotyledons, it seems
clear on broad phyletic grounds that a single cotyledon condition lies behind the

dicotyledonous or polycotyledonous condition. There is thus a presumption
that there has been a change in the primary members of the embryo in this

direction. It seems worth while to emphasise that, from a phyletic point

of view, there is a real inconsistency between the origin of seed-plants from
the Filicales and the relative primitiveness of dicotyly. Is it not possible that

the conditions of early embryonic growth in the more or less cylindrical seed

may have led to a more symmetrical construction of the embryo, and that the

dicotyledonous or polycotyledonous condition, on the one hand, and the mono-
cotyledonous condition with an apparently terminal cotyledon on the other, are

two alternative expressions of this?*' For reasons already given, the anatomy
would follow the morphological change, and would have to be considered in the
light of this, and not as affording safe evidence by itself.

Conclusion.

I have touched on a nmnber of large questions, any one of which demanded
separate treatment. My concern has not, however, been with them indivi-

dually but as cognate problems justifying the deliberate adoption of a causal

explanation as the aim of morphological work. I have confined myself to

problems bearing on the development and self-construction of the individual

and tried to treat them so as to illustrate the causal attitude and possible

lines of attack. Preliminary speculations on the questions considered can at

best contain a germ of truth, and must be subsequently adjusted in the light

of further facts. I have discussed these questions rather than the smaller

modifications in individual development shown in metamorphosis, partly because
the latter have of late years been treated from a causal point of view -' and

" Recent observations of Coulter and Land on the embryo of Agapanthus
appear to afford direct support to this view arrived at by quite a different line of

couniarison.

—

liat. Guz. vol. Ivii. p. 500.
°^ Of. especially, ' The Fundamental Problems of Present-day Plant Mor-

phology,' Science, N.S. vol. xxii. p. 33, and other works by Goebel.
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partly because I wished to considei' qnestions that immediately affect lis as

working morphologists.

Did time allow, we should naturally be led to recognise the same change
of attitude in biological science toward the problems of the origin of new
forms. Questions of bud-variation and mutation are clearly akin to some
of those considered, and the -whole subject of genetics is a special attempt
at a causal explanation of form and structure and the resulting functions.
Close co-operation between the morphological analysis of the plant and the
genetic analysis attained by the study of hybridisation is most desirable. It is

especially desirable that both should deal with structure as well as with form,
and in the light of individual development.

The causal factors which have determined and guided evolution can be
naturally regarded as an extension of tlie same line of inquiry. The Darwinian
tlieory, and especially the exposition of the principle of natural selection, was
the greatest contribution ever made to the causal explanation of the organic
world. Strangely enough, it led to a period of morphological work in which
the causal aim was almost lost sight of. Why evolution has taken place in
certain directions and not in others is a problem to the solution of which causal
morphology will contribute. The probability of orthogenesis both in the animal
and vegetable kingdoms is again coming into prominence, however it is to be
explained. When we consider the renewed activity in this field it is well to
remember that, just as is the case w-ith causal morphological work, we are pick-
ing up a broken thread in the botanical web. Lastly, as if summing up all

our difficulties in one, we have the problem of adaptation. In attacking it we
must realise that use and purpose have often been assumed rather than proved.
We may look to scientific ecological work to help us to estimate the usefulness
or the selection value of various characters of the plant. On the other hand,
causal morphology may throw light on whether the ' adaptation ' has not, in some
cases at least, arisen before there was a ' use ' for it. The hopeful sign in the
recent study of these greater morphological problems is that the difficulties are
being more intensely realised, and that rapid solutions are justly suspect. The
more the causal attitude is adopted in ordinary morphological work, the more
hope there is of these larger questions being inductively studied rather than
argued about.

The causal aim is essentially different from the historical one, but there is

no opposition between causal and phyletic morphology. They are rather
mutually helpful, for there has been an evolution not of mature plants, but of
specific substances exhibiting development. A deeper insight into the nature
of ontogeny is thus bound to be of assistance to phyletic morphology, while the
tested results of phyletic work afford most valuable guidance in general causal
morphology, though this cannot accept any limitation to single lines of descent
in its comparisons.

I have tried to bring before you the possibilities of causal morphology partly
because the same attention has never been given to it in this country -' as to
other branches oi botany and partly because if morphology be conceived in this
broader spirit it need not be said that it has no practical bearing. I should
not regard it as a serious disability were the study of purely scientific interest
only, but this is not the case. When, if ever, we penetrate into the secrets oi
organisation so far as to be able to modify the organism at will (and genetics has
advanced in this direction), the practical possibilities become incalculable.

Probably all of us have reflected on what changes the war may bring to
botanical work. It is impossible to forecast this, but I should like to emphasise
what my predecessor said in his Address last year as to pure science being the
root from which applied science must spring. Though results may seem far
off, we must not slacken, but redouble our efforts towards the solution of the
fundamental problems of the organism. This can be done without any
antagonism between pure and applied botany ; indeed, there is every advantage

"' One of the few exceptions to this is the excellent semi-popular lecture
delivered to this section at Southport by Professor Farmer. (' On Stimulus and
Mechanism as Factors in Organisation,' JVew P/iyfoIogist, vol. ii. p. 193.) Also
Address to Section K at the Leicester Meeting (1907).
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in conducting investigations on plants of economic importance. It would be
well if every botanist made himself really familiar with some limited portion

of applied botany, so as to be able to give useful assistance and advice at

need. The stimulus to investigation would amply repay the time required.

Even in continuing to devote ourselves to pure botany we cannot afford to

waste time and energy in purposeless work. It is written in ' Alice in Wonder-
land ' that ' no wise fish goes anywhere without a porpoise,' and this might
hang as a text in every research laboratory.

A plant is a very mysterious and wonderful thing, and our business as

botanists is to try to understand and explain it as a whole and to avoid being

bound by any conventional views of the moment. We have to think of the

plant as at once a physico-chemical mechanism and as a living being ; to avoid

either treating it as something essentially different from non-living matter or

forcibly explaining it by the physics and chemistry of to-day. It is an advan-
tage of the study of causal morphology that it requires us to keep the line

between these two crudities, a line that may some day lead us to a causal

explanation of the developing plant and the beginnings of a single science of

botany.

In replying to a unanimous vote of thanks, the President said :—We meet
under the immediate shadow of a great loss to British botany. Professor D. T.

Gwynne-Vaughan, who was for many years Secretary and then Eecorder of

this Section, died on Saturday, September 4, and his funeral takes place this

morning. There is no need for me, in speaking to botanists, to dwell on the

value of Professor Gwynne-Vaughan's work. I could wish that Dr. Scott and
Professor Bower, in whose laboratories his earlier work was done, and Dr.

Kidston, with whom he has since so brilliantly collaborated, were here to speak.

Alike in dealing with the anatomy of existing plants and with the fossil ferns,

his work is characterised by rare originality combined with the greatest

thoroughness. His papers on the anatomy of solenostelic ferns have exerted a

deep influence on the methods and the modern development of plant-anatomy,

while the series of memoirs on the fossil Osvuindacerc are a great contribution

to palaeobotany. Gwynne-Vaughan leaves a solid monument of achievement,

but the loss of the work which a man with such genius for investigation might
yet have done is an irreparable one. While in his published work Professor

Gwynne-Vaughan confined himself to plant-anatomy, in which he was a master,

he was a botanist of wide interests, in the field as well as in the laboratory, and
a stimulating teacher. I cannot trust myself to speak of him as a colleague and
as a friend.

In order to mark our sense of the great loss to botanical science caused by
Professor Gwynne-Vaiighan's premature death, and of our deep sympathy with

Mrs. Gwynne-Vaughan, I move on behalf of the Committee that we adjourn the

business of the Section for the time of the funeral service.

Professor F. E. Weiss seconded the motion for adjournment, which was
carried unanimously, the members upstanding. The Section then adjourned

until noon.

The following Papers were afterwards read :

—

]. On the Expression hy Measurement of Specific Characters, with

special reference to Mosses. By Professor Julius M.^cIjeod,

University of Ghent.

Is it possible to describe and to identify an animal or a vegetable species by means
of figures representing the value of the specific characters ? I have tried to realise

this by measuring 38 characters in about 90 species and 20 varieties of the genus
Garahus. For each character I have determined the minimal, median, and maximal
value in each species and variety. The figures, set in order in tables, enabled me
to describe and to identify the species and. varieties more accurately than by the

usual methods of description. The war prevented me from finishing and publishing

my work.
I tried to carry out similar work withjplants, in the Cryptogamic Laboratory
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of the University of Manchester. On the suggestion of Prof. Lang, I took mosses of
the genus 3Inium. I limited myself to the study of the leaves of the fertile stem
of seven species of that genus, the material being obtained from the Barker Collection
of British Mosses.

^Vhen we measure, for instance, the length of the successive leaves from the l)ase
to the summit of a fertile stem of a Mnium, we see that the length increases up to a
maximum and then cUmiuishes. Example :

Tiihlc a : Mnium punctatiim, a stem with 10 leaves, in mm.

Leaves 1
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(6) Between the leaves of several stems of the same species (by comparing the
leaves which belong to the same interval in all the stems)

;

(c) Between the leaves of several species of the same genus (same method as
for b).

We are also enabled to study more accurately the ordinary variability of a given
character among individuals of the same species, by comparing the leaves of the
successive intervals I, 2, .... 7i of several specimens.

The description of a species, according to my method, consists of a certain number
of tables giving the period of each character, the figures being based as far as possible
on specimens from several localities. I have studied Mnium caispidahun, M. Jiornum,
M. punctatum, M. rostratimi, M. serratum, M. suhglohosum, M. undulatum ; for each
species the following characters were taken : Length, breadth, breadth at the base,
number of cells and breadth of the cells at the place of the greatest breadth, breadth
of the border and number of cells of the border at the same place, number of teeth
at the border and on the nerve, length of the nerve (reaching the summit or Jiot),

tooth at the summit of the leaf (present or absent), total number of leaves of the

. fertile stem.

To make the identification of a given specimen easier, we may use tables giving
the minima] and maximal values of each character for the leaves of the 10"' interval
(longest leaves) only. The following Tables are of this nature :

—

Table 8 (mm.).

Length, minimum.
Serratum 2.91

Guspidalum 3.73

Subglobosum 4.45
Bostratum 4.90
Hornum 5 "42

Punctatum 5.75

Undulatum 6.93

Table e (mm.).

Length, maximum
Serratum
Cuspidatum
Subglobosum
Hornum
Bostratum
Pimctatum
Undulatum

4.53

4.68

7.06

7.49

8.32

9.21

11.61

Table ( (mm.).

Breadth, minimum.
Serratum 0.72
Hornum 0.87
Cuspidatum 1.29

Bostratum 1.80

Undulatum 1.82

Punctatum 2.77

Subglobosum 3.05

Table v (mm.).

Breadth, maximum.
Serratum 1.27

Hornum 1.38

Cuspidatum 1.88

Undidatum 2.35

Bostratum 3.19
Subglobosum 5.50
Punctatum 6.48

For example, on using the Tables S-r;, we take the longest leaf of a fertile stem
and obtain the following measurements : Length 5.64 mm., breadth 2.15 mm. Let
us try to identify the species by means of the tables : 6 excludes undulatum (and
perhaps punctatum); e excludes serratum and cuspidatum; C excludes punctatum
and subglobosum ; v excludes serratum, cuspidatum (both already excluded), and
Jiornum. The stem thus belongs to the species rostratum.

In this example it was possible to find the name by two characters ; of course, we
shall often be compelled to make use of three or more characters. As we have at our
disposal a dozen of characters, we may hope that the identification of a given specimen
will be always possible, even if the species to be considered were more numerous, the
specific tables of the periods allowing verification.

2. The A'piian Flora of Brlialn : Early Angiospenns and their Contempo-
raries. By Dk. Mabie C. Stopes.

The so-called ' Lower Greensand ' deposits of this country are of Aptian
age, and represent the upper division of the Eorretaccous according to the
recent classification of Haug. From these deposits the ijlauts hitherto known
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—notably Bemiettites Gibsonianus Will, and Cupressinoxylon vectensc Barber^
have been so few that it has been impossible to speak of a Lower Greensand
' flora.' It has been generally assumed that both the climate, and the animals
and plants then living were the same as those of the preceding Wealden.

As a result of recent work the author has now brought together a flora

consisting of 45 species, containing 9 Cycadophyta, 27 Conifers, and 5 Angio-
sperms. Most of these are represented by petrifactions of the cellular anatomy,
and many are very beautifully preserved.

Some of the forms have structures of botanical interest, while others are
of value as indicators of the climate of the epoch, of which nothing was
previously known. It is interesting to find evidence of a change of climatic
conditions about this time, so that the cooler weather and Viell-marked seasons
of the Lower Greensand afford a great contrast to the ' tropical climate ' of
the Wealden of Southern England.

Among the plants of botanical interest may be mentioned a new genus of
Cycadophyta with curious wood structure ; a new species of Protopiceoxylon

;

the leaf anatomy of a true Sequoia; several species of Pityoxylon with well-
developed ray-tracheids ; and several Dicotyledons. It should be remembered
that these are all contemporaneous with the type species of Bcnnettitcs. The
Angiosperms are the oldest found in Northern Europe, and the oldest of which
the anatomy is known. They are all woody; two of them, at least, must have
had tall timber trunks. In some of them the minute details are particularly
beautifully petrified, and show a very high degree of organisation. Like the
Conifers, they show seasonal growth. They represent a dry—possibly fairly
high—land vegetation.

3. The Application of Science to the Cotton Industry.

By "W. Laweence Balls, M.A.

The cotton industry does not consist of spinning and manufacture alone, but
of cotton-growing as well. Co-operation between the spinner and the grower is

desirable, and for this the scientists should be able to provide a language
common to both.

Advances may be made in the organisation of the industry as a whole by
more exact knowledge of the available supplies of raw material. Science could
be applied to steady the market by producing precise crop-reports and crop-
forecasts, which might even be issued daily, like weather-charts. The seed-
supply might also be arranged so that production should meet the demand fore-

seen by the mills.

In studying the cotton-crop it is now an easy matter to follow the life-

history of experimental plots and areas in minute detail from day to day
throughout the season. The effects of weather, soil, &c., can thus be exactly
traced. Cotton-growing need not be an empirical art.

The introduction of pure strains of cotton has already thrown some light
on the spinning properties of raw cotton. Pure-strain lint will spin well, even
when the sample is such as the expert grader would condemn as worthless.
It is more uniform. If thoroughly studied in the mill, this peculiar behaviour
of pure strains will lead to better knowledge of the spinning properties of
cotton-.

Such knowledge of the causes which determine the properties of any given
sample of cotton is not merely desirable, but is necessary, if co-operation is to

be effected between the grower and the spinner. The latter must be able to state

what kind of cotton he needs, using language which the grower can imder-
stand. At present the sole reliable test for the value of a sample of cotton
is to spin yarn from it, which the grower obviously cannot do.

With such knowledge and co-operation, the strength of the yarn might be
increased very appreciably.

1915. 3 A
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Preliminary Observations on the Nature and Distribution of the

Statolith Apparatus in Plants. By Miss T. L. Peankeed, B.Sc.

The term ' statolith ' is used to designate a body free to fall within the
cell (the statocyte) which contains it.

Liverworts show a response to gravity in the disposition of their reproductive

organs, which is most marked in the_ gametophores, e.g., Lunularia cruciata,

CoTsinia marchantioldes, Plagiochasina italicum, Reboulia hemispherica,

Fegatella conica ; and the statolith apparatus shows a striking correspondence

in (1) locality, (2) time of appearance, and (3) degree of development.
Ferns develop a statolith apparatus at the physical apex of young fronds

which show negative geotropism. The case of Ophioglossurn vulgatum.
Certain Monocotyledons which do not ordinarily produce starch nevertheless

develop statoliths, e.g., the foliage leaves of Narcissus.

Seedlings show statoliths in the developing root and stem, even when no
starch is contained in the resting plumule or radicle, and when no trophic

starch is produced by these young organs.

The petioles of many foliage leaves possess statoliths which do not disappear
when all the trophic starch is dissolved. Special interest attaching to the case

of Sagitturia sagittifolia.

Statoliths seem to be absent from very delicate organs [e.g., some seedlings,

Anthoccros sporophyte), from organs in which a geotatic position is of no
advantage [e.g., vegetative thalli), and from organs where curvature is

impossible.

The present investigation indicates that

—

Statoliths are often chloroplasts, which may be termed ' chlorostatoliths '

;

e.g., Lunularia, Ophioglossum, Myrio-pJiyllum Proserpinacoides.

Statocytes may be specialised (1) in shape (as in Polygonum persicaria), (2)

in the possession of larger nuclei than the cells of the surrounding tissue (as in

Polygonum amphihiurn), and (3) in the behaviour of the nucleus (as in some
Pteridophytes).

The statolith apparatus consists of the whole system of statocytes, which, in

Angiosperms, are usually to be found abaxially to the phloem, but may occur
singly or in patches in the ground tissue ('diffused type'), or may themselves
form a tissue ('complete type'), for which the term ' statenchyma ' has been
suggested.

Modifications and transitional forms occur. The author considers the

statolith an intensive mechanism, the simplest form of statocyte being the
living cell, which, passing through transitional stages, reaches its highest

expression in the cell containing relatively heavy bodies differentiated both in

size and mobility.

2. On the Liquid Pressure Theory of the Circulation of Sap in Plants.

By Dr. Saeah M. Bakee.

The two main theories at present current to explain the ascent of sap in

trees are the cohesion theory of Dixon and the vitalistic theory upheld by
Ewart and Janse.

A new method of calculating the cohesion of liquids from the latent heat,

by a modification of Stefan's equation, shows that cohesion varies inversely

with the absolute temperature. Dixon and Joly's experimental demonstration
of large cohesive forces in the interior of liquids depends, therefore, upon the
increased cohesion caused by lowering the temperature of an enclosed liquid,,

and cannot be applied to liquids at constant temperature.

On the other hand, the experiments of Strasburger and Dixon on the ascent

of sap through dead wood have shown that the postulate of the co-operation of

parenchymatous tissues in the stem is untenable.

The present theory is founded primarily upon the ecological evidence that
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high trees only grow where there is a possibility of the access of water-vapour
to their roots. When either drought or low temperature or an excess of liquid

water decreases the vapour supply beyond a certain limit, trees disappear, while
the plants occupying these habitats show marked xeromorphy.

The theory assumes that the root is divided into two regions : (a) the root

hair zone, specialised for salt absorption, which is permeable to liquid water or
' hydropermeable ' ; and {b) the growing region of the root-tip, specialised for

water absorption, which is impermeable to liquids but permeable to water-
vapour. Both assumptions are justified by experiment.

The membrane of the root-tip has been called ' aeropermeable ' because it is

permeable to gases but not liquids, and its activities are responsible for the
pumping efficiency of the root. A membrane with these properties has not been
artificially prepared. But it is possible to deduce its qualities mathematically
by comparison with the known semipermeable membranes. Its most important
function is to demonstrate the pressure of the substance it encloses, i.e., liquid

water. The total internal pressure of liquid water has been calculated by Van
der Waals and Stefan, and reaches magnitudes of 20,000 atmospheres at low
temperatures. Because this pressure is normally nullified by cohesion it can

only become available when, by a valvular device of molecular dimensions, the

liquid is allowed to pass in one direction and not the other. This device is

afforded by the aeropermeable membrane. Through it liquid pressure may be
generated by a chemical reaction {e.g., respiration) which produces water at

the expense of a gas, or by a physical change of state producing liquid from
the condensation of vapour.

The latter mechanism, according to this theory, is responsible for root-

pressure. The condensation of vapour is effected by the lowering of vapour-

pressure caused by the osmotic substances in the cell solution. This is suffi-

cient to counteract the increase of vapour-pressure caused by internal hydro-

static pressure.

The condensation involves a direct conversion of energy and 90 per cent, of

the latent heat evolved in the process (580 cals. per gramme_ at 20°) may,

theoretically, be converted into liquid pressure. This energy is sufficient to

raise two hundred times the weight of the condensed water to 100 metres, allow-

ing that the frictional resistance to flow in the xylem is five times the hydro-

static head. The ultimate source of energy is the combined action of capillarity

imbibition and solar heat on soil particles of different sizes, which produces a

slight supersaturation in the interstices of the soil.

The second function of the root—the absorption of nutrient salts—is sup-

posed to be, effected by the alternate extrusion and absorption of an acidic

solvent through the root hairs. The conflicting evidence on the presence of this

acid excretion is reconciled by the recognition of the aeropermeable membrane

in the root-tip.

Further, it is suggested that the movement of water in plants is a circu-

lation, in which the whole upward current travels in the xylem and the whole

downward current in the phloem, while the medullary rays serve to maintain

the continuity at every level.

3. The Effect of Temperature on the Permeabilitij of Protoplasm to

Water. By Dr. E. Maeion Delf.

By the use of the optical lever and an apparatus designed by Dr. _F. F.

Blackman it has been possible to observe minutely the gradual contraction of

a plant tissue undergoing plasmolysis, and thus to determine the rate at which

water passes out through the protoplasm by exosmosis. By making these

observations at different temperatures, the effect of temperature on the perme-

ability of protoplasm has been investigated.

The behaviour of plant tissue during plasmolysis depends considerably upon

the strength of solution emploved. With dilute solutions of cane sugar and

dandelion scapes, the course of plasmolysis at any temperature is represented

approximately by a logarithmic curve. Curves of this type were obtained at

different temperatures ranging from 8° to 43" C., and the Tate of passage of

3 A 2
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water through the protoplast was obtained by measuring the tangent of the
slope of the appropriate curve at several specified stages of plasmolysis. For
comparing the rates of permeation at different temperatures, values obtained
from corresponding stages in plasmolysis were alone used. Thus for dandelion
scapes at mid-plasmolysis, the rates were :—

1 2 3 5 8 12 and 22 at
8° 14° 19° 26° 29° 34° and 42° C.

The temperature effect thus seen is much greater than that observed by van
Rysselberghe, who by measuring the contraction of pith cylinders in plasmo-
lysing solutions at different temperatures found comparatively little difference

Curves sJiowing the effect of temperature on permeahility of protoplasm.

AA. Pith experiments of van Rysselberghe.
BB. Piloholus (sporangiophores).

CC. Dandelion (scane of inflorescence).

in the rates above 20° 0. It is comparable with the results of Lepeschkin, who
observed the effect of temperature on the rate of secretion of water-drops by
the sporangiophores of Piloholus, and thence deduced the effect on the perme-
ability of protoplasm. These results are expressed graphically in the curves
A (van Rysselberghe) and B (Lepeschkin) ; the curve C is derived from the
figures quoted above for dandelion scapes.

From the curve of rates of permeation for dandelion, the following
coefficients of acceleration of rate for a rise of temperature of 10° C. can be
calculated :

10° to 20° C.
20° to 30° C.

30° to 40° C.

2-5

2-5

2-3

From Lepeschkin's data, the corresponding coefficients for these temperature
intervals are found to be 2'2, 1'7, and 2"! respectively. Van Rysselberghe's
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curve does not represent comparable rates at different temperatures, since he

made liis measurements not at specified stages of plasmolysis but after a fixed

time interval (two hours), when the pieces at low temperatures were at an early

stage, while those at high temperatures were completely plasmolysed.

4. The Respiration of Partly-dried Plant Organs. By A. Malins Smith.

Plant-organs, such as the leaves of the Snowdrop, stem-tips of Tropccolum,

and young stems of Asparagus, were deprived of varying proportions of the

water they contained by drying in a vacuum desiccator at a pressure of about

half an atmosphere. In the partly dried condition their CO2 output was

measured by passing over them a stream of CO2 free air and analysing the out-

going air by means of baryta in Pettenkofer tubes. Confirmatory experiments

were made with plants dried at ordinary atmosphere pressure. The results

were as follows :

—

(1) When deprived of from ^ to ^ of the total water contained, the respiration

of the dried plants was increased over that of normal plants.

This occurred in the case of stems of Tropaolum, stems and roots of Bean

seedlings, and in the leaves of the Snowdrop. A very slight increase was found

in stems of Sempervivum,
No increase was found in young stems of Pseony or in young stems of

Asparagus.
On account of the time taken in drying, the first phase of normal respiration

was completed before the plants were tested, and all the results apply to the

second phase, called by Dr. F. F. Blackman the ' protoplasmic ' respiration,

when the reserve food supply of the organs has practically disappeared.

(2) Experiments to find whether this increased effect was a reversible one

have not yet been conclusive, but so far there is no evidence for reversibility.

(3) A thorough investigation of the course of respiration with varying

amounts of water lost, a fresh lot of plants being used for each test, showea
that the resulting respiration could be divided into three phases :

—

(i) On removing small percentages of water, from to about 30 per cent.

of the water originally present, the respiration gradually increased in

proportion to the amount of water removed,
(ii) In the second phase the respiration remained steady at the increased

level. The length of this phase varied, lasting from 25 or 30 per cent.

to 50 or 60 per cent, loss of water,

(iii) From 50 to 60 per cent, loss up to complete dryness the respiration

decreased again proportionally to the amount of water lost. The curve

of results indicated that in all material the plants continued to give out

some CO2 as long as any water was left in the tissues.

There were minor differences between the results in the two principal cases

investigated, namely Snowdrop leaves and Tropccolum stems, but in each case

the three phases were clearly marked.
The meaning of the increased ' protoplasmic ' respiration in partly dried

material is obscure. Harden and Paine have shown that the activity of

glycogenase in the autofermentation of yeast is increased by simple drying.

Possibly the increased respiration shown in these experiments may be due to

the increased activity of one or more enzymes. Further experiment on that part

of the curve of CO2 output relating to plant organs which are almost perfectly

dry may throw some light on the question of residual vitality, and may perhaps

have interesting connections with the condition of air-dry seeds.

Demonstrations were given in the Botanical Laboratories of the University

by Dr. Sarah M. Baker, Professor W. B. Bottomley, Professor F. O. Bower,
Professor D. Ellis, Professor Julius MacLeod, Professor F. W. Oliver,

Professor T. G. B. Osborn, Mrs. Edith M. Osborn, and Dr. Marie C. Stopes in

connection with their papers : also by Miss N. Bancroft {Petiole of Zygopteris
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cylindrica) ; Miss T. L. Prankerd {Simplified Method for Estimating the
Strength of Wheat); Mr. W. Robinson {Germ-tuhes of Uredineae and Abnormal
Sperrjiogonia) ; Mrs. M. G. Thoday {Seeds of Gnetumgnemon) ; Dr. D. Thoday
{Micro-eudiometer for measuring gas evolved by assimdating water-plants) ; Mr.
H. B. Speakman {Branching of Rhizome in Selaginella Lyallii), and Professor
F. E. Weiss.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Phyletic Arrangement of the Filicales, with special regard to the

Dipterids and Pteridecz. By Professor F. 0. Bower, F.R.S.

2. Further Deductions from the Figures of Rarity of the Ceylon Flora.

By Dr. J. C. Willis.

In a recent paper the author endeavoured to prove that the commonness of a

species depends upon its age (in the country concerned) and that local endemic
species are simply new species in the earlier stages of spreading. Accepting
these conclusions, we may go on to deduce many others from the figures of rarity

of the Ceylon tiora.

From the fact that the species of wide distribution (which must be the
oldest) increase in number up the scale of commonness, whilst the endemics
(the youngest) increase downwards, and the 6eylon-Peninsular-Indian species
are comparatively evenly distributed along it, the conclusion is drawn that
tables like these represent three stages in the history of a group of species, the
distribution of the ' wides ' being the latest.

Tables, &c., were given from which it is concluded (1) that there is no
evidence that any species are dying out ; (2) that the dry zone of Ceylon was on
the whole peopled with plants a good deal later than the wet, and received its

flora in two ways, either directly from the dry zone of India, or from the wet
zone of Ceylon, the plants entering by the latter route becoming more quickly
common ; and (3) that there is little to choose in average age in Ceylon between
{a) herbs and (6) shrubs and trees, though there is evidence to show that the
Monocotyledonous trees and shrubs are very old, and that the Gamopetalse as a
whole are older in Ceylon than the Archichlamydeae.

3. The Periodicity , due to Coppicing, exhibited by the Ground Flora of

Oak-Hornbeam Woods on Clays and Loams. By Dr. E. J.

Salisbury.

Before the shrub layer is cofipiced two phases can be recognised, viz., (1)

The Light Phase, extending from the leaf-fall in autumn to leaf-expansion in

spring, and (2) the Shade Phase, from about the middle of spring to autumn.
During the former period from 40 to 60 per cent, of the total light reaches the
ground vegetation, whilst during the latter from 5 to under 1 per cent, only
penetrates. It is probably the degree of shading during the Light Phase which
largely determines the amount of ground flora. (The light intensities were
obtained by means of an actinometer. The intensity outside the wood at the
time of the test being taken as the standard.) The alternations between 'Light

'

and ' Shade ' phases also correspond to alternations in the degree of exposure.
The ground-flora of the uncoppiced wood consists almost exclusively of perennial
herbs which possess storage organs. These produce their foliage very early in

the spring. Thus most of their assimilation is carried on duiing the ' Light
'

phase. With a few exceptions {Mercurialis, Galeobdolon) the vegetative periods

of the members of the shade-flora end soon after the ' Shade ' phase begins.

After the undergrowth is coppiced there is a great increase in the number
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of species, as also in the total amount of vegetation, occupying the areas formerly

shaded. The invading species are mostly those which, before coppicing, were

confined to the margin of the wood and the edges of the paths. Thus the

total number of species in the wood as a whole remains relatively constant.

The chief exceptions to this generalisation are plants with a good dispersal

mechanism, chiefly weeds, which occupy neighbouring areas of cultivation.

The total number of species increases for several years, but the maximum
development of the ground-flora is reached in the second or third year after

coppicing. The coppiced wood has a higher acidity and lower water-content

than the uncoppiced. Plants tolerating high acidity are often abundant, and

correlated with the diminished shelter rosette plants are frequent. .As the

coppice-stools sprout, the shelter and shade become gradually re-established.

The light-demanding flora forms a reticulum in which the stools and shade-

loving species occupy the meshes.

Finally the light-demanding species only survive by the paths and along

the edge of the wood. If the coppicing period be short, a few may survive

in a non-flowering condition till the undergrowth is again cut.

Before coppicing, the later flowering species often do not bloom, but in the

second year after coppicing they usually flower profusely {Galcohdolon, Ajuqa,

Conopodium). Individuals in the coppiced part of a wood tend to come into

bloom earlier than those of the same species in the uncoppiced part. This is

probably related to illumination and the temperature of the soil. The latter

in the spring is usually higher in the coppiced than in the uncoppiced areas.

Frequent coppicing appears to prevent regeneration of the shrub layer from

seedlings.

4. Observations on the Morphology of Belaginella uliginosa Spring.

By Professor T. G. B. Osborn.

SdaffineUa uliginosa, a species belonging to the subgenus Hommo'pJn/lhim,

and occurring in Eastern Australia, is remarkable for the well-developed rhizome
on which erect aerial shoots are borne laterally, •25-2-5 cms. apart. The aerial

shoots have decussate leaves and two rows of lateral branches, the latter

developed in the plane of the long axis of the rhizome and not in leaf axils.

The cones, which are produced upon the lateral branches or terminate the main
axis, closely resemble the sterile portions of the shoots. A ' Selaqo condition

'

is common, the aerial stem surviving more than one season, when the axis of the

cone continues growth, producing more vegetative leaves before a second repro-

ductive phase is entered upon. The sporophylls show a well-developed ' dorsal

flap.'

The rhizome is solonostelic with ramular gaps. The first break in the xylem
ring is formed by the departure of the rhizophoric trace from the dorsal margin
of the gap. Next the branch trace leaves the ventral margin, the gap being

prolonged forward, but not overlapping. The branch trace may divide immedi-
ately, forming either two aerial shoots, or the basiscopic portion may form a

rhizomic branch.

5. Preliminary Observations on an Australian Zygopteris.

By Mrs. Edith M. Osborn.

The specimen described was found about four years ago in situ in shales and
tuffaceous agglomerates in the bed of the Manilla Eiver, 12 miles west of Barraba,
New South Wales. The shales contain abundant Lepidodendron australe and
narrow beds of radiolarian chert and limestone. They have been named by Mr.
W. N. Benson, of Sydney University, to whom I am indebted for information
concerning the horizon, ' the Barraba series,' and are considered by him to be of

Upper Devonian age. They are directly overlain by beds containing a Lower
Carboniferous marine fauna. It is impossible as yet to draw a sharp line of

distinction between the two series. The Zyqopteris occurred near the transition

zone, but below it rather than above, so that it may be considered of Upper
Devonian age. The specimen consisted of three closely associated stems, each
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surrounded by roots and petiolar bases, rather suggesting a habit similar to that
of Todea harhara.

The lower face of the fossil was of an irregular elliptical shape 7 cms. long
by 4*3 cms. wide. Each stele on this face showed three or four petioles.

The upper face, which was much larger, 7 cms. by 8 cms., had been fractured
obliquely, so that the greatest length of the specimens on one side was approxi-
mately 8 cms., while on the other side it was only 3 cms. In this length of stem
each stele gave rise to two leaf-traces, so that the departure of six leaf-traces

can be seen in the whole block.

The sections which have been cut show excellent preservation of the tissues.

Both stems and leaves bear external glands or hairs. The stem stele is of a
five-rayed star-shape with blunt points, the pith, which contains tracheids, being
also star-shaped. The structure is in the main of the Ankyropteris Grayi typo
with less acute pointS; but with no axillary branches. Leaf-traces leave the
stele in the same order and manner as described for A. Grayi. As each departs
it is of a triangular shape with rounded angles, the apex of the triangle being
the point of attachment to the stem. This bundle soon becomes flattened
tangentially, so that before it leaves the cortex it has the appearance of a
flattened ring, slightly curved, with the convexity of the curve on the adaxial
side. As the trace passes outwards it becomes still more flattened and tan-
gentially elongate, until when a little above the base of the petiole it appears
as a long band-shaped xylem mass, without curvature, rather constricted in the
middle, and with a peripheral loop containing parenchyma and small tracheids at
each end. Thus the petiolar structure is of the Clepsydropsoid type. None of
the petioles are continued high enough to show detached pinna traces, though
they are high enough to show that the simple type of petiole structure is main-
tained and it does not pass into a more complicated state, as in Diplolabis and
Ankyropteris. Preparations for the departure of pinna traces are seen in some
petioles. The traces, which are in two series, one from each peripheral loop,
consist of a ring of tracheids with parenchyma in the centre, very like those
figured for Clepsydropsis antiqua.

The combination of the outstanding features of this fossil—the A. Grnyi
type of stele, the absence of axillary branches, and the simple Clepsydropsoid
petiole—defines it clearly as a new type and an interesting addition to the
already known members of the Zygopterideee.

6. Tlic Formation of Auximones from. Nitrogenous Organic Suhstances.

By Professor W. B. Bottomlet, M.A.

The bacterial scum formed on crude nitrifying culture solutions in the
presence of auximones has provided a method for investigating the occurrence
of these substances.

It has been found that auximones are formed during the germination of

seeds, and enable the young embryo to utilise the food material present in the
seed. The phosphotungstic fraction from dry wheat, pea and maize seeds gave
no scum. A similar fraction from seeds which had germinated for two days
yielded a thick scum. Excised young embryos of wheat and maize failed to

grow in Detmer's culture solution, but flourished in culture solution containing
one part in three millions of auximone.

Auximones are formed during the humification of nitrogenous organic
matter, and the amount of auximone present depends on the extent of humifica-
tion. Fresh stable manure, two-year-old rotted manure, and bacterised peat
were fractionised in the usual manner. The minimum quantity of these frac-

tions necessary to produce a scum were as follows :

Fresh manure extract from 50 grms.

Rotted manure ,, „ 10 grms.

Bacterised peat „ ,, 0*2 grms.

The relative proportion of auximone is therefore 1:5: 250. Hence the amount
of auximones increases with the progressive humification of the organic matter.
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Experiments on Lemna minor growing in Detmer's culture solution show that

the purer auximone silver fraction is more effective on growth than the cruder

phosphotungstic fraction. Six glass dishes, each containing thirty Lemna

plants, were arranged in three series of two dishes each : A. Detmer's culture

solution ; B. Detmer+phosphotungstic fraction (17 parts per million) ; C. Detmer

+ silver fraction (OSo parts per million). The average total area of thirty

plants was 112 sq. mm., giving an average area of 37 sq. mm. per_ plant. The

average results of growth each week in the two dishes of each series are given

in the following table :

—
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animal remains were found which had been in a state of putrefaction when
engulfed. Remains were found of three kinds of bacteria :

a. Bacillus I. (Gault). Average width ^ jtt. Length from 1^ ja to 100.

h. Bacill-us II. (Gault). Average width 1 ;ii. Length on the average 5'7

Rods had well-defined membranes and rounded ends.

c. Micrococcus I. (Gault). Uni- and Diplo-cocci in various stages of cell-

division. Showed thicker outer walls and thinner transverse membranes. The
diameter of the cocci measured 2|-2| yu. In some cases remains of cell-contents

were observed.

8. On Spore Discliarge in ihe IJredinea; and Hymenomycetes.
By Professor A. H. Eeginald Buller.

Throughout the Uredinefe and Hymenomycetes the spores produced upon the

basidia are violently discharged.

In both groups, just before the discharge of a basidiospore, a drop of fluid

is excreted where the spore is attached to the sterigma. The drop varies in

size, according to the species, from one-third to one whole diameter of the

spore. On discharge the drop is carried with the spore. Sometimes the drops

become abnormally large, and then discharge may not take place.

In many Uredineje the basidia are curved and the sterigmata are then placed

on the outer convex side of the basidium. This causes the basidiospores to be

directed toward an open space, with the result that, when discharge takes place,

the spores are shot away so that they escape into free air.

9. Fruits and Seeds. By Professor F. W. Oliver, F.R.S.

10. Stomala on Hypogeal Cotyledons. By Miss E. M. Blackwell.

11. The Mush (Mimulus moschatus L.) in Scolland.

By WlI,LIAM WiTiSON.

In 1911 I found the musk (Mimulus moschatus L.) growing in Haughton
Wood, Alford, in a low, cold habitat (400 feet). In 1914 I found it beside a
well, Glack Culmellie, Cushnie, at an altitude of about 1,200 feet. Possibly
these are the coldest stations known for the plant. It is also recorded as

growing occasionally in Perthshire on river shingles ; and there are two records
for Banffshire. Thus this garden plant is gradually extending its range, and
competing with the really native members of the British flora.

12. The Life History and Cytology of Tuburcinia primulicola Bostnip.

By Dr. M. Wilson.

The conidial stage of Tuburcinia primulicola (known as Pcepalopsis
Irmischice Kiihn) was discovered by Kiihn in Halle, Germany, in 1883, on
several species of Primula, and it appears that no subsequent record of its

occurrence has been made.
This stage of the fungus has recently been found in two localities in Kent

on Primula vulgaris. The fungus apparently persists in the host-plant during
the winter. The mycelium is intercellular, producing haustoria of the type
usually found in the Ustilagineas ; in the spring it may be found in the peduncle,
calyx, corolla, stamens and ovary, usually in the peripheral tissues of these
organs. The mycelium is septate with uninucleate cells ; the nuclei are small
with one deeply-staining nucleolus. In the young flowers the mycelium is

particularly abundant in the lower part of the corolla tube, on the dorsal sur-

faces of the anthers and in the ovary between the ovules. In these places it

becomes superficial and gives rise to large numbers of small unicellular

uninucleate conidia. The conidia in the open flower are seen as meal-like
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masses, which glue together the stamens and partially fill the base of the

corolla-tube; functional pollen is apparently produced. The' conidia have little

chance of escaping from the corolla-tube; some, mixed with pollen, are probably

distributed by insects visiting the Hower. Infection of healthy flowers with a

mixture of pollen and conidia has so far been unsuccessful. .

In the open flower conidia may be found in all stages of conjugation ; they

become joined up in pairs by a short connecting tube, thus producing dumb-

bell-shaped structures. In the conjugating pair a nucleus passes from one

conidium to the other through the connecting tube. The nuclei are then found

in close proximity in the one conidium, which later gives rise to one or more

germ tubes. It is highly probable that the mycelium thus produced bears the

chlamydospores.
Chlamydospores are found in flowers in which conidia were previously pro-

duced. The mycelium in which they are developed is found in the superficial

tissue of the placenta and packed in between the ovules.

Seeds are usually not ripened. The cells of the mycelium producing the

chlamydospores contain conjugate nuclei. The chlamydospore groups are

developed from coiled masses of hyphse, and in the young condition the spores

are binucleate. Later on, the conjugate nuclei fuse and the mature chlamy-

dospores are uninucleate. Finally the tissue of the placenta, ovules, and ovary-

wall disintegrate, and the spore masses are set free as a black powder in the

calyx tube. Germination takes place readily in water ; the process agrees with

the description given by Brefeld. No conjugation of sporidia has been

observed.
• , ^ xi t

The fungus is frequently placed in the genus Urocystis, but the presence ot

the conidial stage, the absence of sterile cells in the chlamydospore group, and

the method of development of the sporidia lead to the conclusion that it is more

correctly placed in the genus Tuhurcinia. <

13. The Vegetative Anatomy of Molinia cerulea.

By Eev. T. A. Jeffeeies.
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Section L.—EDUCATION.

President of the Section:—Mrs. Henry Sidgwigk.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

When I look at the names of many of my predecessors in this Presidential
chair, when I read their addresses, or when I consider what the work of the
Section ought to be, I feel that an apology is needed for my being here at all.

Let me say at once, however, that it is not because of my being a woman
that I feel this. It is true that I am the first woman who has had the honour
of presiding over Section L. But it is obviously very fitting that a woman
should sometimes do so ; and this not only because women are as much con-
cerned with the results of Educational Science as men are—that might be said
about all departments of science ; nor only because the material on which
education works—the human material to be educated—is approximately evenly
divided between the sexes. A more important consideration is that women
have the largest share in the work of education. This is clear if we take
education in its widest and fullest sense, and include in it what is done in the
home as well as in the school, begimiing as it must with the earliest infancy.
But it is also true if we limit the meaning of the word education—in the way
that is constantly done, and is I think usually done in the discussions that take
place in this Section—to that part of it with which the professional educator,
the school or college teacher, is concerned. For the fact that the school
teaching, not only of girls but of the younger children of both sexes, is mainly
in the hands of women, results of necessity in there being a larger number of
professional teachers among women than among men.

May it not be added that in some departments of education women have
appeared to take their profession more seriously than men so far as this can
be measured by the trouble taken in training for it ? For I think I am right
in saying that among persons proposing to teach in secondary schools more
women in proportion than men have hitherto availed themselves of opportuni-
ties for professional training.

From another point of view, too, the education of women and girls has an
interest which, though not different in kind, is greater in degree than that of the
other sex. I mean in the rapidity of its growth and development since the
middle of the last century. The development of school and university education
and of technical education has, of course, been very great for both sexes.
Much attention has been devoted to improving its quality and perhaps even
more to increasing its quantity by making it more accessible to all classes of
people. But in the case of girls and women the progress has been greater
and more remarkable than in that of boys, for it started from a lower level,

and notwithstanding this it would, I think, be difficult to point out in what
respects the educational opportunities of women are now inferior to those of
men. I say this, of course, in a general sense, and without prejudice as to
controversial questions of detail such as the merits of the methods and curri-
cula deliberately adopted for different schools.

The Report of the Schools Inquiry Commission published in 1868, in what
it says about girls' education at that time, gives us a standard of comparison
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and a means of estimating the progress made. It has often been quoted, but
may bear quoting again. The Commissioners say :

'

' The general deficiency in girls' education is stated with the utmost con-
fidence, and with entire agreement, with whatever difference of words, by many
witnesses of authority. Want of thoroughness and foundation; want of system;
slovenliness and showy superficiality ; inattention to rudiments ; undue time
given to accomplishments, and those not taught intelligently or in any scientific

manner ; want of organisation—these may sufficiently indicate the character of
the complaints we have received, in their most general aspect. It is needless
to observe that the same complaints apply to a great extent to boys' education.
But on the whole the evidence is clear that, not as they might be, but as they
are, the girls' schools are inferior in this view to the boys' schools.'

This was what could be said of schools in 1868, and is certainly in striking
contrast to what could be said now. And if we turn from the schools to

higher education we find this was practically non-existent for women at that
time. Its absence was indeed one cause of the badness of the schools. The
schools were bad because the teachers were inadequately educated. ' The two
capital defects of the teachers of girls,' as one of the Assistant Commissioners
(Mr. Bryce, now Lord Bryce) reported, ' are these : they have not themselves
been taught and they do not know how to teach.' These defects were, of course,

partly due to the badness of the schools, and the want of any standard enabling
the general public and the teachers themselves to judge of their badness. So
far it was a vicious circle. The teachers were badly taught in bad schools

and handed on the bad resiilts to the schools they later taught in. But the
defects were partly due to the absence of opportunity for them to carry their

own education beyond that of their elder pupils—to obtain that higher educa-
tion which men obtained at the Universities. This was pointed out by the
Commissioners, and their Report acted as a great help and encouragement to
those who had already realised the need of higher education for women, and
gave an important stimulus to the foundation of Colleges for Women first at
Cambridge and then at Oxford.

The Commissioners' Report also greatly encouraged the movement already in

progress for the improvement of girls' schools—the movement in which Miss
Buss, of the Notth London Collegiate School, and Miss Beale, of the Cheltenham
Ladies' College, were among the pioneers, and in which the opening of Local
Examinations to Girls in 1865 by Cambridge was an important step. The
cautious and anxious way in which the Commissioners refer to the possible

effects on girls of more exacting school work and of examinations is amusing to
read now. But the Report of the Commission helped in the progress of girls'

education in still another way, for it was instrumental in securing the recovery
for the secondary education of girls of endowments which had been allowed to

lapse into the service of primary education or to be absorbed by boys ; and the
division between girls and boys of some endowments not specifically assigned to

either sex by the founders. Twenty years ago—in 1895—the Charity Commis-
sioners in their Annual Report gave striking testimony to what has been done
both in this way and by new endowments :

'There is V'cason to think,' they said, 'that the latter half of the nineteenth
century will stand second in respect of the greatness and variety of the

charities created within its duration to no other half-century since the

Reformation. And, as to one particular branch of Educational Endowment,
namely, that for the advancement of Secondary and Superior Education of

Girls and Women, it may be anticipated that future generations will look back
to the period immediately following upon the Schools Inquiry Commission and
the consequent passing of the Endowed Schools Acts, as marking an epoch in the

creation and application of endowments for that branch of education similar to

that which is marked, for the education of Boys and Men, by the Reformation.'

And the flow of endowments for thi.s branch of education has not ceased

since the Report just quoted from was written. As examples of it I may
remind you of the St. Paul's Girls' School, the extension and rebuilding of

' Report of the Schools Inquiry Commission, p. 548.
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Bedford College, University of London, and the large sums given for the
domestic department of King's College for Women.

Though, however, as the Charity Commissioners say, a great impulse was
given to girls' education by the Report of the Schools Inquiry Commission and
the legislation as regards endowments that followed, I think that, even without
these, great progress would have been made, though probably less rapidly.

The desire for it was already there. Women who had themselves suffered from
the previous deficiency were working for improvement, and sympathetic men
friends were helping. It "was becoming more and more obvious not only that

women teachers must have adequate opportunities of learning, but that the

home no longer in itself afforded sufficient scope for the energies of the

daughters, especially unmarried daughters, of the professional classes, and
that they must be trained for other useful work. The supply of suitable

education followed the demand, as generally happens when the demand is strong

and clear. The very mention by the Charity Commissioners in the passage I

have quoted of the creation as well as of the application of endowments for the

purposes of female education is evidence of the active public interest in the

matter. The spirit which has led during the last half-century to the liberal

endowment of education for girls and women from private sources has also led

the State, and public bodies generally, to consider girls equally with boys in

all public administration of education or of educational funds. The same spirit

has led the newer universities without exception to admit women to their

benefits on equal terms with men. And at the same time the creation of some
professions and skilled industries

—

e.g., sick nursing—by women, and the open-

ing to them of others, together with the general movement in favour of profes-

sional training for professional work, have led to the great development of

opportunities of technical or vocational training for women as well as for men.
This immense—almost revolutionary—change, as regards Educational oppor-

tunities for women, which has occurred within the recollection of people of my
age, and which must be attributed largely to the efforts of women themselves,

is, 1 think, very striking; and it certainly, as I said, fully justifies the selec-

tion of a woman to preside over the Educational Section of the British Associa-

tion. The apology I feel to be needed is for the particular woman selected.

For it is the Science of Education, or at any rate the Science and Art of Educa-
tion, that this Section presumably exists to advance, and I am no educator, no

teacher, I have made no psychological study of young people from an edu-

cational point of view, nor of the different methods of teaching suited to

different ages, no statistical investigation of the influence or particular curricula

in training the mind or furnishing it with useful information. I have, in short,

neither made contribvitions to the science of education nor practised the art.

Any work I have done has been on the administrative side, and I can speak

only as a member of the general public—not as an expert. And what is there

new, in a subject so much discussed, for a member of the general public to

say? An illuminating address is, I fear, under the circumstances impossible.

Not that I regard the view of the general public as unimportant. Indeed,

I am not sure that a good case could not be made out for having a mere
member of the general public as such as president from time to time. The
general public must, as all will admit, decide what is to be spent on education,

or, more strictly, on schools and colleges and professional educators, out of

both public and private income—it is for them to decide on its relation to

other social and family needs. But the concern of the public with education is

not merely financial and administrative. It is more intimate than that. For
education is not a subject like physics or chemistry on which only an expert

has a right to an independent view. There are, no doubt, aspects of it of

which only the expert can properly judge, there are experiments in it which
only the expert can advantageously try, and there are, of course, departments
of it in which the opinion of the expert is indispensable. But without depre-

ciating either the science or art of education, it is clear that when we take

education in its widest sense it concerns everybody, and almost everybody is

bound to have views about it. Each generation as a whole is responsible for

handing on to the next the control over matter and mind, and the power of

co-operation, which it has itself inherited from its forbears and added to, and

which it must put its successors in a position to add to further. It is on this
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that the progress of the human race depends ; without it each generation would
have to start fresh from the beginning, and we should still be in the position

of primitive man.
But the larger and more important part of education in this wide sense is

done first in the nursery, and then, as the child gets beyond babyhood, by
means of its own observation and imitation of its elders ; while much is done
by experience gained in mixing with others of its own age, and much by the
exercise of responsibility. The education thus obtained, combined with precepts
and with tales handed down orally, sufficed for our ancestors until the increas-

ing complexity of life made it important for the rising generation to acquire
skill and knowledge which mere imitation and experience could not give. When
this happened division of labour took place in this as in other departments of
life, and led to the introduction of the professional educator—that is, the
educational expert who has the art of imparting the needed knowledge and
skill, or at least of shortening the process of acquiring them. We may observe
that his services are now required by all and not, as was once the case, only by
those preparing for the learned professions. This work of the professional

educator is what oux Section of the British Association is mainly concerned
with, and the methods to be employed are best judged by the professional
educators themselves. But the co-ordination of their work with the whole
process of education, its place in the production of good citizens, must, as I

have said, be judged, not by the professional educators alone, but by the whole
body of the nation. The general public must not only be regarded as capable
of exercising judgment on educational matters, but shouid be encouraged to feel

that it is its duty to do so.

If we judge by the amount of talk which goes on about education, it would
perhaps seem that the public is fully aware of its responsibilities. And yet I
think there are indications that in some respects it fails to grasp them, and is

disposed to depend too much on the professional educator; allowing itself to be
confused by our habit of using the same word ' Education ' in both the wider
sense, of which we have been speaking, and also in the narrower sense of book-
learning. The sense of proportion seems to me to be sometimes seriously lost
from this cause.

I was impressed with an example of this exhibited a little while ago in a
correspondence in the I'imcs about the employment of the older boys in the
elementary schools of country districts to do some of the work on the farms
in place of farm-hands who have enlisted. One group of the correspondents,
looking at the question from the poiait of view of agriculture, thought the
advantage derived by the boy from his last year of school training was of
small value to the country compared with the work he could do on the farm.
The other group, looking at the question from the point of view of the school,
thought it monstrous that what they called the ' education ' of the boy should
be in any way curtailed. I am not at the moment concerned with the con-
troversy itself, nor am I taking the side of either group of disputants. There
is, of course, much to be said on both sides, and the decision should probably
vary with the locality, and the work, and the farmer, and the boy. But what
struck me was that all the disputants seemed to regard education as beginning
and ending at school. None appeared to think of it in its wider sense. None
referred to the great effect it might have on the boy's future life and character
to feel that in a grave national crisis he had ' done his bit '—an effect which
would perhaps be all the greater if he felt he was sacrificing something to make
up for which special effort might be needed later. I have seen the view of the
gain to boys and girls from helping in the emergency put forward since, but
not in the particular newspaper controversy in question, nor, I think, in connec-
tion with the loss of a year of schooling.

And there was another aspect of the question which did not seem to excite
attention. I mean the possibly bad educational effect, in the wide sense, of
preventing the boy from doing the work. To keep him at school, if he wa.s
conscious that his services were needed elsewhere, could not but tend to con-
centrate his attention on himself and the importance of his own schooling, and
could not but tend to produce to some extent the deplorable temper of mind
which leads some young people, a little older than the schoolboys over whom
the controversy raged, to regard self-development as the aim and object of
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existence. This is certainly not the attitude of a good citizen—and to produce
good citizens should, as we probably all agree, be the principal aim of education.
The particular difficulty to which I have referred seems inseparable from com-
pulsory education, and probably cannot be altogether got over. The thoughtful
girl of twelve, not absorbed in herself, must sometimes wonder whether her
school-work is really as valuable as the help she could give her mother in some
special difficulty or strain, except on the assumption that her own development
ranks above all other objects.

Of course, the higher the relative value we put on scholastic education the
less important will the loss of other educational influences appear to us. And
perhaps at this point I had better frankly confess—what is, I fear, another
defect in my qualifications as President of the Educational Section—namely, that
I am not an enthusiast about education in the same sense that most of my
hearers probably are. I read the other day in a review of the life of an
American educationist that

—

' He was penetrated with two characteristics which are the saving clause of
the American and every other democracy, a reverence for learning and a flaming
belief in education as the condition of success in any scheme of popular self-

government.'

In the reverence for learning I am with him, but I could not describe my
belief in education—education, that is, in the sense here meant, namely, school

and college education—as ' flaming.' I cannot, for instance, believe, as some
seem to do, that by keeping children a year longer at school we should
regenerate mankind, or at least secure as a matter of course great improvement.
Why, you may ask, if I am not an enthusiastic believer in education, have
I spent so much of my life—my time, my energy, my means—in helping to

provide opportujiities of University education for women? The answer is that
I do believe very much in giving to as many people as possible educational
opportunities—meaning by that in the first place the means of preparing for
their work in life. Those who are going to teach, for instance, must obviously
learn first, and, as I have just reminded you, women's opportunity of doing
this was lamentably deficient half a century ago.

But secondly—and this is not at all less important—I mean by educational
opportunity the means of satisfying intellectual curiosity, every spark of which
should be fostered. For it is to intellectual curiosity that progi'ess in knowledge,
including physical science, is mainly due. And intellectual curioeity is an
important adjunct to the mental processes involved in understanding the world
we live in, a valuable aid in the formation of a good judgment, and a great
assistance in practical life. Intellectual cui'iosity and aesthetic sensibility are,

moreover, the mainsprings of culture—that is, of some of the highest pleasures
we can enjoy.

You will doubtless agree with this, and will agree, further, that without
intellectual curiosity no amount of accumulated information can be properly
assimilated, or will produce either culture or knowledge of permanent value. In
its absence the pupil may pass through school and college with little advantage
apart from discipline, beyond the acquisition of elementary skill in reading,
writing, and arithmetic, and if he has a good memory a barren knowledge of
some facts. You will probably add that it is one of the most important func-
tions of the teacher to endeavour to produce this intellectual curiosity when
absent or in abeyance, and that the zeal of the professional educator in this
direction is a strong reason for enthusiastic belief in school education. It
would be, I grant, if we could hope that the teacher's success would always
be equal to his zeal ; but notoriously this is far from being the case, and the
failure is by no means always due to want of intelligence in the pupil any more
than it is due to want of capacity in the teacher. In many cases, in all classes
of society, the spark of intellectual curiosity—the response in the pupil's mind
to educational stimulus—cannot be fanned into flame through book-learning
alone, and yet may be there all the time ready to burst forth when it comes into
contact with the needs of actual life and work. It may even be there, and fail

to respond to imposed lessons, while it would blaze up if the pupil could by any
means be induced to desire to learn before he is taught. It is partly because
it is so important, if and when the desire to learn comes, that the boy or girl,
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man or woman, should be armed with the instruments -which may give them
independent means of acquiring the knowledge they desire, so far as this can be

acquired through books, that we compel parents to send their children to

school. No doubt, however, an even more important reason is our now almost

universal use of reading and writing as a means of communicating with each

other. The more widespread these arts are, the harder it is for anyone who has

not acquired them to keep abreast of his fellows. But even now it would, of

course, not be impossible, and the use of such phrases as compulsory education,

in which education merely means the reverse of illiteracy, tends, I think, in

itself to obscure the apprehension of what education really is and to reduce the

general sense of responsibility for it, and particularly that of parents.

Many years ago before the days of compulsory education, or at least

before it had time to produce any effect, I knew a man in the South of
England who had had no school education, or practically none. I believe he
could read a little with effort, but he could neither write nor keep accounts, so
I was told. His wife did these things for him when they were necessary. Ho
was, however, a good farmer, farmed a considerable amount of land, and
acted as manager or agent under the landlord for a large estate. He knew his

business thoroughly, had the power of managing men, and was much respected.
It is impossible not to regard such a man as a more valuable member of the
community, and a better-educated man in some respects, than many of those
who climb the educational ladder to become clerks in an office. But, of course,
such a man must have regretted that he had not had opportunities of schooling
in his early youth—that he had not acquired the art of writing while he still

had leisure. The want of the three R's must have been a serious handicap,
only overcome by unusual ability. And, in fact, no one now doubts that it is

almost as important to acquire these elementary arts as to learn to speak or
walk. It is with the question of carrying school education further that doubt
arises whether it is really the best education for everybody, and whether we
ought to regard the person whose scholastic education has been longest, or who
has succeeded best in examinations, as therefore necessarily the best educated.

I do not mean in saying this to set the practical man above the man of
learning. Of course we want both, and we should like our schools to help to
develop both. The value to the world of good scientific and literary work is

enormous. And so far as science is concerned the British Association exists
to bring home to the general public its value and interest, and coiasequently
the importance of men who can advance it. Nor do I mean in what I have said
to suggest any divorce between practice and learning. The business of most of
us is practical, but what is to be desired is that everyone capable of it should
combine practical ability—whether in manual work, or in organisation or
administration^ or in any other line—with a desire to learn ; and that not only
in relation to his work in life, but in a wider sphere. And, of course, we must
wish that the means to satisfy this desire should be within everyone's reach.
My point, therefore, is not that learning is not valuable, but that it is of little

value unless it meets a desire in the learner's mind. And here the parents come
in. The required attitude of mind is much more likely to be inspired by parents
who possess it, than it is by the school. Or let us say that those children
are most likely to grow up with it whose parents combine with the school to
stimulate it. Unfortunately the result of compulsory primary education has
not been to promote any sense of responsibility in parents as regards this ; at
least that is my belief. And I may, I think, appeal to Scottish experience
in support of it.

The institution of parish schools is, as is well known, older in Scotland
than in England. They date there from the Reformation, and were part of
the ecclesiastical organisation initiated by John Knox. In the scheme drawn
up by him and his colleagues education had a great place. The parish schools,
in which Biblical instruction was foremost, were put in charge of the Church
and long needed its efforts for their maintenance. Starting in this way the
zeal for school education had become traditional. All respectable parents aimed
at giving their children the best education they could. There was a strongly
rooted sense of duty in the matter, and this from a double motive. Thev
sent their children to school not only to help them to get on in the world,
but because of the traditional association of knowledsre and religion. Observe

1915. 3b
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the educational value of this second motive. I am not looking at it from the

religious point of view—that is not my business to-day. But as an instrument

of culture the value of a desire for learning, based on something other than

its relation to worldly success, is obviously great. It may be that the school

education actually prevailing in Scotland is better now than that of fifty years

ago, that the examination of the school inspector is more searching if less

stimulating than was that of the Presbytery, that the average or backward child

is less sacrificed to the clever one than used to be the case, and that general

intelligence is more developed. But the parents, who felt their children's

schooling to be their private concern, valued it more, took more personal

interest in it, and felt more personal responsibility for their children's progress

than parents can do now. And it is a serious question whether the loss of this

close link with home life has not had a bad educational effect, taking education

in its wider sense, which is not compensated for by possible improvement in the

schools.

I must admit that in saying this I have in mind only a limited area. 1

have made no wider investigation. The population I am thinking of is an
entirely rural one in a purely agricultural district in the South of Scotland,

with which I was intimately acquainted as a young woman, and which I revisit

from time to time. In such a district compulsion to send the children to

school was unnecessary. It probably was required in the large towns and the

more industrial parts of the coimtiy. I do not complain of the introduction

of compulsion, but it did strike me at the time of its introduction that it was of

very doubtful advantage in my own part of the country; and this impression

has not diminished since.

To see if it was shared by others I wrote to a friend, more familiar with the

district than I am now, to ask whether he did not think that parental interest

in the children's school education had decreased, and also whether he thought
that, as judged, for instance, by the books they borrowed from the parish

library, the grown-up population was less inclined to serious reading than they
used to be. I received from him a very interesting reply. He agreed with
what I have just said as regards the first question, and after speaking of the
warm and genuine wish in old times to give the children a good education.,

added :

' The parents might, indeed, let their older children be absent for short

times from school for light farm work or the like. But this was more than made
up for by the zeal with which they were sent to winter evening classes, which
could be gathered then far more easily than now. It is an unfortunate effect

of legislation that it has largely deprived us of the great asset we had in the

keenness of parental interest. It came about in this way. Government maue
it compulsory that no child should be employed in wage-earning who had not

passed the fifth standard. Almost instantly the ideal of our people was lowered.

A child was "educated" who had passed the fifth standard! And when by
and by Government made it compulsory that a child should be at school till

fourteen years of age, the parents in many cases felt this hard upon them, and
our School Board every year has applications for permission to children to

work before they are fourteen on various pretexts. I do not say that our
people are not interested in their children's education. They still inherit that
interest. But compulsion, and the fact of the responsibility being taken by
Government, has greatly changed their attitude.'

With regard to my second question— ' Whether there is in country parishes
as much reading of serious books, books of weight, history, travels, &c.'—he
says he 'must answer A^o.' He thinks that the young people are perhaps more
intelligent than they used to be, ' but the reading is in enormous proportion
novels and very light literature.' He goes on to tell me of an old man who
died two years ago ' of the finest old Scottish type—devout, independent,
interested in religious reading, in lives of men like Livingstone, in travels

(he was reading Nansen in his ninetieth year and most interested in his Hear-

ing the Pole). But the list of books in his steady reading from the library
here was of quite different character from that opposite other names in our
catalogue of the same rank.' He says also that forty or fifty years ago good
audiences could be got for lectures—historical, travel, &c., but that now a good
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audience can only be got for concerts, entertainments, or at most lectures

with lantern pictures. All this seems, as far as it goes, to show a diminution

in culture, in capacity for the higher intellectual pleasures, in fruitful curiosity.

My correspondent is not prepared, however, to say that this change is due to

changes in school education. It comes, he thinks, ' of the different spirit in

young people, less under authority, indulging more in pleasures, not pressing

hard or thinking they need this in order to get on.' He thinks, in short, that

the young men now are more self-indulgent and less energetic than they were,

and he looks to the nobler spirit which the War has called out to carry us into

better ideals of life. He may be right in thinking that causes independent of

school education have produced the result. But we must admit that if it is true

that, concurrently with a school education improved in some important ways,

there has been a diminution in intellectual interests—in culture, in short—the

school education has at any rate failed in one of the objects aimed at.

Well, you must take these views about a particular country district for what
they are worth. Facts observed among a comparatively small number of

people may not represent the average. Moreover, my correspondent and I are

both old—we could not remember, or think we remembered, the state of things

fifty years ago if we were not—and you may, if you think proper, discount

what we have to say, on the almost proverbial ground that old people put the

Golden Age behind them. I am not, however, myself conscious of any such
tendency. I believe very much in progress, and look forward to a gradually

improving world, and I believe we are on the whole improving in educational
ideals and educational methods as in other thing.?. But it behoves us to watch
what we do, and not to acquiesce, if we can possibly help it, in loss on one
side without being very sure that it is more than compensated for by gain on
the other. The loss of the parents' real co-operation where it has existed,

and the failure to gain it where it has previously been absent, is serious. It is

serious even if it is limited to the intellectual side of education and does not
extend to the formation of character, as I fear it sometimes does. With the
greatest zeal the schoolmaster cannot replace the parents, nor even the parents'
influence in producing the right attitude of mind in the pupil. And it is at the
very least doubtful whether the better teaching which improved methods
secure to the pupil can make up for any loss of spontaneous desire to put his

own mind into the effort of learning for learning's sake.
And so I come back to the point that the general public must be encouraged

to take its share even in the part of education carried on at school and college,

and in particular those members of the general public who are parents of pupils.
But this conclusion is rather barren, for I have no very definite plan to suggest
for carrying it out. The State cannot now, even if it would, abandon "the
responsibility for the elementary school education of the children, and even if it

could it is more than doubtful whether it would be desirable. For though we
have now secured that all parents shall themselves have had school education,
we still cannot trust them all voluntarily to give that advantage to their
children. So the drawback must be put up with that parents cannot feel the
same degree of responsibility resting on themselves when the responsibility is

undertaken by the State.

It is to be hoped, however, that we shall be very careful how far we
entrust to the State the regulation of education higher than the primary.
Bureaucratic regulation may be well adapted to produce German Kultur, but it

is not the way to secure the attitude of mind which leads to freedom, inde-

pendence of thought, and culture in the best sense. And it is very apt to lead
to want of independence in the teacher.

Probably our best hope for progress in the right direction lies in movements
like the Workers' Educational Association, where we have voluntary effort put
forward to satisfy spontaneous desire to learn. As this movement extends we
may hope more and more to get a generation of parents who, having themselves
experienced intellectual curiosity and the joy of satisfying it, who, h<aving them-
selves felt the gain of a wider outlook on men and things, may by their

example inspire their children with a similar disinterested desire for learning
and culture.

3 B 2
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The following Papers were then read :

—

1. The Place of History in Education.

By Professor F. 0. J. Heaenshaw.

Before the place of history in education can be determined, the aim of
education as a whole must be agreed upon. There is not at the present day
the same simplicity of aim as there was in ancient and mediaeval times ; but in

a democratic country like Britain the civic aim must necessarily be the dominant
one. The main purpose of national education is to produce good citizens. What
part can history play in the attainment of this end ?

Until recently history, regarded as an instrument of education, manifested
several serious defects. It was written from a partisan point of view ; it was
unscientific in method ; it was unduly restricted in its scope. Recent changes,
however, in the study and writing of history have gone far to remove these
defects and to provide a valuable and trustworthy instrument, even though
history on its literary side has thereby suffered.

The educational functions which history subserves may be classiiied as

(1) Technical, in the case of statesmen and others
; (2) Intellectual, in so far as

it trains the imagination, shows the sequence and cause and effect in human
affairs, and gives practice in the weighing of conflicting evidence ; (3) Moral,
in that it widens the mental horizon, elevates the character by bringing it into
contact with great men and large affairs, arouses sympathy, develops impar-
tiality, and teaches ' awe at the prodigious manysidedness and endless signi-

ficance of human activities '
; (4) Civic, in that it provides a school of political

method, a storehouse of political precedent, and the basis of future political
progress. It further serves a purpose which may be termed (5) Philosophical,
since it furnishes man with some data for the solution of the ultimate problems
of knowledge and being.

These generalisations may be illustrated from the light which history throws
upon the causes of the present European crisis.

2. Methods and Content of History as a Subject of School Study.
By Professor Eamsay Muir.

History, like other subjects, has to serve a double end in the school
curriculum. (A) It provides training for certain qualities of mind, imagina-
tion, judgment, the habit of considering events in the light of their back-
ground, the power of weighing human testimony without undue credulity or
undue scepticism, and the habit of tolerance, arising from the sympathetic
appreciation of conflicting points of view. (B) It provides the pupil with a
body of knowledge useful for the purposes of his life, and especially with an
explanation of the society in which he lives. The scheme of an historical
curriculum, and the way in which it is handled, must depend upon the relative
importance attached to these two ends.

If we think only of mental training we shall conclude (a) that it does not
matter what period is studied, and (b) that it is best to study a limited period,
where the teacher has full and first-hand knowledge, and where by the use of
contemporary narratives the events can be seen through the eyes of the actors.
This forms the real justification of the long ascendency of classical studies,
which gave the_ intelligent student a really intimate knowledge of decisive
periods in the history of Greece and of Rome, and therefore achieved, often in a
remarkable degree, the intellectual benefits of historical training. If equally
good results are to be achieved in the modern field, the same methods, or
similar methods, must be followed.

The demand that history should be used to explain his world to the pupil
is, however, now predominant; and it seems to exact a range of study that
puts out of the question the intimate study required for the realisation of the
first aim, and_ drives us back upon arid outline surveys, supplemented at the
best by the disconnected collections of excerpts known as source-books. Foy
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this second purpose the student ought to cover all Englisli history, economic

history, the history of the colonies and dominions, and the general history of

Europe. This range is far too wide to make any solidity of knowledge possible,

and the pupil is apt to be fed on formulae and dead (because disorganised) facts.

What is the result of the ordinary school curriculum upon even an intelli-

gent boy ? (1) He knows the traditionally emphasised facts about English

political history, but seldom for any period later than the seventeenth century

;

and he has no such grasp of (say) mediaeval civilisation as his predecessor

sometimes had of classical
; (2) he knows, as disconnected facts, a few episodes

of English economic history, but has no sense of the organic development of

a society; (3) he knows as a rule nothing at all about India or the self-govern-

ing colonies
; (4) in a few cases he has been through a very slight outline

survey of European history, ibut has no sense of the ' personalities ' of the

nations, the character of their civilisation, and the nature of their aspirations.

He has 7iot been equipped with a body of knowledge that in any real sense
makes the world more intelligible to him ; and on the other hand he has not
enjoyed the kind of training that would cultivate the mental qualities already
described.

The two things that make English history worth studying are (1) the develop-
ment of self-government, and (2) the expansion of the British race and of their

ideas over the face of the globe. The first of these involves a study of consti-

tutional history, which is too difficult to be successfully undertaken bv immature
minds. Our pupils in this field usually know only formulae and disconnected
scraps of ' antiquities,' which (when divorced from their context) have in them
no mental nutriment, and stand in no intelligible relation to the world which
the pupil knows. Of the second theme, as has been already said, he knows
nothing.

Is there any means by which the two aims of historical study can be recon-
ciled and combined ? I suggest that we have, in the story of British expansion
during the last four centuries, a theme which would make this possible. (1) The
theme has a strong narrative interest, which will appeal to boys. It has both
unity and variety. It remarkably illustrates the geographical factor in history.

(2) It introduces the political problem in the simplest and clearest form, and
illustrates the ideas and mtethods of self-government in a way far more
intelligible to young minds than any narrative of the thirteenth or seventeenth
century struggles. The essential character of British civilisation shows itself

most unmistakably, and in clearest contrast with the civilisation of other
countries, in the field of extra-European expansion. (3) Large blocks, at any
rate, of the subject lend themselves to study in contemporary narratives, and
an excellent source-book could easily be made, consisting not of snippets, but
of long chapters by contemporary writers. (4) The development of the economic
position of Britain, and, indeed, the general development of Western civilisa-
tion in its economic aspect, comes out more clearly in this story than it can
easily be made to do in a narrative of English history on the ordinary lines,
because colonisation and trade have been closely related throughout. '

(5) All
the principal nations of the world, European and other, appear on this great
stage, and express their national characteristics in their colonial activities.
As Britain has been not only their rival but often the inheritor of their work,
some understanding of that work becomes necessary; and this means the
appreciation of the nations as personalities.

Such a scheme of studies, limited in its range in one way, of world-wide
range in another, having a central thread and at the same time a great variety,
could be so handled as at once to help the student to understand not merelv the
British Empire, but the world of to-day in all its interrelations, and to
appreciate that conflict of national interests and national ideals which is the
stuff of modern history. But it could also be used (because some intimacy
of study would be possible) as a means of realising the intellectual aims of
historical studies.

The obstacles in the way of such a scheme are considerable, but they are
merely practical difficulties about text-books, examinations, and the like,
capable of being overcome.
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3. History as a Subject of School Study. By J. E. Morris, D.Litt.

There is a somewhat urgent need that schoolmasters and schoolmistresses

should be freely consulted, because they know the capabilities of the youthful
mind, immature and impressionable as it is, better than university authorities.

Those who know the pupils in the claiss-room should have a voice in the choice

of subjects rather than those who only see the answers written in examinations.
The former resent, perhaps too keenly, the methods and the criticisms of

examiners ; the latter find fault, perhaps too freely, with the teachers. The
friction, such as it is, can be lessened.

Firstly, it is necessary to distinguish between the really promising, the

average, and the dull boys.

The promising boys, possibly candidates for scholarships, need, and usually

find, scope; the chief danger, however, is that too often they are expected to

limit themselves to political history, and are judged by literary capacity, whereas
enthusiasm in some special brancii, e.g., archjeology or social developments,
may be a sign of greater promise than mere literary expression. One hears

that an attempt is being made to bring classical and modern languages more
definitely into the history scholarship examination ; in theory this is excellent,

for an understanding of Thucydides or Cicero as an original authority, or an
appreciation of eonie problem of the Eevolutionary era expressed in a free

French composition, would at once mark out a boy as a possible scholar; but in

practice it is much to be feared that the linguistic side would be made too

prominent.
But it is for the average boys that the most careful legislation is required.

They ought not to be harassed by too many examinations and too many sub-

jects; and in general they ought to be taught as much as possible by one man,
the form-master, for he only can properly judge where to put on special pressure,

and where to relax, as examination time draws near. Where, however, the
form-master is not sympathetic and the specialist must be called in, it is impera-
tive to combine two or three consecutive classes under one man. The extreme
case of an average boy presenting eight subjects and taught by eight men, each
demanding the lion's share of the time, is either pitiable or farcical, and the
result is either overwork or a clever laziness which plays off the teachers against

each other. In most cases history suffers, and is either crowded out or per-

functorily taught ; worse still, the right sort of history is not always put on the
syllabus, but that which can be most easily crammed. Examinations of the
' School Certificate ' and ' Matriculation ' type are meant ; hardly ever are the
average boy's one or two strong points allowed to come into play, and especially

is this the case in history. At the present crisis it is opportune to insist that
his school studies should not be confined to England and to events before 1837;
he both likes and should be encouraged to study European problems, even if ho
finds it hard to be accurate.

The average boy suffers badly because of the dullard; often, of course, the
dullard in one subject is the brilliant scholar in another, and outsiders in reading
reports forget that the strong criticisms of examiners do not refer to the same
boys in all subjects. Teaching to the bottom boys of a class to force them
through an examination is utterly unfair to the many average and few brilliant

boys.

Secondly, the rigid division of subjects is quite wrong. Geography and
English ought not to be marked off from History. An ideal paper would contain
absolutely elementary questions in all three, the standard being fixed by syllabus,
and 20 per cent, of marks allotted ; then a large number of alternative questions
should be put, being worded so as to allow the writer to show how wide his

reading is in political, social, geographical, and general subjects. As matters
are now, one can offer no suggestions except on the lines of examination tests.
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4. The Method and Content of Histoni as a Subject of School Study
in Elementary Schools.

By J. A. White.

The present situation has brought home to the most unimaginative how
much our life is bound up with the outside world, the meaninsr and value of
our own institutions, and that we, perhaps more than any other nation, are
dependent upon world conditions. A democracy ignorant of its surroundings is,

obviously, a serious danger in a democratic State. Some ideas of world con-
ditions are, therefore, essential. Nor can these ideas be limited to present
conditions, becau.se tradition is such a tremendous intellectual force in the whole
national organism. Definite history teaching, of the most elementary character,
would have made the task of e.vplaining the causes of the present crisis a
comparatively easy matter. Again, how frequently 07ie hears the complaint
that it is mo.st difficult to interest the elector in anything beyond his imme<liate
environment! And this at a time when the State is forced,' more and more, to
interfere in the affairs of the individual. Enlightenment in this direction is a
necessity, if we are to avoid, on the one hand, slavish obedience, or, on the
other, a more or le.ss hostile indifference. From these considerations it follows
that we must, at least, introduce our youth to some knowledge of general, social,
and constitutionnl history.

This_ is a difficult task. Plainly we must throw overboard much that we
have hitherto considered necessary. Already dates, ro^-al personasres, and
battles have felt the shock of the newer tendencies in history teaching, and
doubtless in many cases the abandonment of these has been overdone, and too
much stress in the more advanced schools has been laid upon economic factors.
But even when thus pruned, the selection of matter suitable to cover the ground
indicated above is a very difficult ta.sk.

_
Three things should be kept steadily in view : (1) the matter must be such as

will appeal to the child; (2) it must have develooment as its cardinal feature;
(-3) it must, in some measure, explain modern conditions. If this is done, neither
kings nor queens, nor great men and women, nor economic and social develop-
ment will be neglected.

In general history we mu,st keep to the broadest and most interesting events,
and, in a sketch of this kind, sometimes one group of peoples or events, and
sometimes another, will occupy the central theme, but the general result will
be the gradual unfolding of the present grouping of the great world powers, with
the British Emoire in its relation to them. The world geography taken about
the same time will be of considerable assistance.

In social and economic history we have a. somewhat easier task. The great
stages in our .social development, especially up to the end of the eighteenth
century, are few. A continuous story is fairly easy to construct. In conjunc-
tion with local history, its appeal to the child ia direct. But while the com-
munistic side of the subject will be strongly marked, the importance of the
actions of individual men and women must be emphasised.

In constitutional history we think of the future elector. Therefore the
story of Parliament, with the m.-'in landmarks in the growth of political freedom,
is what is necessary. This cotirse will be of such a nature as to impress the
lesson, that concurrently with greater freedom come more duties and more
responsibilities.

The accomplishment of all this depends primarily upon competent teachers
with the necessary historical equipment. But it is possible to do much with the
resources at hand. Much general history forms part of the Scripture lessons,
and can also be dealt with in the story lessons. Certainly we could get almost
all we need down to Roman times. The general biographical stories, so fre-
quently given for history to children from the ages of 64- to 8-t-, could be
arranged in chronological sequence. Thus, while the imagination and the
emotions are being cultivated, the child is acquiring some sense of historical
sequence. From the ages of 8-|- to 10-1- a series of stories based upon the
social development of the home country, coupled with a study of local history,
would give a sense of development. From 10-1- to 12-t- British history could
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be taken dealing in the latter year with the growth of the British Empire.
From 12+ to 14 or 14+ the time for historical instruction might be lengthened
in order to cover the three courses in general, social, and constitutional history-

outlined above.
To assist in this work the Time Chart should always be in use. Maps,

plans, and, in some cases, models, containing the necessary data for intelligent

interpretation of events, as well as a good atlas, should always be at hand.
Pictures, especially contemporary ones, are particularly useful. Source books and
original documents need a competent teacher, or sufficient authoritative ex-
planatory matter. Contemporary literature is most valuable. Museums supply
isolated items to fill up the picture. Text-books and other rea/ding matter should
be under the guidance of the teacher.

5. History in Elementary Schools. By Professor T. F. Tout.

6. Instruction in Ethics and Politics.

By Miss E. E. Constance Jones.

In discussing the teaching of any subject, we may consider (1) What is to
be taught—the subject-matter itself; (2) Whether it is to be taught; (3) How
it is to be taught.

As regards history, we are all agreed that history should be generally taught
in schools, and should be a subject of study at universities, and, to some
extent at least, at training colleges, and perhaps we all know roughly what we
mean by history. So the great question here is : How?

As regards ethics and politics—the study respectively of private and public
duty—of what men ought to do whether as private individuals or as political

factors of an organised community—it might be thought that the most debat-
able questions are : (1) What account can we give of these subjects? and (2)

Should they be taught in schools, in the universities, and in training colleges?
It seems, however, on reflection, that ethics and politics—though, on the

whole, the systematic study of them is strangely neglected—are just as familiar

and all-pervading as history—that instruction in history inevitably carries with
it some instruction in ethics and politics. At every step in history, from the
very beginning when an action, a king, a hero, a traitor, a coward, a govern-
ment, a war, is pointed out as good or bad, ethics and politics are taught
—though indeed only by-the-way. And the connection becomes closer and deeper
and more multifarious as the study proceeds.

So here, again, what is prominent is our third question, How ? which we may
enlarge to How, When, Where, and How much?
A most suggestive hint as to the best way of consciously using history or

legend—descriptive tales whether fact or fiction—as a starting-point of ethical

instruction, is given by Eobert Browning in a little poem which tells how his

father first made known to him the heroic story of the siege of Troy— ' piling

up chairs and tables for a town.' The progress so begun— ' thus far I rightly

understood the case, at five years old '—ends in the pupil's absorbed study
of Aristotle's ' Ethics ' in the original. The whole suggestion seems true to

life and thought—the first crude, but visible and tangible, presentment being
succeeded by acquaintance with the ' Iliad ' itself, and that by admiring con-
templation of unembodied virtues.

At later stages a systematic answer to the question : (1) What is it that is

to be taught as good in conduct ? is insistently called for, because differences of
opinion arise as to what it is that is Good and Bad. But perhaps at any stage
Bishop Butler's view that good conduct may be summed up under the heads of
justice, veracity, and regard to common good, is likely on consideration to be
accepted. "Virtue thus understood is ' that which every man you meet puts on
the show of.'

And if justice, veracity, and regard to common good can be brought—
.TS they can—under the one rubric of benevolence, our first and essentially

important question : In teaching ethics and politics what is to be set forth
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as good and bad? is answered—in the briefest possible way indeed, and in the
barest outline—but yet adequately, if the answer proves to be valid and to cover
all the ground.

The principal part of this paper is devoted to trying to show this with as
much brevity as is compatible with clearness, and insisting particularly on the
vital importance of having the same fundamental principle in politics as in
ethics.

No theory of conduct, of course, can escape the question, Why should we
accept it? How do we know that it is true? This is a matter of method, and
the theory here advocated is prepared with a very impressive answer—an answer
which, when set out at length, offers also a solution of the very fundamental
inquiry : Why should I do what I see to be right?

There remains for further consideration our complicated third question : How
ought ethics and politics to be taught? This I make an attempt to answer
very briefly, and endeavour incidentally to indicate various interesting con-
nections between teaching of history and instruction in the theorj' of conduct,
and to point out some of "the immensely valuable services which systematic ethics
and politics can render not only to history, but also to that many-sided life of
man which is the subject of historical study.

7. Education and British Ideals. By Professor E. S. Conway, Litt.D.

Many complaints have been heard in the course of the present War that
British education is being proved inferior to German in point of technical
training. Even if this be granted, it does not prove that the German system
as a whole is better than ours. The Germans had, no doubt, applied to war
all the resources of modern scipnce

; yet the object of education is not merely
to make good tools but to teach men for what ends to use them. No system
is sound which does not, as Plato taught, awaken some intelligent affection for
great ideals of conduct, and these could only come from the literary side of train-
ing. Now one of the ideals which the literars' side of Briti.sh education has
nourished is absent from the Prussian mind, though not from the older and
humaner traditions of Southern and Western Germany, and it is Prussia that
has directed German education for the last forty years. This ideal is the love
of freedom, understanding by freedom free government. The desire and respect
for this is by no means spontaneotis in human nature. Has any scientific dis-

covery conferred vaster benefits on mankind than that of freedom in this sense?
It was the Greeks of the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. who first introduced free

government into the world, and saved it at the outset, at great cost to their
own generation, from being crushed by Oriental tyrannv. From them the faith

in freedom has passed in a clearly traceable line through Koman literature and
throTigh the Roman municipal system to all the communities of the world in

which freedom has taken root, including even the Hanse republics, for, as

Freeman pointed out, our Teutonic ancestors hated the very idea of a town,
and the notion of a charter granted by the Emperor came straight down from
the Roman Empire. No educational changes, therefore, could be approved
which injured this great tradition of British training. The University of

Manchester has shown its faith in it by founding side by side with the fourth

Chair of History a fourth Chair of Classical Studies, devoted to Imperial Latin.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBEB 9.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on Museums.—See Reports, p. 262.
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2. The Place of Museums in General Education.

By Hon. Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.

The value of museums in general education depends upon their arrangement
and their being classified so as to show the true relations of the various objects
to one another. I propose to lay before the Section a scheme of classification

based on my experience in Manchester, dating from 1869, in combining various
scattered collections into one museum, which is now of equal service to the
University, to the various schools and institutions of the district, and to the
general public. What has been done here on a fairly large may be done
with equal success on a small scale elsewhere.

The difficulty of co-ordinating the widely different groups of objects of
human interest has been overcome by the adoption of the principles of time
and evolution as the basis of classification, as seen in the following scheme.

Scheme of Classification carried out in the Manchester Museum.

Modern History
of

The Earth
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3. MHilary Training in Schools. By Rev. A. A. David,

1. Its Bearing on National Needs.
The question is not altogether separable from the wider question of Universal

or National Training.

It is fair to point out that the recent sudden demand for a very large number
of officers in all branches of the British Army would not have been met as it

has been but for the careful and continually improving military practice in

Public Schools for the last thirty years, but especially since 1908.

But it will be endeavoured so far as possible to discuss the School question

on its educational merits alone.

2. Suggestions for a Continuous Course.—At Elementary or Preparatory
School stages—Drill and Scouting. In Public Schools.—Ditto with Field
Practice and Elementary Tactics and much exercise in handling squads, sections,

&c., leading to certificate A, and at a later stage to further training for Olficers

and Certificate B.

3. Effects on the Individual Boy.—(a) in body. Good drill demands and
induces alertness of ear, ready attention, and muscles under instant control.

Physical exercises for straightening, smartening, and strengthening are probably
best done as part of military training. And all this is most easily taught and
learnt quite early in school life.

(b) III cnpacity and cliaracter. To prepare a man to be a soldier means to

produce in him faculties and powers which are of more than merely military

value, e.g., in connection with the giving, receiving, and transmitting of orders,

the appreciation and enjoyment of smartness and orderliness, and later on
responsibility, initiative, and leadership.

(c) in intelligence. Experience has proved the educational value for older
cadets of tactical problems for Certificate A, map-making and reading, and other

field work.
4. Effect on the School.—Here again experience has shown that a good

Training Corps reacts on the life of the whole school. For instance, in Boarding
Schools it is now exerting and, it is hoped, will continue to provide a whole-
some check upon the vmdue exaltation of games ; whei-eas in Day Schools, where
compulsory games are often impossible, it supplies a wholesome and practical

form of exercise and change of interest.

And it has also been found that a really efficient corps raises the standard
of discipline, and even oi efficiency, in other departments of school life. But
the drill must be good. Bad drill is worse than no drill. Much of the
opposition to school training dates from a time when little was expected of

Volunteers, before they were taken seriously by the authorities.

5. Objections.—The objectors fall into two classes :

(a) those whose hatred of all war leads them to condemn all military training

whatsoever. Such views cannot fail to win respect for those who hold them.
In a world of hard realities and second-bests we cannot afford to be without men
who will thus continually remind us of what ought to be possible, but neither

can we afford to act on their advice.

(b) those who fear an 'English militarism.' But why should we suppose
that English boys would catch a spirit and follow an example which the whole
world is recognising to be ridiculous, odious, and disastrous ?

4. Military Training in Schools. By J. L. Paton, M.A.

The present time seems to me most inopportune for discussing this question.

We are all under the obsession of the war. All that I urge is based not on
the present state of things but what will follow when the War is over, when
mankind will have a chance, such as it never had before, to open a new era

and roll the world upon a new and a better course.

I. If military training is to be made universal and compulsory in secondary
schools, this ought to be part of a national scheme. Compulsion by patches
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will never work. Where is this national scheme ? At present it looks as if

the idea was to train officers in the secondary school, and the rank and file

in the elementary school. If we are to have a conscript army, serving under
compulsion, at least let it be on a democratic basis, with free upward mobility

and no caste about it.

II. This war is the result of ideas firmly held, resolutely and unscrupu-

lously carried out into action. The seed-time of ideas is boyhood and early

manhood. Instil the idea of war, and war will be the crop we shall reap.

Already our school history is instilling far too much the idea of war. Every
page of it teaches implicitly that, when nations disagree, the way they settle

their difference is by means of war. And war appeals far more to the imagina-

tion of youth than arbitration. A boy is far more stirred by the Balaclava
charge than by the Alabama arbitration. The teaching of history needs
reforming.

But what he does influences your boy much more than what he hears. And
now you propose to train every boy in the practice of arms. War is to be his

chief game. I do not know whether scouting is still to have any existence,

but, if so, it is to be merely as a preparatory branch for the great universal

English game of war. And directly a boy turns sixteen he is to be turned
out of the scouts and don the khaki. That means that scouting will be shorn

of one of its most valuable training qualities : the training of the senior boy
in responsibility. Have the originators of this proposal thought out the in-

evitable psychological result of their proposal ? Steadily, day by day, they
are going to drill into our boys, at the most suggestible period of life, the idea

that the service which their country requires of them is fighting.

III. One would have thought that this war had been sufficient object

lesson to us never again to turn a nation into a barracks. Why did the European
peoples go to war ? Because for generations they had been living for war and
preparing for it. If our present experience teaches us anything, it is the
impotence of conscription to save us from war. Europe is suffering from the

fever of war. What produced it ? Conscription and military preparation.

What remedy is proposed to cure the patient ? The authors of this pixjposal

have only one prescription, ' Repeat the conscription dose—the mixture as

before, only make it stronger and increase the amount.'

IV. What is the principle we are fighting for ? Is it government by consent,

or government by coercion ? Is it a nation drilled and regimented and
dragooned by the War Office, or a nation free and spontaneous in its service,

mutually co-operative in its organisation ?

Let us get down to the root difference between the two parties to this debate.

Neither of us holds with Treitschke that the war is good or desirable in itself.

Both of us agree that the present state of things is of the devil. But my
opponents accept it as a thing that must be. ' We have to live in the world as

it is.' Our position is the exact opposite. ' We have to make the world as it

should be; and it is in our power to do it.' We fail in our highest duty if we
do not make some advance towards this.

There remains the question : on what other lines can national security be

assured ? First, smash Germany. Then summon the Hague Conference.

Utilise to the full the reaction against war which is sure to set in. Throw all

the highest statesmanship, moral wisdom, and strongest will-power of the
nations into the ending of war. If we do not end war, war will end us.

5. Military Training in Schools. By A. A. Somerville.

The best introduction to military training is probably to be found in either

the Swiss system, which includes not only exercise and drill but also games,

or in the Boy Scout movement ; the results obtained by the latter are great and
encouraging, and even extreme pacifists will not object to its spread all over the

Empire. In the secondary schools, however, definite military training should be

commenced ; when the leaving age is eighteen or nineteen there is full oppor-

tunity for this, but where the leaving age is sixteen the difficulties are much
greater.
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The Volunteer movement in schools corresponded closely with its progress in
the country ; in 1860 two Eton Masters formed the first Cadet Corps, and since
1872 the Eton Corps has almost always gone into camp at the end of the Summer
Term. After the South African war the Officers' Training Corps was founded
by the War Office, with the special intention of forming a source from which
officers for the Regular Army could be drawn ; the result has been to make
drill, shooting, and field work at school keener and camp-life more strenuous ;

and, outside the Regulars, the O.T.C. is one of the few organisations able to
provide officers and men at short notice. The County of Middlesex took the
lead in introducing military training into the county and mimicipal schools,

the necessary funds being raised partly by a small grant from the War Office

and partly by a subscription from the games fund, although in some cases

parents and friends have contributed. The question is controversial, but
England is now face to face with realities, and must realise that it takes time to

build up a great, efficient organisation. In New Zealand and Australia training

in military subjects is compulsory; and, should it be objected that this leads

to militarism, the experience of Canada disproves the accusation. In a pamphlet
signed by some of the most influential religious and educational authorities in

the Dominion, and approved by the Canadian Government, it is stated that
' Some Canadians object to the introduction of drill into the schools because

they think it develops a spirit of militarism ; experience has proved that this

view is incorrect. . . . Drill does more than develop a spirit of patriotism ; it

reveals to a boy his value as a citizen, and therefore his responsibilities for the

performance of his duties as a citizen, not merely in the defence of his country,

but upon the highest development of his country in all departments of national

life.'

6. The Military Training of Youthin Schools.—A Revieiv of the Systems

of Training in the British Empire and in Various Foreign Coun-
tries. By A. B. Wood, M.Sc.

The object of this paper is to supply a few undisputed facts which may serve

as a basis for a scientific discussion on this important problem. Information

has been collected from Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Sweden,
Norway, Switzerland, Italy, Germany, Austria, France, and U.S.A. As it is

impossible in a brief abstract to mention all these countries, one or two cases

only are given.

Australia.—In Australia all male inhabitants (except those specially

exempted) are liable to military service in time of peace as well as in time of

war. This principle of compulsory military training was made law in 1909, and
came into operation in January 1911. The Defence Act provided compulsory
military education for boys as follows :

Rank
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The expense of this training, as part of the educational system, is wholly

included in the ordinary Education Budget.
Certain provision is made for 'religious objectors' and 'anti-militarists.'

Eeports by the Premiers of the various States of the Commonwealth give

ample testimony to the success of the system.

Neio Zealand.—By the Defence Act of 1910-11, compulsory military training

is provided for every male person between the ages of 14 and 35 years. Between
the ages of 12 and 14 the boy receives a certain amount of physical training in

the elementary school. At 14 he joins the Senior Cadet Corps, his subsequent

training being now conducted on lines similar to the Australian system.

South Africa.—The Defence Act of 1912 provides that all boys between the

ages of 13 and 17 years shall undergo a prescribed course of military training

annually. The Act provides for compulsory military training ' only where it

can be carried out efficiently,' i.e., in urban and populous areas. In scattered

districts Defence Rifle Associations are formed.

iSwerfen.—Compulsory military training was introduced into Swedish schools

fifty years ago. Military exercises are given in all secondary schools, special

empha.sis being placed on rifle practice, at which 60 hours annually must be
spent by every boy between the ages of 15 and 18 years inclusive. In elemen-
tary schools physical exercises are given regularly, but no rifle practice.

Nor%oay.—Th& system here is similar to that of Sweden.

The value of this military training is estimated by referring to the reports
of the respective Governments. All these reports describe the compulsory
system of training as a great success, both from the point of view of the hoy
as an individual and the nation as a whole.

In the British ' System,' which is entirely voluntary, much excellent work is

done by various voluntary organisations, such as Church Lad.s' Brigades, Minia-
ture Rifle Clubs, School Cadet Corps, Boy Scouts, &c., and it becomes necessary
to decide whether or not such a voluntary system could be improved by adopting
a more centralised and systematic Government organisation of Cadet Corps on
lines, say, similar to that of the Australian system.

Many interesting questions for discussion will immediately suggest them-
selves, e.g. : (1) Is the adoption of the compulsory system of training an indica-
tion of ' Militarism ' ?—To answer this question it is interesting to compare
the cases of Germany and Switzerland or Australia.

(2) At what age should this training commence ?—The ' stages of growth '

(physical and mental) of a boy must necessarily be considered in this connection.

(3) ' Military Training ' or ' Physical Exercises ' in Elementary Schools ?

—

The solutions of (1) and (2) answer this question automatically.

(4) With regard to boys who leave the elementary school without going on
to the Secondarv School, the same series of questions arise as in the discussion
of the problem of Evening Continuation Schools.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Reports and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on. the Influence, of School Books on Eyesight.
See Eeports, p. 234.

2. Report on Scholarships.—See Eeports, p. 238.
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3. The Education of Girls for Professional Life.

By Mrs. W. L. Courtney.

It is necessary to differentiate between :

I. Professions with a fixed course of training, for which a university
education is a necessary preliminary (e.f/., medicine, teaching).

II. Professions for which girls cannot train until they are nineteen or
over [e.g., nursing, social work, higher grades of Civil Service).

III. Occupations which can be begun at an early age {e.f/., secretarial and
clerical work, journalism, lower grades of Civil Service).

Glass I. need not here be further considered because the school curriculum
for thes.e girls must necessarily be guided entirely by the I'equirements of the
Universities.

Class II. includes two different types of professions. For some {e.g.,

nursing) a university course is irrelevant; for others {e.g., social work. Civil

Service) it is eminently desirable, if the age at which wage-earning must be
begun can be deferred until twenty-two to twenty-four. But the school curriculum
will not need any special adaptation for either type. The nurse will be the better
for a good general education, and would not in any case begin her vocational
training at school. The social worker or aspirant to the Public Service, if she
cannot afford the very desirable university course, will take her settlement, or
other sociological, training from about the age of nineteen, and need not begin
at school.

Class III. is the group immediately concerning us. Here there are two rival
views : (1) That vocational training should begin at fifteen or sixteen either
(i) during the last school year; (n) at a special school or commercial college.

(2) That vocational training should in no case begin before seventeen, and pre-
ferably should be deferred till eighteen. Those who hold this view advocate its

non-inclusion in the curriculum of the secondary school.

The arguments in favour of (1) are {a) that it ensures the girl remaining
longer at school; {h) that it thereby strengthens her character and improves her
health; (c) that, while ensuring her these advantages, it turns her out equally
proficient in technical subjects. This is frequently disputed.

The arguments against (1) are («) that the time spent on vocational training
is subtracted from the ordinary school hours, and therefore curtails general
education; {b) that the girl so trained is not as proficient as the pupil of the
special school.

The arguments in favour of (2) are obvious. It ensures better general educa-
tion, and defers the vocational education to an age when the mind is more
mature and the technical qualifications are therefore more rapidly and more
effectively acquired.

The arguments against (2) are (a) that it defers the beginning of wage-earning
to an age which many middle-class parents cannot afford; {b) that the employer
prefers his assistants to begin young. This is again a very disputable point.

It is clear that the only person who certainly gains by the girl beginning
young is the parent. The girl does not gain, for she feels the strain of work
more severely, and chafes more against the long hours and confinement. And
the employer's gain is illusive, for though the girl may be more amenable, she
is less intelligent and attentive at sixteen than at eighteen, and in the long run
probably of less use.

But if the girl is not to begin wage-earning work at sixteen, and is to wait
lill eighteen, where should she spend the years from sixteen to eighteen ?

I answer, at school if possible, receiving a good general education. But if

wage-earning at eighteen or earlier is indispensable, then from sixteen to seventeen
at school, and from seventeen to seventeen and a half or eighteen at a secretarial
or business training school, carefully selected. I do not believe in the possibility
of getting more than the first rudiments of business training at school, because
it is impossible to create there the business atmosphere. And though the
' hustle ' of the crammer is as bad in its way as the ordinary school's absence
of business atmosphere, there is something between the two, and that 'some-
thing ' is what the ordinary business employer regards as indispensable. It
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consists in a short training conducted, as far as possible, in classes pervaded by
a business spirit, by persons who have been themselves in business and pro-

fessional life and understand its requirements, as no educationist can understand
them. It is a question of atmosphere, not of subjects. The better the general

education, the shorter can be this period of special training. But it makes the
pupil alert, business-like, and methodical, and is her best answer to the
employer, who always seeks, if he can, a girl ' with previous experience,' thus
placing serious difficulties in the path of the beginner. It will be very hard to

persuade him that a girl, merely school-trained and not specially trained, has any
equivalent at all to this ' previous experience.' And the more he can be per-

suaded to raise the standard of his requirements, the greater chance there is of
raising generally the level of secretarial and clerical work, until it is worthy to

rank as a profession, not an occupation, and of relegating to other employments
the mass of ill-trained clerical workers, who at present degrade this and kindred
branches of employment and bring down the rate of wages.

4. Women's Education. By Miss Haldane.

We have to face special questions raised by war conditions, and must con-
sider how to meet them. A new vista in employment has opened up for women.
Of the enormous number of new openings that have arisen, some, of course, are
temporary, but women will doubtless be more largely employed as earners in the
future; (1) because of the shortage of men, (2) because in certain directions
women's labour has proved as efficient as men's, and (3) because work will

probably be plentiful but cheap after the War, and more individuals in the
family will be required as wage-earners.

What preparations are we as educationists to make for the coming changes ?

We must above all realise that in our secondary education we have to prepare
not only for the gTeat profession of teaching, but for technical work of very
varied sorts. We shall expect our women not only to become doctors, teachers,
nurses, secretaries, &c., but also farmers, market gardeners, caterers, officials in
factories, railways, &c., and we must see that these women do not go into their
new occupation without the foundation of education which is essential if a man
or woman is to carry on his or her work in a broad-minded way.

The danger at present is that girls are hurried through the training con-
sidered requisite before they have had time to think for themselves or find them-
selves as individuals. The danger is difficult to meet at this moment, but we
must strain every nerve to prevent its becoming permanent. Whatever our
economic condition, we should struggle against the fatal economy of curtailing
the edu^aMon of the nation, anJ should lay to heart the conclusions of Mr.
Acland's Committee on Examinations in Secondary Schools. It would be most
valuable if we could have a recognised stage in education (certainly not repre-
f-ented by any cram examination) which should be the gateway to the university
on the one hand and the technical classes on the other.

5. The Education of Girls with reference to their Future Careers.

By Miss E. Oldham.

The War must of necessity aggravate what is already a serious condition of
social life—the numerical preponderance of women over men. Another grave
result will be the shortage of men in many occupations. The welfare of the
community as a whole demands that we should in this time of social truce con-

sider the measures that will best serve in the process of reconstruction. It is

obvious that an increasing number of women must be denied the opportunities,

of wifehood and motherhood. How can such women best serve their purpose as

useful citizens ? Two reforms are vital : A free entry for women into all pro-

fessions and callings from which they are not physically debarred, with a free

way through these callings, and a raising of the status of the domestic worker
or homemaker. The education of a girl suffers from the narrow sphere of

choice that lies before her, and from the fact that, in such callings as are open

I
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to her, she is for the most part relegated to a subordinate position and a lower
scale of remuneration. Her intelligence shows her the injustice of artificial
restrictions based on sex prejudice, and the anomaly of opening to her, c.(j.,

the profession of medicine while keeping that of law closed. Denied the rights
of citizenship as she is, she has little incentive to high effort or to public spirit.

It is hardly surprising that the outcome of such conditions should be, on the
one hand, narrowness and irresponsibility, on the other bitter revolt against the
prevailing social system. Even to-day, when the State has calkd upon women
to volunteer for war service, there is a dangerous tendency to re-grade the work
so as to reserve for men all that carries with it interest and responsibility.
The time cannot be far distant when women will gain a larger participation in
public life; it is one of the first duties of the teacher to prepare her girls for
such participation by developing in them a sense of national responsibility.

In the second place a more liberal education is necessary for the girl who is

to be the homemaker. In the opinion of many, it is in this sphere that woman
performs her highest service to the 8tate. If the foundations of national
greatness are indeed set in the homes of the people, we should train with the
utmost care the girls who will to a great extent make the home. We should
seek to remove the stigma of inferiority that rests on girls whose tastes lie in
the direction of domesticity and manual accomplishments. Such girls should
be discovered early ; to this end, every girl should, at some period of her school
life, devote the greater part of one year to the domestic arts. This training
shoiild be supplementary to a broad general education, which, far from making
a girl discontented with her lot, will do much to show her the importance of
the service she is rendering to the nation.

The State could do much to give greater dignity to the career of the
domestic worker by entrusting to women the control of certain branches of its

departments, such as those that deal with maternity and child-welfare, or that
demand special knowledge and experience possible only to women.

Finally, there is need for increased effort in every department of education.
There must be among other advances a generous provision of Trade Schools to
better the condition of the masses of women engaged in industry. What we
need above all in England at the present time is to make our education a more
systematic and careful preparation for the business of life.

6. Education of Girls with special reference to their Career—Education
preparatory to Clerical Work. By Miss E. A. Chahlesworth.

The writer approached the subject from the point of view of one who has
been engaged in clerical work for many years, and has been, as a member of
the Executive Committee of the Association of Women Clerks and Secretaries,
in touch with large numbers of women employed in all branches of such work.

As the outtome of this experience she has come to the conclusion that there
are some general principles the inculcation of which is of greater importance
and value as a preparation for w-ork than any kind of special instruction. These
may be summed up under the headings :

(1) Self-reliance and self-dependence. Determination to rely upon own
qualifications and efforts, rather than upon influence of relatives and friends,
in obtaining posts and making progress.

(2) Willingness to face the cost of living. Realisation that earnings must be
sufficient to cover bad times as well as good, extraordinary as well as ordinary
expenses.

(3) Appreciation of the place of the individual worker in the social economy,
and of the influence of actions upon the welfare of fellow-workers.

Some kind of specialised instruction doubtless necessary. Consideration
when this instruction should begin, what subjects form the best framework for
it, and where and by whom it should be given.

Strong reasons why specialised instruction should not begin too early :

(a) Clerical work is of an abstract nature : it does not, like a craft, develop
creative farulties and constructive powers. The meaning and value of the tasks

1915. 3 c
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performed by a junior clerk are not obvious, and tlie work is not educative
unless and until a broad foundation of general education has been laid.

(b) Without this broad foundation the work tends to have a narrowing
influence upon the mind and a deteriorating effect upon the powers : the worker
quickly arrives at a point beyond which no further development seems possible.

Suggestions as to subjects which should be introduced in specialised instruc-
tion : Elementary economics, principles of accountancy and of record-keeping,
geography on modern principles, reading of good journals and newspapers.

As to where instruction should be given, it is clear that the general principles
set out above could only be inculcated in a school where the tone and discipline
were good ; the secondary school is undoubtedly the best place for girls to
receive both general and special instruction.

SATVBDAY, SEPTEMBER 11.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Relation of Education to Industry.
By Eight Hon. Sir ^YlLLIAM M.\ther, M.Inst.C.E., LL.D.

The question is of the highest importance, and, viewed in the largest sense
of the words, the relationship is as close as that of the soul to the body, for
it is the spirit which inspires, directs, and ennobles the bodily activities.

'

At the Meeting of the British Association in Manchester in 1887 the writer
dealt with another fundamental aspect of the same question in discussino- the
subject of manual training as a main feature of national education. The
President of the Association, Sir H. E. Koscoe, remarked in his presidential
Address on that occasion that if the country is to maintain its industrial and
commercial supremacy it can only be accomplished by a reconsideration of the
whole question of education on new lines embracing all the people, and that a
statesman who could effectively achieve this would earn the gratitude of
generations yet to come. Succeeding Presidents like Sir Norman Lockyer and
Sir William Ramsay enforced this view, but the statesman has yet to appear.
A much more liberal provision of the means and opportunities of education for
all classes is essential to the well-being of the nation. At the time of the
former meeting of the Association in Manchester our national €<li!cation was
miserably inadequate for the highest efficiency of work and service. Even the
Act of 1870, designed to provide in some measure the means of education
for the masses of the people, failed of its purpose, and it was not until 1889
that Parliament made any attempt to provide the means of any satisfactory
secondary and technical education, with the consequence that nations such as
Germany and the United States, where education had greatly developed, reaped
to a far greater extent the fruits of scientific discovery. During the period
marked by the achievements of Faraday. England produced some of the most
eminent scientists of the world

; yet it was in foreign countries in which the
spirit of education had long before penetrated the lives of the people that the
new revelations of scientific discovery were most successfully applied to the
common needs of life. The industrial and commercial results achieved thereby
at last stirred our Government to send out the Royal Commission of 1882 to
investigate the causes and to inquire into the facilities for secondary and
technical education existing in foreign countries. The Report of the inquiry
published in 1884 of the conditions of education in Europe and in the United
States, in which country the writer had spent eight months of careful investisa-
tion, created widespread alarm in the United Kingdom and in other parts of the
Empire. No immediate action ensued therefrom until, as a result of the
persistent efforts of a few resolute men, an Act was passed for the advancement
of technical education at the very close of the session of 1889, to be followed
by the Act of 1890 which appropriated the proceeds of the ' whisky and beer

'

tax to the support of technical education. The large manufacturing centres took
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up the Act with avidity, witli the result that many fine institutions—that in

Manchester ch'ief among the number—were erected in many parts of the United
Kingdom. It was quickly seen, however, that no system of thorough technical

education can be carried out satisfactorily where secondary education on an
adequate scale is a missing link ; and so in 1902, on a reorganisation of elemen-
tary education, whereby much larger powers were given to local authorities,

secondary education came within their purview, and secondary schools which
were unrecognised and unaided in 1887 became a constituent element in the full

provision of education. In the development of the means of technical instruc-

tion, especially in evening schools, the City and Guilds of London Institute,

founded in 1879, has played an important part as an examining body, at one
time spending large sums in aid of technical training; and there were also other

examining and co-ordinating bodies such as the Union of Lancashire and Cheshire
Institutes. The value of these voluntary agencies is not to be lightly esteemed.
The progi'ess of university education has shown within the period covered a

marked advance in the facilities available, not only with respect to the higher
branches of learnitig but also in the application of science to industry. We are

still, however, far below the standard demanded for successful competition with
the more advanced nations. There should be no false economy sucli as is

implied in the reduction of the public grants in aid of any form of education.

Much fuller educational provision is needed beyond the age of fourteen. The
result of this neglect is seen in wasted lives and effort, and should receive the

serious consideration of a specially constituted body of industrial and educational

experts, especially in view of the crisis that new confronts us. To meet this

moral and material waste of the children there should be a ' save the children
'

tax, and, in addition, in the highest interests of the nation, the pooi'est children

require a system of voluntary service in aid of the public authorities so as to

ensure their physical fitness. We must make good the ravages of this dreadful

war. Much improvement is needed in the quality of the teaching power. The
spiritual and moral side of education should be considered as well as the

physical. The present method of administration of national education is not
the most efficient either for initiation or control. It hinders the development
of local initiative and prevents enlightened progress. A small salaried Council

of the best men in the country, regardless of party, would ensure continuity of

principles and progressive methods. The local authorities would undertake
larger responsibilities and secure higher educational efficiency. Measures would
be promoted establishing means of education essential to the well-being of the

industrial classes, and to a more generous view of the relations which should

exist between employer and employed, with the consequent avoidance of

industrial strife with its waste of capital and energy and the untold misery of

women and children. We must ensure industrial peace and a higher industrial

relationship. Our enjoyment of political freedom and our sense of individual

responsibility make possible a favourable solution. An equal education of the

moral and spiritual faculties, as of the intellectual, must be ensured, so as to

avoid the horrors which this gigantic War has revealed. The altruistic tenden-

cies in human nature are suppressed in the German scheme of education, and
self-aggrandisement and self-glorification become the sole aim. Our destiny is

the reverse of all this. 'Live and let live' is our maxim. Let the fullest

educational opportunities be given to all classes. The outstanding menace to

our position as an industrial nation lies in the chronic separation of Capital

and Labour. Their highest interests are the same. A true educatiion will blend

them into one whole—to a real co-operation in the fruits of industry.

(Appendices were attached to the paper, giving important illustrative

statistics.)

2. Education and Industry. By Principal J. C. M. G.\knett.

The unshaded portion of the diagi-am (page 757) is concerned with ' full-

time ' education ; that is, with schools and classes meeting in the day-time and
occupying all the working hours of those by whom they are attended. The
central singly shaded area relates to part-time classes ; classes meeting either

3 c 2
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in the day or in the evening, and intended for persons whose industrial employ-
ment occupies the greater part of their time. The doubly shaded region on the
right of the diagram corresponds to those later years of industrial practice when
a man has ceased to attend organised courses of study bearing upon his trade
or profession, but when he may nevertheless be studying vocational subjects
privately, or be attending such non-vocational courses as those of the Workers'
Educational Association.

The diagram (see next page) represents neither what is nor what might be
under ideal conditions, but what might be made out of what is with the
maximum of advantage for the effort expended on the change.

3. Education in its relation to Industry. By James Graham.

The relation between education and industry may be considered by following

(a) The career of the elementary school boy,

(6) The career of the secondary school boy,

and discussing reforms that are needed to bring education and industry into still

closer relationship.

T/ie Elementary School Boy in School.—The success of industry depends on
the efficiency of all ranks of those engaged in it. The production of a capable
industrial army is primarily a question of education, and the relation between
education and industry, therefore, begins in the elementary school.

At present the country is not getting adequate value for the money spent on
elementary education due to

(i) the too .short school period of the average boy,
(ii) the want of a closer relationship between the school curriculum and the

needs of life.

It is essential that the school life of the elementary school pupil should be
extended. The minimum leaving age should be fourteen years and the children
should leave only at the end of the school term in which the leaving age is reached.
An extended school life would allow of the organisation of special courses of
instruction for the older boys which should prove extremely valuable in pre-
paring them for the work they will undertake on leaving school. While meeting
the strong demand for industrial or vocational education, it must be remembered
that the purpose of elementary education is not to prepare for particular trades,
but to develop all the boy's faculties so that he may be prepared to enter any
walk of life.

The all-round general education of the boy, and not the production of a wage-
earning machine, must be the first consideration. There must be no attempt to
teach a specific trade, but ' learning by doing ' must take the place of book
learning to produce the type of boy required by the workshop and factory.

For the senior boys in the elementary schools approximately one-third of the
school time should be devoted to English subjects, one-third to" mathematics and
technical drawing, and one-third to experimental and practical work in the school
workshops, the scheme of instruction being arranged with the intention of
securing an all-round development of the boy's faculties in order that when the
boy is ready to commence work he may possess not only a general grip of the
principles that underlie trades in general, but intelligence, reasoning power, and
adaptability. In this way a more adequate return for the money spent on
elementary education would be secured and the gain to industry and to the
nation would be enormous.

The Elenientfiry School. Bo}/ in the Work.?.—The problem of the boy from
fourteen to eighteen years of age involves a closer relationship between education
and industry. Opportunities must be provided for the boy to lay the foundation
of a livelihood which in the main will persist through life. At the same time it

must be remembered that the boy is a future citizen as well as a potential wage-
earner, and facilities are required not only to enable him to understand the
occupation he has entered, but also to enable him to understand his duties as a
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citizen. He must have opportunities for training which will (it him for manhood
and for his place in the nation.

The Worlshoj} and the Technical School.—In the highly organised workshops
of the present time it is impossible for the boy to learn the whole of his trade.
The employer is no longer able to educate his apprentice or young worker, and
the schoolmaster, therefore, must come in to do a part of the work. When the
boy enters the workshop his education is far from complete. Continued education
applicable to his chosen trade must be given, and it is in this connection that
the technical schools of the country, working in close co-operation with the work-
shops, should fulfil their real function.

To expect the young worker to get the necessary technical education by
attending evening school for three or four evenings a week after he has done a
full day's work in the workshop is indefensible, and voluntary schemes of co-

operation between employers and Education Authorities are ineffective. Only
a small proportion of the young workers of the country attend evening schools in

spite of the inducements offered and of the encouragement given, and the effect

of evening education on the nation as a whole is very slight.

Tlie only rational and effective way to train the rising generation of skilled

workmen after leaving the elementary schools is to have half-time in the work-
shops and half-time in the technical schools, or at least some approximation to

this, between the ages of fourteen and eighteen. Young workmen must be
enabled to attend suitable courses of instruction for periods of suitable length

within the normal working day.

In this respect England suiters by comparison with other nations. A further

limitation of juvenile labour is urgent, and it must be made the duty of the
employers to allow young persons under eighteen to attend courses of technical

and general instruction at certain hours of the day-time when they are not too

tired bodily and mentally to profit from the instruction.

Special Opportunities for jiroved Abilitij.—Such a scheme would result in an
army of skilled workmen ; but no potential talent must be lost. There must be

facilities for young workmen of brains and capacity to secure the education and
training required of those who fill the highest posts in industry. Special pro-

vision must be made to enable young workers of proved ability to attend day
courses at the university for two or three years in order that they may under-

stand the application of scientific methods in the development of industry. In

tliis connection technological scholarships to enable selected young workers to

follow day courses in science and technology at the university have proved
extremely useful.

The Secondary School Boy in the School.—There has been during recent years

much discussion regarding the nature of the curriculum which .should pertain in

secondary schools, and now we are approaching well-balanced schemes of study
which are likely to produce harmonious development of the faculties of the boy.

The work of a secondary school should not be guided by the desire to qualify a

few boys at the top to win university scholarships. On the other hand, the

danger of undue importance being placed on the vocational side and a secondary

school becoming a day technical school at the top must be avoided. There is no

inherent opposition between general education and life puipose ; it is possible to

have a sound core of general education throughout and at the same time to give

due attention to the requirements of the future occupations of the boys.

As in the elementary school, so in the secondary school, there must be no pure

trade instrnction—no attempt to teach a specific trade. While at the secondary

school the boy must receive a sound general education with such preparatory

vocational training as will tend to produce a free and inventive mind, ready to

attack the technical problems which will face him when he actually enters

industry.

Secondary School Piipil'i beyond the School Age.—England fails in the indus-

trial world where trained intelligence of the highest order is the deciding factor,

and in the future education must assist industry by providing expert helpers and

capable leaders. For these no education can be considered too good—no training

too high. Our future leaders of industry must be equipped for competition on

equal terms with the highly trained young men of other nationalities. A sound

education in the secondary schools, followed by thorough training in the technical
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and science departments of the university, combined with adequate experience
in the workshop or factory, is required.

Safeguards must be taken to prevent tlie training being too academic. In
addition to the intellectual and technical training, there must be opportunities
for the student to obtain first-hand knowledge of the particular industry in
wliich he is interested. A year's experience in the workshop may precede the
student's entrance to the university, in which connection a system of ' deferred
scholarships ' from the secondary schools to the university for boys who intend
to enter industry would be useful, or the 'sandwich system ' of training may be
adopted, in which case the youth on leaving the secondary school would enter on
a course of training which each year is carried on partly in the university and
partly in the workshop.

EijuaHhf of Opportunitij for Ccpnciti/.—Industry is now experiencing the lack
of expert technical helpers, and the present crisis should bring the nation to

recognise how essential it is to utilise to the full native brain power in whatever
rank it is found. British talent is not inferior to that of other nations, but
technically trained talent will naturally dominate untrained talent in industrial

enterprise, and it is for us to see that native tafent has at home facilities for
specialised training not less favourable than those enjoyed by foreigners in their

country. England must be the land of 'opportunity and the sieve.' There
must be careful selection of capacity, with ample facilities for specialised study,
to produce men of intellectual power, combined with high technical training.

Our present system which allows mediocrity with pecuniary means to secure high
training and denies such training to natural high capacity without pecuniary
means is wasteful. High intellectual endowment is a natural asset, and the
State should adopt methods to realise this asset. There are required

{a) an extended system of scholarships,
(b) grants-in-aid or maintenance allowances to enable suitable students to

continue their studies,

(c) greater endowment of research.

Research is intimately connected with manufacturing progress. Without
highly trained men engaged in experimental work there can be no development
of industry, and unless there is development there must be stagnation and decay.
The astounding apathy with which English firms are accustomed to view the
highly trained expert in industry must give way to a full appreciation of the
value of trained intellect if British industry is to flourish.

Education and Industry a Partnership.—Great gaps are now being made in

the ranks of skilled workers of every grade in industry, in commerce, and in the
professions. As a nation we shall have to make good the wealth which is lost.

The War will be followed by keen competition between the brains of the various
nations, and England should prepare along thorough and adequate lines for that
struggle. It is by an alliance between the educational institutions and the
workshops of England and close co-operation between the employers and the
Education Authorities that success will be attained. If the proper relationship

between education and industry is secured, there will arise in England an indus-
trial army with trained leaders capable of maintaining our industrial supremacy.

Papers on the same subject were also contributed by :

—

4. Professor H. E. Armstrong, F.R S.

5. A. P. M. Fleming.
6. J. G. Pearce.
7. Dr. W. Cramp.
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Section M.—AGRICULTURE.

Peesident of the Section: R. H. Rew, C.B.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

Farming and Food Supplies in Time of War.

AfiRicuLTURE is the antithesis of warfare ; farming is pre-eminently a peaceful

avocation, and farmers are essentially men of peace. The husbandman is not

easily disturbed by war's alarms, and his intimate association with the placid

and inevitable processes of Nature engenders a calmness of spirit which is

unshaken by catastrophe. Many stories illustrative of this attitude of mind
come to us from the battlefields. The complete detachment of the fighting

men from the rest of the community which was usual up to quite recent times

is impossible in these days when in almost every country the anny is not a

class but the nation. It is inconceivable now that a war could rage of which
it could be said, as has been said of our Civil War :

' Excepting those who
were directly engaged in the struggle, men seemed to follow their ordinary

business and their accustomed pursuits. The story that a crowd of country

gentlemen followed the hounds across ]Marston Moor, between the two armies
drawn up in hostile array, may not be true; but it illustrates the temper of a

large proportion of the inhabitants.' ' But, while farmers and peasants within

the range of the guns cannot now ignore the fighting, they have repeatedly

demonstrated their invincible determination that the madness of mankind shall

not interrupt the calm sanity of the ordered cultivation of the soil. Of a

district in the Argonne, a correspondent, writing in April last, said :
' The

spring seed has already been sown or is being sown, sometimes indifferently,

under shell-fire, right up to the edge of the trenches.'^ A story was told of a

farmer in Flanders looking over the parapet of a trench and demanding of an
indinnant British officer whether any of his men had stolen his pia;. On
receiving a suitable reply, he observed that he had already asked the French,
who also denied all knowledge of the missing animal, so that he supposed it

must be those condemned Germans, whom he forthwith proceeded to interview.

Such a sublime sense of values, such absorption in the things that matter, such
contempt for the senseless proceedings of warfare, are only possible to the
agriculturist. The quarrels of mankind are transient, the processes of Nature
are eternal. One thinks of Matthew Arnold's lines :

The East bowed low before the blast

In patient deep disdain
;

She let the legions thunder past,

And plunged in thought again.

But, while the farmer is by instinct a pacifist, he is also, in a cause which
rouses him, a doughty fighter. In that same Civil War to which so many were
indifferent, the farmers of East Anglia, under Cromwell, changed the course of
English history ; and the thoroughness with which they turned their plough-

* Prothero, English Farmivg. Past and Present, p. 104.
' WestminsUr Gazette, April 30, 1915,
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shares into swords is demonstrated by the fact that when they took to soldier-

ing they pub the nation for the first and only time under what is now termed
militarism ; that is, government controlled by the Army. In the last battle

fought on English soil the yeomen and peasants of the West Country proved,

amid the butchery of Sedgemoor, that bucolic lethargy can be roused to

desperate courage. Indeed, through all our island story, since the English

yeomen first broke the power of mediseval chivalry and established the supre-

macy of infantry in modern warfare, it has been from the rural districts that

the nation has drawn its military strength. Even in the present war, when the

armies of the Empire have been drawn from all classes of the community,
the old county regiments and the yeomanry squadrons with their roots in the
countryside have proved once more that the peaceful rustic is as undismayed
on the field of battle as on the fields of peace.

It is, however, in his pacific rather than in his belligerent aspect that the
British farmer now claims our attention, and, before considering the position

of farming in the present war, we may briefly glance at its position when a
century ago the nation was similarly engaged in a vital struggle.

From February 1793 imtil 1815, with two brief intervals, we were at war,
and the conflict embraced not only practically all Europe but America as well.

The latter half of the eighteenth century had witnessed a revolution of British
agriculture. The work of Jethro Tull, 'Turnip' Townshend, Robert Bakewell,
and their disciples, had established the principles of modern farming. Coke of
Holkham had begun his missionary work; Arthur Young was preaching the
gospel of progress; and in 1803 Humphry Davy delivered his epoch-making
lectures on agricultural chemistry. Common-field cultivation, with all its hin-
drances to progress, was rapidly being extinguished, accelerated by the General
Inclosure Act of 1801. A general idea of the state of agriculture may be
obtained from the estimates made by W. T. Comber of the area in England and
Wales under different crops in 1808. There were then no official returns, which,
indeed, were not started until 1866 ; but these estimates have been generally
accepted as approximately accurate and are at any rate the nearest approach we
have to definite information.

T give for comparison the figures from the agricultural returns of 1914, which
approximately correspond to those of the earlier date :

Wheat
Barley and rye

Oats and beans
Clover, rye-grass, &c
Roots and cabbages cultivated by the plough
Fallow
Hop grounds
Land depastured by cattle ....

1S08

Acres
3,160.000

861,000
2,872,000

1,149,000

1.1.50,000

2.297,000

36,000

17,479,000

1914

Acres
1.807.498

],.5o8,670

2.223.642

2..558,735

2,077.487

.340,737

36,661

16,115,750

The returns in 1914 comprise a larger variety of crops than were cultivated
in 1808. Potatoes, for instance, were then only just beginning to be grown as
a field-crop, and I have included them, together with Kohl-rabi and rape, among
' roots and cabbages.'

The populatioii of England and Wales in 1801 was 8,892,5.36, so that there
were 35-^- acres under wheat for every hundred inhabitants. In 1914 the popu-
lation was 37,302,983, and for every hundred inhabitants there were 5 acres
under wheat.

The yield of wheat during the twenty years ending 1795 was estimated at
3 qrs. per acre' ; in 1914 it was 4 qrs. per acre. The quantity of home-grown
wheat per head of population was therefore 8^ bushels in 1808, and 1^ bushels

' Report of Select Committee on the means of promoting the cultivation and
improvement of the waste, nninclosed and unproductive lands of the Kingdom.
1795.

^
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in 1914. Nevertheless, even at that time, the country was not self-supporting

in breadstuffs. In 1810, 1,305,000 qrs. of wheat and 473,000 cwt. of flour were
imported. The average annual imports of wheat from 1801 to 1810 were

601,000 qrs., and from 1811 to 1820 458,000 qrs. Up to the last decade of the

eighteenth century England was an exporting rather than an importing country,

and bounties on exports were offered when prices were low, from 1689 to 1814,

though none were, in fact, paid after 1792.

During the war period we are considering, the annual average price of wheat
ranged from 49s. 3d. per qr. in 1793 to 126.S. 6f/. per qr. in 1812 ; the real price

in the latter year, owing to the depreciation of the currency, being not more
than 100s. In 1814 the nominal price was 74s. 4rf. and the real price not more
-han 54?. per qr.'' The extent to which these high and widely varying prices

were affected by the European war has been the subject of controversy. As
we mainly depended on the Continent for any addition to our own resources,

the diminished production during the earlier year.s in the Netherlands, Ger-
many, and Italy, and in the later years of the war in Russia, Poland, Prussia,

Saxony, and the Peninsula, reduced possible supplies. At the same time the

rates of freight and insurance, especiaUy in the later years of the war,
increased very considerably. Tooke mentions a freight of 30?. per ton on hemp
from St. Petersburg in 1809. On the other hand, a powerful impetus was given
to home production, which was stimulated by Government action and private

enterprise. Inclosure was encouraged by the General Inclosure Act of 1801,

and 1,934 Inclosure Acts were passed from 1793 to 1815. The schemes for

increasing and conserving food supplies were various. The Board of Agricul-

ture, for example, offered prizes of 50. 30, and 20 guineas respectively to the
persons who in the spring of 1805 cultivated the greatest number of acres

—

not less than 20—of spring wheat." In 1795 a Select Committee recommended
that bounties should be granted to encourage the cultivation of potatoes on
'lands at present lying waste, uncultivated, or unproductive,' and that means
.should at once be adopted to add at least 150,000 and perhaps 300,000 acres to

thn land under cultivation ' as the only effectual means of preventing that impor-
tation of corn, and disadvantages therefrom, by which this country has already
so deeply suffered.' Another view of importation is presented by Tooke, who,
in a discussion of the effect of the war, says :

' Although the war cannot
have been said to have operated upon the supply of agricultural produce of our
own growth and other native commodities, sufficiently to outweigh the circum-
stances favourable to reproduction, it operated most powerfully in increasing
the cost of production and in obstructing the supply of such commodities as we
stood in need of from abroad. It is therefore to war chiefly as affecting the
cost of production and diminishing the supply, by obstructions to importation,
at a time when, by a succession of unfavourable seasons, our own produce became
inadequate to the average consumption, that any considerable proportion of the
range of high prices is to be attributed.''

The main cause of high prices and scarcity was the failure of the harvest'?.

Mr. Prothero thus analyses the wheat harvests of the twenty-two years 179;-3-

1814 :
' Fourteen were deficient ; in seven o"ut of the fourteen the crops faile<l

to a remarkable extent, namely in 1795, 1799, 1800, 1809, 1810, 1811, 1812. Six
produced an average yield. Only two, 1796 and 1813, were abundant; but the
latter was long regarded as the best within living memory. '

It appears paradoxical, bu^ in a sense it is true, to say that the scarcity of

wheat in certain years arose from the fact that the country was too laiyely

dependent on its own crop. The risk of a bad harvest in a climate such as that
of the British Isles must always be serious, and by the fortune of war this

risk between 1793 and 1814 turned out to be very high. When supplies are
drawn from the four quarters of the globe, it is evident that the risk of a.

shortage in time of peace is greatly reduced. Whether in a great war it is

preferable to be more dependent on the sea than on the season is debatable.

* Porter's Progress of the Nation, by F. W. Hirst, p. 183.
' Annals of Agriculture, 1805.
» Histnrii of Prices, ed. 1838, vol. i. p. 116.
' English Farinituj, Past and Present, p. 269.
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Li coinparisou willi )v;iis for luitioiial cxisteiici', such as tliiit against

Napoleon and in a still sterner sense that in which we are now engaged, other

conflicts appear insignificant. The Crimean War, however, did affect our food

supplies and had a reflex action on British agriculture. The cessation of

imports from Russia caused a rise in the price of corn. The average price

of wheat rose to 72s. 5r/. per qr. in 1854, 74«. 8(/. in 1S55, and 69.«. 2d. in 1856.

Only once befoi'e (in 1S30) during the ))revious thirty-five years had it risen

above 70.«. There were then no agricultural returns, but the estimates of

Lawes, which were generally accepted, put the area under wheat at a little more
than 4,000,000 acres, a higher figure than has been suggested for any other

period. It is, indeed, highly probable that the Crimean War marked the

maximum of wheat cultivation in this country. It was a time of great agri-

cultural activity and of rapid progress. To their astonishment, farmers had
found, .after an interval of panic, that the Repeal of the Corn Laws had not
obliterated British agriculture and that even the price of wheat was not invari-

ably lower than it had often been before 1846. Caird had preached ' High
Farming ' in 1848 and found many disciples, capital was poured into the land,

and the high prices of the Crimean period stimulated enterprise and restored

confidence in agriculture.

To generalise very roughly, it may be said that while the Napoleonic wars
were followed by the deepest depression in agriculture, the Crimean War was
followed by a heyday of agricultural prosperity which lasted for over twenty
years. What the agricultural sequel to the present war may be, I leave to

others to estimate, and I turn to consider briefly some of its effects on British
farming up to the present time.

Harvest had just begun when war bioke out on August 4; indeed, in the
earlier districts a good deal of corn was already cut. The harvest of 1914
was, in fact, with the exception of that of 1911, the earliest of recent years,
as it was also one of the most quickl_y«'gathered. The agricultural situation may
perhaps be concisely shown by giving the returns of the crops then in hand,
I.e., in course of gathering or in the ground, with the numbers of live stock
as returned on farms in the previous June. The figures are for the United
Kingdom, and I add the average for the preceding ten years for comparison :

Wheat
Barlev
Oats "

.

Beans .

Peas .

Potatoes
Turnips ai:d swede
Mangold
Hay . . .

Hops

Cattle .

Sheep .

Pigs

Horses

.

IQIJ.
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of view that two of the most plentiful crops were wheat and potatoes. The
head of cattle was very satisfactory, being the largest on record, and pigs were

well above average. Sheep, always apt to fluctuate in numbers, were much
below average, the total being the smallest since 1882 with the exception of 1913.

On the whole, it was a good year agriculturally, and the supply of home-

grown produce at the beginning of the war was bountiful. Nature at any rate

had provided for us more generously than we had a right to expect.

At first it appeared as if farmers were likely to be sufferers rather than

gainers by the war. Prices of feeding-stuffs, especially linseed and cotton-

cakes, maize-meal, rice-meal, and barley-meal, rose at once, recruiting affected

the labour supply, and difficulties arose in the distribution of produce by rail.

With one or two exceptions, such as oats, the prices of farm produce showed
but little rise for three or four months after the war began. Wheat rose about

10 per cent., barley remained about normal, cattle by November had not risen

more than 3 per cent., sheep and veal-calves showed no rise until December,
while poultry was actually cheaper than usual, though eggs rose considerably.

Butter rose slightly, and cheese remained about normal. Up to nearly the end
of the year, in fact, it may be said generally that British farm-produce made
very little more money than usual.

Meanwhile the nation began to take a keen interest in the agricultural

resources of the country, and farming became the object of general solicitude.

We started with great energy to improvise, in truly British fashion, the means
of facing the supreme crisis of our fate, but the elementary fact at once became
obvious that it is impossible to improvise food. The main farm-crops take an
unreasonably long time to grow, even if the land is prepared for them, and a

sudden extension of the area under cultivation is not a simple proposition, it

was freely pointed out—with undeniable truth—that our agricultural system
had not been arranged to meet the conditions of a great European war, and
many suggestions were made to meet the emergency. Some of these sugges-

tions involved intervention by legislativ* or administrative action. It was
decided that any attempt violently to divert the course of farming from its

normal channels w'ould probably not result in an increased total production
from the land. The Agricultural Consultative Committee, appointed by the

President of the Board of Agriculture on August 10, issued some excellent

advice to farmers as to their general line of policy and the best means by which
they could serve the nation, and this was supplemented by the Board and by
the agricultural colleges and local organisations throughout the country. No
less than thirty special leaflets were issued by the Board, but, while it may, I

think, fairly be claimed that all the recommendations made officially were sound
and reasonable, I should be the last to aver that farmers were universally guided
by them. They do not accept official action effusively :

' Unkempt about those hedges blows
An English unofficial rose,'

and official plants do not flourish naturally in farm hedgerows. It was, how-
ever, fairly evident that patriotism would suggest an effort to obtain the maxi-
mum production from the land, and there were good reasons to think that self-

interest would indicate the same course. It must be admitted, how^ever, that
during the autumn the lure of self-interest was not very apparent. Food-prices,
however, at the end of the year began to rise rapidly. English wheat in

December was 25 per cent, above the July level, in January 45 per cent., in

February and March 60 per cent., and in May 80 per cent. Imported wheat
generally rose to a still greater extent, prices in May standing for No. 2 North
Manitoba 95 per cent., and No. 2 Hard Winter 90 per cent, above July level.

The greater rise in imported wheat may be noted as vindicating farmers against
the charge which was made against them of unreasonably withholding their

wheat from the market. Cattle and sheep rose more slowly, but in March
prices of both had risen by 20 per cent., and in May and June cattle had risen

by about 40 per cent. Butter rose by about 20 per cent, and cheese by about
40 per cent. Milk rose little through the winter, but when summer contracts

were made prices remained generally at the winter level.

British agi-iculture, like the British Isles, is a comparatively small affair,
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geograpliic<ally. The 47 million acres which it occupies, compared with the

80 million acres of Germany or the 90 million acres of France, and still more
with the 290 million acres of the United States, represent an area which may be

termed manageable and about which one might expect to generalise without

much difficulty. But, in fact, generalisation is impossible. Even on the

27 million acres of farm land in England and Wales there is probably more
diversity to the square mile than in any country on earth. The variations in

local conditions, class of farming, and status of occupier preclude the possi-

bility of making any general statement without elaborate qualifications. Thus
whatever one might say as to the effects of the war on agriculture would be
certain to be inaccurate in some districts and as regards some farmers.

There are three main agricultural groupe, corn-growing, grazing, and dairy-

ing. They overlap and intermingle indefinitely, and there are other important
groups, such as fruit-growing, vegetable-growing, hop-growing, &c., which
represent a very large share of the enterprise and capital engaged on the land.

The receipts of the corn-growing farmer, generally speaking, were substantially

increased. Probably about 50 per cent, of the wheat-crop had been sold before
prices rose above 40s. per quarter, and there was very little left on the farms
when they reached their maximum in May. Oats rose rather more quickly,

but did not reach so high a level, relatively, as wheat. Barley—owing perhaps
to enforced and voluntary temperance—never made exceptional prices, and in

fact the best malting barleys were of rather less than average value. There
is no doubt, however, that farmers who depended mainly on corn-growing found
an exceptionally good market for their crops and made substantial profits.

Farmers who depended mainly on stock were less generally fortunate, although
stock were at a fairly high level of price when the war began. Sheep for some
time showed no signs of getting dearer, but in the spring prices rose substanti-
ally, and a good demand for wool—which in one or two cases touched 2s.

per lb.—made the flockmasters' returns on the whole very satisfactory. Cattle
followed much the same course; stores were dear, but by the time fat stock
came out of the yards or off the grass prices had risen to a very remunerative
level. The large demands on imported supplies of meat for the British and
French armies occasioned a distinct shortage for the civil population, but this
was relieved by a reduced demand, so that the effect upon prices of native beef
and mutton was not so great as might have been expected. The influence of
a rise of price upon demand is more marked in the case of meat than in that
of bread. While there has been a distinct reduction in the consumption of
meat, there is no evidence of a reduced consumption of bread.

Dairy farmers generally found themselves in difficulties. Prices of butter
and cheese increased but slightly, and milk remained for a considerable period
almost unchanged. The rise in the prices of feeding-stuffs and the loss of
milkers aggravated their troubles. An actual instance of the position in
February as affecting a fairly typical two-hundred-acre farm may be quoted.
It had thirty milch cows, i)ro<lucing about 16,500 gallons per annum. The cake
bill showed an advance of fifty per cent., and wages had risen twelve per cent.
It was calculated that the extra cost was 13f/. per gallon of milk. Later the
prices of milk, butter, and cheese rose, but on the whole it cannot be said that
dairy farmers generally made exceptional profits.

While it is certain that the gross receipts by farmers were substantially
increased, it is very difficult to estimate what the net pecuniary gain to agri-
culture has been. It can only be said generally that while some have made sub-
stantial profits, which probably were in very few cases excessive, many others
have on balance (after allowing for extra cost) done no better financially, and
some perhaps even worse, than in an average year of peace. With regard to
one item of extra cost, that of labour, it is possible to make an approximate
estimate. Agricultural labourers were among the first to respond to the call
for the new armies, and, up to the end of January, fifteen per cent, had joined
the forces of the Crown. This considerable depletion of labour was not acutely
felt by farmers during the winter, but during the spring and summer serious
difficulty was experienced and many devices were suggested—some of which
were adopted—for meeting it. Naturally the wages of those agricultural
labourers who were left rose, the rise varying in different districts but being
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generally from Is. Gd. to 3s. per week. Owing to the rise in the price of com-

modities, this increase of wages cannot be regarded as a profit to the labourers,

but it is, of course, an outlay by farmers, which in England and Wales may be

reckoned as amounting to an aggregate of about 2,000,000/!.

This country has never suffered from a dearth of agricultural advisers, and
in such a time as the present, when everyone is anxious to help the country, it

is natural that they should be unusually plentiful. Advice was freely offered

both to the Government how to deal with farmers and to farmers how to deal

with the land. Whether in consequence of advice or in spite of it, it may
fairly be said that farmers throughout the United Kingdom have done their

duty. They have met their difficulties doggedly and have shown an apprecia-

tion of the situation which does credit to their intelligence. It was not easy

last autumn, when farmers had to lay their plans for the agricultural year, to

forecast the future. We were all optimists then, and many thought that the
war might be over before the crops then being planted were reaped. It was
clear, however, that the national interest lay in maintaining and, so far as

possible, increasing the produce of the land. In the quiet, determined way which
is characteristic of them, farmers devoted themselves to the task, and the
returns recently issued give the measure of their achievement. They have
added twenty-two per cent, to the acreage of wheat and seven per cent,

to the acreage of oats, and they have kept the area of potatoes up to the high
and sufficient level of the previous year. These are the three most important
crops. They have also not only maintained the .^^tock of cattle, which was
the largest on record, but, in spite of mifavourable conditions and a bad
lambing season, they have increased the stock of sheep. In view of these facts,

I venture to say tliat British and Irish farmers have shown both patriotism
and intelligence, and may fairly claim to have contributed their share to the
national effort.

The share of British agriculture in the food supply of the nation is more
considerable than is sometimes realised. When I last had the honour to address
the British Association I ventured to emphasise this point, and I may be
allowed to repeat, in a somewhat different form and for a later period, the
figures then given. Taking those articles of food which are more or less pro-
duced at home, the respective proportions contributed by the United Kingdom,
the rest of the Empire, and foreign countries were on the average of the five

years 1910-14 as follows :

Wheat
Meat
Poultry
Eggs
Butter (including margarine)
Cheese
Milk (including cream) .

Fruit
Vegetables . . . .

United
Kingdom

Per Cent.
19-0

57-9

82-7

fi7-6

251
19-5

95-4

36-3

91-8

British
Empire
Overseas

Foreign
Countries

Per Cent.
39-3

10-7

0-2

01
13-3

65-4

8-3

11

Per Cent.
41-7

31-4
17-1

32-3

61-6

151
4-6

55-4

7-1

The war has directly affected some of our food supplies by interposing
barriers against the exports of certain countries. Fortunately we were in no
way dependent for any of these foods upon our enemies, though Germany was
one of our main sources of supply for sugar. We received some small quantit'es

of wheat or flour and of eggs from Germany, Hungary, and Turkey, some
poultry from Austria-Hungary, and some fruit from Germany and Turkey, but
the whole amount was insignificant. The practical cessation of supplies from
Russia was the most serious loss, as we drew from thence on an average 9 per
cent, of our wheat, 9 per cent, of our butter, and 16 per cent, of our eggs.
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The rather humiliating panic which took possession during the first lew
days of the war of a certain section of the population, who rusiied to accumu-
late stores of provisions, arose not only from selfishness but from insufficient

appreciation of the main facts about food supplies. Our large imports of food

are constantly dinned into the ears of the people, but the extent and possi-

bilities of our native resources are practically unknown. It is very natural,

therefore, that the man in the street should assume that even a temporary
interruption of oversea supplies would bring us face to face with famine.

Within the first few days of the war, the Government, through the Board of

Agriculture, obtained return.';, not only of the stocks of all kinds of food-stuffs

in the country, but also of the stocks of feeding-stuffs for anijnals and of ferti-

lisers for the land. Powers were taken under the Articles of Commerce
(Returns, &c.) Act to compel holders of stocks to make returns, but it is due
to tlie trading community to say that in only two instances, so far as the Board
of Agriculture was concerned, was it necessary to have recourse to compulsion.
The returns of stocks of food-stuffs, feeding-stuffs, and fertilisers have been
made regularly to the Board of Agriculture * every month since the outbreak of
war, and the loyal co-operation of the traders concerned deserves cordial recog-
nition by those whose official duty has been rendered comparatively easy by
their assistance. I may be allowed to add that the readiness with which
traders communicated information which was, of course, of a very confidential
nature, displayed a confidence in Government Departments which they may
regard with some satisfaction

A very casual glance at the national dietary suffices to .show that John Bull
is an omnivorous feeder, and, as the whole world has eagerly catered for 'his

table, hi.s demands are exigent. But, for various reasons, our daily bread,
reluctant though most of us would be to be restricted to it, is regarded as the
measure and index of our food supplies. On the 4th of August the Board of
Agriculture published an annouiuenient that they estimated the wheat-crop
then on the verge of harvest at 7,000,000 quarters, and that, including other
stocks in hand, there was at that time sufficient wheat in the country to feed
the whole population for four months ; and a few days later, having then
obtained further information from about 16U of the principal millers, they
stated that the supplies in the country were sufficient for five months' consump-
tion. The Board also announced, on August 5, that the potato crop would
furnish a full supply for a whole year's consumption without the necessity for
any addition from imports. When it was further announced that the Govern-
ment had taken steps to ensure against a shortage of sugar it began to be
generally realised that at any rate the country was not in imminent danger of
starvation. Indeed, on a broad survey of the whole situation, it was apparent
that our native resources, together with the accumulated stocks of various
commodities held in granaries, warehouses, and cold stores, would enable the
United Kingdom to face even the unimaginable contingency of a complete
blockade of all its ports for a considerable period.

Nevertheless it was abundantly evident, not only to the man in the street,
but even to those whose duty it was to consider such matteis, that the main-
tenance of regular supplies was essential to avoid undue depletion of stocks.
The risk that a certain number of vessels carrying food to this country might
be sunk by the enemy was obvious, and it was at first very difficult to measure
it. After a year of strenuous endeavour by the enemy' it is satisfactory to
record that, although a few cargoes of food-stuffs have been sunk, the effect on
supplies has been practically negligible.

Under these circumstances it appeared that, provided adequate protection
were given against unusual risks, commercial enterprise might in the main be
relied upon to supply the demands of the people in the normal manner and in
the usual course of business. It is a self-evident axiom that it is better not
to interfere in business matters unless there is a paramount necessity for inter-
ference.

The machinery of modern business in a highly organised community is very

' Returns in Scotland and Ireland are made to the Agricultural Departments
of those countries and the results transmitted to the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries.
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complicated ; the innumerable cog-wheels are hidden while the machine i8

running normally, but every single one of these becomes very obvious when
you attempt to introduce a crowbar. With one or two exceptions the purveyors
of food to the nation were left to conduct their business without official inter-

ference, though the Board of Trade took steps to ascertain what were the
retail prices justified by the wholesale conditions and to disseminate the infor-

mation for the protection of consumers against unreasonable charges.

One measure of a drastic and widespread nature was adopted. The exporta-
tion of a large number of commodities was prohibited. This was done for two
reasons : (1) to conserve stocks in this country, and (2) to prevent goods from
reaching the enemy. The latter object could be attained only very partially by
this method so long as any sources of supply other than the ports of the
United Kingdom were open to the enemy or to adjoining neutral countries. The
former object—with which we are now only concerned—was on the whole
achieved. The Board of Agriculture, concerned for the maintenance of our
flocks and herds, at once secured a general prohibition of the exportation of all

kinds of feeding-stuffs for animals. Many kinds of food-stuffs were at once
included and later additions were made, so that for a long time past nearly
all kinds of food have been included, though in some cases the prohibition does
not apply to the British Empire or to our Allies. The exportation of ferti-

lisers, agricultural seeds, binder twine, and certain other commodities more or
less directly connected with the conservation of our food supplies, was also
prohibited, so that generally it may be said that the outlet for any food in the
country was imder effective control. This is not the time or place to discuss
the reasons why in some instances limited quantities of certain articles were
allowed to escape under licence. It is only necessary to remark that in all such
cases there were cogent reasons in the national interest for the action taken.

Direct Government intervention in regard to food supplies was limited to
three commodities—sugar, meat, and -wheat. In the case of sugar the whole
business of supply was taken over by the Government—a huge undertaking but
administratively a comparatively simple one, owing to the fact there are no
home-grown supplies. Intervention in the meat trade was necessitated by the
fact that the enormous demands of the Allied armies had to be met by drafts
upon one particular kind of meat and mainly from one particular source. The
Board of Trade co-operated with the War Office, and a scheme was evolved
whereby a very large part of the output of meat from South America and
Australia comes under Government control.

As regards wheat, the intervention of the Government took two forms. The
scheme whereby the importation of wheat from India was undertaken by the
British Government, in co-operation with the Indian Government, arose
primarily from conditions in India rather than from conditions in the United
Kingdom, although it is hoped and believed that the results will prove to be
mutually advantageous. Other than this the intervention of the Government
in regard to wheat was devised as an insurance against the risk of interruption
of normal supplies, its main object being to prevent the stocks of wheat in the
country from falling to a dangerous level at a time when the home crop would
be practically exhausted. When the home crop is just harvested there are ample
reserves in the country for some months, and, as the United States and Canslda
are at the same time selling freely, stocks held by the trade are usually high.
While home-grown wheat remains on the farms it is practically an additional
reserve supplementary to the commercial reserves. When it leaves the farmers'
hands, even although it may not actually go into consumption, it becomes part
of the commercial reserve. This reserve in the nature of business tends to be
constant, but fluctuates within rather wide limits under the influence of market
conditions. If the price of wheat rises substantially and the capital repre-
sented by a given quantity increases, there is a natural tendency to reduce
stocks. If also there is any indication of a falling market ahead, whether from
favourable crop prospects or the release of supplies now held off the market for
any reason, a prudent trader reduces his stocks to the smallest quantity on
which lie can keep his business running. So long as shipments reach this
country, as in normal times they do, with, as a member of the Baltic once
expressed it to me, ' the regularity of buses running down Cheapside/ the
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country may safely roly on receiving its daily brea*l automatically. But if any
interruption occurred at a time when the trade, for the reasons just indicated,

happened to be running on low stocks, the margin for contingencies might be
insuificient. I am, of course, debarred from discussing the method adopted or
the manner in which the scheme was carried out, but, as the cereal year for

which it was devised is over, it is permissible to state that the object in view
was successfully achieved.

Of the 47,000,000 people who form the population of the United Kingdom
the large majority are absolutely dependent for their daily food on the organisa-
tion and regular distribution of supplies. The countryman, even if he possesses

no more than a pig and a garden, might exist for a short time, but the town-
dweller would speedily starve if the organisation of supplies broke down. He
does not, perhaps, sufficiently realise the intricacy of the commercial arrange-
ments which make up that organisation, or the obstacles which arise when the
whole economic basis of the community is disturbed by a cataclysm such as

that which came upon us thirteen months ago. The sorry catchword ' Business
as usual ' must have sounded very ironically in the ears of many business men
confronted with unforeseen and unprecedented difficulties on every side. The
indomitable spirit with which they were met, the energy and determination
with vi'hich they were overcome, afford further evidence of that which has been
so gloriously demonstrated on land and sea, that the traditional courage and
grit of the British race have not been lost.

To the question how have our oversea food supplies been maintained during
the first year of the war, the best answer can be given in figures.

Imports of the principal kinds of food during the first eleven months of the
war were as under, the figures for the corresponding period of 1913-14 being
shown for comparison :

Wheat (including flour)

.

Meat
Bacon and hams
Cheese
Butter (inclTiding margarine)
Fruit

Rice
Sugar

1914-15
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The following Papers were then read :

—

1. Reports on Infliience of War upon Supplies and Use of Fertilisers

and Feeding-stuffs.

(a) The Manurial Situation and its DifficuUies.

By Professor J. Hendrick.

(b) New Feeding -stuffs. By E. T. Halnan.

2. The Accumulation of Fertility in Grass-land, as a Ptesult of Phos-

phatic Dressings of Basic Slag. By Professor W. Somerville,

M.A., D.Sc.

It is well known that in most cases the application of 5-10 cwt. per acre of

basic slag to permanent grass-land results in a large increase in the weight
of herbage, and especially of the Legmninoste. The immediate result is that

if the herbage is grazed by stock the area can carry a greater number of

animals, and each individual animal makes improved increase in weight.

It appeared probable that concurrently with the stimulus to the herbage
there would be an accumulation of fertility in the land, and it is a point of
interest to discover the extent of such accumulated fertility. Five farms
were therefore selected, where grass-land had been treated with slag during
recent years, certain parts having been left undressed. About a cwt. of soil

was sent to Oxford from each centre, part from grass-land that had been
slagged and part from untreated land. This was put in pots in the spring
of 1914, and in these pots, without further treatment, a ' crop ' of oats (1914),
two crops of mustard (autumn 1914), and a crop of wheat (1915) have been
grown.

Five pots were filled with soil from ' slagged ' and five from ' unslagged
'

pasture from each centre. The slag had been applied at somewhat varying
times and in varying quantity at the different centres ; but it is unnecessary in
this abstract to go into details, except to say that the accumulation of fertility
is in close relationship with the amount of slag tised.

In four cases the ' slagged ' soil has been found to produce increased yields
of oats, mustard, and wheat, though the fertility that has accumulated has
varied in degree. The ' slagged ' soil from Cockle Park, which has been
longest under treatment, produced—as compared with ' unslagged ' soil—about
140 per cent, more oats, 30 per cent, more mustard (first crop), 70 per cent,
more mustard (second crop), and about 40 per cent, more wheat, the average
increase from this station being 62 per cent. Another set of soils showed
an aggregate increase of 57 per cent. ; other two gave increases of 12 and 8
per cent, respectively, while the fifth did not respond consistently after the
oat crop, which, however, was increased by 20 per cent. Adding together all

the four crops, and taking the average for the five soils, it was found that the
increase was 25 per cent. It is therefore evident that the factors of pro-
duction have been materially increased as a consequence of using basic slag
on grass-land, a result of no small importance in view of the fact that con-
siderable areas laid down to grass during recent years may again come under
the plough.

3. The Composition and Uses of certain Seaweeds.
By Professor James Hendrick, B.Sc, F.I.G.

There is an old-established industry in the preparation of kelp or the ash of
seaweed in certain parts of the coast crofting districts of Scotland and Ire-
land. This industry has experienced many ups and downs during its history
and has always been a poor, badly organised, peasant industry. In recent
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times the kelp has been used as a source of potash salts and of iodine, and as
such has had to suffer severe competition from German potash salts and
Chilian iodine. Owing to the war, there has been a revival of interest in this

decaying old industry as our supplies of potash salts for manurial and other
purposes have been largely cut off, and we have been endeavouring to find

means of obtaining potash compounds in our own country.
It is interesting to note that in the United States also for the last few years

investigations have been in progress into the possibility of using the seaweeds
of the Pacific Coast as a source of potash compounds. The Americans began
to investigate this subject seriously before the outbreak of the great war, but
the events of the past year seem to have intensified their wise desire to make
themselves independent of foreign supplies of potash. It was in connection
with a movement to revive the kelp industry in Scotland that my recent
investigations were made.

There are two great families of seaweeds fonnd round onr coasts, the sup-
plies of which are plentiful enough for industrial purposes. These are

(1) certain common varieties of Fiicu-9, which grow between tide marks, and
(2) certain varieties of Lamlnarla, and in particular Lnminaria iVgitntn, which
grow below low-water mark but in comparatively .shallow water. Analyses of
these were made during the past winter and spring. It was found that
Laminaria is richer in potash and far richer in iodine than Fiicus. Samples
of Laiiiiiimi'i (lii/lldid may contain over 2 per cent, of potash in the fresh

state, or about i2 per cent, in the dry matter. At the same time they may
contain 0"1 per cent, of iodine in the fresh state, or about 0'5 per cent, in the
dry matter. Analyses showing the composition of different samples and
especially their content of potash and iodine were given.

Observations were also made on the use of seaw'eeds as food for stock and for

human beings, in the western islands of Scotland. Analyses were given of tho
varieties which were found to be used as food.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

Discussion on Influence of the War upon ilie Fulure of British

Agriculture.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Systems of Farming and Food-supply: the Need for more Tillage.

By T. H. MiDDLETON, C.B.

2. Tlie Probable Effect of the War on the Future of Agriculture in

Scotland^ By J. M. Caie, M.A., B.Sc, B.L.

What the ultimate economic effect of the war may be is a problem of
extreme complexity, and, as th.e condition of agriculture is closely dependent
on the general economic position, any forecast of the future is necessarily both
difficult and liable to error. All that is possible -is

I. To state what have been the tendencies exhibited by comparatively recent
changes in agriculture in Scotland

;

II. To point out the salient features of Scottish agriculture at present;
III. To attempt an estimate of the future economic forces affecting agriculture

;

IV. To consider in what way Scottish farmers can take advantage of these forces.

I. The chief relevant tendencies revealed by the Scottish Agricultural
Statistics of the past thirty years are (1) a relatively large decrease in the area
of cultivated land, and particularly of arable land, which has not been accom-
panied by a corresponding decrease in the numbers of live stock ; and (2) some
improvement in the standard of production.

II. For our purpose, the present position may be summed up in the following

3 D 3
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table showing the distribution of the total area of land in Scotland and the

numbers of live stock :

Arable land 1728%
Permanent grass 7-82%

Rough grazings 47-97%

Woods and plantations 4*47%

Eemaining area 22-46%

Cattle 1,215,000

Sheep 7,026,000

Pigs 153,000

III. A. Economic causes tending to decrease demand and lower prices of

agricultural produce :

(1) Depletion of the population of the countries at war.

(2) Destruction of capital, probably causing some industrial depression.

(3) Temporary disturbance of labour market and increase of unemployment,

owing to return of soldiers to civilian life.

(4) Taxation will be high.

(5) Habits of thrift may be engendered.

B. Causes operative in diminishing supplies, or otherwise raising prices :

(1) Neglect or devastation of agricultural land, resulting in lasting

deterioration.

(2) Depletion of stock.

(3) Destruction of buildings, horses, implements, and all forms of farm
capital.

(4) Freights may continue to be high.

(5) Owing to a certain loss of men who were skilled agriculturists, the

occupation or working of land may fall to less experienced persons.

(6) With a reduction in the number of farm workers, following on heavy
emigration, the rise in wages will probably be maintained.

(7) The growing demand for meat by the United States may decrease

imports to this country.

(8) European countries will probably compete with us for supplies of chilled

and frozen meat.
Balancing these two sets of factors, it appears Ukely that prices, both of

bread and of meat, will be relatively high, and though costs may also be high,

increased production will be economically advantageous to the farmer.

IV. Speaking generally, such increase may be either of A. bread or B. meat.

A. Some increase of the wheat area may take place, but in Scotland this

area is limited, owing to conditions of soil and climate.

B. There is room for expansion in the numbers, and improvement in the

quality, of stock ; this improvement will take place along the lines, scientific and
administrative, now being pursued. Increase in the numbers will be affected

by the following factors :

(1) Improvement of grazing land.

(2) Restriction of the area exclusively devoted to sport, always with due
regard to ratepayers' interests.

(3) Increased growth of turnips, oats, and other foodstuffs for winter-

feeding; this will involve an extension of the arable area or a
shortening of rotations, and an increased use of labour-saving appliances.

(4) Some increase in the growth of forage crops.

(5) A more general knowledge of the proper use of food-stuffs.

(6) An increase in the numbers of home-bred store stock.

(7) An increase in the numbers of pigs and poultry.

These developments will lead to greater advantage being taken of existing

or new agencies of agricultural education, to an extension of co-operation,

especially among small-holders, and possibly to a demand for cheaper means of

railway or other transport facilities.

f^..-CI eniific Aid to the Stock-feeder. By Professor T. B. Wood,
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i. Labour and Labour-saving Machinery on the Farm.
By W. J. Malden.

As the need for labour-saving machinery on the farm is considerably influ-
enced by the supply of capable men to carry out the manual work, these two
cannot be dealt with separately. Hitherto in British farming, machinery has
been sparingly used, so that those who would otherwise not find employment
might find a living on it. There is at the present time the first real shortage,
men and horses are now in really deficient number, and after the war, with
the great re-shuffling of affairs, the temptations to return to it will be opposed
by great temptations elsewhere. The workmen on the land in future will
require all the technical knowledge of acts of husbandry that their forefathers
possessed, and will have to be intelligent in other matters. The better-
class farm workman is a skilled artisan ; but this he rarely becomes unless early
trained to it.

_
Moreover, if not early trained, he will not stay on the land.

Yet the land in the future will hold out great attractions to the worker on it.

The present form of Rural Education at Board Schools drives boys from the
country. Education authorities have studied general systems of education, and
have not studied the boy. Rural Education to fit the boy for the land, and
attract him to it, will fail until it is recognised that the physiological changes
from childhood to youth have profound influence; and that muscular work,
which comes naturally in childhood, is met with considerable resentment at
the approach of the first change of life. The young have to be regarded in the
following stages :

(1) Childhood, when the boy is in the monkey or imitative stage; willing to
undergo physical exertion ; nol minding the monotony of continued muscu-
lar effort; under full parental influence; quick to appreciate the natural
life around him; carrying no responsibilities.

(2) Youth. Becoming independent, but at present irresponsible and yet under
parental protection. Spasmodic in effort mentally and physically; but
with dawning ideas of future; objecting to monotony, and, if not earlier
trained to physical work, strongly resisting continuous muscular effort.
The muscle-untrained boy going on to the land at 14 resents hard
labour, and does this so thoroughly that from the first he decides not
to stay at farm work; with this decision in his mind he makes no effort
to become skilled, and takes the earliest opportunity to go to towns.

(3) Approaching Manhood. Dawning ideas of duties to the State and the
responsibilities of parentage. Rarely goes by choice to a physical life.

But as the boy was driven from the land through his natural interests in
rural life having been destroyed, and his early muscular training having
been neglected, he does not come up for discussion here.

The half-timer (the half-time period being considerably prolonged) is, with
further education in matters of interest and utility, the most useful man on
the land, and, apart from incapables, the only one to remain on it. For-
tunately, through the introduction of much new machinery in the past twenty
years, and the fact that farmers feeling some shortage of men after the South
African War have well equipped their farms, finds them fairly well supplied,
in spite of the sudden change of position that this war has occasioned.

The delay in bringing the oil-tractor forward more quickly is, however, a
more serious matter, especially as steam cultivation has declined in view of
the possibilities of the oil-engine. The engines themselves have efficiency, but
as yet the implement-maker and the motor-maker have not joined hands ; and
there is great need of this. Confused ideas which the effort to adapt attach-
ments suitable for horse power, but utterly unsuited for mechanical power, have
established, must be cleared away. Great developments will occur, including
that of cutting and threshing corn in one operation ; which is as practicable in
England as in other countries where it has been adopted ; though there will have
to be special adaptations to permit it.
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5. Economics of Continuoiis Cropping.

By T. WiBBEKLEY, N.D.A., N.D.D.

Introductory.—^Brief survey of the agricultural economic position of Great
Britain and Ireland, special reference to latter country.

Reasons for decline of tillage area in Ireland—climate, labour, markets.
Influence of these three factors as regards tillage decline.

Continuous Cropping.—A system of intensive arable farming, specially

designed to suit the climatic, labour, and market conditions obtaining in Ireland.

Comparisons between growing ordinary farm crops and roots, corn and sub-
stitutes for these crops, in connection with continuous cropping. The relative

costs of productions to be discussed.

Cost of production of certain continuous crops with reference to their

manurial value.

Conservation of soil nitrogen in the winter months through continuous
cropping.

Effects of continuous cropping on the soil texture in winter and summer.
Evaporation of excessive soil moisture in winter through growth of con-

tinuous crops.

Possibilities of motor tillage in connection with continuous cropping and
ordinary cropping compared.

Relative stock-carrying capacity of land under continuous cropping as com-
pared Avith the grass farm.

Milk and beef productions from continuous crops compared with same from
ordinary crops and artificial feeding.

Discussion of balance sheet of a continuous cropping farm.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Methods of Esli))iaiing ihe Cost of Food in the Production of Milk.

By J. Mackintosh, N.O.A.

Investigations into the cost of food in the production of milk have been
carried out in several counties during recent years, but the methods of collecting

the information from the farms and of calculating the cost of food per gallon

have varied considerably. These differences make it impossible to compare the
results obtained in the various districts ; hence it is desirable that as far as

possible a generally suitable and accurate method should be devised and adopted.

As a basis for discussion, the methods adopted at University College, Reading,
will be described.

Method of obtaining Information on:

(«) Food used Indoors.—The farmers concerned were supplied with Food
Record sheets on which the kinds and quantities of the foods used each week
were entered. The foods were occasionally measured or weighed when the
Recorder visited the farms. This system is preferred to that of calculation

from an average ration, or the ration in use at the time of the Recorder's visit.

Still greater accuracy might be obtained if, as regards the bulky foods, definite

clamps of roots and ricks of hay or straw could be allocated for the cows' use
alone.

(b) Food used Outdoors.—The acreage of pasture and aftermath grazed by
the cows Vk'as entered on the Food Record sheet ; also the aci-eage of any soiling

crops and cabbage fed to the cows either in the field or indoors.
(c) Prices of Foods.—The farmer supplied particulars as to the cost price of

all purchased foods, and an allowance was added for cartage. All home-grown
foods were charged at the estimated cost of production on each farm. It was
difficult to get reasonably accurate estimates for crops producing only one food,
e.g., mangels, and much more difficult with crops producing two foods, e.g.,

oats, but the principle of charging foods at cost price in place of market or
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consuming price was adhered to as closely as possible. Some writers consider
that market prices should always be charged, and this point requires thorough
discussion.

The cost prices for each farm were made the basis of calculation, instead
of selecting average costs and applying these to all farms. Greater accuracy
for each farm is thus obtained, but comparison between farm and farm in the
same district is more difficult.

(d) Quantity of Milk produced.—The total quantity of milk produced on
each farm was calculated from the weekly milk records. The Recorder weighed
the milk once a month, checked the weighings of the intervening weeks, and
made all the necessary calculations himself.

Allowance for Manurial Values of Foods.—CuvqIvX calculations on this point
have been made for the second year's work at Reading. The allowance on
account of manurial residues varies considerably, according to the kind and
quantity of concentrated foods and the methods of management and storage of
the manure.

Allowance for Dry Cows.—Only the food fed to the cows in milk has been
considered, as in tlie case of dry cows it has been estimated that the value of
the calf or the increased value of the fat cow will balance the cost of food
during the dry period.

2. Cost of Food in Production of Milk on Three Yorkshire Fann.'i. By
Professor C. Crowther, M.A., Ph.D., and A. G. Euston,
B.A., B.Sc.

During the last four years investigations as to the cost of food in the production
of milk have been carried out on a number of farms in the North and West Ridings
of Yorkshire. In making the estimates the purchased feeding-stuffs have been
taken at cost price, but for the home-grown feeding-stuffs the following arbitrary
scale has been used :

Hay .

Oat Straw
Barley Straw

55."!. per ton
30.S. „
2os.

Mangels
Swedes
Turnips

105. 6d. per ton
10.'.

Grazing : 3?. Gd. per week for spring calvers.

During the past year detailed records have been kept on three of the farms, which
enable the actual costs of production of the home-grown feeding-stuffs on these
farms to be arrived at.

The main features of the results are summarised in the following tables :

—

Table I.— Weights of Food Consumed per Head during Last Year.

Herd

A
B
C

Grass

27 weeks
27 „
26 „

Hay Straw

cwtg. St.

12 4
1 2

21 5

cwts. St.

13 4
24 3
10 2

Roots
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Table III.

—

Costs of Production of Home-grown Foods.

Herd
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(5) Al/iirinl and Flush Grasskmds.—These provide the best pasturage on
streamside alluvials and on hill slopes flushed with water from springs. They
may be utilised as wintering grounds or enclosed as meadows. The alluvia of
the upper valleys are light, and accordingly retrogression occurs through leach-
ing where flushing is prevented. The lower valley alluvia tend to be heavier
and their maintenance as grazing units depends on drainage.

This habitat offers conditions suitable to invasion by bracken.
The extent and distribution of the individual types are determined chiefly by

topography and climate, but past history and interference by animals or man
are important, p.//., grazing, burning, draining, liming.

The types are relatively constant throughout, but may occur in various
combinations in association with differences in the factors." Thus in different
localities the grazing areas present distinctive features. This involves different
systems of management, e.g.. dry south-eastern area and humid western area
of Scotland. Alluvial and flush grasslands, heatherlands, and peatlands are
most valuable to the grazier. Nnrdus and Mol'mia are of secondary importance.

The valiie of a grazing depends on a suitable representation of types and on
their relative disposition. ' Hirsel ' charts indicate the best combination of
types.

Irnxnovement.

Alluvial and Flu.'<li Grnsslaiids.—These can be made to replace heather anc
Nardiis by suitable irrigation with water derived from springs or with surface
water bearing rainwash. Invasion of acid water deteriorates the pasture,
favours A'ardus, and, where ' pan ' is formed, promotes retrogression to moor-
land. These grasslands are suitable subjects for manurial treatment, e.g..
basic slag. Destruction of bracken increases the productive capacity of the
pasture.

HeafJicrland.s.—The grazing value is greatly increased by regular burning on
a suitable rotation. Renewal of burnt areas results through : (1) Growth from
the shoot ; (2) Colonisation by seedlings. The former gives the most rapid
recovery. Types of heatherland with slow and rapid rejuvenating powers
require different burning rotations respectively.

Peatlands.—Draining increases the proportion of heather but reduces that
of cottongrass and deer-hair grass, and favours invasion of A'ardvs. Little
improvement is possible.

A'^ardus.—Where flushing is possible good pasture may be induced, other-
wise in A^ardus and Molinia areas grazing value is improved by burning on a
short rotation.

4. On the Effect of Increasing the Amount of Calcium Phosphate in the
Rations of Cows on the Comvosition of the Milk. By A. Lauder,
D.Sc., F.I.C., and T. W. F.\g.\n, M.A.

The investigations of previous workers on this subject were reviewed ;'

while there was not complete agreement between their conclusions, the £reneral
opinion was that the composition of the mineral matter in the milk could not
be readily affected by adding mineral matter to the food.

For the present investigation six cows of the dairy Shorthorn breed were
selected, as nearlv equal as possible in regard to age "and period of lactation.
They were then divided into two lots of three each. The yield of milk given
bv each cow was determined at every milking by weighing. Weekly samples
of the milk of each cow were also taken for analysis, and the percentages of
phosphoric acid, ash, fat, and ' solids not fat ' determined.

> Duclaux, Ann. Inst. Pa.steur. 1893, 2-17, Chem. Soc. Journal. 64 (1833), ii. 582 ;

Neumann. Milrh Zeit. 22. 701-704. Chem. Soc. Joitrnal, 66 (1894). ii. 246; Weiske,
Landiv. Ver.mrhs-Stat.. 1894. 45. 242-245, Chem. Soc. Journal. 66 (1894). ii. 246;
Neumann, J. Landiv. 1894. 42, 33; Von Wendt, Chem. Zeit. 1908. ii. 1881. Chem.
Soc. Journal, 96 (1909), ii. 164 ; Fingerling, Landiu. Versuchs-Stat., 1911. 76, 1, Chem.
Soc. Journal, 100 (1911), ii. 510.
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The cows received the following ration :

—

75 lb. turnips.

4 ,, Bombay cotton cake.

1 ,, bran.

8 „ hay.

straw (ad lib.).

The mineral matter in this ration, exclusive of the straw, contained about
"5 lb. of calcium phosphate.

The analyses made during the preliminary period showed that the percentage

of phosphoric acid and mineral matter in the milk of each cow was relatively

constant, although there were slight differences in the amount when one cow
was compared with another. The percentage of fat, as is usually the case,

showed more variation.

Lot I. was kept on the same ration during the whole period of the experi-

ment. To the other lot calcium phosphate was fed im gradually increasing

quantity—two, four, six, and finally eight ounces per head per day, the latter

amount being fed for three weeks. The addition of calcium phosphate was
then stopped and the original ration continued for other two weeks.

An examination of the percentages of phosphoric acid found shows that

the addition of calcium phosphate has not increased the amount of phosphoric
acid in the milk. There is practically no change, and the results vary less than
those obtained from Lot I., where the cows were on the same ration all the
time. Since the cows were receiving calcium phosphate over a period of five

weeks, Neumann's criticism that the negative result is due to the experiment,
not being continued sufficiently long is inapplicable in this case. The increase
in the amount of phosphoric acid (-0172) which he claims to have effected

appears to be well within the ordinary limits of variation.

In the same way, an examination of the percentages of fat, ash, and ' solids

not fat ' obtained does not indicate that the extra calcium phosphate fed to
Lot II. has had any effect on the amount of these substances secreted. Finally,
no definite effect on the yield can be observed.

Percentage of Phosphoric Acid in the Milk.

Lot I. (No Phosphate.)

Date
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Lot II. (With Phosphate.)

Date
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A further comparison was made of ordinary milking, taking the teats in
pairs, and simultaneous milking, by two milkers, of all four quarters. A
difference of 2 per cent, in milk-yield and 6 per cent, in fat-yield in favour of
the latter method was indicated, despite the occasional disturbance of the
cow inevitable with this mode of milking. Further tests with the milking-
machine are proposed.

6. The Plant as an hulex of Smoke -pollution. By Professor C.
Ceowther, M.A., Ph.D., and A. G. Euston, B.A., B.Sc.

Eesults obtained in several years' experiments and observations in and
around Leeds are summarised under the following heads :

—

1. The general type of vegetation in smoke-infested areas.

2. The general appearance of individual smoke-damaged plants.
3. The specific effects of smoke-damage in plants.

1. Trees and shrubs make only a stunted grovvth ; dead and dying trees are
common objects. Conifers are particularly sensitive. Plants with thick, tough
leaf-cuticle {e.g., iris, auricula) are more resistant than those with thin cuticle

and crinkled, hairy surface {e.g., primrose). Most bulbous and seed-bearing
plants are sensitive to smoke. In areas badly infested with smoke, coarse
grasses (bent, couch, Yorkshire fog) and weeds (dock, sorrel, plantain)
monopolise the meadows and lawns, leguminous plants rapidly disappear, whilst
the hawthorn hedge barely persists. Rhubarb does not seem to be affected,

and tiie elder can be successfully grown.
2. Destruction of young shoots and buds is noticeable. Characteristic dis-

colouration of leaves takes place apart from the inevitable coating of tarry soot,

and the fall of the leaf is greatly accelerated. The colours of flowers fall

short of their normal intensity, blues and reds tending to run to white, and
bronzes to pale yellow.

3. Previous observations as to the choking of stomata by soot particles have
been confirmed. Tintcmetric measurements show a certain degree of correlation
between depth of tint of flowers and atmospheric-pollution.

The correlation between plant-growth and atmospheric-pollution previously
established by measurements of rate of assimilation has been confirmed by
actual vegetation tests in the garden and in the field. In the garden tests within
the city boundaries the produce (three crops) obtained in the ' cleanest ' garden
was fully three times greater than that obtained in the ' dirtiest ' area. In
the field tests made outside the city the difference between extremes (one
season's crops) was fully 20 per cent. In soils long exposed to smoke-pollution
there is a marked failure of root-development, root-hairs and fibrous roots being
few or absent.

The chemical composition of plants grown in polluted areas shows a relatively

high content of sulphur, chlorine, and arsenic—an abnormally high proportion
of the sulphur being in non-protein forms.

In the case of seed-bearing plants smoke-pollution has been found to cause
a decrease in size and weight of seed, and a lowering of germination-capacity
and germination-energy.

Inhibitory effects upon enzyme-activity have been demonstrated by com-
parative measurements of oxidase-, catalase-, lipase-, and emulsin-activity.
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Corresponding Societies Committee.—Report of the Committee,
consisting of Mr. W. Whitaker (Chairman), Mr. Wilfred
Mark Webb (Secretary), Eev, J. 0. Bevan, Sir Edward
Brabrook, SirH. G. Fobdham, Dr. J. Gr. Garson, Principal

E. H. Griffiths, Dr. A. C. Saddon, Mr. T. V. Holmes,
Mr. J. HoPKiNSON, Mr. A. L. Lewis, Eev. T. E. E.
Stebbing, and the President and General Officers.
(Drawn up by the Secretary.)

The Committee recommends that the Warrington Society should be
made an Associated Society.

Sir T. H. Holland, K.O.I.E., D.Sc, F.E.S., has kindly under-

taken to act as Chairman at the Conference of Delegates to be held

at Manchester, and has chosen ' The Organisation of Scientific

Societies ' as the subject of his Address.

Mr. William Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., has been so good as to

accept the Vice-Chairmanship.

The Committee has chosen the following subjects for discussion

at the Conference:—
' Local Museums ' (suggested by the Selborne Society), to be

introduced by Dr. W. E. Hoyle, M.A., and ' Colour Standards ' (pro-

posed by the British Mycological Society), to be introduced by Mr.

J. Eamsbottom, M.A.
The Committee asks to be reappointed, and applies for a grant

of 25L

Report of the Conference of Delegates of Corrcujwnding Societies held

at Manchester on Wednesday, September 8, and Friday, Septem-

ber 10, 1915.

Chairman . . Sir Thomas Holknd, K.C.I. E., D.Sc, F.R.S.

Vice-Chairman . William Whitaker, B.A., F.E.S.

Secretary . . Wilfred Mark Webb, F.L.S.

On taking the chair. Sir Thomas Holland called \ipon the Secretary to make

an announcement which was to the effect that the General Committee, on the

recommendation of the Council, had .sanctioned an alteration in tlie Rules of

the British Association, subject to the report of tiie Committee of Recommenda-
tions, so that the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Conference of Delegates

would in future have the title of President and Vice-President respectively.

This information having been received with applause. Sir Thomas Holland

proceeded to deliver his Address on

The Organisation of Scientific Societies.

Amono- the many lessons we learn in every great war there is always one

that stands out prominently as something of fundamental and national import-

ance. In the Crimea our shortcomings in commissariat organisation were demon-

strated with painful emphasis. In South Africa we learnt something of the

way in which the initiative of the individual, naturally more prominent in the

amateur soldier, triumphs, under unforeseen circumstances, over any system

fixed by formal and traditional discipline. The great war now in progress will

result more completely than any of its puny predecessors in recasting our national

ideals—economic, political, and military.
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Of all the lessons we are likely to learn, the one that so far promises most

to affect the life of the nation may be summed up in the word organisation.

The fuss made lately about the shortage of munitions; the discovery in the

ranks of the Army, and among its officers, of thousands who are only amateur

fighters, hut are professionally trained technologists ; the recasting of the Cabi-

net ; the introduction, twelve months after the commencement of the war, of

legislation to register and classify the technical qualifications of the people

;

the repeated occurrence of coal strikes on a large scale, settled only by the inter-

vention of Cabinet Ministers, and by an obviously temporary compromise, are

all confessions of our shortcomings in national organisation.—shortcomings that

have cost the country thousands of lives.

On the other side of the 'front' we see organisation raised to the level of

a national cult

—

Kvltur—with the result that, while efficiency in action and

economy in the utilisation of a country's resources have been raised to a standard

hitherto unknown, and by us undreamt of, the human instincts have been drilled

out of existence, and C4ermany stands alone as an almost perfect machine in

action, but, like a machine, unable to understand the rest of the human race

—

admired for its mechanical efficiency, but loathed for its degradation of the

great human instincts of liberty and toleration.

But between these extremes there must be a course of maximum wisdom
;

for admittedly both the organisation of the community (the feature which is

."supposed to dominate the professional classes) and freedom of the individual

(the prerogative of the amateur) are necessary for the progress of what is best

in civilisation.

Every meeting of the British Association reminds us that early in the last

century a body of learned men realised that the form of study popularly known
as scientific needed organising, required the strengthening influence of a pro-

tective guild—the formation of a cult—in order that its value might be forced on

the popular mind. Long before the foundation of the British Association, a

comparatively small number of men had interested themselves in. scientific

problems, and their work had so far progressed as to require specialisation, with
the foundation of distinct societies. This specialisation found expression at the

first three meetings of the Association by the formation of committees for

(1) Mathematics and General Physics, (2) Chemistry and Mineralogy, (3) Geology
and Geography, (4) Zoology and Botany, (5) Anatomy and Physiology, and
(6) Statistics.

These six groups have developed into our present twelve i?ections, with extra
Sub-Sections; and in practice every Section, by classification of its papers and
in the conduct of its discussions, acknowledges a further specialisation that is

none the less real because it has not yet been formally recognised in organisation.
It is difficult for us to realise that, although the collection of scientific data

and thought had made such progress eighty-four years ago as to require the
sub-division indicated by the first institution of the British Association, the
importance of science was still hardly recognised among the so-called learned
and the ruling classes. Obvious, if insufficient, progress had been made since
the days when it was possible for Dean Swift to issue, as tolerable literature,

his satires on ttie Royal Society, or for Robert South to add to his doubtful
popularity by describing its members as incapable of admiring anything except
'fleas, lice, and themselves.'

Although science now takes its place on equal terms with literature in the
world of academic culture, we have so far succeeded only to a very small extent
in getting the professors of pure science to co-operate in unison with the
captains of industry who depend entirely, consciously or otherwise, on the
application of scientific laws to industrial problems.

There has hitherto been a ten.dency for scientific and literary men to gather
together under one banner, with the motto 'learned,' but a more natural associa-
tion should be indicated by the community of interests between scientific men
and technical experts. The student of pure science often discovers laws or
formulates theories which are but accidentally carried beyond the purely intel-
lectual world. On the other hand, technical experts frequently work by empirical
methods that are discovered either by accident or as the result of many costly
blunders. The growth of science and of commercial technology has been largely
independent and unrelated, that is, without organisation.
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The absence of this organisation has shown itself for many years to those

who are able to read the signs of the times by the way in which German applied

science has assisted commercial activity in trespassing on markets created and

formerly occupied by British enterprise. The result of organised co-operation

on the one hand, and of disconnected effort on the other, has now been brought

home to us all, suddenly and painfully, by the war. In the utilisation of tech-

nical science the German army has had an enormous advantage, for which we
have had to pay by the lives of some of our best officers and men.

In Germany the scientific, technical, and commercial community (not com-
munities) is mobilised, and each individual in it has been given his appropriate

function. In this country, on the other hand, we still have endless instances of

right men in wrong places," while scientific activity seems to be devoted to the

voluntary formation of innumerable and often irresponsible committees, with
overlapping functions, and with no apparent common ami in view. Nothing
could more clearly demonstrate our shortcomings in organisation than the columns
of the daily Press, which are filled with complaints from scientific men, who,
though among the most distinguished in the world of pure science, are in this

great struggle still unemployed, and unfortunately often show by the tone of

their complaints that they are also unemployable.
A small fraction of the time now devoted in this country to discussions in

committee would be sufficient, if turned to well-directed effort, to remove many
of the handicaps from which our Navy and Army are now suffering in this

critical stage of the war. Most of our committees might be justifiably likened to
two athletes at the east end of a church discussing the better route by which to
get round to the tower, while a cripple starts off at once by one of the routes
(possibly even by the less easy of the two)

;
yet the cripple gets there while

the athletes are still wrangling.

The root trouble with us is due to the fact that our committees are generally
composed of members appointed, not because they are best able to solve the
problem in hand, but because they represent vested interests ; and vested interests

have now grown to dimensions beyond power of removal, because our institutions
are often the products of worthy, local, unconnected, and therefore unorganised
effort.

In their relations to one another institutions that profess a common public
aim show a spirit of jealous competition more prominently than any communitj'
of ideal. One cannot study the recent history of University education in London
without being painfully impressed with the fact that internal friction in a
machine without design results in a consumption of energy that costs more
than the educational output is v*'orth.

Our scientific and technical societies similarly suffer from overlapping and
conflicting interests, and this Conference will be of some value if, instead of
discussing for once some special scientific problem, its members become inspired
with a desire to direct the activities of the societies they represent, so as to
reduce the quantity of machinery ; to correlate their activities with those of the
metropolitan institutions with headquarters in London ; to subdivide those
institutions composed of dissimilar elements, and to assist, so far as practicable,
the regrouping of those who work with common data and with a common aim.

An excellent illustration, exists of the way in which reform of this kind is

possible when n>embers are sufficiently public-spirited to distinguish between the
wider interests of science and those of their own special societies. Up to 1889
there were in this country about eight separate societies devoted to the technical
interests of coal mining. In that year four of these societies federated their
interests, and during the few following years three others joined the federation,
and pooled their resources to meet the cost of a common publication and to
maintain a common office at Newcastle.

In 1892 the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy was founded in London
to meet the wants of technologists devoted mainlv to the requirements
of metalliferous mining. The rapid growth of this institution, its metropolitan
location, and its comprehensive name, challenged the premier position of the
Federated Institution of Mining Engineers. The latter consequently changed
its name to The Institution of Mining Engineers, and moved its central office
to London. Thenceforward each institution not only published papers on its
own special branch of mining, but trespassed frequently on the natural domains
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of its competitor. Later, when one of these institutions applied for a Royal
Charter, tlie other, in its own interests, successfully opposed the application.

But in 1913, through the happy possession of two Presidents who could

distinguish parochial from national interests, both institutions agreed to a

delimitation of their spheres of influence, and each supported with succe.ss the
petition of the other for a Royal Charter. They are now no longer competitors,

but sister institutions; and, instead of competing for recruits, they can afford

to define and maintain a common standard of technical qualification and pro-

fessional etiquette for the British mining engineer.

One of the first principles observed by a student of science is that of classi-

fication. Classification means not merely the bringing together of things that
are similar in some essential feature ; it also means the separation of those that
are essentially unlike, although superficially bearing some form of resemblance.

One realises how hard it is to apply the pruning knife of scientific classifica-

tion when one contemplates the spectacle of the various ' literary and philoso-
phical societies ' which still survive, mostly under financial difficulties, in many
of our large provincial cities, vainly endeavouring to cover ' the whole realm
of Nature.' buch societies, embracing the general range of sciences, and some-
times even including literary subjects, exist at Aberdeen (founded in 1840),
Birmingham (1858), Cambridge (1819), Edinburgh (1731), Glasgow (1802), Leeds
(1820), Manchester (1781), and Newcastle (1793); while at Dublin, where indivi-
duality seems ever to flourish in various departments of civilised activity, there
are two such societies, with apparently overlapping interests in general science :

the Royal Dublin Society, founded in 1731, and the Royal Irish Academy,
founded in 1785.

There are not many among these societies whose publications can be safely
neglected by the research worker in any of the specialised branches of science,
and yet most of them could not show an average annual output of one serious
paper in each of the science subjects as defined by the twelve Sections of the
British Association. They become in turn the fortunate victims of some local
enthusiast, who in time passes away like a comet or finds wider scope for his
ambitions, either in the Royal Society of London, or in the metropolitan society
that governs his own pet subject, where his products enjoy the benefit of more
thorough discussion, and sometimes appreciation, by fellow experts. He
removes his attentions from the gaUery to tickle the fancy of the stalls.

If we take the Literary and Philosophical Society of this city, which has
for many years devoted itself almost entirely to science, and issues memoirs
which no serious worker can afford to overlook, we get an example of the way
in which the student is taxed in his search for the 'previous literature.' Of
ninety-one papers published in The Manchester Memoirs during the past five
years, as many as thirty-four belong to a class that would be referred to
Section A of this Association, this abundant enthusiasm being largely due to a
local occiu-rence of radio-activity. Of the remainder, ten would come under
bection B, seven—entirely palccontological in character—come under Section C.
twenty-two under Section D, two under Section H^ two under Section I, thirteen
iindei; Section K, and one under Section M.

One can sympathise with those readers who grumble at one halfpennyworth
of geological bread to this intolerable deal of physical and biological sack.

Now, it IS important to remember that this Society is maiiitained by fewer
than 150 members, many of whom are members only through general
interest in science, or merely in consequence of a commendable desire to
keep alive an institution which has an honourable record. Thus the critical
discussion of most papers presented must be confined to a very small number,
and herein arises a danger that may at any time give rise to consequences far
more serious than the burial of a paper with an overburden of unrelated litera-
ture

;
for the author of the paper himself must often be the only member

capable of deciding as to whether his paper is or is not suitable for record as a
definite addition to scientific data or thought.

To the outside student, therefore, the publication of a paper by such a small
society gives no prima facie reason for regarding it as a serious' and probably
trustworthy addition to scientific literature. The papers so issued must be
most embarrassingly unequal, and wholly indeterminate in character; yet no
stranger can run the risk of disregarding such publications.
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But the tax thus laid on students of scientific literature is not the only draw-
back or danger due to the activities of such small, local, non-specialised societies.

They often possess collections of natural-history specimens or of physical
instruments for which they become, by mere possession, trustees to the whole
scientific world. As in the case of published literature; the circumstance that
these things are often unknown to the rest of the world, or are almost inacces-

sible to the student, is only one, and not the most serious, danger; for one
knows instances of collections suffering from neglect, or. still worse, suffering

from the activities of some member who temporarily dominates the governing
body, and entertains strong views as to the cost of maintaining collections that,

from his special point of view, are of no value.

Before proposing, in the name of Organisation, to abolish such unspecialised
societies, or before hinting that they have outlived their times^ or before even
suggesting that they might now be allowed to die a natural and respectable
death, one should exert one's ingenuity to devise some scheme for turning them
to account. They inherit traditions in most cases that only an unregenerate
iconoclast would despise; most of them were founded when science was barely
specialised, and when facilities for attending London meetings were imperfect;
many of them have published memoirs that are now of classical value, and they
have included among their active members the most worthy names in the hi.story

of science ; most of them possess libraries that could not now be purchased for
money, although these are often neglected, and, for financial reasons, often
difficult to iise.

Even as monuments, therefore, societies such as those that I have mentioned
deserve preservation. How, then, can one turn their resources to good account,
and organise their culture without the drawbacks of Kiilturl

The plan that has often occurred to me as a possible compromise between
the claims of central organisation and of provincial autonomy is this. The
recognised chief among such societies—the Royal S'ociety of London—should,
by affiliation of its provincial poor relations, take over the cost, as well as the
responsibility, of their serious publications. They would enjoy home rule so
far as their meetings, discussions, finances, and libraries are concerned ; but the
papers offered for publication would be censored, in the usual waj', by the
appropriate sectional committees of the Royal Society; and, if passed, would
be published, either in the Proceec^nc/s or Trnnsactlons of the Royal or of
some metropolitan specialised society. Such papers would then rank technically,
not by mere courtesy^ as ' publications ' for purposes of quotation or priority.

The local interest in science would not then be curtailed, and the geographical
handicap, especially of junior provincial workers, would be removed ; while the
provincial scientific communities would be able to maintain their treasured
monuments, without, as now, a constant fear of financial difficulties, and with-
out a recurring dread that senility in the respected old 'lit. and phil.' will

soon end in the way of all things living.

So far as our local example is concerned, many, if not most, of the papers
which I have just classified by the British Association system might well have
been accepted by the Royal Society; for the majority of the papers published
in its Proceedings are also by non-members. The last six volumes of the
Proceedings of the Poyal Society contain papers by 384 authors, of whom only
141 are fellows of the Society.

I am quite aware of many difficulties in the way of this proposal : fears, on
the one side, that the Council of the Royal Society will acquire a dangerous
power of controlling the freedom of the scientific writer; and forebodings, on
the other, that the duties of the Council threaten to become ' heavy burdens
and grievous to be borne '

; while the cost of such additional publications will

be removed from the local body to be thrust upon the Royal Society.

With regard to these objections, the circumstance that a young worker's
paper has been hall-marked by the Royal Society will soon be regarded as fair

compensation for what ^vould, after all, be but partial loss of freedom; for the

local societies, as well as the various journals, can still publish what they like,

though the foreign student may not be blamed for neglecting any but technically

published scientific literature.

The extra burdens added to the Council and Sectional Committees of the

1915. 3 E
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Royal Society are merely of a kind that someone inu^t undertake, if we are to

have any regard at all for fhe progress of science ; and it wUl soon be necessary

for the State to recognise the national value of the work done by the Council

and Committees of the Royal Society in more ways than nominal recognition of

their ornamental positions.

In practically every country on the Continent of Europe the premier learned

academies, that occupy positions corresponding to the Royal Society of London,

are financially supported by the State, and even the ordinary members are paid.

In this country scientific organisationsj like the universities, are largely

dependent on private charity, with the result that, while we get the benefits of

individuality and local competition, we suffer, as the war has already proved

to us, the necessary loss of power, due to an undesirable number of wheels in

our machine, due to unnecessary duplication of effort, and due to industrial and

financial eddies in the stream of progress ; in a word, due to want of method

and organisation. That is the theme which I wish the delegates present to take

back for practical consideration by the societies that they represent.

It is important to remember that organisation necessarily requires someone

to take the lead and someone to fill the subordinate's place, otherwise all is

anarchy ; and, whatever may be the discipline within each society, their rela-

tions to one another at present can but be described as anarchy. The fellow

of the Royal Society has no more responsibility at present than any member of

the smallest debating club. His selection is regarded as an honour, but an

honour is as meaningless as an iron cross if it does not imply responsibility

and an opportunity for more work. What applies to an individual applies to a

society of such persons. The premier position of the Royal Society is acknow-

l^deed by every British worker in science, and those societies which similarly

embrace all phases of science can assist the aims of organisation by reminding;

the Royal Society that its position is more than ornamental, and that its lead

will be welcomed.

Sir EDV7ARD Brabhook proposed, and Mr. Willum Whitaker seconded, a

vote of thanks to the Chairman for his Address. This was carried with great

cordiality, and acknowledged by the Chairman.

The subjects chosen for discussion were (1) ' Local Museums,' (2) ' Colour

Standards.' The first was introduced by Dr. W. E. Hotle.

Local Museums.

The duty of the opener of a discussion, as I understand it, is not to present

an exhaustive treatise on the subject entrusted to him, but merely to throw

down, as it were, certain ' bones of contention ' which those present may worry

to their hearts' content. I shall, therefore, with all possible brevity, place

before you a few theses, and leave you to fill up the too obvious lacunsB in my
observations.

May I lay it down at the outset that the first and fundamental function of

a museum is to prefeerve? We museum officials are nowadays given so much
good advice about the desirability of making our exhibits aesthetically attrac-

tive, of compiling explanatory labels which shall at the same time instruct

the specialist and interest the casual visitor, and of catering for school children,

that we are perhaps in danger of forgetting that our paramount duty is to see

that ' neither moth nor rust doth corrupt,' and that ' thieves do not break

through nor eteal.' It always tends to clearness of thought in approaching any

eubject to begin with a definition. I will therefore provisionally define a ' local

museum ' as a museum existing in a place, belonging to that place, destined

for the instruction and delight of the dwellers in that place, and illustrative of

that place, and will leave to my critics the congenial task of picking holes in

my definition.

It follows from this that the first duty of a local museum is to preserve the

things of interest pertaining to the locality, whether they illustrate its history,

folklore, natural history, or any other topic. These must be carefully kept, and

every particular relating to them recorded with scrupulous accuracy. A certain

proportion must be exhibited in such a way that their points of interest may

I
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be readily seen, and they must be adequately labelled—all this in accordance

with principles which are nowadays well understood by every qualified museum
official. Complete reference collections of animals, plants, foesils, and the like

muet be forpjed and kept in cabinets accessible to those desiring to make use of

them for purposes of study.

Here, I think, it is neceesary to consider the important and delicate question :

What ought to be the relations between the local museum and the national

museum? Broadly stated, the solution is to be found in the general principle,

what is of national importance should be preserved in the national museum

;

what is of merely local interest should be kept in the local museum. Like

many general principles, this is quite easy till we begin to apply it to particular

cases. These require judgment and tact for their successful negotiation. May
I give one single instance? In a remote part of the Celtic Fringe is a mass

of sand dunes which cover what was once a city of sufficient importance to

have a Royal Charter, a roll of burgesses, and a mace. In 1886 the corporation

was dissolved : the burgesses, their sons and widows, were each to receive the sum
of eleven shillings per annum, and the mace was kept in a public-house, where

it was produced for the inspection of anyone who cared to pay for a drink in

order to have a look at it. Such an arrangement had obvious dangers, and the

national museum naturally wished to have possession of the mace. It was found

that the burgesses had no power to give it, but they consented to deposit it

in the museum provided a replica were furnished to be kept in the public-house.

This was agreed to, and a replica, which is hardly distinguishable from the

original, was provided, and I am infonned by a recent visitor that the landlady

continues to exhibit it as the original, so that all parties are satisfied.

It having been admitted that the formation and preservation of a local

collection is the prime duty of a local museum, and supposing this function to

be adequately discharged, should a local museum undertake any others? 1

should say, ' Certainly, if its means and opportunities allow,' and the possi-

bilities are many and various. One obvious way in which the museum can be

of the greatest service is by providing collections which shall give the visitor

a preliminary sketch of some department of knowledge. I allude to what are

often called ' index ' collections, though the term ' introductory ' collections

would be more appropriate.

For instance, a larger or smaller collection, illustrating the animal kingdom,

would furnish a suitable preliminarv to a study of the local fauna ; a series of

specimens showing the technique of different processes of engraving, etching,

and mezzotint would furnish a valuable introduction to a collection of local

prints ; a number of obi'ects from different prehistoric and historic periods would

enable the visitor to place in their proper chronological relation the collections

of local archaeology ; and numerous other possibilities will readily suggest

themselves.

Another direction in which a local museum may profitably develop is by

coming into direct connection with the educational system of the locality. This

may be done either by setting apart and furnishing a room for the special use

of school classes, or by providing topical collections, which can be lent to, or

circulated among, the schools. There is already an extensive literature on this

subject, so I need not enlarge further upon it, the more so a^ a committee of

this Association is actively engaged in studying the educational uses of museums.

Furthermore, there is, to my mind, nothing out of place in a local museum
developing a special subject, quite disconnected with the locality, if it has the

power to do so without interfering with its proper work. Suppose, for example,

that some well-to-do citizen has acquired an important collection, say, of seven-

teenth-century furniture or Japanese works of art, which he is desirous of

giving or bequeathing to his native town. There is no objection to the museum

accepting such a gift and developing it to the best of its power. It will be_a

source of pride and delight to the inhabitants ; and, if it is not so to begin

with, may become a collection of real importance, which will attrnct specialists

to visit and study it, greatly to the advantage of the museum and the town.

As instances of such collections may be mentioned the Ourney collection of

raptorial birds in the Norwich MuseiinT, and the Egyptian collections in the

Manchester Museum.
3 E 2
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I may, however, remark, by way of parenthesis, that the generous donor
leaves his work half done, if he bequeaths a collection without also providing
some means for its maintenance and development ; and he is by no means a
benefactor if he attaches to his gift embarrassing stipulations as to its being
always exhibited in cases of a particular type, and excludes the possibility of its

enlargement and development.

jNIay I conclude in the words of a great teacher, applicable to local as to other

museums— ' The firet function of a museum is to give an example of perfect

order and elegance. Everything should be in its own place, everything looking

its best because it is there. Nothing should be crowded ; nothing unnecessary.

The museum is only for what is eternally right and well done.

' The lea^t things are there and the greatest and all good.
' The simple may go there to learn and the wise to remember.

'

Dr. F. A. Bather, referring to the distinction between objects of national

and local interest, urged that the principle which should guide local curators in

their selection should be the advancement of science. This was to be con-

sidered, first from the standpoint of the local public, whose needs were best

met by objects of introductory educational value; secondly, from the standpoint

of the researcher, who might live in the locality or might come from the ends
of the world. To meet the needs of the latter, material should not be scattered

through hundreds of museams, but should rather be grouped in convenient
centres, not necessarily national. Such a researcher would naturally seek for

local objects, e.g., fossils, in a local museum, but he ought not to have to seek
for, say. New Zealand fossils through all the museums of the British Isles. If

a museum happened to have had presented to it such exotic objects, not utilised

for its own educational purposes, it should exchange them with a museum
(national or local) that had laid itself out to collect and preserve that special

class of objects. Type-specimens, above all, should be placed in museums where
they would be well looked after, and would be readily accessible to specialists.

In exchange for such unique or extraneous objects the local museum might
obtain series of objects more suited to the educational needs of its locality.

Dr. Marie C. Stopes urged that one of the functions of local museums is

to make and preserve permanent cinematograph records of events, human or
natural, of importance and interest : these records should not only be preserved
for posterity, but also exhibited from time to time and explained to the young
people and others ; and also submitted the view that there maj' be a balance of
good in the decentralised state of collections, even of type-specimens. The
visiting of local museums brings a stimulus to the local and often isolated
inhabitants, and widens and humanises the interests of specialists.

Dr. W. M. Tattersall (Museums Association) agreed with Dr. Hoyle as to
the necessity and importance of local museums, and suggested closer co-operation
between the museum authorities and the members of the local societies with a
view to the better organisation of the collecting of local specimens. The
museum should be the headquarters of all the local societies, and the curator
could, by a little organisation, make use of them to provide him with collections

of local specimens and at the same time increase the value of their work, at
present often spasmodic and aimless. He emphasised the value of local col-

lections as a stimulus to local workers and as an educational asset of the
highest utility to the people of the district in which the museum was situated.
While recognising the great value of circulating collections for the use of
schools, he was of opinion that the provision of such collections came more
properly within the province of the local Education Committee, or, better still,

should be organised by a Central Authority such as the Board of Educa-
tion.

Professor Geddes called attention to the ' Survey of Greater London ' now
in progress, under the auspices of the Architects' AVar Committee of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, at their premises, 9 Conduit Street, W., under
the direction of Mr. H. V. Lanchester and Mr. E. F. G. Jemmett, F.R.I.B.A.,
from the latter of whom particulars may be obtained. A similar survey is now
beginning for Greiiter Manchester under the direction of Professor" Patrick
AbercTombie, Department of City Design. University of Liverpool, and other
kindred surveys are also under consideration for other important centres ; and
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in this way it may reasonably be hoped that a more and more comprehensive

study of our leadi'iig cities and city-regions may before long be in active pro-

gress, and from all points of view. As regards co-operation with these surveys by

museums and local natural history societies, particulars can be obtained from

Mr. R. Maynard, the Curator of the Museum, Saffron Walden, Essex.

Alderman Arthur Bennett (Warrington Society) said that he should like

to emphasise in the strongest possible way the desirability of securing and pre-

serving cinema fihns of all important local and national events, which, if they

could be made suffic iently permanent, would be of lasting historical value. He
also cordially agreed with Professor Geddes in his plea for a civic survey of

every town and district in the country. The Chairman might be interested

to know that Dr. Percival and Dr. Barnes, who were largely in.strumental in

forming the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, were born in

Warrington, and that Warrington could boast the earliest free rate-supported

museum and library in the United Kingdom, both of which were singularly rich

in local relics. The Society he represented, in addition to its various other

objects, existed to maintain the Warrington Academy as a local museuni spe-

cially devoted to the commemoration of the golden age of Warrington's history,

and "its collection was limited to books, pictures, and relics which were either

directly associated with the Academy or rellected lustre on the annals of the

town. He believed that there was ample room, in many places, for specialised

local museums on these lines.

Mr. F. W. Ash (North Staffordshire Field Club) said that local museums

might be divided into two classes, the objects of which are largely opposite.

In the one kind the exhibits have local relations, but are for the benefit of

visitors and the general public (example : a local archjeological collection). In

the other kind the collection may be of a ijenvral nature, and intended for

the benefit of local students (example : a natural history collection. It is ques-

tionable if any particular purpose is served (in many cases) by a zoological

collection limited to specimens from a political boundary such as that of a

countV. . .

Mr. Collin Brooks (Southport Literary and Philosophical Society) said that

the point which struck him, as representing a philosophical society not con-

cerned with experimental or pure science, was that the majority of local museums

were the property of a township, and, reverting to .lohn Ruskin's analogj', in

considering the collection as the possession of an individuality, the centralisation

of exhibits to a national museum was hardly a right or sound procedure. There

was some danger of a mistake in phraseology, the meaning of the words ' the

advancement of science ' was ambiguous. They of the British Association

construed it into the advancement of the results of science : a township, he

imat'ined, would merely interpret it as the broadening of the basis and member-

ship'' of their scientific community. As one not personally concerned in museum
control, he was strongly in favour of the decentralisation of exhibits to purely

local habitations.

Mr. William Whitaker was of opinion that the division of museums into

national and local is hardly enough. There is a great class between, consisting

of the museums of great towns, which, though not national, are by no means

merely local.

Mrs. Forbes Julian (Torquay Natural History Society) also spoke.

The Chairman (Institute of Mining Engineers) stated that, during his term

of office as Chairman of the Trustees of the Calcutta Museum, the question of

balancing the claims of a national, as against those of in-ovincial, museums passed

through an acute stage; and, according to the lessons then learnt, he considered

that any provincial museum should be permitted to retain valuable specimens,

including 'types,' whenever, in the opinion of the ;Museums Association, its

government and curatorship are satisfactorily stable. It would be quite easy to

define and to enforce, by periodical inspection, a satisfactory standard of manage-

ment. Local authorities should be given to understand tliat unique and reference

specimens are not their private property, but that they are trustees responsible

to the scientific world. So long as the safety of a reference specimen be reason-

ably assured it should not be removed from the local muf=eum ; for local pride,

due to the possession of valuable materials, helps the healthy spread of interest
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in science. It is as easy and as important to legislate for the preservation of
specimens of scientific value as for the preservation of ancient monuments.

The thanks of the Conference were given to Dr. Hoyle.
The Conference then adjourned.

At a second meeting of the Conference, which was held on Friday, Septem-
ber 10, mention was made of the interest which had been aroused by the
suggestions contained in the Chairman's address, and Mr. Whitaker, the Vice-
Chairman, read the following explanatory remarks :

The existing practice prevents a suitable classification of papers, and affords
no guarantee to research workers that the papers have been considered by any
body observing a constant and recognised standard.

It is the opinion of many that the progress of science would be greatly
facilitated by the adoption of a system such as that suggested by the Chairman

—

namely, by a form of limited control by the Eoyal Society in the matter of
publications, or by an independent federation of the non-specialised scientific

societies. By either of these two systems it would be possible for original
papers of scientific value to be made more accessible to research workers, as
such papers would then be suitably grouped by subjects, and would appear in

a recognised serial accessible in all important reference libraries.

With regard to the proposal to form an independent federation of non-
specialised societies, there is the obvious objection that such an institution
would add one more to an already embarrassingly large variety of papers. Any
scheme also of the kind would require the organisation of another controlling
Council, necessarily composed of unequal constituents, the working of which
would present difficulties on account of the wide geographical distribution of
the societies.

On the other hand, the publications of the Eoyal Society are already estab-
lished, and are recognised throughout the world as authoritative. The machinery
for controlling such publications is already organised and in working order,
additional advantage being gained by the fact (1) that the sectional committees
of the Royal Society are independent of local influences, and (2) that the addi-
tional cost of the publications would be small compared with that of establishing
a new serial, appropriately divided into parts, to suit the natural subdivisions
of science. From the financial point of view, therefore, it would be more
economical, even if the provincial societies had to bear the additional cost to
the Royal Society, to adopt the system suggested by the Chairman.

Comments were made by many of the delegates present, including Sir Daniel
Morris (Bournemouth Natural Science Society), Sir Eustace Gurney and Mr.
Alfred W. Oke (Brighton and Hove Natural History Society and South-Eastern
Union of Scientific Societies), Mr. Wilfred Mark Webb (the Selborne Society),
Mr. Harry Sowerbutts (Manchester Geographical Society), Mr. Henry Coates
(Perthshire Society of Natural Science), and Miss Crosfield (Holmesdale Natural
History Society). Mr. H. W. Davies (Somerset Archfeological and Natural
History Society) thought that it might be advisable to bring the matter before
the Corresponding Societies Committee before a further step was taken. The
following resolution was then passed :

' That this Conference of Delegates
invites the attention of the Corresponding Societies Committee to the Chair-
man's opening address, in which suggestions are made for reforming the existing
varied and unorganised practice of publishing original papers.'

The suggestion that Sir Thomas Holland should be asked to join the Corre-
sponding Societies Committee was enthusiastically received.

The second subject for discussion, namely ' Colour Standards,' was intro-
duced by Mr. J. Ramsbottom in the following paper :

—

During the past ten years there have been published three schemes of colours :

Oberthiir and Dauthenay's ' Repertoire de Couleurs,' Klincksieck and Valette's
' Code des Couleurs,' and Ridgway's ' Color Standards and Color Nomenclature.'
These three works have been adopted by different naturalists, and it has seemed
to the British Mycological Society that the question of a colour standard is

one that might profitably be brought to the notice of the Corresponding Societies
of the British Association.

As everyone who has had to deal with colour in the natural sciences realises,
there are two fundamental difficulties : (1) the difficulty of understanding what
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is intended by any colour-term used in a description ; (2) the difficulty which

any worker himself has of satisfactorily naming the colours in a species under

discussion.

It is obvious that these difficulties have not come forward suddenly during
the present century, and in the few days at my disposal I have attempted to

trace out various previous attempts to get over them. In this way it would
appear that the requisites of a standard could best be appreciated.

The earliest effort to define colours from the naturalist's standpoint to which
I have found a reference is in an Appendix to Charleton's ' De Nominibus
Animalium,' 1677. This author realises the almost infinite varieties of colours,

and the difficulty of translating classical names into English idiom. He divides

the colours up into groups : white, black, yellow, blue, etc. He gives Latin
names for the colours, e.g., Psittaceus is described as ' Poppin-jay-green, such
as the green of parrots, which in old English were call'd Pope-jayes, quasi

Priests-jayes.' This method of describing colour by referring it to some natural

object has always been common with men of science, and has much to commend
it. When one gets away from common objects, however, in the definition of

colour, obvious objections arise. The more perfect the scheme in any branch of

science the more difficult it is of general application.

The alternative method is to have samples of colour for comparison. It is

to such scales we must look if we are to have a satisfactory scheme of denoting
colours. Such colour charts have been brought forward at different times. The
first colour chart of this description appears to have been published in Hayne's
' Termini Botanici Iconibus Illustrati,' 1807. There are thirty-six samples of
colour which have Latin names appended. In the text the terms are explained,
with examples where possible, and the German equivalent given. Next, Werner's
' Nomenclature of Colours,' as introduced by Patrick Syme, was published in

1814; a second edition of this work was published seven years later. The
first edition has 108 tints ; the second 110. The introduction gives the
method by which each colour was prepared. The samples are very
small (half-inch square), and pasted ten on a page. The name of the
colour is given, and examples of the colour where possible from the animal,
vegetable, and mineral kingdoms. Thus : Wine yellow ; body of sUk moth

;

.stamina of honeysuckle
; pale Brazilian topaz. Most of the colours have by

this time considerably altered, and, on comparing the two editions, it is seen
that many of the colours, with the same names, are quite different. This scheme
met with some success, and was used in Barton's ' Flora of North America,' 1831.

In 1815 Mirbel, in his ' Elemens de Botanique,' gave a chart of eighty-three
tints, the only explanation given being a naive statement that by its aid any
colour whatever can be matched ; a statement which appears particularly ridicu-

lous now that all the whites have turned black.
Another scheme which may be mentioned is that of Hayto'r, which is

appended to Sinclair's ' Hortus Ericaeus Woburnensis,' 1825, one of the well-

known Woburn monographs. An account of the origin of the scheme is given

in a letter by Haytor to the Duke of Bedford. Sinclair had 'lamented much
that no work existed to render clear and definite all communications on the

subject of any new or rare bloom. ... In attempting at present to describe

the colour of any given flower, the term red, he remarked, was applied to so

many blossoms that it was impossible to define precisely what was meant by it :

and, to give me an evidence of the want he complained of, he took me to several

flowers, generally called red, but varying so much that, to my eye as a painter,

they each demanded a diffei-ent appellation for their colour.' He adds that

matters are made worse by adding the termination -ish, and arriving at such

indefinite but common terms a* 'reddish ' and 'greenish.' A comparison of the

colour descriptions of the same varieties in present-day florists' catalogues show?

clearly that matters are quite as bad as they were a hundred years ago ; and

the entomologist's testaceus and the mycologist's ferrugineus show that Latin

terms are used with just as much levity. In Haytor's scheme 272 tints are

arranged in a circle in the form of a mariner's compass, and the nomenclature

is also nautical, e.g., red, red by purple. Two gradations are appended, one

showing the range from black to white, the other from brown to white. The
scheme does not appear to have been at all successful.
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Another arrangement of general application is that of Hay, ' A Nomen-
clature of Colours applicable to the Arts and Natural Sciences, ' to Manufac-
tures, and other purposes of General Utility,' 1845. The second edition has
forty plates, each with six one-and-a-half-inch-sided triangles of colour pasted
in. The samples were very evenly painted, and very little fading appears to

have taken place. The introduction gives the author's theories of colour, and
the arrangement, which is difficult to follow, m based upon these. The nomen-
clature, in which ' tempered green hue ' and such like appear, was also probably
a factor against any general adoption by naturalists.

Before this time Chevreul, Directeur des Teintures a la Manufacture
Nationale des Gobelins—the national manufactory of tapestry in Paris—began
to devise a classification of colours. His first discussion, ' La Loi du Contraste
simultane des Couleurs,' appeared in 1839. A full account of his scheme, and
its application, is given in a memoir of 944 pages ('Mem. Acad. Sci.,' Paris,

1861, ' Expose d'un Moyen de definir et de nommer les Couleurs '). This method,
which it would take too long to describe, is still used at the national manu-
factory of tapestry, and is the basis of the modern French colour schemes.
Theoretically, over 14,000 different colours, tones, shades, and tints are obtain-

able, but in practice a much smaller number suflSces. In 1855 Digeon published
a set of ten charts, ' Cercles Chromatiques de M. E. Chevreul.' The circles

are divided into seventy-two sectors, and there is a gradual gradation from red
through orange red to orange, and so on. The charts have different percentages
of black added, from '1 to -9. Thus there are 720 different shades. The name
of the colour is denoted by giving the number of the chart and of the sector.

Chevreul's full scheme is made more complete by having different intensities of

colour.

Radde's ' Internationale Farben Skala,' 1877, consists of fifteen cards. The
first gives the forty-two cardinal tones of the arrangement ; the remainder
gives the range of these from a to v, thus comprising about 800 tints. A
sliding block permits of the isolation of adjoining colours. The cards are
inconvenient to' use; the colours are printed on inferior paper, and are without
names. The scheme has been used by mineralogists.

Since this date many different colour schemes have appeared, some of which
have been drawn up without any reference to previous attempts, and have
repeated faults which otherwise might have been guarded against. In 1886
appeared the book which has been most used until recent years, Ridgway's
' A Nomenclature of Colors for Naturalists ; and Compendium of Useful Know-
ledge for Ornithologists.' Two of Ridgway's statements are much to the point.
' Popular and even technical natural history demands a nomenclature which
shall give a standard for the numerous hues, tints, and shades which are cur-

rently adopted, and now form part of the language of descriptive natural

history.' Again : 'Popular nomenclature of colors has of late years, especially

since the introduction of aniline dyes and pigments, become involved in almost
chaotic confusion through the coinage of a multitude of new names, many of

them synonymous, and still more of them vague, or variable in their meaning.
These new names are far too numerous to be of any practical utility, even were
each one identifiable with a particular fixed tint. ' In this book there are

180 named colours painted into rectangles 1-inch X 5-inch. The colours in the

copies of this book which I have examined are not nearly so even as in Hay's
book, or in the more recent works. Passing on we come to Saccardo's ' Chromo-
taxia ' of fifty samples, with a polyglot nomenclature. This appeared in 1891.

In this year also a series of forty colours was given in Constantin and Dufour's
' Nouvelle Flore des Champignons ' to illustrate the terms used in the descrip-

tions, and the symbols in the drawings of fungi.

'A Chart of Correct Colors of Flowers' appeared in T/ie American Florist

for 1895. This was arranged by Matthews, and consisted of a single sheet with

thirty-six squares of colour, with a very simple nomenclature.

Another American horticultural chart appeared about 1900 with the title

' Color Guide for Florists.' This was arranged by Kohn, and contains 140

colour shades. A scheme which has been used by some naturalists is ' The Prang
Standard of Color.' This contains 1,152 examples, and is remarkable for its

cheapness, costing only fifty cents. Unfortunately the colours are not named.
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The 'Repertoire de Couleurs '' of Oberthiir and Dauthenay, published by
the French Chrysanthemum Society in 1905, contains over 1,400 samples. The
colours are named in almost every case in several languages. The great objection
to this work is its size.

The ' Code det> Couleurs ' ' of Klincksieck and Valette appeared in 1908.
It is a convenient little book, containing 720 specimens of colwir, but they are
merely numbered. The work was prepared jirincipally for the use of myco-
logists. Both the Repertoire and the Code are arranged on a simplification of
Chevreul's method.

Ridgway's ' Color Standards and Color Nomenclature ' ' wa.s issued in 1912.
The 1,115 samples are named, though some of the names are not such that would
appear suitable for a standard nomenclature.

Added to these numerous charts are those of different manufacturers and
those drawn up by artists, &c. Even philatelists have their colour schemes.

Lovibund's tintometer is far too complicated and too expensive for ordinary
use in the description of specimens. The fact that so many attempts have been
made to draw up colour schemes shows clearly that a standard of colours is

necessary, as is also a standard of nomenclature. Naturalists could decide to
adopt the French Chrysanthemum Book or Ridgway. The former was adopted
by the Royal Horticultural Society, but recently it ha* been somewhat ousted
amongst horticulturists by the American book, principally owing to the latter
being much more convenient to use. On inquiry I find that amongst naturalists
these two works are the most frequently used.

The ' Code des Couleurs,' though very convenient to use, suffers from the
fact that the colours are unnamed.

But the Chrysanthemum Book costs a guinea and Ridgway thirty-five

shillings ! In most branches of science, colour is not regarded with so much
favour as to demand such an outlay, even for a satisfactory range of tints.

Colour in many organisms varies so much under different conditions that it is

not regarded as a specific character. What seems to be required is, not a
scale to record the minutest variation, but merely one that will add definiteness

to the description of the general range in colour. Probatly a scale with
about 200 samples would be found sufficient for ordinary use. In such
branches of science as horticulture, mycology, ornithology, &c., where colour
is of more importance, additional colours could be interpolated. If anyone
interested in any particular science will look through the colour charts which
are here, he will find very many colours which will seem more or less useless
in that science, and in certain cases will find that there are not sufficient of
certain grades. As an example of what I mean : Horticulturists could dispense
with a large number of the colours given in Ridgway ; mycologists certainly can
omit page after page. On the other hand, there is already a movement on foot

to produce another edition of Ridgway, with more tones of such colours as
' salmon -pink. ' My own opinion is that it is not wise to attempt to make such
a complete range as would satisfy every possible use. The way out of the
difficulty is obviously that of having a general scheme with a small number of

colours ; then additional editions may be provided in those subjects where there

is special demand, or separate sheets of the variations of the original colours

of the general scheme could be prepared. If, as one would hope, a standard
of colours should be adopted in all branches of science, art, and industry, the

latter scheme would appear to be the more feasible. The advantages of having
a universal standard of colours are so obvious that one would expect the very
great difficulties of obtaining such would not prove insurmountable if the matter
were approached in a proper manner.

The earlier schemes lacked one of the primary essentials of colour standards
in that they were not standards at all. Ridgway's scheme is the only one in

which the colours have been standardised by physical methods, and hence the

only one in which the colours can be reproduced with accuracy. In the sug-

gested standard of colours, it would be the work of physicists, by moans of such
apparatus as Michelin's grating and Maxwell's disc, to give us the definition

of our colours. In this way the defect from which all colours suffer to some

' Copies of these works were shown at the meeting.
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extent

—

i.e., faxiing, could be brought to its lowest terms of inconvenience,
though the eamples of colour published would be made in such a way that fading
would be guarded agaii:st as far as modern colour chemistry makes it possible.

The colours in the primary scheme should be named. No sane naturalist

wishes to talk in such symbols as ' 40J8t. ' On the other hand, the same
naturalist would not wish to use many of the colour terms even in Ridgway,
who rightly objects to such absui'd names as 'ashee of roses' and 'elephant's
breath.' The usual method of assigning colours to common natural objects
should be followed, ae far as is possible, in the primary scheme. Whether in

the more complicated schemes every colour, shade, tint, and hue should receive

a name is a matter for consideration. I am informed that the colours supplied
to artists under the same name are not always the same even from the same
firm. This is ridiculous, if a colour name means anything. A standard of

colours would seem to give some protection.

Unfortunately, most of us suffer from the fact that we have received no colour
education. This has probably been one of the principal reasons why many
people have not adopted a colour chart : the constituents of a given colour are
not appreciated, and hence the difficulty of matching it. More attention seems
to be paid to this subject in America than in this country, judging from the
literature on the subject.

A further point is that a colour standard should be cheap. Charts of colour

samples are supplied gratis by every dealer in artist's colours, wall distempers,
&c. ; yet the naturalist has to expend a considerable sum for a scheme,
eighty per cent, of which is probably useless to him, and other workers in his

subject may be using other charts. There seems no apparent reason why a

suitable series of standard colours should not be published at a shilling or so.

There is no need for much letterpress dealing with the theory of colour, but
there should be a few notes on the best way of comparing colours, having regard
to texture of surface and various optical illusions.

To summarise :

—

1. For ordinary use there should not be too many coloure.

2. A fair-sized, even sample of colour should be given.
3. The colour must be as durable as can be obtained.
4. The colour must be standardised by modern physical and chemical

methods.
5. Coloure to be interpolated in the special cases where necessary.
6. The colours must be named in the primary list, popular names being used

where possible, and common objects referred to when suitable. If an inter-

national scheme be adopted, there would necessarily be a polyglot nomen-
clature.

7. The standard must be cheap, well arranged, and in book form.

In conclusion I would express my thanks to the numerous naturalists with
whom I have discussed the question of a colour standard.

Some discussion took place, and Mr. Greevz Fysher (Leeds Naturalists'
Club and Scientific Association] pointed out the importance of colour standards
from a commercial point of view. As it was the general opinion that the
matter did not come within the province of any one of the Sections of the
British Association, it was referred to the Corresponding Societies Committee.

The meeting closed with a vote of thanks to Mr. Ramsbottom.

The following Delegates attended the Conference and signed the attendance book,
their attendance being indicated by the figures 1 2, which refer respectively to the
first and second meeting.

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES.

1 2 Andersonian Naturalists' Society. . . . M. A. B. Gilmour, F.Z.S.
1 2 Berwickshire Naturalists' Club . . . . G. P. Hughes, F.R.G.S.
1 2 Bournemouth Natural Science Society . . Sir Daniel Morris, K.C.M.G.
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1 2

1 2

Brighton and Hove Natural History and Philo-

sophical Society

British Mycological Society .

Buchan Club
Caradoc and Severn Valley Field Club
Cardiff Naturalists' Society .

Cornwall Royal Polytechnic Society .

Croydon Natural History and Scientific Society
Dorset Natural History and Antiquarian Field

Club
Edinburgh Field Naturalists' and Microscopical

Society
Edinburgh Geological Society
Essex Field Club
Glasgow Geological Society .

Glasgow Natural History Society

Glasgow Royal Philosophical Society
Hampshire I'ield Club and Archceological Society
Hertfordshire Natural History Society and

Field Club
Holmesdale Natural History Club
Hull Geological Society
Hull Scientific and Field Naturalists' Club
Institution of Mining Engineers ....
Liverpool Engineering Society ....
Liverpool Geographical Society ....
London : Quekett Microscopical Club
London : Selborne Society
Manchester Geographical Society

Manchester Geological and Mining Society

Manchester Microscopical Society

Midland Counties Institution of Engineers
Museums Association

Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society

North Staft'ordshire Field Club ....
Northumberland, Durham, and Newcastle-on-
Tyne Natural History Society....

Perthshire Society of Natural Science

Rochdale Literary and Scientific Society .

Sheffield Naturalists' Club
Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural

History Society

South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies

Southport Literary and Philosophical Society .

Torquay Natural History Society

Yorkshire Geological Society ....
Yorkshire Naturalists' Union ....
Warrington Literary and Philosophical Society

Alfred W. Okc, F.G.S.
Miss A. Lorrain Smith, F.L.S.
J. F. Tocher, D.Sc.
Prof. W. W. Watts, F.R.S.
Principal Griflitlis, F.R.S.
W. Lloyd Fox.
W. Whitaker, F.R.S.

Sir Daniel Morris, K.C.M.G.

R. C. Millar.

R. C. Millar.

Joseph Wilson.
Prof. J. W. Gregory, F.R.S.
Mrs. Ewing.
C. R. Gibson. F.R.S.E.
W. Dale, F.S.A.

G. W. Lamplugh, F.R.S.
Miss M. C. Crosfield.

T. Sheppard, F.G.S.
T. Sheppard. F.G.S.
Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E.
Prof. E. W. Marchant, D.Sc.
A. Ellis Cookson.
C. F. Rousselet.

W. M. Webb, F.L.S.
Harry Sowerbutts.
William Watts, F.G.S.
Mark L. Sykes.
Sir Thomas Holland. K.C.I.E.
W. M. Tattersall, D.Sc.
Sir Eustace Gurney.
F. W. Ash.

N. H. Martin, F.R.S.E.
Henry Coates, F.R.S.E.
J. R. Ashworth, D.Sc.

W. Parkin.

H. N. Davies, F.G.S.
Alfred W. Oke, F.G.S.
Collin Brooks.
Mrs. Forbes Julian.

T. Sheppard, F.G.S.

T. Sheppard, F.G.S.

J. S. Manson, M.D.

ASSOCIATED SOCIETIES.

1 Balham and District Antiquarian and Natural
History Society Sir Edward Brabrook, C.B.

1 2 Ealing Scientific and Microscopical Society . J. Stark Browne, F.R.A.S.
1 2 Hastings and St. Leonards Natural History

Society George Wilson.

2 Hawick Archajological Society . . . • . C. J. Wilson.

1 Leeds Naturalists' Club and Scientific Associa-

tion Greevz Fysher.

1 Lewisham Antiquarian Society .... Sir Edward Brabrook, C.B.

1 2 School Nature Study Union .... Mrs. White, D.Sc.

I Teign Naturalists' Field Club .... John S. Amerj'.

1 Warrington Society Arthur Bennett.
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Catalogue of the more important Papers, especially those referring to

Local Scientific Investigations, published by the Corresponding
Societies during the year ending May 31, 1915.

*^* This Catalogue contains only the titles of papers published in the volumes or
parts of the publications of the Corresponding Societies sent to the Secretary of
the Committee in accordance with Rule 2.

Section A.—Mathematical and Physical Science.

AsHWORTH, James (Manchester Geol. Min. Soc). Notes on the Sixth and Final
Report of the Explosions in Mines Committee. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLvm.
604-608. 1915.

Beattie, Prof. J. C. The Secular Variation of the Magnetic Elements in South
Africa during the period 1900-1913. ' Trans. Royal Soc. of South Africa,' rv.

181-203. 1915.

Brashear, John A. The Originator of Spectrum Analysis. ' Journal Royal Astr.

Soc. of Canada,' vin. 229-230. 1914.

Brighton and Hove Natural History and Philosophical Society. Meteor-
ology of Brighton, 1913-1914. ' Report Brighton and Hove Nat. Hist, and Phil.

Soc. 1914,' 32-33. 1914.

Bryson, Thomas (Min. Inst. Scotland). The Testing of Fans, with special reference

to the Measurement of Pressure. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xLvm. 50-56. 1914.

BuFTON, William R. Temperature and Rainfall for July, 1911. ' Trans. Woolhope
Nat. Field Club, 1908-1911,' 257. 1914.

Burton-on-Trent Natttral History and Archaeological Society. ' Meteoro-
logical Summary, 1911,' 75-77. 1914.

Campbell-Bayard, Francis. Report of the Meteorological Committee, 1913.
' Trans. Croydon N, H. Sci. Soc. 1913-1914,' 175-185, and Appendices, 63 pp.
1914.

Cannon, J. B. The Orbit of 136 Tauri. ' Journal Royal Astr. Soc' ix. 151-157.

1915.

The Orbit of e Andromedoe. ' Journal Royal Atstr. Soc. of Canada,' ix. 158-

164. 1915.

Caradoc and Severn Valley Field Club. Meteorological Notes, 1913 and 1914.
' Record of Bare Facts,' No. 23, 37-53. 1914 ; No. 24, 23-36. 1915.

Chant, C. A. The Meteor-Fall of Ensisheim (1492). ' Journal Royal Astr. Soc. of

Canada,' vra. 349-357. 1914.

Collier, Herbert B. How I Sculptured the Moon. ' Journal Royal Astr. Soc.

of Canada,' ix. 1-6. 1915.

Cornwall Roy^al Polytechnic Society. Report of the Observatory Committee.

12 pp. * Report Royal Cornwall Poly. Soc' 2 (n.s.). 1914.

Dalton, Dr. John P. On an Experimental Modification of Van der Waals's Equa-
tion. ' Trans. Royal Soc. of South Africa,' iv. 123-136. 1914.

Denning, W. F. Meteoric Astronomy. ' Journal Royal Astr. Soc. of Canada,'

vm. 282-286. 1914.

Perseids and Leonids. ' Journal Royal Astr. Soc. of Canada,' vm. 341-344.

1914.

The Claims of Meteoric Astronomy. ' Journal Royal Astr. Soc. of Canada,' ix.

57-60. 1915.

Large Meteors in June. 'Journal Royal Astr. Soc of Canada,' ix. 61-62. 1915.

Dixon, Prof. Harold B. (N. Staffs. Inst. Eng.). The Nature of Explosions. ' Trans.

Inst. Min. Eng.' XLix. 214-217. 1916.

Ealing Scientific and Microscopical Society. Meteorological Notes for the Years

1913 and 1914. 'Report Ealing Sci. Mic Soc' 1913-1914, x. 1914; 1914-1915,

XI. 1915.

East Kent Natural History and Scientific Society. Sunshine and Rainfall

Tables, 1912, 1913. ' Report East Kent N. H. Sci. Soc. 1912-13,' 15. 1914.

Fox, Wilson Lloyd. Declination of the Magnetic Needle, Falmouth ' Report

Royal Cornwall Poly. Soc' 2 (n.s.), 202. 1914.
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Gordon, J. W. A ' New ' Object Glass by Zeiss. ' Journal Quekett Mic. Club,'
xn. 515-520. 1916.

Graham, J. Ivon. The Absorption of Oxygen by Coal. Part V.—The Influence
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IssEL, Dr. Raffaele. A Morphological Study of Strongylus Douglasi, Cobbold.
' Trans. Royal Soc. of South Africa,' iv. 259-272. 1915.

Jones, R. W. A Glance into the Avifauna of Creuddyn. ' Trans. Caradoc and
Severn VaUey F. C vi., No. 1, 23-36. 1914.

Kaye, W. J. The Itho^niina. ' Proc. South London Ent. N. H. Soc. 1913-1914,'

38-48. 1914.

Keywood, K. p. List of Birds observed in the Neighbourhood of Croydon : Ad-
denda to the end of 1913. ' Proc. Croydon N. H. Sci. Soc. 1913-1914,' ccra.

1914.

List of Land and Fresh Water Mollusca observed in the Neighbourhood of

Croydon : Addenda to the end of 1913. ' Proc. Croydon N. H. Sci. Soc. 1913-
1914,' cciv. 1914.

Long, Dr. S. H., and B. B. Rivieee. Fauna and Flora of Norfolk. Additions to

Part XL, Birds (Sixth List). ' Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc' ix. 784-
797. 1914.

LovEKiDGE, Arthur. Notes on the Three British Ophidia. ' Trans. Cardiff Nat.
Soc' Lxvi. 52-64. 1914.

Lucas, W. J. British Short-horned Graisshoppers. ' Proc. South London Ent.
N. H. Soc. 1913-1914,' 26-34. 1914.

M'GowAN, Bertram. A List of the Coleoptera of the Solway District. Part II.

—

To the End of the Hydrophilidse. ' Trans. Dumfriesshire and Galloway N. H. A.
Soc' n. (Third Series), 234-244. 1914.

Main, Hugh, and K. G. Blair. Entomology with a Camera in Switzerland.
' Proc. South London Ent. N. H. Soc. 1913-1914,' 49-54. 1914.

Mansbridge, Wm. The Lepidopterous Fauna of Lancashire and Cheshire. ' Proc.
Lancashire and Cheshire Entom. Soc. 1913,' 1-18. 1914.

Tortrix costana F., vars. liverana and intermedia. ' Proc. Lancashire and
Cheshire Entom. Soc. 1913,' 18-19. 1914.

Methuen, Paul A., and John Hewitt. A Contribution to our Knowledge of
the Anatomy of Chamaeleons. ' Trans. Royal Soc. of South Africa,' iv. 89-104.
1914.

Minchin, Prof. E. A. Some Details in the Anatomy of the Rat Flea (Ceratophyllus
fasciatus Bosc). ' Journal Quekett Mic Club,' xn. 441-464. 1915.

Mitchell, Dr. P. Chalmers. Presidential Address : Science and Life. ' South-
Eastern Naturalist for 1914,' 1-16. 1914.

Moffat, C. B. The Lesser Horse-shoe Bat : A Note on the Numerical Ratio of the
Two Sexes. ' Irish Naturalist,' xxin. 153-154. 1914.

MORLEY, B. Yorkshire Entomology in 1914. ' The Naturalist for 1915,' 105-108.
1915.

Nicholson, Dr. G. W. Some Additional Coleoptera from Cavan. ' Irish Natural-
ist,' XXIV. 5-8. 1915.

Oldham, Charles. Testacella scutidum in Hertfordshire. ' Trans. Herts N. H. S.

F. C XV. 193-194. 1915.

The Palmated Newt, Ilolge palmaia, in Hertfordshire. ' Trans. Herts N. H. S.

F. C XV. 207-208. 1915.

Paterson, John. The Return of Summer Birds to the Clyde Area in 1914. ' Glas-
gow Naturalist,' vi. 87-93. 1914.

Patten, Prof. C. J. Eider Ducks at Inishtrahull ; with Remarks on the Status
of this Bird in Ireland. ' Iiish Naturalist,' xxiv. 79-84. 1915,
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Pendlebdby, Maurice. Butterflies and Moths at Shrewsbury. ' Trans. Caradoc
and Severn Valley F. C vi. No. 2, 16-28. 1915.

Phillips, E. Cambridge. Bird Notes from Breconshire, Radnorshire, and Hereford-
shire. ' Trans. Woolhope Nat. Field Club, 1908-1911,' 250-252. 1914.

Pickard-Cambridge, Rev. O. On New and Rare Arachnids noted and observed
in 1913. ' Pioc. Dorset N. H. A. F. C xxxv. 119-142. 1914.

Pierce, F. N. President's Address: Hairs and Scales of Lepidoptera. 'Proc.
Lancashire and Cheshire Entom. Soc. 1913,' 20-25, 1914.

Pitt, Miss Frances. British Shrews. ' Trans. Caradoc and Severn Valley F. C
VL No. 1, C5-73. 1914.

Proger, T. W., and D. R. Paterson. Ornithological Notes. ' Trans. Cardiff Nat.
Soc' XLVi. 90-93. 1914.

Richardson, Nelson M. Anniversary Address. ' Proc. Dorset N. H. A. F. C
xxxv. Iviii.-lxxxiii. 1914.

Riviere, B. B. Notes on the Autumn Migration on the Norfolk Coast. ' Trans.
Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc' ix. 770-773. 1914.

Rousselet, Ch^vrles F. Remarks on Two Species of African Volvox. ' Journal
Quekett Mic. Club,' xn. 393-394. 1914.

Pedalion ou Pedalia : une question de nomenclature dans la classe des Roti-
f^res. ' Journal Quekett Mic. Club,' xn. 397-398. 1914.

ScHARFF, Dr. R. F. The Relationships of the Irish Fauna. ' Proc. Belfast Nat.
Field Club,' vn. (Ser. n.), 45-63. 1914.

On the Irish Names of Mammals. ' Irish Naturalist,' xxiv. 45-53. 1915.
ScHLESCH, Hans. Pwpa

(
Vertigo) arctica Wallenberg, and its Occurrence in Iceland,

&c • The Naturalist for 1914,' 242-244. 1914.

ScouRFiELD, D. J. A New Copepod found in Water from Hollows on Tree Trunks.
' Journal Quekett Mic Club,' xn. 431^40. 1915.

Selous, Edmund. Ornithological Observations and Reflections in Shetland. ' The
Naturalist for 1914,' 355-357, 365-379. 1914.

A Diary of Ornithological Observations in Brittany. ' The Naturalist for 1915,'
139-141, 160-163. 1915.

SiCH, Ebray and Alfred. Spring in the South Tyrol. ' Proc. South London Ent.
N. H. Soc 1913-14,' 7-17. 1914.

Stelfox, a. W. Land and Freshwater Mollusca of the Valley of Roe, Benevenagh,
and Magellan, Co. Derry. ' Irish Naturalist,' xxm. 125-132. 1914.
A List of the Land and Freshwater Mollusca of the Dingle Promontory. ' Irish

Naturalist,' xxiv. 17-37. 1915.

Ticehurst, N. F. On the Recent Incursion of Waxwings. ' Hastings and East
Sussex NaturaUst,' n. 106-107. 1914.

ToMLLN, J. R. le B. The Coleoptera of Glamorgan. ' Trans. Cardiff Nat. Soc'
I. 21-51. 1914.

Tonge, a. E. Annual Address : On some British Lepidopterous Ova laid wild.
' Pi-oc South London Ent. N. H. Soc. 1913-14,' 55-84. 1914.

Turner, Hy. J. One of our Common Butterflies, Epinephele jurtina. ' Proc South
London Ent. N. H. Soc. 1913-14,' 18-25. 1914.

Vaughan, John Williams. Notes on the Fauna of the Black Mountain District.
' Trans. Woolhope Nat. Field Club, 1908-1911,' 81-92. 1914.

Wager, Harold. Movements of Aquatic Micro-Organisms in response to External
Forces. ' The Naturalist for 1914,' 171-178, 207-214. 1914.

Walker, James J. Fourth Supplement to the Preliminary List of the Coleoptera of
the Oxford District. ' Report Ashmolean Nat. Hist. Soc. 1914,' 62-68. 1915.

Williamson, W., and Charles D. Soar. British Hydracarina ; The Genus Lehertia
' Journal Quekett Mic. Club,' xn. 479-514. 1915.

Woods, Rev. F. H. Marine Biology at Whitby. * The Naturalist for 1914,' 358-
359. 1914.

WoRMALD, Hugh. Courtship of Ducks and Notes on Hybrids. ' Trans Norfolk and
Norwich Nat. Soc' ix. 693-701. 1914.

Wright, Max A. The Red Deer in Glamorgan. ' Trans. Cardiff Nat. Soc' lxvi
95-96. 1914.

Section i?.—Geography.

AiNSCouGH, Thos. M. The Marches of Chinese Tibet. ' Journal Manchester Geog
Soc' XXX. 1-26. 1915.
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Beuce, Dr. William S. Spitsbergen : Past and Present. ' Journal Manchester
Geog. Soc' XXIX. 115-121. 1914.

Cole, Prof. Gkenville A. J. The Geography of Ireland as a Field for Irish Naturalists.
' Irish Naturalist,' xxiv. 1-4. 1915.

Evans, Commander E. R. G. R. The British Antarctic Expedition, 1910-1913.
' Journal Manchester Geog. Soc' xxix. 122-142. 1914.

Eagg, C. C. The Mineral and Agricultural Industries of the Regional Survey Area
considered Geographically. ' Trans. Croydon N. H. Sci. Soc. 1913-1914,' 161-174.
1914.

Gbegory, Prof. J. W. The Scottish Lochs and their Origin. ' Proc. Glasgow Royal
Phil. Soc' XLV. 183-196. 1914.

Jenkins, J. E. Notes on the Hand-colouring of Regional Survey Maps. ' Proc.
Croydon N. H. Sci. Soc. 1913-1914,' cc-cci. 1914.

Melland, Mrs. Edward. Personal Experiences among Maoris and Mountains in

New Zealand. ' Journal Manchester Geog. Soc' xxx. 27-44. 1915.

Price, M. Philips. A Journey through Turkish Armenia and Persian Khurdistan.
' Journal Manchester Geog. Soc' xxx. 45-67. 1915.

QuALTEOuGH, Miss Kate. The Genesis of Geography. ' Journal Manchester Geog.
Soc' xxx. 68-87. 1915.

Sheppaed, T. The Geography of East Yorkshire, illustrated by Chart and Plan.
' Journal Manchester Geog. Soc' xxix. 73-94. 1914.

Wateehouse, Gilbeet. Highways and Byways in the Balkans. ' Journal Man-
chester Geog. Soc' XXIX. 95-114. 1914.

Section F.—Economic Science and Statistics.

Bkownlee, Dr. John. Periodicity in Infectious Disease. ' Proc Glasgow Royal
Phil. Soc' XLV. 197-213. 1914.

Chapman, Prof. S. J., and Arnold N. Shimmin. Industrial Recruiting and the
Displacement of Labour. ' Trans. Manchester Stat. Soc 1913-1914,' 93-147.

1914.

Chaet, D. a. UnskOled Labour in Dublin : Its Housing and Living Conditions.
' Journal Stat. Soc. Ireland,' xm. 160-175. 1914.

Evans, W. A. Inaugural Address : Wheat—and its relation to the Present Crisis.
' Leicester Lit. and Phil. Soc' 20 pp. and diagram. 1914.

Graham, J. W. Coal Smoke : Its Causes, Consequences, and Cures. ' Trans. Man-
chester Stat. Soc. 1913-1914,' 39-62. 1914.

Gregory, Theodore. Labour Copartnership and Labour Unrest. ' Trans. Man-
chester Stat. Soc. 1913-1914,' 1-28. 1914.

Jenkins, Rhys. The Alum Trade of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries, and the

beginnings of the Alum Industry in England. ' South-Eastern Naturalist for

1914,' 57-67. 1914.

Lawson, Dr. William. The Amendment of the Law in Ireland as to Maintenance of

lUegitimate Children. ' Journal Stat. Soc. Ireland,' xm. 182-206. 1914.

Macgregor, Prof. D. H. The Function of Government in relation to Wages Disputes.
' Proc. Glasgow Royal Phil. Soc' xlv. 138-140. 1914.

MiLLEsr, S. Shannon. Slums : A Sociological Retrospect of the City of Dublin.
' Journal Stat. Soc. Ireland,' xm. 130-159. 1914.

MiTTON, A. DuRY (Manchester Geol. Min. Soc). A Review of Mining Legislation.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLvn. 518-525. 1914.

Murray, G. I. The Cause of the Fall in Consols. ' Trans. Manchester Stat. Soc
1913-1914,' 29-38. 1914.

Oldham, Prof. C. H. The Incidence of Emigration on Town and Country Life in

Ireland. ' Journal Stat. Soc Ireland,' xm. 207-218. 1914.

Paish, Sir George. The Export of Capital and the Cost of Living. ' Trans. Man-
chester Stat. Soc 1913-1914,' 63-92. 1914.

Pierce, E. W. The Principles of the Law governing the relationship of Master and
Servant as modified by the Emploj'ers' Liability Act, 1880, and the Workmen's
Compensation Act, 1906. ' Trans. Liverpool Eng. Soc' xxxv. 265-281. 1914.

Ravenshear, a. F. Applied Science and the Patent System. ' South-Eastern
Naturalist for 1914,' 32-40. 1914.

Rylands, W. Peter. The Theory and Incidence of Taxation. ' Proc. Warrington
Lit. and Phil. Soc. 1912-1914,' 15 pp. 1914.
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Stanuell, Charles A. Presidential Address : The Industrial Awakening of Ireland.
• Journal Stat. Soc. Ireland,' xiii. 99-112. 1914.

St.vtistk'al and Soci.\l Inquiry Society of Ireland. Housing in Dublin : Report
of the Committee on Control and Improvement of Tenement Houses. ' Journal
Stat. Soc. Ireland,' xm. 17G-181. 1914.

Stone, Councillor J. G. B. Should Boards of Guardians be abolished ? ' Report
East Kent N. H. Sci. Soc. 1912-13,' 9-11. 1914.

Webb, 'William F. Commercial Education in Ireland. ' Journal Stat. Soc. Ireland,'

xm. 113-129. 1914.

Wilson, Thomas. Black and White in South Africa. ' Proc. Glasgow Royal Phil.

Soc' XLV. 94-115. 1914.

Section G.—Enqineering.

Aman, F. T. Subways for Pipes in City Streets. ' Trans. Liverpool Eng. Soc' xxxv.
18-32. 1914.

AsHWORTH, James (N. England Inst. Eng.). The Killingworth Colliery (New South
Wales) Explosion. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xxvni. 348-360. 1915.

Atjden, Arthur C. Modern Developments in the Structure and Equipment of Large
Buildings. ' Trans. Liverpool Eng. Soc' xxxv. 80-100. 1914.

Bell, E. W. Launching. ' Trans. Liverpool Eng. Soc' xxxv. 321-330. 1914.
Bell, G. Kenyon. Railways for Development Purjioses. ' Trans. Liverpool Eng.

Soc' xxxv. 45-70. 1914.

Black, James (Min. Inst. Scotland). The Rosehall Signal-indicator. ' Trans. Inst.

Mm. Eng.' XLvra. 47-49. 1914.

Brown, E. O. Forster (N. England Inst. Eng.). Coal-mining in Mexico. ' Trans.
Inst. Min. Eng.' xlix. 381-419. 1915.

Calder, William (N. England Inst. Eng.). The Maikop Oilfield, South Russia.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xLVni. 321-338. 1915.

Cashmore, S. H. (S. Staffs. AVarw. Inst. Eng.). The Reduction of Working Costs at
the Coal-face. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLix. 63-70. 1915.

Cooper, Francis E. Inaugural Address : The Road and its Users. ' Trans. Liver-
pool Eng. Soc' xxxv. 1-16. 1914.

Cooper, G. Stanley (Min. Inst. Scotland). Modern Bye-product Coking. ' Trans.
Inst. Min. Eng.' xLVin. 427-439. 1915.

D.AViDSON, J. R. Some Dam Failures. ' Trans. Liverpool Eng. Soc' xxxv. 177-202.

1914.

Davidson, John. Develoj)ment of the Internal Combustion Engine for Power
Generation at Collieries. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLvn. 646-660. 1914.

Davis, Wilfrid H. (N. England Inst. Eng.) Winding-engine Signals. 'Trans.
Inst. Min. Eng.' XLix. 154-163. 1915.

Dean, S.amuel (N. England Inst. Eng.). Notes on Coal-mining in the State of Illinois,

United States of America. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLvm. 90-121. 1914.

Coal-mining in the State of Pennsylvania, United States of America. ' Trans.
Inst. Min. Eng.' XLvra. 367-387. 1915.

Dickinson, C. (Midland Counties Inst. Eng.). Description of Water-dams at Nether-
seal Colliery. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLvm. 400-405. 1915.

Dron, R. W. (Min. Inst. Scotland). The Training of Mining Engineers. ' Trans.

Inst. Min. Eng.' xlix. 187-194. 1915.

Geerard, John (Manchester Geol. Min. Soc. ). Notes on Timbering in Mines. ' Trans.

Inst. Min. Eng.' XLvni. 609-612. 1915.

Gibson, John (Min. Inst. Scotland). Some Notes on the Education of the Colliery

Manager. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xlix. 195-200. 1915.

Gracey, Lieut. J. W. The New Mersey Bar Lightship. ' Trans. Liverpool Eng.
Soc' xxxv. 231-254. 1914.

'Gregor\% John (N. Staffs. Inst. Eng.). Presidential Address. [Progress in Mining
Practice.] ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XL\an. 238-245. 1915.

Gullachsen, B. C. (N. England Inst. Eng.). Hydraulic Stowing in the Gold-Mines
of the Witwatersrand. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XL^^II. 122-133. 1914.

Hailwood, E. a. (Midland Inst. Eng.). Miners' Electric Lamps compared with the

Combustion-tube Oil Lamp. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLVni. 192-220. 1914.

Halbaum, H. W. G. (N. England Inst. Eng.). The Lateral Friction of Winding-ropes.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xlix. 125-131. 1915.
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Hansom, Oswin. The Growth of Public Electricity Supply. ' Trans. Liverpool Eng.
Soc' XXXV. 115-128. 1914.

HeppleWHITE, W. HuTTON (Midland Counties Inst. Eng.). Substitutes for Wooden
Supports of the Roof in Longwall Working. ' Tians. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLvm.
387-392. 1915.

Maurice, William (Midland Inst. Eng.). ' The Case for the Electric Lamp.'
'Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xlviii. 286-292. 1915.

(N. Staffs. Inst. Eng.). The Design and Equipment of Colliery Electric-lamp
Rooms. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLVin. 619-656. 1915.

MoLYNEux, T. Motor Transport on Roads. ' Trans. Liverpool Eng. Soc' xxxv.
142-161. 1914.

O'Shea, Prof. L. T. (Midland Inst. Eng.). Some Notes on the Explosion at Wharn-
clifie Silkstone Colliery. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLix. 289-310. 1915.

Paton, J. Deummond (Manchester Geol. Min. Soc). Modern Developments in

Hydraulic Stowing, and Suggestions for its Application in British Collieries.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLvn. 468-498. 1914.

Poole, G. G. T. (N. England Inst. Eng.). The Prevention of Overwinding and Over-
sijeeding in Shafts. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLix. 355-3: 1. 1915.

Prest, J. J., and J. Leggat. The Sinking and Equipment of Blackhall Colliery for the

Horden Collieries, Limited. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLVn. 611-633. 1914.

Ralph, George J. (N. England Inst. Eng.). A Portable Electric Gas-detecting
Device for Use with Miners' Lamps. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xLvin. 79-84. 1914.

ScHULTZE, Dr. Karl (Midland Inst. Eng.). Colliery Consumption and Machine
Economy at an Upper Silesian Colliery. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xLvn. 576-608.

1914.

Scott, Ernest Kilburn (Midland Inst. Eng.). Switch-gear for Mines. ' Trans.
Inst. Eng.' xLVn. 551-572. 1914.

SiDDALL, Frank N. (Manchester Geol. Min. Soc). Some Notes on supporting the

Roof in Coal-Mines. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xlix. 266-277. 1915.

Stezelecki, Percy. List of Fatal and Non-fatal Explosions of Fire-damp or Coal-

dust, and Barometer, Thermometer, etc.. Readings, for the year 1913. ' Trans.
Inst. Min. Eng.' XLVI. 712-721. 1914.

TuBQUAND, F. J. (S. Staffs. Warw. Inst. Eng.) An Instrument for the Detection
of Firedamp in Mines. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xLvm. 155-168. 1914.

Webster, H. R. (Midland Inst. Eng.). A Firedamp Indicator. ' Trans. Inst. Min.
Eng.' xLvm. 278-282. 1915.

Wight, John T. (Min. Inst. Scotland). Tests on False (or Split) Links for Cut-chain
Braes. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xLvm. 180-190. 1914.

Williams, No.ui T. (Manchester Geol. Min. Soc). Some Remarks on Mining Educa-
tion. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xiix. 238-246. 1915.

WooDHOUSE, William B. (Midland Inst. Eng.). Power Costs. ' Trans. Inst. Min.
Eng.' XLIX. 2-14. 1915.

Section H.—Anthropology.

Elliot, Prof. G. F. Scott. Primitive Man. ' Trans. Dumfries and Galloway N. H. A.
Soc' n. (Third Ser.), 71-78. 1914.

Prehistoric Man. ' Proc Glasgow Royal Phil. Soc' XLV. 17-27. 1914.

GowLAND, Dr. W. P. The Antiquity of Man in the Light of Recent Discoveries.
' Proc. Warrington Lit. and Phil. Soc 1912-1914,' 23 pp. 1914.

Hawabd, F. N. a Workshop Site of Primitive Culture at Two-Mile Bottom, Thetford.
'Proc. Prehistoric Soc. of East Anglia,' I. 461-467. 1914.

Lyell, Dr. The Evolution of Man in the Great Ice Age. ' Trans. Perthshire Soc.

Nat. Sci.' VI. 7-19. 1914.

Maynard, Guy'. Notes on a Human Skull found at Wendon, Essex ; with a Report
on the Cranium by Dr. A. Keith. ' Essex Naturalist,' xvn. 244-248. 1914.

Peake, a. E. Notes on the Implements from the Factory Sites at Peppard, Oxon.
' Proc. Prehistoric Soc of East AngHa,' i. 404-420. 1914.

Sheppard, T. The Early History of Filey. ' The Naturalist for 1914,' 269-273.
1914.

Warbueton, J. S. Some Implements of ' Cissbury Type ' found in Norfolk. ' Proc.

Prehistoric Soc. of East Angha,' i. 420-427. 1914.
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Ward, Joim. The Roman Fort of Gellygaer : Discoveries made in 1913. ' Trans.
Cardiff Nat. Soc' XL^^. 1-20. 1914.

Wills, Dr. Graham. Presidential Address : Eugenics Report. ' East Kent N. H.
Sci. Soc. 1912-13.' 1-4. 1914.

Section I.—Physiology.

BowELL, E. W. Vitrina pj/renaica : a Supplementary Note. ' Irish Naturalist,'
xxm. 210-211. 1914.

Boycott, Dr. A. E. A Note on the Anatomy of the Irish Vitrina described as V.
pyrenaica or V. hibernica. ' Irish Naturalist,' xxm. 205-209. 1914.

Haldane, Dr. J. S. Self-contained Rescue-apparatus for Use in Irrespirablc Atmo-
spheres : Report to the Doncaster Coal-owners' (Gob-fire Research) Committee.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' XLvn. 725-776. 1914.

Self-contained Rescue-apparatus and Smoke-helmets : Second Report to the
Doncaster Coal-owners' (Gob-fire Research) Committee. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.'
XLvm. 550-585. 1915.

Jolly, W. A. On the Interpretation of the Electrocardiogram. ' Trans. Royal Soc.
of So\ith Africa,' iv. 279-298. 1915.

Paton, Prof. D. NoiiL. Studies of the Breathing Apparatu.s of the Duck in Sub-
mergence. ' Proc. Glasgow Royal Phil. Soc' xlv. 1-16. 1914.

Section K.—Bot.a.xy.

Barclay, W. List of Plants in Flower in November, 1913. ' Trans. Perthshire Soc.
Nat. Sci.' \x 5. 1914.

Barnes, Richard. New Records and Additional Localities for the Moss-Flora of
Yorkshire and Durham. ' The Naturalist for 1915,' 91-94, 129-130. 1915.

Bennett, Arthur. Potainogeton trichoides, Cham, et Schlect, as a probable Perth-
shire Species. ' Trans. Perthshire Soc. Nat. Sci.' vi. 6-7, 1914.

Naias fiexilis, Rost. and Schmidt : a New Record for England. ' The Naturalist
for 1914,' 274. 1914.

Deyeuxia neglecta Kunth. in Yorkshire. ' The Naturalist for 1915,' 95. 1915.

Boyd, D. A. Additional Records of Microfungi for the Clyde Area. ' Glasgow
Naturalist,' vi. 75-78. 1914.

Beenchley, Dr. Winifred E. Mapping as an Ecological Instrument. ' Trans. Nor-
folk and Norwich Nat. Soc' ix. 723-733. 1914.

Britton, C. E. Autumn Botany at Clacton. ' Essex Naturalist,' xvn. 248-255.

1915.

BuLLER, Prof. A. H. Reginald. Presidential Address : The Fungus Lore of the

Greeks and Romans. ' Trans. British Mycological Soc' v. 21-66. 1915.

BuRRELL, W. H. Azolla filiadoides Lam. ' Trans. Norfolk and Nom'ich Nat. Soc'
IX. 735-742. 1915.

and W. G. Clarke. A Contribution to a Vegetation Survey of Norfolk. ' Trans.

Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc' ix. 743-756. 1914.

Caradoc and Severn Valley Field Club. Botanical Notes, 1913 and 1914.
* Record of Bare Facts, No. 23, 5-17, 1914 ; No. 24, 5-10. 1915.'

Cheetham, Chris. A. Mosses from Pro-Carboniferous Rocks near Austwick. ' The
Naturalist for 1915,' 67-70. 1915.

Bryologists at Austwick. ' The Naturalist for 1915,' 168-170. 1915.

Crossland, C. Mycology at Sandsond. ' The Naturalist for 1914,' 251-252. 1914.

Recently discovered Fungi in Yorkshire

—

xm. ' The Naturalist for 1915,'

99-103. 1915.
. Mycologists at Sandsend. ' The Naturalist for 1914,' 380-386. 1914.

Curtis, W. Parkinson. Phenological Report on First Appearances of Birds,

Insects, &c., and First Flowering of Plants in Dorset during 1913. ' Proc. Dorset

N. H. A. F. C XXXV. 181-205. 1914.

Dennis, Alfred W. Cultivation of the Fuller's Teasel in Essex. ' Essex Naturalist,'

xvn. 285-286. 1915.

Druce, G. Claridge. Orchis prcetermissn Di-uce. ' The Naturalist for 1914,'

189-192, 1914 :
' Report Ashmolcan Nat. Hist. Soc' 1914, 30-33. 1915.

Duke, Blanche E. Some Marine Algae of County Cork. ' Iri.sh Naturalist,' xxiv.

54-56. 1915.

Elliott, Dr. Jessie S. B. Fungi in the Nests of Ants. ' Trans. British Mycological

Soc' v. 138-142. 1915,
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Fraseb, James. Some Galloway Plants. ' Trans. Dumfries and Galloway N. H. A.
Soc' n. (Third Ser.), 29-34. 1914.

GrLHAM, Miss L. Note on Cakile maritima. ' Trans. Lincolnshire Nat. Union, 1914,'

176-177. 1915.

Haeris, G. T. Microscopical Methods in Bryological Work. ' Journal Quekett Mic.
Club,' xn. 621-536. 1915.

Hilton, A. E. Notes on the Cultivation of Plasmodia of Badhamia utricularis.
' Journal Quekett Mic. Club,' xu. 381-384. 1915.

HoPKiNSON, John. Report on the Phenological Observations in Hertfordshire,
for the year 1913. ' Trans. Herts N. H. S. F. C xv. 241-246. 1915.

Ingham, Wm. Bryology of Castle Howard. ' The Naturalist for 1915,' 174. 1915.

Johnstone, Mary. Coal Measure Plant Records. ' The Naturalist for 1915,' 31-32.
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Cbaweokd (O. G. S.) on the distribution of

bronze age implements, 199.

Credit, currencj% and finance, the efiecta of

the war on, report and discussion on, 584.

Cretan analogies for the origin of the al-

phabet, by Sir Arthur Evans, 667.

Ceonin (J.) on the chemical investigation of

natural plant products of Victoria, 86.

*Cbook (Thomas) on the economic mine-

ral products of Damaraland, S.W.
Africa, 435.

Crossley (Prof. A. W.) 07i the study of

hydroaromatic substances, 79.

Crowther (Prof. C), the significance of

the act of milking, 779.

and A. G. Ruston, cost of food in

production of milk on three Yorkshire
farms, 775.

the plant as an index of smoke
pollution, 780.

Crystalline form, the correlation of, with

molecidar structure, report on, 85.

Cunningham (Archdeacon W.), economic
problems after the war, 619.

Curtis (Raymond), the distribution of

population in the district around Leek,

492.

Cyclones, the mechanism of, by F. J. W.
Whipple, 367.

Cyprus, anthropometric investigations in,

report on, 193.

Daktn (Prof. W. J.) on the investigation of

the biology of the Abrolhos Islands, 148.

Dalby (Prof. W. E.) on gaseous explo-

sions, 158.

on stress distributions in engineering

materials, 159.

*Dalton, Dr. John, his lectures and lec-

ture illustrations in natural philosophy,

by Prof. W. W. Haldane Gee, 366.

Dalton's atomic theory, diagrams used
in illustrating, exhibition of, 386.

*Damaraland, S.W. Africa, the economic
mineral products of, by T. Crook, 435.

Daniell (G. F.) on maps for school aiid

university use, 150.

on the influence of school-books upon
eyesight, 234.

Darwin (H.) on seismological investiga-

tions, 52.

David (Rev. A. A.), military training in

schools, 747.

David (Prof. T. W. Edgeworth) on cutting

sections of Australian fossil plants, 231.

on the nomenclature of the carbon-

iferous, permo-carboniferous, and per-

mian rocks of the southern liemisphere,

263.

Davidson (Rev. J.) on the proposed survey

of the natural history of the Isle of Man,
149.

Davison (C.) on seismological investiga-

tions, 52.

Dawkins (R. M.), the Greek element in

Asia Minor, 671.

Dawkins (Prof. W. Boyd) on the lake vil-

lages in the neighbourhood of Olaston-

bury, 170.

on the age of stone circles, 174.

on the distribution of bronze age im-

plements, 199.

the classification of the tertiary

strata by moans of the Eutherian mam-
mals, 420.

the geological evidence in Britain

as to the antiquity of man, 421.

the place of museums in general

education, 746.

Day (Henry) on the fauna of the lime-

stone beds at Treak Cliff and Peakshill,

Castleton, Derbyshire, 423.
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Delf (Dr. E. Marion), the effect of tem-
perature on the permeability of proto-

plasm to water, 723.

Dendy (Prof. A.) on obtaining a represen-

tative collection of marsupials, 147.

on the occupation of a table at the

marinelaboratory , Plymouth, 149.

on zoological collecting in Australia
in 1914, 475

Desch (Dr. C. H.) on dynamic isomerism,
81.

Despott (Dr. G.) on excavations at Tal
Herba and Burmeghez fissures, 213.

Dickson (Prof. H. N.) on maps for school

ajid university use, 150.

Dines (W. H.) on the investigation of the

upper atmosphere, 38.

Directions-image of a mineral in a rock-
slice, the isolation of the, by Dr. J. W.
Evans, 434.

*Disbanded members of H.M. forces, em-
ployment of, by Capt. R. Walker, 584.

Discussions :

—

*0n radioactive elements and the
periodic law, 366.

*0n spectral classification of stars and
the order of stellar evolution, 366.

*0n thermionic emission, 366.
On smoke abatement and air pollu-

tion, 387.

On homogeneous catalysis, 394.

On radioactive problems in geology,
432.

On the relation of chromosomes to
heredity, 469.

On the classification of land forms, 490.
*0n the promotion of industrial har-
mony, 503.

On outlets for labour after the war, 503.
On the effects of the war on credit,

currency, and finance, 584.

On the influence of ancient Egyptian
civilisation on the world's culture,

667.

On racial distribution in the Balkans,
672.

On the influence of the war upon the
future of British agriculture, 771.

Ditcham Parle, Hampshire, the vegetation

of, report on, 232.
Dixey (F. A.), binomics of the genus

Eronia, 475.

Dixon (Prof. H. B.) on gaseous explo-
sions, 158.

* the explosion of gases, 387.
DoBBiB (Sir J. J. ) 071 dynamic isomerism,

81.

DooDSON (A. T.) on the calculation of
mathematical tables, 27.

Ductless glands, report on the, 217.
DuFFiELD (Prof. W. G.) on establishing a

solar observatory in Australia, 45.

Duffield (Prof. W. G.) on the determina-
tion of gravity at sea, 48.

Dun (W. S.) on the nomenclature of the

carboniferous, permo-carboniferous, and
permian rocks of the southern hemi-
sphere, 263.

DuNKEELY (J. S.) on the occupation of a
table at the marine laboratory, Plymouth^
149.

DuNLOP (Dr. A.) on the exploration of La
Cotte de St. Brelade, Jersey, 194.

DwERRYHOUSE (Dr. A. R.) on the prepara-
tion of a list of characteristic fossils, 116.

Dynamic isomerism, report on, 81.

Dyson (Sir F. W.) on establishing n solar

observatory in Australia, 45.

on the determination of gravity at sen,

48.

on seismological investigations, 52.

Address to the Mathematical and
Physical Section, 357.

Eales (Nellie B.) and Prof. F. J. Cole..

materials for a graphic history of com-
parative anatomy, 464.

Early man in East Anglia, by Rev. H. J.

Dukinfield Astley, 677.
' Earth resistance,' Prof. E. W. Marchant

on, 647.

East Anglia, early man in, by Rev. H. J.

Dukinfield Astley, 677.

EccLES (Dr. W. H.) on radiotelegraphic

investigations, 39.

and A. J. Makowee, electric oscilla-

tions in coupled circuits—a class of

particular cases, 646.

Economic problems after the war, by
Archdeacon W. Cunningham, 619.

Economic Science and Statistics, Address
to the Section of, bv Prof. W. R. Scott,

495.

Eddington (Prof. A. S.) on radiotele-

graphic investigations, 39.

on establishing a solar observatory in
Australia, 45.

on the determination of gravity at sea

48.

Edridge-Green (Dr. F. W.), some fun-

damental facts of vision and colour
vision, 686.

Education and British ideals, by Prof.

R. S. Conway, 745.

Education and industry, by Sir W.
Mather, 754.

by Principal J. C. M. Garnett, 755.

b_v James Graham, 756.

Education of girls for professional life,

the, by Mrs. W. L. Courtney, 751

.

with reference to their future
careers, by Miss R. Oldham, 752.

with special reference to their

career, bvMiss E. A. Charlesworth, 753.
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Educational Section, Address by IVfrs. H.
Sidgwick to the, 732.

*Ed\vakds (Prof. C. A.) twinning in me-

tallic crystals, 434.

Egqar (W. D.) on the influence of school-

books iiTpon eyesight, 234.

Egyptian civilisation, ancient, the in-

fluence of, on the world's culture, dis-

cussion on, Gti7.

Prof. G. Elliot Smith on, 667.

W. J. Perry on, 669.

Egyptian jewellery, by Prof. W. M. Flin-

ders Petrie, 670.

Egyptian tombs, by Robert Mend, 671.

Egyptians, the ancient, the physical charac-

ters of, report on, 189.

the Neolithic, and the Ethiopians,

Prof. V. Giuffrida-Ruggeri on, 670.

Electric oscillations in coupled circuits

—

a class of particular cases, by Dr. W.
Eccles and A. J. Makower, 646.

Electrical measurement of the vitality of

vegetable tissues, the, by Dr. A. D. Waller

a>id Mrs. A. 31. Waller, 218.

*Electro-cardiogi-aph methods at An-

coats Hospital, demonstration of, by

Dr. C. E. Lea, 688.

Electromotive phenomena' in plants, report

on, 218. .,

Ellis (Dr. D.) on fossil fungi and fossil

bacteria, 729.

Ellison (Dr. F. O'B.) on electromotive

phenomena in plants, 218.

Employment for disbanded members of

H.M. forces, by Capt. R. Walker, 584.

Engineering Section. Address by Dr. II. S.

Hele-Shaw to the, 620.

Eronia, the genus, binomics of the, by

F. A. Dixey, 475.

Ersklse-Murray (Dr.) on radtotele-

graphic investigations, 39.

Ethics and politics, instruction in, by

Miss E. E. Constance Jones, 744.

Ethiopians, the, and the Neolithic Egyp-

tians, Prov. V. Giuifrida-Ruggeri on,

670.

Ethnic relations between the Adriatic,

Drave, and Danube, diagrammatic

map illustrating the, by Sir Arthur

Evans, 673.

Eucalypts, the, the botanical and chemical

characters of, ami their correlation, first

report on, 97.

Evans (Sir Arthur) on the lake villages in

the neighbourhood of Glastonbury, 170.

on the age of stone circles, 174.

Cretan analogies for the origin of the

alphabet, 667.

diagrammatic map illustrating the

ethnic relations between the Adriatic,

Lrave, and Danube, 673.

Evans (Dr. J. W.) on the old red sandstone

rocks of Kiltorcan, Ireland, 117.

Evans (Dr. J. W.), the isolation of the

directions-image of a mineral in a rock-

slice, 434. -4

EwART (Prof. A. J.) on tlie botanical and
chemical characters of the eucalypts and
their correlation, 97.

on the influence of varying percen-

tages of oxygen and of various atmo-

spheric pressures upon geotropic and
heliotropic irritnbilitu and curvature,

231.

EwrsG (Sir J. A.) on stress distributions in

engineering materials, 159.

Excitatory cardiac disorders, clinical

recognition of, by the electro-cardio-

graph, by Dr. C. E. Lea, 688.

Exposure tests of light aluminium alloys,

by Prof. Ernest WiLson, 647.

Eyesight, the influence of school-books upon,

further report on, 234.

Facsan (T. W.) and Dr. A. Lauder, on tho

effect of increasing thv. amount of cal-

cium phosphate in the rations of cnws

on the composition of the milk . 777.

Falconer (J. D.) on the classification

land forms, 490.

Farmer (Prof. J. B.) on electromotive

phenomena in plants, 218.

Farming and food-supply : the need for

more tillage, by T. H. Middleton, 771.

Fat absorption, some laws of, by Dr.

F. W. Lamb, 688.

Fatigue, some problems of, by Miss May
Smith, 693.

Fatigue from the econmnic standpoint, Vm
question of, interim report oti, 283.

Fatigue limits, a machine for determin-

ing, calorimetrically, by C. E. Stro-

meyer, 638.

Fauna of the limestone beds at Treak
Cliff and Peakshill, Castleton, Derby-

shire, H. Day on the, 428.

Fawcett (C. B.), the Middle Tees and its

tributaries, 493.

Fawsitt (Prof. C.'E.) on the botanical and
chemical characters of the eucalypts and
their correlation, 97.

Fearnsides (Prof. W. G.) on the excava-

tion of critical sections in the lower

pal-eozoic rocks of England and Wales,

117.

on the underground contours of the

Barnsley seam of coal in the Yorkshire

coalfield, 425.

Fearon (W.), Prof. W. H. Tuojipson,

and B. A. McSwiney, the effects of

tetanization on tho creatine and
creatinine of the muscles of the cat, 688.

Feeding-stuffs, new, by E. T. Hainan,

770.
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Feeling in everyday life, a record of, by
J. C. Fliigel, G93.

Fertility in grass-land, the accumulation
of, as a result of phosphatic dressings

of basic slag, by Prof. W. Somerville,

770.

Field (Prof. A. B.), the special work in

the mechanical engineering depart-
ment of the Manchester Mimicipal
School of Technology, 642.

*Filicales, the phyletic arrangement of

the, with special regard to the dipterids
and pteridese, by Prof. F. O. Bower,
726.

FiLON (Prof. L. N. G.) on the calculation

of mathematical tables, 27.

on stress distributions in engineering
materials, 159.

Finance and currency, the effect of the
war on, by Yves Guyot, 618.

Flame and combustion :

—

*The explosion of gases, by Prof.

H. B. Dixon, 387.

*The dilution limits of inflammability
of mixed inflammable gases with air,

by Dr. H. F. Coward, 387.
*Gaseous combustion at high pres-

sures, by Prof. W. A. Bone, 387.
Fleming (Prof. J. A.) on radiotelegrapMc

investigations, 39.

Fleitee (Prof. H. J.) on former move-
ments and distribution of population in
South Britain, and its influences, 494.

Florence (P. Sargant) on the question of
fatigue from the economic standpoint, 283.

Flugel (J. C), a record of feeling in
everyday life, 693.

Flynn (Prof. T.) on obtaining a repre-
sentative collection of marsupials. 147.

FoEDiiAM (Sir H. G.) on the ivorh of the

Corresponding Societies Committee, 781.
FoESTER (Dr. M. 0.) on the study of

hydroaromatic substances, 79.

on dynamic isomerism, 81.
Fossil fungi and fossil bacteria, Dr. D.

Ellis on, 729.
*FowLER (Prof. A.) on spectral classifica-

tion of stars and the order of stellar
evolution, 366.

FoxLEY (Miss B.) on university scholar-
ships, exhibitions, and bursaries. 238.

Fruits and seeds, bv Prof. F. W. Oliver,
730.

Fulton (A. R.) on stress distributions in
engineering materials, 159.

Gaedlnee (Dr. Alan H.), fresh light
upon the origin of the Semitic alphabet,
660.

Gardiner (Prof. J. Stanley) on the bio-
logical problems incidental to the Bel-
mullet whaling station, 124.

Gabdner (WiUoughby) on the lake villages
in the neighbourhood of Glastonbury, 170.

on excavations on Roman sites in
Britain, 200.

Gaenett (Principal J. C. M.), education
and industry, 755.

Gaeson (Dr. J. G.) on the age of stone
circles, 174.

on the work of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 781.

Garwood (Prof. E. J.) on the character,
work, and maintenance of museums, 262.

on the discovery of Solenopora and
Sphctrocodium in the Silurian rocks of
Britain, 420.

*Gaseous combustion at high pressures,
by Prof. W. A. Bone, 387.

fGaseous explosion, the total radiation
from a, by Prof. W. M. Thornton, 638.

Gaseous explosions, report on, interim, 158.
Gases, the exj)Iosion of, by Prof. H. B.
Dixon, 387.

*Geddes (Prof. Patrick) and Miss M.
Barker, the study of cities, 494.

*GEfi (Prof. W. W. Haldane), Dr. John
Dalton's lectures and lecture illustra-

tions in natural philosophy, 366.
Geographical considerations arising out

of the visit to Australia in 1914 : a
comparison of vegetation maps, by
O. j; P. Howarth, 489.

Geographical Section, Address by Major
H. G. Lyons to the, 478.

Geological Section, Address by Prof.

G. A. J. Cole to the, 403.
Geology of JIanchester and district,

Dr. G. Hickling on the, 420.
Geotropic and heliotropic irritability and

curvature, the influence of varying per-

centages of oxygen and of various atmo-
spheric pressures wpo/i, report on, 231.

GiUFFRiDA-RuGGEEi (Prof. V.) on the
Neolithic Egyptians and the Ethiopians,
670.

Glastonbury, the lake villages in the neigh-
bourhood of, report on, 170.

Glazebeook (Dr. R. T.) on the investiga-

tion of the upper atmosphere, 38.

on seismological investigations, 52.

on gaseous explosions, 1.58.

*Gleaves (E.), observation and formal
training, 699.

* the role of specific mental factors
in imagery, 700.

Gold (E.) on the investigation of the upper
atmosphere, 38.

Goodrich (E. S.) on the biological prob-
lems incidentcd to the Belmullet whaling
station, 124.

on the occupation of a table at the

zoological station at Naples, 148.

on the occupation of a table at the
marine laboratory, Plymouth, 149.
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•Graham (James), education in its relation

to industry, 756.

Gravity at sea, the determination of, inte-

rim report on, 48.

Gray (E.) on the character, work, and

maintenance of mnsenms. 262.

Gray (H. St. G.) on the lake villages in the

neighbourhood of Glastonbury, 170.

the Avebury excavations, 1914, 176.

Gray (M. H.) 07i seismological investiga-

tions, 52.

Greek element, the. in Asia Minor, by
R. M. Dawkins, 671.

•Green (Dr. Heber) on the chemical in-

vestigation of natural plant products of

Victoria, 86.

on the botanical and chemical charac-

ters of the eucalypts and their correla-

tion, 97.

Green (Prof. J. A.) on the character, work,

and maintenance of museums, 262.

Green (Rev. W. S.) on the biological pro-

blems incidental to the Belmullet whaling

station, 124.

Greenrill (Sir George) on the calculation

of mathematiccd tables, 27.

Gregory (Prof. J. W.) on the preparation

of a list of characteristic fossils, 116.

—— the relations of the central lakes of

Westralia, 490.

Gregory (Prof. R. A.) on the influence of

school-books upon eyesight, 234.

Gregory (R. P.) on experimental studies

in the physiology of heredity, 233.

Griffiths (Principal E. H.) on univer-

sity scholarships, exhibitions, and bur-

saries, 238.

on the work of the Corresponding

Societies Committee, 781.

Gruchy (G. de) on the exploration of La
Cotte de St. Brelade, Jersey, 194.

Guest (J. J.) on stress distributions in

engineering materials, 159.

GuvoT (Yves), the ctTect of the war on
finance and currency, 618.

*G}Ti, the post-central, the effect of

removal of, on the movements of the

anthropoid ape, 687.

Haddon (Dr. A. C.) on anthropometric

investigations in Cyprus, 193.

on archceological investigations in

Malta, 208.

on the character, work, and mainte-

nance of nuiseums, 262.

on the work of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 78K

JHaigh (Dr. B. P.) on alternating stress

tests of a sample of mild steel, 163.

Haldane (Miss), women's education,

752.

Hall (A. D.) on the study of plant enzymes,

85.

Hall (Dr. Cuthbert) on the botanical and
chemical characters of the eucalypts and
their correlation, 97.

*Halnan (E. T.), new feeding-stuffs, 770.

*Hambleton (Dr. G. W.), chest types

in man in relation to disease, 678.

Hamilton (J. Erik) 07i the biclogical pro-

blems incidental to the Belmullet whaling

station, 124.

Harden (Prof. A.) and Dr. H. F.

Coward, diagrams used by Dalton in

illustrating his atomic theorj', 386.

Hardy (G. H.), prime numbers, 350.

Hardy (Dr. W. B.) on the occupation of

a table at the zoological station at Naples,

148.

Harker (Dr. J. A.) on gaseous explosions,

158.

Harman (N. B.) on the influence of school-

books upon eyesight, 234.

Harmer (Dr. S. F.) on the occupation of a

table at the zoological station at Naples,

148.

on the character, work, and tnainte-

nance of museums, 262.

Harrison (H. S.) on the distribution of

bronze age implements, 199.

on the character, work, and main-

tenance of museums, 262.

Harrison (Launcelot), the relation of

the phylogenv of the parasite to that

of the host, 476.

Hartog (Prof . Marcus) on university scho-

larships, exhibitions, and bursaries, 238.

the discession of the chi-omosomea

and mitokinetism, 470.

Heaensuaw (Prof. F. C. J.), the place of

history iu education, 740.

Heating of iron, the, when magnetised at

very high frequencies, by N. W. Mc-
Lachlan, 644.

Hele-Shaw (Dr. H. S.), Address to the

Engineering Section, 620.

Henderson (Prof. J. B.) on stress distri-

butions in engineering materials, 159.

*Hendrick (Prof. James), the manurial

situation and its difficulties, 770.

the composition and uses of certain

seaweeds, 770.

Henry (Prof. Paul) on the nitrile of

vinylacetic acid, 386.

Herdman (Prof. W. A.) on the biological

problems incidental to the Belmullet

wJialing station, 124.

on the investigation of the biology of

the Abrolhos Islands, 148.

on the proposed survey of the natural

history of the Isle of Man, 149.

• and Andrew Scott, the plankton

collected during the journey to Aus-

tralia and back in 1914, 473.
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Heedman (Prof. W. a.) en the work of the

Corresponding Societies Committee, 781.

Heredity, the relation of chromosomes
to, discussion on, 469.

Prof. E. W. MacBride on, 469.

the physiologi/ of, experimental studies

in, report on, 233.

Hereditary syndactUism and polydactil-

ism, by Dr. J. Manson, 671.

Heron-Allen (E.) on the theory and
phenomena of purpose and intelligence

exhibited by the protozoa. 471.

Herring (Prof. P. T.), the effect of

thyroidectomy and thyroid-feeding on
the adrenin content of the supra-

renals, 687.
Hewitt (Dr. J. T.) on the transformation

of aromatic nitroamines and allied sub-

stances, and its relation io substitution

in benzene derivatives, 82.

*HicKLiNG (Dr. G.) on the geology of

Manchester and district, 420.
the micro-structure of coal, 435.

HiCKSON (Prof. S. J.) Oft the occupation

of a table at the zoological station at

Naples, 148.
* the geographical distribution of

the Pennatulacea, 473.
Hill (Prof. J. P.) 07i the occupation of a

table at the marine laboratory, Plymouth,
149.

Hill (M. D.) on the character, work, and
maintenajice of 7>iuseums, 262.

Hill (Prof. M. J. M.) on the adculation

of mathematical tables, 27.

HiNKS (A. R.) on maps for school and
U7iiversity use, 150.

* the map on the scale of i :

1,000,000, 488.
History, the place of. in education, by

Prof. F. C. J. Hearnshaw, 740.

History as a subject of school study, by
Dr. J. E. Morris, 742.

methods and content of, by Prof.

Ramsay Muir, 740.
the method and content of, by

J. A. White, 743.
History in elementary schools, by Prof.

T. F. Tout, 744.
HoBsoN (Bernard) on the preparation of a

list of stratigraphical names xised in the

British Isles, 123.

HoBSON (Prof. E. W.) on the calculation of
mMhematical tables, 27.

HoLDEN (Col. H. C. L.) on gaseous ex-

plosions, 158.

*HoLKER (J.) and Dr. F. W. Lamb,
microchemical differentiation of tissue

fats and lipoids, 688.

Holland (J. L.) on the influence of
school-books upon eyesight, 234.

Holland (Prof. Sir T. H.) on the prepara-
tion of a list of characteristic fossils, 116.

Holland (Prof. Sir T. H.) on the nomen-
clature of the carboniferous, permo-car-
boniferous, and permian rocks of the

southerji hemisphere, 2G3.

the organisation of scientific socie-

ties, 781.

Holmes (Arthur) on radioactive pro-
blems in geology, 432.

Holmes (T. V.) on the work of the Corre-
sponding Societies Committee, 781.

Homogeneous catalysis, discussion on,
394.

Prof. W. C. McC. Lewis on, 394.

Hopkinson (Prof. B.) on gaseous explo-

sions, 158.

Hopkinson (J.) on the work of the Cor-
responding Societies Committee, 781.

' Hormone ' theory, the insufficiency of
the, by F. W. Ash, 471.

HoRNE (Dr. J.) on the preparation of a
list of stratigraphical names used in the

British Isles, 123.

HowARTH (O. J. R.) on maps for school

and university use, 150.

geographical considerations arising

out of the visit to Australia in 1914 ••

a comparison of vegetation maps, 489.

HowcHiN (W.) on the nomenclature of the

carboniferous, permo-carboniferous, and
permian rocks of the southern hemi-
sphere, 263.

Howe (Prof. G. W. 0.) on radiotelegraphic

investigations. 39.

the capacity of aerials of the um-
brella type, 646.

HoYLE (Dr. W. E.) on the character, work,
and maintenance of museums, 262.

on local museums, 786.
Hunt (H. A.) on the influence of weather

conditions on the amounts of nitrogen

acids in the rainfall and atmosphere in

Australia, 87.

HUTCHINS (Miss B. L.) on the question of

fatigue from the economic standpoint, 283.

Hydroaromatic substances, the study of,

report on, 79.

Illing (V. C. ) on the excavation of critical

sections in the lower palaeozoic rocks of

England and Wales, 117.

Imagery, the role of specific mental
factors in, by E. Gleaves, 700.

Industrial harmony, discussion on, 503.

Inflammability of mixed inflammable
gases with air, the dilution limits of,

by Dr. H. F. Coward, 387.

Insect association, the, of a local environ-

mental complex, by Dr. A. E. Cameron,
468.

Insects collected in Australia in 1914,

by Prof. E. B. Poulton, 475.
lonisation in solvents of low dielectric

constant, by W. E. S. Turner, 402.
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Isle of Man, the proposed natural history

survey of the, report on, 149.

IVANITZKY (Mdlle. Nadine), the system

of kinship among primitive races in

connection with their mode of group-

ing, 676.

*Jeffep.ies (Rev. T. A.), the vegetative

anatomy of Molinia cerulea, 731.

Johns (Cosmo) on the preparation of a list

of characteristic fossils, 116.

Johnson (Prof. T.) on the old red sand-

stone rocks of Kiltorcan, Ireland, 117.

on electromotive phenomena in plants,

218.

Johnston (Col. Sir D. A.) on maps for

school a7id university use, 150.

Jones (Miss E. E. Constance), instruction

in ethics and politics, 744.

Jones (Dr. Ernest), war and sublimation,

699.

Jones (Dr. F. Wood) on the physical cha-

racters of the ancient Egyptians, 189.

Jones (LI. Wynn), perseveration, 698.

JowETT (Dr. Albert) on the glacial geology

of the western slopes of the Southern
Pennines, 431.

JuDD (Prof. J. W.) on seismologiad in-

vestigations, 52.

Keeble (Prof. F.) on the study of plant

enzymes, 85.

on experimental studies in the physio-

logy of heredity, 233.

Keith (Prof. A.) on the physical charac-

ters of the ancient Egyptians, 189.

• 071 the exploration of La Cotte de St.

Brelade, Jersey, 194.

Kelley (Miss Agnes) on the family his-

tories of fifty cases of mentally defec-

tive children, 697.

Kend.\ll (Prof. P. F.) on the preparation

of a list of characteristic fossils, 116.

Kent (Prof. Stanley) on the structure and
function of the mammalian heart, 226.

on the question of fatigue from the

economic standpoint, 283.

Keemode (P. M. C.) on the proposed sur-

vey of the natural history of the Isle of

Man, 149.

KiDSTON (Dr. R.) on the old red sandstone

rocks of Kiltorcan, Ireland, 117.

KiMMiNS (Dr. C. W.) on the special in-

terests of children at different ages in

the war, 691.

Kinship among primitive races, the sys-

tem of, in connection with their mode
of grouping, by Mdlle. N. Ivanitzky,

676.

Kipping (Prof. F. S.) on the transforma-

tion of aromatic nitroamines and allied

substances, and its relation to substitu-

tion in benzene derivatives, 82.

Knott (Prof. C. G.) on seismological in-

vestigations, 52.

Korea and North China, by P. M. Roxby ^

491.

Labour and labour-saving machinery on
the farm, by W. J. Maiden, 773.

Lacey (H. M.) and C. H. St0BBings,
transformer core loss as affected by
triple harmonics, 647.

La Cotte de St. Brelade, Jersey, report on
the exploration of, 194.

Lake villages in the neighbourhood of Glas-

tonbury, report on the, 170.

*Lamb (Dr. F. W.), some laws of fat ab-

sorption, 688.
* and J. HoLKER, microohemical

differentiation of tissue fats and lipoids,

688.

Lamplttgh (G. W.) on the proposed survey

of the natural history of the Isle of Man,
149.

on the nomenclature of the carbon-

iferous, permo-carboniferous, and per-

mian rocks of the southern hemisphere,

263.

Land forms, the classification of, discus-

sion on, 490.

J. D. Falconer on, 490.

Land settlement for ex-service men, by
Christopher Tumor, 582.

Lang (Prof. W. H.) on cutting sections of

Australian fossil plants, 231.

Address to the Botanical Section by,

701.

Lankestee (Sir E. Ray) on the occupa-

tion of a table at the zoological station at

Naples, 148.

on the occupation of a table at the ma-

rine laboratory, Plymouth, 149.

Lapworth (Prof. C.) on the excavation of

critical sections in the lower palfBozoic

rocks of England and Wales, 1 17.

Laemor (Prof. Sir J.) on the investigation

of the upper atmosphere, 38.

on seismological inrestigations, 52.

* optical dispersion as conditioned by
group velocity, 367.

Lauder (Dr. A.) and T. W. F.vgan on

the effect of increasing the amount of

calcium phosjihate in the rations of

cows on the composition of the milk,

777.

Laurie (Dr. M.) on the nomenclator ani-

malium genera et sub-genera, 147.

Lawson (Prof. A. A.) on Australian

cycadacecB, 232.
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*Lea (Dr. C. E.), clinical recognition of

excitatory cardiac disorders, by the

electro-cardiograph, 688.
* demonstration of electro-cardio-

graph methods at Ancoats IIospital,688.

Lea (Prof. F. C.) on stress distributions

in engineering materials, 159.

Lebour (Prof. G. A.) on the preparation

of a list of characteristic fossils, 110.

on the preparation of a list of strati-

graphical names used in the British

Isles, 123.

Leeds (E. Thurlow) on the distribution

of bronze age implements, 199.

Leek, the distribution of population in

the district around, by Raymond
Curtis, 492.

*L£iPER (Lt.-Col. R. T.) the metamor-
phosis of Bilhaizia, 477.

Le Sueub (Dr. H. R.) on the study of

hydroaromatic substances, 79.

liEwis (A. L.) on the age of stone circles,

174.

on the ivork of the Corresponding

Societies Committee, 781.

LE\\^s (Prof. W. C. McC.) on homo-
geneous catalj^sis, 394.

*T>ight, the action of, on certain inor-

ganic and organic substances, by Prof.

B. Moore, 686.

Light aluminium alloys, exposure tests

of, by Prof. Ernest Wilson, 647.

Limestone beds at Treak Cliff and Peaks-

hill, Castleton, Derbyshire, the fauna of

the, by H. Day, 428.

fLingula and Pelagodiscus, the larvse of,

collected in the Red Sea and Indian

Ocean, Dr. J. H. Ashworth on, 475.

*Liquid crystals, experimental demon-
stration of, by Prof. W. J. Pope, 393.

Liquid pressure theory of muscular con-

traction. Dr. Sarah M. Baker on the,

688.

Liquid pressure theory of the circula-

tion of sap in plants. Dr. Sarah M.
Baker on the, 722.

Lodge (Prof. A.) on the ccdculation of

mathematical tables, 27.

Lodge (Sir Oliver) on radiotelegraphic

investigations, 39.

Love (Prof. A. E. H.) on the calculation

of mathematical tables, 27.

on the determination of gravity at

sea, 48.

on .stress distributions in engineering

materials, 159.

Lower palcBozoic rocks of England and
Wcdes, the excavation of critical sections

in the, report on, 117.

LowRY (Dr. T. M.) on dynamic isomerism,

81.

Lyons (Major H. G.), Address to the

Geographical Section, 478.

Macallum (Prof. A. B.) on the ductless

glands, 217.

MacBridb (Prof. E. W.) on the proposed

survey of the natural history of the Isle

of Man, 149.

on the relation of chromosomes to

heredity, 469.

Macdonald (Prof. H. M.) on the calcula-

tion of mathematical tables, 27.

on radiotelegrapjhic investigations, 39.

tMcFARLANE (J.), the Burrinjuck dam
and the Murrumbidgee irrigation area,

490.

McIntosh (Prof. W. C.) on the occupation

of a table at the zoological station at

- Naples, 148.

McKenzie (Dr. A.) on the study of hydro-

aromatic substances, 79.

Mackenzie (Dr. William C.) on the

biology of the appendix vermiformis
in monotremes and marsupials, 472.

Mackintosh (J.), methods of estimat-

ing the cost of food in the production of

milk, 774.

McLachlan (N. W.), the heating of iron

when magnetised at very high fre-

quencies, 644.

*McLennan (Prof. J. C), single-line

spectra of the elements, 366.

MacLeod (Prof. Julius) on the expres-

sion by measurement of specific cha-

racters, with special reference to

mosses, 718.

Macpheeson (Donald) and Dr. W. G.

Smith, types of upland grazings,

their economic value and improvement,
776.

*McS^\^NEY (B. A.), Prof. W. H. Thomp-
son, and W. Fearon, the effects of te-

tanization on the creatme and creati-

nme of the muscles of the cat, 688.

Magic and animism, the relations be-

tween, by Carveth Read, 690.

Magnetism, new views of, by Prof.

Pierre Weiss, 367.

Maitland (Dr. T. G.) on the question of

fatigue from the economic standpoint,

283.

Makower (A. J.) and Dr. W. Eccles,
electric oscillations in coupled circuits

—a class of particular cases, 646.

Malden (W. J.), labour and labour-sav-

ing machinery on the farm, 773.

Malta, archosological investigations in,

report on, 208.

Xrobb il Ghargin, by Dr. T. Ashby,

208.

Tal Herba and Burmeghez fissures, by

Dr. O. Despott, 213.

Mammalian heart, the striicture and
function of the, report on, 226.

*Manchester and district, the geology of.

Dr. G. Hickling on, 420.
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Manchester Corporation gas undertak-

ing, the. by J. G. Newbigging, fi-tS.

Manchester drainage scheme, the, by de

Courcey Meade, 639.

•fManchester electrical undertaking, the,

and the projected Barton station, by
S. L. Pearce, 642.

Manchester Municipal School of Techno-
logy, the, the special work in the

mechanical engineering department of.

by Prof. A. B. Field, 642.

Manouveieb (Prof. E.), une application

anthropologique a I'art militaire, 671.

*Manson (Dr. J.), hereditary syndactil-

ism and polydaotUism, 671.

*Manurial situation, the, and its diffi-

culties, by Prof. J. Hendrick. 770.

*Map on the scale of 1 : 1,000,000, the,

by A. R. Hinks, 488.

Maps for school and imivcrsity tise, the

choice and style of, re]>nrt on, 150.

Marchant (Prof. E. W.) on 'earth re-

sistance,' 647.

Marett (Dr. R. R.) on the exploration of

La Cotte de St. Brelade, Jersey, 194.

• on the distribution of bronze age im-

plements, 199.

071 archmohgical investigations in

Malta, 208.

Maer (Dr. J. E.) on the preparation of a
list of characteristic fossils, 116.

on the excavation of critical sections

in the lower palceozoic rocks of England
and Wales, 117.

on the 'preparation of a list of strati-

graphical names used in the British

Isles, 123.

Marsupials, report of the Committee ap-

pointed to obtain a representative collec-

tion of, 147.

Mason (W.) on stress distributions in en-

gineering materials, 1.59.

Masson (Prof. Orme) on the chemical in-

vestigation of natural plant products of

Victoria, 86.

on the influence of weather conditions

on the amounts of nitrogen acids in the

rainfall and atmosphere in Australia,

87.

on the botanical and chemical charac-

ters of the eucalypits and their correla-

tion, 97.

Mathematical and Physical Section, Ad-
dress by Sir F. W. Dyson to the, 357.

Mathematical tables, the calculation of, re-

port on, 27.

Mather (Rt. Hon. Sir Wm.), the relation

of education to industry, 754.

Matheson (Miss M. C.) on the question of

fatigue from the economic standpoint,

283.

Meade (de Courcey), the Manchester
drainage scheme^ 639.

*Meek (Prof. A.), the future of scientific

literature in relation to the war, 464.
* exhibition of lantern slides of maps

illustrating tertiary changes in the
Northern hemisphere, 469.

Meldola (Prof. R.) on seismological in-

vestigations, 52.

Mental capacities, some, the development
of, in chiklren from five to fifteen year-g

of age, by Miss M. E. Bickersteth, 692.

Mental defect, the use of mental tests for

measiu-ing, by A. R. Abelson. 697.

Mentally defective children, the family
histories of fifty cases of, bv Miss A.
Kelley, 697.

Meredith (j\Irs.)o?i the question of fatigue

from the economic standpoint. 283.

Jliddle Tees, the, and its tributaries, by
C. E. Fawcett, 493.

*MiDDLETON (T. H.), farming and iood
supplj' ; the need for more tillage, 771.

MiEES (Sir Henry) on university scholar-

ships, exhibitions, and bursaries, 238.

Blilitan' training in schools, bv Rev. A. A.
David. 747.

by J. L. Paton, 747.

by A. A. Somcrvillc, 748.

Military training of vouth in schools, the,

by A. B. Wood, 749.

MiUv, the production of, methods of esti-

mating the cost of food in, by J.

Mackintosh, 774.

on three Yorkshire farms, cost

of food in, bj' Prof. C. Crowther and
A. G. Ruston, 775.

Milking, the significance of the act of, by
Prof. C. Q-owther. 779.

JIiLLs (C. E.), a unit gas producer or
steam boilers, 643.

MrsCHIN (Prof. E. A.), Address to the
Zoological Section, 437.

Mitchell (Dr. Chalmers) on the 7i07)ien-

clator aninmlium genera et sub-genera,

147.

Mitokinetism, the discession of the chro-

mosomes and, by Prof. M. Hartog, 470.

Molecular state of salts in solution, the,

by W. E. S. Turner and J. D. Cau-
wood. 402.

*Molinia cerulea, the vegetative ana-
tomy of, by Rev. T. A. Jefl'eries, 731.

MoND (Robert), nitheniura dicarbonyl,

393.
* Egyptian tombs, 671
*MooRE (Prof. Benjamin), the action of

light on certain inorganic and organic
substances, 686.

MoKQAS (Prof. G.) nn non-aromatic dia-

zonium salts, 95.

Morris (Dr. J. E.), history as a subject
of school study, 742.

Moss (Dr. C. E.) on the vegetation of
Ditcham Park, Hampshire, 232.
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Mount Sorrel, the granite surfaces of,

Prof. W. W. Watts on, 424.

MuiR (Prof. Ramsay), methods and con-
tent of history as a subject of school
studj', 740.

MuiKHEAD (Prof. J. H.) on the question of

fatigue from the economic standpoint,

283.

MuNRO (Dr. R.'l on the age of stone circles,

174.

*MuREAY (Dr. Jessie), therapeutic re-

education, 700.

Murray (Miss Margaret A.), royal
marriages and matrilineal descent, 676.

tMurrumbidgee irrigation area, the, and
the Burrinjuck dam, bv J. McFarlane,
490.

Muscular contraction, the liquid pressure

theory of. Dr. Sarah M. Baker on, 688.

Jluseums, the character, work, and tnain-

tenance of, report on, 262.

the place of, in general education,

bv Prof. W. Bovd Dawkins, 746.
local. Dr. W. E. Hoyle on, 786.

Musk (Mimulus moschatus L.), the, in

Scotland, by William Wilson, 730.

Mutual induction between masses, on the
possible existence of, by Prof. Iililes

Walker, 650.

Myers (Dr. C. S.) on the question of fa-

tigue from, the economic standpoint. 283.

Myres (Prof. J. L. ) on maps for school and
university use, 150.

on the age of stone circles, 174.

on anthropometric investigations in

Cyprus, 193.

on the distribution of bronze age im-
plements, 199.

071 excavations on Roman sites in

Britain, 200.

on archaeological investigations in

Malta, 208.

Natural history survey of the Isle of Man,
the proposed, report on, 149.

Neuro-psychoses of adolescence, the, by
Dr. G. E. Shuttleworth, 699.

Newall (Prof. H. F.) on establishing a
solar observatory in Australia, 45.

JSrE\VBERRY (Prof. P.) on the character,

ivork, and maintenance of museums, 262.

Newbigging (J. G.), the Manchester Cbr-

poiation gas undertaking, 643.

NiC'HOLLS (Prof. G. E.) on obtaining a re-

presentative collection of marsupials,

147.

Nicholson (Prof. J. W.) on the calcula-

tion of mathematical tables, 27.

on radiotelegraphic investigations,

.39.

on establishing a solar observatory in
Australia, 45.

Nitrogen acids in the rainfall and atmo-
sphere in Australia, the influence of
tveather conditions on the amounts of,

interim report on, 87.
Noble (Sir Andrew) on stress distribu-

tions in engineering materials, 159.
Notnenclator animalium genera et sub-

genera, report on the, 147.

Non-aromatic diazonium salts, interim^ re-

port on, 95.

Norman (Sir H.) on radiotelegraphic in-

vestigations, 39.

North China and Korea, by P. M. Roxbv,
491.

*Observation and formal training, bv E.
Gleaves, 699.

Ogden (C. K.) on the question of fatigue
from the economic standpoint, 283.

Old red sandstone rocks of Kiltorcan, Ire-

land, report on, 117.

*Oldham (H. Yule), the discovery of Aus-
tralia, 490.

Oldham (Miss R.), the education of girls

I with reference to their future careers,

752.

Olh^fr (Prof. F. W.) on the renting of

Cinchona botanic station in Jamaica,
229.

* fruits and seeds, 730.
Optical dispersion as conditioned by
group velocity, by Prof. Sir J. Larmor,
367.

Ordovician sequence in the Cader Idris

district (Merioneth), the, by Dr. A. H.
Cox and A. K. Wells, 424.

Ortox (Prof. K. J. P.) on the transforma-
tion of aromatic nitroamines and cdlied

siibstances, and its relation to substitu-

tion in benzene derivatives, 82.

OsBORN (Mrs. Edith M.) on an Australian
zygopteris, 727.

OsBOBN (Prof. T. G. B.) on cutting sections

of Australian fossil jAants, 231.
on Australian cycadacecR, 232.
on the morphology of Sdaginella

uliginosa Spring, 727.
Outlets for labour after the war, dis-

cussion on, 503.

PatON (.J. L.), military training in schools,
747.

Peake (H. J. E.) on the age of stone circles,

174.

on the distribution of bronze age im-
plements, 199.

*Pe.vr (T. H.) the educational signifi-

cance of modern psychological re-

search upon the thought-processes,
693.
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^Peaece (S. !..)> the Manchester electrical

undertaking and the projected Barton
station, ()42.

*Pennatidacea, the geographical distribu-

tion of the, by Prof. S. J. Hickson,

473.

*Periodic law, the, and radioactive ele-

ments, discussion on, 366.
* Prof. F. Soddy on, 300.

Periodicity, the, due to coppicing, ex-

hibited by the ground flora of oak-

hornbeam woods on clays and loams,

by Dr. E. J. SaHsbury, 720.

Peekin (Prof. W. H.) on the study of

Jiydroaromatic suhftavccs, 79.

Perry (Prof. J.) on seismological investi-

gations, 52.

on stress distributions in engineering

materials, 159.

on the work of the Correspondijig

Societies Committee, 781.

Perry (W. J.) on the influence of Egyp-
tian civilisation on the world's culture,

669.

Perseveration, by LI. Wynn Jones, 698.

Petavel (Prof. J. E.) on the investigation

of the upper atmosphere, 38.

on gaseous explosions, 158.

on stress distributions in engineering

materials, 159.

and Prof. G. Asakawa. experimental

investigation of the thermal efficiency

of a gas engine, 637.

Petrie (Prof. W. M. Flinders), Egyptian
jewellery, 070.

Philosophy and the war, by Dr. Wildon
Carr, 691.

Phylogeny of the parasite, the, the rela-

tion of, to that of the host, by L. Harri-

son, 476.

Physical and Mathematical Section,

Address bv Sir F. W. Dyson to the,

357.

Physical characters of the ancient Egyp-
tians, report an the, 189.

Physiological Section, Address by Prof.

W. M. Bayliss to the, 679.

Plankton, the, collected during the

journey to Australia and back in 1914,

Prof. W. A. Herdman and Andrew
Scott on, 473.

Plant enzymes, the study of, particularly

with relation to oxidation, fourth report

on, 85.

Plant products of Victoria, natural, the

chemical investigation of, interim re-

port on, 80.

Plummer (W. E.) on seismological in-

vestigations, 52.

Plymonth marine laboratory, report on the

occupation of a table at the, 149.

Politics and ethics, instruction in, by
Miss E. E. Constance Jones, 744.

Pope (Prof. W. J.) on the correlation of
crystalline form with molecidar struc-

ture, 85.
* experimental demonstration of

liquid crystals, 393.

Population, the distribution of, the re-

presentation of, on maps, by B. C.

Walli.s, 488.

Population in South Britain, former
movements and distribution of. and
its influences, by Prof. H. J. Fleure,

494.

PouLTON (Prof. E. B.) on obtaining a re-

presentative collection of marsupials,

147.
* on insects collected in Australia

in 1914, 475.

*PouLTON (Dr. E. P.), the alleged acid
intoxication of diabetic coma, 688.

Peankeed (Miss T. L.) on the nature and
distribution of the statolith apparatus
in plants, 722.

Primar}^ emotions, general and specific

factors underlying the, by Cyril Burt,

094.

Prime numbers, by G. H. Hardy, 350.

*Peingle (Dr. Harold) and Dr. J. Tait,

the elasticity of the strophanthinised

heart, 689.

Protoplasm, the permeability of, to

\\ ater. the effect of temperature on, by
Dr. E. Marion Delf, 723.

Protozoa, the, the theory and pheno-
mena of purpose and intelligence ex-

hibited by, E. Heron-Allen on, 471.

Racial distribution in the Balkans, dis-

cussion on, 072.

Prof. G. Elliot Smith on, 072.

Sir Arthur Evans on, 673.

Radioactive elements and the periodic

law. discussion on, 366.
* Prof. F. Soddy on, 366.

Radioactive problems in geology, dis-

cussion on, 432.

A. Holmes on, 432.

Prof. F. Soddy on, 434.

Radiolclegraphic investigations, report on,

39.

Raglan (Lord) on the proposed survey of

the natural history of the Isle of Man,
149.

Ramsbottom (J.) on colour standards,

790.

Ramsbottom (J. W.) on the question of

fatigue from the economic standpoint,

283.

Rathbone (Herbert R.) on the character,

work, and maintenance of museums,
262.

Read (Sir C. H.) on the lake villages in the

neighbourhood of Olastonbury, 170.
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Read (Sir C. H.) on the age of stone

circles, 174.

on the distribution of bronze age im-

plements, 190.

Read (Carvcth), the relations between
magic and animism, 690.

Reeves (E. A.) on maps for school and
university use, 160.

Regeneration of the tail in the common
lizard after autotomy, by C. P. White,

472.

Rehtia, the Venetic goddess, some offer-

ings to, by Prof. R. S. Conway, 674.

Rennie (Prof. E. H.) on the botanical and
chemical characters of the eucalypts and
their correlation, 97.

Respiration of partly dried plant organs,

the, by A. Malins Smith, 7r5
Restoration of certain foss''s. the, by

serial sections. Prof. W. J. SoUas on,

426.

Rew (R. H.), Address to the Agricultural

Section, 760.

Reynolds (Prof. S. H.) on the prepara-

tion of a list of characteristic fossils, 116.

*RiCHAEDSON (Prof. O. W.) on thermi-

onic emission, 366.

RiDQEWAY (Prof. W.) on the lake villages

in the neighhoxirhood of Glastonbury, 170.

on the age of stone circles, 174.

on the distribution of bronze age im-

plements, 199.

on excavations on Roman sites in

Britain, 200.

Rivers (Dr. W. H. R.), ceremonial and
descent in Ambrim, 675.

RoBB (Dr. J. Jenkins) on the question of

fatigue from, the economic standpoint,

283.

Robertson (Andrew), the strength of

iron, steel, and cast-iron struts, 649.

Robinson (Dr. Arthur), behaviourism,

689.

Robinson (Prof. R.) on the botanical and
chemical characters of the eucalypts and
their correlation, 97.

Rogers (Dr. F.) on stress distributions in

engineering materials, 159.

Boman sites in Britain, excavations on,

report on, 200.

RoxBY (P. M.), North China and Korea,

491.

Royal marriages and matrUineal descent,

by Miss M. A. Murray, 676.

RuHEMANN (Dr. S.) on the transformation

of aromatic nitroamines and allied sub-

stances, and its relation to substitution in

benzene derivatives, 82.

Russell (Dr. E. J.) on the study of plant

enzymes, 85.

RusTON (A. G.) and Prof. C. Crowther,
cost of food in production of mUk on
three Yorkshire farms, 775.

RusTON (A. G.) and Prof. C. Crowther,.
the plant as an index of smoke
pollution, 780.

Ruthenium dicarbonyl, by Robert Mond,
393.

*RuTHERF0RD (Prof. Sir E.) on radio-

active problems in geology, 432.

St. John (P. R. H.) on the chemical in-

vestigation of the natural plant products

of Victoria, 86.

on the botanical and chemical charac-

ters of the eucalypts and their correla-

tion, 97.

Salisbory (Dr. E. J.), the periodicity,

due to coppicing, exhibited by the
ground flora of oak-hornbeam woods
on clays and loams, 726.

Sampson (Prof. R. A.) on seismological

investigations, 52.

Sand (Dr. H. J. S.), a new cadmium-
vapour arc-lamp, 386.

Sankey (Capt. H. R.) on radiotelegraphic

investigations, 39.

on gaseous explosions, 158.

Sap in plants, the circulation of, the

liquid pressure theory of. Dr. Sarah
M. Baker on, 722.

Savidge (H. G.) on the calculation of
m<ithematical tables, 27.

Saxby (Miss T. B.), some effects of train-

ing children's powers of observation,
700.

ScHAEER (Sir Edward) on the ductless

glands, 217.

School-books, the influence of, upon eye-

sight, further report on, 234.

Schuster (Prof. Arthur), Presidential

Address, 3.

on the investigation of the upper
atmosphere, 38.

on radiotelegraphic investigations.

39.— on establishing a solar observatory in

Australia, 45.

on seismological investigations, 52.

on the work of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 781.

*Scientific aid to the stock-feeder, by
Prof. T. B. Wood, 772.

Scientific literature, the future of, in re-

lation to the war, by Prof. A. Meek,
464.

Scientific societies, the organisation of,

by Sir T. H. Holland, 781.

Scoble (W. a.) on stress distributions in

engineering materials, 159.

on static tests of a mild steel, 161.

Scott (Andrew) and Prof. W. A. Herd-
man, the plankton collected during the

journey to Australia and back in 1914.

473.
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Scott (Prof. W. R.). Address to the Sec-

tion of Economic Science and Statistics,

495.

Seaweeds, the composition and \ises of

certain, by Prof. J. Hendriclc, 770.

Secondary sex characters as characters of

abandoned function, F. \V. Ash on, 47 1.

Seismoloqical investigations, twentieth re-

port on, 52.

Selagmella uliginosa Spring, the mor-
phology of. Prof. T. G. B. Osbom on,

727.

Skligman (Dr. G. G.) on the physical

characters of the ancient Egyptians, 189.

Address to the Anthropological
Section, 051.

Semitic alphabet, fresh light upon the

origin of the, bv Dr. Alan H. Gardiner,

666.

Sew.\bd (Pi'of. A. C.) on cutting sections

of Australian fossil plants, 231.

on Australian cycadacem, 232.

Shaw (J. J.) on seismologicul investiga-

tions, 52.

Shaw (Sii- Napier) on the investigation of

the upper atmosphere, 38.

on radiotelegraphic investigations, 39.

071 seismologicul investigations, 52.

Sherkington (Prof. C. S.) on the structure

and function of the mammalian heart,

226.

Shipley (Dr. A. E.) on the biological pro-

blems incidental to the Belmullet whaling

station, 124.

Shore (Dr. L. E.) on the ductless glands,

217.

Sheubsall (Dr. F. C.) on the physical

characters of the ancient Egyptians, 189.

on anthropometric investigations in

Cyprus, 193.

Shuttleworth (Dr. G. E.), the neuro-

psychoses of adolescence, 699.

SiDGWiCK (Mrs. Henry), Address to the

Educational Section, 732.

SiDGWicK (Dr. N. V.) on non-aromatic

diazonium salts, 95.

Single line spectra of the elements, by
Prof. J. C. McLennan, 366.

Skeats (Prof. E. W.) on the nomenclature

of the carboniferotis, permo-carhon-

iferous, and permian rocks of the southern

hemisphere, 263.

Smith (A. Malins), the respiration of

partly dried plant organs, 725.

Smith (Prof. G. Elliot) on the physical

characters of the ancient Egyptians, 189.

the influence of ancient Egyptian
civilisation on the world's culture, 667.

on racial distribution in the Bal-

kans, 672.

Smith (Prof. H. Bompas) on university

scholarships, exhibitions, and bursaries,

238.

ril.V

Smith (If. G.) on the botanical and chemical
cliaracters of the eucalypts and their

correlation, 97.

Smith (Miss May), some problems of

fatigue, 093.

Smith (Dr. William G.) and D. Macpher-
SON, types of upland grazings, their

economic value and improvement, 77 .

Smithells (Prof. A.) on gaswus explo-

sions, 158.

Smoke abatement and au' pollution, dis-

cussion on, 387.

Smoke pollution, the plant as an index
of, by Prof. C. Crowther and A. G.
Ruston, 780.

*SoDDY (Prof. F.) on radioactive ele-

ments and the periodic law, 366.

on radioactive problems in geology,

434.

Solar observatory in Australia, a, report on
establishing, 45.

Solenopora and Sphcerocodium in the
Silurian rocks of Britain, the discovery
of. Prof. E. J. Garwood on, 420.

SoLLAS (Prof. W. J.) on the restoration of

certain fossils by serial sections, 426.

SoMEKViLLE (A. A.), military training in

schools, 748.

SoMERViLLE (Piof. W.), the accumulation
of fertility in grass-land as a result of

phosphatic <lressings of basic slag, 770.

Southern Peunines, the western slopes of

the, the glacial geology of. Dr. A.
Jowett on, 431.

Specific characters, on the expression by
measurement of, with special refeience

to mosses, by Prof. Julius MacLeod,718.
tSpecific heat of gases, the change of,

with temperature, by Prof. W. il

.

Thornton, 638.

Spectral classification of stars and the
order of stellar evolution, discussion
on, 366.

* Prof. A. Fowler on, 366.

Sphcerocodium and Solenopora in the

Silurian rocks of Britain, the discovery
of. Prof. E. J. Garwood on, 420.

Spinax, the telencephalon of, the mor-
phology of, as a type of elasmobranch
fore brain, by Dr. J. Stuart Thomson,
477.

Spitsbergen before the war, by Dr.
R. N. R. Brown. 492.

Spore discharge in the uredineae and
hymenomvcetes, Prof. A. H. R. Buller

on, 730.

Stai^ton (Dr. T. E.) on stress distribu-

tion in engineering materials, 159.

Static tesUs of a mild steel, by W. A. Scoble,

161.

Statistics and Economic Science, Address
to the Section of, by Prof. W. R. Scott,

495.

S H
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.*Tait (Dr. John), capillary phenomena
in blood cells ; phagocytosis, &c., 088.

* and Dr. Harold Peingle, the elas-

ticity of the strophanthinised heart,

689.

Tal Herha and Burmeghcz fi.s-su7'es, ex-

cavations at, hy Dr. 0. Despott, 213.

Tansi.ey (A. 6.) on the vegetation nj

Ditcha.m Park, Hampshire, 232.

TattersALL (Dr. W. M.) on the character,

work, and maintenance of museums, 262.

Temple (Sir Richard) on the character,

work, and maintenance of museums,
262.

Statolith apparatus in plants, the nature

and distribution of the, Miss T. L.

Prankerd on, 722.

Stebbing (Rev. T. R. R.) on the nomen-
dator animalium genera et sub-genera,

147.

on the work of the Corresponding So-

cieties Committee, 781.

Stomata on hypogeal cotyledons, by
Miss E. M. Blackwell, 730.

Stone circles, the age of, report on, 174.

the Avebury excavations, 1914, by

H. St. G. Gray, 176.

Stopes (Dr. Marie C.) on the preparation

of a list of characteristic fossils, 116.

the Aptian flora of Britain : early

angiosperms and their contemporaries,

720.

Strahan (Dr. A.) on the preparation of a
list of stratigraphical names used in the

British Isles, 123.

Stratigraphical names used in the British

Isles, interim report on the preparation

of a list of, 123.

Stress distributions in engineering mate-

rials, the more complex, report on, 159.

Steomeyer (C. E.) on stre.ss distributions

in engineering materials, 159.

a machine for determining fatigue

limits calorimetricallj , 638.

*Strophanthinised heart, the elasticity

of the, by Di. J. Tait and Dr. Harold
Pringle, 689.

Struts, iron, steel, and cast-iron, the

strength of, by Andrew Robertson,
649.

'

Stubbings (C. H.) and H. M. Lacey,
transformer core loss as affected by
triple harmonics, 647.

Sublimation and war, by Dr. Ernest
Jones, 699.

Sumpner (Dr. W. E.) on the influence of

scJwol-bool's upon eyesight, 234.

Supplies and use of fertilisers and feed-

ing stuffs, influence of war upon, re-

ports on, 770.

*Tertiary changes in the Northern hemi-
sphere, exhibition of lantern slides of
maps illustrating, by Prof. A. Meek,
469.

Tertiary strata, the classification of the,
by means of the Eutherian mammals,
by Prof. W. Boyd Dawkins, 420.

*Tetanization, the effects of, on the crea-
tine and creatinine of the muscles of the
cat, by Prof. W. H. Thompson, B. A.
McSwiney, and W. Fearon, 688.

Therapeutic re-education, by Dr. Jessie
Murray, 700.

Thermal efficiency of a gas engine, ex-
perimental investigaton of the, by
Profs. G. A=akawa and J. E. Petavel,
637.

Thermionic emission, discussion on, 366.
* Prof. 0. W. Richardson on, 366.
Thomas (H, H.) on the character, work,
and maintenance of museums, 262.

Thompson (Prof. S. P.) o?i radiotelegraph ic

investigations, 39.

Thompson (Prof. W. H.) arginine and
creatine formation, 688.

, B. A. McSaviney, and W. Feabon,
the effects of tetanization on the crea-

tine and creatinine of the muscles of

the cat, 688.

Thompson (Mrs. W. H.) ow the ductless

glands, 217.

Thomson (Dr. J. Stuart), the morpho-
logy of the telencephalon of Spinax as

a type of elasmobranch fore brain, 477.

tTHORNTON (Prof. W. M.), the total

radiation from a gaseous explosion,

638.

t the change of specific heat of gases
with temperature, 638.

Thought-processes, the, the educational
significance of modern psychological
research upon, by T. H. Pear, 693.

Thyroidectomy and thyroid-feeding,
the effect of, on the adrenin content
of the supra-renals, by Prof. P. T.

Herring, 687.

Time, space, and relativity, by Prof.

A. N. Whitehead, 366.

Tims (Prof. H. W. M.) on the biological

problems incidental to the Belmvllet
whaling station, 124.

on the nomenclator animalium genera
et sub-genera, 147.

on obtaining a representative col-

lection of marsupials, 147.

Tissue fats and lipoids, micro-chemical
differentiation of, by Dr; F. W. Lamb
and J. Holker, 688.

Torsion stresses in framed structures and
thin-walled prisms, the calculation of,

by Prof. Cyril Batho, 649.

Tout (Prof. T. F.), history in elementary
schools, 744.
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Traction of vehicles, the, recent im-

provements in, by T. H. Biigg, 048.

Transformer core loss as affected by
triple harmonics, by H. M. Laccy and
C. H. Stubbings, 647.

Trotter (A. P.) o/i the influciirp of school-

books upon eyesifjht, 234.

Tuburcinia primulicola Rostrup, the life

history and cytology of, bv Dr. M.
Wilson, 730.

Turner (Prof. H. H.) on radiotelegraphic

investigations, 39.

on establishtn'j a solar observatory in

Australia, 45.
—— on the determination of gravity at sea,

48.

on seismological investigations, 52.

on the luork of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 781.

TcTRNEE. (W. E. S.) ionisation in solvents

of low dielectric constant, 402.

and J. D. Cauwood, the molecular
state of salts in solution, 402.

TUENOR (Christopher), land settlement
for ex-service men. 582.

*Twinning in metallic crystals, bv Prof.

C. A. Edwards, 434.

Underground contours, tlie, of the Barns-
ley seam of coal in the Yorkshire Coal-

field, Prof. W. G. Fearnsides on, 424.

Unit gas producer for steam boilers, a,

by C. E. Mills, 643.

University scholarships, exhibitions, and
bursaries, report on, 238.

Upland grazings, types of. their economic
value and improvement, by D. Mac-
pherson and Dr. W. G. Smith, 776.

Upper atmosphere, the investigation of the,

fourteenth report on, 38.

Urea.se, the mode of action of, bv Prof.

VV. M. Bayliss, 687.

Uriconium (
\Vro.reter), excavations on the

Roman site of, by J. P. Bushe-Fox, 206.

Vaughan (Dr. A.) on the preparation of a
list of characteristic fossils, 116.

shift of the western shore line in

England and Wales during the Avonian
period, 429.

Vegetation maps, Australian, a com-
parison of, by O. J. R. Howarth, 489.

Veley (Prof.) on electromotive phenomena
in plants, 218.

Vertebrate life-zones in the permo-trias,

byD.M. S.Watson, 427.

Vincent (Prof. Swale) on the ductless

glands, 217.

Vinylacetic acid, the nitrile of. Prof. Paul
Henry on, 386.

Vision and colour vision, some funda-

mental facts of, by Dr. E. W. Edridge-

Green, 686.

Walker (Dr. G. W.) on seismological in-

vestigations, 52.

W.4.LKER (Prof. Miles), a self-adjusting

commutating device, 045.
—— on the possible existence of mutual

induction between masses, 650.
*Walker (Capt. R.), employment for dis-

banded members of H.M. forces. 584.

Wallace (Prof. R. C), the corrosive ac-

tion of certain brines in Manitoba, 427.

Waller (Prof. A. D.) o» the occupation of

a table at the zoological station at Naples,

148.

on electroniotive phenomena in plants,

218.

and Mrs. A. M. Waller, the electrical

measurement of the vitality of vegetable

tissues, 218.

Waller (Mrs. A. M.) on electromotive

phenomena in plants, 218.

and Dr. A. D. Waller on the

electrical measurement of the vitality of

vegetable tissues, 218.

Wallis (B. C), the representation of the

distribution of the population on maps,
488.

Walsh (W. T. H.) on the influence of

school-books upon eyesight. 234.

War, the, the effect of, on credit, currency,

and finance, report and discussion on,

584.

the effect of, on finance and cur-

rency, by Yves Guyot, 018.
*—— the influence of. upon supplies and

use of fertilisers and feeding stuffs, re-

ports on, 770.

War and sublimation, bv Dr. Ernest

Jones, 699.

Warton (Col. R. Gardner) on the ex-

ploration of La Colte de St. Brelade,

Jersey, 194.
*Watson (D. M. S.), vertebrate life-zones

in the permo-trias, 427.

Watson (Dr. W.) on the investigation of

the upper atmosphere. 38.

on gaseous explosions, 158.

W'atts (Prof. \V. W.) on the prtpiiration

of a list of characteristic fossils, 110.
—— on the cvcavalion of critical sections

in the lower palceozoic rocks of England
and Wales, 117.

on the preparation of a list of strati

-

graphical names used in the British Isles,

123.

on the granite surfaces of Mount
Sorrel. 424.

Webb (E.), the study of character by
exact methods : its possibility and difiB-

culties, 694.
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Webb (W. Mark) on the work of the Corre-

sponding Societies Committee, 781.
Webster (Prof. A. G.) on the calculation

of mathematical tables, 27.

Weiss (Prof. F. E.) on the renting of Cin-
chona botanic station in Jamaica, 229.

on the character, work, and mainte-
nance of museums, 262.

*Weiss (Prof. Pierre), new views of mag-
netism, 367.

Wells (A. K.) and Dr. A. H. Cos, the
Ordovician sequence in the Cader Idris
district (Merioneth). 424.

Western shore line in England and Wales,
shift of the, during the Avonian period,
by Dr. A. Vaughan, 429.

Westralia, the central lake^ of. the rela-

tions of, by Prof. J. W. Gregory, 490.
Whipple (F. J. W.), the mechanism of

cyclones, 367.

Whitaker (W.) on the work of the Corre-
sponiin-j Societies Committee, 781.

White (Dr.C. Powell), regeneration of the
tail in the common lizard after auto-
tomy, 472.

* the presence of copper in animal
and vegetable tissues, 688.

White (J. A.), the method and content
of history as a subject of school study,
743.

White (Dr. Jessie) on the character, work,
and maintenance of museums, 262.

Whitehead (Prof. A. N.), time, space,
and relativity, 366.

WiBBERLEY (T.), economics of continuous
cropping, 774.

Willis (Dr. J. G.), fui-ther deductions
from the figm-ea of rarity of the Ceylon
flora. 726.

WiLMOEE (Dr. Albert), the carboniferous
limestone zones of N.E. Lancashire,
427.

Wilson (Prot. Ernest), exposure tests of
light aluminium alloys, 647.

Wilson (J. S.) on stress distributions in
engineering materials, 159.

Wilson (Dr. M.), the life history and
cytology of Tuburcinia primulicola
Rosti-up, 730.

Wilson (William), the musk {Mimuiui
moschatus L.) in Scotland, 730.

I

WiMPERTS (H. E.) on gaseous explosions,

I

158.

Women's education, by Miss Haldane,
752.

j

Wood (A. B.), the military training of

I
youth in schools, 749.

Wood (Prof. T. B.), scientific aid to the
stock-feeder, 772.

Woods (H.) on the preparation of a list of
characteristic fossils, 116.

Woodward (Dr. A. Smith) on the pre-

paration of a list of characteristic fossils,

116.

on the old red sandstone rocks of Kil-
torcan, Ireland, 117.

071 the nomenclator animalium genera
et sub-genera, 147.

Woolnoitgh (Prof. W. G.) on the nomen-
clature of the carboniferous, pernw-car-
boniferous, and permian rocks of tht

southern hemisphere, 263.

Wynne (Prof. W. P.) on the correlation of
crystalline form with molecular structure,

85.

*X-rays and crystal structure, by Prof.
W. H. Bragg and W. L. Bragg, 367.

Xrobb il Ohargin, excavations at, by Dr. T.
Ashby, 208.

Yapp (Prof. R. H.) on the renting of Cin-
chona botanic station in Jamaica, 229.

on the vegetation of Ditcham Park,
Hampshire, 232.

YoTTNG (Prof. Sydney) on dynamic iso-

1
merism, 81.

Zoological collecting in Australia im

1914, by Prof. A. Dendy, 475.
Zoological Section, Address by Prof. E. A.
Minchin to the, 437.

Zoological station at Naples, report on tht

occupation of a table at the, 148.

Zygopteris, an Australian, Mrs. Edith M.
Osborn on, 727.
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1901, Is.
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R. C. Farmer, 1901, Qd.
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Solutions and to the Formation of Oceanic Salt Deposits, by Dr. E. Frankland

Armstrong, 1901, Is.

Our Present Knowledge of Aromatic Diazo-compounds, by Dr. Gilbert Thomas Morgan,

1902, Qd.

The Present Position of the Chemistry of Rubber, by S. S. Pickles, 1906, Qd.

The Present Position of the Chemistry of Gums, by H. Robinson, 1906, 3d.

The Sensitiveness of Indicators, by H. T. Tizard, 1911, 3d.
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Report on Life-zones in the British Carboniferous Rocks, 1901, 6d. ; 1902, 6d. ; 1904,

6a!.

The Formation of ' Rostro-Carinate ' Flints, by Professor W. J. SoUaa, F.R.S., 1913, 3d.

Missing Links among Extinct Animals, by Dr. A. Smith Woodward, 1913, 3d,

Rules of Zoological Nomenclature, Is.

Digest of Observations on the Migration of Birds, made at Lighthouses, by W. Eagle

aarke, 1896, 6d.

Report on the Migratory Habits of the Song-thrush and the White Wagtail, by W,
Eagle aarke, 1900, 6d.

Report on the Migratory Habits of the Skylark and the Swallow, by W. Eagle Clarke,

1901, 6d.

Report on the Migratory Habits of the Fieldfare and the Lapwing, by W. Eagle Clarke,

1902, 6d.

Report on the Migratory Habits of the Fieldfare and the Lapwing, by W. Eagle Clarke,

1903, 6d.

Melanism in Yorkshire Lepidoptera, by G. T. Porritt, 1906, 6d.

Report on the Biological Problems incidental to the Belmullet Whaling Station, 1912,

3a!. ; 1914, Is.

On the Phylogeny of the Carapace, and on the Atiinities of the Leathery Turtle,

Dermochelys coriacea, by Dr. J. Versluys, 1913, 6d.

On the Regulation of Wages by means of Lists in the Cotton Industry :—Spinning

2s. ; Weaving, Is.

Report on Future Dealings m Raw Produce, 1900, Qd.

Report on Women's Labour, 1903, M.
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national Trade, 1904, 6d.
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Second Report on the Development of Graphic Methods in Mechanical Science, 1892, Is.

Report on Planiraetera, by Prof. 0. Henrici, F.R.S., 1894, Is.

Second Report on a Gauge for Small Screws, 1884, reprinted 1895, Gd.

Report on giving practical effect to the Introduction of the British Association Screw

Gauge, 1896, 6d. ; 1901, (id. ; 1903, 6d.

Report on Proposed Modification of the Thread of the B.A. Screw, 1900, 6rf.

Report on the Resistance of Road Vehicles to Traction, 1901, 3d.

The Road Problem, by Sir J. H. A. Macdonald, 1912, 3d.

Standardisation in British Engineering Practice, by Sir John Wolfe-Barry, K.C.B.,

1906, 3d.
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1907. tBaldwin, W^alter. 382 Brunshaw Top, Burnley.
1904. JBalfotjr, The Right Hon. A. J., D.C.L., LL.D., M.P., F.R.S.,

Chancellor of the University of Edinburgh. (President,
1904.) Whittingehame, Prestonkirk, N.B.

1894. JBalfour, Henry, M.A. (Pres. H, 1904.) Langley Lodge,
Headington Hill, Oxford.

1905. JBalfour, Mrs. H. Langley Lodge, Headington Hill, Oxford.
1875. JBalfotir, Isaac Bayley, M.A., D.Sc, M.D.. F.R.S., F.R.S.E.,

F.L.S. (Pres. D, 1894 ; Pres. K, 1901), Professor of Botany in

the University of Edinburgh. Inverleith House, Edinburgh.
1883. JBalfour, Mrs. I. Bayley. Inverleith House, Edinburgh.

1905. IBalfour, Mrs. J. Dawyck, Stobo, N.B.
1905. JBalfour, Lewis. 11 Norham-gardens, Oxford.

1905. JBalfour, Miss Vera B. Dawyck, Stobo, N.B.
1878. *Ball, Sir Charles Bent, Bart., M.D., Regius Professor of Surgery in

the University of Dublin. 24 Merrion-square, Dublin.

1913. *Ball, Sidney, M.A. St. John's College, Oxford.

1908. JBall, T. Elrington. 6 Wilton-place, Dublin.

1883. *Ball, W. W. Rourie, M.A. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1914. JBalsillie, J. Greene. P.M.G.'s Department, Melbourne.

1890. %Bamjord, Professor Harry, M.Sc. 30 Falkland-mansions, Glasgow.

1909. jBampfield, Mrs. E. 309 Donald-street, Winnipeg, Canada.

1912. *Bancroft, Miss Nellie, D.Sc, F.L.S. 260 Normanton-road, Derby.

1898. JBannerman, W. Bruce, F.S.A. 4 The Waldrons, Croydon.

1909. JBaragar, Charles A. University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada,
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1910. {Barber, Miss Mary. 13 Temple Fortune Court, Hendon, N.W.
1890. *Barber-Starkey, W. J. S. Aldenham Park, Bridgnorth, Salop.

1861. *Barbour, George. Bolesworth Castle, Tattenhall, Chester.

1915. §BABCLAy, R. Noton. 35 ^^'^litworth-street West, Manchester.
1860. *Barclay, Robert. High Leigh, Hoddesdon, Herts.

1887. *Barclay, Robert. Sedgley New Hall, Prestwich, Manchester.
1902. JBarcroft, H., D.L. The Glen, Newry, Co. Down.
1902. JBarckoft, Joseph, M.A., B.Sc, F.R.S. King's College, Cambridge.
1911. {Barger, George, M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry in the Royal

HoUoway College. Malahide, Englefield Green, Surrey.
1904. §Barker, B. T. P., M.A., Professor of Agricultural Biology "in the

University of Bristol. Penswood, Long Ashton, Bristol.

1906. *Barker, Geoffrey Palgrave. Henstead Hall, Wrentham, Suffolk.

1899. §Barker, John H., M.Inst.C.E. Adderley Park Rolling Mills.

Birmingham.
1882. *Barker, Miss J. M. Sunny Bank, Scalby, Scarborough.
1910. *Barker, Raymond Inglis Palgrave. Henstead Hall, Wrentham,

Suffolk.

1913. §BARLmQ, Dr. Gilbert. Blythe Court, Norfolk-road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.

1909. JBarlow, Lieut. -Colonel G. N. H. Care of Messrs. Cox & Co ,

16 Charing Cross, S.W.
1889. JBarlow, H. W. L., M.A., M.B., F.C.S. The Park Hospital, Hither

Green, S.E.

1885. *Barlo\v, Williaji. F.R.S., F.G.S. The Red House, Great Stan-
more.

1905. *Bamard, Miss Annie T., M.D., B.Sc. Care of W. Barnard, Esq.,
3 New-court, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

1881. '^Barnard, William, LL.B. 3 New-court, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.
1901 JBarnes, Rev. E. W., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S. The Temple, E.C.
1907. §Barnes, Professor H. T., Sc.D., F.R.S. McGill University,

Montreal, Canada.
1915. §Barne3, Jonathan. 301 Great Clowes-street, Higher Broughton.
1909. *Barnett, Miss Edith A. Holm Leas, Worthing.
1913. §Barnett, Thomas G. The HolUes, Upper Clifton-road, Sutton

Coldfield.

1881. |Barr, Archibald, D.Sc, M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1912.) Caxton-
street, Anniesland, Glasgow.

1902. *Barr, Mark. Gloucester-mansions, Harrington-gardens, S. W.
1904. {Barrett, Arthur. 6 Mortimer-road, Cambridge.
1872. *Barrett, Sir W. F., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., M.R.LA. 6 De Vesci-

terrace, Kingstown, Co. Dublin.

1874. *Barrington-Ward, Rev. Mark J., M.A., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. The
Rectory, Duloe S.O., Cornwall.

1893. *Barrow, George, F.G.S. 202 Brecknock-road, Tufnell Park, N.
1913. {Barrow, Harrison. 57 Wellington-street, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1913. {Barrow, Louis. 155 Middleton Hall-road, King's Norton.
1913. {Barrow, Walter. 13 Ampton-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1908. {Barry, Gerald H. Wiglin Glebe, Carlow, Ireland.

1884. *Barstow, Miss Frances A. Garrow Hill, near York.
1890. *Bar8tow, J. J. Jackson. The Lodge, Weston-super-Mare.
1890. *Barstow, Mrs. The Lodge, Weston-super-Mare.
1892. {Bartholomew, John George, F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. Newington

House, Edinburgh.
1858. *Bartholomew, William Hamond, M.Inst.C.E. Ridgeway House,

Cumberland-road, Hyde Park, Leeds.
1909. {Bartleet, Arthur M. 138 Hagley-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
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1909. {Bartlett, C. Bank of Hamilton-building, Winnipeg, Canada.
1914. JBarton, E. C. City Electric Lio;ht Company, Brisbane, Australia.

1893. *Barton, Edwin 11., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., Professor of Experimental
Physics in University College, Nottingham.

1908. JBarton, Rev. Walter John, M.A., F.R.G.S. Epsom College,

Surrey.

1904. *Bartrum, C. 0., B.Sc. 32 Willoughby-road, Hampstead, InT.W.

1888. *Basset, a. B.,M.A., F.R.S. Fledborough Hall, Holyport, Berkshire.

1891. JBassett, A. B. Cheverell. Llandaff.

1866. *Bassett, Henry. 26 Belitha-villas, Barnsbury, N,
1911. *Bassett, Henry, jun., D.Sc., Ph.D. University College, Reading.
1889, JBastable, Professor C. F., M.A., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1894.)

52 Brighton-road, Rathgar, Co. Dublin.

1912. |Bastian, Staff-Surgeon William, R.N. Chesham Bois, Bucking-
hamshire.

1883. JBateman, Sir A. E., K.C.M.G. Woodhouse, Wimbledon Park, S.W.
1905. *Bateman, Mrs. F. D. The Rectory, Minchinhampton.
1007. *Bateman, Harry. Lake-avenue, Govans, Md., U.S.A.
1914. |Bates, Mrs. Daisy M. 210 Punt-road, Prahran, Victoria.

1884. JBateson, Professor William, M.A., F.R.S. (President, 1914;

Pres. D, 1904.) The Manor House, Merton, Surrey.

1914. JBateson, Mrs. The Manor House, Merton, Surrey.

1881. *Bather, Francis Arthur, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S. British

Museum (Natural History), S.W.
1915. §Batho, C3Til, Professor of Applied Mechanics in McGill University,

Montreal.

1906. §Batty, Mrs. Braithwaite. Ye Gabled House, The Parks, Oxford.

1904. fBaugh, J. H. Agar. 92 Hatton-garden, E.G.

1909. JBawlf, Nicholas. Assiniboine-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.

1913. §Bawtree, A. E., F.R.P.S. Lynton, Manor Park-road, Sutton,

Surrey.

1912. *Baxter, Miss Evelyn V. Roselea, Kirkton of Largo, Fife.

1912. *Bayliss, W. M., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1915), Professor of

General Physiology in University College, London, W.C.
1914. JBayly, P. G. W. Mines Department, Melbourne.

1876. *Baynes, Robert E., M.A. Christ Church. Oxford.

1887. *Baynes, Mrs. R. E. 2 Norham-gardens, Oxford.

1883. *Bazley, Gardner S. Hatherop Castle, Fairford, Gloucestershire.

Bazley, Sir Thomas Sebastian, Bart., M.A. Kilmorio, Usham-
drive, Torquay, Devon.

1914. §Beach, Henry, J.P. Clonesslea, Herbert-street, Dulwich Hill,

Sydney.
1909. *Beadnell, H. J. Llewellyn, F.G.S. Hafod, Llandmam, Mont-

gomeryshire.

1905. JBeare, Miss Margaret Pierrepont. 10 Regent-terrace, Edinburgh.

1889. §Beabe, Professor T. Hudson, B.Sc, F.R.S.E., M.Inst.CE. The
University, Edinburgh.

1905. JBeare, Mrs. T. Hudson. 10 Regent-terrace, Edinburgh.

1904. tBeasley, H. C. 25a Prince Alfred-road, Wavertree, Liverpool.

1905. JBeattie, Professor J. C, D.Sc, F.R.S.E. South African College,

Cape Town.
1900. JBeaumont, Professor Roberts, M.I.Mech.E. The University, Leeds.

1885. *Beaumont, W. W., M.Inst.CE. Outer Temple, 222 Strand, W.C.

1914. JBeaven, E. S. Eastney, Warminster.

1914. JBeaven, Miss M. J. Eastney, Warminster.

1887. *Beckett, John Hampden. Corbar Hall, Buxton, Derbyshire.

1904. §Beckit, H. 0. Cheney Cottage, Headington, Oxford.
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1885. JBeddard, Frank E., M.A., P.R.S., F.Z.S., Prosector of the

Zoological Society of London, Regent's Park, N.W.
1911. JBeddow, Fred, D.Sc, Ph.D. 2 Pier-mansions, Southsea.

1915. §Bedford, Fred, Ph.D., B.Sc. Dovercourt, He.slington-lane, York.

1904. *Bedford, T. G., M.A. 13 Warkworth-street, Cambridge.
1891. JBedlington, Richard. Gadlys House, Aberdare.

1878. JBedson, p. Phillips, D.Sc, F.C.S. (Local Secretary, 1889,

1916), Professor of Chemistry in Armstrong College, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne.

1901. *Beilby, G. T., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1905.) 11 University-

gardens, Glasgow.
1905. JBeilby, Hubert. 11 University-gardens, Glasgow.
1914. §Belas, PhiHp E., B.A. University CoUege, Cork.

1891. *Belinfante, L. L., M.Sc, Assist. Sec. G.S. BurHngton House, W.
1909. JBelLjC. N (Local Sec. 1909.) 121 Carlton-street, Winnipeg, Canada.
1894. {Bell, F. Jeffrey, M.A., F.Z.S. British Museum (Natural History),

S.W.
1900. *Bell, Henry Wilkinson. Beech Cottage, Rawdon, near Leeds.

1883. *Bell, John Henry. 102 Leyland-road, Southport.
1915. §Bell, S. B. 116 Cornbrook-street, Old Trafford.

1888. *Bell, Walter George, M.A. Trinity Hall, Cambridge.
1914. JBeU, WiUiam Reid, M.Inst.C.E. Burnie, Tasmania.
1908. *Bellamy, Frank Arthur, M.A., F.R.A.S. University Observatory,

Oxford.

1904. JBellars, A. E. Magdalene College, Cambridge.
1913. *BeUiss, John, M.I.M.E. Darliaghurst, Carpenter-road, Edgbaston.

Birmingham.
1883. *Bennett, Laurence Henry. The Elms, Paignton, South Devon.
1901. JBennett, Professor Peter. 207 Bath-street, Glasgow.
1909. *Bennett, R. B.. K.C. Calgary. Alberta, Canada.
1909. {Benson, Miss C. C. Terralta, Port Hope, Ontario, Canada.
1903. §Benson, D. E. Queenwood, 12 Irton-road, Southport.
1901. *Benson, Miss Margaret J., D.Sc. Royal HoUoway College,

Englefield Green.
1914. JBenson, W. Killara, Sydney, N.S.W.
1887. *Benson, Mrs. W. J. 5 Wellington-court, Knightsbridge, S.W.
1898. *Bent, Mrs. Theodore. 13 Great Cumberland-place, W.
1904. JBentley, B. H., M.A., Professor of Botany in the University of

Sheffield.

1905. *Bentley, Wilfred. The Dene, Kirkheaton, Huddersfield.
1908. XBenton, Mrs. Evelyn M. Kingsweary Hale, Altrincham, Cheshire.

1896. *Bergin, William, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in Uni-
versity College, Cork.

1894. §Berkeley, The Earl of, F.R.S., F.C.S. (Council, 1909-10.)
Foxcombe, Boarshill, near Abingdon.

1905. *Bernacchi, L. C, F.R.G.S. 54 Inverness-terrace, W.
1906. *Bernays, Albert Evan. 3 Priory-road, Kew, Surrey.

1898. §Berridge, Miss C. E. 48 Stratford-road, Marloes-road, Kensing-
ton, W.

1894. *Bekridge, Douglas, M.A., F.C.S. The College, Malvern.
1908. Berridge, Miss Emily M. Duntoa Lodge, The Knoll, Beckenham.
1914. §Berridge, Miss Isabel. 7 The Eaioll, Beckenham, Kent.
1908. *Berry, Arthur J. 14 Regent-street, Cambridge.
1904. §Berry, Professor R. A., F.I.C. West of Scotland Agricultural

College, 6 Blythswood-square, Glasgow.
1914. §Berry, Professor R. J. A., M.D. The University, Carlton, Mel-

bourne.
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1905. JBertrand, Captain Alfred. Champel, Geneva.
1862. fBESANT, William Henry, M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S. St. John's CoUege,

Cambridge.
1913. JBethune-Baker. G. T. 19 Clarendon-road, Edgbaston, Birming-

ham.
1880. *Bevan, Rev. James Oliver, M.A., F.S.A., F.G.S. Chillenden

Rectory, Canterbury.
1884. *Bcverley, Michael, M.D. The Shrubbery, Scole, Norfolk.
1913. JBewlay, Hubert. The Lindens, Moaeley, Birmingham.
1903. JBickerdike, C. F. 1 Boverney-road, Honor Oak Park, S.E.
1870. JBicketon, Professor A. W. 18 Pembridge-mansions, Moscow-

road, W.
1888. *Bidder, George Parker. Savile Club, Piccadilly, W.
1910. XBiddlecombe, A. 50 Grainger-street, NewcasUe-on-Tyne.
1911. JBiLES, Sir JoHK H., LL.D., D.Sc. (Pres. G, 1911), Professor of

Naval Architecture in the University of Glasgow. 10 Uni-
versit)'-gardens, Glasgow.

1898. JBillington, Charles. Heimath, Longport, Staffordshire.

1901. *Bilsland, Sir William, Bart., J.P. 28 Park-circus, Glasgow.
1908. *Bilton, Edward Barnard. Graylands, Wimbledon Common, S.W.
1887. *Bindloss, James B. Elm Bank, Buxton.
1881. IBiNxiE, Sir Alexander R., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. (Pres. G, 1900.)

77 Ladbroke-grove. W.
1910. *Birchenough, C, M.A. 8 Severn-road, Sheffield.

1887. *Birley, H. K. Penrhyn, Irlams-o'-th'-Height, Manchester.
1915. *Birley, J. Harold. Cambridge-street, Manchester.
1913. JBirtwistle, G. Pembroke College, Cambridge.
1904. JBishop, A. W. Edwinstowe, Chaucer-road, Cambridge.
1911. *Bishop, Major C. F., R.A. The Castle, Tynemouth, Northumber-

land.

1906. JBishop, J. L. Yarrow Lodge, Waldegrave-road, Teddington.
1910. JBisset, John. Thornhill, Insch, Aberdeenshire.
1886. *Bixby, General W. H. 735 Southern-building, Washington, U.S.A.
1914. *Black, S. G. Glenonniston, Gleiiormiston South, Victoria.

1909. JBlack, W. J., Principal of Manitoba Agricultural College, Winnipeg,
Canada.

1901. §Black. W. P. M. 136 Wellington-street, Glasgow.
1903. *Blackman, F.F., M.A.. D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. K, 1908.) St. John's

College, Cambridge.
1908. +BLACKMAN, Professor V. H., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S. Imperial College

of Science and Technology, S.W.
1913. §Blackwell, Miss Elsie M., M.Sc. 16 Stanley-avenue, Birkdale,

Southport.
1913. JBladen, W. Wells. Stone, Staffordshire.

1909. JBlaikie, Leonard, M.A. Civil Service Commission, Burlington-

gardens, W.
1910. JBlair, Sir R., M.A. London County Council, Spring-gardens, S.W.
1902. JBlake, Robert P., F.I.C. Queen's College, Belfast.

1914. JBlakemore, Mrs. D. M. Wawona, Cooper-street, Burwood,
N.S.W.

1914. §Blakemnrc, G. H. Wawf)na, Cooper-street, Burwood, N.S.W.
1900. *BlamircB, Jo.seph. Bradley Lodge, Huddersfield.

1905. JBlamires, Mrs. Bradley Lodge. Huddersfield.

1904. JBlano, Dr. Gian Alberto. Istituto Fisico, Rome.
1915. §Bland, J. Arthur. Thornficld, Baxter-road, Sale.

1884. *Blandy, William Charles, M.A. 1 Friar-street, Reading.

1887. "^Bles, Edward J., M.A., D.Sc. Elterholm, Madingley-road, Cam-
bridge.
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1884. *Blish, William G. Niles, Mchigan, U.S.A.

1913. JBlofield, Rev. S., B.A. Saltley College, Birmingham.
1902. tBlount, Bertram, F.I.C. 76 & 78 York-street, Westminster, S.W.
1888. JBloxsom, Martin, B.A., M.Inst.C.E. 4 Lansdowne-road, Crump-

sail Green, Manchester.

1909. JBlumfield, Joseph, M.D. 35 Harley-street, W.
1887. *Boddington, Henry. Pownall Hall, Wilmslow, Manchester.

1908. |BoEDDioKEB, Otto, Ph.D. Birr Castle Observatory, Birr,

Ireland.

1915. §Bohr, N. Ph5'-sical Laboratory, The University, Manchester.

1887. *Bois8evain, Gideon Maria. 4 Tesselschade-straat, Amsterdam.
1911. JBoUand, B. G. C. Department of Agriculture, Cairo, Egypt.
1898. §BoLTON, H., M.Sc, F.R.S.E. The Museum, Queen's-road, Bristol.

1894. §BoLTON, John, F.R.G.S. 22 Hawes-road, Bromley, Kent.

1898. *BoNAB, James, M.A., LL.D. (Pres. P, 1898; Council, 1899-1905.)
The Mint, Ottawa, Canada.

1909, JBonar, Thomson, M.D. 114 Via Babuino, Piazza di Spagna,
Rome.

1912. *Bond, C, I., F.R.C.S. Sprmgfield-road, Leicester.

1914. JBond, Mrs. C. I. Springfield-road, Leicester.

1909. JBond, J. H. R., M.B. 167 Donald-street, Winnipeg, Canada.
1908. JBoNE, Professor W. A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1915; Council,

1915- .) Imperial College of Science and Technology, S.W.
1913. XBonnar, W., LL.B., Ph.D. Hotel Cecil, Strand. W.C.
1871. *BoNNEy, Rev. Thomas Geosqe, Sc.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A.,

F.G.S. (President, 1910; Seceetary, 1881-85; Pres, C,

1886.) 9 Scroope-terrace, Cambridge.
1911. JBonny, W. Naval Store OflSce, The Dockyard, Portsmouth.
1888. JBoon, WiUiam. Coventry.

1893. {Boot, Sir Jesse. Carlyle House, 18 Burns-street, Nottingham.
1890. *BooTH, Right Hon. Charles, ScD., F.R.S., F.S.S. 28 Campden

House Court. Kensington, W.
1883. JBooth, James. Hazelhurst, Turton.

1910. §Booth, John, M.C.E., B.Sc. The Gables, Berkeley-street, Haw-
thorn, Victoria, Australia.

1883. JBoothroyd, Benjamin. Weston-super-Mare.

1901. *Boothroyd, Herbert E., M.A., B.Sc. Sidney Sussex College, Cam-
bridge.

1912. tBorgmann, Professor J. J., D.Ph., LL.D. Physical Institute,

The University, Petrograd.

1882. §BoRNS, Henry, Ph.D. 5 Sutton Court-road, Chiswick, W.
1901. JBorradaile, L. A., M.A. Selwyn College, Cambridge.
1903. *BosANQTjET, ROBERT C, M.A., Profcssor of Classical Archaeology

in the University of Liverpool. Institute of Archaeology,
40 Bedford-street, Liverpool.

1896. JBose, Professor J. C, CLE., M.A., D.Sc. Calcutta, India.

1881. §BoTHAMLEY, Chables H., M.Sc, F.I.C, F.C.S., Education
Secretary, Somerset County Council, Weston-super-Mare.

1871. *BoTTOMLEY, James THOMSON, M. A., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E.,
F.C.S. 13 University-gardens, Glasgow.

1884. *Bottomley, Mrs. 13 University-gardens, Glasgow.
1892. *BoTTOMLEY, W. B., M.A., Professor of Botany in King's Collet^e.

' Strand, W.C.
1909. JBoulenger, C. L., M.A., D.Sc. The University, Birmingham.
1905. tBoULENOEB, G. A., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1905.) 8 Courtfield-

road, S.W.
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1905. JBoulenger, Mrs. 8 Courtfield-road, S.W,
1903. §BouLTON, W. S., D.Sc, F.G.S., Professor of Geology in the Uni-

versity of Birmingliam.
1911. JBourdillon, R. Balliol College, Oxford.
1883. .tBouRNE. Sir A. G., K.C.I.E., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S. Middlepark,

Paignton, South Devon.
1914. §Boume, Lady. Middlepark, Paignton, South Devon.
1893. *BouRNE, G. C., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. D, 1910 ; Council,

1903-09 ; Local Sec. 1894), Linacre Professor of Comparative
Anatomy in the University of Oxford. Savile House, Mans-
field-road, Oxford.

1904. *BousfieId, E. G. P. St. Swithin's, Hendon, N.W.
1913. JBowater, Sir W. H. Elm House, Arthur-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1913. JBowator, William. 20 Russcll-road, Moseley, Birmingham.
1881. *BowER, F. 0., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1898,

1914 ; Council, 1900-OG), Regius Professor of Botany in the
University of Glasgow.

1898. *Bowker, Arthur Frank, F.R.G.S., F.G.S. Whitehill, Wrotham,
Kent.

1908. §Bowles, E. Augustus, M.A., F.L.S. Myddelton House, VValtham
Cross, Herts.

1898. JBowLEY, A. L., M.A. (Pres. F, 1906; Council, 1906-11.) North-
court-avenue, Reading.

1880. JBowly, Christopher. Cirencester.

1887. JBowly, Mrs. Christopher. Cirencester.

1899. *BowMAN, Herbert Lister, M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S., Professor of
Mineralogy in the University of Oxford. Magdalen College,

Oxford.
1899. *Bowman, John Herbert. Greenham Common, Newbury.
1887. §Box, Alfred Marshall. 14 Magrath- avenue, Cambridge.
1901. JBoyd, David T. Rhinsdale, Ballieston, Lanark.
1915. *Boyd, H. de H. Care of Southern Cotton Oil Conipany, Traft'ord

Park, Manchester.
1892. |BoYS, Charles Vernon, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1903 ; Council, 1893-99,

1905-08.) 66 Victoria-street, S.W.
1872. *Brabrook, Sir Edward, C.B., F.S.A. (Pres. H, 1898 ; Pres. F,

1903 ; Council, 1903-10, 1911- .) Langham House, WaUing-
ton, Surrey.

1894. *Braby, Ivon. Helena, Alan-road, Wimbledon, S.W.
1915. §Bradlev, F. E., M.A. Bank of England-chambers, Manchester.
1893. JBradley, F. L. Ingleside, Malvern Wells.

1904. *Bradley, Gustav. Council OflSces, Goole.

1903. *Bradlcy, 0. Charnock, D.Sc, M.D., F.R.S.E. Royal Veterinary
College, Edinburgh.

1892. {Bradshaw, W. Carisbrooke House, The Park, Nottingham.
1863. JBrady, George S., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. Park Hurst, Endchffe,

Sheffield.

1911. §Bbagg, W. H., M.A., F.R.S. (Council, 1913- ), Professor of

Physics in the University of Leeds.
1905. §Brakhan, A. 6 Montague-mansions, Portman-square, W.
1906. JBranfield, Wilfrid. 4 Victoria-villas, Upperthorpe, Sheffield.

1885. *Bratby, William, J.P. Alton Lodge, Lancaster Park, Harrogate.
1905. JBrausewetter, Miss. Roedean School, near Brighton.

1909. §Bremner, Alexander, 38 New Broad-street, E.G.
1905. IBremner, R. S. Westminster-chambers, Dale-street, Liverpool.

1905. JBremner, Stanley. Westminster-chambers, Dale-street, IJverpool.
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1913. *Breiichley, Miss Winifred E., D.Sc, F.L.S. Eothamsted Ex-
perimental Station, Harpenden, Herts.

1902. *Brereton, Cloudesley. 7 Lyndhurst-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1909. *Breton, Miss Adela C. Care of Lloyd's Bank, Bath,

1905. §Brewis, E. 27 Winchelsea-road, Tottenham, N.

1908. JBrickwood, Sir John. Branksmere, Southsea.

1907. *Bridge, Henry Hamilton. Fairfield House, Droxford, Hants.

1912. tBridgman, F. J., F.L.S. Zoological Department, University

College, W.C.
1913. JBrierley, Leonard H. 11 Ampton-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1913. §Briggs, W. Friars Croft, Park-drive, Hale, Cheshire.

1904. *Briggs, William, M.A., LL.D., F.R.A.S. Burhngton House, Cam-
bridge.

1909. *Briggs, Mrs. WiUiam. Owlbrigg, Cambridge.

1908. JBrindley, H. H. 4 Devana-terrace, Cambridge.

1893. IBriscoe, Albert E., B.Sc., A.R.C.Sc. The Hoppet, Little Baddow,
Chelmsford.

1904. JBriscoe, J. J. Bourn Hall, Bourn, Cambridge.

1905. §Briscoe, Miss. Bourn Hall, Boiu:n, Cambridge.

1898. JBristol, The Right Rev. G. F. Browne, D.D., Lord Bishop of.

17 The Avenue, Chfton, Bristol.

1879. *Brittain, W. H., J.R, F.R.G.S. Storth Oaks, Sheffield.

1905. *Broadwood, Brigadier-General E. G. The Deodars, Bloemfontein,

South Africa,

1905. JBrock, Dr. B. G. P.O. Box 216, Germiston, Transvaal.

1907. JBrockington, W. A., M.A. Birstall, Leicester.

1915. §Brocklehurst, F. 33 King-street, Manchester.

1901. JBrodie, T. G., M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Physiology in the

University of Toronto. The University, Toronto, Canada.

1883. *Brodie-Hall, Miss W. L. Havenwood, Peaslake, Gomshall, Surrey.

1903. JBrodrick, Harold, M.A., P.G.S. (Local Sec. 1903.) 7 Aughton-
road, Birkdale, Southport.

1913. JBrodrick, Mrs. Harold. 7 Aughton-road, Birkdale, Southport.

1904. JBromwich, T. J. I'A., M.A., F.R.S. 1 Selwyn-gardens, Cambridge.

1906. tBrook, Stanley. 18 St. George's-place, York.

1911. §Brooke, Colonel Charles K., F.R.G.S. Army and Navy Club, Pall

Mall, S.W.
1915. §Brooks, Colin. 7 Cedar-street, Southport.

1906. *Brooks, F. T. 31 Tenison-avenue, Cambridge.

1883. *Brough, Mrs. Charles S. 4 Spencer-road, Southsea.

1886. JBrough, Joseph, LL.D., Professor of Logic and Philosophy in Uni-

versity College, Aberystwyth.

1913. §Brown, Professor A. J., M.Sc, F.R.S. West Heath House, North-

field, Birmingham.
1905. JBrown, A. R. Tiinity College, Cambridge.

1863. *Beown, Alexander Crum, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E.,

V.P.C.S. (Pres. B, 1874; Local See. 1871.) 8 Belgrave-

crescent, Edinburgh.

1883. JBrown, Mrs. Ellen F. Campbell. 27 Abercromby-square, Liver-

pool.

1905. §Brown, Professor Ernest WiUiam, M.A., D.So., F.R.S. Yale Uni-

versity, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

1914. §Brown, F. G., B.A., B.Sc. Naval College, North Geelong, Victoria.

1903. IBrown, F. W. 6 RawUnson-road, Southport.

1914. J Brown, Rev. George, D.D. Kinawanua, Gordon, N.S.W.

1870. §Brown, Horace T., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. B, 1899 ; Council,

1904-11.) 52 Nevern-square, S.W.
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1881. *Brown, John, M.D. Liesbreek-road, Mowbray, Cape of Good
Hope.

1895. *BrowTi, John Charles. 39 Burlington-road, Sherwood, Notting-
ham.

1882. *Biown, Mrs. Mary. Liesbreek-road. Mowbray, Cape of Good Hope.
1901. JBrown, Professor R. N. Rudmoso, D.Sc. The University, SheflBeld.
1908. §Brown, Sidney G. 52 Kensmgton Park-road, W.
1905. §Brown, Mrs. Sidney G. 52 Kensington Park-road. W.
1910. *Brown, Sidney J. R. 52 Kensington Park-road, W.
1912. JBrown, T. Graham. The University, Liverpool.
1884. JBrown, W. G. University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, U.S.A.
1908. JBrown, William, B.Sc. 48 Dartmouth -square, Dubhn.
1912. JBrown, Dr. William. Thornheld, Horley, Surrey.
1906. JBrowne, Charles E., B.So. Christ's Hospital, West Horsham.
1900. *Bkownb, Frank Bauoue, M.A., F.R.S.E., F.Z.S. 26 Barton-

road, Cambridge,
1908. JBrowne, Rev. Henry, M.A., Professor of Greek in University

College, Dublin.

1895. *Broivne, H. T. Doughty. 6 Kensington House, Kensington-court, W.
1879. JBeownb, Sir J. Ceichton, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. 41 Hans-

place, S.W.
1905. *Browne, James Stark, F.R. A.S. Hanmer House, Mill Hill Park, \\.
1883. JBrowning, Oscar, M.A. King's College, Cambridge.
1912. §Browning, T. B., M.A. 18 Bury-street, Bloomsbury, W.C.
1905. §Bruce, Surgeon-General Sir David, A.M.S., C.B., F.R.S. (Pre.s. I.

1905.) Royal Army Medical College, Grosvenor-road, S.W^.
1905. JBruce, Lady. 3p Artillery-mansions, Victoria-street, S.W.
1893. JBeuce, William S., LL.D., F.R.S.E. Scottish Oceanographical

Laboratory, Surgeons' Hall, Edinburgh.
1900. *Brumm, Charles. Edendale, ^\liaUey-road, Mialley Range, Man-

chester.

1896. "^Brunner, Right Hon. Sir J. T., Bart. SOverlands, Chertsey.
1868. JBeunton, Sir T. Laudee, Bart., M.D., Sc.D., F.R.S. (Council,

1908-12.) 1 De V.'alden -court. New Cavendish-street, W.
1897. "^Brush, Charles F. Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
1880. "^Bbyan, G. H., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics in University

College, Bangor.
1894. JBryan, Mrs. R. P. Plas Gwyn, Bangor.
1884. *Bbyce, Rev. Professor Geoeqe, D.D., LL.D. Kilmadock, Winni-

peg, Canada.
1909. JBryce, Thomas H., M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the University

of Glasgow. 2 The College, Glasgow.
1902. *Bubb, Miss E. Maude. UUenwood, near Cheltenham.
1890. §Bubb, Henry. UUenwood, near Cheltenham.
1902. "^Buchanan, Miss Florence, D.Sc. University Museum, Oxford.
1905. JBuchanan, Hon. Sir John. Clareinch, Claremont, Cape Town.
1909. JBuchanan, W. W. P.O. Box 1658, Winnipeg, Canada.
1914. JBuck, E. J. Menzies' Hotel, Melbourne.

1913. JBuckland, H. T. 21 Yateley-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1884. *Buckmaster, Charles Alexander, M.A., F.C.S. 16 Heathfield-road.

Mill HiU Park, W.
1904. JBuckwell, J. C. North Gate House, Pavilion, Brighton.

1893. §Bulleid, Arthdr, F.S.A. Dymboro, Midsomer Norton, Bath.

1913. "^Bulleid, C. H. University College, Nottingham.
1913. *Buller, A. H. Reginald, Professor of Botany in the University

of Manitoba, Winnipeg.
1909. JBtjLYEA, The Hon. G. H. V. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

1915. B
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1914. JBundey, Miss E. M. Molesworth-street, North Adelaide, South
Australia.

1905. JBurbury, Mrs. A. A. 15 Melbury-road, W.
1905. fBurbury, Miss A. D. 15 Melbury-road, W.
1881. Burdett-Coutts, William Lehmann, M.P. 1 Stratton-street, Picca-

dilly, W.
1905. JBtjbdon, E. K., M.A. Ikenhilde, Koyston, Herts.

1913. fBurfield, Stanley Thomas. Zoology Department, The University,

Liverpool.

1913. *Burgess, J. Howard. Shide, Newport, Isle of Wight.

1894. JBuRKB, John B. B. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1884. *Burland, Lieut. -Colonel Jeffrey H. 342 Sherbrooke-street West,

Montreal, Canada.

1915. §BurUn, Adolph L., Ph.D. 231 Brimswick-streot, Cliorlton-on-

Medlock, Manchester.

1899. JBurls, H. T., F.G.S. 2 Verulam-buildings, Gray's Inn, W.C.
1904. JBurn, R. H. 21 Stanley-crescent, Notting-hill, W.
1909. IBurns, F. D. 203 Morley-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.

1914. *Burns, Colonel James. Gowan Brae, Parramatta, N.S.W.

1908. JBumside, W. Snow, D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics in the Uni-

versity of Dublin. 35 Raglan-road, Dublin.

1905. JBurroughes, James S., F.R.G.S. The Homestead, Seaford, Sussex.

1909. {Burrows, Theodore Arthur. 187 Kennedy-street, Winnipeg,
Canada.

1910. JBurt, Cyril. L.C.C. Education Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.C.

1894. {Burton, C. V. Boar's Hill, Oxford.

1909. {Burton, E, F. 129 Howland-avenue, Toronto, Canada.

1911. {Burton, J. H. Agriculture Office, Weston-super-Mare.

1892. {Burton-Brown, Colonel A., F.G.S. Royal Societies Club, St.

James's-street, S.W.
1904. {Burtt, Arthur H., D.Sc. 4 South View, Holgate, York.

1906. {Burtt, Phihp. Swarthmore, St. George's-place, York.

1909. {Burwash, E, M., M.A. New Westminster, British Columbia,

Canada.
1887. *Bury, Henry. Mayfield House, Farnham, Surrey.

1899. {Bush, Anthony. 43 Portland-road, Nottingham.

1895. {Bushe, Colonel C. K., F.G.S. 19 Cromwell-road, S.W.

1908. *Bushell, W. F. Rossall School, Fleetwood.

1910. {Butcher, Miss. 25 Earl's Court-square, S.W.

1884. *Butcher, William Deane, M.R.C.S.Eng. Holyrood, 5 Cleveland-

road, Eahng, W.
1913. *Butler, W. Waters. Southfield, Norfolk-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1915. *Butterworth, Charles F. Waterloo, Poyntou, Cheshire.

1884. *Butterworth, W. Carisbrooke, Rhin-road, Colwyn Bay, North
Wales.

1887. *Buxton, J. H. Clumber Cottage, Montague-road, Felixstowe.

1899. {Byles, Arthur R. ' Bradford Observer,' Bradford, Yorkshire.

1913. §Cadbury, Edward. Westholme, Selly Oak, Birmingham.

1913. {Cadbury, W. A. Wast Hills, King's Norton.

1892. {Cadell, H. M., B.Sc, F.R.S.E. Grange, Linlithgow.

1913. {Cadman, John, C.M.G.. D.Sc, Professor of Minmg in the University

of Birmingham. 61 Wellington-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1913. {Cadman. Lieutenant W. H., B.Sc. Bryncliffe Lodge. Little Orme,

Llandudno.
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1913. JCahill, J. R. 49 Hanover Gate-mansions, Regent's Park, N.W.
1912. §Caine, Nathaniel. Spital, Cheshire.

1861. *Caird, Sir James Key, Bart., LL.D. 8 Magdalen Yard-road,
Dundee.

1901. JCaldwell, Hugh. Blackwood, Newport, Monmouthshire.
1907. jCaldwell, K. S. St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E.C.
1897. JCallendar, Hugh L., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1912;

Council, 1900-06), Professor of Physics in the Imperial
College of Science and Technology, S.W.

1911. JCalman, W. T., D.Sc. British Museum (Natural History), Crom-
well-road, S.W.

1914. JCambage, R. H., P.L.S. Department of Mines, Sydnej', N.S.W.
1911. {Cameron, Alexander T. Physiological Department, University of

Manitoba, Winnipeg.
1857. {Cameron, Sir Charles A., C.B., M.D. 51 Pembroke-road, Dublin.
1909. {Cameron, D. C. 65 Roslyn-road, Winnipeg, Canada.
1896. §Cameron, Irving H., LL.D., Professor of Surgery in the University

of Toronto. 307 Sherbourne-street, Toronto, Canada.
1909. {Cameron, Hon. Mr. Justice J. D. Judges' Chambers, Winnipeg,

Canada.
1901. §Campbell, Archibald. Park Lodge, Albert-drive, Pollokshielda,

Glasgow.
1897. {Campbell, Colonel J. C. L. Achalader, Blairgowrie, N.B.
1909. *Campbell, R. J. Holdenhurst, Hendon-avenue, Church End,

Finchley, N.
1909. {Campbell, Mrs. R. J. Holdenhurst, Hendon-avenue, Church

End, Finchley, N.
1902. {Campbell, Robert. 21 Great Victoria-street, Belfast.

1912. {Campbell, Dr. Robert. Geological Department, The University,
Edinburgh.

1890. {Cannan, Professor Edwin, M.A., LL.D., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1902.)
11 Chadlington-road, Oxford.

1905. {Cannan, Gilbert. King's College, Cambridge.
1897. § Cannon, Herbert. Alconbury, Bexley Heath, Kent.
1904. {Capell, Rev. G. M. Passenham Rectory, Stony Stratford.

1911. {Capon, R. S. 49a Rodney-street, Liverpool.

1905. *Capom, Dr. A. W. Muizenberg, South Africa.

1894. {Capper, D. S., M.A., Professor of Mechanical Engineering in King's
College, W.C.

1887. {Capstick, J. W. Trinity College, Cambridae.
1896. *Carden, H. Vandeleur. Fir Lodge. BroomfleU, Chelmsford.
1913. {Carlier, E. Wace, M.Sc., M.D., F.R.S.E., Professor of Physiology

in the University of Birmingham. The University, Edmund-
street, Birmingham.

1914. {Came, J. E. Mines Department, Sydney, N.S.W.
1913. fCarpenter, Charles. 157 Victoria-street, S.W.
1913. *Carpenter, G. D. H., M.B. 19 Bardwell-road, Oxford.
1902. {Carpenter, G. H., B.Sc, Professor of Zoology in the Royal College

of Science, Dublin.

1906. ^Carpenter, H. C. H. 30 Murray-road, Wimbledon.
1905. §Carpmael, Edward, F.R.A.S., M.Inst.C.E. The Ivies, 118 St.

Juhan's Farm-road, West Norwood, S.E.

1912. *Carr, H. Wildon, D.Litt, 10 More's Garden, Cheyne-walk, S.W.
1910. {Carr, Henry F. Broadparks, Pin hoe, near Exeter.

1893. {Carr, J. Wesley, M.A., F.L.S., F.G.S., Professor of Biology in

University College, Nottingham.
1906. *Carr, Richard E. Sylvan Mount, Sylvan-road, Upper Norwood, S.E.
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1889. JCarr-EUison, John Ralph. Hedgeley, Alnwick.

1911. JCarruthers, R. G., F.G.S. Geological Survey Office, 33 George-

square, Edinburgh.

1867. JCarkuthers, William, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. (Pres. D, 1886.)

44 Central-hill, Norwood, S.E.

1886. JCarslake, J. Barham. (Local Sec. 1886.) 30 Westfield-road,

Birmingham.
1899. JCarslaw, H. S., D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics in the University

of Sydney, N.S.W.
1914. §Car.5on, Rev. janie.s. The Manse, Cowper, N.S.W.

1900. *Carter, W. Lower, M.A., F.G.S. Bolbec, Grange Road,
Watford.

1896. JCartwright, Miss Edith G. 21 York Street-chambers, Bryanston-

square, W.
1878. Cartwright, Ernest H., M.A., M.D. Myskyns, Ticehurst, Sussex.

1870. §Cartwright, Joshua, M.Inst.C.E., F.S.I. 21 Parsons-lane, Bury,

Lancashire.

1862. tCarulla, F. J. R. 84 Rosehill-street, Derby. ,

1894. JCarus, Dr. Paul. La Salle, IlHnois, U.S.A.

1913. §Carus-Wilson, Cecil, F.R.S.E., F.G.S. Altmore, Waldegrave-

park. Strawberry Hill, Twickenham.

1901. {Carver, Thomas A. B., D.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 9 Springfield-

road, Dalmarnock, Glasgow.

1899. *Case, J. Monckton. Department of Lands (Water Branch),

Victoria, British Columbia.

1897. *Case, Willard E. Auburn, New York, U.S.A.

1908. *Cave, Charles J. P., M.A. Ditcham Park, Petersfield.

1910. tChadburn, A. W. Brincliffe Rise, Sheffield.

1905. *Challenor, Bromley, M.A. The Firs, Abingdon.

1905. *Challenor, Miss E. M. The Firs, Abingdon.

1910. §Chalmers, Stephen D. 25 Cornwall-road, Stroud Green, N.

1913. JChalmers, Mrs. S. D. 25 Cornwall-road, Stroud Green, N.

1913. {Chamberlain, Neville. Westbourne, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1914. §ChamberUd, Dr. R. T. Geological Department, University of

Chicago, U.S.A.

1913. {Chambers, Miss Beatrice Anne. Gljm-y-mel, Fishguard.

1901. §Chamen, W. A. South Wales Electrical Power Distribution

Company, Royal-chambers, Queen-street, Cardiff.

1905. {Champion, G. A. Haraldene, Chelmsford-road, Durban, Natal.

1881. *Champney, John E. 27 Hans-place, S.W.

1908. {Chance, Sir Arthur, M.D. 90 Merrion-square, Dublin.

1888. {Cliandler, S. Whitty, B.A. St. George's, Cecil-road, Boscombe.

1907. *Chapman, Alfred Chaston, F.I.C. 8 Duke-street, Aldgate, E.G.

1902. *Chapman, D. L., M.A., F.R.S. Jesus College, Oxford.

1914. §Chapman, H. G., M.D. Department of Physiology, The Uni-

versity, Sydney, N.S.W.

1910. {Chapman, J. E. Kinross.

1899. §Chapman, Professor Sydney John, M.A., M.Com. (Pres. F,

1909.) Burnage Lodge, Levenshulme, Manchester.

1912. *Chapman, Sydney, D.Sc, B.A., F.R.A.S. Trinity College, Cam-
bridge.

1910. tChappell, Cyril. 73 Neill-road, Sheffield.

1905. {Chassigneux, E. 12 Tavistock-road, Westbourne-park, W.
1904. *Chattaway, F. D., M.A., D.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S. 151 Woodstock-road,

Oxford.

1886. *Chattock, A. P., D.Sc. Heathfield Cottage, Crowcombe,
Somerset.
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1904. *Chaundy, Theodore WiUiam, M.A. Christ Church, Oxford.
1913. JCheesman, Miss Gertrude Mary. The Crescent, Selby.

1900. *Cheesman, W. Norwood, J. P., F.L.S. The Crescent, Selby.

1874, *Cherinside, Lieut. -General Sir Herbert, R.E., G.C.M.G., C.B. New-
stead Abbey, Nottingham.

1908. fCherry, Right Hon. Lord Justice. 92 St. Stephen's Green,

DubHn.
1910. JChesney, Miss Lihan M., M.B. 381 Glossop-road, Sheffield.

1879. *Chesterman, W. Belmayne, Sheffield.

1911. *Chick, Miss H., D.Sc. Chestergate, Park-lull, Ealing, W.
1908. JChill, Edwin, M.D. VVestleigh, Mattock-road, Ealing, W.
1883. JChinery, Edward F., J.P. Lymington.
1894. tCmsHOLM, G. G., M.A., B.Sc, F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1907.) 12

Hallhead-road, Edinburgh.
1899. §Chitty, Edward. Sonnenberg, Castle-avenue, Dover.
1899. JChitty, Mrs. Edward. Sonnenberg, Cfistle-avenue, Dover.

1904. §Chiver3, John, J.P. Wychfield, Cambridge.
1882. fChorley, George. Midhurst, Sussex.

1909. JChow, H. H., M.D. 263 Broadway, Winnipeg, Canada.
1893. *Cheee, Charles, Sc.D., F.R.S. Kew Observatory, Richmond,

Surrey.

1913. §Christie, Dr. M. G. Post Office House, Leeds.

1900. *Christie, R. J. Duke-street, Toronto, Canada.
1875. *Chiistopher, George, F.C.S. Thorncroft, Chislchurst.

1903. JClapham, J. H., M.A. King's College, Cambridge.
1901. §Clark, Archibald B., M.A., Professor of Political Economy in the

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada.
1905. *Clark, Cumberland, F.R.G.S. 22 Kensington Park-gardens, W.
1907. *Clark, Mrs. Cumberland. 22 Kensington Park-gardens, W.
1877. *Clark, F. J., J. P., F.L.S. Netherleigh, Street, Somerset.

1902. JClark, G. M. South African Museum, Cape Town.
1881. *Clark, J. Edmund, B.A., B.So. Asgarth, Riddlesdown-road.

Purley, Surrey.

1909. JClark, J. M., M.A., K.C. The Kent Buildmg, 156 Yonge-street,

Toronto, Canada.
1908. JClark, James, B.Sc, Ph.D. Newtown School, Waterford, Ireland.

1908. JClark, John R. W. Brothock Bank House, Arbroath, Scotland.

1901. *Clark. Robert M., B.Sc, F.L.S. 27 Albyn-place, Aberdeen.

1907. *Clarke, E. Russell. 11 IChig's Bench-walk, Temple, E.G.

1902, *Clakke, Miss Lilian J., B.Sc, F.L.S. Chartfield Cottage, Brasted

Chart, Kent.
1889. *Clayden, a. W., M.A., F.G.S. 5 The Crescent, Mount Radford,

Exeter.

1909. §Cleeves, Frederick, F.Z.S. 120 Fenchurch-street, E.G.

1909. JCleeves, W. B. Pubho Works Department, Government-buildings,

Pretoria.

1915. §Clegg, John Gray. 22 St. Jolui-street, Manchester.

1861. JCleland, John, M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. Drumclog, Crewkerne,

Somerset.

1905. §Cleland, Mrs. Drumclog, Crewkerne, Somerset.

1905. §Cleland, Lieutenant J. R. Drumclog, Crewkerne, Somerset.

1902. JClements, Olaf P. Tana, St. Bernard's-road, Olton, Warwick.

1904. §Clebk, Dugald, D.Sc, F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1908;

Council, 1912- .) 57 and 58 Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.
1909. JCleve, Miss E. K. P. 74 Kensington Gardens-square. W.
1861. *Clifton, R. BELLA.MY, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. 3 Bard well -road,

Banbury-road, Oxford.
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1906. §Close, Colonel C. R, R.E., C.M.G., F.R.G.S. (Pies. E, 1911 ;

Council, 1908-12.) Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton.
1914. JClose, J. Campbell. 217 Clarence-street, Sydney, N.S.W.
1883. *Clowes, Professor Frank, D.Sc, F.C.S. (Local Sec. 1893.)

The Grange, College-road, Dulvsdch, S.E.

1914. JClowes, Mrs. The Grange, CoUege-road, Dulwich, S.E.
1912. §Clubb, Joseph A., D.Sc. Free Public Museum, Liverpool.
1891. *Coates, Henry, F.R.S.E. Corarder, Perth.

1911. §Cobbold, E. S., F.G.S. Church Stretton, Shropshii-e.

1908. *Cochrane, Miss Constance. The Downs, St. Neots.

1908. JCoohrane, Robert, I.S.O., LL.D., F.S.A. 17 Highfield-road,
Dublin.

1901. JCockbum, Sir John, K.C.M.G., M.D. 10 Gatestone-road, Upper
Norwood, S.E.

1883. JCockshott, J. J. 24 Queen's-road, Southport.
1913. JCodd, J. Alfred. 7 Tettenhall-road, Wolverhampton.
1861. *Coe, Rev. Charles C, F.R.G.S. Whinsbridge, Grosvenor-road,

Bournemouth.
1898. JCoiiey, George. 5 Harcourt-terrace, Dublin.
1881. *CoFFiN, Walteb Hakeis, F.C.S. National Liberal Club, S.W.
1896. *CoghiIl, Percy de G. Sunnyside House, Prince's Park, Liverpool.
1914. JCoghiU, Mrs. Una. Monomeath-avenue, Canterbury, Victoria.

1887. jCohen, Professor J. B. The University, Leeds.
1901. *Cohen, R. Walev, B.A. 11 Sussex-square, W.
1906. *CoKER, Ernest George, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. (Pres. G, 1914),

Professor of Civil and Mechanical Engineering, University
College, Gower-street, W.C.

1914. JCoker, Mrs. 3 Farnley-road, Chingford, Essex.
1895. *Colby, A^lUiam Henry. 80 Coldharbour-road, Redland, Bristol.

1913. §CoLE, Professor F. J. University College, Reading.
1893. §CoLE, Grenville A. J., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1915), Professor of

Geology in the Roj'al College of Science, Dublin.
1903. tCole, Otto B. 551 Boylston-street, Boston, U.S.A.
1910. §Cole, Thomas Skelton. Westbury, EndcHffe-crescent, Sheffield.

1897. ICoLEMAN, Professor A. P., M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S. (Pres. C, 1910.)
476 Huron-street, Toronto, Canada.

1899. JCollard, George. The Gables, Canterbury.
1892. JCollet, Miss Clara E. 7 Coleridge-road, N.

1912. JCollett, J. M., J.P. Kimsbury House, Gloucester.

1887. JCoLLiE, J. NoEMAN, Ph.D., F.R.S., Professor of Organic Chemistry
in the University of London. 16 Campden-grove, W.

1913. JCollinge, Walter E., M.Sc. The Gatty Marine Laboratory, The
University, St. Andrews, N.B.

1861. *CoIlingwood, J. Frederick, F.G.S. 8 Oakley-road, Canonbury, N.
1876. iCoLUNS, J. H., F.G.S. Crinnis House, Par Station, Cornwall.
1910. *Collins, S. Hoare. 9 Cavendish-place, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1902. JCoUins, T. R. Belfast Royal Academy, Belfast. M
1914. iCoUum, Mrs. Anna Maria. 18 Northbrook-road, Leeson Park, "

Dublin.

1892. JColman, Dr. Harold G. 1 Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.
1910. *Colver, Robert, jun. Graham-road, Ranmoor, Sheffield.

1905. *Combs, Rev. Cyril W., M.A. Elverton, Castle-road, Newport,
Isle of Wight.

1910. Compton, Robert Harold, B.A. Gonville and Caius College, Cam-
bridge.

1912. §Conner, Dr. Wilham. The Priory, Waterlooville, Hants.
1902. XConway, A. W. 100 Leinstzr-road, Rathmines, Dublin.

i
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1903. JConway, R. Seymour, Litt.D., Professor of Latin in Owens College,

Manchester.
1898. JCook, Ernest H., D.Sc. 27 Berkeley-square, Clifton, Bristol.

1913. §Cook, Gilbert, M.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Engineering Department,
The University, Manchester,

1876. *CooKE, CoNBAD W. ThePines, Langland-garden3,Hampstead, N.W.
1911. JCooke, J. H. 101 Victoria-road North, Southsea.
1914. jCooke, William Temaut, D.Sc. Fourth-avenue, East Adelaide,

South Australia.

1915. §Cookson, A. Elhs. 14 Hargreaves-builcUngs, Liverpool.

1888. JCooley, George Parkin. Constitutional Club, Nottingham.
1899. *Coomamswamy, A. K., D.Sc, F.L.S., F.O.S. Broad Campden,

Gloucestershire.

1903. JCooper, Miss A. J. 22 St. John-street, Oxford.
1901. *Cooper, C. Forster, B.A. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1911. fCooper, W. E. Henwick Lodge, Worcester.
1912. §Cooper, W. P. The Laboratory, Rickmansworth-road, Watford.
1907. JCooper, William. Education Offices, Beoket-street, Derby.
1904. *CoPEMAN, S. MoNCKTON, M.D., F.R.S. Local Government Board,

Whitehall, S.W.
1909. §Copland, Mrs. A. J. Gleniffer, 50 Woodberry Down, N.
1904. *Copland, Miss Louisa. 10 Wynnstay-gardens, Kensington, W.
1909. JCorbett, W. A. 207 Bank of Nova Scotia-building, Winnipeg,

Canada.
1894. §Corcoran, Miss Jessie R. Rotherfield Cottage, Bexhill-on-Sea.

1915. ICorker, James S. Care of Maciiatosh & Co., Ltd., Cambridge-
street, Manchester.

1901. *Cormack, J. D., D.Sc, Professor of Civil Engineering and Mechanics
in the University of Glasgow.

1893. *Corner, Samuel, B.A., B.So. Abbotsford House, Waverley-
street, Nottingham.

1889. JCoRNisH, Vaughan, D.Sc, F.R.G.S. Woodville, Camberley.
1884. *Comwallis, F. S. W., F.L.S. Linton Park, Maidstone.
1900. §CoRTiE, Rev. A. L., S. J., F.R.A.S. Stonyhurst College, Blackburn.

1905. {Cory, Professor G. E., M.A. Rhodes University College, Grahams-
town, Cape Colony.

1909. *Cossar, G. C, M.A., F.G.S. Southview, Murrayfield, Edinburgh.
1910. |Cossar, James. 28 Coltbridge-terrace, Murrayfield, Midlothian.

1911. jCossey, Miss, M.A. High School for Girls, Kent-road, Southsea.

1908. *Co8tello, John Francis, B.A. The Rectory, Ballymackoy. Nenagh,
Ireland.

1874. *CoTTERiLL, J. H., M.A., F.R.S. Hillcrest, Parkstone, Dorset.

1908. {Cotton, Alderman W. F., D.L, J,P., M.P, Hollywood, Co. Dublin.

1915. §Courcy-Meade, T. de. Westella, Buxton.
1908. {Courtenay, Colonel Arthur H., C.B., D.L. United Service Club,

Dubhn.
1896. {Courtney, Right Hon. Lord. (Pres. F, 1896.) 15 Cheyne-walk,

Chelsea, S.W.
1911. {Couzens, Sir G. E., K.L.H. Glenthorne, Kingston-crescent, Ports-

mouth.
1908. {Cowan, P. C, B.Sc, M.Inst.C.E. 33 Ailesbury-road, Dublin.

1872. *Cowan, Thomas William, F.L.S., F.G.S. Upcott House, Taunton,
Somersetshire.

1903. {Coward, H. Knowle Board School, Bristol.

1915. §Coward, H. F. 216 Plymouth-grove, Manchester.

1900. {Cowbum, Henry. Dingle Head, Leigh, Lancashire.

1914. {Cowbum, Mrs. Dingle Head, Leigh, Lancashire.
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1895. *CowELL, Philip H., M.A., D.Sc, F.E.S. 62 Shooters Hill-road,

Blackheath, S.E.

1899. JCowper-CoIes, Sherard. 1 and 2 Old Pye-street, Westminster,
S.W.

1913. JCox, A. Hubert. King's College, Strand, W.C.
1909. jCox, F. J. C. Anderson-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.
1905. JCox, W. H. Royal Observatory, Cape Town.
1912. jCraig, D. D., M.A., B.Sc, M.B. The University, St. Andrews,

N.B.
1911. §Craig, J. I. Homelands, Park-avenue, Worthing.
1908. JCraig, James, M.D. 18 Merrion-square North, Dublin.
1884. §Craigie, Major P. G., C.B., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1900 ; Council,

1908-15.) Bronte House, Lympstone, Devon.
1906. JCraik, Sir Henry, K.C.B., LL.D., M.P. 5a Dean's-yard, West-

minster, S.W.
1908. *Cramer, W., Ph.D.. D.Sc. Imperial Cancer Research Fund,

Queen-square, Bloomsbury, W.C.
1906. |Cramp, William. D.Sc. 33 Brazennose-street, Manchester.
1905. *Cran8wick, W. F. P.O. Box 65, Bulawayo, Rhodesia.
1906. JCraven, Henry. (Local Sec. 1906.) Greenbank, West Lawn,

Sunderland.

^1905. JCrawford, Mrs. A. M. Marchmont, Rosebank, near Cape Town.
1905. ICrawford, Professor Lawrence, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. South

African College, Cape Town.
1910. *Crawford, 0. G. S. The Grove, East Woodhay, Newbury.
1871. *Crawford, William Caldwell, M.A. 1 Lockharton-gardens, Colin-

ton-road, Edinburgh.
1905. fCrawford, W. C, jun. 1 Lockharton-gardens, Colinton-road,

Edinburgh.
1890. §Crawshaw, Charles B. Rufford Lodge, Dewsbury.
1883. Crawshaw, Edward. F.R.G.S. 25 Tollington-park, N.
1885. §Creak, Captain E. W., C.B., R.N., F.R.S. (Pres. E, 1903 ; Council,

1896-1903.) 9 Hervey-road, Blackheath, S.E.
1876. *Crewdson, Rev. Canon George. Whitstead, Barton-road, Cam-

bridge.

1887. *Crewdson, Theodore. Spurs, Styall, Handforth, Manchester.
1911. :j:Crick, George C, F.G.S. British Museum (Natural History),

S.W.
1904. tCrilly, David. 7 Well-street, Paisley.

1880. *Crisp, Sir Frank, Bart., B.A., LL.B., F.L.S., F.G.S. 6 Lansdowne-
road, Netting Hill, W.

1908. §Crocker, J. Meadmore. Albion House, Bingley, Yorkshire.
1905. §Croft, Miss Mary. Quedley, Shottermill.

1890. *Croft, W. B., M.A. Winchester College, Hampshire.
1878. *Croke, John O'Byrne, M.A. Clouncagh, BaUingarry-Lacy, Co.

Limerick.

1913. §Crombie, J. E. Parkhill House, Dyce, Aberdeenshire.
1903. *Crompton, Holland. Oakljm, Cross Oak-road, Borkhamsted.
1901. JCromptox, Colonel R. E., C.B., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1901.)

Kensington-court, W.
1914. JCronin, J. Botanic Gardens, South Yarra, Austraha.
1887. JCrook, Henry T., M.Inst.C.E. Lancaster-avenue, Manchester.
1898. §Crooke, William, B. A. (Pres. H, 1910 ; Council, 1910- .) Lang-

ton House, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham.
1865. §Crookes, Sir William, O.M., D.Sc, F.R.S., V.P.C.S. (Presi-

dent, 1898 ; Pres. B, 1886 ; Council, 1885-91.) 7 Kensington
Park-gardens, W.
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1879. JCrookes, Lady. 7 Kensington Park-gardens, W.
1897. *Crookshank, E. M., M.B. Saint Hill, East Grinstead, Sussex.
1909. JCrosby, Rev. E. H. Lewis, B.D. 36 Rutland-square, Dublin.
1905. jCrosfield, Hugh T. Walden, Coombe-road, Croydon.
1894. *Crosfield, Miss Margaret C. Undercroft, Reigate.

1904. §Cross, Professor Cliarles R. Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Boston, U.S.A.

1890. ICrosa, E. Richard, LL.B. Harwood House, New Parks-crescent,

Scarborough.

1905. §Cross, Robert. 13 Moray-place, Edinburgh.
1904. *Crossley, a. W., D.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S. 46 Lindfield-gardens,

Hampstead, N.W.
1908. JCrossley, F. W. 30 Molesworth -street, Dublin.
1897. *Cro3weller, Mrs. W. T. Kent Lodge, Sidcup, Kent.
1890. *Crowley, Ralph Henry, M.D. Sollershott W., Letchworth.
1910. tCrowther, Professor C, M.A., Ph.D. The University, Leeds.
1910. *Crowther. James Arnold. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1911. §Crush, S. T. Care of Messrs. Yarrow & Co., Ltd., Scotstoun West,

Glasgow.
1883. *CiTLVEBWELL, Edward P., M.A.. Professor of Education in Trinity

College, Dublin.

1883. tCulverwell, T. J. H. Litfield House, Clifton, Bristol.

1914. *Cuming, James. 65 William-street, Melbourne.
1914. *Cumiag, W. Fehon. Hyde-street, Yarraville, Victoria.

1911. JCumming, Alexander Charles, D.Sc. Chemistry Department,
University of Edinburgh.

1911. §CcrMMms, Major H. A., M.D., C.M.G., Professor of Botany in

University College, Cork.
1861. *CunlifFe, Edward Thomas. The Parsonage, Handforth, Manchester.
1861. *Cunli5e, Peter Gibson. Dunedin, Handforth, Manchester.
1905. ^Cunningham. Miss A. 2 St. Paul's-road, Cambridge.
1882. •Cunningham, Lieut. -Colonel Allan, R.E., A.I.C.E. 20 Essex-

Dallas, Kensington, W.
1905. fCunningham, Andrew. Earlsferry, Campground-road, Mowbray,

South Africa.

1911. JCunningham, E. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1885. ICtJNNiNGHAM, J. T., M.A. 63 St. Mary's-grove, Chiswick, W.
1869. JCuNNiNGHAM, RoBERT O., M.D., F.L.S., Professor of Natural

History in Queen's College, Belfast.

1883. *CcrNNiNaHAM, Ven. Archdeacon W., D.D., D.Sc. (Pres. F, 1891,

1905.) Trinity College, Cambridge.
1900. *Cunnington, William A., M.A., Ph.D., F.Z.S. 25 Orlando-road,

Clapham Common, S.W.
1912. §CcrNYNGHA3iE. Sir Henry H., K.C.B. (Pres. F, 1912.) Kingham

Lodge, Chipping Norton.
1914. §Cunvnghamc, Lady. Kingham Lodge, Cliipping Norton.
1914. §Curdie, Miss Jessie. Camperdown, Victoria.

1913. JCurrall, A. E. Streetsbrook-road, Solihull, Birmingham.
1908. JCurrelly, C. T., M.A., F.R.G.S. United Empire Club, 117 Picca-

dilly, W.
1892. *Currie, James, M.A., F.R.S.E. Larkfield, Wardie-road, Edinburgh.

1905. JCurrie, Dr. 0. J. Manor House, Mowbray, Cape Town.
1905. tCurrie, W. P. P.O. Box 2010, Johannesburg.
1902. JCurry, Professor M., M.Inst.C.E. 5 King's-gardens, Hove.
1912. §Curtis, Charles. Field House, Cainscross, Stroud, Gloucester-

shire.

1915. §Curtis, Raymond. Highfield, Leek, Staffordshire.
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1907. JCtTSHNY, Arthur R., M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Pharmacology in

University College, Gower-street, W.C.
1913. |Cutler, A. E. 5 Charlotte-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1913. JCzaplicka, Miss M. A. Somerford College, Oxford.

1910. JDakin, Dr. W. J., Professor of Biology in the University of Western
Australia, Perth, Western Australia.

1914. JDakin, Mrs. University of Western Australia, Perth, Western

1898. *Dalby, W. E.', M.A., B.Sc, F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1910),

Professor of Civil and Mechanical Engineering in the City and
Guilds Engineering College, Imperial College of Science and
Technology, S.W.

1889. *Dale, Miss Elizabeth. Garth Cottage, Oxford-road, Cambridge.

1906. §Dale, WiUiam, F.S.A., F.G.S. The Lawn, Archer's-road, South-

ampton.
1907. JDalgliesh, Richard, J.P., D.L. Ashfordby Place, near Melton

Mowbray.
1904. *Dalton, J. H. C, M.D. The Plot, Adams-road, Cambridge.
1862. JDanby, T. W., M.A., F.G.S. The Crouch, Seaford, Sussex.

1905. JDaniel, Miss A. M. 3 St. John's-terrace, Weston-super-Mare.
1901. *Daniell, G. F., B.Sc. Woodberry, Oakleigh Park, N.
1914. §Danks, A. T. 391 Bourke-street, Melbourne.

1896. fOanson, F. C. Tower-buildings. Water-street, Liverpool.

1897. tDarbishire, F. V., B.A., Ph.D. Dorotheenstrasse 12, Dresden 20.

1903. JDarbishire, Dr. Otto V. The University, Bristol.

1916. §Darnell, E. (Local Treasurer, 1916.) Town Hall, Newcastle-

on-Tyne.
1905. JDarwin, Lady. Newnham Grange, Cambridge.
1904. *Darwin, Charles Galton. Newnham Grange, Cambridge.
1882. *Darwin, Su- Francis, M.A., M.B., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S.

(President, 1908; Pres. D, 1891; Pres. K, 1904; Council,

1882-84, 1897-1901.) 10 Madingley-road, Cambridge.

1878. *Darwin, Horace, M.A., F.R.S. The Orchard, Huntingdon-road,
Cambridge.

1894. *Darwin, Major Leonard, F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1896; Council,

1899-1905.) 12 Egerton-place, South Kensington, S.W.
1910. JDauncey, Mrs. Thursby. Lady Stewert, Heath-road, Weybridge.

1908. XDaveij, H. 15 Victoria-road, Brighton.

1880. Davey, Henry, M.Inst.C.E. Conaways, Ewell, Surrey.

1884. JDavid, A. J., B.A., LL.B. 4 Harcourt-buildings, Temple, E.G.

1914. IDavid, Professor T. W. Edgeworth, C.M.G., D.Sc, F.R.S.

The University, Sydney, N.S.W.
1904. IDavidge, H. T., B.Sc, Professor of Electricity in the Ordnance

College, Woolwich.
1913. §Davidge, W. R., A.M.List.C.E. 63 Lewisham-park, S.E.

1913. JDavidge, Mrs. 63 Lewisham-park, S.E.

1909. JDavidson, A. R. 150 Stradbrooke-place, Winnipeg, Canada.
1912. JDavidson, Rev. J. The Manse, Douglas, Isle of Man.
1912. JDavidson, John, M.A., D.Ph. Training College, Small's Wynd,

Dundee.
1902. Davidson, S. C. Seacourt, Bangor, Co. Down.
1914. §Davidson, W. R. 15 Third-avenue, Hove.
1910. *Davie, Robert C, M.A., B.Sc. Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh
1887. *Davies, H. Rees. Treborth, Bangor, North Wales.

1904. gDavies, Henry N., F.G.S. Ottery House, Bristol-road, Weston-
super-Mare.
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1906. IDavies, S. H. Ryecroft, New Earswiok, York.
1893. *Davies, Rev. T. Witton, B.A., Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Semitic

Languages in University College, Bangor, North Wales.
1896. *Davies, Thomas Wilberforce, F.G.S. 41 Park-place, CardiflE.

1870. *Davis, A. S. St. George's School, Roundhay, near Leeds.
1873. *Davis, Alfred. 37 Ladbroke-grove, W.
1896. *Davis, John Henry Grant. Dolobran, Wood Green, Wednesbury.
1910. JDavis, Captain John King. 9 Regent-street, W.
1905. JDavis, Luther. P.O. Box 898, Johannesburg.
1885. *Davis, Rev. Rudolf. Mornington, Elm bridge-road, Gloucester.
1886. JDavison. Charles, D.Sc. 16 Manor-road, Birmingham.
1905. JDAvy, Joseph Burtt, F.R.G.S., F.L.S. Care of Messrs. Dulau

& Co., 37 Soho-square, W.
1912. tDawkins, Miss Ella Boyd. Fallowfield House, Fallowfield, Man-

Chester.

1864. IDawkins, W. Boyd, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.S.A., F.G.S. (Pres.C, 1888 ;

Council, 1882-88.) Fallowfield House, Fallowfield, Man-
chester.

1885. Dawson, Lieut.-Colonel H. P., R.A. Hurtlington Hall, Bumsall,
Skipton-in-Craven.

1901. *Daw8on, P. The Acre. Maryhill. Glasgow.
1905. IDawson, Mrs. The Acre, Maryhill, Glasgow.
1912. *Dawson, Shepherd, M.A., B.Sc. Drumchapel, near Glasgow.
1906. §Dawson, William Clarke. Whitefriargate, Hull.
1859. *Dawson, Captain W. G. Abbots Morton, near Worcester.
1900. JDeacon, M. AVhittington House, near Chesterfield.
1909. §Dean, George, F.R.G.S. 14 Evelyii-mansious, Queen's Club-

gardens, W.
1915. §Dean, H. R. Pathological Department, The University, Man-

chester.

1901. *Deasy, Captam H. H. P. Cavalry Club, 127 Piccadilly, W.
1884. *Debenham, Frank, F.S.S. 1 Fitzjohn's-avenue, N.W.
1914. JDebenham, Frank. Caius College, Cambridge.
1915. §De Bohvar, Mrs. Anna. 75 Clarendon-road, High-street, Man-

chester.

1893. *Deeley, R. M., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Abbeyfield, Salisbury-avenue,
Harpenden, Herts.

1911. JDelahunt, C. G. The Municipal College, Portsmouth.
1878. JDelany, Very Rev. William, LL.D. University College, Dublin.
1915. §Delepine, Sheridan. Pubhc Health Laboratory, York-place,

Manchester.
1908. *Delf, Miss E. M. Girton College, Cambridge.
1907. JZ>e Lisle, Mrs. Edwin. Charnwood Lodge, Coalville, Leicestershire.
1914. §Delprat, G. D. Equitable-building, ColUns-street, Melbourne.
1896. JDempster, John. Tynron, Noctomm, Birkenhead.
1902. *Dendy, Arthur, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. D, 1914 ; Coun-

cil, 1912- ), Professor of Zoology in King's College,

London, W.C.
1914. JDendy, Miss. Vale Lodge, Hampstead, N.W.
1913. "Denman, Thomas Hercy. 17 Churchgate, Retford, Nottingham-

shire.

1908. JDennehy, W. 5 . 23 Leeson-park, Dublin.
1889. -Denny, Alfred, M.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Zoology in the

University of Sheffield. Cliffside, Ranmoor-crescent, Sheffield.

1909. §Dent, Edward, M.A. 2 Carlos-place, W.
1874. *Derham, Walter, M.A., LL.M., F.G.S. Junior Carlton Club,

Pall Mall, S.W.
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1907. *Desch, Cecil H., D.Sc, Ph.D. 3 Kelvinside-terrace North, Glasgow.
1908. IDespard, Hiss Kathleen M. 6 Sutton Court-mansions, Grove Park-

terrace-, Chiswick, W.
1894. *DevereU, F. H. 7 Grote's-place, Blackheath, S.E.

186S. *Dewae, Sir James, M.A., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., V.P.C.S.,

Fullerian Professor of Chemistry in the Royal Institution,

London, and Jacksonian Professor of Natui'al and Experi-
mental Philosophy in the University of Cambridge. (Presi-

dent, 1902 ; Pres. B, 1879 ; Council, 1883-88.) 1 Scroope-
terrace, Cambridge.

1881. IDewar, Lady. 1 Scroope-terrace, Cambridge.
1884. *Dewar, William, M.A. Horton House, Rugby.
1914. JDickinson, Jliss Desiree. Jlenzics' Hotel, Melbourne.
1908. § Dicks, Hemy. Haslecourt, Horsell, Woking.
1904. {Dickson, Right Hon. Charles Scott, K.C., LL.D., M.P. Carlton

Club, Pall Mall, S.W.
1881. {Dickson, Edmund, M.A., F.G.S. Claughton House, Garstang,

R.S.O., Lancashire.

1887. §DicKsoK, H. N., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1913;
Council, 1915- ), Professor of Geography in University
College, Reading. 160 Castle-hill, Reading.

1902. §Dickson, James D. Hamilton, M.A., F.R.S.E. 6 Cranmer-road,
Cambridge.

1913. *Dickson, T. W. 60 JefErey's-road, Clapham, S.W.
1908. {Dmes, J. S. Pyrton Hill, Watlmgton.
1901. §Dines, W. H., B.A., F.R.S. Benson, W^aUingford, Berks.
1905. §Dixey, F. a., M.A., M.D., F.R.S. (CouncU, 1913- .) Wadham

College, Oxford.
1915. §Dixon, Mss A. Broadwater, 43 Pine-road, Didsbury.
1899. *DixoN, A. C, D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics Id Queen's

University, Belfast. Hurstwood, Malone Park, Belfast.

1874. *DixoN, A. E., M.D., Professor of Chemistry in University College,

Cork.

1900. {Dixon, A. Francis, ScD., Professor of Anatomy in the University
of Dublin.

1905. {Dixon, Miss E. K. Fern Bank, St. Bees, Cumberland.
1908. {Dixon, Edward K., M.E., M.Inst.C.E. Castlebar, Co. Mayo.
1888. {Dixon, Edward T. Racketts, Hythe. Hampshire.
1908. *DixoN, ErxVEST, B.Sc, F.G.S. The Museum, Jermyn-street, S.W.
1900. *Dixon, Lieut. -Colonel George, M.A. Fern Bank, St. Bees, Cumber-

land.

1879. *DixoN, Harold B., M.a!, F.R.S., F.C.S. (Pres. B, 1894 ; Council,
1913- ), Professor of Chemistry in the Victoria University,
Manchester.

1914. §Dixon, Mis. H. B., Beechey House, Wilbraham-road, Fallowfield,

Manchester.
1902. {Dixosr, Henry H., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Botany in the

University of Dublin. Clevedon, Temple-road, Dublin.
1913. {Dixon, S. M., M.A., M.Inst.C.E., Professor of Civil Engineermg in

the Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, S.W.
1908. -Dixon, Walter, F.R.M.S. Derwent,30Kelvinside-gardens, Glasgow.
1907. *DixoN, Professor Walter E., F.R.S. The Museums, Cambridge.
1914. {Dixon, Mrs. W. E. The Grove, ^^^littlesford, Cambridge.
1902. X^ixon, W. V. Scotch Quarter, Carrickfergus.

1896. §Dixon-Nuttall, F. R. Ingleholme, Eccleston Park, Prescot.

1890. {Dobbie, Sir James J., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., Principal of the

Government Laboratories, 13 Clement's Inn-passage, W.C.
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1885. §Dobbin, Leonard. Ph.D. The University, Edinburgh.
1860. *Dobbs, Archibald Edward, M.A., J.P., D.L. Castle Dobbs,

Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim.
1902. JDobbs, F. W., M.A. Eton Callage, Windsor.
1914. JDocker, His Honour Judge E. B., M.A. Mostyn, Elizabeth Bay,

Sydney, N.S.W.
1908. JDoDD, Hon. Mr. Justice. 26 Fitzwilliam-square, Dublin.
1876. tDodds, J. M. St. Peter's College, Cambridge.
1912. JDon, A. W. R. The Lodge, Broughty Ferry, Forfarshire.

1912. iDon, Alexander, M.A., F.R.O.S. Park House, Nethergaie, Dundee.
1912. JDon, Robert Bogle, M.A. The Lodge, Broughty Ferry, Forfar-

shire.

1904. JDoncaster, Leonard, M.A. Museum of Zoology, Cambridge.
1896. JDonnan, F. E. Ardenmore-terrace, Holywood, Ireland.

1901. IDonnan, F. G., M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in

University College, Gower-street, W.C.
1915. §Doodson. Arthur T., M.Sc. 1 Manor-road, Shaw, Lancashire.
1905. §Dornan, Rev. S. S. P.O. Box 510, Bulawayo, South Rhodesia,

South Africa.

186.3. *Doughty, Charles Montagu. 26 Grange-road, Eastbourne.
1909. JDouglas, A. J., M.D. Qty Health Department, Winnipeg, Canada.
1909. *Douglas, James. 99 John-street, New York, U.S.A.
1912. JDoune, Lord. Kinfauns Castle, Perth.

1903. XDow, Miss Agnes R. 81 Park-mansions. Knightsbridge, 8. W.
1884. *Dowling, D. J. Sycamore, Clive-avenue, Hastings.

1865. *Dowson, E. Theodore, F.R.M.S. Geldeston, near Beccles, Sufifolk.

1881. *Dowson, J. Emerson, M.Inst.C.E. Landhurst Wood, Hartfield,

Sussex.

1913. fDracopoli, J. N. Pollard's Wood Grange, Chalfont St. Giles,

Buckinghamshire.
1892. *Dreghorn, David, J.P. Greenwood, Pollokshields, Glasgow.
1912. §Drever, James, M.A., B.Sc. 36 Morningside-grove, Edinburgh.
1905. JDrew, H. W., M.B., M.R.C.S. Mocollup Castle, Ballyduff, S.O.,

Co. Waterford.

1906. *Drew, Joseph Webster, M. A., LL.M. Hatherley Court, Cheltenham.
1906. *Drew,. Mrs. Hatherley Court, Cheltenham.
1908. JDroop, J. P. 11 Cleveland-gardens, Hyde Park, W.
1893. §Detjce, G. Claridob, M.A., F.L.S. (Local Sec. 1894.) Yardley

Lodge, 9 Crick-road, Oxford.

1909. *Drugman, Julien, Ph.D., M.Sc. 117 Rue Gachard, Brussels.

1907. JDrysdale, Charles V., D.Sc. Queen Anne's-chambers, S.W.
1892. +Du Bois, Profe,ssor Dr. H. Herwarthstrasse 4, Berlin, N.W.
1856. *DuciE, The Right Hon. Henry John Reynolds Moketon, Earl

of, G.C.V.O., F.R.S., F.G.S. 16 Portman-square, W.
1870. JDuckworth, Henry, F.L.S., F.G.S. 7 Grey Friars, Chester.

1900. *Duckworth, W. L. H., M.D., Sc.D. Jesus College, Cambridge.
1895. *Dudde]l, William, F.R.S. 47 Hans-place, S.W.
1914. JDuff, Frank Gee. 31 Queen-street, Melbourne.
1914. JDufReld, D. Walter. 13 Cowra-chambers, Grenfell-street, Adelaide,

South Australia.

1912. §Duffield. Francis A.. M.B. Home Lea, Four Oaks, Sutton Cold-

field.

1904. *Dt;FFiELD, Professor W. Geoffrey, D.Sc. University College,

Reading.
1890. JDufton, S. F. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1899. *Dugdale-Bradley, J. W., M.Inst.C.E. Westminster City Hall,

Charing Cross-road, W.C.
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1911. JDummer, John. 85 Cottage-grove, Southsea.

1914. JDun, W. S. Mines Department, Sydney, N.S.W.
1909. JDuncan, D. M., M.A. 83 Spenoe-street, Winnipeg, Canada.

1910. {Dunn, Rev. J. Road Hill Vicarage, Bath.

1876. JDunnachie, James. 48 West Regent-street, Glasgow.

1884. §Dunnington, Professor F. P. University of Virginia, Charlottes-

ville, Virginia, U.S.A.

1893. *Dunstan, M. J. R., Principal of the South-Eastern Agricultural

College, Wye, Kent.
1891. JDunstan, Mrs. South-Eastern Agricultural College, Wye, Kent.

1885. *Dtjnstan, Wyndham R., C.M.G., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.C.S.

(Pres. B, 1906 ; Council, 1905-08), Director of the Imperial

Institute, S.W.
1911. JDupree, Colonel Sir W. T. Craneswater, Southsea.

1913. §Durie, W'ilham. 31 Priory-road, Bedford Park, CMswick, W.
1914. §Du ToiT, A. L., D.Sc. South African Museum, Cape Town.
1914. JDu Toit, Mrs. . South African Museum, Cape Town.
1905. §Dutton, C. L. O'Brien. High Commissioner's Office, Pretoria.

1910. JDutton, F. V., B.Sc. County Agricultural Laboratories, Rich-

mond-road, Exeter.

1895. *DwERRYHousE, Abthur R., D.Sc, F.G.S. Deraness, Deramore
Park, Belfast.

1911. JDye, Charles. Woodcrofts, London-road, Portsmouth.
1885. *Dyer, Henry, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D. 8 Highburgh-terrace, Dowanhill,

Glasgow.
1895. §Dymond, Thomas S., F.C.S. Savile Club, Piccadilly, W.
1905. *Dyson, Sir F. W., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1915 ; Council,

1905-11, 1914- ), Astronomer Royal. Royal Observatory,

Greenwich, S.E.

1910. JDyson, W. H. Maltby Colliery, near Rotherham, Yorkshire.

1912. JEarland, Arthur, F.R.M.S. 34 Granville-road, Watford.
1899. JEast, W. H. Municipal School of Art, Science, and Technology,

Dover.

1909. *Easterbrook, C. C, M.A., M.D. Crichton Royal Institution,

Dumfries.

1893. *Ebbs, Alfred B. Tuborg, Plaistow-lane, Bromley, Kent.

1906. *Ebbs, Mrs. A. B. Tiiborg, Plaistow-lane, Bromley, Kent.

1909. JEccles, J. R. Gresham's School, Holt, Norfolk.

1903. *EccLES, W. H., D.Sc. 26 Ridgmount-gardens, Gower-street, W.C.
1908. *Eddington, A. S., M.A., M.Sc, F.R.S., Plumian Professor of Astro-

nomy and Experimental Philosophy in the University of

Cambridge. The Observatory, Cambridge.

1870. *Eddison, JohnEdwin, M.D., M.R.C.S. The Lodge, Adel, Leeds.

1858. *Eddy, James Ray, F.G.S. The Grange, Carleton, Skipton.

1911. *Edge, S. F. Gallops Homestead, DitchUng, Sussex.

1911. *Edgell, Miss Beatrice. Bedford College, Regent's Park, N.W.
1884. *Edgell, Rev. R. Arnold, M.A. Beckley Rectory, East Sussex.

1887. §Edgewokth, F. Y., M.A., D.C.L., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1889 ; Council,

1879-86, 1891-98), Professor of Political Economy in the

University of Oxford. All Souls College, Oxford.

1870. *Edmond3, F. B. 6 Clement's Inn, W.C.
1883. JEdmonds, William. Wiscombe Park, Colyton, Devon.
1888. ""Edmunds, Henry. Moulsecombe-place, Brighton.
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1901. *Edridge-Green, F. W., M.D., F.R.C.S. 99 Walm-lane, Willesden
Green, N.W.

1914. JEdwards, A. F. Chemical Department, The University, Man-
chester.

1915. §Edwards, C. A. 26 Lyndhurst-road, Withington, Manchester.
1899. §Edwards, E. J., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 13 Acris-street, Wandsworth

Common, S.W.
1913. §Edwards, E. J. Roj'al Tecbnical College, Glasgow.
1901. JEggar, W. D. Eton College, Windsor.
1909. JEggertson, Arni. 120 Emily-street, Winnipeg, Canada.
1909. §Ehrenborg, G. B. 2 Cjllege-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1907. *Elderton, W. Pahn. 24 Mount Epluuim-road, Streatham, S.W.
1890. lElford, Percy. 115 Woodstock-road, Oxford.
1913. JEIkington, Herbert F. Clunes, Wentworth-road, Sutton Cold-

field.

1901. *Elle3, Miss Gertrude L., D.Sc. Newnham College, Cambridge.
1915. §Ellinger, Barnard, F.S.S. 28 Oxford-street, Manchester.
1904. JElliot, Miss Agnes I. M. Newnham College, Cambridge.
1904. JElUot, R. H. CUfton Park, Kelso, N.B.
1905. JEUiott, C. C, M.D. Church-square. Cape Town.
1883. *Elliott, Edwin Bailey, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Waynflete

Professor of Pure Mathematics in the University of Oxford.
4 Bardwell-road, Oxford.

Elliott, John Fogg. Elvet Hill, Durham.
1912. §Elliott, Dr. W. T., F.Z.S. 21 Bennett's-hiU, Birmingham.
1906. *Ellis, David, D.Sc, Ph.D. Royal Technical College, Glasgow.
1875. *Ems, H. D. 12 Gloucester-terrace, Hyde Park, W.
1906. §Ellis, Herbert. The Gynsills, Groby-road, Leicester.

1913. JElUs, Herbert Willoughby, A.M.Inst.C.E. Holly Hill, Berkswell,

Warwickshire.
1880. *Ellis, John Henry. {Local Sec. \%%Z.) Id The Crescent, Plymouth.
1891. §Ellis, Miss M. A. Care of Miss Rice, 11 Canterbury-road, Oxford.
1906. JElmhirst, Charles E. (Local Sec. 1906.) 29 Mount-vale, York.
1910. JElmhirst, Richard. Marine Biological Station, Millport.

1911. lElwes, H. J., F.R.S. Colesborne Park, near Cheltenham.
1884. JEmery, Albert H. Stamford, Connecticut, U.S.A.

1905. JEpps, Mrs. Dunhurst, Petersfield, Hampshire.
1894. JErskine-Murray, J., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. 4 Great Winchester-street,

E.C.
1914. JErson, Dr. E. G. Leger. 123 Collins-street, Melbourne.

1862. •EssoN, William, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Savilian Professor of

Geometry in the University of Oxford. 13 Bradmore-road,
Oxford.

1887. *Estcourt, Charles, F.I.C. 5 Seymour-grove, Old Trafford, Man-
Orifistfti*

1887. *E8tcourt, R A., F.C.S., F.I.C. 5 Seymour-grove, Old Trafford,

Manchester.
1911. JEtherton, G. Hammond. (Local Sec. 1911.) Town Hall, Ports-

mouth.
1897. *Evan8, Lady. Care of Union of London and Smiths Bank,

Berkhamsted, Herts.

1889. *Evans, a. H., M.A. 9 Harvey-road, Cambridge.

1905. JEvans, Mrs. A. H. 9 Harvey-road, Cambridge.
1870. *Evans, Sir Arthur John, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A. (Presi-

' DENT Elect ; Pres. H, 189G.) Youlbury, Abingdon.

1908. JEvans, Rev. Henry, D.D., Commissioner of National Education,

Lreland. Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
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1887. *Evans, Mrs. Isabel. Lyndhurst, Upper Chorlton-road, WliaUey
Range, Manchester.

1913. gEvans, J. Jameson. 41 Newhall-street, Birmingham.
1910. *EvANS, John W., D.Sc, LL.B., F.G.S. 75 Craven Park-road,

Harlesden, N.W.
1885. *Evans, Percy Bagnall. The Spring, Kenilworth.

1905. JEvans, R. 0. Li. Broom Hall, Chwilog, R.S.O., Carnarvonshire
1905. JEvans, T. H. 9 Harvey-road, Cambridge.
1910. JEvans, T. J. The University, Sheffield.

1865. *Evans, William. The Spring, Kenilworth.
1909. JEvANS, W. Sanfokd, M.A. (Local Sec. 1909.) 43 Edmonton

street, Winnipeg.
1902. *Everett, Percy W. Oaklands, Elstree, Hertfordshire.

1883. JEves, Miss Florence. Uxbridge.
1914. {Ewart, Professor A. J., D.Sc. The University, Melbourne.

1881. JEwAKT, J. CossAB, M.D., F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1901), Professor of

Natural History in the University of Edinburgh.
1874. |EwAKT, Sir W. Quaetus, Bart. (Local Sec. 1874.) Glenmachan,

Belfast.

1913. *E\VEN, J. T. 104 King's-gate, Aberdeen.
1913. *Ewen, Mrs. J. T. 104 King's-gate, Aberdeen.
1876. *EwiNG, Sir James Alfbed, K.C.B., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.. F.R.S.E.,

M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1906), Director of Naval Education,
Admiralty, S.W. Froghole, Edenbridge, Kent.

1914. §Ewing, Mrs. Peter. The Frond, Uddingston, Glasgow.

1884. *Eyerman, John, F.Z.S. Oakhurst, Easton, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

1912. §Eyre, Dr. J. Vaegas. South-Eastern Agricultural College, Wye,
Kent.

Eyton, Charles. Hendred House, Abingdon.

1906. *Faber, George D. 14 Grosvenor-square, W.
1901. *Fairgrieve, M. McCallum. 37 Queen's-crescent, Edinburgh.

1865. *Faikley, Thomas, F.R.S.E., F.C.S. 8 Newton-grove, Leeds.

1910. §Falconer, J. D., M.A., D.Sc. Geographical Department, Q'he

University, Glasgow.

1908. {Falconer, Robert A., M.A. 44 Merrion -square, Dublin.

1896. §Falk, Herman John, M.A. Thorshill, West Kirby, Cheshire.

1902. §Fallaize, E. N., B.A. Vinchelez, Chase Court-gardens, Windmill-
hill, Enfield.

1907. *Fantham, H. B., M.A., D.Sc. 100 Mawson-road, Cambridge.

1902. JFaren, WiUiam. 11 Mount Charles, Belfast.

1892. *Farmer, J. Bketland, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1907
;

Council, 1912-14.) South Park, Gerrard's Cross.

1897. *Farnworth, Mrs. Ernest. Broadlands, Goldthorn Hill, Wolver-
hampton.

1904. JFarnworth, Miss Olive. Broadlands, Goldthorn Hill, Wolver-
hampton.

1885. *Farquharson, Mrs. R. F. 0. Tillydrine, Kincardine O'Neil, N.B.
1905. JFarrar, Edward. P.O. Box 1242, Johannesburg.
1913. tFarrow, F. D. Rhodes University College, Grahamstown,

South Africa.

1903. §Faulkner, Joseph M. 17 Great Ducie-street, Strangeways, Man-
chester.

1913. §Fawcett, C. B. University College, Southampton.
1890. *Fawcett, F. B. 1 Rockleaze-avenue, Sneyd Park, Bristol.

1906. §Fawcett, Henry Hargreave. Thorncombe, near Chard, Somerset.
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1900. JFawcett, J. E., J.P. (Local Sec. 1900.) Low Royd, Apperley
Bridge, Bradford.

1902. *Fawsitt, C. E., Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in the University of
Sydney, New South Wales.

1911. *Fay, Mrs. A. Q. Chedworth, Rustat-road, Cambridge.
1909. *Fay, Charles Ryle, M.A. Christ's College, Cambridge.
1906. *Fearnsides, Edwin E., M.A., M.B., B.Sc. London Hospital, E.
1901. *Fearnsides, W. G., M.A., F.G.S., Sorby Professor of Geology

in the University of Sheffield. 10 Silver Birch-avenue,
Fulwood, Sheffield.

1910. *Fearnsides, Mrs. 10 Silver Birch-avenue, Fulwood, Sheffield.

1905. jFeilden, Colonel H. W., C.B., F.R.G.S., F.G.S. Burwash, Sussex.
1900. *Feanell, William John. 2 Wellington-place. Belfast.

1904. JFenton, H. J. H., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S. 19 Brookside, Cambridge.
1914. §Ferguson, E. R. Gordon-street, Footscray, Victoria.

1871. *FergusOx\, Johx, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.E., F.S.A., F.C.S. 13 New-
ton-place, Glasgow.

1901. JFerguson, R. W. 16 Linden-road, Bournville, near Birmingham.
1863. *Ferme. John. Box No. 2, Hutchinson, Kansas, U.S.A.
1910. *Ferranti, S. Z. de, M.Inst.CE. Grindleford, near Sheffield.

1905. *FERB.iB, H. T., M.A., F.G.S. Care of A. Anderson, Esq., St.

Martin's, Christchurch, New Zealand.

1914. JFerrar, Mrs. Careof A. Anderson, Esq., St. Martin's, Christchurch,
New Zealand.

1873. JFerkiek, Sir David, M.A., M.D.. LL.D., F.R.S. 34 Caveudish-
square, W.

1909. IFetherstonhaugh, Professor Edward P., B.Sc. 119 Betourney-
Btreet, Winnipeg, Canada.

1882. §Fewings, James, B.A., B.Sc. King Edward VI. Grammar School,
Southampton.

1915. §Field, A. B. Kingslea, Marple, near Stockport.

1913. JField, Miss E. E. Hollywood, Eeham HDl, Surrey.

1897. JField, George Wilton, Ph.D. Room 158, State House, Boston,
Massachusetts, U.S.A.

1907, '^Fields, Professor J. C, F.R.S. The University, Toronto, Canada.
1906. §FiLON, L. N. G., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Applied Mathematics

in the University of London. Lynton, Haling Park-road,
Croydon.

1905. JFincham, G. H. Hopewell, Invami, Cape Colony.

1905. §Findlay, Alexander, M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry
in University College, Aberystwyth.

1904. *Findlay, J. J., Ph.D., Professor of Education in the Victoria
University, Manchester. Ruperra, Victoria Park, Manchester.

1912. §Finlayson, Daniel, F.L.S. Seed Testing Laboratory, Wood Green, N.
1902. jFinnegan, J., M.A., B.Sc. Kelvin House, Botanic-avenue,

Belfast.

1902. XFisher, J. R. Cranfidd, Forlwilliam Park, Belfast.

1909. JFisher, James, K.C. 216 Portage-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada,
1875. *Fisher, W. W., M.A., F.C.S. 5 St. Margaret's-road, Oxford.
1887. *Fi8on, Alfred H., D.Sc. 47 Dartmouth-road, Willesden Green,

N.W.
1871. *FisoN, Sir Frederick W., Bart., M.A., F.C.S. Boarzell, Hurst

Green, Sussex.

1885. '"Fitzgerald, Professor Maurice, B.A. (Local Sec. 1902.) Fair-

holme, Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

1894. JFitzmaurice, Sir Maurice, C.M.G., M.Inst.CE. London County
Council, Spring-gardens, S.W.

1915. o
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1888. *FiTZPATRiCK, Rev. Thomas C, President of Queens' College,

Cambridge.

1904. JFlather, J. H., M.A. Camden House, 90 Hills-road, Cambridge.
1915. §Fleck, Alexander. Blenheim-avenue, Stepps, near Glasgow.
1915. *rieming, Arthur P. M. West Gables, Hale-road, Hale, Cheshire.

1913. JFleming, Professor J. A., D.Sc., F.R.S. University College,

Gower-street, W.C.
1904. jFleming, James. 25 Kelvinside-terrace South, Glasgow.

1892. ^Fletcher, George. F.G.S. Mona, ShankhiU, Co. Dublin.

1888. *Fletcher, Sir Lazabtjs, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., F.C.S.

(Pros. C, 1894), Director of the Natural History Museum,
Cromwell-road, S.W. 35 Woodville-gardens, Ealing, W.

1915. §Fletcher, Leonard R. Woodfields, Leigh, Lancashii-e.

1908. *Fletcher, W. H. B. Aldwick Manor, Bognor, Sussex.

1901. JFIett, J. S., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E. Geological Survey
Oflfice, 33 George-square, Edinburgh.

1906. *Fleure, H. J., D.Sc, Professor of Zoology and Geology in Uni-
versity College, Aberystwyth.

1905. *Fhnt, Rev. W., D.D. Houses of Parliament, Cape Town.
1913. *Florence, P. Sargant, B.A. Caius College, Cambridge.
1889. JFlower, Lady. 26 Stanhope-gardens, S.W.
1890. *Flux, a. W., M.A. Board of Trade, Gwydyr House, White-

hall, S.W.
1914. §Flynn, Professor T. Thomson. University of Tasmania, Hobart.
1877. jFoale, WiUiam. The Croft, Madeira Park, Tunbridge Wella.

1903. JFoord-Kelcey, W., Professor of Mathematics in the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich. The Shrubbery, Shooter's Hill, S.E.

1911. JForan, Charles. 72 Elm-grove, Southsea.

1906. §Forbes, Charles Mansfeldt. 14 New-street, York.
1914. JForbes, E. J. P.O. Box 1604, Sydney, N.S.W.
1914. jForbes, Mrs. E. J. P.O. Box 1604, Sydney, N.S.W.
1873. »FoKBES, Geobqe, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., M.Inst.C.E. 11 Little

College-street, Westminster, S.W.
1883. JFokbes, Henry 0., LL.D., F.Z.S. RedclifEe, Beaconsfield,

Bucks.

1905. IFoBBES, Lieut.-Colonel W. Lachlan. Army and Navy Club, Pall

Mall, S.W.
1875. *FoEDHAM, Sir George. Odsey, Ashwell, Baldock, Herts.

1909. JFoRGET, The Hon. A. E. Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada.
1887. JFobrest, The Right Hon. Sir John, G.C.M.G., F.R.G.S., F.G.S.

Perth, Western Australia.

1915. §Forrester, Robert B. Marischal College, Aberdeen.

1902. *Forster, M. 0., Ph.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. 84 Cornwall-gardens, S.W.
1883. JFoRSYTH, Professor A. R., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1897, 1905 ;

Council, 1907-09.) The Manor House, Marylebone, N.W.
1911. JFoster, F. G. Ivydale, London-road, Portsmouth.
\857. *FosTEB, George Cabey, B.A., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Genebal

Tbeasttbeb, 1898-1904 ; Pres. A, 1877 ; Council, 1871-76.
1877-82.) Ladywalk, Rickmansworth.

1908. *Foster, John Arnold. 11 Hills-place, Oxford Circus, W.
1901. jFoster, T. Gregory, Ph.D., Provost of University College, London.

University College, Gower-street, W.C.
1911. JFosTEE, Sir T. Scott, J.P, Town Hall, Portsmouth.
1911. JFoster, Lady Scott. Braemar, St. Helen's-parade, Southsea.

1903. tFourcade, H. G. P.O., Storms River, Humansdorp, Cape
Colony.

1905. §Fowlds, Hiram. 65 Devonshire-street, Keighley, Yorkshire.
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1909. §Fowlds, Mrs. 65 Devonshire-street, Keighley, Yorkshire.

1912. ifFowler, A., F.R.S., Assistant Professor of Physics in the Imperial

College of Science and Technology, S.W. 19 Rusthall-avenue,

Bedford Park, W.
1883. Fox, Charlea. The Pynes, Warlingham-on-the-Hill, Surrey.

1883. JFox, Sir Charles Douglas, M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1896.) Cross

Keys House, 56 Moorgate-street, E.C.

1904. *Fox, Charles J. J., B.Sc, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in the

Presidency College of Science, Poena, India.

1904. §Fox, F. Douglas, M.A., M.Inst.C.E. 19 The Square, Ken-
sington, W.

1905. jFox, Mrs. F. Douglas. 19 The Square, Kensington, W.
1883. jFox, Howard, F.G.S. Rosehill, Falmouth.
1900. *Fox, Thomas. Old Way House, Wellington, Somerset.

1909. *Fox, Wilson Lloyd. Carmino, Falmouth.

1908. §Foxley, Miss Barbara, M.A. 5 Norton Way North, Letchworth.
1881. *FoxwELL, Herbert S., M.A., F.S.S. (Council, 1894-97), Professor

of Political Economy in University College, London. St.

John's College, Cambridge.

1907. *Frame, Miss Ethel de, D.Sc, F.L.S. Westfield College, Hamp-
stead N.W.

1887. *Fbanklan'd, Percy F.. Ph.D., B.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1901), Pro-

fessor of Chemistry in the University of Birmingham.
1913. §Franklin, Cyril H. H. 38 Croydon-road, Croj'don, Sydney,

N.S.W.
1910. ^Franklin, Sir George, LittD. Tapton Hall, SheflBeld.

1911. JFraser, Dr. A. Mearns. (Local Sec. 1911.) Town Hall, Ports-

mouth.
1911. JFraser, Mrs. A. Mearns. Cheyne Lodge, St. Ronan's-road, Ports-

mouth.
1895. tFraser, Alexander. 63 Church-street. Inverness.

1871. JFraser, Sir Thomas R., M.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., Professor of

Materia Medica and Clinical Medicine in the University of

Edinburgh. 13 Drumsheugh-gardens, Edinburgh.

1911. J Freeman, Oliver, B.Sc. The Municipal College, Portsmouth.

1906. §French, Fleet-Surgeon A. M. Langley, Beaufort-road, Kingston-
on-Thames.

1909. {French, Mrs. Harriet A. Suite E, Gline's-block, Portage-avenue,
Winnipeg, Canada.

1912. §French, Mrs. Harvey. Hambledon Lodge, Childc Okeford,
Blandford. 4 Ashburn-place, S.W.

1905. JFrench, Sir Somerset R.. K.C.M.G. 100 Victoria-street, S.W.
1886. tFRESHFiBLD, DouoLAS W., F.R.G.S (Pres. E, 1904.) 1 Airlie-

gardens, Campden Hill, W.
1887. *Frie3, Harold H., Ph.D. 92 Reade-street, New York, U.S.A.

1906. tFRiTSCH, Dr. F. E. 77 Cliatsworth-road, Brondesbury, N.W.
1912. §Frodsham, Miss Margaret, B.Sc. The College School, 34 Cathe-

di'al-road, Cardiff.

1892. *Frost, Edmund, M.D. Chesterfield-road, Eastbourne.

1882. §Frost, Edward P., J.P. West Wratting Hall, Cambridgeshire.

1911. JFrost, M. E. P. H.M. Dockyard, Portsmouth.
1887. *Frost, Robert, B.Sc. 55 Kensington-court, W.
1898. JFry, The Right Hon. Sir Edward, G.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.S.A. Failand House, Failand, near Bristol.

1908. X¥vy, M. W. J., M.A. 39 Trinity College, Dublin.

1905. *Fry, Sir William, J.P., F.R.G.S. Wilton House, Merrion-road,

Dublin.
o2
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1898. JFryer, Alfred C, Ph.D. 13 Eaton-crescent, Clifton, Bristol.

1872. *Fuller, Rev. A. 7 Sydenham-hill, Sydenham, S.E.

1912. §Fulton, Angus R., B.Sc. University College, Dundee.
1913. *Fyson, Philip Furley, B.A., F.L.S. Elmley Lovett, Droitwich.

1910. JGadow, H. F., Ph.D.. F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1913). Zoological Labora-
tory, Cambridge.

1863. *Gainsford, W. D. Skendleby Hall, Spilsby.

1906. JGajjar, Professor T. K.,M. A., B.Sc. Techno-Chemical Laboratory,
near Girgaum Tram Terminus, Bombay.

1885. *Gallaway, Alexander. Dirgarve, Aberfeldy, N.B.
1875. tCALLOWAY, W. CardifiE.

1887. *Galloway, W. J. The Cottage, Seymour-grove, Old Trafford,

Manchester.

1905. |Galpin, Ernest E. Bank of Africa, Queenstown, Cape of Good Hope.
1913. §Gamble, F. W., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Local Sec, 1913), Professor of

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in the University of

Birmingham. Scarsfields House, Alvechurch, Worcestershire.

1888. *Ctamble, J. Sykes, CLE., M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S. Highfield, East
Liss, Hants.

1911. JGarbett, Rev. C. F., M.A. The Vicarage, Fratton-road, Ports-

mouth.
1899. *Garcke, E. Ditton House, near Maidenhead.

1898. JGarde, Rev. C. L. Skenfrith Vicarage, near Monmouth.
1911. JGardmer, C. I., M.A., F.G.S. 6 Paragon-parade, Cheltenham.
1912. §Gardiner, F. A., F.L.S. Inversnaid, West Heath-avenue, N.W.
1905. JGardiner, J. H. 59 Wroughton-road, Balham, S.W.
1900. JGardiner, J. Stanley, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Zoology and

Comparative Anatomy in the University of Cambridge.
Zoological Laboratory, Cambridge.

1887. JGardineb, Walter, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. St. Awdreys, Hills-

road, Cambridge.

1882. *Gardner, H. Dent, F.R.Q.S. Pairmead, 46 The Goffs, East-

bourne.

1912. §Gardner, Willoughby, F.L.S. Y BerKa, Deganwy, North
Wales.

1912. §Garfitt, G. A. Cartledge Hall, Holmesfield, near Sheffield.

1915. §Garforth, WiUiam. Snydale Hall, near Pontefract.

1913. *Gabnett, Principal J. C. Maxwell, M.A. (Local Secretary, 1915.)

Westfield, Victoria Park, Manchester.

1905. {Garnett, Mrs. Maxwell, F.Z.S. Westfield, Victoria Park, Man-
chester.

1887. *Gamett, Jeremiah. The Grange, Bromley Cross, near Bolton,

Lancashire.

1882. JGarnett, William, D.C.L. London County Council, Victoria Em-
bankment, W.C.

1883. JGabson, J. G., M.D. (Assist. Gen. Seo. 1902-04.) Moorcote,
Eversley, Winchfield.

1903. Garstang, T. James, M.A. Bedales School, Petersfield, Hampshire.

1894. *GARSTANa, Walter, M.A., D.Sc, F.Z.S. , Professor of Zoology
in the University of Leeds.

1874. *Gar3tin, Jolm Ribton, M.A., D.Sc, M.R.I.A., F.S.A. Bragans-
town, CastlebelUngham, Ireland.

1889. JGabwood, E. J., M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1913), Professor of

Geology in the University of London. University College,

Gower-street, W.C.
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1905. JGaskell, Miss C. J. The Uplands, Great Shelford, Cambridge.
1905. JGaskell, Miss M. A. The Uplands, Great Shelford, Cambridge.
1900. jGaster, Leon. 32 Victoria-street, S.W.
1913. IGates, R. R., Ph.D., F.L.S. 14 Well-walk, Hampstead, N.W.
1911. {Gates, W. ' Evening News ' Office, Portsmouth.
1912. §Gavin, VV., M.A. The Farms Offices, Blenheim Park, Woodstock.
1905. *Gearon, Miss Susan. 26 Oakdale-road, Streatham, S.W.
1885. JGeddes, Professor Patrick, F.R.S.E. Outlook Tower, Edinburgh.
1887. |Gee, W. W. Haldane. Oak Lea, Whalley-avenue, Sale.

1867. JGeikie, Sir Archibald, O.M., K.C.B., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.,

F.R.S.E., F.G.S. (President, 1S92; Pres. C, 1867, 1871,

1899; Council, 1888-1891.) Shepherd's Down, Haslemere,.

Surrey.

1913. §Geldart, Miss Alice M. 2 Cotman-road, Norwich.
1898. *Gemmill, James F., M.A., M.D. 12 Anne-street, Hillhead,

Glasgow.
1882. *Genese, R. W., M.A., Professor of Mathematics in University

College, Aberystwyth.
1905. {Gentleman, Miss A. A. 9 Abercromby-place, Stirling.

1912. *George, H. Trevelyan, M.A., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. 33 Ampthill-
square, N.W.

1902. *Gepp, Antony, M.A., F.L.S. British Museum (Natural History),

Cromwell-road, S.W.
1899. *Gepp, Mrs. A. British Museum (Natural History), Cromwell-road,

S.W.
1913. §Gerich, Miss Emma A. P. Strand Palace Hotel, Strand, W.C.
1884. *Gerran9, Henry T., M.A. 20 St. John-street, Oxford.

1909. {Gibbons, W. M., M.A. (Local Sec. 1910.) The University, Shef-

field.

1905. {Gibbs, Miss Lilian S., F.L.S. 22 South-street, Thurloesquare,
S.W.

1912. {Gibson, A. H., D.Sc, Professor of Engineering in University
College, Dundee.

1914. §Gibson, A. J., Ph.D. Central Sugar Mills, Brisbane, Austraha.
1915. §Gibson, Charles R. Lynton, Causewood, Pollokshaws, Glasgow.
1912. {Gibson, G. E., Ph.D., B.Sc. 16 Woodhall-terrace, Juniper Green.

1901. {Gibson, Professor George A., M.A. 10 The University, Glasgow.
1904. ^Gibson, Mi's. Margaret D., LL.D. Castle Brae, Chesterton-lane,

Cambridge.
1912. *Gibson, Miss Mary H., U.A., Ph.D. 75 Colum-road, Cardiff.

1806. {Gibson, R. J. Harvey, M.A., F.R.S.E., Professor of Botany in the
University of Liverpool.

1889. *Gibson, T. G. Lesbury House, Lesbury, R.S.O., Northumber-
land.

1893. {Gibson, Walcot, F.G.S. 28 Jermyn-street, S.W.
1898. *Gifford, J. William, F.R.A.S. Oaklands, Chard.
1883. {Gilbert, Lady. Park View, Englefield Green, Surrey.

1884. *Gilbert, PhiUp H. 63 Tupper-street, Montreal, Canada.
1895. {Gilchrist, J. D. F., M.A., Ph.D., B.Sc, F.L.S. Marine Biologist's

Office, Department of Agriculttue, Cape Town.
1896. *GiLCHRrsT, Percy C, F.R.S., M.Iast.C.E. Reform Club, Pall

Mall, S.W.
1911. {Gill, Rev. H. v., S.J. Milltown Park, Clonskea, Co. Dublin.
1902. {Gill, James F. 72 Strand-road, Bootle, Liverpool.

1908. {Gill, T. P. Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction

for Ireland, Dublin.
1913. ""Gillett, Joseph A., B.A. Woodgreen, Banbury.
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1913. JGillmor, R. E. 57 Victoria-street, S.W.
1892. *Gilmour, Matthew A. B., F.Z.S. SafEronhall House, Windmill-

road, Hamilton, N.B.
1907. IGilmour, S. C. 25 Cumberland-road, Acton, W.
1908. XGilmour, T. L. 1 St. John's Wood Park, N. W.
1913. §GiIson, R. Gary, M.A. King Edward's School, Birmingham.
1913. JGimingham, C. T., F.I.C. Research Station, Long Ashton,

Bristol.

1893. *Gimingham, Edward. Croylaud, Clapton Common, N.E.
1904. JGiNN, S. R., D.L. (Local Sec. 1904.) Brookfield, Trumpington-

road, Cambridge.
1884. JGirdwood, G. P., M.D. 615 University-street, Montreal, Canada.
1886. *Gisborne, Hartley, M.Can.S.C.E. Yoxall, Rural Route No. 1—

Ladysmith, British Columbia, Canada.
1883. *Glad8tone, Miss. 19 Chepstow-villas, Bayswater, W.
1871. *Glaisher, J. W. L., M.A.. Sc.D., F.R.S.,F.R.A.S. (Pres. A, 1890 ;

Council, 1878-86.) Trinity College, Cambridge.
1881. *Glazebrook, R. T., C.B., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1893 ;

Council, 1890-94, 1905 11), Director of the National Physical
Laboratory. Bushy House, Teddington, Middlesex.

1881. *Gleadow, Frederic. 38 Ladbroke-grove, W.
1915. §Glover, James. Lowton House, Lo\^i;on, Lancashire.

Glover, Thomas. 124 Manchester-road, Southport.
1915. §Godlee. Francis. 8 Minshall-street, Manchester.
1878. *Godlee, J. Lister. Wakes Colne Place, Essex.
1880. JGoDMAN, F. Du Cane, D.C.L., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. 45 Pont-

street, S.W.
1879. JGoDwiN-AusTEN, Lieut. -Colonel H. H., F.R.S., F.R.G.S., F.Z.S.

(Pres. E, 1883.) Nore, Godalming.
1878. IGoFF, Jambs. (Local Sec. 1878.) 29 Lower Leeson-street,

Dublin.
1908. *GoLD, Ernest, M.A. 8 Hurst Close, Bigwood-road, Hampstead

Garden Suburb, N.W.
1914. JGold, Mrs. 8 Hurst Close, Bigwood-road, Hampstead Garden

Suburb, N.W.
1906. JGoLDiE, Right Hon. Sir George D. T., K.C.M.G., D.C.L.. F.R.S.

(Pres. E, 1906 ; Council, 1906-07.) Naval and Military Club,
94 Piccadilly, W.

1910. JGolding, John, F.I.C. University College, Reading.
1913. JGolding, Mrs. University College, Reading.
1890. *GoNNER, E. C. K., M.A. (Pres. F, 1897, 1914), Professor of Econo-

mic Science in the University of Liverpool. Undercliff,
West Kirby, Cheshire.

1909. JGoodair, Thomas. 303 Kennedy-street, Winnipeg, Canada.
1912. §Goodman, Sydney C. N., B.A. 1 Brick-court, Temple, E.G.
1907. §GooDRrcH, E. S., M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S. 53 Banbury-road, Oxford.
1908. IGoodrich, Mrs., D.Sc. 53 Banbury-road, Oxford.
1884. *Goodridge, Richard E. W. P.O. Box 36, Coleraine, Minnesota,

U.S.A.
1884. JGoodwin, Professor W. L. Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario,

Canada.
1909. JGordon, Rev. Charles W. 567 Broadway. Winnipeg, Canada
1909. {Gordon, J. T. 147 Hargrave-street, Winnipeg, Canada.
1909. JGordon, Mrs. J. T. 147 Hargrave-street, Winnipeg, Canada,
1911. *Gordon, J. W. 113 Broadhurst-gardens, Hampstead, N.W.
1871. *Gordon, Joseph Gordon, F.C.S. Queen Anne's-mansions, West-

minster, S.W.
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1893. JGordon, Mrs. M. M. Ogilvie, D.Sc. I Riibislaw-terraoo, Aberdeen
1910. *Gordon, Vivian. Avonside Engine Works, Fishponds, Bristol.

1912. §Gordon, W. T. Geological Department, King's College, Strand,

W.C.
1901. JGoRST, Right Hon. Sir John E., M.A., K.C., M.P., F.RS. (Pres. L,

1901.) 84 Campden Hill Court, W.
1881. JGough, Rev. Thomas, B.So. King Edward's School. Retford.

1901. JGouRLAY, Robert. Glasgow.
1876. tGow, Robert. Cairndowan, Dowanhill-gardens, Glasgow.
188.3. JGow, Mrs. Cairndowan, Dowanhill-gardens, Glasgow.
1873. {Goyder, Dr. D. Marley House, 88 Great Horton-road, Bradford,

Yorkshire.

1908. *Gbabham, G. W., M.A., F.G.S. P.O. Box 178, Khartoum, Sudan.
1886. JGrabham, Michael C. M.D. Madeira.

1909. JGracb, J. H., M.A., F.R.S. Peterhouse, Cambridge.
1909. JGraham, Herbert W. 329 Kennedy-street, Winnipeg, Canada,
1902. *Graham, William, M.D. Purdysburn House, Belfast.

1914. JGraham, Mrs. Purdysburn House, Belfast.

1875. JGbahame, James. (Local See. 1876.) Care of Messrs. Grahame,
Crums, & Connal, 34 West George-street, Glasgow.

1904. §Gramont, Comte Arnaud do, D.Sc, Memb. de I'lnstitut de France.

179 rue de I'Universite, Paris.

1896. IGrant, Sir James, K.C.M.G Ottawa, Canada.
1914. JGbant, Kerr, M.Sc, Professor of Physics in the Univer.'^ity of

Adelaide, South Australia.

1908. *Grant, Professor W. L. Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario.

1914. JGrasby, W. C. Care of G. J. W. Grasby, Esq., GrenfeU-street,

Adelaide, South AustraUa.
1890. JGray, Andrew, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., Professor of

Natural Philosophy in the University of Glasgow.
1864. "^Gray, Rev. Canon Charles. West Retford Rectory, Retford.

1881. {Gray. Edwin, LL.B. Minster-yard, York.
1903. §Gray, Ernest, M.A. 104 Tulse-hill, S.W.
1904. JGray, Rev. H. B., D.D. (Pres. L, 1909). Pineroyd, Lower Bourne,

Famham.
1892. *Gray, James Hunter, M.A., B.So. 3 Crown OfiSce-row, Temple,

E.C.

1887. JGray, Joseph W., F.G.S. 6 Richmond Park-creacent, Bourne-
mouth.

1901. {Gray, R. Whytlaw. University College, W.C.
1873. JGray, William, M.R.I.A. Glenbum Park, Belfast.

Gray, Colonel William. Farley Hall, near Reading.

1866. §Greaves, Charles Augustus, M.B., LL.B. 84 Friar-gat«, Derby.

1910. JGreaves, R. H., B.Sc. 12 St. John's-crescent, Cardiff.

1904. *Green, Professor A. G., M.So. The Old Gardens, Cardigan-road,

Headingley, Leeds.

1904. §Green, F. W. 5 Wordsworth-grove, Cambridge.
1914. JGreen, Ileber, D.Sc. The University, Melbourne.

1906. §Green, J. A., M.A., Professor of Education in the University of

Sheffield.

1908. JGreen, Rev. William Spotswood, C.B., F.R.G.S. 5 Cowper-villas,

Cowper-road, Dubhn.
1916. §Greener, T. Y. Urpeth Lodge, Beamish, S.O., Co. Durham.
1909. JGreenfield, Joseph. P.O. Box 2935, Winnipeg, Canada.

1882. JGbeenhill, Sir A. G., M.A., F.R.S. 1 Staple Inn, W.C.
1905. JGreenhill, William. 6a Georgo-street, Edinburgh.
1915. §Greenhow, J. H. 46 Princess-street, Manchester.
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1913. *GreeDland, Miss Lucy Maud. St. Hilda's, Hornsea. East Yorkshire.
1898. *Greenly, Edward, F.G.S. Achnashean, near Bangor, North

Wales.
1906. JGreenwood, Sir Haniar, Bart., M.P. National Liberal Club,

WhitehaU-place, S.W.
1915. §Greenwood, William. 35 Belgrave-road, Oldliam.
1915. §Greg, Henry P. Lode HiU, Styal.

1894. *Gregoky, J. Walter. D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C. 1907), Pro-
fessor of Geology in the University of Glasgow.

1896. *Greoory, Professor R. A.. F.R. A.S. Walcot. Blyth-road. Bromley,
Kent.

1904. *GREnoRY, R. P., M.A. St. John's College. Cambridge,
1914. JGregory, Miss V. J. The University, Glasgow.
1914. JGrew, Mrs. 30 Cheyne-row, S.W.

-

1894. *Griffith, C. L. T., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Gayton Corner, Harrow.
1908. §Griffith, Sir John P., M.Inst.C.E. Rathmines Castle, Rathmines,

Dublin.
1884. JGriffiths, E. H., M.A., D.Sc. F.R.S. (Prea. A, 1906; Pres. L.

1913 ; Council, 1911- ), Principal of University College,

CardiS.
1884. JGriffiths, Mrs. University College, Cardiff.

1903. JGriffiths, Thomas P., J.P. 101 Manchester- road, Sonthport.
1888. *GrimRhaw, James Walter, M.Inst.C.E. St. Stephen's Club, West-

minster. S.W.
1914. JGrinley, Frank. WandeUa, Gale-street, Woolwich, N.S.W.
1911. JGrogan, Ewart S. Camp Hill, near Newcastle, Staffs.

1894. JGroom, Professor P., M.A., F.L.S. North Park, Gerrard's Cross.

Bucks.
1894. JGroom, T. T., M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S.. Professor of Geology in the

Univer.sity of Birmingham.
1909. *Grossman, Edward L., M.D. Steilacoom, Washington, U.S.A.
1896. JGrossmann, Dr. Karl. 70 Rodney-street, Liverpool.

1913. JGrove, W. B., M.A. 45 Duchess-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1869. JGrxjbb, Sir Howard, F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Aberfoyle, Rathgar,

Dublin.
1913. §Gruchy, G. F. B. de. Manoir de Noirmont, St. Aubin, Jersey.

1897. JGrunbaum, A. S., M.A., M.D. School of Medicine, Leeds.

1910. JGrundy, James. Ruislip, Teignraouth-road, Cricklewood, N.W.
1913. JGuest, James J. 11 St. Mark's-road, Leamington.
1915. §Guilleband. Claude W. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1887 tGuiLLEMARD, F. H. H., M.A., M.D. The Mill House, Trumpington,

Cambridge.
1905. *Gunn, Donald. Royal Societies Club, St. James's-street, S.W.
1909. {Gunne, J. R., M.D. Kenora, Ontario, Canada.
1909. JGunne, W. J., M.D. Kenora, Ontario, Canada.
1894. JGiinther, R. T. Magdalen College, Oxford.
1880. §Guppy, John J. Ivy-place, High-street, Swansea.
1904. *Gumey, Sir Eustace. Sprowston Hall, Norwich.
1902. *Gumey, Robert. Ingham Old Hall, Stalham, Norfolk.

1914. §Guthrie, Mrs. Blanche. 184a Ladbroke-grove, W.
1904. fGuttmann, Professor Leo F., Ph.D. Queen's University, Kingston,

Canada.
1906. *GwYNNE-VAirGHAN, Mrs. Helen C. L, D.Sc, F.L.S. 14 London-

road, Reading.

1905. JHacker, Rev. W. J. Idutywa, Transkei, South Africa.

1908. *Hackett, Felix E. Royal College of Science, Dublin.
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1881. *Haddox, Alfred Cort, M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S.. F.Z.S. (Pres. H, 1902,

1905; Council, 1902-08. 1910- .) 3 Cranmer-road, Cam-
bridge.

1914. JHaddon, Mrs. 3 Cranmer-road, Cambridge.
1911. *Haddon, Miss Kathleen. 3 Cranmer-road, Cambridge.
1888. *Hadfield, Sir Robert, D.Met., D.Sc., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. 22

Carlton House-terrace, S.W.
1913. fHadley, H. E., B.Sc. School of Science, Kidderminster.
1915. §Hadow, W. H., Principal of Armstrong College, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
190.5. JHahn, Professor P. H., M.A., Ph.D. York House. Gardens, Cape

Town.
1911. JHaigh. B. P., B.Sc. James Watt Engineering Laboratory, The

University, Glasgow.
1906. JHake, Georse W Oxford, Ohio, U.S.A
1894. IHaldaxe, John Scott, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1908), Reader

in Physiology in the University of Oxford. Cherwcll, Oxfoid.
1909. JHale, W. H., Ph.D. 40 First-place. Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A.
1911. §Halket, Miss A. C. Waverley House, 135 East India-road, E.
1899. +HALL, A. D., M.A., F.R.S. (Pres. M, 1914; Council, 1908-15.)

Development Commission, 6a Dean's-yard, S.W.
1914. tHall, Mrs. A. D. Ewhurst, Mostyn-road, Merton.
1909. JHall. Archibald A., M.Sc, Ph.D. Armstrong College, Newcastle-

on-Tyne.
1914. JHall, Dr. Cuthbert. Glenrowan, Parramatta, Sj'dney.

1903. JHall, E. Marshall, K.C. 75 Cam bridge-terrace. W.
1879. *Hal], Ebenezer. Abbeydale Park, near Sheffield.

1883. *Hall, Misa Emily. 63 Belmont-.street, Soutbport.
1854. *Hall, Hugh Fergie, F.G.S. Cissbury Court, West Worthing,

Sussex.
1884. JHall, Thomas Proctor, M.D. 1301 Davie-street, Vancouver, B.C ,

Canada.
1908. *Hall, Wilfred, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 9 Prior's-terrace, Tyuemouth,

Northumberland.
1913. JHall-Edwards, J. The Elms, 112 Gough-ioad, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1891. *HaUett, George. Oak Cottage, West Malvern.
1873. *HiLLETT. T. G. P., M.A. Claverton Lodge, Bath.
1888. Halliburton. W. D., M.D.. LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1902 ; Council,

1897-190.'^, 1911- ). Professor of Physiology in King's College,

London. Church Cottage, 17 Marylebone-road, N.W.
1905. JHalliburton, Mrs. Church Cottage, 17 Marylebone-road, N.W.
1904. *HaIlidie, A. H. S. Avondale, Chester, 'eld-rosid, Eastbourne.

1886. JHambleton, G. W. 109 Ramsden-road, S.W.
1908. *Hamel, Egbert Alexander de. Middleton Hall, Tamworth.
1883. *Hamel, Egbert D. de. Middleton Hall, Tamworth.
1915. §Hamer, J. St. James'-buildings, Oxford -street, Manchester.
1906. JHamill, John Molyneux, M.A., M.B. 14 South-parade, Chiswick.

1906. %Hamillon, Charles I. 88 Twyford-avenue, Acton.

1909. JHamilton, F. C. Bank of Hamilton-chambers, Winnipeg, Canada.
1902. JHamilton. Rev. T., D.D. Queen's College, Belfast.

1909. JHamilton, T. Glen, M.D. 264 Renton-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.
1899. *Hanbury, Daniel. I^enqua da C:\, Alassio, Italy.

1878. JHanee, E. M. Care of J. Hope Smith, Esq., 3 Lcman-strcet, E.C.

1909. JHancock, C. B. Manitoba Government Telephones, Winnipeg,
Canada.

1905. *Hancock, Strangman. Kennel Holt, Cranbrook, Kent.

1912. JHankin, G. T. 150 \ATiitehall-court, S.W.
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1911. |Hann, H. F, 139 Victoria-road North, Southsea.
1906. §Hanson, David. Salterlee, Halifax, Yorkshire.
1904. §Hanson, E. K. Woodthorpe, Royston Park-road, Hatch End,

Middle.'^ex.

1914. fHappell, Mrs. Care of Miss E. M. Bundey, Molesworth Street,
North Adelaide, South AustraUa.

1859. *Harcox7Rt, A. G. Vernon, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.,
V.P.C.S. (Gen. Sec. 1883-97 ; Pres. B, 1875 ; Council,
1881-83.) St. Clare, Ryde, Isle of Wight.

1909. JHarcourt, George. Department of Agriculture, Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada.

1886. *Hardcastle, Colonel Basil W., F.S.S. 12 Gainsborough-gardens,
Hampstead, N.W.

1902. *Haedcastle, Miss Frances. 3 Osborne-terrace, Newcastle-on-
Tyne.

1903. *Hardcastle, J. Alfred. The Dial House, Crowthome, Berkshire.
1892. *Habden, Arthur, Ph.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. Lister Institute of

Preventive Medicine, Chelsea-gardens, Grosvenor-road, S.W.
1905. XHardie, Miss Mabel, M.B. High-lane, via Stockport.

1877. JHarding, Stephen. Bower Ashton, Clifton, Bristol.

1894. JHardman, S. C. 120 Lord-street, Southport.
1913. tHardy, George Francis. 30 Edwardes-square, Kensington, W.
1909. +HABDY, W. B., M.A., F.R.S. Gonville and Caius College, Cam-

bridge,

1881. JHargrove, William Wallace. St. Mary's, Bootham, York.
1890. *Harkeb, Alfred, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1911.) St. John's

College, Cambridge.
1914. JHarker, Dr. George. The University, Sydney, N.S.W.
1896. JHarker, John Allen, D.Sc, F.R.S. National Physical Laboratory,

Bushy House, Teddington.
1875. *Harland, Rev. Albert Augustus, M.A., F.G.S., F.L.S., F.S.A. The

Vicarage, Harefield, Middlesex.
1877. *Harland, Henry Seaton. 8 Arundel -terrace, Brighton.
1883. *Harley, Miss Clara. Rastrick. Cricketfield-road, Torquay.
1899. JHarman, Dr. N. Bishop, F.R.C.S. 108 Harley-street, W.
1913. JHarmar, Mrs. 102 Hagley-road, Birmingham.
1868. *Harmer, F. W., F.G.S. Oakland House, Cringleford, Norwich.
1881. *Harmeb, SidxVey F., M.A., So.D., F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1908),

Keeper of the Department of Zoology, British Museum
(Natural History), Cromwell-road, S.W.

1912. *Harper, Alan G., B.A. Magdalen College, Oxford.
1906. tHarper, J. B. 16 St. George's-place, York.
1913. JHarris, F. W. 132 and 134 Hurst-street, Birmingham.
1842. tHarris, G. W. Millicent, South Australia.

1909. JHarris, J. W. Civic Offices, Winnipeg.
1903. JHatria, Robert, M.B. Queen's-road, Southport.
1904. *Harrison, Frank L., B.A., B.Sc Grammar School Cottage, St.

John's, Antigua, B.W.I.
1904. {Harrison, H. Spencer. The Homiman Museum, Forest Hill, S.E.

1892. JHakrison, John. (Local Sec. 1892.) Rockville, Napier-road,

Edinburgh.
1915 §Harri8on, Launcelot. Quick Laboratory, Cambridge.
1892. IHarrison, Rev. S. N. Ramsey, Isle of Man.
1901 *Harri8on, W. E. 17 Soho-road, Handsworth, Staffordshire.

1911. JHarrison-Smith, F., C.B. H.M. Dockyard, Portsmouth.
1885. JHart, Colonel C.J. (Local Sec 1886.) Highfield Gate, Edgbaston,

Birmingham.
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1909. JHart, John A. 120 Emily-street, Winnipeg, Canada,
1876. *Hart, Thomas. Brooklands, Blackbm-n.
1903. *Hart, Thomas Clifford. Brooklands, Blackburn.
1907. §Hart, W. E. Kilderry, near Londonderry.
1911. JHart-Synnot, Ronald V. 0. University College, Reading.
1893. *Habtland, E. Sidney, F.S.A. (Prea. H, 1906 ; Comicil, 1906-13.)

Highgarth, Gloucester.

1905. JHartland, Miss. Highgarth, Gloucester.

1886. *Habtoo, Professor M. M.. D.So. University College, Cork.
1887. IHaktog, p. J., B.So. University of London, South Kensington,

S.W.
1885. §Harvie-Brown, J. A., LL.D. Dunipaoe, Larbert, N.B.
1862. *Harwood, John. Woodside Mills, Bolton-le-Moors.
1893. §Haslam, Lewis. 8 Wiltoji-crescent, S.W.
1911. *Hasse, H. R. The University, Manchester.
1903. *Hastie, Miss J. A. Care of Messrs. Street & Co., 30 Cornhill, E.C.
1904. JHastings, G. 23 Oak-lane, Bradford, Yorkshire.

1903. JHastings, W. G. W. 2 Halsey-street, Cadogan-gardens, S.W.
1889. JHatch, F. H., Ph.D., F.G.S. 15 Copse-hiJl, Wimbledon, S.W.
1903. JHathaway, Herbert G. 45 High-street, Bridgnorth. Salop.
1904. *Haughton, W. T. H. The Highlands, Great Barford, St. Neots.
1908. §Havelock. T. H., M.A., D.Sc, T.R.S., Professor of AppUed

Mathematics in Armstrong College, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Rockhii'e, Gosforth, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

1904. JHavilland, Hugh de. Eton College, Windsor.
1887. *Hawkins, William. Earlston House, Brougbton Park, Manchester,
1864. *Hawkshaw, John Clarke, M.A., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. (Council,

1881-87.) 22 Down-street, W.
1897. §Hawksley, Charles, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. (Pres. G, 1903 ; Council,

1902-09.) Caxton House (West Block), Westminster, S.W.
1887. *Haworth, Jesse. Woodside, Bowdon, Cheshire.

1913. JHaworth, John F. Withens, Barker-road, Sutton Coldfield.

1913. JHaworth, Mrs. Withens, Barker-road, Sutton Coldfield.

1885. *Haycraft, John Berry, M.D., B.Sc, F.R.S.E., Professor of

Physiology in University College, Cardiff.

J900. §Hayden, H. H., B.A., F.G.S. Geological Survey, Calcutta, India.

1903. *Haydock, Arthur. 114 Revidge-road, Blackburn.

1913. §Hayward, Miss. 7 Abbotsford-road, Galashiels, N.B.

1903. JHayward, Joseph William, M.Sc. Keldon, St. Marychurch,

Torquay.
1896. *I-Iaywood, Colonel A. G. 68 Wliarfedale-gardens, Thornton Heath.

1883. JHeape, Joseph R. Glebe House, Rochdale.

1882. *Heape, Walter, M.A., F.R.S. 10 King's Bench-walk, Temple, E.C.

1909. +Heard, Mrs. Sophie, M.B., Ch.B. Carisbrooke, Fareham, Hants.

1908. §Heath, J. St. George, B.A. The Warden's Lodge, Toynbee Hall,

Commercial-street, E.

1902. |Heath, J. W. Royal Institution, Albemarle-street. W.
1898. JHeath, R. S., M.A., D.Sc, Vice-Principal and Professor of Mathe-

matics in the University of Birmingham.
1909. {Heathcote, F. C. C. Broadway, Winnipeg, Canada.

1883. JHeaton, Charles. Marlborough House, Hesketh Park, Southport.

1913. §Heaton, Howard. (Local Sec, 1913.) Wayside, Lode-lane,

Solihull, Birmingham.
1892. *Heaton, William H., M.A. (Local Sec, 1893), Principal of and

Professor of Physics in University College, Nottingham.

1889. *Heaviside, Arthur West, I.S.O. 12 Tring-avenue, Ealing, W.
1888. *Heawood, Edward, M.A. Briarfield, Church-hill, Merstham,

Surrey.
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1888. *Heawood, Percy J., Professor of Mathematics in Durham Univer-
sity. High Close, Hollinside-lane, Durham.

1887. *Hedges, Killingworth, M.Iust.C.E. 10 Cranley-place, South
Kensington, S.VV.

1912. §Hedley, Charles. AustraUau Museum, Sydney.
1881. *Hele-Shaw, H. S., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G,

1915.) 64 Victoria-street, S.W.
1901. *Helleb, W. M., B.Sc. Education Office, Marlborough-street,

Dubhn.
1911. JHellyer, Francis E. Farlington House, Havant, Hants.
1911. JHellyer, George E. Farlington House, Havant, Hants.
1887. JHembry. Frederick William, F.R.M.S. City-chambers, 2 St.

Nicholas-street, Bristol.

1908. JHemmy, Professor A. S. Government College, Lahore.
1899. JHemsalech, G. A., D.Sc. The Owens College, Manchester.
1905. *Henderson, Andrew. 17 Belhaven-terrace, Glasgow.
1905. *Henderson, Miss Catharine. 17 Belhaven-terrace, Glasgow.
1891. *Hbndebson. G. G., D.Sc, M.A., F.I.C., Professor of Chemistry

in the Royal Technical College, Glasgow.
1905. §Henderson, Mrs. 7 Marlborough-drive, Kelvinside, Glasgow.
1907. JHenderson, H. F. Felday, Morland-avenue, Leicester.

1906. JHenderson, J. B., D.Sc, Professor of Apphed Mechanics in the

Royal Naval College, Greenwich, S.E.
1909. JHenderson, Veylieu E. Medical Building, The University, Toronto,

Canada.
1880. *Henderson, Admiral W. H., R.N. 3 Onslow Houses, S.W.
1911. JHenderson, William Dawson. The University, Bristol.

1904. *Hendrick, James, B.Sc, F.I.C., Professor of Agriculture in Marischal
College, Aberdeen.

1910. JHeney, T. W. Sydney, New South Wales.
1910. *Henbici, Captain E. 0., R.E., A.Inst.C.E. Ordnance Survey Office,

Southampton.
1873. *HENrvici, Olads M. F. E., Ph.D., F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1883 ; Council,

1883-89.) Hiltingbury Lodge, Chandler's Ford, Hants.
1910. XHenry. Hubert, M.D. 304 Olossop-road. Sheffield.

1906. JHenry, Dr. T. A. Imperial Institute, S.W.
1909. *Henshall, Robert. Sunnyside, Latchford, Warrington.
1892. JHepbukn, David, M.D., F.R.S. E., Professor of Anatomy in Univer-

sity College, Cardiff.

1904. JHepworth, Commander M. W. C, C.B., R.N.R. Meteorological
Office, South Kensington, S.W.

1909. JHerbinson, William. 376 Ellice-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.
1914. *Herdman, Miss C. Croxteth Lodge, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1902. JHerdman, G. W., B.Sc, AssocM.Inst.C.E. Irrigation and Water
Supply Department, Pretoria.

1912. *Herdman, George Andrew. Croxteth Lodge, Sefton Park, Liver-

pool.

1887. *Hebdman, William A., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.L.S.
(Genebal Seceetaey, 1903- ; Pres. D, 1895 ; Council,
1894-1900 ; Local Sec. 1896), Professor of Natural History in

the University of Liverpool. Croxteth Lodge, Sefton Park,
Liverpool.

1893. *Herdman, Mrs. Croxteth Lodge, Sefton Park, Liverpool.
1909. fHerdt, Professor L. A. McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
1875. JHebefobd, The Right Rev. John Peecival, D.D., LL.D., Lord

Bishop of. (Pres. L, 1904.) The Palace, Hereford.
1916. §Herford, Miss CaroUae. 8 Oak-drive, Fallowfield, Manchester.
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1912. JHeron, David, D.Sc. Galton Eugenics Laboratory, University
College, W.C.

1912. *Heron-Allev, Edward, F.L.S., F.r4.S. .33 Hamilton-terrace,
N.W. ; and Large Acre.s, Selsey Bill, Siiosex.

1908. *Herring, Percy T., M.D., Professor of Pliysiology in the Uni-
versity, St. Andrews, N.B.

1874. §Herschel, Colonel John, R.E., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Observatory
House, Slough, Bucks.

1900. *Herschel, Rev. J. C. W. Fircroft, Wellington College Station,
Berkshire.

1913. fHersey, Mayo Dyer, A.M. Bureau of Standards, Washington,
U.S.A.

1905. {Hervey, Miss Mary F. S. 22 Morpeth-mansions, S.W.
1903. Hesketh, Charles H. Fleetwood, M.A. Stocken Hall, Stretton,

Oakham.
1895. §Hesketh, James. 5 Scarisbrick Avenue, Southport.
1913. §Hett, Miss Mary L. 53 Fordwych-road, West Hampstead, N.W.
1894. fHEWBTSON, G. H. (Local Sec. 1896.) 39 Henley-road, Ipswich.
1894. iHewins, W. A. S., M.A.. F.S.S. 15 CharIHeld-avenue. Putney

Hill, S. W.
1915. §HewLson, WilHam. Winfield, St. George's-crescent, Pendleton.
1908. JHewitt, Dr. C. Gordon. Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa.
1896. §Hewitt, David Basil, JLD. Oakleigh, Northwich, Cheshire.
1903. iHewitt, E. G. W. 87 Princess-road, Moss Side, Manchester.
1903. JHewitt, John Theodore, M.A., D.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S. Clifford

House, Staines-road, Bedfont, Middlesex.
1909. {Hewitt, W., B.Sc. 16 Clarence-road, Birkenhead.
1882. *Heycock, Charles T., M.A., F.R.S. 3 St. Peter's-terrace, Cam-

bridge.

1883. JHeyes, Rev. John Frederick, M.A., F.R.G.S. St. Barnabas
Vicarage, Bolton.

1866. *Heymann, Albert. West Bridgford, Nottinghamshire.
1912. §Hevwood, H. B., D.Sc. 40 Manor-way, Ruislip.

1912. JHickhng. George, D.Sc, F.G.S. The University, Manche.'^tcr.

1877. §HicKS, W. M., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1895), Professor of
Physics in the University of Sheffield. Leamhurst, Ivy
Park-road, Sheffield.

1886. JHicks, Mrs. W. M. Leamhurst, Ivy Park-road, Sheffield.

1887. *Hick;son, Sydney J., xM.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1903 ; Local
Secretary, 1915), Professor of Zoology in Victoria University,
Manchester.

1864. *HiEBN, W. P., M.A., F.R.S. The Castle, Barnstaple.
1914. JHiggins, J. M. Riversdale-road, Camberwell, Victoria.
1914. JHiggins, Mrs. J. M. Riversdale-road, Camberwell, Victoria.

1891. tHiGOs, Henry, C.B., LL.B., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1899; Council,
1904-06.) H.M. Treasury, Whitehall, S.W.

1909. JHigman, Ormond. Electrical Standards Laboratory, Ottawa.
1913. *Higson, G. I., M.Sc. 11 Westbourne-road, Birkdale, Lancashire.
1907. JHiLEY, E. V. (Local See. 1907.) Town Hall, Birmingham.
1911. *Hiley, Wilfrid E. Danesfield, Boar's Hill, Oxford.
1885. *HiLL, Alexander, M.A., M.D. Hartley University College,

Southampton.
1903. *HiLL, Arthur W., M.A., F.L.S. Royal Gardens, Kew.
1906. JHill, Charles A., M.A., M.B. 13 Rodney-street, Liverpool.
1881. *HiLL,Rev. Edwin,M.A. The Rectory, Cockfield,Bui7 St. Edmunds.
1908. *HiLL, James P., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Zoology in University

College, Gower-street, W.C.
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1911. JHiLL, Leonard, M.B., F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1912.) Osborne House,
Loughton, Essex.

1912. tHill, M. D. Angelo's, Eton College, Windsor.

1886. JHiLL, M. J. M., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Pure Mathematics
in University College, W.C.

1898. *Hill, Thomas Sidney. Langford House, Langford, near Bristol.

1907. *HiLLS, Colonel E. H., C.M.G., R.E., F.R.S., F.R.G.S. (Pres. E,

1908.) 32 Prince's-gardens, S.W.
1911. *Hills, William Frederick Waller. 32 Prince's-gardens, S.W.
1903. *Hilton, Harold, D.Sc. 108 Alexandra-road, South Hampstead,

N.W.
1903. *HnsrD, Wheelton, M.D., F.G.S. Roxeth House, Stoke-on-Trent.

1870. JHiNDE, G. J., Ph.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. Ivythom, Avondale-road,

South Croydon, Surrey.

1910. JHindle, Edward, B.A., Ph.D., F.L.S. Quick Laboratories, Cam-
bridge.

1883. *Hindle, James Henry. 8 Cobham-street, Accrington.

1915. *Hindley, R. T. The Green-way. Macclesfield.

1898. JHinds, Henry. 57 Queen-street, Ramsgate.
1911. JHinks, Arthur R., M.A., F.R.S., Sec. R.G.S. Royal Geographical

Society, Kensington Gore, S.W.
1903. *Hinmers, Edward. Glentwood, South Downs-drive, Hale, Cheshire.

1915. §Hitchcock, E. F. Toynbee Hall, Commercial-street, E.

1914. JHoadley, C. A., M.Sc. Weenabah, Ballarat, Victoria.

1915. §Hoatson, John. 117 City-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1899. JHobday, Henry. Hazelwood, Grabble Hill, Dover.

1914. JHobson, A. Kyme. Overseas Club, 266 Flinders -street, Melbourne.

1887. *HoBSON, Bernard, M.Sc, F.G.S. Thornton, Hallamgate-road,

Sheffield.

1904. JHoBSON, Ernest William, Sc.D., F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1910), Sadlerian

Professor of Pure Mathematics in the University of Cambridge.

The Gables, Mount Pleasant, Cambridge.

1907. JHobson, Mrs. Mary. 6 Hopefield-avenue, Belfast.

1913. JHodges, Ven. Archdeacon George, M.A. Ely.

1887. *Hodgkinson, Alexander M.B., B.Sc. Bradshaigh, Lower Bourne,

near Farnham. Surrey.

1880. IHodgkinson, W. R. Eaton, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.G.S., Professor of

Chemistry and Physics in the Royal Artillery College, Wool-
wich. 18 Glenluce-road, Blackheath, S.E.

1912. JHodgson, Benjamin. The University, Bristol.

1905. jHodgson, Ven. Archdeacon R. The Rectory, Wolverhampton.

1909. JHodgson, R. T., M.A. Collegiate Institute, Brandon, Manitoba,

Canada.
1898. JHodgson, T. V. Municipal Museum and Art Gallery, Plymouth.

1904. *Hodson, F., Ph.D. Bablake School, Coventry.

1907. fHodson, Mrs. Bablake School, Coventry.

1915. §Hoffert, H. H., D.Sc. The Gables, Marple, Stockport.

1904. JHooABTH, D. G., M.A. (Pres. H, 1907 ; Coimcil, 1907-10.) 20 St.

Giles's, Oxford.

1914. tHogben, George, M.A., F.G.S. 9 Tinakori-road, Welhngton,
New Zealand.

1908. JHogg, Right Hon. Jonathan. Stratford, Rathgar, Co. Dublin.

1911. JHolbrook, Colonel A. R. Warleigh, Grove-road South, Southsea.

1907. JHolden, Colonel Sir H. C. L.,K.C.B., R.A., F.R.S. Gifford House,

Blackheath, S.E.

1883. {Holden, John J. 73 Albert-road, Southport.

1887. *Holder, Henry William, M.A. Beechmount, Amside,
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1913. JHolder, Sir John C, Bart. Pitmaston, Moor Green, Birmingham.
1900. JHoLDicH, Colonel Sir Thomas H., R.E., K.C.B., K.C.I.E., F.R.G.S.

(Pres. E, 1902.) 41 Courtfield-road, S.W.
1887. *Holdsworth, C. J., J.P. Fernhill, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
1904. §Holland, Charles E. 9 Downing-place, Cambridge.
1903. JHolland, J. L., B.A. 3 Primrose-hill, Northampton.
1896. JHolland, Mrs. Lowfields House, Hooton, Cheshire.
1898. JHolland, Sir Thomas H., K.C.I.E., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1914),

Professor of Geology in the Victoria University, Manchester.
1889. JHoUander, Bernard, M.D. 35a Welbeck-street, W.
1906. *Hollingworth, Miss. Leithen, Newnham-road, Bedford.
1883. *Holmes, Mrs. Basil. 23 Corfton-road, Ealing, W.
1866. *Holmes, Charles. Makeney, Compton-road, Winchmore Hill, N.
1882. *HoLMES, Thomas VmcENT, F.G.S. 28 Croom's-hill, Greenwich, S.E.
1912. XHolmes-Sinith, Edward, B.Sc. lioyul BoUinic Gardens, Edinburgh.
1903. *HoLT, Alfred, M.A., D.Sc. Dowsefield, Allerton, Liverpool.
1915. §HoLT, Alderman E., J.P. Bury Old-road, Heaton Park, Man-

Chester.

1875. *Hood, John. Chesterton, Cirencester.

1904. §Hooke, Rev. D. Burford, D.D. Somerset Lodge, Barnet.
1908. *Hooper, Frank Henry. Deepdene, S+reatham Common, S.W.
1865. *Hooper, John P. Deepdene, Streatham Common, S.W.
1877. *Hooper, Rev. Samuel F., M.A, LydUnoh Rectory, Sturminstei

Newton, Dorset.

1904. JHopewell-Smith, A., M.R.C.S. 37 Park-street, Grosvenor-square,
S.W.

1905. *Hopkina, Charles Hadley. Junior Constitutional Club, 101 Picca-
diUy, W.

1913. JHoPKtNS, F. GowLAND, M.A., D.Sc, M.B., F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1913).
Trinity College, and Saxmeadham, Grange-road, Cambridge.

1901. *HoPKrNSON, Bertram, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., Professor of
Mechanism and Applied Mechanics in the University of
Cambridge. 10 Adams-road, Cambridge.

1884. *HoPKrNSON, Charles. (Local Sec. 1887.) The Limes, Didsbury,
near Manchester.

1882. *Hopkinson, Edward, M.A., D.Sc. Ferns, Alderley Edge,
Cheshire.

1871. *HoPKiNSON, John, Assoc.Inst.C.E., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.R.Met.Soc.
Weetwood, Watford.

1905. JHopkinson, Mrs. John. Ellerslie, Adams-road, Cambridge.
1898. *Hornby, R., M.A. Haileybury College, Hertford.

1910. JHorne, Arthur S. Kerlegh, Cobham, Surrey.

1885. tHoRNE, John, LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1901.)
12 Keith-crescent, Blackball, Midlothian.

1903. JHome, Wilham, F.G.S. Leyburn, Yorkshire.

1902. JHorner, John. Chelsea, Antrim-road, Belfast.

1905. *Horsburgh, E. M., M.A., B.Sc, Lecturer in Technical Mathematics
in the University of Edinburgh,

1887. JHorsfall, T. C. Swanscoe Park, near Macclesfield.

1893. *HoRSLEY, Sir Victor A. H., LL.D., B.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.C.S.
(Council, 1893-98.) 25 Cavendish-square, W.

1908. JHorton, F. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1884. *Hotblack, G. S. Brundall, Norwich
1906. *Hough, Miss Ethel M. Codsall Wood, near Wolverhampton.
1859. JHough, Joseph, M.A., F.R.A.S. Codsall Wood, Wolverhampton.
1896. *Hough, S. S., M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., His Majesty's Astronomer at

the Cape of Good Hope. Royal Observatory, Cape Town.
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1905. §Houghtiiig, A. G. L. Glenelg, Musgrave-road, Durban, Natal.

1886. iHoughton, F. T. S., M.A., F.G.S. 188 Hagley-road, Birmingham.
1914. IHoughton, T. H.. M.Inst.C.E. 63 Pitt-street, Sydney, N.S.W.
1908. ^Houston, David, F.L.S. Royal College of Science, Dublin.

1893. JHoward, F. T., M.A., F.G.S. West Mount, Waverton, near
Chester.

1904. *Howard, Mrs. G. L. C. Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa,

Bengal, India.

1887. *Howard, S. S. 56 Albemarle-road, Beckenham, Kent.

1901. §Howarth. E., F.R.A.S. Public Museum, Weston Park, Sheffield.

1903. *Howarth, James H., F.G.S. Holly Bank, HaUfax.

1907. JHowARTH, 0. J. R., M.A. (Assistant Secretary.) 24 Lans-
downe-crescent, W.

1914. {Howchin, Professor Walter. University of Adelaide, South
AustraUa.

1911. *HowE, Professor G. W. 0., D.So. 22 Dorset-road, Merton Park,

Surrey.

1905. tHowick, Dr. W. P.O. Box 503, Johannesburg.

1863. JHowoBTH, Sir H. H., K.C.I.E., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.S.A. 30 Colling-

ham-place, Cromwell-road, S.W.

1837. §HoYLE. William E., M.A., D.So. (Pres. D, 1907.) National

Museum of Wales, City Hall, Cardiff.

1903. JHiibner, Juhus. Ash Villa, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire.

1913. §Huddart, Mrs. J. A. 2 Chatsworth-gardens, Eastbourne.

1898. XHudson, Mrs. Sunny Bank, Egerton, Huddersfield.

1913. fHughes, Alfred, M.A., Professor of Education in the University of

Birmingham. 29 George-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1871. *Hughe3, George Pringle, J.P., P.R.G.S. Middloton Hall, Wooler,

Northumberland.
1914. tHufhes, Herbert W. Adelaide Club, Adelaide, South Austraha.

1868. tHuQHES, T. M'K., M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Council, 1879-86), Wood-
wardian Professor of Geology in the University of Cambridge.

Ravensworth, Brooklands-aveaue, Cambridge.

1912. tHukling, George. The University, Manchester.

1867. fHuLL, Edward, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1874.)

14 Stanley-gardens, Notting Hill, W.
1903. JHulton, Campbell G. Palace Hotel, Southport.

1905. §Hume, D. G. W. 55 Gladstone-street, Dundee, Natal.

1911. *Hume, Dr. W. F. Helwan, Egypt.

1914. §Humphrey, G. D. Care of Messrs. Lane & Peters, Burrinjuck,

New South Wales.

1904. *Humphreyd, Alexander C, Sc.D., LL.D., President of the Stevens

Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey, U.S.A.

1907. §Humphrie3, Albert E. Coxe's Lock Mills, Weybridge.

1891. *Hunt, Cecil Arthur. Southwood, Torquay.

1914. |Hunt, H. A. Weather Bureau, Melbourne.

1881. JHunter, F. W. 16 Old Elvet, Durham.

1889. JHunter, Mrs. F. W. 16 Old Elvet, Durham.

1915. §Hunter, W. Henry. 42 Spring-gardens, Manchester.

1909. JHunter, W. J. H. 31 Lynedoch-street, Glasgow.

1901. *HuQter, Wilham. Evirallan, StirUng.

1903. JHurst, Charles C, F.L.S. Burbage, Hinckley.

1861. *Hurst, WilUam John. Drumaness, Ballynahinch, Co. Down,
Ireland.

1913. §Hutchins, Miss B. L. The Glade, Branch Hill, Hampstead Heath,

N.W.
1914. §Hutchin8, D. E. Medo House, Cobham, Kent.
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1894, Hutchinson, A., M.A., Ph.D. (Local See. 1904.) Pembroke
College, Cambridge.

1912. §Hutchinson, Dr. H. B. Rothamsted Experimental Station,
Harpenden, Herts.

1903. §Hutchinson. Rev. H. N., M.A. 1 7 St. John's Wood Park, Finohley-
road, N.VV.

1864. *Hutton, Darnton. 14 Cumberland-terrace, Regent's Park, N W
1887. *Hutton, J. Arthur. The Woodlands, Alderlev Edge, Cheshire
1901. *Hutton, R. S., D.Se. West-street, Sheffield.
1871. *Hyett, Francis A. Painswiek House, Painswick, Stroud, Glouces-

tershire.

1900. *Hyndman, H. H. Francis. 3 New-court, Lincoln's Inn W.C.

1908. JTdle, George. 43 Dawson -street, Dublin.
1883. JIdris. T. H. W. 1 10 Pratt -street, Camden Town, N. W.
1884. *Iles. George. .5 Brunswick-.street, Montreal, Canada
1906. Jlliffe, J. W. O.ik Tower, Upperthorpe, Sheffield.
1913. §Illmg, Vmceut Charles, B.A., F.G.S. The Chestnuts, Hartshill,

Atherstone, Warwickshire.
1915. §Imms, A. D. West \\'ood. The Beeches, West Didsbury
1885. §IM Thurn, Sir Everaed F., C.B., K.C.M.G. (Pres. H, 1914;

Council, 1913- .) 39 Lexham-gardens, W.
1907. §Ingham, Charles B. Moira House, Eastbourne.
1901. JInqus, John, LL.D. 4 Prince's-terrace, Dowanhill, Glasgow.
1905. §Lmes, R. T. A., P.R.A.S. Union Observatory, Johannesburg.
1901. *Ionides, Stephen A. 802 Equitable-building, Denver, Colorado.
1913. Jlrvine, James, F.R.G.S. Richmond-buildings, Chapel-street, Liver-

pool.

1912. +Irvine, J. C, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in the University
of St. Andrews.

1882. §Ievinq, Rev. A., B.A., D.Sc. Hockerill Vicarage, Bishop's Stort-
ford, Herts.

1908. Ilrwin, Alderman John. 33 Rutland-square, Dublin.

1915. §Jack, A. J. 30 Amhurst-road, Withington, Manchester.
1914. §Jack, A. K., B.Sc. Agricultural College, Dookie, Victoria.
1909. +Jacks, Professor L. P. 28 Holywell, Oxford.
1883. *Jackson, Professor A. H., B.So. 349 ColUns-street, Melbourne.

Austraha.
1903. JJackson, C. S. Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, S.E,
1915. §Jackson, E. J. W., B.A. The University, Edmund-street, Bir-

mingham.
1874. *Jackson, Frederick Arthur. Belmont, Somenos, Vancouver Island,

B.C., Canada.
1883. *Jackson, F. J. 35 Leyland-road, Southport.
1883. JJackson, Mrs. F. J. 35 Leyland-road, Southport.
1899. jJackson, Geofirey A. 31 Harrington-gardens, Kensington, S.W.
1913. *Jackson, H. Gordon, M.Sc. Mason College, Birmingham.
1906. *Jackson, James Thomas, M.A. Engineering School, Trinity

College, DubUn.
1898. *Jackson, Sir John. 51 Victoria-street, S.W.
1887. §Jacobson, Nathaniel, J.P. Olive Mount, Cheetham Hill-road,

Manchester.
1905. *Jaff(^, Arthur, M.A. New-court, Temple, E.G.
1874. *Jafif6, John. Villa Jaff6, 38 Promenade des Anglais, Nioe, France.

1915. D
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1906. JJalland, W. H. Museum -street, York.

1891. *Jame3, Charles Russell. The Bungalow, Redhill, Surrey.

1904. JJames, Thomas Campbell. University College, Aberystwyth.

1896. *Jameson, H. Lyster, M.A., Ph.D. Borderdale, Sunningdale,

Berkshire.

1889. *Japp, F. R., M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1898.)

36 Twyford-avenue. West Acton, W.
1910. *Japp, Henry, M.Inst.C.E. 59 Beaver Hall-hill, Montreal, Canada.

1896. *Jarmay, Gustav. Hartford Lodge, Hartford, Cheshire.

1913. JJarrard, W. J. The University, Sheffield.

1903. JJabratt, J. Ernest. (Local Sec. 1903.) 22 Hesketh-road, South-"

port.

1904. *Jeans, J. H., M.A., F.R.S. 8 Ormonde-gate, Chelsea, S.W.

1897. JJeffrey, E. C, B.A. The University, Toronto, Canada.

1912. §Jehu, T. J., M.A., M.D., Professor of Geology in the University of

Edinburgh.

1908. *Jenkin, Arthur Pearse, F.R.Met.Soc. Trewirgie, Redruth.

1909. *Jenkin3, Miss Emily Vaughan. 31 Antrim-mansions, South
Hampstead, N.W.

1903. fJenkinson, J. W. The Museum, Oxford.

1904. JJenkinson, W. W. 6 Moorgate-street, E.G.

1893. JJennings, G. E. Ashleigh, Ashleigh-road, Leicester.

1900. *Jevons, H. Stanley, M.A., B.Sc. 3 Pembroke-terrace, Cardiff.

1907. *Jevons, Miss H. VV. 17 Tredegar-square, Bow, E.

1905. §Jeyes, Miss Gertrude, B.A. Berrymead, 6 Lichfield-road, Kew
Gardens.

1914. JJobbins, G. G. Geelong Club, Geelong, Victoria.

1909. *Johus, Cosmo, F.G.S., M.I.M.E. Bumgrove, Pitsmoor-road,

Sheffield.

1909. XJohnson, C. Kelsall, F.R.G.S. The Glen, Sidmouth, Devon.

1890. *JomisoN, Thomas, D.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Botany in the Royal
College of Science, Dublin.

1902. *Johnson, Rev. W., B.A., B.Sc. Wath Rectory, Melmerby S.O.,

Yorksliii'e.

1898. *Johnson, W. Claude, M.Inst.C.E. Broadstone, Coleman's Hatch,

Sussex.

1899. +JOHNSTON, Colonel Sir Dtjnca2^ A., K.C.M.G., CB.^ R.E., F.R.G.S.

(Pres. E, 1909.) 8 Lansdowne-crescent, Edinburgh.

1883. fJohnston, Six H. H., G.C.M.G., K.C.B., F.R.G.S. St. John's

Priory, Poling, near Arundel.

1913. §Johnston, James. Oak Bank-avenue, Manchester.

1909. *Johnston, J. Weir, MA. 129 Anglesea-road, Dublin.

1913. tJohnston, Dr. S. J. Department of Biology, The University,

Sydney, N.S.W.
1908. IJohnston, Swift Paine. 1 Hume -street, Dublin.

1884. *Johnston, W. H. County Offices, Preston, Lancashire.

1909. §JoLLY, Professor W. A., M.B., D.Sc. South African College, Cape
Town.

1888. JJoLY, John, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1908), Professor

of Geology and Mineralogy in the University of Dublin.

Geological Department, Trinity College, DubUn.

1887. tJones, D. E., B.Sc. Eryl Dag, Radyr, Cardiff.

1913. *Jones, Daniel, M.A., Lecturer on Phonetics at University College,

London, W.C.
1904. JJones, Miss E. E. Constance. Girton College, Cambridge.

1890. JJoNES, Rev. Edward, F.G.S. Primrose Cottage, Embsay,
Skipton.
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1896. JJones, E. Taylor, D.So. University CJollege, Bangor.
190.3. JJones, Evan. Ty-Mawr, Aberdare.

1907. *Jones, Mrs. Evan. 39 Hyde Park-gate, S.W.
1887. JJones, Francis, F.R.S.E., F.C.S. 17 \Mialley-road, Whalley

Range, ^lanchester.

1891. *JoNEs, Rev. G. Habtwell, D.D. Nutfield Rectory, Redhill,
Surrey.

1883. *Jones, George Oliver, M.A. Inchyra House, 21 Cambridge-road,
Waterloo, Liverpool.

1912. JJones, J. H. The University, Glasgow.
1913. JJones, O. T., M.A., D.Sc, P.G.S., Professor of Geology in the

University College of Wales. Fenton, Caradoc-road,
Aber3'stwyth.

1905. fJones, Sliss Parnell. The Rectory, Llanddewi Skyrrid, Aberga-
venny, Monmouthshire.

1901. JJone.=!, R. E., J.P. Oakley Grange, Shrewsbury.
1902. jJones, R. M., M.A. Royal Academical Institution, Belfast.

1908. {.Tones, R. Pugh, M.A. County School, Holyhead, Anglesey.
1912. §Jone.s W. Xoilson, M.A. Bsdford College, Regent's Park, N.W
1875. *Jose. J. E. Elhersall, Tarhoclc-road, Hiii/ton, Lancashire.

1913. {Jourdain, Miss Eleanor F. St. Hugh's College, Oxford.
1883. tJoyce, Rev. A. G., B.A. St. John's Croft, Winchester.
1886. jJoyce, Hon. Mrs. St. John's Croft, Winchester.

1905. jjudd. Miss Hilda M., B.Sc. Berrymead, 6 IJchfield-road, Kew.
1894. §Julian, Mrs. Forbes. Redholrae, Braddon's Hill-road, Torquay.
1914. JJulius, G. A., B.Sc. Culwulla-chambers, 67 Castlereagh-street,

Sydney, N.S.W.
1905. §JuEiTZ, Charles F., M.A., D.Sc, F.I.C., Chief of the Division of

Chemistry, Union of South Africa. Department of Agri-
culture, Cape Town.

1888. ifKAPP, GiSBEKT, M.Sc, M.Inst.C.E., M.Inst.E.E. (Pres. G, 1913),
Professor of Electrical Engineering in the University of

Birmingham. 43 Upland-road, Selly Park, Birmingham.
1913. JKay, Henry, F.G.S. 16 Wretham-road, Handsworth. Birmingham.
1915. §Kay. Max M. 82 Daisy Bank-road, Victoria Park. Ma'ichest-er.

1913. jKaye, G. W. C. Culver, St. James' -avenue, Hampton Hill.

1904. jKayser, Professor H. The University, Bonn, Germany.
1892. JKeane, Charles A., Ph.D. Sir John Cass Technical Institute,

Jewry-street, Aldgate, E.G.

1913. JKebby, Charles H. 75 Sterndale-road, West Kensington Park, W.
1908. +KEEBLE, Frederick, M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S. (Pres. K, 1912), Pro-

fessor of Botany in University College, Reading.

1913. *Keeling, B. F. E. Survey Department. Giza Branch, Egypt.

1911. Keith, Arthur, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.S. Royal CoUege of

Surgeons, Lincoln's Inn -fields, W.C.
1884. tKellogg, J. H., M.D. Battle Creek, Michigan, U.S.A.

1908. t^elly, Sir Malachy. Aid Brugh, Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

1908. JKelly, Captain Vincent Joseph. Montrose, Donnybrook, Co.

DubUn.
1911. {Kelly, Miss. Montrose, Merton-road, Southsea.

1902. *Kelly, WilUam J., J.P. 25 Oxford-street, Be-lfast.

1885. §Keltie, J. Scott, LL.D., Sec. R.G.S., F.S.S. (Pres. E, 1897 ;

Council, 1898-1904.) Royal Geographical Society, Ken-
sington Gore, S.W.

d2
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1877 *Kelvin, Lady. Netherliall, Largs, Ayrshire ; and 15 Eaton-place,

S.W.

1887. JKemp, Harry. .5.5 Wilbraham-road, Chorlton-cutn-Hardy, Man-

chester.

1S98. *Kemp, John T., M.A. 27 Cotham-grove, Bristol.

1891. JKendall, PERcy F., M.Sc, F.G.S., Professor of Geology in the

University of Leeda.

1875 JKennedy, Sir Alexander B. W.. LL.D., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E.

(Pros. G, 1894.) Athenaeum Gkib, S.W.

1897. jKennedy, George, M.A., LL.D., K.C. Crown Lands Department,

Toronto, Canada.

1906. JKennedy, Robert Sinclair. Glengall Ironworks, Millwall, E.

1908. jKennedy, WilUam. 40 Trmity College, Dublin.

1905. *Kennerley, W. R. P.O. Box 158, Pretoria.

1913. +KENRICK, W. Byng. (Local Sec. 1913.) Metchley House,

Somerset-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1893. §Kent, a. F. Stanley, M.A., F.L.S., F.G.S., Professor of Physiology

in the University of Bristol.

1901. XKent, G. 16 Premier-road, Nottingham.

1913. *Kenyon, Joseph, B.Sc, P.LC. 51 Irving-place, Blackburn,

1857. *Ker, Andi-e Alien Murray. Newbliss House, Newbliss, Ireland.

1915'. §Kerfoot, E. H. Springwood Hall, Ashton-under-Lyne.

1915! §Kerfoot, Thomas. Pole Bank Hall, Gee Cross, Cheshire.

1881. IKermode, p. M. C. Claghbene, Ramsey, Isle of Man.

1913. §Kerr, George L. 39 Elmbank-crescent, Glasgow.

1909. iKerr, Hugh L. 68 Admiral-road, Toronto, Canada.

1392! JKerr, J. Graham, M.A., F.R.S., Regius Professor of Zoology

in the University of Glasgow.

1889. JKerry, W. H. R. The Sycamores, Windermere.

1910. §Kershaw, J. B. C. West Lancashire Laboratory, Waterloo, Liver-

pool.

18G9 *Kesselmeyer, Charles Augustus. Roseville, Vale-road, Bowdon,

Cheshire.

1869. *Kesselmeyer, Wilham Johannes. Edelweiss Villa, 19 Broomfield-

lane, Hale, Cheshire.

1903. JKewley, James. Balek Papan, Koltei, Dutch Borneo.

1883^ *Keynes, J. N., M.A., D.Sc, F.S.S. 6 Harvey-road, Cambridge.

1902. XKidd, George. Greenhaven, Malone Park, Belfast.

1906 tKidner, Henry, F.G.S. 25 Upper Rock-gardens, Brighton.

1386. §K:idston, Robert, LL.D., F.R.S.,F.R.S.E., F.G.S. 12 Clarendon-

place, Stirhng.

1901. *Kiep, J. N. 137 West George-street, Glasgow.

1885. *Kilgour, Alexander. Loirston House, Cove, near Aberdeen.

1896! *Killey, George Deane, J. P. Bentuther, 11 Victoria-road, Waterloo,

Liverpool.

1890. JKiMMiNS, 0. W., M.A., D.Sc. Canon's House, St. Thomas-
street, Southwark, S.E.

1914 IKincaid, Miss Hilda S., D.Sc. Tarana, Kinkora-road, Hawthorn,

N.S.W.
1875. *KiNCH, Edward, F.LC. Sunnyside, Chislehurst, Kent.

1875. *King, P. Ambrose. Avonside, Clifton, Bristol.

1914. §King, Miss Georghia. Springfield, Darliughurst, N.S.W.

1871. *King, Rev. Herbert Poole. The Rectory, Stourton, Bath.

1883. *King, John Godwin. Stonelands, East Grinstead.

I883! *King, Joseph, M.P. Sandhouse, Witley, Godalming.

1908. §King, Professor L. A. L., MA. St, Mungo's College Medical

School, Glasgow.
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1860. King, Mervyn Kersteman. Merchants' Hall, Bristol.

1912. *King, W. B. R., B.A., F.G.S. Geological Survey, Jermyn-street,
S.W.

1912. {King, W. J. Harding. 25 York House, Kensington, W.
1870. tKing, William, M.Inst.C.E. 5 Beach-lawn, Waterloo, Liverpool.
1913. *King, William Wickham, E.G.S. Winds Point, Hagley, near

Stourbridge.
1909. JKingdon, A. 197 Yale-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.
1903. JKingsford, H. S., M.A. 8 Elsworthy-terrace, N.W.
1900. JKiPPiNG, Professor F. Stanley, D.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S. (Pres. B,

1908.) University College, Nottingham.
1899. *Kirby, Miss C. F. 8 Windsor-court, Moscow-road, W.
1913. §Kirkaldy, Professor A. W., M.Com. The University, Edmund-

street, Birmingham.
1915. *Kit.5on, A. E. 109 Worple-road, Wimbledon, S.W.
1901. §Kitto, Edward. 2 Great Headland-terrace, Preston, Paignton,

South Devon.
1915. §Knecht, E., Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in the University of

Manchester. 131 Sassex-road, Southport.
1914. §Knibbs, G. H., C.M.G., F.R.A.S., F.S.S., Commonwealth Statisti-

cian. Rialto, Collins-street, ^lelbourne.
1886. JKnight, Captain J. M., F.G.S. Bushwood, Wanstead, Essex.
1912. JKnipe, Henry R., F.L.S., F.G.S. 9 Linden-park, Tunbridge Wells.
1888. JKnoTT, Professor Carqill G., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. 42 Upper Gray-

street, Edinburgh.
1887. *Knott, Herbert, J.P. Sunnybank, Wilmslow, Cheshire.
1887. *Knott, John F. Edgemoor, Burbage, Derbyshire.
1906. *Knowles, Arthur J., B.A., M.Inst.C.E. 10 Banbury-road,

Wolvercote, Oxford.
1915. Knowlo, Sir Lees, Bart., C.V.O. Westwood, Pendlebury, near

Manchester.
1874. JKnowles, William James. FUxton-place, Ballymena, Co. Antrim.
1915. §Knox, George. Heol Isaf, Radyr, Glamorgan.
1902. JKnox, R. Kyle, LL.D. 1 College-gardens, Belfast.

1875. *Knubley. Rev. E. P., M.A. Steeple Ashton Vicarage, Trowbridge.
1883. JKnubley, Mrs. Steeple Ashton Vicarage, Trowbridge.
1890. *Krauss, John Samuel, B.A. Stonycroft, Knutsford-road, Wilmslow,

Cheshire.

1888 *Kunz, G. F., M.A., Ph.D., Sc.D. Care of Messrs. Tiffany & Co.,

11 Union-square, New York City, U.S.A.

1903. *Lafontaine, Rev. H. C. de. 52 Albert-court, Kensington Gore, S.W.
1909. JLaird, Hon. David Indian Commission. Ottawa, Canada.
1904. JLake, PhiUp. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1904. JLamb, C. G. Ely Villa, Glisson-road, Cambridge.
1889. *Lamb, Edmund. M.A. Borden Wood, Liphook, Hants.

1915. §Lamb, Francis W. Lyndene, High Lane, near Stockport.

1887. JLamb, Horace, M.A., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1904), Pro-
fessor of Mathematics in the Victoria University, Manchester.
6 Wilbraham-road, Fallowfield, Manchester.

1893. *Lamplugh, G. W., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1906.) 13 Beaconaficld

road, St. Albans.

1914. JLane, Charles. Care of John Sanderson & Co., WilUam -street,

Melbourne.

1898. *LAiia, William H., M.B., F.R.S. (Pres. K, 1915). Professor of

Cryptogamic Botany in the University of Manchester.
2 Heaton-road, Withington, Manchester.
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1886. *Langley, J. N., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1899; Council,

1904-07), Professor of Physiology in the University of Cam-
bridge. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1865. JLankestek, Sir E. Ray, K.C.B., M.A., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.
(President, 1906 ; Pres. D, 1883 ; Council, 1889-90, 1894-95,
1900-02.) 331 Upper Richmond-road, Putney, S.VV.

1880. *Lansdell, Rev. Henry, D.D., F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S. Dimsdale,
4 Pond-road, Blackheath Park, London, S.E.

1884. JLanza, Professor G. Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Boston, U.S.A.

1911. tLapthorn, Miss. St. Bernard's, Grove-road South, Southsea.
1885. JLapwokth, Charles, LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1892.)

38 Calthorpe-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1909. {Larard, C.E., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 14 Leaside-avenue, Muswell Hill, N.
1887. JLarmor, Alexander. Craglands, Helen's Bay, Co. Down.
1881. JLarmor, Sir Joseph, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1900), Lucasian

Professor of Mathematics in the University of Cambridge.
St. John's College, Cambridge.

1883. JLascelles, B. P., M.A. Headland, Mount Park, Harrow.
1870. *Latham, Baldwin, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Parliament-mansions,

Westminster, S.W.
1911. §Lattey, R. T. 243 Woodstock-road, Oxford.
1900. *Lauder, Alexander, D.Sc, Lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry in

the Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture,
Edinburgh.

1911. §Laurie, Miss C. L. 1 Vittoria-walk, Cheltenham.
1913. *Laurie, Mrs. E. B. 11 Marine-parade, Hoylake.
1892. ILaurie, Malcolm, B.A., D.Sc, F.L.S. School of Medicine, Sur-

geons' HalL Edinburgh.
1907. *Laurie, Robert Douglas, M.A. Department of Zoology, The Uni-

versity, Liverpool.

1870. *Law, Channell. Ilsham Dene, Torquay.
1914. §Lawrence, A. H. Urunga, N.S.W.
1905. JLawrence, Miss M. Roedean School, near Brighton.
1911. *Lawson, A. Anstruther, D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.L.S., Professor of

Botany in the University, Sydney, N.S.W.
1908. JLawson, H. S., B.A. Buxton College, Derbyshire.
1908. JLawson, William, LL.D. 27 Upper Fitzwilliam-street, DubUn.
1914. JLayard, J. W. Bull CUff, Fehxstowe.
1888. JLayard, MissNinaF., F.L.S. Rookwood, Fonnereau-road. Ipswich.
1913. §Lea, F, C, D.Sc. 36 Mayfield-road, Moseley, Birmingham.
1883. *Leach, Charles Catterall. Seghill, Northumberland.
1914. JLeach, T. H. de Blois. Yardley Lodge, Crick-road, Oxford.
1894. *Leahy, a. H., M.A., Professor of Mathematics in the University of

Sheffield. 92 Ashdell-road. Sheffield.

1905. JLeake, E. 0. 5 Harrison-street, Johannesburg.
1901. *Lean, George, B.Sc 3 Park-quadrant, Glasgow.
1904. *Leathem, J. G. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1884. *Leavitt, Erasmus Darwin. 2 Central-square, Cambridgeport,

Massachusetts, U.S.A.
1872. JLebour, G. A., M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Geology in the Armstrong

College of Science, Newcastle-on-Tyiie.
1910. JLebour, Miss M. V., M.Sc Zoological Department, The University,

Leeds.
1912. ILechmere, A. Eckley, M.Sc. Townhope, Hereford.
1895. *Ledger, Rev. Edmund. Protea, Doods-road, Reigate.
1914. {Lee, Charles Alfred. Tenterfield, N.S.W.
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1910. *Lee, Ernest. Birlcbeck College. Chancery-lane, E.G.
1896. §Lee, Rev. H. J. Barton. 126 Mile End-lane, Stockport.
1907. tLee, Mrs. Barton. 126 Mile End-lane. Stockport.
1909. §Lce, I. L. 26 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.
1909. JLee, Rev. J. W., D.t). 5068 Washington-avenue, St. Louis,

Missouri, U.S.A.
1894. *Lee, Mrs. W. The Nook, Forest Row, Sussex.
1909. ILeemincr. J. H., M.D. 40G Devon-court, Winnipeg, Canada.
1905. %Lees, Mrs. A. P. Care of Dr. Norris Wolfenden, 76 Wimpole-

street, W.
1892. *Lees, Charles H., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Physics in the

East London College, Mile End. Greenacres, Woodside-road,
Woodford Green, Essex.

1915. §Lees, Mrs. H. L.. F.R.G.S. Leesdene, Hale. Altrincham.
1912. JLees, John. Pitscottie, Cupar-Fife, N.B.
1886. *Leos, Lawrence W. Lynstone, B.irnt Green.
1906. JLcea, Robert. Victoria-street, Fraserburgh.
1915. §Lees. S. School of Technology, Manchester.
1889. *Leeson, John Rudd, M.D., CM., F.L.S., F.G.S. Clifden House,

Twickenham, Jliddlesex.

1906. Jl^ethara, Sidney. Elm Bank, York. *
1912. +LEGGAT. W. G. Bank of Scotland, Dundee.
1912. JLegge, James G. Municipal Buildings, Liverpool.
1910. §Leigh, H. S. Brentwood, Worsley, near Manchester.
1915. §Lel<ih, T. B. Ardon. Bredbury. near Stockport.
1891. tLeigh, W. W. Glyn Bargoed, Treharris, R.S O., Glamorganshire.
1903. JLeighton, G. R., M.D., F.R.S.E. Local Government Board,

Edinburgh.
1906. {Leiper, Robert T., M.B., F.Z.S. London School of Tropical

Medicine, Roval Albert Dock, E.

1905. JLeitch, Donald. P.O. Box 1703, Johannesburg.
1913. JLeith, Professor R. F. C, M.A., M.Sc. Pathological Laboratory,

The Universitj', Birmingham.
1903. *Lempfert, R. G. K., M.A. 66 Sydney-street, S.W.
1908. JLentalgne, John. 42 Merrion-square, DubUn.
1887. *Leon, John T., M.D., B.Sc. 23 Grove-road, Southsea.
1901. § Leonard, J. H., B.Sc. 31 Gunterstone-road, West Kensington, W.
1915. §Leslie, Miss M. S. 1 Park View-terrace, Halton, near Leed".

1914. JLe Souef, AY. H. D., C.M.Z.S. Zoological Gardens, Parkville,

Victoria.

1913. JLessing, R., Ph.D. 317 High Holbom, W.C.
1912. *Lessuer, C, F.C.S. Carril, Spain.

1890. *Lester, Joseph Henry. 5 Grange-drive, IMonton Green, Manchester.
1904. *Le Sueur, H. R., D.So. Chemical Laboratory, St. Thomas's

Hospital, S.E.

1900. tLetts, Professor E. A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. Queen's University, Belfast.

1896. JLever, Sir W. H., Bart. Thornton Manor, Thornton Hough,
Cheshire.

1913. JLevick, John. Livingstone House, Livingstone-road, Handsworth,
Birmingham.

1887. *Leviiistein, Ivan. Hawkesmoor, Fallowfield, Manchester.

1904. *Lewis, Mrs. Agnes S., LL.D. Castle Brae, Chesterton-lane, Cam-
bridge.

1870. JLewis, Alfred Lionel. 35 Beddington-gardens, WalUngton,
Surrey.

1891. tLewis, Professor D. Morgan, M.A. University College, Aberystwyth.

1913. JLewis, E. 0. Gwynfa, Alma-street, Brynmawr.
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1899. JLewis, Professor E. P. University of California, Berkeley, U.S.A.
1910. JLewis, Francis J., D.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Biology in the

University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
1904. JLewis, Hugh. Glanafrau, Newtown, Montgomeryshire.
1910. *Lewis, T. C. West Home, West-road, Cambridge.
1911. §Lewis, W. C. McC, M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Physical Chemistry

in the University of Liverpool.

1906. JLiddiard, James Edward, F.R.G.S. RodVorough Grange, Bourne-
mouth.

1913. *LiUie, D. G. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1908. JLilly, W. E., M.A., Sc.D. 39 Trinity College, Dublin.
1904. JLink, Charles W. 14 Chichester-road, Croydon.
1898. JLippincott, R. C. Cann. Over Court, near Bristol.

1913. *Lishman, G. P., D.Sc, F.I.C. Chemical Laboratory, Lambton
Coke Works, Fence Houses, Co. Durham.

1888. JLiSTEB, J. J., M.A., F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1906.) St. John's College,

Cambridge.
1861. *LivEiNG, G. D., M.A., F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1882; Council, 1888-95;

Local Sec. 1862.) Newnham, Cambridge.
1876. *LivEESiDaE, Ai^hibald, M.A.. F.R.S., F.C.S., F.G.S , F.R.G.S.

Fieldhead, George-road, Kingston Hill, Surrey.

1902. §Llewellyn, Evan. Working Men's Institute and Hall, Blaenavon.
1912. §LIoyd, Miss Dorothy Jordan. 16 Ampton-road, Edgbaston,

Birmingham.
1909. §Lloyd, George C, Secretary of the Iron and Steel Institute.

28 Victoria-street, S.W.
190.'^ JLloyd, Godfrey I. H. The University of Toronto, Canada.
1892. JLocn, Sir C. S., D.C.L. Denison House, Vauxhail Bridge road, S.W.
1!)().5. JLochrane, Miss T. 8 Prince's-gardens, Dowanhill, Glasgow.
1904. JLock, Rev. J. B. Herschel House, Cambridge.
1863. JLocKYEE, Sir J. Norman. K.C.B., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. (President,

1903 ; Council, 1871-76, 1901-02.) 16 Ppnywem-road, S.W.
1902. *I^ckyer, Lady. 16 Penjrwem-road. S.W.
1914. JLockyer, Ormonde H. S. 126 Webster-.street, Ballarat, Victoria.

1900. §LocKYER, W. J. S., Ph.D. 16 Penywem-road, S.W.
1886. *LoDGE, Alfred, M.A. (Council, 1913-15.) The Croft, Peper-

harow-road, Godalming.
1914. JLodge, Miss Loma L. Mariemont, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1914. JLodge, Miss Norah M. Mariemont, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1875. *LoDGE, Sir Oliver J., D.Sc, LL.D.. F.R.S. (President, 1913

;

Pres. A, 1891 ; Council, 1891-97, 1899-1903, 1912-13),
Principal of the University of Birmingham.

1914. JLodge, Lady. Mariemont, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1894. *Lodge, OUver W. P. Mariemont, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1915. §Lomas, L. H. Beech Hall, Tytherington, near Macclesfield.

1915. §Loraax, James, A.L.S. 65 Starchffe -street. Great Lever, Bolton.
1899. JLoncq, Emile. 6 Rue de la Plaine, Laon, Aisne, France.
1903. jLong, Frederick. The Close, Norwich.
1905. JLong, W. F. City Engineer's Office, Cape Town.
1910. *Longden, G. A. Draycott Lodge, Derby.
1904. *Longden, J. A., M.Inst.C.E. Chislehurst, Marlborough-road,

Bournemouth.
1898. *Longfield, Miss Gertrude. Belmont, High Halstow, Rochester.
1901. *Longstaff, Captain Frederick V., F.R.G.S. No. 1252 Post Office,

Victoria, B.C., Canada.
1875. *Longsta£F, George Blundell, M.A., M.D., F.C.S., F.S.S. Highland^

Putney Heath, S.W.
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1872. Longstaff, Lieut.-Colonel Llewellyn Wood, F.R.G.S. Ridgelands,

Wimbledon, S.W.
1881. *Long8taff, Mrs. LI. W. Ridgelands, Wimbledon, S.W.
1899. *Longstaff, Tom G., M.A., M.D. Picket HiU, Ringwood.
1903. XLoton, John, M.A. 23 Haiokshead-street, Southport.

1897. JLouDON, James, LL.D., President of the University of Toronto,

Canada.
1896. JLouis, Henry, D.Sc., Professor of Mining in the Armstrong College

of Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1887. Love, A. E. H., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1907), Professor

of Natural Philosophy in the University of Oxford. 3-t St.

Margaret's-road, Oxford.
1886. Love, E. F. J., M.A., D.Sc. The University, Melbourne, Australia

1904. *Love, J. B.. LL.D. Outlands, Devonport.
1 ^71). *Love, James, F.R.A.S., F.G.S.. F.Z.S. 33 Clanricarde-gardens, W.
1908. §Low, Alexander, M.A., M.D. The University, Aberdeen.
1909. JLow, David, M.D. 1927 Soarth-street, Regina, Saskatchewan,

Canada.
1912. JLow, William. Balmakewan, Seaview, Monifieth.

1885. §Lowdell, Sydney Poole Baldwin's Hill, East Grinstead, Sussex.

1891. §Lowdon, John. St. Hilda's, Barry, Glamorgan.
188.5. *Lowe, Arthur C. W. Gosfield Hall, Halstead. Essex.

1886. *Lowe, John Lander. B.Sc, il.List.C.E. Welland Lodge, Prest-

bury-road, Cheltenham.
1894. JLowenthal, Miss Nellie. Woodside, Egerton, Huddersfield.

1903. *LowRY, Dr. T. Mabtin, F.R.S. 17 Eliot-park, Lewisham. S.E.
1913. §Lt7cas, Sir Charles P., K.C.B., K.C.M.G. (Pres. E, 1914.)

65 St. Georgo's-square, S.W.
1913. §Lucas, Harry. Hilver, St. Agnes-road. Moseley, Birmingham.
1901. *Lucas, Keith, Sc.D., F.R.S. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1891. *Lucovich, Count A. Tyn-y-parc, Whitchurch, near Cardiff.

1906. JLudlam, Ernest Bowman. College Gate, 32 College-road, Clifton,

Bristol.

1883. *Lupton, Arnold, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. 7 Victoiin -street, S.W.
1914. §Lupton, Mrs. 7 Victoria-street, S.W.
1874. *LuPTON, Sydney, M.A. (Local Sec. 1890.) 102 Park-street,

Grosvenor-square, W.
1915. §Lusgarten, J. School of Technology, Manchester.

1898 JLuxmoore, Dr. C. M., F.I.C. 19 Disraeli-gardens, Putney, S.W,
1903. tLyddon. Ernest H. Lisvnne, near Cardiff.

1871. JLycll, Sir Leonard, Bart., F.G.S. Kinnordy, Kirriemuir.

1914. $Lyle, Professor T. R., M.A., F.R.S. Irving-road, Toorak, Victoria,

Australia.

1884 JLyman, H. H. 384 St Paul-street, Montreal, Canada.
1912. *Lynch, Arthur, M.A., M.P. 80 Antrim-mansions, Haverstock

Hill, N.W.
1907. *Lyons, Major Henry George. D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. E, 1915;

Council, 1912-15.) 3 Durham-place, Clielsea, S.W.
1908. JLystcr, George H. 34 Dawson-street, Dublin.

1908. JLyster, Thomas W., M.A. National Library of Ireland, Kildare-

street, Dublin.

1905. JMaberly, Dr. John. Shirley House, Woodstock, Cape Colony.

1868. JMacalister, Alexander, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. (Pres. H, 1892 ;

Council, 1901-00), Professor of Anatomy in the University of

Cambridge. Torrisdale, Cambridge.
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1878." JMacAustee, Sir Donald, K.C.B., M.A., M.D., LL.D., B.Sc,
Principal of the University of Glasgow.

1904. tMacalister, Miss M. A. M. Torrisdale, Cambridge.
1896. JMacallum, Professor A. B., Ph.D.. D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1910

;

Local Sec. 1897.) 59 St. George-street, Toronto, Canada.
1914. |.^lcAlpine, D. Berkelej'-street, Hawthorn, Victoria.

1915. piacalpiiie, Sir George W. Broad Oak, Accrington.

1879. §MacAndrew, James J., F.L.S. Lukesland, Ivybridge, South Devon.
1883. JMacAndi'ew, Mrs. J. J. Lukesland, Ivybridge, South Devon.
1915. §Macara, Sir C. W'. Ardmore, St. Anne's-on-Sea.

1909. JMacArthur, J. A., M.D. Canada Life-building, Winnipeg, Canada.
1896. *MacauIay, F. S., M.A. The Chesters, Vicarage-road, East Sheen.

S.W.
1904. *Macaulay, W. H. Bang's College, Cambridge.
1896. JMacBride, E. W., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Zoology in the

Imperial College of Science and Technology, S.W.
1902. *Maccall, W. T., M.So. Technical College, Sunderland.

1912. JMcCallum, George Fisher. 142 St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.
1912. JMcCallum, Mrs. Lizzie. 142 St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.
1886. JMacCarthy, Rev. E. F. M., M.A 50 Harborne-road, Edgbaston,

Birmingham.
1908. §iIcCarthy, Edward Valentine, J.P. Ardmanagh House, Glenbrook,

Co. Cork.

1909. ^McCarthy, J. H. Public Library, Winnipeg, Canada.
1884. *McCarthy, J. J., M.D. 11 WeUington-road, DubUn.
1904. §McClean, Frank Kennedy. Rusthall House, Tunbridge Wells.

1902. JMcClelland, J. A., M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Physics in University

College, DubUn.
1906. JMcClure, Rev. E. 80 Eccleston-square, S.W.
1914. picCoU, Miss Ada. Post Office, Parkville, Victoria.

1878. *M'Comas, Henry. 12 Elgin-road, Dublin.
1908. *McCoMBiE, Hasiilton, M.A. , Ph.D. The University, Birmingham.
1914. *McConibie, Mrs. Hamilton. The University, Birmingham.
1901. *MacConkey, Alfred. Lister Lodge, Elstree, Herts.

1915. §McConnel. John W. Wellbank, Pre.stwich.

1901. JMcCrae, John, Ph.D. 7 Kirklee-eardens, Glasgow.
1912. JMacCulloeh, Rev. Canon J. A., D.D. The Rectory, Bridge of Allan.

1905. §McCuIloch, Principal J. D. Free College, Edinburgh.
1904. IMcCulloch, Major T., R.A. 68 Victoria-street, S.W.
1915. §McDonald, Dr. Arcliie W. Gleacoe, Huyton, Liverpool.

1909. IMacDonald, Miss Eleanor. Fort Qu'Appelle, Saskatchewan, Canada

.

1904. JMacdonald. H. M., M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics in the

University of Aberdeen.
1905. JMcDonald, J. G. P.O. Box 67, Bulawayo.
1900. IMacDonald, J. Ramsay, il.P. 3 Lincohi's Inn-fields, W.C.
1905. JMacdonald, J. S., B.A. (Pres. L 1911), Professor of Physiology in

the University of Sheffield.

18S4. *Macdonald, Sir W. C. 449Sherbrooke-street West, MontreaI,Canada.
1909. JilacDonell, John, M.D- Portage-avenue, Winnipeg. Canada,
1909. *MacDougall, R. Stewart. The University, Edinburgh.
1915. *McDougall, Robert, B.Sc. Lerryn, Carr Wood-road, Cheadle

Hulme, Stockport.

1912. JMcDougall, Dr. W., F.R.S. Woodsend, Foxcombe Hill, near Oxford.

1906. §McFar)ane, John. M.A. 48 Parsonage-road, Withington, Manchester.

1885. JMacfarlane, J. M., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., Professor of Biology in the

University of Pennsylvania. Lansdowne, Delaware Co., Peniv-

sylvania, U.S.A.
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1901. JMacfee, John. 5 Greenlaw-terrace, Paisley.

1909. IMacgachen, A. F. D. 281 River-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.
1888. %M<icGi!or(je, James. S Malhexon-wad, Kennnr/lon, W.
1908. JMoGrath, Sir Joseph, LL.D. (Local Sec.1 908!) Royal University

of Ireland, Dublin.
1908. iMcGregor, Charles. Trainmg Centre, Charlotte-street, Aberdeen.
1906. JMacgregor, D. H., M.A. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1867. *McIntosh, W. C, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S.. F.R.S.E., F.L.S. (Pres. D,

1885), Professor of Natural History in the University of

St. Andrews. 2 Abbotsford-crescent, St. Andrews, N.B.
1909. JMcIntyre, Alexander. 142 Maryland-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.
1909. JMcIntyre, Daniel. School Board Offices, Winnipeg, Canada.
1912. JMcIntyre, J. Lewis, M.A., D.Sc. Abbotsville, Cults, Aberdeen-

shire.

1909. JMcIntyre, W. A. 339 Kennedy-street, Winnipeg, Canada.
1884. piacKay, A. H., B.Sc, LL.D., Superintendent of Education.

Education Office, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.
1913. *Mackay, John. 8.5 Bay-street, Toronto, Canada.
191.5. §Mackay. John. 40 Acomb-street, Muiiche.ster.

1885. JMackay, John Yule, M.D., LL.D., Principal of and Profeasor of

Anatomy in University College. Dundee.
1912. JMackay, R. J. 27 Arkwright-road, Hampstcad, N.W.
1908. JMcKay, Wilham, J. P. Clifford-chambers. York.
1909. §McKec, Dr. E. S. 2132 Sinton-avenue, W.H., Cincinnati, U.S.A.
1873. JMcKendrick, John G., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. (Pres. I,

1901 ; Council, 1903-09), Emeritus Professor of Physiology
in the University of Glasgow. Maxieburn, Stonehaven, N.B.

1909. JMcKenty, D. E. 104 Colony-street, Winnipeg, Canada.
1907. JMcKenzie, Alexander, M.A., D.Sc, Ph.D. Birkbeck College,

Chancery-lane, W.C.
1905. {Mackenzie, Hector. Standard Bank of South Africa, Cape

Town.
1897. JMcKenzie, John J. 61 Madison-avenue, Toronto. Canada.
1910. {Mackenzie, K. J. J., M.A. 10 Richmond-road, Cambridge.
1909. JMacKenzie, Kenneth. Royal Alexandra Hotel, Winnipeg, Canada.
1901. *Mackenzie, Thomas Brown. Netherby,Man8e-road, Motherwell, N.B.
1912. §Mackenzie, William, J.P. 22 Meadowside, Dundee.
1872. *Mackey, J. A. United University Club. Pall Mall East, S.W.
1901. JMackie, William, M.D. 13 North-street, Elgin.

1887. JMackinder, H. J., M. A., M.P., F.R.G.S. (Pres. E. 1895 ; Council,

1904-05.) 10 Chelsea-court, Chelsea Embankment, S.W.
1911. JMackinnon, Miss D. L. University College, Dundee.
1915. §McLardy, Samuel. Basford ilount, Higher Ormnpsall.

1893. *McLaren, Mrs. E. L. Colby, M.B., Ch.B. 137 Tettenhall-road,

Wolverhampton.
1901. *Maclaren, J. Malcolm. Royal Colonial Institute, Northumber

land-rtvenue, W.C.
1913. {McLaren, Professor S. B., M.A. Univei-sity College, Reading.

1901. {Maolay, William. Thomwood, Langside, Glasgow.
1901. {McLean, Angus, B.Sc. Harvale, Moikleriggs, Paisley.

1892. *Maclean, Magnus, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. (\ocal Sec. 1901), Pro-

fessor of Electrical Engineering. Technical College, Glasgow.

1912. §McLean, R. C, B.Sc. Duart, Holmes-road, Re:uling.

1908. §McLennan, J. C, Professor of Physics in the University of

Toronto, Canada.
1868. §McLeod, Herbert, LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. B. 1892; Council,

1885-90.) 37 Montague-road, Richmond, Surrey.
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1909. JMacLeod, M. H. C.N.R. Depot, Winnipeg, Canada.
1883. JMacMahok, Major Pekcy A., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S. (Tkustee,

1913- ; General Seceetaby, 1902-13 ; Pres. A, 1901 ;

Council, 1898-1902.) 27 Evelyn-mansions, Carlisle-place,

S.W.
1909. JMcMiLLAN, The Hon. Sir Daniel H., K.C.M.G. Government

House, Winnipeg, Canada.
1902. JMcMordie, Robert J. Cabin Hill, Knock, Co. Down.
1914. §iVIacnab, Angus D. Oakbank, Tullamarine, Victoria, Australia.

1914. JMacnicol, A. N. 31 Queen-street, Melbourne.
1878. JMacnie, George. 59 Bolton-street, Dublin.
1905. §Macphail, Dr. S. Rutherford. Rowditch, Derby.
1909. JMacPhail, W. M. P.O. Box 88, Winnipeg, Canada.
1907. JMacrosty, Henry W. 29 Hervey-road, Blackheath, S.E.
1906. JMacturk, G. W. B. 15 Bowlalley-lane, Hull.

1908. JMcVittie, R. B., M.D. 62 Fitzwilham-square North, DubHn.
1908. JMcWalter, J. C, M.D., M.A. 19 North Earl-street, Dublin.

1902. JMcWeeney, Professor E. J., M.D. 84 St. Stephen's-green,
Dublm.

1910. |McWilliam, Dr. Andrew. Kalimate, B.N.R., near Calcutta.

1908. J]\Iadden, Rt. Hon. Mr. Justice. Nutley, Booterstown, Dublin.
1905. JMagenis, Lady Louisa. 34 Lennox-gardens, S.W.
1909. JMagnus, Laurie, M.A. 12 Westboume-terrace, W.
1875. *]\Iagnus, Sir Philip, B.Sc, B.A, M.P. (Pres. L, 1907.) 16Glouces.

ter-terrace, Hyde Park, W.
1908. *Magson, Egbert H. Westminster College, Horseferry-road,

S.W.
1907. *Mair, David. Civil Service Commission, Burlington-gardens, W.
1902. *Mairet, Mrs. Ethel M. The Thatched House, Shottery, Stratford-

on-Avon.
1914. JMaitland, A. Gibb. Geological Survey, Perth, Western Austraha.
1913. JMaitland, T. Gwynne, M.D. The University, Edmund-street,

Birmingham.
1908. *Makower, W., M.A., D.Sc. The University, Manchester.
1914. tMahnowski, B. London School of Economics, Clare Market, W.C.
1912. JMalloch, James, M.A., F.S.A. (Scot.). Training College, Dundee.
1905. JMaltby, Lieutenant G. R., R.N. 54 St. George's-square, S.W.
1897. XMance, Sir H. C. Old Woodbury, Sandy, Bedfordshire.

1915. §Mandleberg, G. C. Rcdclyffe, Victoria Park, Manchester.
1903. JManifold, C. C. 16 St. James's-square, S.W.
1894. JManning, P^rcy, M.A., F.S.A. Watford, Herts.

1915. §Manson, John Sinclair, M.D. 8 Winmarleigh-street, Warrington.
1887. *March, Henry Colley, M.D., F.S.A. Portesham, Dorchester,

Dorsetshire.

1902. *Marchant, E. W., D.Sc, David Jardine Professor of Electrical

Engineering in the University of Liverpool.

1912. JMarchant, Rev. James, F.R.S.E. 42 Great Russell-street, W.C.
1898. *Mardon, Heber. Chffden, Teignmouth, South Devon.
1911. *Makett, R. R., D.Sc. Exeter College, Oxford.

1900. JMargerison, Samuel. Calverley Lodge, near Leeds.
1905. §Mark9, Samuel. P.O. Box 379. Pretoria.

1905. JMakloth, R., M.A., Ph.D. P.O. Box 359, Cape Town.
1881. *Maer, J. E., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1896 ; Council,

1896-1902, 1910-14.) St. John's College, Cambridge
1903. {Marriott, William. Roval Meteorological Society, 70 Victoria-

street, S.W.
1892. *iIarsden-Smedley, J. B. Lea Green, Cromford, Derbyshire.
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1883. *Marsh. Henry Carpenter. 3 Lov^r James-street, Golden-

.^Huare, W.
1887. t:Marsl), J. E., .M.A., F.R.S. University Museum, Oxford.

1915. §Marsli, J. IL, M.D, Cumberland House, Macclesfield.

1889. *Mabsiiall, Alfred, M.A., LL.D., D.So. (Pres. F, 1890.) Balliol

Croft, Madingley-road, Cambridge.

1912. JMarshall, Professor C. R., M.A., M.D. The Medical School,

Dundee.
1904. JMarshall, F. H. A. University of Edinburgh.

1905. JMarshall, G. A. K. 6 Chester-place, Hyde Park-square, W.
1907. JMarston, Robert. 14 Ashleigh-road, Leicester.

1899. JMartin, Miss A. M. Park View, 32 Bayham-road, Sovcnoaks.

1911. JMabtin, Professor Charles James, M.B., D.Sc, F.R.S., Director

of the Lister Institute, Chelsea-gardens, S.W.
1884. §Martin, N. H., J.P., F.R.S.E., F.L.S. Ravenswood, Low Fell,

Gateshead.

1889. *Martia, Thomas Henry, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Windermere, Mount
Pleasant-road, Hastings.

1912. fMartin, W. H. Blyth. (Local Sec. 1912.) City Chambers,
Dundee.

1911. §Martindell, E. W., M.A. Royal Anthropological Institute, 50 Great
Russell-street, W.C.

1913. JMartineau, Lieut. -Colonel Ernest, V.D. EUershe, Augustus-
road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1913. §Martineau, P. E. The White House, Wake Green-road, Moseley,
Birmingham.

1907. JMasefield, J. R. B., M.A. Rosehill, Cheadle. Staffordshire.

1905. *Mason, Justice A. W. Supreme Court, Pretoria.

1913. *Mason, Edmund W., B.A. 2 York-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1893. *Mason, Thomas. Enderleigh, Alexandra Park, Nottingham.
1915. *Mason, Rev. W. A. Parker. Hulme Grammar School, Alexandra

Park, Manchester.

1913. JMason, William. Engineering Laboratory, The University,

Liverpool.

1891. *Massey, William H., M.Inst.C.E. Twyford, R.S.O., Berkshire.

1885. JMasson, David Orme, D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in

the University of Melbourne.

1910 {Masson, Irvine, M.Sc. University College, W.C.
1905. §Massy, Miss Mary. 2 Duke-street, Bath.

1901. *Mather, G. R. Sunnyville, Park-crescent, WelUngborough.
1910. *Mather, Thomas, F.R.S., Professor of Electrical Engineering in the

City and Guilds of London Institute, Exhibition-road, S.W.
1887. *Mather, Right Hon. Sir William, M.Inst.C.E. Salford Iron

Works, Manchester.

1909. JMathers, Mr. Justice. 16 Edmonton-street, Winnipeg, Canada.
1913. JMatheson, Miss M. Cecile. Birmingham Women's Settlement,

318 Summer-lane, Birmiiigham.

1908. JMatheson, Sir R. E., LL.D. Charlemont House, Rutland-square,
DubUn.

1894. JMathews, G. B., M.A., F.R.S. 10 Menai View, Bangor, North
Wales.

1902. JMatlby, C. a., D.So. Military Accounts Department, Naina Tal,

U.P., India.

1904 JMatthews, D. J. The Laboratory, Citadel Hill, Plymouth.
1899. *Maufe, Herbert B., B.A., F.G.S. P.O. Box 168, Bulawayo,

Rhodesia.
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1914. JMaughan, M. M., B.A., Director of Education, Parkside, South
Australia.

1893. JMavor, Professor James. University of Toronto, Canada.

1894. §Maxim, Sir Hiram S. Thurlow Park, Norwood-road, West
Norwood, S.E.

1905. *Maylard, A. Ernest. 12 Blythswood-squaro, Glasgow.

1905. JMaylard, Mrs. 12 Blythswood-square, Glasgow.

1878. *Mayne, Thomas. 19 Lord Edward-street, DubUn.

1904. JMayo, Rev. J., LL.D. 6 Warkworth-terrace, Cambridge.

1912. §Meek, Alexander, M.Sc, Professor of Zoology in the Armstrong
College of Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

1913. §Mes;son, A. L. Cambridge-street, ]\Ianchester.

1879. §Meikleiohn, John W. S., M.D. 105 Holland-road, W.
1905. JMein, W. W. P.O. Box 1145, Johannesburg.

1908. iMeldriim, A. N., D.Sc. Chemical Department, The University,

Manchester.

1915. §Melland, W. 23 King-street, Manchester.
,

1883. ifJVlellis, Rev. James. 23 Part-street, Southport.

1879. *Mellish, Henry. Hodsock Priory, Worksop.

1881. §Meh-ose, James. Chfton Croft, York.

1905. *Melvill, E. H. V., F.G.S., F.R.G.S. P.O. Val, Standerton District,

Transvaal.

1901. JMennell, F. P., F.G.S. 49 London Wall, E.C.

1913. *Mentz-Tolley, Richard. Moseley Court, near Wolverhampton.

1909. JMenzies, Rev. James, M.D. Hwaichingfu, Honan, China.

1914. §Mercdith, Mr«. C. M. 55 Bryansburn-road, Bangor, Co. Down.
1905. fMeredith, H. 0., JI.A., Professor of Economics in Queen's University,

Belfast. 55 Bryansburn-road, Bangor, Co. Down.
1879. |Mekivale, John Herman, M.A. (Local Sec. 1889.) Togston Hall,

Ackhngton.
1899. *Merrett, William H., F.I.C. Hatherley, Grosvenor-road, Walling-

ton, Surrey.

1899. JMerryweather, J. C. 4 Whitehall-court, S.W.

1915. §Merton, Thomas R. 25 Gilbert-street, W.
1889. *Merz, John Theodore. The Quarries, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1914. §Messent, A. E. The Observatory, Adelaide, South Australia.

1905. JMethven, Cathcart W. Club Arcade, Smith -street, Durban.

1898. §Metzler, W. H., Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics in Syracuse

University, Syracuse, New York, U.S.A.

1915. §JMeunier. Stanislas. Gas Works, Stockport.

1915. §Memiier, Mrs. 16 Gibson-road, Heaton Chapel, Stockport.

1869. JMiALL, Louis C, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. (Pres. D, 1897 ;

Pres. L, 1908; Local Sec. 1890.) Norton Way North, Letch-

worth.

1903. *Micklethwait, Miss Frances M. G. 15 St. Mary's-square, Padding-

ton, W.
1912. §Middlemore, Thomas, B.A. Melsetter, Orkney.

1881. *Middlesbrough, The Right Rev. Richard Lacy, D.D., Bishop of.

Bishop's House, Middlesbrough.

1904. JMiDDLETON, T. H., C.B., M.A. (Pres. M, 1912.) Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries, 4 Whitehall-place, S.W.
1894. *MiERS, Sir Henry A., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1905 ;

Pres. L, 1910). Vice-Chancellor of the University of Man-
chester. Bircli Heys. Cromwell Range. FaUowfield, Man-

1885. JMiLL, Hugh Robert, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S (Pres. E,

1901.) C2 Camden-square, N.W.
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1905. JMill, Mrs. H. R. 62 Camden-square, N.W.
1912. JMiLLAR, Dr. A. H. (Local Sec. 1912.) Albert Institute, Dundee.
18*<9. *MiLLAR, Robert Cockburn, 30 York-place, Edinburgh.
1909. §MilIer, A. P. Glen Miller, Ontario, Canada.
1915. §Miller, Dr. Alexander K. 4 Darley-avenue, West Didsbury.
1895 JMiller, Thomas, M.Inat.C.E. 9 Thoroughfare. Ipswch.
1897. *Miller, W'illet G., Provincial Geologist. Provincial Geologist's

Office, Toronto, Canada.
1904. JMillis, C. T. Hollydene, Wimbledon Park-road, Wimbledon.
1905. JMills, Mrs. A. A. Ceylon Villa, Blinco-grove, Cambridge.
1908. JMills, Miss E. A. Nurney, Glenagarey, Co. Dublin.
1868. *MiLLS, Edmund J., D.So., F.R.S., F.C.S. 64 Twyford-avenue

West Acton, W.
1908. piills, John Arthur, M.B. Durham County Asylum, Winterton,

Ferryhill.

1908. §Mills, W. H., M.In8t.C.E. Nurney, Glenagarey, Co. Dublin.
1902. JMills, W. Sloan, M.A. Vine Cottage, Donaghmore, Newry.
1907. JMilne, A., M.A. University School, Hastings.
1910. §Milae, J. B. Cross Grove House, Totley, near Sheffield.

1910. *Milne, James Robert, D.Sc, F.R.S.E. 5 North Charlotte-street,
Edinburgh.

1903. *Milne, R. M. Royal Naval College, D?.rtmouth, South Devon.
1898. *MiLNER, S. RosLiNGTON, D.Sc. The University, Sheffield.
1908. §Mih-oy, T. H., M.D., Dunville Professor of Physiology in Queen's

University, Belfast.

1907. §MiLTON, J. H., F.G.S., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. 8 College-avenue, Crosby,
Liverpool.

1914. JMinchin, Mrs. 53 Cheyne-court, Chelsea, S.W.
1901. *Mitchell, Andrew Acworth. 7 Huntly-gardens, Glasgow.
1913. "^Mitchell, Francis W. V. 25 Augustus-road, Edgbaston, Birming-

ham.
1901. *Mitchell, G. A. 5 West Regent-street, Glasgow.
1909. JMitchell, J. F. 211 Rupert-street, Winnipeg, Canada.
1885. JMitchell, P. Chalmers, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Sec.Z.S. (Pres. D,

1912; Council, 1906-13.) Zoological Society, Regent's
Park, N.W.

^

1905. "^Mitchell, W. E. C. Box 129, Johannesburg.
1908. JMitchell, W. M. 2 St. Stephen's Green, Dublin.
1914. JMitchell, William, M.A., D.Sc, Hughes Professor of Philosophy

and Economics in the University of Adelaide, South Aus-
tralia.

1895. *Moat, WiUiam, M.A. Johnson Hall, Eccleshall, StaflFordshire
1908. JMoffat, C. B. 36 Hardwicke-street, Dublin.
1905. JMoir, James, D.So. Mines Department, Johannesburg.
1905. §Molengraaff, Professor G. A. F. Voorstraat 60, Delft, The

Hague.
1883. JMollison, W. L., M.A. Clare College, Cambridge.
1900. *MoNCKTON, H. W., Treas. L.S., F.G.S. 3 Harcourt-buildin^s

Temple, E.C.

1905. "^MoNCRiEFF, Colonel Sir C. Scott, G.C.S.I., K.C.M G RE
(Pres. G, 1905.) 11 Cheyne-walk, S.W.

1905. JMoncrieff, Lady Scott. 11 Cheyne-walk, S.W.
1891. *Mond, Robert Ludwig, M.A., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. Combe Bank,

Sevenoaks.
1915. §Moodie, J. Williams Deacon's Bank, Manchester.
1909. JMoody, A. W., M.D. 432^ Main-street, Winnipeg, Canada.
1909. '*MooDY, G. T., D.Sc. Lome House, Dulwich, S.E.
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1914. §Moody, Mrs. Lome House, Dulwich, S.E.

1912. §MooRE, Benjamin-, D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. 1, 1914.) 8 Pembroke-
villas, The Green, Richmond, Surrey.

1911. §Moore, E. S., Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in the School
of Mines, Pennsylvania State College, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

1908. *MooEE, Sir F. W. Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin,

1894. JMoore, Harold E. Oaklands, The Avenue, Beckenham, Kent.
1908. JMoore, Sir John W., M.D. 40 Fitzwilliam-square West, Dublin
1901. *Moore, Robert T. 142 St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.

1905. IMoore, T. H. Thornhill Villa, Marsh, Huddersfield.

1892. JMoray, The Right Hon. the Earl of, F.G.S. Kinfauns Castle,

Perth.

1912. JMoray, The Countess of. Kinfauns Castle, Perth.

1896. *MoEDEY, W. M. 82 Victoria-street, S.W.
1901. *Moreno, Francisco P. Parana 915, Buenos Aires.

1905. *Morgan, Miss Annie. Care of London County and Westminster
Bank, Chancery-lane, W.C.

1895. JMoBQAN, C. Lloyd, F.R.S., F.G.S., Professor of Psychology in the
University of Bristol.

1902. {Morgan, Gilbert T., D.Sc, F.I.C, Professor of Chemistry in the

Royal College of Science, Dublin.

1901. *Morison, James. Perth.

1883. *MoRLEy, Henby Forster, M.A., D.Sc, F.C.S. 5 Lyndhurst-road,
Hampstead, N.W.

1906. JMorrell, H. R. Scarcroft-road, York.
1896. *Morrell, Dr. R. S. Tor Lodge, Tettenhall Wood, Wolverhampton.
1892. +MORRIS, Sir D.4NIEL, K.C.M.G., D.Sc, F.L.S. (Council, 191.5- .)

14 Crabton-close, Boscombe, Hants.

1915. *Morris, H. N. Gorton Brook Chemical Works, Manchester.
1896. *Morri3, J. T. 36 Cumberland-mansions, Seymour-place, W.
1880. §Morris, James. 23 Brynymor-crescent, Swansea.
1907. {Morris, Colonel Sir W. G., K.C.M.G. Care of Messrs. Cox & Co.,

16 Charing Cross, W.C.
1899. *MoRROW, John, M.Sc, D.Eng. Armstrong College, Ntwcastle-

upon-Tyne.
1909. {Morse, Morton F. Wellington-crescent, Winnipeg, Canada.
1886. *Morton, P. F. 15 Ashley-place, Westminster, S.W.
1896. *MoBTON, William B., M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in

Queen's University, Belfast.

1913. §Mosely, Alfred. West Lodge, Barnet.

1908. {Moss, C. E., D.Sc. Botany School, Cambridge.
1912. {Moss, Mrs. 154 Chesterton-road, Cambridge.
1876. §Moss, Richard Jackson, F.I.C, M.R.I.A. Royal DubUn Society,

and St. Aubyn's, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.

1892. *Mostyn, S. G., M.A., M.B. Health Office, Houndgate, Darlington.

1913. {Mott, Dr. F. W., F.R.S. 25 Nottingham-place, W.
1913. {Mottram, V. H. 256 Lordship-lane, East Dulwich, S.E.

1912. *Moulton, J. C. Sarawak Museum, Sarawak.
1878. *Moulton, The Right Hon. Lord Justice, K.C.B., M.A., K.C.,

F.R.S. 57 Onslow-square, S.W.
1899 {Mowll, Martyn. Chaldercot. Leyburne-road, Dover.

1905. *Moysey, Miss E. L. Pitcroft, Guildford. Surrey.

1911. *Moysey, Lewis, B.A., M.B. St. Moritz, Ilkeston-road, Nottingham.
1912. {Mudie, Robert Francis. 6 Fintry-place, Broughty Ferry.

1902. {Muir, Arthur H. 7 Donegall-square West, Belfast.

1907. *Muir, Professor James. 31 Biirnbank-gardena, Glasgow.

1874. {MuiR, M. M. Pattison, M.A. Hillcrest, Farnham, Surrey.
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1915. §Muir. Raiusa}-. 140 Plymouth-grove, Manchester.
1909. JMuir, Robert R. Grain Exchange-building, Winnipeg, Canada.
1912. §Muir, Thomas Scott. 19 Seton-place, Edinburgh.
1904. |Muir, William, I.S.O. Rowallan, Newton Stewart, N.B.
1872. *MuiRHEAD, Alexander, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.C.S. 12 Carteret-street,

Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster, S.W.
1913. §Muirhead, Professor J. H. The Rowans, Balsall Common, near

Coventry.
1905. *Muirhead, James M. P., P.R.S.E. Dunlop Rubber Co., 3 Wal-

lace-street, Bombay.
1876. *Muirhead, Robert Franklin, B.A., D.Sc. 64 Great George-street,

liillhead, Glasgow.
1902. JMullan, .James. Castlerock, Co. Derry.
1915. §Mullen, B. H. Salford Museum. Peel Park, Salford.
1904. IMuUinger, J. Bass, M.A. 1 Beue't-place, Cambridge.
1911. JMumby, Dr. B. H. Borough Asylum, Milton, Portsmouth.
1898. JMumford, C. E. Cross Roads House, Bouverie-road. Folkestone.
1901. *Munby, Alan E. 44 Downshu-e-hill, Hampstead, N.W.
1906. tMunby, Frederick J. Whixley, York.
1904. JMunro, A. Queens' College, Cambridge.
1909. JMunro, George. 188 Roslyn-road, Winnipeg, Canada.
1883. *MuxNRo, Robert, M.A., M.D.. LL.D. (Pres. H, 1893.) Elmbank,

Largs, Ayrshire, N.B.
1909. JMunson, J. H., K.C. Wellington-crescent, Winnipeg, Canada.
1914. *.Murchison, Roderick. Melbourne-mansions, Collins-street, Mel-

bourne.

1911. XMurdoch, W. H. F., B.Sc. 14 Howitt-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1909. §Murphy, A. J. Vanguard Manufacturing Co., Dorrington-street,

Leeds.

1908. JMurphy, Leonard. 156 Richmond-road, Dublin.
1908. JMuRPHY, William M., J.P. Dartry, Dublin.
1905 ^Murray, Charles F. K., M.D. Kenilworth House, Kenilworth,

Cape Colonv.
1903. §.VTurray.Colonerj. D. Mythohuroyd. Wigan.
1914. IMurray, John. TulHbardin Now Farm.. Brisbane, AustraHa.
1915. §Murray, Miss M. A. Edwards Librar}^ University College, Gower-

street, W.C.
1 892. JMurray, T. S., D.Sc. 27 Shamrock-street, Dundee,
1909. JMurray, W. C. University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sas-

katchewan, Canada,
1906. IMusgrove, Mrs. Edith M. S., D.Sc. The Woodlands, Silverdale,

Lancashire.
1912. *Musgrove, James, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the University

of St. Andrews. N.B.
l'>70. *Muspratt, Edward Knowles. Seaforth Hall, near Liverpool
1906. .tMyddelton-Gavey, E. H., J.P., F.R.G.S. Stanton Prior, Meads,

Eastbourne.
1913. JMyddelton-Gavey, Miss Violet. Stanton Prior, Meads, Eastbourne.
1902. fMi/ddleton, Alfred. 62 Dimr.airn-street. Belfast.

1902. *Myers, Charles S., M.A., M.D. Great Shelford, Cambridge.
1909, *Myer8, Henry. The Long House, Leatherhead.
19i)6. JMyers, Jesse A. Glengarth, Walker-road, Harrogate.
1915. §.Myers, William. 7 Station-road, Ciieadle Hulme.
1890. *Myres. John L., M.A., F.S.A. (Pres. H, 1909 ; Council, 1909- ),

Wykeham Professor of Ancient History in the University of
Oxford. 101 Banbury-road, Oxford.

1914. *Myres, Miles Claude. 101 Banbury-road, Oxford.
1915. E
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1886. JNagel, D. H., M.A. (Local See. 1894.) Trinity College, Oxford.
1890. JNalder, Francis Henry. 34 Queen-street, E.G.

1908. tNally, T. H. Temple Hill, Terenure, Co. Dublin.

1908. *Neal, Mrs. E. M. 10 Headway, Hampstead Garden Suburb, N.W.
1909. JNeild, Frederic, M.D. Mount Pleasant House, Tunbridge Wells.
1883. *Neild, Theodore, M.A. Grange Court, Leominster.
1914. INebon, Miss Edith A., M.A., M.Sc. 131 Williams-road, East

Prahran, Victoria.

1914. *Nettlefold, J. S. Winterbourne, Edgbaston Park-road, Bir-

mingham.
1914. fNettlefold, Miss. Winterbourne, Edgbaston Park-road, Birming-

ham.
1898. *Nevill, Rev. J. H. N., M.A. The Vicarage, Stoke Gabriel, South

Devon.
1866. *Nevill, The Right Rev. Samuel Tarratt, D.D., F.L.S., Bishop of

Dunedin, New Zealand.
1889. *Newall, H. Frank, M.A.,F.R.S.,F.R.A.S., Professor of Astrophysics

in the University of Cambridge. Madingley Rise, Cambridge.
1912. JNewberry, Percy E., M.A., Professor of Egyptology in the Uni-

versity of Liverpool. Oldbury Place, Ightham, Kent.
1901. fNewbigin, Miss Marion, D.Sc. Royal Scottish Geographical Society,

Edinburgh.
1901. JNewman, P. H. Tuliie House, Carlisle.

1913. JNewman, L. F 2 Warkworth-street, Cambridge.
1889. JNewstead, A. H. L., B.A. 38 Green-street, Bethnal Green, N.E.
1912. *Newton, Arthur U. University College, W.C,
1892. JNewton, E. T., F.R.S., F.G.S. Florence House, Willow Bridge-

road, Canonbury, N.
1914. §Newton, R. Bullen, F.G.S. British Museum (Natural History),

South Kensington, S.W.
1914. JNichoUs, Dr. E. Brooke. 174 Victoria-street, North Melbourne.
1914. §NiohoIl3, Professor G. E. King's College, Strand, W.C.
1908. iNicholls, W. A. 11 Vernham-road, Plumstead, Kent.
1908. JNichols, Albert Russell. 30 Grosvenor-square, Rathmines, Co.

Dublin.
1908. §Nioholson, J. W., M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics in King's

College. Strand, W.C.
1887. JNicholson, John Carr, J.P. Moorfield House, Headingley, Leeds.
1884. JNicholson, Joseph S., M.A., D.So. (Pres. F, 1893), Professor of

PoUtical Economy in the University of Edinburgh.
1911. JNicol, J. C, M.A. The Grammar School, Portsmouth.
1915. §Niven, James. Civic Buildings, 1 Mount-street. Manchester.
1908. JNixoN, The Right Hon. Sir Christopher, Bart., M.D., LL.D., D.L.

2 Merrion-square, Dublin.
1916. §NoBLE, J. H. B. (Local Treasurer, 191G.) Sandhoe, Hexham,

Northumberland. •

1863. §NoRMAN, Rev. Canon Alfred Merle, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D.,
F.R.S., F.L.S. The Red House, Berkhamsted.

1888. JNorman, George. 12 Brock-street, Bath.
1913. §Norman, Sir Henry, Bart., M.P. The Corner House, Cowley-street,

S.W.
1912. JNorrie, Robert. University College, Dundee.
1913. JNorris, F. Edward. Seismograph Station, Hill View, Woodbridge

Hill, Guildford.
1894. §NoTCUTT, S. A., LL.M., B.A., B.Sc. (Local Sec. 1895.) Constitu-

tion-hill, Ipswich.
1909. JNugent, F, S. 81 Notre Dame-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.
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1010 §Nuiir), T. Percy, M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Education in the Uni-
versity of London. London Day Training College, South-
ampton-row, W.C.

1915. §Nuttall, Harry, M.P. Bank of EnKland-chaniberi?, Manchester.
1913. §Nuttall, T. E., M.D. Middleton, Huncoat, Accrington.
1912. INuttall, W. H. Cooper Laboratory for Economic Research,

Rickmansworth-road, Watford.
1908. tNutting, Sir John, Bart. St. Helen's, Co. Dublin.

1898. *0'Brien, Neville Eorth. Greywell House, Woking.
1908. tO'Carroll, Joseph, M.D. 43 Merrion-square East, Dublin.
1913. §Ockenden, Maurice A., F.G.S. Oil Well Supply Company, Dash-

wood House, New Broad-street, E.C.
1883. tOdgers, William Blake, M.A., LL.D., K.C. 15 Old-square,

Lincoln's Inn, W.C.
1910. *Odling, Mannaduke, M.A., F.G.S. Geological Department, The

University, liCeds.

1858. *Odlino, William, M.B., F.R.S., V.P.C.S. (Pres. B, 1864 ; Council,
186i-70.) 15 Norham -gardens, Oxford.

1911. *0'DoNOOHUE, Charles H., D.Sc. University College, Gower-
street, W.C.

1908. §0'Farrell, Thomas A., J.P. 30 Lansdowne-road, Dublin.
1915. §Ogden, C. K., M.A. Magdalene College, Cambridge.
1902. tOgden, James Neal. Claremont, Heaton Chapel, Stockiiort.
1913. §Ogilvie, A. G. 15 Evelyn-gardens, S.W.
1876. JOgilvie, Campbell P. Lawford-place, Manningtree.
1914. §Ogilvie, Mrs. Campbell P. Lawford-place, Manningtree.
1885, JOgilvie, F. Grant, C.B., M.A., B.Sc, F.R.S.E. (Local Sec.

1892.) Board of Education, S.W.
1912. §Ogilvy, J. W. 18 Bloomsbury-square, W.C.
1905. *Oke, Alfred William, B.A., LL.M., F.G.S.. F.L.S. 32 Denmark-

villas, Hove, Brighton.
1905. §Okell, Samuel, F.R.A.S. Overley, Langham-road, Bowdon,

Cheshire.

1908. §01dham, Charles Hubert, B.A., B.L., Professor of Commerce in
the National University of Ireland. 5 Victoria-terrace, Rath-
gar, Dublin.

1892. JOldham, H. Yule, M.A., F.R.G.S., Lecturer in Geography in the
University of Cambridge. King's College, Cambridge.

1893. *Oldham, R. D., F.R.S., F.G.S. 8 North-street, Horsham, Sussex.
1912. §0'Leary, Rev. WilUani, S.J. Rathfarnham Castle, Co. DubUn.
1914. JOliver, Calder E. Manor-street, Brighton, Victoria.
18G3, tOuvEB, Daniel, LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., Emeritus Professor of

Botany m University College, London. 10 Kew Gardens-
road, Kew, Surrey.

1887. tOLiVEB, F. W., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1906). Professor
of Botany in University College, London, W.C.

1914. §01iver, H. G., C.E. Lara, Victoria, Austraha.
1889. tOUver, Professor Sir Thomas, M.D. 7 Ellison-placo, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne.
1882. §Olsen, O. T., D.Sc, F.L.S., F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S. 116 St. Andrew's-

terrace, Grimsby.
1880. *Onmumney, Rev. E. A. St. Michael and All Angels, Portsea, Hants
1908. lO'Neill, Rev. G., M.A. University College, St. Stephen's Green,

Dublin.

1902. JO'NeiU, Henry, M.D. 6 CoUege-square East, Belfast.

e 2
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1913. JOrange, J. A. General Eleotrio Company, Soheneotady, New
York, U.S.A.

1905. lO'Reilli/, Patrick Joseph. 7 North Earl-street, Dublin.

1884. *Orpen, Rev. T. H., M.A. Mark Ash, Abinger Common, Dorking.
1301. JOrr, Alexander Stewart. 10 Medows-street, Bombay, India.

1909. JOrr, John B. Crossacres, Woolton, Liverpool.

1908. *Orr, William. Dangarvan, Co. Waterford.

1904. Orton, K. J. P., M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in University

College, Bangor.
1915. §Orwin, C. S. 7 Marston Ferry-road. Oxford.

1910. *OsBORN, T. G. B., M.Sc., Professor of Botany in the University of

Adelaide, South Australia.

1901. JOsborne, Professor W. A., D.Sc. The University, Melbourne.
1908. jO'Shaughnessy, T. L. 64 Fitzwilliam-square, Dublin.

1887. tO'Shea, L. T., B.So. The University, Sheffield.

1884. JOsLER, Sir William, Bart., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Regius Professor

of Medicine in the University of Oxford. 13 Norham-
gardens, Oxford.

1881. *Ottewell, Alfred D. 14 Mill Hill-road, Derby.

1906, JOwen, Rev. E. C. St. Peter's School, York.

I '0,3. *Owen, Edwin, M.A. Terra Nova School, Birkdale, Lancashire.

1911. §Owens, J. S., M.D., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 47 Victoria-street, S.W.
1910. *Oxley, A. E. Rose Hill View, Kimberworth-road, Rotherham.

1909. JPaoe, F, W. 388 Wellington-crescent, Winnipeg, Canada.
1908. {Pack-Beresford, Denis, M.R.I.A. Fenagh House, Bagenalstown,

Ireland.

1906. §Page, Carl D. Wyoming House, Aylesbury, Bucks.

1903. *Page, Miss Ellen Iva. Turret House, Felpham, Sussex.

1883, JPage, G, W. Bank House, Fakenham.
1913. §Paget, Sir Richard, Bart. Old Fallings Hall, Wolverhampton.
1911. §Paget, Stephen, M.A., F.R.C.S. 21 Ladbroke-square, W,
1912. fPahic, Paul. 52 Albert Court, Kensington Gore, S.W.
1911. JPaine, H. Howard. 50 Stovv-hill, Newport, Monmouthshire.
1870. *PALaRAVE, Sir Robert Harry Inqlis, F.R.S., F.S.S. (Pres. F,

1883.) Henstead Hall, Wrentham, Suffolk.

1896. fPallis, Alexander. Tatoi, Aigburth-drive, Liverpool.

1878. *Palmer. Joseph Edward. Royal Societies Club, St. James's-street,

S.W.
1866. §Palmer, Wilham. Waverley House, Waverley-street, Nottingham.
1915. *Parker. A. The University, Birmiagham.

1904. JParker, E. H., M.A. Thomeycreek, Hers hel-road, Cambridge.

1909. §Parker, M. a., B.Sc, F.C.S. (Local Sec. 1909), Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada.
1891. {Parker, William Newton, Ph.D., F.Z.S., Professor of Biology in

University College, Cardiff.

1905. *Parkes, Tom E. P.O. Box 4580, Johannesburg.

1899. *Parkin, John. Blaithwaite, Carlisle.

1905. *Parkin, Thomas. Blaithwaite, Carlisle.

1906. §Parkin, Thomas, M.A., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.G.S. Fairseat, High
Wickham, Hastings.

1879. *Parkin, Wilham. Broomhill House, Watson-road, Sheffield.

191 1. iParks, Dr. 0. J. 18 Cavendish-road, Southsea.

1913. §Parry, Edward, M.Inst.C.E. Rossmore, Leamington.
1903. §Parry, Joseph, M.Inst.C.E. Woodbury, Waterloo, near Liverpool.
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1905. tParry. W. K., M.Inst.C.E. 6 Charlemont-terrace, Kingstown,
Dublin.

1875. JPabsons, Hon. Sir C. A., K.C.B., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E.

(Pre3. G, 1904.) Holeyn Hall, Wvlam-on-Tyne.
1904. tParsons, Professor F. G. St. Thomas's Hospital, S.E.

1995. * Parsons, Hon. Geoffrey L. Wortiiis House, Basingstoke, Hants.
1898. *Pari)idge, Miss Josephine M. 15 Grosvenor-crescent, S.W.
1887. tP^TERSON, A. M., M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the University

of Liverpool.

1908. JPaterson, M., LL.D. 7 Halton-place, Edinburgh.
1909. JPaterson, William. Ottawa, Canada.
1897. JPaton, D. Noel, M.D., F.R.S., Profo.'ssor of Physiology in the

Univei'sity of Glasgow.

1883. *Paton, Rev. Henry, M.A. Airtnoch, 184 Mayfield-road, Edinburgh.
1884. *Paton, Hugh. Box 2646, Montreal, Canada.
1913. §Patrick, Joseph A., J.P. North Cliff, King's Heath, Birmingham.
1908, IPatten, C. J., M.A., M.D., Sc.D., Professor of Anatomy in the

University of Sheffield.

1874. {Patterson, VV. H., M.R.I.A. 26 High-street, Belfast.

1913. jPatterson, W. Hamilton, M.Sc. The Monksferry Laboratory,
Birkenhead.

1913. *Pattin, Harry Cooper, M.A., M.D. King-street House, Norwich.
1879. *Patzer, F. R. Clayton Lodge, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

1883. JPaul, George. 32 Harlow Moor-drive, Harrogate.
1887. *Paxman, James. Standard Iron Works, Colchester.

1887. *Payne, Miss Edith Annie. Hatchlands, Cuckfield, Hayward's
Heath.

1914. *Payne, Professor Henry, M.Inst.C.E. The University, Mel-
bourne.

1888. *Paynter, J. B. Hendford Manor, Yeovil.

1876. JPeace, G. H., M.Inst.C.E. Monton Grange, Eccles, near Man-
chester.

1906. {Peace, Miss Gertrude. 39 Westbourne-road, Sheffield.

1885. JPeach, B. N., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1912.)
Geological Survey Office, George-square, Edinburgh.

1911. §Peake, Harold J. E. Westbrook House, Newbury.
1913. JPear, T. H. Dunwood House, Withington, Manchester.
1886. *Pearce, Mrs. Horace. CoUingwood, Manby-road, West Malvern.
1886. {Pearsall, H. D. Letchworth, Herts.

1883. JPearson, Arthur A., C.M.G. Hillsborough, Heath-road, Petersfield,

Hampshire.
1893. *Pearson, Charles E. Hillcrest, Lowdham, Nottinghamshire.
1898. {Pearson, George. Bank-chambers, Baldwin-street. Bristol.

1905. *Pearson, Professor H. H. W., M.A., F.L.S. National Botanic
Gardens, Kirstenbosch, Ncwlands, Cape Town.

1883. {Pearson, Miss Helen E. Oakhurst, Birkdale, Southport.
1906. {Pearson, Dr. Joseph. The Museum, Colombo, Ceylon.

1904. {Pearson, Karl, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Eugenics in the University
of London. 7 Well-road, Hampstead, N.W.

1909. {Pearson, William. Wellington-crescent, Winnipeg, Canada.
Peckitt, Henry. Carlton Husthwaite, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

1855. *Peckover, Lord, LL.D., F.S.A., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. Bank House,
Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.

1888. {Peckover, Miss Alexandrina. Bank House, Wisbech, Cambridge-
shire.

1885. {Peddie, William, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., Professor of Natural Philosophy
in University College, Dundee.
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1884. tPeebles, W. E. 9 North Frederick-street, Dublin.

1878. *Peek, William. Villa des Jonquilles, Rue des Roses, Monte Carlo.

1901. *Peel, Right Hon. Viscount. 52 Grosvenor-street, W.
1905. §Peirson, J. Waldie. P.O. Box 561, Johannesburg.
1915. §Pemberton, Granville. 49 Acresfield-road, Pendleton.

1905. IPemberton, Gustavus M. P.O. Box 93, Johannesburg.
1887. JPendlebury, William H., M.A., F.C.S. (Local Sec. 1899.)

Woodford House, Mountfields, Shrewsbury.
1894. JPengelly, Miss. Lamorna, Torquay.
1896. {Pennant, P. P. Nantlys, St. Asaph.
1898. tPercival, Francis W., M.A., F.R.G.S. 1 Chesham-street, S.W.
1908. jPercival, Professor John, M.A. University College, Reading.

1905. JPeringuey, L., D.Sc, F.Z.S. South African Museum, Cape
Town.

1894. {Perkin, a. G., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.C.S., F.I.C. 8 Montpelier-

terrace, Hyde Park, Leeds.

1902. *Perkin, F. Mollwo, Ph.D. 199 Piccadilly, W.
1884. {Perkin, William Henry, LL.D.. Ph.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. (Prea.

B, 1900 ; Council, 1901-07), Waynflete Professor of Chemistry
in the University of Oxford. 5 Charlbury-road, Oxford.

1864. *Perkins, V. R. Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire.

1898. *Perman, E. P., D.Sc. University College, Cardiff.

1909. JPerry, Rev. Professor E. Guthrie. 246 Kennedy-street, Winnipeg,
Canada.

1874. *Perry, Professor John, M.E., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S. (General
Treasurer, 1904- ; Pres. G, 1902 ; Pres. L, 1914 ; Coun-
cil, 1901-04). British Association, Burlington House, Lon-
don, W.

1913. {Perry, W. J. 7 York-view, Pocldington, Yorkshire.

1901. *Pertz, Miss D. F. M. 2 Cranmer-road, Cambridge.
1900. *Petavel, J. E., M.Sc., F.R.S., Professor of Engineering in the

University of Manchester.
1914. *Peters, Thomas. Burrinjuck via Goondah, N.S.W.
1901. JPethybridge, G. H., Ph.D. Royal College of Science, Dublin.

1910. *Petrescu, Captain Dimitrie, R.A., M.Eng. Scoala Superiora de
Messern, Bucharest, Rumania.

1895. JPetrie, W. M. Flinders, D.C.L., F.R.S. (Pres. H, 1895), Professor

of Egyptology in Universitv College, W.C.
1871. *Peyton, John E. H., F.R.A.S.,* F.G.S. Vale House, St. Heller,

Jersey.

1886, JPhelps, Lieut. -General A. 23 Augustus-road, Edgbaston. Bir-

mingham.
1911. {Philip, Alexander. Union Bank-buildings, Brechin.

1896. {PhiUp, G. Hornend, Eastcote, Middlesex.

1903. fPhilip, James 0. 20 Westfleld-terrace, Aberdeen.

1853. *Philip3, Rev. Edward. Hollingtou, Uttoxeter, StafiEordshire.

1877. §Philips, T. Wishart. EUzabeth Lodge, Crescent-road, South
Woodford, Essex.

1863. {Philipson, Sir G. H., D.C.L. 7 Eldon-square, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1905. {Phillimore, Miss C. M. Shiplake House, Henley-on-Thames.
1899. *Phillips, Charles E. S., F.R.S.E. Castle House, Shooter's Hill,

Kent.
1910, 'Phillips, P. P., Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in the Thomason

Engineering College, Rurki, United Provinces, India.

1890. {Phillips, R. W., M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Botany in Uni-

versity College, Bangor. 2 Snowdon-villas, Bangor.
1909. *Phillips, Riohard. 15 Dogpole, Shrewsbury.
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1915. ^Phillips, Captain W. E. 7th Leinster Regiment, Kilworth Camp,
Co. Cork.

1883. *Pickard, Jo.se[)h William. Oatlands. Lancaster.

1901. §Pickard, Robert H., D.Sc. Billinge View, Blackburn.
1885. *PiCKERiNO, Spencer P. U., M.A., F.R.S. Harpenden, Herts.

1907. JPickles, A. R., M.A. Todmorden-road, Burnley.

1888. *Pidgeon, VV. R. Lynsted Lodge, St. Edmund's-terrace, Regent's
Park, N.W.

1865. JPiKE, L. Owen. 10 Chester-terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.
1896. *Pilkington, A. C. Rocklands, Rainhill, Lancashire.

1915. §Pilldngton, Charles. The Headlands, Prestwich.

1905. JPilling, Arnold. Royal Observatory, Cape Town.
1 896. *Pilhng, William. Rosario, Heene-road, West Worthing.
1905. JPim, Jriss Gertrude. Charleville, Blackrock, Co. DubUn.
1911. JPink, H. R. The Mount, Fareham, Hants.

1911. JPink, Mis. H. R. The Mount, Fareham, Hants.
1911. jPink, Mrs. J. E. The Homestead, Eastern-parade, Southsea.

1908. *Pio. Professor D. A. 14 Leverton-street, Kentish Town, N.W.
1908. JPinie, The Right Hon. Lord, LL.D., M.Inst.C.E. Downshire House,

Belgrave-square, S.W.
1909. |Pitblado, Isaac, K.C. 91 Balmoral-place, Winnipeg, Canada.
1893. *PiTT, Walter, M.Inst.C.E. 3 LansJown-grove, Bath.
1900. Platts, Walter. Morningside, Scarborough.

1911. *Phmmer, R. H. A. Ranulf-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1915. §Plummer, Professor H. C, Royal Astronomer of Ireland. Dun-

sink Observatory, Co. Dubhn.
1898. JPlummer, W. E., M.A., F.R.A.S. The Observatory, Bidston,

Birkenhead.

1908. fPlunkett, Count G. N. National Museum of Science and Art,

Dublin.

1908. JPlunkett, Colonel G. T., C.B. Belvedere Lodge, Wimbledon, S.W.
1907. *Plunkett, Right Hon. Sir Horace, K.C.V.O., M.A., F.R.S.

Kilteragh, Foxrock, Co. Dublin.

1900. *Pocklington, H. Caboum, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. 5 Wellclose-place,

Leeds.

1913. JPocock, R. J. St. Aidan's, 170 Eglinton-road, Woolwich, S.E.

1914. fPollock, Professor J. A., D.Sc. The University, Sydney. N.S.W.

1908. JPoUok, James H., D.Sc. 6 St. James's -terrace, Clonshea, Dublin*

1906. *Pontifex, Miss Catherine E. 7 Hurlingham-court, Fulham, S.W.
1891. JPontypridd, Lord. Pen-y-lan, Cardiff.

1911. fPoore, Major-General F. H. 1 St. Helen's-parade, Southsea.

1907. §Pope, Alfred, F.S.A. South Court, Dorchester.

1900. *PoPE, W. J., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1914), Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Cambridge. Chemical Labora-

tory, The University, Cambridge.

1892. JPopplewell, W. C, M.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Bowden-Iane,

Marple, Cheshire.

1901. §PoRTER, Alfred W., B.Sc, F.R.S. 87 Parliament Hill-mansions,

Lissenden-gardens, N.W.
1905. §Porter, J. B., D.Sc, M.Inst.C.E., Professor of Mining in the

McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

1905. importer, Mrs. McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

1883. {Potter, M. C, M.A., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in the Arm-
strong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 13 Highbury, New-
castle-upon-Tyne.

1906. JPotter-Kirby, Alderman George. Clifton Lawn, York.

1907. {Potts, F. A. University Museum of Zoology, Cambridge.
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1908. *Potts, George, Ph.D., M.Sc. Grey University College, Bloem-
fontein, South Africa.

1886. *PouLTON, Edward B., M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., P.G.S., F.Z.S. (Pres. D,
1896 ; Council, 1895-1901, 1905-12), Professor of Zoology in

the University of Oxford. Wykeham House, Banbury-road,
Oxford.

1905. {Poulton, Mrs. Wykeham House, Banbury-road, Oxford.
1913. jPoulton, Miss. Wykeham House, Banbury-road, Oxford.
1898. *Poulton, Edward Palmer, M.A. Wykeham Cottage, Woldingham,

Surrey.

1894. *PoweU, Sir Richard Douglas, Bart., M.D. 11b Portland-place, W.
1887. §Pownall, George H. 20 Birchin-lane, E.C.

1913. JPoynting, Mrs. J. H. 10 Ampton-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1908. tPRAEGER, R. Lloyd, B.A., M.R.I.A. Lisnamae, Rathgar, Dublin.
1907. *Pkain, Lieut.-Col. Sir David, CLE., C.M.G., M.B., F.R.S. (Pres.

K, 1909 ; Council, 1907-14.) Royal Gardens, Kew.
1884. *Prankerd, A. A., D.C.L. 66 Banbury-road, Oxford.
1913. *Prankerd, Miss Theodora Lisle. 25 Horusey Lane-gardens, N.
1888. *Preece, W. Llewellyn, M.Inst.C.E. 8 Queen Anne's-gate, S.W.
1904. §Prentice, Mrs. Manning. 27 Baldock-road, Letchworth.
1892. J Prentice, Thomas. Willow Park, Greenock.
1906. JPressly, D. L. Coney-street, York.
1889. JPrestpn, Alfred Eley, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. 14 The Exchange,

Bradford, Yorkshire.
1914. JPreston, C. Payne. Austrahan Distillery Co., Byrne-street, South

Melbourne.
1914. JPreston, Miss E. W. 153 Barry-street, Carlton, Victoiia.

1903. §Price, Edward E. Oaklands, Oaklands-road, Bromley, Kent.
1888 JPrice, L. L. F. R., M.A., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1895 ; Council, 1898-

1904.) Oriel College, Oxford.

1785. *Price, Rees. Walnuts, Broadway, Worcestershire.

1913. §Price, T. Slater. Municipal Technical School, Suffolk-street,

Birmingham.
1897. *Price, W. a., M.A. 135 Sandyford-road, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1914. JPriestley, Professor H. J. Edale, River-terrace, Kangaroo Point,

Brisbane, Australia.

1908. §Priestley, J. H., B.Sc, Professor of Botany in the University of

Leeds.

1909. *Prince, Professor E. E., LL.D., Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries.

206 O'Connor-street, Ottawa, Canada.
1889. *Pritchard, Eric Law, M.D., M.R.C.S. 70 Fairhazel-gardens, South

Hampstead, N.W.
1876. *Pritchabd, Urban, M.D., F.R.C.S. 26 Wimpole-street, W.
1881. §Procter, John Wilham. Ashcroft, York.
1884. *Proudfoot, Alexander, M.D. Care of E. C. S. Scholefield, Esq.,

Provincial Librarian, Victoria, B.C., Canada.
1879. *Prouse, Oswald Milton, F.G.S. Alvington, Ilfracombe.
1872. *Pryor, M. Robert. Weston Park, Stevenage, Herts.

1883. *Pullar, Rufus D., F.C.S. Brahan, Perth.
1 903. JPuUen-Burry, Miss. Lyceum Club, 128 Piccadilly, W.
1904. JPunnett, R. C, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Biology in the Uni-

versity of Cambridge. Caius College, Cambridge.
1885. tPuBDiE, Thomas, B.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S., Emeritus Professor of

Chemistry in the University of St. Andrews. 14 South-street,

St. Andrews, N.B.
1881. +Purey-Cust, Very Rev. Arthur Percival, M.A., Dean of York. The

Deanery, York.
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1913. JPurser, G. Leslie. Gwynfa, Selly Oak, Birmingham.
1913. {Purser, John, M.Sc. The University, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1884. Purves, W. Laidlaw. 20 Stratford-place, Oxford-street, W.
1911. JPurvis, J. E. Corpus Christi College, Oxford.
1912. JPycraft, Dr. W, P. British Museum (Natural History), Cromwell-

road, S.W.
1898. *Pye, Miss E. St. Mary's Hall, Rochester.
1883. §Pye-Smith, Arnold. 32 Queen Victoria-street, E.C.
1883. tPye-Smith, Mrs. 32 Queen Victoria-street, E.C.
1879. JPye-Smith, R. J. 450 Glossop-road, Sheffield.

1911. jPye-Smith, Mrs. R. J. 450 Glossop-road, Sheffield.

1893. JQuick, James. 22 Bouverie-road West, Folkestone.
1906. *Quiggin, Mrs. A. Kingston. 88 Hartington-grove. Cambridge.

1879. JRadford, R. Heber. 15 St. James's-row, Sheffield.

1912. iRadok, F. 12 Central-hill, Upper Norwood, S.E.
1911. §Rae, John T. National Temperance League, Paternoster House,

Paternoster-row, E.C.

1887. *Ragdale, John Rowland. Tlie Beeches, Stand, near Manchester.
1913. §Railing, Dr. A. H., B.Sc. The General Electric Co., Ltd., Witton,

Birmingham.
1898. *Raisin, Miss Catherine A., D.So. Bedford College, York-place,

Baker-street, VV.

1896. *Ramaoe, Hugh, M.A. The Technical Institute, Norwich.
1894. Rambaut, Arthub A., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., M.R.LA.

Radclifle Observatory, Oxford.
1908. |Rambaut, Mis. Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford.
1912. +Ramsay, Colonel R. G. Wardlaw. Whitehill, Rosewell, Mid-

lothian.

1876. *Ramsay, Sir William, K.C.B., Ph.D., D.Sc., F.R.S. (President,
1911 ; Pres. B, 1897 ; Council 1891-98). Beechcroft, Hazle-
mere, High Wycombe.

1883. {Ramsay, Lady. Beechcroft, Hazlemere, Hiirh Wycombe.
1915. §Ramsbottom, J.^ 61 Ennerdale-road, Richmond, Surrey.
1914. §Ramsbottom, J. W. 23 Rosebery-crescent, Ncwcastle-on-Tyne.
19 13. JRamsden, William. Blacker-road, Huddersfield.

1907. JRankine, A. 0., D.Sc. 68 Courtfield-gardens, West EaUng. W.
1868. *Ransom, Edwin, F.R.G.S. 24 Aslibuniham-road, Bedford.
1861. {Ransome, Arthur, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. (Local Sec. 1861.)

Sunnyhurst, Dean Park, Bournemouth.
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Heronsgate, Herts.

1868. *Rayleiqh, The Right Hon. Lord, O.M., M.A.. D.C.L., LL.D.,
F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S. (President, 1881; Trustee,
1883- ; Pres. A, 1882; Council, 1878-83), Professor of

Natural Philosophy in the Royal Institution, London. Terling

Place, Witham, Essex.
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1883. *Rayne, Charles A., M.D., M.R.C.S. St. Mary's Gate, Lancaster.

1912. §Rayner, Miss M. C., D.Sc. University College, Reading.

1897. *Rayner, Edwin Hartree, M.A. 40 Gloucester-road, Teddington,

Middlesex.

1907. JRea, Carloton, B.C.L. 34 Foregate-street, Worcester.

1913, §Read, Carveth, M.A. 73 Kensington Gardens-square, W.
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Museum, W.C.
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1914. JReade, Mrs. C. C. 3 Gray's Inn-place, Gray's Inn, W.C.
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1905. *Renton, James Hall. Rowfold Grange, Billingshurst, Sussex.
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1914. *Rideal. Eric K., B.A., Ph.D. 28 Victoria-street, S.W.
1883. *Ride\l. Samuel, D.Sc, F.C.S. 28 Victoria-street, S.W
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1896. JRoberte, Thomas J. Ingleside, Park-road, Huyton, near Liverpool.
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1910. IRobinson, John Hargreaves. Cable Ship ' Norseman,' Western
Telegraph Co., Caixa no Correu No. 117, Pernambuco, Brazal.

1899. *Robinson, Mark, M.Inst.C.E. ParUament-chambers, Westminster,

S.W.
1914. IRobinson, Professor R. The University, Liverpool.

1875. *Robinson, Robert, M.Inst.C.E. Beechwood, Darlington.

1908. IRobinson, Professor Robert, D.Sc. Lance House, Childwall-road,

Wavertree, Liverpool.

1904. IRobinson, Theodore R. 2.5 Campden Hill-gardens, W.
1909. IRobinson, Captain W. 264 Roslyn-road, Winnipeg, Canada,

1909. IRobinson, Mrs. W. 264 Roslyn-road, Winnipeg, Canada.

1904. IRobinson, W. H. Kendrick House, Victoria-road, Penarth.

1870. *Robson, E. R. Palace Chambers, 9 Bridge-street, Westminster, S.W.
1912. IRobson, W. G. 50 Farrington-street, Dundee.
1915. §Roby, Frank Henry. New Croft, Alderley Edge.

1885. *Rodger, Edward. 1 Clairmont-gardens, Glasgow.

1905. IRoebuck, William Denison, F.L.S. 259 Hyde Park-road, Leeds.

1908. |Rogers, A. G. L. Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, 8 Whitehall-

place, S.W.
1898. XRogers, Bertram, M.D. {Local Sec. 18QS.) W York-place, Clijton,

Bristol.

1913. IRogern, F., D.Eng., B.A. Eowarchnnnn, Chelsea-road, Sheffield.

1913. IRogers, SirHallewell. Greville Lodge, Sir Harry's-road, Edgbaston,

Birmingham.
1890. *Rogers, L. J., M.A., Professor of Mathematics in the University of

Leeds. 6 Holhn-lane, Leeds.

1900. {Rogers, Reginald A. P. Trinity College, Dublin.

1909. IRogers, Hon. Robert. Roslyn-road, Winnipeg, Canada.

1884. *Ro2crs, Vv'alter. Care of Capital and Comities Bank, Falmouth.

1876. IRoLLiT, Sir A. K., LL.D., D.C.L., Litt.D. St. Anne's Hall, near

Chertsey-on-Thames, Surrey.

1915. §Roper, R. E., M.A. Bedale School, Petersfield.

1905. |Rose, Miss G. Mabel. Ashley Lodge, Oxford.
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1883. *Rose. J. Holland, Litt.D. Walsingham, Millington-road, Cam-
bridge.

I8t)4. Rose, Sir T. K., D.Sc, Chemist and Assayer to the Royal Mint.
6 Royal Mint, E.

1905. *Rosedale, Rev. II. G., D.D., F.S.A. 7 Gloucester-street, S.W.
1905. *Rosedale, Rev. W. E., D.D. St. Mary Bolton's Vicarage, South

Kensington, S.W.
1900. JRosENHAiN, Walter, B.A., F.R.S. Warrawee, Coombe-lane,

Kingston Hill, Surrey.

1914. §Rosenhain, Mrs. Warrawee, Coombe-lane, Kingston Hill, Surrey.
1914. JRosenhain, MLss. Warrawee. Coombe-lane, Kingston Hill, Surrey.
1914. JRoss, Alexander David, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E., Professor
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1909. JRoss, D. A. 116 Wellington-crescent, Winnipeg, Canada.
1859. *Ros3, Rev. James Coulman. Wadworth Hall, Doncaster.
1912. XRoss, Miss Joan M. Hnzdaood. Warlingham, Surrcij.

1908. JRoss, Sir John, of Bladensburg, K.C.B. Rostrevor House,
Rostrevor. Co. Down.

1902. tRoss, John Callender. 46 Holland-street, Campden-hill, W.
1015. §Ross. Roderick. Edinburgh.
1901. JRoss, Colonel Sir Ronald, K.C.B.. F.R.S., Professor of Tropical

Sanitation in the University of Liverpool. The University,
Liverpool.

1891. *Roth, H. Ling. Briarfield, Shibden, Hahfax, Yorkshire.
1911. *Rothschi]d. Right Hon. Lord, D.Sc, Ph.D.. F.R.S. Tring Park,
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1901. *Rottenburg, Paul, LL.D. Care of Messrs. Leister, Bock, & Co.,
Glasgow.

1899. *Round, J. C, M.R.C.S. 19 Crescent -road, Sydenham Hill, S.E.
1884. *Rouse, M. L., B.A. 2 Exbuiy-road, Catford, S.E.
1905. §Rousselet, Charles F. Fir Island, Bittacy Hill, Mill Hill, N.W.
1901. JRowallan, the Right Hon. Lord. Thornliebank House, Glasgow.
1903. *Rowe, Arthur W., M.B., F.G.S. Shottendane, Margate.
1890. tRowley, Walter, M.Inst.C.E., F.S.A. Aldorhill, Meanwood, Leeds.
1910. JRowse, Arthur A., B.A., B.Sc. 190 Musters-road, West Bridgford,

Nottinghamshire.

1901. *Rudorf, C. C. G.. Pn.D., B.Sc. 52 Cranley-gardens, Muswell Hill, N.
1905. *Ru£fer, Marc Armand, C.M.G., M.A., M.D., B.Sc. Quarantine

International Board, Alexandria.

1905. JRuffer, Mrs. Alexandria.

1904. JRuhemann, Dr. S., F.R.S. The Elms. Adams-road. Cambridge.
1909. JRumball, Rev. M. C, B.A. Morden, Manitoba. Canada.
1896. *Rundell, T. W., F.R.Mct.Soc. Terras Hill, Lostwithiel.

1911. JRundle, Henry. F.R.C.S. 13 Clarence-parade, Southsea.
1912. *Rusk, Robert R., M.A., Ph.D. 4 Barns-crescent, Ayr.

1904. JRiissell, E. J., D.Sc. Rothamsted Experimental Station, Har-
penden. Herts.

1883. *Russell, J. W. 28 Staverton-road, Oxford.

1852. Russell, Norman Scott. Arts Club, Dover-street, W.
1908. JRussell, Robert. Arduagremia, Haddon-road, Dublin.

1908. JRussELL. Right Hon T. W., M.P. Obiey, Terenure, Co. Dublin.
1886. JRust, Arthur. Eversleigh, Leicester.

1909. *Rutherford, Hon. Alexander Cameron. Strathcona, Alberta,
Canada.

1907. §RuT}iERFORD, Sir Ernest, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1909 ;

Council, 1914- ), Professor of Physics in the University of
Manchester.
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1914. §Rutherford, Lady. 17 Wilmfslow-road, Withington, Manchester.

1914. JRutherford, Miss Eileen. 17 Wilmslow-road, Withington, Man-
che.ster.

1909. JRuttan, Colonel H. N. Armstrong's Point, Winnipeg, Canada.
1908. JRyan, Hugh, D.Sc. Omdurman, Orwell Park, Rathgar, Dublin,

1905. JRyan, Pierce. Rosebank House, Rosebank, Cape Town
1909. JRyan, Thomas. Assiniboine-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.
1906. *Rymeb, Sir Joseph Sykes. The Mount, York.

1903. JSadler, M. E., C.B., LL.D. (Pres. L, 1906), Vice-Chancellor of the
University of Leeds. 41 Headingley-lane, Leeds.

1883. JSadler, Robert. 7 Lulworth-road, Birkdale, Southport.

1871. JSadler, Samuel Champernowne. Church House,Westminster, S.W.
1P03. JSagar, J. The Poplars, Savile Park, HaUfax.
1914. JSt. John, J. R. Botanic Gardens, Melbourne.

1915. §Sainter, E. H. Care of Messr-'j. Steel, Peech & Tozer. Sheffield.

1873. *Salomons, Sir David, Bart., F.G.S. Broomhil), Tunbridge Welle.

1904. JSalter, a. E., D.Sc, F.G.S. 5 Clifton-place, Brighton.

1911, §Sampson, Professor R. A., M.A., F.R.S., Astronomer Royal for

Scotland. Royal Observatory, Edinburgh.
1901. JSamuel, John S., J.P., F.R.S.E. City Chambers. Glasgow.
1907. *Saiid, Dr. Henry J. S. The Sir Jolui Cass Technical Institute,

JcAvry-street, Aldgate, E.C.
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1896. §Saner, John Arthur, M.Inst.C.E. Toolerstone, Sandiway, Cheshire.

1896. JSaner, Mrs. Toolerstone, Sandiway, Cheshire.
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1905. XSargant, E. B. Quarry Hill, Reigate,

1896. *Sargant, Miss Ethel, F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1913.) The Old Rectory,
Girton, Cambridgeshire.

1907. JSargent, H. C. Ambergate, near Derby.
1914. §Sargent, 0. H. York, Western Austraha.

1913. JSaundby, Robert, M.D. Great Charles-street, Birmingham.
1903. *SAimDEKS, Miss E. R. (Council, 1914- .) Newnham College,
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1887. §Sayce, Rev. ''a. H., M.A., D.D. (Pres. H, 1887), Professor of
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of Edinburgh. Marly Knowe, North Berwick.

1014. JSchafer, Lady. Marly Knowe, North Berwick.
1914. jScharff, J. W. Knockranny, Bray, Co. Wicklow.
1914. JScharff, Mrs. ELnockranny, Bray, Co. Wicklow.
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Department, National Museum, Dublin. Knockranny,
Bray, Co. Wicklow.

1880. *Schemmann, Louis Carl. Neueberg 12, Hamburg.
1905. JSchonland, S., Ph.D. Albany Museum, Grahamstown, Cape

Colony.
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1873. *ScHUSTER, Arthur, Ph.D., Sec. R.S., F.R.A.S. (President;
Pres. A, 1892 ; Council, 1887-93.) Yeldall, Twyford. Berks.

1883. *ScLATER, W. LuTLEY, MA., F.Z.S. Odiham Priory, Winchfield.
1905. JSclater, Mrs. W. L. Odiham Priory, Winchfield.

1913. §Scoble, Walter A., B.Sc, A.M.Inst.C.E. City and Guilds Technical
College, Leonard-street, E.C.

1881. *ScoTT, Alexander, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.C.S. 34 Upper
Hamilton-terrace, N.W.

1878. *Scott, Arthur William, M.A., Professor of Mathematics and Natural
Science in St. David's College, Lampeter.

1889. *ScoTT, D. H., M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., Pres.L.S. (General Secre-
tary, 1900-03 ; Pres. K, 1896.) East Oakley House, Oakley,
Hants ; and Athenseum Club, Pall Mall, S.W.

1915. §Scott, Rev. Canon J. J. 65 Ardwick-green, Manchester.
1857. *Scott, Robert H., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.Met.S. 6 Elm Park-

gardens, S.W.
1902. IScoTT, William R., M.A., Litt.D. (Pres. F, 1915), Professor of
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stead, N.W.
1890. *Searle, G. F. C, Sc.D., F.R.S. Wyncote, Hills-road, Cambridge.
1906. *See, T. J. J., A.M., Ph.D., F.R.A.S., Professor of Mathematics,
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1888. *Senier, Alfred, M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc, F.C.S. (Pres. B. 1912),
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28 Herbert-park, Donnybrook, Co. Dublin.

1910. JSeton, R. S., B.Sc The University, Leeds.

1895. *Seton-Karr, H. W. 8 St. Paul's-mansions, Hammersmith, W.
1892. "^Seward, A. C, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. K, 1903 ; Council,

1901-07; Local Sec. 1904), Professor of Botany in the Univer-
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1913. JSeward, Mrs. The Master's Lodge, Do-ivning College, Cambridge.
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1884. *Taylor, H. M., M.A., F.R.S. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1882. *Taylor, Herbert Owen, M.D. Oxford-street. Nottingham.
1914. JTaylor, J. M., M.A. Public Service Board, 4 O'Coimell-street,

Sydney, N.S.W.
1913. JTaylor, J. S. The Corinthians, Warwick-road, Acock's Green.

1915. §Taylor, J. W. Moreeambe.
1860. *Taylor, John, M.Inst.C.E. 6 Queen Street-place, E.G.

1906. §Taylor, Miss M. R. Newstead, Blundellsands.

1884. *Taylor, Miss S. Oak House, Shaw, near Oldham.
1894. *Taylor, W. W., M.A. 66 St. John's-road, Oxford.

1901. *Teacher, John H., M.B. 32 Kingsborough-gardens, Glasgow.

1858. JTeale, TnoMAS Pridoin, M.A., F.R.S. 38 Cookridge-street,

1885. JTeall, J. J. H., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pre.9. C, 1893 : Council,

1894-1900, 1909- ). Athenwum Club, S.W.
1906. *Teape, Rev. W. M., M.A. South Hj'lton Vicarage, Sunderland.

1910. JTebb, W. Scott, M.A., M.D. 15 Finsbury-ciicus, E.G.

1879. jTemple, Lieutenant G. T., R.N., F.R.G.S. Solheim, Cumberland
Park ActoD AV

1913. §Temple, Sir R. C., Bart., CLE. (Pres. H, 1913.) The Nash,
Worcester.

1892. *Tesla, Nikola. 45 West 27th-street, New York, U.S.A.

1883. JTetley, C. F. The Brewery, Leeds.

1883. JTetley, Mrs. C. F. The Brewery, Leeds.

1882. *Thanb, George Dancer, LL.D., Professor of Anatomy in Uni-
versity College, London, W.C.

1915. §Thewhs, J. Herbert. Daisy Momit, Victoria Park, Manchestei'.

1871. JTbiseltgn-Dyer, Sir W. T., K.C.M.G., CLE., M.A., B.So.,

Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. D, 1888; Pres. K,
1895 ; Council, 1885-89, 1895-1900.) The Ferns, Witcombe,
Gloucester.

1906. "'Thoday, D. The University, Manchester.

1906. "^Thoday, Mrs. M. G. 6 Lyme-park, Chinley, Stockport.
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1870. tThom, Colonel Robert Wilson, J.P. Brooklands, Lord-street

West, Southport.

1891. *T!iomas, Miss Clara. Pencerrig, Builth.

1903. Thomas, Miss Ethel N., D.Sc. 3 Downe-mansions, Gondar-
gardens, West Hampstead, N.W.

1913. jThomas, H. H., U.A., B.Sc, F.G.S. 28 Jermyn-street, S.W.
1910. *Thoraas, H. Hamshavv. Botany School, Cambridge.
1899. *Thoma3, Mrs. J. W. Overdale, Shortlands, Kent.
1902 *Thomas, Miss M. Beatrice. Girton College, Cambridge.
1883. {Thomas, Thomas H. 45 The Walk, Cardiff.

1904. *Thomas, William, F.R.G.S. Bryu-heulog, Merthyr Tydfil.

189L *Thompson, Beeby, F.C.S.. F.G.S. 67 Victoria-road, Northampton.
1888. Thompson, Claude M., M..\., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry in

University College, Cardiff. 38 Park-place, Cardiff.

1885. JThompsox. D'Arcy W., C.B., B.A. (Pres. D, 1911 ; Local Sec.

1912), Professor of Zoology in University College, Dundee.
1896. Thompson, Edward P. Puulsmoss, Whitchurch, Salop
1907. Thompson, Edwin. 25 Sefton-drive, Liverpool.

18S3. Thompson, Francis. Eversley, Haling Park-road, Croydon.
1904. Thompson. G. R., B.Sc, Principal of and Professor of Mining

in the South Atricau School of Mines, Johannesburg.
1912. *Thomp3on, Rev. H. Percy. Kippington Vicarage, Sevenoaks.

1893. Thompson, Harry J., M.Inst.C.E. Tregartheu, Garland's-road,

Leatherhead.
1913. *Thompson, Mrs. Lilian Gilchrist. Kippington Vicarage. Sevenoaks.

1913. {Thompson, Peter. 14 Rotten Park-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1870. Thompson, Richard. Dringcote, The Mount, York.

1913. Thompson, Sidney Gilchrist. Kippington Vicarage, Sevenoaks.

1876. {Thompson, Silvands Puillii's, B.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S.
(Pres. G, 19U7 ; Council, 1897-99, 1910- ), Principal of and
Professor of Physics in the City and Guilds of London Tech-

nical College, Leonard-street, Finsbury, E.G.

1883. Thompson, T. H. Oldlield Lodge, Gray-road, Bowdon, Che.shire.

1896. Thompson, W. U., xM.D., D.Sc (Local Sec. 1908), King's Professor

of Institutes of Medicine (Phy.siology) in Trinity College,

Dubhn. 14 Hatch-street, Dublin.

1911. {Thompson, Mrs. W. H. 328 Assiniboine-avenue, Winnipeg.

1912. {Thompson, William Bruce. Thornbank, Dundee.
1912. §Thoms, Alexander. 7 Playfair-terrace, St. Andrews.

1894. {Thomson, Autuub, M.A., M.D., Professor of Human Anatomy in

the University of Oxford. Exeter College, Oxford.

1913. XThouison, Arthur fi ., D.Sc. 23 Craven Hill-gardens, W.
1912. §Thomson, D. C. ' Courier ' Buildings, Dundee.
1909. Thomson, E. 22 Monument-avenue, Swampscott, Mass., U.S.A.

19CK). §Thom8(m, F. Ross, F.G.S. Hensill, Hawkhurst, Kent,

1914. §Thomson, Hedley J., AsaocM.Inst.C.E. 14 Leonard-place, High-

street, Kensington, W.
1890 Thomson, Professor J. Arthur. M.A., F.R.S.E. Castleton House,

Old Aberdeen.
1883. {Thomson, Sir J. J., O.M., M.A., Sc.D., D.Sc, Pres. R.S. (President,

1909 ; Pres. A, 1896 ; Council, 1893-95), Professor of Ex-
perimental Physics in the University of Cambridge. Trinity

College, Cambridge.
1889. Thomson, James, M.A. 22 Wentworth-place, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne.
1902. {Thomson, James Stuart. 4 Highfield, Chapel-en-le-Frith, Derby-

shire.
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1891. JThomson, John. Westover, Mount Ephraim-road, Streatham,
S.W.

iS71. *Thomson, John Millar, LL.D., F.R.S. (Council, 1895-1901),
Professor of Chemistry in King's College, Loudon. 18 Lane-
downe-road, Holland Park, W.

1874. §Thomson, Willmm, F.R.S.E., F.C.S. Royal Institution, Man-
chester.

1906. JThornely, Miss A. M. M. Oaklands, Langham-road, Bowdon,
Cheshire.

1905. *Thornely, Miss L. R. Nunclose, Grassendale, Liverpool.
1898. *Thornton, W. M., D.So., Professor of Electrical Engineering in

the Armstrong College, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1902. JThomycroft, Sir John I., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. Eyot Villa, Chis-

wick Mall, W.
1903. JThorp, Edward. 87 Southbank-road, Southport.
1881. JThorp, Fielden. Blossom-street, York.
1881. *Thorp, Josiah. 24 Manville-road, New Brighton, Cheshire.
1898. JThoepe, Jocelyn Field, Ph.D., F.R.S., Professor of Organic

Chemistry in the Imperial College of Science and Technology,
S.W.

1871. JThokpe, Sir T. E., C.B., Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.C.S.
(Pres. B, 1890; Council, 1880-92.) AMiinfieId,Salcombe, Devon.

1899. §THBELrALL, Richard, M.A., F.R.S. Oakhurst, Church-road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1896. §Thbift, William Edward, M.A. (Local Sec. 1908), Professor of
Natural and Experimental Philosophy in the University of
Dublin. 80 Grosvenor-square, Rathraines, Dublin.

1873. *Tiddeman, R. H., M.A., F.G.S. 298 Woodstock-road, Oxford.
1905. ITietz, Heinrich, B.A., Ph.D. South African College. Cape Town.
1874. JTiLDEN, Sir William A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.C.S. (Pres. B, 1888;

Council, 1898-1904.) The Oaks, Northwood, Middlesex.
1913. JTilley, J. W. Field House, Harbome, Park-road, Birmingham.
1899. JTims, H. W. Marett, M.A., M.D., F.L.S., Profes.sor of Biology

in the Royal Veterinary' College. 1 Id Oxford and Cambridge-
mansions, Marylebone-road, N.W.

1914. JTims, Mrs. Marett. 1 Id Oxford and Cambridge-mansions, Maryle-
bone-road, N.AV.

1902. JTipper, Charles J. R., B.Sc. 21 Greenside, Kendal.
1905. JTippett, A. M., M.Inst.C.E. Cape Government Railways, Cape

Town.
1911. JTizard, Henry T. Oriel College, Oxford.
1900. *Tocher, J. F., D.Sc, F.LC. Crown-mansions, 41^ Union-street,

Aberdeen.
1912. §Todd, John A. The Nook, Alexandra Park, Nottingham.
1907. fTodd, Professor J. L. IVIacDonald College, Quebec, Canada.
1889. §Toll, John M. 49 Newsham-drive, Liverpool.
1875. fTorr, Charles Hawley. 35 Burhngton-road, Sherwood, Not-

tingham.
1909. JTory, H. M. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
1912. JTosh, Elmslie. 11 Reform -street, Dundee.
1901. JTownsend, J. S., M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Physics in the

University of Oxford. New College, Oxford.
1876. *Tbail, J. W. H., M.A., M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1910),

Regius Professor of Botany in the University of Aberdeen.
1870. JTbaill, Willl4M A. Giant's Causeway Electric Tramway,

Portrush, Ireland.

1902. XTravers, Ernest J. Dunmurry, Co. Antrim.
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1914. *Trechmann, C. T. Hudworth Tower, Castle Eden, Durham
1884. JTrechmann, Charles O., Ph.D., F.G.S. Hartlepool.
1908. §Treen, Rev. Henry M., B.Se. 3 Stafford-road, Weston -super-

Mare.
1908. JTremain, Miss Caroline P., B.A. Alexandra College, Dublin.
1911. §Tremearne, Mrs., LL.A., F.L.S. 105 Blackheath-park, S.E.
1914. fTremearne, Mrs. Ada J. Mandeville Hall, Clendon-road, Toorak,

Victoria.

1887. *Trench-Gascoigne, Mrs. F. R. Lotherton Hall, Parlington, Aber-
ford, Leeds.

1903. JTrenchard, Hugh. The Firs, Clay Hill, Enfiold.
1908. JTresilian, R. S. Cumnor, Eglington-road, Dublin.
1905. JTbevor-Battye, A., M.A., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. Stoner Hill, Peters-

field, Hants.
1871. JTRnwEN, RoLAKD, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S. Glaslyn, Water-

den-road, Guildford.

1902. JTristram, Rev. J. F., M.A., B.Sc. 20 Chandos-road, Chorlton-
cum-Hardy, Manchester.

1884. *Trotter, Alexander Pelham. 8 Richmond-terrace. Whitehall
S.W.

1914. JTrouton, Eric. The R5'dings, Redington-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1887. *Tro0ton, Frederick T., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1914 ;

Council, 1911-14.) The Rydings, Redington-road, Hamp-
stead, N.W.

1914. fTrouton, Mrs. The Rvdings, Redington-road, Hampstead,
N.W.

1898. *Trow, Albert Howard, D.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Botany in Uni-
versity College, Cardiff.

1913. JTschugaeft', Professor L. The University, Petrograd
1885. *Tubby, A. H., M.S., F.R.C.S. 68 Harley-street.^W.
1905. §Turmeau, Charles. Claremont, Victoria Park, Wavertree, Liverpool.
1912. JTurnbull, John. City Chambers, Dundee.
1901. §Turnbull, Robert, B.Sc. Department of Agriculture and Technical

Instruction, Dublin.

1914. JTurner, Dr. A. J. ^A'ickham-ter^ace, Brisbane, Australia.

1893. {Turner. Dawson, M.D., F.R.S.E. 37 George-square, Edinburgh.
1913. §Turner, G. M. Kenilworth.
1894, *TuRKER, H. H., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S. (Generil Secre-

tary, 1913- ; Pres. A, 1911), Professor of Astronomy in

the University of Oxford. University Observatory,
Oxford.

1905. ^Turner, Rev. Thomas. St. Saviour's Vicarage, 50 Fitzroy-
street, W.

1886. *TuRNER, Thomas, M.Sc., A.R.S.M., F.I.C., Professor of Metallurgy
in the University of Birmingham. 75 Middleton Hall-road,
King's Norton.

1910, *Turner, W. E. S. The University, Sheffield.

1890. *Turpin, G. S., M.A., D.Sc. High School, Nottingham.
1907. §TiiTTON, A. E. H., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Council, 1908-12.)

Duart, Yelverton, South Devon,
1915. *Tweedale, Samuel. Sanbridge House, Ctistleton, Manchester.
1886. *Twigg, G. H. Rednall, near Birmingham.
1899. tTwisden, John R.. M.A. 14 Gray's Inn-square, W.C.
1907. §Twyman, F. 75a Camden-road, N.W.
1865. JTylor, Sir Edward Burnett, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. H,

1884 ; Council, 1896-1902.) Linden, Wellmgtou, Somerset.
1911. *Tyndall, a. M., M.Sc. The University, Bristol.
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1883. JTyrer, Thomas, F.C.S. Stirling Chemical Works, Abbey-lane,
Stratford, E.

1912. JTyrrell, G. W. Geological Department, The University, Glasgow.

1884. *Underhil!, G. E., M.A. Magdalen College, Oxford.
1903. tUnderwood, Captain J. C. 60 Scarisbrick New-road, Southport.
1908. §Unwin, Ernest Ewart, M.Sc. Grove House, Leighton Park School,

Reading.
1-<S3. §Duwin, John. Eastcliflfe Lodge, Southport.
1876. *Unwin, W. C, F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (P.es. G, 1892 ; Council,

1892-99.) 7 Palace Gate-mansions, Kensington, W.
1909. lUrquhart, C. 239 Smith-street, Winnipeg, Canada.
1880. jUssHER, W. A. E., F.G.S. 28 .Termyu-street, S.W.
1905. JUttley, E. A., Electrical Inspector to the Rhodesian Government,

Bulawayo.

1887. *Valentine, Miss Anne. The Elms, Hale, near Altrincham.
1912. JValentine, C. W. Queen's University, Belfast.

1908. jValera, Edward de. University College, BJacki'ock, Dublin.
1865. *VARLEy, S. Alfred. Arrow Works, Jacksoa-road, Holloway, N.
1907. §Vakley, W. Mansergh, M.A., D.Sc, Ph.D. Moruingside, Eaton

-

crescent, Swansea.
1903. JVarwell, H. B. Sittaford, West-avenue, Exeter.
1909. *Vassall, H., M.A. The Priory, Repton, Burton-on-Trent,
1888. *Vaughan, Mrs. 760 Pacific- building, San Francisco.

1905. tVaugiian, E. L. Eton College, Windsor.
1913. JVaughton, T. A. Livery-street, Birmingham.
1881. JVeley, V. H.. M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. 8 Marlborough-place,

St. John's Wood, N.W.
1883. *Verney, Lady. Plas Rhoscolyn, Holj'head.

1904. *Vernon, H. M., M.A., M.D. 5 Park Town, Oxford.
1896. *Vernon, Thomas T. Khotwick Park, Chester.

1896. *Vemon, Sir William, Bart. Shotwick Park, Chester.

1890. *Villamil, Lieut. -Colonel R. de, R.E. Carlisle Lodge, Rickmans-
worth.

1906. Vincent, .J. H., M.A., D.Sc. L.C.C. Paddington Technical Institute,

Saltram-cresceut, W.
1899. *Vincent, Swale, M.D., D.Sc. (Local Sec. 1909), Professor of

Physiology in the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
Canada.

1883. *VrNEs, Sydney Howard, M.A., D.Sc.. F.R.S.. F.L.S. (Pres. K,
1900 ; Council, 1894-97), Professor of Botany in the University
of Oxford. Headington Hill, Oxford.

1902. JVinycomb, T. B. Sinn Fein, Shooter's Hill, S.E.

1904. JVolterra, Professor Vito. Regia Universita, Rome.

1904. §Wace. A. J. B. Pembroke College, Cambridge.
1902. JWaddell, Rev. C. H. The Vicarage, Grey Abbey, Co. Down.
1909. jWadge, Herbert W., M.D. 754 Logan-avenue, VVinnipeg, Canada.
1888. jWadvvorth. H. A. Breinton Court, near Hereford.

1914. jWadsworth, Arthur. Commonwealth Parliament, Melbourne.
1890. §\Vager, Harold W. T., F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres.K, 1905.) Hendre,

Horsforth-lane, Far Headingley, Leeds.
1900. JWagstaff, C. J. L., B.A. Haberdashers' School, Cricklewood, N.W.
1902. JWainwright, Joel. Finchwood, Marple Bridge, Stockport.
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1906. JWakefield, Charles. Heslington House, York.
1905. §Wakefield, Captain E. \V. Stricklandgate House, Kendal.
1894. JWalfobd, Edwin A., F.G.S. 21 West Bar, Banbury.
1882. *Walkden, Samuel, F.R.Met.S. Care of George Lloyd, Esq.,

7 Coper's Cope-road, Beckenham, Kent.
1893 tWalker, Alfred 0., F.L.S. Ulcom be- place, Maidstone, Kent
1890. t Walker, A Tannett. The Elms, Weetwood, Leeds.

1901 *Walker, Archibald. M.A., F.I.C. Newark Castle, Ayr, N.B.
1904. §Walker, E. R. Nightingales, Adlington, Lancashire.

1911. *Walker, E. W. AiNLEY, M.A. University College, Oxford.
1905. JWalker, Mrs. Ainley. 31 Holywell, Oxford.

1897. »Walkeb, Sir Edmund, C.V.O., D.C.L., F.G.S. (Local See. 1897 )

Canadian Bank of Comnierce, Toronto, Canada.
1915. §Walker, Edward J., IM.R Hey Lee Comb.s, Chapel-en-Ic-Frith.

1891. J Walker, Frederick W. Tannett. Carr Manor, Meanwood, Leeds.

1894. *Walker, G. T., M.A., DSc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Red Roof,
Simla, India.

1897. tWalker, George Blake, M.Inst.C.E. Tankersley Grange, near
Barnaley.

1913. §Walker, George W., M.A., F.R.S. 63 Lensfield-road, Cambridge.
1906. fWaiker, J. F. E. Gelson, B.A. 45 Bootham, York.
1894. *Walkek, James, M.A. 30 Norham^ardens, Oxford.
1910. *Walker, James, D.Sc., F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1911), Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh. 5 Wester Coates-
road, Edinburgh.

1906. JWalker, Dr. Jamieson. 37 Charnwood-streefc, Derby.
1909. jWalker, Lewie D. Lieberose, Monteith-road, Cathcart, Glasgow.
1915. §Walker, Professor Miles. School of Technology, JManchestcr.

1907. tWalker, Phihp F., F.R.G.S. 36 Prince's-gardens, S.W.
1909. § Walker, Mrs. R. 3 Riviera-terrace, Rushbrooke, Queenstown,

Co. Cork.

1908. *Walker, Robert. Ormidale, Combe Down, Bath.

1888. JWalker, Sydney F. 1 Bloomfield-crescent, Bath.

1896. § Walker, Colonel WiUiam Hall, M.P. Gateacre, Liverpool.

1914. fWalkom, A. B. The University, Brisbane, Australia.

1910. JWall, G. P., F.G.S. 32 Collegiate-crescent, Sheffield.

1883. fWall, Henry. 14 Park-road, Southport.

1911. JWall, Thomas F., D.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. The University,

Birmingham.
1905. JWaliaoe, R. W. 2 Harcourt-buildings, Temple, E.C.

1901. JWallace, Wilham, M.A., M.D. 25 Newton-place, Glasgow.

1887. *Walleb, Augustus D., M.D., F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1907.) 32 Grove
End-road, N.W.

1905. §Waller, Mrs. 32 Grove End-road, N.W.
1913. *Waller, J. C, B.A. 32 Grove End-road, N.W.
1913. *Waller, Miss M. D., B.Sc, 32 Giovo End-road, N.W.
1913. *Waller, W. W., B.A., 32 Grove End-road, N.W.
1915. §\A'aUis, B. C. Baudora, Granville-road, North FinclUey, N.

189.i. JWallis, E. Whitk, F.S.S. Royal Sanitary Institute"and Parkas
Museum, 90 Buckingham Palace-road, S.W.

1894. *Walmi3ley, A. T., M.Inst.C.E. 9 Victoria-street, Westminster,
S.W.

1891. §Walmsiey. R. M.. D.Sc. Northampton Institute. Clfirkenwoll. E.C.

1903. JWalsh, W. T. H. Kent Education Committee, Caxton House,
Westminster, S.W.

1895. JWalsinqham, The Right Hon. lx)rd, LL.D., F.R.S. Merton Hall,

Thetford.
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1902. * Walter, Miss L. Edna. 18 Norman-road, Heaton Moor, Stockport.

1904. *Walters, William, jun. Albert House, Newmarket.
1887. JWard, Sir A. W., M.A., Litt.D., Master of Peterhouse, Cambridge.
1911. JWard, A. W. Town Hall, Portsmouth.
1881. §Ward, George, F.C.S. Buckingham-terraoe, Headingley, Leeds.
1914. JWard, L. Keith, E.E. Bumside-road, Kensington Park, South

'

A n^^T*3 111

1914. JWard, Thomas W. Enddiffe Vale House, Sheffield.

1905. iWarlow, Dr. G. P. 15 Hamilton -square, Birkenhead.
1887. JWareen, General Sir Charles, R.E., K.C.B., G.C.M.G., F.R.S.,

F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1887.) Athenaeum Club, S.W.
1913. §VVarren, William Henry, LL.D., M.Sc, M.Inst.C.E., Challis Pro-

fessor of Engineering in the University of Sydney, N.S.W.
1913. tWarton, Lieut. -Colonel R. G. St. Helier, Jersey.

1914. JWaterhouse, G. A., B.Sc. Royal Mint, Sydney, N.S.W.
1875. *Waterhouse, Major-General J. Hurstmead, Eltham, Kent.
1905. JWatermeyer, F. S., Government Land Surveyor. P.O. Box 973,

Pretoria, South Africa.

191G. §\\'aters. Miss Cliarlotte M. Cotswold, Hurst Green, Oxted, Surrey.

1900. JWaterston, David, M.D., F.R.S.E. King's College, Strand, W.C.
1909. §Watkinson, Professor W. H. The University, Liverpool.

1884. JWatson, A. G., D.C.L. Uplands, Wadhurst, Sussex.
1901. *Watson, Arnold Thomas, F.L.S. Southwold, Tapton Crescent-

road, Sheffield.

1886. *Watfion, C. J. Alton Cottage, Botteville-road, Acock's Green,
Birmingham.

1909. IWatson, Colonel Sir C. M., K.C.M.G., C.B., R.E., M.A. (Pres. E,
1912.) 16 Wilton-crescent, S.W.

1906. IWatson, D. M. S. University College, London, W.C.
1909. {Watson, Ernest Ansley, B.Sc. Alton Cottage, Botteville-road,

Acock's Green, Birmingham.
1892. {Watson, G., M.Inst.C.E. 5 Ruskin-close, Hampstead Way, N.W.
1885. {Watson, Deputy Surgeon-General G. A. Hendre, Overton Park,

CheltenJiam.

1915. *Watsoii, G. N. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1906. *Watson, Henry Angus. 3 Museum-street, York.
1913. {Watson, John D., M.Inst.C.E. Tyburn, Birmingham.
1894. *Watson, Professor W., D.Sc, F.R.S. 7 Upper Cheyne-row,

S.W.
1915. *Watson, Walter, B.Sc. Taunton School, Somerset.

1879. *Watson, William Henry, F.C.S., F.G.S. Braystones House,
Beckermet, Cumberland.

1901. {Watt, Harry Anderson, M.P. Ardenslate House, Hunter's Quay,
Argyllshire.

1913. *Watt, James. 28 Charlotte-square, Edinburgh.
1875. *Watts, John, B.A., D.Sc. Mertou College, Oxford.
1873. *Watts, W. Marshall, D.Sc. Shirley, Venner-road, Sydenham,

^ F
1883. *Watts, W. W., M.A., M.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1903;

Council, 1902-09), Professor of Geology in the Imperial
College of Science and Technology, London, S.W.

1870. § Watts, Wilham, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Kenmore, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

1911. {Waxweiler, Professor E. Solvay Institute, Brussels.

1905. {Way, W. A., M.A. The College, Graaf Reinet, South Africa.

1907. {Webb, Wilfred Mark, F.L.S. The Hermitage, Hanwell, W.
1910. {Webster, Profes.sor Arthur G. Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
1910. {Webster, William, M.D. 1252 Portage-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.
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1904. §Wedderburn, Ernest Maclagan, D.Sc, F.R.S.E. 7 Dean Park-
crescent, Edinburgh.

1903. JWeekes. R. W.. A.M.Inst.C.E. 65 Hayes-road, Bromley, Kent.
1914. §\Veir, G. North Mine, Broken Hill. New South Wales.
1890. *Wetss, Frederick Ernest, D.Sc. F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1911 ; Council,

1914- ), Professor of Botany in the Victoria University,
Manchester.

1905. JWelby, Miss F. A. Hamilton House, Hall-road, N.W.
1902. {Welch, R. J. 49 Lonsdale-street, Belfast.

1894. tWeld. Miss. 119 Iffley-road, Oxford.
1880. *Weldon, Mrs. Merton Lea, Oxford.
1908. JWelland, Rev. C. N. Wood Park, Kingstown, Co. Dublin.
1881. §Wellcome, Henry S. Snow Hill-buildings, E.C.
1911. fWELLDON, Right Rev. J. E. C, D.D. (Pres. L, 1911.) The Deanery,

Manchester.
1908. tWellisch, E. M. 17 Park-street, Cambridge.
1881. IWella. Rev. Edward. M.A. West Dean Rectory, Salisbury.

1911. *Welsfobd, Miss E. J. Imperial Collegeof Science and Technology,
S.W.

Wentworth, Frederick W. T. Vernon. Wentworth Castle, near
Barnsley, Yorkshire.

1864. *Were, Anthony Berwick. The Limes, Walland's Park, Lewes.
1886. *Wertheimer, Julius, D.Sc, B.A., F.I.C., Dean of the Faculty of

Engineering in the University of Bristol.

1910. § West, G. S., M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Botany in the University of

Birmingham.
1903 {Westaway. F. W. 1 Pemberley-crescent, Bedford.
1882. *We3tlake, Ernest. F.G.S. Fordingbridge, Salisbury.

1900. tWethey, E. R., M.A., F.R.G.S. 4 CunUffe-villas, Manningham,
Bradford.

1909. tWheeler, A. 0., F.R.G.S. The Alpine Club of Canada, Sidney,
B.C., Canada.

1893. *Whetham, W. C. D., M.A., F.R.S. Upwater Lodge, Cambridge.
1888. JWhidborne, Miss Alice Maria. Charante, Torquay.
1912. tWhiddington, R., M.A., D.Sc. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1913. tWhipp. E. M. 14 St. George's-road, St. Anne's-on-Sea.

1912. *Whipple, F. J. W., M.A. Meteorological Office, South Kensuigton,
S.W.

1898. *Whipple, Robert S. Scientific Instrument Company, Cam-
bridge.

1859. *Whitaker, William, B.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1895 ; Council.

1890-96.) 3 Campden-road, Croydon.
1884. tWhitcher, Arthur Henry. Dominion Lands Office,Winnipeg.Canada.
1897. JWhitcombe, George. The Wotton Elms. Wotton, Gloucester.

1886. {White, A. Silva. 42 Stevenage-road, S.W.
1908. {\Miite. Mrs. A. Silva. 42 StevenaE;e-rcad, S.\\'.

1911. JVMiite, Miss E. L., M.A. Day Training College, Portsmouth.
1913. §White, Mrs. E. W. Anelgate, Harborne-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1904. JWhite, H. Lawienco, B.A. 33 Rossington-road, Sheffield.

1885. *White, J. Martin. Balruddery, Dundee.
1914. |White, Dr. Jean. Prickly Pear Experimental Station, Dulacca,

Queensland, Austraha.

1910. *White, Mrs. Jessie, D.Sc, B.A. 49 Gordon-mansions, W.C.
1912. §White, R. G., M.Sc. University College, Bangor, North Wales.

1877. *White, William. 20 Hillersdon-avenue, Church-road, Barnes, S.W.
1904. {Whitehead.J.E.L., M.A. (Local See. 1904.) Guildhall, Cambridge,
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1913. iWhitehouse, Richard H., M.Sc. Queen's University, Belfast.

1905. JWhiteley, Miss M. A., D.Sc. Imperial College of Science and
Technology, S.VV.

1893. §VVhiteley, R. Lloyd, F.C.S., F.I.C. Municipal Science and Tech-
nical School, West Bromwich.

1907. *Whitlev. E. 13 Linton-road, Oxford.
1905. *Whitmee, H. B. P.O. Box 470, Durban, Natal.
1891. IWhitmell, Charles T., M.A., B.Sc. Invermay, Hyde Park,

Leeds.

1897. JWhittaker, E. T., M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics in
the University of Edinburgh.

1901. JWhitton, James. City Chambers, Glasgow.
1905. §Wibberley, C, M.V.O. Caro of Parr's Bank, Ltd., Commarket,

Dei'by.

1913. §WiCKSTEED, Rev. Philip H., M.A. (Pres. F, 1913.) Childrey,
Wantage, Berkshire.

1912. §Wight, Dr. J. Sherman. 30 Schermerhorn-street, Brooklyn, U.S.A.
1889. *WiLBERFORCE, L. R., M.A., Professor of Physics in the University

of Liverpool.
1914. JWilcock, J. L. 9 East-road, Lancaster.
1S87. *WiLDE, Henry, D.Sc, D.C.L., F.R.S. The Hurst, Alderley Edge,

Cheshire.

1910. §Wilkins, C. F. Lower Division, Eastern Jumna Canal, Delhi.
1905. JWilkins, R. F. Thatched House Club, St. James's-street, S.W,
1904. jWilkinson, Hon. Mrs. Dringhouses Manor, York.
1900. § Wilkinson, J. B. Holme-lane, Dudley Hill, Bradford.
1915. *Willaus, J. B. Dolfargaii, Kerry, Montsomerj^shire.
1913. JWillcox, J. Edward, M.Inst.C.E. 27 Calthorpe-road, Edgbaston,

Birmingham.
1903. JWillett, John E. 3 Park-road, Southport.
1904. *Williams, Miss Antonia. 6 Sloane-gardens, S.W.
1905. §Williams, Gardner F. 2201 R-street, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
1883. fWiUiams, Rev. H. Alban, M.A. Sheering Rectory. Harlow, Essex.
1861. *WilUams, Harry Samuel, M.A., F.R.A.S. 6 Heathfield, Swansea.
1875. Williams, Rev. Herbert Addams. Llangibby Rectory, near New-

port, Monmouthshire.
1891. §Wimauis, J. A. B., M.Inst.C.E. 22 Lansdown-place, aiclteuham.
1883. *WilUam8, Mrs. J. Davies. 5 Chepstow-mansions, Bayswater, W.
1888. *WiUiam8, Miss Katharine I. Llandaff House, Pembroke-vale,

CUfton, Bristol.

1901. *Williams, Miss Mary. 6 Sloane-gardens, S.W.
1891. JWilliams, Morgan. 6 Park-place, Cardiff.

1883. jWilliams, T. H. 27 Water-street, Uverpool.
1877. *WiLLUMs, W. Carleton, F.C.S. Broomgrove, Goring-on-Thames.
1894. *WilIiamson, Mrs. Janora. 18 Rosebery-gardens, Crouch End, N.
1910. JWilliamson, K. B., Central Provinces, India. Care of Messrs.

Grindlay & Co., 54 Parliament-street, S.W.
1913. JWillink, H. G. Hillfields, Burghfieid, Mortimer, Berkshire.
1895. jWiLLiNK, W. (Local Sec. 1896.) 14 Castle-street, Liverpool.
1895. JWiLLLs, JoiJN C, M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S. 48 Jesus-laue, Cambridge.
1896. tWiLLisoN, J. S. (Local Sec. 1897.) Toronto. Canada.
1913. *Wills, L. J., M.A., F.G.S. The University, Birmingham.
1899. §Willaon, Gporge. Lendarac.Sedlescombe-road.St. Leonards-on-Sea.
1899. §Willson, Mrs. George. Lendarac, Sedlescombe-road, St. Leonards-

on-Sea.

1913. JWilmore, Albert, D.Sc, F.G.S. Fernbank, Colne.
1911. *Wilmott, A. J., B.A. Natural History Museum, S.W.
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1911. §Wil3more, Professor N. T. M., D.Sc. The University, Perth,
Western Australia.

1911. fWilsmore, Mrs. The University, Perth, Western Australia.

1908. §Wilson, Miss. Glenfield, Deighton, Huddersfield.

1901. fWilaon, A. Belvoir Park, Newtownbreda, Co. Down.
1878. JWilson, Profoa.sor Alexander S., M.A., B.So. United Free Church

Manso, North Qucensferry.
1905. §Wilson. A. W. P.O. Box 24. Lanalaagte, South Africa.

1907. {Wilson, A. W. Low Slack. Queen's-road, Kendal.
190.1. tWikon.C!. T. R., M.A.. F.R.S. Sidney-Sussex College. Cambridge.
1894. *Wil.son, Charles J., F.I.C.. F.C.S. 14 Suffolk-street, Pall Mall.S.W.
1904. §Wil.'ion, Charles .John. F.R.G.S. Deanfield. Hawick, Scotland.
1912. JWilson, David. M.A., D.Sc. Carbeth, Killearn. N.B.
1904. tWilson, David, M.D. Glenfield, Deighton, Huddersfield.
1912. *\Vilson, David Alec. 1 Broomfield-road, Ayr,
1900. *Wilson, Duncan R. 44 Whiteliall-oourt, S.W.
1895. {Wilson, Dr. Gregg. Queen's University, Belfast.

1914. {Wilson, H. C. Department of Agriculture, Research Station,

Werribco, Victoria.

1901. {Wilson, Harold A.. M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Physics in

the Rice Institute, Houston, Texas.
1902. *Wilson, Harry, F.I.C. 32 Westwood-road, Southampton.
1879. {Wilson, Henry J., M.P. Osgathorpo Hills, Sheffield.

1910. *Wilson, J. S. 29 Denbigh-street, S.W.
1913. §Wilson, Professor J. T., M.B., F.R.S. University of Sydney.

Sydney. N.S.W.
1908. §Wilson, Professor James, M.A., B.Sc. 40 St. Kevin's-park, Dartry-

road, Dublin.

1879. {Wilson, John WyclifTe. Easthill, East Bank-road. Sheffield.

1901. *\ViLson, Joseph, F.R.M.S. Tlie Hawthorns, 3 West Park-road,
Kcw Gardens, Surrey.

1908. *Wilson, Malcolm, D.Sc, F.L.S., Lecturer in Mycology and Bac-
teriology in the University of Edinburgh. Royal Botanic
Gardens, Edinburgh.

1909. §Wil3on, R. A. Hinton House, Londonderry.

1847. *Wilson, Rev. Sumner. Preston Candover Vicarage, Basingstoke.

1883. {Wilson, T. Rivers Lodge, Harpenden, Hertfordshire.

1892. {Wilson, T. Stacey, M.D. 27 Wheeley's-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1861. {Wilson, Thomas Bright. Ghyllside, Wells-road, Ilkley, Yorkshire.

1887. §Wil8on, W. Battlehillock, Kildrummy. Mossat, Aberdeenshire.

1909. {Wilson. W. Murray. 29 South -drive, Harrogate.

1910. {Wilton. T. R., M.A., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 18 Westminster-chambere,
Crosshall-street, Liverpool.

1907. §WunperLs. H. E., M.A. 16 Reynolds-close, Hampstead Way, N.W.
1910. {Winder, B. W. Ceylon House, Sheffield.

1886. {WiNDi.E, Sir Bertram C. A., M.A., M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., President

of University College, Cork.

1863. *WiNWOOD, Rev. H. H.,M.A., F.G.S. (Local Sec. 1864.) 11 Caven-
dish-crescent, Bath.

1905 §Wiseman, J. G., F.R.C.S., F.R.G.S. Stranraer, St. Peter's-road,

St. Margaret's-on-Thames.

1914. {Witkiewicz, S. Care of Dr. JIaUnowski, London School of

Economics, Clare Market, W.C.
1913. {Wohlgemuth, Dr. A. 44 Church-crescent, Muswell Hill, N.

.1875. {Wolfe-Barry, Sir .John. K.C.B., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G,

1898; Council, 1899-1903, 1909-10.,^ .Delahay House,

.16 Chelsea Embankment, S.W,
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19] 5. §Wolff, C. E. The Cloiigh, Hale, Cheshire.
1905. J Wood, A., jun. Emmanuel College, Cambridge.
1863. *Wood, Collingwood L. Freeland, Forgandenny, N.B.
1875. *Wood, George William Rayner. Singleton Lodge, Manchester.
1878. JWood, Sir H. Trueman, M.A. Royal Society of Arts, John-

street, Adelphi, W.C. ; and Prince Edward's-mansiona,
Bayswater, W.

1908. JWood, Su- Henry J. 4 Elsworthy-road, N.W.
188.3. *Wood. J. H. 21 Westbourne-road, Birkdale, Lancashire.
1912. §Wood, John K. 304 Blackness-road, Dundee.
1904. *WooD, T. B., M.A. (Pres. M, 1913), Professor of Agriculture in

the University of Cambridge. Caius College, Cambridge.
1899. *Wood, W. Hoffman. Ben Rhydding. Yorkshire.
1901. *Wood, William James, F.S.A.(Scot.). 266 George-street,

Glasgow.
1899. *Woodcock, Mrs. A. Care of Messrs. Stilwell & Harley, 4 St.

James'-street, Dover.
1896. 'WooDHBAD, Professor G. Sims, M.D. Pathological Laboratory.

Cambridge.
1911. §Woodhead, T. W., Ph.D., F.L.S. Technical College, Huddersfield.
1012. *VVood-Jones, F.. D.Sc, Professor of Anatomy in the University of

London. New Selnia, Epsoin, Surrev.

"

1906. *Woodland. Dr. W. N. F. Zoological Department, The Muir
Central College, Allahabad, United Provinces, India.

1904. JWoods, Henry, M.A. Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge.
Woods, Samuel. 1 Drapers' -gardens, Throgmorton-street, E.C.

1887. *Woodward, Abthub Smith, LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.(Pre8. C,
1909 ; Council, 1903-10. 1915- ), Keeper of the Department
of Geology, British Museum (Natural History), Cromwell-
road, S.W.

1869. *WooDWARD, C. J., B.Sc, F.G.S. The Lindens, St. Mary's-road,
Harborne, Birmingham.

1912. JWoodward, Mrs. C. J. The Lindens, St. Mary's-road, Harborne,
Birmingham.

1886. ^Woodward. Harry Page, F.G.S. 129 Beaufort-street, S.W.
1866. JWooDWARD, Henry, LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1887;

Council, 1887-94.) 13 Arundel-gardens, NottingHill, W.
1894. *Woodward, John Harold. 8 Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster,

S.W.
1909. *Woodward, Robert S. Carnegie Institution, Washington, U.S.A.
1908. §WooLACOTT, David, D.Sc, F.G.S. 8 The Oaks West, Sunderland.
1890. *Woolleombe, Robert Lloyd, M.A., LL.D., F.I.Inst., F.R.C.Inst.,

F.R.G.S., P.R.E.S., F.S.S., M.R.I.A. 14 Waterloo-road,
Dublin.

1883. *Woolley, George Stephen. Victoria Bridge, Manchester.
1015. *Woolley, Heruiarni. Fairhill, Kersal, Manche.ster.
1914. JWooIiiough, Professor W. S., D.Sc. University of Western

Australia, Perth. ^Vestern Australia.

1912. *Wordie, James M., B.A. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1908. t Worsdell, W. C. 2 Woodside, Bathford, Bath.
1863. '^Worsley, Phihp J. Rodney Lod^e. Chfton, Bristol.

1901. XWoHh. J. T. Oakcnrod Mount, Rochdule.
1904. JWORTHINGTON, A. M., C.B., F.R.S. 5 Louisa-terrace, E.xmouth.
1908. =^Worthington, James H., M.A., F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S. The Observa.-

tory, Four-Marks, Alton.
1906. JWragoe, R. H. Vernon. York.
1910. jWrench, E, G. Park Lodge, Baslow, Derbyshiie.
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1906. {Wright, Sir Alniroth E., M.D., D.Sc, RR.S., Professor of Ex-
perimental Pathology in the University of London. G Park-
crescent, W.

1914. JWright, A. M. Islington, Christchurch, New Zealand.
1883. *Wright, Rev. Arthur, D.D. Queens' College, Cambridge.
1909. JWright, C. S., B.A, Caius College, Cambridge.
1914. JWright, Gilbert. Agricultural Department, The University,

Svdney, N.S.W.
1874. JWright, Joseph, F.G.S. 4 Alfred-street, Belfast.

1884. JWright, Professor R. Ramsay, M.A., B.Sc. Red Gables, Head-
ington Hill. Oxford.

1904. %Writjht,Ji. T. Goldiedie, Trumpinglon, Cambridge.
1911. fWright, W. B., B.A.. F.G.S. 14 Hume-street. Dublin.
1903. {Wright, WiUiam. The University, Birmingham.
1871. {Wbiohtson, Sir Thomas, Bart., M.Jnst.C.E., F.G.S. Neasham

Hall, DarUngton.
1902. tWyatt, G. H. 1 Maurice-road, St. Andrew's Park, Bristol.

1901. jWyUe, Alexander. Kirkfield, Johnstone, N.B.
1902. iWylie, John. 2 Mafeking- villas. Whitehead. Belfast.

1911. jWyllie, W. L., R.A. Tower House, Tower-street, Portsmouth.
1899. JWynne, W. p., D.Sc. F.R.S. (Pres. B. 1913), Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Sheffield. 17 Taptonville-
road, Sheffield.

1901. *Yapp, R. H., M.A., Professor of Botany in the Queen's University,
Belfast.

Yarborough, George Cook. Camp's Mount, Doncaster.
1894. *Yarrow, A. F. Campsie Dene, Blanefield, Stirlingsliire.

1913. *Yates, H. James, F.C.S., M.I.Mech.E. Redcroft, Four Oaks,
Warwickshire.

1905. JYerbury, Colonel. Army and Navy Club. Pall Mall, S.W.
1909. §Young, Professor A. H. Trinity College, Toronto, Canada.
1904. JYoung, Alfred. Selwyn College, Cambridge.
1891. §YouNO, Alfred C, F.C.S. 17 Vicar's-hill, Lewisham, S.E.
1905. JYoung, Professor Andrew, M.A., B.Sc. South African College,

Cape Town.
1909. |Young, F. A. 615 Notre Dame-avenue, Winnipeg, Canada.
1913. *Young, Francis Chisholm. La Nonette de la Forut, Geneva.
1894. *YouNG, George, Ph.D. 46 Church-crescent, Church End,

Finchley, N.
1909. §Young, Herbert, M.A., B.C.L., F.R.G.S. Amprior, Ealing, W.
1901. Young, John. 2 Montague-terrace, Kelvinside, Glasgow.
1885. {YouNo, R. Bbucb, M.A., M.B. 8 Crown-gardens, Dowanhill,

Glasgow.
1909. {Young, R. G. University of North Dakota, North Chautauqua,

North Dakota, U.S.A.
1901. {Young, Robert M., B.A. Rathvarna, Belfast.

1883. *YoiTNG, Sydney, D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1904), Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Dublin. 12 Raglan-road, Dublin.
1887. {Young, Sydney. 29 Mark-bme. E.C.

1911. {Young, T. J. College of Agriculture. Holmes Chapel, Cheshire.
1907. *YouKG, William Henry, M.A., ScD., Hon. Dr. is Sc. Math.,

F.R.S., Professor of the Philosophy and History of Jlathe-
matics in the University of Liverpool. La Nonette de la

Foret, Geneva, Switzerland.

1903. {Yoxall, Sir J. H., M.P. 67 Russell-square. W.C.

1915. G
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1887. Professor Cleveland Abbe. Local Office, U.S.A. Weather Bureau,

Washington, U.S.A.

1892. Professor Svante Arrhenius. The University, Stockholm. (Bergs-

gatan 18.)

1913. Dr. O. Backlund. Pulkowa, Russia.

1913. Professor C. Barrois. Universite, Lille, France.

1897. Professor Carl Barus. Brown University, Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

1887. Hofrath Professor A. Bemthsen, Ph.D. Anilenfabrik, Ludvsdgshafen,

Germany.
1913. Professor K. Birkeland. Universitet, Christiania.

1890. Professor Dr. L. Brentano. Friedrichstrasse 11, Munchen.

1893. Professor Dr. W. C. Brogger. Universiteta Mineralogske Institute,

Christiania, Norway.
1894. Professor D. H. Campbell. Stanford University, Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia, U.S.A.

1897. M. C. de CandoUe. 3 Cour de St. Pierre, Geneva, Switzerland.

1887. Professor G. Capellini. 65 Via Zamboni, Bologna, Italy.

1913. Professor H. S. Carhart. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Michigan, U.S.A.

1894. Emile Cartailhac. 5 rue de la Chaine, Toulouse, France

1901. Professor T. C. Chamberlin. Chicago, U.S.A.

1894. Dr. A. Chauveau. 7 rue Cuvier, Paris.

1913. Professor R. Chodat. Universite, Geneva.

1887. F. W. Clarke. Care of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington,

D.C.. U.S.A.

1913. Professor H. Conwentz. Elssholzstrasse 13, Berlin W. 57.

1873. Professor Guido Cora. Via Nazionale 181, Rome.
1889. W. H. Dall, Sc.D. United States Geological Survey, Washington,

D.C., U.S.A.

1872. Dr. Yves Delage. Faculte des Sciences, La Sorbonne, Paris.

1901. Professor G. Dewalque. 17 rue de la Paix, Liege, Belgium.

1913. Professor Carl Diener. Universitat, Vienna.

1876. Professor Alberto Eccher. Florence.

1894. Professor Dr. W. Einthoven. Leiden, Netherlands.

1892. Professor F. Elfving. Helsingfors, Finland.

1901. Professor J. Elster. Wolfenbiittel, Germany.
1913. Professor A. Engler. Universitat, Berhn.

1913. Professor Giuho Fano. Istituto di Fisiologia, Florence.

1901. Professor W. G. Farlow. Harvard, U.S.A.

1874. Dr. W. Feddersen. Carplinenstrasse 9, Leipzig.

1913. Professor Chas. Fery. I&cole Municipale de Physique et de Chimie
Industrielles, 42 rue Lhomond, Paris.

1886. Dr. Otto Finsch. Altewiekring, No. 19b, Braunschweig, Germany.
1894. Professor Wilhelm Foerster, D.C.L. Encke Platz 3a, Berlin, S.W.48.

1872. W. de Fonvielle. 50 rue des Abbesses, Paris.

1901. Professor A. P. N. Franchimont. Leiden, Netherlands.

J894. Professor L6on Fredericq. 20 rue de Pitteurs, Liege, Belgium.
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1913. Professor M. von Frey. Universitat, Wiirzburg.
1892. Professor Dr. Gustav Fritsch. Berlinerstrasse 30, Berlin.

1881. Professor C. M. Gariel. 6 rue Edouard D6taille, Parip.

1901. Professor Dr. H. GeKel. Wolfenbuttel, Germany.
1889. Professor Gustave Gilson. I'Universit^, Louvain, Belgium.
1913. Professor E. Gley. 14 rue Monsieur le Prince, Paris.

1889. A Gobert. 222 Chaussee de Charleroi, Brussels.

1884. General A. W. Greely, LL.D. War Department, Washineton.
U.S.A.

1.8.
1913. Professor P. H. von Groth. Universitat, Munich.
1892. Dr. C. E. Guillaume. Bureau International des Poids et Mesures,

Pavilion de Breteuil, Sevres.

1913. Yves Guyot. 95 rue de Seine, Paris.

1876. Professor Ernst Haeckel. Jena.
1881. Dr. Edwin H. Hall. 30 Langdon-street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.
1913. Professor A. Haller. 10 rue Vauquelin, Paris.

1913. Professor H. J. Hamburger. Physiological Institute, Groningen.
1893. Professor Paul Heger. 23 rue de Drapiers, Brussels.

1894. Professor Ludimar Hermann. Universitat, Konigsberg, Prussia.
1893. Professor Richard Hertwig. Zoologisches Institut, Alto Akademie,

Munich.
1913. Professor A. F. Holleman. Universiteit, Amsterdam.
1887. Dr. OUver W. Huntington. Cloyno House, Newport, R.I., U.S.A.
1884. Professor C. Loring Jackson. 6 Boylston Hall, Cambridge, Mas-

sachusetts. U.S.A.
1876. Dr. W. J. Janssen. Soldino, Lugano, Switzerland.

1881. W. Woolsey Johnson, Professor of Mathematics in the United States
Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, U.S.A.

1887. Professor C. JuUn. 159 rue de Fragnee. Li6ge.

1876. Dr. Giuseppe Jung. Bastioni Vittoria 21, Rlilan.

1913. Professor Hector Jungersen. Universitet, Copenhagen.
1913. Professor J. C. Kapteyn Universiteit, Gri>ningen.

1913. Professor A. E. Kennclly. Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, U.S.A.

1884. Baron Dairoku Kikuchi, M.A. Imperial University, Tokyo, Japan.
1873. Professor Dr. Felix Klein. Wilhelm-Weberstraflse 3. Gottingen.

1894. Professor Dr. L. Kny. Kaiser-Allee 186-7, Wilmersdorf, bei Berlin.

1894. Professor J. Kollmann. St. Johann 88, Basel, Switzerland.

1913. Professor D. J. Korteweg. Universiteit, Amsterdam.
1913. Professor A. Kossel. Physiologisches Institut, Heidelberg.

1894. Maxime Kovalevsky. 13 Avenue de I'Observatoire, Paris, France.

1913. Ch. Lallcmand, I)irecteur-General des Jlines. 58 Boulevard
Emilc-Augier, Paris.

1872. M. Georges Lemoine. 76 rue Notre Dame des Champs, Paris.

1901. Professor Philipp Lenard. Schlossstrasse 7. Heidelberg.

1883, Dr. F. Lindemann. Franz-Josefstrasse 12 I, Munich.
1887. Professor Dr. Georg Lunge. Ramistrasse 56, Zurich, V.

1913. Professor F. von Luschan. Universitat, Berlin.

1H94. Professor Dr. Otto Maas. Universitat. Munich
1913. Professor E. Mahaim. Universite do Li^ge, Belgium.

1887. Dr. C. A. von Martins. Voss-stra-sse 8, Berlin, W.
1884. Professor Albert A. Michelson. The University, Chicago, U.S.A.
1894. Professor G. Mittag-LefHer. Djursholm, Stockholm.
1897. Professor Oskar Montelius. St. Paulsgatan 11, Stockholm, Sweden.
1913. Professor E. H. Moore. University of Chicago, U.S..'\.

1897. Professor E. W. Morley, LL.D. West Hartford, Conneotiout,

U.S.A.
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Year of

Election.

1887. E. S. Morse. Peabody Academy of Science, Salem, Mass., U.S.A.

1913. Professor F. R. Moulton. University of Chicago, U.S.A.

1889. Dr. F. Nansen. Lysaker, Norway.
1894. Professor R. Nasini. Istituto Chimico, Via S. Maria, Piaa, Italy.

1913. Professor E. Naville. Universite, Geneva.
1887. Professor Emilio Noelting. Miihlhausen, Elsass, Germany.
1894. Professor H. F. Osborn. Columbia College. New York, U.S.A.
1890. Professor W. Ostwald. Linnestraase 2, Leipzig.

1890. Maffeo Pantaleoni. 13 Cola di Rienzo, Rome.
1895. Professor F. Paschen. Universitat, Tiibingen.

1887. Dr. Pauli. Feldbergstrasse 49, Frankfurt a/Main, Germany.
1901. Hofrath Professor A. Penck. Georgenstrasse 34-36, Berlin, N.W. 7.

1890. Professor Otto Pettersson. Stockholms Hogskola, Stockholm.
1894. Professor W. Pfeffer. D.C.L. Linnestraase 11, Leipzig.

1887. Professor Georg Quincke. Bergstrasse 41, Heidelberg.

1868. L. Radlkofer, Professor of Botany in the University of Munich.
Sonnenstrasse 7.

1913. Professor Reinke. Universitat, Kiel.

1895. Professor Ira Remsen. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

U.S.A.
1913. Dr. Hans Reusch. Universitet, Christiania.

1897. Professor Dr. C. Ricliet. 15 rue de I'Universite, Paris, France.

1896. Dr. van Rijckevorsel. Parklaan 3, Rotterdam, Netherlands.

1892. Professor Rosenthal, M.D. Erlangen, Bavaria.

1913. Professor A. Rothpletz. Universitat, Munich.
1913. Professor H. Rubens. Universitat, Berlin.

1896. Professor Carl Runge. Wilhelm Weberstrasse 21, Gottingen,

Germany.
1901. General Rykatchew. Ouniversitetskaia-hniia, 1, Petrograd.

1913. Dr. C. Schoute. De Biet, Holland.

1874. Dr. G. Schweinfurth. Kaiser Friedi'ichstrasse 8, Berlin.

1897. Professor VV. B. Scott. Princeton, N.J., U.S.A.

1887. Ernest Solvay. 25 rue du Prince Albert, Brussels.

1888. Dr. Alfred Springer. 312 East 2nd-street, Cincinnati, Ohio,

U.S.A.
1881. Dr. Cyparissos Stephanos. The University, Athens.

1887. Professor John Trowbridge. Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, U.S.A.

1889. Wladimir Vernadsky. Imperial Academy of Sciences, Petrograd.

1913. Professor M. Verworn. Universitat, Bonn.
1886. Professor Jules Vuylsteke. 21 rue Belhard, Brussels. Belgium,

1887. Professor Dr. Leonhard Weber. Moltkestrasse 60, Kiel.

1913. Professor Max Weber. Universiteit, Amsterdam.
1887. Dr. H. C. White. Athens, Georgia, U.S.A.
1881. Professor H. M. Whitney. Branford, Conn., U.S.A.
1887. Professor E. Wiedemann. Erlangen.
1887. Professor Dr. R. Wiedersheim. Hansastrasse 3, Freiburg-im-

Breisgau, Baden.
1913. Professor R. W. Wood. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

U.S.A.
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LIST OF SOCIETIES AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

TO WHICH A COPY OF THE EEPOBT IS PRESENTED.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

Aberystwyth. National Library of

Walos.
Belfast, Queen's University.
Birmingham, Midland Institute.

Bradford Philosophical Society.

Brighton PubUo Ldbrary.
Bristol Naturalists' Society.

, The Museum.
Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Cardiff, University College.

Chatham, Royal Engineers' Institute.

Cornwall, Royal Geological Society of.

Dublin, Geological Survey of Ireland.

, Royal College of Surgeons in

Ireland.

, Royal Irish Academy.
, Royal Society.

, National Library of Ireland.

Dundee, University College.

, Albert Institute.
*

Edinburgh, Royal Society of.

, Royal Medical Society of.

, Scottish Society of Arts.

Exeter, Royal Albert Memorial
College Museum.

Glasgow, Royal Philosophical Society
of.

, Institution of Engineers and
Shipbuilders in Scotland.

Leeds, Institute of Science.
•

, Philosophical and Literary
Society of.

Liverpool, Free Public Library.

, Royal Institution.

, The University.

London, Admiralty, Library of the.

, Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries.

, Chemical Society.—— , City and Guilds (Engineering)

College.

, Civil Engineers, Institution of.

, Geological Society.

, Geology, Museum of Practical.

, Greenwich Royal Observatory.
, Guildhall Library.

, Institution of Electrical

Engineers.

, Institution of Mechanical
Engineers.

London, Intelligence Office, Central

Department of Political Informa-
tion.

, King's College.

, Linnean Society.

, London Institution.

, Meteorological Office.

, Physical Society.

, Royal Anthropological Insti-

tute.

, Ro3'al Asiatic Society.

, Royal Astronomical Society.

, Royal College of Physicians.

, Royal College of Surgeons.
, Royal Geographical Society.

, Royal Institution.

, Royal Meteorological Society.

, Royal Sanitary Institute.

, Royal Society.

-, Royal Society of Arts.

, Royal Statistical Society.

, United Service Institutioli.

, University College.

, War Office, Library.
, Workers' Educational Asso-

ciation. 14 Red Lion Square, W.G.
, Zoological Society.

Manchester Literary and Philosophi-

cal Society.

, Municipal School of Technology.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, IJterary and

Philosophical Society.

Public library.

Norwich, The Free Library.

Nottingham, The Free Library.

Oxford, Ashmolean Natural History
Society.

, Radcliffe Observatory.
Plymouth Institution.

, Marine Biological Association.

Salford. Royal Museum and Library.

Sheffield, University College.

Southampton, Hartley Institution.

Stonyhurst College Observatory.
Surrey, Royal Gardens, Kew.

, Kew Observatory, Richmond.
Swansea, Royal Institution of South

Wales.
Yorkshire Philosophical Society.

The Corresponding Societies.
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EUROPE.
Berlin Die Kalserliche Aka-

demie der Wissen-
schaften.

Bonn ..... University library.

Brussels .... Royal Academy of

Sciences.

CJharkow . University Library.

Coimbra Meteorological Ob-
servatory.

Copenhagen . . . Royal Society of

Sciences.

Dorpat, Russia University Library.

Dresden .... Royal Public Library.

Frankfort . . . Natural History So-
ciety.

Geneva Natural History So-
ciety.

Gottingen ... .University Library.

Gratz Naturwissenschaft -

licher Verein.

Halle Leopoldinisch - Caro -

linische Akademie.
Harlem Societe HoUandaise

des Sciences.

Heidelberg. . . .University Library.

Helsingfors . . . University Library.

Jena University Library.

Kazan, Russia University Library.

Kiel « Royal Observatory.
Kiev University Library.

Lausanne .... The University. .

Leiden University Library.

Li6ge University Library.

Lisbon Academia Real des

Sciences.

Milan The Institute.

Modena Royal Academy.
Moscow Society of Naturalists.

University Library.

Munich University Library.

Naples Royal Academy of

Sciences.

Zoological Station.

Paris Association Fran9aise
pour I'Avancement
des Sciences.

Geographical Society.

Geological Society.

Royal Academy of

Sciences.

School of Mines.

Petrograd .... University Library.

Imperial Observatory.
Pultova Imperial Observatory.
Rome Accademia dei Lincei.

Collegio Romano.
ItaUan Geographical

Society.

Italian Society of

Sciences.

Rumania .... Rumanian Association

for the Advance-
ment of Science,

Spain Asociacion para
Progreso de

• CSencias.

Stockholm . . . Royal Academy.
Turin Royal Academy

Sciences.

Upsala Royal Society
Science.

Utrecht University Library.

Vienna The Imperial Library.

Central Anstalt fiir

Meteorologie und
Erdmagnetismus.

Zurich Naturforschende Gre-

sellschaft.

el

las

of

of

ASIA.
Agra The College.

Bombay Elphinstone Institu-

tion.

Grant Medical Col-

lege.

Royal Asiatic Society.

Calcutta Royal Asiatic Society.

^ Hooghly College.

Calcutta Medical College.

Presidency College.

Ceylon The Museum, Co-
lombo.

Madras The Observatory.
University Library.

Tokyo Imperial University.

AFRICA.

Cape Town .... National Botanic Gardens, Newlands.
The Royal Observatory.
South African Association for the
Advancement of Science.

South African Public Library.
Grahamstown . . Rhodes University College.

Kimberley Pubho Library.
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AMERICA.

Albany The Institute.

Amherst The Observatory.
Baltimore .... Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity.

Boston American Academy of

Arts and Sciences.

Boston Society of

Natural History.

California The University.

Lick Observatory.
Academy of Sciences.

Cambridge . . . Harvard University
Library.

Chicago American Medical
Association.

Field Museum of

Natural History.

Edmonton .... University of Alberta.

Guelph Ontario Agricultural

College.

Kingston Queen's University.

Manitoba .... Historical and Scien-

tific Society.

The University.

Massachusetts .Marine Biological

Laboratory, Woods
Hole.

Mexico Sociedad Qentifica
' Antonio Alzate.'

Missouri Botanical Garden.
Montreal Council of Arts and

Manufactures.

Montreal McGill University.

New York . . . American Society of

Civil Engineers.

Academy of Sciences.

Ottawa Geological Survey of

Canada.
Philadelphia . .American Philosophi-

cal Society.

Franklin Institute.

University of Penn-
sylvania.

Toronto The Observatory.
The Canadian Insti-

tute.

The University.

Uruguay General Statistical

Bureau andLibrary,
Montevideo.

Washington. . .Board of Agriculture.

Bureau of Ethnology.
Bureau of Standards,
Departmentof Com-
merce and Labour.

Coast and Geodetic
Survey.

Library of Congress.

Naval Observatory.
Smithsonian Institu-

tion.

United States Geolo-
gical Survey of the
Territories.

AUSTRALIA.
Adelaide Public Library of South Australia,

Royal Geographical Society.

The University.

Brisbane Queensland Museum.
Queensland Public Library.

Melbourne Public Library.

Sydney Pubhc Works Department.
Australian Museum.
Library, Department of Mines.

Tasmania Royal Society.

Victoria The Colonial Government.

NEW ZEALAND.
Canterbury The Museum.
Wellington New Zealand Institute

(Dominion Museum),

29AllRl9t6
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